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S 0001  Joint Resolution, By McConnell, Peeler, Leatherman, Sheheen, Rose,
Courson, Elliott, Massey, Hayes, Davis, Bright, Campsen, Campbell, L.
Martin, Knotts, Alexander and S. Martin
Similar (H 3037)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT FOR THE STATE AND ITS POLITI-
CAL SUBDIVISIONS TO HAVE BUDGET PROCESSES DESIGNED TO
KEEP REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES IN BALANCE, THE LIMITATION
ON STATE APPROPRIATIONS, AND THE LIMITATIONS ON STATE
EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO DELETE THE EXISTING STATE SPENDING LIM-
ITATION AND REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO REPLACE IT BY
A LAW IMPOSING AN ANNUAL LIMIT ON THE APPROPRIATION OF
STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES BY ADJUSTING SUCH REVENUES
BY A ROLLING TEN-YEAR AVERAGE IN ANNUAL CHANGES IN GEN-
ERAL FUND REVENUES;   TO ALLOW THE CREATION OF A  BUDGET
STABILIZATION FUND IN THE STATE TREASURY TO WHICH MUST BE
CREDITED ALL GENERAL FUND REVENUES IN EXCESS OF THE
ANNUAL LIMIT; AND TO PROVIDE BY GENERAL LAW FOR THE
APPROPRIATIONS TO WHICH THE LIMIT APPLIES, THE METHOD OF
AND SOURCES FOR CALCULATING THE LIMIT; AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE DISBURSEMENTS FROM THE BUDGET STABILIZATION FUND.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-72
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-12
   01/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0002  General Bill, By McConnell, Peeler, Leatherman, Sheheen, Rose,
Courson, Elliott, Massey, Hayes, Davis, Bright and L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LIMIT ON
STATE SPENDING IMPOSED PURSUANT TO SECTION 7(C), ARTICLE X
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, SO AS TO REVISE
THIS LIMIT BY IMPOSING AN ANNUAL LIMIT ON THE APPROPRIA-
TION OF STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES BY ADJUSTING SUCH
REVENUES BY A ROLLING TEN-YEAR AVERAGE IN ANNUAL
CHANGES IN GENERAL FUND REVENUES AND THE CREATION OF A
SEPARATE BUDGET STABILIZATION FUND IN THE STATE TREASURY
TO WHICH MUST BE CREDITED ALL GENERAL FUND REVENUES IN
EXCESS OF THE ANNUAL LIMIT, THE REVENUES OF WHICH MUCH
FIRST BE USED TO STABILIZE GENERAL FUND REVENUES AVAIL-
ABLE FOR APPROPRIATION, TO DEFINE EMERGENCIES AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR SUSPENSION OF THIS APPROPRIATIONS LIMIT IN
EMERGENCIES, TO PROVIDE THAT A CASH BALANCE IN THE BUD-
GET STABILIZATION FUND IN EXCESS OF FIFTEEN PERCENT OF GEN-
ERAL FUND REVENUES OF THE MOST RECENT COMPLETED FISCAL
YEAR MAY BE APPROPRIATED IN SEPARATE LEGISLATION FOR VARI-
OUS NONRECURRING PURPOSES, AND TO DEFINE SURPLUS GEN-
ERAL FUND REVENUES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-72
S 0003  General Bill, By McConnell, Rose, O’Dell, Bryant, Shoopman,
Elliott, S. Martin and Bright
Similar (H 3771)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-696, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE’S OFFICIAL LANGUAGE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT AFTER JULY 1, 2009, ALL STATE AGENCIES AND
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE STATE SHALL OFFER ALL SER-
VICES, PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED, AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIALS,
AND TEST IN AN ENGLISH-ONLY FORMAT, UNLESS OTHERWISE
REQUIRED BY FEDERAL LAW OR REGULATION, AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-73
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-73
S 0004  General Bill, By McConnell, Campsen, Rose, Bryant, Elliott, Peeler,
Bright, Campbell, Ford, Knotts, Davis, Setzler and S. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA TEACHER PROTECTION ACT OF
2009”, BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-900, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
TEACHER MAY BRING A CIVIL ACTION AGAINST A STUDENT WHO
COMMITS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE AGAINST THE TEACHER IF THE
OFFENSE OCCURS ON SCHOOL GROUNDS OR AT A SCHOOL-RELATED
EVENT, OR IF THE OFFENSE IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE
TEACHER’S PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT NO TEACHER HAS CIVIL LIABILITY TO A STUDENT OR TO A
PARTY ACTING IN THE INTEREST OF THE STUDENT FOR AN ACT OR
OMISSION BY THE TEACHER THAT OCCURS WHILE THE TEACHER IS
ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE SCHOOL; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-
612, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF A STUDENT COMMITTING
ASSAULT AND BATTERY AGAINST A PERSON AFFILIATED WITH A
SCHOOL IN AN OFFICIAL CAPACITY, SO AS TO REDEFINE INTO THREE
OFFENSES WITH SEPARATE PENALTIES FOR EACH, INCLUDING
ESTABLISHING THE MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE AS A FELONY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-73
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-73
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-13
   01/29/09 Senate Amended SJ-20
   01/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/03/09 Senate Amended SJ-18
   02/03/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   02/10/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   02/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
S 0005  Joint Resolution, By McConnell, Campsen, Elliott, Sheheen, Ford
and Lourie
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 15,
ARTICLE I OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE RIGHT OF BAIL, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE
DENIAL OF BAIL TO A PERSON WHO IS RELEASED ON BAIL PENDING
TRIAL AND WHOSE BAIL IS REVOKED OR FORFEITED FOR VIOLAT-
ING A  CONDITION OF RELEASE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-74
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-74
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Knotts,
Rankin, Cleary
S 0006  General Bill, By McConnell, Campsen, Rose, Elliott and Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-15-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETER-
MINING CONDITIONS OF RELEASE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
PERSON WHO IS RELEASED ON BAIL PENDING TRIAL, AND IS SUBSE-
QUENTLY CHARGED WITH A VIOLENT OFFENSE, SHALL BE DENIED
BAIL WHEN THE PROSECUTOR PROVES BY A PREPONDERANCE OF
THE EVIDENCE THAT NO CONDITION OR COMBINATION OF CONDI-
TIONS REASONABLY ASSURES THE SAFETY OF ANY OTHER PERSON
OR THE SAFETY OF THE COMMUNITY IF THE PERSON IS RELEASED;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-510, RELATING TO BOND HEARINGS IN5
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMAGISTRATES COURTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT PENDING CHARGES
AGAINST A PERSON REQUESTING BAIL SHALL BE CONSIDERED BY
THE MAGISTRATE IN DETERMINING IF BAIL IS GRANTED OR DENIED.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-74
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-74
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Knotts,
Rankin, Cleary
S 0007  General Bill, By McConnell and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 16, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FELONIES AND MISDEMEANORS, BY
ADDING SECTION 16-1-60, SO AS TO INCLUDE MANUFACTURING, DIS-
TRIBUTING, OR POSSESSION WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE A
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE AND MANUFACTURING, DISTRIBUTING,
OR POSSESSION WITH THE INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE METHAMPHET-
AMINE, COCAINE BASE, AND OTHER CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES AS
VIOLENT CRIMES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-75
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-75
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0008  General Bill, By McConnell, Rose, Elliott, Massey, Ford and Knotts
Similar (H 3441)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 4, TITLE 58, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, RELATING TO THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF, BY
ADDING SECTION 58-4-140 SO AS TO CREATE A NON-PROFIT ENTITY
NAMED OPERATION EMPOWERED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE TO LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO IMPLEMENT
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION MEASURES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-75
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-75
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Campbell
S 0009  General Bill, By McConnell, Leventis, Rose, Elliott, Massey, Peeler,
Bright and Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 52, TITLE 48, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY, BY ADDING
ARTICLE 12, SO AS TO ESTABLISH ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEW-
ABLE ENERGY GOALS FOR STATE GOVERNMENT, TO DIRECT STATE
AGENCIES TO PROCURE ENERGY EFFICIENT PRODUCTS, AND TO
DIRECT EVERY STATE AGENCY HEAD TO REQUIRE THE REPLACE-
MENT OF ALL INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULBS WITH COMPACT FLUO-
RESCENT LIGHT BULBS IN EACH STATE AGENCY BY JULY 1, 2011.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-75
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-75
   02/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-23
   02/26/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   02/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   03/10/09 Senate Amended SJ-21
   03/10/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-16
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-55
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-37
   04/29/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-206
S 0010  General Bill, By McConnell, Leventis, Rose, Elliott, Massey and
Peeler
Similar (H 3290)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO STATE INCOME TAX CREDITS, BY
ADDING SECTION 12-6-3588, SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE INCOME TAX
CREDIT EQUAL TO TWENTY PERCENT OF THE CREDIT ALLOWED
AGAINST A TAXPAYER’S FEDERAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY FOR
QUALIFIED EXPENDITURES ON PHOTOVOLTAIC, SOLAR, AND FUEL
CELL PROPERTY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, RELATING TO
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO INCLUDE AN
EXEMPTION FOR THE PURCHASE OF MACHINERY, MACHINE TOOLS,
AND ANY PART THEREOF THAT IS USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF
ELECTRICITY FROM A RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-76
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-76
S 0011  General Bill, By Peeler, Cromer, Massey, Bryant, Fair, Ryberg,
Hayes, Campbell, Mulvaney, Rose, Rankin, Davis, Courson, Thomas,
Alexander, Cleary, Bright, Campsen, Shoopman, S. Martin, Sheheen, Elliott
and Lourie
Similar (H 3047)
A BILL TO ENACT THE “SPENDING ACCOUNTABILITY ACT OF 2009”;
AND TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY
ADDING SECTION 2-7-125 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN BILLS AND
JOINT RESOLUTIONS TO RECEIVE A RECORDED ROLL CALL VOTE AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF THEIR PASSAGE BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES AND THE SENATE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-76
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-76
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Ford, Knotts
S 0012 (Rat # 0121, Act #  0081)  General Bill, By Leatherman, Alexander,
Ford, Rankin, O’Dell, Cleary, Leventis, Elliott, Lourie, Malloy and Setzler
Similar (H 3415)
AN ACT TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA TAXATION REALIGN-
MENT COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMISSION’S MEMBER-
SHIP, POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE COMMISSION SHALL CONDUCT A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF
THE STATE’S TAX SYSTEM AND SUBMIT A REPORT OF ITS RECOM-
MENDED CHANGES TO FURTHER THE GOAL OF MAINTAINING AND
ENHANCING THE STATE AS AN OPTIMUM COMPETITOR IN THE
EFFORT TO ATTRACT BUSINESSES AND INDIVIDUALS TO LOCATE,
LIVE, WORK, AND INVEST IN THE STATE, TO PROVIDE A SCHEDULE
OF REPORTING AND REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO CONCLUDE ITS
BUSINESS BY JANUARY 1, 2011, UNLESS EXTENDED BY LAW, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE CONSIDERATION OF LEG-
ISLATION RESULTING FROM THE COMMISSION’S
RECOMMENDATIONS, TO LIMIT RECEIPT BY THE COMMISSION OF
INFORMATION FROM LOBBYISTS TO FORMAL PRESENTATIONS TO
THE COMMISSION IN A SCHEDULED MEETING AND PROVIDE A PEN-
ALTY FOR VIOLATIONS; AND TO AMEND ACT 388 OF 2006, RELATING
TO TAXATION, SO AS TO DELETE PROVISIONS ESTABLISHING THE
JOINT SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE. - ratified title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-77
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-77
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott6
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
2
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/18/09 Senate Special order, set for February 18, 2009 SJ-15
   02/19/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-12
   02/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-48
   02/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-48
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-48
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-114
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-17
   04/01/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cooper HJ-68
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 21, 2009 HJ-41
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 22, 2009 HJ-41
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-30
   04/22/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Ott, White, Rice, Loftis,
Cobb-Hunter, Neilson, JR Smith, TR Young, King, Jeffer-
son, GR Smith, JH Neal, Gunn, and Kennedy HJ-67
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 24, 2009 HJ-94
   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-75  Nays-35 HJ-94
   04/29/09 House Amended HJ-234
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-240
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-74
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-87
   04/30/09 House Roll call Yeas-67  Nays-30 HJ-87
   05/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-46
   05/13/09 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-68
   05/14/09 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. White, Battle, and Merrill HJ-4
   05/14/09 Senate Conference committee appointed Setzler, Alexander, and
Shoopman SJ-84
   06/16/09 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-152
   06/16/09 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-20 HJ-152
   06/16/09 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-90
   06/16/09 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-98
   06/24/09 Ratified R 121
   06/30/09 Signed By Governor
   07/07/09 Effective date 06/30/09
   07/07/09 Act No. 81
S 0013 (Rat # 0044, Act #  0018)  General Bill, By Leatherman, Elliott and
Campbell
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-910, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE FEES
AND PENALTIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL FEES AND PENALTIES
MUST BE PLACED IN THE STATE HIGHWAY ACCOUNT OF THE TRANS-
PORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK WITHOUT CREDITING ANY TO
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION OR THE GENERAL FUND OF
THE STATE. - ratified title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-77
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-77
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-14
   01/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   02/11/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-31
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
   04/29/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-215
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-58
   05/12/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-24
   05/13/09 Ratified R 44
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   06/01/09 Act No. 18
S 0014  Resolution, By Courson, Peeler, Land, Setzler, Leatherman, Leventis,
Matthews, Thomas, McGill, Elliott, Hayes and Rose
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE COMMISSIONING OF A
PORTRAIT OF THE HONORABLE GLENN FANT McCONNELL OF
CHARLESTON TO BE PLACED IN THE SENATE CHAMBER, PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE, LONGTIME AND BELOVED SENATOR
FROM THE FORTY-FIRST SENATORIAL DISTRICT, A LOYAL AND COM-
PASSIONATE PUBLIC SERVANT, AND A DISTINGUISHED STATESMAN.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Operations and Management
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced SJ-77
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Operations and Management
SJ-77
S 0015  General Bill, By Lourie, Elliott and Massey
Similar (S 0047, S 0087, S 0113, H 3159)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 34-39-175 TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONSUMER FINANCE DIVI-
SION OF THE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS MUST
IMPLEMENT A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT LOAN TRACKING DATA-
BASE AND TO PROVIDE FOR INFORMATION REQUIRED IN THE DATA-
BASE; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-270 TO LIMIT CONSUMERS TO ONE
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT LOAN AT A TIME, TO PROVIDE FOR A
SEVEN DAY WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN LOANS, TO REQUIRE
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS TO VERIFY A CONSUMERS
ELIGIBILITY FOR A LOAN PRIOR TO ENTERING A DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT TRANSACTION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCESS TO
DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-280 TO PROVIDE
THAT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES A CONSUMER MAY UTILIZE
A PAYMENT PLAN TO SATISFY AN OUTSTANDING LOAN, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A PAYMENT PLAN MAY BE
USED, AND THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A PAYMENT PLAN; TO ADD
SECTION 34-39-290 TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD MUST MAKE
ANNUAL REPORTS AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THOSE
REPORTS; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-130 TO PROVIDE FOR THE
APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34; TO AMEND SECTION 34-
39-150 TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION FEE FOR NEW LICENSES
AND LICENSE RENEWAL FEES ARE INCREASED FROM TWO HUN-
DRED FIFTY DOLLARS TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 34-39-180 TO PROVIDE FOR A MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT BASED
UPON THE CONSUMER’S GROSS INCOME OR FIVE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS, TO PROVIDE FOR CONSUMER WARNING STATEMENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS MAY NOT ENTER
INTO A LOAN WITH A CONSUMER SATISFYING ANOTHER LOAN PUR-
SUANT TO AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE BOARD MUST DEVELOP A FORM TO BE USED BY DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS TO CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM
AMOUNT THAT MAY BE LENT TO A CONSUMER; TO AMEND SECTION
34-39-200 TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS ON THE ACTIVI-
TIES OF LICENSED DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS; TO
AMEND CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 BY ADDING SECTION 39-34-205 TO
PLACE ON-PREMISES ADVERTISING LIMITATIONS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 34-39-170 TO PROVIDE THAT CONSUMERS AND DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS MAY NOT ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS
THAT ALLOW FOR AUTOMATIC DEBITED LOAN PAYMENTS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-78
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-787
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0016  General Bill, By Lourie and Elliott
Similar (S 0140)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-39-100 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ISSUANCE OF UNIFORM DIPLOMAS, TO REQUIRE THE ISSU-
ANCE OF HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS FOR QUALIFYING VETERANS
WHO SERVED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES DURING A
WAR PERIOD AS DEFINED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
VETERANS AFFAIRS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-79
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-79
   02/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-4
   02/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/04/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-23
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
S 0017  General Bill, By Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-5-1190, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY FOR FAMILY
INDEPENDENCE BENEFITS, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE CONDITIONS FOR
RECEIVING SUCH BENEFITS WHEN A PERSON IS CONVICTED OF AN
ALCOHOL OR DRUG RELATED OFFENSES AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE PERSON IS ELIGIBLE FOR SUCH BENEFITS IF THE PERSON IS NOT
CONVICTED OF ANOTHER ALCOHOL OR DRUG-RELATED OFFENSE IN
THE YEAR FOLLOWING RELEASE FROM INCARCERATION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-79
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-79
S 0018  General Bill, By Elliott
Similar (S 0338)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 108 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-80
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-80
S 0019  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-116-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT EVERY
POLICE/SECURITY DEPARTMENT SHALL IMPLEMENT POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES TO GOVERN THEIR OPERATIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 59-116-10, 59-116-20, 59-116-30, 59-116-50, 59-116-60, 59-116-80, 59-
116-100, AND 59-116-120, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT, POW-
ERS, AND OPERATION OF CAMPUS SECURITY DEPARTMENTS, SO AS
TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERMS “CAMPUS” AND “CAM-
PUS POLICE OFFICER”, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM “CAMPUS SECU-
RITY OFFICER”, TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO REVISE THE
JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARY OF A CONSTABLE AND SECURITY
OFFICER, AND TO REVISE THE MARKINGS THAT MAY APPEAR ON A
CAMPUS POLICE OFFICER’S VEHICLE AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE
OF CAMPUS UNMARKED VEHICLES; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-
116-70, RELATING TO THE POSTING OF A BOND BY A CAMPUS POLICE
OFFICER BEFORE THE ASSUMPTION OF THEIR DUTIES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-80
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-80
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-4
   02/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/11/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
S 0020  General Bill, By Fair and Shoopman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-280 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
APPLYING FOR A LICENSE TO SELL BEER AND WINE OR ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS MUST BE A RESIDENT OF THE STATE FOR ONE YEAR; BY
ADDING SECTION 61-4-290 SO AS TO STATE THAT THE SHERIFF OR
CHIEF OF POLICE OF THE APPROPRIATE MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY
MAY MAKE A RECOMMENDATION IN WRITING FOR DENIAL OF A
BEER AND WINE OR ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS LICENSE; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 61-2-135 AND 61-2-136, RELATING TO RETAINING AN ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUOR OR BEER AND WINE LICENSE WHEN A BUSINESS IS
RELOCATED, AND TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-160, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE, RENEWAL, OR TRANSFER OF A
LICENSE WHEN DELINQUENT TAXES ARE DUE, ALL SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE APPROPRIATE PERSON MUST REAPPLY FOR THE
LICENSE, THAT RENEWAL OR TRANSFER OF A LICENSE IS NOT AUTO-
MATIC, AND THE PROVISIONS OF THE APPLICATION PROCESS MUST
BE COMPLIED WITH INCLUDING ALLOWING PERSONS AND MUNICI-
PAL AND COUNTY GOVERNING BODIES TO PROTEST THE ISSUANCE
OF THE LICENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-520, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR RETAIL BEER AND WINE PER-
MITS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO SEND AN AUTHO-
RIZED REPRESENTATIVE TO THE PREMISES TO ASCERTAIN
WHETHER THE LOCATION IS UNSUITABLE DUE TO THE PROXIMITY
TO RESIDENCES, SCHOOLS, PLAYGROUNDS, OR CHURCHES BEFORE
A FINAL DETERMINATION ON WHETHER TO ISSUE A LICENSE IS
MADE, TO INCREASE THE SIZE REQUIREMENTS OF THE REQUIRED
NOTICE WHICH MUST BE DISPLAYED AT THE SITE OF THE PROPOSED
BUSINESS, AND TO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED LEGAL NOTICE MUST
BE IN THE NEWSPAPER WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 61-6-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS
FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT,
SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF “ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS” OR
“ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES” SO AS TO INCLUDE CERTAIN FLAVORED
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-120, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO PROHIBITIONS ON ISSUING ALCOHOLIC
LIQUOR LICENSES TO PLACES OF BUSINESS WITHIN A CERTAIN
PROXIMITY TO A CHURCH, SCHOOL, OR PLAYGROUND, SO AS TO
AMEND THE METHOD OF COMPUTATION, REMOVE THE EXEMPTION
FOR RENEWAL OF LICENSES, AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO
SEND AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE TO THE PREMISES TO
MAKE THE APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENTS BEFORE A FINAL DETER-
MINATION ON WHETHER TO ISSUE A LICENSE IS MADE; TO AMEND
SECTION 61-6-180, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO NOTICE OF APPLICA-
TION FOR AN ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR LICENSE, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE SIZE REQUIREMENTS OF THE REQUIRED NOTICE WHICH MUST
BE DISPLAYED AT THE SITE OF THE PROPOSED BUSINESS, TO APPLY
THE NOTICE REQUIREMENTS TO RENEWALS OF LICENSES, AND TO
PROVIDE THE REQUIRED LEGAL NOTICE MUST BE IN THE NEWSPA-
PER WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-
1820, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO NOTICE FOR A LICENSE TO SELL
MINIBOTTLES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE SIZE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE REQUIRED NOTICE WHICH MUST BE DISPLAYED AT THE SITE OF
THE PROPOSED BUSINESS AND TO PROVIDE THE REQUIRED LEGAL
NOTICE MUST BE IN THE NEWSPAPER WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULA-8
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTION; TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-4-525, 61-6-185, AND 61-6-1825, ALL AS
AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO PROTESTS OF CERTAIN BEER AND
WINE, ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, AND MINIBOTTLE LICENSES, ALL SO
AS TO AUTHORIZE MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY GOVERNING BODIES
TO PROTEST THE ISSUANCE OF THE LICENSES UNDER SIMILAR CIR-
CUMSTANCES AS PERSONS ALREADY AUTHORIZED TO FILE A PRO-
TEST AND TO ALLOW PERSONS TO COME BEFORE THE APPROPRIATE
GOVERNING BODY TO ASK THE BODY TO FILE A WRITTEN PROTEST.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-80
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-80
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
S 0021  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 47 TO TITLE 15 SO AS TO ENACT THE “UNI-
FORM INTERSTATE DEPOSITIONS AND DISCOVERY ACT”, TO PRO-
VIDE AN EFFICIENT AND INEXPENSIVE PROCEDURE FOR LITIGANTS
TO DEPOSE OUT-OF-STATE INDIVIDUALS AND FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF DISCOVERABLE MATERIALS THAT MAY BE LOCATED OUT OF
STATE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-82
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   02/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-26
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
S 0022  General Bill, By Jackson and Leventis
Similar (S 0252, H 3060, H 3068, H 3633)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON
WITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, AND REQUIRE
THESE LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TIME OF APPLICATION FOR AN
ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORIZATION THAT
AN APPLICATION MAY BE REQUESTED IN PERSON FOUR DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION AND AUTHORIZING AN ABSENTEE APPLICA-
TION MAY BE REQUESTED ONLY ON THE DAY BEFORE THE ELEC-
TION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-83
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-83
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0023  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 47, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHILD PASSENGER
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM “THIS ARTICLE”
AND REPLACE IT WITH “SECTION 56-5-6410”, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A DRIVER OR OCCUPANT OF A MOTOR VEHI-
CLE TO SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT WHILE A CHILD WHO IS LESS
THAN TEN YEARS OLD IS ALSO AN OCCUPANT OF THE MOTOR VEHI-
CLE, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-83
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-83
   03/10/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-18
   03/24/09 Senate Amended SJ-33
   03/26/09 Senate Amended SJ-22
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-32
   05/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
S 0024  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3845 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNICI-
PAL GOVERNING BODY BY ORDINANCE MAY RESTRICT THE OPERA-
TOR OF A MOTOR VEHICLE WHO IS COMMUNICATING WITH
ANOTHER PERSON BY WAY OF A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
DEVICE TO THE USE OF A HANDS-FREE DEVICE WHILE THE VEHICLE
IS IN MOTION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-83
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-83
S 0025  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE
EMPLOYEES AND RETIREES ARE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS, SO AS TO UPDATE
REFERENCES RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS AND TO ALLOW EMPLOYEES OF
BERKELEY CITIZENS, BABCOCK CENTER, CHARLES LEA CENTER,
AND TRI DEVELOPMENT CENTER OF AIKEN COUNTY TO PARTICI-
PATE IN THESE PLANS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO UPDATE REFER-
ENCES RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DIS-
ABILITIES IN THE DEFINITIONS OF “EMPLOYEE” AND “EMPLOYER”
AND TO INCLUDE WITHIN THOSE DEFINITIONS BERKELEY CITIZENS,
BABCOCK CENTER, CHARLES LEA CENTER, AND TRI DEVELOPMENT
CENTER OF AIKEN COUNTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-84
S 0026 (Rat # 0022, Act #  0121)  Joint Resolution, By Jackson and Rose
Similar (H 3372)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH THE STROKE SYSTEMS OF
CARE STUDY COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP A PLAN FOR A STATEWIDE
STROKE SYSTEM OF CARE, WHICH MUST INCLUDE, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, AN URGENT RESPONSE SYSTEM, PUBLIC AWARENESS PRO-
GRAMS FOR STROKE EDUCATION, PREVENTION, AND REHABILITA-
TION, METHODS FOR EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF STROKES IN THIS
STATE, RECOGNITION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A STANDARDIZED
STROKE TRIAGE ASSESSMENT TOOL, A STRATEGY TO REDUCE
STROKE DISPARITIES AMONG MINORITIES AND UNDERSERVED POP-
ULATIONS, POLICY CHANGES THAT MAY BE NEEDED, COORDINA-
TION OF TREATMENT, AND DESIGNATION OF ACUTE STROKE
HOSPITALS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS9
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSABOLISHED UPON SUBMISSION OF ITS REPORT TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 1, 2010. - ratified title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-84
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-7
   03/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/25/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-16
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-24
   03/31/09 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-71
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-41
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   04/03/09 House Read third time and enrolled
   04/30/09 Ratified R 22
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 121
S 0027  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FACILITIES EXEMPT FROM
THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED REQUIREMENTS AND HEALTH FACILITY
LICENSURE, SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED
REQUIREMENTS A FACILITY USED ONLY FOR ENDOSCOPY IF THE
FACILITY IS LOCATED IN A PRIMARY CARE HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SHORTAGE AREA (HPSA).
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-85
S 0028  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-10-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE MINI-
MUM WAGE IN THIS STATE IS THE GREATER VALUE OF EITHER SIX
DOLLARS AND FIFTEEN CENTS OR THE MINIMUM WAGE SET BY THE
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-130, RELAT-
ING TO THE SCOPE OF AUTHORITY TO SET MINIMUM WAGE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE MAY
NOT REQUIRE A MINIMUM WAGE THAT EXCEEDS THE ONE PRO-
VIDED IN SECTION 41-10-35; TO AMEND SECTION 41-21-70, RELATING
TO TERMS OF APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT AN APPRENTICE MUST BE PAID THE MINIMUM WAGE PRO-
VIDED IN SECTION 41-10-35; TO AMEND SECTION 44-22-160, RELATING
TO THERAPEUTIC PATIENT EMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
A PATIENT EMPLOYEE MUST BE PAID THE MINIMUM WAGE PRO-
VIDED IN 41-10-35; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 53-1-100 AND 53-1-110,
RELATING TO SUNDAY WORK IN MACHINE SHOPS AND SUNDAY
WORK IN MANUFACTURING OR FINISHING OF TEXTILE PRODUCTS,
RESPECTIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT SUNDAY WORK
MUST BE COMPENSATED AT A RATE NO LESS THAN THE MINIMUM
WAGE PROVIDED IN SECTION 41-10-35.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-85
S 0029  General Bill, By Jackson
Similar (H 3645)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-65-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD MUST ATTEND SCHOOL UNTIL HE
ATTAINS THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN, GRADUATES FROM HIGH SCHOOL,
OR RECEIVES A HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMA; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-19-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO DEFINE
“CHILD” FOR THE PURPOSES OF TRUANCY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-
19-1030, RELATING TO PREHEARING INQUIRY, SO AS TO INCLUDE
TITLES FOR TRUANCY PETITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1420,
RELATING TO DRIVERS LICENSE SUSPENSION AND RESTRICTION, SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE COURT SUSPENSION OR RESTRICTION OF A
CHILD’S DRIVERS LICENSE UPON THE FINDING OF VIOLATION OF
COURT TRUANCY ORDER; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1440,
RELATING TO COMMITMENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE
JUSTICE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMITMENT OF A CHILD
WHO VIOLATES A COURT ORDER TO ATTEND SCHOOL.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-86
S 0030  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 52 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENACT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOMEOWNERSí ASSOCIATION ACT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-86
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0031  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-95-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CLEAN INDOOR AIR ACT, INCLUDING
EXCEPTIONS TO PLACES WHERE SMOKING IS PROHIBITED, SO AS TO
DELETE PROVISIONS ALLOWING SMOKING IN CERTAIN PRIVATE
OFFICES AND TEACHER LOUNGES AT SCHOOLS; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 59-1-485 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A
PERSON TO SMOKE OR POSSESS LIGHTED SMOKING MATERIAL IN
OUTDOOR AREAS OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND PRESCHOOLS AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-86
S 0032  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 35-1-615 SO AS TO IMPOSE A ONE-DOLLAR SUR-
CHARGE ON A SALE OF A SECURITY BY A BROKER-DEALER REGIS-
TERED IN THIS STATE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE MONIES DERIVED
FROM THE SURCHARGE BE DEPOSITED IN THE GENERAL FUND.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-87
S 0033  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-435 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
SEX OFFENDERS WHO ARE SERVING A PROBATIONARY SENTENCE10
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMUST BE PLACED UNDER GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM SATELLITE
SURVEILLANCE CONTINUOUSLY FOR THE DURATION OF THEIR PRO-
BATIONARY SENTENCES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION,
PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-87
   01/27/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   01/27/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Corrections and Penology
SJ-11
S 0034  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-1530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR
WHICH HOME DETENTION MAY BE SUBSTITUTED, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A COURT MAY SENTENCE CERTAIN OFFENDERS TO A
HOME DETENTION PROGRAM AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO INCARCERA-
TION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
87
S 0035  Joint Resolution, By Ford
Similar (H 3521)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE FUNDAMENTAL
INJUSTICES, CRUELTY, AND INHUMANITY INFLECTED UPON THE
VICTIMS OF THE “ORANGEBURG MASSACRE” IN LIGHT OF GOVER-
NOR MARK SANFORD’S RECENT FORMAL APOLOGY FOR THE MEM-
BERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL WHO GUNNED
DOWN THREE STUDENTS AND INJURED TWENTY-SEVEN OTHER STU-
DENTS DURING THIS INCIDENT, AND TO CREATE A COMMISSION TO
MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO COM-
PENSATE THE VICTIMS AND FAMILIES OF THE VICTIMS OF THIS
TRAGEDY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-88
S 0036  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-74-20 AND 44-74-30, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATION
AND SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGISTS, SO AS
TO ALSO PROVIDE FOR THE CERTIFICATION AND SCOPE OF PRAC-
TICE OF RADIOLOGIST ASSISTANTS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-74-40,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS TO BE CERTIFIED AS A RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST, SO AS TO ALSO PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS FOR AN
INITIAL CERTIFICATION AS A RADIOLOGIST ASSISTANT AND FOR
LICENSURE AS A RADIOLOGIST ASSISTANT; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-74-60, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA RADIATION
QUALITY STANDARDS ASSOCIATION BOARD, ITS MEMBERS, POW-
ERS, AND DUTIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR TWO RADIOLOGIST ASSIS-
TANT MEMBERS ON THE BOARD, TO PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS MUST
BE APPOINTED BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL UPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF
ENUMERATED RADIOLOGIC HEALTH PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZA-
TIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS SHALL SERVE TERMS OF
FOUR YEARS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-88
S 0037  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-295 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MUST NOT
ISSUE A LICENSE OR PERMIT FOR THE OPERATION OF AN INDUS-
TRIAL FACILITY IF THE FACILITY IS WITHIN THREE AND ONE HALF
MILES OF A RESIDENCE; TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY
ISSUE A CEASE AND DESIST ORDER AND OTHER SANCTIONS TO AN
EXISTING INDUSTRIAL FACILITY WITHIN THREE AND ONE HALF
MILES OF A RESIDENCE IF THE FACILITY HAS OR HAS HAD AN INCI-
DENT WITHIN THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS IN WHICH THE OPERATION
OF THE FACILITY OR ANY PROCESS WITHIN THE FACILITY OR IN
WHICH THE RELEASE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE OR A BY-PRODUCT
FROM THE FACILITY CAUSED OR CONTRIBUTED TO HUMAN INJURY
OR DEATH.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-89
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-89
S 0038  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (H 3113)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 95 OF TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE “CLEAN INDOOR AIR ACT
OF 1990”, SO AS TO EXTEND THE SMOKING PROHIBITION PROVIDED
FOR IN THE ACT TO RESTAURANTS, BARS, LOUNGE AREAS, AND
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES; TO SPECIFY THAT SMOKING IS PERMIT-
TED IN PRIVATE HOMES AND AUTOMOBILES, HOME-BASED BUSI-
NESSES, PRIVATE FUNCTIONS IN INDOOR AREAS, HOTEL ROOMS
DESIGNATED AS SMOKING ROOMS, SPECIALTY TOBACCO STORES,
TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS, CIGAR BARS, AND PRIVATE CLUBS
AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PROPRIETOR OF AN ESTABLISHMENT HAS
THE RIGHT TO PROHIBIT SMOKING IN HIS ESTABLISHMENT WHICH
WOULD OTHERWISE BE PERMITTED BY THIS CHAPTER; TO PROVIDE
THAT THE POSTING OF DESIGNATED SMOKING AREA SIGNS IS NOT
REQUIRED FOR PRIVATE HOMES AND AUTOMOBILES OR HOME-
BASED BUSINESSES AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION; TO DELETE
THE MAXIMUM CRIMINAL PENALTY FROM A FINE OF TWENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS AND TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM CRIMINAL PENALTY OF A
FINE OF NOT LESS THAN FIFTY DOLLARS; TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON SMOKING IN A RESTAURANT, BAR, OR LOUNGE MUST BE ASKED
TO EXTINGUISH ALL LIGHTED TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND IF THE
PERSON REFUSES TO DO SO, THE PERSON MUST BE ASKED TO LEAVE
THE PREMISES; TO PROHIBIT A PERSON OR EMPLOYER FROM RETAL-
IATING AGAINST ANOTHER PERSON OR AN EMPLOYEE OR CUS-
TOMER FOR FILING A COMPLAINT FOR OR SEEKING PROSECUTION
OF A VIOLATION OF THIS CHAPTER; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
CLEAN INDOOR AIR ACT MUST NOT BE CONSTRUED TO PERMIT
SMOKING WHERE IT IS OTHERWISE PROHIBITED BY REGULATION OF
A STATE OR LOCAL AGENCY, INCLUDING A LOCAL ORDINANCE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-89
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-89
S 0039  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0040, S 0073, S 0075, S 0076)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 45-2-20, 45-2-30, AND 45-2-60, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROHIBITING DIS-
CRIMINATION PURSUANT TO THE LODGING ESTABLISHMENT ACT,
CONCERNING HOTELS AND OTHER SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS,
BECAUSE OF RACE, CREED, COLOR, NATIONAL ORIGIN, GENDER,
DISABILITY, OR MARITAL STATUS, SO AS TO ALSO PROHIBIT SUCH
DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR GENDER
IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORIENTATION” AND “GENDER
IDENTITY”; AND TO AMEND SECTION 45-9-10, RELATING TO PROHIB-
ITING DISCRIMINATION IN THE FULL AND EQUAL ENJOYMENT OF
THE GOODS, SERVICES, FACILITIES, PRIVILEGES, ADVANTAGES AND11
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSACCOMMODATIONS OF ANY PLACE OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION
BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN, SO AS
TO PROHIBIT SUCH DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORIEN-
TATION OR GENDER IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORIENTA-
TION” AND “GENDER IDENTITY”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-90
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-90
S 0040  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0039, S 0073, S 0075, S 0076)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-65 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH CARE
FACILITIES TO ESTABLISH PROTOCOLS ALLOWING A PATIENT TO
DESIGNATE AN INDIVIDUAL AS AN AUTHORIZED VISITOR REGARD-
LESS OF THE BLOOD OR LEGAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE PATIENT TO
THE INDIVIDUAL.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-91
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-91
S 0041  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (H 3169)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-1900 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES FOR
NONCAPITAL CRIMINAL OFFENSES AGAINST A PERSON THAT WERE
MOTIVATED BY HATE, WHICH PERTAINS TO SUCH CRIMES BEING
COMMITTED WITH THE INTENT TO COMMIT THE CRIME BECAUSE OF
THE ACTUAL OR PERCEIVED RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, NATIONAL
ORIGIN, ANCESTRY, AGE, DISABILITY, GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTA-
TION OR GENDER IDENTITY OF A VICTIM, AND TO DEFINE “AGE”,
“BASE OFFENSE”, “GENDER IDENTITY”, “DISABILITY”, “MOTIVATED
BY HATE”, AND “SEXUAL ORIENTATION”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-91
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-91
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0042  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 20-1-18 SO AS TO ENACT THE “CIVIL UNION
EQUALITY ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT TWO PERSONS MAY FORM A
CIVIL UNION IF THEY ARE OF THE SAME SEX; TO PROVIDE THAT ALL
LAWS APPLICABLE TO MARRIAGE APPLY TO CIVIL UNIONS AND
THAT THE SAME BENEFITS, PROTECTIONS, RIGHTS, AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES UNDER THE LAW GRANTED TO SPOUSES IN A MARRIAGE
ARE ALSO GRANTED TO THOSE JOINED IN A CIVIL UNION; TO
DIRECT THE OFFICE OF VITAL STATISTICS TO KEEP A RECORD OF
ALL CIVIL UNIONS FORMED AND THE DISSOLUTION OF SUCH
UNIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE FAMILY COURT HAS JURISDICTION
OVER ALL PROCEEDINGS RELATING TO THE DISSOLUTION OF A
CIVIL UNION AND THE SAME RULES AND PROCEDURES THAT APPLY
TO THE DISSOLUTION OF A MARRIAGE APPLY TO THE DISSOLUTION
OF A CIVIL UNION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS ACT MUST BE CON-
STRUED LIBERALLY TO SECURE TO CIVIL UNIONS THE ATTRIBUTES,
EFFECTS, BENEFITS, AND PROTECTIONS EQUAL TO THOSE
AFFORDED MARRIAGE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-91
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-91
S 0043  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0062)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-127-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
JULY 1, 2009, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY SHALL ESTAB-
LISH A LAW SCHOOL AND AN UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING
SCHOOL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE LAW
SCHOOL AND ENGINEERING SCHOOL MUST BE ESTABLISHED AND
FUNDED, AND TO PROVIDE FOR FACULTY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW SCHOOL AND THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEER-
ING OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, BOTH IN COLUMBIA,
TO TEACH ALSO AT THE COUNTERPART SCHOOLS AT SOUTH CARO-
LINA STATE UNIVERSITY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-92
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-92
S 0044  General Bill, By Ford and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-43-395 SO AS TO PROVIDE OFFSHORE EXPLO-
RATION, DRILLING, OR PRODUCTION OF OIL AND GAS IN THE ATLAN-
TIC OCEAN WITHIN THE TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF SOUTH
CAROLINA CONTINGENT ON THE REMOVAL OF APPLICABLE FED-
ERAL RESTRICTIONS AND SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS
TITLE, AND TO PROVIDE THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SHALL EXPEDITE AN
APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT FOR OFFSHORE EXPLORATION, DRILL-
ING, OR PRODUCTION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-92
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-92
S 0045  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 62 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO ENACT THE ìINTERI-
OR DESIGN CONSUMER PROTECTION ACTî; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN
DEFINITIONS; TO REQUIRE A PERSON RENDERING AN INTERIOR
DESIGN SERVICE TO REGISTER WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
LICENSING AND REGULATION; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR
REGISTRATION AND RENEWAL OF REGISTRATION; AND TO FURTHER
PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION AND REGULATION OF INTERIOR
DESIGNERS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-93
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-93
S 0046  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-142 SO AS TO PROHIBIT RETAIL FOOD
ESTABLISHMENTS FROM PREPARING, SERVING, OR OTHERWISE PRO-
VIDING FOOD CONTAINING TRANS FATS, TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO ASCERTAIN
THE USE OF TRANS FATS WHEN INSPECTING RETAIL FOOD ESTAB-
LISHMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE A CIVIL FINE FOR VIOLATIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-93
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-93
S 0047  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0015, S 0087, S 0113, H 3159)12
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 34-39-175, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONSUMER FINANCE DIVI-
SION OF THE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS MUST
IMPLEMENT A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT LOAN TRACKING DATA-
BASE AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE INFORMATION REQUIRED IN THE
DATABASE; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-270, TO PLACE A LIMIT ON THE
AMOUNT OF OUTSTANDING PRINCIPAL A BORROWER MAY HAVE, TO
PROVIDE FOR A TWO DAY WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN LOANS, TO
REQUIRE DEFERRED PRESENTMENT LENDERS TO VERIFY A CON-
SUMER’S ELIGIBILITY FOR A LOAN PRIOR TO ENTERING INTO A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE PROCESS TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-
280, TO PROVIDE THAT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES A BOR-
ROWER MAY UTILIZE A PAYMENT PLAN TO SATISFY OUTSTANDING
LOANS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A
PAYMENT PLAN MAY BE USED, AND THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A PAY-
MENT PLAN; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-290, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
BOARD MUST MAKE ANNUAL REPORTS AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONTENTS OF THE REPORTS; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-130, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 39; TO AMEND SECTION
34-39-150 TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION FEE FOR NEW
LICENSES AND THE LICENSE RENEWAL FEES ARE EACH INCREASED
FROM TWO HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
AND TO PROVIDE THAT HALF OF THE FEES MUST BE CREDITED TO
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE TO ESTABLISH A DIVISION TO
ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-
180, TO PROVIDE FOR A MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT THAT MAY NOT
EXCEED THE LESSER OF TWENTY PERCENT OF THE BORROWER’S
GROSS INCOME DURING THE TERM OF THE LOAN OR FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS AND TO PROVIDE FOR CONSUMER WARNING STATE-
MENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-200 TO PROVIDE ADDI-
TIONAL LIMITATIONS ON THE ACTIVITIES OF LICENSED DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-94
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-94
S 0048  General Bill, By Ford and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 17, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC POLICY, BY ADDING SECTION 16-
17-750 TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO WEAR
PANTS SAGGING MORE THAN THREE INCHES BELOW HIS HIPS; TO
PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT A
VIOLATION IS NOT GROUNDS FOR DENYING, SUSPENDING, OR
REVOKING THE VIOLATOR’S PARTICIPATION IN A STATE COLLEGE
OR UNIVERSITY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM; AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR JURISDICTION TO HEAR A VIOLATION IS VESTED EXCLU-
SIVELY IN THE MUNICIPAL COURT AND THE MAGISTRATES COURT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-95
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-95
S 0049  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 111, TITLE 59 SO AS TO EXEMPT
A PERSON WHO IS CALLED TO ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY FROM PAY-
ING TUITION TO A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING OR A
TECHNICAL COLLEGE IN THIS STATE WHEN HE RETURNS FROM
SERVING HIS TERM OF ACTIVE DUTY PURSUANT TO CERTAIN CON-
DITIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-95
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-95
S 0050  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-143 SO AS TO DEFINE A RETAIL FOOD
ESTABLISHMENT, TO REQUIRE A RETAIL FOOD ESTABLISHMENT
THAT SELLS FOOD CONTAINING TRANS FAT OR COOKED IN TRANS
FAT MUST PROVIDE CERTAIN CONSPICUOUS WARNINGS THAT THE
FOOD CONTAINS TRANS FAT OR WAS COOKED IN TRANS FAT, TO PRO-
VIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL MAY ADOPT RULES AND REGULATIONS REGARDING THESE
WARNINGS; AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-96
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-96
S 0051  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (H 3500)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-40-810 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE EXECUTION
OF A JUDGMENT FOR EJECTMENT MAY NOT OCCUR UNTIL AT LEAST
SEVEN DAYS LAPSE FROM THE DATE ON WHICH THE MAGISTRATE
ISSUED THE ORDER OR, IF THE JUDGMENT IS STAYED, UNTIL AT
LEAST SEVEN DAYS LAPSE FROM THE DATE ON WHICH THE ORDER
IS LIFTED, AND DURING THE SEVEN DAY PERIOD THE TENANT MAY
REMOVE HIS PERSONAL PROPERTY FROM THE PREMISES WITHOUT
INTERFERENCE FROM THE LANDLORD; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-
40-710, RELATING TO REMOVAL OF AN EVICTED TENANT’S PER-
SONAL PROPERTY FROM THE RENTAL PREMISES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THE PARTY REMOVING THE PERSONAL PROPERTY SHALL RETAIN
POSSESSION OF THE PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR THIRTY DAYS, DUR-
ING WHICH TIME THE TENANT MAY RECOVER THE PERSONAL PROP-
ERTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-96
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-96
S 0052  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN ACTS PROHIB-
ITED OF LOBBYISTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A LOBBYIST MAY NOT
SERVE ON A LOCAL BOARD OR LOCAL COMMISSION, AND TO PRO-
VIDE A LOBBYIST SERVING ON A LOCAL BOARD OR LOCAL COMMIS-
SION BEFORE JULY 1, 2009, MAY CONTINUE TO SERVE ON THAT
BOARD OR COMMISSION UNTIL HIS TERM EXPIRES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-96
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-96
S 0053  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO REPEAL CHAPTER 7, TITLE 41, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A PERSONíS RIGHT TO WORK
REGARDLESS OF MEMBERSHIP OR NONMEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANI-
ZATION OR LABOR UNION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-97
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-97
S 0054  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-850 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM
“FUNERAL PROCESSION”, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF OPERA-
TORS OF VEHICLES IN A FUNERAL PROCESSION AND NOT IN A13
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSFUNERAL PROCESSION AND TO PROVIDE FOR A CRIMINAL PENALTY
FOR A VIOLATION OF THOSE DUTIES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-97
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-97
S 0055  Joint Resolution, By Ford and Elliott
Similar (S 0063)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2,
ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE SUPREME COURT, SO AS TO
INCREASE FROM FIVE TO SEVEN THE NUMBER OF JUSTICES COM-
PRISING THE SUPREME COURT ON JANUARY 1, 2011.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-97
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-97
S 0056  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-15-370 SO AS TO MAKE IT UNLAWFUL TO
COMMUNICATE PROFANITY IN A PUBLIC FORUM OR PLACE OF PUB-
LIC ACCOMMODATION; BY ADDING SECTION 16-15-430 SO AS TO
CREATE THE OFFENSE OF DISSEMINATING PROFANITY TO A MINOR
AND PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR THE OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION
16-15-305, RELATING TO DISSEMINATING OBSCENITY, SO AS TO SPEC-
IFY BOTH ORAL AND WRITTEN PUBLICATIONS; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-15-375, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF
MORALITY AND DECENCY OFFENSES AGAINST MINORS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE THE OFFENSE OF DISSEMINATING PROFANITY TO A MINOR.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-98
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-98
S 0057  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-7-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO ATTENDANCE AT CIRCUIT COURT AND
PREPARATION OF THE DOCKET, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE FOR CIRCUIT COURT RATHER THAN THE
CIRCUIT SOLICITOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE ORDER
OF CASES CALLED FOR TRIAL FOR GENERAL SESSIONS COURT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-98
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-98
S 0058  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-19-75 SO AS TO PROHIBIT MEMBERS OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY FROM CAMPAIGNING FOR JUDICIAL CANDI-
DATES WITHIN TWO YEARS OF THE ELECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION SHALL INVESTIGATE COMPLAINTS,
TO PROVIDE A PENALTY, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES FOR LEGISLATIVE MEMBERS OF THE
JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-98
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-98
S 0059  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-23-1235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A TAXICAB
COMPANY THAT LEASES A TAXICAB THROUGH AN INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT MUST OBTAIN CERTAIN LIABILITY
INSURANCE, PROVIDE THAT A TAXICAB COMPANY IS NOT
REQUIRED TO PROVIDE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COVERAGE FOR
A DRIVER WHO LEASES THE COMPANY’S TAXICAB AS AN INDEPEN-
DENT CONTRACTOR, AND PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THE
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LAW DO NOT APPLY TO A DRIVER WHO
LEASES A TAXICAB UNDER AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR LEASE
AGREEMENT; BY ADDING SECTION 42-1-376 SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM
THE SOUTH CAROLINA WORKER’S COMPENSATION LAW A DRIVER
WHO LEASES A TAXICAB UNDER AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
LEASE AGREEMENT WITH A TAXICAB COMPANY FROM THE WORK-
ERS’ COMPENSATION LAW; TO AMEND SECTION 58-23-1220, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIRED FOR A
TAXI, SO AS TO DELETE SPECIFIC DOLLAR AMOUNTS OF LIABILITY
INSURANCE REQUIRED FOR A TAXI FROM THIS SECTION, AND PRO-
VIDE THAT THE MINIMUM STATUTORY LIMITS OF INSURANCE
REQUIRED FOR A VEHICLE, OR CERTAIN ALTERNATIVE SELF-
INSURER PROVISIONS, APPLY TO A TAXI; TO AMEND SECTION 58-23-
1230, RELATING TO FILING A BOND INSTEAD OF LIABILITY INSUR-
ANCE FOR A TAXI, SO AS TO ALLOW A TAXI COMPANY TO COMPLY
WITH CERTAIN SELF-INSURER PROVISIONS, OR DEPOSIT A BOND
INSTEAD OF INSURANCE IN THE AMOUNT OF THE MINIMUM STATU-
TORY LIMITS OF INSURANCE REQUIRED FOR A VEHICLE; AND TO
CHANGE THE TITLE OF ARTICLE 13, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 58 FROM
“TAXIS IN COUNTIES WITH CITIES OVER 70,000” TO “TAXIS”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-99
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-99
S 0060  Joint Resolution, By Ford
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE IMPOSITION OF THE
MOTOR FUELS USER FEE PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 12 OF
THE 1976 CODE IS SUSPENDED EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 2009, THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 1, 2009, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFSET AMOUNT OF
UNOBLIGATED ENFORCED COLLECTIONS REVENUE MUST BE CRED-
ITED TO THE STATE HIGHWAY FUND, AND TO PROVIDE THAT MOTOR
FUEL WHOLESALERS MUST PASS ON THE SAVINGS REALIZED BY
THIS SUSPENSION OF THE MOTOR FUELS USER FEE TO MOTOR FUEL
RETAILERS WHEN INVOICING THEM FOR THE COST OF MOTOR
FUELS DURING THE SUSPENSION PERIOD.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-100
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-100
S 0061  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-19-492 SO AS TO ENACT A STATEWIDE CUR-
FEW FOR MINORS AND TO PROVIDE A CIVIL PENALTY FOR A VIOLA-
TION OF THE CURFEW; AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR
MUNICIPALITIES AND COUNTIES TO ìOPT OUTî OF THE CURFEW.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-100
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-100
S 0062  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0043)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-127-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE FALL SEMESTER OF 2011, AN ENGINEERING SCHOOL AND
A LAW SCHOOL MUST BE ESTABLISHED BY THE BOARD OF TRUST-
EES OF SOUTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY AT ITS CAMPUS IN
ORANGEBURG, AND TO PROVIDE THAT FUNDS FOR THE ENGINEER-
ING SCHOOL AND THE LAW SCHOOL MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS14
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSACT AND MAY BE SUPPLEMENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY FROM
OTHER FUNDS AND PRIVATE DONATIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-100
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-100
S 0063  Joint Resolution, By Ford
Similar (S 0055)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2 OF
ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE SUPREME COURT, SO AS TO
INCREASE FROM FIVE TO SEVEN THE NUMBER OF JUSTICES COM-
PRISING THE SUPREME COURT ON JANUARY 1, 2013; TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE V, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE
SUPREME COURT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF
THE SUPREME COURT SHALL BE POPULARLY ELECTED FROM CON-
GRESSIONAL DISTRICTS BY THE QUALIFIED VOTERS OF EACH DIS-
TRICT BEGINNING IN 2012 AND THAT THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE
SUPREME COURT SHALL BE ELECTED FROM THE STATE AT-LARGE;
TO SECTION 8, ARTICLE V, RELATING TO ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF
THE COURT OF APPEALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT JUDGES OF THE
COURT OF APPEALS BEGINNING IN 2012 SHALL BE POPULARLY
ELECTED FROM CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS BY THE QUALIFIED
VOTERS OF EACH DISTRICT; AND TO SECTION 13, ARTICLE V, RELAT-
ING TO JUDICIAL CIRCUIT JUDGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGIN-
NING IN 2012 CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES SHALL BE POPULARLY
ELECTED FROM STATE SENATORIAL DISTRICTS BY THE QUALIFIED
VOTERS OF EACH DISTRICT AND THAT THE CHIEF JUSTICE SHALL
ASSIGN CIRCUIT JUDGES TO THE JUDICIAL CIRCUITS WITH REASON-
ABLE EFFORTS MADE TO ACCOUNT FOR GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-101
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-101
S 0064  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS AND TERMS OF FAM-
ILY COURT JUDGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT FAMILY COURT JUDGES
SHALL BE POPULARLY ELECTED FROM STATE SENATORIAL DIS-
TRICTS BY THE QUALIFIED VOTERS OF EACH DISTRICT, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT JUDICIAL SCREENING PROCEDURES IN CHAPTER 19,
TITLE 2 DO NOT APPLY TO THESE POPULARLY ELECTED JUDGES;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 63-3-40 RELATING TO THE NUMBER OF
FAMILY COURT JUDGES ASSIGNED TO EACH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-101
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-101
S 0065  Joint Resolution, By Ford
Similar (S 0078)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 34,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION AGAINST THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
FROM ENACTING LOCAL OR SPECIAL LAWS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
THE OPERATION OR POSSESSION OF ANY TYPE OF COIN-OPERATED
AMUSEMENT OR GAMING MACHINE OR DEVICE IN A COUNTY UPON
THE ENACTMENT OF AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING SUCH OPERA-
TION OR POSSESSION, UPON THE FAVORABLE VOTE OF A MAJORITY
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COUNTY’S LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION, OR
BY A PETITION SIGNED BY FIVE PERCENT OF THE COUNTY’S REGIS-
TERED ELECTORS SUBJECT TO A FAVORABLE REFERENDUM.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-102
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-102
S 0066  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-240, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF OFFICERS
BY THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO ADD THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC
SERVICE AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS TO THE OFFICERS WHO
MAY BE REMOVED BY THE GOVERNOR.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-102
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-102
S 0067  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3557 SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE INCOME
TAX CREDIT EQUAL TO FIFTY PERCENT OF THE EXPENSE OF PUR-
CHASING AND INSTALLING A METAL DETECTOR SECURITY SYSTEM
INSTALLED AND OPERATED BY RETAIL SPACE LANDLORDS AND
INDIVIDUAL RETAILERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING CUS-
TOMER AND EMPLOYEE SECURITY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-102
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-102
S 0068  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-33-210, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LICENSE TAXES ON
LICENSES ISSUED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 61, THE
ALCOHOL BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT, SO AS TO REQUIRE A LICENSE
WITH A LICENSE TAX OF FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR A RETAIL
DEALER HOLDING A WHOLESALER’S BASIC PERMIT UNDER FED-
ERAL LAW; TO AMEND SECTION 12-33-245, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE EXCISE TAX ON THE GROSS PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS BY THE DRINK, SO AS TO REPLACE THE
EXCISE TAX WITH A LICENSE TAX ON WHOLESALERS IMPOSED AT
THE RATE OF SIXTY-SIX CENTS A LITER; AND TO AMEND SECTION
12-36-90, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “GROSS
PROCEEDS OF SALES” FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SALES TAX ACT, SO AS TO DELETE AN OBSOLETE REFERENCE TO
THE FORMER EXCISE TAX ON THE GROSS PROCEEDS OF THE SALE
OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS BY THE DRINK.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-103
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-103
S 0069  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3540 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CARO-
LINA LOW INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT ACT” WHICH PROVIDES
AN INCOME OR INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX CREDIT FOR EXPENDI-
TURES TO DEVELOP RENTAL HOUSING UNITS FOR LOW INCOME
TENANTS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH AND CONDI-
TIONS UNDER WHICH THIS INCOME TAX CREDIT IS AUTHORIZED,
AND TO PERMIT THE HOUSING FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY AND THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO PROMULGATE
REGULATIONS TO ADMINISTER THIS PROGRAM AND THE TAX CRED-
ITS UNDER THE PROGRAM.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-103
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-103
S 0070  General Bill, By Ford15
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF
THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT AND THE ADMINISTRA-
TION AND ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS RELATING
TO BEER, ALE, PORTER, AND WINE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THESE LAWS IS
RESERVED TO THE STATE AND TO PROVIDE THAT LOCAL ORDI-
NANCES ATTEMPTING TO REGULATE THESE MATTERS ARE UNEN-
FORCEABLE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-120, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON SUNDAY BEER AND WINE SALES
AND THE EXCEPTIONS TO THIS PROHIBITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT BEER AND WINE MAY BE SOLD OR OFFERED FOR SALE AT ALL
HOURS EXCEPT THOSE HOURS WHEN SUCH SALES ARE PROHIBITED
BY STATE LAW AND TO PROVIDE THAT CONFLICTING MUNICIPAL
AND COUNTY ORDINANCES ARE UNENFORCEABLE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-104
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-104
S 0071  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-135 SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL POLITICAL SUB-
DIVISIONS OF THE STATE RECEIVING ANY STATE FUNDS TO
OBSERVE STATE LEGAL HOLIDAYS, TO PROVIDE THAT PAYMENT OF
STATE FUNDS OTHERWISE DUE A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION MUST BE
SUSPENDED IF A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION FAILS TO OBSERVE ALL
STATE LEGAL HOLIDAYS, AND TO DEFINE “POLITICAL SUBDIVI-
SION”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-104
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-104
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
S 0072  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-1-195 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL STATE
AGENCIES, DEPARTMENTS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, INSTITU-
TIONS, AND ENTITIES SHALL REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND TO THE GOVERNOR ON JANUARY FIFTEENTH AND JULY FIF-
TEENTH OF EACH YEAR THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE DOLLARS FROM
ANY SOURCE THAT ARE RECEIVED BY THEM, AND HOW THESE DOL-
LARS ARE USED TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO THE CITIZENS OF THE
STATE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF AND EXCEP-
TIONS TO THIS PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-105
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-105
S 0073  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0039, S 0040, S 0075, S 0076)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 1-13-20, 1-13-30, 1-13-70, 1-13-80, 1-13-90,
AS AMENDED, AND 1-13-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, ALL RELATING TO PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOY-
MENT BECAUSE OF RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, SEX, AGE, NATIONAL
ORIGIN, OR DISABILITY, SO AS TO ALSO PROHIBIT SUCH DISCRIMI-
NATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY
AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORIENTATION” AND “GENDER IDENTITY”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-105
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-105
S 0074  General Bill, By Ford and Leventis
Similar (H 3773)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT HOSPITALS FROM
CHARGING UNINSURED PATIENTS FEES IN EXCESS OF THE MAXI-
MUM FEES CHARGED TO INSURED PATIENTS FOR THE SAME SER-
VICES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-105
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-105
S 0075  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0039, S 0040, S 0073, S 0076)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 31-21-30, 31-21-40, 31-21-50, 31-21-60, AND
31-21-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING
TO PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION PURSUANT TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA FAIR HOUSING LAW, CONCERNING THE BUYING, SELLING, OR
RENTING OF DWELLINGS, BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION,
SEX, HANDICAP, FAMILIAL STATUS, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN, SO AS TO
ALSO PROHIBIT SUCH DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORI-
ENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORIEN-
TATION” AND “GENDER IDENTITY”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-106
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-106
S 0076  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0039, S 0040, S 0073, S 0075)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-65 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH CARE
FACILITIES TO ESTABLISH PROTOCOLS ALLOWING A PATIENT TO
DESIGNATE AN INDIVIDUAL AS AN AUTHORIZED VISITOR REGARD-
LESS OF THE BLOOD OR LEGAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE PATIENT TO
THE INDIVIDUAL; TO AMEND SECTIONS 1-13-20, 1-13-30, 1-13-70, 1-13-
80, 1-13-90, AS AMENDED, AND 1-13-100, ALL RELATING TO PROHIBIT-
ING DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT BECAUSE OF RACE, RELI-
GION, COLOR, SEX, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR DISABILITY, SO AS
TO ALSO PROHIBIT SUCH DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL
ORIENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORI-
ENTATION” AND “GENDER IDENTITY”; TO AMEND SECTIONS 31-21-30,
31-21-40, 31-21-50, 31-21-60, AND 31-21-70, ALL RELATING TO PROHIB-
ITING DISCRIMINATION PURSUANT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA FAIR
HOUSING LAW, CONCERNING THE BUYING, SELLING, OR RENTING OF
DWELLINGS, BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, HANDICAP,
FAMILIAL STATUS, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN, SO AS TO ALSO PROHIBIT
SUCH DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR GEN-
DER IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORIENTATION” AND “GEN-
DER IDENTITY”;  TO AMEND SECTIONS 45-2-20, 45-2-30, AND 45-2-60,
RELATING TO PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION PURSUANT TO THE
LODGING ESTABLISHMENT ACT, CONCERNING HOTELS AND OTHER
SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, BECAUSE OF RACE, CREED, COLOR,
NATIONAL ORIGIN, GENDER, DISABILITY, OR MARITAL STATUS, SO
AS TO ALSO PROHIBIT SUCH DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL
ORIENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE “SEXUAL ORI-
ENTATION” AND “GENDER IDENTITY”; TO AMEND SECTION 45-9-10,
RELATING TO PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION IN THE FULL AND
EQUAL ENJOYMENT OF THE GOODS, SERVICES, FACILITIES, PRIVI-
LEGES, ADVANTAGES AND ACCOMMODATIONS OF ANY PLACE OF
PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION,
OR NATIONAL ORIGIN, SO AS TO PROHIBIT SUCH DISCRIMINATION
BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR GENDER IDENTITY AND TO
DEFINE “SEXUAL ORIENTATION” AND “GENDER IDENTITY”; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 16-3-1900 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES FOR
NONCAPITAL CRIMINAL OFFENSES AGAINST A PERSON THAT WERE
MOTIVATED BY HATE, WHICH PERTAINS TO SUCH CRIMES BEING
COMMITTED WITH THE INTENT TO COMMIT THE CRIME BECAUSE OF16
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE ACTUAL OR PERCEIVED RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, NATIONAL
ORIGIN, ANCESTRY, AGE, DISABILITY, GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTA-
TION OR GENDER IDENTITY OF A VICTIM, AND TO DEFINE “AGE”,
“BASE OFFENSE”, “GENDER IDENTITY”, “DISABILITY”, “MOTIVATED
BY HATE”, AND “SEXUAL ORIENTATION”.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-106
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-106
S 0077  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 54-3-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND TERMS OF THE
MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE PORTS AUTHORITY, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR MAY REMOVE A MEMBER
ONLY FOR CAUSE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-107
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-107
S 0078  Joint Resolution, By Ford
Similar (S 0065)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 34,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ENACTING LOCAL OR SPECIAL LAWS, SO AS TO ALLOW A COUNTY
BY ORDINANCE, BY A VOTE OF A MAJORITY OF A COUNTY’S LEGIS-
LATIVE DELEGATION OR A PETITION SIGNED BY FIVE PERCENT OF A
COUNTY’S REGISTERED ELECTORS, SUBJECT TO A FAVORABLE REF-
ERENDUM, TO AUTHORIZE THE OPERATION OR POSSESSION OF ANY
TYPE OF COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENT OR GAMING MACHINE OR
DEVICE IN THAT COUNTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-108
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-108
S 0079  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-1-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PREREQUISITES TO THE ISSU-
ANCE OF A CORPORATE CERTIFICATE TO A PROPOSED MUNICIPAL-
ITY, SO AS TO DELETE THE REFERENCE TO CHAPTER 17.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-108
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-108
S 0080  Joint Resolution, By Ford
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SECTION 16 TO
ARTICLE XVII SO AS TO ESTABLISH A SPECIFIED PROCEDURE FOR
THE ENACTMENT OR REPEAL OF LAWS AND CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS BY INITIATIVE PETITION AND REFERENDUM AND TO
PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-108
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-108
S 0081  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 4-9-1210 AND 5-17-10, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL
BALLOT INITIATIVES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A BALLOT INITIATIVE
MUST BE REQUESTED BY AT LEAST FIVE INSTEAD OF FIFTEEN PER-
CENT OF THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF A COUNTY AND AT LEAST
TEN INSTEAD OF FIFTEEN PERCENT OF THE REGISTERED VOTERS OF
A MUNICIPALITY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-108
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-108
S 0082  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0106)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-320, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
PERSONS QUALIFIED TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MEETING CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS MUST BE PERMITTED TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT BY
MAIL, AND THAT A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MUST BE PERMITTED TO
VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT IN AN ELECTION IN WHICH HE IS ENTI-
TLED TO VOTE FOR ANY REASON IF THE QUALIFIED ELECTOR
APPEARS IN PERSON TO CAST AN ABSENTEE BALLOT AS PROVIDED
BY LAW.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-109
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-109
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0083  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 54, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY DESIGNATING SECTIONS 54-1-10 THROUGH 54-1-
40 AS ARTICLE 1, ENTITLED “GENERAL PROVISIONS”; AND BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 5 ENACTING THE “WATERCRAFT GAMBLING ACT” SO
AS TO MAKE IT LAWFUL TO USE GAMBLING DEVICES ON WATER-
CRAFT AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-109
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-109
S 0084  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RIGHT TO INSPECT OR COPY PUBLIC
RECORDS, SO AS TO ADD ARREST WARRANTS ISSUED FOR THE PRE-
CEDING THREE MONTHS AS DOCUMENTS WHICH MUST BE MADE
AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION AND COPYING WHEN THE
REQUESTOR APPEARS IN PERSON.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-109
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-109
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
S 0085  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (H 3477)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWER OF CONDEMNATION BY A
MUNICIPALITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS POWER DOES NOT
INCLUDE OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY LOCATED
OUTSIDE OF A MUNICIPALITY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-110
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-110
S 0086  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 25-11-110 SO AS TO GIVE PREFERENCE TO
HOMELESS VETERANS AT ALL SHELTERS FUNDED IN WHOLE OR IN
PART BY PUBLIC FUNDS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled17
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-110
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-110
S 0087  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (S 0015, S 0047, S 0113, H 3159)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-175 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A COMMON
DATABASE OF DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTIONS IMPLE-
MENTED BY THE CONSUMER FINANCE DIVISION OF THE BOARD OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND ACCESSIBLE TO DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT PROVIDERS TO VERIFY IF AN APPLICANT HAS AN EXIST-
ING OR RECENTLY TERMINATED DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
TRANSACTION FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY TO
ENTER INTO A NEW TRANSACTION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE INFORMA-
TION REQUIRED, AND TO ALLOW A FEE UP TO ONE DOLLAR FOR
SUBMITTED DATA; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-205 SO AS TO PRO-
HIBIT MISLEADING ADVERTISING ON THE PREMISES OF A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDER; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-
270 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A NEW DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION WITH A PERSON WHO HAS AN EXISTING TRANSACTION, AN
EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN, OR HAS ENDED A TRANSACTION EAR-
LIER THAN SEVEN DAYS FROM APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE FURTHER
FOR THE SUBMISSION OF AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION IN THE
COMMON DATABASE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR A FEE AND FOR CONFI-
DENTIALITY; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-280 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN FOR PAYMENT OF AN OUTSTANDING
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION AND THE REQUIRED
TERMS; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-290 SO AS TO REQUIRE AN
ANNUAL REPORT OF THESE TRANSACTIONS BY THE BOARD OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND
SECTION 34-39-130, RELATING TO LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS IN
CONNECTION WITH A PERSON ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT BUSINESS
IN THIS STATE WITHOUT A LICENSE, TO FURTHER DIFFERENTIATE
BETWEEN A PERSON REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED AND A BONA FIDE
STATE OR FEDERALLY CHARTERED BANK, THRIFT, SAVINGS ASSOCI-
ATION, OR CREDIT UNION, AND TO REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH
STATE AND FEDERAL LAW WHEN ACTING FOR A THIRD PARTY
LENDER; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-150, RELATING TO APPLICATION
FOR LICENSURE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE APPLICATION FEE AND
ANNUAL RENEWAL FEE FROM TWO HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS TO
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS AND THE MULTIPLE LOCATION FEE FROM
FIFTY DOLLARS TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SECTION
34-39-170, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON THE ADVANCEMENT OF
MONIES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER FOR
AUTOMATIC PAYMENT OF A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS
AND REQUIREMENTS FOR A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION, SO AS TO LIMIT THE TOTAL AMOUNT ADVANCED TO THE
LESSER OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS OR TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF
THE CUSTOMER’S GROSS INCOME DURING THE LOAN PERIOD, TO
REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF THE NATURE OF THE TRANSACTION AND
THE CUSTOMER’S RIGHTS, TO PROHIBIT A LOAN TO A PERSON WHO
IS ENGAGED IN AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR FORMS FOR CALCULATION OF PERMISSIBLE LOAN AMOUNTS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-200, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON
LICENSEES, SO AS TO REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH LAW WHEN ACT-
ING FOR A THIRD-PARTY LENDER.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-110
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-110
S 0088  General Bill, By Ford
Similar (H 3156)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-35-52 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A TWENTY-
FIVE PERCENT SET-ASIDE FOR GOVERNMENTAL BODIES AND LOCAL
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS SUBJECT TO THE STATE CONSOLIDATED
PROCUREMENT CODE FOR CONTRACTS FOR GOODS OR SERVICES
ENTERED INTO OUTSIDE OF THE PROCUREMENT CODE WITH VEN-
DORS WHO ARE LEGAL RESIDENTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-112
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-112
S 0089  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1524, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
A PREFERENCE FOR A RESIDENT VENDOR IN CONNECTION WITH A
PROCUREMENT SUBJECT TO THE STATE CONSOLIDATED PROCURE-
MENT CODE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE VENDOR AND ITS
EMPLOYEES MUST BE LEGAL RESIDENTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE PREFERENCE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-112
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-112
S 0090  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-1-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO MAKING INTENTIONALLY UNTRUE STATE-
MENTS IN ADVERTISING, SO AS TO PROHIBIT IN ANY FORM
ADVERTISING THAT IS KNOWN OR SHOULD BE KNOWN TO BE
UNTRUE OR MISLEADING, INCLUDING TELEVISION, RADIO, AND
INTERNET BROADCASTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 39-5-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO APPLICABILITY OF THE UNFAIR TRADE
PRACTICES ACT, SO AS TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO A
PERSON WHO KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN THE ADVERTISING
WAS UNTRUE OR MISLEADING.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-112
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-112
S 0091  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A COUNTY’S POWER OF EMI-
NENT DOMAIN, SO AS TO DELETE A PROVISION AUTHORIZING
COUNTIES TO EXERCISE THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN FOR
SLUM CLEARANCE AND REDEVELOPMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-
50, RELATING TO A MUNICIPALITY’S POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN,
SO AS TO DELETE A PROVISION AUTHORIZING MUNICIPALITIES TO
EXERCISE THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN FOR SLUM CLEARANCE
AND REDEVELOPMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 28-2-60, RELATING TO
THE APPLICATION OF THE EMINENT DOMAIN PROCEDURE ACT, SO
AS TO SPECIFY CIRCUMSTANCES THAT ARE NOT PUBLIC USE AND
DO NOT JUSTIFY CONDEMNATION OF PROPERTY; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 28-2-210, RELATING TO ACTIONS IN CONDEMNATION, SO AS
TO REFERENCE THE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT ARE NOT PUBLIC USE
AND DO NOT JUSTIFY CONDEMNATION OF PROPERTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-113
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-113
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0092  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 31-12-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FEDERAL DEFENSE FACILITIES REDEVELOPMENT LAW, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR A MUNICIPALITY AS A PART OF THE “AREA OF OPERA-18
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTION” ENTITLED TO REPRESENTATION ON A REDEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTION 31-12-40, RELATING TO THE CRE-
ATION OF A REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
THE MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION OF A REDEVELOPMENT AUTHOR-
ITY CONTROLLING PROPERTY WITHIN A FEDERALLY DEFINED MET-
ROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA (MSA) LYING WITHIN THE
BOUNDARIES OF A MUNICIPALITY, TO REQUIRE RESTRUCTURING OF
A NONCOMPLYING AUTHORITY, TO PROVIDE THAT A NEWLY CRE-
ATED OR RESTRUCTURED AUTHORITY IS A CREATION OF THE
MUNICIPALITY AND NOT THE STATE, TO CONFER UPON THE NEW OR
RESTRUCTURED AUTHORITY ALL THE SEPARATE AND DISTINCT
POWERS OF OTHER REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITIES, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE NEW OR RESTRUCTURED ENTITY IS NOT A STATE AGENCY
FOR, AMONG OTHER THINGS, PURPOSES OF LEASING OF, ACQUISI-
TION OF TITLE TO, AND OTHER TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING REAL
PROPERTY AND COMPLIANCE WITH THE CONSOLIDATED PROCURE-
MENT CODE, AND TO REQUIRE THE NEW OR RESTRUCTURED
AUTHORITY TO INDEMNIFY THE STATE AGAINST LOSSES ARISING
OUT OF ITS TRANSACTIONS OR ITS LIABILITIES; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 31-12-50 AND 31-12-100, RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP TERMS
AND DISSOLUTION OF A REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, RESPEC-
TIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO CONFORM THEM TO CHANGES IN SECTION
31-12-40; TO AMEND SECTION 31-12-210, RELATING TO ISSUANCE OF
OBLIGATIONS AND DISPOSITION OF FUNDS BY A MUNICIPALITY, SO
AS TO INCLUDE IN THE TIME LIMIT FIFTEEN YEARS FROM THE DATE
THE AUTHORITY IS RESTRUCTURED AND CEASES TO BE A CRE-
ATION OF THE STATE; TO AMEND SECTION 31-12-300, RELATING TO
CERTIFICATION OF THE ASSESSED VALUE OF THE TAXABLE PROP-
ERTY IN A PROJECT AREA AND DETERMINATION OF PERCENTAGES
REPRESENTING EACH TAXING DISTRICT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE VALUE BE DETERMINED AS OF THE AUTHORITY’S ORIGINAL
CREATION OR THE DATE THE PROPERTIES WERE SCHEDULED FOR
DISPOSAL, WITHOUT REGARD TO RESTRUCTURING; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 61-4-510, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION OF FEES
FROM BEER AND WINE PERMITS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A SPECIAL
FUND TO SUPPORT A FEDERAL DEFENSE FACILITIES REDEVELOP-
MENT AUTHORITY; AND TO PROVIDE FOR TRANSITIONAL OPERA-
TION OF AN EXISTING FEDERAL DEFENSE FACILITIES
REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-113
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-113
S 0093  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-490 SO AS TO CREATE THE CRIME OF
ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF SHORT-TERM VEHICLE SECURED
LOANS IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION IS A FELONY,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR A MANDATORY MINIMUM PENALTY; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 37-3-413 RELATING TO SHORT-TERM VEHICLE
SECURED LOANS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-115
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-115
S 0094  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 40-81-20, 40-81-50, 40-81-230, AND 40-81-
430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE
STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION’S POWERS AND DUTIES, SO AS TO
EXCLUDE PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING AS A SPORT THAT IT REGU-
LATES; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 40-81-300 RELATING TO THE
LICENSING OF A WRESTLER.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-115
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-115
S 0095  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-43-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A PERSON WHO OWNS PROPERTY ON WHICH AN AFRICAN
AMERICAN CEMETERY THAT HAS BEEN DESIGNATED AS HISTORIC
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY IS SITUATED TO
REMOVE OR DISTURB THE GRAVES, OR DEVELOP THE LAND, AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-115
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-115
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0096  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AGENCIES
WHICH EMPLOY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO ENFORCE THE
TRAFFIC LAWS OF THIS STATE MUST COLLECT AND MAINTAIN CER-
TAIN DATA RELATING TO VEHICLE TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT INCLUD-
ING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE RACE OR ETHNICITY OF THE DRIVER
STOPPED; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 23-1-235 RELATING TO THE COL-
LECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN DATA RELATING TO VEHI-
CLE TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-116
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-116
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0097 (Rat # 0023, Act #  0013)  General Bill, By Leventis, Land and Malloy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-53-1410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE CENTRAL
CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE COMMISSION MUST CONSIST OF ELEVEN TOTAL MEM-
BERS, WITH AN ADDITIONAL MEMBER APPOINTED FROM CLAREN-
DON COUNTY AND AN ADDITIONAL MEMBER APPOINTED FROM
KERSHAW COUNTY. - ratified title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-116
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-116
   02/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-5
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
   04/22/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
   04/23/09 House Read second time HJ-256
   04/23/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-257
   04/24/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-2
   04/30/09 Ratified R 23
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   05/19/09 Act No. 13
S 0098  General Bill, By Land
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-120 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DUTY OF THE OWNER OF A BOAT LIVERY, TO REMOVE THE19
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPROVISIONS MANDATING THE OWNER’S LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENT
OPERATION OF A VESSEL.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-116
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-116
   02/18/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-10
   02/19/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-9
   02/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-9
   02/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
S 0099  Joint Resolution, By Matthews and Leventis
Similar (S 0561)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE XI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE SYSTEM OF FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE
MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT OF A SYSTEM OF FREE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS AND SHALL ESTABLISH, ORGANIZE, AND SUPPORT PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING THAT WILL PROVIDE A HIGH QUALITY
EDUCATION, ALLOWING EACH STUDENT TO REACH HIS HIGHEST
POTENTIAL.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-116
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-116
S 0100  General Bill, By Grooms, Campsen, Rose and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 11 OF TITLE 11 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE GENERAL FUND AND THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND, BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-315, TO ESTABLISH THE
TRANSPORTATION MAINTENANCE FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT TWO
PERCENT OF THE GENERAL FUND REVENUE OF THE LATEST COM-
PLETED FISCAL YEAR BE DEPOSITED INTO THE TRANSPORTATION
MAINTENANCE FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT MONIES IN THE FUND
MUST BE USED TO OFFSET REVENUE SHORTFALLS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT ANY MONIES IN THE FUND AT THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR
MUST BE DEPOSITED IN THE NON-FEDERAL AID HIGHWAY FUND.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-117
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-117
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0101  General Bill, By Grooms, McConnell, Campsen and Rose
Similar (S 0238, H 3414)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-36-2647 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALES,
USE, AND CASUAL EXCISE TAX REVENUES IN A FISCAL YEAR FROM
THE SALE, USE, OR TITLING OF A VEHICLE REQUIRED TO BE REGIS-
TERED AND LICENSED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES MUST BE CREDITED TO THE STATE HIGHWAY
FUND AND AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF NONSTATE TAX SOURCE STATE
HIGHWAY FUND REVENUES TRANSFERRED TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK TO PROVIDE FOR
THE USE OF THESE REVENUES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-43-160,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REVENUE SOURCES OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK, SO AS TO
INCLUDE THE REVENUES DERIVED PURSUANT TO SECTION 12-36-
2647 AS ADDED BY THIS ACT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-117
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-117
S 0102  General Bill, By Grooms
Similar (H 3265)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-1-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ILL-TREATMENT OF ANI-
MALS, TO CLARIFY THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THE SECTION DO NOT
APPLY TO THE PRACTICE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE IN ACCOR-
DANCE WITH ACCEPTED VETERINARY STANDARDS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-118
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-118
S 0103  General Bill, By Grooms, Campsen and Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE GENERAL COMPOSITION OF THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM, TO
PROVIDE THAT ALL HIGHWAYS IN THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM
MUST BE BUILT ACCORDING TO STATE STANDARDS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 57-5-70, RELATING TO ADDITIONS TO THE STATE HIGHWAY SEC-
ONDARY SYSTEM, TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION TO ADD COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL ROADS TO THE
STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM WHEN NECESSARY FOR THE INTERCON-
NECTIVITY OF THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION
57-5-80, RELATING TO THE DELETION AND REMOVAL OF ROADS
FROM THE STATE HIGHWAY SECONDARY SYSTEM, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE REMOVAL OF ROADS FROM THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM
WHEN A COUNTY, MUNICIPALITY, SCHOOL, OR OTHER GOVERNMEN-
TAL AGENCY AGREES TO ACCEPT THE ROAD INTO ITS OWN HIGH-
WAY SYSTEM; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 57-5-90, RELATING TO BELT
LINES AND SPURS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-118
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-118
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-14
   02/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-30
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0104  General Bill, By Verdin and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 46 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO AGRI-
CULTURE, BY ADDING CHAPTER 53, TO LIMIT THE LIABILITY THAT
AN AGRITOURISM PROFESSIONAL MAY INCUR DUE TO AN INJURY
OR DEATH SUFFERED BY A PARTICIPANT IN AN AGRITOURISM
ACTIVITY, TO PROVIDE THAT AN AGRITOURISM PROFESSIONAL
MUST POST A WARNING NOTICE AT THE AGRITOURISM FACILITY, TO
PROVIDE THAT WARNING NOTICES MUST BE INCLUDED IN CON-
TRACTS THE AGRITOURISM PROFESSIONAL ENTERS INTO WITH PAR-
TICIPANTS,  AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE AGRITOURISM
PROFESSIONAL’S LIABILITY IS NOT LIMITED IF THE PROPER WARN-
ING NOTICES ARE NOT PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-119
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-119
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
   03/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-920
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0105  General Bill, By Rankin and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 27 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE HORIZONTAL PROPERTY ACT, BY ADDING ARTICLE 3,
CONDOMINIUM SALES OR RESERVATION ESCROW ACCOUNTS, TO
PROVIDE A DEVELOPER MUST PLACE IN AN ESCROW ACCOUNT ALL
FUNDS RECEIVED TOWARD THE PURCHASE PRICE OF A CONDOMIN-
IUM PURSUANT TO A CONTRACT TO SELL A CONDOMINIUM PARCEL
IF THE CONSTRUCTION, FURNISHING, AND LANDSCAPING OF THE
PROPERTY IS NOT SUBSTANTIALLY COMPLETE AT THE TIME OF THE
RECEIPT OF THE FUNDS, TO PROVIDE THAT RESERVATION DEPOSITS
MUST BE PLACED IN AN ESCROW ACCOUNT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
MAINTENANCE OF THE ESCROW ACCOUNTS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-119
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-119
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0106  General Bill, By Alexander, Leventis, Elliott and Hayes
Similar (S 0082)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-320 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PERSONS QUALIFIED TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT QUALIFIED ELECTORS MAY CAST AN ABSENTEE BALLOT
AT THE ABSENTEE VOTING PRECINCT IN THEIR COUNTY OF RESI-
DENCE WITHOUT BEING REQUIRED TO MEET THE STATUTORY
REQUIREMENTS TO OTHERWISE OBTAIN AN ABSENTEE BALLOT;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-410, TO PROVIDE FOR THE AVAILABIL-
ITY OF ABSENTEE BALLOTS TO ELECTORS THAT WANT TO CAST A
BALLOT PRIOR TO AN UPCOMING ELECTION IN PERSON AT THE
ABSENTEE VOTING PRECINCT IN THEIR COUNTY OF RESIDENCE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-120
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0107  General Bill, By Ryberg, Bryant, Massey, Peeler and L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-654 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE THIRD DEGREE, TO
INCLUDE SEXUAL BATTERY WHEN THE VICTIM IS A STUDENT SIX-
TEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER AND THE ACTOR IS A PERSON
EMPLOYED AT A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOL, UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-120
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-8
   03/24/09 Senate Special order, set for March 24, 2009 SJ-37
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-97
   03/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-97
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-97
   03/25/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-97
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
S 0108  General Bill, By Ryberg, Bryant and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6540 OF THE 1976 CODE TO PROVIDE
THAT FAILURE TO WEAR A SEATBELT IS ADMISSIBLE AS EVIDENCE
OF FAILURE TO MITIGATE DAMAGES IN A CIVIL ACTION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-120
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0109  General Bill, By Ryberg
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 8 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, BY ADDING SECTION 8-1-195
TO DIRECT THE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD TO CHARGE STATE
EMPLOYEES WHO PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH PLAN AN
ADDITIONAL TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS A MONTH IF THE EMPLOYEE
IS OBESE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-120
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0110  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EDUCATION LOTTERY ACT, TO
PERMIT THE SALE OF LOTTERY TICKETS ON GENERAL OR PRIMARY
ELECTION DAYS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-121
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-121
   02/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-5
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
S 0111  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 37-3-413 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SHORT-TERM VEHICLE SECURED LOANS, TO AMEND THE DEFINI-
TION OF SHORT-TERM VEHICLE SECURED LOAN TO INCLUDE ALL
LENDERS THAT MAKE NONPURCHASE MONEY VEHICLE SECURED
LOANS, TO INCLUDE ALL NONPURCHASE MONEY VEHICLE
SECURED LOANS REGARDLESS OF THE TERM OF THE LOAN, AND TO
CHANGE THE TERMINOLOGY FROM SHORT-TERM VEHICLE
SECURED LOAN TO TITLE LOAN;  TO PROVIDE THAT A LOAN MAY BE
EXTENDED FOR NO MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY DAYS; TO
PROVIDE THAT THE PRINCIPAL OF THE LOAN CANNOT EXCEED
EIGHTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE FAIR MARKET RETAIL VALUE OF THE
VEHICLE SECURING THE LOAN; TO INCREASE THE RESCISSION
PERIOD FROM ONE TO THREE DAYS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE CON-
SUMER MUST BE GIVEN A CONSPICUOUS NOTICE OF HIS RIGHT OF
RESCISSION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE LENDER MAY CHARGE UP
TO FORTY-EIGHT PERCENT ANNUAL INTEREST FOR THE LOAN.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-121
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-121
S 0112  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (H 3035, H 3050)
A BILL TO AMEND 1976 CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA BY
ADDING SECTION 16-13-480 TO CREATE THE CRIME OF ENGAGING IN
THE BUSINESS OF DEFERRED PRESENTMENT IN THIS STATE, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A VIOLATION IS A FELONY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR A MAN-
DATORY MINIMUM PENALTY; AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE
34 RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
SERVICES ACT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled21
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-122
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-122
S 0113  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 0015, S 0047, S 0087, H 3159)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 34-39-175 TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONSUMER FINANCE DIVI-
SION OF THE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS MUST
IMPLEMENT A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT LOAN TRACKING DATA-
BASE AND TO PROVIDE FOR INFORMATION REQUIRED IN THE DATA-
BASE; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-270 TO LIMIT CONSUMERS TO ONE
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT LOAN AT A TIME, TO PROVIDE FOR A
SEVEN DAY WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN LOANS, TO REQUIRE
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS TO VERIFY A CONSUMERS
ELIGIBILITY FOR A LOAN PRIOR TO ENTERING A DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT TRANSACTION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCESS TO
DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY; TO ADD SECTION 34-39-280 TO PROVIDE
THAT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES A CONSUMER MAY UTILIZE
A PAYMENT PLAN TO SATISFY AN OUTSTANDING LOAN, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A PAYMENT PLAN MAY BE
USED, AND THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A PAYMENT PLAN; TO ADD
SECTION 34-39-290 TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD MUST MAKE
ANNUAL REPORTS AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THOSE
REPORTS; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-130 TO PROVIDE FOR THE
APPLICABILITY OF CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34; TO AMEND SECTION 34-
39-150 TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION FEE FOR NEW LICENSES
AND LICENSE RENEWAL FEES ARE INCREASED FROM TWO HUN-
DRED FIFTY DOLLARS TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 34-39-180 TO PROVIDE FOR A MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT BASED
UPON THE CONSUMER’S GROSS INCOME OR FIVE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS, TO PROVIDE FOR CONSUMER WARNING STATEMENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS MAY NOT ENTER
INTO A LOAN WITH A CONSUMER SATISFYING ANOTHER LOAN PUR-
SUANT TO AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE BOARD MUST DEVELOP A FORM TO BE USED BY DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS TO CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM
AMOUNT THAT MAY BE LENT TO A CONSUMER; TO AMEND SECTION
34-39-200 TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS ON THE ACTIVI-
TIES OF LICENSED DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS; TO
AMEND CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 BY ADDING SECTION 39-34-205 TO
PLACE ON-PREMISES ADVERTISING LIMITATIONS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 34-39-170 TO PROVIDE THAT CONSUMERS AND DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS MAY NOT ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS
THAT ALLOW FOR AUTOMATIC DEBITED LOAN PAYMENTS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-122
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-122
S 0114  General Bill, By Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-77-360 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF THE AT-FAULT DRIVER INVOLVED IN AN AUTO ACCI-
DENT WHERE THERE IS PROPERTY DAMAGE TO A VEHICLE OTHER
THAN THAT OF THE AT-FAULT DRIVER TO MAKE THE PAYMENT ON
THE CLAIM FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE TO THAT VEHICLE TO THE
LIENHOLDER AND OWNER OF THE DAMAGED VEHICLE WHEN THE
VEHICLE IS NOT TOTALED AS DETERMINED BY THE COMPANY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-123
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-123
S 0115  General Bill, By Knotts, Peeler, Bryant, Elliott and McConnell
Similar (H 3042)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 40-81-20, 40-81-50, 40-81-70, 40-81-230, 40-
81-280, AND 40-81-430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
ALL RELATING TO REGULATIONS OF VARIOUS ATHLETIC AND
SPORTING ACTIVITIES BY THE STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION; BY
ADDING SECTION 40-81-445 SO AS TO MAKE THE COMBATIVE SPORT
OF MIXED MARTIAL ARTS LEGAL IN SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE STATE ATHLETIC COMMIS-
SION SHALL SUPERVISE AND REGULATE MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
COMPETITIONS; TO REPEAL SECTION 40-81-480 RELATING TO
EVENTS OR EXHIBITIONS INVOLVING MORE THAN ONE OF THE
COMBATIVE SPORTS AND IN WHICH WEAPONS ARE USED AS BEING
UNLAWFUL; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 40-81-530 RELATING TO ULTI-
MATE FIGHTING EVENTS AS BEING UNLAWFUL.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-123
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-123
S 0116 (Rat # 0055, Act #  0072)  General Bill, By Knotts and McConnell
Similar (S 0335, H 3043, H 3051, H 3057, H 3077)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE DEFINITION FOR “OFFICE”; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-
1524, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO VENDOR PREFERENCES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR PREFERENCES FOR END PRODUCTS FROM SOUTH
CAROLINA AND FROM THE UNITED STATES AND FOR CONTRACTORS
AND SUBCONTRACTORS WHO EMPLOY INDIVIDUALS DOMICILED IN
SOUTH CAROLINA, TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS, PROVIDE FOR ELIGI-
BILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PREFERENCES, PROVIDE FOR
APPLICATION FOR THE PREFERENCES AND PENALTIES FOR FALSE
APPLICATION, AND TO MAKE EXCEPTIONS TO THE PREFERENCES;
TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COMPLI-
ANCE WITH FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR COM-
PLIANCE WITH THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE; TO
AMEND SECTION 11-35-3215, RELATING TO CONTRACTS FOR DESIGN
SERVICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A RESIDENT PREFERENCE; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 11-35-3025 RELATING TO APPROVAL OF CHANGE
ORDERS IN CONNECTION WITH CERTAIN CONTRACTS. - ratified title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
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2
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   05/20/09 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Toole, White, and Neilson HJ-259
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LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/21/09 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-151
   05/27/09 Ratified R 55
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-33  Nays-10
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden Yeas-88  Nays-15 HJ-125
   06/22/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/24/09 Act No. 72
S 0117  General Bill, By Knotts and Elliott
Similar (H 3094)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-4975 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL TO OPERATE A VEHICLE THAT IS NO LONGER PERMIT-
TED AND LICENSED AS AN AMBULANCE UNLESS THE VEHICLE’S
EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT AND MARKINGS THAT DISTINGUISH IT AS AN
AMBULANCE ARE REMOVED UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCE AND
TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-125
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-125
S 0118  General Bill, By Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-190, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENDORSEMENT AND EXECUTION OF
WARRANTS ISSUED IN OTHER COUNTIES OR BY MUNICIPAL
AUTHORITIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A WARRANT IS NOT REQUIRED TO
BE ENDORSED BY A MAGISTRATE IN THE COUNTY WHERE A PERSON
CHARGED WITH A CRIME RESIDES OR WHERE HE IS LOCATED, TO
PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR SERVING A WARRANT, AND TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-125
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-125
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
   03/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-17
   03/05/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/10/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
S 0119  General Bill, By Knotts, Peeler and Elliott
Similar (H 3205)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SHORT TITLE OF ARTICLE 3, CHAP-
TER 7, TITLE 44, TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-120, RELATING TO THE
PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE, TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-130, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS IN THIS ARTICLE, TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-140,
RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVI-
RONMENTAL CONTROL TO ADMINISTER THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED
PROGRAM AND HEALTH FACILITY LICENSURE, TO AMEND SECTION
44-7-150, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT, AND TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO FACILITIES
TO WHICH THIS ARTICLE APPLIES, ALL SO AS TO DELETE PROVI-
SIONS RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM,
THEREBY ABOLISHING THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM; AND
TO REPEAL SECTIONS 44-7-160, 44-7-180, 44-7-185, 44-7-190, 44-7-200, 44-
7-210, 44-7-220, 44-7-230, AND 44-7-240 ALL RELATING TO THE CERTIFI-
CATE OF NEED PROGRAM AND POWERS AND PROCEDURES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELA-
TIVE TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-125
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-125
S 0120  General Bill, By Knotts and Rose
Similar (H 3134, H 3820)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-9910, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES’ ISSUANCE OF GOLD STAR FAMILY SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE FEE FOR THIS SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATE IS THE DEPARTMENT’S COST TO PRODUCE IT
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS LICENSE PLATE IS
EXEMPT FROM THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 56-3-
8000(B) AND (C).
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-126
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-126
   03/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-3
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-3
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-3
   03/25/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-3
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-24
S 0121  General Bill, By Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 108 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF ìSECOND AMENDMENTî SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES AND PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THESE
LICENSE PLATES MAY BE ISSUED AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PORTION
OF THE PROCEEDS COLLECTED FROM THE SALE OF THIS LICENSE
PLATE MUST BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACAD-
EMY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-126
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-126
S 0122  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 3122)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-430, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FAILURE OF A TAX-
PAYER TO MAKE A REPORT OR FILE A RETURN REQUIRED BY LAW
OR A TAXPAYER WHO FILES A FRIVOLOUS RETURN, SO AS TO FUR-
THER PROVIDE FOR THE INFORMATION THE DEPARTMENT MUST
CONSIDER WHEN MAKING AN ESTIMATE OF THE TAX LIABILITY OF
THE TAXPAYER UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-127
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-127
S 0123  General Bill, By Cromer, Bryant and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-710 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE IDENTIFICATION A PERSON MUST PRESENT IN ORDER TO
VOTE, TO REQUIRE A PERSON TO PRESENT PHOTO IDENTIFICATION
OR EXECUTE AN AFFIDAVIT INDICATING THAT THE PERSON HAS A
RELIGIOUS OBJECTION TO BEING PHOTOGRAPHED.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-127
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-127
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott23
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0124  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
PRIMARIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE ELECTION COMMIS-
SION CONDUCT PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARIES FOR CERTI-
FIED POLITICAL PARTIES WHICH RECEIVED AT LEAST FIVE PERCENT
OF THE POPULAR VOTE IN SOUTH CAROLINA FOR THE PARTY’S CAN-
DIDATE FOR PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, EXCEPT WHEN A
STATE COMMITTEE OF A POLITICAL PARTY DECIDES TO HOLD A
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 7-
11-25, AND IF MORE THAN ONE STATE COMMITTEE DECIDES TO
HOLD A PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY, THE COMMITTEES
MUTUALLY SHALL SET A SINGLE DATE FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL
PREFERENCE PRIMARY, THAT HAS A FILING DEADLINE NO LATER
THAN SEVENTY-FIVE DAYS BEFORE THE PRESIDENTIAL PREFER-
ENCE PRIMARY DATE, TO BE AGREED UPON BY JANUARY FIRST OF
THE YEAR THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IS TO BE HELD AND SUB-
MITTED TO THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION, AND IF THE STATE
COMMITTEES ARE NOT ABLE TO REACH AGREEMENT ON THE DATE
FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY, THEN THE PRESI-
DENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY MUST BE HELD AS PROVIDED IN
SECTION 7-13-40.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-127
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-127
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0125  General Bill, By Sheheen and Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1339 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A POLITICAL
ACTION COMMITTEE ORGANIZED BY OR ON BEHALF OF CERTAIN
STATEWIDE OFFICIALS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1340, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO COMMITTEES BEING ESTABLISHED,
FINANCED, OR CONTROLLED BY A CANDIDATE, SO AS TO DELETE
REFERENCES TO A COMMITTEE ORGANIZED DIRECTLY OR INDI-
RECTLY ESTABLISHED, FINANCED, MAINTAINED, OR CONTROLLED
BY A CANDIDATE OR PUBLIC OFFICIAL.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-128
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-128
S 0126 (Rat # 0056, Act #  0024)  General Bill, By Sheheen and Elliott
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL LICENSE
TAGS TO CERTAIN HANDICAPPED PERSONS, SO AS TO DEFINE THE
TERM “HANDICAPPED”, DELETE THE TERM “LICENSE TAG” AND
REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM “LICENSE PLATE”, AND TO REVISE THE
CRITERIA FOR THE ISSUANCE OF THE LICENSE PLATE; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-3-1950, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM
“HANDICAPPED”, AND THE REQUIREMENT THAT A LICENSED PHYSI-
CIAN SHALL CERTIFY THAT A PERSON’S TOTAL AND PERMANENT
DISABILITY SUBSTANTIALLY IMPAIRS HIS ABILITY TO WALK, SO AS
TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM “HANDICAPPED”, TO
DELETE THE PROVISION RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATION OF A
PERSON WHO IS TOTALLY AND PERMANENTLY DISABLED AND TO
DEFINE THE TERM “ACCESS AISLE”; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1960,
RELATING TO FREE PARKING FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS, AND THE
ISSUANCE AND DISPLAY OF HANDICAPPED LICENSE PLATES AND
PLACARDS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT PROVIDES FOR
THE ISSUANCE OF HANDICAPPED LICENSE PLATES, AND TO REVISE
THE PROVISIONS REGARDING THE CONTENT, ISSUANCE PROCE-
DURE, PROPER USE AND DISPLAY OF HANDICAPPED PLACARDS,
AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE PROVISION;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1965, RELATING TO MUNICIPALITIES DESIG-
NATING PARKING SPACES FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE PROCEDURES THAT ALLOW A HANDICAPPED PERSON
TO PARK IN METERED OR TIMED PARKING PLACES WITHOUT BEING
SUBJECT TO PARKING FEES OR FINES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-
2010, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF PERSONALIZED LICENSE
PLATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS QUALIFIED TO
RECEIVE THIS LICENSE PLATE AND A HANDICAPPED LICENSE PLATE
MAY BE ISSUED A PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATE THAT INCLUDES A
DECAL THAT CONTAINS THE INTERNATIONAL SYMBOL OF ACCESS;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1970, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL PARK-
ING OF A VEHICLE IN A PARKING PLACE DESIGNATED FOR HANDI-
CAPPED PERSONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS ALSO UNLAWFUL
FOR CERTAIN PERSONS TO EXERCISE THE PRIVILEGES GRANTED TO
A HOLDER OF A LICENSE PLATE OR PLACARD DESIGNATED FOR USE
BY A HANDICAPPED PERSON, AND TO INCREASE THE PENALTY FOR
A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-
1975, RELATING TO THE IDENTIFICATION AND MAINTENANCE OF
HANDICAPPED PARKING PLACES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A HANDI-
CAPPED PARKING PLACE INCLUDES ALL ACCESS AISLES. - ratified title
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S 0127  General Bill, By Sheheen and Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 14-17-10 AND 14-23-1020, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF CLERKS
OF COURT AND PROBATE JUDGES, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE ELECTIONS OF THESE TWO COUNTY OFFICES TO BE24
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSNONPARTISAN, TO PROVIDE FOR NONPARTISAN SPECIAL ELECTIONS
WHEN A VACANCY OCCURS, AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES AND THE CONDUCT OF THE NON-
PARTISAN ELECTIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-129
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-129
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0128  General Bill, By Sheheen, Campsen, Rose, Massey, Davis and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE AGENCIES OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF STATE GOVERN-
MENT, BY ADDING THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 1-30-125 TO ESTABLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION AS AN AGENCY OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF
STATE GOVERNMENT TO BE HEADED BY A DIRECTOR APPOINTED
BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SEN-
ATE, AND TO TRANSFER TO THIS NEWLY CREATED DEPARTMENT
CERTAIN OFFICES AND DIVISIONS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CON-
TROL BOARD, THE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR, AND OTHER AGEN-
CIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR TRANSITIONAL AND OTHER
PROVISIONS NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-130
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-130
S 0129  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen, Campsen, Rose, Bryant, Massey, Davis
and Bright
Similar (S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI, CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING
TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE ADJUTANT GENERAL, COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE, AND SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION FROM THE LIST OF
STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERMS
OF THESE OFFICERS SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATI-
FICATION OF THIS PROVISION, THEY MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR, UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, TO
SERVE AT HIS PLEASURE AND TO BE REMOVABLE BY HIM FOR ANY
REASON; PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 4, ARTICLE XIII,
RELATING TO THE ADJUTANT GENERAL AND HIS STAFF OFFICERS,
SO AS TO UPDATE REFERENCES TO HIS TITLE AND MILITARY RANK,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE
ADJUTANT GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATI-
FICATION OF THIS PROVISION, HE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR IN THE MANNER REQUIRED BY SECTION 7, ARTICLE VI;
PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT BY ADDING SECTION 7A TO ARTICLE
VI, RELATING TO STATE OFFICERS, SO AS TO ABOLISH THE OFFICE
OF SECRETARY OF STATE, AND PROVIDE FOR ITS FUNCTIONS AND
DUTIES TO BE DEVOLVED UPON THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IN THE
MANNER THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW; AND
PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1, ARTICLE XI, RELATING
TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO ABOLISH THE
BOARD EFFECTIVE UPON THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCA-
TION BEING APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-130
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-130
S 0130  General Bill, By Sheheen, Campsen, Rose, Massey, Davis, Bright and
Mulvaney
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-87 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR’S
ANNUAL STATE BUDGET RECOMMENDATION AND THE REPORTS OF
THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS AND THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
ACT TO BE IN A PROGRAMMATIC FORMAT BY PROVIDING A NARRA-
TIVE DESCRIPTION OF EACH SEPARATE PROGRAM ADMINISTERED
BY A STATE AGENCY AND PROVIDING THE ELEMENTS THAT MUST
BE INCLUDED IN THE NARRATIVE; TO REQUIRE THE BUDGET REC-
OMMENDATION FOR AN AGENCY TO INCLUDE AN OVERALL BUD-
GET RECOMMENDATION BY BUDGET CATEGORY AND A SIMILAR
RECOMMENDATION FOR EACH SEPARATE PROGRAM ADMINISTERED
BY THE AGENCY AND THE SPECIFIC SOURCE OF FUNDS APPROPRI-
ATED FOR THE AGENCY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-131
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-131
S 0131  General Bill, By Sheheen and Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 10 TO CHAPTER 56, TITLE 44, TO ENACT THE
“ELECTRONIC WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT” SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SHALL PROMULGATE REGULATIONS IDENTIFYING ELECTRONIC
DEVICES THAT ARE PRESUMED TO BE HAZARDOUS WASTE WHEN
DISCARDED; TO ESTABLISH CONSUMER ELECTRONIC WASTE RECY-
CLING FEES ON THE PURCHASE OF THESE ELECTRONIC DEVICES,
WHICH FEE MAY BE PAID BY THE RETAILER; TO REQUIRE THE MAN-
UFACTURER OF THESE DEVICES TO NOTIFY RETAILERS OF THE FEES
THAT MUST BE COLLECTED AT THE SALE OF THESE DEVICES; TO
ESTABLISH THE ELECTRONIC WASTE RECOVERY AND RECYCLING
FUND; TO ESTABLISH ELECTRONIC WASTE RECOVERY PAYMENTS TO
BE PAID TO AUTHORIZED COLLECTORS OF ELECTRONIC WASTE TO
OPERATE FREE ELECTRONIC WASTE COLLECTION, CONSOLIDATING,
AND TRANSPORTING SYSTEMS; TO ESTABLISH ELECTRONIC WASTE
RECYCLING PAYMENTS TO BE PAID TO RECYCLERS WHO RECEIVE
ELECTRONIC WASTES FROM AUTHORIZED COLLECTORS; TO
REQUIRE MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES TO ANNU-
ALLY REPORT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL ON THE TYPE OF DEVICES SOLD THAT CONTAIN
ELECTRONIC WASTE AND THE REDUCTION IN MANUFACTURING
THESE DEVICES; TO REQUIRE MANUFACTURERS TO PROVIDE INFOR-
MATION TO CONSUMERS DESCRIBING HOW AND WHERE TO
RETURN, RECYCLE, AND DISPOSE OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES; TO
ESTABLISH REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXPORTATION OF
ELECTRONIC WASTE; TO ESTABLISH CIVIL PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ESTABLISH AND
UPDATE STATEWIDE RECYCLING GOALS; TO ESTABLISH REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR STATE PROCUREMENT OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES; AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THIS ARTICLE MUST NOT BE IMPLEMENTED IF
FEDERAL LAW TAKES EFFECT REGULATING ELECTRONIC WASTE OR
IF A COURT ISSUES A JUDGMENT HOLDING THAT OUT-OF-STATE
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES OR RETAILERS MAY
NOT BE REQUIRED TO COLLECT THE ELECTRONIC WASTE FEE
ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-132
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-132
S 0132  General Bill, By Sheheen and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-5-175 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LENDER
WHO DELIVERS AN UNSOLICITED CHECK TO A PERSON MUST DIS-25
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCLOSE THAT THE CHECK SECURES A LOAN, THE TERMS OF THE
LOAN, AND NOTICE THAT BY NEGOTIATING THE CHECK THE RECIPI-
ENT HAS ENTERED INTO A LOAN AGREEMENT, TO PROVIDE PROTEC-
TION AND RECOURSE FOR INTENDED PAYEES IF AN UNSOLICITED
CHECK IS CASHED FRAUDULENTLY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A VIO-
LATION OF THIS SECTION IS AN UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICE AND SUB-
JECT TO APPROPRIATE PENALTIES AND ENFORCEMENT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-133
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-133
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-3
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   02/11/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-26
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-115
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-115
S 0133  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-111-80 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN
EMPLOYEE OF THE STATE MAY ATTEND CLASSES FOR CREDIT OR
NONCREDIT PURPOSES ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS WITHOUT
THE REQUIRED PAYMENT OF TUITION; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-
111-15 RELATING TO TUITION ASSISTANCE FOR PERMANENT FAC-
ULTY AND STAFF.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-133
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-133
S 0134  General Bill, By Sheheen and Verdin
Similar (H 3858)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-435 SO AS TO ENACT THE “RELIGIOUS
VIEWPOINTS ANTIDISCRIMINATION ACT,” WHICH PROHIBITS A
SCHOOL DISTRICT FROM DISCRIMINATING AGAINST A STUDENT
BASED ON RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINT, ALLOWS A STUDENT TO EXPRESS
HIS RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINT, ALLOWS A STUDENT TO EXPRESS HIS
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS IN HOMEWORK AND CLASSROOM ASSIGN-
MENTS, AND ALLOWS STUDENTS TO ORGANIZE AND PARTICIPATE IN
RELIGIOUS STUDENT GATHERINGS TO THE SAME EXTENT AS SECU-
LAR NONCURRICULAR GROUPS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-133
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-133
S 0135  General Bill, By Sheheen, Leventis and Massey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 23 TO TITLE 13 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK ACT”; TO ESTABLISH
THE SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK FOR THE
PURPOSE OF MAKING GRANTS TO ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS IN RURAL
AREAS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE GOVERNANCE OF THE BANK; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
BOARD; TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR THOSE ENTITIES ELIGIBLE TO
RECEIVE BANK GRANTS; TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK TRUST FUND TO RECEIVE CERTAIN
BANK REVENUES; TO PROVIDE THE CRITERIA WHICH THE BANK
SHALL USE IN JUDGING APPLICATIONS FOR GRANTS; TO PROVIDE
THAT CERTAIN FUNDS ARE TRANSFERRED TO THE TRUST FUND TO
IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; TO AUTHORIZE THE
BOARD TO ESTABLISH FEES AND PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN FEES
MUST BE CREDITED TO THE TRUST FUND ESTABLISHED BY THIS
ACT; TO TRANSFER ALL ALLIED, ADVISORY, AFFILIATED, OR
RELATED ENTITIES AS WELL AS THE EMPLOYEES, FUNDS, PROP-
ERTY, AND ALL CONTRACT RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE DIVISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND THE GRANT PRO-
GRAM IT ADMINISTERS, THE SOUTH CAROLINA COORDINATING
COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, THE STATE RURAL INFRA-
STRUCTURE FUND, THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
PROGRAM, THE SOUTH CAROLINA WATER QUALITY REVOLVING
FUND AUTHORITY, AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA INFRASTRUCTURE
FACILITIES AUTHORITY TO AND UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE CONTROL
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK; BY
ADDING SECTION 12-24-93 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT REVENUES OF
THE STATE PORTION OF THE DEED RECORDING FEE CREDITED TO
THE GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE IS CREDITED INSTEAD TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK TRUST FUND; TO
AMEND SECTION 11-11-170, RELATING TO THE REVENUES PAYABLE
FROM THE TOBACCO SETTLEMENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT FUND, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT GRANTS FROM THE FUND MUST BE TO FUND
GRANTS DISTRIBUTED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRA-
STRUCTURE BANK INSTEAD OF THE OFFICE OF LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT OF THE DIVISION OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE
BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD; TO AMEND SECTION 11-40-20,
RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INFRA-
STRUCTURE FACILITIES AUTHORITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK SHALL COM-
PRISE THE AUTHORITY INSTEAD OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CON-
TROL BOARD; TO AMEND SECTION 11-40-250, RELATING TO THE
REQUIREMENT THAT THE DIVISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT OF
THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD PROVIDE STAFF AND
ASSIST THE SOUTH CAROLINA INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES
AUTHORITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL
INFRASTRUCTURE BANK PERFORM THESE DUTIES AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES INSTEAD OF THE DIVISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 12-10-80, 12-10-85, AND 12-28-2910, ALL AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FUNDS PAYABLE TO THE STATE RURAL
INFRASTRUCTURE FUND AND FUNDS GENERATED FROM A PORTION
OF THE GASOLINE AND FUEL USER FEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THESE MONIES MUST BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK AND DEPOSITED IN THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK TRUST FUND AND USED
TO PROVIDE GRANTS FOR ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 48-1-350, RELATING TO PENALTIES IMPOSED UNDER THE POL-
LUTION CONTROL ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
PORTION OF THE CIVIL PENALTIES CREDITED TO THE GENERAL
FUND IS CREDITED INSTEAD TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL
INFRASTRUCTURE BANK TRUST FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 48-5-30,
RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA WATER
QUALITY REVOLVING FUND AUTHORITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE
BANK COMPRISE THE AUTHORITY INSTEAD OF THE STATE BUDGET
AND CONTROL BOARD; TO REPEAL SECTION 1-11-25 RELATING TO
THE CREATION OF THE OFFICE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT OF THE
STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD; AND TO PROVIDE FOR AN
INTERIM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE
BANK.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-134
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13426
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0136  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (H 3498)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT, TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CORRECTIONS AND TO REQUIRE CERTAIN REPORTS FROM THE VARI-
OUS DEPARTMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-27-10, RELATING TO THE
DEFINITION OF REPORT FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE EMPLOYMENT
PROTECTION FOR REPORTS OF VIOLATIONS OF STATE OR FEDERAL
LAW OR REGULATION, BY PROVIDING THAT A REPORT MAY BE A
WRITTEN OR ORAL ALLEGATION OR TESTIMONY TO A LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE; TO AMEND CHAPTER 27 OF TITLE 8, RELATING TO
EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION FOR REPORTS OF VIOLATIONS OF STATE
OR FEDERAL LAW OR REGULATION, BY ADDING SECTION 8-27-60 TO
PROVIDE THAT A SUMMARY OF THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN
CHAPTER 27 ARE POSTED ON THE INTERNET WEBSITE OF EACH PUB-
LIC BODY SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THAT CHAPTER; AND BY
ADDING CHAPTER 2 TO TITLE 2, RELATING TO LEGISLATIVE OVER-
SIGHT OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAVE A DUTY
TO REVIEW AND STUDY THE OPERATIONS OF THE STATE AGENCIES
WITHIN THE COMMITTEE’S JURISDICTION, TO ESTABLISH COMMIT-
TEE OVERSIGHT JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCESS BY
WHICH A COMMITTEE MAY INITIATE AN OVERSIGHT STUDY OR
INVESTIGATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH AN
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE MAY ACQUIRE EVIDENCE OR INFOR-
MATION RELATED TO THE STUDY OR INVESTIGATION, TO PROVIDE
FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION REPORTS, THE MANNER IN WHICH
THEY ARE REQUESTED, AND THE CONTENTS OF THE REPORTS, TO
PROVIDE THAT ALL TESTIMONY GIVEN TO AN INVESTIGATING COM-
MITTEE MUST BE GIVEN UNDER OATH, TO PROVIDE THAT WIT-
NESSES TESTIFYING IN FRONT OF AN INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE
MAY BE REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL, AND TO PROVIDE THAT WIT-
NESSES ARE GIVEN THE BENEFIT OF ANY PRIVILEGE WHICH HE
COULD HAVE CLAIMED IN COURT AS A PARTY TO A CIVIL ACTION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-136
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-136
S 0137  General Bill, By Sheheen, Campsen, Massey and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE APPOINTMENT, TERM, AND TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF
MAGISTRATES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SUPREME COURT MUST PRO-
VIDE THE GOVERNOR WITH NOMINEES TO FILL MAGISTRATE
VACANCIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 22-2-10 TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SUPREME COURT MAY APPOINT A SCREENING COMMITTEE TO
ASSIST IN THEIR SELECTION OF NOMINEES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-137
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-137
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Ford, Knotts
S 0138  General Bill, By Sheheen, Campsen, Leventis, Rose, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0139, H 3434)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO REMOVAL OF OFFICERS BY THE GOVER-
NOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL MAY
BE REMOVED BY THE GOVERNOR FOR MALFEASANCE, MISFEA-
SANCE, INCOMPETENCY, ABSENTEEISM, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST,
MISCONDUCT, PERSISTENT NEGLECT OF DUTY IN OFFICE, OR INCA-
PACITY; AND TO AMEND TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE BY ADDING
CHAPTER 6 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFICE OF THE STATE INSPECTOR
GENERAL, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL IS
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE SENATE, TO AUTHORIZE THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL TO
ADDRESS FRAUD, WASTE, ABUSE, AND WRONGDOING WITHIN THE
SOUTH CAROLINA EXECUTIVE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES; AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND FUNCTIONS OF THE
OFFICE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-137
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-137
S 0139  General Bill, By Sheheen, Campsen, Leventis, Rose, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0138, H 3434)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-240, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REMOVAL OF OFFICERS BY
THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INSPECTOR
GENERAL MAY BE REMOVED BY THE GOVERNOR FOR MALFEA-
SANCE, MISFEASANCE, INCOMPETENCY, ABSENTEEISM, CONFLICTS
OF INTEREST, MISCONDUCT, PERSISTENT NEGLECT OF DUTY IN
OFFICE, OR INCAPACITY; BY ADDING CHAPTER 6 TO TITLE 1 SO AS
TO CREATE THE OFFICE OF THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL IS APPOINTED BY
THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE,
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL TO ADDRESS
FRAUD, WASTE, ABUSE, AND WRONGDOING WITHIN THE SOUTH
CAROLINA EXECUTIVE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-138
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-138
S 0140  General Bill, By Lourie
Similar (S 0016)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-39-100 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ISSUANCE OF UNIFORM DIPLOMAS, TO REQUIRE THE ISSU-
ANCE OF HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS FOR QUALIFYING VETERANS
WHO SERVED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES DURING A
WAR PERIOD AS DEFINED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
VETERAN AFFAIRS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-138
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-138
S 0141  General Bill, By Lourie and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-1-175 AND 56-1-180, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A CON-
DITIONAL DRIVER’S LICENSE AND SPECIAL RESTRICTED DRIVER’S
LICENSE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AFTER DECEMBER 31, 2009, A PERSON WHO IS ISSUED
ONE OF THESE FORMS OF DRIVER’S LICENSES MUST HAVE SUCCESS-
FULLY COMPLETED A TEEN DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE THAT IS
APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-139
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-139
S 0142  General Bill, By Lourie, Leventis and Elliott
Similar (S 0354)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS QUALIFIED TO VOTE BY ABSEN-
TEE BALLOT, TO ALLOW ANY PERSON QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
SOUTH CAROLINA TO VOTE BY AN ABSENTEE BALLOT; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-15-330, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION FOR AN ABSEN-
TEE BALLOT, TO REMOVE ALL MENTION OF QUALIFICATIONS TO
VOTE ABSENTEE; TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-340, RELATING TO THE
FORM OF THE APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, TO
REMOVE ALL MENTION OF REASON TO VOTE ABSENTEE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 7-15-370, RELATING TO FURNISHING BALLOTS AND27
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSENVELOPES, TO REMOVE ALL MENTION OF QUALIFICATIONS TO
RECEIVE AN ABSENTEE BALLOT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-139
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-139
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0143  General Bill, By Lourie, Rose and Hayes
Similar (H 3125, H 3586)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 75 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE ACT” TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS AND
SPECIAL SOURCE BONDS AND NOTES BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY FOR THE CON-
STRUCTION OF SCHOOL FACILITIES, TO CREATE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES, TO CREATE THE SCHOOL
FACILITIES REVIEW COMMISSION AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS POW-
ERS AND DUTIES, TO SPECIFY THE TERMS BY WHICH THE BONDS
AND NOTES ARE ISSUED, TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 59-71-155, RELATING TO GENERAL OBLIGATION
BONDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADDITION OF FINANCING
AGREEMENTS BETWEEN A SCHOOL DISTRICT AND THE SCHOOL
FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-140
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-140
S 0144  General Bill, By Campsen and Ford
A BILL TO RATIFY AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 33, ARTICLE III OF
THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO THE
PROVISION PROVIDING THAT NO UNMARRIED WOMAN UNDER THE
AGE OF FOURTEEN YEARS OLD MAY LEGALLY CONSENT TO SEXUAL
INTERCOURSE, SO AS TO DELETE THAT PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-140
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-140
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Hutto, Shoop-
man
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   05/07/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-25
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-108
S 0145  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose, Bryant, Davis and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE TO ENACT THE “TAXPAYER INFLA-
TION PROTECTION ACT”, BY AMENDING SECTION 12-6-520 RELATING
TO ANNUAL INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS TO STATE INDIVIDUAL
INCOME TAX BRACKETS, TO DELETE THE PROVISION LIMITING THE
INFLATION ADJUSTMENT TO ONE-HALF OF THE ACTUAL INFLATION
RATE AND THE OVERALL FOUR PERCENT LIMIT ON THE TOTAL
INFLATION ADJUSTMENT, AND TO DELETE REDUNDANT LANGUAGE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-140
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-140
S 0146  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE BY ADDING SECTION 20-3-240 TO
ENACT THE “FAMILY COURT FINANCIAL PRIVACY ACT” TO PROVIDE
THAT A FINANCIAL DECLARATION MADE A PART OF THE RECORD IN
A MATTER BEFORE THE FAMILY COURT MUST BE SEALED, TO PRO-
VIDE ACCESS TO A FINANCIAL DECLARATION UPON REQUEST ONLY
BY THE PARTIES, THE COURT AND PERSONNEL OF THE COURT, AND
THE CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES, AND TO PROHIBIT OTHER ACCESS EXCEPT
UPON ORDER OF THE COURT FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 30-4-40, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, TO EXEMPT FINANCIAL DECLARA-
TIONS IN MATTERS BEFORE THE FAMILY COURT EXCEPT ON ORDER
OF THE COURT FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-141
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-141
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-15
   03/03/09 Senate Amended SJ-16
   03/04/09 Senate Amended SJ-21
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
S 0147  General Bill, By Campsen and Elliott
A BILL TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL OBLIGATION
BOND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT” BY AMENDING SECTION 2-7-105
OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE LIMITATION ON AUTHORIZA-
TION OF STATE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS, TO ALLOW THE
AUTHORIZATION OF SUCH BONDS ONLY IN A BILL OR JOINT RESO-
LUTION ENACTED IN AN ODD-NUMBERED YEAR, TO EXTEND ALL
LIMITATIONS OF THIS SECTION TO GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OF
THE STATE, HOWEVER DESCRIBED, SUBJECT TO THE CONSTITU-
TIONAL LIMIT ON DEBT SERVICE MEASURED AS A PERCENTAGE OF
GENERAL FUND REVENUES, TO REQUIRE THE ENACTMENT OF A
SEPARATE JOINT RESOLUTION PRECEDING THE AUTHORIZATION OF
BONDS THAT SPECIFICALLY ALLOWS THE CONSIDERATION OF A
BOND BILL, TO PROVIDE THAT A BILL OR JOINT RESOLUTION
ALLOWING SUCH BONDS MAY NOT BE GIVEN THIRD READING IN
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OR SENATE OR REPORTED FROM
A COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE OR FREE CONFERENCE UNLESS IT IS
ACCOMPANIED BY THE CERTIFICATE OF THE STATE TREASURER
THAT DEBT SERVICE ON ALL GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OUT-
STANDING WHEN ADDED TO ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE ON AUTHO-
RIZED BUT UNISSUED BONDS AND THE BONDS AUTHORIZED IN THE
BILL OR JOINT RESOLUTION DOES NOT EXCEED THE THEN CURRENT
CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT SERVICE LIMIT, AND TO DEFINE GENERAL
OBLIGATION BOND.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-141
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-141
S 0148  General Bill, By Campsen and Sheheen
A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE “SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION
BANK EQUITABLE FUNDING ACT” BY AMENDING SECTION 48-59-75
OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE SUSPENSION OF FUNDING
PROVISION FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK, TO
DELETE THE PROVISION SUSPENDING TRANSFERS TO THE TRUST
FUND AND TO PROVIDE INSTEAD THAT THE AMOUNT OF DEED
RECORDING FEES TRANSFERRED TO THE TRUST FUND MUST BE
REDUCED IN FISCAL YEARS WHEN APPROPRIATIONS TO MORE THAN
ONE-HALF OF STATE AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS ARE LESS THAN
SUCH APPROPRIATIONS IN THE PRIOR FISCAL YEAR BY THE AGGRE-
GATE PERCENTAGE OF DECREASE IN APPROPRIATIONS AND IN A FIS-
CAL YEAR WHEN ACROSS THE BOARD APPROPRIATIONS
REDUCTIONS ARE ORDERED BY THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD, THE AMOUNT OF DEED RECORDING FEES TRANSFERRED TO28
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE TRUST FUND MUST BE THE LESSER OF THE AMOUNT OF FEES
LESS THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION OR THE AMOUNT OF FEES PRO-
JECTED TO BE COLLECTED.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-142
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-142
S 0149  General Bill, By Campsen
Similar (H 3209)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS, TO CLARIFY THE APPLICATION OF THE
SALES TAX EXEMPTION ALLOWED FOR ITEMS OF UNPREPARED
FOOD.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-143
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-143
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0150  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose, Davis and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE TO ENACT THE “SMALL BUSINESS
TAX CREDIT REFORM ACT” BY AMENDING SECTION 12-6-3367,
RELATING TO A MORATORIUM ON CORPORATE INCOME AND INSUR-
ANCE PREMIUM TAXES FOR CERTAIN COMPANIES INVESTING AND
CREATING JOBS IN THE STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT A SOLE PROPRI-
ETORSHIP, PARTNERSHIP, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, LIMITED
LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP, OR AN ASSOCIATION TAXABLE AS A BUSI-
NESS ENTITY MAY ALSO CLAIM THE TAX CREDIT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-143
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-143
S 0151  General Bill, By Campsen, Cleary, Bryant, Shoopman, Massey,
Peeler and Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE TO ENACT THE “EQUAL ACCESS
TO INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVITIES ACT” BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-
100 TO PERMIT HOME SCHOOL STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN INTER-
SCHOLASTIC ACTIVITIES OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN WHICH THE
STUDENT RESIDES PURSUANT TO CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-143
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-143
S 0152  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAP-
TER 11, TITLE 49, RELATING TO WATERS, WATER RESOURCES, AND
DRAINAGE, TO ENACT THE “WETLANDS RESTORATION ACT” TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN IMPOUNDMENTS THAT ORIGINALLY
IMPOUNDED A PARCEL OF TIDELAND OR MARSHLAND BUT NO LON-
GER COMPLETELY IMPOUNDS THAT PARCEL MAY BE REPAIRED OR
RESTORED.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-143
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-143
S 0153  General Bill, By Campsen, Leventis and Knotts
Similar (H 3440)
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE TO ENACT THE “HOME INVASION
PROTECTION ACT”, BY ADDING SECTION 16-11-395 TO ESTABLISH
THE OFFENSES OF HOME INVASION IN THE FIRST, SECOND, AND
THIRD DEGREES, AND TO PROVIDE GRADUATED PENALTIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-1-60, RELATING TO VIOLENT OFFENSES, TO
INCLUDE HOME INVASION, FIRST AND SECOND DEGREE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 16-3-20, RELATING TO THE PUNISHMENT FOR MUR-
DER, TO INCLUDE AS A SEPARATE STATUTORY AGGRAVATING CIR-
CUMSTANCE WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED IN THE DETERMINATION
OF WHETHER THE DEATH PENALTY SHOULD BE IMPOSED, A MUR-
DER COMMITTED WHILE IN THE COMMISSION OF THE OFFENSE OF
HOME INVASION IN THE FIRST DEGREE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-144
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-144
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   04/23/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-32
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-7
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-183
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-183
S 0154  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3515 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE STATE INCOME TAX CREDIT ALLOWED FOR DONATIONS OF A
GIFT OF LAND FOR CONSERVATION OR A QUALIFIED CONSERVATION
CONTRIBUTION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CREDIT EQUALS TWENTY-
FIVE PERCENT OF THE TOTAL VALUE OF THE GIFT RATHER THAN
TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION FOR THE
GIFT ALLOWED ON THE TAXPAYER’S FEDERAL INCOME TAX
RETURN, TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM ANNUAL CREDIT ALLOWED
A TAXPAYER FROM $52,500 TO $150,000, AND TO ADJUST THE MAXI-
MUM ANNUAL CREDIT FOR INCREASES IN THE CONSUMER PRICE
INDEX, AND TO DELETE OBSOLETE PROVISIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-144
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-144
S 0155 (Rat # 0057, Act #  0025)  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose, Hayes and
Lourie
Similar (H 3171)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 63 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“MILITARY PARENT EQUAL PROTECTION ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT A
MILITARY PARENT’S MILITARY SERVICE SHALL NOT BE CONSID-
ERED A CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCE FOR PURPOSES OF CHILD CUS-
TODY AND VISITATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CUSTODIAL
NONMILITARY PARENT MUST REASONABLY ACCOMMODATE THE
MILITARY PARENT’S LEAVE SCHEDULE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FAM-
ILY COURT MAY HOLD AN EXPEDITED TEMPORARY HEARING TO
ENSURE THAT THE MILITARY PARENT HAS ACCESS TO A MINOR
CHILD, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN INCREASE OR DECREASE IN
EARNING CAPACITY DUE TO MILITARY SERVICE IS NOT CONSID-
ERED A PERMANENT CHANGE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 15-1-340 SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SERVICE MEMBER ENTITLED TO A STAY
PURSUANT TO THE SERVICE MEMBERS CIVIL RELIEF ACT MAY SEEK
RELIEF AND PROVIDE TESTIMONY BY ELECTRONIC MEANS UNDER
CERTAIN CONDITIONS. - ratified title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-145
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14529
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-3
   02/10/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   02/10/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/11/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-31
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
   05/19/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   05/21/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   05/27/09 Ratified R 57
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 25
S 0156  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose, Elliott, Davis, Bright, Ford, Knotts
and S. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE TO ENACT THE “JUDICIAL ELEC-
TIONS REFORM ACT” BY AMENDING SECTION 2-19-70, RELATING TO
PLEDGING, TO PROHIBIT A PERSON OR JUDICIAL CANDIDATE FROM
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY SEEKING THE PLEDGE OF A MEMBER OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY REGARDING SCREENING FOR ANY JUDI-
CIAL OFFICE UNTIL THE QUALIFICATIONS OF ALL THE CANDIDATES
HAVE BEEN DETERMINED BY THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COM-
MISSION AND THE COMMISSION HAS FORMALLY RELEASED ITS
REPORT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-145
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-145
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-15
   01/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0157  General Bill, By Campsen and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE TO ENACT THE “LONG-TERM
CARE TAX CREDIT ACT” BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3395 RELATING
TO ANNUAL INFLATION TO ALLOW A STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME
TAX CREDIT OF FIFTEEN PERCENT OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PRE-
MIUMS PAID BY A TAXPAYER PURSUANT TO A LONG-TERM CARE
INSURANCE CONTRACT, UP TO THREE HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS
FOR EACH TAXABLE YEAR FOR EACH CONTRACT, AND TO PROHIBIT
A DOUBLE BENEFIT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-146
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-146
S 0158  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Massey, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0129, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE SECRETARY OF STATE FROM THE LIST OF STATE
OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED
AND PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE MUST BE APPOINTED
BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SEN-
ATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR UPON THE
EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE SERVING IN
OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-146
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-146
S 0159  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
RESTRUCTURING ACT” BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE
1, TO ESTABLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CHIEF INFORMA-
TION OFFICER TO BE HEADED BY THE STATE CHIEF INFORMATION
OFFICER WHO IS APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE
AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE POWERS,
DUTIES, AND FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-146
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-146
S 0160  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Massey, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE ADJUTANT GENERAL FROM THE LIST OF STATE
OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED
AND PROVIDE THAT THE ADJUTANT GENERAL MUST BE APPOINTED
BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SEN-
ATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR UPON THE
EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL SERVING IN
OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-147
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-147
S 0161  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Massey, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL FROM THE LIST OF
STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL MUST
BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CON-
SENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOV-
ERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION
OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-147
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-147
S 0162  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0203, H 3379)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8,
ARTICLE IV, RELATING TO THE ELECTION, QUALIFICATIONS AND
TERM OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
JOINT ELECTION OF THE GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-148
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-148
S 0163  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)30
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL FROM THE LIST OF
STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL MUST
BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CON-
SENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOV-
ERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION
OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-148
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-148
S 0164  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Bryant, Massey, Davis and
Bright
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0165, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION FROM THE
LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO
BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCA-
TION MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE
AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH
THE GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE
OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION; AND PROPOSING AN
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1, ARTICLE XI, RELATING TO THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO ABOLISH THE BOARD EFFECTIVE
UPON THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION BEING
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-148
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-148
S 0165  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Rose, Massey, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, H 3145, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE FROM THE
LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO
BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE
AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH
THE GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COM-
MISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF
THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-149
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-149
S 0166 (Rat # 0058, Act #  0092)  Joint Resolution, By Campsen
Similar (H 3814)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION TO DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT AN OUTDOOR ADVERTIS-
ING CONTROL PILOT PROJECT TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF
NONCONFORMING BILLBOARDS THROUGHOUT THE STATE, AND TO
ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO CHARGE CERTAIN FEES FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROGRAM. - ratified
title
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-149
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-149
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-8
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 Senate Amended SJ-21
   04/22/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/23/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-8
   05/14/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   05/20/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-21
   05/27/09 Ratified R 58
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 92
S 0167  General Bill, By Cleary and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-15-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM CHAP-
TER 15 OF TITLE 40 REGULATING DENTISTS AND DENTAL HYGIEN-
ISTS, SO AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY THE SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES OF
INTERNS AND RESIDENTS WHO ARE EXEMPT FROM LICENSURE;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-15-360, RELATING TO THE AUTHORIZA-
TION OF PHARMACISTS TO FILL PRESCRIPTIONS FOR DENTISTS, SO
AS TO EXTEND THIS AUTHORIZATION TO INTERNS AND RESIDENTS
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-149
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-149
S 0168  General Bill, By Cleary, Campsen, Rose, Bryant, Elliott and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-79-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MEDICAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LICENSED HEALTH CARE PROVIDER WHO
RENDERS MEDICAL SERVICES VOLUNTARILY AND WITHOUT COM-
PENSATION, AND SEEKS NO REIMBURSEMENT FROM CHARITABLE
AND GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES, AND PROVIDES NOTICE TO THE
PATIENT OR PATIENT’S PROVIDER IN A NON-EMERGENCY, IS NOT
LIABLE FOR ANY CIVIL DAMAGES FOR ANY ACT OR OMISSION
UNLESS THE ACT OR OMISSION WAS THE RESULT OF THE HEALTH
CARE PROVIDER’S GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-150
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-150
   05/05/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
14
   05/06/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   05/07/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
S 0169  General Bill, By Cleary and Rose
Similar (H 3213)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-190 TO PROVIDE THAT NO PERSON SHALL31
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSBE ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IF
THAT PERSON HAS SERVED SIX TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, AND
THAT NO PERSON SHALL BE ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE SEN-
ATE IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED FOUR TERMS IN THE SAME BODY,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT ANY TERM SERVED FOR WHICH THE ELEC-
TION WAS HELD PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 2009, SHALL NOT BE
COUNTED AS A TERM SERVED.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-150
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-150
S 0170  General Bill, By Cleary and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 63, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 63-17-385 TO AUTHORIZE THE
FAMILY COURT TO ISSUE A RULE TO SHOW CAUSE UPON THE FILING
OF AN AFFIDAVIT THAT A PARENT HAS FAILED TO PAY COURT-
ORDERED SUPPORT, OTHER THAN PERIODIC PAYMENT OF FUNDS
FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE CHILD, TO PROVIDE FOR SERVICE BY REG-
ULAR MAIL, TO PROVIDE THAT THE AFFIDAVIT AND CERTAIN OTHER
DOCUMENTATION IS PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE OF NONPAYMENT,
SHIFTING THE BURDEN OF PROOF, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFENSE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-151
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-151
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-8
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-48
   05/13/09 Senate Amended SJ-48
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-48
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
S 0171  General Bill, By Cleary
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 11 OF THE 1976 CODE BY ADDING CHAPTER
55, TO CREATE THE LOCAL ECONOMIC STIMULUS GRANTS PRO-
GRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROGRAM IS GOVERNED BY THE
GRANTS REVIEW COMMITTEE AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBER-
SHIP, TO PROVIDE THE GRANT APPLICATION PROCESS, TO PROVIDE
WHICH ENTITIES MAY RECEIVE A GRANT AND THE TYPE OF PROJ-
ECTS THAT A GRANT MAY SUPPORT, AND TO REQUIRE GRANT RECIP-
IENTS TO SUBMIT REPORTS THAT ITEMIZE THE EXPENDITURE OF
GRANT FUNDS AND DESCRIBE THE BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY;
AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 7 OF TITLE 2, RELATING TO LEGISLATIVE
ENACTMENTS, BY ADDING SECTION 2-7-74 TO PROVIDE THAT BEGIN-
NING WITH THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT FOR FIS-
CAL YEAR 2009-2010, NO COMPETITIVE GRANT PROGRAMS MAY BE
ESTABLISHED IN THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD OR IN
ANY OTHER AGENCY BY TEMPORARY PROVISO APPLICABLE FOR
THE PARTICULAR FISCAL YEAR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE COM-
PETITIVE GRANTS PROGRAM OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD AND OTHER AGENCIES CONTAINED IN ACT 310 OF 2008 (THE
2008-2009 GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT) IS ABOLISHED ON THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-151
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-151
S 0172  General Bill, By Cleary
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON, BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-
637, TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF ASSAULT WITH A TASER AND
ASSAULT AND BATTERY WITH A TASER.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-152
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-152
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0173  General Bill, By Cleary
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-2-270 TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SHALL DEVELOP A
MODEL RECYCLING PROGRAM FOR PERMIT HOLDERS FOR ON-
PREMISES CONSUMPTION OF BEER, WINE, OR ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR
BY THE DRINK, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE SAME PERMIT HOLDERS
MUST COMPLY WITH THE MODEL PROGRAM BY SEPARATING, STOR-
ING, AND PROVIDING FOR THE COLLECTION FOR RECYCLING OF
ALL RECYCLABLE BEVERAGE CONTAINERS OF ALL BEVERAGES
SOLD ON THE PREMISES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-152
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-152
S 0174  General Bill, By Cleary, Cromer and Rose
Similar (H 3719, H 3817)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 23-3-240, 23-3-250, AND 23-3-270 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE SUBMISSION OF MISSING PERSON
REPORTS, TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR A
MISSING PERSON MAY SUBMIT A MISSING PERSON REPORT; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 23-3-330 TO ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE SYSTEM FOR
THE RAPID DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION REGARDING A MISS-
ING PERSON WHO IS BELIEVED TO BE SUFFERING FROM DEMENTIA
OR OTHER COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-152
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-152
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0175  General Bill, By Cleary
Similar (S 0395, H 3181, H 3724)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTIONS 4-10-810 AND 59-21-1030 RELATING TO THE
LEVEL OF FINANCIAL EFFORT PER PUPIL REQUIRED OF EACH
SCHOOL DISTRICT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-153
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-153
S 0176  General Bill, By Cleary and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-250 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION, TO PROVIDE THAT IF A PERSON
WOULD BE ENTITLED TO A HOMESTEAD TAX EXEMPTION, EXCEPT
THAT LEGAL TITLE TO THE DWELLING PLACE IS OWNED BY A CON-
TINUING CARE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY, THEN THE PERSON
QUALIFIES FOR AND IS ENTITLED TO A HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
THAT THE PERSON MAY TRANSFER TO THE CONTINUING CARE
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 43, TITLE 12,
RELATING TO COUNTY EQUALIZATION AND ASSESSMENT, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 12-43-223 TO PROVIDE THAT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES, THE LEGAL RESIDENCE OF A PERSON WHO RESIDES IN
AND OWNS AN EQUITABLE INTEREST IN A CONTINUING CARE32
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSRETIREMENT COMMUNITY QUALIFIES FOR A FOUR PERCENT
ASSESSMENT THEREON, IF THE PERSON OR THE CONTINUING CARE
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY OWNS LEGAL TITLE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-153
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-153
S 0177  General Bill, By Massey and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-310 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO OPEN SEASON FOR ANTLERED DEER, TO DELETE THE PROHIBI-
TION OF BAITING FOR DEER IN GAMES ZONES 1 AND 2.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-153
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
153
   03/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
5
S 0178  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-50 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
A BEGINNER’S PERMIT, TO DELETE THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES’ AUTHORITY TO RENEW A BEGINNER’S PERMIT.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-154
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-154
S 0179  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY, BY INCREASING THE MEM-
BERS OF THE BOARD TO NINE WITH THE ADDITIONAL MEMBER
BEING A PHARMACY TECHNICIAN FROM THE STATE AT LARGE.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-154
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-154
S 0180  General Bill, By Massey and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6540 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SAFETY BELTS, TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION OF ANY SAFETY
BELT PROVISION IS ADMISSIBLE AS EVIDENCE IN A CIVIL ACTION
TO ESTABLISH COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE UNDER CERTAIN CIR-
CUMSTANCES.
   12/10/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/10/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-154
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-154
   01/28/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   01/28/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0181  General Bill, By Setzler and Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-20-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE INDEX OF TAXPAYING ABILITY, TO
ALLOW ERRORS MADE IN DETERMINING THE INDEX TO BE COR-
RECTED IN THE PERIOD AFTER FEBRUARY FIRST UNTIL MAY FIRST.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-154
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-154
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
S 0182  General Bill, By Setzler, Sheheen and Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 41, TITLE 2 OF THE 1976 CODE TO DIS-
SOLVE THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND ESTABLISH A PER-
MANENT TAX RESEARCH COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
COMPOSITION, APPOINTMENT, AND TERM OF OFFICE OF THE MEM-
BERS OF THE COMMISSION, TO ESTABLISH THE DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMISSION, TO REQUIRE THE COMPLE-
TION AND DELIVERY OF A REPORT ON SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS NOT
LATER THAN DECEMBER 15, 2009, AND TO DIRECT THAT THE STATU-
TORY CHANGES RECOMMENDED IN THE REPORT SHALL BECOME
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2010, UNLESS DISAPPROVED BY A JOINT RESOLU-
TION.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-155
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-155
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0183  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 35, TITLE 23, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FIREWORKS AND EXPLOSIVES, BY
ADDING SECTION 23-35-180 SO AS TO PERMIT A LOCAL GOVERNING
BODY TO REGULATE THE DISCHARGE OF FIREWORKS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-155
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-155
S 0184 (Rat # 0059, Act #  0026)  General Bill, By McConnell and Ford
Similar (H 3153)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-523, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CAUSING INJURY TO REAL PROPERTY
FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING NONFERROUS METALS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF “NONFERROUS METALS” TO INCLUDE
THE TERM “COPPER CLAD STEEL WIRE” AND “CATALYTIC CONVERT-
ERS”, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION ALSO APPLIES TO CAUSING
INJURY TO PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING
NONFERROUS METALS, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-17-680, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
UNLAWFUL PURCHASE OF NONFERROUS METALS, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM “NONFERROUS METALS” TO INCLUDE
“COPPER CLAD STEEL WIRE” AND “CATALYTIC CONVERTERS”; BY
ADDING SECTION 16-17-685 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A PERSON TO TRANSPORT OR HAVE IN HIS POSSESSION
CERTAIN QUANTITIES OF NONFERROUS METALS UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF
THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-27-10, RELATING TO A PER-
SON WHO BUYS JUNK, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO
BUYS JUNK THAT CONSISTS OF NONFERROUS METALS MUST COM-
PLY WITH THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 16-17-680; TO
REPEAL SECTION 40-27-30 RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF JUNK
OUTSIDE OF THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE PLACE OF BUSINESS OF ITS
BUYER IS LOCATED; TO AMEND SECTION 40-27-40, RELATING TO
PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE UNLAWFUL PURCHASE OF JUNK,
SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY AND PROVIDE THAT EACH VIOLA-
TION OF THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL PURCHASE
OF JUNK CONSTITUTES A SEPARATE OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION
56-5-5670, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF A DEMOLISHER WHO
ACQUIRES A VEHICLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF WRECKING, DISMAN-
TLING, OR DEMOLITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DEMOLISHER
WHO ACQUIRES NONFERROUS METALS IS SUBJECT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 16-17-680, TO PROVIDE THAT A
DEMOLISHER MUST KEEP RECORDS OF ALL VEHICLE PARTS THAT
WEIGH MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS, TO REVISE THE TYPE OF
INFORMATION THAT MUST BE RECORDED REGARDING THE SELLER
OF VEHICLES AND VEHICLES PURCHASED BY A DEMOLISHER, AND
TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS SECTION; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-5850, RELATING TO THE PLACEMENT OF A
COLORED TAG ON AN UNATTENDED VEHICLE AS NOTICE THAT THE33
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSVEHICLE IS SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE TO THE STATE, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A VEHICLE THAT HAS AT LEAST TWO COLORED TAGS
PREVIOUSLY PLACED ON IT IS AN ABANDONED VEHICLE AND MAY
BE REMOVED BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY AND SOLD; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-5945, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF A DEMOL-
ISHER WHO ACQUIRES A VEHICLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF WRECKING,
DISMANTLING, OR DEMOLITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DEMOL-
ISHER WHO ACQUIRES NONFERROUS METAL IS SUBJECT TO THE
PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 16-17-680, TO PROVIDE THAT A
DEMOLISHER MUST KEEP RECORDS OF ALL VEHICLE PARTS THAT
WEIGH MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS, TO REVISE THE TYPE OF
INFORMATION THAT MUST BE RECORDED REGARDING THE SELLER
OF VEHICLES AND VEHICLE PARTS PURCHASED BY A DEMOLISHER,
AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS SECTION; TO
AMEND SECTION 57-27-20, RELATING TO DEFINITION OF TERMS CON-
TAINED IN THE JUNKYARD CONTROL ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE
DEFINITION OF THE TERM “JUNK”; AND BY ADDING SECTION 57-27-
57 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A JUNKYARD
OWNER TO ALLOW MOTOR VEHICLES TO BE PARKED ON A HIGHWAY
ADJACENT TO ITS PROPERTY. - ratified title
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-155
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-155
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-4
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   02/11/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 Senate Amended SJ-37
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/17/09 Senate Amended SJ-10
   02/18/09 Senate Amended SJ-12
   02/18/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-1
   04/28/09 House Amended HJ-14
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-21
   04/28/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Kennedy, Rutherford, Hart,
Harvin, Cobb-Hunter, Hosey, Crawford, Lowe, Daning,
Long, JH Neal, Hardwick, Edge, Jefferson, R Brown,
Brantley, and King HJ-26
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-87
   05/12/09 House Amended HJ-47
   05/12/09 House Read second time HJ-49
   05/12/09 House Roll call Yeas-111  Nays-0 HJ-49
   05/13/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-50
   05/13/09 Senate House amendment amended SJ-74
   05/13/09 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-74
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-38
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-40
   05/27/09 Ratified R 59
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 26
S 0185  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-230, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
APPLICATION FOR THE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING OF A VEHI-
CLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION MUST INCLUDE A
VALID COPY OF THE OWNER’S SOUTH CAROLINA DRIVER’S
LICENSE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-156
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-156
   03/10/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-18
   03/11/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/11/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   03/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-19
S 0186  General Bill, By McConnell and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-77-300, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ALLOWANCE OF ATTORNEY’S FEES
IN STATE-INITIATED ACTIONS, SO AS TO LIMIT THE FEE TO A REA-
SONABLE TIME EXPENDED AT A REASONABLE RATE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-157
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-157
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   03/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-17
   03/10/09 Senate Special order, set for March 10, 2009 SJ-23
   03/11/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-43
   03/11/09 Senate Amended SJ-43
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-43
   03/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-36
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
   05/20/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-34
   05/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, May 22, 2009 HJ-17
S 0187  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-730, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN STATE
INSURANCE PLANS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ACTIVE, FULLTIME
PERMANENT EMPLOYEE OF A STATE-COVERED ENTITY APPROVED
FOR DISABILITY RETIREMENT IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN
PLANS WITH STATE-PAID PREMIUMS IF THE DISABILITY IS THE
RESULT OF AN INJURY ARISING OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE PERSON’S OFFICIAL DUTIES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-157
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-157
S 0188  General Bill, By McConnell and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-34-60 AND SECTION 44-34-100, CODE
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AGE RESTRIC-
TIONS ON TATTOOING, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PERSONS EIGHTEEN
OR OLDER ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A TATTOO.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-157
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-157
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-734
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-157
S 0189  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATED TO THE MISSING PERSON INFORMATION CEN-
TER, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF “MISSING CHILD” AND
“MISSING PERSON”.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-158
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-158
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0190  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 16, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO OFFENSES INVOLVING
WEAPONS, BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-425 SO AS TO CREATE THE
CRIME OF POSSESSION OF FIREARMS OR AMMUNITION BY A PERSON
WHO HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF A CRIME PUNISHABLE BY IMPRIS-
ONMENT FOR A TERM EXCEEDING ONE YEAR, TO PROVIDE THAT A
VIOLATION IS A FELONY, TO PROVIDE FOR A PENALTY OF NOT MORE
THAN TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS OR IMPRISONMENT OF NOT MORE
THAN FIVE YEARS, OR BOTH, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISPOSI-
TION OF THE FIREARMS OR AMMUNITION.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-158
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-158
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Knotts,
Campsen
S 0191  General Bill, By McConnell, Malloy, Campsen, Sheheen, Ford, Rose,
Campbell and Knotts
A BILL TO ENACT THE SOUTH CAROLINA REDUCTION OF RECIDI-
VISM ACT OF 2009, SO AS TO PROVIDE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CERS WITH THE STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO REDUCE RECIDIVISM
RATES, APPREHEND CRIMINALS AND PROTECT POTENTIAL VICTIMS
FROM CRIMINAL ENTERPRISES BY AUTHORIZING WARRANTLESS
SEARCHES AND SEIZURES OF PROBATIONERS AND PAROLEES; TO
AMEND SECTION 20-7-8305, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF JUVENILE PAROLE, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT BEFORE A JUVENILE MAY BE CONDITIONALLY
RELEASED, THE JUVENILE MUST AGREE TO BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH
OR SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR
WITHOUT CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 20-7-8320, RELATING TO CON-
DITIONAL RELEASE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE JUVENILE MUST
BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH OR SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH
WARRANT AND WITH OR WITHOUT CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-
19-110, RELATING TO THE PROCEDURE FOR CONDITIONAL RELEASE
OF YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE A
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER MAY BE CONDITIONALLY RELEASED, THE
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER MUST AGREE TO BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH OR
SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR
WITHOUT CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-710, RELATING TO THE
GUIDELINES, ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
SUPERVISED FURLOUGH PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
BEFORE AN INMATE MAY BE RELEASED ON SUPERVISED FURLOUGH,
THE INMATE MUST AGREE TO BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH OR SEIZURE
WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR WITHOUT
CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-720, RELATING TO INMATES WHO
MAY BE PLACED WITHIN CERTAIN PROGRAMS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT BEFORE AN INMATE MAY BE RELEASED ON SUPERVISED FUR-
LOUGH, THE INMATE MUST AGREE TO BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH OR
SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR
WITHOUT CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-1330, RELATING TO A
COURT INMATE’S AGREEMENT TO TERMS AND CONDITIONS, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE AN INMATE MAY BE RELEASED ON
PAROLE, THE INMATE MUST AGREE TO BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH OR
SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR
WITHOUT CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-410, RELATING TO THE
COURT BEING AUTHORIZED TO SUSPEND IMPOSITION OF SENTENCE
FOR PROBATION AFTER CONVICTION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
BEFORE A DEFENDANT MAY BE PLACED ON PROBATION, THE
DEFENDANT MUST AGREE TO BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH OR SEIZURE
WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT BASED ON REASONABLE
SUSPICIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-430, RELATING TO THE CON-
DITIONS OF PROBATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONDITIONS
IMPOSED MUST INCLUDE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE PROBA-
TIONER MUST PERMIT SEARCH OR SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A
SEARCH WARRANT BASED ON REASONABLE SUSPICIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-21-560, RELATING TO COMMUNITY SUPERVISION
PROGRAMS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONDITIONS OF PARTICI-
PATION MUST INCLUDE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE OFFENDER
MUST PERMIT SEARCH OR SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH
WARRANT BASED ON REASONABLE SUSPICIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-21-640, RELATING TO THE CIRCUMSTANCES WARRANTING
PAROLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE AN INMATE MAY BE
RELEASED ON PAROLE, THE INMATE MUST AGREE TO SEARCH AND
SEIZURE WITH OR WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR
WITHOUT CAUSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-645, RELATING TO
THE ORDER AUTHORIZING PAROLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
CONDITIONS OF PAROLE MUST INCLUDE THE REQUIREMENT THAT
THE PAROLEE MUST PERMIT SEARCH OR SEIZURE WITH OR WITH-
OUT A SEARCH WARRANT AND WITH OR WITHOUT CAUSE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-158
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-158
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-15
   02/24/09 Senate Amended SJ-16
   02/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   02/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-33
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-6
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-115
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-117
S 0192  General Bill, By McConnell
Similar (H 3461)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATED TO PENALTIES FOR DRIVING WITHOUT A
LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO DRIVES A MOTOR
VEHICLE WITHOUT A LICENSE, AND WHEN DRIVING CAUSES GREAT
BODILY INJURY OR DEATH TO ANOTHER PERSON IS GUILTY OF A
FELONY AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-
1-460, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATED TO PEN-
ALTIES FOR DRIVING WHILE A LICENSE IS CANCELLED, SUSPENDED
OR REVOKED, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO DRIVES A
MOTOR VEHICLE WHEN HIS LICENSE IS CANCELED, SUSPENDED, OR
REVOKED , AND WHEN DRIVING CAUSES GREAT BODILY INJURY OR
DEATH TO ANOTHER PERSON IS GUILTY OF A FELONY AND TO PRO-
VIDE PENALTIES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-160
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-160
S 0193  General Bill, By McConnell and Campsen
Similar (S 0194, H 3408)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VALUATION AND CLASSI-35
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSFICATION OF PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER-OCCUPANT OF RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY QUALIFIES FOR THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO
ALLOWED OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, IF THE
OWNER IS OTHERWISE QUALIFIED AND THE RESIDENCE IS NOT
RENTED FOR MORE THAN NINETY DAYS A YEAR; TO ALLOW
REFUNDS OR CREDITS TO OWNER-OCCUPANTS WHO QUALIFY FOR
THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO DUE TO THE AMENDMENTS
CONTAINED HEREIN; TO DELETE OTHER REFERENCES TO RENTAL
OF THESE RESIDENCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-240 RELAT-
ING TO DISCLOSURE OF RECORDS, REPORTS, AND RETURNS WITH
THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT VERIFICA-
TION THAT THE FEDERAL SCHEDULE E CONFORMS WITH THE SAME
DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY A COUNTY ASSESSOR IS NOT PROHIB-
ITED.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-160
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-160
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minor-
ity unfavorable Finance SJ-9
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0194  General Bill, By McConnell and Campsen
Similar (S 0193, H 3408)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VALUATION AND CLASSI-
FICATION OF PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER-OCCUPANT OF RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY QUALIFIES FOR THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO
ALLOWED OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, IF THE
OWNER IS OTHERWISE QUALIFIED AND THE RESIDENCE IS NOT
RENTED FOR MORE THAN NINETY DAYS A YEAR; TO ALLOW
REFUNDS OR CREDITS TO OWNER-OCCUPANTS WHO QUALIFY FOR
THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO DUE TO THE AMENDMENTS
CONTAINED HEREIN; TO DELETE OTHER REFERENCES TO RENTAL
OF THESE RESIDENCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-240 RELAT-
ING TO DISCLOSURE OF RECORDS, REPORTS, AND RETURNS WITH
THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT VERIFICA-
TION THAT THE FEDERAL SCHEDULE E CONFORMS WITH THE SAME
DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY A COUNTY ASSESSOR IS NOT PROHIB-
ITED.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-161
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-161
S 0195  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-870 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE WEARING OF PERSONAL
FLOTATION DEVICES ON PERSONAL WATERCRAFTS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT REQUIRED TO WEAR A PERSONAL FLO-
TATION DEVICE IF THE PERSON IS IN POSSESSION OF A PERSONAL
WATERCRAFT THAT IS LOCATED IN THREE FEET OF WATER OR LESS,
AND IS ANCHORED, AND THE ENGINE IS NOT OPERATING.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-162
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
162
   02/18/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-10
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-14
   02/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   02/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-4
S 0196  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CIVIL ACTIONS, SO AS TO LIMIT LIA-
BILITY FOR CERTAIN LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS PROVIDERS FOR
INJURIES OR DAMAGES PROXIMATELY CAUSED BY ALTERATIONS,
MODIFICATIONS, OR REPAIRS OF LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
EQUIPMENT THE LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS PROVIDER COULD
NOT HAVE DISCOVERED, OR WHEN LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
EQUIPMENT IS USED IN A MANNER OR FOR A PURPOSE OTHER THAN
THAT WHICH THE EQUIPMENT WAS INTENDED TO BE USED, OR
COULD REASONABLY HAVE BEEN FORESEEN TO BE USED FOR, AND
TO PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-162
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-162
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   04/02/09 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-6
   04/02/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/15/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
S 0197  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell, Ford and Knotts
Similar (H 3162)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 11, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
CHIEF JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2016; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, TO FILL
THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2012; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-36
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLARGE, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE
30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2015; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 7, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 20, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 9, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM
THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2016; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN CHIEF JUDGE OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE
30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 4, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED
TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL
TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced SJ-162
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-162
S 0198  General Bill, By McConnell and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-5-37, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE USE OF A NAME TO MISREPRESENT
THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF A BUSINESS AS AN UNLAWFUL
TRADE PRACTICE, SO AS TO MAKE IT AN UNLAWFUL TRADE PRAC-
TICE TO PUBLISH IN A TELEPHONE ASSISTANCE DATABASE OR A
PRINT ADVERTISEMENT AN INTENTIONALLY MISLEADING REPRE-
SENTATION OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-164
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-164
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-5
   02/10/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   02/10/09 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   02/11/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-32
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
S 0199  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING PROVISIONS THAT WOULD
ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO ISSUE HISTORIC
AUTOMOBILE LICENSE PLATES FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE OR MOTOR-
CYCLE THAT IS TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-164
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-164
S 0200  General Bill, By Campsen, Rose and Shoopman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CIVIL JURISDICTION OF THE MAGIS-
TRATES COURT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE CIVIL JURISDICTION FROM
SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS TO TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS AND TO REQUIRE THAT, EXCEPT FOR LANDLORD AND
TENANT CASES, ANY CASE WITH AN AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY
EQUALING OR EXCEEDING FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS MUST BE
ORDERED FOR MANDATORY MEDIATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH
PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME
COURT.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-165
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-165
S 0201  General Bill, By Thomas
Similar (S 0455, H 3875)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 60 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA HEALTHNET PROGRAM”; TO PROVIDE FOR THE CRE-
ATION OF A FIVE-YEAR PILOT PROGRAM TO PROMOTE THE AVAIL-
ABILITY OF HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE TO EMPLOYEES
REGARDLESS OF HEALTH STATUS OR CLAIMS EXPERIENCE, PRE-
VENT ABUSIVE RATING PRACTICES AND REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF
RATING PRACTICES TO PURCHASERS, ESTABLISH RULES REGARD-
ING RENEWAL OF COVERAGE, LIMITATIONS ON THE USE OF PREEX-
ISTING CONDITIONS EXCLUSIONS, ASSURE FAIR ACCESS TO HEALTH
PLANS AND IMPROVE OVERALL FAIRNESS AND EFFICIENCY OF THE
GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE MARKET; TO PROVIDE FOR DEFINI-
TIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION AND AUTHORITY OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS; TO PROVIDE FAIR MARKETING STAN-
DARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CRITERIA FOR
PLAN ADMINISTRATION IN THE PLAN OF OPERATION; TO PROVIDE
FOR RATES; TO PROVIDE FOR PROVIDER PARTICIPATION; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER; TO
PROVIDE THAT HEALTH INSURERS SHALL OFFER AND MARKET
PLANS DEVELOPED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA HEALTHNET PRO-
GRAM WHO ARE ELIGIBLE; TO PROVIDE FOR HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN
STANDARDS AND PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION; TO PROVIDE FOR ELIGI-
BILITY STANDARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR TERMINATION AND NONRE-
NEWAL OF COVERAGE; TO PROVIDE FOR LOSS DATA TO BE
REPORTED TO THE PROGRAM; AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR
OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO PROMULGATE REGU-
LATIONS TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 60, TITLE 38
ADDED BY THIS ACT.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-165
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-165
S 0202  General Bill, By Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN TITLE
38 RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE, SO AS TO
AMEND THE DEFINITION OF “ADMITTED ASSETS” TO INCLUDE
THOSE ON THE INSURER’S MOST RECENT STATUTORY FINANCIAL
STATEMENT FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 38-13-80 INSTEAD OF THOSE
ADMITTED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 38-11-100; TO
AMEND SECTION 38-9-10, RELATING TO CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
REQUIRED OF STOCK INSURERS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE MARKET-
ABLE SECURITIES THAT MAY BE REQUIRED BY THE DIRECTOR OF
INSURANCE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-9-20, RELATING TO THE SUR-
PLUS REQUIRED OF MUTUAL INSURERS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE
MARKETABLE SECURITIES WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED BY THE
DIRECTOR OF INSURANCE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-9-210, RELATING
TO THE REDUCTION FROM LIABILITY FOR THE REINSURANCE
CEDED BY A DOMESTIC INSURER, SO AS TO CHANGE THE SECURI-
TIES LISTED THAT QUALIFY AS SECURITY; TO AMEND SECTION 38-
10-40, RELATING TO THE PROTECTED CELL ASSETS OF A PROTECTED
CELL, SO AS TO CHANGE A CODE REFERENCE; TO AMEND SECTION
38-33-130, RELATING TO THE SECURITY DEPOSIT OF A HEALTH MAIN-37
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTENANCE ORGANIZATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT
THAT A HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION SHALL ISSUE A
CONVERSION POLICY TO AN ENROLLEE UPON THE TERMINATION OF
THE ORGANIZATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-55-80, RELATING
TO LOANS TO DIRECTORS OR OFFICERS BY AN INSURER, SO AS TO
CHANGE A CODE REFERENCE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-166
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-166
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-9
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-12
   04/30/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-3
   05/12/09 House Objection by Rep. Kennedy HJ-28
   05/12/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). R Brown, Ott, Hart, Govan,
Hosey, Lowe, Crawford, and Sandifer HJ-28
   05/14/09 House Amended HJ-71
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-76
   05/14/09 House Roll call Yeas-112  Nays-0 HJ-76
   05/14/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-77
   05/15/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
S 0203  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Cleary, Rose, Davis and Bright
Similar (S 0162, H 3379)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8,
ARTICLE IV OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE ELECTION, QUALIFICATIONS, AND TERM OF THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE JOINT ELEC-
TION OF GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-167
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-167
S 0204  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 7 OF THE 1976 CODE BY ADD-
ING SECTION 7-1-90 TO PROVIDE FOR THE “CANDIDATE VOLUNTARY
DRUG TESTING PROGRAM”, TO PROVIDE THAT POPULARLY
ELECTED CANDIDATES OR CANDIDATES ELECTED BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY MAY SUBMIT THE RESULTS OF A DRUG TEST TO BE PUB-
LISHED ON THE APPROPRIATE ENTITY’S WEBSITE, AND TO PROVIDE
REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLICATION.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-167
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-167
S 0205  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Massey, Rose and Davis
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ABOLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION COMMISSION AND DEVOLVE ALL OF ITS RESPONSIBILITIES,
POWERS, AND DUTIES TO THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-167
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-167
S 0206  General Bill, By L. Martin, Rose, Massey, Davis and McConnell
Similar (H 3166, H 3853)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM “NO
PAROLE OFFENSE”, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION TO INCLUDE
CLASS D, E, AND F FELONIES, CLASS A, B, AND C MISDEMEANORS,
AND OFFENSES CLASSIFIED AS EXEMPT WHICH ARE PUNISHABLE
BY A MAXIMUM TERM OF IMPRISONMENT OF ONE YEAR OR MORE,
TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS FOUND GUILTY OF, OR PLEADS
GUILTY OR NOLO CONTENDRE TO, A “NO PAROLE OFFENSE” IS NOT
ELIGIBLE FOR EARLY RELEASE FROM INCARCERATION UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION RELATED
TO THE  YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ACT; AND BY ADDING CHAPTER 29
TO TITLE 14 SO AS TO ENACT THE “MIDDLE COURT PROCESSES ACT”,
TO REQUIRE THE CREATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF A MIDDLE
COURT PROCESS IN EACH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT BY THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT, POWERS, AND
DUTIES OF A MIDDLE COURT JUDGE, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS
FOR AN OFFENDER TO QUALIFY FOR ADMISSION TO A MIDDLE
COURT PROCESS, AND TO REQUIRE FUNDING OF THE MIDDLE
COURT PROCESS BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE JUDICIAL
DEPARTMENT, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-168
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-168
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Knotts,
Campsen
S 0207  General Bill, By L. Martin
Similar (H 3059)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-1-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN SOUTH CAROLINA
ELECTION LAW, SO AS TO DELETE THE DEFINITION “CLUB DIS-
TRICT”; TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-460, RELATING TO CUSTODY OF
BOOKS AND THEIR RETURN AFTER AN ELECTION, SO AS TO DELETE
A REFERENCE TO A “CLUB” AS AN ENTITY TO WHOM THE BOOKS
ARE RESPONSIBLE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 7-9-20, 7-9-30, AS
AMENDED, 7-9-40, 7-9-50, AS AMENDED, 7-9-60, AND 7-9-70, RELATING
TO CLUBS IN PARTY ORGANIZATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE REFER-
ENCES TO PARTY CLUBS WHICH CLARIFIES THE ORGANIZATIONAL
RELATIONS WITH ELECTION PRECINCTS; TO PROVIDE THAT ALL
ELECTED PRECINCT COMMITTEEMEN MAY VOTE ON QUESTIONS
BEFORE THE COUNTY COMMITTEE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHAIR-
MAN MAY VOTE IN THE CASE OF A TIE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN
ELECTED OFFICER OF THE COUNTY COMMITTEE WHO IS NOT A PRE-
CINCT COMMITTEEMAN MAY VOTE DE FACTO, AND TO CLARIFY
THE ELECTION PRECINCTS ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIP; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-170, RELATING TO THE PROCEDURE WHEN
A MANAGER FAILS TO ATTEND THE PLACE WHICH HAS BEEN
SCHEDULED FOR HOLDING A POLL, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM
“CLUB” FROM THE QUALIFYING MEMBER TO BECOME A MANAGER
IN THE PLACE OF ABSENT MANAGERS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-168
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-168
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0208  General Bill, By L. Martin, Sheheen, Campsen, Rose, Massey, Peeler,
Davis, Shoopman and Bright
Similar (H 3147)
A BILL TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA RESTRUCTURING ACT”
INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AGENCIES OF THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT BY ADDING THE
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION; BY ADDING SECTION 1-30-125
TO ESTABLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION AS AN38
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAGENCY OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT TO
BE HEADED BY A DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON
THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND TO TRANSFER TO
THIS NEWLY CREATED DEPARTMENT CERTAIN OFFICES AND DIVI-
SIONS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD, OFFICE OF THE
GOVERNOR, AND OTHER AGENCIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR TRANSI-
TIONAL AND OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THE
ABOVE; BY ADDING CHAPTER 6 TO TITLE 1 TO CREATE THE OFFICE
OF STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL AS A SEPARATE DIVISION WITHIN
THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVER-
NOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE PURPOSE, DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND AUTHORITY OF
THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION OF
“EXECUTIVE AGENCIES” FOR PURPOSES OF THIS CHAPTER, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE RECEIPT AND INVESTIGATION OF COMPLAINTS
RELATING TO IMPROPER OR UNLAWFUL ACTIVITY WITHIN EXECU-
TIVE AGENCIES OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT; TO AMEND SECTIONS
1-11-20, AS AMENDED, 1-11-22, 1-11-55, 1-11-56, 1-11-58, 1-11-65, 1-11-67,
1-11-70, 1-11-80, 1-11-90, 1-11-100, 1-11-110, 1-11-180, 1-11-220, 1-11-225, 1-
11-250, 1-11-260, 1-11-270, 1-11-280, 1-11-290, 1-11-300, 1-11-310, 1-11-315,
1-11-320, 1-11-335, 1-11-340, 1-11-435, 2-13-240, AS AMENDED, CHAPTER
9 OF TITLE 3; 10-1-10, 10-1-30, AS AMENDED, 10-1-40, 10-1-130, 10-1-190,
AS AMENDED, CHAPTER 9 OF TITLE 10, 10-11-50, AS AMENDED, 10-11-
90, 10-11-110, 10-11-140, 10-11-330; 11-9-610, 11-9-620, 11-9-630, 11-35-3810,
11-35-3820, 11-35-3830, 11-35-3840, 13-7-30, 13-7-830, ALL AS AMENDED,
48-46-30, AS AMENDED, 48-46-40, AS AMENDED, 48-46-50, 48-46-60, 48-
46-90, 48-52-410, 48-52-440, 44-52-460, 44-53-530, AS AMENDED, AND 44-
96-140; AND TO ADD SECTION 1-11-185 ALL RELATING TO VARIOUS
AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT PROVISIONS SO AS TO CONFORM THEM
TO THE ABOVE PROVISIONS PERTAINING TO THE NEW DEPARTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATION OR TO SUPPLEMENT SUCH PROVISIONS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-169
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-169
S 0209  Joint Resolution, By Jackson, Ryberg, Campsen, Shoopman and
Davis
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 9,
ARTICLE III, OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE ANNUAL SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
SO AS TO REQUIRE EACH ANNUAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY TO ADJOURN SINE DIE NO LATER THAN MARCH THIRTY-
FIRST OF THE YEAR IN WHICH IT CONVENES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-170
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-170
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Ford, Knotts
S 0210  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 17 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH THE ìSOUTH CAROLINA INNOCENCE INQUIRY COMMISSIONî
WHOSE PURPOSE IT IS TO INVESTIGATE AND DETERMINE CREDIBLE
CLAIMS OF FACTUAL INNOCENCE OF A CONVICTION THAT
REQUIRES AN INDIVIDUAL TO VOLUNTARILY WAIVE CERTAIN
RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-171
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-171
S 0211  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-5060, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE VOLUNTARY CONTRI-
BUTION OF FUNDS TO VARIOUS ENTITIES BY A PERSON ON HIS
STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN, SO AS TO SPECIFY THE
RURAL CROSSROADS INSTITUTE AS AN ENTITY TO WHICH A PER-
SON MAY MAKE A VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THOSE CONTRIBUTIONS MUST BE USED TO EMPOWER RURAL
COMMUNITIES TO IMPLEMENT BEST PRACTICES AND SHARED
SOLUTIONS THAT PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
GROWTH.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-171
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-171
S 0212  General Bill, By Ryberg, Rose and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 9-1-1510, 9-1-1515, 9-1-1550, 9-1-1660, 9-1-
1770, AND 9-1-1850, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT AND EARLY RETIREMENT, CALCULA-
TION OF RETIREMENT BENEFITS, SURVIVORS’ ANNUITIES, DEATH
BENEFITS, AND SERVICE PURCHASE FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM, TO INCREASE FROM TWENTY-
EIGHT TO THIRTY YEARS THE SERVICE CREDIT REQUIRED FOR A
NON-VESTED MEMBER OF THAT SYSTEM, ON THE DATE THIS ACT
TAKES EFFECT, TO RETIRE AT ANY AGE WITHOUT A REDUCTION IN
BENEFITS, AND TO MAKE THE APPROPRIATE CONFORMING AMEND-
MENTS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-171
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-171
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0213  General Bill, By O’Dell and Rose
Similar (H 3040)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 54 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PERMA-
NENT JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO MONITOR,
STUDY, AND MAKE APPROPRIATE  RECOMMENDATIONS ON ALL
ISSUES, LEGISLATION, AND OTHER ACTIONS NECESSARY TO SUS-
TAIN AND DEVELOP SOUTH CAROLINA’S MILITARY INSTALLATIONS,
COMMUNITIES, AND DEFENSE-RELATED BUSINESSES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-172
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-172
S 0214  General Bill, By Elliott, Rose, Davis and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-5-290 SO AS TO DIRECT THE STATE TREA-
SURER TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN AN ONLINE REGISTER OF
EACH STATE PAYMENT IN THE AMOUNT OF ONE THOUSAND DOL-
LARS OR MORE IN A FISCAL YEAR, TO PROVIDE THE PAYMENTS
WHICH MUST BE INCLUDED ON THIS REGISTER AND THOSE PAY-
MENTS THAT ARE EXEMPT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ORGANIZA-
TION AND INDEXING OF THIS REGISTER.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-172
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-172
S 0215  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-31-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ESTABLISHMENT OF A HORIZONTAL
PROPERTY REGIME, SO AS TO PROVIDE IN THE EVENT A LESSEE, CO-
OWNER, OR OWNER DESIRES TO PRE-SELL AN APARTMENT UNIT IN
A CONDOMINIUM PROJECT, WHETHER OR NOT THE MASTER DEED
HAS BEEN RECORDED, THE EARNEST MONEY DEPOSITS MUST BE39
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPLACED IN A SPECIAL ESCROW ACCOUNT OR A SPECIAL BOND
MUST BE OBTAINED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-31-130, RELATING
TO WAIVER OF A REGIME, SO AS TO PROVIDE A VOTE OF TWO-
THIRDS OF THE CO-OWNERS OF PROPERTY CONSTITUTED AS A HOR-
IZONTAL PROPERTY REGIME MAY WAIVE THE REGIME, TO PROVIDE
IF A CO-OWNER OR A CREDITOR ENCUMBERING HIS APARTMENT
DOES NOT AGREE TO ACCEPT THE WAIVER, THE CO-OWNER MAY
DEMAND THE CO-OWNERS WHO MADE THE WAIVER REQUEST AND
THOSE CO-OWNERS CONSEQUENTLY MUST PURCHASE HIS APART-
MENT AT FAIR MARKET VALUE, TO PROVIDE A MANNER FOR DETER-
MINING THIS FAIR MARKET VALUE, AND TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-172
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-172
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0216  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-20, 2-19-25, 2-19-30, AS
AMENDED, 2-19-35, 2-19-70, 2-19-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION
COMMISSION AND THE PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR
ELECTING PERSONS TO JUDICIAL OFFICES OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO
FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THESE PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS
INCLUDING SITUATIONS WHERE MORE THAN THREE CANDIDATES
MAY BE NOMINATED FOR ELECTION TO A PARTICULAR JUDICIAL
OFFICE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 20-7-1370, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR ELECTION TO THE OFFICE OF
FAMILY COURT JUDGE, SO AS TO REQUIRE A CANDIDATE TO HAVE
BEEN A RESIDENT OF THE CIRCUIT WHERE THE FAMILY COURT IS
LOCATED FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR PRECEDING HIS ELECTION.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-173
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-173
S 0217  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF PLACES OF CON-
FINEMENT FOR INMATES, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“REGIONAL COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL JAIL” FOR THE TERM “COUNTY
JAIL”, AND TO INCLUDE FACILITY MANAGERS OF THE COUNTY,
MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATORS, OR THEIR EQUIVALENT AS PERSONS
WHO THE STATE MUST OBTAIN CONSENT FROM TO HOUSE AS AN
INMATE IN A LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL FACILITY; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-3-27, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL
REGIONAL CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DECISION TO ASSIGN WORK OR DISQUALIFY A PERSON FROM
WORK IN A FACILITY IS IN THE SOLE DISCRETION OF THE OFFICIAL
IN CHARGE OF THE FACILITY AND MAY NOT BE CHALLENGED; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-30, RELATING TO DESIGNATION OF PLACES OF
CONFINEMENT, SO AS TO REVISE THE LIST OF PERSONS FROM
WHICH THE STATE MUST OBTAIN CONSENT BEFORE AN INMATE
MAY BE PLACED IN A FACILITY MAINTAINED BY A LOCAL GOVERN-
MENTAL ENTITY; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-50, RELATING TO THE
PENALTY FOR A PRISONER WHO FAILS TO REMAIN WITHIN THE
EXTENDED LIMITS OF HIS CONFINEMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS PROVISION APPLIES TO A PRISONER CONFINED IN A LOCAL
FACILITY, AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-3-60, RELATING TO THE CLERKS OF COURT PROVIDING
NOTICE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS OF THE NUMBER OF
CONVICTS SENTENCED TO IMPRISONMENT IN THE PENITENTIARY,
SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-70,
RELATING TO ALLOWABLE EXPENSES INCURRED FOR THE TRANS-
PORTATION OF CONVICTS TO THE PENITENTIARY, SO AS TO MAKE
TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-80, RELATING TO
THE DETENTION OF A PRISONER BY COMMITMENT AUTHORIZED BY
THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “STATE PRISON
SYSTEM” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-
81, RELATING TO CONJUGAL VISITS WITHIN THE STATE PRISON SYS-
TEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO PRISONER IN THE STATE PRISON
SYSTEM OR WHO IS BEING DETAINED IN A LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL
FACILITY IS PERMITTED TO HAVE CONJUGAL VISITS; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-3-130, RELATING TO THE USE OF INMATE LABOR ON PUB-
LIC WORKS PROJECTS, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-131, RELATING TO THE SUPERVISION OF
INMATES USED ON PUBLIC PROJECTS, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE
TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-
3-140, RELATING TO THE USE OF CONVICT LABOR AT THE STATE
HOUSE, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM
“CONVICT”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-160, RELATING TO THE COST
OF MAINTAINING CONVICTS BY STATE INSTITUTIONS, SO AS TO SUB-
STITUTE THE TERM “INMATES” FOR THE TERM “CONVICTS”, AND
THE TERM “PRISON SYSTEM” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY”; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-170, RELATING TO THE USE OF CONVICTS BY
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERMS “FEE”
FOR THE TERM “HIRE”, “INMATES” FOR THE TERM “CONVICTS”,
“EMPLOYEES” FOR THE TERM “GUARDS”, AND “PRISON” FOR THE
TERM “PENITENTIARY”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-180, RELATING TO
THE PROVISION OF TRANSPORTATION AND CLOTHING FOR CON-
VICTS WHO HAVE BEEN DISCHARGED, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE
TERMS “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT” AND THE TERM “STATE
PRISON” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-
190, RELATING TO APPROPRIATION OF CLOSE OF THE YEAR BAL-
ANCES FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE PENITENTIARY, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM “DEPARTMENT” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY”
AND THE TERM “INMATES” FOR THE TERM “CONVICTS”; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-3-310, RELATING TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY’S INTENT
FOR ESTABLISHING A PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGRAM, SO AS TO SUB-
STITUTE THE TERM “PRISON” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”, AND
“INMATES” FOR THE TERM “CONVICTS”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-
320, RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
AND EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND
MAINTETUTE THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-340, RELATING TO THE STATE’S PURCHASE OF
PRODUCTS THAT ARE NOT PRODUCED BY CONVICT LABOR, SO AS
TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-37-370,
RELATING TO THE PRIORITY OF DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTS PRO-
DUCED BY CONVICT LABOR, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-400,
RELATING TO THE PRISON INDUSTRIES ACCOUNT, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-3-420, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE
PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGRAM, SO
AS TO DELETE THE TERM  “JAIL”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-520,
RELATING TO THE TRANSPORTATION OF A PERSON SENTENCED TO
DEATH, SO AS TO REVISE THIS PROVISION AND PROVIDE THAT THE
FACILITY MANAGER WHO HAS CUSTODY OF THE INMATE HAS THE
AUTHORITY TO TRANSFER HIM TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CORREC-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-540, RELATING TO THE DEATH
CHAMBER AND THE TRANSPORTING OF A PERSON TO A PLACE TO
BE ELECTROCUTED, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “PRISON SYS-
TEM” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY”, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-550, RELATING TO WITNESSES
THAT MAY BE PRESENT DURING AN EXECUTION, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-3-560, RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATION OF THE EXECU-
TION OF A PERSON, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-570, RELATING TO THE DISPOSITION OF THE
BODY OF A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN EXECUTED, SO AS TO MAKE
TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “INMATES” FOR
THE TERM “CONVICTS”, AND “PRISON SYSTEM” FOR THE TERM40
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS“PENITENTIARY”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-710, RELATING TO THE
INVESTIGATION OF THE MISCONDUCT THAT OCCURS IN THE PENI-
TENTIARY, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, SUBSTITUTE THE
TERM “PRISON SYSTEM” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY”, AND PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR OF THE STATE PRISON SYSTEM’S
AUTHORITY TO INVESTIGATE MISCONDUCT IN THE STATE PRISON
SYSTEM IS THE SAME AUTHORITY THAT AN OFFICIAL IN CHARGE OF
A LOCAL FACILITY MAY EXERCISE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-720,
RELATING TO ENLISTING THE AID OF CITIZENS TO SUPPRESS PRISON
RIOTS AND DISORDERS, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-740, RELATING TO THE COMPENSATION OF A
PERSON WHO ASSISTS THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTIONS, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-3-750, RELATING TO PROVIDING IMMUNITY TO A PERSON
WHO ASSISTS THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS IN SUPPRESSING
DISORDER, RIOT, OR INSURRECTION, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-760, RELATING TO THE POWERS
OF THE KEEPER WHEN THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTIONS IS ABSENT, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-920, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REWARDS
FOR THE CAPTURE OF AN ESCAPED CONVICT, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE
THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “CONVICT”; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-3-930, RELATING TO EXEMPTING CERTAIN PERSONS
EMPLOYED BY THE PENITENTIARY FROM SERVING ON JURIES AND
MILITARY OR STREET DUTY, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“STATE PRISON SYSTEM” FOR THE TERM “PENITENTIARY” AND THE
TERM “OTHER EMPLOYEES” FOR THE TERM “OTHER OFFICERS”; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-940, RELATING TO PROHIBITING PRISONERS
FROM GAMBLING, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-951, RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OR USE OF
MONEY BY PRISONERS, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-965, RELATING TO THE TRIAL OF CERTAIN
OFFENSES RELATED TO CONTRABAND IN MAGISTRATES COURT, SO
AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “PRIS-
ONER”, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION APPLIES TO REGIONAL
DETENTION FACILITIES AND PRISON CAMPS, AND TO DEFINE THE
TERM CONTRABAND; TO AMEND SECTION 24-5-10, RELATING TO A
SHERIFF’S RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE CUSTODIAN OF A JAIL,
COUNTY JAILS, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “FACILITY MAN-
AGER” FOR THE TERM “JAILER”, AND TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUM-
STANCES IN WHICH A COUNTY CAN DEVOLVE ITS POWER TO
OPERATE A JAIL UPON A SHERIFF; TO AMEND SECTION 24-5-20,
RELATING TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF A JAILER, SO AS TO DELETE
THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A SHERIFF WHO DOES NOT LIVE IN A
JAIL TO APPOINT A JAILER, TO PROVIDE THAT A SHERIFF WHO HAS
CONTROL OF A JAIL SHALL APPOINT A FACILITY MANAGER WHO
HAS CONTROL AND CUSTODY OF THE JAIL UNDER THE SUPERVI-
SION OF THE SHERIFF, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IN CASES WHERE THE
SHERIFF DOES NOT CONTROL A JAIL, THE COUNTY’S GOVERNING
BODY SHALL APPOINT THE FACILITY MANAGER; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-5-50, RELATING TO A SHERIFF’S KEEPING OF PRISONERS
COMMITTED BY A CORONER, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“FACILITY MANAGERS” FOR THE TERM “JAILERS”, AND TO PROVIDE
THIS PROVISION ALSO APPLIES TO GOVERNING BODIES THAT HAVE
CUSTODY OF A JAIL TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-5-
60, RELATING TO SHERIFFS AND JAILERS KEEPING PRISONERS COM-
MITTED BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM “GOVERNING BODIES” FOR THE TERM “JAILERS”,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT A SHERIFF OR FACILITY MANAGER MAY
CHARGE A FEE FOR KEEPING THESE PRISONERS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-5-80, RELATING TO PROVIDING BLANKETS AND BEDDING TO
PRISONERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE ITEMS THAT A PRISONER MUST BE
FURNISHED TO INCLUDE SUFFICIENT FOOD, WATER, CLOTHING,
HYGIENE PRODUCTS, BEDDING, AND SHELTER; TO AMEND SECTION
24-5-90, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION IN THE
TREATMENT OF PRISONERS, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“FACILITY MANAGER” FOR THE TERM “JAILER”, AND TO REVISE THE
PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-5-110, RELATING TO THE RETURN TO COURT BY A SHERIFF
OF THE NAMES OF PRISONERS WHO ARE CONFINED ON THE FIRST
DAY OF THE TERM OF GENERAL SESSIONS COURT, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM “FACILITY MANAGER” FOR THE TERM “SHERIFF”,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE USE OF ELECTRONIC RECORDS SATIS-
FIES THIS REQUIREMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 24-5-120, RELATING
TO A SHERIFF’S ANNUAL REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF A JAIL, SO
AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “FACILITY MANAGER” FOR THE TERM
“SHERIFF”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-5-170, RELATING TO THE
REMOVAL OF PRISONERS FROM A JAIL THAT MAYBE DESTROYED,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION ALSO APPLIES TO A JAIL
THAT IS RENDERED UNINHABITABLE, AND TO REVISE THE PROCE-
DURES TO TRANSFER THESE PRISONERS TO ANOTHER FACILITY; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 24-5-300, 24-5-310, 24-5-320, AS AMENDED, 24-5-330,
24-5-350, 24-5-360, AS AMENDED, 24-5-370, 24-5-380, AND 24-5-390, ALL
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, AND THE APPOINTMENT, TRAINING,
PHYSICAL COMPETENCE, DUTIES, IDENTIFICATION CARDS, UNI-
FORMS, AND WORKERS’ COMPENSATION BENEFITS FOR RESERVE
DETENTION OFFICERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM “JAILER”; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-7-60, RELATING TO THE CARE OF CONVICTS
SENTENCED TO LABOR ON A COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT, SO
AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, AND TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“INMATES” FOR THE TERM “CONVICTS”, AND THE TERM “GENERAL
FUND” FOR THE TERM “ROAD FUND”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-7-110,
RELATING TO THE HEALTH OF CONVICTS IN A COUNTY’S CUSTODY,
SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
“MEDICAL PERSONNEL” FOR THE TERM “PHYSICIAN”, “INMATES”
FOR THE TERM “CONVICTS”, “COUNTY JAIL, DETENTION FACILITY,
PRISON CAMP, OR OTHER LOCAL FACILITIES” FOR THE TERM “CHAIN
GANG”, AND TO REVISE THE PROCEDURE TO PROVIDE AND PAY FOR
HEALTH CARE SERVICES FOR INMATES IN A COUNTY’S CUSTODY; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-7-120, RELATING TO THE INCARCERATION OF
CONVICTS BY MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE STAN-
DARDS THAT A MUNICIPAL AUTHORITY MUST MAINTAIN WHEN IT
SUPERVISES PERSONS SENTENCED TO A PUBLIC WORK DETAIL, OR
OPERATES A JAIL, AND TO REVISE THIS PROVISION TO ALLOW A
MUNICIPALITY TO ENTER INTOULTI-JURISDICTIONAL FACILITIES, TO
SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “INMATE” FOR THE TERM “PRISONER”, TO
DELETE A REFERENCE TO THE TERM “SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
FACILITY”, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE FACILITY MAY DESIGNATE
ADDITIONAL ITEMS OF CONTRABAND THAT ARE PROHIBITED; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-9-30, RELATING TO MINIMUM STANDARDS THAT
MUST BE MET BY FACILITIES THAT HOUSE PRISONERS OR PRETRIAL
DETAINEES, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES A
COPY OF CERTAIN INSPECTION REPORTS BE SENT TO CERTAIN
JUDGES OF THE JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN WHICH THE FACILITY IS
LOCATED, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-9-35, RELATING TO REPORTS OF DEATHS OF INCARCERATED
PERSONS, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, PROVIDE THAT
THIS PROVISION APPLIES TO MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL FACILITIES
AND TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “FACILITY MANGER” FOR THE TERM
“JAILER”; TO AMEND SECTION 24-9-40, RELATING TO THE CERTIFICA-
TION OF ARCHITECTURAL PLANS BEFORE A CONFINEMENT FACIL-
ITY IS CONSTRUCTED, SO AS TO PROVIDE  THAT THIS SECTION
APPLIES TO THE RENOVATION OF CONFINEMENT FACILITIES; TO
AMEND SECTIONS  24-13-10, 24-13-20, 24-13-30, 24-13-40, 24-13-50, 24-13-
80, 24-13-125, 24-13-150, 24-13-210, 24-13-230, 24-13-235, 24-13-260, 24-13-
410, 24-13-420, 24-13-430, 24-13-440, 24-13-450, 24-13-460, 24-13-470, 24-13-
640, 24-13-660, 24-13-910, 24-13-915, 24-13-940, AND 24-13-1540, ALL
RELATING TO THE INCARCERATION OF PRISONERS, THE REDUCTION
IN A PRISONER’S SENTENCE, PRISONER OFFENSES, THE PRISON
WORK RELEASE PROGRAM, FURLOUGHS, THE SHOCK INCARCERA-
TION PROGRAM, AND THE HOME DETENTION PROGRAM, SO AS TO
SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “LOCAL DETENTION FACILITIES” FOR THE
TERM “CHAIN GANGS”, SUBSTITUTE THE TERMS “INMATES” AND
“CONVICTS” FOR THE TERM “PRISONERS”, TO MAKE TECHNICAL41
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCHANGES, TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM “FACILITY MANAGER” FOR
THE TERM “OFFICIAL”, TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM
“DETENTION FACILITY”, TO REVISE THE TYPE AND COST OF MEDI-
CAL SERVICES THAT MAYBE PAID FROM AN INMATE’S ACCOUNT, TO
PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PRISONER TO ESCAPE FROM
CUSTODY OR TO POSSESS ITEMS THAT MAY BE USED TO FACILITATE
AN ESCAPE, AND TO DELETE A REFERENCE TO THE TERM “LOCAL
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY”; TO AMEND SECTION 16-7-140, RELATING
TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING PROVISIONS THAT PROHIBIT THE
WEARING OF MASKS AND PLACING A BURNING CROSS ON A PROP-
ERTY WITHOUT ITS OWNER’S PERMISSION, SO AS TO DELETE A REF-
ERENCE TO THE TERM “COUNTY JAIL”; TO AMEND SECTION 20-7-
1350, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR A PERSON’S FAIL-
URE TO OBEY CERTAIN ORDERS OF A COURT AND STATUTES RELAT-
ING TO THE CHILDREN’S CODE OF LAW, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE
TERM “DETENTION FACILITY” FOR THE TERM “CORRECTIONAL
FACILITY”, AND TO DELETE A PROVISION THAT PLACES RESTRIC-
TIONS ON WHO MAY PARTICIPATE IN A WORK/PUNISHMENT PRO-
GRAM; TO REPEAL SECTIONS 24-3-150, 24-3-200, 24-5-30, 24-5-70, 24-5-
100, 24-5-140, 24-5-150, 24-5-160, 24-7-70, 24-7-80, 24-7-130, 24-7-140, AND
24-7-150 RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF CONVICTS TO A COUNTY
CHAIN GANG, THE TRANSFER OF A PRISONER TO A COUNTY OTHER
THAN THE COUNTY WHERE HE WAS SENTENCED, THE APPOINT-
MENT OF A JAILER BY A SHERIFF, THE USE OF FEDERAL PRISONERS
BY A COUNTY, A SHERIFF’S IMPRESSING A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF
GUARDS TO SECURE A PRISONER WHO IS ACCUSED OF A CAPITAL
OFFENSE, THE HOUSING OF FEMALE CONVICTS, THE CONFINEMENT
OF PERSONS CHARGED WITH A CRIME IN A PRISON LOCATED IN AN
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY, THE LEASE OF COUNTY CONVICTS, THE
DIETING AND CLOTHING AND MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN PRISON-
ERS BY LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES, AND THE COLLEC-
TION AND DISPOSITION OF MONEY BY A COUNTY FOR THE HIRING
OF CONVICTS; BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 24 SO AS
TO ENACT THE LOCAL DETENTION FACILITY MUTUAL AID AND
ASSISTANCE ACT TO ALLOW LOCAL DETENTION FACILITIES TO
ASSIST EACH OTHER IN PROVIDING SAFE AND SECURE HOUSING OF
INMATES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES;AGGREGATE AMOUNT
OF TIME A PRISONER MAY BE REQUIRED TO BE INCARCERATED
WHEN SENTENCED FOR SUCCESSIVE COMMUNITY SUPERVISION
PROGRAM REVOCATIONS.
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S 0218  General Bill, By Fair and Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 24-13-210 AND 24-13-230, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
GOOD BEHAVIOR, WORK, AND ACADEMIC CREDITS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TO
ESTABLISH POLICIES AND PROCEDURES TO RESTORE TO AN INMATE
GOOD-TIME CREDIT LOST FOR A DISCIPLINARY ACTION IF THE
INMATE IS NOT FOUND GUILTY OF A SUBSEQUENT DISCIPLINARY
ACTION, TO ALLOW THE DIRECTOR TO AWARD GOOD-TIME CREDIT
TO AN INMATE WHO PERFORMS CERTAIN MERITORIOUS ACTS, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR MUST ESTABLISH POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES TO ALLOW CERTAIN PRISONERS WHO ARE ENROLLED
IN CERTAIN PROGRAMS THAT INCLUDE SELF-HELP PROGRAMS TO
RECEIVE A REDUCTION IN THEIR SENTENCES; TO AMEND SECTION
24-27-200, RELATING TO THE FORFEITURE OF WORK, EDUCATION, OR
GOOD CONDUCT CREDITS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A REDUCTION
IN THESE CREDITS MAY BE IMPLEMENTED PURSUANT TO AN
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE’S RECOMMENDATION; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 30-4-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO MATTERS
EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMA-
TION ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ARCHITECTURAL
PLANS, DRAWINGS, OR SCHEMATICS OR LAW ENFORCEMENT POLI-
CIES WHOSE DISCLOSURE WOULD REASONABLY BE USED TO FACIL-
ITATE AN ESCAPE FROM LAWFUL CUSTODY MAY BE EXEMPT FROM
DISCLOSURE.
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   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-182
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
182
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Corrections and Penology
SJ-10
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
S 0219  General Bill, By Grooms, Campsen, Rose, Davis and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-9-880, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FORECASTS OF ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS MADE BY THE BOARD OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS,
ADJUSTMENTS TO THOSE FORECASTS, REVENUE REVIEWS, THE
PRODUCTION OF A SYNOPSIS OF REVENUE SHORTFALLS, AND THE
PUBLICATION OF REPORTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FINAL REVENUE
FORECAST PRODUCED BY THE BOARD OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS IS
LIMITED TO A THREE PERCENT INCREASE OVER THE PREVIOUS
YEAR’S FINAL FORECAST, TO PROVIDE THAT HALF OF ANY REVE-
NUE COLLECTED IN EXCESS OF THE FINAL FORECAST MUST BE
CREDITED TO THE STATE BUDGET SURPLUS TAX RELIEF FUND AND
HALF OF THE REVENUE COLLECTED IN EXCESS OF THE FINAL FORE-
CAST MUST BE CREDITED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION STATE NONFEDERAL AID HIGHWAY FUND; BY ADDING
SECTION 11-11-360 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE STATE BUDGET SUR-
PLUS TAX RELIEF FUND AND PROVIDE THAT REVENUE IN THIS FUND
MUST BE USED TO OFFSET REVENUES NOT COLLECTED BECAUSE OF
THE INCOME TAX CREDIT ADDED BY THIS ACT AND PROVIDE FOR
THE CALCULATION OF THE CREDIT; AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-
3490 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR
TAXPAYERS WHO FILED INCOME TAX RETURNS REPORTING AN INDI-
VIDUAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY FOR THE PRIOR TAXABLE YEAR.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-183
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-183
S 0220  General Bill, By Grooms and Rose
Similar (S 0232)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 48-52-210 AND 48-52-420, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATING TO THE STATE ENERGY
POLICY, SO AS TO ENCOURAGE THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY AND
TO ENSURE THAT ANY STATE ENERGY STRATEGY THAT PROMOTES
CARBON-FREE, NONGREENHOUSE GAS EMITTING SOURCES
INCLUDES NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
RESOURCES; AND BY ADDING SECTION 48-52-215 TO DEFINE
“RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES” FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACT.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18342
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-183
S 0221  General Bill, By Grooms, Bryant, Rose, Shoopman, Massey, Peeler,
Davis, Bright and McConnell
Similar (S 0229, H 3540)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 17 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“SOUTH CAROLINA TRUTH IN SPENDING ACT” TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, AND INSTITUTION OF STATE GOVERN-
MENT AND EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST MAINTAIN
A DETAILED TRANSACTION REGISTER OF ALL FUNDS EXPENDED
EACH MONTH AND POST THAT REGISTER ONLINE, TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, AND INSTITUTION OF STATE GOVERN-
MENT AND EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST POST
ONLINE ALL OF ITS CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS AND THE CREDIT
CARD STATEMENTS FOR CREDIT CARDS ISSUED TO PUBLIC OFFI-
CIALS AND EMPLOYEES FOR PUBLIC USE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST ANNUALLY POST
ONLINE A LISTING OF ITS FULL TIME EMPLOYEES GROUPED BY
CLASS ALONG WITH THE NUMBER OF FULL TIME POSITIONS IN
EACH CLASS AND THE AVERAGE SALARY IN EACH CLASS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-184
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-184
S 0222  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-360 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S CHIEF INTERNAL
AUDITOR, TO PROVIDE THAT A CERTIFIED INTERNAL AUDITOR MAY
SERVE AS CHIEF INTERNAL AUDITOR AND TO CLARIFY THAT THE
CHIEF INTERNAL AUDITOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPERVISING PER-
SONNEL IN THE CHIEF INTERNAL AUDITOR’S OFFICE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 57-1-370, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY OF
TRANSPORTATION MUST APPROVE CERTAIN PROJECTS BEFORE
WORK MAY BEGIN, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY MUST CER-
TIFY THAT THE PROJECTS MUST BE APPROVED BASED UPON OBJEC-
TIVE AND QUANTIFIABLE FACTORS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SECRETARY MUST MAKE A MONTHLY REPORT TO THE COMMISSION
CONCERNING THE APPROVALS HE MAKES PURSUANT TO THIS SEC-
TION.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-184
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-184
S 0223  General Bill, By Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 47-1-145, TO ENACT THE “PROVISIONS FOR
COST OF ANIMAL CARE ACT OF 2009”, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CUS-
TODIAN OF AN ANIMAL TAKEN INTO CUSTODY DUE TO CIVIL OR
CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS BY ITS OWNER MAY PETITION THE COURT
FOR EXPENSES RELATED TO PROVIDING CARE TO THE ANIMAL, TO
ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR HEARING SUCH PETITIONS AND FOR
THE COLLECTION AND USE OF FUNDS ORDERED TO BE PAID, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO FAILS TO PAY SUCH FUNDS FORFEITS
RIGHTS OF OWNERSHIP TO THE ANIMAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DIS-
POSITION OF SUCH AN ANIMAL, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETURN
OF FUNDS WHEN A PERSON IS NOT FOUND TO BE IN VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 47-1-130, RELATING TO CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, TO
PROVIDE THAT AGENTS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SOCIETY FOR
THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, OR ANY OTHER SOCI-
ETY DULY INCORPORATED FOR THAT PURPOSE, MAY ASSIST WITH A
LAWFUL INVESTIGATION OF THIS CHAPTER, BUT MAY ONLY EFFEC-
TUATE AN ARREST OF A PERSON IF THEY HAVE BEEN VESTED WITH
THE POWER TO ARREST BY A SHERIFF OR THE GOVERNING BODY OF
A COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 47-1-140,
RELATING TO NOTICE PROVIDED TO THE OWNER OF ANIMALS
WHICH HAVE BEEN SEIZED FROM OTHERS UPON ARREST, TO
REMOVE SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR AGENTS OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, OR
ANY OTHER SOCIETY DULY INCORPORATED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-185
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-185
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-10
   03/17/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
S 0224  Joint Resolution, By Knotts and Cromer
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE IV
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, BY ADDING SECTION 1A SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT WHILE THE GOVERNOR IS PHYSICALLY ABSENT
FROM THE STATE, ALL OF THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILI-
TIES OF THE GOVERNOR UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AND THE LAWS
OF THIS STATE ARE DEVOLVED UPON THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
FOR THE DURATION OF THE TIME THE GOVERNOR IS PHYSICALLY
ABSENT FROM THE STATE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-186
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-186
S 0225  General Bill, By Knotts and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 25-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA STATE GUARD, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL TO ESTABLISH AN EMERGENCY AIR WING WITHIN THE
STATE GUARD AND PROVIDE FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND DUTIES
OF THE EMERGENCY AIR WING AND FOR THE LIABILITY OF AIR-
PLANES USED BY VOLUNTEER PARTICIPANTS IN THE EMERGENCY
AIR WING; TO AMEND SECTION 15-78-60, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
EXCEPTIONS TO LIABILITY UNDER THE TORT CLAIMS ACT, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE USE OF ANY VEHICLE OR AIRPLANE OPERATED
FOR TRAINING OR DUTY BY THE EMERGENCY AIR WING OF THE
STATE GUARD SHALL CONVEY LIABILITY UPON THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA NATIONAL GUARD, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GUARD, OR STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ONLY AFTER THE REQUIRED LIABILITY
INSURANCE ON THE VEHICLE OR AIRPLANE HAS BEEN FULLY
APPLIED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 42-7-50, RELATING TO POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS AND OTHER ENTITIES WHICH MAY PARTICIPATE IN
THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE PROGRAM, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT RECOVERY OF WORKERS’ COMPENSATION BENEFITS
BY MEMBERS OF THE EMERGENCY AIR WING OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA STATE GUARD SHALL BE PAYABLE FROM THE GENERAL FUND
OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-186
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-186
   05/13/09 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-9
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-9
S 0226  General Bill, By Knotts43
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-3-125 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT WHILE THE
GOVERNOR IS PHYSICALLY ABSENT FROM THE STATE, ALL OF THE
POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE GOVERNOR
UNDER THE LAWS OF THIS STATE ARE DEVOLVED UPON THE LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR FOR THE DURATION OF THE TIME THE GOVER-
NOR IS PHYSICALLY ABSENT FROM THE STATE.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-187
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-187
S 0227  General Bill, By Verdin
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 49 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING WATER, WATER
RESOURCES, AND DRAINAGE, BY ADDING SECTION 49-1-100 TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES MUST
COORDINATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO
ERECT APPROPRIATE SIGNS AND MARKERS ALONG THE STATE
HIGHWAY SYSTEM THAT IDENTIFY THE RIVER BASINS THROUGH-
OUT THE STATE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE COSTS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE SIGNS MUST BE BORNE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATU-
RAL RESOURCES.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-187
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-187
S 0228  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-217 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO QUADRENNIAL REASSESSMENT, TO PROVIDE THAT THE MILL-
AGE RATE IN EFFECT AT THE END OF DECEMBER OF THE FOURTH
YEAR MUST BE USED WHEN CALCULATING WHETHER PROPERTY
VALUATION HAS RESULTED IN A CHANGE IN VALUE OF ONE THOU-
SAND DOLLARS OR MORE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT NOTICES OF ANY
CHANGE IN VALUE OR CLASSIFICATION MUST BE MAILED TO TAX-
PAYERS AT LEAST SIXTY DAYS PRIOR TO THE END OF THE COUNTY’S
FISCAL YEAR.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-188
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-188
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
S 0229  General Bill, By Bryant, Rose, Shoopman, Massey, Davis, Bright and
McConnell
Similar (S 0221, H 3540)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF GOVERNMENT, BY ADDING ARTICLE
17, THE TRUTH IN SPENDING ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL FOR EACH AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, AND INSTI-
TUTION OF STATE GOVERNMENT AND EACH LOCAL
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST MAINTAIN A DETAILED TRANSAC-
TION REGISTER OF ALL FUNDS EXPENDED EACH MONTH AND POST
THAT REGISTER ONLINE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL FOR EACH AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, AND INSTITUTION OF
STATE GOVERNMENT AND EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY
MUST POST ONLINE ALL OF ITS CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS AND
THE CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS FOR CREDIT CARDS ISSUED TO
PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES FOR PUBLIC USE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST ANNU-
ALLY POST ONLINE A LISTING OF ITS FULL TIME EMPLOYEES
GROUPED BY CLASS ALONG WITH THE NUMBER OF FULL TIME POSI-
TIONS IN EACH CLASS AND THE AVERAGE SALARY IN EACH CLASS.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-188
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-188
S 0230  General Bill, By Campsen and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF
PROPERTY AND THE APPLICABLE VALUATION ASSESSMENT RATIOS
FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
SINGLE-MEMBER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (LLC) OWNING RES-
IDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY WHERE THE SINGLE MEMBER IS AN INDI-
VIDUAL AND THE LLC IS NOT TAXED AS A CORPORATION QUALIFIES
FOR THE SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RATIO ALLOWED OWNER-OCCUPIED
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY IF THE LLC MEETS ALL REQUIREMENTS
FOR THAT SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RATIO.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-189
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-189
S 0231  General Bill, By Campsen and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT “THE BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS ELECTION REFORM
ACT”, BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-940, RELATING TO FORM AND
REPORTS BY CANDIDATES FOR ELECTION BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEFINITION OF CAMPAIGN CONTRIBU-
TION REPORT, TO PROVIDE THAT CANDIDATES FOR ELECTION BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MUST FILE A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION
REPORT WITH THE HOUSE AND SENATE ETHICS COMMITTEE, TO
PROVIDE THAT NO VOTE CAN BE TAKEN ON A CANDIDATE FOR
ELECTION UNTIL TEN DAYS AFTER THE REPORT IS FILED, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION REPORT MUST ACCOM-
PANY THE APPOINTMENT TRANSMISSION TO THE SENATE, TO
PROVIDE THAT AN APPOINTEE MAY NOT BE CONFIRMED UNLESS
THE REPORT ACCOMPANIES THE TRANSMISSION TO THE SENATE,
AND TO PROHIBIT CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CANDIDATES
AND APPOINTEES TO CANDIDATES FOR OR MEMBERS OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-189
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-189
S 0232 (Rat # 0045, Act #  0019)  General Bill, By Ryberg, Hutto, Massey,
Coleman, O’Dell, Anderson, L. Martin and Nicholson
Similar (S 0220)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-52-220 SO AS TO DEFINE “RENEWABLE
ENERGY RESOURCES” FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACT; BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 52,
TITLE 48 SO AS TO REQUIRE STATE AGENCIES TO CONSIDER AND
IMPLEMENT COST EFFECTIVE ENERGY, WATER, AND WASTEWATER
CONSERVATION MEASURES, TO PROVIDE FOR AUDITS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR REPORTS TO THE STATE ENERGY OFFICE; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 48-52-210, 48-52-420, AND 48-52-430, RELATING TO THE
POLICIES AND PURPOSES UNDERLYING THE PLAN FOR ENERGY POL-
ICY, THE DUTIES OF THE STATE ENERGY OFFICE, AND THE ANNUAL
STATE ENERGY ACTION PLAN, SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PUR-
POSES AND POLICIES APPLICABLE TO THE PLAN FOR ENERGY POL-
ICY, PROVIDE THAT STRATEGIES OF THE STATE ENERGY OFFICE
PROMOTING CLEAN ENERGY MUST INCLUDE NUCLEAR ENERGY,
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES, AND CONSERVATION AND EFFI-
CIENCY MEASURES, AND PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY
THAT AGENCY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-530, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE STATE REGULATION
OF PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW COMMITTEE, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN44
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSANNUAL REVIEW OF THE STATE ENERGY ACTION PLAN FOR SUB-
MISSION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. - ratified title
   12/17/08 Senate Prefiled
   12/17/08 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-190
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-190
   02/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-23
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Special order, set for March 26, 2009 SJ-25
   03/31/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-37
   03/31/09 Senate Amended SJ-37
   03/31/09 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-168
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-25
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-163
   04/29/09 House Amended HJ-187
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-188
   04/30/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-15
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/05/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-18
   05/13/09 Ratified R 45
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   06/01/09 Act No. 19
S 0233  Resolution, By L. Martin, McConnell and Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO ADOPT RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR THE
SENATE AS PROVIDED IN ARTICLE III, SECTION 12 OF THE CONSTITU-
TION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-190
S 0234 (Rat # 0001, Act #  0098)  General Bill, By Rose
AN ACT TO REQUIRE THE SUPERINTENDENT OF DORCHESTER
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2 TO PREPARE AND SUBMIT TO THE
COUNTY AND THE MUNICIPALITIES WITHIN DORCHESTER SCHOOL
DISTRICT NO. 2 AN ANNUAL REPORT DETAILING INFORMATION
REGARDING THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT ON SCHOOLS WITHIN
THE DISTRICT, TO REQUIRE THE SUPERINTENDENT TO REQUEST
FROM THE COUNTY AND ALL MUNICIPALITIES WITH LAND ENCOM-
PASSED BY THE DISTRICT APPLICATIONS AND ACCOMPANYING RES-
IDENTIAL HOUSING MATERIALS FOR LAND DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS THAT MEET CERTAIN CRITERIA, TO REQUIRE THE SUPER-
INTENDENT AND THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES TO DETERMINE
WHETHER A PARTICULAR PROJECT WILL RESULT IN A SUBSTANTIAL
IMPACT ON THE DISTRICT’S ABILITY TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO THE
ADDITIONAL STUDENT POPULATION AND TO PREPARE AND SUBMIT
A REPORT TO THE COUNTY AND ALL MUNICIPALITIES WITHIN THE
DISTRICT DETAILING THE IMPACT AND NEED FOR ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES. - ratified title
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-190
   01/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   01/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-9
   01/15/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   01/27/09 House Referred to Dorchester Delegation HJ-20
   01/29/09 House Delegation report: Favorable Dorchester Delegation HJ-2
   02/03/09 House Read second time HJ-20
   02/04/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-23
   02/19/09 Ratified R 1
   02/26/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   03/09/09 Effective date 02/26/2009
   07/21/09 Act No. 98
S 0235 (Rat # 0002, Act #  0099)  General Bill, By Rose
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR
DORCHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2 TO IMPOSE AN IMPACT FEE
ON ANY DEVELOPER FOR EACH NEW RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNIT
CONSTRUCTED BY THE DEVELOPER WITHIN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS ONLY MAY BE USED FOR THE CON-
STRUCTION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION FACILITIES FOR GRADES K-12
WITHIN THE DISTRICT AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND
INTEREST ON EXISTING OR NEW BONDS ISSUED BY THE DISTRICT,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE IMPACT FEE SHALL BE SET AT AN
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED THE COST THAT EACH ADDITIONAL
DWELLING UNIT IMPOSES ON THE SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR PUBLIC
EDUCATION FACILITIES. - ratified title
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-191
   01/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-9
   01/27/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-16
   02/03/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-20
   02/05/09 House Amended HJ-20
   02/05/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   02/05/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   02/06/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-1
   02/11/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-41
   02/19/09 Ratified R 2
   02/26/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   03/09/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   07/21/09 Act No. 99
S 0236  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 340 OF 1967, AS AMENDED, ACT 924 OF 1970,
AS AMENDED, ACT 245 OF 1979, AS AMENDED, ACT 523 OF 1982, AND
ACT 580 OF 1984, ALL RELATING TO THE CONSTITUENT SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT BOARDS OF TRUSTEES IN CHARLESTON COUNTY, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS OF THE CONSTITUENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARDS OF TRUSTEES MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE CHARLESTON
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES; TO PROVIDE
THAT MEMBERS SERVING ON THE CONSTITUENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARDS OF TRUSTEES AS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT
SHALL CONTINUE TO SERVE UNTIL THEIR TERMS END AND UNTIL
THEIR SUCCESSORS ARE APPOINTED BY THE CHARLESTON COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES; AND TO REPEAL ACT 397
OF 1973 AND SECTION 2 OF ACT 231 OF 1983, BOTH RELATING TO
ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE CONSTITUENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARDS OF TRUSTEES IN CHARLESTON COUNTY.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-191
   01/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0237  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-230, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PAYMENT OF LOTTERY PRIZES IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOTTERY,
SO AS TO ALLOW CERTAIN PERSONS, OTHERWISE PROHIBITED FROM45
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPURCHASING A LOTTERY TICKET OR SHARE AND BEING PAID A
PRIZE FOR A WINNING LOTTERY TICKET OR SHARE, TO PURCHASE
AND WIN A PRIZE IN CONNECTION WITH A MULTI-STATE LOTTERY
PRODUCT OFFERED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOT-
TERY.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-192
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-192
S 0238  General Bill, By McConnell and Rose
Similar (S 0101, H 3414)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-36-2647 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALES,
USE, AND CASUAL EXCISE TAX REVENUES IN A FISCAL YEAR FROM
THE SALE, USE, OR TITLING OF A VEHICLE REQUIRED TO BE REGIS-
TERED AND LICENSED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES MUST BE CREDITED TO THE STATE HIGHWAY
FUND AND AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF NONSTATE TAX SOURCE STATE
HIGHWAY FUND REVENUES TRANSFERRED TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK TO PROVIDE FOR
THE USE OF THESE REVENUES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-43-160,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REVENUE SOURCES OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK, SO AS TO
INCLUDE THE REVENUES DERIVED PURSUANT TO SECTION 12-36-
2647 AS ADDED BY THIS ACT.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-192
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-192
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0239  General Bill, By Massey, Rose and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-7-67 ENACTING THE “APPROPRIATIONS BILL
EARMARK DISCLOSURE ACT”, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISCLOSURE
OF INFORMATION SURROUNDING EARMARKS REQUESTED BY MEM-
BERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR INCLUSION IN AN APPROPRI-
ATIONS BILL, TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE FOR THIS
DISCLOSURE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF THESE
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-192
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-192
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
11
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/01/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-22
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-125
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-125
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0240  General Bill, By Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-920 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES, TO AMEND THE DEFINITION OF “PUB-
LIC FACILITIES” TO INCLUDE PUBLIC EDUCATION FACILITIES FOR
GRADES K-12.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-193
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-193
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0241  General Bill, By Rose
Similar (H 3015)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM (SCRS), SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT “EMPLOYEE” AS DEFINED FOR PURPOSES OF THE
SCRS DOES NOT INCLUDE SPECIFIED ELECTION WORKERS AND
ELECTION OFFICIALS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM TAXABLE INCOME OF
INDIVIDUALS FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME
TAX ACT, SO AS TO ALLOW A DEDUCTION FOR COMPENSATION FOR
POLL WORKERS AND POLL OFFICIALS AT A POLLING PLACE ON THE
DAY OF AN ELECTION.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-193
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-193
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0242  General Bill, By Ryberg, L. Martin, Bryant, Fair, Knotts, Davis,
O’Dell, Bright and Verdin
Similar (H 3009)
A BILL TO CLOSE THE TEACHER AND EMPLOYEE RETENTION INCEN-
TIVE (TERI) PROGRAM TO NEW PARTICIPANTS EFFECTIVE JULY 1,
2009; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 17, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 9 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TERI PROGRAM; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT MAY NOT BE
AMENDED OR REPEALED EXCEPT IN SEPARATE LEGISLATION
RECEIVING AN AFFIRMATIVE TWO-THIRDS RECORDED VOTE IN
EACH HOUSE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-193
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-193
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0243  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-37-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFINI-
TIONS, AND TO PROVIDE GROUNDS AND PROCEDURES FOR AN
EXPEDITED TENANT EJECTMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 8-21-1010,
RELATING TO THE SCHEDULE OF FEES AND COSTS COLLECTED BY
MAGISTRATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A FILING FEE FOR AN ACTION
FOR EXPEDITED TENANT EJECTMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-17,
RELATING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MAGISTRATES, SO AS
TO PROVIDE SOUTH CAROLINA COURT ADMINISTRATION MAY
ESTABLISH A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM CONCERNING
LANDLORD AND TENANT RIGHTS THAT MAGISTRATES, LANDLORDS,
TENANTS, AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS MAY ATTEND.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-194
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-194
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0244  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 27 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT EACH STATE BOARD AND COMMISSION SHALL TAKE A
RECORDED VOTE OF AN ACTION IT TAKES WHEN AWARDING COM-
PENSATION OR A METHODOLOGY FOR COMPUTING COMPENSATION
OR BONUSES.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-194
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-194
S 0245  General Bill, By McConnell and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, AS ADDED BY ACT 361 OF 2008, RELATING
TO CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS, TO PERMIT A FAMILY COURT JUDGE
TO MAKE AN ORDER FOR CHILD SUPPORT RUN PAST THE AGE OF
EIGHTEEN IF THE CHILD IS ENROLLED AND STILL ATTENDING HIGH
SCHOOL, NOT TO EXCEED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION OR THE END
OF THE SCHOOL YEAR AFTER THE CHILD REACHES NINETEEN
YEARS OF AGE, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19446
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-194
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-5
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-117
S 0246  General Bill, By Rose
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 5 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 5-3-370, TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN A MUNICIPALITY
ANNEXES PROPERTY IN A COUNTY, ANY COUNTY DENSITY
REQUIREMENT OR REGULATION REMAINS IN EFFECT AND APPLIES
TO THE ANNEXED AREA FOR FIVE YEARS AFTER THE ANNEXATION,
UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY THE COUNTY GOVERNING
BODY, AND TO ALLOW THE COUNTY GOVERNING BODY TO
APPROVE A PROPOSAL BY THE MUNICIPALITY FOR GREATER DEN-
SITY FOR A DEFINED AREA WITHIN THE ANNEXED PROPERTY.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-195
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-195
S 0247  General Bill, By Rose
Similar (H 3074)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 5 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 5-3-370 TO DEFINE CONCURRENCY REQUIREMENT, TO
PROVIDE THAT WHEN A MUNICIPALITY ANNEXES PROPERTY IN A
COUNTY THAT HAS A LAND USE OR ZONING POLICY, PLAN, REGULA-
TION, OR ORDINANCE REQUIRING CONCURRENCY OF PUBLIC FACIL-
ITIES WITH DEVELOPMENT, THE COUNTY CONCURRENCY
REQUIREMENT MUST REMAIN IN EFFECT FOR A DEFINED PERIOD
AND TO ALLOW THE COUNTY GOVERNING BODY TO APPROVE A
PROPOSAL BY THE MUNICIPALITY FOR A LESSER CONCURRENCY
REQUIREMENT FOR A DEFINED AREA WITHIN THE ANNEXED PROP-
ERTY.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-195
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-195
S 0248  General Bill, By L. Martin, Shoopman, Fair, Verdin, Thomas, Lourie,
Williams and Alexander
Similar (H 3164)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-95 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
UNLAWFULLY PROVIDING BEER OR WINE TO A PERSON UNDER THE
AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHEN GREAT BODILY INJURY OR DEATH
RESULTS TO THE PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE OR TO
ANOTHER PERSON AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 61-6-4083 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF UNLAWFULLY
PROVIDING ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TO A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF
TWENTY-ONE WHEN GREAT BODILY INJURY OR DEATH RESULTS TO
THE PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE OR TO ANOTHER
PERSON AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-195
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-195
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 Senate Amended SJ-38
   04/30/09 Senate Amended SJ-34
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-34
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-34
   05/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-2
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
S 0249  General Bill, By Rose
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 29, TITLE 6 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 6-29-1153 TO PROVIDE THAT A GOVERNING BODY AND
A LOCAL PLANNING COMMISSION SERVICING AN AREA IN A HIGH
GROWTH COUNTY MUST PROVIDE THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
LAND DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS THAT INCLUDE RESIDENTIAL
HOUSING WHICH MEET CERTAIN CRITERIA; AND TO REQUIRE THE
SUPERINTENDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT TO DETERMINE WHETHER A PARTICULAR PROJECT WILL
RESULT IN A SUBSTANTIAL IMPACT ON THE DISTRICT’S ABILITY TO
PROVIDE SERVICES TO THE ADDITIONAL STUDENT POPULATION
AND TO PREPARE A REPORT TO THE GOVERNING BODY AND THE
LOCAL PLANNING COMMISSION DETAILING THE IMPACT AND NEED
FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-196
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-196
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   05/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-18
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-14
S 0250  General Bill, By Rose and Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-6205 SO AS TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR
THE TERM “DUI INTERVENTION TEAM” AND TO PROVIDE THAT A
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY SHALL RECEIVE ALL FINES THAT ARE
ASSESSED AGAINST A PERSON WHO IS ARRESTED BY THE LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY’S DUI INTERVENTION TEAM FOR CERTAIN
OFFENSES.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-196
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-196
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0251  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 26, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTARIES PUBLIC, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR DEFINITIONS, QUALIFICATIONS FOR A NOTARIAL COM-
MISSION, SPECIFIC POWERS AND LIMITS ON POWERS OF A NOTARY,
DISCLOSURE BY A NONATTORNEY NOTARY AND PROHIBITION OF A
NONATTORNEY NOTARY ACTING IN THE UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE
OF LAW, PROHIBITION OF A NOTARY EXECUTING A CERTIFICATE IN
A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH, CHARGING OF SPECIFIC FEES
FOR SPECIFIC NOTARIAL ACTS, REQUIRED CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER
WHICH A NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE MAY BE MADE OR GIVEN BY A
NOTARY, MAINTENANCE OF A JOURNAL OF THE NOTARY’S NOTAR-
IAL ACTS, FORMS AND PROCESSES FOR REPORTING CHANGES IN A
NOTARY’S STATUS, AND PROHIBITION OF CERTAIN ACTS BY A
NOTARY AND CRIMINAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES FOR A
VIOLATION.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-196
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-196
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
S 0252  General Bill, By Ford and Leventis
Similar (S 0022, H 3060, H 3068, H 3633)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON47
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSWITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS; TO REQUIRE
THAT THESE CENTERS BE OPEN ALL DAY ON THE TWO SATURDAYS
WITHIN THE EARLY VOTING PERIOD; AND TO REQUIRE THESE LOCA-
TIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF
SECTION 30-4-80.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-197
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-197
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0253  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-15-280, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “PRE-
SCRIPTION” WITH REGARD TO DENTAL TECHNOLOGICAL WORK, SO
AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE CERTIFICATE NUMBER
OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION TO PERFORM WORK MUST
BE INCLUDED ON THE PRESCRIPTION; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 40-
15-125 RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS THAT MUST BE MET BY A DEN-
TAL LABORATORY IN ORDER TO PERFORM DENTAL TECHNOLOGI-
CAL WORK IN THIS STATE.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-197
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-197
S 0254  General Bill, By L. Martin and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-176, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SCHOOL ATTENDANCE CONDITIONS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE ISSUANCE OF CONDITIONAL AND SPECIAL
RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSES, TO PROVIDE THAT THESE AND
ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE ISSUANCE OR REIN-
STATEMENT OF A BEGINNER’S PERMIT, CONDITIONAL DRIVER’S
LICENSE, SPECIAL RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSE, AND A REGULAR
DRIVER’S LICENSE ISSUED TO A PERSON LESS THAN SEVENTEEN
YEARS OF AGE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE SUSPENSION OF A PERSON’S
PERMIT OR LICENSE IF HE FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THESE CONDI-
TIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE SUSPENSION REMAIN IN EFFECT
UNTIL THE PERSON HAS DEMONSTRATED COMPLIANCE WITH THESE
CONDITIONS FOR ONE FULL SEMESTER SUBSEQUENT TO THE
SEMESTER DURING WHICH HIS PERMIT OR LICENSE WAS SUS-
PENDED.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-198
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-198
S 0255  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-3310 OF THE 1976 CODE, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF PURPLE HEART SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THERE IS NO FEE FOR UP TO TWO LICENSE
PLATES AND THE BIENNIAL FEE FOR ANY ADDITIONAL PURPLE
HEART LICENSE PLATES IS THE SAME AS THE FEE PROVIDED IN
ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3 OF THIS TITLE.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-198
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-198
   03/10/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-19
   03/11/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-28
   03/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-14
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-24
S 0256  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell and Ford
Similar (H 3225)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 11, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
CHIEF JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2016; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, TO FILL
THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2012; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE
30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2015; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 7, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 20, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 9, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM
THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2016; AND TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 4, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED
TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL
TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced SJ-198
   01/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-198
S 0257  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Setzler, Shoopman, Rose, Bryant,
Verdin, Grooms, Alexander, Davis, Cleary, Campsen, Fair, Campbell, S.
Martin, Bright and Cromer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE NATIONAL COM-
MANDER OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, THE HONORABLE DAVE REH-
BEIN, TO ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION IN
THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES AT 12:30 P.M. ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2009.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-200
   01/14/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-10
   01/15/09 House Introduced HJ-424
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-42448
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-31
   02/05/09 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-1 HJ-31
S 0258  Concurrent Resolution, By L. Martin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEMORATE THE FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE FINAL MISSION OF PROJECT MANHIGH.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-200
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-25
S 0259  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING THE HONORABLE
BERNICE G. SCOTT ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM
THE RICHLAND COUNTY COUNCIL, THANKING HER FOR HER DEDI-
CATION TO THE PEOPLE OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND WISHING HER
WELL IN ALL OF HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-200
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-25
S 0260  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE WIL-
LIAM D. “BILLY” WITHERSPOON, OF HORRY COUNTY, FOR HIS SIX-
TEEN YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, AND TO WISH HIM LIFE’S BEST AND MUCH HAP-
PINESS IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-201
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-25
S 0261  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MAJOR GENERAL JOHN
R. LESTER OF MYRTLE BEACH, COMMANDER OF THE JOINT SER-
VICES DETACHMENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA MILITARY DEPART-
MENT, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND
HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED MILITARY SERVICE, AND
TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-201
S 0262  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRIGADIER GENERAL
JAMES MATTHEW HAMMOND, OF ANDREWS IN GEORGETOWN
COUNTY, THE DIRECTOR, MEDICAL DIRECTORATE, JOINT SERVICES
DETACHMENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA MILITARY DEPARTMENT,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED MILITARY SERVICE AND TO WISH
HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-201
S 0263  Resolution, By Fair, Ford, Anderson, Hayes, Williams, Campbell,
Thomas, Lourie, Massey, Ryberg, Pinckney, Sheheen and L. Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION EXPRESSING THE CONGRATULATIONS OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE TO MS. CAREN
ROSE, VOCATIONAL OFFICE SKILLS INSTRUCTOR AT SARA A. BABB
HIGH SCHOOL AT THE CAMILLE GRIFFIN GRAHAM CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTION, ON BEING SELECTED 2008 TEACHER OF THE YEAR FOR
THE PALMETTO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-201
S 0264  Resolution, By Shoopman, Fair, Verdin, Thomas, Peeler, S. Martin,
Bryant, Grooms, Mulvaney, L. Martin, Campsen, Alexander and Bright
Similar (H 3223)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND CONGRATULATE SOUTH
CAROLINA CITIZENS FOR LIFE, INC. FOR ITS THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF
STRIVING TO CREATE A CULTURE OF LIFE IN THE PALMETTO STATE,
IN KEEPING WITH THE INALIENABLE RIGHT TO LIFE AS PRO-
CLAIMED IN THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE OF THE UNITED
STATES.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-202
S 0265  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
JOHNNY R. NOBLE UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS INSTALLATION AS
PASTOR OF SECOND NAZARETH BAPTIST CHURCH OF RICHLAND
COUNTY, AND TO WISH HIM ALL THE BEST AS HE LEADS HIS CON-
GREGATION.
   01/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-202
S 0266  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3202, H 3543)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-490 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP A MODEL DATING VIOLENCE POLICY
TO ASSIST SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN DEVELOPING SUCH POLICIES, TO
REQUIRE THE POLICY TO BE PUBLISHED IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND
SCHOOL HANDBOOKS, TO REQUIRE EACH DISTRICT TO PROVIDE
DATING VIOLENCE TRAINING ANNUALLY TO ADMINISTRATORS,
TEACHERS, NURSES, GUIDANCE COUNSELORS, AND SOCIAL WORK-
ERS, AND TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO INFORM THE PARENTS
OF STUDENTS OF THIS POLICY; AND BY ADDING SECTION 59-32-100
SO AS TO REQUIRE EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT ANNUALLY TO INCLUDE
DATING VIOLENCE EDUCATION IN ITS COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
EDUCATION CURRICULUM, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
SHALL REVIEW AND APPROVE GRADE LEVEL TOPICS RELATING TO
DATING VIOLENCE AND HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS; AND TO
REQUIRE A SCHOOL, UPON REQUEST, TO PERMIT THE PARENT OR
GUARDIAN OF A STUDENT TO EXAMINE THE DATING VIOLENCE
EDUCATION PROGRAM INSTRUCTION MATERIALS.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-10
   03/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   03/18/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0267  Joint Resolution, By Leventis, Sheheen, Ryberg, Hutto, Massey,
Matthews, Elliott, Setzler, Rose, Land, Bryant and Bright
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE CLERK OF THE SENATE
SHALL REDUCE THE MONTHLY IN-DISTRICT COMPENSATION FOR
EACH SENATOR BY A PROPORTIONATE AMOUNT SO THAT EACH SEN-
ATOR’S ANNUAL IN-DISTRICT COMPENSATION IS REDUCED BY ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0268 (Rat # 0046, Act #  0020)  General Bill, By McConnell
Similar (H 3318)
AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 8, TITLE 6, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BUILDING CODES ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A “SPECIAL INSPECTOR” TO PER-
FORM BUILDING INSPECTIONS IN ONE OR MORE CONSTRUCTION
TRADE DISCIPLINES, AND TO PROVIDE THE LICENSING PROCEDURE
TO REQUIRE AUTHORIZATION FOR PERFORMING THESE INSPEC-
TIONS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION. -
ratified title
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
   02/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-26
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-849
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/18/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-10
   04/02/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-118
   04/22/09 House Amended HJ-36
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-40
   04/23/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-239
   04/30/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled
   05/13/09 Ratified R 46
   05/20/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/22/09 Effective date 05/20/09
   06/01/09 Act No. 20
S 0269  General Bill, By Rose, Sheheen and Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS AFFECTING THE GOVERNOR,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-3-60 TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR
MUST ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE NUM-
BER TO RECEIVE INFORMATION, SUGGESTIONS, AND COMPLAINTS
CONCERNING FRAUD, WASTE, ABUSE, MISMANAGEMENT, MISCON-
DUCT, OR UNETHICAL CONDUCT VIOLATIONS OF STATE OR FED-
ERAL LAWS AND WRONGDOING IN STATE GOVERNMENT.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0270  General Bill, By Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-13-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO IS OPERATING A LAW ENFORCEMENT
VEHICLE OUTSIDE HIS JURISDICTION MAY STOP ANOTHER VEHICLE
IF THE VEHICLE IS BEING OPERATED IN A DANGEROUS MANNER
AND ISSUE A TICKET TO ITS DRIVER FOR ANY TRAFFIC OFFENSE
CHARGEABLE ON A UNIFORM TRAFFIC TICKET IF THE OFFENSE
OCCURS IN PLAIN VIEW OF THE OFFICER.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0271  General Bill, By Leventis, Courson, Rose, Bryant, Davis, Thomas,
Verdin, Cromer and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 69, TITLE 2 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 2-9-35, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS TO TESTIFY
BEFORE COMMITTEES OF THE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, TO REQUIRE THAT ALL PEOPLE WHO GIVE TESTIMONY TO
ANY COMMITTEE OR SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE OR HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES MUST FIRST BE PLACED UNDER OATH AND TO
DIRECT THAT WILFULL PRESENTMENT OF FALSE, MISLEADING, OR
INCOMPLETE TESTIMONY UNDER OATH IN A PROCEEDING IN THE
SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BE TREATED AS PERJURY;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-9-10, RELATING TO PERJURY, TO
EXPRESSLY INCLUDE WILFUL PRESENTMENT OF FALSE, MISLEAD-
ING, OR INCOMPLETE TESTIMONY UNDER OATH IN A PROCEEDING
IN THE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Knotts,
Sheheen, Lourie
S 0272  General Bill, By Leventis, Hutto and Elliott
Similar (H 3131, H 3571)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-713 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE NORTHERN
RIGHT WHALE AS THE OFFICIAL STATE MARINE MAMMAL OF SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0273  General Bill, By Thomas and Anderson
Similar (H 3115)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-350, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILI-
TIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MAY NOT REMOVE A RESIDENT FROM
THE FACILITY IF THE RESIDENT, THE RESIDENT’S FAMILY OR THE
RESIDENT’S HEALTH CARE POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE RESIDENT’S
PHYSICIAN, AND THE FACILITY AGREE TO THE RESIDENT’S CONTIN-
UED STAY AND THE FACILITY IS CAPABLE OF PROVIDING OR
OBTAINING NECESSARY SERVICES FOR THE RESIDENT.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
S 0274  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 9 IN DILLON COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
HIGHWAY 57 TO 2725 HIGHWAY 9 WEST  AS THE “REVEREND RICH-
ARD ’DICK’ ALDERMAN HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CON-
TAIN THE WORDS “REVEREND RICHARD ’DICK’ ALDERMAN HIGH-
WAY”.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-17
   01/29/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-18
   01/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/03/09 House Introduced HJ-13
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-13
   02/10/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   02/11/09 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-42
S 0275  General Bill, By Hayes, Sheheen, Courson, Leventis, Anderson,
Rankin, Grooms, Lourie, Mulvaney, Bryant, Davis, Coleman, Rose,
Campsen and Hutto
Similar (S 0452, H 3577)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY REDESIGNATING THE CHAPTER AS THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA WATER WITHDRAWAL, PERMITTING, USE, AND REPORT-
ING ACT”, SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN DECLARATIONS REGARDING
THE STATE’S REGULATION OF RIPARIAN RIGHTS, TO PROVIDE CER-
TAIN DEFINITIONS, TO SPECIFY SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE THAT USE OF THE WATERS OF THE STATE ON
NONRIPARIAN LAND IS LAWFUL AND REQUIRES EQUAL CONSIDER-
ATION WITH A USE ON A RIPARIAN LAND IN AN ADMINISTRATIVE OR
JUDICIAL PROCEEDING RELATING TO AN ALLOCATION, WITH-
DRAWAL, OR USE OF WATER, OR TO A MODIFICATION OF A WATER
RIGHT, AND VARIOUS PROVISIONS REGARDING THE PERMITTING
AND REGULATION OF SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL SHALL PROMULGATE A REGULATION PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49, RELATING TO SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWAL,
PERMITTING, USE, AND REPORTING, TO ESTABLISH A FEE NECES-
SARY TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-750
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0276  Resolution, By Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BESSIE ELIZABETH
HEMPHILL CORRY “MAMA BESSIE” OF CHEROKEE COUNTY ON THE
REMARKABLE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND
TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MANY MORE
YEARS OF HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0277  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 15, TITLE 29 OF THE 1976 CODE OF
LAWS, BY ADDING SECTION 29-15-15, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
LIENS OBTAINED BY A HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION AGAINST REAL
PROPERTY ARE SUPERIOR TO CLAIMS OF OTHER CREDITORS.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
   05/05/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-14
   05/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0278 (Rat # 0060, Act #  0088)  Joint Resolution, By Alexander
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW THE GOVERNING BODY OF A
COUNTY BY RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY MAJORITY VOTE TO ALLOW
COUNTY OFFICIALS CHARGED WITH COLLECTING TAXES ON REAL
PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY TAX YEARS 2008 AND 2009 TO WAIVE OR
REDUCE THE PENALTIES FOR LATE PAYMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE RESOLUTION MUST PROVIDE THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
UNDER WHICH THE WAIVER OR REDUCTION APPLIES, TO REQUIRE
WAIVERS OR REDUCTIONS TO BE GRANTED UNIFORMLY, TO
REQUIRE THE APPROVAL OF LOCAL TAXING ENTITIES BEFORE THE
RESOLUTION MAY BE PROPOSED, AND TO PROVIDE FOR REFUNDS
WHERE APPLICABLE. - ratified title
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   01/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
5
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-26
   02/11/09 Senate Amended SJ-36
   02/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   02/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
   05/12/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-41
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-29
   05/27/09 Ratified R 60
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 88
S 0279  General Bill, By McConnell, Land, Ford, Leatherman, Peeler, Reese,
Jackson, L. Martin, Alexander, Knotts, O’Dell, Cromer, Grooms, Bright,
Davis, S. Martin, Verdin, Mulvaney, Campsen, Hutto, Coleman, Setzler,
Cleary, Campbell and Rose
Similar (H 3301)
A BILL  TO AMEND CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
SERVICES BY ADDING TO SECTION 34-39-130, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT PERSONS ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT SERVICES MUST OBTAIN A LICENSE PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 39, TITLE 34; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-175, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION DATABASE;
BY AMENDING SECTION 34-39-180, SO AS TO LIMIT THE AMOUNT
ADVANCED TO A CUSTOMER FOR DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TO SIX
HUNDRED DOLLARS; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-270, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH REGULATIONS FOR LICENSEES OF DEFERRED PRESENT-
MENT TRANSACTIONS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-280, SO AS
TO DETERMINE PROVISIONS FOR DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
EXTENDED PAYMENT PLANS.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
S 0280  General Bill, By Scott, Malloy, Leventis, Lourie, Setzler, Land,
Williams, Pinckney, Matthews, Hutto, Reese and Sheheen
Similar (H 3058)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CARO-
LINA VOTER ACCESSIBILITY ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON
WITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, AND REQUIRE
THESE LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TIME OF APPLICATION FOR AN
ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORIZATION THAT
AN APPLICATION MAY BE REQUESTED IN PERSON FOUR DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION AND AUTHORIZING AN ABSENTEE APPLICA-
TION MAY BE REQUESTED ONLY ON THE DAY BEFORE THE ELEC-
TION.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0281  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 7, TITLE 20 OF THE 1976 CODE BY ADD-
ING SECTION 20-7-1542 TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEFINITION OF JOINT
CUSTODY.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0282  General Bill, By McConnell and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATED TO MAGISTRATES’ POWERS AND DUTIES
REGARDING THE ISSUANCE OF ARREST WARRANTS AND COURTESY
SUMMONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO ARREST WARRANT SHALL
BE ISSUED FOR THE ARREST OF A PERSON UNLESS SOUGHT BY A
MEMBER OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY ACTING IN THEIR OFFI-
CIAL CAPACITY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF AN ARREST WARRANT IS
SOUGHT BY SOMEONE OTHER THAN A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CER, THE COURT MUST ISSUE A COURTESY SUMMONS, EXCEPT
WHEN A BUSINESS IS SEEKING AN ARREST WARRANT FOR ANY
OFFENSE AGAINST THE BUSINESS OR A PERSON IS SEEKING AN
ARREST WARRANT FOR A FRAUDULENT CHECK, IF THE FRAUDU-
LENT CHECK IS PRESENTED TO THE MAGISTRATE AT THE TIME THE
WARRANT IS SOUGHT.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-26
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   05/08/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10851
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0283  General Bill, By Malloy, Leventis, Sheheen, Massey, Hutto, Scott,
Reese and Bright
Similar (S 0777)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-20, 2-19-35, 2-19-70, 2-19-80,
AND 2-19-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING
TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE COMMISSION’S PROCESS FOR NOMINATING JUDICIAL
CANDIDATES FROM THE NOMINATION OF THREE CANDIDATES TO
THE RELEASE OF A LIST OF QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0284  General Bill, By Alexander, L. Martin, Campbell and Campsen
Similar (H 3311)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SUBARTICLE 8 TO ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 9, TITLE 63 SO AS
TO ESTABLISH THE RESPONSIBLE FATHER REGISTRY WITHIN THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND TO PROVIDE THAT A
UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER OF A CHILD, OR A MALE CLAIM-
ING TO BE THE UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER OF A CHILD, MUST
FILE A CLAIM OF PATERNITY WITH THIS REGISTRY IN ORDER TO
RECEIVE NOTICE OF A TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS ACTION
OR AN ADOPTION ACTION PERTAINING TO THIS CHILD, TO PROVIDE
THAT FAILURE TO FILE A CLAIM CONSTITUTES IMPLIED IRREVOCA-
BLE CONSENT TO THE TERMINATION OF HIS PARENTAL RIGHTS AND
TO THE CHILD’S ADOPTION, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN CONDUCT
BY AN UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER IS DEEMED TO BE NOTICE
TO THIS FATHER OF THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER’S PREGNANCY, AND
TO FURTHER ESTABLISH FILING PROCEDURES AND PROCEDURES
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-
730, RELATING TO PERSONS AND ENTITIES ENTITLED TO NOTICE OF
TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS ACTIONS AND ADOPTION
ACTIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE A PERSON WHO HAS REGISTERED
WITH THE RESPONSIBLE FATHER REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-
7-2530, RELATING TO THE FILING OF A PETITION FOR TERMINATION
OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE A TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS ACTION TO BE  HEARD WITHIN ONE HUNDRED
TWENTY DAYS OF THE DATE THE PETITION IS FILED AND TO PRO-
VIDE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A CONTINUANCE MAY BE
GRANTED; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2550, RELATING TO PERSONS OR
ENTITIES ENTITLED TO BE SERVED WITH A PETITION FOR TERMINA-
TION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY THE AGE
AS FOURTEEN FOR SERVING A CHILD, TO PROVIDE SERVICE ON THE
GUARDIAN AD LITEM OF A CHILD UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS OF AGE,
AND TO SPECIFY THE NOTICE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO AN
UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER OF A CHILD WHOSE PARENTAL
RIGHTS ARE BEING TERMINATED.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   03/18/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-1
   03/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-42
   04/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary
S 0285  General Bill, By Malloy and Bright
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE CIVIL JURISDICTION OF MAGISTRATES, TO INCREASE THE CIVIL
JURISDICTION TO FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0286  General Bill, By Cleary, Rose and Scott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 8 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO IMPLEMENT
A TARGETED COMMUNITY HEALTH PROGRAM IN THREE TO FIVE
COUNTIES OF NEED FOR DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION, SCREENING,
AND TREATMENT REFERRALS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR CHILDREN
IN KINDERGARTEN, THIRD, SEVENTH, AND TENTH GRADES OR UPON
ENTRY INTO PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TO REQUIRE PROGRAM GUIDELINES
TO BE PROMULGATED IN REGULATIONS, TO REQUIRE AN ACKNOWL-
EDGMENT OF DENTAL SCREENING TO BE ISSUED UPON COMPLE-
TION OF THE SCREENING AND TO REQUIRE THIS
ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE PRESENTED TO THE CHILD’S SCHOOL,
TO REQUIRE NOTIFICATION TO THE CHILD’S PARENT IF PROFES-
SIONAL ATTENTION IS INDICATED BY THE SCREENING AND IF
AUTHORIZED BY THE CHILD’S PARENTS, TO PROVIDE NOTIFICATION
TO THE COMMUNITY HEALTH COORDINATOR TO FACILITATE FUR-
THER ATTENTION IF NEEDED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A SCREENING
MUST BE COMPLETED UNLESS A CHILD’S PARENT COMPLETES AN
EXEMPTION FORM.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-9
   04/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-31
   04/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-17
S 0287  General Bill, By Cleary, Cromer and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-15-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM CHAP-
TER 15 OF TITLE 40 REGULATING DENTISTS AND DENTAL HYGIEN-
ISTS AND PERSONS EXEMPT FROM SUCH LICENSURE, INCLUDING
RESIDENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT RESIDENTS ARE AUTHORIZED
TO TREAT CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED DURING THEIR RESIDENCY
PROGRAM, INCLUDING PRESCRIBING DRUGS; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-15-360, RELATING TO THE AUTHORIZATION OF PHARMA-
CISTS TO FILL PRESCRIPTIONS FOR DENTISTS, SO AS TO EXTEND
THIS AUTHORIZATION TO RESIDENTS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
S 0288  General Bill, By L. Martin and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 56-1-146 TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS CON-
VICTED OF A VIOLENT CRIME MUST SURRENDER HIS DRIVER’S
LICENSE OR SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION CARD TO THE COURT WHICH
MUST TRANSMIT IT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
TOGETHER WITH NOTICE OF THE CRIME AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DRIVER’S LICENSE OR SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION CARD IS CONSID-
ERED REVOKED AND MUST NOT BE RETURNED TO THE PERSON
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; BY ADDING 56-1-148 TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON CONVICTED OF A VIOLENT CRIME MUST HAVE A
SPECIAL CODE AFFIXED TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF HIS DRIVER’S
LICENSE OR SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION CARD THAT IDENTIFIES THE
PERSON AS HAVING BEEN CONVICTED OF A VIOLENT CRIME, TO
PROVIDE A FEE TO BE CHARGED FOR AFFIXING THE CODE AND FOR
ITS DISTRIBUTION, AND TO PROVIDE A PROCESS FOR REMOVING
THE CODE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-80, RELATING TO THE CON-
TENTS OF A DRIVER’S LICENSE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE APPLICATION MUST CONTAIN A STATEMENT TO DETERMINE
WHETHER THE APPLICANT HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF A VIOLENT
CRIME; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-3350, RELATING TO THE ISSU-
ANCE OF A SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION CARD BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION FOR A52
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSPECIAL IDENTIFICATION CARD MUST CONTAIN A STATEMENT TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE APPLICANT HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF A
VIOLENT CRIME.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-8
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/23/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
S 0289 (Rat # 0007, Act #  0119)  Joint Resolution, By L. Martin
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW THE CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIO-
LENCE STUDY COMMITTEE, AS ESTABLISHED BY ACT 402 OF 2008,
ADDITIONAL TIME TO REVIEW THE CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
LAWS OF THE STATE AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY CONCERNING ANY PROPOSED CHANGES. - ratified
title
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   01/27/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   01/28/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-65
   03/05/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   03/05/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-24
   03/06/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   04/02/09 Ratified R 7
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 119
S 0290  Concurrent Resolution, By Massey
Similar (H 3292)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FEBRUARY 2009 AS
“NATIONAL CHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH MONTH” IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2009, AS “GIVE KIDS A SMILE DAY”
TO PROMOTE ORAL HEALTH AND TO JOIN IN THE EFFORTS
THROUGHOUT THE NATION TO ADVOCATE FOR ORAL HEALTH
AWARENESS AND OPTIMAL ORAL HEALTH IN CHILDREN.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   01/27/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0291  Resolution, By Alexander
Similar (H 3287)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE UPON THE DEATH OF MR. WILLIAM
KENT TODD OF WALHALLA, SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO EXTEND
THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0292  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-625, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RESISTING ARREST WITH THE USE OR
THREAT OF USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY AND WILLFULLY COMMITS AN ASSAULT
AND BATTERY ON A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER DURING THE
LAWFUL DISCHARGE OF THE OFFICER’S OFFICIAL DUTIES, OR WHEN
THE OFFENSE IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE OFFICER’S OFFICIAL
DUTIES, IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR, AND TO PROVIDE PENAL-
TIES FOR THIS OFFENSE.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0293  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-43-375 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
LICENSED TO DRILL FOR OIL OR GAS IN THE STATE’S TERRITORIAL
WATERS OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN AGGRESSIVELY SHALL USE
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT TO MINIMIZE THE
POTENTIAL FOR LEAKS OR SPILLS, TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE PAY THE
FULL COST OF CLEANING A SPILL OR LEAK FROM ITS DRILLING
OPERATION, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A SPILL OR LEAK
FROM A DRILLING FACILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 48-43-370, RELAT-
ING TO A PERMIT REQUIRED FOR DRILLING AN OIL OR GAS WELL,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL EXPEDITIOUSLY AND CONSCIENTIOUSLY SHALL
REVIEW AN APPLICATION FOR AN OIL OR GAS WELL IN THE STATE’S
TERRITORIAL WATERS OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN, AND THAT AN
APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT IS CONSIDERED GRANTED IF THE
DEPARTMENT FAILS TO DENY THE PERMIT WITH A SHOWING OF
GOOD CAUSE WITHIN NINETY DAYS OF THE APPLICATION BEING
MADE.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
S 0294  General Bill, By Sheheen, Coleman and McGill
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-11-498 SO AS TO DIRECT THE STATE BUDGET
AND CONTROL BOARD OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES TO CONDUCT
A REVIEW OF LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL SALARIES AT VARI-
OUS STATE DEPARTMENTS AS COMPARED TO OTHER SOUTHEAST-
ERN STATES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT RESULTS OF THIS REVIEW
MUST BE REPORTED TO THE CHAIRMEN OF THE SENATE FINANCE
COMMITTEE AND THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-13
   01/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0295  General Bill, By McConnell, Peeler, Land, Hutto, Courson, Fair,
Grooms, Ford, Rankin, Alexander, Setzler, Campbell, L. Martin, Matthews,
Campsen, Verdin and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-9-576, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELECTION BY AND DUTIES
OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIER AND ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF
REGULATION, SO AS TO ENACT THE “CUSTOMER CHOICE AND TECH-
NOLOGY INVESTMENT ACT OF 2009”.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   01/23/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Campbell
S 0296  General Bill, By Leventis and Hayes
Similar (H 3203)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 56, TITLE 44 OF THE CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DRYCLEANING
FACILITY RESTORATION TRUST FUND, SO AS TO, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, FURTHER SPECIFY THAT WHOLESALE DRYCLEANING
FACILITIES ARE SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE AND
ARE ELIGIBLE TO SEEK RESTORATION ASSISTANCE UNDER THIS
ARTICLE; TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVI-
RONMENTAL CONTROL TO USE FUNDS, OTHER THAN FUNDS FROM
THE DRYCLEANING FACILITY RESTORATION TRUST FUND, IF AN
EMERGENCY EXISTS AND FUNDS ARE NOT AVAILABLE FROM THE
TRUST FUND AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE THAT THESE FUNDS MUST
BE REPAID FROM THE TRUST FUND; TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS FROM
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE IMPOSED ON THE GROSS PRO-
CEEDS OF SALES OF RETAIL DRYCLEANING FACILITIES, INCLUDING
AN EXEMPTION FOR WHOLESALE SALES OF DRYCLEANING SER-53
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSVICES; TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND
DETERMINATIONS AND PROCEDURES FOR REQUESTING AND ISSU-
ING RESTORATION ASSISTANCE, INCLUDING OBTAINING SECOND-
ARY ASSESSMENTS AND THE AMOUNT OF DEDUCTIBLES; TO
PROVIDE INITIAL AND ANNUAL REGISTRATION FEES FOR DRY-
CLEANING FACILITIES ESTABLISHED AFTER OCTOBER 1, 1995, AND
TO AUTHORIZE THE PROPERTY OWNER TO REGISTER A FACILITY IF
THE OWNER OR OPERATOR OF THE FACILITY DOES NOT; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF REGISTRATION, TO
REQUIRE PRESENTATION OF SUCH CERTIFICATES IN ORDER TO PUR-
CHASE DRYCLEANING SOLVENTS, TO PROHIBIT A SUPPLY FACILITY,
OR OTHER DRYCLEANING FACILITY, FROM SELLING DRYCLEANING
SOLVENT TO A DRYCLEANING FACILITY IF THE FACILITY DOES NOT
POSSESS A CERTIFICATE, AND TO PROVIDE CIVIL PENALTIES; TO
SPECIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR A DRYCLEANING FACILITY EXEMP-
TION CERTIFICATE; AND TO REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE DRY-
CLEANING ADVISORY COUNCIL.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-14
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-16
   03/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-63
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-63
   04/21/09 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-36
S 0297  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson, Anderson, Bryant, Campbell,
Courson, Davis, Elliott, Fair, Ford, Knotts, Lourie, Malloy, S. Martin,
Massey, Mulvaney, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen,
Shoopman, Williams and Rose
Similar (H 3307)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE HONORABLE BARACK
H. OBAMA, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TO
ADDRESS THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT
ASSEMBLY IN THE CHAMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AT A TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES AND THE PRESIDENT TEMPORE OF THE SENATE.
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-15
   01/27/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0298  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson and Scott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR THE OUTSTAND-
ING COMMUNITY SERVICE OF MRS. KATHERYN M. BELLFIELD, OF
RICHLAND COUNTY.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   01/28/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-20
S 0299  Resolution, By Leatherman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE WEEK OF JANUARY 25
THROUGH JANUARY 31, 2009, AS NURSE ANESTHETISTS WEEK AND
TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF CERTIFIED REGISTERED NURSE
ANESTHETISTS AND THEIR ROLE IN PROVIDING QUALITY HEALTH-
CARE FOR THE PUBLIC.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-12
   01/28/09 Senate Adopted SJ-19
S 0300  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-5-610, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DIVISION OF THE
STATE INTO SIXTEEN JUDICIAL CIRCUITS, SO AS TO REALIGN THE
BOUNDARIES OF CERTAIN CIRCUITS.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0301 (Rat # 0061, Act #  0027)  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (H 3438)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 38-9-225 AND 38-9-230 SO AS TO ENACT PROVI-
SIONS REQUIRING CERTAIN INSURERS TO FILE A STATEMENT OF
ACTUARIAL OPINION AND ACTUARIAL OPINION SUMMARY ANNU-
ALLY AND PROVIDE FOR THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THESE DOCU-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-5-120, RELATING TO THE
REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF LICENSE OF AN INSURER AND ITS
OFFICERS AND AGENTS FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE NOTICE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR AN AGGRIEVED INSURER TO
REQUEST A HEARING BEFORE THE DIRECTOR OR HIS DESIGNEE AND
PROVIDE RECOURSE THROUGH JUDICIAL REVIEW; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 38-9-330, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “COMPANY ACTION
LEVEL EVENT”, SO AS TO REDEFINE THE TERM; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 38-21-95, RELATING TO APPROVAL FOR ACQUISITION OF A
DOMESTIC INSURER BY A CONTROLLING PRODUCER IN ANOTHER
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE APPLICABILITY TO FOREIGN PRODUC-
ERS AND CORRECT INCORRECT REFERENCES. - ratified title
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-12
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
12
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-13
   04/30/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-2
   05/12/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   05/13/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-9
   05/27/09 Ratified R 61
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 27
S 0302  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO ESTABLISH THE GENERAL EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT
(GED) PILOT PROGRAM TO ALLOW STUDENTS, AGES SIXTEEN
THROUGH NINETEEN, CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN A HIGH SCHOOL
AND WHO ARE ONE TO TWO YEARS BEHIND IN HIGH SCHOOL GRAD-
UATION REQUIREMENTS, THE OPPORTUNITY TO REMAIN A HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT WHILE RECEIVING APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTION
TO RECEIVE A GED DIPLOMA.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
S 0303  General Bill, By Massey and Ryberg
Similar (H 3316)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY DESIGNATING SECTION 59-53-1610 AS SUBARTICLE 1 AND ENTI-
TLED “GENERAL PROVISIONS”; AND BY ADDING SUBARTICLE 2 TO
ARTICLE 19, CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE CRE-
ATION OF THE AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
S 0304  General Bill, By Leatherman, Alexander, Land, Campsen and
Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-760 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
REVENUE BONDS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROCEEDS OF LOCAL
ACCOMMODATIONS FEES, HOSPITALITY FEES, AND STATE ACCOM-
MODATIONS FEES MAY BE PLEDGED AS SECURITY, AND TO AMEND
SECTION 6-4-10, RELATING TO STATE ACCOMMODATIONS FEES, TO54
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPROVIDE THAT FEES ALLOCATED FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOT-
ING TOURISM MAY NOT BE PLEDGED AS SECURITY.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-13
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-12
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
   04/01/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-106
   04/02/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-48
   05/12/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-57
   05/13/09 House Amended HJ-24
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-25
   05/14/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-31
   05/14/09 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-56
   05/20/09 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Edge, Cobb-Hunter, and Loftis HJ-6
   05/20/09 Senate Conference committee appointed O’Dell, McGill, and
Mulvaney SJ-16
   06/16/09 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-98
   06/16/09 Senate Free conference committee appointed O’Dell, McGill, and
Mulvaney SJ-98
   06/16/09 Senate Free conference report adopted SJ-98
   06/16/09 House Free conference powers rejected HJ-159
S 0305  Concurrent Resolution, By Cromer, Campsen, Bryant, Bright,
Campbell, Peeler, Davis, Fair, Ryberg, L. Martin, McGill, Thomas, Grooms,
Shoopman, Knotts, Rankin, Alexander and S. Martin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT PRESIDENT
BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA RESCIND HIS EXECUTIVE ORDERS TO
CLOSE THE GUANTANAMO BAY DETENTION FACILITIES SO THAT
THE TERRORISTS HOUSED IN THE FACILITIES CAN POSE NO THREAT
TO THE UNITED STATES OR THE WORLD AT LARGE AND TO REQUEST
THAT DETAINEES NOT BE RELOCATED TO THE UNITED STATES
NAVAL CONSOLIDATED BRIG IN CHARLESTON.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-14
   01/29/09 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-14
   01/29/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-14
   01/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/18/09 Senate Recommitted to Committee on General SJ-19
S 0306  General Bill, By McConnell
Similar (H 3890, H 3948)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-130 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN THE DEFINITION OF
“EMPLOYEE” LEGAL IMMIGRANTS AND ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS, SO
LONG AS THE EMPLOYER WAS NOT AWARE OF THE IMMIGRANT’S
ILLEGAL STATUS PRIOR TO THE EMPLOYEE’S INJURY; TO AMEND
SECTION 42-1-360, SO AS TO EXCLUDE FROM WORKERS’ COMPENSA-
TION ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS WHOSE ILLEGAL STATUS WAS KNOWN
TO THE EMPLOYER AT THE TIME OF THE IMMIGRANTS’ HIRE AND
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS WHOM THE EMPLOYER DISCOVERS THE
ILLEGAL STATUS DURING EMPLOYMENT BUT BEFORE INJURY AND
TO RESTRICT RECOVERY IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES TO PROVISIONS
IN CHAPTER 10, TITLE 41; AND TO AMEND SECTION 41-10-10, SO AS
TO INCLUDE IN “WAGES” MEDICAL PAYMENTS PROVIDED TO ILLE-
GAL IMMIGRANTS EXCLUDED FROM WORKERS’ COMPENSATION.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0307  General Bill, By McConnell and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-710 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, SO AS TO REQUIRE A PERSON WHO PRES-
ENTS HIMSELF TO VOTE TO PRODUCE A VALID SOUTH CAROLINA
DRIVER’S LICENSE OR OTHER IDENTIFICATION WITH A PHOTO-
GRAPH ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES; TO
AMEND SECTION 7-5-120, SO AS TO DISQUALIFY A PERSON FROM
BEING REGISTERED OR VOTING IF HE HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF
VOTING MORE THAN ONCE IN AN ELECTION; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 7-25-110, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR AN INDIVID-
UAL WHO VOTES FOR THE SAME OFFICE IN THE SAME ELECTION
MORE THAN ONCE.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-15
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0308  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-620, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATED TO ASSAULT AND BATTERY WITH INTENT TO
KILL, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON CONVICTED OF
ASSAULT AND BATTERY WITH INTENT TO KILL SHALL BE PUNISHED
BY IMPRISONMENT FOR NOT LESS THAN A MANDATORY MINIMUM
OF TEN YEARS TO IMPRISONMENT FOR LIFE.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-15
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0309  General Bill, By Thomas and Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TERMS OF MAGISTRATES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE A MAGISTRATE’S OFFICE BECOMES VACANT ON THE DATE
AND TIME HIS TERM EXPIRES, AND A MAGISTRATE WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES MAY NOT CONTINUE TO HOLD OVER THE OFFICE IN A DE
FACTO CAPACITY PENDING APPOINTMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
HIS SUCCESSOR OR HIS REAPPOINTMENT TO ANOTHER TERM.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-15
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0310  General Bill, By Thomas
Similar (S 0411, H 3022)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 22, TITLE 17 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “UNIFORM EXPUNGEMENT OF CRIMINAL RECORDS ACT”, TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE WHICH MUST BE FOLLOWED REGARDING
APPLICATIONS FOR EXPUNGEMENT OF ALL CRIMINAL RECORDS,
AND TO AUTHORIZE EACH SOLICITOR’S OFFICE IN THE STATE TO
ADMINISTER THE PROCEDURE; TO AMEND SECTION 17-1-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DESTRUCTION OF THE RECORDS OF
CRIMINAL CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN DISMISSED, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON WHO RETAINS CERTAIN TERMS CONTAINED IN
A RECORD OF A CHARGE THAT HAS BEEN DISCHARGED OR DIS-
MISSED IS IN CONTEMPT OF COURT; TO AUTHORIZE THE CODE COM-
MISSIONER TO CHANGE CERTAIN REFERENCES; BY ADDING
SECTION 17-1-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
COURT ADMINISTRATION SHALL INCLUDE ON ALL BOND PAPER-
WORK AND COURTESY SUMMONS A NOTICE THAT INFORMS A PER-
SON OF HIS RIGHT TO FILE AN APPLICATION TO HAVE A RECORD
EXPUNGED; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-910, RELATING TO THE
EXPUNGEMENT OF CRIMINAL RECORDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
RECORD OF CERTAIN FIRST OFFENSE CONVICTIONS FOR CRIMINAL
OFFENSES TRANSFERRED FROM GENERAL SESSIONS COURT MAY BE
EXPUNGED; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-920, RELATING TO A PERSON
CONVICTED AS A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER, SO AS TO REVISE THE
PERIOD OF TIME A PERSON CONVICTED AS A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER55
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMUST WAIT BEFORE HE MAY APPLY TO HAVE HIS CRIMINAL RECORD
EXPUNGED; TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-450, RELATING TO THE CON-
DITIONAL DISCHARGE OF A CONVICTION FOR CERTAIN ILLEGAL
DRUG OFFENSES, SO AS TO REVISE THE AGE OF A PERSON WHO IS
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0311  General Bill, By Thomas and Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TERMS OF MAGISTRATES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE A MAGISTRATE FROM GREENVILLE COUNTY WHOSE TERM
HAS EXPIRED MAY NOT CONTINUE TO HOLD THE OFFICE IN A HOLD
OVER DE FACTO CAPACITY PENDING APPOINTMENT AND QUALIFI-
CATION OF HIS SUCCESSOR, AND TO PROVIDE A MAGISTRATE’S
OFFICE IN GREENVILLE COUNTY BECOMES VACANT ON THE DATE
AND TIME THE TERM OF THE MAGISTRATE HOLDING THE OFFICE
EXPIRES.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-17
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0312  General Bill, By Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE SALE OF
PLASTIC, METAL, OR BRASS KNUCKLES AND PROVIDE A PENALTY;
TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-405, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEF-
INITION OF “WEAPON” AND THE CONFISCATION OF CERTAIN WEAP-
ONS INVOLVED IN A CRIME, SO AS TO EXPAND THE DEFINITION OF
“WEAPON” TO INCLUDE PLASTIC, METAL, OR BRASS KNUCKLES; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-23-430, RELATING TO CARRYING WEAPONS ON
SCHOOL PROPERTY, SO AS TO INCLUDE PLASTIC, METAL, OR BRASS
KNUCKLES IN THE PROHIBITION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-460,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPONS, SO
AS TO REMOVE THE EXCEPTION FOR METAL KNUCKLES.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-17
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0313  General Bill, By Rose
A BILL TO DESIGNATE SECTIONS 2-15-10 THROUGH 2-15-120 OF CHAP-
TER 15, TITLE 2, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELAT-
ING TO THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL AS ARTICLE 1; AND TO
AMEND CHAPTER 15, TITLE 2, BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 SO AS TO
ESTABLISH THE OFFICE OF PROGRAM POLICY ANALYSIS AND GOV-
ERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES
AND FUNCTION OF THIS OFFICE.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-17
S 0314  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 14 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO MISDEMEANOR TRAFFIC OFFENSES AND NONTRAFFIC VIO-
LATIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 14-1-240, TO IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL
FIVE DOLLAR SURCHARGE ON ALL FINES, FORFEITURES, ESCHEAT-
MENTS, OR OTHER MONETARY PENALTIES FOR MISDEMEANOR
TRAFFIC OFFENSES OR FOR NONTRAFFIC VIOLATIONS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE SURCHARGE SHALL BE USED TO FUND TRAINING AT
THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0315  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-635, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSAULT AND BATTERY UPON CERTAIN
MEDICAL, FIREFIGHTER, AND HEALTHCARE PERSONNEL, SO AS TO
INCLUDE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS IN THE PURVIEW OF THE
OFFENSE AND TO DEFINE THE TERM “CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CER” FOR PURPOSES OF THE OFFENSE.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0316  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Verdin, McConnell, Bright, L. Martin,
Campbell, Hayes, Grooms, Rose, Fair, Cromer, Ryberg, Bryant, S. Martin,
O’Dell, Mulvaney, Shoopman, Massey and Williams
Similar (H 3305)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1,
ARTICLE II OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO ELECTIONS BY SECRET BALLOT AND PROTECTION OF
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GUARAN-
TEE OF THE RIGHT TO VOTE BY SECRET BALLOT APPLIES IN
REQUIRED DESIGNATIONS OR AUTHORIZATIONS FOR EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATION.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
S 0317  Joint Resolution, By Fair
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO SUSPEND THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN
ACT 295 OF 2008, RELATING TO DENTAL TECHNOLOGICAL WORK,
UNTIL JANUARY 1, 2010.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-19
   02/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-11
   02/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-32
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-117
S 0318  General Bill, By Cromer and Sheheen
Similar (H 3626)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-195 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO BUS SAFETY STANDARDS, TO PROVIDE THAT FORMER CHARTER
BUSES ARE EXEMPT FROM THE REQUIRED STANDARDS WHEN
OWNED AND OPERATED BY A SCHOOL DISTRICT.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-19
   05/07/09 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-14
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-14
S 0319  General Bill, By Leventis, Rose, Malloy, Davis, Lourie and Hayes
Similar (H 3411)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, BY ADDING CHAPTER 46 SO AS TO ENACT THE “INTERSTATE
COMPACT ON EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR MILITARY CHIL-
DREN”, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR MAY EXECUTE THE COM-
PACT WITH OTHER COMPACT STATES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION IS THE COMPACT COMMISSIONER
OF THIS STATE, TO ESTABLISH A COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL OPPOR-
TUNITY FOR MILITARY CHILDREN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COUNCIL’S
MEMBERSHIP, APPOINTMENTS, TERMS, QUORUM, LEADERSHIP, FILL-
ING OF VACANCIES, AND POWERS AND DUTIES, AND TO PROVIDE
THE TERMS OF THE COMPACT.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-19
   02/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-5
   02/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected56
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-31
   05/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-10
S 0320  General Bill, By Malloy and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 85 TO TITLE 15 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA FALSE CLAIMS ACT” PROVIDING FOR DEFINITIONS OF
CERTAIN TERMS, LIABILITY FOR FALSE OR FRAUDULENT CLAIMS
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, PROCEDURES FOR CIVIL
ACTIONS FOR FALSE CLAIMS, THE PROCEDURE AND CONTENTS OF
CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMANDS, AND CREATING THE STATE FALSE
CLAIMS ACT INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION FUND.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0321  General Bill, By Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-1525 SO AS TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM SPEED
LIMITS FOR STATE-OPERATED MOTOR VEHICLES.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-20
S 0322  Concurrent Resolution, By Ford
Similar (S 0357)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA STATE PORTS AUTHORITY AND THE MARITIME COMMUNITY
FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE’S ECONOMY, FOR THE
SIGNIFICANT ROLE PORTS PLAY IN ADVANCING SOUTH CAROLINA’S
POSITION IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY, AND FOR THE RENEWED COM-
MITMENT TO COOPERATION AND INVOLVEMENT BY MANY IN THE
MARITIME COMMUNITY TO FOCUS OUR PORT SYSTEM ON REGAIN-
ING MARKET SHARE FOR OUR STATE.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced SJ-20
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-20
S 0323 (Rat # 0062, Act #  0028)  General Bill, By Thomas
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LICENSING OF A CAPTIVE
INSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A CAPTIVE INSURANCE
COMPANY FROM WRITING WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE
ON A DIRECT BASIS, AND TO AUTHORIZE AN ADDITIONAL PROCESS-
ING FEE FOR AN APPLICATION TO BE CHARGED AS DETERMINED
APPROPRIATE BY THE DIRECTOR OR HIS DESIGNEE GIVEN THE
NATURE OF THE APPLICATION BEING INVESTIGATED; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-90-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CAPITALIZATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE A REDUCTION IN REQUIRED TRUST FUNDS FOR A
BRANCH CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY THAT POSTS SECURITY
FOR LOSS RESERVES ON BRANCH BUSINESS TO A FRONT COMPANY;
TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-55, RELATING TO INCORPORATION OF A
CAPTIVE REINSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO CHANGE MANDATORY
TO PRECATORY CONSIDERATION BY THE DIRECTOR OF FACTORS IN
ARRIVING AT A FINDING; TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-60, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO INCORPORATION OPTIONS AND REQUIRE-
MENTS OF CERTAIN TYPES OF CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES, SO
AS TO CHANGE MANDATORY TO PRECATORY CONSIDERATION BY
THE DIRECTOR OF FACTORS IN ARRIVING AT A FINDING; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-90-70, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REPORTS REQUIRED
TO BE SUBMITTED BY A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY TO THE
DIRECTOR, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO GRANT AN
EXTENSION OR WAIVE THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION; TO
AMEND SECTION 38-90-75, RELATING TO DISCOUNTING OF LOSS AND
LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSE RESERVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
SECTION APPLIES TO A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY, DELETE
THE MANNER IN WHICH THE RESERVES WERE DISCOUNTED, AND
PROVIDE THAT THIS PROCESS MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH PRIOR
WRITTEN APPROVAL BY THE DIRECTOR; TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-
80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO INSPECTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS
OF A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO INCREASE FROM
THREE TO FIVE YEARS THE INTERVAL OF THE INSPECTIONS AND
EXAMINATIONS AND AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO WAIVE THE
REQUIREMENT FOR A VISIT TO CERTAIN COMPANIES; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-90-90, RELATING TO SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF
THE LICENSE OF A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO IMPOSE A FINE INSTEAD OF REVOK-
ING OR SUSPENDING A LICENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-130,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COM-
PANY FROM PARTICIPATING IN A PLAN, POOL, ASSOCIATION, OR
GUARANTY OR INSOLVENCY FUND, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE A COM-
PANY TO PARTICIPATE IN A POOL FOR THE PURPOSE OF COMMER-
CIAL RISK SHARING UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-90-180, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY
OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES, SO
AS TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTERS 26 AND 27 APPLICABLE
TO CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-440,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LICENSING OF A SPECIAL PURPOSE
FINANCIAL CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
BASIS FOR CALCULATING A PROCESSING FEE, AND CLARIFY THAT
SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS BASED ON A MINIMUM FEE OF TWELVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS IS PAYABLE UPON FILING OF THE APPLICA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-450, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE ORGANIZATION REQUIREMENTS OF A SPECIAL PURPOSE FINAN-
CIAL CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO CHANGE FROM
MANDATORY TO PRECATORY CONSIDERATION BY THE DIRECTOR
WHEN ISSUING A CERTIFICATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-90-560,
RELATING TO EXAMINATIONS BY THE DIRECTOR OF A SPECIAL PUR-
POSE FINANCIAL CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY, SO AS TO
INCREASE FROM THREE TO FIVE YEARS THE INTERVAL THAT A COM-
PANY MUST BE INSPECTED AND DELETE THE AUTHORITY OF THE
DIRECTOR TO ENLARGE THE PERIOD OF INSPECTION UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.  - ratified title
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-21
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-12
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-37
   04/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   04/15/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-18
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-8
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-26
   05/21/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-12
   05/27/09 Ratified R 62
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 28
S 0324  Joint Resolution, By Malloy, Leventis, Lourie, Bryant, Courson,
Scott, Williams, Davis and Cleary
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO IMPOSE A MORATORIUM ON THE CONSID-
ERATION OF PERMIT APPLICATIONS, REQUESTS TO EXPAND OR
REPLACE EXISTING LANDFILLS, AND THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS57
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSFOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW LANDFILLS IN THE STATE UNTIL
DECEMBER 31, 2010.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-21
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-17
   03/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 Senate Amended SJ-25
   03/31/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   04/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
S 0325  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Elliott,
Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman, Leventis,
Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell,
McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose,
Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin, Williams and
Davis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MAJOR GEORGE
BOOTH, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE OF
THE TACTICAL OPERATIONS  UNIT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT
IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-21
   01/28/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-21
S 0326  General Bill, By Davis and Pinckney
A BILL TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE BEAU-
FORT COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO IMPOSE AN IMPACT FEE ON
ANY DEVELOPER FOR EACH NEW RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNIT
CONSTRUCTED BY THE DEVELOPER WITHIN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS MAY ONLY BE USED FOR THE CON-
STRUCTION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION FACILITIES FOR GRADES K-12
WITHIN THE DISTRICT AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND
INTEREST ON EXISTING OR NEW BONDS ISSUED BY THE DISTRICT,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE IMPACT FEE SHALL BE SET AT AN
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED THE COST THAT EACH ADDITIONAL
DWELLING UNIT IMPOSES ON THE SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR PUBLIC
EDUCATION FACILITIES.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   01/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   04/21/09 Senate Committed to delegation from Beaufort County SJ-37
S 0327  General Bill, By Pinckney
A BILL TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR THE JASPER
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO IMPOSE AN IMPACT FEE ON ANY
DEVELOPER FOR EACH NEW RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNIT CON-
STRUCTED BY THE DEVELOPER WITHIN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS MAY ONLY BE USED FOR THE CON-
STRUCTION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION FACILITIES FOR GRADES K-12
WITHIN THE DISTRICT AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND
INTEREST ON EXISTING OR NEW BONDS ISSUED BY THE DISTRICT,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE IMPACT FEE SHALL BE SET AT AN
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED THE COST THAT EACH ADDITIONAL
DWELLING UNIT IMPOSES ON THE SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR PUBLIC
EDUCATION FACILITIES.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   01/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   02/11/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-30
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-19
S 0328  General Bill, By Verdin, Grooms, Cromer, Campbell, Bright, Bryant
and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-5-60 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
INOCULATING PETS AGAINST RABIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THESE INOCULATIONS MUST BE ADMINISTERED BY A LICENSED
VETERINARIAN OR SOMEONE UNDER THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF
A LICENSED VETERINARIAN.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-5
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-14
S 0329  General Bill, By Fair and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 24 OF THE 1976
CODE BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-580, TO PROHIBIT THE DISCLOSURE
OF THE IDENTITY OF MEMBERS OF AN EXECUTION TEAM AND TO
ALLOW FOR CIVIL PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION OF THE SECTION,
AND BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-590, TO PROHIBIT LICENSING AGEN-
CIES FROM TAKING ANY ACTION TO REVOKE, SUSPEND, OR DENY A
LICENSE TO ANY PERSON WHO PARTICIPATES ON AN EXECUTION
TEAM.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-5
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Corrections and Penology
SJ-15
   03/24/09 Senate Amended SJ-27
   03/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
S 0330  Joint Resolution, By Leventis
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE BUDGET AND CON-
TROL BOARD SHALL SERVE AS THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF
THE STATE FOR PURPOSES OF THE RECEIPT AND DISBURSEMENT OF
FEDERAL FUNDS PURSUANT TO THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND
REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Thomas (ch), Land, Ryberg
S 0331  Joint Resolution, By McConnell and Williams
Similar (H 3353)
A JOINT RESOLUTION A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ADOPT REVISED
CODE VOLUME 21 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, TO THE EXTENT OF ITS CONTENTS, AS THE ONLY GENERAL
PERMANENT STATUTORY LAW OF THE STATE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0332  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3335)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 6-1-530 AND 6-1-730, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
USES ALLOWED FOR THE REVENUE OF THE LOCAL ACCOMMODA-
TIONS AND LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX, SO AS TO INCREASE FROM
TWENTY TO FIFTY PERCENT, IN COUNTIES IN WHICH LESS THAN
NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN STATE ACCOMMODATIONS
TAX IS COLLECTED ANNUALLY, THE AMOUNT OF THE REVENUE OF58
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE LOCAL TAXES THAT MAY BE USED FOR OPERATIONS AND MAIN-
TENANCE.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-15
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
S 0333  General Bill, By Campsen, Campbell, Grooms and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-711 TO DESIGNATE THE BOTTLENOSE DOL-
PHIN AS THE OFFICIAL STATE MARINE MAMMAL OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0334  General Bill, By Campsen, Grooms, Rose and Campbell
A BILL TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTION REFORM ACT”;
TO AMEND SECTION 7-1-60 OF 1976 CODE, RELATING TO EACH
OFFICE AS A SEPARATE AND DISTINCT OFFICE, TO PROVIDE THAT A
CANDIDATE’S NAME MAY ONLY APPEAR ON THE BALLOT ONCE FOR
THE SAME OFFICE; TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-72, RELATING TO POLL
MANAGERS, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DISQUALIFICATIONS FOR A PER-
SON TO BE APPOINTED A POLL MANAGER, TO PROVIDE THAT PER-
SONS APPOINTED AS POLL MANAGERS SHOULD BE FAIRLY
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE TWO LARGEST POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE
COUNTY TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, AND TO ALLOW POLL MANAG-
ERS TO SERVE LESS THAN THE ENTIRE TIME THE POLLS ARE OPEN;
TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-410, TO REQUIRE AN EARLY VOTING PRE-
CINCT IN EACH COUNTY TO ALLOW ELECTORS TO VOTE DURING
THE FOUR WEEKS PRECEDING AN ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-
13-710, RELATING TO THE IDENTIFICATION A PERSON MUST PRESENT
IN ORDER TO VOTE, TO REQUIRE A PERSON TO PRESENT PHOTO
IDENTIFICATION OR EXECUTE AN AFFIDAVIT INDICATING THAT THE
PERSON HAS A RELIGIOUS OBJECTION TO BEING PHOTOGRAPHED;
TO AMEND SECTIONS 7-25-20, 7-25-70, AND 7-25-120, ALL RELATING
TO VIOLATIONS OF THE ELECTION LAWS, TO PROVIDE THAT A FIRST
OFFENSE IS A MISDEMEANOR AND ANY SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT
OFFENSE IS A FELONY, AND TO IMPOSE UNIFORM PENALTIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 7-25-110, RELATING TO VOTING TWICE IN ONE
ELECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFENSE MUST BE DONE KNOW-
INGLY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO
CAST A VOTE FOR ANY OFFICE IN THIS STATE FOR WHICH RESI-
DENCY IN A PARTICULAR PRECINCT OR DISTRICT IS REQUIRED IF
THE PERSON HAS VOTED IN OR INTENDS TO VOTE FOR ANOTHER
SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OFFICE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-25-
190, RELATING TO GENERAL OFFENSES AGAINST THE ELECTION
LAWS, TO PROVIDE FOR A UNIFORM FINE.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0335  General Bill, By Sheheen, Bryant and Rose
Similar (S 0116, H 3043, H 3051, H 3057, H 3077)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-17-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF PUBLIC
FUNDS TO EMPLOY OR CONTRACT WITH A PERSON WHOSE ACTIVI-
TIES INCLUDE THOSE RELATED TO LOBBYING AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0336  General Bill, By Grooms, Bright, L. Martin, S. Martin, Fair, Verdin
and Thomas
Similar (H 3416)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 23, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO REGULATING TRAFFIC ON HIGHWAYS, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 56-5-3010 TO ESTABLISH THE CRIME OF CAUSING
DEATH BY VEHICLE WHILE DRIVING ILLEGALLY; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 56-5-3020 TO ESTABLISH THE CRIME OF CAUSING GREAT
BODILY HARM BY VEHICLE WHILE DRIVING ILLEGALLY AND TO
PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0337  General Bill, By Cleary, Peeler and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPEALS FROM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL DECISIONS GIVING RISE TO CON-
TESTED CASES, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
REVIEW OF CERTIFICATE OF NEED DECISIONS AND CONTESTED
CASE HEARINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-130, RELATING TO THE
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN THE STATE CERTIFICATE OF NEED
AND HEALTH FACILITY LICENSURE ACT, SO AS TO REVISE, DELETE,
AND ADD CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-150,
RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT IN CARRYING OUT THE
PURPOSES OF THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM, SO AS TO FUR-
THER SPECIFY THE ESTABLISHMENT AND COLLECTION OF FEES FOR
THIS PROGRAM, INCLUDING THE DEPARTMENT RETAINING FEES IN
EXCESS OF SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THIS PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-160,
RELATING TO ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A
CERTIFICATE OF NEED, SO AS TO REVISE AND ELIMINATE CERTAIN
ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE CERTIFICATE OF
NEED PROCESS, SO AS TO REVISE, ELIMINATE, AND ADD TO THESE
EXEMPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-180, RELATING TO THE COM-
POSITION OF THE HEALTH PLANNING COMMITTEE, SO AS TO ADD
TWO MEMBERS TO THE COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-190,
RELATING TO PROJECT REVIEW CRITERIA USED IN THE CERTIFICATE
OF NEED PROCESS, SO AS TO PRESCRIBE THE USE OF WEIGHTED CRI-
TERIA; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-200, RELATING TO THE APPLICA-
TION PROCESS FOR A CERTIFICATE OF NEED, SO AS TO CORRECT
PROVISIONS INCONSISTENT WITH CURRENT STATE LAW AND TO
PROHIBIT OFFICIALS FROM COMMUNICATING WITH THE DEPART-
MENT ONCE A CERTIFICATE OF NEED APPLICATION HAS BEEN FILED;
TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-210, RELATING TO CERTIFICATE OF NEED
REVIEW PROCEDURES, SO AS TO REVISE THESE PROCEDURES AND
TO FURTHER SPECIFY REVIEW AND CONTESTED CASE PROCEDURES
FOR CERTIFICATE OF NEED CASES; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-220,
RELATING TO JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL BOARD DECISIONS, SO AS TO COR-
RECT PROCEDURES INCONSISTENT WITH CURRENT LAW AND TO
FURTHER PROVIDE FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW COURT CERTIFICATE OF NEED DECISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
44-7-230, RELATING TO VARIOUS REQUIREMENTS FOR AND LIMITA-
TIONS OF A CERTIFICATE OF NEED, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CER-
TIFICATE OF NEED IS VALID FOR ONE YEAR FROM ISSUANCE,
RATHER THAN FOR SIX MONTHS AND TO PROVIDE THAT EXTEN-
SIONS MAY BE GRANTED FOR NINE MONTHS, RATHER THAN FOR SIX
MONTHS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-260, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
CERTAIN FACILITIES AND SERVICES REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SO
AS TO DELETE CHIROPRACTIC INPATIENT FACILITIES AND TO ADD
BIRTHING CENTERS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-270, RELATING TO
ANNUAL HEALTH FACILITY LICENSURE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE
DEPARTMENT TO PRESCRIBE IN REGULATION PERIODS FOR LICEN-
SURE AND RENEWAL AND TO AUTHORIZE IMPOSING AN ADDI-59
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTIONAL FEE FOR FACILITY INSPECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-
280, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF HEALTH FACILITY LICENSES BY
THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO PRO-
VIDE IN REGULATION FOR PERIODS OF LICENSURE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-7-315, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DISCLOSURE OF
INFORMATION OBTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT THROUGH HEALTH
LICENSING, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-7-320, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR THE DENIAL, SUS-
PENSION, OR REVOCATION OF LICENSES AND THE IMPOSITION OF
FINES, SO AS TO ALLOW BOTH SANCTIONS AGAINST A LICENSE AND
THE IMPOSITION OF A FINE; BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-225 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT SHALL CONSIDER
THE SOUTH CAROLINA HEALTH PLAN IN EFFECT WHEN A CERTIFI-
CATE OF NEED APPLICATION WAS FILED AND MAY CONSIDER THE
PLAN IN EFFECT WHEN MAKING ITS DECISION; BY ADDING SECTION
44-7-285 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH CARE FACILITIES TO NOTIFY
THE DEPARTMENT OF CHANGE IN FACILITY OWNERSHIP; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 44-7-296 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO
ENTER ALL LICENSED AND UNLICENSED HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
TO INSPECT FOR COMPLIANCE WITH STATE LAW; AND TO REPEAL
SECTION 44-7-185 RELATING TO A TASK FORCE UNDER THE HEALTH
CARE PLANNING AND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, TO STUDY HEART
SURGERY AND THERAPEUTIC HEART CATHETERIZATIONS.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   03/05/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-5
   03/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/24/09 Senate Special order, set for March 24, 2009 SJ-37
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-93
   03/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-93
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-93
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
   04/01/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
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Municipal Affairs HJ-74
S 0338  General Bill, By Elliott and Rose
Similar (S 0018)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLES 108 AND 109 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS
AND BRONZE STAR WITH VALOR DEVICE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
S 0339  General Bill, By Rankin, Leatherman, Malloy and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-410 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE APPOINTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE JOINT TRANSPORTATION REVIEW COMMITTEE
MUST SCREEN AND NOMINATE CANDIDATES FOR APPOINTMENT TO
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION TO THE GOVERNOR, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE SECRETARY MAY BE REMOVED ONLY FOR CAUSE, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY IS APPOINTED TO A SIX-YEAR
TERM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY IS THE SUBJECT OF
AN ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND EVALUATION BY THE
JOINT TRANSPORTATION REVIEW COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SECTION
57-1-430, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY HAS A DUTY TO THE
CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO EXECUTE THE POWERS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF HIS OFFICE IN THE MANNER THAT IS MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE NEEDS AND DESIRES OF THE PUBLIC AND
RESULTS IN THE MOST TIMELY, ECONOMICAL, AND SUCCESSFUL
PLANNING, CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, OPERATION OF, AND
ADDITION TO THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 57-1-730, TO PROVIDE FOR THE SCREENING PROCEDURE FOR
THE SECRETARY, TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW
AND EVALUATION OF THE SECRETARY, TO PROVIDE FOR AN
ANNUAL EVALUATION OF THE COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE OFFICE OF SECRETARY IS VACANT AND THAT THE SCREENING
PROCESS FOR A NEW SECRETARY MUST COMMENCE AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE.
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
S 0340  Resolution, By S. Martin, Peeler, Reese and Bright
Similar (H 3472)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE TO MRS. EUDORA “DODIE” GRAHAM, OF
SPARTANBURG COUNTY, FOR HER NINETEEN YEARS OF DEDICATED
VOLUNTEER SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE SPARTANBURG
COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION BOARD.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0341  Resolution, By Campsen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MR. TOM LEE, PRINCIPAL OF
JAMES B. EDWARDS ELEMENTARY IN MOUNT PLEASANT, SOUTH
CAROLINA, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL
HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0342  General Bill, By Knotts, Campbell, Rose, Leventis, Cromer and
McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-77-285 SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE POLICIES TO INCLUDE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF COVER-
AGE FOR TOWING AN AUTOMOBILE THAT IS ABANDONED OR
ORDERED TOWED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-4
S 0343  Concurrent Resolution, By Lourie and Knotts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE SOUTH CAROLINA
BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD TO REQUIRE ALL AGENCIES WITH
INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORITY PURSUANT TO THE OMNIBUS ADULT
PROTECTION ACT, OR ANY FEDERAL STATUTE, TO MAKE THEIR
CASES OF ABUSE, NEGLECT, AND EXPLOITATION OF VULNERABLE
ADULTS WHICH WERE SUBSTANTIATED OR RESULTED IN CRIMINAL
CONVICTIONS AVAILABLE ON THE STATE’S WEBSITE IN A FORMAT
TO BE DEVELOPED BY THE ADULT PROTECTION COORDINATING
COUNCIL.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
   03/11/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Finance SJ-30
   03/11/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Judiciary SJ-30
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   04/23/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-35
   04/28/09 Senate Amended SJ-43
   04/29/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-34
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 House Introduced HJ-198
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-199
S 0344  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM
SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS FOR PUR-60
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT, SO AS TO
ALLOW A DEDUCTION OF OTHERWISE TAXABLE MILITARY PAY AND
ALLOWANCES OF A RESIDENT OF THIS STATE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN
THE ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES AND TO PHASE IN THIS
DEDUCTION OVER FOUR YEARS.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0345 (Rat # 0063, Act #  0029)  General Bill, By Leatherman
Similar (H 3357, H 3406)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LEAVES OF ABSENCE TO BE AN ORGAN
DONOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE NUMBER OF DAYS A PERSON
MAY MISS EACH YEAR TO DONATE THEIR ORGANS MUST BE
COUNTED IN A CALENDAR YEAR INSTEAD OF A FISCAL YEAR; TO
AMEND SECTION 8-11-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POSTING
OF STATE AGENCY JOB VACANCIES WITH THE EMPLOYMENT SECU-
RITY COMMISSION AND THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD
BEFORE THE VACANCY IS FILLED, SO AS TO REVISE AND SIMPLIFY
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR PROVIDING NOTICE OF THE VACANCY,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, REQUIRING POSTING AT LEAST
FIVE DAYS BEFORE THE JOB IS FILLED; BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-33
SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A
STATE EMPLOYEE’S PAY MAY BE WITHHELD; TO AMEND SECTION 8-
11-196, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO HIRING EMPLOYEES TO FILL
TEMPORARY GRANT POSITIONS, SO AS TO APPLY CERTAIN PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS SECTION TO ALL STATE AGENCIES RATHER THAN
ONLY TO PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION; AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE STATE OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES TO AMEND
POLICIES, REGULATIONS, AND PROCESSES AS NEEDED TO IMPLE-
MENT AND TRANSITION TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ENTERPRISE
INFORMATIONAL SYSTEM. - ratified title
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S 0346  General Bill, By Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-330, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THOSE PROJECTS ELIGI-
BLE FOR FUNDING WITH REVENUES OF THE CAPITAL PROJECTS
SALES TAX AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BALLOT AND PROCE-
DURES FOR THE REFERENDUM REQUIRED FOR THE IMPOSITION OF
THE TAX, SO AS TO ALLOW THE REVENUES OF THE TAX TO BE USED
FOR THE ACQUISITION OF INTERESTS IN REAL PROPERTY INCLUD-
ING DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, CON-
SERVATION, BLIGHT REMEDIATION, OR MILITARY BASE
PROTECTION.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0347  General Bill, By S. Martin, Peeler, Reese, Rose, Bright and Verdin
Similar (S 0593)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CARRYING OR DISPLAY-
ING FIREARMS ON PROPERTY OWNED, OPERATED, OR CONTROLLED
BY A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO A PERSON WHO
IS AUTHORIZED TO CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON WHEN THE
WEAPON IS INSIDE A MOTOR VEHICLE; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-
430, RELATING TO THE CARRYING OF WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROP-
ERTY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO A
PERSON WHO IS AUTHORIZED TO CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON
WHEN THE WEAPON IS INSIDE A MOTOR VEHICLE; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 16-23-465, RELATING TO PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A PISTOL OR FIREARM INTO A BUSINESS
THAT SELLS ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVI-
SION THAT REQUIRES THE REVOCATION OF THE CONCEALED
WEAPON PERMIT OF A HOLDER WHO VIOLATES THIS SECTION, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO A PERSON
WHO IS AUTHORIZED TO CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON WHEN THE
WEAPON IS INSIDE A MOTOR VEHICLE.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0348  General Bill, By Fair, Sheheen, S. Martin, Lourie, Shoopman and
Knotts
Similar (H 3436)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-95, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INFLICTION OF GREAT
BODILY INJURY UPON A CHILD, SO AS TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM
TERM OF IMPRISONMENT OF TWO YEARS FOR A PERSON WHO IS
CONVICTED OF THIS OFFENSE AND WHO IS REGISTERED WITH OR
LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES PURSUANT
TO CHILDCARE FACILITIES LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS; TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NO PORTION OF THE SENTENCE MAY BE SUSPENDED;
AND BY ADDING SECTION 63-13-825 SO AS TO REQUIRE FAMILY
CHILDCARE OPERATORS AND CAREGIVERS ANNUALLY TO COM-
PLETE A MINIMUM OF TWO HOURS OF TRAINING APPROVED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minor-
ity unfavorable Judiciary
S 0349  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-7-31 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A TOWING
COMPANY OPERATING WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF A
MUNICIPALITY IS NOT SUBJECT TO A BUSINESS LICENSE TAX
UNLESS THE TOWING COMPANY MAINTAINS A PLACE OF BUSINESS
WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE MUNICIPALITY.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin61
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0350  General Bill, By L. Martin, Cleary, Alexander, Bryant, Campbell,
Davis, Fair, Mulvaney, O’Dell, Peeler, Ryberg, Shoopman and Verdin
A BILL RELATING TO REFORM OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CIVIL JUS-
TICE SYSTEM, BY PROVIDING FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA FAIRNESS
IN CIVIL JUSTICE ACT, TO AMEND CHAPTER 32 OF TITLE 15 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO DAMAGES IN PERSONAL INJURY ACTIONS,
TO PROVIDE LIMITS ON THE AWARD OF NONECONOMIC AND PUNI-
TIVE DAMAGES IN ALL PERSONAL INJURY ACTIONS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR CERTAIN PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS RELATING
TO THE AWARD OF THESE DAMAGES; TO AMEND CHAPTER 7, TITLE 1
OF 1976 CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 1-7-750, TO PROVIDE THE PRI-
VATE ATTORNEY RETENTION SUNSHINE ACT, TO GOVERN THE
RETENTION OF PRIVATE ATTORNEYS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
OR A SOLICITOR, TO PROVIDE TERMS AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE RETAINER AGREEMENT INCLUDING LIMITS ON THE COMPENSA-
TION OF OUTSIDE COUNSEL IN CONTINGENCY FEE CASES; TO
AMEND SECTION 15-3-670, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON ACTIONS
BASED ON UNSAFE OR DEFECTIVE IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROP-
ERTY, TO PROVIDE THAT THE VIOLATION OF A BUILDING CODE DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE PER SE FRAUD, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, OR RECK-
LESSNESS; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 15 OF THE 1976
CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 15-3-160, TO PROVIDE A REBUTTABLE
PRESUMPTION THAT A MANUFACTURER OR SELLER IS NOT LIABLE
FOR A PRODUCT IF IT IS MANUFACTURED OR SOLD IN A MANNER
APPROVED BY A GOVERNMENT AGENCY; TO AMEND CHAPTER 5,
TITLE 15 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 15-5-10, TO PRO-
VIDE REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES TO BRING, MAINTAIN, AND
CERTIFY CLASS ACTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 15-73-10 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE LIABILITY OF A SELLER FOR A DEFECTIVE
PRODUCT, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SELLER IS NOT SUBJECT TO TORT
LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE ONLY CAUSED TO THE PRODUCT ITSELF;
TO AMEND SECTION 18-9-130 OF 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE
EFFECT OF A NOTICE OF APPEAL ON THE EXECUTION OF JUDGMENT,
TO PROVIDE LIMITS FOR APPEAL BONDS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 33-6-
220 AND 33-44-303, RELATING TO CORPORATIONS AND LIMITED LIA-
BILITY COMPANIES, TO PROVIDE THAT A JUDGMENT AGAINST A
CORPORATION OR LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IS A PREREQUISITE
TO AN ALTER EGO CLAIM TO PIERCE THE CORPORATE VEIL; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-5-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO UNFAIR
METHODS OF COMPETITION AND UNFAIR OR DECEPTIVE ACTS OR
PRACTICES, TO PROVIDE ACTIONS OR TRANSACTIONS OTHERWISE
PERMITTED OR REGULATED BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OR ANY OTHER REGULATORY BODY OR OFFICE ACTING UNDER
STATUTORY AUTHORITY OF THIS STATE OR THE UNITED STATES ARE
NOT COVERED BY THE ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 39-5-140, RELATING
TO AN ACTION FOR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF AND UNFAIR OR
DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICE, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON SEEK-
ING DAMAGES MUST SUFFER “OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES” AND TO
DEFINE THIS TERM; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6540, RELATING
TO THE PENALTIES FOR THE MANDATORY USE OF SEATBELTS, TO
PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION MAY BE CONSIDERED IN A CIVIL
ACTION AS EVIDENCE OF COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE OR AS EVI-
DENCE OF FAILURE TO MITIGATE DAMAGES.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0351 (Rat # 0064, Act #  0073)  General Bill, By Grooms, McConnell and
Ford
AN ACT TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 54, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CREATION AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE PORTS AUTHOR-
ITY, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR ITS ESTABLISHMENT AND
ORGANIZATION INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO CLARIFY THAT THE
POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE AUTHORITY ARE EXERCISED BY A
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, TO PROVIDE THAT CANDIDATES FOR
APPOINTMENT MUST POSSESS CERTAIN QUALIFICATIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT CANDIDATES MUST BE SCREENED TO DETERMINE
WHETHER THEY POSSESS THE REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS BEFORE
THEY MAY SERVE ON THE BOARD, TO PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS OF
THE BOARD MAY BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE ONLY FOR CERTAIN
REASONS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD MUST PERFORM AN
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TO
ESTABLISH THAT DIRECTORS HAVE A DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND
ORDINARY CARE WHEN DISCHARGING THEIR DUTIES AS A DIREC-
TOR, AND TO PROHIBIT CONFLICT OF INTEREST TRANSACTIONS; BY
ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 54 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MUST EMPLOY AN EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR OF PORT OPERATIONS AND TO ESTABLISH THE DIRECTOR’S
DUTY TO OPERATE THE PORTS IN A MANNER CONSISTENT WITH THE
MISSION, POLICIES, AND DIRECTION OF THE BOARD; TO AMEND
SECTION 54-3-140, RELATING TO POWERS OF THE PORTS AUTHORITY,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MUST ADOPT
AN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR AUTHORITY OPERATIONS,
TO REQUIRE A LONG-RANGE PORT DEVELOPMENT AND CAPITAL
FINANCING PLAN, TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHORITY MUST CON-
SIDER PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE
OPERATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHORITY SHALL TAKE
REASONABLE STEPS TO ESTABLISH RAIL ACCESS TO PORT FACILI-
TIES; TO AMEND SECTION 54-3-1040, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE FURNISHING
OF THE STATEMENT TO CERTAIN OFFICIALS AND ENTITIES AND ITS
POSTING ON THE AUTHORITY’S WEBSITE; BY ADDING SECTION 54-3-
1060 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHORITY MUST MAINTAIN A
TRANSACTION REGISTER OF ALL FUNDS EXPENDED OVER ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS AND FOR OTHER REQUIREMENTS IN REGARD
TO THE REGISTER; BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 54
SO AS TO ESTABLISH A REVIEW AND OVERSIGHT COMMISSION ON
THE STATE PORTS AUTHORITY AND PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP,
DUTIES, AND POWERS; BY ADDING SECTION 54-3-155 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL FROM THE STATE BUDGET
AND CONTROL BOARD, THE AUTHORITY MAY NOT SELL ANY REAL
PROPERTY OR ANY BUILDINGS, TERMINALS, OR OTHER PERMANENT
STRUCTURES, EXCLUDING EQUIPMENT, APPURTENANT TO REAL
PROPERTY THAT ARE OR MAY BE USED TO CARRY OUT THE PUR-
POSES OF THE AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTION 54-3-110, RELATING
TO STATE HARBORS AND SEAPORTS OPERATED BY THE AUTHORITY,
SO AS TO DELETE A REFERENCE TO PORT ROYAL AND ADD A REFER-
ENCE TO JASPER; TO AMEND SECTION 54-3-130, RELATING TO THE
PURPOSES OF THE AUTHORITY, SO AS TO REVISE REFERENCES TO
THE PORTS IT IS REQUIRED TO DEVELOP; BY ADDING SECTION 54-3-
115 SO AS TO DIRECT THE AUTHORITY TO TAKE ALL ACTION NECES-
SARY TO EXPEDITIOUSLY DEVELOP A PORT IN JASPER COUNTY IN A
SPECIFIED MANNER; BY ADDING SECTION 54-3-117 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE AUTHORITY SHALL TAKE ALL ACTION NECESSARY
TO EXPEDITIOUSLY COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OF A CONTAINER
TERMINAL IN NORTH CHARLESTON; BY ADDING SECTION 54-3-118
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS THE INTENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY THAT THE STATE PORTS AUTHORITY BOARD CONSIDER PUBLIC-
PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS WITH PRIVATE INVESTORS THAT INCREASE
CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN PORT FACILITIES AND IN THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA; BY ADDING SECTION 13-1-1355 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ALL RAILROAD TRACKS, SPURS, EQUIPMENT, AND
OTHER SPECIFIED PROPERTY WHICH ARE NECESSARY FOR THE
OPERATION OF ANY RAILROAD LOCATED ON ANY ’APPLICABLE
FEDERAL MILITARY INSTALLATION’ OR ’APPLICABLE FEDERAL
FACILITY’ AS DEFINED IN SECTION 12-6-3450 MAY NOT BE TRANS-
FERRED WITHOUT THE PRIOR APPROVAL OF THE STATE BUDGET
AND CONTROL BOARD; TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-240, RELATING TO
THE REMOVAL OF OFFICERS BY THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO ARITY TO
THE LIST OF ENTITIES THE GOVERNING BOARD OF WHICH MAY BE
REMOVED BY THE GOVERNOR ONLY FOR CERTAIN REASONS CON-
STITUTING CAUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 54-3-700, RELATING TO CES-62
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSATION OF MARINE TERMINAL OPERATIONS AT PORT ROYAL, SO AS
TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR ITS CESSATION AND THE MANNER IN
WHICH THE PORT ROYAL REAL PROPERTY SHALL BE SOLD; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 54-3-119 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE PORTS
AUTHORITY BOARD IS DIRECTED TO SELL UNDER THOSE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS IT CONSIDERS MOST ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE
AUTHORITY AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ALL REAL PROP-
ERTY IT OWNS ON DANIEL ISLAND AND THOMAS (ST. THOMAS)
ISLAND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER OF SUCH SALE AND DISPO-
SITION, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY ENCOURAGES DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN INTER-
ESTED PARTIES AND THE TOWN OF PORT ROYAL CONCERNING THE
BUILDING OF A BOAT LANDING NORTH OF THE BROAD RIVER IN
BEAUFORT COUNTY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT FUNDS NEGOTIATED
BETWEEN THE TOWN OF PORT ROYAL AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE PORTS AUTHORITY PURSUANT TO SECTION 54-3-700 SHOULD
BE USED TO BUILD THE BOAT LANDING. - ratified title
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HJ-178
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-36
   04/30/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Daning, Crawford, Kennedy,
Bowers, Williams, Sellers, Hart, Hosey, Long, and Bed-
ingfield HJ-54
   05/13/09 House Amended HJ-58
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-76
   05/13/09 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-4 HJ-76
   05/13/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-77
   05/14/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-54
   05/20/09 Senate House amendment amended SJ-31
   05/20/09 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-31
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/21/09 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-55
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-1  Nays-107 HJ-55
   05/21/09 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Peeler, McGill, and Grooms SJ-49
   05/21/09 House Conference committee appointed Reps. Cato, Merrill, and
Miller HJ-59
   05/21/09 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-54
   05/21/09 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-85
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-115  Nays-0 HJ-85
   05/21/09 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-110
   05/27/09 Ratified R 64
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-35  Nays-9
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden Yeas-102  Nays-2 HJ-132
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 73
S 0352  Joint Resolution, By Jackson and Pinckney
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA JOINT
COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL DISTRICT CONSOLIDATION AND TO DIRECT
THE COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY OF THE CURRENT ORGANI-
ZATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS THROUGHOUT SOUTH CAROLINA
AND DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR THE CONSOLIDATION
OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
S 0353  General Bill, By Malloy, Massey and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 39 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 39-1-95, RELATING TO CELLULAR TELEPHONE CON-
TRACTS, TO ALLOW MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMED
FORCES AND MEMBERS OF THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY TO TERMI-
NATE OR SUSPEND CONTRACTS FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONE SER-
VICE UPON A QUALIFYING DEPLOYMENT OR CHANGE OF DUTY
STATION.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
S 0354  General Bill, By Lourie, Jackson, Ford, Williams, Sheheen, Pinckney,
McGill, Malloy and Land
Similar (S 0142)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-320 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PERSONS QUALIFIED TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT, TO ALLOW
ANY PERSON QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SOUTH CAROLINA TO VOTE BY
AN ABSENTEE BALLOT; TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330, RELATING TO
THE APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, TO REMOVE ALL
MENTION OF QUALIFICATIONS TO VOTE ABSENTEE AND ALLOW
THE APPLICATION PROCESS TO BE COMPLETED ONLINE; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-15-340, RELATING TO THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, TO REMOVE ALL MENTION OF REASON
TO VOTE ABSENTEE AND ALLOW THE APPLICATION PROCESS TO BE
COMPLETED ONLINE; TO AMEND CHAPTER 25, TITLE 7 OF THE 1976
CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 7-25-240, RELATING TO OFFENSES
AGAINST ELECTION LAWS, TO MAKE THE UTILIZATION OF THE
ONLINE APPLICATION PROCESS IN AN UNAUTHORIZED ATTEMPT TO
RECEIVE AN ABSENTEE BALLOT IN THE NAME OR VOTER REGISTRA-
TION NUMBER OF ANOTHER A FELONY AND TO SET THE PENALTY
FOR THE OFFENSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-370, RELATING TO
FURNISHING BALLOTS AND ENVELOPES, TO REMOVE ALL MENTION
OF QUALIFICATIONS TO RECEIVE AN ABSENTEE BALLOT.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0355  General Bill, By Lourie, Setzler, Jackson, Ford, Sheheen, Land,
McGill, Scott and Pinckney
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-410 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO ABSENTEE VOTING PRECINCTS, TO REQUIRE THE ESTABLISH-
MENT OF ONE ABSENTEE VOTING PRECINCT PER 100,000 PEOPLE IN
A COUNTY, TO DIRECT THE FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION IN
CHOOSING THE LOCATION OF SUCH PRECINCTS, AND TO DIRECT
THE TIME OF OPERATION FOR SUCH PRECINCTS.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   02/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0356  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 3455)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-51-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE LICENSURE AND
REGULATION OF PODIATRISTS, TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF
“PODIATRY”; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 51, TITLE 40 OF THE 1976
CODE BY ADDING SECTION 40-51-210 TO REQUIRE ANKLE AND SOFT
TISSUE SURGERIES TO BE PERFORMED IN CERTAIN ACCREDITED
FACILITIES AND TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNING DOCUMENTS OF63
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHESE FACILITIES TO ENSURE FULL CLINICAL AND SURGICAL PRIV-
ILEGES TO HOLDERS OF A D.P.M. DEGREE.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-11
S 0357  Concurrent Resolution, By Senate Transportation
Similar (S 0322)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA STATE PORTS AUTHORITY AND THE MARITIME COMMUNITY
FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE’S ECONOMY, FOR THE
SIGNIFICANT ROLE PORTS PLAY IN ADVANCING SOUTH CAROLINA’S
POSITION IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY, FOR THE EXPEDITIOUS PUR-
SUIT OF NEW PORT CAPACITY, AND FOR THE RENEWED COMMIT-
MENT TO COOPERATION AND INVOLVEMENT BY MANY IN THE
MARITIME COMMUNITY TO FOCUS OUR PORT SYSTEM ON REGAIN-
ING MARKET SHARE FOR OUR STATE.
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   02/03/09 House Introduced HJ-13
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-14
S 0358  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 49 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND COORDINATION, TO
ENACT THE WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND COORDINATION
RESTRUCTURING ACT, TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA WATER
PLANNING ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEM-
BERSHIP, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND DUTIES OF THE ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE, TO PROVIDE FOR CONSIDERATIONS THAT THE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT WHEN FULFILLING ITS
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES MUST PROMULGATE THE STATE
WATER PLAN ADOPTED BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE AS REGULA-
TIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES IS CHARGED WITH ENFORCING THE WATER PLAN, TO
ESTABLISH PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE WATER PLAN, TO
PROVIDE A DEADLINE FOR THE ADOPTION OF THE INITIAL WATER
PLAN, AND TO STAGGER THE TERMS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-2
S 0359  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-83 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
PAYROLL DEDUCTION FOR DUES OF THE STATE EMPLOYEES’ ASSO-
CIATION, TO PROVIDE THAT DUES FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA WILD-
LIFE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION MAY BE
DEDUCTED FROM THE COMPENSATION OF STATE EMPLOYEES AND
RETIREES AND PAID OVER TO THIS ASSOCIATION IN THE SAME MAN-
NER OTHER DUES UNDER THIS SECTION ARE DEDUCTED AND PAID
OVER.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-2
S 0360 (Rat # 0065, Act #  0049)  General Bill, By Hayes
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE IMPOSITION OF A ONE PERCENT
CAPITAL PROJECT SALES AND USE TAX BY A COUNTY GOVERNING
BODY, SO AS TO DELETE A REQUIREMENT THAT THE TAX IS TO COL-
LECT A LIMITED AMOUNT OF MONEY; TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-330,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE COUNTY ORDINANCE AND BALLOT
QUESTION FOR THE REFERENDUM REQUIRED, SO AS TO FURTHER
PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THE ORDINANCE AND THE DATES
AND PURPOSES OF THE REFERENDUM; TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-340,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE IMPOSITION AND TERMINATION OF
THE TAX, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE TERMINATION OF A
NEWLY IMPOSED AND A REIMPOSED TAX, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
USE OF THE FUNDS REMAINING AFTER THE PROJECT IS COMPLETED
IF THE TAX IS REIMPOSED AND IF THE TAX IS NOT REIMPOSED; TO
AMEND SECTION 4-10-350, RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION AND
COLLECTION OF THE TAX BY THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT UNPREPARED FOOD ELIGIBLE FOR PURCHASE
WITH USDA FOOD COUPONS IS EXEMPT FROM THE TAX, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR WHEN THESE PROVISIONS TAKE EFFECT. - ratified title
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
   02/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
16
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
   04/30/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-70
   05/13/09 House Amended HJ-18
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-21
   05/13/09 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-7 HJ-21
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-31
   05/14/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-54
   05/27/09 Ratified R 65
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/12/09 Act No. 49
S 0361  General Bill, By Lourie, Campbell, Fair, Elliott, McGill, Nicholson,
Jackson, Ford, Williams, Reese and Pinckney
Similar (H 3358)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-35-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN THE OMNIBUS ADULT PRO-
TECTION ACT, TO REVISE THE DEFINITIONS OF “INVESTIGATIVE
ENTITY” AND “NEGLECT”; TO AMEND SECTION 43-35-40, RELATING
TO REQUIREMENTS OF AN INVESTIGATIVE ENTITY UPON RECEIVING
A REPORT OF ADULT ABUSE, TO FURTHER SPECIFY AND CLARIFY
PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING CASES IN WHICH THERE IS A REA-
SONABLE SUSPICION OF CRIMINAL CONDUCT; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 43-35-85, RELATING TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FAILING TO
REPORT ADULT ABUSE WHEN REQUIRED TO REPORT, TO DELETE
PROVISIONS AUTHORIZING DISCIPLINARY ACTION WHEN A PERSON
WHO HAS REASON TO BELIEVE THAT ABUSE OCCURRED FAILS TO
REPORT AND TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL PENALTIES IF A CAREGIVER,
DUE TO RECKLESS DISREGARD FOR THE HEALTH OR SAFETY OF A
VULNERABLE ADULT, NEGLECTS OR CAUSES GREAT BODILY INJURY
OR DEATH TO A VULNERABLE ADULT.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-3
S 0362  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-11-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO FIREFIGHTERS COVERED UNDER WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
LAW AND THE PRESUMPTION REGARDING IMPAIRMENT OR INJURY
FROM HEART DISEASE AND/OR RESPIRATORY DISEASE, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE IMPAIRMENT OR INJURY IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE ARISEN
OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT IF THEY HAVE SUC-
CESSFULLY PASSED A PHYSICAL EXAM WITHIN THE LAST TEN
YEARS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-464
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/28/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-10
S 0363 (Rat # 0066, Act #  0030)  General Bill, By Alexander
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 23-41-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE
ARSON REPORTING-IMMUNITY ACT, SO AS TO ADD CERTAIN PUBLIC
SAFETY OFFICIALS TO THE LIST OF AGENCIES AUTHORIZED TO
RECEIVE INFORMATION FROM AN INSURANCE COMPANY. - ratified
title
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-16
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   05/12/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-29
   05/27/09 Ratified R 66
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 30
S 0364 (Rat # 0067, Act #  0074)  General Bill, By Alexander
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-9-25 SO AS TO ENACT THE “VOLUNTEER
STRATEGIC ASSISTANCE AND FIRE EQUIPMENT PROGRAM” (V-SAFE)
WHOSE PURPOSE, CONTINGENT UPON THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
APPROPRIATING APPROPRIATE FUNDS, IS TO OFFER GRANTS TO ELI-
GIBLE VOLUNTEER AND COMBINATION FIRE DEPARTMENTS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF PROTECTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND
REGIONAL RESPONSE AREAS FROM INCIDENTS OF FIRE, HAZARD-
OUS MATERIALS, TERRORISM, TO PROVIDE FOR THE SAFETY OF
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS, TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN
TERMS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE
GRANTS. - ratified title
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-16
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
   04/30/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-4
   05/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-7
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-27
   05/27/09 Ratified R 67
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-41  Nays-1
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-141
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 74
S 0365  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3605)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-19-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CANDIDATES FOR ELECTORS OF THE
PRESIDENT AND THE VICE PRESIDENT SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT
THERE MUST BE EIGHT CANDIDATES, TWO TO BE APPOINTED AT
LARGE AND SIX TO BE APPOINTED TO REPRESENT THE SIX CON-
GRESSIONAL DISTRICTS OF THE STATE; TO REQUIRE THAT THE
HIGHEST NUMBER OF VOTES STATEWIDE CONSTITUTES ELECTION
OF THE TWO AT-LARGE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS FOR THAT PARTY
OR PETITION CANDIDATE AND THAT THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF
VOTES IN A CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT CONSTITUTES ELECTION OF
THE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT PRESIDENTIAL ELECTOR OF THAT
PARTY OR PETITION CANDIDATE; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 7-19-80
RELATING TO THE ELECTOR’S DECLARATION OF THE CANDIDATE
FOR WHOM HE WILL VOTE.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0366  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3609)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 7 SO AS TO CREATE THE
ELECTIONS STUDY COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, TO PROVIDE
FOR APPOINTMENT OF ITS MEMBERS AND ELECTION OF ITS CHAIR-
MAN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE TERMS OF ITS MEMBERS, AND TO
REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO MAKE A REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR
AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WITHIN NINETY DAYS OF EACH GEN-
ERAL ELECTION CONTAINING RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE
CITIZEN-INFORMED PARTICIPATION IN THE ELECTORAL PROCESS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0367  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3604)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-275 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT, SEVENTEEN YEARS OF AGE, BE FURNISHED A
VOTER REGISTRATION FORM AND BE INSTRUCTED IN A CLASS-
ROOM ENVIRONMENT OR THROUGH A METHOD APPROVED BY THE
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT TO BE APPRISED OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
VOTING, TO ALLOW A STUDENT TO OPT OUT OF THE PROCESS, TO
REQUIRE A HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRANT BE MAILED A VOTER REGIS-
TRATION CARD BEFORE THE FIRST ELECTION IN WHICH HE IS ELIGI-
BLE TO VOTE, TO PROVIDE THAT A CITIZEN OTHERWISE INELIGIBLE
TO VOTE WHO IS RELEASED FROM INCARCERATION RECEIVE A REG-
ISTRATION FORM WITH A LETTER EXPLAINING THAT HIS VOTING
RIGHTS HAVE BEEN RESTORED AND THAT HE IS ELIGIBLE TO REGIS-
TER AND VOTE, AND TO REQUIRE COUNTY ELECTION BOARDS TO
REGISTER CITIZENS WHO SWEAR OR AFFIRM THE VOTER DECLARA-
TION WITHOUT ADDITIONAL PROOF.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0368  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3606)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-845 SO AS TO DEFINE A “SHORT STATE
BALLOT” AND “SHORT COUNTY BALLOT”, TO ALLOW AN ELECTOR
TO VOTE FOR CANDIDATES IN ANY PRECINCT IN THE STATE OR IN
THE COUNTY IN WHICH HE RESIDES, TO ALLOW A QUALIFIED ELEC-
TOR TO CAST A PROVISIONAL BALLOT IN ANY PRECINCT IN THE
COUNTY IN WHICH HE IS REGISTERED, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE65
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSFOR CASTING THE BALLOT, AND TO PROVIDE HOW THE QUALIFIED
ELECTOR MAY CAST THE BALLOT ONLY FOR OFFICES FOR WHICH
HE IS QUALIFIED.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0369  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3608)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHOR-
ITY CHARGED BY LAW CONDUCTING AN ELECTION SHALL ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS, TO ESTABLISH EARLY VOTING
CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY RESIDENT TO VOTE
OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A
QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY REGISTER TO VOTE AND CAST A BALLOT
DURING THE EARLY VOTING PERIOD, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THESE
LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVI-
SIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0370  General Bill, By Leventis
Similar (H 3607)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POLL MANAGERS AND
ASSISTANTS, SO AS DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT ONE SIXTEEN-
OR SEVENTEEN-YEAR-OLD PERSON MAY BE APPOINTED TO A PRE-
CINCT FOR EVERY TWO REGULAR POLL MANAGERS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0371  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-3-1001, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REQUIRED FILINGS FOR
CLOSING AN ESTATE IN THE PROBATE COURT, SO AS TO ALLOW AN
INTERESTED PERSON TO WAIVE THE FILING OF AN ACCOUNTING, A
PROPOSAL FOR DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS, OR A NOTICE OF THE
RIGHT TO DEMAND A HEARING.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0372  General Bill, By Hayes and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-2-207, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DETERMINATION OF
AN ELECTIVE SHARE OF A SPOUSE, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT AN
INTEREST AS A BENEFICIARY IN A TESTAMENTARY TRUST OR IN
PROPERTY PASSING TO AN INTER VIVOS TRUST THROUGH THE
DECEDENT’S WILL IS A BENEFICIAL INTEREST CHARGEABLE TO THE
ELECTIVE SHARE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 62-7-401, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CREATION OF A TRUST, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
INCLUSION OF A SURVIVING SPOUSE’S BENEFICIAL INTERESTS IN
TRUST PROPERTY IN CALCULATING THE ELECTIVE SHARE.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-108
S 0373  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-80-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO CRIMINAL RECORD CHECKS PRIOR TO
EMPLOYMENT AS A FIREFIGHTER, TO REQUIRE A CHECK OF BOTH
STATE AND FEDERAL HISTORIES AND TO LIMIT THE COSTS OF THESE
CHECKS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-8
S 0374  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POSTING NOTICES CONCERN-
ING THE EMPLOYMENT OF ADULTS AND CHILDREN IN PLACES OF
EMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION REQUIRING
NOTICE TO BE POSTED IN EVERY ROOM WHERE FIVE OR MORE PER-
SONS ARE EMPLOYED; TO AMEND SECTION 41-3-10, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE DIVISION OF LABOR WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION AND TO THE APPOINT-
MENT AND DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS
TO DELETE THE PROVISION ESTABLISHING THE DIVISION OF LABOR;
TO AMEND SECTION 41-3-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGU-
LATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE REFERENCE TO REGULATIONS PER-
TAINING TO THE DIVISION OF LABOR; TO AMEND SECTIONS 41-3-50,
41-3-60, 41-3-100, AND 41-3-120, ALL AS AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO
VARIOUS DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CORRECTIONS; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 41-1-40, 41-1-50, 41-3-80, 41-
15-10, AND 41-15-50; ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 41; CHAPTER 21,
TITLE 41; AND CHAPTER 23, TITLE 41 ALL RELATING TO VARIOUS
OBSOLETE PROVISIONS PERTAINING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-8
   04/23/09 Senate Polled out of committee Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   04/23/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-10
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-183
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-183
S 0375  Resolution, By Rankin
Similar (H 3404)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE LEAH
WILSON HICKMAN, OF FLORENCE, ON BEING CROWNED MISS SUN
FUN 2009 AND WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS IN HER REIGN AND IN ALL
HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0376  Resolution, By Alexander, Leatherman, Campbell, Massey, Peeler, L.
Martin, Elliott, Grooms, Sheheen and S. Martin
Similar (H 3329)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ON
THE CELEBRATION OF ITS SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0377  General Bill, By Scott, Williams, Campsen, Cleary, Sheheen,
Coleman, Rose, Campbell, Cromer, Shoopman, Verdin, Reese, Anderson,
Grooms, Hutto, McGill, Bryant, Matthews, Nicholson, Land, Lourie, Rankin
and Ford66
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-103-200 SO AS TO REQUIRE A PUBLIC INSTI-
TUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING TO DEVELOP A CREDIT CARD MAR-
KETING AND SOLICITATION POLICY, TO REQUIRE THE POLICY TO BE
FILED WITH THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE POLICY, AND TO PROHIBIT A PUBLIC
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING THAT HAS NOT ADOPTED A
POLICY FROM ALLOWING A CREDIT CARD MARKETER TO DISTRIB-
UTE APPLICATIONS OR PROMOTIONAL OR MARKETING MATERIALS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
   04/23/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-11
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-184
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-184
S 0378  General Bill, By Mulvaney, Bryant, Davis, Verdin, Campbell,
Shoopman, Bright, Ryberg and Rose
Similar (H 3424)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-6-530 AND 12-6-540, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FIVE
PERCENT CORPORATE INCOME TAX AND THE FIVE PERCENT TAX ON
UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME OF EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS, HOM-
EOWNER’S ASSOCIATIONS, AND COOPERATIVES, SO AS TO PHASE
OUT THESE TAXES OVER TEN YEARS; TO REPEAL, EFFECTIVE FOR
TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 2018, SECTIONS 12-6-3360, 12-10-
80, 12-10-81, 12-10-95, 12-14-60, 12-6-3410, 12-6-3420, 12-20-105, 12-6-3415,
12-6-3375, 12-6-3580, 12-6-3585, 12-6-3630, CHAPTER 65 OF TITLE 12,
AND CHAPTER 34 OF TITLE 6 ALL RELATING TO VARIOUS TAX CRED-
ITS, AND PROVIDE FOR THE CARRY-FORWARD AND PHASED REDUC-
TION OF THESE TAX CREDITS DURING THE PHASE-OUT PERIOD.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
S 0379  Joint Resolution, By Hayes, L. Martin, Williams, Rankin, Mulvaney,
Massey, Cromer, S. Martin, Rose, O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3352)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND
SPECIAL SCHOOLS TO TRANSFER FUNDS AMONG APPROPRIATED
REVENUES IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE DELIVERY OF ACADEMIC AND
ARTS INSTRUCTION DURING THE 2008-2009 AND 2009-2010 FISCAL
YEARS; TO ALLOW SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2008-2009
AND 2009-2010 TO SUSPEND CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL STAFFING
RATIOS, TO TRANSFER FUNDS, TO DELAY THE DATE THAT TEACHER
CONTRACTS ARE ISSUED, AND TO NEGOTIATE SALARIES FOR
RETIRED AND TERI TEACHERS BELOW MINIMUM SALARY REQUIRE-
MENTS; TO ALLOW SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR THE 2008-2009 AND 2009-
2010 FISCAL YEARS TO FURLOUGH TEACHERS AND SCHOOL AND
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS; TO PRO-
VIDE CERTIFICATION AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; TO SUSPEND
CERTAIN FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS AND TO ALLOW SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS TO PURCHASE THE MOST ECONOMICAL TYPE OF BUS FUEL
FOR THE 2008-2009 AND 2009-2010 FISCAL YEARS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
   02/04/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Peeler (ch), Setzler, Matthews,
Hayes
S 0380  General Bill, By Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-25 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE FOR MAGISTRATES, TO RAISE THE
AGE OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT FROM SEVENTY-TWO YEARS OF
AGE TO SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0381  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 17 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA UNIFORM UNCLAIMED PROPERTY ACT OF 2009”; AND TO
REPEAL CHAPTER 18 OF TITLE 27 RELATING TO UNCLAIMED PROP-
ERTY.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0382  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 62-2-805 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A PRESUMP-
TION THAT A DECEDENT AND THE DECEDENT’S SPOUSE HELD TAN-
GIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY IN A JOINT TENANCY WITH RIGHT OF
SURVIVORSHIP, FOR EXCEPTIONS TO THE PRESUMPTION, AND FOR
THE STANDARD OF PROOF TO OVERCOME THE PRESUMPTION.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-28
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/08/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
S 0383  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 15, TITLE 63 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “UNIFORM CHILD ABDUCTION PREVENTION ACT”, TO PROVIDE
A LEGAL MECHANISM TO PROTECT CHILDREN FROM CREDIBLE
RISKS OF ABDUCTION RELATED TO LEGAL CUSTODY OR VISITA-
TION.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-17
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-20
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
S 0384  General Bill, By Leventis, Courson, Sheheen, Reese, Matthews and
Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-600, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HEARINGS AND PROCEED-
INGS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SO AS TO REORGANIZE
THE SECTION AND PROVIDE THAT IT IS APPLICABLE TO THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-23-610, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REVIEW OF
DECISIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SO AS TO DEFINE
THE PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF A FINAL
DECISION OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE IN A CASE INVOLV-
ING THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL; TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-45, RELATING TO THE COMPOSI-67
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTION OF THE FORMER SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SO AS TO DEVOLVE AND TRANS-
FER ALL OF THESE COMPONENTS TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AS PROVIDED FOR IN
THIS ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-20, RELATING TO THE CREATION
AND SUPERVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL, SO AS TO RESTRUCTURE THE DEPARTMENT
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A SECRETARY APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-1-30, RELATING TO BOARD MEETINGS AND COM-
PENSATION OF MEMBERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPENSA-
TION AND DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; TO AMEND SECTION
44-1-40, RELATING TO THE SELECTION, TERM, AND SALARY OF THE
DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR, SO AS TO CREATE A BOARD OF HEALTH
AND A BOARD OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THEIR MEMBERSHIP; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-50, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO BOARD ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEWS, SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND THE BOARD OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO CONDUCT ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEWS AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY TO ORGANIZE THE DEPARTMENT AS
NECESSARY; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-60, RELATING TO APPEALS
FROM DEPARTMENT DECISIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DEPART-
MENT DECISION BECOMES FINAL THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE APPRO-
PRIATE NOTICE IS RECEIVED BY A PERSON ENTITLED TO NOTICE; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-1-70, RELATING TO BOARD RULES AND REGULA-
TIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SECRETARY MAY
PROMULGATE RULES AND REGULATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-
80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE BOARD’S DUTIES AND POWERS
AS TO COMMUNICABLE OR EPIDEMIC DISEASES, SO AS TO TRANS-
FER THESE DUTIES AND POWERS TO THE DEPARTMENT  SECRETARY;
TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-90, RELATING TO CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN
THE BOARD MUST ADVISE LOCAL AUTHORITIES, SO AS TO TRANS-
FER THESE RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE DEPARTMENT SECRETARY; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-1-100, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ASSISTANCE
FROM LOCAL HEALTH OFFICERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE LOCAL HEALTH
OFFICERS TO ASSIST THE DEPARTMENT SECRETARY; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 44-1-280, RELATING TO COORDINATION WITH FIRST
STEPS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT SECRETARY TO COOR-
DINATE WITH FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
S 0385  Resolution, By O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3427)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. DAN W. POWELL, OF GREEN-
WOOD COUNTY, SUPERINTENDENT OF GREENWOOD COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT 52, FOR HIS THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF DISTIN-
GUISHED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUC-
CESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-14
S 0386  General Bill, By Fair
Similar (H 3525)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-12-90 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CABLE COMPANIES MAKING A CHANNEL AVAILABLE TO THE
EDUCATION TELEVISION COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT CABLE
COMPANIES MUST ALSO OFFER A CABLE SERVICE TIER THAT
ALLOWS SUBSCRIBERS TO CHOOSE CHANNELS ON AN INDIVIDUAL
PER-CHANNEL BASIS.
   02/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   02/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-1
   02/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Campbell
S 0387  Resolution, By Verdin
Similar (S 0587)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR. EDGAR
COPELAND TAYLOR OF LAURENS, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR HIS OUT-
STANDING THIRTY-EIGHT YEAR CAREER IN EDUCATION UPON HIS
RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL
HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/04/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-1
S 0388 (Rat # 0068, Act #  0093)  Joint Resolution, By Leatherman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE STATE TREASURER’S OFFICE
TO PROVIDE FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS THROUGH THE MASTER
LEASE PROGRAM FOR ANY AGENCY THAT HAS NOT PAID IN FULL
FOR ITS SOUTH CAROLINA ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEM
(SCEIS) IMPLEMENTATION COSTS AND HAS NOT UTILIZED THE
AGENCY’S SET-ASIDE ACCOUNT TO MEET ITS OBLIGATIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE AMOUNTS AND TIMING OF LEASE PAYMENTS BY AN
AGENCY SHALL BE DETERMINED BY THE STATE TREASURER’S
OFFICE IN COOPERATION WITH THE SCEIS EXECUTIVE OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE, TO REQUIRE AN AGENCY TO MEET ALL OF ITS SCEIS
FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE WHEN AN AGENCY
MAY WITHDRAW FUNDS FROM ITS SCEIS SET-ASIDE ACCOUNT. - rati-
fied title
   02/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   02/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-2
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Thomas (ch), Land, Ryberg
   03/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-1
   03/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   04/30/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-51
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-7
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-27
   05/27/09 Ratified R 68
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 93
S 0389  Resolution, By Rose and Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE SUMMERVILLE HIGH
SCHOOL ADVANCED WOMEN’S CHORUS, ELEGANZA, FOR PARTICI-
PATING IN THE PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL HERITAGE FESTIVAL
AND WINNING NUMEROUS AWARDS AT THE FESTIVAL, AND TO WISH
THEM MUCH SUCCESS IN THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0390 (Rat # 0069, Act #  0050)  General Bill, By Hayes
AN ACT TO ENACT THE “MENTAL HEALTH PARITY AND ADDICTION
EQUITY ACT OF 2009”; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-880, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MEDICAL
AND SURGICAL BENEFITS AND MENTAL BENEFITS COVERAGE, SO
AS TO ADD PROVISIONS RELATING TO SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER
COVERAGE, FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS, AND TREATMENT LIMITA-
TIONS AND TO PROVIDE FOR DEFINITIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
38-71-290, RELATING TO COVERAGE FOR A MENTAL HEALTH INSUR-
ANCE PLAN, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF “HEALTH INSUR-
ANCE PLAN”, TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXCLUSION OF A HEALTH
INSURANCE PLAN THAT IS INDIVIDUALLY UNDERWRITTEN OR A
PLAN PROVIDED TO A SMALL EMPLOYER FROM THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS SECTION, AND TO PROVIDE HOW THIS SECTION APPLIES TO
THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 38-71-880. - ratified title
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-17
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected68
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/23/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-11
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/20/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-21
   05/27/09 Ratified R 69
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/12/09 Act No. 50
S 0391  General Bill, By Ryberg, McConnell, Verdin, Bryant, Cleary,
Campsen, Shoopman, Campbell and Rose
Similar (H 3442)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-29-300 SO AS CREATE THE WORKFORCE
DEPARTMENT APPELLATE PANEL WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF
WORKFORCE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE FILLING OF A VACANCY, TO
REQUIRE THE PRESENT MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION MUST CONSTITUTE THE INI-
TIAL MEMBERSHIP OF THE NEW PANEL, TO PROVIDE THE PANEL
SHALL DISSOLVE WHEN THE MEMBERS’ TERMS EXPIRE IN 2012, AND
TO PROVIDE RELATED APPELLATE PROCEDURES; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 41-29-310 SO AS TO TRANSFER THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT
ACT PROGRAM FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE; TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEPARTMENTS WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO CREATE THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH; TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-10, RELATING TO THE EMPLOY-
MENT SECURITY COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
CHAPTERS WITHIN TITLE 41 MUST BE ADMINISTERED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE AND TO DELETE REFERENCES TO
THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 41-
29-20, RELATING TO THE CHAIRMAN, QUORUM, AND FILLING OF A
VACANCY ON THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION, SO AS TO
DELETE THE EXISTING LANGUAGE AND TO PROVIDE THE DEPART-
MENT OF WORKFORCE MUST BE MANAGED AND OPERATED BY A
DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND
CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND THAT THE DIRECTOR IS SUBJECT TO
REMOVAL BY THE GOVERNOR AT HIS DISCRETION BY EXECUTIVE
ORDER; TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-30, RELATING TO THE APPOINT-
MENT OF A SECRETARY OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMIS-
SION, SO AS TO DELETE THE EXISTING LANGUAGE AND PROVIDE
THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE OR HIS DESIG-
NEE MUST RECEIVE ANNUAL COMPENSATION AS PROVIDED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND OFFICIAL EXPENSES AS PROVIDED BY
LAW FOR EXECUTING THE DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT; TO AMEND SECTION 8-17-370, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE STATE EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCE PROCESS, SO
AS TO INCLUDE EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
AMONG THOSE EXEMPTED; TO AMEND SECTIONS 41-27-10, 41-27-30,
41-27-150, 41-27-160, 41-27-190, 41-27-210, AS AMENDED, 41-27-230, 41-
27-235, AS AMENDED, 41-27-260, AS AMENDED, 41-27-360, 41-27-370, AS
AMENDED, 41-27-380, 41-27-390, 41-27-510, 41-27-550, 41-27-560, 41-27-
570, 41-27-580, 41-27-600, 41-27-610, 41-27-620, 41-27-630, 41-27-670, 41-29-
40, 41-29-50, 41-29-60, 41-29-70, 41-29-80, 41-29-90, 41-29-100, 41-29-110,
41-29-120, AS AMENDED, 41-29-130, 41-29-140, 41-29-150, 41-29-170, AS
AMENDED, 41-29-180, 41-29-190, 41-29-200, 41-29-210, 41-29-220, 41-29-
230, 41-29-240, 41-29-250, 41-29-270, 41-29-280, 41-29-290, 41-33-10, 41-33-
20, 41-33-30, 41-33-40, 41-33-45, 41-33-80, AS AMENDED, 41-33-90, 41-33-
100, 41-33-110, 41-33-120, 41-33-130, 41-33-170, 41-33-180, 41-33-190,  41-
33-200, 41-33-210, 41-33-430, 41-33-460, 41-33-470, 41-33-610, 41-33-710, 41-
35-10, 41-35-30, 41-35-100, 41-35-110, AS AMENDED, 41-35-115, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-120, AS AMENDED, 41-35-125, 41-35-126, 41-35-130, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-140, 41-35-330, 41-35-340, 41-35-410, 41-35-420, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-450, 41-35-610, 41-35-630, 41-35-640, AS AMENDED, 41-
35-670, 41-35-680, AS AMENDED, 41-35-690, 41-35-700, 41-35-710, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-720, 41-35-730, 41-35-740, 41-35-750, AS AMENDED, 41-
37-20, 41-37-30, 41-39-30, 41-39-40, 41-41-20, AS AMENDED, 41-41-40, AS
AMENDED, 41-41-50, 41-42-10, 41-42-20, 41-42-30, AND 41-42-40, ALL
RELATING TO VARIOUS DEPARTMENT PROVISIONS, SO AS TO CON-
FORM THEM TO THE REPLACEMENT OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECU-
RITY COMMISSION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 41-29-260 RELATING TO THE ABILITY OF COM-
MISSIONERS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION TO FILE
OPINIONS OR OFFICIAL MINUTES.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-3
   04/14/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minor-
ity unfavorable Labor, Commerce and Industry SJ-31
S 0392  General Bill, By Davis and Rose
Similar (H 3128)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 54-3-10 AND 54-3-20, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
PORTS AUTHORITY AND ITS GOVERNING BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE STATE PORTS AUTHORITY ON JULY 1, 2009, SHALL BE GOV-
ERNED BY A DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, UPON THE
ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND ON JULY 1, 2009, THE
GOVERNING BOARD OF THE AUTHORITY AND THE POSITION OF
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER ARE DISSOLVED AND
THEIR POWERS AND DUTIES ASSUMED BY THE DIRECTOR
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR; TO AMEND SECTIONS 54-3-140, 54-3-
190, AND 54-3-270, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POWERS AND OTHER
FUNCTIONS OF THE AUTHORITY, SO AS TO CONFORM THESE SEC-
TIONS TO THE ABOVE PROVISIONS; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 54-3-
30 AND 54-3-40 RELATING TO THE ORGANIZATION AND OFFICERS OF
THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE AUTHORITY.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
S 0393  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE VICTORIE HAN-
SEN, KARI PAIT, AND HEATHER REDD, OF GASTON GIRL SCOUT
TROOP 3285, FOR ACHIEVING THE GIRL SCOUT GOLD AWARD, TO
COMMEND THEM FOR THEIR HARD WORK AND DETERMINATION IN
REACHING THIS GOAL, AND TO THANK THEM FOR THEIR LABORS IN
CONSTRUCTING A NEW WELCOME SIGN FOR THE TOWN OF GASTON.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   02/11/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0394  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BUNYAN M.
CAVE, PROGRAM MANAGER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUDGET &
CONTROL BOARD’S DIVISION OF STATE INFORMATION TECHNOL-
OGY, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM
FOR THIRTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH HAPPI-
NESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   02/10/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0395  General Bill, By Davis
Similar (S 0175, H 3181, H 3724)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 20, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT OF
1977, SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH WEIGHTINGS USED69
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTO PROVIDE FOR RELATIVE COST DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STU-
DENTS ARE DETERMINED, REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH SCHOOL
DISTRICT FUNDING UNDER THIS ACT IS DISTRIBUTED, INCLUDING
ELIMINATING THE INDEX OF TAXPAYING ABILITY, RENAMING “BASE
STUDENT COST” AS “WEIGHTED STUDENT COST”, AND MODIFYING
THE FORMULA FOR COMPUTING WEIGHTED STUDENT COST, AND TO
REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEGINNING WITH FISCAL YEAR
2010-2011 TO PROVIDE ALLOCATIONS TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS BASED
ON THE FULL AMOUNT OF WEIGHTED STUDENT COST DETERMINED
UNDER THIS CHAPTER; BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 69, TITLE
59 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALLOCATIONS MADE TO SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS UNDER THE EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT ACT MUST BE DIS-
BURSED DIRECTLY TO INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS WITHOUT REGARD TO
A DESIGNATED PURPOSE IN THE SAME MANNER AND FORMULA AS
CONTAINED IN THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT; AND TO REPEAL SEC-
TIONS 4-10-810 AND 59-21-1030 RELATING TO THE LEVEL OF FINAN-
CIAL EFFORT PER PUPIL REQUIRED OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0396  General Bill, By Cleary
Similar (H 3452)
A BILL TO AMEND SUBARTICLE 11, ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 61,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REGULA-
TION OF MANUFACTURERS OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE REGULATION OF MICRO-DISTILLERS OF ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS ON LICENSED PREMISES, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
TO PROVIDE A BIENNIAL DISTILLERY LICENSE FEE, TO PROVIDE
PROCEDURES FOR WHO MAY OBTAIN A LICENSE, TO PROVIDE
RESTRICTIONS ON THE LICENSE, TO PROVIDE FOR APPLICATIONS
FOR TASTINGS AND LIMITATIONS ON TASTINGS, AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY FOR PERSONS WHO VIOLATE THE PROVISIONS OF THE
SUBARTICLE.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
S 0397  General Bill, By Bright, Bryant, Cromer, Ryberg, Knotts, S. Martin,
Reese, Mulvaney, Davis, Campbell, Rose, Shoopman and Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
APPEARANCE AS AN ATTORNEY IN A CASE BEFORE A MAGISTRATE,
TO PROHIBIT SENATORS, THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS, AND LEGAL
ASSOCIATES FROM REPRESENTING ANOTHER PERSON AS AN ATTOR-
NEY AT LAW BEFORE A MAGISTRATE THE SENATOR RECOMMENDED
TO THE GOVERNOR FOR APPOINTMENT.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-77
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0398  General Bill, By Bright, Massey, Bryant, S. Martin, Sheheen, Reese,
Grooms, Fair, Rose, Campbell, Thomas, Shoopman and Ryberg
Similar (H 3342)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORDS “PERSON” AND “PARTY” AS
THOSE WORDS APPEAR IN THE LAWS OF THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE CONSTRUCTION OF “PERSON”, “HUMAN BEING”, “CHILD”,
AND “INDIVIDUAL” INCLUDES INFANT MEMBERS OF THE SPECIES
HOMO SAPIENS WHO ARE BORN ALIVE, AND TO DEFINE “BORN
ALIVE”.
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Hutto, Cleary,
Nicholson, Rose, Shoopman
S 0399  Resolution, By Fair
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE CARO-
LYN TALLEY PORTER ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT
AFTER A VERY DISTINGUISHED CAREER.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-17
S 0400  Resolution, By Coleman
A SENATE RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING TYLER THIGPEN, THE
FIRST QUARTERBACK TO PLAY FOR THE COASTAL CAROLINA UNI-
VERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, FOR HIS SUPERIOR CONTRIBUTION TO
THAT TEAM, AND ON BECOMING A MEMBER OF THE KANSAS CITY
CHIEFS OF THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE, AND GRANTING HIM
BEST WISHES FOR EMINENT SUCCESS AND AN EXTENDED CAREER
IN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-17
S 0401  Resolution, By Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION JOINING PEOPLE FROM ACROSS THE NATION
IN EXPRESSING THE COLLECTIVE JOY OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA UPON THE SUCCESSFUL EMERGENCY LANDING OF U.S. AIR-
WAYS FLIGHT 1549 IN THE HUDSON RIVER ON  JANUARY 15, 2009.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-17
S 0402  Resolution, By Pinckney
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE UPON THE DEATH OF DR. J. M. BEN-
NETT, JR. OF RIDGELAND AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-18
S 0403  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE AT ASHBY ROAD
AND McIVER ROAD IN THE TOWN OF QUINBY AS “T. ASHBY GREGG,
SR. INTERCHANGE” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS
AT THIS INTERCHANGE THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “T. ASHBY
GREGG, SR. INTERCHANGE.”
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced SJ-18
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-18
S 0404  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-112-150 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING MUST PROVIDE FREE TUITION
TO TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS EMPLOYED BY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS IN THIS STATE IN ORDER THAT THEY MAY PURSUE GRADU-
ATE DEGREES IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION AND SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-18
S 0405  General Bill, By Cleary
Similar (H 3993)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS, TO CLARIFY THAT A WATERCRAFT
AND ITS MOTOR MAY NOT RECEIVE A FORTY-TWO AND 75/100 PER-
CENT EXEMPTION IF THE BOAT OR WATERCRAFT IS CLASSIFIED AS A
PRIMARY OR SECONDARY RESIDENCE FOR PROPERTY TAX PUR-
POSES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-224, RELATING TO BOATS AS A PRI-
MARY OR SECONDARY RESIDENCE, TO PROVIDE THAT A BOAT OR
WATERCRAFT THAT CONTAINS A COOKING AREA WITH AN
ONBOARD POWER SOURCE, A TOILET WITH EXTERIOR EVACUATION,
AND A SLEEPING QUARTER, SHALL BE CONSIDERED A PRIMARY OR
SECONDARY RESIDENCE FOR PURPOSES OF AD VALOREM PROPERTY
TAXATION IN THIS STATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-714,
RELATING TO BOATS WITH A SITUS IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT
UPON AN ORDINANCE PASSED BY THE LOCAL GOVERNING BODY, A
COUNTY MAY SUBJECT A BOAT, INCLUDING ITS MOTOR IF THE70
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMOTOR IS SEPARATELY TAXED, TO PROPERTY TAX IF IT IS WITHIN
THIS STATE FOR NINETY DAYS IN THE AGGREGATE, REGARDLESS OF
THE NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-18
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
9
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
S 0406  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-60-35 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSESSORS, TO
REDUCE THE NUMBER OF HOURS OF INSTRUCTION EACH YEAR FOR
ASSESSORS WITH AN ACTIVE LICENSE OR CERTIFICATION FROM
NINE HOURS TO SEVEN HOURS, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CHANGES.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-19
   04/23/09 Senate Polled out of committee Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-12
   04/23/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-12
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-184
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-185
S 0407 (Rat # 0024, Act #  0004)  General Bill, By Hayes, Cleary and
Campsen
Similar (H 3491)
AN ACT TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 43, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DONATION OF
HUMAN BODIES, PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODY AND HUMAN TISSUE,
SO AS TO CONFORM CROSS REFERENCES TO THE REVISED UNIFORM
ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, TO DELETE THE PROVISION STATING THAT
A DONOR DESIGNATION ON A DRIVER’S LICENSE DOES NOT CONSTI-
TUTE EXECUTION OF GIFT UNDER THE UNIFORM ANATOMICAL GIFT
ACT; TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 43, TITLE 44, RELATING TO THE
UNIFORM ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, SO AS TO CHANGE THE ACT
NAME TO THE REVISED UNIFORM ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, AND,
AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO REVISE DEFINITIONS, DONOR ELIGIBIL-
ITY, DONATION AMENDMENT AND REVOCATION PROCEDURES, THE
PRIORITY ORDER TO GIVE CONSENT, SUBSTITUTE DONOR PROCE-
DURES, DONEE QUALIFICATIONS, AND ALTERNATIVE DONEE PROCE-
DURES; TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR REFUSAL TO MAKE AN
ANATOMICAL GIFT; TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS IN POSSES-
SION OF A DOCUMENT OF AN ANATOMICAL GIFT, OR REFUSAL OF A
GIFT, SHALL SEND THE DOCUMENT TO THE HOSPITAL IF THE INDI-
VIDUAL EXECUTING OR REFUSING THE GIFT IS BELIEVED TO BE
DECEASED OR NEAR DEATH; TO PROVIDE THAT A PROCUREMENT
AGENCY RECEIVING A REFERRAL OF AN INDIVIDUAL AT OR NEAR
DEATH SHALL SEARCH THE SOUTH CAROLINA ORGAN AND TISSUE
DONOR REGISTRY TO ASCERTAIN IF AN ANATOMICAL GIFT WAS
MADE; TO PROVIDE THAT A PHYSICIAN WHO ATTENDED A PERSON
AT DEATH OR WHO DETERMINES THE TIME OF DEATH MAY NOT PAR-
TICIPATE IN REMOVAL OR TRANSPLANTATION PROCEDURES; TO
ESTABLISH CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR SELLING OR PURCHASING
ORGANS AND FOR OBTAINING FINANCIAL GAIN BY FALSIFYING OR
DEFACING A DONATION DOCUMENT; TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR
THE VALIDITY OF AN ORGAN DONATION; TO ESTABLISH PROCE-
DURES TO RESOLVE ISSUES WHEN CERTAIN CONFLICTS EXIST
BETWEEN A DECLARATION OF AN ORGAN DONATION AND THE MED-
ICAL SUITABILITY OF THE ORGAN DONATION; TO REQUIRE CORO-
NERS TO COOPERATE WITH PROCUREMENT ORGANIZATIONS TO
MAXIMIZE THE OPPORTUNITY TO RECOVER ANATOMICAL GIFTS
AND TO PROVIDE THAT A BODY PART MAY NOT BE REMOVED DUR-
ING A POST-MORTEM EXAMINATION FOR TRANSPLANTATION, THER-
APY, RESEARCH, OR EDUCATION UNLESS THE PART IS THE SUBJECT
OF AN ANATOMICAL GIFT; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 43,
TITLE 44, RELATING TO HOSPITAL POLICY AND PROTOCOL FOR
ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION, SO AS TO REVISE DEFINITIONS AND
PROCEDURES FOR CONTACTING PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO CON-
SENT TO ORGAN DONATION. - ratified title
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-19
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-17
   03/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-67
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-67
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/31/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-27
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-70
   04/02/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-15
   04/30/09 Ratified R 24
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 4
S 0408  General Bill, By Jackson, Anderson, Nicholson and Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ACTS THAT ARE DEEMED UNFAIR METH-
ODS OF COMPETITION AND UNFAIR OR DECEPTIVE ACTS OR
PRACTICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A
DEALER TO OFFER FOR SALE, ADVERTISE FOR SALE, OR TRANSFER
THE TITLE OF A VEHICLE WITH A BALANCE DUE TO A SECURED
PARTY BEFORE PAYING OFF THE ENTIRE BALANCE AND SUBMIT-
TING A NOTARIZED RECEIPT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-320, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE APPLICATION FOR A LICENSE TO BECOME A MOTOR VEHI-
CLE WHOLESALER OR DEALER, SO AS TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT
OF THE SURETY BOND AN APPLICANT SHALL FURNISH TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-20
S 0409  Joint Resolution, By Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY, STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, RELATING TO DESIG-
NATION OF ASIAN CITRUS PYSLLID AS PLANT PEST AND QUARAN-
TINE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4039,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-21
   02/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   02/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-25
S 0410  Joint Resolution, By Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY, STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, RELATING TO PLUM71
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPOX VIRUS QUARANTINE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4001, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-21
   02/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   02/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-25
S 0411  General Bill, By Thomas and Sheheen
Similar (S 0310, H 3022)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 22, TITLE 17 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “UNIFORM EXPUNGEMENT OF CRIMINAL RECORDS ACT”, TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE WHICH MUST BE FOLLOWED REGARDING
APPLICATIONS FOR EXPUNGEMENT OF ALL CRIMINAL RECORDS,
AND TO AUTHORIZE EACH SOLICITOR’S OFFICE IN THE STATE TO
ADMINISTER THE PROCEDURE; TO AMEND SECTION 17-1-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DESTRUCTION OF THE RECORDS OF
CRIMINAL CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN DISMISSED, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON WHO RETAINS CERTAIN TERMS CONTAINED IN
A RECORD OF A CHARGE THAT HAS BEEN DISCHARGED OR DIS-
MISSED IS IN CONTEMPT OF COURT; TO AUTHORIZE THE CODE COM-
MISSIONER TO CHANGE CERTAIN REFERENCES; BY ADDING
SECTION 17-1-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
COURT ADMINISTRATION SHALL INCLUDE ON ALL BOND PAPER-
WORK AND COURTESY SUMMONS A NOTICE THAT INFORMS A PER-
SON OF HIS RIGHT TO FILE AN APPLICATION TO HAVE A RECORD
EXPUNGED; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-920, RELATING TO A PERSON
CONVICTED AS A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER, SO AS TO REVISE THE
PERIOD OF TIME A PERSON CONVICTED AS A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER
MUST WAIT BEFORE HE MAY APPLY TO HAVE HIS CRIMINAL RECORD
EXPUNGED; TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-450, RELATING TO THE CON-
DITIONAL DISCHARGE OF A CONVICTION FOR CERTAIN ILLEGAL
DRUG OFFENSES, SO AS TO REVISE THE AGE OF A PERSON WHO IS
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-21
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0412  General Bill, By Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-19-290 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE CONTENTS OF A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE TITLE
AND BILL OF SALE FOR A MOBILE HOME MUST CONTAIN A STATE-
MENT ADVISING A PURCHASER OF A MOBILE HOME TO CONSULT
WITH THE COUNTY ASSESSOR’S OFFICE TO DETERMINE IF THERE
ARE BACK TAXES DUE ON THE MOBILE HOME, AND THE SELLER
MUST CERTIFY, UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY, THAT HE HAS MADE
THE PURCHASER AWARE OF ANY TAXES THAT ARE DUE ON THE
MOBILE HOME; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 45, TITLE 12, RELATING TO
THE COLLECTION OF TAXES, BY ADDING SECTION 12-45-440, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT  THE GOVERNING BODY OF A COUNTY BY RESOLUTION
MAY WAIVE BACK TAXES DUE ON A MOBILE HOME, INCLUDING
LATE PAYMENT PENALTIES, FOR PROPERTY TAX YEARS BEGINNING
AFTER 2009.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-22
   02/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
7
   04/28/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-33
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-7
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-185
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-185
S 0413  General Bill, By Thomas
Similar (H 3268)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-2920, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF TOLL
ROADS, SO AS TO REVISE THE METHOD OF DISBURSAL OF FUNDS
DERIVED FROM TOLLS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISBURSAL OF FUNDS
DERIVED FROM QUALIFIED TOLL PROJECTS, TO PROVIDE WHEN
TOLLS COLLECTED FROM QUALIFIED TOLL PROJECTS SHALL CEASE,
AND TO DEFINE THE TERM “QUALIFIED TOLL PROJECT”; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 57-3-200, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION’S AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS TO
FINANCE, CONSTRUCT, AND MAINTAIN HIGHWAYS, ROADS,
STREETS, AND BRIDGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR THE
DEPARTMENT’S EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS ON QUALIFIED TOLL PROJ-
ECTS AND THE SETTING OF TOLLS ALONG TRANSPORTATION FACILI-
TIES.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-23
S 0414  Resolution, By Lourie
Similar (H 3506, H 3507)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CARDI-
NAL NEWMAN SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTAND-
ING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL CHEER-
LEADERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-23
S 0415  Resolution, By Shoopman, Alexander, Anderson, Bright, Bryant,
Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Elliott, Fair,
Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land, Leatherman, Leventis,
Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell,
McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose,
Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Thomas, Verdin and Williams
Similar (H 3511)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18,
2009, AS “CITIES MEAN BUSINESS DAY” TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR
THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES AND
TOWNS MAKE TO OUR STATE’S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH
THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0416  General Bill, By Lourie, Knotts, Land, Leatherman, Hutto, Pinckney,
Elliott, O’Dell, Massey, Peeler, Leventis, Hayes, Anderson, Sheheen, Rankin,
Malloy, Scott, Williams, Setzler, Nicholson, Reese, L. Martin, Thomas and
Ford
A BILL TO ENACT THE “HEALTH CARE ACCESSIBILITY FOR YOUNG
AMERICANS ACT”, INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO AMEND THE CODE
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-295
SO AS TO PROVIDE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE UNDER A PAR-
ENT’S POLICY FOR CERTAIN MILITARY PERSONNEL ON TERMINA-
TION OF ACTIVE DUTY STATUS, AMONG OTHER THINGS; BY ADDING
SECTION 38-71-300 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERMS “DEPENDENT” AND
“ELIGIBLE DEPENDENT” FOR HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES ISSUED
IN THIS STATE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-350, RELATING TO THE
REQUIRED CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE FOR HANDICAPPED CHIL-
DREN UNDER A PARENT’S INDIVIDUAL POLICY, SO AS TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-360, RELATING
TO THE REQUIRED CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE FOR NONHANDI-
CAPPED CHILDREN UNDER A PARENT’S INDIVIDUAL POLICY, SO AS
TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-780,
RELATING TO THE REQUIRED CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE TO72
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSHANDICAPPED AND DEPENDENT CHILDREN UNDER A PARENT’S
GROUP POLICY, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 38-71-1330, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS CONCERNING SMALL EMPLOYER HEALTH INSURANCE, SO AS
TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-13
   04/29/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-34
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-34
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   05/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-11
S 0417  General Bill, By Knotts, Land, Campbell, Coleman, Cromer, Setzler,
Courson, Thomas and O’Dell
Similar (S 0538, H 3246)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE
EMPLOYEES, RETIREES, AND THEIR DEPENDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE
PLANS, SO AS TO EXTEND THIS ELIGIBILITY TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA ATHLETIC COACHES ASSOCIATION.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Thomas (ch), Land, Ryberg
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-6
S 0418  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-17-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF STATE CANVASSERS, TO PROVIDE
THAT A MEETING MAY BE CONVENED BY TELEPHONE OR ELEC-
TRONIC COMMUNICATION INSTEAD OF IN PERSON AT THE OFFICE
OF THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-
17-510, RELATING TO THE CONVENING OF THE COUNTY COMMIS-
SIONERS OF ELECTION AS COUNTY BOARDS OF CANVASSERS, TO
PROVIDE THAT ANY REQUIRED MEETINGS MAY BE CONVENED BY
TELEPHONE OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0419  General Bill, By Knotts, Land, Campbell, Coleman, Peeler, Setzler,
McConnell, Cromer, Leatherman, Thomas and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF TERMS CON-
CERNING THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND ITS OPERA-
TIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE TERM “MEDIUM
SPEED VEHICLE”; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 2, TITLE 56,
RELATING TO LOW SPEED VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS
ARTICLE ALSO APPLIES TO THE OPERATION OF MEDIUM SPEED
VEHICLES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-820, RELATING TO PENAL-
TIES FOR THE UNLAWFUL OPERATION OF A LOW SPEED VEHICLE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THESE PENALTIES ALSO APPLY FOR THE
UNLAWFUL OPERATION OF A MEDIUM SPEED VEHICLE.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
S 0420 (Rat # 0025, Act #  0005)  General Bill, By Knotts, Land, Coleman,
Setzler, McConnell, Leatherman, Courson, Thomas and Rose
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-4975 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR CERTAIN PERSONS TO OPERATE A VEHICLE THAT IS
UPFITTED AS AN AMBULANCE OR NO LONGER PERMITTED AND
LICENSED AS AN AMBULANCE UNLESS CERTAIN EXTERIOR ITEMS
THAT DISTINGUISH IT AS AN AMBULANCE ARE REMOVED, TO PRO-
VIDE PENALTIES FOR VARIOUS VIOLATIONS OF THIS PROVISION. -
ratified title
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   03/18/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-2
   03/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/24/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-28
   03/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   04/02/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-51
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/23/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-235
   04/30/09 Ratified R 25
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 5
S 0421  Concurrent Resolution, By Sheheen and Lourie
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
HONORABLE MARY Y. CLARK, OF KERSHAW COUNTY, FOR HER OUT-
STANDING ACHIEVEMENTS AS MAYOR OF CAMDEN, HER COMMIT-
MENT TO THE CITIZENS OF THAT CITY, AND HER SUPPORT OF THE
ARTS, EDUCATION, AND BUSINESS COMMUNITIES.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   02/17/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0422  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF WALLACE BYRD, OF RICHLAND COUNTY,
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   02/17/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0423  Resolution, By Lourie
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CARDI-
NAL NEWMAN SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM FOR ITS EXCEPTIONAL
SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S SUPERLATIVE WRESTLERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0424  Concurrent Resolution, By Bright, S. Martin, Alexander, Campbell,
Fair, Knotts, Cromer, Mulvaney, Verdin, L. Martin, Shoopman, Rose,
McConnell, Thomas, Cleary, Courson, Coleman, Davis, Reese, Campsen,
Grooms, Ryberg, Peeler, O’Dell, Bryant and Massey
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AFFIRM THE RIGHTS OF ALL
STATES INCLUDING SOUTH CAROLINA BASED ON THE PROVISIONS
OF THE NINTH AND TENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION.
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minor-
ity unfavorable Judiciary SJ-14
   04/02/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   04/02/09 Senate Amended SJ-1473
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/14/09 Senate Special order, set for April 14, 2009 SJ-61
   05/19/09 Senate Amended SJ-51
   05/20/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0425  Resolution, By Cromer and Grooms
Similar (H 3547)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE PAL-
METTO HEALTH HOSPICE ON THE OCCASION OF ITS THIRTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF CARING, COMPASSIONATE SERVICE TO SOUTH
CAROLINA PATIENTS AND FAMILIES AND TO ENCOURAGE CITIZENS
TO INCREASE THEIR AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE AND AVAIL-
ABILITY OF HOSPICE SERVICES AND TO OBSERVE THIS OCCASION
WITH APPROPRIATE ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0426  General Bill, By L. Martin
Similar (H 3167)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 20-1-110 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COMMON-
LAW MARRIAGE IN THE STATE MAY NOT BE RECOGNIZED ON AND
AFTER JANUARY 1, 2010, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR A
COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE EXISTING AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 20-1-360 RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF A MAR-
RIAGE CONTRACTED WITHOUT THE ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0427  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (H 3453, H 3463)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HANDWRITTEN AND ELEC-
TRONIC TRAFFIC TICKETS, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENTS
THAT THE VARIOUS COPIES OF THE TRAFFIC TICKETS BE CERTAIN
COLORS.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0428  Concurrent Resolution, By L. Martin, Verdin, Bright, Alexander,
Bryant and Rose
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED STATES TO MAKE PERMANENT THE E-VERIFY PRO-
GRAM.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   02/17/09 House Introduced HJ-23
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-23
   02/24/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-9
   02/26/09 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-20
S 0429  Concurrent Resolution, By Reese, S. Martin and Bright
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE NATIONAL BETA
CLUB, FOUNDED AT LANDRUM HIGH SCHOOL IN SPARTANBURG
COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF ITS SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY,
AND TO WISH THE CLUB MANY MORE YEARS OF SUCCESS.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   02/18/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-11
S 0430  Concurrent Resolution, By Lourie
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE C. DAVID WAR-
REN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE RICHLAND COUNTY PUBLIC
LIBRARY, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND
HIM FOR HIS THIRTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE, AND TO WISH
HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   02/18/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-12
S 0431  Joint Resolution, By Scott, Campbell, Land, Cleary, Lourie, O’Dell,
Reese, Hutto, Matthews, Malloy, Ford, Pinckney, Rose, Peeler, Shoopman,
Cromer, Anderson, Verdin, Coleman, McGill, Setzler, Alexander, Sheheen,
Elliott, Nicholson, Williams, Courson, Thomas, L. Martin, Bright, Ryberg,
Leventis, Bryant, Rankin and Knotts
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO BE
KNOWN AS THE SOUTH CAROLINA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE AND DEVELOP INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS TO THE ECONOMIC CRISIS FACED BY THIS STATE, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP, AND TO
REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEFORE JANU-
ARY 1, 2010, AT WHICH TIME THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS ABOLISHED.
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
S 0432 (Rat # 0008, Act #  0120)  Joint Resolution, By Malloy, Knotts and
Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE TIME IN WHICH THE SEN-
TENCING REFORM COMMISSION, AS ESTABLISHED BY ACT 407 OF
2008, SHALL SUBMIT ITS REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND THE CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE JUDI-
CIARY COMMITTEE FROM JUNE 1, 2009, TO FEBRUARY 1, 2010, AT
WHICH TIME THE COMMISSION SHALL BE DISSOLVED. - ratified title
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   02/18/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/18/09 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   02/19/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-4
   03/26/09 House Read second time HJ-18
   03/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/27/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   04/02/09 Ratified R 8
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 120
S 0433  Resolution, By Pinckney
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHRISTINA WALKER,
TEACHER AT RIDGELAND MIDDLE SCHOOL IN JASPER COUNTY, FOR
BEING NAMED JASPER COUNTY TEACHER OF THE YEAR FOR 2007-
2008, AND TO EXTEND SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR HER MANY CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO MUSIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0434  General Bill, By Fair and L. Martin
Similar (H 3118)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF
GUARDIANS AD LITEM IN CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT CASES, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA GUARDIAN AD LITEM
PROGRAM HAS THE RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN A PROCEEDING TO
PETITION TO HAVE THE GUARDIAN AD LITEM REMOVED IF THE
GUARDIAN AD LITEM IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH STATE LAW OR
IS NOT ACTING IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 63-11-550, RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF
REPORTS AND INFORMATION MAINTAINED BY THE GUARDIAN AD
LITEM PROGRAM, SO AS TO ALSO PROVIDE THAT REPORTS AND74
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSINFORMATION MAINTAINED BY A GUARDIAN AD LITEM IS CONFI-
DENTIAL.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0435  General Bill, By L. Martin, Grooms, S. Martin, Cromer, McConnell,
Davis, Fair, Rose, O’Dell, Lourie, Nicholson, Elliott, Anderson, Bryant,
Cleary, Campsen, Reese, Campbell and Ford
Similar (S 0518)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-3135 SO AS TO EXEMPT AN AMOUNT OF
FAIR MARKET OF A PARCEL OF REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVE-
MENTS THEREON AS DETERMINED BY THE APPRAISAL RESULTING
FROM AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST SUFFICIENT TO
LIMIT THE INCREASE IN THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE PARCEL
TO FIFTEEN PERCENT OF ITS VALUE ON THE ASSESSOR’S BOOKS, TO
PROVIDE THAT FAIR MARKET VALUE AS REDUCED BY THIS EXEMP-
TION IS THE VALUE TO WHICH THE CONSTITUTIONAL CAP ON
INCREASES TO FIFTEEN PERCENT OVER FIVE YEARS APPLIES, TO
PROVIDE THAT THIS EXEMPTION CONTINUES UNTIL THE PROPERTY
UNDERGOES A SUBSEQUENT ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST
AND PROVIDE THAT THIS EXEMPTION DOES NOT APPLY TO PREVI-
OUSLY UNTAXED ADDITIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-37-3140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO VALUATION OF REAL
PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL PROP-
ERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING
AMENDMENT, TO REQUIRE THE PROPERTY TAX ASSESSOR TO APPLY
THE EXEMPTION ALLOWED BY THIS EXEMPTION TO FAIR MARKET
VALUE DETERMINED AT THE TIME OF ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF
INTEREST OCCURRING IN 2007, 2008, AND IN 2009 BEFORE THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT NO REFUND
IS ALLOWED BASED ON THOSE ADJUSTED VALUES.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
S 0436  General Bill, By Bright, Leatherman, Campbell, Ryberg, Bryant,
Cromer, Pinckney, Verdin, Fair, Davis, Shoopman and L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-110 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION OF SECTION 16-15-90 OR SECTION
16-15-100, BOTH RELATING TO PROSTITUTION, TO PROVIDE THAT
CERTAIN REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY MAY BE FORFEITED FOR
VIOLATIONS OF SECTION 16-15-90 AND SECTION 16-15-100, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR FORFEITURE PROCEDURES, DISPOSITION OF FOR-
FEITED ITEMS, AND THE DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS OF SALES.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/02/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0437  General Bill, By Massey, Bright, Bryant, Verdin and S. Martin
Similar (H 3245)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-330 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE CONDITIONS FOR PERFORMANCE OF AN ABORTION, INFOR-
MATION REQUIREMENTS, WAITING PERIOD, MINORS OR MENTALLY
INCOMPETENT PERSONS, AND RETENTION OF RECORDS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A WOMAN MUST BE PROVIDED WITH A TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR REFLECTION PERIOD BEFORE AN ABORTION PROCEDURE, TO
PROVIDE THE NATURE AND SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION PRO-
VIDED TO AND MADE AVAILABLE TO A WOMAN SEEKING AN ABOR-
TION, AND TO PROVIDE THE LANGUAGE OF THE CERTIFICATION
THAT A WOMAN MUST SIGN PRIOR TO AN ABORTION PROCEDURE.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
S 0438  General Bill, By Pinckney
Similar (H 3520)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 16 TO TITLE 8 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA CLEAN ELECTIONS ACT”, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH CERTAIN CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE WHO AGREE TO LIMITA-
TIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO RECEIVE A PREDETERMINED
AMOUNT OF PUBLIC FUNDS FOR CAMPAIGNS AND TO REQUIRE
ELECTRONIC DISCLOSURES FOR ALL CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
TO CANDIDATES AND POLITICAL COMMITTEES.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0439  Joint Resolution, By Pinckney
Similar (S 0440, H 3519)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE II
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, BY ADDING SECTION 12 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A CANDIDATE FOR ELECTIVE OFFICE
MAY FINANCE HIS CAMPAIGN WITH PUBLIC FUNDS AS THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MAY DETERMINE.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0440  Joint Resolution, By Pinckney
Similar (S 0439, H 3519)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA CLEAN
ELECTIONS STUDY COMMITTEE, TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO
MAKE A REPORT OF ITS FINDINGS NO LATER THAN JANUARY 15,
2010, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MATTERS THE COMMITTEE SHALL CON-
SIDER, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE,
AND TO PROVIDE WHEN THE COMMITTEE SHALL DISSOLVE.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0441  Joint Resolution, By Pinckney
Similar (H 3518)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE II
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, BY ADDING SECTION 12 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A CANDIDATE FOR ELECTIVE OFFICE
MAY FINANCE HIS CAMPAIGN WITH PUBLIC FUNDS AS THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MAY DETERMINE.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0442  General Bill, By Ryberg and Massey
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 503 OF 1982, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
AIKEN COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND THE AIKEN COUNTY BOARD
OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO REVISE THE BOARD’S AUTHORITY WITH
REGARD TO ADMINISTRATIVE AREA OFFICES AND AREA ADVISORY
COUNCILS.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-6
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   02/26/09 Senate Amended SJ-9
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/03/09 House Referred to Aiken Delegation HJ-7
   05/13/09 House Recalled from Aiken Delegation HJ-35
   05/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-35
S 0443  Resolution, By O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3350)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE SINCERE CONGRATULA-
TIONS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE TO THE75
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCHIEF OF THE GREENWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT, TERRY STRANGE,
UPON HIS RECEIVING THE FRITZ TURNER AWARD, AN HONOR PRE-
SENTED ANNUALLY BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE FIRE CHIEFS
ASSOCIATION.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0444  Concurrent Resolution, By Shoopman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR MRS. CONNIE LYNN
BOMAR OF GREER ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETY-FIFTH BIRTH-
DAY, TO CELEBRATE HER RICH AND FULL LIFE, AND TO WISH HER A
FUTURE OF GOOD HEALTH AND CONTINUED ENJOYMENT OF HER
MANY FRIENDS AND LOVING FAMILY.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   02/19/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-13
S 0445  General Bill, By Cleary and McGill
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 13, TITLE 50 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE PROTECTION OF FISH, BY ADDING SECTION 50-13-2017
TO ESTABLISH THE FLOUNDER POPULATION STUDY PROGRAM IN
GEORGETOWN COUNTY, IN THE WATERS OF MURRELLS INLET ESTU-
ARY, PAWLEYS ISLAND ESTUARY, AND THE CREEKS OF LITCHFIELD
FLOWING INTO PAWLEYS ISLAND ESTUARY, TO SET FLOUNDER
CATCH LIMITS AND PROHIBIT THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINA-
TION POWERED BY GENERATORS, TO SET PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION, AND TO ESTABLISH THE DURATION OF
THE PROGRAM.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   03/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-7
   03/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   03/31/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   04/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   04/02/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   04/22/09 House Committed to Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-31
S 0446  General Bill, By Land
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT FROM JUNE 1, 2009, TO SEPTEMBER 30,
2009, A NONRESIDENT MAY OBTAIN A LIFETIME COMBINATION
LICENSE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
9
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   05/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-109
S 0447  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-5-100 SO AS TO CREATE THE COMMISSION
ON JUDICIAL OVERSIGHT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE PURPOSE, COMPOSI-
TION, AND TERMS OF THE COMMISSION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE FILL-
ING OF A VACANCY; AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR THE
COMMISSION TO ADOPT RULES AND REGULATIONS IN ORDER TO
ACCOMPLISH ITS MISSION.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 0448  Joint Resolution, By Ford
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 4,
ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE SUPREME COURT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE JURISDICTION OVER THE ADMISSION TO THE PRAC-
TICE OF LAW AND THE DISCIPLINE OF PERSONS ADMITTED MUST
NOT BE UNDER THE SUPREME COURT BUT RATHER MUST BE AS PRO-
VIDED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY LAW.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0449 (Rat # 0009, Act #  0102)  General Bill, By Fair
Similar (H 3556)
AN ACT TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE WESTERN CAROLINA
REGIONAL SEWER AUTHORITY TO RENEWABLE WATER RESOURCES.
- ratified title
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-8
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/04/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-19
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/05/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-11
   03/11/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   03/11/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   03/12/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   04/02/09 Ratified R 9
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 102
S 0450  General Bill, By Bright, Bryant, Grooms, Verdin, Fair, Shoopman, S.
Martin, Davis, Mulvaney, Reese, Thomas, Rose and O’Dell
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 5 TO ENACT THE “LIFE BEGINNING AT CONCEPTION
ACT” WHICH ESTABLISHES THAT THE RIGHT TO LIFE FOR EACH
BORN AND PREBORN HUMAN BEING VESTS AT FERTILIZATION, AND
THAT THE RIGHTS OF DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION,
GUARANTEED BY ARTICLE I, SECTION 3 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF
THIS STATE, VEST AT FERTILIZATION FOR EACH BORN AND PREBORN
HUMAN PERSON.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0451  General Bill, By Pinckney
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 784 OF 1954, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
BEAUFORT-JASPER COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY, TO PROVIDE THAT
ALL FOUR JASPER COUNTY APPOINTEES ARE TO BE RECOMMENDED
TO THE GOVERNOR BY THE LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION OF JASPER
COUNTY FROM THE COUNTY AT LARGE.
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
S 0452  General Bill, By Campbell, Leatherman, Reese, Shoopman,
Williams, Mulvaney, Pinckney, O’Dell, Ford, Knotts, Bryant, Land, Grooms,
Hutto, Fair, Peeler, Sheheen, Ryberg, Massey, Elliott, Alexander, McGill,
Bright, L. Martin, Matthews, Setzler and Rose
Similar (S 0275, H 3577)
A BILL TO AMEND  CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWAL AND
REPORTING ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT SUBJECT TO CERTAIN EXCEP-
TIONS, SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWALS MUST BE MADE PURSUANT
TO A PERMIT, TO PROVIDE FOR COMPLETE EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
PERMITTING REQUIREMENT, TO PROVIDE THAT REGISTERED SUR-
FACE WATER WITHDRAWERS MAY WITHDRAW SURFACE WATER
WITHOUT A PERMIT BUT SUBJECT TO CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS, TO76
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPROVIDE FOR NONCONSUMPTIVE SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWAL
PERMITS, TO PROVIDE FOR AN APPLICATION PROCEDURE FOR SUR-
FACE WATER WITHDRAWERS THAT OWN AND OPERATE A LICENSED
IMPOUNDMENT OR NEW SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS THAT
WITHDRAW WATER FROM A LICENSED IMPOUNDMENT, TO PROVIDE
FOR REPORTS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES FROM
PERMITTED AND REGISTERED WATER WITHDRAWERS AND THE
CONTENTS OF THOSE REPORTS, TO PROVIDE THAT REGISTERED AND
EXEMPT SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS MAY APPLY FOR A SUR-
FACE WATER WITHDRAWAL PERMIT, TO AUTHORIZE NONRIPARIAN
USE OF SURFACE WATER, TO PROVIDE FOR A PERMITTING PROCESS
FOR NEW SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONTENTS OF THE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEPART-
MENT’S DETERMINATION CONCERNING THE PERMIT, TO PROVIDE
FOR PUBLIC HEARINGS CONCERNING NEW PERMIT APPLICATIONS
FOR INTERBASIN TRANSFERS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF
ISSUED PERMITS AND THE RIGHTS CONFERRED BY A PERMIT, TO
PROVIDE FOR CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A PERMIT MAY BE
MODIFIED, SUSPENDED, OR REVOKED, TO PROVIDE FOR NOTICE TO
THE DEPARTMENT CONCERNING CERTAIN NEW WATER INTAKES, TO
PROVIDE FOR TEMPORARY PERMITS, TO PROVIDE AUTHORIZED
WITHDRAWAL AMOUNTS, TO PROVIDE FOR OPERATIONAL AND
CONTINGENCY PLANS, TO PROVIDE FOR POWERS AND DUTIES OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES CONCERNING IMPLE-
MENTATION OF THE CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE APPROPRIATE PENAL-
TIES FOR VIOLATIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR PERMIT APPLICATION FEES;
AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER 21, TITLE 49, RELATING TO THE INTERBA-
SIN TRANSFER OF WATER, TO PROVIDE THAT CHAPTER 1, TITLE 49,
RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING WATER, WATER
RESOURCES, AND DRAINAGE IS NOT AFFECTED BY AND SUPER-
CEDED BY CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49 AND TO PROVIDE APPROPRIATE
DEFINITIONS.
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-4
S 0453 (Rat # 0070, Act #  0075)  General Bill, By Verdin and Ford
Similar (H 3088)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 47-4-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT UNITS OF
LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAY NOT ENACT ORDINANCES, ORDERS, OR
OTHER REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE CARE AND HANDLING OF
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS THE INTENT OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO OCCUPY THE FIELD CONCERNING THE
REGULATION OF THE CARE AND HANDLING OF LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY, TO PROVIDE THAT LOCAL LAWS AND ORDINANCES PER-
TAINING TO THE REGULATION OF AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE CARE
AND HANDLING OF LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY ARE PREEMPTED
AND SUPERSEDED BY STATE LAW AND STATE AGENCY REGULA-
TIONS, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-330,
RELATING TO LOCAL FEE IMPOSITION LIMITATIONS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE GOVERNING BODY OF A COUNTY MAY NOT IMPOSE
A FEE ON AGRICULTURAL LANDS, FORESTLANDS, OR UNDEVEL-
OPED LANDS FOR A STORMWATER, SEDIMENT, OR EROSION CON-
TROL PROGRAM UNLESS CHAPTER 14 OF TITLE 48 ALLOWS FOR THE
IMPOSITION OF THIS FEE ON THESE LANDS, AND TO PROVIDE CER-
TAIN EXCEPTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 47-9-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT ONLY PROPERTY OWNERS AND RESIDENTS WITHIN A TWO-
MILE RADIUS OF A PERMITTED LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FACILITY,
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A SWINE FACILITY, MAY APPEAL A PERMIT
ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL PERTAINING TO THE FACILITY; AND BY ADDING SECTION
47-9-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE COMPOUNDING PHARMACIST WHO
FILLS AN ORDER FOR PERFORMANCE ENHANCING MINERAL OR
DRUG COMPOUNDS WHICH ARE NOT FDA APPROVED FOR POLO
HORSES PRIOR TO A POLO MATCH MUST CERTIFY THE COMPOUND
WITH HIS SIGNATURE ACCOMPANIED BY A COMPLETE LISTING OF
THE COMPONENTS CONTAINED IN THE COMPOUND AND TO PRO-
VIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS. - ratified title
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-5
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-13
   03/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-21
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-15
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-54
   05/14/09 House Amended
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-37
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Kennedy, Littlejohn,
McEachern, JH Neal, Weeks, and Hosey HJ-206
   05/13/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Weeks, JH Neal,
McEachern, Hosey, and Littlejohn HJ-33
   05/14/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Stavrinakis, Rutherford,
Weeks, Bales, R Brown, Miller, Hutto, JH Neal, MA Pitts,
Hardwick, Umphlett, Kennedy, Duncan, Ott, Hosey,
Whipper, Mack, Brantley, Gullick, and King HJ-60
   05/14/09 House Amended HJ-85
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-91
   05/14/09 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-9 HJ-91
   05/19/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-62
   05/20/09 Senate House amendment amended SJ-12
   05/20/09 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-12
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-260
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-4 HJ-260
   05/27/09 Ratified R 70
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-36  Nays-8
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden Yeas-95  Nays-10 HJ-146
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 75
S 0454  General Bill, By Peeler and Ford
Similar (H 3941)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 56, TITLE 40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD OF PYROTECHNIC
REGULATIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE CHAPTER TITLE, TO PROVIDE
STATE POLICY CONCERNING PYROTECHNICS, TO INCREASE THE
STATE BOARD OF PYROTECHNIC SAFETY FROM SIX TO SEVEN MEM-
BERS, TO DEFINE TERMS, TO REQUIRE LICENSURE FOR THE MANU-
FACTURING, SALE, OR STORAGE OF FIREWORKS, TO AUTHORIZE THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, FIRE
CHIEFS, AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO INVESTIGATE COM-
PLAINTS, TO PROVIDE GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION, TO
REQUIRE LIABILITY INSURANCE, TO REQUIRE REPORTING OF FIRES
AND EXPLOSIONS, TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE LICENSURE
AND REGULATION OF PERSONS HANDLING FIREWORKS.
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-6
   04/28/09 Senate Polled out of committee Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-14
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-14
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-6477
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/21/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-33
   05/21/09 Senate Amended SJ-33
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-33
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-140
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-141
S 0455  General Bill, By Thomas, Rose, Knotts and Ford
Similar (S 0201, H 3875)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 60 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA HEALTHNET PROGRAM”; TO PROVIDE FOR THE CRE-
ATION OF A FIVE-YEAR PILOT PROGRAM TO PROMOTE THE AVAIL-
ABILITY OF HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE TO EMPLOYEES OF
SMALL EMPLOYER GROUPS AND HEALTH GROUP COOPERATIVES
REGARDLESS OF HEALTH STATUS OR CLAIMS EXPERIENCE, ESTAB-
LISH RULES REGARDING RENEWAL OF COVERAGE, LIMITATIONS ON
THE USE OF PREEXISTING CONDITIONS EXCLUSIONS, ASSURE FAIR
ACCESS TO HEALTH PLANS AND IMPROVE OVERALL FAIRNESS AND
EFFICIENCY OF THE SMALL GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE MARKET;
TO PROVIDE FOR DEFINITIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION
AND AUTHORITY OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS; TO PROVIDE FAIR
MARKETING STANDARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF CRITERIA FOR PLAN ADMINISTRATION IN THE PLAN OF OPERA-
TION; TO PROVIDE FOR RATES; TO PROVIDE FOR PROVIDER PARTICI-
PATION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE OF THE
CHAPTER; TO PROVIDE THAT SMALL GROUP HEALTH INSURERS
SHALL OFFER AND MARKET PLANS DEVELOPED BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HEALTHNET PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE FOR HEALTH BENE-
FIT PLAN STANDARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS
AND PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR TERMINATION AND
NONRENEWAL OF COVERAGE; TO PROVIDE FOR CLAIMS DATA TO BE
REPORTED TO THE PROGRAM; TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO SUBMIT
A REPORT REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM;
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT THE
PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 60, TITLE 38 ADDED BY THIS ACT.
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-15
   04/29/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-17
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-157
S 0456  General Bill, By Sheheen, Land, Grooms and Campbell
Similar (H 3530)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-361 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY IMPOSE AND COLLECT AN
ADMINISTRATIVE FINE AGAINST LICENSED MOTOR VEHICLE DEAL-
ERS WHO VIOLATE CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW, AND PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL EMPLOY THE STAFF NECESSARY TO
ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION.
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   03/10/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-19
S 0457  Resolution, By Elliott and Williams
Similar (H 3341)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DILLON HIGH
SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS 2008 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP WIN, AND TO HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF
OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM.
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0458  Resolution, By Jackson and Pinckney
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF REVEREND WILLIE J. NELSON, OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND
TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0459  Resolution, By Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE REVEREND WILLIE
BATES, JR. ON THE CELEBRATION OF HIS THIRTY-EIGHTH YEAR AS
PASTOR OF ANTIOCH BAPTIST CHURCH IN BOWMAN, SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0460  Resolution, By Malloy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JORDAN LYLES OF
HARTSVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA ON BEING SELECTED BY THE HOUS-
TON ASTROS IN THE FIRST ROUND OF THE MAJOR LEAGUE BASE-
BALL DRAFT, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL
HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0461  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RELATING TO LICENSING STAN-
DARDS FOR CONTINUING CARE RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3204, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/03/09 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   03/04/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-11
S 0462  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF CHIRO-
PRACTIC EXAMINERS, RELATING TO APPLICATION, RENEWAL, AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 3206, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   02/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-117
S 0463 (Rat # 0071, Act #  0031)  General Bill, By Peeler and Rose
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-36-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONS OF
THE ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE REGISTRY, SO AS TO EXPAND THE TYPES
OF DATA COLLECTED BY THE ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE REGISTRY,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE AUTHORIZATION OF STUDIES ABOUT
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND THE CAREGIVERS OF PERSONS WITH
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE. - ratified title
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-1978
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-28
   04/30/09 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-71
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-8
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-28
   05/27/09 Ratified R 71
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 31
S 0464  General Bill, By Alexander, O’Dell, Land, Matthews, Hutto,
Campbell and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 72 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO ESTABLISH, AND
REQUIRE LICENSURE OF, FAMILY CARE FACILITIES, WHICH PROVIDE
HOUSING, FOOD, AND PERSONAL SERVICE ASSISTANCE TO NONRE-
LATED ADULTS WHO ARE ELDERLY OR PHYSICALLY DISABLED, TO
AUTHORIZE THE PROVISION OF CARE UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES TO PERSONS WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR NURSING HOME
LEVEL OF CARE, TO REQUIRE AN INDIVIDUAL CARE PLAN FOR EACH
RESIDENT, TO PROVIDE STAFFING REQUIREMENTS, TO AUTHORIZE
OVERSIGHT OF A FACILITY BY A PROVIDER ENTITY IN LIEU OF A
LICENSED ADMINISTRATOR, AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO SEEK MEDICARE AND MEDICAID
WAIVERS NECESSARY FOR THIS FUNDING TO BE USED FOR PROVID-
ING CARE AND SERVICES TO RESIDENTS IN THESE FACILITIES.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
S 0465  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen, Massey and Rose
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE TO STUDY SPE-
CIFIC POSSIBLE CHANGES IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT
SYSTEM AND SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE
AND THE AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE COMMITTEE, AND TO REQUIRE
THE COMMITTEE TO MAKE A REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD BEFORE JANUARY 12, 2010, AFTER WHICH THE COMMITTEE’S
EXISTENCE TERMINATES.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0466  Resolution, By Lourie, Jackson, Courson and Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MS. MAR-
THA SCOTT SMITH, OF RICHLAND COUNTY, FOR HER MANY YEARS
OF OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE, AND TO CONGRATULATE
HER ON RECEIVING THE 2009 UNITED WAY OF THE MIDLANDS
HUMANITARIAN OF THE YEAR AWARD.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0467  General Bill, By Hayes
Similar (H 3650)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-380 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
OPTIONAL ALCOHOL EXCLUSION PROVISION CONTAINED IN CER-
TAIN INSURANCE POLICIES THAT REQUIRE THE REPLICATION OF
EXACT LANGUAGE AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 38-71-370 DOES NOT
APPLY TO A MEDICAL EXPENSE POLICY, AND TO DEFINE MEDICAL
EXPENSE POLICY.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
S 0468  General Bill, By Hayes and Peeler
Similar (H 3616)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0469  General Bill, By Matthews, Hutto and Land
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 24 TO PROVIDE FOR THE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN
TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
ITS POWERS AND DUTIES.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
S 0470  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 3635)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-560 SO AS TO SPECIFY APPLICABLE FEES
FOR RECREATIONAL SALTWATER FISHING LICENSES; BY ADDING
SECTION 50-9-715 SO AS TO SPECIFY RECREATIONAL SALTWATER
FISHING LICENSE EXEMPTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-925 SO AS
TO SPECIFY HOW THE REVENUE FROM THE SALE OF STAMPS,
LICENSES, PRINTS, AND RELATED ARTICLES MUST BE DISTRIBUTED;
TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-15, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS APPLI-
CABLE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA MARINE RESOURCES ACT, SO AS
TO DEFINE THE TERMS “DROP NET” AND “FOLD UP TRAP”; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-5-955, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC SHELLFISH GROUNDS, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE REFERENCE TO THE RECREATIONAL SALTWATER FISHING
LICENSE FOR THE MARINE RECREATIONAL FISHING STAMP; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-5-1915, RELATING TO CHARTER FISHING VESSEL
LOGS, SO AS TO REQUIRE MONTHLY SUBMISSIONS TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 50-9-20, RELATING TO THE DURATION OF HUNTING AND FISH-
ING LICENSES, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO RESIDENT AND
NONRESIDENT LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-40, RELATING TO
LICENSES FOR FRESHWATER FISHING, SO AS TO SPECIFY RECRE-
ATIONAL FRESHWATER FISHING; TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-540, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FRESHWATER AND SALTWATER FISHING
LICENSES, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AND TO
REPEAL SECTIONS 50-5-1905, 50-5-1910 50-5-1920, 50-5-1925, AND 50-5-
1945 ALL RELATING TO RECREATIONAL SALTWATER FISHERIES
LICENSES AND STAMPS.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
   03/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
5
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-23
S 0471  Concurrent Resolution, By O’Dell and Bryant
Similar (H 3592)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGH-
WAY 178/76 IN ANDERSON COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
EAST SHOCKLEY FERRY ROAD IN THE CITY OF ANDERSON TO ITS
INTERSECTION WITH MAIN STREET IN THE TOWN OF BELTON “VET-
ERAN’S MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS79
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSOR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “VETERANS MEMORIAL HIGHWAY”.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
S 0472  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME COURT, THE HONORABLE JEAN HOEFER
TOAL, TO ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION ON
THE STATE OF THE JUDICIARY AT 11:00 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 25, 2009.
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-9
   02/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-12
S 0473 (Rat # 0010, Act #  0112)  General Bill, By Leventis
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 387 OF 2008, RELATING TO THE SUMTER
COUNTY CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A MEMBER OF THE SUMTER CONSOLIDATION TRANSITION
COMMITTEE WHO HAS BEEN DISMISSED, SUSPENDED FROM HIS
POSITION, OR DEMOTED, OR FORCED TO ACCEPT A CHANGE IN THE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS AT HIS CURRENT EMPLOYMENT, OR
RECEIVES ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT THREATS IN CONNECTION
WITH HIS DECISIONS OR ACTIONS ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE
MAY INSTITUTE A NONJURY CIVIL ACTION AGAINST SUMTER
SCHOOL DISTRICT 2 OR SUMTER SCHOOL DISTRICT 17 OR THEIR
SUCCESSORS FOR CERTAIN DAMAGES.  - ratified title
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-9
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   02/26/09 Senate Amended SJ-10
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   03/03/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   03/04/09 House Read second time HJ-73
   03/05/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-15
   04/02/09 Ratified R 10
   04/09/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   04/17/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   07/21/09 Act No. 112
S 0474  Resolution, By L. Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIBERTY HIGH
SCHOOL’S COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM FOR WINNING THEIR THIRD
CONSECUTIVE CLASS AA TITLE, AND TO WISH THEM MUCH CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0475  Resolution, By L. Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE PICKENS HIGH
SCHOOL LADY BLUE FLAME VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR WIN-
NING THEIR THIRTEENTH STATE CHAMPIONSHIP AND CONTINUING
TO DOMINATE SOUTH CAROLINA AAA VOLLEYBALL.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0476  Resolution, By Cromer
Similar (H 3580)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR LORETTA PRICE, OF LEXINGTON
COUNTY, FOR HER OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE, AND TO
RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND HER AS AN ARTICULATE SPOKESPER-
SON FOR THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY DURING THE CELE-
BRATION OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0477  Resolution, By Cromer
Similar (H 3667)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND ALL THE CITIZENS OF NEW-
BERRY COUNTY AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA WHO ARE
PARTICIPATING IN THE “RELAY FOR LIFE FOR NEWBERRY COUNTY”
TO BE HELD MAY 1-2, 2009, AND TO DECLARE MAY 1-2, 2009, AS NEW-
BERRY COUNTY RELAY FOR LIFE WEEKEND.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-14
S 0478  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 1 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A
STATE HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN FOR NONSTATE EMPLOYEE INDI-
VIDUALS AND TO PROVIDE THAT EVERY RESIDENT OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA WHO FILES A STATE TAX RETURN IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE
IN THE PLAN; TO REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD TO ADMINISTER THE PLAN AND TO ESTABLISH RATES FOR
THE PREMIUMS; PREMIUMS PAID INTO THIS PLAN MUST NOT BE
COMINGLED WITH STATE EMPLOYEES’ HEALTH INSURANCE PREMI-
UMS, AND TO REQUIRE BOTH PLANS TO OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY
OF EACH OTHER;  TO AUTHORIZE PARTICIPANTS TO OPT OUT OR IN
EACH CALENDAR YEAR;  AND TO REQUIRE PARTICIPANTS TO PAY
INTO THE SYSTEM THE FIRST YEAR BUT NOT RECEIVE INSURANCE
BENEFITS IN ORDER TO COLLECT PREMIUMS AND CREATE AN
ESCROW ACCOUNT FROM WHICH TO ADMINISTER THE PROGRAM.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
   02/26/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Thomas (ch), Land, Ryberg
S 0479  General Bill, By Bryant
Similar (H 3774)
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-160 TO
PROVIDE THAT A MUNICIPALITY MAY NOT REQUIRE ANNEXATION
AS A CONDITION PRECEDENT TO PROVIDING UTILITY SERVICES.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
S 0480  Concurrent Resolution, By Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO URGE CONGRESS TO OPPOSE FED-
ERAL LEGISLATION THAT INTERFERES WITH A STATE’S ABILITY TO
DIRECT THE TRANSPORT OR PROCESSING OF HORSES.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-15
S 0481  Joint Resolution, By Lourie, Reese and Massey
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA CERTIFIED
ATHLETIC TRAINERS FOUNDATION TO ENCOURAGE AND ASSIST THE
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS IN ENSURING THAT A
CERTIFIED ATHLETIC TRAINER IS ON STAFF AT EACH HIGH SCHOOL
AND MIDDLE SCHOOL OF THIS STATE.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-15
   04/29/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-6
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/30/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day
   05/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-4
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
S 0482  Resolution, By Jackson
Similar (H 3852)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GLORY COM-
MUNICATIONS, INC., ON ITS FIFTEENTH YEAR OF PRESENTING THE
GOSPEL MUSIC CELEBRATION “FAMILYFEST” AND FOR SPONSORING80
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE “FUTURE LEADER SCHOLARSHIP FUND” PRESENTATIONS HELD
IN CONJUNCTION WITH “FAMILYFEST”.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0483 (Rat # 0011, Act #  0003)  General Bill, By Rankin, Cleary, McGill and
Elliott
Similar (H 3590)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 10, TITLE 4 ENACTING THE
“LOCAL OPTION TOURISM DEVELOPMENT FEE ACT” SO AS TO
ALLOW A MUNICIPALITY LOCATED IN A COUNTY IN WHICH AT
LEAST FOURTEEN MILLION DOLLARS OF STATE ACCOMMODATIONS
TAX REVENUES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED IN A FISCAL YEAR TO
IMPOSE A FEE NOT TO EXCEED ONE PERCENT OF AMOUNTS SUB-
JECT TO TAX PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 36, TITLE 12, THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA SALES AND USE TAX ACT, FOR NOT MORE THAN TEN YEARS,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE MUNICIPALITY MAY IMPOSE THE FEE BY
ORDINANCE OR BY REFERENDUM IN THE MUNICIPALITY, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE FEE, AND TO PROVIDE USES
FOR WHICH THE FEE REVENUE MUST BE APPLIED, INCLUDING
TOURISM PROMOTION, PROPERTY TAX ROLLBACK, AND CAPITAL
PROJECTS PROMOTING TOURISM CAUSES. - ratified title
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-15
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
18
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-70
   03/25/09 Senate Amended SJ-70
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-70
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Amended SJ-14
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-28
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-72
   04/01/09 House Roll call Yeas-55  Nays-46 HJ-73
   04/02/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-16
   04/02/09 Ratified R 11
   04/09/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   04/17/09 Effective date 04/09/09
   04/22/09 Act No. 3
S 0484  General Bill, By Sheheen and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-68-95 SO AS TO PROVIDE DE MINIMIS OPER-
ATIONS LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR NONRESIDENT PROFES-
SIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-68-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LICENSURE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS, SO AS TO
INCREASE APPLICATION FEES AND TO REQUIRE AN APPLICATION
FEE FOR EACH COMPANY IN A PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANI-
ZATION GROUP; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-40, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO QUALIFICATIONS TO BE LICENSED AS A PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATION AND QUALIFICATIONS TO SERVE AS A
CONTROLLING PERSON OF A LICENSEE, SO AS TO DELETE A PROVI-
SION AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF A NONRESIDENT RESTRICTED
LICENSE WITHOUT THE REQUISITE TWO YEARS EXPERIENCE, TO
MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS, AND TO DELETE OBSOLETE LAN-
GUAGE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-45, RELATING TO CONTINUING
EDUCATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE HOLDER OF A DE MINIMIS
OPERATIONS LICENSE IS NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE CONTINUING EDU-
CATION, TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF “KEY PERSONNEL” FOR CER-
TAIN PURPOSES, AND TO DELETE OBSOLETE LANGUAGE; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-68-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LICENSURE AND
RENEWAL FEES, SO AS TO REVISE INITIAL AND RENEWAL LICENSE
FEES, TO DELETE NONRESIDINT PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGA-
NIZATION LICENSE AND RENEWAL LICENSE FEES, AND TO DELETE
PROVISIONS STATING MAXIMUM LICENSURE FEES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-68-90, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO RESTRICTED LICENSURE
OF NONRESIDENT COMPANIES AND GROUPS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR A RESTRICTED LICENSE AND TO AUTHORIZE
THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS TO WAIVE THE AUDITED
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REQUIREMENT FOR SUCH APPLICANTS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-68-100, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ISSUANCE
AND VALIDITY OF LICENSES, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE INITIAL LICEN-
SURE PERIOD; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-120, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS BENEFIT PROGRAMS FOR
LICENSEES, INCLUDING WORKERS’ COMPENSATION PLANS AND
HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS, SO AS TO REQUIRE BOTH PLANS TO BE
LICENSED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-68-140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR
LICENSEE NAME AND LOCATION CHANGES, SO AS TO ALSO
REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT WITH OTHER
CHANGES IN STATUS AS MAY BE REQUIRED; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
68-160, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY
ACTION AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES, SO AS TO FURTHER SPEC-
IFY PROCEDURES FOR PURSUING A CONTESTED CASE; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-68-165, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT
OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS OR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL ENFORCING
THIS CHAPTER BY FILING AN ACTION IN THE CIRCUIT COURT, SO AS
TO ALSO AUTHORIZE FILING AN ACTION IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW COURT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-240, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION AGAINST DISCLOSING RECORDS OF
AND RETURNS FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND
EXCEPTIONS TO THIS PROHIBITION, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN THIS
EXCEPTION THE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION RELATED TO PAY-
ROLL WITHHOLDING TAXES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DEPARTMENT LICENSING AND
REGULATION OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-16
   04/28/09 Senate Polled out of committee Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-16
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-16
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/30/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-36
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-36
   05/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-2
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-13
S 0485  General Bill, By Lourie and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “CHILDCARE SAFETY ENHANCEMENT ACT OF
2009” BY AMENDING SECTION 63-13-180, RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENT OBTAINING THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE STATE ADVI-
SORY COMMITTEE ON THE PROMULGATION OF REGULATIONS FOR
CHILDCARE FACILITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
SHALL ONLY OBTAIN THE ADVICE OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
PROMULGATION OF REGULATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-1210,
RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE STATE ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE ON THE REGULATION OF CHILDCARE FACILITIES AND THE
MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE, TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF
PARENT MEMBERS ON THIS COMMITTEE BY ONE AND TO DECREASE
THE NUMBER OF OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF CHILDCARE FACILI-
TIES ON THIS COMMITTEE BY ONE; TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-1220,
RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON81
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE REGULATION OF CHILDCARE FACILITIES, TO DELETE THE PRO-
VISION THAT NO REGULATION MAY BE PROMULGATED IF DISAP-
PROVED BY THE COMMITTEE; AND TO ADD SECTION 63-13-220, TO
SPECIFY THE TYPE OF VIOLATIONS SUBJECT TO FINES AND THE
MAXIMUM FINE AMOUNT FOR EACH TYPE VIOLATION AND TO PRO-
VIDE  PROCEDURES FOR NOTIFICATION OF VIOLATIONS, FOR IMPO-
SITION OF FINES, FOR CORRECTION OF VIOLATIONS, FOR PAYMENT
OF FINES, AND FOR APPEALING FINES.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0486  General Bill, By Peeler, Alexander and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE COMMISSION
ON DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS, SO AS TO DELETE OBSOLETE
LANGUAGE; TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-220, RELATING TO THE PROM-
ULGATION OF REGULATIONS BY THE COMMISSION ON DISABILITIES
AND SPECIAL NEEDS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION REQUIRING
THE COMMISSION TO CONSULT WITH THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OF THE DIVISION TO WHICH THE REGULATIONS APPLY; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-20-230, RELATING TO THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL
NEEDS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION AUTHORIZING THE DIREC-
TOR TO APPOINT AND REMOVE EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT;
TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-240, RELATING TO THE CREATION AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPE-
CIAL NEEDS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION TRANSFERRING THE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR AUTISTIC SERVICES FROM THE DEPARTMENT
OF MENTAL HEALTH TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND
SPECIAL NEEDS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-350, RELATING TO
AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL
NEEDS TO ESTABLISH CHARGES FOR SERVICES IN REGULATION, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THESE CHARGES TO BE ESTABLISHED IN REGULA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-430, RELATING TO THE DIRECTOR
CARRYING OUT CERTAIN RESPONSIBILITIES SUBJECT TO POLICIES
ADOPTED BY THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CARRYING
OUT THESE RESPONSIBILITIES IS SUBJECT TO REGULATIONS PRO-
MULGATED BY THE DEPARTMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-260, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FACILITIES REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
AND FACILITIES THAT ARE EXEMPT FROM SUCH LICENSURE, SO AS
TO REQUIRE LICENSURE FOR COMMUNITY-BASED HOUSING AND
DAY PROGRAMS OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES
AND SPECIAL NEEDS AND TO REMOVE COMMUNITY-BASED HOUS-
ING SPONSORED, LICENSED, OR CERTIFIED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS FROM THOSE FACILITIES THAT
ARE EXEMPT FROM LICENSURE; TO AMEND ARTICLE 23, CHAPTER 7,
TITLE 44, RELATING TO CRIMINAL RECORDS CHECKS OF DIRECT
CARE STAFF, SO AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY THE CRIMINAL RECORDS
CHECKS THAT MUST BE CONDUCTED ON DIRECT CARE STAFF, TO
PROVIDE THAT A DIRECT CARE ENTITY INCLUDES A DAY PROGRAM
OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH OR THE
DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS, TO DELETE
PROVISIONS REQUIRING DIRECT CAREGIVERS TO VERIFY RESI-
DENCY FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS PRECEDING APPLYING FOR
EMPLOYMENT, TO DELETE PROVISIONS AUTHORIZING PRIVATE
BUSINESSES, ORGANIZATIONS, OR ASSOCIATIONS TO CONDUCT
CRIMINAL HISTORY BACKGROUND CHECKS REQUIRED BY THIS
ARTICLE, AND TO DELETE PROVISIONS RELATING TO CERTAIN FIN-
GERPRINT FORMS AND PROCEDURES; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 44-
20-225 RELATING TO CONSUMER ADVISORY BOARDS FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS’ MENTAL
RETARDATION, AUTISM, AND HEAD AND SPINAL CORD INJURY DIVI-
SIONS AND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 20, TITLE 44 RELATING TO THE
LICENSURE AND REGULATION OF FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-18
   03/10/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-19
   03/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-78
   03/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-78
   03/26/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-30
S 0487  General Bill, By Bright, Reese and S. Martin
Similar (S 0703)
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 612 OF 1984, RELATING TO THE METHOD OF
CONDUCTING ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARDS OF TRUSTEES IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY, TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ELECTORS THAT MUST SIGN A PETITION
FOR A PERSON TO PLACE HIS NAME AS A CANDIDATE ON THE BAL-
LOT.
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-20
   03/03/09 Senate Amended SJ-15
   03/03/09 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   03/04/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/05/09 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-11
   03/26/09 House Delegation report: Favorable Spartanburg Delegation HJ-
43
   03/31/09 House Amended HJ-37
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-37
   04/01/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-28
   04/02/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-23
   04/29/09 Senate Recalled from Legislative Council SJ-3
   04/29/09 Senate Committed to delegation from Spartanburg County SJ-3
S 0488  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO CHARTER SCHOOL APPEALS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4028, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-2
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-12
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-224
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-210
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-22
   05/12/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-26
S 0489  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO ASSESSMENT PROGRAM, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4029, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-382
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-12
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-224
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-211
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-22
   05/12/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-26
S 0490  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO PROGRAM FOR ASSISTING,
DEVELOPING, AND EVALUATING PRINCIPAL PERFORMANCE
(PADEPP), DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4027,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-3
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-13
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-224
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-211
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-22
   05/12/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-27
S 0491 (Rat # 0072, Act #  0051)  General Bill, By Hayes
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 18 TO CHAPTER 23, TITLE 57 SO AS TO DESIG-
NATE CERTAIN HIGHWAYS IN WESTERN YORK COUNTY AS THE
WESTERN YORK COUNTY SCENIC BYWAY, AND TO MAKE IT SUBJECT
TO THE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA SCENIC HIGHWAYS
COMMITTEE. - ratified title
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-20
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   04/22/09 House Referred to York Delegation HJ-65
   04/29/09 House Delegation report: Favorable with amendment York Dele-
gation HJ-177
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-33
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-34
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-34
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/01/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-6
   05/13/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-68
   05/27/09 Ratified R 72
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 51
S 0492  Concurrent Resolution, By Setzler, Knotts, Courson and Cromer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND PROVIDENCE HOSPI-
TALS AND LEXINGTON MEDICAL CENTER FOR COLLABORATIVELY
WORKING TO IMPROVE MEDICAL CARE FOR THE CITIZENS OF THE
MIDLANDS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   02/26/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-106
   03/03/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0493  Resolution, By Bright, S. Martin and Reese
Similar (H 3493, H 3494)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LAN-
DRUM HIGH SCHOOL “LADY CARDINALS” VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR
ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL
PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF.
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0494  General Bill, By Cromer, Grooms, Sheheen, Hutto, McGill, Land,
Rankin, Coleman and Verdin
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 23, TITLE 48 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING GENERALLY TO FORESTRY, BY ADDING SECTION 48-23-300 TO
PLACE LIMITS ON ANY COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE, RULE,
REGULATION, OR RESOLUTION CONCERNING FORESTRY ACTIVI-
TIES.
   02/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-4
S 0495  General Bill, By Massey, Hutto and S. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2100 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO FIELD TRIALS, TO PROVIDE THAT A PARTICIPANT IN FIELD TRI-
ALS PERMITTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES IS
NOT REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A HUNTING LICENSE IF THE PARTICIPANT
IS NOT CARRYING A FIREARM AND NO GAME IS TAKEN, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT NO FIELD TRIALS MAY BE HELD OUTSIDE OF THE
REGULAR SEASON EXCEPT AS PERMITTED BY THE DEPARTMENT.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-4
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-10
   05/07/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-30
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-109
S 0496  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 3615)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 7 OF TITLE 32, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRENEED FUNERAL CONTRACTS, SO
AS TO CONFORM THE PROVISIONS TO REFLECT THAT THE PREVIOUS
POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE STATE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITU-
TIONS RELATING TO THOSE CONTRACTS HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, TO PROVIDE FOR A
CONTESTED CASE HEARING BEFORE THE REVOCATION OR SUSPEN-
SION OF A LICENSE FOR VIOLATION OF THE CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-19-290, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO LICENSED EMBALMERS AND FUNERAL DIRECTORS RECEIV-
ING PAYMENTS FOR PRENEED FUNERAL CONTRACTS, SO AS TO
CHANGE “STATE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS” TO “SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS”.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
S 0497  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry83
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO EXPLOSIVES, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3216, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-30
S 0498  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO FIRE PREVENTION AND LIFE SAFETY
IN LOCAL DETENTION FACILITIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 3220, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-30
S 0499  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
SOUTH CAROLINA TRAUMA SYSTEM, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 3199, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-13
S 0500  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO FIRE PREVENTION AND LIFE SAFETY
FOR SPECIAL OCCUPANCIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 3215, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-31
S 0501  General Bill, By Leatherman
A BILL TO ENACT THE PROVISO CODIFICATION ACT OF 2009, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE CODIFICATION IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA CODE OF
LAWS OF CERTAIN PROVISOS CONTAINED IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL
APPROPRIATIONS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR OTHER PROVISIONS
RELATED TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT EFFEC-
TIVE FOR FISCAL YEAR 2009-2010 ONLY.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-18
S 0502  General Bill, By O’Dell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 79 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF “DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY” SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
S 0503  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO FIREWORKS AND PYROTECHNICS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3219, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-31
S 0504  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM (LP) GAS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3218, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-31
S 0505  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS AND
FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3217, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-31
S 0506  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF STATE
FIRE MARSHAL, RELATING TO FIRE PREVENTION AND LIFE SAFETY,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3214, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-32
S 0507  Resolution, By Williams
Similar (H 3714)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND DOROTHY ELLIS KING, OF
FLORENCE COUNTY, FOR HER TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE TO FRANCIS MARION UNIVERSITY, AND TO RECOGNIZE
HER UPON THE OCCASION OF THE NAMING OF A FRANCIS MARION
UNIVERSITY BUILDING IN HER HONOR.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0508  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARTHA HELEN
KENNEDY, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY84
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCELEBRATION AND MANY MORE YEARS OF HEALTH AND HAPPI-
NESS.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   03/03/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-10
S 0509  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE NATIONAL ASSOCI-
ATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP) ON
ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0510  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR JUDGE MILDRED WEATHERS
MCDUFFIE, OF RICHLAND COUNTY, FOR HER OUTSTANDING SER-
VICE TO HUMANITY, HER COMMUNITY, AND HER CHURCH.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0511  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-655.5 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
UNLAWFUL SEXUAL CONDUCT BETWEEN MINORS, TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS CONVICTED OF
A VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION IS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER AS A
SEX OFFENDER.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0512  General Bill, By Lourie, Anderson, Nicholson, Knotts, Cromer,
Leventis and L. Martin
Similar (H 3677)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-740 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO TESTING FOR HEPATITIS B AND HIV FOR OFFENDERS AND VIC-
TIMS OF CERTAIN CRIMES, TO BRING THE PROVISIONS INTO COMPLI-
ANCE WITH THE FEDERAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT; TO
AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16, BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-750, RELAT-
ING TO REQUIRING VICTIMS OF CERTAIN CRIMES TO SUBMIT TO
POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS, TO MANDATE THE INVESTIGATIVE
AND PROSECUTORIAL PROCEDURES OF CERTAIN CRIMES IN SOUTH
CAROLINA COMPLY WITH THE FEDERAL VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1350, RELATING COST OF
MEDICOLEGAL EXAM FOR VICTIMS OF CERTAIN CRIMES, TO PRE-
VENT THE VICTIM OF CERTAIN CRIMES FROM BEARING THE COST
OF THE EXAM AS REQUIRED BY THE FEDERAL VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 20-4-60, RELATING TO THE CON-
TENT OF ORDERS OF PROTECTION, TO BRING THE PROVISIONS INTO
COMPLIANCE WITH THE FEDERAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT;
TO AMEND CHAPTER 25, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADDING
SECTION 16-25-30, RELATING TO OFFENDERS CONVICTED OF CER-
TAIN CRIMES, TO REQUIRE NOTIFICATION OF FEDERAL LAW BE PRO-
VIDED UPON CONVICTION AS REQUIRED BY THE FEDERAL
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-
1770, RELATING TO THE CONTENT OF RESTRAINING ORDERS, TO
BRING THE PROVISIONS INTO COMPLIANCE WITH THE FEDERAL
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-66
S 0513  General Bill, By Cleary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-28-110 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO LICENSING AND REGISTRATION OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS, TO
CLARIFY THE EXPERIENCE NEEDED TO FULFILL THE TWO-YEAR
SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-9
S 0514  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell, Ford and Knotts
Similar (H 3644)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 25, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009.
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-9
   03/03/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-11
S 0515  Resolution, By L. Martin
Similar (H 3619)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR JANEY
TURNER AS A RECIPIENT OF A PRUDENTIAL SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY
AWARD, TO RECOGNIZE HER OUTSTANDING RECORD OF VOLUN-
TEER SERVICE, PEER LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY SPIRIT, AND
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0516  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 3562)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN TITLE
38 PERTAINING TO INSURANCE, SO AS TO ADD THE DEFINITIONS OF
“GENERAL APPOINTMENT”, “LOCAL APPOINTMENT”, “SPECIAL
APPOINTMENT”, “CROP INSURANCE”, AND “TRAVEL INSURANCE”,
CORRECT ARCHAIC LANGUAGE, AND MAKE CONFORMING AMEND-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-39-20, RELATING TO PREMIUM SER-
VICE COMPANIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE FEE FOR LICENSURE
TO ENGAGE IN SERVICING INSURANCE PREMIUMS IN THIS STATE IS
DUE ON A BIENNIAL BASIS RATHER THAN ON AN ANNUAL BASIS; TO
AMEND SECTION 38-43-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LICENSE
FEES FOR INSURANCE PRODUCERS AND AGENCIES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR A BIENNIAL PRODUCER LICENSE RENEWAL FEE OF
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS, INCREASE THE INITIAL PRODUCER
LICENSE RENEWAL FEE FROM TWENTY DOLLARS TO TWENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS, AND PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO
THE PAYMENT OF APPOINTMENT FEES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-
106, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE PRODUCERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE BIENNIAL COMPLIANCE PERIOD IS BASED ON THE
LICENSEE’S MONTH AND YEAR OF BIRTH; TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-
110, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DURATION OF AN INSURANCE
PRODUCER’S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT INDIVIDUAL
LICENSES MUST BE RENEWED BIENNIALLY BASED ON THE
LICENSEE’S MONTH AND YEAR OF BIRTH AND PROVIDE FOR THE
REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO RENEWAL; TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-
200, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON SPLITTING
COMMISSIONS WITH AN UNLICENSED PERSON BY AN INSURANCE
PRODUCER, SO AS TO DELETE THE EXISTING PROVISIONS AND PRO-
VIDE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO THE SPLITTING AND
SHARING OF COMMISSIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-45-10, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITIONS OF AN INSURANCE BROKER, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE QUALIFYING DUTIES AND PROVIDE FOR EXCEPTIONS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-45-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS AN INSURANCE BROKER, SO AS
TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENTS THAT A BROKER HOLD AT LEAST
ONE APPOINTMENT.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-585
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
S 0517  Joint Resolution, By Davis, Bright, Shoopman, Ryberg, Bryant,
Mulvaney, Fair, Peeler, Rose and Campsen
Similar (H 3576)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT NO STATE AGENCY,
DEPARTMENT, OR ENTITY, BY REGULATION OR OTHERWISE, MAY
ADMINISTRATIVELY INCREASE OR IMPLEMENT A FEE FOR PER-
FORMING A SERVICE OR FUNCTION, OR A CIVIL PENALTY OR FINE
FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH A REQUIREMENT OR PROVISION OF
LAW UNDER ITS JURISDICTION WITHOUT THE SPECIFIC APPROVAL
OF THE INCREASE OR NEW FEE, FINE, OR PENALTY BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY BY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION; TO PROVIDE THAT
APPROVAL BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY JOINT RESOLUTION OF
A REGULATION OF A STATE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT UNDER THE
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT WHEREIN A FEE, FINE, OR PEN-
ALTY INCREASE OR IMPOSITION IS CONTAINED DOES NOT CONSTI-
TUTE APPROVAL UNDER THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION,
AND IF AN INCREASE OR IMPLEMENTATION IS CONTAINED IN THAT
JOINT RESOLUTION, THE INCREASE OR IMPLEMENTATION IS NULL
AND VOID; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS; AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DURATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   03/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
2
   03/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0518  General Bill, By Elliott and Reese
Similar (S 0435)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-3135 SO AS TO EXEMPT AN AMOUNT OF
FAIR MARKET OF A PARCEL OF REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVE-
MENTS THEREON AS DETERMINED BY THE APPRAISAL RESULTING
FROM AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST SUFFICIENT TO
LIMIT ANY INCREASE IN THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE PARCEL
TO FIFTEEN PERCENT OF ITS VALUE ON THE ASSESSOR’S BOOKS, TO
PROVIDE THAT FAIR MARKET VALUE WHEN REDUCED BY THIS
EXEMPTION IS THE VALUE TO WHICH THE CONSTITUTIONAL CAP ON
INCREASES TO FIFTEEN PERCENT OVER FIVE YEARS APPLIES, TO
PROVIDE THAT THIS EXEMPTION CONTINUES UNTIL THE PROPERTY
UNDERGOES A SUBSEQUENT ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST
AND PROVIDE THAT THIS EXEMPTION DOES NOT APPLY TO PREVI-
OUSLY UNTAXED ADDITIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-37-3140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO VALUATION OF REAL
PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL PROP-
ERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING
AMENDMENT, TO REQUIRE THE PROPERTY TAX ASSESSOR TO APPLY
THE EXEMPTION ALLOWED BY THIS EXEMPTION TO FAIR MARKET
VALUE DETERMINED AT THE TIME OF ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF
INTEREST OCCURRING IN 2007, 2008, AND IN 2009 BEFORE THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT NO REFUND
IS ALLOWED BASED ON THOSE ADJUSTED VALUES.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0519  Joint Resolution, By Setzler, L. Martin, Reese, Anderson and
Nicholson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
BY STUDENTS RESIDING IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS THAT CLOSED DUE
TO SNOW ON MARCH 2, 2009, IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP
REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW,
EXTREME WEATHER, OR OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
S 0520  General Bill, By Ford, Bryant, Thomas, Davis, Bright, Fair, Ryberg,
Rose and Grooms
Similar (H 3802)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATIONAL OPPORTU-
NITY ACT” BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 63, TITLE 59 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A SCHOLAR-
SHIP OR TUITION GRANT AND A PERSON WHO PAYS TUITION FOR
THAT STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE FOR A TAX CREDIT FOR THE PAYMENT
OF THAT TUITION UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS; TO ALLOW A TAX
CREDIT FOR A PERSON WHO PAID TUITION FOR A QUALIFYING STU-
DENT TO ATTEND AN INDEPENDENT OR PUBLIC SCHOOL UPON CER-
TAIN CONDITIONS DURING THE FIRST SCHOOL YEAR AFTER THE
ENACTMENT OF THIS ACT, TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PERSON
WHO PAID TUITION FOR ANY STUDENT WHO IS ENROLLED IN KIN-
DERGARTEN OR FIRST GRADE IN AN INDEPENDENT OR PUBLIC
SCHOOL FOR THE SECOND SCHOOL YEAR AFTER THE ENACTMENT
OF THIS ACT, TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PERSON WHO PAID
TUITION FOR ANY STUDENT WHO IS ENROLLED IN KINDERGARTEN
THROUGH GRADE TWO IN AN INDEPENDENT OR PUBLIC SCHOOL
FOR THE THIRD SCHOOL YEAR AFTER THE ENACTMENT OF THIS
ACT, TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PERSON WHO PAID TUITION
FOR ANY STUDENT WHO IS ENROLLED IN KINDERGARTEN
THROUGH GRADE FOUR IN AN INDEPENDENT OR PUBLIC SCHOOL
FOR THE FOURTH SCHOOL YEAR AFTER THE ENACTMENT OF THIS
ACT, AND TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PERSON WHO PAID
TUITION FOR ANY STUDENT ENROLLED IN ANY GRADE IN AN INDE-
PENDENT OR PUBLIC SCHOOL FOR EVERY SCHOOL YEAR THEREAF-
TER; TO PROVIDE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE TAX CREDIT; TO
ALLOW A TAX CREDIT OF UP TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS PER STU-
DENT FOR A PERSON WHO TEACHES HIS STUDENT AT HOME; TO
ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PERSON OR CORPORATION FOR A CON-
TRIBUTION MADE TO A STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP ORGANIZATION
UPON CERTAIN TERMS AND CONDITIONS; TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS THAT AN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL MUST MEET IN ORDER TO
ACCEPT STUDENTS PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE; TO REQUIRE PAR-
TICIPATING SCHOOLS TO ADMINISTER CERTAIN ASSESSMENT TESTS;
TO REQUIRE A FAILING SCHOOL TO NOTIFY PARENTS AND GUARD-
IANS OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE SCHOOL OF ITS FAILING STA-
TUS; TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO PROMULGATE
REGULATIONS AND MAKE INVESTIGATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THIS ARTICLE; TO REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD ANNUALLY TO REPORT ON THE FISCAL IMPACT OF THIS
ARTICLE, AND TO SPECIFY WHAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE
REPORT; TO REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD TO
UNDERTAKE A LONG TERM EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE
ARTICLE, AND TO SPECIFY WHAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE EVAL-
UATION, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; AND BY ADDING SECTION
12-6-3383 SO AS TO CREATE THE TAX CREDIT AND REFERENCE ITS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
   05/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0521  General Bill, By Grooms, Rankin, Campbell, Rose and Elliott
Similar (H 4033)
A BILL TO ENACT THE “TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FUND-
ING FLEXIBILITY ACT”, BY AMENDING CHAPTER 3, TITLE 57 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM, BY ADDING
ARTICLE 3 TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION MAY SOLICIT PROPOSALS FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIATIVES
FROM PRIVATE ENTITIES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROPOSAL REQUEST
AND SUBMISSION PROCESS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCESS OF
SELECTING A PRIVATE ENTITY TO PARTICIPATE IN A PUBLIC-PRIVATE
INITIATIVE, TO PROVIDE FOR INTERIM AND COMPREHENSIVE
AGREEMENTS TO CARRY OUT THE TERMS OF THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE
INITIATIVE, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERIM AND COM-86
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPREHENSIVE AGREEMENTS, TO PROVIDE FOR PERMISSIBLE FINANC-
ING OF THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIATIVE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MAY EXERCISE THE POWER OF
EMINENT DOMAIN IN CONJUNCTION WITH A PUBLIC-PRIVATE INI-
TIATIVE; TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 57, BY ADDING ARTICLE 9, TO
PROVIDE THAT TOLLS MAY NOT BE IMPOSED ON FEDERAL INTER-
STATE HIGHWAYS UNLESS APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MAY
IMPOSE A TOLL ON INTERSTATE 73, TO PROVIDE THAT TOLLS
IMPOSED AND COLLECTED ON A PROJECT MUST BE USED ONLY TO
PAY COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TOLL ROAD AND TO DEFINE THE
TERM “TOLLS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TOLL ROAD”, TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON WHO FAILS TO PAY A TOLL IS GUILTY OF A MISDE-
MEANOR AND TO PROVIDE PUNISHMENT FOR VIOLATIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR AN ELECTRONIC TOLLING SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION
15-5-1660, TO PROVIDE FOR PERFORMANCE AND PAYMENT BONDS
FROM PRIVATE ENTITIES ENGAGED IN A PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIA-
TIVE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-200, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION MAY REFINANCE PUBLIC-PRIVATE
INITIATIVES AND SPECIFY WHICH ACTIVITIES MAY BE INCLUDED IN
A REFINANCE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1310, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MAY USE TURNPIKE BONDS TO
FINANCE IMPROVEMENTS ON ROADS; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1320,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEFINITION OF “TURNPIKE FACILITY”
INCLUDES PORTIONS OF HIGHWAYS IN ADDITION TO ALL OF A HIGH-
WAY AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEFINITION INCLUDES ADDI-
TIONAL LANES OR CAPACITY ADDED TO AN EXISTING TURNPIKE
FACILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1330, TO PROVIDE THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION WITH MORE FLEXIBILITY IN WHAT MAY
BE DESIGNATED, PLANNED, IMPROVED, CONSTRUCTED, MAIN-
TAINED, OPERATED, OR REGULATED AS A TURNPIKE FACILITY; AND
TO REPEAL SECTIONS 12-28-2920, 57-3-615, 57-3-618, 57-5-1490, AND 57-
5-1495.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   03/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-7
   03/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0522  General Bill, By Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-155 SO AS TO REQUIRE ONE SEMESTER OF
CIVICS AND GEOGRAPHY INSTRUCTION DURING THE FIFTH GRADE,
EIGHTH GRADE, AND ELEVENTH GRADE ACADEMIC YEARS.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
S 0523  Resolution, By Bright, S. Martin and Reese
Similar (H 3216, H 3217)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS
REMARKABLE SEASON AND STELLAR SUCCESS IN CAPTURING THE
2008 CLASS AAAA DIVISION I STATE CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0524  Concurrent Resolution, By Malloy, Leatherman, S. Martin and Land
Similar (H 3675)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE LONG-HELD BELIEF
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY THAT NASCAR RACING IS AN INTE-
GRAL AND VITAL PART OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND ITS
ECONOMY AND TO RECOGNIZE THE DARLINGTON RACEWAY AS
ONE OF OUR STATE’S MOST TREASURED ATTRACTIONS AND
NASCAR RACING AS A SIGNIFICANT PART OF OUR STATE’S RICH HIS-
TORY, AND TO NAME THE WEEK OF MAY 4, 2009, THROUGH MAY 10,
2009, “DARLINGTON RACEWAY WEEK, THE WEEK TOO TOUGH TO
TAME”.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-11
   03/05/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-14
   03/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/09/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-15
S 0525  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY SERGEANT DAVID L. LEIMBACH OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD WHILE HE WAS
SERVING A TOUR OF MILITARY DUTY IN AFGHANISTAN, AND TO
EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE DEEPEST APPRECIATION OF A GRATE-
FUL STATE AND NATION FOR HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-11
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-6
S 0526  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY MASTER SERGEANT DANNY E. MAY-
BIN OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY WHILE HE WAS SERVING A TOUR
OF MILITARY DUTY IN KUWAIT, AND TO EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY
THE DEEPEST APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE AND NATION
FOR HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-6
S 0527  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY STAFF SERGEANT RONALD PHILLIPS,
JR., OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY WHILE HE WAS SERVING A TOUR
OF MILITARY DUTY IN IRAQ, AND TO EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE
DEEPEST APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE AND NATION FOR
HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0528  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY CAPTAIN RICHARD G. CLIFF, JR., OF
THE UNITED STATES ARMY WHILE HE WAS SERVING A TOUR OF MIL-
ITARY DUTY IN AFGHANISTAN, AND TO EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE87
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HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-13
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0529  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY STAFF SERGEANT MATTHEW J. TAY-
LOR OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY WHILE HE WAS SERVING A TOUR
OF MILITARY DUTY IN IRAQ, AND TO EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE
DEEPEST APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE AND NATION FOR
HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-13
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0530  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY SERGEANT ADAM M. WENGER OF
THE UNITED STATES ARMY WHILE HE WAS SERVING A TOUR OF MIL-
ITARY DUTY IN IRAQ, AND TO EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE DEEPEST
APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE AND NATION FOR HIS LIFE,
SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-13
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0531  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY CAPTAIN GARRETT T. LAWTON OF
THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS WHILE HE WAS SERVING A
TOUR OF MILITARY DUTY IN AFGHANISTAN, AND TO EXPRESS TO
HIS FAMILY THE DEEPEST APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE
AND NATION FOR HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-14
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-9
S 0532  Resolution, By Coleman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE HORACE HORTON ON HIS
CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUTSTANDING SKILLS, EFFORT, AND LEADER-
SHIP TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION AND
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA; TO HONOR THE HEROISM, DEDICA-
TION, TENACITY, AND BRAVERY HE CONSISTENTLY DISPLAYED
WHILE SERVING AS A SPECIAL AGENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION; TO THANK HIM FOR HIS SERVICE TO
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA DURING HIS CAREER; AND TO
COMMEMORATE HIS BEING AWARDED THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION’S MEDAL OF HONOR.
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0533  Resolution, By Alexander
Similar (H 3328)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF DR. ROBERT C. EDWARDS, OF PICKENS COUNTY, PRESIDENT
EMERITUS OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0534  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. SARAH ROSS
JONES, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETI-
ETH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRA-
TION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0535  General Bill, By McConnell, Mulvaney, Ford, Land, Knotts and
Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-19-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL GAMES AND BETTING, SO AS
TO CLARIFY THE ACTIVITIES THAT ARE UNLAWFUL GAMBLING, TO
AMEND THE PENALTIES TO BE THE SAME OR SIMILAR, AND TO CRE-
ATE AN EXCEPTION FOR SOCIAL GAMING AND FOR CASINO NIGHT
EVENTS CONDUCTED AS A FUNDRAISING ACTIVITY OF LIMITED
DURATION BY A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION.
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/09/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Ford (ch), Knotts, Lourie,
Mulvaney, Shoopman
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0536  Resolution, By Bright, S. Martin and Reese
Similar (H 3215, H 3218)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE 2008 JAMES F.
BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY GIRLS VOLLEYBALL TEAM OF
SPARTANBURG COUNTY ON WINNING THE CLASS AAAA VOLLEY-
BALL STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, COMMEND THE PLAYERS, COACHES,
AND STAFF FOR A SEASON OF SPIRITED COMPETITION, INSPIRING
PERSEVERANCE, AND TREMENDOUS ACHIEVEMENT, AND TO WISH
THEM EVERY SUCCESS IN THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0537  Joint Resolution, By Setzler
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
BY STUDENTS RESIDING IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS THAT CLOSED DUE
TO SNOW ON MARCH 2, 2009, IS WAIVED FOR STUDENTS IN LEXING-
TON SCHOOL DISTRICTS ONE, TWO, THREE, AND FOUR.
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   03/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   04/15/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   04/21/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-18
   04/23/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-235
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 5, 2009 HJ-19
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-21
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-22
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-20
   05/21/09 House Tabled HJ-11
S 0538  General Bill, By Knotts
Similar (S 0417, H 3246)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE
EMPLOYEES, RETIREES, AND THEIR DEPENDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE
PLANS, SO AS TO EXTEND THIS ELIGIBILITY TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA ATHLETIC COACHES ASSOCIATION.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-688
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A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE TERRY D. WING-
ARD, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, WING COMMAND CHIEF MASTER
SERGEANT OF THE 169TH FIGHTER WING OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
AIR NATIONAL GUARD, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT,
TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS FORTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   03/11/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-19
S 0540 (Rat # 0026, Act #  0109)  Joint Resolution, By Alexander
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
BY THE STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF OCONEE COUNTY
ON MARCH 2, 2009, DUE TO SNOW, IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP
REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW,
EXTREME WEATHER, OR OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP. - ratified
title
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   04/01/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-27
   04/02/09 Senate Read second time
   04/14/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-36
   04/21/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-18
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-25
   04/23/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-234
   04/30/09 Ratified R 26
   05/06/09 Vetoed by Governor
   05/14/09 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-1  Nays-0
   05/20/09 House Veto overridden Yeas-2  Nays-0 HJ-36
   05/22/09 Effective date 05/20/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 109
S 0541  Joint Resolution, By S. Martin, Peeler and Coleman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
BY STUDENTS RESIDING IN UNION COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ON
MARCH 2, 2009, DUE TO SNOW, IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP
REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW,
EXTREME WEATHER, OR OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
S 0542  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Hayes, Mulvaney and Coleman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAYS MISSED
BY STUDENTS RESIDING IN YORK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS ONE,
TWO, THREE, AND FOUR ON MARCH 2, 3, AND 4, 2009, DUE TO SNOW,
ARE EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
S 0543  General Bill, By S. Martin, Bright and Peeler
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED BY STUDENTS
RESIDING IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS ONE, TWO,
THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX, AND SEVEN ON MARCH 2, 2009, DUE TO
SNOW, IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
S 0544  Joint Resolution, By Peeler
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAYS MISSED
BY STUDENTS RESIDING IN CHEROKEE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONE DUE TO SNOW AND LOSS OF ELECTRICITY ON MARCH 2, 3, AND
4, 2009, ARE EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
S 0545  Joint Resolution, By Senate Transportation
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, COMMISSIONERS
OF PILOTAGE, RELATING TO PILOT AND APPRENTICE AGE LIMITA-
TIONS; SHORT BRANCH QUALIFICATIONS; PILOT FUNCTIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES; AND PENALTIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4041, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
S 0546  General Bill, By Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 79 OF TITLE 44, AS AMENDED, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO “PHYSICAL FITNESS
SERVICES ACT”, SO AS TO DELETE A TANNING CENTER AND MAR-
TIAL ARTS STUDIO FROM ITS APPLICABILITY, TO PROVIDE FOR PER-
MANENT CLOSURE OF A SUBJECT FACILITY AS AN EVENT
ALLOWING CANCELLATION OF A CONTRACT, TO DEFINE “PERMA-
NENT CLOSURE”, TO PROVIDE FOR RETURN OF UNEARNED PAY-
MENTS AND ANY EVIDENCE OF INDEBTEDNESS TO THE CANCELING
CUSTOMER, TO PROVIDE THAT A SUBJECT CONTRACT MUST NOT BE
SOLD OR ASSIGNED WITHOUT THE CUSTOMER’S CONSENT OR
REQUIRE A CUSTOMER TO AFFIRMATIVELY CANCEL THE CONTRACT
TO STOP AUTOMATIC RENEWAL, TO PROVIDE THAT A CONTRACT
MAY BE ON A MONTH TO MONTH BASIS AND MAY BE PAID FOR BY
AUTOMATIC DEBITS SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A SUBJECT CONTRACT IS VOIDABLE BY THE CUSTOMER
IF THE FACILITY FAILS TO OBTAIN THE REQUISITE CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHORITY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS ARE
ENFORCEABLE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS AND
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-9
S 0547  General Bill, By Leventis, Land, Malloy and Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 52, TITLE 48 SO AS TO DEFINE
CERTAIN TERMS; TO PROVIDE ELECTRIC PROVIDERS COLLECTIVELY
SHALL ACHIEVE SPECIFIC MINIMUM ENERGY SAVINGS USING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCE PLANS; TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR THE STATE ENERGY OFFICE TO MEET WITH RESPECT TO
ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCES PLANS; TO PROVIDE AN ENERGY
EFFICIENCY FUND MUST BE CREATED WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
ELECTRIC AND GAS PROVIDERS TO SUPPORT AN ENERGY EFFI-
CIENCY RESOURCE PLAN; TO PROVIDE THE RATES OF CONTRIBU-
TIONS FOR FUNDING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY FUND; TO PROVIDE
AN ELECTRIC OR GAS PROVIDER MAY HAVE A SELF-DIRECTED
ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCE PLAN; TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR A SELF-DIRECTED ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCE
PLAN; TO PROVIDE A PROVIDER MAY RECOVER THE COSTS OF
IMPLEMENTING ITS SELF-DIRECTED ENERGY EFFICIENCY
RESOURCE PLAN IF REGULATED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION; AND TO PROVIDE THE STATE ENERGY
OFFICE MAY ESTABLISH AN ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCE
CREDIT CERTIFICATION AND TRACKING PROGRAM USING A SYSTEM89
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THIS ACT.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-10
S 0548  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
LICENSING OF ONSITE WASTEWATER SYSTEM MASTER CONTRAC-
TORS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3210,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/17/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-20
S 0549  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DISAPPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELAT-
ING TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION FEES, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4015, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
S 0550  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DISAPPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELAT-
ING TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION FEES, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4014, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-3
S 0551  General Bill, By Hutto and Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 59-1-450, 59-1-452, 59-1-453, 59-6-10, 59-6-
15, 59-6-16, 59-6-17, 59-6-20, 59-6-30, 59-6-100, 59-6-110, 59-18-120, 59-18-
310, 59-18-320, 59-18-350, 59-18-900, 50-18-920, 59-18-950, 59-18-1500, 59-
18-1510, 59-18-1530, 59-18-1540, 59-18-1570, 59-18-1590, 59-18-1700, 59-18-
1930, 59-21-440, 59-21-600, 59-21-1210, 59-21-1220, 59-24-65, 59-24-100, 59-
24-110, 59-26-20, 59-28-150, 59-28-190, 59-28-200, 59-28-210, 59-28-220, 59-
29-170, 59-29-220, 59-40-70, 59-40-230, 59-50-20, 59-59-170, 59-63-65, 59-
139-10, 59-139-40, 59-139-50, 59-139-60, AND 59-150-325 OF THE 1976
CODE, ALL RELATING TO THE EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE,
TO CHANGE CERTAIN REFERENCES FROM THE EDUCATION OVER-
SIGHT COMMITTEE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION OR THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, AND TO DELETE CERTAIN REFER-
ENCES TO THE EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE; AND TO
REPEAL SECTIONS 59-18-910 AND 59-141-10, RELATING TO PROGRESS
REPORTS AND FORMULATING AND IMPLEMENTING A PLAN TO
ACCOMPLISH NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS, THE DEADLINES FOR
BOTH OF WHICH HAVE EXPIRED.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-12
S 0552  Concurrent Resolution, By Courson, Rose, Fair and L. Martin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING THE DILIGENT
EFFORTS OF HOME SCHOOLING PARENTS AND THE ACADEMIC SUC-
CESS OF THEIR STUDENTS, EXPRESSING SINCERE APPRECIATION
FOR THEIR FOCUS ON THE WELL-BEING AND OVERALL ACHIEVE-
MENTS OF THEIR CHILDREN, AND DECLARING APRIL 2009, HOME
SCHOOL RECOGNITION MONTH.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-12
   03/11/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-29
   03/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-23
S 0553  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 63 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE LICENSURE AND REGULATION OF SUMMER CAMPS BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; TO
DEFINE SUMMER CAMPS AS RESIDENT CAMPS AND DAY CAMPS; TO
PROHIBIT PERSONS WHO ARE LISTED AS A PERPETRATOR IN THE
CENTRAL REGISTRY OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, WHO ARE
REQUIRED TO REGISTER UNDER THE SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY, OR
WHO HAVE BEEN CONVICTED OF CERTAIN CRIMES TO BE LICENSED
TO OPERATE A SUMMER CAMP OR TO BE EMPLOYED BY A SUMMER
CAMP AND TO PROVIDE THAT IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE FOR A PER-
SON WHO HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF SUCH A CRIME TO APPLY FOR
SUCH A LICENSE OR EMPLOYMENT; TO REQUIRE STATE AND FED-
ERAL FINGERPRINT REVIEWS AS A PREREQUISITE TO LICENSURE
AND EMPLOYMENT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF PROVI-
SIONAL LICENSES WHEN THE APPLICANT MEETS CERTAIN PRELIMI-
NARY REQUIREMENTS; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO
CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION OF A SUMMER CAMP APPLICANT FOR
LICENSURE; TO REQUIRE A SUMMER CAMP TO HAVE A PERSON ON
SITE WHO IS CERTIFIED IN FIRST AID AND IN CHILD-INFANT CARDIO-
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION; TO REQUIRE A SUMMER CAMP TO
NOTIFY THE DEPARTMENT WHEN A CHILD DIES AT THE SUMMER
CAMP; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES
FOR RECEIVING COMPLAINTS; TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO
CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS AND INSPECTIONS OF SUMMER DAY
CAMPS; TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR ISSUING CORRECTION
NOTICES FOR DEFICIENCIES, FOR OBTAINING INJUNCTIONS, AND
FOR APPEALS OF DEPARTMENT DECISIONS; TO PROHIBIT A PERSON
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT IN THE DEPARTMENT’S SUMMER CAMP
LICENSING PROGRAM FROM HAVING BEEN CONVICTED OF CERTAIN
CRIMES AND TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE FOR A
PERSON WHO HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF SUCH AN OFFENSE TO SEEK
EMPLOYMENT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-20, RELATING TO
DEFINITIONS IN THE LICENSURE AND REGULATION OF CHILDCARE
FACILITIES, SO AS TO REVISE THE EXEMPTIONS FROM CHILDCARE
LICENSURE FOR SCHOOL CAMPS AND SUMMER RESIDENT CAMPS.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   05/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-47
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-47
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected SJ-5
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
S 0554  General Bill, By Hutto and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1950, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PURPOSE AND DUTIES OF THE
STATE CHILD FATALITY COMMITTEE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
COMMITTEE MAY REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
TO OPEN A CASE ON THE FAMILY WHERE THE FATALITY OCCURRED
IF THE COMMITTEE SUSPECTS CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
DRUG ABUSE, ABUSE, OR NEGLECT IN THE HOME AND CHILDREN
CONTINUE TO LIVE IN THE HOME.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1490
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
   05/07/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-110
S 0555  Resolution, By L. Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE GREENVILLE YOUNG
MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO USE THE SENATE CHAMBER
AND ANY AVAILABLE COMMITTEE HEARING ROOMS IN THE GRES-
SETTE SENATE OFFICE BUILDING ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19,
2009, AND FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2009, TO CONDUCT THE YOUTH IN
GOVERNMENT PROGRAM.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-14
S 0556  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-240, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL DISCLOSURE
OF RECORDS AND REPORTS FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVE-
NUE AND PERMITTED EXCEPTIONS, SO AS TO PERMIT CERTAIN DIS-
CLOSURES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS IN
CONJUNCTION WITH ITS PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIED DUTIES.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
S 0557  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
Similar (H 3674)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIEUTENANT
ULYSSES FLEMMING, SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR NEARLY FORTY YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-15
   03/11/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-19
S 0558  Concurrent Resolution, By Courson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND EXPRESS DEEP
APPRECIATION TO THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI-
TIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA DURING “INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY WEEK” OF APRIL 20-24, 2009, AND ON “INDEPENDENT
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY DAY” ON APRIL 22, 2009, FOR THEIR OUT-
STANDING CONTRIBUTIONS IN EDUCATING OUR STATE’S AND
NATION’S YOUTH.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced SJ-2
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-2
   03/12/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-11
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-11
   03/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-27
   03/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-25
S 0559  Concurrent Resolution, By Courson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE PALMETTO GIRLS
STATE TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ON THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 2009, AND FRIDAY, JUNE
12, 2009.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced SJ-2
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-2
   03/12/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-12
   03/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-12
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-28
   03/24/09 House Introduced HJ-26
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-26
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-98
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 7, 2009 HJ-55
   04/22/09 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-52
S 0560  Joint Resolution, By McConnell, Land, Knotts, Mulvaney and Davis
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON LOTTERIES AND THE EXCEP-
TIONS TO THIS PROHIBITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MAY ALLOW RAFFLES TO BE CONDUCTED BY
CHARITABLE OR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND BY GENERAL
LAW MUST DEFINE THE TYPE OF ORGANIZATION ALLOWED TO CON-
DUCT RAFFLES,  PROVIDE THE STANDARDS FOR THE CONDUCT AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE RAFFLES, PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS,  AND PROVIDE FOR ANY OTHER LAW NECESSARY TO ASSURE
THE PROPER FUNCTIONING, HONESTY, INTEGRITY, AND CHARITA-
BLE PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE RAFFLES ARE CONDUCTED.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Ford (ch), Knotts, Lourie,
Mulvaney, Shoopman SJ-10
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-10
S 0561  General Bill, By Matthews, Malloy, Jackson, Land, Hutto, Leventis,
Scott, Williams, Elliott and Anderson
Similar (S 0099)
A BILL PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3, ARTICLE XI OF
THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO THE
SYSTEM OF FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND
SUPPORT OF A SYSTEM OF FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND SHALL
ESTABLISH, ORGANIZE, AND SUPPORT PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF
LEARNING THAT WILL PROVIDE A HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION,
ALLOWING EACH STUDENT TO REACH HIS HIGHEST POTENTIAL.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0562  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-750, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATED TO THE FAILURE OF A DRIVER TO STOP A
MOTOR VEHICLE WHEN SIGNALED BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHI-
CLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DRIVER MAY PROCEED TO A REA-
SONABLY CLOSE AND SAFE LOCATION BEFORE STOPPING.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
SJ-10
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-10
   05/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-63
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
S 0563  General Bill, By Rose and Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 29 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 44 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY STAR RATING SYS-
TEM”; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL TO DEVELOP THE RATING SYSTEM; TO PROVIDE
CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RAT-
ING SYSTEM, INCLUDING A BASIS FOR DETERMINING A FACILITY’S
RATING; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-150, RELATING TO CERTAIN91
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSDUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO ADD DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACIL-
ITY STAR RATING SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-310, RELATING
TO THE PROHIBITION OF PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFOR-
MATION RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT THROUGH INSPECTION OR
OTHERWISE, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION ALLOWING LIMITED
DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION WHEN RELATED TO A COMMU-
NITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-315, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION REGARD-
ING A FACILITY OR HOME LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO
PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR A COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE
FACILITY TO ACCOMPLISH THE RATING SYSTEM; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 44-7-370, RELATING TO THE RESIDENTIAL CARE COMMIT-
TEE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO EXPAND ITS DUTIES TO
INCLUDE ADVISING THE DEPARTMENT WITH RESPECT TO THE COM-
MUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY STAR RATING SYSTEM.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
S 0564  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-23-1040, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR
THE OFFICE OF JUDGE OF PROBATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERSON
CONVICTED OF A FELONY OFFENSE OR AN OFFENSE INVOLVING
MORAL TURPITUDE IS NOT QUALIFIED TO SERVE AS A JUDGE OF
PROBATE.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0565  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-56-170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HAZARDOUS WASTE
INCINERATION FEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN ADDITION TO
EXISTING INCINERATION FEES, A FACILITY THAT INCINERATES HAZ-
ARDOUS WASTE AND IS CLASSIFIED AS A LARGE QUANTITY GENER-
ATOR SHALL PAY AN ADDITIONAL FEE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
FOR A TON DISPOSED BY INCINERATION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
EQUAL ALLOCATION OF THE FUNDS BETWEEN THE COUNTY FUND
AND THE DEPARTMENT’S UNCONTROLLED SITE FUND.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
S 0566  Resolution, By Elliott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND GEORGE
RAYFORD VEREEN OF HORRY COUNTY FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0567  Resolution, By Bright, S. Martin and Reese
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LAUREN CABANISS ON
WINNING THE SOUTH CAROLINA JUNIOR MISS COMPETITION AND
BEING CHOSEN AS SOUTH CAROLINA’S REPRESENTATIVE IN THE
MISS DANCE AMERICA COMPETITION, AND TO WISH HER MUCH
SUCCESS AS SHE REPRESENTS SOUTH CAROLINA AT THE NATIONAL
LEVEL FOR THE TITLES OF AMERICA’S JUNIOR MISS AND MISS
DANCE AMERICA.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0568  Resolution, By Lourie
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND WARMEST GREETINGS TO MR.
SHEPHERD “SHEP” CUTLER OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS SEVENTIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM MANY
YEARS OF HEALTH AND HAPPINESS TO COME.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0569  Resolution, By Lourie
Similar (H 3701, H 3702)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SPRING
VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL “LADY VIKINGS” BASKETBALL TEAM ON ITS
IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF ON AN
OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0570  Resolution, By Hayes, Peeler, Mulvaney and Coleman
Similar (H 3703)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE YORK COUNTY AS A VITAL
PART OF THE GREAT STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO DECLARE
MARCH 31, 2009, “YORK COUNTY DAY” IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-6
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted SJ-26
S 0571  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-1-302, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF CASES
FROM PROBATE COURT TO CIRCUIT COURT, SO AS TO PROVIDE A
PROBATE COURT MUST MAKE A FINDING OF GOOD CAUSE BEFORE A
CASE MAY BE REMOVED FROM PROBATE COURT TO CIRCUIT COURT;
TO PROVIDE A PROBATE COURT SHALL HOLD A HEARING ON A
PARTY’S MOTION FOR REMOVAL AND ISSUE A WRITTEN ORDER
MAKING A SPECIFIC FACTUAL FINDING THAT GOOD CAUSE FOR THE
REMOVAL DOES NOT EXIST; AND TO PROVIDE REMOVAL FROM PRO-
BATE COURT TO CIRCUIT COURT OF A MATTER WITHIN THE EXCLU-
SIVE JURISDICTION OF THE PROBATE COURT ONLY APPLIES TO THE
PARTICULAR ACTION OR PROCEEDING BEING REMOVED, AND THE
PROBATE COURT OTHERWISE RETAINS CONTINUING AND EXCLU-
SIVE JURISDICTION.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0572  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (H 3735)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “ANN S. PERDUE INDEPENDENT AUTOPSY FAIRNESS
ACT OF 2009”, BY ADDING SECTION 44-43-730 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT IF A PERSON DIES IN A HOSPITAL, THE HOSPITAL SHALL OFFER
IN WRITING TO THE PATIENT’S FAMILY THE RIGHT OF HAVING AN
AUTOPSY PERFORMED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-530, RELATING
TO CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRING THE CORONER OR MEDICAL EXAM-
INER TO BE NOTIFIED OF CERTAIN DEATHS, SO AS TO REQUIRE SUCH
NOTIFICATION WHEN A PERSON DIES IN A HEALTH CARE FACILITY
WITHIN TWENTY FOUR HOURS OF ENTERING A HEALTH CARE
FACILITY OR OF HAVING AN INVASIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURE PER-
FORMED.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
   03/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0573  Joint Resolution, By Senate Banking and Insurance
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE, RELATING TO TAX CREDITS FOR FORTIFICA-
TION MEASURES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 3205, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   03/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-1092
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/01/09 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-106
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-106
S 0574  Resolution, By Courson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE REVEREND DR.
THOMAS STUART GLENN OF COLUMBIA UPON BEING NAMED PAS-
TOR EMERITUS OF MCGREGOR PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AND TO
COMMEND HIM FOR A LIFETIME OF DEDICATED AND FAITHFUL SER-
VICE AS A PASTOR AND MINISTER OF THE WORD AND SACRAMENT.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0575  General Bill, By Sheheen and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-5-433, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
OF MINORS OR INCAPACITATED PERSONS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE
JURISDICTIONAL AMOUNT FOR CONCURRENT JURISDICTION OF THE
PROBATE COURT AND CIRCUIT COURT FROM TWENTY-FIVE THOU-
SAND DOLLARS TO ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
S 0576  General Bill, By McConnell, Malloy, Scott, Knotts and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 4 TO TITLE 2, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE CAPI-
TOL POLICE FORCE, WHICH SHALL CONSIST OF THE CAPITOL POLICE
FORCE, THE SERGEANT AT ARMS OF THE SENATE, THE SERGEANT AT
ARMS OF THE HOUSE, AND THE MARSHAL OF THE SUPREME COURT;
TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNCTIONS, POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPON-
SIBILITIES EXERCISED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
AND THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC SERVICES AT THE STATE HOUSE AND
CAPITOL GROUNDS AND THE SUPREME COURT BUILDING INCLUD-
ING ITS GROUNDS AND PARKING LOT, INCLUDING ALL CLASSIFIED
AND UNCLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES WHOSE DUTIES INVOLVE THE PRO-
VISION OF SECURITY SERVICES AT THE STATE HOUSE AND CAPITOL
GROUNDS AND THE SUPREME COURT BUILDING INCLUDING ITS
GROUNDS AND PARKING LOT, BUT EXCLUDING THOSE AREAS OF
THE STATE HOUSE THAT ARE RESERVED FOR THE EXECUTIVE
CHAMBER AND THE GOVERNOR’S STAFF, BE DEVOLVED AND
TRANSFERRED TO THE CAPITOL POLICE FORCE; TO PROVIDE THAT
THE SERGEANT AT ARMS OF THE SENATE AND THE SERGEANT AT
ARMS OF THE HOUSE SHALL HAVE EXCLUSIVE CARE AND CHARGE
OVER THOSE AREAS DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2-3-100, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE MARSHAL OF THE SUPREME COURT SHALL HAVE
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OVER THE SUPREME COURT BUILDING
INCLUDING ITS GROUNDS AND PARKING LOT AND THE CALHOUN
BUILDING; TO PROVIDE FOR THE CREATION OF THE CAPITOL POLICE
FORCE COMMITTEE, CONSISTING OF THREE MEMBERS OF THE SEN-
ATE APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE,
THREE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER, AND
THREE MEMBERS APPOINTED BY THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE
SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DIRECTOR OF GENERAL SERVICES SHALL SERVE AS A NON-VOTING
EX OFFICIO MEMBER, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE CAPITOL
POLICE FORCE COMMITTEE; TO PERMIT THE CHIEF OF THE CAPITOL
POLICE FORCE TO EMPLOY SUCH DEPUTY OFFICERS AND OTHER
EMPLOYEES AS NECESSARY; TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHIEF OF THE
CAPITOL POLICE FORCE, THE SERGEANTS AT ARMS OF THE SENATE
AND HOUSE, THE MARSHAL OF THE SUPREME COURT, AND ALL
THEIR DEPUTIES SHALL HAVE THE SAME POLICE POWERS AS SHER-
IFFS AND DEPUTY SHERIFFS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHIEF OF THE
CAPITOL POLICE FORCE MAY ENTER INTO RECIPROCAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENTS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHIEF OF THE
CAPITOL POLICE FORCE, THE SERGEANTS AT ARMS OF THE SENATE
AND HOUSE, THE MARSHAL OF THE SUPREME COURT, AND THEIR
DEPUTIES MUST DEMONSTRATE KNOWLEDGE OF THE DUTIES OF
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS OR UNDERGO TRAINING REQUIRED
OF OFFICERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE POLICE; AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE CAPITOL POLICE FORCE OFFICERS;
TO AMEND SECTION 10-1-30 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CAPITOL POLICE FORCE SHALL
PROVIDE SECURITY SERVICES FOR ALL USES OF THE STATE HOUSE
LOBBIES, STATE HOUSE STEPS AND GROUNDS, AND ALL PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS ON THE CAPITOL GROUNDS; TO AMEND
CHAPTER 11 OF TITLE 10 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PARKING LOTS ON THE CAPITOL
GROUNDS AND AT THE SUPREME COURT BUILDING SHALL BE
POLICED BY THE CAPITOL POLICE FORCE; TO DELETE SECTION 10-
11-90, RELATING TO NIGHT WATCHMEN AND POLICEMEN EMPLOYED
BY THE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD, TO AMEND SECTIONS 10-11-
90 AND 10-11-100, RELATING TO NIGHT WATCHMEN; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 10-11-110, RELATING TO TRAFFIC AND PARKING, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE CAPITOL POLICE FORCE HAS THE RIGHT TO ISSUE PARK-
ING TICKETS; TO AMEND SECTION 10-11-130, REMOVING REFER-
ENCES TO THE CITY OF COLUMBIA RECORDER AND VESTING
JURISDICTION IN CRIMINAL MATTERS IN MAGISTRATE’S COURT; TO
DELETE SECTION 10-11-150, RELATING TO THE STATE HOUSE RENO-
VATION PROJECT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 10-11-310, RELATING TO
THE DEFINITION OF CAPITOL GROUNDS; TO INCLUDE THE SUPREME
COURT BUILDING INCLUDING ITS GROUNDS AND PARKING LOT;
AND TO ADD SECTION 14-3-135 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY CREATING THE MARSHAL OF THE SUPREME
COURT AND TO DEFINE HIS DUTIES.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Hutto, Knotts,
Nicholson
   03/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 Senate Special order, set for March 31, 2009 SJ-31
   04/01/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   04/01/09 Senate Amended SJ-29
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-125
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-127
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0577  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman, Land, Setzler, Malloy,
McGill, O’Dell, Reese, Nicholson, Williams, Elliott and Knotts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO HR-1
OF 2009, THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF
2009, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ACCEPTS THE USE OF FEDERAL
STIMULUS FUNDS PROVIDED TO THIS STATE IN THIS ACT IF THE
GOVERNOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA, WITHIN THE REQUIRED FORTY-
FIVE DAY PERIOD, FAILS TO CERTIFY THAT HE WILL REQUEST AND
USE THESE FUNDS FOR THIS STATE AND THE AGENCIES AND ENTI-
TIES THEREOF IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN THE FEDERAL ACT,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER OF DISTRIBUTION OF THESE
FUNDS.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   03/18/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
3
   05/13/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-81
   05/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-55
   05/14/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-6193
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0578  Concurrent Resolution, By Campsen, Davis, Bright, Bryant, Grooms,
Ryberg and Rose
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA SUPPORTS AND JOINS GOVERNOR SANFORD’S
REQUEST FOR SOUTH CAROLINA’S SHARE OF FUNDS FROM THE
STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUND IN THE AMERICAN RECOVERY
AND REINVESTMENT ACT BE DESIGNATED TO ELIMINATE THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA’S DEBT.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
   03/17/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Alexander (ch), Setzler,
Ryberg, Verdin, Leventis, Jackson
S 0579  Concurrent Resolution, By Bright and Bryant
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REFUSE ALL FUNDS AUTHORIZED
FOR OUR STATE BY THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT
ACT.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0580  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA LOTTERY COMMISSION, SO AS TO ALLOW THE COMMISSION
TO ENTER INTO MULTI-STATE AGREEMENTS UPON APPROVAL BY ITS
BOARD.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
S 0581  General Bill, By Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO AD VALOREM TAXATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE HOUSE OWNED
BY A QUALIFIED SURVIVING SPOUSE ACQUIRED PRIOR TO OR SUB-
SEQUENT TO THE DECEASED SPOUSE’S DEATH IS EXEMPT FROM AD
VALOREM TAXATION.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0582  General Bill, By Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “PHYSICIAN TRANSPARENCY ACT” BY ADDING
ARTICLE 3, TO CHAPTER 47, TITLE 40 SO AS TO REQUIRE PHYSICIANS
SEEKING LICENSURE TO SUBMIT INFORMATION PERTAINING TO,
AMONG OTHER THINGS, PRIOR LICENSES HELD, DISCIPLINARY
ACTION TAKEN AGAINST THE PHYSICIAN, ANY AGREEMENT TO
TEMPORARILY CEASE OR RESTRICT THE PHYSICIAN’S PRACTICE OF
MEDICINE, ACTIONS AFFECTING CLINICAL PRIVILEGES, CRIMINAL
CONVICTIONS, AND FINAL JUDGMENTS OR SETTLEMENTS RESULT-
ING FROM A MALPRACTICE ACTION; TO REQUIRE THE BOARD OF
MEDICAL EXAMINERS TO MAKE THIS INFORMATION AND TYPES OF
COMPLAINTS FILED AGAINST A PHYSICIAN AVAILABLE TO THE PUB-
LIC ON THE BOARD’S WEBSITE; TO PROVIDE THAT FAILURE TO PRO-
VIDE THIS INFORMATION OR PROVIDING FALSE INFORMATION IS
CONSIDERED MISCONDUCT AND THE BOARD MAY NOT ISSUE,
RENEW, OR REINSTATE THE LICENSE OF THE PHYSICIAN; TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ALL HEARINGS BEFORE THE BOARD REGARDING COM-
PLAINTS AGAINST PHYSICIANS MUST BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC,
THAT HEARING SCHEDULES MUST BE POSTED ON THE BOARD’S
WEBSITE, THAT A COMPLAINANT HAS THE RIGHT TO MAKE A PUB-
LIC STATEMENT IN A HEARING BEFORE THE BOARD, AND THAT THE
BOARD SHALL INFORM A COMPLAINANT OF THESE RIGHTS.
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
S 0583 (Rat # 0073, Act #  0117)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION, RELATING TO USE AND DISSEMINATION OF TEST
RESULTS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4049,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-16
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-225
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-211
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-23
   05/12/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   05/13/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-9
   05/27/09 Ratified R 73
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 117
S 0584  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR ALBERT F. BRANDEL, PRESIDENT
OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIONS CLUBS, AND TO
THANK HIM FOR HIS SERVICE AND COMMITMENT TO HELPING OTH-
ERS.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0585  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MS. PATRICIA K. JONES
ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, AND TO THANK HER FOR
MANY YEARS OF SERVICE.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0586  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell, Ford and Knotts
Similar (H 3717)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WITHDRAW THE REQUEST FOR A
MEETING OF THE JOINT ASSEMBLY ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25,
2009, AT ELEVEN A.M. TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE
OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2009.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   03/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-26
S 0587  Concurrent Resolution, By Verdin
Similar (S 0387)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR.
EDGAR COPELAND TAYLOR OF LAURENS, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR
HIS OUTSTANDING THIRTY-EIGHT YEAR CAREER IN EDUCATION
UPON HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   03/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-27
S 0588 (Rat # 0012, Act #  0085)  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Setzler, Hayes
and Matthews
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE DATE BY WHICH A SCHOOL
DISTRICT MUST DECIDE WHETHER TO EMPLOY A TEACHER FOR THE
2009-2010 SCHOOL YEAR FROM APRIL FIFTEENTH TO MAY FIF-
TEENTH, TO PROVIDE THAT A TEACHER HAS TEN DAYS FOLLOWING
RECEIPT OF WRITTEN NOTIFICATION OF AN OFFER TO ACCEPT THE
CONTRACT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY UNI-
FORMLY NEGOTIATE SALARIES BELOW THE SCHOOL DISTRICT SAL-
ARY SCHEDULE FOR THE 2009-2010 SCHOOL YEAR FOR RETIRED
TEACHERS WHO ARE NOT PARTICIPANTS IN THE TEACHER AND
EMPLOYEE RETENTION INCENTIVE PROGRAM. - ratified title
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-394
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
   03/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-3
   03/24/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/25/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/26/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-10
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-70
   04/01/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-32
   04/02/09 Ratified R 12
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 85
S 0589  General Bill, By Hayes
Similar (H 3749)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 25-1-380, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ASSISTANT ADJU-
TANT GENERALS FOR THE ARMY, SO AS TO PROVIDE UPON
NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU AUTHORIZATION, AN ADDITIONAL
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT GENERAL WITH THE RANK OF MAJOR GEN-
ERAL.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-4
   04/22/09 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-8
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-8
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/28/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
S 0590  General Bill, By Peeler and Hutto
Similar (H 3746)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES BY A
PETITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO QUALIFIED ELECTOR WHO
VOTED IN A PRIMARY ELECTION IS ELIGIBLE TO SIGN A PETITION
FOR A CANDIDATE TO RUN FOR AN OFFICE TO BE FILLED AT THE
GENERAL ELECTION FOLLOWING THAT PRIMARY AND TO PROVIDE
THAT A QUALIFIED ELECTOR OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE TO SIGN A PETI-
TION FOR A CANDIDATE TO APPEAR ON A GENERAL ELECTION BAL-
LOT MAY NOT SIGN MORE THAN ONE PETITION PER GENERAL
ELECTION PER OFFICE; BY ADDING SECTION 7-11-75 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON OFFERING FOR ELECTION AS A PETITION CAN-
DIDATE IN ANY GENERAL ELECTION MUST HAVE FIRST NOTIFIED
THE ENTITY TO WHICH THE PETITION IS REQUIRED TO BE FILED BY
THE BEGINNING DATE OF THE PRIMARY ELECTION PRECEDING THAT
GENERAL ELECTION OF HIS INTENTION TO FILE AS A PETITION CAN-
DIDATE FOR THAT OFFICE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT FAILURE TO DO
SO DISQUALIFIES HIM AS A PETITION CANDIDATE FOR THAT GEN-
ERAL ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-80, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE FORM OF NOMINATING PETITIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
ALL THE SIGNATURES TO BE LEGIBLE SO THAT THE NAME OF THE
VOTER CAN BE IDENTIFIED BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT; TO
AMEND SECTION 7-11-85, RELATING TO VERIFICATION OF THE SIG-
NATURES ON PETITIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE VERIFICATION PRO-
CESS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL QUALIFIED ELECTORS SIGNING A
PETITION FOR A CANDIDATE TO APPEAR ON A GENERAL ELECTION
BALLOT FOR ELECTION TO A PARTICULAR OFFICE MUST HAVE BEEN
A QUALIFIED ELECTOR WHO REGISTERED TO VOTE AT LEAST
THIRTY DAYS BEFORE SUBMISSION OF THE PETITION, AND TO
REQUIRE THE REGISTRATION BOARD TO VERIFY THE VOTER IS A
QUALIFIED ELECTOR IN THAT JURISDICTION; BY ADDING SECTION
7-11-95 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE ENTITY TO WHICH A PETITION
MUST BE FILED MAY REJECT THE PETITION IF, AFTER A HEARING,
THE ENTITY FINDS THAT BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE
FRAUD WAS COMMITTED IN THE EXECUTION OF THE PETITION, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE VALIDATION OF THE SIGNATURES ON A PETI-
TION AND THE DETERMINATION OF WHETHER OR NOT FRAUD WAS
COMMITTED IN THE EXECUTION OF THE PETITION MUST BE CON-
DUCTED IN PUBLIC AFTER NOTICE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 7-11-
100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT DECISIONS OF A LOCAL ENTITY TO
WHICH A PETITION MUST BE FILED  MAY BE APPEALED TO THE
STATE ELECTION COMMISSION AND THEREAFTER TO A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION IN THE MANNER IN WHICH APPEALS
FROM THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION MAY BE TAKEN.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0591  General Bill, By Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 22-3-1330, 22-3-1340, 22-3-1370, 22-3-1400,
AND 22-3-1410 OF THE 1976 CODE, ALL RELATING TO PROCEEDINGS
IN CLAIM AND DELIVERY ACTIONS, TO ALLOW SERVICE OF PROCESS
BY PERSONS OTHER THAN CONSTABLES.
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0592  Resolution, By Lourie
Similar (H 3700)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF
WORLD TUBERCULOSIS DAY AS FOCUSING ATTENTION ON ONE OF
THE WORLD’S DEADLIEST KILLERS AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY,
MARCH 24, 2009, AS “SOUTH CAROLINA TUBERCULOSIS DAY.”
   03/17/09 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   03/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   03/26/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-6
   03/26/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-6
   03/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 Senate Adopted SJ-30
S 0593 (Rat # 0074, Act #  0032)  General Bill, By S. Martin
Similar (S 0347)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON THE CARRYING
OF WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROPERTY, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN EXCEP-
TION FOR PERSONS WHO ARE AUTHORIZED TO CARRY A CON-
CEALED WEAPON WHEN THE WEAPON IS INSIDE A MOTOR VEHICLE
AND SECURED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON THE CARRYING OR DISPLAYING
OF FIREARMS IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND ADJACENT AREAS, SO AS
TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION ON SCHOOL PROPERTY FOR PERSONS
WHO ARE AUTHORIZED TO CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON WHEN
THE WEAPON IS INSIDE A MOTOR VEHICLE AND SECURED. - ratified
title
   03/18/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   03/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-1
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minor-
ity unfavorable Judiciary SJ-9
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Amended SJ-34
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-34
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-185
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-185
   05/13/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-34
   05/14/09 House Amended HJ-63
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-63
   05/14/09 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-2 HJ-6395
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/14/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-65
   05/15/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   05/20/09 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-50
   05/20/09 House House recedes from amendment(s) HJ-256
   05/21/09 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-8
   05/27/09 Ratified R 74
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 32
S 0594  General Bill, By Leatherman
Similar (H 3664)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-147-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
THE HIGHER EDUCATION REVENUE BOND ACT, TO CLARIFY THOSE
ELIGIBLE FACILITIES WHICH MAY BE FINANCED UNDER THE ACT;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-147-120 RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON
THE ISSUANCE OF CERTAIN REVENUE BONDS.
   03/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   03/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-1
   03/20/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
   03/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-8
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-23
S 0595  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-43-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE REGULATIONS CONCERN-
ING APPLICATION FOR THE GENERAL EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT
(GED) DIPLOMA ALLOW CANDIDATES TO BE SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE
OR OLDER.
   03/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   03/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-1
S 0596  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leatherman,
Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews,
McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin,
Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin
and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY SERGEANT SHAWN F. HILL OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD WHILE HE WAS SERV-
ING A TOUR OF MILITARY DUTY IN AFGHANISTAN, AND TO EXPRESS
TO HIS FAMILY THE DEEPEST APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE
AND NATION FOR HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-2
   03/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-27
S 0597  General Bill, By Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS,
SO AS TO EXEMPT PRESCRIPTION DRUGS INJECTED INTO THE EYE
FOR THE TREATMENT OF MACULAR DEGENERATION.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
S 0598  General Bill, By Land
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-37-3130, 12-37-3140, AND 12-37-3150,
ALL AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, VALUATION, AND ASSESSABLE TRANS-
FERS OF INTEREST, FOR PURPOSES OF THE “SOUTH CAROLINA REAL
PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT”, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE
“POINT OF SALE” VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF
IMPOSITION OF THE PROPERTY TAX AND RETURN TO THE FORMER
VALUATION SYSTEM IN WHICH REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVE-
MENTS TO REAL PROPERTY ARE APPRAISED BY THE ASSESSOR AND
PERIODICALLY ADJUSTED IN COUNTYWIDE REAPPRAISALS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT WHEN THE FIFTEEN PERCENT CAP OVER FIVE YEARS ON
INCREASES IN FAIR MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY RESULTS IN
A VALUE THAT IS LOWER THAN THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE
PROPERTY AS DETERMINED BY THE ASSESSOR THAT THE LOWER
VALUE BECOMES THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF THE REAL PROP-
ERTY AND IS DEEMED ITS FAIR MARKET VALUE FOR PURPOSES OF
IMPOSITION OF PROPERTY TAX, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ASSESSABLE
TRANSFER OF INTEREST IS A TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OR OTHER
INSTANCE CAUSING A “STEPUP” IN THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY TO ITS FAIR MARKET VALUE AS DETERMINED BY
THE ASSESSOR, TO REQUIRE THE CAP ON INCREASES IN VALUE TO
BE APPLIED SEPARATELY TO REAL PROPERTY AND THE IMPROVE-
MENTS THEREON, AND TO PROVIDE WHEN THE STEPPEDUP VALUE
FIRST APPLIES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-30, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEFINITION OF “PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT” FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REVENUE PROCEDURES ACT, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THE NOTICES TO INCLUDE PROPERTY TAX VALUE
AND PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICABLE ASSESSMENT RATIO APPLIES
TO THE LOWER OF FAIR MARKET VALUE, PROPERTY TAX VALUE, OR
SPECIAL USE VALUE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2510, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FORM OF ASSESSMENT NOTICES
ISSUED BY THE COUNTY ASSESSOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THESE
NOTICES MUST CONTAIN THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF REAL PROP-
ERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS IN ADDITION TO FAIR MARKET VALUE
AND SPECIAL USE VALUE, AND TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
ACT APPLICABLE FOR PROPERTY TAX YEARS BEGINNING AFTER
2006.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-2
S 0599  General Bill, By Land
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS INCLUDING AN EXEMPTION OF TWO PRIVATE PASSENGER
VEHICLES OWNED OR LEASED BY A TOTALLY AND PERMANENTLY
DISABLED VETERAN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A TOTALLY AND PER-
MANENTLY DISABLED FIREFIGHTER ALSO QUALIFIES FOR THIS
EXEMPTION.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0600  General Bill, By Massey
Similar (H 3469)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SOUTH
CAROLINA RESIDENT WHO OTHERWISE QUALIFIES FOR THE LIFE,
HOPE, OR PALMETTO FELLOWS SCHOLARSHIP BUT WHO ATTENDS
SCHOOL IN ANOTHER STATE BECAUSE NO PUBLIC COLLEGE OR UNI-
VERSITY OFFERS HIS CHOSEN MAJOR SHALL RECEIVE THE SCHOL-
ARSHIP FOR WHICH HE QUALIFIES TO BE USED FOR PAYMENT OF
TUITION AT THE OUT-OF-STATE INSTITUTION.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
S 0601  General Bill, By Leatherman96
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-73-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO LIABILITY OF A SELLER OF A DEFECTIVE PRODUCT, TO PROVIDE
THAT NO PRODUCT LIABILITY ACTION, EXCEPT AN ACTION FOR
BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY, SHALL BE COMMENCED OR MAIN-
TAINED AGAINST ANY SELLER WHEN THE PRODUCT WAS ACQUIRED
AND SOLD BY THE SELLER IN A SEALED CONTAINER OR WHEN THE
PRODUCT WAS ACQUIRED AND SOLD BY THE SELLER UNDER CIR-
CUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE SELLER WAS AFFORDED NO REASON-
ABLE OPPORTUNITY TO INSPECT THE PRODUCT AND DISCOVER THE
EXISTENCE OF THE CONDITION COMPLAINED OF, UNLESS THE
SELLER DAMAGED OR MISHANDLED THE PRODUCT WHILE IN HIS
POSSESSION, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0602  Joint Resolution, By Senate Finance
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, RELATING TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CON-
STRUCTION CONTRACTS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4004, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-23
S 0603  Resolution, By Sheheen
Similar (H 3713, H 3715)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CAM-
DEN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE
2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0604  General Bill, By Sheheen and Malloy
Similar (H 3783)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-550, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PREFERENCE FOR HONORABLY DIS-
CHARGED VETERANS IN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO DELETE
PROVISIONS THAT HIRING PREFERNCE SHALL BE GIVEN ONLY
WHEN PRACTICABLE.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0605  Concurrent Resolution, By Lourie
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION OF LUGOFF-ELGIN MIDDLE
SCHOOL IN KERSHAW COUNTY ON RECEIVING A 2009 CAROLINA
FIRST PALMETTO’S FINEST AWARD.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House
   03/25/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-16
S 0606  Concurrent Resolution, By Lourie
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION OF SPRING VALLEY HIGH
SCHOOL IN RICHLAND COUNTY ON RECEIVING A 2009 CAROLINA
FIRST PALMETTO’S FINEST AWARD.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   03/25/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-17
S 0607  General Bill, By Hayes, Malloy, Courson, Scott, Knotts, Rankin,
Matthews and Lourie
Similar (H 3737)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE PROGRAM ACT” BY
ADDING CHAPTER 62 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO PROVIDE SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH
INFORMATION CONCERNING SCHOOL CHOICE PROGRAM
RESEARCH; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO DEVELOP AN INVEN-
TORY OF AVAILABLE PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE OPTIONS AND MAKE
THE LIST AVAILABLE TO DISTRICTS AND TO THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY; TO REQUIRE EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT TO CONVENE A SCHOOL
CHOICE COMMITTEE, TO DETERMINE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE
COMMITTEE, AND TO DEVELOP A SCHOOL CHOICE OPTION PLAN
THAT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT; TO REQUIRE
SCHOOL DISTRICTS BEGINNING WITH THE 2010-2011 SCHOOL YEAR
TO IMPLEMENT THEIR PLANS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE FUNDING
OF THOSE PLANS; TO REQUIRE THE SCHOOL CHOICE COMMITTEE OF
EACH DISTRICT DURING THE 2010-2011 SCHOOL YEAR TO DETER-
MINE THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING A PARTNERSHIP WITH
NEIGHBORING DISTRICTS TO PARTICIPATE IN A VOLUNTARY OPEN
ENROLLMENT PROGRAM, TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO REPORT
ITS FINDINGS TO THE DISTRICT, AND TO PROVIDE WHAT THE
REPORT MUST INCLUDE; TO REQUIRE DISTRICTS THAT CHOOSE TO
PARTICIPATE IN VOLUNTARY OPEN ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS TO
SUBMIT INTERDISTRICT AGREEMENTS AND CRITERIA OF THE PRO-
GRAM TO THE DEPARTMENT; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR DIS-
TRICTS THAT CHOOSE TO PARTICIPATE IN VOLUNTARY OPEN
ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS; TO REQUIRE EACH DISTRICT TO REPORT
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE TYPES OF CHOICE OPTIONS
OFFERED WITHIN THE DISTRICT AND OTHER INFORMATION CON-
CERNING THOSE OPTIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR FUNDING BY THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO OFFSET THE COST OF TRANSPORTATION; TO
PROVIDE FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE CHAPTER; AND TO DEFINE CER-
TAIN TERMS.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-10
S 0608  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SALE, ISSUANCE, AND USE OF
DEALER LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF VEHI-
CLES A DEALER MUST SELL IN ORDER TO BE ISSUED A DEALER
LICENSE PLATE.
   03/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
S 0609  Resolution, By Campbell
Similar (H 4073)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND LIEUTENANT THEODORE M.
STRICKLAND OF REEVESVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR AN OUT-
STANDING CAREER WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL
AND FOR HIS OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS STATE AND NATION
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE HIGHWAY
PATROL AFTER THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0610  Resolution, By Fair and Anderson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 13-17, 2009, THE BRIDGE
OF UNITY WEEK AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO
BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH FELLOW CITIZENS OF DIFFERENT
RACIAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-2
   03/26/09 Senate Adopted SJ-22
S 0611  Resolution, By Setzler97
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE WORK AND ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS OF SALUDA RIVER ACADEMY FOR THE ARTS OF LEX-
INGTON COUNTY AND TO CONGRATULATE THE FACULTY AND STAFF
UPON THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF SERVING THE COMMUNITY
WITH SUCH A DISTINCTIVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0612  General Bill, By Setzler and O’Dell
Similar (H 3707)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-41-235 TO REQUIRE MOTOR FUEL TERMI-
NALS TO OFFER FOR SALE PRODUCTS THAT ARE SUITABLE FOR SUB-
SEQUENT BLENDING EITHER WITH ETHANOL OR BIODIESEL; TO
PROHIBIT A PERSON OR ENTITY FROM TAKING AN ACTION TO DENY
A MOTOR FUEL DISTRIBUTOR OR RETAILER FROM BEING THE
BLENDER OF RECORD; TO REQUIRE MOTOR FUEL DISTRIBUTORS,
RETAILERS, AND REFINERS TO UTILIZE THE RENEWABLE IDENTIFI-
CATION NUMBER; AND TO DECLARE VIOLATIONS AN UNFAIR TRADE
PRACTICE.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-3
   04/29/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-6
S 0613  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-732 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH INSUR-
ANCE COVERAGE, INCLUDING COVERAGE UNDER THE STATE
HEALTH PLAN, FOR AN INSURED WHO PARTICIPATES IN AN
APPROVED CANCER CLINICAL TRIAL.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
   04/23/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
   04/23/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
S 0614  General Bill, By Fair
Similar (H 3872)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 26 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY ACT”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE POWERS AND DUTIES
OF THE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
S 0615  General Bill, By O’Dell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROP-
ERTY TAXES SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT A SURVIVING SPOUSE OF A
RECIPIENT OF THE EXEMPTION BY REASON OF CERTAIN AMBULA-
TORY DIFFICULTIES IS NOT ALLOWED THAT EXEMPTION.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0616  General Bill, By Knotts, Ford and Campbell
Similar (H 3734)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-11-25, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPTION ALLOWED PRO-
BATE JUDGES TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE
OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM (SCPORS), SO AS TO EXTEND THIS
OPTION TO ASSISTANT SOLICITORS EMPLOYED BEFORE JULY 1, 2010,
AND TO REQUIRE ALL ASSISTANT SOLICITORS HIRED AFTER JUNE
30, 2010, TO PARTICIPATE IN SCPORS, TO REQUIRE THAT EMPLOYER
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ASSISTANT SOLICITORS PARTICIPATING IN
SCPORS IN EXCESS OF THE EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS THAT ARE
REQUIRED FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM MUST BE PAID FROM STATE FUNDS APPROPRI-
ATED FOR THE OPERATIONS OF THE OFFICE IN WHICH THE ASSIS-
TANT SOLICITOR SERVES, AND TO CLARIFY A REFERENCE.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0617  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 3794)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2200, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS, SO AS TO SPECIFY ADDITIONAL
PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2210, RELATING
TO ABUSE OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA LANDS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE HERITAGE TRUST AND DEPARTMENT OWNED LANDS; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-2220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ADDI-
TIONAL PENALTIES FOR ABUSING WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
LANDS, SO AS TO INCLUDE HERITAGE TRUST AND DEPARTMENT
OWNED LANDS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-2225 SO AS TO CRE-
ATE A MISDEMEANOR CRIMINAL OFFENSE FOR ENTERING OR
REMAINING ON A CLOSED AREA CONTRARY TO THE INSTRUCTIONS
OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, MANAGER, OR DEPARTMENT
CUSTODIAL PERSONNEL.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-5
   04/16/09 Senate Polled out of committee Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-2
   04/16/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
2
   04/17/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Amended SJ-40
   04/22/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/23/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
S 0618  General Bill, By Leatherman, Mulvaney, Alexander and O’Dell
Similar (H 3769)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-9-140 SO AS TO ADOPT SEISMIC AND WIND
MAPS FOR THE STATE; BY ADDING SECTION 6-9-150 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH AN APPEAL PROCEDURE FOR A BUILDER FROM THE LOCAL
BUILDING COUNCIL TO THE STATE LEVEL; TO AMEND SECTION 6-8-
20, RELATING TO THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL, SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE COUNCIL IN
THE MATTERS RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL INSPECTION OR
ENFORCEMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-5, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT A PERSON PERFORMING BUILDING
CODE ENFORCEMENT MUST BE CERTIFIED, SO AS TO REQUIRE THIS
PERSON TO BE CERTIFIED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENTIAL
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF MUNICIPALITIES AND
COUNTIES TO ESTABLISH AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER GOVERNMEN-
TAL ENTITIES TO ISSUE PERMITS AND ENFORCE BUILDING CODES,
SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES CONSISTENT WITH NAMING
OF THE BUILDING CODES COUNCILS; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE BUILDING CODE ADOPTION PROCE-
DURE, SO AS TO CREATE A SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENTIAL BUILD-
ING CODES COUNCIL AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMERCIAL
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND PROVIDE THAT THE TWO COUNCILS
SHALL PROMULGATE REGULATIONS ADOPTING THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA BUILDING CODES AND SUBMIT THEM TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
(ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT); TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-50,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY ADOPTION OF CER-
TAIN NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED CODES AND STANDARDS, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDEN-98
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTIAL BUILDING CODES COUNCIL TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ADOP-
TION AND MODIFICATION OF THE RESIDENTIAL SECTIONS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMERCIAL BUILDING CODES COUNCIL TO BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADOPTION OF ALL OTHER CODES LISTED IN
THE SECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-63, RELATING TO THE MEM-
BERSHIP OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL, SO
AS TO CHANGE THE COMPOSITION OF THE COUNCILS FOR PUR-
POSES OF CREATING THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMERCIAL BUILD-
ING CODES COUNCIL AND ESTABLISH A SOUTH CAROLINA
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND PROVIDE FOR THEIR
COMPOSITION; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND OTHER PROCEEDINGS FOR VIOLA-
TION OF CHAPTER 9, TITLE 6, SO AS TO MAKE VIOLATION PRECA-
TORY INSTEAD OF MANDATORY; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-105,
RELATING TO VARIATIONS BASED ON PHYSICAL OR CLIMATOLOGI-
CAL CONDITIONS, SO AS TO ADD A GEOLOGICAL CONDITION AS
BASIS FOR A VARIATION; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 6-9-135 RELAT-
ING TO THE ADOPTION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS IN THE 2006 INTER-
NATIONAL RESIDENTIAL CODE RELATING TO FLOOD COVERAGE.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-5
S 0619  General Bill, By Anderson
Similar (H 3778)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-2430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COLLECTION OF DATA PURSU-
ANT TO THE “HOSPITAL INFECTIONS DISCLOSURE ACT”, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO COMBINE DATA FROM MULTIPLE REPORTING PERIODS
IN COMPILING THE DEPARTMENT’S REPORTS AND TO REQUIRE THE
BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RATHER
THAN THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT, TO APPOINT AN
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HOSPITAL ACQUIRED INFECTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-2440, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REPORTS
COMPILED BY THE DEPARTMENT ON HOSPITAL ACQUIRED INFEC-
TIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE REPORTS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO
BE SUBMITTED BEFORE APRIL SIXTEENTH OF EACH YEAR; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-2460, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ACT IS A CONDITION OF HOSPITAL LICEN-
SURE AND PERMITTING, SO AS TO ALSO AUTHORIZE THE IMPOSI-
TION OF CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
S 0620 (Rat # 0027, Act #  0115)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Transportation
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMIS-
SIONERS OF PILOTAGE, RELATING TO ENFORCEMENT OF PILOT
STATUTES AND MARITIME HOMELAND SECURITY, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4053, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified
title
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   04/01/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-23
   04/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 22, 2009 HJ-46
   04/22/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Kennedy, Hosey, Jefferson,
Sellers, and Brantley HJ-30
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-85
   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-86
   04/23/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-270
   04/30/09 Ratified R 27
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 115
S 0621  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (H 3711)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE
EMPLOYEES AND RETIREES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR COVERAGE UNDER
THE STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS, SO AS TO
ALLOW A PERSON WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE
HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS AS A COUNTY COUNCIL
MEMBER OF A PARTICIPATING COUNTY, AND WHO IS ALSO ELIGIBLE
TO ELECT COVERAGE AS THE SPOUSE OF A COVERED EMPLOYEE OR
RETIREE, TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INSURANCE PLANS AS EITHER AN
EMPLOYEE OR A SPOUSE, BUT NOT BOTH.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
S 0622  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-57-190 SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN INSURER
FROM IMPOSING A SURCHARGE ON A PREMIUM BASED UPON A
MOTOR VEHICLE RECORD OR INSURANCE SCORE DURING THE FIRST
THIRTY DAYS OF THE POLICY PERIOD UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS;
BY ADDING SECTION 38-57-330 SO AS TO PROHIBIT INSURERS WHO
USE INSURANCE SCORING FROM USING CERTAIN CREDIT ACTIVI-
TIES IN THE SCORING PROCESS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO EXCEPTIONS FOR REQUIRING A LICENSE
TO ACT AS AN AGENT FOR AN INSURER OR FOR A FRATERNAL BENE-
FIT ASSOCIATION, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT THE EXCEPTION FOR AN
EMPLOYEE OF A LICENSED PRODUCER DOES NOT INCLUDE CLERI-
CAL DUTIES TO INCLUDE EXPLANATION OR ADVICE CONCERNING
INSURANCE COVERAGE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-59-20, RELATING TO
THOSE BUSINESS PRACTICES WHICH CONSTITUTES IMPROPER
CLAIM PRACTICES, SO AS TO ADD INVOKING OR THREATENING POL-
ICY DEFENSES UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 38-77-350, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FORM WHICH MUST
BE USED WHEN OPTIONAL COVERAGES ARE OFFERED, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE FORM TO BE WITNESSED BY A PRODUCER OR A REP-
RESENTATIVE OF AN INSURER.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-8
S 0623  Joint Resolution, By Senate Judiciary
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION, RELATING TO STATEWIDE CRIMINAL
GANG DATABASE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUM-
BER 3221, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER
23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
S 0624  Concurrent Resolution, By Setzler
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES THE NORTH
EDISTO RIVER ALONG SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 302 AT THE
AIKEN/LEXINGTON COUNTY LINE “HARSEY’S BRIDGE” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE THAT CONTAIN
THE WORDS “HARSEY’S BRIDGE”.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
S 0625  Resolution, By Nicholson and O’Dell99
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSimilar (H 3792)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE ABBEV-
ILLE HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE THE COACHES, SCHOOL OFFICIAL OFFI-
CIALS, AND THE WRESTLERS FOR WINNING THE 2009 CLASS AA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0626  Resolution, By Reese
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND EXTEND MANY THANKS TO
FURMAN BABB FOR THE SERVICE AND COMMITMENT HE HAS PRO-
VIDED TO HIS COMMUNITY THROUGH THE SELFLESS GIVING OF HIS
TIME AND TALENTS.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0627  Resolution, By Pinckney
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JAMES “JIM” MONROE PARNELL OF JASPER COUNTY, AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0628  General Bill, By McConnell and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 19, TITLE 16 OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CODE OF LAWS, 1976, RELATING TO GAMBLING AND LOTTERIES, SO
AS TO AMEND EXISTING LAWS ON UNLAWFUL LOTTERIES AND
GAMBLING BY ORGANIZING EXISTING LAWS INTO ARTICLE 1, AND
IN ARTICLE 1 TO ADD DEFINITIONS; TO INCREASE AND MAKE UNI-
FORM PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL LOTTERIES AND GAMBLING; TO
ALLOW SOCIAL GAMBLING AS A DEFENSE TO UNLAWFUL GAM-
BLING, AND TO CLARIFY THAT GAMES OF SKILL OR CHANCE IN
WHICH NO BETTING OCCURS ARE NOT UNLAWFUL; BY ADDING
ARTICLE 3, AND IN ARTICLE 3 TO ALLOW CHARITABLE AND NON-
PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS TO CONDUCT RAFFLES AND SPECIAL LIM-
ITED CHARITY FUNDRAISING EVENTS; TO DEFINE THESE EVENTS;
TO DEFINE THE TYPE OF ORGANIZATION ALLOWED TO CONDUCT
THESE EVENTS; TO PROVIDE STANDARDS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
AND CONDUCT OF THESE EVENTS; TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIO-
LATIONS; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THESE PRO-
VISIONS SHALL TAKE EFFECT.
   03/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Ford (ch), Hutto, Knotts, Lou-
rie, Campbell, Mulvaney, Shoopman
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
S 0629  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 29, CHAPTER 7, TITLE 44 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“PATIENT MRSA INFECTION PROTECTION ACT” BY REQUIRING HOS-
PITALS TO TEST PATIENTS FOR MRSA (METHICILLIN-RESISTANT
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS) UPON ADMISSION TO AND IMMEDI-
ATELY PRIOR TO DISCHARGE FROM A HOSPITAL, TO REQUIRE MORE
FREQUENT TESTING OF HIGH RISK PATIENTS WHO ARE HOSPITAL-
IZED FOR MORE THAN SEVEN DAYS, TO REQUIRE THE TEST RESULTS
TO BE GIVEN TO THE PATIENT AS SOON AS PRACTICALLY POSSIBLE,
TO REQUIRE ISOLATION OF A MRSA-INFECTED PATIENT IF POSSIBLE,
AND TO REQUIRE THAT INSTRUCTION ON AFTERCARE AND PREVEN-
TION PRECAUTIONS BE PROVIDED TO A MRSA-INFECTED PATIENT
PRIOR TO DISCHARGE.
   03/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
S 0630 (Rat # 0075, Act #  0052)  General Bill, By Land, Setzler, L. Martin,
Ford, Nicholson, Lourie, Sheheen, Massey, Reese, Elliott, Peeler,
Leatherman, Knotts, Hayes, Verdin, Leventis, Coleman, Matthews, Fair,
Scott, Hutto, McGill, Williams, O’Dell, Campbell, Thomas, Rankin, Rose,
Davis, Alexander, Shoopman, Anderson, S. Martin, Bright, Grooms, Jackson
and Malloy
Similar (H 3888)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURER, DISTRIBUTOR, FAC-
TORY REPRESENTATIVE, OR DISTRIBUTOR REPRESENTATIVE TO
REQUIRE OR COERCE A MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER TO CHANGE THE
LOCATION OF HIS DEALERSHIP OR MAKE SUBSTANTIAL ALTERA-
TIONS TO THE DEALER’S PREMISES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT
IS UNLAWFUL FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURER, FACTORY
BRANCH, DISTRIBUTOR BRANCH, FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE OR
DISTRIBUTOR REPRESENTATIVE TO REQUIRE OR COERCE A MOTOR
VEHICLE DEALER TO REFRAIN FROM PARTICIPATION IN THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF, INVESTMENT IN, OR ACQUISITION OF ANOTHER
MAKE OR LINE OF NEW MOTOR VEHICLES OR RELATED PRODUCTS
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-
90, RELATING TO A MANUFACTURER’S, WHOLESALER’S, DISTRIBU-
TOR’S OR FRANCHISOR’S UNLAWFUL FAILURE TO RENEW, TERMI-
NATE, OR RESTRICT THE TRANSFER OF A FRANCHISE, SO AS TO
MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, AND TO PROVIDE THE FACTORS TO BE
CONSIDERED IN CALCULATING THE FAIR AND REASONABLE COM-
PENSATION FOR THE VALUE OF A DEALERSHIP FRANCHISE. - ratified
title
   03/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/22/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 Senate Amended SJ-18
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-229
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-229
   04/30/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-5
   05/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 House Amended HJ-33
   05/12/09 House Read second time HJ-38
   05/13/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-6
   05/13/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-73
   05/27/09 Ratified R 75
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 52
S 0631  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN DEFINITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
PAWNBROKERS, SO AS TO ADD TO THE DEFINITION OF A “PAWNBRO-
KER”, CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF A “MONTH”, AND ADD DEFINI-
TIONS FOR “BENEFICIAL OWNER” AND “APPROPRIATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICIAL”; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-20, RELATING
TO THE REGULATION OF PAWNBROKERS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE
TERM “LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY” TO “APPROPRIATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICIAL”; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-40, RELATING
TO THE PROHIBITION OF UNAUTHORIZED FEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A
CHARGE FOR REDEMPTION OR PICKUP MAY BE ASSESSED IN THE
ACTUAL AMOUNT OF ACTUAL MAILING COST, AMONG OTHER
THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-50, RELATING TO THE REQUIRE-100
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMENT OF A BOND OR OTHER EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL RESPONSI-
BILITY FOR A PERSON SEEKING A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY, SO
AS TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF A REQUIRED BOND FROM FIVE TO
TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-100, RELATING
TO CHARGES ON LOANS, SO AS TO ADD CERTAIN LANGUAGE TO A
REQUIRED POSTED RATE SCHEDULE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-110,
RELATING TO VESTING OF TITLE TO PLEDGED PROPERTY, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FAILURE OF A PAWNBROKER TO TIMELY SEND PROPER
FORFEITURE NOTICE TOLLS THE VESTING PERIOD UNTIL TEN DAYS
AFTER PROPER NOTICE IS SENT, THAT INTEREST MAY NOT ACCRUE
DURING THE TOLLING PERIOD, THAT THE VALUE OF A PAWNED ITEM
IS SUBJECTIVE AND BETWEEN THE PAWNBROKER AND HIS CUS-
TOMER, AND THAT THE LOAN VALUE AT THE TIME OF THE LOAN
CONSTITUTES THE ENTIRE VALUE OF THE ITEM; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-39-130, RELATING TO CERTAIN ENFORCEMENT POWERS
OF THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN ORDER TO SEIZE AN ITEM
PROVEN TO BE PROPERTY OF A PERSON OTHER THAN A PLEDGOR, A
GOVERNING AUTHORITY OR MUNICIPALITY MUST HAVE IN PLACE A
WRITTEN PLAN FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF THE PAWNBROKER.
   03/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
S 0632  General Bill, By Fair
Similar (H 3804)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-280, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN GREENVILLE COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE AND
RENAME CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY
AND REDESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON WHICH LINES
OF THESE PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD.
   03/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0633  Concurrent Resolution, By Davis
Similar (H 3827)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WENDELL WIL-
BURN, FIRE CHIEF OF THE CITY OF BEAUFORT, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE CITY OF BEAUFORT, BEAUFORT
COUNTY, AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   04/01/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-6
S 0634  Resolution, By Campsen, Grooms and Cleary
Similar (H 3935)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MS. LUCY G. BECKHAM
OF MOUNT PLEASANT ON BEING NAMED THE 2009 SECONDARY
PRINCIPAL OF THE YEAR FOR THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO
COMMEND HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE
AND OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO  EDUCATION IN SOUTH
CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0635  General Bill, By Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 8-13-100 AND 8-13-1300 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE STATE
ETHICS ACT, TO AMEND THE DEFINITION OF “CONTRIBUTION” TO
INCLUDE A LOAN GUARANTEE AS A CONTRIBUTION; TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1326, RELATING TO CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN A LOAN
TO A CANDIDATE IS CONSIDERED A CONTRIBUTION, TO INCLUDE A
LOAN GUARANTEE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1328, RELATING
TO LIMITS ON THE REPAYMENT OF LOANS BY A CANDIDATE, TO
PROVIDE THAT AFTER AN ELECTION A CANDIDATE MAY REIMBURSE
HIMSELF FOR THE REPAYMENT OF A LOAN.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0636  General Bill, By Thomas and Ford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 64 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO ENACT THE “LIFE
SETTLEMENTS ACT”; TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION OF A LIFE
SETTLEMENT CONTRACT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROTECTION OF
PERSONS ENTERING INTO THESE AGREEMENTS REGARDING CON-
TRACTUAL AND PROPERTY RIGHTS OF A LIFE INSURANCE POLICY
OWNER AND AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR OF INSURANCE TO
ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER; TO PROVIDE FOR THE
LICENSING OF A BROKER OR PRODUCER TO ENTER INTO LIFE SET-
TLEMENT CONTRACTS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE SUSPENSION, REVO-
CATION, OR REFUSAL TO RENEW THESE LICENSES; TO PROVIDE FOR
CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS, REPORTING AND PRIVACY REQUIRE-
MENTS; TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO EXAMINE THE BUSINESS
AND AFFAIRS OF A LICENSEE OR APPLICANT, PROVIDE FOR EXAMI-
NATION REPORTS AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF EXAMINATION INFOR-
MATION, PROHIBIT CONFLICT OF INTEREST BY AN EXAMINER, AND
PROVIDE FOR IMMUNITY FROM LIABILITY; TO PROVIDE FOR ADVER-
TISING REQUIREMENTS OF A BROKER OR LICENSED PROVIDER; TO
PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN DISCLOSURES TO AN OWNER; TO PROVIDE
DISCLOSURE BY A PROPOSED OWNER OF A LIFE INSURANCE POLICY
IF THE OWNER INTENDS TO PAY PREMIUMS WITH THE ASSISTANCE
OF FINANCING FROM A LENDER THAT WILL USE THE POLICY AS
COLLATERAL TO SUPPORT THE FINANCING; TO REQUIRE A PRO-
VIDER ENTERING INTO A LIFE SETTLEMENT CONTRACT WITH AN
OWNER OF THE POLICY WHERE THE INSURED IS TERMINALLY OR
CHRONICALLY ILL TO OBTAIN CERTAIN INFORMATION; TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE DIRECTOR TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO IMPLE-
MENT AND EFFECTUATE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER; TO
PROVIDE FOR PROHIBITIVE PRACTICES, FRAUD PREVENTION, AND
CONTROL; AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
   04/23/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-13
   04/28/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-37
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-185
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-186
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-10
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Harrison, Cato, Bannister, JR
Smith, GR Smith, Bedingfield, Limehouse, Branham,
Brady, Hutto, Ott, Cobb-Hunter, Hosey, Long, Kennedy,
Weeks, Crawford, Lowe, Daning, Scott, Merrill, and San-
difer HJ-27
S 0637  General Bill, By McConnell
Similar (H 3549)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 51 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE BOARD OF THE PATRIOTS POINT DEVELOPMENT AUTHOR-
ITY TO ISSUE REVENUE BONDS AND TO PRESCRIBE THE MANNER IN
WHICH, PURPOSES FOR WHICH, AND PROCEDURES UNDER WHICH
THESE REVENUE BONDS MAY BE ISSUED.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7101
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0638  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-36-10 OF THE 1976 CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, TO ESTABLISH THAT A CASE DISMISSED BY A
DIRECTED VERDICT OR SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS PRESUMED TO BE
A PER SE FRIVOLOUS CASE, UNLESS THE COURT FINDS FOR GOOD
CAUSE SHOWN IT WAS NOT FRIVOLOUS OR SANCTIONS SHOULD
NOT BE IMPOSED.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
S 0639 (Rat # 0047, Act #  0021)  General Bill, By O’Dell and Nicholson
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-290, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN GREENWOOD COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE AND
RENAME CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF GREENWOOD COUNTY
AND REDESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON WHICH LINES
OF THESE PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD. - ratified title
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/15/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-35
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/23/09 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-278
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-212
   04/30/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-16
   05/13/09 Ratified R 47
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   06/01/09 Act No. 21
S 0640  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-5-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO EQUAL RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF PARENTS
REGARDING MINOR CHILDREN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN ADDI-
TION TO EQUAL ACCESS AND EQUAL RIGHTS TO OBTAIN EDUCA-
TIONAL AND MEDICAL RECORDS, A PARENT HAS EQUAL ACCESS
AND EQUAL RIGHTS TO OBTAIN A MINOR CHILD’S COUNSELING
AND THERAPY RECORDS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0641  Joint Resolution, By Bright, Davis and Rose
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XI
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSTITUTION, 1895, RELATING TO PUB-
LIC EDUCATION, TO ADD SECTION 5 TO PROVIDE THAT THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL DEVELOP A SYSTEM FOR FUNDING THE
PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS OF THIS STATE ON A UNI-
FORM AND NONDISCRIMINATORY PER PUPIL BASIS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0642  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 31, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3890 TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN MAY NOT
OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE USING A CELL PHONE OR
OTHER WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE AND TO PROVIDE FOR
PENALTIES AND EXCEPTIONS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0643  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and Forestry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO SEASONS, BAG LIM-
ITS, METHODS OF TAKE AND SPECIAL USE RESTRICTIONS ON
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS; USE OF FERTILITY CONTROL OR
OTHER CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES IN WILDLIFE, DESIGNATED AS REG-
ULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4042, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-127
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-127
S 0644  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-1-308 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO APPEALS FROM THE PROBATE COURT, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
COURT OF APPEALS WILL DIRECTLY HEAR APPEALS FROM THE PRO-
BATE COURT.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0645  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE RADIO
STATION 96.3 WGOG ON ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COM-
MEND THE STATION FOR THE MANY CONTRIBUTIONS IT HAS MADE
TO THE UPSTATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0646  Resolution, By Alexander
Similar (H 3399, H 3400)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
R.C. EDWARDS MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND OF PICKENS COUNTY FOR
CAPTURING THE OUTSTANDING CONCERT BAND AWARD AT THE
PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL HERITAGE BAND FESTIVAL HELD ON
JANUARY 18, 2009, IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0647  Joint Resolution, By Cromer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF LEXINGTON COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO
SNOW IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
S 0648  Joint Resolution, By Cromer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF LEXINGTON RICHLAND
SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO
SNOW ARE EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
S 0649  Joint Resolution, By Cromer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF102
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSNEWBERRY COUNTY WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO
SNOW IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
S 0650  Joint Resolution, By Cromer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF SALUDA SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONE WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO SNOW IS EXEMPT
FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL DAYS
MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR OTHER DISRUP-
TIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
S 0651  General Bill, By Knotts, Elliott, Campbell, Cromer, Land and
Leatherman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-32-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
OWNING AN INTEREST IN A VACATION TIME-SHARING OWNERSHIP
PLAN OR A VACATION TIME-SHARING LEASE PLAN MUST BE GIVEN
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR A PERIOD OF AT LEAST SEVEN CONSECU-
TIVE DAYS DURING NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS TO RESERVE OR
CONFIRM HIS USE OF THE ACCOMMODATIONS OR FACILITIES TO
WHICH HE IS ENTITLED TO USE DURING HIS UNIT WEEK, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE TIME PERIODS WHEN THESE RESERVATIONS MUST BE
ACCEPTED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE ACCOMMODATIONS OR
FACILITIES HE IS ENTITLED TO USE AT HIS OPTION MUST BE THE
SAME ACCOMMODATIONS OR FACILITIES HIS VACATION TIME-
SHARING PLAN CONTRACT REQUIRES.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0652  General Bill, By Knotts, Elliott, Ford and Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 33-56-75 SO AS TO REQUIRE PROFESSIONAL
FUNDRAISING COUNSEL, PROFESSIONAL SOLICITORS AND COM-
MERCIAL CO-VENTURERS TO MAINTAIN LISTS OF DONORS FROM
CAMPAIGNS AND SOLICITATONS CONDUCTED BY THE SOLICITOR;
TO PROVIDE THAT THESE LISTS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THE CHARI-
TABLE ORGANIZATION; TO RESTRICT THE USE OF DONOR LISTS BY
THE CAMPAIGN SOLICITOR; AND TO PROVIDE CIVIL PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATIONS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Ford, Campbell
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-72
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-72
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-33
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-141
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-141
S 0653  Joint Resolution, By Knotts, Cromer, Ford, Bryant, Campbell,
Grooms, Massey, Rose and Elliott
Similar (H 3842)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES SHALL COMPLY
WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLA-
TIVE AUDIT COUNCIL CONCERNING THE NONEMERGENCY MEDICAL
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT AND
TO REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE DEPARTMENT’S
PROGRESS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
S 0654  General Bill, By Mulvaney and Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-5-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
REGISTER OF DEEDS’ DUTIES BY THE CLERK OF COURT IN CERTAIN
COUNTIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE LANCASTER COUNTY HAS A SEPA-
RATE CLERK OF COURT AND REGISTER OF DEEDS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 30-5-12, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF
THE REGISTER OF DEEDS IN CERTAIN COUNTIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THE GOVERNING BODY OF LANCASTER COUNTY SHALL APPOINT
THE REGISTER OF DEEDS FOR LANCASTER COUNTY; AND TO
REPEAL ACT 454 OF 2000 RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF THE
DUTIES OF THE REGISTER OF DEEDS IN LANCASTER COUNTY TO
THE RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR OF LANCASTER COUNTY.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-12
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-127
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-127
S 0655  Concurrent Resolution, By Ryberg, Knotts, Hutto, Ford, Peeler,
Leventis, Alexander, Setzler, O’Dell, Rose, Massey, Elliott, Davis, Nicholson,
Land, L. Martin, Bryant, Campsen, Courson, Campbell, Grooms and Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO URGE THE CONGRESS OF THE
UNITED STATES TO ENDORSE YUCCA MOUNTAIN’S SUITABILITY AS
A PERMANENT FEDERAL REPOSITORY FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIOAC-
TIVE MATERIALS.
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
   04/02/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-2
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-42
   04/21/09 House Introduced HJ-23
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-23
S 0656  General Bill, By Sheheen and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AGE OF ATTENDANCE IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO ALLOW CHILDREN WHO HAVE SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETED AN OUT-OF-STATE OR PRIVATE KINDERGARTEN PRO-
GRAM OR FIRST GRADE WITH A DIFFERENT AGE REQUIREMENT TO
ATTEND KINDERGARTEN OR FIRST GRADE IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-3
S 0657  General Bill, By Bright
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, BY ADDING
SECTION 59-101-605, TO PROVIDE FOR A HIGHER EDUCATION BASE
STUDENT COST AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF
HIGHER LEARNING MUST BE FUNDED BY USING THE BASE STUDENT
COST.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT”
BY ADDING SECTION 2-15-140 SO AS TO CREATE A DIVISION WITHIN
THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL TO CONDUCT EVALUATIONS OF
PROGRAMS OF CERTAIN STATE AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS TO
DETERMINE IF THESE PROGRAMS HAVE OUTLIVED THEIR USEFUL-
NESS OR MUST BE CHANGED TO ADDRESS THE PRIORITIES AND
NEEDS OF THE CITIZENS THEY AFFECT, PROVIDE FOR A PROCEDURE
FOR THE INITIATION OF A REVIEW AND FOR DISPOSITION OF ITS
FINDINGS AFTER A REVIEW HAS BEEN COMPLETED, REQUIRE THE
GOVERNOR IN THE PREPARATION OF THE ANNUAL RECOMMENDED
STATE BUDGET TO APPLY “ZERO-BASE” BUDGETING PRINCIPLES,
AND REQUIRE THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE AND THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE IN THE CONSIDERATION OF THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL AND BILLS OR JOINT RES-
OLUTIONS MAKING SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS TO APPLY
“ZERO-BASE” BUDGETING PRINCIPLES.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0659  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Rose, S. Martin,
Elliott, McConnell, Williams, Malloy, Peeler, Leatherman, Grooms,
Campbell, Cromer, Cleary, Scott, Shoopman, Bryant, Ryberg, Bright, Davis,
Setzler and Ford
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, 2009,
AT NOON, AS THE DATE AND TIME FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES AND THE SENATE TO MEET IN JOINT SESSION IN THE HALL OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING
MEMBERS OF THE BOARDS OF TRUSTEES FOR COASTAL CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
UNIVERSITY, WIL LOU GRAY OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL, AND WIN-
THROP UNIVERSITY TO SUCCEED THOSE MEMBERS WHOSE TERMS
EXPIRE IN 2009, OR WHOSE POSITIONS OTHERWISE MUST BE FILLED;
AND TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE REGARDING NOMINATIONS AND
SECONDING SPEECHES FOR THE CANDIDATES FOR THESE OFFICES
DURING THE JOINT SESSION; IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING ELECTION
OF BOARDS OF TRUSTEE MEMBERS, THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES AND THE SENATE SHALL ELECT ONE MEMBER AT LARGE TO
THE OLD EXCHANGE BUILDING COMMISSION TO SUCCEED THE
MEMBER WHOSE TERM IS EXPIRING.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-4
   04/02/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-14
   04/02/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-120
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0660  General Bill, By Mulvaney, Shoopman, Bryant, Davis, Rose,
Campbell, Sheheen and Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS PROHIBITED FROM SERVING AS
LOBBYISTS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE WAITING PERIOD FROM ONE
TO FIVE YEARS DURING WHICH THESE PERSONS MAY NOT SERVE AS
A LOBBYIST AFTER LEAVING PUBLIC OFFICE, AND TO CONFORM
THE APPLICABLE DATES OF THESE PERSONS’ ELECTION OR
APPOINTMENT TO PUBLIC OFFICE OR SERVICE.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0661  Joint Resolution, By McConnell
Similar (H 3917)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES SHALL MAINTAIN
ITS MEDICALLY FRAGILE CHILDREN’S PROGRAM AND SHALL PUR-
SUE OPTIONS TO OBTAIN AUTHORITY TO MAINTAIN THE EXISTING
PROGRAM WITH ITS CURRENT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
S 0662  General Bill, By Mulvaney
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 79 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF “PARENTS AND SPOUSES OF ACTIVE DUTY
OVERSEAS VETERANS” SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
S 0663  Concurrent Resolution, By Rose, Davis, Bryant and Mulvaney
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE BELIEF OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY THAT SHOULD THE GOVERNOR REQUEST STATE
FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS THAT ANY CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY
CONGRESS ON THE RECEIPT AND EXPENDITURE OF THESE FUNDS
ONLY APPLY TO THE STATE DURING THE PERIOD THAT THE FUNDS
ARE RECEIVED AND EXPENDED AND DO NOT OBLIGATE THE STATE
TO ANY FURTHER CONDITIONS, AND IT IS THE INTENT OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO NOT IMPLEMENT ANY NEW OR INCREASE ANY
EXISTING REVENUE RAISING MEASURE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIM-
ITED TO, ANY FEE, FINE, OR TAX, TO SUPPORT ANY NEW PROGRAM
OR INCREASE IN FUNDING OF ANY EXISTING PROGRAM RESULTING
FROM THE RECEIPT OF STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0664  Concurrent Resolution, By Thomas, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land,
Leatherman, Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey,
Matthews, McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler,
Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman,
Verdin and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE MANY CONTRI-
BUTIONS CREDIT UNIONS HAVE MADE TO THE COMMUNITIES IN
THIS STATE AND THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, BOTH TANGIBLE
AND INTANGIBLE, THROUGH THEIR FIRST ONE HUNDRED YEARS.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/02/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-4
S 0665  Concurrent Resolution, By Ford
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE
MORNINGSIDE MIDDLE SCHOOL IN CHARLESTON COUNTY ON
BEING NAMED WINNER OF THE 2009 DICK AND TUNKY RILEY
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT AWARD.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/02/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-5
S 0666  Concurrent Resolution, By Rose, Bryant, Davis and Mulvaney
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE INTENT OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY, THAT SHOULD THE GOVERNOR TAKE ALL ACTION
NECESSARY TO REQUEST AND OBTAIN THE ENTIRE AMOUNT OF
STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS AVAILABLE PURSUANT TO
TITLE XIV OF HR-1 OF 2009, THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REIN-
VESTMENT ACT OF 2009, THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WILL OBLI-
GATE AN EQUIVALENT AMOUNT OF STATE REVENUE DURING FISCAL
YEARS 2009-2010 AND 2010-2011 TO SERVICE OUTSTANDING STATE
DEBT, OR TO FUND IMMIEDIATE JOB CREATING TAX CUTS OR A COM-
BINATION OF THESE OBJECTIVES.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
   04/08/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0667  Concurrent Resolution, By Rose, Davis and Mulvaney
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE INTENT OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY THAT SHOULD THE GOVERNOR TAKE ALL ACTION
NECESSARY TO REQUEST AND OBTAIN THE ENTIRE AMOUNT OF
STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS AVAILABLE PURSUANT TO104
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTITLE XIV OF HR-1 OF 2009, THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REIN-
VESTMENT ACT OF 2009, THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WILL
STRIVE TO REDUCE THE APPROPRIATION OF GENERAL FUND STATE
REVENUE BY AN AMOUNT EQUIVALENT TO THE AMOUNT OF FED-
ERAL FUNDS OBTAINED.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
S 0668 (Rat # 0076, Act #  0033)  General Bill, By Courson, Knotts, Cromer,
Setzler, Jackson, Scott, Lourie and Rose
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 53-5-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LEGAL HOLIDAYS, SO AS
TO INCLUDE THE TWENTY-FOURTH DAY OF DECEMBER AS A LEGAL
HOLIDAY; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 53-5-20 RELATING TO CHRIST-
MAS EVE DECLARED AS A HOLIDAY FOR STATE EMPLOYEES. - ratified
title
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-12
   05/07/09 Senate Amended SJ-32
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-110
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-46
   05/14/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-47
   05/15/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   05/27/09 Ratified R 76
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 33
S 0669  General Bill, By Bright
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-53-15 SO AS TO TRANSFER THE POWERS,
FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES, OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELATING TO THE REGULATION OF POI-
SONS, DRUGS, AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, OTHER THAN LEAD
POISONING, TO THE STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY; AND TO AMEND
SECTIONS 44-53-10, 44-53-50, 44-53-110, AS AMENDED, 44-53-160, 44-53-
180, 4-53-200, 44-53-220, 44-53-240, 44-53-260, 44-53-280, SECTIONS 44-53-
290 THROUGH 44-53-350, 44-53-360 AND 44-53-375, BOTH AS AMENDED,
44-53-395, 44-53-430, 44-53-450, 44-53-480, 44-53-490, 44-53-500, 44-53-520,
AS AMENDED, ARTICLES 4 AND 5, CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44, AND SEC-
TION 44-53-930, ALL RELATING TO THE REGULATION OF POISONS,
DRUGS, AND OTHER CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, SO AS TO CON-
FORM THESE SECTIONS TO THIS TRANSFER.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
S 0670  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-710, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LOCAL FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARDS AND THE APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS TO THESE BOARDS
BY THE LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION OF THE REGION SERVED BY THE
BOARD, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION REQUIRING THE DELEGA-
TION TO BE NOTIFIED OF VACANCIES BY CERTIFIED MAIL.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
S 0671  General Bill, By Knotts
Similar (H 3572)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-13-400 SO AS TO ESTABLISH CREEL AND SIZE
LIMITS FOR CRAPPIE TAKEN IN LAKE MURRAY.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-9
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
12
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   05/12/09 Senate Amended SJ-13
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   05/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   05/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
S 0672  General Bill, By Setzler
Similar (H 3254)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-26-87 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS WHO HAVE RECEIVED
NATIONAL CERTIFICATION FROM THE AMERICAN SPEECH-LAN-
GUAGE-HEARING ASSOCIATION AND WHO ARE EMPLOYED IN A
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL RECEIVE A
YEARLY INCENTIVE FOR THE LIFE OF THE CERTIFICATION, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THESE INCENTIVES MUST BE PAID FROM FUNDS
APPROPRIATED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR THIS PURPOSE IF
AVAILABLE.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
S 0673 (Rat # 0077, Act #  0067)  General Bill, By Thomas and Ford
Similar (H 3790)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA MORTGAGE LENDING
ACT”, BY ADDING CHAPTER 22 TO TITLE 37 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
LICENSING OF A MORTGAGE LENDER, LOAN ORIGINATOR, OR SOME-
ONE ACTING AS A MORTGAGE LENDER; PROVIDE DEFINITIONS;
ESTABLISH QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE
AND GROUNDS FOR REVOCATION, SUSPENSION, RENEWAL, AND
TERMINATION; DESCRIBE PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES; PROVIDE FOR
RECORD-KEEPING, TRUST AND ESCROW ACCOUNTS, AND ANNUAL
REPORTS; PROVIDE FOR ENFORCEMENT THROUGH ADMINISTRA-
TIVE ACTION BY THE COMMISSIONER OF THE CONSUMER FINANCE
DIVISION OF THE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND
THROUGH CRIMINAL PENALTIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PARTICIPA-
TION IN A NATIONAL MORTGAGE REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 34-
1-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS OF
THE STATE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-1-110, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
AUTHORITY OF CERTAIN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO ENGAGE IN
BUSINESS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR MORTGAGE LENDERS AND LOAN
ORIGINATORS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 37-1-301, 37-3-105, 37-3-501, AND
37-23-20, ALL RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN CONNECTION WITH
MORTGAGE LENDING AND BROKERING AND HIGH-COST AND CON-
SUMER HOME LOANS, SO AS TO CONFORM DEFINITIONS, AND TO
INCLUDE CERTAIN ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGES AS A HIGH-COST
HOME LOAN AND TO DEFINE “ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGE”; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 37-23-40, 37-23-45, AND 37-23-75, ALL RELATING TO
PROTECTIONS FOR THE BORROWER IN A HIGH-COST OR CONSUMER
HOME LOAN TRANSACTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN DISCLO-
SURES IN CONNECTION WITH AN ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 29-4-20, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“REVERSE MORTGAGE”, SO AS TO CONFORM THE DEFINITION; AND
TO AMEND CHAPTER 58, TITLE 40, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION
OF MORTGAGE LOAN BROKERS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE REGISTRA-
TION REQUIREMENTS TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS, TO CONFORM
DEFINITIONS TO THOSE SET FORTH IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA MORT-105
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSGAGE LENDING ACT, REQUIRE CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL COURSES,
AN ADDITIONAL YEAR OF EXPERIENCE, AND A FINGERPRINT CHECK
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERS AND LOAN ORIGINATORS, REQUIRE CER-
TAIN RECORDS BE KEPT AND MADE ACCESSIBLE, ADD CERTAIN
PROHIBITIONS IN CONNECTION WITH A REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL,
REQUIRE AND PRESCRIBE MORTGAGE BROKER AGREEMENTS,
AUTHORIZE ENFORCEMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS AND PRESCRIBE ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES INCLUDING
FINES AND INJUNCTIONS AND A CRIMINAL PENALTY, REQUIRE CER-
TAIN REPORTS AND FILINGS, AND PROVIDE FOR PARTICIPATION IN A
NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE REGISTRY. - ratified title
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-10
   04/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-18
   04/29/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-20
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-29
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-158
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-1589
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-6
   05/19/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Kennedy, JH Neal, Hart,
Hosey, Jefferson, Rutherford, Govan, Gilliard, Brantley,
Erickson, King, Sandifer, Mack, Bedingfield, JR Smith,
and Bannister HJ-26
   05/20/09 House Amended HJ-62
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-126
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-126
   05/21/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-37
   05/21/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-159
   05/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/27/09 Ratified R 77
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/22/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/22/09 Act No. 67
S 0674  Resolution, By Davis, Bright, Shoopman, Rose, Bryant, Campsen, S.
Martin, Grooms, Mulvaney, Massey and Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE RULES OF THE SENATE BY
ADDING RULE 53, THE “SEVENTY-TWO HOUR BUDGET RULE”, SO AS
TO ALLOW ADDITIONAL PUBLIC INPUT INTO THE ENACTMENT OF
APPROPRIATIONS BILLS AND REVENUE RAISING BILLS BY ESTAB-
LISHING STRICT TIME LIMITS DURING WHICH VERSIONS OF APPRO-
PRIATIONS BILLS AND REVENUE RAISING BILLS AND AMENDMENTS
THERETO MUST BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE BEFORE CONSIDERATION
AND VOTES ON THESE BILLS AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TWO-THIRDS
VOTE MAY WAIVE THESE TIME LIMITS.
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Rules SJ-11
S 0675  Concurrent Resolution, By Ryberg
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE THIRD WEEK IN
APRIL 2009 AS “SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME AWARENESS WEEK” TO
RAISE AWARENESS REGARDING SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME AND TO
COMMEND THE HOSPITALS, CHILD CARE COUNCILS, SCHOOLS, AND
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS THAT EDUCATE PARENTS AND CAREGIV-
ERS ON HOW TO PROTECT CHILDREN FROM ABUSE.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-3
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-105
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-23
S 0676  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell, Ford and Knotts
Similar (S 0702, H 3879, H 3951)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON WEDNESDAY, MAY 20,
2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUSTICE
OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES DECEMBER
31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JULY 31,
2012; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JULY 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSE-
QUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY
COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERMS
EXPIRES JULY 31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN CHIEF
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; AND TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   04/02/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0677  Resolution, By Cromer
Similar (H 3899)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND ENCOURAGE THE USE
OF FOREST BIOMASS FOR ENERGY PRODUCTS AS SOUTH CARO-
LINA’S MOST ABUNDANT SOURCE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, AND TO
URGE THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS TO TAKE ACTION TO COR-
RECT THE RESTRICTIVE AND INTRUSIVE DEFINITION OF RENEW-
ABLE BIOMASS IN THE ENERGY INDEPENDENCE AND SECURITY ACT
OF 2007 AND TO PREVENT ADDITIONAL FEDERAL ACTIONS THAT
WOULD ELIMINATE FOREST PRODUCT MARKETS FOR FOREST LAND-
OWNERS BY DEFINING “RENEWABLE BIOMASS” IN A RESTRICTIVE
MANNER.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0678  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 959 OF 1954, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
CREATION OF THE YORK COUNTY NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY, SO AS
TO INCREASE ITS POWERS TO ALLOW, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE
ACQUISITION OF THE TOWN OF BLACKSBURG’S NATURAL GAS SYS-
TEM AND TO CHANGE REFERENCES FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PIPELINE COMPANY TO THE CAROLINA GAS TRANSMISSION CORPO-
RATION.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/15/09 Senate Committed to delegation from Cherokee County SJ-32
S 0679  General Bill, By Fair and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-115, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMINATION OF A CHAR-
TER SCHOOL CONTRACT WITH A SPONSOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
A CHARTER SCHOOL MAY TRANSFER ITS SPONSORSHIP FROM THE
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC CHAR-
TER SCHOOL DISTRICT OR FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC
CHARTER SCHOOL DISTRICT TO THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
UPON A MUTUAL WRITTEN AGREEMENT AMONG THE CHARTER
SCHOOL, THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL DISTRICT.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/02/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5106
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0680  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHARTER SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT ACT OF 2009.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/02/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
S 0681  General Bill, By Setzler and O’Dell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-20-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE STATE OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DIRECTOR ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM SHALL DESIGNATE NO MORE THAN TWO
COMPANIES TO PROVIDE ANNUITY CONTRACTS, MUTUAL FUND
ACCOUNTS, OR SIMILAR INVESTMENT PRODUCTS.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/02/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0682  Resolution, By Courson
Similar (H 3867)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE TUESDAY, APRIL 21, 2009, AS
“SOUTH CAROLINA RECYCLERS DAY” AND TO COMMEND AND REC-
OGNIZE SOUTH CAROLINA’S RECYCLERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO OUR STATE’S ECONOMY AND FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO
PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT AND PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   04/02/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-5
   04/21/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
   04/21/09 Senate Adopted SJ-13
S 0683  Resolution, By Bryant
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO ALLOW THE STUDENTS, STAFF, AND
SPONSORS OF TEENPACT TO USE THE SENATE CHAMBER ON FRIDAY,
MAY 1, 2009, FROM 12:00 NOON UNTIL 4:00 P.M., FOR TEENPACT STU-
DENTS TO CONDUCT THEIR ANNUAL MEETING.
   04/02/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-6
   04/14/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Invitations SJ-58
S 0684  Resolution, By O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3910)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DYAN WEBB OF GREEN-
WOOD FOR BEING NAMED 2009 SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WOMEN IN BUSINESS CHAMPION OF THE YEAR FOR SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0685  Resolution, By O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3909)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DAVID DOUGH-
ERTY OF GREENWOOD AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING
NAMED THE 2009 SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FINANCIAL
SERVICES CHAMPION OF THE YEAR FOR SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0686  Resolution, By O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3932)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MATHIS PLUMBING,
HEATING & AIR OF GREENWOOD FOR BEING NAMED THE 2009
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA) JEFF BUTLAND FAMILY-
OWNED BUSINESS OF THE YEAR FOR BOTH SOUTH CAROLINA AND
THE EIGHT-STATE SOUTHEAST REGION.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0687  Resolution, By O’Dell and Nicholson
Similar (H 3880)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF R. THORNWELL DUNLAP, JR., OF GREENWOOD, AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0688  Resolution, By O’Dell
Similar (H 3908)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE FOR THE OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY
SERVICE OF MR. JOHN LESLIE “LES” GRIFFIN OF HONEA PATH.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0689  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CARL A. WHITE, M.D.,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS A
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0690  General Bill, By Peeler, Shoopman, S. Martin, Mulvaney, L. Martin,
Courson, Alexander, Massey, Campbell, Bryant, Fair, Rose, Cromer, Hayes,
Anderson, Ryberg, Bright, Setzler, Leatherman, Davis, McConnell and
Grooms
Similar (H 3953)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3760, SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE TAX
CREDIT FOR EMPLOYERS HIRING AN UNEMPLOYED INDIVIDUAL
RECEIVING UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION BENEFITS, TO PRO-
VIDE THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT, THOSE TAXES AGAINST WHICH
THE CREDIT IS ALLOWED, AND THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR CREDITABLE EMPLOYEES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE CREDIT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE CREDIT IS
ALLOWED FOR ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS HIRED AFTER JUNE 30, 2009,
AND BEFORE JULY 1, 2010, AND EXTENDS FOR TWENTY-FOUR
MONTHS FOR EACH CREDITABLE EMPLOYEE.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-9
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-186
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-187
S 0691  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen, Lourie, Malloy, Hutto, Leventis, Reese,
Scott, Matthews, Coleman, Williams, Anderson, Rankin and Knotts
Similar (H 3923, H 3962)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO APPLY FOR
STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS AVAILABLE PURSUANT TO THE
AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009, TO MAKE
FINDINGS THAT IT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE STATE FOR THE
GOVERNOR TO APPLY FOR THESE FUNDS AND THAT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY HAS THE AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO
MAKE THE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR MUST
APPLY FOR THE FUNDS WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE JOINT RESOLUTION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ASSUR-
ANCES THAT MUST BE MADE TO OBTAIN THE FUNDS ARE THE POL-
ICY OF THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR BASELINE DATA ON THESE
ASSURANCES, AND TO DESCRIBE HOW THE STATE WILL UTILIZE THE
FUNDS.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7107
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0692  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen, McConnell, Hutto, Knotts, Scott and
Coleman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE DEADLINE REQUIRING ALL
CIRCUIT SOLICITORS TO HAVE A TRAFFIC EDUCATION PROGRAM IN
EFFECT FROM JULY 1, 2009, AS PROVIDED IN ACT 176 OF 2008, TO
JULY 1, 2010.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/15/09 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-66
S 0693  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-960 SO AS TO ALLOW HOLDERS OF RETAIL
PERMITS AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF BEER FOR OFF-PREMISES CON-
SUMPTION TO HOLD A LIMITED NUMBER OF BEER TASTINGS AT THE
RETAIL LOCATION EACH YEAR UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/15/09 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary
   04/15/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary
S 0694  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO PROCEDURES AND STAN-
DARDS FOR REVIEW OF CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATIONS, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4026, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
S 0695  General Bill, By Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION OF
RESOURCES TO CHARTER SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CHARTER SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL DISTRIBUTE
TWO HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE CURRENT YEAR’S BASE STUDENT
COST TO CHARTER SCHOOLS.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
S 0696 (Rat # 0078, Act #  0034)  General Bill, By Matthews
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-930, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIRED ADVER-
TISEMENT OF THE RESULTS OF A SCHOOL’S REPORT CARD IN A
LOCAL NEWSPAPER, SO AS TO ALLOW THE REQUIRED ADVERTISE-
MENT TO BE WAIVED IF AN AUDITED NEWSPAPER OF GENERAL CIR-
CULATION IN A SCHOOL DISTRICT’S GEOGRAPHIC AREA HAS
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED THE ENTIRE SCHOOL REPORT CARD
RESULTS AS A NEWS ITEM. - ratified title
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
   04/29/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-2
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-2
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-30
   04/30/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-159
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-8
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-28
   05/27/09 Ratified R 78
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 34
S 0697  General Bill, By Leatherman
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 35, TITLE 11 OF THE 1976 CODE RELAT-
ING TO CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT
WHERE A PROCUREMENT INVOLVES THE EXPENDITURE OF A FED-
ERAL GRANT, THE GOVERNMENTAL BODY SHALL ALSO COMPLY
WITH FEDERAL LAW AND AUTHORIZED REGULATIONS, TO PROVIDE
THAT WHERE FEDERAL ASSISTANCE, GRANT, OR CONTRACT FUNDS
ARE USED IN A PROCUREMENT BY A GOVERNMENTAL BODY, THE
PROCUREMENT CODE INCLUDING ANY REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE
MORE RESTRICTIVE THAN FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS MUST BE FOL-
LOWED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT THE ACTION WOULD REN-
DER THE GOVERNMENTAL BODY INELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE FEDERAL
FUNDS WHOSE RECEIPT IS CONDITIONED ON COMPLIANCE WITH
MANDATORILY APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW, TO PROVIDE FOR BID
PROCEDURES FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS, TO PROVIDE FOR
CONFIDENTIALITY IN THE PROCUREMENT REVIEW PANEL PROCESS,
AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 11-35-3025 AND 11-35-3310.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott SJ-7
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-7
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
S 0698 (Rat # 0028, Act #  0116)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Agriculture and
Natural Resources
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY, STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, RELATING TO LIGHT
BROWN APPLE MOTH QUARANTINE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4052, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-10
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   04/22/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-18
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-28
   04/29/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-25
   04/30/09 Ratified R 28
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 116
S 0699  General Bill, By Leatherman
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 6 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 2 ENACTING THE “FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT”
TO REQUIRE POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THIS STATE TO HAVE
ANNUAL FINANCIAL AUDITS AND PROVIDE COPIES OF THESE
AUDITS TO THE STATE TREASURER WHERE NOT ALREADY
REQUIRED BY LAW, TO PROVIDE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THIS
REQUIREMENT BY MEANS OF WITHHOLDING A PORTION OF STATE
FUNDS OTHERWISE DUE THE POLITICAL SUBDIVISION UNTIL COM-
PLIANCE IS ACHIEVED, TO AUTHORIZE THE STATE TREASURER TO
DEVELOP STANDARDS FOR AND REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL
HEALTH OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS AND MAKE AUDITS PUBLIC
ELECTRONICALLY, AND TO DIRECT THE STATE BUDGET AND CON-
TROL BOARD TO ASSIST IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS ACT.108
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
S 0700 (Rat # 0079, Act #  0094)  Joint Resolution, By Leatherman
Similar (H 4004)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA TO DEVELOP AND CONSTRUCT A NEW FACILITY FOR THE
MOORE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS IN THE INNOVISTA DISTRICT ON ITS
COLUMBIA CAMPUS. - ratified title
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
10
   04/23/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-20
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   04/30/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-160
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-8
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-28
   05/27/09 Ratified R 79
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 94
S 0701  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
LORIS CIVITAN CLUB OF HORRY COUNTY FOR SERVICE TO THE CITI-
ZENS OF THE COMMUNITY AND TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS
UPON THE OCCASION OF THEIR SEVENTIETH ANNIVERSARY.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-11
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-26
S 0702  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell, Ford and Knotts
Similar (S 0676, H 3879, H 3951)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON WEDNESDAY, MAY 13,
2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUSTICE
OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES DECEMBER
31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JULY 31,
2012; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JULY 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSE-
QUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY
COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERMS
EXPIRES JULY 31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN CHIEF
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; AND TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-11
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-26
S 0703 (Rat # 0029, Act #  0111)  General Bill, By S. Martin, Bright, Reese
and Peeler
Similar (S 0487)
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 612 OF 1984, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE METHOD OF CONDUCTING ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARDS OF TRUSTEES IN SPARTANBURG
COUNTY, TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF QUALIFIED ELECTORS THAT
MUST SIGN A PETITION FOR A PERSON TO PLACE HIS NAME AS AN
AT-LARGE CANDIDATE ON THE BALLOT AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
MANNER IN WHICH A SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEE CAN-
DIDATE FROM A SINGLE-MEMBER DISTRICT IN ONE OF SPARTAN-
BURG COUNTY’S SCHOOL DISTRICTS MAY PLACE HIS NAME ON THE
BALLOT. - ratified title
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-12
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   04/15/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-14
   04/16/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-4
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   04/21/09 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-18
   04/22/09 House Delegation report: Favorable Spartanburg Delegation HJ-
55
   04/23/09 House Read second time HJ-235
   04/23/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-236
   04/24/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   04/30/09 Ratified R 29
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 111
S 0704 (Rat # 0080, Act #  0035)  General Bill, By McGill and Cleary
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-270, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN GEORGETOWN COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIG-
NATE A MAP NUMBER ON WHICH LINES OF THESE PRECINCTS ARE
DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND
STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD AND TO
CORRECT ARCHAIC REFERENCES. - ratified title
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   04/15/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-36
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   04/22/09 House Referred to Georgetown Delegation HJ-66
   04/29/09 House Delegation report: Favorable Georgetown Delegation HJ-
201
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-57
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-57
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-57
   05/01/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-7
   05/07/09 Senate House amendment amended SJ-43
   05/07/09 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-43
   05/13/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-49
   05/13/09 House Roll call Yeas-7  Nays-0 HJ-50
   05/27/09 Ratified R 80
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 35
S 0705  General Bill, By Leventis and Land
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-501, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN SUMTER COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE AND RENAME
CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF SUMTER COUNTY AND REDESIG-
NATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON WHICH LINES OF THESE
PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE OFFICE OF
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12109
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   04/15/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-36
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   04/22/09 House Referred to Sumter Delegation HJ-67
S 0706  General Bill, By Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-5-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
ENTITIES IN WHICH LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS AND POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS ARE ALLOWED TO INVEST, TO ALLOW LOCAL GOV-
ERNMENT UNITS AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS TO INVEST IN OBLI-
GATIONS OF A CORPORATION, STATE, OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION
DENOMINATED IN UNITED STATES DOLLARS, IF THE OBLIGATIONS
BEAR AN INVESTMENT GRADE RATING OF AT LEAST TWO NATION-
ALLY RECOGNIZED RATING SERVICES.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-13
S 0707  Resolution, By Davis
Similar (H 3869)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MOST REV-
EREND ROBERT E. GUGLIELMONE UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
ORDINATION AND INSTALLATION AS THE THIRTEENTH BISHOP OF
THE DIOCESE OF CHARLESTON ON MARCH 25, 2009, AND TO WEL-
COME HIM TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0708  Resolution, By Bright, Alexander, Anderson, Bryant, Campbell,
Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Elliott, Fair, Ford,
Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land, Leatherman, Leventis,
Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell,
McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose,
Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin and Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND BLIND GREEN HORNETS BOYS VARSITY
FOOTBALL TEAM UPON WINNING THE 2008 EIGHT-MAN DEAF
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP, AND THE LADY HORNETS GIRLS BAS-
KETBALL TEAM UPON WINNING THE 2009 MASON-DIXON CHAMPI-
ONSHIP.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0709  General Bill, By Bright
A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE
BOARDS OF FIRE CONTROL OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-14
   04/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   04/15/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-15
   04/16/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-4
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   04/21/09 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-19
S 0710  General Bill, By Hayes and Matthews
A BILL TO ENACT THE “FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL TAX-CREDIT BOND
IMPLEMENTATION ACT”, INCLUDING PROVISIONS; TO AMEND THE
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-
3-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH AND CONDI-
TIONS UNDER WHICH THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA SHALL
ALLOCATE QUALIFIED SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION BONDS AUTHO-
RIZED BY THE PROVISIONS OF THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND
REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009 AMONG THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF
THIS STATE SEEKING CAPITAL FOR SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION PROJ-
ECTS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR OTHER RELATED MATTERS IN REGARD
TO QUALIFIED SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION BONDS AND QUALIFIED
ZONE ACADEMY BONDS AUTHORIZED BY THE FEDERAL ACT; TO
AMEND SECTION 11-15-460, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE INTER-
EST RATE ON REFUNDING BOND OBLIGATIONS OF POLITICAL SUBDI-
VISIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT QUALIFIED SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
BONDS AND QUALIFIED ZONE ACADEMY BONDS FROM THIS PROVI-
SION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-27-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE EFFECT OF THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITU-
TION OF THIS STATE ON BONDS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT QUALIFIED SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION BONDS AND
QUALIFIED ZONE ACADEMY BONDS MAY BE SOLD AT PUBLIC OR
PRIVATE SALE AT SUCH PRICE AS DETERMINED BY THE GOVERNING
BODY OF THE ISSUER.
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Peeler (ch), Setzler, Matthews,
Hayes SJ-12
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-12
S 0711 (Rat # 0048, Act #  0091)  Joint Resolution, By Verdin
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY REGU-
LATORY AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMS DIVISION TO ESTABLISH
A QUARANTINE FOR CITRUS GREENING, ALSO KNOWN AS HUANG-
LONGBING (CANDIDATUS LIBERIBACTER ASIATICUS) A DISEASE OF
CITRUS PLANTS, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR AND THE
DURATION OF THE QUARANTINE AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION. -
ratified title
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-14
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-18
   04/23/09 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-262
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-212
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-21
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-51
   05/01/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   05/13/09 Ratified R 48
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 91
S 0712  Resolution, By McGill, Courson, McConnell, Anderson, Peeler,
Leventis, Rankin, Scott, O’Dell, Setzler, Leatherman, Alexander, Grooms,
Elliott, Cromer, Ryberg, Land, Fair, Sheheen, Bryant, Knotts, Ford, Cleary,
Thomas, Pinckney, Reese, Mulvaney, Shoopman, Verdin, L. Martin,
Campsen, Rose, S. Martin, Bright, Williams, Malloy, Hutto, Matthews,
Davis, Coleman, Massey, Nicholson, Hayes, Jackson, Lourie and Campbell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE MR. GENE
MCCASKILL ON BEING RECOGNIZED AS THE 2009 KEY CLUB INTER-
NATIONAL KEY OF HONOR RECIPIENT, AND TO THANK HIM FOR HIS
EXTRAORDINARY DEDICATION AND COMMITMENT TO SERVICE.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0713  Concurrent Resolution, By Hayes
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO
MR. J. PHILIP LAND, RESEARCH DIRECTOR FOR THE SENATE ETHICS
COMMITTEE, FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPON HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE, AND TO WISH HIM WELL IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-27110
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0714  Resolution, By O’Dell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE FIRST TECH CHAL-
LENGE ROBOTICS TEAMS FROM THE ANDERSON DISTRICTS 1 AND 2
CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER ON THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
AND TO WISH THE STUDENTS MUCH SUCCESS IN THEIR FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0715  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott
Similar (H 4009)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHARLIE BRIN-
DEL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF COASTAL CAROLINAS ASSOCI-
ATION OF REALTORS, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO
COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF COMMITTED VOLUNTEER
SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT
IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-27
S 0716  Concurrent Resolution, By Pinckney
Similar (H 3476)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGH-
WAY 601 IN JASPER COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED
STATES HIGHWAY 321 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH THE JASPER/
HAMPTON COUNTY LINE THE “EUNICE HOLMAN DOE HIGHWAY”
AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS POR-
TION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “EUNICE HOLMAN
DOE HIGHWAY”.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-5
   04/21/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-37
   04/22/09 House Introduced HJ-20
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-20
S 0717  General Bill, By Coleman, Setzler, Land, Campbell and Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-36-2120 AND 12-37-220, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS AND PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS, SO AS
TO EXEMPT MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, BUILDING AND OTHER RAW
MATERIALS, AND ELECTRICITY USED BY A FACILITY OWNED BY A
TAX EXEMPT ORGANIZATION INVESTING AT LEAST TWENTY MIL-
LION DOLLARS OVER THREE YEARS IN THE FACILITY WHEN THAT
FACILITY IS USED PRINCIPALLY FOR RESEARCHING AND TESTING
THE IMPACT OF NATURAL HAZARDS SUCH AS WIND, FIRE, EARTH-
QUAKE, AND HAIL ON BUILDING MATERIALS USED IN RESIDENTIAL,
COMMERCIAL, AND AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0718  General Bill, By Campsen and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-550 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO ORDERING RESTITUTION IN MAGISTRATE’S COURT, TO PROVIDE
A MAGISTRATE MAY ORDER RESTITUTION IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO
EXCEED THE CIVIL JURISDICTIONAL AMOUNT FOR MAGISTRATES.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
S 0719  General Bill, By McConnell, Ford, Leventis and Alexander
Similar (H 3550)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 10, TITLE 6, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
STANDARD ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE TITLE OF THE ACT TO THE
“ENERGY STANDARD ACT”; TO EXEMPT ALREADY PERMITTED PROJ-
ECTS FROM COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ACT; TO REVISE DEFINITIONS;
TO ADOPT THE 2006 INTERNATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION CODE
AS THE ENERGY STANDARD AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL NEW AND
RENOVATED BUILDINGS MUST COMPLY WITH THIS STANDARD; TO
PROVIDE THAT LOCAL BUILDING OFFICIALS SHALL ENFORCE THE
ENERGY STANDARD AND TO PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE ENFORCERS IN
AREAS WITHOUT A BUILDING OFFICIAL; TO PROVIDE THAT BUILD-
ING OFFICIALS SHALL ISSUE AND REVOKE BUILDING PERMITS AND
INSPECT CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS PURSUANT TO THE PER-
MITS ISSUED; TO REQUIRE LOCAL JURISDICTIONS TO PROVIDE AN
APPEALS BOARD AND PROCESS FOR GRANTING OF CERTAIN VARI-
ANCES; TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION AND TO ALLOW CERTAIN
APPEALS TO BE HEARD BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE BUILDING OFFICIAL MAY
OBTAIN INJUNCTIVE RELIEF; AND TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-50, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY ADOPTION OF CERTAIN
NATIONAL BUILDING CODES, BUILDING ENVELOPE REQUIREMENTS
OF THE ENERGY CODE, FREE ACCESS TO CODE DOCUMENTS, AND
THREE STORY HOMES, SO AS TO DELETE PROVISIONS RELATING TO
WHAT CONSTITUTES COMPLIANCE WITH THE BUILDING ENVELOPE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE ENERGY CODE, FREE ACCESS TO DOCU-
MENTS CONTAINING CODES ADOPTED BY THE BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, AND BUILDING PERMITS FOR THREE STORY HOMES.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-6
S 0720  General Bill, By S. Martin, Knotts, Bryant, Shoopman, Mulvaney,
Leatherman, L. Martin, Massey, Grooms, Bright, Verdin, Courson, Peeler,
Davis, Thomas and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 35, TITLE 41 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO ELIGIBILITY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, TO PROVIDE
THAT ALL UNEMPLOYED INSURED WORKERS SHALL PARTICIPATE IN
A DRUG SCREENING PROGRAM TO MAINTAIN ELIGIBILITY FOR
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THE PROGRAM.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
S 0721  Concurrent Resolution, By Lourie, Sheheen and Courson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND
PEGGY AUN OF LEXINGTON COUNTY FOR HER MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER
ON BEING NAMED COLONIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY’S 2009
FRANK SUMNER SMITH JR. VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-28
S 0722  General Bill, By Jackson, Ford, Williams, Cromer, McGill and
Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-1-110 SO AS TO REQUIRE A PERSON PUBLICLY
ELECTED TO AN OFFICE TO SERVE AT LEAST FIFTY PERCENT OF THE
TERM FOR WHICH HE WAS ELECTED BEFORE HE IS ELIGIBLE TO
OFFER FOR ANOTHER ELECTED OFFICE.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0723  General Bill, By Jackson, Knotts, Ford, Reese, Matthews, Williams,
Sheheen, Nicholson, Cromer, McGill and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 8-13-1352 RELATING TO THE USE OF CAM-
PAIGN FUNDS FOR ONE OFFICE TO FURTHER THE CANDIDACY OF
THE SAME PERSON FOR A DIFFERENT OFFICE.
   04/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7111
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
S 0724  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PASTOR STE-
VEN BRUCE FOWLER UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS
PASTOR AT GRACE CHAPEL IN WEST COLUMBIA.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0725  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 24, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 SO AS TO ENACT THE “TEM-
PORARY EMERGENCY ACT FOR CORRECTIONS”, TO ALLOW THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TO DEAL WITH
BUDGET REDUCTIONS BY CLOSING PRISONS AND ALLOWING THE
EARLY RELEASE OF PRISONERS TO ALLOW THE CLOSURES, TO
ALLOW RELEASES PURSUANT TO A STATE OF EMERGENCY
DECLARED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY LAW, TO PROVIDE
THOSE PRISONERS ELIGIBLE AND INELIGIBLE FOR EARLY RELEASE,
TO PROVIDE THE METHOD AND MANNER OF THESE EARLY
RELEASES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE OPERATION OF THE PAROLE
SYSTEM AS IT RELATES TO PRISONERS RECEIVING AN EARLY
RELEASE.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/22/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0726  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN THE
EVENT THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PARDON AND
PAROLE SERVICES LACKS SUFFICIENT FUNDS TO OPERATE THE
PAROLE SYSTEM, THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BOARD OF PROBA-
TION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES JOINTLY MAY DEVELOP POLI-
CIES, PROCEDURES, GUIDELINES, AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
TO IMPLEMENT EARLY PAROLE TERMINATION FOR CAREFULLY
SCREENED AND SELECTED PAROLEES WHO HAVE SERVED A MINI-
MUM OF THREE MONTHS AND HAVE SATISFIED THEIR RESTITUTION
OBLIGATIONS AND FINE, FEE, AND ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS,
TO PROVIDE PAROLEE MAY NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS EARLY
PAROLE TERMINATION IF HE HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF CERTAIN
CRIMES; AND BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-110 SO AS TO PROVIDE IN
THE EVENT THAT THE DEPARTMENT LACKS SUFFICIENT FUNDS TO
OPERATE THE PROBATION SYSTEM, THE DEPARTMENT AND THE
DIVISION OF COURT ADMINISTRATION JOINTLY MAY DEVELOP POLI-
CIES, PROCEDURES, GUIDELINES, AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
TO IMPLEMENT EARLY PROBATION TERMINATION FOR CAREFULLY
SCREENED AND SELECTED PROBATIONERS WHO HAVE SERVED A
MINIMUM OF THREE MONTHS AND HAVE SATISFIED THEIR RESTITU-
TION OBLIGATIONS  AND FINE, FEE, AND ASSESSMENT REQUIRE-
MENTS, TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT MUST PETITION THE COURT
OF APPROPRIATE JURISDICTION FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE EARLY
TERMINATION OF PROBATION AND  THIS COURT SHALL RETAIN
FINAL DISCRETION IN THE MATTER, AND TO PROVIDE A PROBA-
TIONER MAY NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR EARLY PROBATION TERMI-
NATION IF HE HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF CERTAIN CRIMES.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-7
S 0727 (Rat # 0081, Act #  0118)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Agriculture and
Natural Resources
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, RELATING TO PHY-
TOPHTHORA RAMORUM QUARANTINE, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4062, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   04/22/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/23/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/20/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-21
   05/27/09 Ratified R 81
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 118
S 0728  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-65-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ENTITLEMENT TO TAX CREDITS
UNDER THE TEXTILES COMMUNITIES REVITALIZATION ACT, SO AS
TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE APPLICABILITY OF SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR TEXTILE MILL SITES ACQUIRED BEFORE AND
AFTER 2007, TO REVISE THE ALLOWABLE AMOUNT OF THE CREDITS
IN CERTAIN INSTANCES,  TO PROVIDE THAT THE TAX CREDITS
ALLOWED INCLUDE CREDITS AGAINST INSURANCE PREMIUM
TAXES, TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION, AND TO FURTHER
PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THESE CREDITS ARE VESTED
IN A TAXPAYER AND MAY BE ALLOCATED TO PARTNERS OR MEM-
BERS; BY ADDING SECTION 12-65-50 SO AS TO PROVIDE TRANSITION
RULES APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC MILL SITES; AND BY ADDING SEC-
TION 12-65-60 SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE ELIGIBILITY
CERTIFICATION PROCESS.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
S 0729  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO
ARTICLE III, SECTION 21 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE AND
SECTION 2-1-180 OF THE 1976 CODE, WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 2009,
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M., EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED
TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
UPON CERTAIN OCCURRENCES AND FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF
SPECIFIED MATTERS; AND THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL
STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE NO LATER THAN 12:00 NOON ON TUES-
DAY, JANUARY 12, 2010.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0730  Resolution, By Lourie
Similar (H 3912)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE PALMETTO HEALTH
RICHLAND VOLUNTEER AUXILIARY IN RICHLAND COUNTY UPON
THE CELEBRATION OF ITS CENTENNIAL YEAR, AND TO HONOR ITS
ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SERVICE TO PALMETTO HEALTH RICH-
LAND, THE CITY OF COLUMBIA, AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0731  Resolution, By Lourie
Similar (H 3904)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE MONTH OF MAY 2009 AS
“MENTAL HEALTH MONTH” IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOUR-
AGE COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OF MENTAL
ILLNESS AND THE NEED FOR APPROPRIATE AND ACCESSIBLE SER-
VICES FOR ALL PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS.112
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0732  Resolution, By Lourie
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHARLES
LUTHER SIFFORD OF KINGWOOD, TEXAS, FOR HIS OUTSTANDING
LEADERSHIP AMONG AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THE FIELD OF PRO-
FESSIONAL GOLF, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR A LIFETIME OF
SUCCESS AND FOR OVERCOMING STRONG RACIAL BARRIERS IN
THAT SPORT.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0733  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WAYSIDE CHAPEL BAP-
TIST CHURCH IN FLORENCE, SOUTH CAROLINA UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF THE DEDICATION OF ITS NEW SANCTUARY ON SUNDAY,
APRIL 26, 2009.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0734  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
Similar (H 3795, H 3796)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
LOWER RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL “LADY DIAMONDS” BASKETBALL
TEAM ON ITS IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACH, AND
STAFF ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-10
   04/22/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-20
S 0735  General Bill, By Rose, Verdin, Knotts, Bryant, Grooms, Fair,
Shoopman, Bright, S. Martin and Ryberg
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-27-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
FUNDING OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT
FOR ANY FISCAL YEAR THAT THE ACTUAL AMOUNT APPROPRIATED
TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT FUND IS LESS THAN THE AMOUNT
APPROPRIATED IN THE LATEST COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR, A POLITI-
CAL SUBDIVISION RECEIVING AID FROM THE FUND MAY REDUCE
ITS SUPPORT TO ANY STATE MANDATED PROGRAM OR REQUIRE-
MENT BY UP TO A PERCENTAGE EQUAL TO THE PERCENTAGE
REDUCTION IN THE ACTUAL AMOUNT APPROPRIATED TO THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT FUND.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
S 0736  General Bill, By Ryberg, Fair, Cleary, Bryant, Shoopman, Reese,
Mulvaney, McGill, Anderson, Ford, Cromer, Peeler, Williams and S. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 2 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-35 TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON’S NAME MAY NOT APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS
A CANDIDATE FOR THE STATE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UNLESS THAT PERSON FOR THE LAST TEN YEARS HAS ANNU-
ALLY FILED ALL REQUIRED FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES,
PAID ALL TAXES DUE, AND SATISFIED ALL JUDGMENTS, LIENS, OR
OTHER PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO PAY INCOME TAXES WHEN DUE.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Hutto, Campsen,
Campbell, Nicholson
S 0737  General Bill, By Ryberg, Fair, Cleary, Bryant, Shoopman, Reese,
Mulvaney, McGill, Anderson, Ford, Cromer, Peeler, Williams and S. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 7 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO ELECTIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 7-1-90 TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON’S NAME MAY NOT APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS A CANDIDATE
FOR AN ELECTED OFFICE OF THIS STATE OR ITS POLITICAL SUBDIVI-
SIONS UNLESS THAT PERSON FOR THE LAST TEN YEARS HAS ANNU-
ALLY FILED ALL REQUIRED FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES,
PAID ALL TAXES DUE, AND SATISFIED ALL JUDGMENTS, LIENS, OR
OTHER PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO PAY INCOME TAXES WHEN DUE.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Hutto, Campsen,
Campbell, Nicholson
S 0738  General Bill, By Ryberg, Fair, Cleary, Bryant, Shoopman, Reese,
Mulvaney, McGill, Anderson, Ford, Cromer, Peeler, Williams and S. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF OFFICERS BY
THE GOVERNOR, BY ADDING SECTION 1-3-200 TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GOVERNOR MAY NOT MAKE AN APPOINTMENT UNLESS THE
APPOINTEE ANNUALLY FILED ALL REQUIRED FEDERAL AND STATE
INCOME TAX RETURNS, REGARDLESS OF THE SOURCE OF INCOME,
PAID ALL INCOME TAXES DUE DURING THAT TIME PERIOD, AND SAT-
ISFIED ALL JUDGMENTS, LIENS, OR OTHER PENALTIES FOR FAILURE
TO PAY INCOME TAXES WHEN DUE.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Hutto, Campsen,
Campbell, Nicholson
S 0739  Resolution, By Knotts, Alexander, Anderson, Bright, Bryant,
Campbell, Cleary, Hayes, Leatherman, Nicholson, Reese, Ryberg, Sheheen,
Shoopman, Thomas, Williams, Campsen, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hutto, Jackson, Land, Leventis, Lourie, Malloy,
L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney,
O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Rose, Scott, Setzler and Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA CHAPTER OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA FRATERNITY
FOR ITS SUCCESSFUL SPONSORSHIP OF THE GREEK OPEN TENNIS
TOURNAMENT THAT RAISED MORE THAN $13,000 FOR THE HONOR
FLIGHT PROJECT SO THAT MORE OF OUR STATE’S WORLD WAR II
VETERANS CAN BE FLOWN TO WASHINGTON TO VISIT OUR GRATE-
FUL NATION’S MEMORIAL TO THEIR PERSONAL SACRIFICES AND
PROUD SERVICE.
   04/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0740  Resolution, By Setzler and Knotts
Similar (H 3687, H 3690)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LEX-
INGTON HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS GOLF TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2008
CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S SUPERLATIVE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0741  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-73-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTICE OF A HEARING AS A PREREQ-
UISITE TO GRANTING OF A RATE INCREASE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
A HEARING MUST BE HELD AS A PREREQUISITE TO GRANTING ANY
RATE CHANGE, WHETHER AN INCREASE OR A DECREASE.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   04/22/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-2
   05/05/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
14
   05/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0742  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-7-430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SUBROGATION RIGHTS TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FOR MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE PAID BY MEDICARE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN
ATTORNEY RETAINED BY A BENEFICIARY WHO, DUE TO INJURY OR
DEATH, OBTAINS FUNDS FOR THE BENEFICIARY FROM A THIRD
PARTY SHALL DISTRIBUTE TO THE DEPARTMENT, PRORATED WITH113
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE CLAIMS OF ALL OTHERS HAVING MEDICAL SUBROGATION
RIGHTS OR MEDICAL LIENS AGAINST THE AMOUNT RECEIVED OR
RECOVERED, AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED ONE THIRD OF THE
GROSS AMOUNT OBTAINED OR RECOVERED.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   04/22/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-2
S 0743  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE SUNDAY, MAY 3, 2009, AS THE
GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   04/22/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-3
   04/28/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-20
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-20
   04/28/09 Senate Adopted SJ-20
S 0744  Concurrent Resolution, By Senate Judiciary
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DISAPPROVE AMENDMENTS TO
THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE V OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CONSTITUTION AND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-3
   04/23/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-29
   04/28/09 House Introduced HJ-7
   04/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
S 0745  General Bill, By Lourie
Similar (H 3903)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 77 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE “I SUP-
PORT LIBRARIES” SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   04/22/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0746  Resolution, By Ford
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MS. MARVA COLLINS AND TO
THANK HER FOR HER MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO EDUCATION AND
HER MANY YEARS OF SERVICE AND DEDICATION TO OUR NATION’S
YOUTH.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0747  Resolution, By Pinckney
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KRYSTAL
BROWN OF JASPER COUNTY FOR HER ACADEMIC, EXTRACURRICU-
LAR, AND COMMUNITY SUCCESSES, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER
FOR TAKING FIRST PLACE IN THE 2009 SENATOR FOR THE DAY
SPEECH CONTEST.
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0748  General Bill, By Scott, Malloy, Jackson, Anderson, Nicholson and
Lourie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-5-395 SO AS TO DEFINE A LANDFILL, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PUBLIC OR PRIVATELY OWNED WATER UTILITY OPER-
ATING WITHIN FIVE MILES OF A LANDFILL SHALL PROVIDE A WATER
LINE AND SUPPLY WATER TO THE LANDFILL, TO PROVIDE THE UTIL-
ITY INITIALLY MUST BEAR THE EXPENSE OF CONSTRUCTING THE
WATER LINE BUT LATER MAY RECOVER ACTUAL COST OF THE
WATER LINE FROM THE LANDFILL’S OWNER, TO PROVIDE A COUNTY
OR MUNICIPALITY MAY ISSUE REVENUE BONDS FOR THE PURPOSE
OF FINANCING THE CONSTRUCTION OF A WATER LINE REQUIRED
PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION AND SITUATED WITHIN ITS JURISDIC-
TION AND MAY PLEDGE REVENUE RECEIVED FROM THE LANDFILL
SERVICED BY THE WATER LINE TO REPAY THESE REVENUE BONDS,
AND TO PROVIDE THE UTILITY MAY CHARGE THE LANDFILL’S
OWNER A FEE FOR WATER SUPPLIED TO THE LANDFILL AT THE
SAME RATE CHARGED OTHER CUSTOMERS.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Campbell
S 0749  General Bill, By Cleary
Similar (H 4109)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 57-3-45 AND 57-3-55 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE
DIVISION OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION AS A COMPONENT OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
PROVIDE FOR ITS FUNCTIONS AND TO REQUIRE RAILROADS AND
RAILWAYS ANNUALLY TO REPORT TO THIS DIVISION THEIR ACTIVE,
INACTIVE, TO BE ABANDONED, AND ABANDONED RAIL LINES; AND
TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-3-10, 57-3-20, AND 57-3-40, RELATING
RESPECTIVELY TO THE DIVISIONS COMPRISING THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION, THE RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF DIVI-
SION DEPUTY DIRECTORS ADMINISTERING THESE DIVISIONS, AND
THE FUNCTIONS OF THE MASS TRANSIT DIVISION, SO AS TO CON-
FORM THESE PROVISIONS TO REFLECT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
DIVISION OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION WITHIN THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-4
S 0750  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 31, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO TRAFFIC RULES, BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3815,
TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO DRIVE CARELESSLY AS A
RESULT OF BEING DISTRACTED, TO DEFINE CARELESSLY, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR A FIFTY DOLLAR FINE WITH NO POINTS ASSIGNED.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
S 0751  Resolution, By Leatherman, Alexander, Anderson, Bright, Bryant,
Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Elliott, Fair,
Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land, Leventis, Lourie,
Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell, McGill,
Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose, Ryberg,
Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin and Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JAMES ALLAN KINCAID
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH LUCK IN THE
FUTURE.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0752  General Bill, By Cleary, Courson, Jackson, Nicholson, Reese,
Campbell, Land, Williams, Ford, Knotts, Matthews, O’Dell, McGill,
Cromer, Alexander, Anderson, Campsen, Hayes and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ENACTING THE “YOUTH ACCESS TO TOBACCO PREVENTION ACT
OF 2009”; BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-506 SO AS TO REQUIRE A PER-
SON ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF SELLING OR DISTRIBUTING
TOBACCO PRODUCTS AT RETAIL TO FILE AN APPLICATION TO
ENGAGE IN THIS BUSINESS WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE,
TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR THE APPLICATION PROCESS, AND
TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-
17-500, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ILLEGAL SALE OR PUR-
CHASE OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS FOR MINORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN
EXCEPTION TO THE REQUIREMENT OF THE DEMAND OF PROOF OF
AGE UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROHIBIT THE SALE OF
TOBACCO PRODUCTS FROM SELF-SERVICE DISPLAYS WITH CERTAIN
DELINEATED EXCEPTIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR LICENSE SUSPEN-
SION AND REVOCATION FOR SUBSEQUENT VIOLATIONS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 16-17-501, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE YOUTH ACCESS TO TOBACCO PRE-114
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSVENTION ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERMS “SELF-SERVICE
DISPLAY”, “TOBACCO PRODUCT”, AND “TOBACCO SPECIALTY
STORE”.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0753  General Bill, By Knotts, S. Martin, Rose, Bright, Leatherman,
McConnell, Courson, Williams, McGill, Elliott, Mulvaney, Rankin,
Coleman, Campbell, Campsen, Shoopman, Grooms, Verdin, Fair and Cleary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-215 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO ISSUING CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMITS, TO PROVIDE THAT
PERMITS ISSUED TO QUALIFIED NONRESIDENTS ARE VALID FOR
FOUR YEARS, TO PROVIDE THAT PERMITS ISSUED TO RESIDENTS
ARE GOOD FOR LIFE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR APPROPRIATE FEES.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0754  Resolution, By Bright
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE UPON THE DEATH OF MR. HUBERT
EUGENE ODOM OF WELLFORD, SOUTH CAROLINA IN SPARTANBURG
COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAM-
ILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0755  Concurrent Resolution, By Massey
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO URGE THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA TO PRACTICE SAFE BOATING HABITS, ESPECIALLY THE
WEARING OF LIFE JACKETS, AND TO DECLARE MAY 16-22, 2009, AS
SAFE BOATING WEEK IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-4
   05/12/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
3
   05/12/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   05/12/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-104
S 0756 (Rat # 0082, Act #  0053)  General Bill, By Hayes
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-530, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN YORK COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE AND
RENAME CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF YORK COUNTY AND
REDESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON WHICH LINES OF
THESE PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD. - ratified title
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   04/29/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-2
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-31
   05/01/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-2
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   05/12/09 House Referred to York Delegation HJ-13
   05/19/09 House Delegation report: Favorable York Delegation HJ-7
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   05/21/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   05/27/09 Ratified R 82
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/12/09 Act No. 53
S 0757  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 587 OF 1992, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
DISTRICTS FROM WHICH MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
CHEROKEE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 1 ARE TO BE ELECTED, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS MUST BE ELECTED FROM REVISED SIN-
GLE-MEMBER DISTRICTS; TO REDESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER ON
WHICH THESE DISTRICTS ARE DESIGNATED; AND TO CHANGE THE
BOUNDARIES OF THE CHEROKEE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 1 AND
THE BOUNDARIES OF SPARTANBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2 TO
MAKE THE TWO BOUNDARIES OF THE DISTRICTS COTERMINOUS
WITH THE COUNTY BOUNDARIES OF CHEROKEE AND SPARTANBURG
COUNTY.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-5
S 0758 (Rat # 0083, Act #  0097)  General Bill, By Land
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 355 OF 2004, RELATING TO THE ONE PER-
CENT SALES AND USE TAX WITHIN CLARENDON COUNTY, TO
ALLOW REVENUES OF THE TAX TO BE USED TO ENSURE THE DELIV-
ERY OF ACADEMIC AND ART INSTRUCTION DURING THE 2009-2010
AND 2010-2011 SCHOOL YEARS.  - ratified title
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-5
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   04/29/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-12
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/30/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-160
   05/12/09 House Amended HJ-22
   05/12/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/13/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-6
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-54
   05/27/09 Ratified R 83
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-1  Nays-0
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden Yeas-1  Nays-0 HJ-152
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 97
S 0759  General Bill, By Hayes
A BILL TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF FORT MILL
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 4 OF YORK COUNTY TO ISSUE GENERAL
OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE DISTRICT FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING
COSTS OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOLS, TO REQUIRE THESE BONDS TO MATURE IN NO MORE
THAN FIVE YEARS, TO REQUIRE THAT THE BONDS BE AUTHORIZED
BY RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AFTER AN AUTHORI-
ZATION BY A FAVORABLE VOTE OF THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF
THE DISTRICT, TO PROVIDE THAT THE BONDS MAY BE SOLD BY PUB-
LIC OR PRIVATE SALE, AND TO PROVIDE OTHER MATTERS RELATED
TO THE AUTHORIZATION AND SALE OF THE BONDS.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-5
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   04/29/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-12
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-160
   04/30/09 House Referred to York Delegation HJ-160
   05/19/09 House Delegation report: Favorable York Delegation HJ-7
   05/20/09 House Tabled HJ-20
S 0760  Resolution, By Jackson115
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RALPH HANA-
HAN OF IRMO FOR HIS INCREDIBLE DISPLAY OF FRIENDSHIP AND
COMPASSION FOR HELPING A CO-WORKER IN NEED.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0761  Resolution, By Peeler, Verdin, Grooms, Rose, Knotts, Cromer,
Leatherman, Hayes, Courson, O’Dell, Thomas, Shoopman, Mulvaney, Fair,
Ryberg, Bright, Campbell, Alexander, Massey, Davis, Campsen, L. Martin
and Rankin
Similar (H 3998)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KATON
EDWARDS DAWSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REPUBLI-
CAN PARTY, FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE POLITICAL DIS-
COURSE IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AS HE RETIRES FROM
THIS POSITION, AND TO EXTEND TO HIM BEST WISHES IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0762  Concurrent Resolution, By Land
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 260 IN CLARENDON COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION
WITH THE MANNING CITY LIMITS TO OXWALI CREEK “FRED CHEWN-
ING HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS
ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS
“FRED CHEWNING HIGHWAY”.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-6
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
S 0763  Concurrent Resolution, By Bryant and O’Dell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. RICK L.
ADKINS OF ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA, THE OUTGOING MEMBER
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, FOR HIS
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AND HIS DEDICATION FROM CIRCUIT 10 TO
THE BETTERMENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA  EDUCATION SYSTEM.
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   04/29/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0764  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WESTMINSTER
BAPTIST CHURCH IN WESTMINSTER, SOUTH CAROLINA IN OCONEE
COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF ITS ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY, AND TO WISH ITS FAITHFUL CONGREGATION AND
PASTOR MANY MORE YEARS OF SERVICE TO GOD AND THEIR
CHURCH.
   04/29/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0765  Resolution, By Ryberg
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SERGEANT SAMMY L.
DAVIS, RECIPIENT OF THE CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR, FOR
HIS SERVICE TO HIS COUNTRY.
   04/29/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0766  General Bill, By Alexander, Thomas, Knotts, L. Martin, S. Martin,
Nicholson, Land, Setzler, Fair, Peeler and Scott
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADDING CHAPTER
52, THE “NOVELTY LIGHTER PROHIBITION ACT”, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE DEFINITIONS AND THE PROHIBITION OF THE SALE OR DISTRI-
BUTION OF NOVELTY LIGHTERS AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   04/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
   05/14/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-30
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0767  Resolution, By S. Martin, Reese, Peeler and Bright
Similar (S 0782)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO JOIN CAROLINA HOME HEALTH CARE IN
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA, IN RECOGNIZING ITS STAFF ON
MAY 6, 2009, HEART OF GENTIVA DAY.
   04/29/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0768  Resolution, By Nicholson
Similar (H 3990)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MARY
FRANCES FRAZIER MCCAULEY OF GREENWOOD FOR HER MANY
YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0769  Concurrent Resolution, By Hayes and Land
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR SUSIE SURKAMER FOR
HER MANY ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ARTS,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HER ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIRE-
MENT.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-10
   04/30/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-156
S 0770  General Bill, By Thomas
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA CONSUMER HEALTH FREE-
DOM ACT” BY ADDING CHAPTER 114 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A CONSUMER, OR A PATIENT, HAS THE RIGHT TO SEEK AND TO
HAVE DIRECT ACCESS TO ANY TYPE OF HEALTH CARE, OR HEALTH
CARE INFORMATION OR PRODUCTS, THE CONSUMER OR PATIENT
CONSIDERS TO BE IN HIS OR HER BEST INTEREST, INCLUDING COM-
PLEMENTARY OR ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE INFORMATION AND
PRODUCTS.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
S 0771  Resolution, By Sheheen
Similar (H 4007)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE ANY GOVERNMENTAL
BODY SUBJECT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSOLIDATED PRO-
CUREMENT CODE TO MAXIMIZE THE CREATION OF AMERICAN JOBS
AND RESTORE ECONOMIC GROWTH AND OPPORTUNITY BY COM-
MITTING TO SPENDING ECONOMIC RECOVERY PLAN FUNDS PRO-
VIDED TO THAT BODY BY THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS ON
PURCHASING MATERIALS, GOODS, AND SERVICES THAT ARE MADE
OR PERFORMED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHENEVER
AND WHEREVER POSSIBLE.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
S 0772  Resolution, By McGill
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SOUTH
CAROLINA FORESTRY COMMISSION IN ITS VALIANT CONTROL OF
THE HIGHWAY 31 WILDFIRE IN HORRY COUNTY.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0773  General Bill, By Leventis
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 387 OF 2008, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
CONSOLIDATED SUMTER SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO AS TO REVISE THE
INITIAL TERMS OF THE SEVEN MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING
BOARD OF THE DISTRICT ELECTED IN 2010.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-11
   05/06/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   05/07/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24116
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-13
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-6
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-22
   05/14/09 House Committed to Sumter Delegation HJ-29
S 0774 (Rat # 0084, Act #  0054)  General Bill, By Reese
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-490, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE
AND RENAME CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF SPARTANBURG
COUNTY AND REDESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON
WHICH LINES OF THESE PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAIN-
TAINED BY THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE
STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD. - ratified title
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   04/30/09 Senate Unanimous consent for second and third readings on next
two consecutive legislative days SJ-11
   05/04/09 Senate Read second time SJ-4
   05/05/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-13
   05/14/09 House Amended HJ-33
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-38
   05/19/09 House Amended HJ-24
   05/19/09 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-24
   05/20/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled
   05/27/09 Ratified R 84
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 54
S 0775  General Bill, By Grooms and Knotts
Similar (H 3347)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-130, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
CLASSIFIED DRIVER’S LICENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN OPER-
ATOR OF A MOTORCYCLE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE IS ONLY
REQUIRED TO HAVE A BASIC DRIVER’S LICENSE OR A MOTORCYCLE
LICENSE, RATHER THAN A MOTORCYCLE LICENSE WITH A SPECIAL
ENDORSEMENT.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-15
   05/08/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-23
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-16
S 0776  Concurrent Resolution, By Matthews, Pinckney and Grooms
Similar (S 0842, H 4010)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND MAYOR CHARLIE
SWEAT OF WALTERBORO FOR HIS LIFETIME OF DEDICATED PUBLIC
SERVICE, TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON HIS RETIREMENT AS
MAYOR OF WALTERBORO, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   04/30/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-156
S 0777  General Bill, By Malloy, Campsen, Mulvaney, Davis and Rose
Similar (S 0283)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-20, 2-19-35, 2-19-70, AND 2-
19-80, ALL AS AMENDED, AND SECTION 2-19-90, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT
SELECTION COMMISSION, ALL SO AS TO CHANGE THE COMMIS-
SION’S PROCESS FOR NOMINATING JUDICIAL CANDIDATES FROM
THE NOMINATION OF THREE CANDIDATES TO THE RELEASE OF A
LIST OF ALL QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND TO PROVIDE FURTHER CONFORMING CHANGES.
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
S 0778  Resolution, By McConnell
Similar (H 3982)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
LEROY BOWMAN OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY SERVICE, AND TO DECLARE
MAY 16, 2009, AS “MILITARY WAR VETERANS DAY” IN THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0779  Resolution, By McConnell
Similar (H 3979)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
COLONEL SPANN WATSON OF THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE FOR
HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY SERVICE, AND TO
DECLARE MAY 16, 2009, AS “MILITARY WAR VETERANS DAY” IN THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0780  Resolution, By McConnell
Similar (H 3981)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MASTER SER-
GEANT WILLIAM T. “BILL” SIMMONS OF THE UNITED STATES AIR
FORCE FOR HIS TWENTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY SER-
VICE, AND TO DECLARE MAY 16, 2009, AS “MILITARY WAR VETERANS
DAY” IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0781  Resolution, By McConnell
Similar (H 3980)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FIRST LIEUTEN-
ANT LESTER E. PHILLIPS III OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY FOR HIS
MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY SERVICE,
AND TO DECLARE MAY 16, 2009, AS “MILITARY WAR VETERANS” DAY
IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0782  Resolution, By Peeler
Similar (S 0767)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO JOIN TOTAL CARE HOME HEALTH OF
GAFFNEY, SOUTH CAROLINA, IN RECOGNIZING ITS STAFF ON MAY 6,
2009, HEART OF GENTIVA DAY.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
   05/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0783  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 51-13-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MEMBERS OF THE GOV-
ERNING BOARD OF THE PATRIOTS POINT DEVELOPMENT AUTHOR-
ITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THREE ADDITIONAL MEMBERS OF THE
BOARD AND THE MANNER OF THEIR TERMS AND APPOINTMENT.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
S 0784  Resolution, By Williams117
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR FRANK M. HART AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HIM UPON HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE MARION
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0785  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MRS. DOROTHY MCQUILLER
GORDON OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF MOTHER’S
DAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS CELEBRATION AND MANY MORE
YEARS OF HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0786  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. BERNICE SKINNER
OF COLUMBIA ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH BIRTHDAY,
AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS TO COME.
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0787  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LIFE AND
FAITHFULNESS OF FRANCES ALEXANDER DORSEY ON MOTHER’S
DAY AND TO COMMEND HER FOR YEARS OF SERVICE TO HER FAM-
ILY, HER CHURCH, AND HER COMMUNITY.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0788  Resolution, By Nicholson and O’Dell
Similar (H 4031)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CAM-
BRIDGE ACADEMY GOLF TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THESE EXCEPTIONAL PLAY-
ERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0789  General Bill, By Rose, S. Martin, Davis, Bright, Shoopman, Williams,
Bryant, Peeler, Thomas and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 103, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, BY
ADDING SECTION 59-103-115 TO PROVIDE THAT EACH PUBLIC INSTI-
TUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING MUST MAINTAIN A DETAILED TRANS-
ACTION REGISTER OF ALL FUNDS EXPENDED EACH MONTH AND
POST THAT REGISTER ONLINE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT EACH PUBLIC
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING MUST POST ONLINE ALL OF ITS
CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS AND THE CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS
FOR CREDIT CARDS ISSUED TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
FOR PUBLIC USE.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-3
S 0790  General Bill, By L. Martin
Similar (H 3031)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 19 TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CIVIL NO-CONTACT ORDERS UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DURATION OF
CIVIL NO-CONTACT ORDERS, TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS,
TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR THE VIOLATION OF CIVIL NO-CONTACT
ORDERS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN PRO-
TECTION ORDERS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
VALID FOREIGN PROTECTION ORDERS.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   05/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0791  General Bill, By L. Martin
A BILL TO REQUIRE THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUN-
CIL TO ADOPT CERTAIN SEISMIC AND WIND MAPS FOR THE STATE
UNTIL THE YEAR 2012 WHEN THE INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL
CODE (IRC) IS ADOPTED IN THIS STATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-
40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELAT-
ING TO THE BUILDING CODE ADOPTION PROCEDURE, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE COMMUNITY MAY OPT OUT OF THESE BUILDING
CODE MODIFICATIONS IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-15
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-46
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-46
   05/13/09 Senate Amended SJ-61
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-61
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-17
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0792  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Anderson, Bright,
Bryant, Campbell, Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Elliott, Fair, Ford, Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land,
Leatherman, Leventis, Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey,
Matthews, McConnell, McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler,
Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose, Ryberg, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman,
Thomas, Verdin and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF OCTO-
BER 2009 AS GANG AWARENESS MONTH IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN
ORDER TO RAISE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE INCREASING PROB-
LEM OF CRIMINAL GANG ACTIVITY IN OUR STATE.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-5
   05/07/09 Senate Amended SJ-34
   05/07/09 Senate Adopted SJ-34
   05/07/09 Senate Sent to the House SJ-34
   05/12/09 House Introduced HJ-56
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-56
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-5
   05/19/09 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-48
S 0793 (Rat # 0085, Act #  0055)  General Bill, By Pinckney and Davis
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 37 TO TITLE 6 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
BEAUFORT-JASPER WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY, TO REMOVE
CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS ON THE AREAS IN WHICH THE AUTHORITY
PROVIDES SERVICES, TO FURTHER PRESCRIBE THE AUTHORITY’S
FUNCTIONS AND POWERS REGARDING WATER AND WASTEWATER
SERVICES, TO PRESCRIBE THE CONDITIONS AND TERMS UPON
WHICH MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS AND OTHER PUBLIC BODIES OR
AGENCIES OPERATING WATER DISTRIBUTION AND WASTEWATER
SYSTEMS IN BEAUFORT, JASPER, HAMPTON, AND COLLETON COUN-
TIES MAY ACQUIRE SERVICES FROM THE AUTHORITY, AND TO
CHANGE THE NAME OF THE AUTHORITY TO THE BEAUFORT-JASPER
WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY.  - ratified title
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/12/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   05/13/09 Senate Amended SJ-22
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 Senate Amended SJ-26
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected118
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-11
   05/19/09 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-63
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-30
   05/21/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-15
   05/27/09 Ratified R 85
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 55
S 0794  General Bill, By Bright, Bryant, Mulvaney, Davis, Shoopman, S.
Martin, McConnell and Rose
Similar (H 4022)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO FIREARMS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 9, THE  “SOUTH CAROLINA
FIREARMS FREEDOM ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT A FIREARM, FIREARM
ACCESSORY, OR AMMUNITION MANUFACTURED AND RETAINED IN
SOUTH CAROLINA IS EXEMPT FROM FEDERAL REGULATION UNDER
THE COMMERCE CLAUSE OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
S 0795 (Rat # 0086, Act #  0105)  Joint Resolution, By Fair
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAYS MISSED
ON APRIL 30, 2009, AND MAY 1, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF MAULDIN
HIGH SCHOOL WHEN THE SCHOOL WAS CLOSED DUE TO POTENTIAL
FLU-LIKE ILLNESS ARE EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT
THAT FULL SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME
WEATHER, OR OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP. - ratified title
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
   05/07/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-8
   05/08/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-14
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-7
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-27
   05/27/09 Ratified R 86
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 105
S 0796  General Bill, By Coleman
A BILL TO DIRECT THE FAIRFIELD COUNTY TREASURER TO TRANS-
FER A SPECIFIED AMOUNT OF FUNDS TO CHESTER COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT IN ORDER TO DEFRAY THE COSTS TO EDUCATE CERTAIN
STUDENTS WHO RESIDE IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY BUT ATTEND CHES-
TER COUNTY SCHOOLS, AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE AMOUNT OF
FUNDS DELIVERED TO CHESTER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT BE
REEXAMINED EVERY THREE YEARS AND AN AGREEMENT BE
ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF FAIRFIELD
COUNTY AND CHESTER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR THE PAY-
MENT OF THOSE FUNDS.
   05/06/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/06/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
   05/07/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-8
   05/07/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-8
   05/08/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-14
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-8
   05/14/09 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-28
   05/14/09 House Motion noted- Rep. TR Young moved to reconsider the
vote whereby read third time and enrolled
   05/19/09 House Reconsidered HJ-35
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, May 22, 2009 HJ-35
S 0797  Concurrent Resolution, By Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NANCY THOMP-
SON OF LAURENS, SOUTH CAROLINA, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE FUTURE.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   05/12/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-17
S 0798  Resolution, By Hutto
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHARLES
LEROY HUTTO OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM MANY MORE YEARS OF
CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0799  General Bill, By Grooms
Similar (H 4011)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 45, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES ISSUANCE OF “SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE
LICENSE PLATES”, SO AS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THESE LICENSE
PLATES TO THE “SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE LICENSE PLATES”,
AND TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURES WHEREBY THE DEPARTMENT
SHALL ISSUE THESE LICENSE PLATES; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
“GAME PROTECTION FUND” AS CONTAINED IN TITLE 50 IS RENAMED
THE “FISH AND WILDLIFE PROTECTION FUND”.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   05/07/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
S 0800  Resolution, By Courson and Hayes
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRYAN COBURN OF
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON BEING NAMED THE 2009-2010
SOUTH CAROLINA TEACHER OF THE YEAR AND TO WISH HIM MUCH
SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0801  Resolution, By Courson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE HEROIC SERVICE AND
SACRIFICE OF THE U.S. NAVY CREW OF THE USS COLUMBIA CL-56
DURING THE PACIFIC CAMPAIGN OF WORLD WAR II, TO COMMEMO-
RATE THE COLUMBIA’S HISTORIC ROLE IN WORLD WAR II, AND TO
DECLARE OCTOBER 15, 2009, AS “USS COLUMBIA DAY”.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   05/07/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-13
   05/12/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-7
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-7
   05/13/09 Senate Adopted SJ-32
S 0802  Resolution, By Alexander, McConnell, Rankin, Campbell, Grooms,
Verdin, O’Dell, Hutto and Rose
A SENATE RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED STATES CON-
GRESS TO FULLY EXAMINE AND TAKE INTO ACCOUNT EACH
STATE’S CURRENT AND PROJECTED ENERGY PRODUCTION CAPABIL-
ITIES AND CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS WHEN CONSIDERING
ANY GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION INITIATIVES AND TO SAFEGUARD
JOBS AND AFFORDABLE ENERGY WHEN CONSIDERING GREEN-
HOUSE GAS EMISSION INITIATIVES.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced SJ-13119
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/07/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/21/09 Senate Amended and adopted SJ-42
S 0803  Resolution, By Alexander, Anderson, Bright, Bryant, Campbell,
Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Elliott, Fair, Ford,
Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land, Leatherman, Leventis,
Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell,
McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose,
Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin and Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO URGE SHRINERS INTERNATIONAL TO
TAKE SUCH ACTION AS IS NECESSARY TO ASSURE THE CONTINUED
OPERATION OF THE GREENVILLE SHRINERS HOSPITAL FOR CHIL-
DREN.
   05/07/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-14
S 0804  Resolution, By Campbell and Grooms
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE MR.
JOHNNY EUGENE WARD OF MONCKS CORNER, SOUTH CAROLINA,
UPON RECEIVING AN HONORARY DOCTORATE OF PUBLIC SERVICE
FROM CHARLESTON SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY FOR HIS MANY YEARS
OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE UNIVERSITY AND HIS COMMUNITY.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0805  General Bill, By Grooms
Similar (H 3762)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 79 TO PROVIDE FOR SPECIAL MOTOR VEHICLE AND
MOTORCYCLE LICENSED PLATES TO BE ISSUED BY THE DEPART-
MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES THAT HAVE “REDUCE, REUSE, RECY-
CLE” AND THE RECYCLING LOGO IMPRINTED ON THE PLATE, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCEEDS FROM THE PLATE.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-4
S 0806  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: DEMONSTRATION-OF-NEED, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 3198, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-12
S 0807  Resolution, By Lourie
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE A.C. FLORA
HIGH SCHOOL MATH TEAM AND TO CONGRATULATE THE MATHE-
MATICIANS, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTAND-
ING SEASON IN MATH COMPETITIONS.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0808  General Bill, By Bright, Grooms, Bryant and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE 1976 CODE BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-2960 TO
PROVIDE THAT AN ARRESTING OFFICER MUST DIRECT AND A
DRIVER OF A MOTOR VEHICLE INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT THAT
CAUSES THE DEATH OF ANOTHER PERSON TO SUBMIT TO CHEMICAL
TESTS OF THE DRIVER’S BREATH, BLOOD, OR URINE TO DETERMINE
THE PRESENCE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS, OR THE COMBINATION OF
BOTH, FOR AN OFFENSE ARISING OUT OF ACTS ALLEGED TO HAVE
BEEN COMMITTED WHILE THE PERSON WAS DRIVING THE MOTOR
VEHICLE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS, OR BOTH.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/28/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
S 0809  Resolution, By Cleary
Similar (H 4016)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
(TAIWAN) FOR ITS RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   05/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-5
   05/13/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-51
   05/14/09 Senate Adopted SJ-42
S 0810  Resolution, By Courson
Similar (H 4032)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RONALD C.
OSBORNE OF COLUMBIA, DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO THANK
HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE, AND
TO WISH HIM MUCH FULFILLMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0811  Resolution, By Rose, Grooms and Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MRS. JEWEL MYERS ON THE
OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOY-
OUS CELEBRATION AND MUCH HEALTH AND HAPPINESS IN THE
DAYS TO COME.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-1
S 0812  General Bill, By S. Martin, Shoopman, Grooms, Bryant, Bright,
Davis and Rose
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-480 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO ATTENDANCE IN SCHOOLS OF AN ADJACENT COUNTY, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN OF THE STUDENT
MUST ARRANGE FOR THE STUDENT TO ATTEND THE SCHOOL IN THE
ADJACENT COUNTY RATHER THAN THE SCHOOL AUTHORITIES IN
THE CHILD’S COUNTY OF RESIDENCE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-490,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT IN WHICH A CHILD RESIDES MAY NOT PREVENT A
STUDENT FROM TRANSFERRING TO AN ADJACENT SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT IF THE RECEIVING SCHOOL DISTRICT APPROVES THE TRANS-
FER; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 59-63-500 AND 59-63-510.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   05/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-2
S 0813  Joint Resolution, By Senate Judiciary
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION, RELATING TO PC&N (STRETCHER VANS),
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4020, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-2
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-60
S 0814  Resolution, By Bryant120
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANDERSON UNIVER-
SITY ON LAUNCHING ITS MASTER IN MINISTRY DEGREE AND TO
DECLARE AUGUST 6, 2009, AS “ANDERSON UNIVERSITY MASTER OF
MINISTRY DAY” IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0815  Concurrent Resolution, By Bryant
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO JOIN THE SOUTH CAROLINA FRA-
TERNAL ORDER OF POLICE IN RECOGNIZING THE WEEK OF MAY 11-
15, 2009, AS “NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT WEEK”.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   05/14/09 House Introduced HJ-21
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-21
   05/20/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-8
   05/21/09 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-40
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0816  Concurrent Resolution, By Rose, Grooms, Verdin and Davis
Similar (S 0834, S 0856)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO
ARTICLE III, SECTION 9 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE AND
SECTION 2-1-180 OF THE 1976 CODE, WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2009,
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M., EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED
TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES NO LATER THAN JUNE 30, 2009, FOR A PERIOD
NOT TO EXCEED THREE STATEWIDE LEGISLATIVE DAYS FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN MATTERS, TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN
EACH HOUSE ADJOURNS AFTER THIS THREE-DAY PERIOD NOT
LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THE THIRD LEGISLATIVE DAY, EACH
HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY
AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE
AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON CER-
TAIN OCCURRENCES AND FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF SPECIFIED
MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT UNLESS ADJOURNED EARLIER,
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE NO
LATER THAN NOON ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2010.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   05/13/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0817  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, OFFICE OF OCCUPA-
TIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH, RELATING TO OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4019, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-61
S 0818  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4017, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-61
S 0819  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
STANDARDS FOR LICENSING NURSING HOMES, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4013, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-61
S 0820  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
PUBLIC SWIMMING POOLS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4030, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-61
S 0821  Resolution, By Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE FRAN-
CIS HUGH WARDLAW ACADEMY GIRLS’ VARSITY BASKETBALL
TEAM OF EDGEFIELD COUNTY FOR WINNING THE 2009 SOUTH CARO-
LINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE TEAM PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR YET ANOTHER VICTORIOUS
SEASON.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0822  Resolution, By Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE FRAN-
CIS HUGH WARDLAW ACADEMY GIRLS SOFTBALL TEAM FOR ITS
OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0823  Resolution, By Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE FRAN-
CIS HUGH WARDLAW ACADEMY “LADY PATRIOTS” VOLLEYBALL
TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEP-
TIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0824  Resolution, By Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE FRAN-
CIS HUGH WARDLAW ACADEMY VARSITY EIGHT-MAN FOOTBALL
TEAM OF EDGEFIELD COUNTY FOR GARNERING THE 2008 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE TEAM’S ATH-121
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLETES, COACHES, AND STAFF FOR AN IMPRESSIVE, UNDEFEATED
SEASON.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0825  Resolution, By Bright, Alexander, Anderson, Bryant, Campbell,
Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Elliott, Fair, Ford,
Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land, Leatherman, Leventis,
Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell,
McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rose, Ryberg,
Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin and Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SENATOR CLEMENTA
PINCKNEY AND HIS WIFE, JENNIFER, ON THE BIRTH OF THEIR
DAUGHTER, MALANA ELISE PINCKNEY, ON APRIL 28, 2009.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0826  Concurrent Resolution, By Leventis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE SECTION OF HIGHWAY 521, IN
SUMTER COUNTY, FROM THE KERSHAW COUNTY LINE TO ITS INTER-
SECTION WITH PISGAH ROAD IN REMBERT THE “FIREFIGHTER BUCK
BROWN MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THE
WORDS “FIREFIGHTER BUCK BROWN MEMORIAL HIGHWAY”.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-6
   05/14/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-43
   05/19/09 House Introduced HJ-17
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-17
S 0827  Concurrent Resolution, By Leventis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE SECTION OF HIGHWAY 521, IN
SUMTER COUNTY, FROM THE ITS INTERSECTION WITH HIGHWAY 441
TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH CHARLES JACKSON ROAD THE “FIRE-
FIGHTER EUGENE FRANKLIN MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGH-
WAY CONTAINING THE WORDS “FIREFIGHTER EUGENE FRANKLIN
MEMORIAL HIGHWAY”.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-7
   05/14/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-43
   05/19/09 House Introduced HJ-18
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-18
S 0828  Concurrent Resolution, By Leventis and Land
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE SECTION OF HIGHWAY 76, IN
SUMTER COUNTY, FROM THE SUMTER-LEE COUNTY LINE TO ITS
INTERSECTION WITH LAFAYETTE STREET THE “MAYOR WILLIE M.
JEFFERSON HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THE WORDS
“MAYOR WILLIE M. JEFFERSON HIGHWAY”.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-7
   05/14/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-43
   05/19/09 House Introduced
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
S 0829  Concurrent Resolution, By Matthews, Grooms and Hutto
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE CRITICAL IMPOR-
TANCE OF THE GLOBAL LOGISTICS TRIANGLE IN ORANGEBURG
COUNTY TO THE SUCCESS AND WELL-BEING OF THE CITIZENS OF
OUR STATE AND AS A COMPONENT OF THE GLOBAL LOGISTICS COR-
RIDOR BEGINNING AT THE PORT OF CHARLESTON AND TO EXPRESS
THE BELIEF OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY THAT THIS VITAL COMPO-
NENT OF OUR STATE’S ECONOMIC SYSTEM SHOULD BE DEVELOPED
TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL.
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-7
   05/20/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-30
   05/20/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-267
S 0830  Resolution, By Ford
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PROJECT COOL
BREEZE IN CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0831  Concurrent Resolution, By Sheheen and Lourie
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE KATHY BRADLEY
UPON HER RETIREMENT FROM THE KERSHAW COUNTY BOARD OF
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   05/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-93
S 0832  Resolution, By Bright
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WEST VIEW ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL IN SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA, UPON RECEIV-
ING THE 2009 CAROLINA FIRST PALMETTO’S FINEST AWARD.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0833  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR PINCUS KOLENDER, A
HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR WHO DEDICATED HIS LIFE TO EDUCATING
PEOPLE ABOUT THE HOLOCAUST AND CHARGING THEM WITH THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF PREVENTING SIMILAR TRAGEDIES IN THE
FUTURE.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   05/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-93
S 0834  Concurrent Resolution, By McConnell
Similar (S 0816, S 0856)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO
ARTICLE III, SECTION 9 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE AND
SECTION 2-1-180 OF THE 1976 CODE, WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2009,
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M., EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED
TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES NO LATER THAN JUNE 30, 2009, FOR A PERIOD
NOT TO EXCEED THREE STATEWIDE LEGISLATIVE DAYS FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN MATTERS, TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN
EACH HOUSE ADJOURNS AFTER THIS THREE-DAY PERIOD NOT
LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THE THIRD LEGISLATIVE DAY, EACH
HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY
AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE
AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON CER-
TAIN OCCURRENCES AND FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF SPECIFIED
MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT UNLESS ADJOURNED EARLIER,
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE NO
LATER THAN NOON ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2010.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   06/16/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-67
   06/16/09 Senate Amended SJ-67
   06/16/09 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-67
   06/16/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-94
   06/16/09 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-15 HJ-94
   06/17/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0835  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EQUALIZATION AND
REASSESSMENT IN CONNECTION WITH AD VALOREM TAXATION, SO
AS TO REDEFINE “MEMBER OF MY HOUSEHOLD” FOR PURPOSES OF122
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCERTIFICATION THAT ONLY ONE RESIDENCE HAS QUALIFIED FOR A
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RATIO.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
S 0836  General Bill, By Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 51-13-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE RIVER-
BANKS PARKS COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN
ACTIVITIES WHILE ON PARK PROPERTY.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-6
   05/20/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
12
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0837  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-149 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE RESALE OF
FOOD THAT HAS BEEN SERVED OR SOLD TO AND POSSESSED BY A
CONSUMER.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
S 0838  General Bill, By Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-43-165 SO AS TO EXEMPT DEPARTMENT OF
MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS FROM CERTAIN PHARMACY PERMITTING
AND PHARMACIST-IN-CHARGE REQUIREMENTS; TO PROVIDE THAT
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS MUST BE RECOGNIZED
AS COVERED ENTITIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISPENSING DRUGS;
TO PROVIDE THAT DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS MAY
TRANSPORT MEDICATIONS IN THE SAME MANNER AS FREE CLINICS
AND PRIVATE PHYSICIANS; AND TO AUTHORIZE DEPARTMENT OF
MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS TO USE CONTRACT LABOR AS DESIG-
NATED AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES TO CARRY OUT DUTIES RESERVED
FOR AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
S 0839  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Jackson, Matthews and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF SEPTEM-
BER 2009 YOUTH AWARENESS MONTH IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE ALL CITIZENS OF THIS GREAT STATE TO PROMOTE
STRONG FAMILIES AND PARENTING ALONG WITH YOUTH PRO-
GRAMS AND JOBS.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   05/19/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-18
S 0840  Resolution, By Ryberg
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE RONDUS WALDO
GREENWAY OF AIKEN COUNTY FOR HIS DEDICATION AND COMMIT-
MENT TO EDUCATION AND AS A COMMUNITY LEADER.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0841  Resolution, By Ryberg
Similar (H 4035)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANGELA BROWN BUR-
KHALTER, A COMMITTED AND ACCOMPLISHED EDUCATIONAL PRO-
FESSIONAL AND COMMUNITY LEADER.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0842  Resolution, By Pinckney
Similar (S 0776, H 4010)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MAYOR CHAR-
LIE SWEAT OF COLLETON COUNTY FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE AS MAYOR OF WALTERBORO, AND TO WISH
HIM MANY YEARS OF SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN HIS MUCH-
DESERVED RETIREMENT.
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0843  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. EMERSON F.
GOWER, JR., UPON HIS RETIREMENT AND TO WISH HIM ALL THE
BEST IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   05/19/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-59
S 0844  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. CHARLES
LEE YOUNG IN FLORENCE, SOUTH CAROLINA, UPON HIS RETIRE-
MENT FROM CIRCLE PARK BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   05/19/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-59
S 0845  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. EDNA ROGERS ON
THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE MARION COUNTY
COUNCIL ON AGING AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE
FUTURE.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0846  Joint Resolution, By Grooms and Thomas
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMISSION TO STUDY
IMPLEMENTING A FAIR TAX TO REPLACE THE STATE INDIVIDUAL
AND CORPORATE INCOME TAX.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0847  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT APPELLATE PANEL, SO AS TO CREATE THE COASTAL
ZONE MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL’S OFFICE OF OCEAN AND
COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN FUNC-
TIONS OF THE COUNCIL, TO DELETE SPECIAL TERMS OF SERVICE
FOR COUNCIL MEMBERS APPOINTED BASED ON RESIDENCE IN THE
STATE’S CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS SO THAT THESE MEMBERS
SERVE THE SAME TERMS AS ALL OTHER MEMBERS; TO PROVIDE
THE COUNCIL SHALL MEET AT THE CALL OF ITS CHAIRMAN; TO
PROVIDE ADVICE AND COUNSEL OF THE COUNCIL IS NOT BINDING
ON THE DEPARTMENT; AND TO PROVIDE ON JULY 1, 2010, MEMBERS
OF THE COASTAL ZONE APPELLATE PANEL BECOME MEMBERS OF
THE COUNCIL FOR THE DURATION OF THEIR TERMS.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-5
S 0848  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-49-15 SO AS TO PROHIBIT MOTOR VEHICLE
PHYSICAL DAMAGE APPRAISERS TO LOCATE THEIR PLACES OF
BUSINESS ON THE PREMISES OF, OR ADJACENT TO, A MOTOR VEHI-
CLE REPAIR OR BODY SHOP.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
S 0849  General Bill, By Leatherman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-270 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE INSPECTION OF SCHOOL BUSES, TO PROVIDE THAT A
SCHOOL DISTRICT OWNED SCHOOL BUS SHALL BE SUBJECT TO AN
ANNUAL FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION INSPECTION.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6123
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S 0850  General Bill, By McGill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-5060 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DESIGNATION ON AN INCOME TAX RETURN OF A VOLUN-
TARY CONTRIBUTION TO CERTAIN FUNDS, TO PROVIDE THAT A TAX-
PAYER MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA FORESTRY
COMMISSION FOR USE IN THE STATE FOREST SYSTEM.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0851  General Bill, By Ryberg
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1510 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PENALTIES FOR LATE FILING OF OR FAILURE TO FILE A REPORT
OR STATEMENT REQUIRED BY CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8 AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR CRIMINAL PENALTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-50,
RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR FAILING TO ABIDE BY FILING
REQUIREMENTS IN CHAPTER 17, TITLE 2, TO PROVIDE FOR CRIMI-
NAL PENALTIES.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0852  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-81-50 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE CREATION OF THE STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ONE AT-LARGE MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION MUST BE
FROM THE MIXED MARTIAL ARTS COMMUNITY.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
S 0853  General Bill, By Anderson
Similar (H 4060)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-27-370, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“UNEMPLOYED” FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMPLOY-
MENT SECURITY LAW AND THE REDUCTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT
BENEFITS TO REFLECT PENSION AND OTHER PAYMENTS ATTRIBUT-
ABLE TO WORK, SO AS TO ELIMINATE EMPLOYER-FILED CLAIMS; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-27-380, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“WAGES”, SO AS TO INCREASE THE TAXABLE WAGE BASE BEGIN-
NING DECEMBER 31, 2008; TO AMEND SECTION 41-27-510, RELATING
TO REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO UNEMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, SO
AS TO CONFORM THE SECTION TO THE AMENDMENTS TO SECTION
41-27-370; TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION TO ENSURE THAT A
CLAIMANT, OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE, BE SUPPLIED WITH
RECORDS IN ORDER TO MAKE A CLAIM, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION
TO PROVIDE UNEMPLOYMENT INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR
WORKFORCE IMPROVEMENT AND PROGRAM EVALUATION TO THE
AGENCY ADMINISTERING THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-31-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE COMPU-
TATION OF RATES OF CONTRIBUTIONS BY EMPLOYERS, SO AS TO
RESTRUCTURE THE COMPUTATION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYERS; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-31-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE STATE-
WIDE RESERVE RATIO, SO AS TO ADJUST THE RATES OF CONTRIBU-
TION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYERS; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-50,
RELATING TO THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF AN INSURED
WORKER, SO AS TO CHANGE THE FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE
BENEFIT; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
DISQUALIFICATION OF BENEFITS, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION PRO-
VIDING FOR “GROSS MISCONDUCT” AND CONFORMING THE TERM
“MOST RECENT BONA FIDE EMPLOYER” TO ITS DEFINITION IN SEC-
TION 41-35-110(5), AND TO REQUIRE THE DEDUCTION OF SEVERANCE
PAY FROM UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PAYMENTS.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
S 0854  General Bill, By McConnell
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 23 OF TITLE 57 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ALONG ROADSIDES, SO
AS TO PERMIT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO MAIN-
TAIN AND MOW BEYOND THIRTY FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT ROAD-
SIDE VEGETATION ADJACENT TO SAM RITTENBERG BOULEVARD IN
CHARLESTON COUNTY.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
S 0855  Concurrent Resolution, By Campsen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE CITY OF NORTH
CHARLESTON’S CONTRACTUAL RIGHT TO LIMIT RAIL ACCESS TO
THE CHARLESTON NAVAL COMPLEX AND TO DECLARE THAT NO
ACTIONS MAY BE TAKEN TO IMPAIR THE CITY’S ABILITY TO EXER-
CISE ANY OF ITS CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS CONCERNING THE COM-
PLEX.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
S 0856  Concurrent Resolution, By Campsen
Similar (S 0816, S 0834)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO
ARTICLE III, SECTION 9 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE AND
SECTION 2-1-180 OF THE 1976 CODE, WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2009,
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M., EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED
TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES NO LATER THAN JUNE 30, 2009, FOR A PERIOD
NOT TO EXCEED THREE STATEWIDE LEGISLATIVE DAYS FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN MATTERS, TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN
EACH HOUSE ADJOURNS AFTER THIS THREE-DAY PERIOD NOT
LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THE THIRD LEGISLATIVE DAY, EACH
HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY
AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE
AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON CER-
TAIN OCCURRENCES AND FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF SPECIFIED
MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT UNLESS ADJOURNED EARLIER,
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE NO
LATER THAN NOON ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2010.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0857  Resolution, By Rose, Grooms and Matthews
Similar (H 4065)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING
ITS FIRST BASEBALL STATE CHAMPIONSHIP AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0858  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE KATHARINE H. WILSON
OF LEXINGTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0859  Resolution, By Bright, Reese, Peeler and S. Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE DR. JAMES A. LITTLEFIELD
AND THANK HIM FOR HIS THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS OF SERVICE TO
SPARTANBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10124
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S 0860  Concurrent Resolution, By Knotts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SER-
GEANT SILLER ANDERSON, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIRE-
MENT, AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE TO THE
COUNTY OF LEXINGTON, AND TO WISH HER SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-10
   05/20/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-15
   05/22/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
S 0861  Resolution, By Nicholson and O’Dell
Similar (H 4094, H 4095)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MEM-
BERS OF THE GREENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS TEAM FOR ITS
OUTSTANDING SEASON, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS AND
COACH FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0862  General Bill, By Fair and Shoopman
Similar (H 4087)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO CREATE
THE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE AREA COMMISSION AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP.
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-10
   05/20/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-41
S 0863  Resolution, By Pinckney
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF BENJAMIN HUGER RUTLEDGE MOORE OF JASPER COUNTY,
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0864  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION COMMENDING PINEVIEW ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS, MRS. AMY BRANT AND MRS. TERESA CALCINA,
FOR THEIR TREMENDOUS ACTS OF COMPASSION AND GENEROSITY
FOLLOWING THE TRAGIC DEATH OF PINEVIEW KINDERGARTEN STU-
DENT, MISS LEILANI WILMOT, ON FEBRUARY 2, 2009.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0865  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
RIDGEWOOD FOUNDATION FOR ITS DEDICATED COMMUNITY SER-
VICE, AND TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE THE FOUNDATION’S
TOUR COORDINATOR, DR. EZELL PITTMAN, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   05/20/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-267
S 0866  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAXES AND EXEMPTIONS, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 12-37-221 TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXEMPTION OF A POR-
TION OF THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF ALL REAL PROPERTY
ASSOCIATED WITH A FACILITY FOR THE GENERATION OF ELECTRIC
POWER PLACED INTO SERVICE AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS
ACT AND TO SUBJECT THE REMAINING PORTION TO A STATE PROP-
ERTY TAX AND PROVIDE FOR ITS DISTRIBUTION AMONG THE POLIT-
ICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THIS STATE.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0867  Joint Resolution, By Knotts and Cromer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DISAPPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE RIVER-
BANKS PARKS COMMISSION, RELATING TO RIVERBANKS PARKS
COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4022, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-4
S 0868  General Bill, By Knotts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-540, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMPENSATION AND WORK REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT JUDGES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN THESE JUDGES MAY RECEIVE
MILEAGE AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES AND THE AMOUNT OF
THESE ALLOWANCES; AND TO PROVIDE AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
COURT JUDGE MONTHLY SHALL PROVIDE A REPORT OF HIS
ABSENCES FROM THE COURT DURING NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS OF
THE COURT TO THE CHIEF JUDGE.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0869  Joint Resolution, By Lourie
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH THE STATE ENTERPRISE AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES TASK FORCE TO EXAMINE
SOUTH CAROLINA’S ABILITY TO COMPETE IN THE 21st CENTURY
GLOBAL ECONOMY IN AN EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE STANDARD OF
LIVING FOR RESIDENTS, ENHANCE THE STATE’S BUSINESS CLIMATE,
AND STIMULATE JOB GROWTH AND CREATION.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-5
S 0870  Resolution, By Jackson, Lourie and Courson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MR. JACK
THOMPSON FOR HIS EXCEPTIONAL TALENT AS A BASKETBALL
PLAYER AND HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0871  General Bill, By Thomas and Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 21, TITLE 43 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DIVISION ON AGING IN
THE OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SO AS TO RENAME
THIS THE OFFICE ON AGING IN THE OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR; TO TRANSFER THE ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATION
OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES AND PROGRAMS TO THE OFFICE ON
AGING: LOW INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM,
RESPITE CARE, HOME HEALTH SERVICES, VETERANS NURSING
HOMES, C. M. TUCKER NURSING HOME AND OTHER LONG TERM
CARE FACILITIES FOR PERSONS WHO ARE MENTALLY ILL, ADULT
PROTECTION SERVICES, ADULT PROTECTION COORDINATING COUN-
CIL, MEDICAID TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NURSING FACILITY
SERVICES AND ADMINISTRATION, COMMUNITY LONG TERM CARE,
PALMETTO SENIOR CARE, GAP ASSISTANCE PHARMACY PROGRAM
FOR SENIORS, AND VETERANS AFFAIRS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
OFFICE ON AGING SHALL CONTRACT WITH THE APPROPRIATE STATE
AGENCY TO PROVIDE LONG TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN SERVICES;
TO ESTABLISH THE RESPITE CARE ADVISORY COUNCIL, THE HOME
HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL, VETERANS NURSING HOMES ADVI-
SORY COUNCIL, THE MEDICAID TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COUN-
CIL, AND THE NURSING FACILITY ADVISORY COUNCIL, ALL TO
ADVISE THE OFFICE ON AGING ON MATTERS PERTAINING TO THEIR
RESPECTIVE AREAS OF EXPERTISE; TO AMEND SECTION 43-35-55, AS125
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WHEN TAKING A VULNERABLE ADULT INTO PROTECTIVE CUSTODY,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT SHALL REPORT SUCH
ACTION TO THE OFFICE ON AGING; TO AMEND SECTION 43-35-310, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ADULT PROTECTION COORDINATING
COUNCIL, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS COUNCIL IS UNDER THE
AUSPICES OF THE OFFICE ON AGING; TO AMEND SECTION 44-6-30, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS AUTHO-
RIZING THE DEPARTMENT TO ADMINISTER THE MEDICAID COMMU-
NITY LONG TERM CARE SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-6-620, 44-
6-630, 44-6-640, 44-6-650, 44-6-660, ALL AS AMENDED, ALL RELATING
TO THE GAP ASSISTANCE PHARMACY PROGRAM FOR SENIORS, SO
AS TO CONFORM THESE SECTIONS TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT
TRANSFERRING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THIS PROGRAM TO THE
OFFICE ON AGING; TO AMEND SECTION 44-11-10, RELATING TO THE
DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, SO AS TO
DELETE THE PROVISION AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT TO OPER-
ATE LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-21-
60, RELATING TO SERVICES INCLUDED IN THE FAMILY SUPPORT PRO-
GRAM ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND
SPECIAL NEEDS, SO AS TO DELETE RESPITE CARE FROM THIS PRO-
GRAM; TO PROVIDE TRANSITION PROVISIONS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, EMPLOYEES AND POSITIONS, APPROPRIATIONS, AND
REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 44-1-
200 AND 44-1-210 RELATING TO HOME HEALTH SERVICES PROVIDED
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
AND SECTIONS 44-11-30 AND 44-11-40 RELATING TO THE VETERANS
NURSING HOMES OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL
HEALTH.
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
S 0872  General Bill, By Bright
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 46 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, BY ADDING SECTION
46-3-250 TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DIVISION OF
AGRICULTURAL PUBLIC SERVICES ACTIVITIES; AND TO REPEAL
SECTION 59-119-165, RELATING TO TRANSFER OF CERTAIN AGRICUL-
TURAL FUNDS TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PUBLIC SERVICE ACTIVI-
TIES.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-3
S 0873  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 29 OF TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING SUBJECTS
OF INSTRUCTION IN THE STATE’S PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 59-29-15, TO PROVIDE THAT CURRICULUM USED TO TEACH
STUDENTS ABOUT THE ORIGINS OF MANKIND MUST MAINTAIN NEU-
TRALITY BETWEEN RELIGIOUS FAITHS AND BETWEEN RELIGION
AND NON-RELIGION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CURRICULUM THAT
DOES NOT MAINTAIN THE REQUIRED NEUTRALITY MUST BE
REVISED OR REPLACED AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-3
S 0874  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO EDUCA-
TION, TO ENACT THE “SCHOOL CHILDREN’S RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES
ACT” BY ADDING CHAPTER 155 RELATING TO STUDENT EXPRESSION
OF RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS, TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHALL TREAT RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS EXPRESSED BY STUDENTS
CONCERNING AN OTHERWISE PERMISSIBLE SUBJECT IN THE SAME
MANNER AS NON-RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS EXPRESSED BY STU-
DENTS ON THE SAME SUBJECT, TO PROVIDE THAT EACH SCHOOL
DISTRICT IN THE STATE MUST ADOPT A POLICY ESTABLISHING A
LIMITED PUBLIC FORUM FOR STUDENT SPEAKERS AT SCHOOL
EVENTS, TO PROVIDE THE PARAMETERS OF THE POLICY, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT STUDENTS MAY EXPRESS THEIR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS IN
CLASS ASSIGNMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT STUDENTS MUST BE
PERMITTED TO ORGANIZE RELIGIOUS GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES IN
THE SAME MANNER THAT STUDENTS MAY ORGANIZE NON-RELI-
GIOUS GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
S 0875  General Bill, By Fair
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, AND DISTRICT AND SCHOOL GOVERNING
AUTHORITIES, SHALL FACILITATE SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION, INCLUD-
ING CONTROVERSIAL SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION, IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS OF THIS STATE, TO PROHIBIT THESE AUTHORITIES FROM
IMPEDING THIS EDUCATION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PUBLICATION OF
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT TO SCHOOL GOVERNING AUTHORI-
TIES.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
S 0876  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 4113)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-45-17 SO AS TO PROVIDE MINIMUM CON-
TINUING EDUCATION COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR COUNTY TAX
COLLECTORS AND PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 12-
59-85 SO AS TO ALLOW A COUNTY FORFEITED LAND COMMISSION
TO REFUSE TO ACCEPT TITLE TO PROPERTY WHEN REFUSAL IS IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2725, RELATING TO
CANCELLATION OF A LICENSE PLATE AND REGISTRATION CERTIFI-
CATE WHEN A VEHICLE OWNER MOVES OUT OF STATE AND THE
PRORATED PROPERTY TAX REFUND DUE ON THAT CANCELLATION,
SO AS TO ALLOW THE APPROPRIATE RECEIPT ISSUED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
ACTUAL LICENSE PLATE AND CERTIFICATE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-
37-3150, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF
INTEREST FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING THE VALUE OF REAL
PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY TAXATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE A CIVIL
PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PROVIDE NOTICE TO THE ASSESSOR OF
OWNERSHIP TRANSFERS OF CERTAIN BUSINESS REAL PROPERTY; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-39-220, RELATING TO THE DISCOVERY OF
UNTAXED PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF PROPERTY TAXES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE DUTIES OF THE ASSESSOR WITH RESPECT TO THIS
PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-51-50, AS AMENDED, AND 12-51-
70, RELATING TO DELINQUENT TAX SALES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
THE SALES DATE AND TO INCREASE FROM THREE HUNDRED TO ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS THE DAMAGES FOR WHICH A DEFAULTING
BIDDER IS LIABLE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-85, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE TIME LIMITS APPLICABLE FOR ASSESSING DELIN-
QUENT TAXES, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING AMENDMENT.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0877  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 11, TITLE 40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CONTRACTORS, BY ADDING SECTION 40-11-580 TO PROVIDE
A PROCESS FOR SUBCONTRACTORS TO PERFECT LABORER’S LIENS.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-5
S 0878  Resolution, By Courson126
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. ALAN B. DAVIS OF
IRMO, SOUTH CAROLINA, UPON BEING CHOSEN THE 2009 ASSOCIA-
TION EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA SOCIETY
OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0879  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3150, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS
OF INTEREST FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING THE VALUE OF REAL
PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY TAXATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDI-
TIONAL INSTANCES OF PROPERTY TRANSFERS NOT CONSIDERED
ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF INTEREST, INCLUDING TRANSFERS OF
FRACTIONAL INTERESTS CONSTITUTING NOT MORE THAN FIFTY
PERCENT OF FEE SIMPLE TITLE, TRANSFERS INTO AND OUT OF A
SINGLE MEMBER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NOT TAXED AS A
CORPORATION WHEN THE SINGLE MEMBER IS THE TRANSFEREE
AND TRANSFEROR, TRANSFERS RELATING TO EASEMENTS, TRANS-
FERS TO QUIET TITLE OR ESTABLISH A BOUNDARY LINE, AND
TRANSFERS CREATING OR TERMINATING A JOINT TENANCY WITH
RIGHTS OF SURVIVORSHIP IF THE GRANTORS AND GRANTEES ARE
THE SAME.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/21/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0880  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LOWER
RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL TRACK AND FIELD TEAM FOR ITS OUT-
STANDING SEASON, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE SQUAD MEMBERS
AND COACHES FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0881  Resolution, By Elliott, Rankin and Cleary
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE CONGRESS OF THE
UNITED STATES TO PROVIDE THIRTY MILLION DOLLARS OF FED-
ERAL FUNDING FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SCIENCE BUILD-
ING AT COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY.
   05/21/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0882  Resolution, By Courson
Similar (H 4140)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SARAH CRAIG “SALLY”
ALDRIDGE OF COLUMBIA UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIRE-
MENT, TO COMMEND HER FOR HER FORTY YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS
AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-68
S 0883  Resolution, By Alexander, Anderson, Bright, Bryant, Campbell,
Campsen, Cleary, Coleman, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Elliott, Fair, Ford,
Grooms, Hayes, Hutto, Jackson, Knotts, Land, Leatherman, Leventis,
Lourie, Malloy, L. Martin, S. Martin, Massey, Matthews, McConnell,
McGill, Mulvaney, Nicholson, O’Dell, Peeler, Pinckney, Rankin, Reese, Rose,
Ryberg, Scott, Setzler, Sheheen, Shoopman, Thomas, Verdin and Williams
Similar (H 4131)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MANY
OUTSTANDING ELECTRIC LINE WORKERS IN OUR STATE AND TO
THANK THEM FOR THEIR SERVICE TO OUR STATE.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-68
S 0884  Resolution, By Rose, Grooms and Matthews
Similar (H 4159)
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR EDWARD
EUGENE SIRES OF DORCHESTER COUNTY FOR HIS EXCEPTIONAL
THIRTY-SEVEN YEAR CAREER IN EDUCATION UPON HIS RETIRE-
MENT, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-69
S 0885  Resolution, By Campsen
A SENATE RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING ACADEMIC MAGNET
HIGH SCHOOL IN NORTH CHARLESTON FOR BEING AMONG THE TOP-
RANKED PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN THE COUNTRY BY NEWSWEEK MAGA-
ZINE.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-69
S 0886  Resolution, By Lourie
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. DONALD E.
SAUNDERS, JR., OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON A DISTINGUISHED
CAREER IN MEDICINE AND MEDICAL EDUCATION, AND FOR HIS
NUMEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIS PROFESSION AND COMMUNITY.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-69
S 0887  Resolution, By Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF MAYOR ZELDA JOHNSON PELZER OF BOWMAN IN ORANGE-
BURG COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
FRIENDS AND FAMILY.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-69
S 0888  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DONALD RICHARD JEF-
FCOAT AND BETTY FULMER JEFFCOAT OF PELION ON THE OCCA-
SION OF THEIR FIFTIETH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY AND TO EXTEND
BEST WISHES FOR MANY MORE YEARS OF BLESSING AND FULFILL-
MENT.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-69
S 0889  Resolution, By Elliott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE RICHARD BUTLER TIM-
MERMAN, HORRY COUNTY PARKS AND RECREATION DISTRICT
SUPERVISOR, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF COMMITTED SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-70
S 0890  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FIRST
RESPONDERS FOR THE CITY OF NORTH MYRTLE BEACH WHO
BRAVELY FOUGHT FIRES THAT RAVAGED PARTS OF HORRY COUNTY
IN APRIL OF 2009.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-71
   06/16/09 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-90
S 0891  Resolution, By Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. DAVID
LONGSHORE, JR. OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY FOR HIS COUNTLESS
CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIS CAREER, COMMUNITY, AND COUNTRY, AND
TO WISH HIM HEALTH AND HAPPINESS UPON HIS RETIREMENT AS
SUPERINTENDENT OF ORANGEBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT THREE.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-70
S 0892  Resolution, By Malloy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND LYNWOOD
LEWIS OF DARLINGTON COUNTY FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-70127
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H 3000  Resolution, By Harrell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR ALLOTTING
SEATS TO MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE
2009 AND 2010 SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/02/08 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3001  Resolution, By Harrell
Similar (H 3002)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ADOPT THE RULES OF THE HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES FOR THE 2009 AND 2010 SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
   12/02/08 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
   12/02/08 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-34 HJ-70
H 3002  Resolution, By Sellers and J.E. Smith
Similar (H 3001)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ADOPT THE RULES OF THE HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES FOR THE 2009 AND 2010 SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
   12/02/08 House Introduced HJ-72
   12/02/08 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-72
H 3003  General Bill, By Cooper, Harrell, Cato, Loftis, Gambrell, Thompson,
Huggins, Sandifer, Owens, Littlejohn, Stringer, G.M. Smith, Kelly,
Hardwick, Willis, Duncan, Herbkersman, Haley, Bedingfield, Rice, Spires,
White, J.R. Smith, Parker, G.R. Smith, D.C. Smith, Lowe, Umphlett, Nanney,
M.A. Pitts, Merrill, Wylie, Hamilton, A.D. Young and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-460, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONCEALED WEAPONS
AND THE FORFEITURE OF WEAPONS WHEN A VIOLATION OCCURS,
SO AS TO INCREASE THE FINE FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-23-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR WEAP-
ONS VIOLATIONS AND FORFEITURE OF HANDGUNS, SO AS TO
DELETE OBSOLETE REFERENCES TO SECTION 16-23-20; TO AMEND
SECTION 23-31-215, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
CONCEALED WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO SPECIFICALLY ENUMER-
ATE THOSE PERSONS NOT REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A CONCEALED
WEAPON PERMIT; TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-220, RELATING TO THE
RIGHT TO ALLOW CONCEALED WEAPONS UPON CERTAIN PREMISES,
SO AS TO SPECIFICALLY ENUMERATE THOSE PERSONS THAT ARE
EXEMPTED FROM THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-19-1210, RELATING TO TRANSFER OF JURISDICTION FOR
CERTAIN JUVENILE OFFENSES, SO AS TO CORRECT A REFERENCE;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 16-23-20 RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL
CARRYING OF A HANDGUN AND SECTION 23-31-217 RELATING TO
THE EFFECT OF SECTION 16-23-20.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Skelton
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Skelton
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Toole
H 3004  General Bill, By Cooper, White, M.A. Pitts, Harrell, Horne, Huggins,
Sottile, Sandifer, Cato, Gambrell, Loftis, Bedingfield, Allison, Owens, J.R.
Smith, Rice, Parker, Brady, Spires, Toole, Stringer, G.M. Smith, Kelly,
Hardwick, Littlejohn, G.R. Smith, Willis, Nanney, Wylie and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 6, TITLE 23 SO AS TO CREATE
THE NATURAL RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT DIVISION WITHIN THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND TO TRANSFER TO THE DIVI-
SION CERTAIN POWERS AND ASSETS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES, AMONG OTHER THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION
23-6-20, RELATING TO THE DIVISIONS COMPRISING THE DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, SO AS TO ADD THE NATURAL RESOURCES
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 23-6-30, RELATING TO
THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY,
SO AS TO INCLUDE POWERS TO ENFORCE CERTAIN LAWS RELATED
TO NATURAL RESOURCES; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 50-3-110
RELATING TO THE SUPERVISION OF DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS; 50-3-120 RELATING TO DESIG-
NATION OF WILDLIFE LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL AS LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS; 50-3-130 RELATING TO UNIFORMS AND
EMBLEMS OF DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICERS; 50-3-140 RELATING TO PUBLICATION OF DESCRIP-
TION OF ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS’ UNIFORMS AND EMBLEMS; 50-3-
150 RELATING TO USE OF PRESENT UNIFORMS AND MOTOR VEHI-
CLES DURING AND AFTER TRANSFER; 50-3-160 RELATING TO INJUNC-
TIONS; 50-3-310 RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS; 50-3-315 RELATING TO DEPUTY ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICERS; 50-3-316 RELATING TO CRITERIA FOR HIRING
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS; 50-3-320 RELATING TO TRANSMITTAL
AND DELIVERY OF COMMISSIONS OF ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS; 50-
3-330 RELATING TO OATHS AND BONDS FOR ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CERS; 50-3-340 RELATING TO STATEWIDE POWER OF ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS; 50-3-350 RELATING TO OFFICIAL BADGE OF ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICERS; 50-3-360 RELATING TO ADDITIONAL DEPUTY
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS FOR GAME ZONE 2; 50-3-370 RELATING TO
DUTY OF ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO CHECK BAG LIMITS AND
INVESTIGATE VIOLATIONS; 50-3-380 RELATING TO SEARCH AND SEI-
ZURE OF GAME AND FISH OBTAINED UNLAWFULLY; 50-3-390 RELAT-
ING TO DUTY OF ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO ENFORCE LAWS AND
PROSECUTE VIOLATIONS; 50-3-395 RELATING TO POWER OF
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO ISSUE WARNING TICKETS; 50-3-396
RELATING TO USE OF ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS’ OFFICIAL SUM-
MONS OF LITTERING VIOLATIONS; 50-3-400 RELATING TO GRANT OF
CONSTABLE AND INSPECTOR POWERS TO ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS;
50-3-410 RELATING TO ARREST PROCEDURES AND BAIL; AND 50-3-420
RELATING TO IMMUNITY FROM CERTAIN PROSECUTION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-19
H 3005  General Bill, By Delleney, M.A. Pitts, Parker, Bingham, Toole and
A.D. Young
Similar (H 3418)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-125, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WRITTEN NOTIFICATION OF
REGISTRATION OF PERSONS WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY APPLIED TO
REGISTER TO VOTE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE NOTIFICATION
ALSO MUST INCLUDE A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE PERSON MAKING THE
APPLICATION; BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-200 SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT
EACH ELECTOR REGISTERED TO VOTE BY A COUNTY BOARD OF
REGISTRATION MUST BE ISSUED A CERTIFICATE WHICH CONTAINS
HIS PHOTOGRAPH AND OTHER INFORMATION THE STATE ELECTION
COMMISSION REQUIRES, AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR THE
TAKING OF THESE PHOTOGRAPHS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-
710, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PRESENTATION OF A PERSON’S
PROOF OF HIS RIGHT TO VOTE, SO AS TO REQUIRE A POLL MANAGER
TO COMPARE THE PHOTOGRAPH ON THE REQUIRED IDENTIFICATION
WITH THE PERSON PRESENTING HIMSELF TO VOTE AND ALSO TO
REQUIRE THE POLL MANAGER TO VERIFY THAT THE PHOTOGRAPH
IS THAT OF THE PERSON SEEKING TO VOTE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary131
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
H 3006  Joint Resolution, By Harrison, Kirsh, Daning and Brady
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE VIII
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 19 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BY SPECIAL
OR LOCAL LAW, TO ABOLISH A SPECIAL OR PUBLIC SERVICE DIS-
TRICT AND TRANSFER ITS ASSETS AND LIABILITIES TO AN ASSUM-
ING SERVICE PROVIDER.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady
H 3007  General Bill, By Gunn and Wylie
Similar (H 3130, H 3272)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DETERMINING THE FAIR
MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA REAL PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT, SO AS TO
POSTPONE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRANSFER VALUE OF A
PARCEL OF REAL PROPERTY UNIMPROVED SINCE THE LAST
COUNTYWIDE REASSESSMENT PROGRAM UNTIL THE TIME OF
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEXT COUNTYWIDE REASSESSMENT
PROGRAM.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-20
H 3008  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts, Littlejohn and Parker
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-59-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PUBLIC ACCESS REQUIREMENTS FOR
CONSERVATION EASEMENTS ACQUIRED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITH
REVENUES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK TRUST
FUND, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT TRUST FUNDS AND ANY OTHER PUB-
LIC FUNDS OF THIS STATE AND ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF
THIS STATE MAY NOT BE USED TO ACQUIRE A CONSERVATION EASE-
MENT OR OTHER INTEREST IN RIVERBANK PROPERTY UNLESS THE
CONSERVATION EASEMENT OR OTHER PROPERTY INTEREST BY ITS
TERMS SPECIFICALLY CONTINUES TO ALLOW PUBLIC ACCESS FOR
FISHING  AND HUNTING AND OTHER TRADITIONAL USES ASSOCI-
ATED WITH FISHING AND HUNTING AND TO REQUIRE AN APPLICANT
APPLYING FOR SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK TRUST
FUND REVENUES FOR AN EASEMENT OR OTHER INTEREST IN RIVER-
BANK PROPERTY TO SPECIFY THE APPLICANT’S EFFORTS TO IDEN-
TIFY THESE USES MADE BEFORE THE PROPERTY BECOMES SUBJECT
TO A CONVERSATION EASEMENT OR OTHER OWNERSHIP INTEREST
TRANSFER.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-20
H 3009  General Bill, By Kirsh, Littlejohn, Umphlett, Stewart and Toole
Similar (S 0242)
A BILL TO CLOSE THE TEACHER AND EMPLOYEE RETENTION INCEN-
TIVE (TERI) PROGRAM TO NEW PARTICIPANTS EFFECTIVE JULY 1,
2009, AND TO REPEAL EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2014, ARTICLE 17, CHAPTER
1, TITLE 9, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TERI PROGRAM.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-21
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 3010  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3632 SO AS TO ALLOW A REFUNDABLE
STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX CREDIT EQUAL TO TEN PERCENT
OF THE FEDERAL EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT AND ANNUALLY TO
INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT IN INCREMENTS OF TWO
AND ONE-HALF PERCENT UNTIL THE CREDIT EQUALS TWENTY PER-
CENT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-21
H 3011  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 4-10-20, AS AMENDED, 4-10-350, AS
AMENDED, 4-10-580, AND 4-37-30, AS AMENDED, ALL OF THE CODE
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LOCAL
OPTION SALES TAX, THE CAPITAL PROJECT SALES TAX, THE PER-
SONAL PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION SALES TAX, AND THE TRANS-
PORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE SALES TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM
THESE TAXES FOOD ITEMS ELIGIBLE FOR PURCHASE WITH UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOOD COUPONS AND TO
MAKE THIS EXEMPTION APPLY PROSPECTIVELY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-21
H 3012  General Bill, By Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-17-495 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A PERSON
IS INCARCERATED FOR NONPAYMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT DURING
THE TIME THE PERSON IS INCARCERATED AND FOR THREE MONTHS
AFTER RELEASE, THE PERSON’S OBLIGATION TO PAY CHILD SUP-
PORT IS SUSPENDED, ARREARAGES DO NOT ACCRUE, AND EXISTING
ARREARAGES ARE HELD IN ABEYANCE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   12/11/08 Scrivener’s error corrected
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
H 3013 (Rat # 0087, Act #  0056)  General Bill, By Limehouse, Parker and
Toole
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-650, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF REMOVING OR
DESTROYING FENCES, GATES, OR OTHER BARRIERS ENCLOSING
ANIMALS, CROPS, OR UNCULTIVATED LANDS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE, INCREASE PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS, PROVIDE FOR THE RIGHTS OF EASEMENT HOLDERS, AND TO
VEST JURISDICTION TO HEAR AND DISPOSE OF THIS OFFENSE IN
MAGISTRATES COURT. - ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-22
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-7
   03/31/09 House Amended HJ-68
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-69
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-32
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected132
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
   05/19/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   05/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-61
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-48
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-48
   05/27/09 Ratified R 87
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 56
H 3014  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-620, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LICENSE TAX ON TOBACCO
PRODUCTS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE TAX ON CIGARETTES TO 1.85
CENTS A CIGARETTE, DEFINE “CIGARETTE”, PROVIDE THAT NOT
LESS THAN FIFTEEN MILLION DOLLARS OF CIGARETTE LICENSE
TAX REVENUES MUST BE APPROPRIATED ANNUALLY TO THE STATE
BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION FOR
THE ALLIED HEALTHCARE INITIATIVE AND NOT LESS THAN TEN
MILLION DOLLARS MUST BE APPROPRIATED TO THE COMMISSION
ON HIGHER EDUCATION FOR THE CRITICAL NEEDS NURSING INITIA-
TIVE FUND AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE BALANCE OF THE REVENUE
MUST BE APPROPRIATED ANNUALLY TO THE NURSING EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP FUND; AND BY ADDING SECTION 59-110-35, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH THE NURSING EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND (NESF)
FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING SCHOLARSHIPS COVERING
TUITION, FEES, AND BOOKS FOR INSTATE STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR NURSING PROGRAMS AT PUBLIC INSTI-
TUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING IN THIS STATE, ESTABLISH THE ELI-
GIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS SCHOLARSHIP.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-22
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
H 3015  General Bill, By A.D. Young, Parker and Horne
Similar (S 0241)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM (SCRS), SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT “EMPLOYEE” AS DEFINED FOR PURPOSES OF THE
SCRS DOES NOT INCLUDE SPECIFIED ELECTION WORKERS AND
ELECTION OFFICIALS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM TAXABLE INCOME OF
INDIVIDUALS FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME
TAX ACT, SO AS TO ALLOW A DEDUCTION FOR COMPENSATION FOR
POLL WORKERS AND POLL OFFICIALS AT A POLLING PLACE ON THE
DAY OF AN ELECTION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-23
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
H 3016  Joint Resolution, By Toole and Kirsh
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE III
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT, BY ADDING SECTION 15B SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A BILL OR JOINT RESOLUTION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY IMPOSING OR INCREASING A FEE MAY NOT BECOME
LAW UNLESS IT RECEIVES THE APPROVAL OF THREE-FIFTHS OF THE
MEMBERSHIP ELECTED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND
THREE-FIFTHS OF THE MEMBERSHIP ELECTED TO THE SENATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 3017  Joint Resolution, By Toole and Kirsh
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE III
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT, BY ADDING SECTION 15A SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A BILL OR JOINT RESOLUTION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY IMPOSING OR INCREASING A TAX, THE REVENUE OF
WHICH IS CREDITED TO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE, MAY
NOT BECOME LAW UNLESS IT RECEIVES THE APPROVAL OF TWO-
THIRDS OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AND TWO-THIRDS OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE SENATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 3018 (Rat # 0088, Act #  0076)  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts, Huggins, Gunn,
Bales, Limehouse, Barfield, Hardwick, Hearn, Edge, Gambrell, Thompson,
Bowen, Harrison, Umphlett, Sandifer, Herbkersman, G.M. Smith, Lowe,
Vick, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Viers, Clemmons, Ballentine, Mitchell and
M.A. Pitts
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX THE VALUE OF
IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY CONSISTING OF A NEWLY CON-
STRUCTED DETACHED SINGLE FAMILY HOME THROUGH THE EAR-
LIER OF THE PROPERTY TAX IN WHICH THE HOME IS SOLD OR
OTHERWISE OCCUPIED, OR THE SIXTH PROPERTY TAX YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER THIRTY-FIRST AFTER THE HOME IS COMPLETED AND A
CERTIFICATE FOR OCCUPANCY ISSUED THEREON IF REQUIRED AND
TO PROVIDE THE METHOD OF APPLYING FOR THE EXEMPTION; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CLASSI-
FICATIONS AND VALUATION OF PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF PROP-
ERTY TAX, SO AS TO REVISE AN ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT TO
RECEIVE THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO FOR OWNER-
OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY. - ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-24
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gunn
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bales
   03/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Limehouse,
Barfield, Hardwick, Hearn, Edge, Gambrell, Thompson,
Bowen, Harrison, Umphlett, Sandifer, Herbkersman,
G.M.Smith, Lowe, Vick, H.B.Brown
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-13
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers, Clem-
mons, Ballentine
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell,
M.A.Pitts
   04/02/09 House Amended HJ-37
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-39
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-39
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected133
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-15
   04/15/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
8
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-79
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-19
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-48
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-48
   05/27/09 Ratified R 88
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-111  Nays-1 HJ-
107
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-42  Nays-2
   06/22/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/24/09 Act No. 76
H 3019  General Bill, By Spires and Littlejohn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW AN EXEMPTION FROM ALL PROPERTY TAX
EQUAL TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE VALUE SUBJECT TO TAX
OF AN OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENCE IF THE OWNER HAS ATTAINED
THE AGE OF SIXTY-FIVE YEARS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-24
H 3020  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-1110, AS AMENDED, AND SECTION
14-7-1120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELAT-
ING TO PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES, SO AS TO ALLOW THE PROSE-
CUTION THE SAME NUMBER OF PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES AS THE
DEFENSE IN CRIMINAL CASES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-130, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PREPARATION OF JURY LISTS FROM
THE TAPE OF PERSONS HOLDING VALID DRIVER’S LICENSES OR
IDENTIFICATION CARDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT JURY LISTS WILL
BE PREPARED SOLELY FROM THE LIST OF REGISTERED VOTERS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
H 3021  General Bill, By Rutherford and King
Similar (H 3030)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ARMED ROBBERY, SO AS TO ALLOW
A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHO COMMITS ARMED
ROBBERY TO RECEIVE A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER SENTENCE NOT
BELOW A MINIMUM OF THREE YEARS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 24-
19-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE YOUTHFUL
OFFENDER ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF YOUTHFUL
OFFENDER TO INCLUDE PERSONS WHO COMMIT A BROADER RANGE
OF CRIMINAL OFFENSES.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
H 3022 (Rat # 0089, Act #  0036)  General Bill, By Kirsh, Wylie, G.M. Smith,
Weeks and Mitchell
Similar (S 0310, S 0411)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “UNIFORM EXPUNGEMENT OF CRIMINAL
RECORDS ACT” BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 22, TITLE 17 SO
AS TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR THE UNIFORM EXPUNGEMENT
OF CRIMINAL RECORDS, TO PROVIDE THAT APPLICATIONS FOR
EXPUNGEMENT OF CRIMINAL RECORDS MUST BE ADMINISTERED
BY THE SOLICITOR’S OFFICE IN EACH CIRCUIT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPUNGEMENT FORM, AND TO CREATE A
UNIFORM FEE FOR EXPUNGMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 17-1-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT FOR THE DESTRUC-
TION OF CRIMINAL RECORDS WHEN A CHARGE IS DISMISSED OR
THE PERSON IS FOUND NOT GUILTY OF THE CHARGE, SO AS TO
ALLOW CERTAIN DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES TO
RETAIN THOSE RECORDS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO
PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THOSE RECORDS
MAY BE RELEASED, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR THE UNLAW-
FUL RELEASE OF THOSE RECORDS; BY ADDING SECTION 17-1-45 SO
AS TO REQUIRE SOUTH CAROLINA COURT ADMINISTRATION TO
INCLUDE NOTICE ON ALL BOND PAPERWORK AND COURTESY SUM-
MONS WHEN A PERSON MAY HAVE HIS RECORD EXPUNGED; TO
AMEND SECTION 22-5-910, RELATING TO THE EXPUNGEMENT OF
CRIMINAL RECORDS, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT FIRST OFFENSE
CRIMES CARRYING A PENALTY OF NOT MORE THAN THIRTY DAYS
IMPRISONMENT OR A FINE OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, OR BOTH,
ARE ELIGIBLE TO BE EXPUNGED; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-920,
RELATING TO CONVICTION AS A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE WAITING PERIOD BEFORE A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER
MAY APPLY TO HAVE HIS CRIMINAL ARREST AND CONVICTION
EXPUNGED FROM FIFTEEN YEARS OF THE CONVICTION TO FIVE
YEARS FROM THE COMPLETION OF THE SENTENCE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-53-450, RELATING TO CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE OF A PER-
SON FOUND GUILTY OF CERTAIN FIRST OFFENSE CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES OFFENSES, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT
THE PERSON MAY NOT BE OVER THE AGE OF TWENTY-FIVE TO HAVE
HIS RECORD EXPUNGED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION; AND TO
DELAY THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRAFFIC EDUCATION PRO-
GRAM AS PROVIDED IN ACT 176 OF 2008. - ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   03/05/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-2
   03/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 House Amended HJ-32
   03/25/09 House Read second time HJ-40
   03/26/09 House Reconsider vote whereby read second time HJ-20
   03/26/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, March 31, 2009 HJ-21
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell
   03/31/09 House Amended HJ-38
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-45
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-30
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
   05/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   05/20/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-36
   05/20/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-36134
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/20/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-48
   05/27/09 Ratified R 89
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 36
H 3023  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts, Merrill, Parker and Brady
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A DRIVER OR OCCUPANT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE TO
SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT WHEN A MINOR UNDER THE AGE OF
EIGHTEEN IS AN OCCUPANT OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE AND TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady
H 3024  General Bill, By Kirsh, Toole and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DISCHARGING A FIREARM AT OR
INTO A DWELLING, A STRUCTURE, AN ENCLOSURE, AND A VEHICLE
OR EQUIPMENT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM PENALTY FROM
TEN TO FIFTEEN YEARS AND ADD THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PER-
SON TO DISCHARGE A FIREARM AT OR INTO THE PREMISES OR PROP-
ERTY OWNED BY A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SCHOOL AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
H 3025  General Bill, By Limehouse, Brady, Merrill, Parker and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE INTENT AND FINDINGS OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY REGARDING THE PROTECTION OF PERSONS
AND PROPERTY ACT, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN THE PURVIEW OF THE
ARTICLE THAT PERSONS HAVE A RIGHT TO PROTECT THEMSELVES,
THEIR FAMILIES, AND OTHERS FROM THE COMMISSION OF A CRIMI-
NAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-430,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE ARTICLE, SO AS
TO DEFINE THE TERM “CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OFFENSE” FOR
PURPOSES OF THE ARTICLE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-440,
RELATING TO THE PRESUMPTION OF REASONABLE FEAR OF IMMI-
NENT PERIL OF DEATH OR GREAT BODILY INJURY WHEN THE USE OF
DEADLY FORCE IS JUSTIFIED, SO AS TO SPECIFICALLY INCLUDE THE
REASONABLE FEAR OF THE COMMISSION OF A CRIMINAL SEXUAL
CONDUCT OFFENSE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3026  General Bill, By Kirsh, Brady and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-750 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
CONVICTED OF A CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OFFENSE DOES NOT
HAVE CUSTODY RIGHTS OF OR RIGHTS OF INHERITANCE FROM A
CHILD BORN AS RESULT OF THE OFFENSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION
16-9-340, RELATING TO INTIMIDATION OF COURT OFFICIALS, JURORS,
OR WITNESSES, SO AS TO ADD THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A DEFEN-
DANT IN A CRIMINAL PROCEEDING TO THREATEN A WITNESS WITH
THE ASSERTION OR DENIAL OF PARENTAL RIGHTS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
H 3027  General Bill, By Kirsh and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-560 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A REGISTERED
SEX OFFENDER FROM LIVING WITHIN A ONE-MILE RADIUS OF A
SCHOOL AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3028  General Bill, By Kirsh, Littlejohn and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-1-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS
WHEN A PERSON IS CHARGED WITH A CRIMINAL OFFENSE, BUT THE
CHARGE IS DISCHARGED, PROCEEDINGS ARE DISMISSED, OR THE
PERSON IS FOUND NOT GUILTY, SO AS TO ALLOW A COURT TO
ORDER CERTAIN LEGAL COSTS TO BE PAID BY A PERSON WHO
BRINGS FRIVOLOUS CHARGES AGAINST ANOTHER PERSON AND TO
PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
H 3029  General Bill, By Kirsh and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-375, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POSSESSION, DISTRI-
BUTION, MANUFACTURE, AND TRAFFICKING OF METHAMPHET-
AMINE OR COCAINE BASE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON MAY
BE CHARGED WITH MANSLAUGHTER IF THE DISTRIBUTION OR
TRAFFICKING IN THE DRUG CAUSES THE DEATH OF THE USER AND
TO PROVIDE FOR AN INCREASE IN THE SENTENCE IF A PERSON
UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN IS ENDANGERED OR A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER IS INJURED BY ONE OF THE HAZARDS
RELATED TO THE MANUFACTURE OF THE DRUG.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
H 3030  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
Similar (H 3021)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ARMED ROBBERY, SO AS TO ALLOW
A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHO COMMITS ARMED
ROBBERY TO RECEIVE A YOUTHFUL OFFENDER SENTENCE NOT
BELOW A MINIMUM OF THREE YEARS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 24-
19-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE YOUTHFUL
OFFENDER ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF YOUTHFUL
OFFENDER TO INCLUDE PERSONS WHO COMMIT A BROADER RANGE
OF CRIMINAL OFFENSES.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
H 3031  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
Similar (S 0790)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 19 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH A PROCEDURE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF TEMPORARY AND PER-135
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMANENT CIVIL NO-CONTACT ORDERS UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DURATION OF CIVIL NO-
CONTACT ORDERS, TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR THE VIOLATION OF CIVIL NO-CONTACT
ORDERS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
H 3032  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-15-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FORFEITURE OF BOND AND RECOG-
NIZANCE PROCEEDINGS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE IS
ENTITLED TO ESTREAT THE BOND OR RECOGNIZANCE ONE HUN-
DRED EIGHTY DAYS AFTER THE PERSON’S FAILURE TO APPEAR IN
COURT AS REQUIRED BY LAW.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
H 3033  General Bill, By Hart and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-15-175 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A JUDGE
MAY NOT ISSUE A BENCH WARRANT FOR FAILURE TO APPEAR
UNLESS THE SOLICITOR FILES AN AFFIDAVIT WITH THE COURT TO
CONFIRM THAT WRITTEN NOTICE OF HIS INTENT TO SEEK A BENCH
WARRANT FOR FAILURE TO APPEAR HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE
DEFENDANT, HIS ATTORNEY, AND THE BOND SURETY COMPANY
AND TO REQUIRE THE COURT TO HOLD A RULE TO SHOW CAUSE
HEARING BEFORE ISSUING THE BENCH WARRANT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
H 3034  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-580, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROHIBITED ACTS
REGARDING THE SALE OF BEER AND WINE, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
PLACEMENT OF PORTABLE CONTAINERS OR COOLERS CONTAINING
BEER OR WINE NEAR DOORS USED FOR INGRESS OR EGRESS FROM A
LICENSED ESTABLISHMENT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
H 3035  General Bill, By Hosey
Similar (S 0112, H 3050)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-480 SO AS TO CREATE THE CRIME OF
ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SER-
VICES IN THIS STATE AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY; AND TO REPEAL
CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES ACT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-28
H 3036  General Bill, By Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-520, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICANTS SEEKING A RETAIL PERMIT
AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF BEER OR WINE, SO AS TO REQUIRE
THAT THE BUILDING OR PREMISES TO BE USED FOR THE SALE OF
BEER OR WINE BE INSPECTED AND CERTAIN DOCUMENTS BE ON
FILE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, INCLUDING THE ISSU-
ANCE OF A CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY AND A FIRE INSPECTION
REPORT, BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE MAY ISSUE OR
RENEW A RETAIL BEER OR WINE PERMIT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
H 3037  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Harrell, Harrison, J.E. Smith, Kirsh,
Merrill, Wylie, Parker, Daning, G.M. Smith, Bingham, Umphlett, Hamilton,
Toole, A.D. Young, Funderburk, Stavrinakis, Brady, T.R. Young, E.H. Pitts,
Ballentine, Clemmons, Willis, Haley and Cole
Similar (S 0001)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT FOR THE STATE AND ITS POLITI-
CAL SUBDIVISIONS TO HAVE BUDGET PROCESSES DESIGNED TO
KEEP REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES IN BALANCE, THE LIMIT ON
STATE APPROPRIATIONS, AND THE LIMITITATIONS ON STATE
EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO DELETE THE EXISTING STATE SPENDING LIM-
ITATION AND REPLACE IT BY A LAW PROVIDING THAT STATE GEN-
ERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS FOR A FISCAL YEAR MAY NOT
EXCEED SUCH APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE PRIOR YEAR INCREASED
BY THE AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE IN STATE GENERAL FUND
REVENUES OVER THE PRECEDING TEN YEARS, TO PROVIDE FOR
CALCULATION OF THE LIMIT AND CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN THE
LIMIT MAY BE ADJUSTED, ESTABLISHING THE BUDGET STABILIZA-
TION FUND (FUND) TO WHICH MUST BE CREDITED STATE GENERAL
FUND REVENUES ACCRUING IN EXCESS OF THE ANNUAL LIMIT IN
GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS, PROVIDING THAT REVENUES IN
THE FUND MUST BE USED FOR BUDGET STABILIZATION AND FOR
DECLARED EMERGENCIES, TO ALLOW BALANCES IN THE FUND IN
EXCESS OF FIFTEEN PERCENT OF THE PRIOR YEAR’S ACTUAL GEN-
ERAL FUND COLLECTIONS TO BE EXPENDED FOR CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS, DEBT REDUCTIONS, OR TAX REBATES, OR ANY
COMBINATION OF THESE, AND ALLOWING OTHER USES FOR FUND
REVENUES, BUT ONLY PURSUANT TO THE “SPECIAL VOTE” CUR-
RENTLY IN THE CONSTITUTION AS AN AFFIRMATIVE VOTE IN EACH
BRANCH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY A TWO-THIRDS VOTE OF
THE MEMBERS PRESENT AND VOTING BUT NOT LESS THAN THREE-
FIFTHS OF THE TOTAL MEMBERSHIP OF EACH BRANCH.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-30
   01/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady,
T.R.Young
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   05/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Haley
   06/16/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cole
H 3038  General Bill, By Kirsh and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-77-215 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE AWARDING
OF DAMAGES IN FAVOR OF A PERSON WHO IS INJURED WHILE OPER-
ATING HIS MOTOR VEHICLE IF HIS INJURIES RESULTED FROM HIS
OPERATION OF THE VEHICLE AND IF HE DID NOT HAVE IN EFFECT
FOR THAT VEHICLE THE FINANCIAL SECURITY REQUIRED BY THE
LAWS OF THIS STATE AT THE TIME THE INJURY OCCURRED.136
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-30
H 3039  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-9-255 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION REQUIRE COUNTYWIDE TOLL-FREE CALLING
TO BE PROVIDED BY ALL TELEPHONE UTILITIES OPERATING WITHIN
A COUNTY BY JULY 1, 2009, AND TO PROVIDE FOR RELATED MAT-
TERS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-30
H 3040  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts, Harrell, Stringer, Parker, Daning, G.M.
Smith, Umphlett and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0213)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 54 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PERMA-
NENT JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO MONITOR,
STUDY, AND MAKE APPROPRIATE  RECOMMENDATIONS ON ALL
ISSUES, LEGISLATION, AND OTHER ACTIONS NECESSARY TO SUS-
TAIN AND DEVELOP SOUTH CAROLINA’S MILITARY INSTALLATIONS,
COMMUNITIES, AND DEFENSE-RELATED BUSINESSES.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-30
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-4
   02/12/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   02/12/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-29
   02/13/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
H 3041  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-60-2535 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN APPEAL
OF A COUNTY ASSESSOR’S PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT TO THE
COUNTY GOVERNING BODY IN CERTAIN CASES AND TO ALLOW THE
PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY’S FEES TO THE TAXPAYER WHO PREVAILS
ON APPEAL; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-232, RELATING TO REAL
PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASSIFICATION AS AGRICUL-
TURAL USE, SO AS TO ALLOW AN AGRICULTURAL USE CLASSIFICA-
TION FOR REAL PROPERTY UNDER THE SAME OWNERSHIP.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-31
H 3042 (Rat # 0090, Act #  0057)  General Bill, By Merrill, Parker, Huggins,
H.B. Brown, Anderson, J.E. Smith, Miller, M.A. Pitts, Toole, Hayes, Bales,
Jennings, Herbkersman, Vick, Rutherford, Hart, Sellers, McLeod, D.C.
Moss, Hiott, Alexander, Gambrell, Bingham, Brady, Sandifer, Bedingfield,
Ott, Hutto, G.R. Smith, Millwood, Whipper and Bannister
Similar (S 0115)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 40-81-20, 40-81-50, 40-81-70, 40-81-230,
40-81-280, 40-81-430, AND 40-81-480, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO REGULATIONS OF VARIOUS ATHLETIC
AND SPORTING ACTIVITIES BY THE STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION,
SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION OF MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
COMPETITIONS BY THE STATE ATHLETIC COMMISSION; BY ADDING
SECTION 40-81-445 SO AS TO MAKE THE COMBATIVE SPORT OF
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS LEGAL IN SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE STATE ATHLETIC COMMIS-
SION SHALL SUPERVISE AND REGULATE MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
COMPETITIONS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 40-81-530 RELATING TO
ULTIMATE FIGHTING EVENTS AS BEING UNLAWFUL. - ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-31
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: H.B.Brown,
Anderson, J.E.Smith, Miller, M.A.Pitts, Toole, Hayes,
Bales, Jennings, Herbkersman, Vick, Rutherford, Hart,
Sellers, McLeod, D.C.Moss, Hiott, Alexander, Gambrell,
Bingham, Brady, Sandifer
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ott
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-5
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto,
G.R.Smith, Millwood
   02/24/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Duncan, Crawford, Weeks,
Erickson, Bedingfield, Lowe, Ballentine, and Sandifer HJ-
30
   02/24/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Bedingfield HJ-34
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper, Ban-
nister
   02/26/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Duncan HJ-120
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-134
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-57  Nays-8 HJ-136
   02/26/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-136
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-136
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-16
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
   05/27/09 Ratified R 90
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 57
H 3043  General Bill, By Merrill, Littlejohn, Wylie, G.M. Smith, Bingham,
Umphlett, Hamilton, E.H. Pitts and Toole
Similar (S 0116, S 0335, H 3051, H 3057, H 3077)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-17-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF PUBLIC
FUNDS TO EMPLOY OR CONTRACT WITH A PERSON WHOSE ACTIVI-
TIES INCLUDE THOSE RELATED TO LOBBYING AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-31
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole137
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3044  General Bill, By Simrill and Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-711 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE MARSH
TACKY AS THE OFFICIAL STATE HORSE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-32
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sellers
H 3045  General Bill, By Merrill, Wylie, G.M. Smith, Bingham, Umphlett,
Hamilton, E.H. Pitts, Toole and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-17-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF APPRO-
PRIATED FUNDS TO EMPLOY OR CONTRACT WITH A PERSON WHOSE
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE THOSE RELATED TO LOBBYING AND TO PRO-
VIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-32
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3046  Resolution, By Merrill, Brady, Wylie, Parker, G.M. Smith, Bingham,
Umphlett, Hamilton and Toole
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO DETER-
MINE THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING WIND ENERGY PRODUC-
TION FARMS IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY
COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP, AND TO REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMIT-
TEE TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BEFORE JANUARY 1,
2010, AT WHICH TIME THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS ABOLISHED.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-32
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-32
H 3047  General Bill, By Haley, Ballentine, Wylie, Stringer, R.L. Brown,
Kirsh, E.H. Pitts, Miller, G.R. Smith, Whipper, Huggins, Frye, Knight,
Daning, J.E. Smith, Rice, Anderson, G.M. Smith, Phillips, Clyburn, Hart,
Bowen, T.R. Young, Simrill, Duncan, Gunn, Agnew, Viers, Cobb-Hunter,
King, Allison, Nanney, Bingham, Hamilton, Toole, Hiott, Millwood,
Stavrinakis, Funderburk, Battle, Neilson, Erickson, Cole, Hutto, Pinson and
Jefferson
Similar (S 0011)
A BILL TO ENACT THE “SPENDING ACCOUNTABILITY ACT OF 2009”;
AND TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY
ADDING SECTION 2-7-125 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN BILLS AND
JOINT RESOLUTIONS TO RECEIVE A RECORDED ROLL CALL VOTE AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF THEIR PASSAGE BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES AND THE SENATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-32
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Battle
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Neilson,
Erickson
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cole, Hutto
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pinson
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson
H 3048  General Bill, By Clemmons, Agnew, Gunn and Ballentine
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS IN CON-
NECTION WITH A PERSON ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A NONRES-
IDENT FROM ENGAGING IN THOSE SERVICES IN THIS STATE WITH-
OUT A LICENSE AND TO FURTHER DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN A
PERSON REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED AND A BONA FIDE STATE OR
FEDERALLY CHARTERED BANK, THRIFT, SAVINGS ASSOCIATION, OR
CREDIT UNION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO
RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
OR DEPOSIT OF A CHECK, SO AS TO CAP THE ANNUAL INTEREST
RATE CHARGEABLE AT THIRTY-SIX PERCENT; TO AMEND SECTION
34-39-200, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON LICENSEES, SO AS TO LIMIT
THE LICENSEE TO ONE CONTRACT WITH A CUSTOMER AT A TIME;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-230, RELATING TO CIVIL PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO VOID A VIOLATING CONTRACT, PROVIDE
FOR DAMAGES, MAKE A VIOLATION AN UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICE,
MAKE THE PENALTIES IN THIS CHAPTER CUMULATIVE OF ALL REM-
EDIES, BOTH LEGAL AND EQUITABLE, PROHIBIT THE ENFORCEMENT
OF AN UNCONSCIONABLE ARBITRATION PROVISION, AND OUTLINE
FACTORS FOR DETERMINING UNCONSCIONABILITY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-33
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
H 3049  General Bill, By Toole and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-23-90 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE TERMINA-
TION OF ACCEPTANCE OF MORTGAGE INSURANCE PREMIUM PAY-
MENTS AND THE RETURN OF ESCROWED MORTGAGE INSURANCE
PREMIUMS BY A LENDER WHO REQUIRED MORTGAGE INSURANCE
IN CONNECTION WITH A CONSUMER HOME LOAN TRANSACTION
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-33
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3050  General Bill, By King and Gunn
Similar (S 0112, H 3035)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-480 SO AS TO CREATE THE CRIME OF
ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF DEFERRED PRESENTMENT IN THIS
STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION IS A FELONY, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR A MANDATORY MINIMUM PENALTY; AND TO REPEAL
CHAPTER 39 OF TITLE 34 RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES ACT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-34
H 3051  General Bill, By Harrell, Toole, Stringer, G.M. Smith, Bingham and
E.H. Pitts
Similar (S 0116, S 0335, H 3043, H 3057, H 3077)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE, SO AS TO138
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSDELETE THE DEFINITION FOR “OFFICE”; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-
1524, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO VENDOR PREFERENCES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR PREFERENCES FOR END PRODUCTS FROM SOUTH
CAROLINA AND FROM THE UNITED STATES AND FOR CONTRACTORS
AND SUBCONTRACTORS WHO EMPLOY INDIVIDUALS DOMICILED IN
SOUTH CAROLINA, TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS, PROVIDE FOR ELIGI-
BILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PREFERENCES, PROVIDE FOR
APPLICATION FOR THE PREFERENCES AND PENALTIES FOR FALSE
APPLICATION, AND TO MAKE EXCEPTIONS TO THE PREFERENCES;
TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COMPLI-
ANCE WITH FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR COM-
PLIANCE WITH THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE; TO
AMEND SECTION 11-35-3215, RELATING TO CONTRACTS FOR DESIGN
SERVICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A RESIDENT PREFERENCE; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 11-35-3025 RELATING TO APPROVAL OF CHANGE
ORDERS IN CONNECTION WITH CERTAIN CONTRACTS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3052  General Bill, By Kirsh and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-429 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARDS OF
TRUSTEES OF THE YORK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO ESTAB-
LISH THE OPENING DATE FOR SCHOOL TO BEGIN.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to York Delegation
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-34
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-34
H 3053  General Bill, By Merrill
Similar (H 3243)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DESIGNATIONS OF POWERS
TO COUNTY GOVERNMENTS, AND SECTION 5-7-30, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO DESIGNATIONS OF POWERS TO MUNICIPAL GOVERN-
MENTS, BOTH SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE IMPOSITION OF A BUSI-
NESS LICENSE TAX ON A BUSINESS MUST BE BASED ON THE SIZE OF
THE BUSINESS AND NOT ON ITS GROSS INCOME.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-35
H 3054  General Bill, By Kirsh and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 33-56-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE
SOLICITATION OF CHARITABLE FUNDS ACT, 33-56-30, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO REGISTRATION STATEMENTS OF A CHARITABLE
ORGANIZATION, AND 33-56-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO EXEMP-
TIONS FROM REGISTRATION AS A CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION, ALL
SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT AT LEAST EIGHTY PERCENT OF THE GROSS
RECEIPTS FROM CONTRIBUTIONS A CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION
SOLICITS IN THIS STATE BE USED DIRECTLY FOR THE STATED CHARI-
TABLE PURPOSE OF THE ORGANIZATION AND TO INCLUDE COMMU-
NICATION AND ADVOCACY AS PART OF THE DEFINED CHARITABLE
PURPOSE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
H 3055  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Ballentine
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-325 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PERSON FROM
KNOWINGLY AND INTENTIONALLY REPRESENTING HIMSELF OR AN
ENTITY FROM BEING KNOWINGLY AND INTENTIONALLY REPRE-
SENTED AS BELONGING TO OR BEING A STATE RECOGNIZED TRIBE,
GROUP, OR SPECIAL INTEREST ORGANIZATION IF THE PERSON WAS
NOT A MEMBER OF A STATE RECOGNIZED TRIBE, GROUP, OR SPE-
CIAL ORGANIZATION OR THE ENTITY HAD NOT RECEIVED STATE
RECOGNITION BY THE STATE COMMISSION FOR MINORITY AFFAIRS
PURSUANT TO ITS AUTHORITY IN SECTION 1-31-40.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
H 3056  General Bill, By Hart and Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-29-140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHARGES PERMITTED
AND OTHER PROVISIONS ALLOWED IN CONSUMER FINANCE TRANS-
ACTIONS, SO AS TO EXCLUDE “PAYDAY LOANS”, KNOWN AS
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 34-
39-140, RELATING TO APPLICATION OF THE PROVISIONS REQUIRING
LICENSING OF A PERSON ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT TRANSACTIONS, SO AS TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS
APPLICABLE TO A PERSON ACTUALLY ENGAGED IN THAT BUSINESS
WHILE PURPORTING TO ACT AS AN ENTITY THAT WOULD NOT BE
REQUIRED OTHERWISE TO BE LICENSED; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-
180, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT, SO AS TO LIMIT THE NUMBER AND THE
AMOUNT OF A TRANSACTION FOR EACH CUSTOMER AND TO CAP
THE ANNUAL INTEREST RATE CHARGEABLE IN A DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT TRANSACTION TO THIRTY-SIX PERCENT; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 34-39-200, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON LICENSES, SO AS TO
RESTATE THE LIMIT OF ONE CONTRACT WITH A CUSTOMER AT A
TIME; TO AMEND SECTION 37-3-201, RELATING TO THE ALLOWABLE
LOAN FINANCE CHARGE FOR CONSUMER LOANS, AND SECTION 37-
3-305, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POSTING OF A MAXIMUM
RATE SCHEDULE FOR CONSUMER LOANS, BOTH SO AS TO EXCLUDE
THEIR APPLICABILITY TO A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-36
H 3057  General Bill, By Merrill, Wylie, G.M. Smith, Bingham, Umphlett,
Hamilton, Toole and Millwood
Similar (S 0116, S 0335, H 3043, H 3051, H 3077)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-17-56 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF PUBLIC
FUNDS TO EMPLOY OR CONTRACT WITH A LOBBYIST AND TO PRO-
VIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3058  General Bill, By Govan, Hosey, Clyburn, R.L. Brown, Mitchell,
King, Weeks, Jefferson, Knight, Ott, McEachern, Howard, Hodges,
Williams, Vick and Harvin
Similar (S 0280)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CARO-139
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLINA VOTER ACCESSIBILITY ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON
WITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, AND REQUIRE
THESE LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TIME OF APPLICATION FOR AN
ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORIZATION THAT
AN APPLICATION MAY BE REQUESTED IN PERSON FOUR DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION AND AUTHORIZING AN ABSENTEE APPLICA-
TION MAY BE REQUESTED ONLY ON THE DAY BEFORE THE ELEC-
TION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-37
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harvin
H 3059  General Bill, By Herbkersman
Similar (S 0207)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-1-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN SOUTH CAROLINA
ELECTION LAW, SO AS TO DELETE THE DEFINITION “CLUB DIS-
TRICT”; TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-460, RELATING TO CUSTODY OF
BOOKS AND THEIR RETURN AFTER AN ELECTION, SO AS TO DELETE
A REFERENCE TO A “CLUB” AS AN ENTITY TO WHOM THE BOOKS
ARE RESPONSIBLE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 7-9-20, 7-9-30, AS
AMENDED, 7-9-40, 7-9-50, AS AMENDED, 7-9-60, AND 7-9-70, RELATING
TO CLUBS IN PARTY ORGANIZATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE REFER-
ENCES TO PARTY CLUBS WHICH CLARIFIES THE ORGANIZATIONAL
RELATIONS WITH ELECTION PRECINCTS; TO PROVIDE THAT ALL
ELECTED PRECINCT COMMITTEEMEN MAY VOTE ON QUESTIONS
BEFORE THE COUNTY COMMITTEE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHAIR-
MAN MAY VOTE IN THE CASE OF A TIE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN
ELECTED OFFICER OF THE COUNTY COMMITTEE WHO IS NOT A PRE-
CINCT COMMITTEEMAN MAY VOTE DE FACTO, AND TO CLARIFY
THE ELECTION PRECINCTS ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIP; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-170, RELATING TO THE PROCEDURE WHEN
A MANAGER FAILS TO ATTEND THE PLACE WHICH HAS BEEN
SCHEDULED FOR HOLDING A POLL, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM
“CLUB” FROM THE QUALIFYING MEMBER TO BECOME A MANAGER
IN THE PLACE OF ABSENT MANAGERS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
H 3060  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Agnew, Stavrinakis and Hutto
Similar (S 0022, S 0252, H 3068, H 3633)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON
WITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, AND REQUIRE
THESE LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TIME OF APPLICATION FOR AN
ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORIZATION THAT
AN APPLICATION MAY BE REQUESTED IN PERSON FOUR DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION AND AUTHORIZING AN ABSENTEE APPLICA-
TION MAY BE REQUESTED ONLY ON THE DAY BEFORE THE ELEC-
TION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
H 3061 (Rat # 0003, Act #  0100)  General Bill, By A.D. Young
AN ACT TO DESIGNATE A CERTAIN PORTION OF DORCHESTER
COUNTY AS COOSAW POINTE, TO REQUEST THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO ERECT SIGNS INDICATING
THIS AREA DESIGNATED AS COOSAW POINTE, AND TO AUTHORIZE
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO SEEK REIMBURSEMENT
FROM THE LOCAL COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE FOR ANY
INCURRED COSTS TO MANUFACTURE, INSTALL, OR MAINTAIN
THESE REQUESTED SIGNS. - ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-38
   01/14/09 House Read second time HJ-32
   01/15/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-429
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-15
   01/27/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Transportation SJ-26
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-18
   01/29/09 Senate Amended SJ-18
   01/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   02/03/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   02/05/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-28
   02/05/09 House Roll call Yeas-3  Nays-0 HJ-28
   02/19/09 Ratified R 3
   02/25/09 Signed By Governor
   03/09/09 Effective date 02/25/2009
   07/21/09 Act No. 100
H 3062  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PUR-
POSES OF CAMPAIGN PRACTICES, SO AS TO AMEND THE DEFINITION
OF “INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE” TO PROVIDE THAT EXPENDI-
TURES BY A PARTY COMMITTEE WHICH HAVE THE EFFECT OF
ADVOCATING THE DEFEAT OF A CLEARLY IDENTIFIED CANDIDATE
ARE DEEMED TO BE A CONTRIBUTION TO THE OPPONENT, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR WHEN THERE IS MORE THAN ONE OPPONENT TO A CANDI-
DATE, TO PROVIDE THAT EXPENDITURES AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE
SUBJECT TO CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8, AND TO
REQUIRE THAT AFFECTED ENTITIES ARE SUBJECT TO THE REPORT-
ING AND RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS UNDER ARTICLE 13,
CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8, FROM JULY 1, 2008, WHEN THE FIRST REPORT IS
DUE AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   12/15/08 Scrivener’s error corrected
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-39
H 3063  General Bill, By Spires, Kirsh, Bowers, Miller, Battle, Branham,
Duncan, M.A. Pitts, Jefferson, Willis, Huggins and Hiott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 18 TO CHAPTER 71, TITLE 38 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “PHARMACY PATIENT PROTECTION ACT”, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
LICENSURE AND REGISTRATION OF PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAG-
ERS, PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS OF A CERTIFICATE OF REG-140
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSISTRATION, AND PROVIDE FOR THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A
PRESCRIPTION BENEFITS MANAGER SHALL OPERATE; TO REQUIRE
CERTAIN FINANCIAL AND UTILIZATION INFORMATION BE MADE
AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR RECORD
KEEPING; TO PROVIDE FOR PRICING GUIDELINES THAT MUST BE
USED; TO PROVIDE THAT A PHARMACY BENEFITS MANAGER MAY
NOT DISCRIMINATE WHEN CONTRACTING WITH PHARMACIES ON
THE BASIS OF CO-PAYMENTS OR DAYS OF SUPPLY; AND TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO MAKE
RULES AND PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT THIS ARTI-
CLE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-39
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirsh, Bowers
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Miller, Battle
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Branham
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duncan
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.A.Pitts
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott
H 3064  General Bill, By Hart and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-263 SO AS TO REQUIRE A NURSING HOME
TO CARRY A MINIMUM OF A ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-40
H 3065  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-870 SO AS TO REQUIRE AN EMPLOYER TO
GIVE AN EMPLOYEE REASONABLE TIME OFF FROM WORK TO VOTE
IN ELECTIONS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
H 3066  General Bill, By Ballentine, Haley, J.R. Smith, Hamilton, Wylie,
Simrill, Huggins, E.H. Pitts, Cobb-Hunter, Harrell, G.M. Smith, Gullick, J.E.
Smith, Merrill, Phillips, Jennings, Owens, G.R. Smith, Daning, Rice, Knight,
Funderburk, Harrison, Crawford, Kirsh, Bedingfield, Allison, Stringer, T.R.
Young, Agnew, Gunn, Bingham, Toole and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-365, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELECTRONIC FILING OF CAMPAIGN DIS-
CLOSURES AND REPORTS, SO AS TO MAKE IT APPLICABLE TO
COUNTY, SCHOOL BOARD, AND MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS IN ADDITION
TO STATEWIDE ELECTIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1308, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT TO FILE CERTIFIED
CAMPAIGN REPORTS BY CANDIDATES AND COMMITTEES, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THAT THEY MUST BE FILED FORTY-EIGHT HOURS AFTER
THEIR RECEIPT STARTING AFTER THE FILING OF THE PRE-ELECTION
REPORT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3067  General Bill, By Clemmons, Brady, M.A. Pitts, Merrill, Wylie,
Bingham, Viers, Harrell, Owens, Nanney and Bedingfield
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO METHODS OF NOMINATING CANDIDATES,
SO AS TO PROHIBIT A CANDIDATE FROM FILING MORE THAN ONE
STATEMENT OF INTENTION OF CANDIDACY FOR A SINGLE ELEC-
TION, AND TO PROHIBIT A CANDIDATE FROM BEING NOMINATED BY
MORE THAN ONE POLITICAL PARTY FOR A SINGLE OFFICE IN AN
ELECTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-320, RELATING TO BAL-
LOTS AND SPECIFICATIONS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A CANDIDATE’S
NAME FROM APPEARING ON THE BALLOT MORE THAN ONCE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-6
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrell
   02/10/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cobb-Hunter, Young, Harri-
son, JE Smith, Loftis, Allison, Parker, Kelly, R Brown,
Erickson, Horne, Clemmons, JH Neal, King, Kennedy,
Hosey, Clyburn, Hayes, GR Smith, DC Smith and JR
Smith HJ-31
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Owens
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Nanney, Bed-
ingfield
   02/18/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-31
   02/24/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, February 25, 2009 HJ-
34
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-20
   02/26/09 House Amended HJ-120
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-132
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-61  Nays-7 HJ-132
   02/26/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-132
   03/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-17
   03/03/09 House Roll call Yeas-71  Nays-41 HJ-17
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   03/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
H 3068  General Bill, By Rutherford
Similar (S 0022, S 0252, H 3060, H 3633)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON
WITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS; TO REQUIRE
THE DESIGNATION OF EARLY VOTING CENTERS AT LEAST THIRTY
DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION; AND TO REQUIRE THESE LOCATIONS
AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SEC-
TION 30-4-80; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE TIME OF APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENTEE BAL-
LOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORIZATION THAT AN APPLICATION
MAY BE REQUESTED IN PERSON FOUR DAYS BEFORE AN ELECTION
AND AUTHORIZING AN ABSENTEE APPLICATION MAY BE
REQUESTED ONLY ON THE DAY BEFORE THE ELECTION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
H 3069  Resolution, By Merrill, Wylie and Bingham141
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE RULES OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES BY ADDING RULE 4.20 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE AD HOC COMMITTEE CREATED BY THE SPEAKER OR BY RESO-
LUTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY SPONSOR LEGIS-
LATION WHICH IS WITHIN THE SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OF
THE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO STUDY AND UPON WHICH A REPORT IS
MADE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-104
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-104
H 3070  Resolution, By Merrill and Bingham
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 1.9 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF
COMMITTEES BY THE SPEAKER, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COM-
MITTEE OF CONFERENCE OR FREE CONFERENCE MUST BE
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER, SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE, AND THE
CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE THAT CONSIDERED THE BILL
REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE OR FREE CONFER-
ENCE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-104
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-104
H 3071  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Wylie and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 4-11-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS
FOR A COUNTY CLERK OF COURT, AUDITOR, AND TREASURER.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3072  Resolution, By Kirsh, Wylie, Bingham and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 4.19 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO A SUMMARY OF A BILL
OR RESOLUTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A SUMMARY OF A BILL
OR JOINT RESOLUTION MUST BE PREPARED AND PRINTED WITH THE
BILL OR JOINT RESOLUTION WHEN IT IS REPORTED OUT OF A COM-
MITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-105
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-105
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
H 3073  General Bill, By Rutherford and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-27 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHOR-
ITY CHARGED BY LAW WITH CONDUCTING AN ELECTION SHALL
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY
REGISTER AND CAST A BALLOT ON THE SAME DAY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
H 3074  General Bill, By A.D. Young
Similar (S 0247)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-370 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN A
MUNICIPALITY ANNEXES PROPERTY IN A COUNTY THAT HAS A
LAND USE OR ZONING POLICY, PLAN, REGULATION, OR ORDINANCE
AND THE MUNICIPALITY DENSITY ALLOWANCE OR REGULATIONS
ALLOW FOR A GREATER DENSITY THAN THE COUNTY ALLOWS,
THEN THE COUNTY DENSITY REQUIREMENT MUST REMAIN IN
EFFECT FOR FIVE YEARS AFTER THE ANNEXATION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
H 3075  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-190, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPECIAL ELECTIONS TO
FILL VACANCIES IN OFFICE, SO AS TO EXEMPT MUNICIPAL ELEC-
TIONS FROM CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECTION REGARDING
THE CONDUCT OF THE ELECTION WHEN ONLY ONE PERSON HAS
FILED FOR AN OFFICE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
H 3076  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 22 TO TITLE 50 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR CER-
TAIN KAYAKING, CANOEING, AND RAFTING LIABILITY IMMUNITY
WHEREBY A KAYAKING, CANOEING, OR RAFTING ACTIVITY SPON-
SOR OR A KAYAKING, CANOEING, OR RAFTING PROFESSIONAL IS
NOT LIABLE FOR AN INJURY TO OR THE DEATH OF A PARTICIPANT
RESULTING FROM AN INHERENT RISK OF KAYAKING, CANOEING, OR
RAFTING ACTIVITY ABSENT SPECIFIED FACTORS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
H 3077  General Bill, By Kirsh, Littlejohn and E.H. Pitts
Similar (S 0116, S 0335, H 3043, H 3051, H 3057)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-17-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF PUBLIC
FUNDS TO EMPLOY OR CONTRACT WITH A PERSON WHOSE ACTIVI-
TIES INCLUDE THOSE RELATED TO LOBBYING AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3078  General Bill, By Rutherford and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THOSE PROOFS OF IDEN-
TITY REQUIRED OF A PERSON WHEN HE PRESENTS HIMSELF TO
VOTE, SO AS TO ADD A COLLEGE IDENTIFICATION CARD CONTAIN-
ING A PHOTOGRAPH AS ANOTHER FORM OF PROOF OF IDENTIFICA-
TION AUTHORIZED TO BE ACCEPTED.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-43
H 3079  General Bill, By Kirsh and King
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION SHALL
REQUIRE COUNTYWIDE TOLL-FREE CALLING TO BE PROVIDED BY
ALL TELEPHONE UTILITIES OPERATING WITHIN YORK COUNTY BY
JULY 1, 2009, AND PROVIDE FOR RELATED MATTERS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43142
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-43
H 3080  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Williams and Sellers
Similar (H 3285)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A SPECIAL
RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSE TO CERTAIN MINORS BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
RESTRICTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS DRIVER’S LICENSE MAY BE
MODIFIED OR WAIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT IF THE RESTRICTED
LICENSEE PROVES THAT THE RESTRICTIONS INTERFERE WITH
TRAVEL BETWEEN THE LICENSEE’S HOME AND RELIGIOUS SPON-
SORED EVENTS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-43
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-4
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sellers
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-28
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
H 3081  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-150 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MANU-
FACTURER OF A NEW MOTOR VEHICLE THAT IS SOLD OR LEASED IN
THIS STATE WHICH IS EQUIPPED WITH AN EVENT DATA RECORDER
OR A SENSING AND DIAGNOSTIC MODULE SHALL DISCLOSE THIS
INFORMATION IN THE MOTOR VEHICLE’S OWNER’S MANUAL AND
ON ITS WINDOW STICKER, TO PROVIDE THAT A COMPANY THAT
RENTS A MOTOR VEHICLE THAT IS EQUIPPED WITH THIS DEVICE
MUST DISCLOSE ITS EXISTENCE IN THE COMPANY’S RENTAL AGREE-
MENT, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE TERM “RECORDING
DEVICE”, TO RESTRICT THE USE OF CERTAIN DATA OBTAINED BY A
RECORDING DEVICE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF A VEHICLE IS
EQUIPPED WITH A RECORDING DEVICE THAT IS CAPABLE OF
RECORDING OR TRANSMITTING CERTAIN INFORMATION AND THAT
CAPABILITY IS PART OF A SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE, THE FACT THAT
THE INFORMATION MAY BE RECORDED OR TRANSMITTED MUST BE
DISCLOSED IN THE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE AGREEMENT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-44
H 3082  General Bill, By Clyburn, King and Parker
Similar (H 3445)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A DRIVER OR OCCUPANT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE TO
SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT WHILE A CHILD OF PRESCHOOL AGE
IS ALSO AN OCCUPANT OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE, AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
H 3083  General Bill, By Hart, Littlejohn and Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A PERSON TO OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE USING A
CELLULAR TELEPHONE, PAGER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT
DEVICE, OR ANOTHER WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE THAT
IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH A HANDS-FREE MECHANISM, AND TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
H 3084  General Bill, By Toole, Wylie and Hamilton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-610, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NAMING OF A HIGHWAY FACILITY IN
HONOR OF AN INDIVIDUAL, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT UNLESS THE
HIGHWAY FACILITY IS DEDICATED AND NAMED IN HONOR OF
EITHER A SERVICEMAN OR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER KILLED IN
THE LINE OF DUTY, PUBLIC FUNDS MAY NOT BE USED TO REIM-
BURSE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FOR THE EXPENSES
IT INCURS TO NAME AND DEDICATE THE HIGHWAY FACILITY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-4
   02/24/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sellers, Cobb-Hunter, EH
Pitts, JE Smith, Owens, Ott, Jefferson, Hosey, Clyburn,
Nanney, HB Brown, Jennings, King, Erickson, Knight,
Stavrinakis, and McEachern HJ-26
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-134
   03/03/09 House Rejected HJ-25
   03/03/09 House Roll call Yeas-54  Nays-59 HJ-25
   03/04/09 House Reconsidered HJ-74
   03/04/09 House Amended HJ-78
   03/04/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-81
   03/05/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-28
   03/25/09 House Amended HJ-49
   03/25/09 House Read second time HJ-51
   03/25/09 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-18 HJ-51
   03/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
H 3085  General Bill, By Kirsh and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-1-745 AND 56-1-746, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DRIVER’S
LICENSE SUSPENSION DUE TO A CONVICTION OF A CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE VIOLATION AND UNDERAGE PURCHASE AND POSSES-
SION OF ALCOHOL OFFENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A PERSON
IS ACCEPTED INTO A PRETRIAL INTERVENTION PROGRAM FOR
EITHER OFFENSE, THE PERSON’S DRIVER’S LICENSE MUST BE SUS-
PENDED.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-45
H 3086  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-2785 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A DRIVER OF A MOTOR VEHICLE TO FAIL TO STOP
WHEN SIGNALED TO STOP BY A ROAD GUARD IN A SCHOOL ZONE,
TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION IS A MISDE-143
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMEANOR AND A VIOLATOR MAY BE FINED AND IMPRISONED, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE PLACEMENT OF SIGNS IN SCHOOL ZONES
THAT INFORM MOTORISTS OF THE HOURS A ROAD GUARD IS ON
DUTY AND THE PENALTY FOR FAILING TO STOP WHEN A ROAD
GUARD SIGNALS A MOTORIST TO STOP.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-45
H 3087 (Rat # 0091, Act #  0077)  General Bill, By Brady and M.A. Pitts
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-535, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON PLACES OF RESI-
DENCE FOR SEX OFFENDERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LOCAL
GOVERNMENT MAY NOT ENACT AN ORDINANCE THAT EXPANDS OR
CONTRACTS THE BOUNDARIES OF THE AREAS IN WHICH A SEX
OFFENDER MAY OR MAY NOT RESIDE THAT ARE CONTAINED IN THIS
SECTION; AND TO AMEND ACT 333 OF 2008, RELATING TO LIMITA-
TIONS ON PLACES OF RESIDENCE FOR SEX OFFENDERS AND PENAL-
TIES FOR FAILURE TO REGISTER AS A SEX OFFENDER, SO AS TO
PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE DATE FOR VARIOUS PORTIONS OF THIS ACT.
- ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-45
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-8
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
   05/19/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-26
   05/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   05/20/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-62
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-53
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-53
   05/27/09 Ratified R 91
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-77  Nays-38
HJ-104
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-29  Nays-14
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 77
H 3088  General Bill, By R.L. Brown
Similar (S 0453)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON FEES IMPOSED BY LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A LOCAL GOVERNMENT MAY
NOT IMPOSE A FEE ON AGRICULTURAL, FOREST, OR UNDEVELOPED
LANDS FOR A STORMWATER, SEDIMENT, OR EROSION CONTROL
PROGRAM EXCEPT IN SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE
A PLACE, STRUCTURE, OR BUILDING PRIMARILY USED AS A PLACE
OF WORSHIP IS EXEMPT FROM A FEE IMPOSED BY A LOCAL GOV-
ERNMENT FOR A STORMWATER, SEDIMENT, OR EROSION CONTROL
PROGRAM.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-46
H 3089  General Bill, By Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-11-435 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A GEN-
ERAL CONTRACTOR OR SPECIALTY CONTRACTOR LICENSED BY
THIS STATE PROVIDES CONSTRUCTION OR OTHER BUILDING SER-
VICES TO A CLIENT WHICH IS A STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, OR ENTITY, THE CONTRACTOR MUST SEND
COPIES OF ALL BILLS OR DRAW REQUESTS TO EACH AGENCY OR
DEPARTMENT OCCUPYING OR TO OCCUPY THE BUILDING OR
STRUCTURE AS WELL AS TO THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING THE BILL OR DRAW REQUEST IF DIFFER-
ENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF VERIFYING THE WORK PERFORMED.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-46
H 3090  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (H 3189)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1314, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBU-
TION LIMITS AND RESTRICTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CLOSELY HELD
BUSINESS ENTITIES UNDER SHARED CONTROL MUST BE HELD TO A
SINGLE, MAXIMUM AGGREGATE CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION LIMIT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-46
H 3091  General Bill, By King and Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-95-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PLACES WHERE SMOKING IS PROHIBITED,
SO AS TO PROVIDE SMOKING IS PROHIBITED IN RESTAURANTS AND
PLACES LICENSED TO SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FOR ON-PREM-
ISES CONSUMPTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-95-50, RELATING
TO PENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF SMOKING RESTRICTIONS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE A CIVIL PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
H 3092  General Bill, By Lucas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN PRACTICES
DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT “CONTRIBUTION” DOES NOT
INCLUDE CERTAIN THINGS OF VALUE USED TO PAY FOR COMMUNI-
CATIONS MADE MORE THAN FORTY-FIVE DAYS BEFORE AN ELEC-
TION TO INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME OF AN ELECTED OFFICE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
H 3093  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 8-13-1314, AS AMENDED, 8-13-1322, 8-13-
1331, AND 8-13-1340, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS, SO AS TO
ELIMINATE CERTAIN CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION LIMITS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
H 3094  General Bill, By Littlejohn, Parker and Agnew
Similar (S 0117)144
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-4975 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL TO OPERATE A VEHICLE THAT IS NO LONGER PERMIT-
TED AND LICENSED AS AN AMBULANCE UNLESS THE VEHICLE’S
EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT AND MARKINGS THAT DISTINGUISH IT AS AN
AMBULANCE ARE REMOVED UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES
AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-47
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-5
   02/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Amended HJ-28
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
H 3095  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-26-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INDUCTION, ANNUAL,
AND CONTINUING CONTRACTS FOR TEACHERS, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE INDUCTION CONTRACT PERIOD FROM ONE YEAR TO FIVE
YEARS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
H 3096  General Bill, By Bowen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “TEACHER”, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION BY REQUIRING CERTAIN MINIMUM TIME IN
THE CLASSROOM AMONG OTHER CRITERIA.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
H 3097  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Gunn
Similar (H 3111)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-75 SO AS TO REQUIRE A STUDENT WHO
PARTICIPATES ON A SCHOOL SPONSORED ATHLETIC TEAM TO BE
ADMINISTERED AN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TEST DURING THE STU-
DENT’S PREPARTICIPATION PHYSICAL AND TO REQUIRE THE DOC-
TOR WHO ADMINISTERS THE TEST TO CLEAR THE STUDENT FOR
PARTICIPATION ON THE TEAM BEFORE HE IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICI-
PATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
   01/27/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-35
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-35
H 3098  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2780, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFULLY PASS-
ING A STOPPED SCHOOL BUS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL FINES
IMPOSED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION MUST BE USED TO ESTAB-
LISH SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA TO TRAIN MEDICAL STUDENTS IN THE FIELD OF
TRAUMA MEDICINE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-48
H 3099  General Bill, By Kirsh and Wylie
Similar (H 3110)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE FAMILY
COURT IN A DOMESTIC MATTER, AND SECTION 59-28-160, RELATING
TO THE POWERS OF A LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES IN
RELATION TO PROMOTING PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THEIR CHIL-
DREN’S SCHOOL ACTIVITIES, BOTH SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SCHOOL BOARD MAY PETITION THE FAMILY COURT, AND THE FAM-
ILY COURT HAS JURISDICTION TO HEAR A PETITION, TO REQUIRE A
PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN OF A STUDENT WHO HABITUALLY
EXHIBITS DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR IN THE CLASSROOM TO ATTEND A
PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-49
H 3100  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-425, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A SCHOOL’S CALENDAR, SO AS TO
DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A SCHOOL MAY NOT OPEN FOR
STUDENTS BEFORE A CERTAIN DATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-49
H 3101  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (H 3109)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 26 TO TITLE 50 SO AS TO ENACT THE “ALL-
TERRAIN VEHICLE SAFETY ACT” TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION
OF THE OPERATION OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES BY PERSONS UNDER
THE AGE OF SIXTEEN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION OF THE
SALE OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES FOR THE USE OF PERSONS UNDER
THE AGE OF SIXTEEN, TO PROVIDE SAFETY STANDARDS FOR OPERA-
TION OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATION OF THE CHAPTER.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-49
H 3102  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts, Brady, Wylie, Hamilton, T.R. Young and
Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-90 SO AS TO REQUIRE A SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT TO MAINTAIN AN AVERAGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP OF TEN
THOUSAND STUDENTS OR GREATER IN ORDER TO RECEIVE STATE
FUNDING.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means145
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-49
   01/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 3103  General Bill, By Toole, Wylie and Parker
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-43-40 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A STUDENT
ENROLLED IN A STATE SPONSORED ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM IN
THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN WHICH HE RESIDES MAY TAKE THE GEN-
ERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXAM FREE OF CHARGE UPON
MEETING CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS TO THE STATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-50
H 3104  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 138 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS
AND PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, DUTIES, AND
RESPONSIBILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE SERVICE OF TRUSTEES OR
MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF “CONSTITUENT INSTITU-
TIONS”, DEFINED AS ALL TWO-YEAR AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES IN THIS STATE INCLUDING TECHNICAL COL-
LEGES; TO PROVIDE THAT ON JULY 1, 2009, THE POWERS, DUTIES,
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STATE COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION AND THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPRE-
HENSIVE EDUCATION NOT INCONSISTENT WITH CHAPTER 138 OF
TITLE 59 ARE DEVOLVED UPON THE SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE
AND UNIVERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-
103-10 RELATING TO THE STATE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCA-
TION AND SECTION 59-53-10 RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD FOR
TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-50
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-50
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Brady
H 3105  General Bill, By Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2770, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MEETING, OVERTAKING, AND PASS-
ING A STOPPED SCHOOL BUS, SO AS TO REQUIRE A DRIVER OF A
VEHICLE TO STOP BEFORE REACHING A STOPPED SCHOOL BUS ON
SCHOOL GROUNDS IN A DESIGNATED LOADING OR UNLOADING
AREA.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-50
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-50
H 3106  General Bill, By Simrill, Merrill, Littlejohn, Parker, Bingham and
Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-5-145, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRICE GOUGING DURING
AN EMERGENCY, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY FOR PRICE
GOUGING TO NOT MORE THAN FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-50
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-51
H 3107  General Bill, By Merrill, Stringer, Hamilton and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3680 SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE INCOME
TAX CREDIT FOR A TAXPAYER WHO SENDS HIS CHILD TO PRIVATE
SCHOOL OR HOME SCHOOLS HIS CHILD IN AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO
TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS PER CHILD TO BE USED FOR BOOKS AND
SUPPLIES.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-51
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3108  General Bill, By Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 201 OF 1993, RELATING TO PAYMENT FOR SER-
VICES RENDERED BY MEMBERS OF THE WILLISTON SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT 29 BOARD OF TRUSTEES IN BARNWELL COUNTY, SO AS TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT NO MORE THAN TWELVE SPECIAL
MEETINGS MAY BE HELD IN ONE CALENDAR YEAR.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Barnwell Delegation
   01/13/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-51
   01/14/09 House Read second time HJ-31
   01/15/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-429
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-15
   01/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
H 3109  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (H 3101)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 26 TO TITLE 50 SO AS TO ENACT THE “ALL-
TERRAIN VEHICLE SAFETY ACT” TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION
OF THE OPERATION OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES BY PERSONS UNDER
THE AGE OF SIXTEEN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION OF THE
SALE OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES FOR THE USE OF PERSONS UNDER
THE AGE OF SIXTEEN, TO PROVIDE SAFETY STANDARDS FOR OPERA-
TION OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATION OF THE CHAPTER.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-51
H 3110  General Bill, By Kirsh, Wylie and E.H. Pitts
Similar (H 3099)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE FAMILY
COURT IN A DOMESTIC MATTER, AND SECTION 59-28-160, RELATING
TO THE POWERS OF A LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES IN
RELATION TO PROMOTING PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THEIR CHIL-
DREN’S SCHOOL ACTIVITIES, BOTH SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SCHOOL BOARD MAY PETITION THE FAMILY COURT, AND THE FAM-
ILY COURT HAS JURISDICTION TO HEAR A PETITION, TO REQUIRE A
PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN OF A STUDENT WHO HABITUALLY
EXHIBITS DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR IN THE CLASSROOM TO ATTEND A
PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-52
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts146
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Similar (H 3097)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-75 SO AS TO REQUIRE A STUDENT WHO
PARTICIPATES ON A SCHOOL SPONSORED ATHLETIC TEAM TO BE
ADMINISTERED AN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TEST DURING THE STU-
DENT’S PREPARTICIPATION PHYSICAL AND TO REQUIRE THE DOC-
TOR WHO ADMINISTERS THE TEST TO CLEAR THE STUDENT FOR
PARTICIPATION ON THE TEAM BEFORE HE IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICI-
PATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-52
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern
H 3112  Joint Resolution, By McLeod, Agnew, Gambrell, Pinson, Spires,
Toole, Bowers, Funderburk, Harvin, Hodges, Howard, Sellers, Wylie and
Gunn
Similar (H 3961)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE XI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO PROVIDE FOR A HIGH-QUALITY EDUCATION
FOR ALL CHILDREN OF THE STATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-52
H 3113  General Bill, By Rutherford, King, Gunn and McEachern
Similar (S 0038)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 95 OF TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE “CLEAN INDOOR AIR ACT
OF 1990”, SO AS TO EXTEND THE SMOKING PROHIBITION PROVIDED
FOR IN THE ACT TO RESTAURANTS, BARS, LOUNGE AREAS, AND
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES; TO SPECIFY THAT SMOKING IS PERMIT-
TED IN PRIVATE HOMES AND AUTOMOBILES, HOME-BASED BUSI-
NESSES, PRIVATE FUNCTIONS IN INDOOR AREAS, HOTEL ROOMS
DESIGNATED AS SMOKING ROOMS, SPECIALTY TOBACCO STORES,
TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS, CIGAR BARS, AND PRIVATE CLUBS
AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PROPRIETOR OF AN ESTABLISHMENT HAS
THE RIGHT TO PROHIBIT SMOKING IN HIS ESTABLISHMENT WHICH
WOULD OTHERWISE BE PERMITTED BY THIS CHAPTER; TO PROVIDE
THAT THE POSTING OF DESIGNATED SMOKING AREA SIGNS IS NOT
REQUIRED FOR PRIVATE HOMES AND AUTOMOBILES OR HOME-
BASED BUSINESSES AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION; TO DELETE
THE MAXIMUM CRIMINAL PENALTY FROM A FINE OF TWENTY-FIVE
DOLLARS AND TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM CRIMINAL PENALTY OF A
FINE OF NOT LESS THAN FIFTY DOLLARS; TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON SMOKING IN A RESTAURANT, BAR, OR LOUNGE MUST BE ASKED
TO EXTINGUISH ALL LIGHTED TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND IF THE
PERSON REFUSES TO DO SO, THE PERSON MUST BE ASKED TO LEAVE
THE PREMISES; TO PROHIBIT A PERSON OR EMPLOYER FROM RETAL-
IATING AGAINST ANOTHER PERSON OR AN EMPLOYEE OR CUS-
TOMER FOR FILING A COMPLAINT FOR OR SEEKING PROSECUTION
OF A VIOLATION OF THIS CHAPTER; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
CLEAN INDOOR AIR ACT MUST NOT BE CONSTRUED TO PERMIT
SMOKING WHERE IT IS OTHERWISE PROHIBITED BY REGULATION OF
A STATE OR LOCAL AGENCY, INCLUDING A LOCAL ORDINANCE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-53
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern
H 3114  General Bill, By Kirsh, Littlejohn and Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 55, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROHIBIT
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SLUDGE GENERATED OUTSIDE OF THIS
STATE TO BE DISPOSED OF IN THIS STATE.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-53
H 3115  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (S 0273)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-350, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILI-
TIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MAY NOT REMOVE A RESIDENT FROM
SUCH A FACILITY IF THE RESIDENT, THE RESIDENT’S FAMILY, THE
RESIDENT’S PHYSICIAN, AND THE FACILITY AGREE TO THE RESI-
DENT’S CONTINUED STAY AND THE FACILITY IS CAPABLE OF PRO-
VIDING OR OBTAINING NECESSARY SERVICES FOR THE RESIDENT.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-54
H 3116  General Bill, By Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-260, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTRACTOR’S FINANCIAL STATE-
MENTS, NET WORTH REQUIREMENTS, AND FINANCIAL LIMITATIONS
ON BIDS AND JOBS, SO AS TO INCREASE FOR GROUP FOUR MECHAN-
ICAL CONTRACTORS THE BID AND JOB LIMITATION FROM ONE HUN-
DRED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO FIVE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DOLLARS AND THE NET WORTH REQUIREMENT FROM
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-54
H 3117  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter, Brady, Agnew and Parker
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-4-60, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN ORDER FOR PROTECTION
FROM DOMESTIC ABUSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE COURT MAY
PROHIBIT HARM OR HARASSMENT TO A PET ANIMAL OWNED, POS-
SESSED, KEPT, OR HELD BY THE PETITIONER AND TO PROVIDE THAT
IN ORDERING TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY,
THE COURT MAY ORDER THE TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF PET ANI-
MALS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-54
H 3118 (Rat # 0092, Act #  0037)  General Bill, By Kirsh, J.E. Smith,
Funderburk, Weeks and Hutto
Similar (S 0434)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF
GUARDIANS AD LITEM IN CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT CASES, SO147
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA GUARDIAN AD LITEM
PROGRAM, OR A COUNTY GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM, HAS THE
RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN A PROCEEDING TO PETITION TO HAVE THE
VOLUNTEER GUARDIAN AD LITEM REMOVED AND TO SPECIFY
GROUNDS FOR REMOVAL; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-550,
RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORTS AND INFORMATION
MAINTAINED BY THE GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM, SO AS TO
ALSO PROVIDE THAT REPORTS AND INFORMATION MAINTAINED BY
A GUARDIAN AD LITEM IS CONFIDENTIAL. - ratified title
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-55
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-6
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-26
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/29/09 House Amended
   04/29/09 House Read second time
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
   05/04/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-13
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-18
   05/27/09 Ratified R 92
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 37
H 3119  General Bill, By Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-635 SO AS TO IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL
TAX OF 1.5 CENTS PER CIGARETTE; TO ESTABLISH THE SMOKING
CESSATION AND HEALTH CARE FUND INTO WHICH MUST BE DEPOS-
ITED FIFTY PERCENT OF THE REVENUE GENERATED FROM THE
IMPOSITION OF THIS TAX AND WHICH MUST BE ADMINISTERED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FOR REIM-
BURSEMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL’S PERSONAL EXPENSES RELATED
TO SMOKING CESSATION AND SMOKING RELATED HEALTH CARE
DEVICES, EQUIPMENT, AND PROGRAMS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
REMAINING REVENUE GENERATED BY THIS TAX MUST BE CRED-
ITED TO THE GENERAL FUND AND APPROPRIATED ANNUALLY BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO ADDRESS HEALTH NEEDS OF SOUTH
CAROLINIANS, INCLUDING USING SUCH FUNDS FOR MEDICAID
MATCHING FUNDS.
   12/09/08 House Prefiled
   12/09/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-55
H 3120  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Battle and H.B. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-67 SO AS TO REQUIRE PUPIL-TEACHER
RATIOS IN GRADES K-6 OF 27:1 BEGINNING WITH SCHOOL YEAR 2010
AND FULLY PHASED-IN AT 25:1 BY SCHOOL YEAR 2011, TO PROVIDE
THAT LOWER PUPIL-TEACHER RATIOS NOW REQUIRED BY LAW IN
READING AND MATHEMATICS IN GRADES 1-3 of 21:1 ARE NOT
AFFECTED BY THE ABOVE PROVISIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR A WAIVER
OF THESE RATIOS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR A REDUCTION OF STATE AID FOR ANY DISTRICT WHICH DOES
NOT MEET THESE REQUIRED RATIOS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-56
H 3121 (Rat # 0030, Act #  0006)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, E.H. Pitts, T.R.
Young, Hutto, M.A. Pitts, Allison and Parker
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-15-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A PERSON OR A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS TRAVELING IN
ONE VEHICLE TO REMOVE, OR ATTEMPT TO REMOVE, FROM THIS
STATE MORE THAN A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF CERTAIN NAMED SPE-
CIES OF TURTLES, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, AND TO PROVIDE PEN-
ALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-56
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.A.Pitts
   02/19/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison,
Parker
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-119
   02/26/09 House Amended HJ-144
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-146
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-146
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-11
   04/01/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-15
   04/02/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   04/02/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-36
   04/22/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-50
   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-50
   04/30/09 Ratified R 30
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 6
H 3122  General Bill, By Huggins
Similar (S 0122)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-430, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FAILURE OF A TAX-
PAYER TO MAKE A REPORT OR FILE A RETURN REQUIRED BY LAW
OR A TAXPAYER WHO FILES A FRIVOLOUS RETURN, SO AS TO FUR-
THER PROVIDE FOR THE INFORMATION THE DEPARTMENT MUST
CONSIDER WHEN MAKING AN ESTIMATE OF THE TAX LIABILITY OF
THE TAXPAYER UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-56
H 3123 (Rat # 0093, Act #  0038)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, H.B. Brown,
McLeod, Horne, Weeks, Hutto and T.R. Young148
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-5-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION AGAINST ANY
PERSON PRACTICING OR SOLICITING THE CAUSE OF ANOTHER PER-
SON IN A COURT OF THIS STATE UNLESS HE HAS BEEN ADMITTED
AND SWORN AS AN ATTORNEY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MUST BE ENROLLED AS A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR
PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE COURT RULES, OR OTHERWISE AUTHO-
RIZED TO PERFORM PRESCRIBED LEGAL ACTIVITIES BY ACTION OF
THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN ORDER TO EITHER
PRACTICE LAW OR SOLICIT THE LEGAL CAUSE OF ANOTHER, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE TYPE OF CONDUCT THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF
ANY CHARGE FILED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION MUST HAVE BEEN
DEFINED AS THE UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW BY THE
SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH CAROLINA PRIOR TO ANY CHARGE
BEING FILED. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-56
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McLeod
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-3
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto,
T.R.Young
   02/24/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, February 25, 2009 HJ-
24
   02/26/09 House Amended HJ-12
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-13
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-13
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   03/06/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   04/23/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-21
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/07/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-23
   05/13/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-48
   05/13/09 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-0 HJ-48
   05/27/09 Ratified R 93
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 38
H 3124  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Merrill, E.H. Pitts and Ballentine
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING WITH ITS 2011 SESSION,
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL ENACT A BIENNIAL STATE GEN-
ERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-57
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
H 3125  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0143, H 3586)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 146, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE SCHOOL FACILITIES BOND
ACT, BY ADDING SECTION 59-146-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGIN-
NING WITH FISCAL YEAR 2009-2010 AND CONTINUING FOR A PERIOD
OF FOUR FISCAL YEARS THEREAFTER, AN ADDITIONAL THREE HUN-
DRED MILLION DOLLARS IN SCHOOL FACILITIES BONDS MAY BE
ISSUED OVER THIS FIVE YEAR PERIOD, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THESE BONDS MUST BE ALLOCATED TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS BASED
ON A FORMULA WHICH GIVES PRIORITY CONSIDERATION TO DIS-
TRICTS WITH HIGHER PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR
FREE OR REDUCED PRICED LUNCHES, THE RELATIVE FINANCIAL
ABILITY OF A DISTRICT TO FUND NEW SCHOOL FACILITIES OR
IMPROVE EXISTING FACILITIES, AND REMAINING CAPACITY OF A
DISTRICT TO ISSUE ADDITIONAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS;
AND TO AMEND TITLE 59, BY ADDING CHAPTER 75 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE
ACT”, TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL FACILITIES
INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS GOVER-
NANCE, POWERS, AND DUTIES; TO AUTHORIZE THE AUTHORITY TO
PROVIDE LOANS AND OTHER FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOL
DISTRICTS TO FINANCE SCHOOL FACILITIES; TO ALLOW STATE
APPROPRIATIONS, GRANTS, LOAN REPAYMENTS, AND OTHER AVAIL-
ABLE AMOUNTS TO BE CREDITED TO THE FUND OF THE AUTHORITY;
TO AUTHORIZE LENDING TO AND BORROWING BY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS THROUGH THE AUTHORITY; AND TO AUTHORIZE THE ISSU-
ANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS BY THE AUTHORITY TO BE
USED FOR ITS STATED PURPOSES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-57
H 3126  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Battle, H.B. Brown and Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 30-4-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT MEETINGS OF
THE GOVERNOR WITH AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT HEADS HE
APPOINTS TOGETHER WITH ANY OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS OR
EMPLOYEES INVITED TO ATTEND MUST BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC IN
THE SAME MANNER AND UNDER THE SAME CONDITIONS THAT
MEETINGS OF PUBLIC BODIES MUST BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-58
H 3127  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Battle, Harrison, Littlejohn, Hamilton,
E.H. Pitts, Stewart, Ballentine and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURNMENT, SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT ON THE FIRST THURS-
DAY OF MAY RATHER THAN THE FIRST THURSDAY IN JUNE AND
DELETE THE AUTHORITY TO EXTEND THE SESSION.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-58
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart, Bal-
lentine
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 3128  General Bill, By Merrill, G.M. Smith, Wylie, Umphlett, E.H. Pitts,
Hardwick, Hearn, Frye, Spires, Clemmons, Haley, Ballentine and Toole
Similar (S 0392)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 54-3-10 AND 54-3-20, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE149
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPORTS AUTHORITY AND ITS GOVERNING BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE STATE PORTS AUTHORITY ON JULY 1, 2009, SHALL BE GOV-
ERNED BY A DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, UPON THE
ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND ON JULY 1, 2009, THE
GOVERNING BOARD OF THE AUTHORITY AND THE POSITION OF
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER ARE DISSOLVED AND
THEIR POWERS AND DUTIES ASSUMED BY THE DIRECTOR
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR; TO AMEND SECTIONS 54-3-140, 54-3-
190, AND 54-3-270, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POWERS AND OTHER
FUNCTIONS OF THE AUTHORITY, SO AS TO CONFORM THESE SEC-
TIONS TO THE ABOVE PROVISIONS; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 54-3-
30 AND 54-3-40 RELATING TO THE ORGANIZATION AND OFFICERS OF
THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE AUTHORITY.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   12/17/08 Scrivener’s error corrected
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-58
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hardwick,
Hearn, Frye, Spires, Clemmons, Haley, Ballentine, Dun-
can, Toole
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Duncan
H 3129  Joint Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Battle, Harrison, Littlejohn,
Hamilton, E.H. Pitts, Stewart and Ballentine
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 9,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR ANNUAL SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY COM-
MENCING ON THE SECOND TUESDAY IN FEBRUARY RATHER THAN
THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY OF EACH YEAR.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-59
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart, Bal-
lentine
H 3130  General Bill, By Harvin
Similar (H 3007, H 3272)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3150, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DETERMINING WHEN A
PARCEL OF REAL PROPERTY MUST BE APPRAISED AS A RESULT OF
AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
CONVEYANCE TO A TRUST DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN ASSESSABLE
TRANSFER OF INTEREST IN THE REAL PROPERTY IF THE SETTLOR OR
SETTLOR’S SPOUSE CONVEYS THE PROPERTY TO A TRUST THE BEN-
EFICIARIES OF WHICH ARE A CHILD OR CHILDREN OF THE SETTLOR
OR THE SETTLOR’S SPOUSE AND TO PROVIDE THAT A CONVEYANCE
BY DISTRIBUTION UNDER A WILL OR BY INTESTATE SUCCESSION
DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST IN
THE REAL PROPERTY IF THE DISTRIBUTEE IS A CHILD OR CHILDREN
OF A DECEDENT AND THE DECEDENT DID NOT HAVE A SPOUSE AT
THE DECEDENT’S DATE OF DEATH.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-59
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-7
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-13
H 3131 (Rat # 0094, Act #  0058)  General Bill, By Toole, M.A. Pitts and
Umphlett
Similar (S 0272, H 3571)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-711 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE “WOOD
DUCK” AS THE OFFICIAL STATE DUCK; BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-712
SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE “BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN” AS THE OFFI-
CIAL STATE MARINE MAMMAL; BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-713 SO AS
TO DESIGNATE THE “NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE” AS THE OFFICIAL
STATE MIGRATORY MARINE MAMMAL; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-
11-840, RELATING TO PROTECTION OF WILD BIRD NESTS AND EGGS,
SO AS TO DEFINE A WILD BIRD NEST AS A NEST WITH BIRDS OR
EGGS PRESENT AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF A PERMIT
TO POSSESS SUCH NEST OR EGGS OR TO REMOVE AN ACTIVE NEST
OR EGGS THAT CONSTITUTE A PUBLIC SAFETY THREAT OR WHEN
CAUSING PROPERTY DAMAGE. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-59
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-52
   03/31/09 House Amended HJ-69
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-69
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-32
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-12
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
9
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-64
   05/21/09 Senate Amended SJ-31
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-31
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-125
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-2 HJ-125
   05/27/09 Ratified R 94
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 58
H 3132  General Bill, By Bowen, Merrill, Brady, J.R. Smith, Harrison,
Owens, Duncan, Cooper, White, Thompson, Gambrell, Howard, Govan,
Jefferson, Erickson, Edge, Crawford, Clemmons, G.R. Smith, A.D. Young,
Bedingfield, Nanney, Chalk, Anthony, Hiott, Limehouse, E.H. Pitts,
Alexander, M.A. Pitts, Bowers, Toole, Allison, Stewart, Scott, Williams,
Cobb-Hunter, Kirsh, J.H. Neal and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 49, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND
COORDINATION BY ADDING ARTICLE 3, SO AS TO ENACT THE
“SOUTH CAROLINA COMPREHENSIVE STATEWIDE WATER MANAGE-
MENT ACT OF 2009”, INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO REQUIRE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE WATER MAN-
AGEMENT PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE FOR PRINCIPLES ON WHICH SUCH
PROGRAM MUST BE BASED; TO REQUIRE ALL WATER WITHDRAWAL
PERMIT DECISIONS TO BE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRO-
GRAM; TO PROVIDE FOR EFFECT OF NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE FOR A SOUTH CAROLINA WATER PLANNING
COMMITTEE AND FOR ITS COMPOSITION AND DUTIES; TO PROVIDE
PROCEDURES FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, ADOPTION, AND REVI-
SION; TO DESIGNATE SECTION 49-3-10 THROUGH SECTION 49-3-50 OF
THE 1976 CODE AS ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 3 OF TITLE 49; AND TO
REPEAL CHAPTER 21 OF TITLE 49 RELATING TO THE INTERBASIN
TRANSFER OF WATER UPON APPROVAL OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BY JOINT RESOLUTION OF THE STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE WATER
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PROVIDED ABOVE.150
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-60
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady,
J.R.Smith, Harrison, Owens, Duncan, Cooper, White,
Thompson, Gambrell, Howard, Govan, Jefferson, Erick-
son, Edge, Crawford, Clemmons, G.R.Smith, A.D.Young,
Bedingfield, Nanney, Chalk, Anthony, Hiott, Limehouse,
E.H.Pitts, Alexander, M.A.Pitts, Bowers, Toole, Allison
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart, Scott,
Williams, Cobb-Hunter, Kirsh, J.H.Neal
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
H 3133  General Bill, By Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 38 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL REQUIRE
THAT CERTAIN VEHICLES MUST UNDERGO AN ANNUAL INSPECTION,
TO PROVIDE A FEE FOR THE INSPECTION, AND TO PROVIDE PENAL-
TIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-60
H 3134 (Rat # 0095, Act #  0039)  General Bill, By Bowers and Long
Similar (S 0120, H 3820)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-9910, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF GOLD
STAR FAMILY SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO REVISE THE PRO-
VISIONS THAT RELATE TO THE ISSUANCE, PRODUCTION AND FEE
FOR THIS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATE. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-60
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-223
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-44
   04/29/09 House Amended HJ-207
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-210
   04/29/09 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-210
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-51
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-19
   05/27/09 Ratified R 95
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 39
H 3135  General Bill, By Allison
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 56-5-3010 AND 56-5-3020 SO AS TO ESTABLISH
THE CRIMES OF VEHICULAR HOMICIDE AND VEHICULAR GREAT
BODILY INJURY, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR BOTH CRIMES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-61
H 3136  General Bill, By Harrison and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-286, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUSPENSION OF A
DRIVER’S LICENSE OR PERMIT, OR THE DENIAL OF THE ISSUANCE
OF A LICENSE OR A PERMIT TO A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF
TWENTY-ONE WHO HAS OPERATED A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM
“ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING” AND REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM
“CONTESTED CASE HEARING”, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A CON-
TESTED CASE HEARING MUST BE CONDUCTED BEFORE THE OFFICE
OF MOTOR VEHICLE HEARINGS PURSUANT TO ITS RULES OF PROCE-
DURE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2942, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE IMMOBILIZATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE OWNED BY A PERSON
WHO HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
ALCOHOL OR ANOTHER ILLEGAL SUBSTANCE, SO AS TO DELETE
THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES TO CONDUCT A HEARING AND RECEIVE TESTIMONY REGARD-
ING THE VERACITY OF CERTAIN AFFIDAVITS IT RECEIVES
REGARDING THE RELEASE OF AN IMMOBILIZED VEHICLE, PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE A DETERMINATION PERMITTING
OR DENYING THE RELEASE OF AN IMMOBILIZED VEHICLE BASED
ON CERTAIN AFFIDAVITS, AND TO REVISE THE PROCEDURE TO
OBTAIN RELIEF FROM A DEPARTMENTAL DETERMINATION THAT
IMMOBILIZES A VEHICLE OR DENIES THE RELEASE OF A VEHICLE;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2951, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
SUSPENSION OF A PERSON’S PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A MOTOR
VEHICLE, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM “ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING”
AND REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM “CONTESTED CASE HEARING”, TO
DELETE THE TERM “DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES” AND
REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM “OFFICE OF MOTOR VEHICLE HEAR-
INGS” AND TO PROVIDE THAT A CONTESTED CASE HEARING MUST
BE CONDUCTED BEFORE THE OFFICE OF MOTOR VEHICLE HEAR-
INGS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-62
H 3137  General Bill, By Harrison and Battle
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-145, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LITTER CONTROL OFFICERS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER HAS THE
SAME POWERS AND DUTIES AS A LITTER CONTROL OFFICER.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-62
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Amended HJ-25
   02/05/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   02/05/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-26
   02/06/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
H 3138  Resolution, By Haley, Ballentine and Wylie
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.3 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING GENERAL AND SUPPLE-
MENTAL APPROPRIATIONS BILLS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE ANNUAL
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL TO BE CONSIDERED SECTION-BY-
SECTION WITH A REQUIRED ROLL CALL VOTE ON THE QUESTION OF151
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSECOND READING; TO AMEND RULE 5.19, RELATING TO THE LIMITA-
TIONS ON MEMBERS SPEAKING ON THE MAIN QUESTION OF A BILL
OR RESOLUTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE A ROLL CALL VOTE WHEN THE
PENDING QUESTION IS THE ADOPTION OF A CONFERENCE OR FREE
CONFERENCE REPORT; AND TO AMEND RULE 7.2, RELATING TO TAK-
ING A ROLL CALL VOTE ON SECOND OR THIRD READING FOR CER-
TAIN SPECIFIC MATTERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN ELECTRONIC ROLL
CALL VOTE MUST BE USED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF RULE
7.3 AND THESE ROLL CALL VOTES MUST BE RECORDED BY NAME
ON SECOND AND THIRD READING IN THE JOURNAL AND DELETE A
PROCEDURE FOR RECORDING A MEMBER’S VOTE WHEN THAT MEM-
BER HAS NOT BEEN GRANTED LEAVE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-105
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-105
   01/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-32
   01/14/09 House Amended HJ-33
   01/14/09 House Adopted HJ-38
   01/14/09 House Roll call Yeas-115  Nays-0 HJ-38
H 3139  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Stringer, Wylie, Littlejohn, M.A. Pitts,
Hamilton and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-330, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TIME OF APPLICATION
FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEADLINE
FOR ACCEPTING AN APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT FOR A
QUALIFIED ELECTOR WHO APPEARS IN PERSON IS CHANGED FROM
THE DAY BEFORE THE ELECTION TO SIX DAYS BEFORE THE ELEC-
TION.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-62
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3140  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Hamilton, Nanney, Bedingfield,
Harrison, Wylie, M.A. Pitts, Merrill and Harrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF REGISTRATION IN
ORDER TO VOTE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT
ALLOWED TO VOTE IN A PARTISAN PRIMARY ELECTION OR PARTI-
SAN ADVISORY REFERENDUM UNLESS THE PERSON HAS REGIS-
TERED AS BEING A MEMBER OF THAT PARTY; TO AMEND SECTION 7-
5-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTER
REGISTRATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE REQUIREMENT OF STATING
POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION, IF ANY, ON THE FORM AND INCLUD-
ING IT IN THE OATH; AND REQUIRE THE STATE ELECTION COMMIS-
SION TO ASSIST IN CAPTURING THIS DATA; AND TO AMEND SECTION
7-9-20, RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR VOTING IN PRIMARY
ELECTIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE, AS A REQUIREMENT, REGISTERING
AS A MEMBER OF THE PARTY AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR
CHANGING POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION OR NONAFFILIATION
AFTER A SELECTION HAS BEEN MADE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-63
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrell
H 3141  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-55-175 SO AS TO REQUIRE LIABILITY OR
CASUALTY INSURANCE COVERAGE DISCLOSURES TO A CLAIMANT
OR HIS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE IF THE REQUEST IS MADE IN
WRITING, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PROCEDURES REQUIRED FOR THESE
DISCLOSURES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-63
H 3142  General Bill, By Whipper and H.B. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
VOTING PRECINCTS AND VOTING PLACES ESTABLISHED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
POLLING PLACE IN A LOCATION THAT IS GATED, GUARDED, OR
WHERE ACCESS IS CONTROLLED BY OTHER THAN A POLLING PLACE
MANAGER, AND TO REQUIRE THAT SUBMISSION TO THE UNITED
STATES JUSTICE DEPARTMENT MUST CONTAIN A STATEMENT CON-
CERNING THE ACCESSIBILITY TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-63
H 3143  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS QUALIFIED TO
VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A QUALIFIED
ELECTOR MEETING CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS MUST BE PERMITTED
TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT BY MAIL, AND THAT A QUALIFIED
ELECTOR MUST BE PERMITTED TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT IN
AN ELECTION IN WHICH HE IS ENTITLED TO VOTE FOR ANY REASON
IF THE QUALIFIED ELECTOR APPEARS IN PERSON TO CAST AN
ABSENTEE BALLOT AS PROVIDED BY LAW.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-63
H 3144  Concurrent Resolution, By Hosey
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION TO NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 125 UNDER STATE JURISDICTION FROM ITS INTERSECTION
WITH SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 3 IN ALLENDALE COUNTY TO ITS
INTERSECTION WITH THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY’S SAVANNAH RIVER SITE’S BOUNDARY NEAR THE TOWN OF
JACKSON IN AIKEN COUNTY THE “COACH AARON MANIGAULT
MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “COACH AARON  MANIGAULT MEMORIAL HIGHWAY”.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-106
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-106
   01/28/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-10
   01/29/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   03/10/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-19
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-26
H 3145  Joint Resolution, By Gunn, Wylie and Funderburk
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3276, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI, CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING
TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO152
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSDELETE THE ADJUTANT GENERAL, COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE, COMPTROLLER GENERAL, SECRETARY OF STATE, AND SUPER-
INTENDENT OF EDUCATION FROM THE LIST OF STATE OFFICERS
WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED AND PRO-
VIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERMS OF THESE OFFI-
CERS SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF
THIS PROVISION, THEY MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR,
UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TO
SERVE AT HIS PLEASURE AND TO BE REMOVABLE BY HIM FOR ANY
REASON; PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 4, ARTICLE XIII,
RELATING TO THE ADJUTANT GENERAL AND HIS STAFF OFFICERS,
SO AS TO UPDATE REFERENCES TO HIS TITLE AND MILITARY RANK,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE
ADJUTANT GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATI-
FICATION OF THIS PROVISION, HE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR IN THE MANNER REQUIRED BY SECTION 7, ARTICLE VI.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
H 3146  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Battle, Harrison, Agnew, E.H. Pitts and
Ballentine
Similar (H 3278)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 41, TITLE 2, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXA-
TION, SO AS TO REPLACE THAT COMMITTEE WITH THE TAX STUDY
COMMISSION AND PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS OF THIS TAX STUDY
COMMISSION IS A REVIEW OF STATE SALES AND USE TAX EXEMP-
TIONS WHICH MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND THE GOVERNOR BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE 2010 SESSION
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TO REQUIRE THAT REVIEW TO CON-
TAIN SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS WITH RESPECT TO EXEMPTIONS
TO BE ELIMINATED OR REVISED AND A REDUCED STATE SALES AND
USE TAX RATE TO PROVIDE REVENUE NEUTRALITY, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE REPORTING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMITTEE’S
RECOMMENDATIONS AND AMENDMENTS ALLOWED TO THESE REC-
OMMENDATIONS AND THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY TAKE EFFECT;
AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER 41 OF TITLE 2 ESTABLISHING THE TAX
STUDY COMMISSION EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2011, UNLESS THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY BY LAW EXTENDS THE COMMISSION’S EXISTENCE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-65
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
H 3147  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Funderburk, Daning, Allison, G.M.
Smith, Harrison, Wylie, Littlejohn, Bingham, Hamilton, Stavrinakis, T.R.
Young, E.H. Pitts, McEachern, Ballentine, Gunn, Bedingfield, Millwood and
Hutto
Similar (S 0208)
A BILL TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA RESTRUCTURING ACT”
INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AGEN-
CIES OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT BY ADD-
ING THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION; BY ADDING SECTION 1-
30-125 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
AS AN AGENCY OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF STATE GOVERN-
MENT TO BE HEADED BY A DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVER-
NOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
AND TO TRANSFER TO THIS NEWLY CREATED DEPARTMENT CER-
TAIN OFFICES AND DIVISIONS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD, OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR, AND OTHER AGENCIES, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR TRANSITIONAL AND OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY
TO ACCOMPLISH THE ABOVE; BY ADDING CHAPTER 2 TO TITLE 2  SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT OF EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENTS AND THE PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES TO BE FOL-
LOWED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS OVERSIGHT; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 1-11-20, AS AMENDED, 1-11-22, 1-11-55, 1-11-56, 1-11-58, 1-11-65, 1-
11-67, 1-11-70, 1-11-80, 1-11-90, 1-11-100, 1-11-110, 1-11-180, 1-11-220, 1-11-
225, 1-11-250, 1-11-260, 1-11-270, 1-11-280, 1-11-290, 1-11-300, 1-11-310, 1-
11-315, 1-11-320, 1-11-335, 1-11-340, 1-11-435, 2-13-240, AS AMENDED,
CHAPTER 9 OF TITLE 3; 10-1-10, 10-1-30, AS AMENDED, 10-1-40, 10-1-
130, 10-1-190, AS AMENDED, CHAPTER 9 OF TITLE 10, 10-11-50, AS
AMENDED, 10-11-90, 10-11-110, 10-11-140, 10-11-330; 11-9-610, 11-9-620,
11-9-630, 11-35-3810, AS AMENDED, 11-35-3820, AS AMENDED, 11-35-
3830, AS AMENDED, 11-35-3840, AS AMENDED, 13-7-30, AS AMENDED,
13-7-830, 44-53-530, AS AMENDED, AND 44-96-140; 48-46-30, 48-46-40, 48-
46-50, 48-46-60, 48-46-90, 48-52-410, 48-52-440, AND 48-52-460; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 1-11-185 RELATING TO VARIOUS AGENCY OR DEPART-
MENT PROVISIONS SO AS TO CONFORM THEM TO THE ABOVE
PROVISIONS PERTAINING TO THE NEW DEPARTMENT OF ADMINIS-
TRATION OR TO SUPPLEMENT SUCH PROVISIONS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-66
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts,
McEachern
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gunn
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield,
Millwood
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   03/31/09 House Amended HJ-46
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-54
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-31
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 3148 (Rat # 0096, Act #  0068)  General Bill, By Clyburn, G.M. Smith, H.B.
Brown, Branham, Ott, Agnew, R.L. Brown, Hayes, Battle, Miller, Weeks,
J.R. Smith, D.C. Smith, Parks, Rice, Littlejohn, Hosey, Jefferson, Cobb-
Hunter, Howard, Cooper, Gunn, McLeod, T.R. Young, Kennedy, Vick, Edge,
J.E. Smith, Harrell, A.D. Young, Alexander, Neilson, Lucas, Merrill,
Barfield, Bales, Allen, Hodges, Knight and Funderburk
AN ACT TO ENACT THE “FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL TAX-CREDIT BOND
IMPLEMENTATION ACT”, INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO AMEND THE
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-
3-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH AND CONDI-
TIONS UNDER WHICH ALLOCATIONS OF QUALIFIED SCHOOL CON-
STRUCTION BONDS AUTHORIZED BY THE PROVISIONS OF THE
AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009 SHALL BE
MADE AMONG THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THIS STATE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR OTHER RELATED MATTERS IN REGARD TO THESE ALLO-
CATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 11-15-460, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE INTEREST RATE ON REFUNDING BOND OBLIGATIONS OF POLITI-
CAL SUBDIVISIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT QUALIFIED SCHOOL CON-
STRUCTION BONDS FROM THIS PROVISION; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 11-27-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE EFFECT OF THE
PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE
ON BONDS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT QUALI-
FIED SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION BONDS UP TO A CERTAIN AMOUNT
MAY BE SOLD AT PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SALE AT SUCH PRICE AS
DETERMINED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE ISSUER. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled153
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
   01/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McLeod,
T.R.Young, Kennedy, Vick, Edge, J.E.Smith, Harrell,
A.D.Young, Alexander, Neilson, Lucas, Merrill, Barfield,
Bales, Allen
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hodges
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-11
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   04/01/09 House Amended HJ-42
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-44
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-15
   05/19/09 Senate Polled out of committee Finance SJ-13
   05/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-13
   05/20/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 Senate Amended SJ-66
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-66
   05/21/09 Senate Amended SJ-36
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-36
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-122
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-6 HJ-122
   05/27/09 Ratified R 96
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/22/09 Act No. 68
H 3149  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-7-70 SO AS TO REQUIRE MUNICIPALITIES
THAT COLLECT WATER OR SEWER MAINTENANCE FEES TO USE
THESE FEES ONLY TO MAINTAIN THE WATER OR SEWER SERVICES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-66
H 3150  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-15-915 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT DURING THE
HOURS OF SEVEN A.M. TO NINE A.M., TWELVE O’CLOCK NOON
UNTIL TWO P.M., AND FOUR P.M. UNTIL SIX P.M., IN ORDER NOT TO
CAUSE A HAZARD TO PUBLIC VEHICULAR TRANSPORTATION, A
TRAIN IN A MUNICIPALITY MAY NOT BLOCK FOUR LANE INTERSEC-
TIONS FOR MORE THAN FIVE MINUTES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-67
H 3151  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO STUDENT
ENROLLED IN GRADES 7-12 MAY BE RETAINED IN HIS PRESENT
GRADE FOR THE NEXT SCHOOL YEAR EITHER AT HIS CURRENT
SCHOOL OR AT ANOTHER SCHOOL OTHER THAN FOR ACADEMIC OR
HEALTH REASONS WHICH ARE DOCUMENTED IN THE STUDENT’S
INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PLAN (IEP) OR IN OTHER RECORDS APPLI-
CABLE TO THE STUDENT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT HEALTH REASONS
DO NOT INCLUDE THOSE RELATING TO THE ATHLETIC ABILITIES OF
THE STUDENT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-67
H 3152  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and M.A. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHI-
CLE THAT IS APPROACHED BY AN AUTHORIZED EMERGENCY VEHI-
CLE MAKING USE OF AUDIBLE AND VISUAL SIGNALS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW A DRIVER OF A MOTOR VEHICLE
THAT IS APPROACHING CERTAIN PARKED AUTHORIZED EMER-
GENCY VEHICLES OR POLICE VEHICLES SHALL PROCEED, AND TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-67
H 3153  General Bill, By Harrison and Daning
Similar (S 0184)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-5670 AND 56-5-5945, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF A DEMOL-
ISHER WHO ACQUIRES A VEHICLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF WRECKING,
DISMANTLING, OR DEMOLITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PRO-
VISION ALSO APPLIES TO A DEMOLISHER WHO ACQUIRES PARTS OF
A VEHICLE WITH A TOTAL WEIGHT OF TWENTY-FIVE POUNDS OR
MORE FOR THE PURPOSE OF WRECKING, DISMANTLING, OR DEMOLI-
TION, TO PROVIDE THAT A DEMOLISHER MUST MAINTAIN IN HIS
RECORDS OF ALL VEHICLE’S HE ACQUIRES A PHOTOCOPY OF THE
PERSON’S IDENTIFICATION CARD FROM WHOM HE ACQUIRED THE
VEHICLE ALONG WITH THE YEAR, MAKE, AND IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER OF THE VEHICLE OR ANY OTHER IDENTIFYING FEATURES,
AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS OF BOTH PROVI-
SIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-27-10, RELATING TO CERTAIN
RECORDS THAT A PERSON WHO BUYS JUNK MUST MAINTAIN, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT FOR PURCHASES OF JUNK THAT CONSISTS OF
CERTAIN AMOUNTS OF SCRAP METAL OR VEHICLE PARTS, THE PER-
SON MUST MAINTAIN IN HIS RECORDS A PHOTOCOPY OF THE
SELLER’S PICTURE IDENTIFICATION CARD; AND TO AMEND SECTION
40-27-40, RELATING TO PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PUR-
CHASE OF JUNK, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-68
H 3154  General Bill, By Chalk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT “THE SOUTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL ASSESS-
MENT REFORM ACT OF 2009”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-217, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO REASSESSMENT OF REAL PROPERTY
EVERY FIVE YEARS, SO AS TO LIMIT A PROPERTY TAX INCREASE IN
THE YEAR OF IMPLEMENTATION OF REVISED AGRICULTURAL USE
STANDARDS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO ASSESSMENT RATIOS FOR CERTAIN PROPERTY CLASSIFICA-
TIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR UPDATED CRITERIA FOR
DETERMINING FAIR MARKET VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL USE PROP-
ERTY, TO REQUIRE THAT THE PROPERTY OWNERS REAPPLY FOR
AGRICULTURAL USE CLASSIFICATION EACH YEAR OF THE COUNTY-
WIDE APPRAISAL AND EQUALIZATION PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE APPLICATION OF THE ROLLBACK TAX TO CERTAIN AGRICUL-
TURAL PROPERTY BASED ON INCREASED VALUE, TO REQUIRE ROLL-
BACK TAXES TO BE PAID WITH THE DEED TRANSFERRING REAL154
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPROPERTY WHERE THE INCREASE IN VALUE MEETS CERTAIN CRITE-
RIA, TO LIMIT APPLICATION OF THE ROLLBACK TAX TO THAT PROP-
ERTY AT A LATER DATE, AND TO EXEMPT FROM THE ROLLBACK TAX
PROPERTY SOLD AT A FORECLOSURE SALE FOR SPECIFIED REASONS
AND UNDER SPECIFIED CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-
230, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “AGRICUL-
TURAL REAL PROPERTY” FOR PURPOSES OF PROPERTY TAX REAS-
SESSMENT AND EQUALIZATION, SO AS TO DEFINE MORE FULLY
“AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY”, INCLUDING THE REQUIREMENT
THAT THE AGRICULTURAL USE BE A COMMERCIAL USE AND TO
PROVIDE FOR EVIDENCE OF COMMERCIAL USE; TO AMEND SECTION
12-43-232, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO OTHER CRITERIA FOR AGRI-
CULTURAL USE PROPERTY, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT TIMBERLAND
PROPERTY MUST BE TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OR MORE AND TO DELETE
THE PROVISION ALLOWING A NONTIMBERLAND TRACT THAT FAILS
TO MEET THE ACREAGE OR INCOME CRITERIA TO RETAIN THE AGRI-
CULTURAL USE CLASSIFICATION SO LONG AS IT HAS REMAINED IN
THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY SINCE THAT CLASSIFICATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-43-260, RELATING TO A COUNTY’S COMPLIANCE WITH
THE PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION PROVISIONS AND BY ADDING SEC-
TION 12-4-525, BOTH SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF REVE-
NUE TO REVIEW APPEALS OF PROPERTY CLASSIFICATIONS AND
AUDIT SAMPLE REASSESSMENTS SO AS TO ASSURE ACCURATE
RESULTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-340, RELATING TO PENAL-
TIES FOR FALSELY CLAIMING AGRICULTURAL USE PROPERTY, SO AS
TO MAKE THE PENALTY TEN DOLLARS FOR EACH ACRE FALSELY
CLAIMED.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-69
H 3155  Joint Resolution, By Chalk
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO CLASSIFICATIONS OF PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF AD
VALOREM TAXATION, SO AS TO ADD A CLASSIFICATION, WITH AN
ASSESSMENT OF TWO PERCENT OF ITS FAIR MARKET VALUE, FOR A
LARGE UNDEVELOPED TRACT OF LAND THAT DOES NOT QUALIFY
FOR CLASSIFICATION AS AGRICULTURAL USE PROPERTY.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-70
H 3156  General Bill, By Brady
Similar (S 0088)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-35-52 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A TWENTY-
FIVE PERCENT SET-ASIDE FOR GOVERNMENTAL BODIES AND LOCAL
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS SUBJECT TO THE STATE CONSOLIDATED
PROCUREMENT CODE FOR CONTRACTS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY
PREFERABLE GOODS OR SERVICES ENTERED INTO OUTSIDE OF THE
PROCUREMENT CODE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 11-35-1522 SO AS
TO PROVIDE FOR A FIVE PERCENT PREFERENCE FOR VENDORS OF
ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE GOODS OR SERVICES IN CONNEC-
TION WITH COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENTS SUBJECT TO THE STATE
CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-70
H 3157  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-150, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPLICATION FOR LICENSURE AS A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
BOARD OF FINANCIAL ADVISORS NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF THE SEC-
RETARY OF STATE OF THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF EACH LICENSEE;
TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-160, RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS FOR
LICENSURE AS A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICE, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE APPLICANT MAY NOT PLACE A LICENSED LOCATION
WITHIN A THREE-MILE RADIUS OF AN EXISTING LICENSED LOCA-
TION OR THE LOCATION OF A CHECK-CASHING SERVICE; TO AMEND
SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR PRESENTMENT OR DEPOSIT, SO AS TO LIMIT THE
AGGREGATE TOTAL OF ADVANCED MONIES TO ONE CUSTOMER IN
ANY THIRTY-ONE DAY PERIOD TO THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-190, RELATING TO BOOKS, ACCOUNTS,
AND RECORDS OF A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICE, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THEY MUST BE ACCESSIBLE BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-71
H 3158  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 79 OF TITLE 44, AS AMENDED, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, THE “PHYSICAL FITNESS SER-
VICES ACT”, SO AS TO DELETE A TANNING CENTER AND MARTIAL
ARTS STUDIO FROM ITS APPLICABILITY, PROVIDE FOR PERMANENT
CLOSURE OF A SUBJECT FACILITY AS AN EVENT ALLOWING CAN-
CELLATION OF A CONTRACT, DEFINE “PERMANENT CLOSURE”, PRO-
VIDE FOR RETURN OF UNEARNED PAYMENTS AND ANY EVIDENCE
OF INDEBTEDNESS TO THE CANCELING CUSTOMER, THAT A SUB-
JECT CONTRACT MUST NOT BE SOLD OR ASSIGNED WITHOUT THE
CUSTOMER’S CONSENT OR REQUIRE A CUSTOMER TO AFFIRMA-
TIVELY CANCEL THE CONTRACT TO STOP AUTOMATIC RENEWAL,
THAT A CONTRACT MAY BE ON A MONTH-TO-MONTH BASIS AND
MAY BE PAID FOR BY AUTOMATIC DEBITS SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIM-
ITATIONS,  THAT A SUBJECT CONTRACT IS VOIDABLE BY THE CUS-
TOMER IF THE FACILITY FAILS TO OBTAIN THE REQUISITE
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY, AND THAT THE PROVISIONS ARE
ENFORCEABLE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS AND
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-71
H 3159  General Bill, By Gunn and Wylie
Similar (S 0015, S 0047, S 0087, S 0113)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-175 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A COMMON
DATABASE OF DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTIONS IMPLE-
MENTED BY THE CONSUMER FINANCE DIVISION OF THE BOARD OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND ACCESSIBLE TO DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT PROVIDERS TO VERIFY IF AN APPLICANT HAS AN EXIST-
ING OR RECENTLY TERMINATED DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
TRANSACTION FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY TO
ENTER INTO A NEW TRANSACTION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE INFORMA-
TION REQUIRED, AND TO ALLOW A FEE UP TO ONE DOLLAR FOR
SUBMITTED DATA; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-205 SO AS TO PRO-
HIBIT MISLEADING ADVERTISING ON THE PREMISES OF A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDER; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-
270 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A NEW DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION WITH A PERSON WHO HAS AN EXISTING TRANSACTION, AN
EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN, OR HAS ENDED A TRANSACTION EAR-
LIER THAN SEVEN DAYS FROM APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE FURTHER
FOR THE SUBMISSION OF AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION IN THE155
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCOMMON DATABASE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR A FEE AND FOR CONFI-
DENTIALITY; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-280 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN FOR PAYMENT OF AN OUTSTANDING
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION AND THE REQUIRED
TERMS; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-290 SO AS TO REQUIRE AN
ANNUAL REPORT OF THESE TRANSACTIONS BY THE BOARD OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND
SECTION 34-39-130, RELATING TO LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS IN
CONNECTION WITH A PERSON ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT BUSINESS
IN THIS STATE WITHOUT A LICENSE, TO FURTHER DIFFERENTIATE
BETWEEN A PERSON REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED AND A BONA FIDE
STATE OR FEDERALLY CHARTERED BANK, THRIFT, SAVINGS ASSOCI-
ATION, OR CREDIT UNION, AND TO REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH
STATE AND FEDERAL LAW WHEN ACTING FOR A THIRD PARTY
LENDER; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-150, RELATING TO APPLICATION
FOR LICENSURE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE APPLICATION FEE AND
ANNUAL RENEWAL FEE FROM TWO HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS TO
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS AND THE MULTIPLE LOCATION FEE FROM
FIFTY DOLLARS TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SECTION
34-39-170, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON THE ADVANCEMENT OF
MONIES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER FOR
AUTOMATIC PAYMENT OF A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS
AND REQUIREMENTS FOR A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSAC-
TION, SO AS TO LIMIT THE TOTAL AMOUNT ADVANCED TO THE
LESSER OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS OR TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF
THE CUSTOMER’S GROSS INCOME DURING THE LOAN PERIOD, TO
REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF THE NATURE OF THE TRANSACTION AND
THE CUSTOMER’S RIGHTS, TO PROHIBIT A LOAN TO A PERSON WHO
IS ENGAGED IN AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR FORMS FOR CALCULATION OF PERMISSIBLE LOAN AMOUNTS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-200, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON
LICENSEES, SO AS TO REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH LAW WHEN ACT-
ING FOR A THIRD-PARTY LENDER.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-73
H 3160  General Bill, By Harrison, Battle and Littlejohn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-680, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL PUR-
CHASE OF NONFERROUS METALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO TRANSPORT NONFERROUS METALS
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES UNLESS THE PERSON POSSESSES
A BILL OF SALE SIGNED BY CERTAIN DESIGNATED RETAIL, WHOLE-
SALE, OR DEALERS OF CERTAIN METALS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
H 3161  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-660, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFICE OF MOTOR
VEHICLE HEARINGS WITHIN THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THE OFFICE OF MOTOR VEHICLE HEARINGS TO
EMPLOY CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-2952, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FILING
FEE TO REQUEST AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE FILING FEE FROM ONE HUNDRED FIFTY TO TWO
HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS AND PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE FILING FEE FUNDS COLLECTED.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-61
   03/05/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Funderburk, JE Smith, Sell-
ers, JH Neal, Miller, RL Brown, AD Young, Allison,
Erickson, Huggins, Bingham, Haley, Hardwick, McEach-
ern, Ott, and Kennedy HJ-19
   03/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   03/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-64  Nays-43 HJ-29
   03/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-30
   03/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
H 3162  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Clemmons and Mack
Similar (S 0197)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 11, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
CHIEF JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2016; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, TO FILL
THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2012; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE
30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2015; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 7, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 9, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM
THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,156
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS2016; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN CHIEF JUDGE OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE
30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 4, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED
TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL
TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-106
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-108
   01/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-10
   01/15/09 House Adopted HJ-434
   01/15/09 House Sent to the Senate HJ-434
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced SJ-16
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
H 3163  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-25-5, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MUNICIPAL
COURTS BY ORDINANCE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COUNCIL OF EACH
MUNICIPALITY TO ESTABLISH A MUNICIPAL COURT, EMPLOY ONE
OR MORE FULL-TIME MUNICIPAL JUDGES, AND MAINTAIN NORMAL
BUSINESS HOURS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 14-25-25, RELATING TO
THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF MUNICIPAL JUDGES AND THE
PROCEDURE FOR FILLING VACANCIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE A MUNICI-
PAL JUDGE TO BE A RESIDENT OF THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE
MUNICIPALITY IS LOCATED.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 3164  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Daning, Wylie, Toole, Bingham, Horne
and Cato
Similar (S 0248)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-95, SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
UNLAWFULLY PROVIDING BEER OR WINE TO A PERSON UNDER THE
AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHEN DEATH RESULTS AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY; AND BY ADDING SECTION 61-6-4083 SO AS TO CREATE THE
OFFENSE OF UNLAWFULLY PROVIDING ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TO A
PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHEN DEATH RESULTS
AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole, Bing-
ham
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cato
H 3165  General Bill, By King
Similar (H 3412)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE FAMILY
COURT, INCLUDING JURISDICTION TO ORDER VISITATION FOR
GRANDPARENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE COURT FINDS
THAT THE CHILD’S PARENTS ARE DEPRIVING THE GRANDPARENT
VISITATION WITH THE CHILD AND THAT IT IS IN THE CHILD’S BEST
INTEREST TO HAVE VISITATION WITH THE GRANDPARENT, THE
COURT MAY ORDER VISITATION UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 3166  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Delleney, G.R. Smith, Clemmons,
Parker, Bingham, Gullick, T.R. Young and Toole
Similar (S 0206, H 3853)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM “NO
PAROLE OFFENSE”, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION TO INCLUDE
CLASS D, E, AND F FELONIES, CLASS A, B, AND C MISDEMEANORS,
AND OFFENSES CLASSIFIED AS EXEMPT WHICH ARE PUNISHABLE
BY A MAXIMUM TERM OF IMPRISONMENT OF ONE YEAR OR MORE,
TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS FOUND GUILTY OF, OR PLEADS
GUILTY OR NOLO CONTENDRE TO, A “NO PAROLE OFFENSE” IS NOT
ELIGIBLE FOR EARLY RELEASE FROM INCARCERATION UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION RELATED
TO THE  YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ACT; AND BY ADDING CHAPTER 29
TO TITLE 14 SO AS TO ENACT THE “MIDDLE COURT PROCESSES ACT”,
TO REQUIRE THE CREATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF A MIDDLE
COURT PROCESS IN EACH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT BY THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT, POWERS, AND
DUTIES OF A MIDDLE COURT JUDGE, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS
FOR AN OFFENDER TO QUALIFY FOR ADMISSION TO A MIDDLE
COURT PROCESS, AND TO REQUIRE FUNDING OF THE MIDDLE
COURT PROCESS BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE JUDICIAL
DEPARTMENT, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE, AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gullick
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 3167  General Bill, By Whipper, Harrison, Brady, Littlejohn and H.B.
Brown
Similar (S 0426)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 20-1-110 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COMMON
LAW MARRIAGE IN THE STATE MAY NOT BE RECOGNIZED ON AND
AFTER JANUARY 1, 2010, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR A
COMMON LAW MARRIAGE EXISTING AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2009; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 20-1-360 RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF A MAR-
RIAGE CONTRACTED WITHOUT THE ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
H 3168  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-78-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TORT CLAIMS
ACT AND INSTITUTING AN ACTION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CER-
TAIN CAUSES OF ACTION MUST BE FILED IN MAGISTRATES COURT;
TO AMEND SECTION 15-78-120, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON LIA-
BILITY, THE PROHIBITION AGAINST THE RECOVERY OF CERTAIN
DAMAGES, AND THE REQUIREMENT OF AN ATTORNEY’S SIGNATURE
ON CERTAIN DOCUMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE
AGENCY OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION MAY BE REPRESENTED BY
CERTAIN DELINEATED REPRESENTATIVES; AND TO AMEND SECTION
22-3-20, RELATING TO CIVIL ACTIONS IN WHICH A MAGISTRATE
DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary157
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
H 3169  General Bill, By Whipper
Similar (S 0041)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 18 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN A PERSON BECAUSE OF HIS RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
SEX, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 16-11-510 AND 16-11-520, RELATING TO MALICIOUS
INJURY TO PERSONAL AND REAL PROPERTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE
PENALTIES FOR MALICIOUS INJURY TO REAL PROPERTY OFFENSES
AND TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR PERSONS WHO
MALICIOUSLY INJURE PERSONAL OR REAL PROPERTY OF ANOTHER
PERSON WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR THREATEN
THAT PERSON.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
H 3170  Joint Resolution, By Gunn, Wylie, Hart, Loftis, R.L. Brown,
Whipper and King
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE JOINT ELECTRONIC HEALTH
INFORMATION STUDY COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE THE FEASIBILITY
OF INCREASING THE USE OF HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND ELECTRONIC PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE STUDY COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP, AND TO REQUIRE THE
STUDY COMMITTEE TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDA-
TIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2010, AT
WHICH TIME THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS ABOLISHED.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-76
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hart, Loftis
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown,
Whipper
   02/18/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). GR Smith, Delleney, Beding-
field, Hamilton, JR Smith, Allison, Parker, Owens, TR
Young, and Duncan HJ-27
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   02/24/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, February 25, 2009 HJ-
48
   02/26/09 House Amended HJ-21
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-13 HJ-24
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-24
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-11
H 3171  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, H.B. Brown, E.H. Pitts, Williams and
Jefferson
Similar (S 0155)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 63 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“MILITARY PARENT EQUAL PROTECTION ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT A
MILITARY PARENT’S MILITARY SERVICE SHALL NOT BE CONSID-
ERED A CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCE FOR PURPOSES OF CHILD CUS-
TODY AND VISITATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CUSTODIAL
NONMILITARY PARENT MUST REASONABLY ACCOMMODATE THE
MILITARY PARENT’S LEAVE SCHEDULE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FAM-
ILY COURT MAY HOLD AN EXPEDITED TEMPORARY HEARING TO
ENSURE THAT THE MILITARY PARENT HAS ACCESS TO A MINOR
CHILD, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN INCREASE OR DECREASE IN
EARNING CAPACITY DUE TO MILITARY SERVICE IS NOT CONSID-
ERED A PERMANENT CHANGE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 15-1-340 SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SERVICE MEMBER ENTITLED TO A STAY
PURSUANT TO THE SERVICE MEMBERS CIVIL RELIEF ACT MAY SEEK
RELIEF AND PROVIDE TESTIMONY BY ELECTRONIC MEANS UNDER
CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-77
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams, Jef-
ferson
   02/12/09 House Amended HJ-32
   02/12/09 House Read second time HJ-33
   02/12/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-33
   02/13/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 3172  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-27-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CIVIL ACTIONS AGAINST AN
EMPLOYING PUBLIC BODY FOR RETALIATION AGAINST AN
EMPLOYEE WHO REPORTS A VIOLATION OF STATE OR FEDERAL LAW
OR REGULATION, SO AS TO CHANGE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF
ACTUAL DAMAGES AN EMPLOYEE MAY RECOVER FROM FIFTEEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS TO THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
AND TO REMOVE THE LIMIT ON THE AMOUNT OF ATTORNEY FEES
THAT A COURT MAY AWARD.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-77
H 3173  General Bill, By Miller, Battle and H.B. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF CAM-
PAIGN PRACTICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANYTHING OF VALUE
GIVEN TO MAKE COMMUNICATIONS MORE THAN FORTY-FIVE DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION TO INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME OF AN
ELECTED OFFICE IS SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTIONS 8-13-
1302 AND 8-13-1308.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-78
H 3174  General Bill, By Toole and Brady
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-5-32 SO AS TO MAKE IT AN UNFAIR TRADE
PRACTICE TO ADVERTISE A PRICE FOR A PRODUCT THAT REFLECTS
A DISCOUNT REQUIRING A BUYER TO SUBMIT A COUPON TO THE
MANUFACTURER FOR A CASH REBATE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE
ADVERTISED PRICE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR A CIVIL CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry158
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-78
H 3175  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, G.M. Smith and Bedingfield
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADMISSION TO A CHAR-
TER SCHOOL, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ENROLLMENT PRIORITY MAY
BE GIVEN TO A SIBLING OF A PUPIL ALREADY ENROLLED IN THE
CHARTER SCHOOL WHO HAS ATTENDED THE SCHOOL FOR ONE
YEAR OR MORE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-78
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-5
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   02/24/09 House Amended HJ-29
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-30
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-12
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-20
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3176  General Bill, By G.R. Smith and Wylie
A BILL AN ACT TO PROVIDE THAT THE GREENVILLE COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY NOT DENY A CHARTER SCHOOL, CHARTER
SCHOOL TEACHER, OR CHARTER SCHOOL STUDENT ANYTHING
THAT IS OTHERWISE AVAILABLE TO A PUBLIC SCHOOL, PUBLIC
SCHOOL TEACHER, OR PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENT; TO PROVIDE THAT
THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OF A CHARTER SCHOOL IN GREEN-
VILLE COUNTY MAY NOT CHARGE RENT TO A CHARTER SCHOOL
THAT WAS CONVERTED FROM AN EXISTING PUBLIC SCHOOL; TO
PROVIDE THAT A CHARTER SCHOOL MAY APPLY FOR GRANTS ON
ITS OWN; TO PROVIDE THAT A TEACHER IN A CHARTER SCHOOL IN
GREENVILLE COUNTY MAY BE NOMINATED AND CONSIDERED AS A
CANDIDATE FOR TEACHER OF THE YEAR; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A
STUDENT AT A CHARTER SCHOOL IN GREENVILLE COUNTY MAY
RECEIVE A LAURA BROWN FUND GRANT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Greenville Delegation
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Greenville Delegation HJ-79
H 3177  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Stringer and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-40-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LOCAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY NOT DENY A CHARTER SCHOOL, CHARTER
SCHOOL TEACHER, OR CHARTER SCHOOL STUDENT ANYTHING
THAT IS OTHERWISE AVAILABLE TO A PUBLIC SCHOOL, PUBLIC
SCHOOL TEACHER, OR PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENT; TO PROVIDE THAT
A LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OF A CHARTER SCHOOL MAY NOT
CHARGE RENT TO A CHARTER SCHOOL THAT WAS CONVERTED
FROM AN EXISTING PUBLIC SCHOOL; TO PROVIDE THAT A CHARTER
SCHOOL MAY APPLY FOR GRANTS ON ITS OWN; TO PROVIDE THAT A
TEACHER IN A CHARTER SCHOOL MAY BE NOMINATED AND CON-
SIDERED AS A CANDIDATE FOR TEACHER OF THE YEAR; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT A STUDENT AT A CHARTER SCHOOL MAY RECEIVE A
LAURA BROWN FUND GRANT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-79
H 3178  General Bill, By Littlejohn and Allison
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-112-140 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE MAY OFFER IN-STATE
TUITION TO A STUDENT WHO IS A LEGAL RESIDENT OF RUTHER-
FORD COUNTY, POLK COUNTY, HENDERSON COUNTY, OR TRANSYL-
VANIA COUNTY AS LONG AS THE NORTH CAROLINA HIGHER
EDUCATION GOVERNING AUTHORITY OFFERS IN-STATE TUITION TO
A STUDENT WHO IS A LEGAL RESIDENT OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY
OR GREENVILLE COUNTY.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-79
H 3179  General Bill, By Cooper, Battle, H.B. Brown, Funderburk, Hodges,
T.R. Young, Vick, Hardwick, Clemmons and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-10-400 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CARO-
LINA FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM ACT”, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CRE-
ATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA FARM TO SCHOOL PROGRAM, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF ITS DIRECTOR, AND TO ESTABLISH A
WEBSITE DEDICATED TO PROGRAM INITIATIVES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-80
   01/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hodges
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/19/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   02/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Vick
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hardwick,
Clemmons
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-119
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-146
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-62  Nays-1 HJ-146
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-148
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-12
H 3180  General Bill, By Govan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-425, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BEGINNING AND LENGTH OF THE
SCHOOL TERM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY
PROPOSE AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL SCHEDULE PLAN THAT  PRO-
VIDES FOR THE OPERATION OF SCHOOLS ON A FOUR-DAY WEEKLY
CALENDAR.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-80
H 3181  General Bill, By Clemmons, Chalk, E.H. Pitts and Ballentine
Similar (S 0175, S 0395, H 3724)159
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 20, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT OF
1977, SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH WEIGHTINGS USED
TO PROVIDE FOR RELATIVE COST DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STU-
DENTS ARE DETERMINED, REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH SCHOOL
DISTRICT FUNDING UNDER THIS ACT IS DISTRIBUTED, INCLUDING
ELIMINATING THE INDEX OF TAXPAYING ABILITY, RENAMING “BASE
STUDENT COST” AS “WEIGHTED STUDENT COST”, AND MODIFYING
THE FORMULA FOR COMPUTING WEIGHTED STUDENT COST, AND TO
REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEGINNING WITH FISCAL YEAR
2010-2011 TO PROVIDE ALLOCATIONS TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS BASED
ON THE FULL AMOUNT OF WEIGHTED STUDENT COST DETERMINED
UNDER THIS CHAPTER; TO ADD ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 69, TITLE 59
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALLOCATIONS MADE TO SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS UNDER THE EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT ACT MUST BE DIS-
BURSED DIRECTLY TO INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS WITHOUT REGARD TO
DESIGNATED PURPOSE IN THE SAME MANNER AND FORMULA AS
CONTAINED IN THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT, AND TO REPEAL SEC-
TIONS 4-10-810 AND 59-21-1030 RELATING TO THE LEVEL OF FINAN-
CIAL EFFORT PER PUPIL REQUIRED OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-80
   01/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Chalk
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
H 3182  General Bill, By J.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-850, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMPENSATION OF A GUARDIAN AD
LITEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PARTY WHO IS INDIGENT MAY NOT BE
REQUIRED TO PAY A GUARDIAN AD LITEM FEE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
H 3183  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 15-29-110 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE PUBLICATION
OF A CERTAIN PUBLIC NOTICE, LEGAL NOTICE, OR ADVERTISEMENT
THROUGH A PUBLIC NOTICE WEBSITE, AND TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN
REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR A PUBLIC NOTICE WEBSITE
PROVIDER.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
H 3184  General Bill, By Viers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-147 SO AS TO REQUIRE A RETAIL FOOD
ESTABLISHMENT SEMI-ANNUALLY SCREEN ITS EMPLOYEES TO
DETERMINE IF AN EMPLOYEE HAS A COMMUNICABLE DISEASE
THAT CAN BE TRANSMITTED BY FOOD OR CARRIES AN ORGANISM
THAT CAUSES A COMMUNICABLE DISEASE THAT CAN BE CARRIED
BY FOOD, MAY NOT EMPLOY SUCH A PERSON IN A MANNER IN
WHICH THERE IS A LIKELIHOOD OF THE PERSON CONTAMINATING
FOOD OR FOOD-CONTACT SURFACES WITH PATHOGENIC ORGAN-
ISMS OR TRANSMITTING A COMMUNICABLE DISEASE TO OTHER
PEOPLE, AND TO MAINTAIN DOCUMENTATION OF ITS EMPLOYEE
SCREENING RESULTS FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 45-4-40, RELATING TO STANDARDS FOR FOOD PRODUCTS AND
HYGIENE PRACTICES FOR INNKEEPERS AND EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE AN INNKEEPER SEMI-ANNUALLY MUST SCREEN HIS
EMPLOYEES AND HIMSELF TO DETERMINE IF AN EMPLOYEE OR HE
HAS A COMMUNICABLE DISEASE THAT CAN BE TRANSMITTED BY
FOOD OR CARRIES AN ORGANISM THAT CAUSES A COMMUNICABLE
DISEASE THAT CAN BE CARRIED BY FOOD, MAY NOT EMPLOY SUCH
A PERSON IN A MANNER IN WHICH THERE IS A LIKELIHOOD OF THE
PERSON CONTAMINATING FOOD OR FOOD-CONTACT SURFACES
WITH PATHOGENIC ORGANISMS OR TRANSMITTING A COMMUNICA-
BLE DISEASE TO OTHER PEOPLE OR ACT IN SUCH A MANNER HIM-
SELF, AND SHALL MAINTAIN DOCUMENTATION OF ITS EMPLOYEE
SCREENING RESULTS FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-82
H 3185  General Bill, By Viers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-29-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REPORTING OF CERTAIN
CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SHALL
INCLUDE THE PARASITE CYSTICERCOSIS AMONG THE DISEASES IT
CONSIDERS CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS, DESIGNATES FOR MAN-
DATORY REPORTING BY PHYSICIANS, AND OTHERWISE REPORTS IN
THE OFFICIAL LIST OF REPORTABLE CONDITIONS ISSUED BY THE
BUREAU OF DISEASE CONTROL.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-82
H 3186  General Bill, By Chalk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 70 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO CREATE THE LICEN-
SURE OF IN-HOME CARE PROVIDER ACT, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFI-
NITIONS; TO PROVIDE AN IN-HOME CARE PROVIDER MUST APPLY
FOR AND OBTAIN A LICENSE ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; TO PROVIDE THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL PROMULGATE REGULATIONS FOR THE LICEN-
SURE OF AN IN-HOME CARE PROVIDER, INCLUDING SPECIFIC REGU-
LATIONS; TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC FEATURES OF AN IN-HOME CARE
PROVIDER LICENSE; AND TO PROVIDE A FEE ESTABLISHED BY THIS
CHAPTER MUST BE REMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT IN A SEPARATE
AND DISTINCT ACCOUNT AND EXCLUSIVELY MUST BE USED TO
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-82
H 3187 (Rat # 0097, Act #  0040)  General Bill, By Chalk and Willis
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 29-5-26 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERSON WHO PRO-
VIDES CERTAIN LANDSCAPE SERVICES MAY HAVE A MECHANICS’
LIEN ON THE REAL ESTATE WHERE THE LANDSCAPE SERVICES
WERE PROVIDED, AND TO DEFINE LANDSCAPE SERVICES; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 29-5-15 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE MANNER BY WHICH A
CONTRACTOR MUST FILE A MECHANICS’ LIEN AND A PENALTY FOR
FILING A FRIVOLOUS MECHANICS’ LIEN; TO AMEND SECTION 29-5-
120, RELATING TO THE DISSOLUTION OF LIENS NOT TIMELY
BROUGHT, SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH A
MECHANICS’ LIEN MAY BE RELEASED BY A COURT; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-59-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LICENSE REQUIRE-160
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMENTS, ENFORCEMENT OF CONTRACTS, AND RESTRAINING
ORDERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR FAILING TO REGISTER
WITH THE COMMISSION BEFORE ENGAGING OR OFFERING TO
ENGAGE IN THE BUSINESS OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, AMONG
OTHER THINGS. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-83
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-83
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-6
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-31
   02/24/09 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-2 HJ-31
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-12
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-21
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   04/29/09 Senate Amended SJ-24
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-23
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-44
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-111 Nays-0 HJ-44
   05/27/09 Ratified R 97
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 40
H 3188  General Bill, By Skelton, Littlejohn and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-43-395 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERSON MAY
EXPLORE THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF DRILLING AND PRODUC-
ING OIL OR NATURAL GAS IN THE ATLANTIC OCEAN WITHIN THE
TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF THIS STATE BY SURVEYING A PRO-
SPECTIVE OFFSHORE DRILLING AND PRODUCTION SITE, IF HE
OBTAINS AN APPLICABLE EXPLORATION PERMIT FROM THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL, AND TO PROVIDE A PERSON WHO CONSEQUENTLY DEMON-
STRATES THIS ECONOMIC VIABILITY TO THE DEPARTMENT MAY
DRILL FOR AND PRODUCE OIL OR NATURAL GAS AT THAT SITE, SUB-
JECT TO CERTAIN PERMITTING AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-83
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-83
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3189  General Bill, By Kirsh and H.B. Brown
Similar (H 3090)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1314, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBU-
TION LIMITS AND RESTRICTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CLOSELY-HELD
BUSINESS ENTITIES UNDER SHARED CONTROL MUST BE HELD TO A
SINGLE, MAXIMUM AGGREGATE CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION LIMIT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-83
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-83
H 3190  General Bill, By Delleney
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO JURISDICTION OF FAMILY COURT AND
PROBATE COURT, SO AS TO PROVIDE FAMILY COURT HAS EXCLU-
SIVE JURISDICTION TO INTERPRET A PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT, AND
MAY APPROVE A PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT PRIOR TO A MARRIAGE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-83
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-84
H 3191  General Bill, By Harrison, Wylie and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-70, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REVIEW OF CHARTER
SCHOOL APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LOCAL SCHOOL
BOARD MUST PUBLISH NOTICE OF A PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE
APPROVAL OF A PROPOSED CHARTER SCHOOL TO BE HELD WITHIN
THIRTY DAYS OF RECEIPT OF THE APPLICATION, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE CHARTER SCHOOL MAY BE REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL,
MAY PRESENT EVIDENCE, AND MAY CROSS EXAMINE WITNESSES AT
THE HEARING.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-84
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-84
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3192  General Bill, By Rice, Allison, Stringer, Harrison, Merrill, E.H. Pitts
and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 24 TO TITLE 1 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA SUNSET COMMISSION AND A SUNSET REVIEW DIVISION
OF THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL, TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES
PROVIDING FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE PROGRAMS OF CER-
TAIN AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT MUST
BE EVALUATED TO DETERMINE IF THEY SHOULD BE CONTINUED IN
EXISTENCE, MODIFIED, OR TERMINATED, AND TO ESTABLISH THE
PROCEDURES BY WHICH THESE PROGRAMS MUST BE CONTINUED,
MODIFIED, OR TERMINATED.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-84
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-84
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3193  General Bill, By Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-79-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CREDIT CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS FOR
PHYSICAL FITNESS SERVICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A CONTRACT IS
NOT REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN PERSONAL TRAINING SERVICES REN-
DERED ON AN HOURLY BASIS UNLESS PART OF A PACKAGE OF ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS OR MORE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-84
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-85
H 3194  General Bill, By Duncan, Sottile, Stringer, Harrison, Littlejohn,
M.A. Pitts, Bingham, Hamilton, E.H. Pitts and Owens
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-43-397 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM OFF-
SHORE DRILLING, TO PROVIDE PORTIONS OF LEASE OR ROYALTY
PAYMENTS PAID BY PERSONS PERMITTED TO ENGAGE IN OFFSHORE
DRILLING IN THE ATLANTIC OCEAN WITHIN THE TERRITORIAL161
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSWATERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND THAT ACCRUE TO THE BENEFIT
OF THIS STATE MUST BE ALLOCATED AND EXPENDED IN A CERTAIN
MANNER.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-85
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts,
Owens
H 3195  General Bill, By R.L. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-506 SO AS TO PROVIDE IT IS ILLEGAL FOR
A PERSON ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF SELLING TOBACCO PROD-
UCTS TO SHIP OR TRANSPORT A CIGARETTE TO A PERSON IN THIS
STATE WHO IS NOT A LAWFUL RECIPIENT, TO DEFINE A LAWFUL
RECIPIENT, TO REQUIRE PROOF OF AGE BY A LAWFUL RECIPIENT,
AND TO IMPOSE CIVIL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-85
H 3196  General Bill, By A.D. Young, Harrison, M.A. Pitts, Umphlett,
Merrill, Vick and Duncan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROCESS OF DETERMINING JUDICIAL
CANDIDATES BY THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, SO
AS TO REMOVE THE LIMITATION THAT THE COMMISSION MAY NOM-
INATE ONLY THREE CANDIDATES, AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE COM-
MISSION INSTEAD RELEASE A LIST OF THE NAMES OF ALL
CANDIDATES THE COMMISSION FINDS QUALIFIED FOR OFFICE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-85
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Vick
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duncan
H 3197  General Bill, By Lucas and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUPERVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL BY THE BOARD OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SO AS TO DELETE REFER-
ENCES TO THE BOARD AND INSTEAD PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT
MUST BE MANAGED AND OPERATED BY A DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY
THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE
AND SUBJECT TO REMOVAL BY THE GOVERNOR; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 44-1-40, 44-1-50, AS AMENDED, 44-1-60, 44-1-70, 44-1-80, AS
AMENDED, 44-1-280, 44-2-130, AS AMENDED, 44-7-130, 44-7-150, 44-7-
180, 44-7-190, 44-7-200, 44-7-210, 44-7-220, 44-7-230, 44-7-320, 44-7-370, 44-
29-150, 44-29-210, 44-53-280, 44-53-290, 44-53-310, 44-53-360, AS
AMENDED, 44-53-740, 44-55-20, 44-55-30, 44-55-40, 44-55-45, 44-55-50, 44-
55-60, 44-55-70, 44-55-120, AS AMENDED, 44-55-2320, 44-55-2360, 44-56-
20, 44-56-30, 44-56-100, 44-56-130, 44-56-440, AS AMENDED, 44-61-20, AS
AMENDED, 44-61-30, AS AMENDED, 44-61-40, AS AMENDED, 44-61-50,
AS AMENDED, 44-61-60, AS AMENDED, 44-61-70, AS AMENDED, 44-61-
80, AS AMENDED, 44-61-130, AS AMENDED, 44-61-150, AS AMENDED,
44-63-110, 44-67-30, 44-67-40, 44-67-120, 44-69-20, 44-69-30, 44-69-50, 44-71-
20, 44-75-20, 44-75-30, 44-75-40, 44-89-30, 44-93-20, 44-93-150, 44-96-100,
44-96-440, 44-96-450, 48-2-340, 48-18-20, 48-39-280, 48-43-10, 48-43-30, 48-
43-50, 48-43-60, 48-43-510, AND 48-55-10, ALL RELATING TO VARIOUS
DEPARTMENT PROVISIONS, SO AS TO CONFORM THEM TO THE
REPLACEMENT OF THE BOARD WITH THE DIRECTOR.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-86
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
H 3198  General Bill, By Delleney, Nanney, Simrill, G.R. Smith, G.M. Smith,
Lucas, Cooper, Stringer, Owens, Bingham, Hamilton, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Hiott,
Littlejohn and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-330, AS AMENDED CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PREREQUISITES FOR THE
PERFORMANCE OF AN ABORTION, INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED,
CERTIFICATION, WAITING PERIOD, SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR
MINORS OR MENTALLY INCOMPETENT PERSONS, RETENTION OF
RECORDS, AND UNAVAILABILITY OF RECORDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A PHYSICIAN WHO PERFORMS AN ULTRASOUND PRIOR TO
PERFORMING AN ABORTION MUST INFORM THE WOMAN OF THE
PROBABLE GESTATIONAL AGE OF THE EMBRYO OR FETUS AND
THAT THE WOMAN HAS THE RIGHT TO VIEW THE ULTRASOUND
IMAGES; TO PROVIDE THAT UPON REQUEST THE PHYSICIAN MUST
SHOW THE IMAGES TO THE WOMAN AND PROVIDE A MEDICAL
EXPLANATION OF THE IMAGES, INCLUDING THE PRESENCE OF
ORGANS AND EXTERNAL MEMBERS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
WOMAN MUST CERTIFY IN WRITING BEFORE THE ABORTION IS PER-
FORMED THAT SHE HAS BEEN INFORMED OF HER RIGHT TO VIEW
THE IMAGES; TO PROVIDE THAT AN ABORTION MAY NOT BE PER-
FORMED SOONER THAN ONE HOUR AFTER AN ULTRASOUND IS PER-
FORMED; TO PROVIDE THAT THE PARENTS OF AN UNEMANCIPATED
MINOR MUST MAKE THE CERTIFICATION REGARDING, AMONG
OTHER THINGS, THE RIGHT TO VIEW ULTRASOUND IMAGES; AND TO
FURTHER PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO VIEWING
ULTRASOUND IMAGES DO NOT APPLY TO A PERSON ADJUDICATED
TO BE INCOMPETENT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-340, RELATING
TO MATERIALS THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL MUST PUBLISH REGARDING ABORTIONS AND
ASSISTANCE FOR PREGNANT WOMEN, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE
MATERIAL INCLUDE A LIST OF FACILITIES THAT PROVIDE ULTRA-
SOUNDS FREE OF CHARGE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-87
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts,
Rice, Hiott, Littlejohn
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3199  General Bill, By Harrison, Allison, G.M. Smith, Weeks, Hutto, A.D.
Young and Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT, TO ENACT THE BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH SERVICES ACT OF 2009, SO AS TO ADD THE DEPARTMENT OF
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES AND TO DELETE THE DEPARTMENT
OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND THE DEPART-
MENT OF MENTAL HEALTH; TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-20, RELATING
TO AGENCIES PREVIOUSLY TRANSFERRED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE POWER AND DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL
AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ARE TRANSFERRED TO AND
DEVOLVED UPON THE DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SER-
VICES, DIVISION OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES;
TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-70, RELATING TO AGENCIES PREVIOUSLY
TRANSFERRED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
MENTAL HEALTH ARE TRANSFERRED TO AND DEVOLVED UPON THE
DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES, DIVISION OF
MENTAL HEALTH; BY ADDING SECTION 1-30-72 SO AS TO PLACE THE
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND THE DEPARTMENT OF
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES UNDER THE DEPART-162
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES; BY ADDING CHAPTER 8
TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO CREATE THE DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH SERVICES COMPRISED OF THE DIVISION OF ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES AND THE DIVISION OF MENTAL
HEALTH AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEPARTMENT’S POWERS AND
DUTIES, INCLUDING DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING A STATE
PLAN FOR THE COORDINATED CARE AND UNIFIED DELIVERY OF
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES AND OVERSEEING THE ADMINIS-
TRATION AND DELIVERY OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES; TO
AMEND CHAPTERS 9, 11, 13, and 15 OF TITLE 44, RELATING, AMONG
OTHER THINGS, TO THE  ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND ITS FACILITIES, THE SOUTH
CAROLINA MENTAL HEALTH COMMISSION, AND LOCAL MENTAL
HEALTH PROGRAMS AND BOARDS, SO AS TO CONFORM THESE
CHAPTERS TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE MENTAL HEALTH COMMISSION IS AN ADVISORY BOARD TO THE
DIVISION OF MENTAL HEALTH; TO AMEND CHAPTER 49, TITLE 44,
RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG
ABUSE SERVICES, SO AS TO CONFORM THIS CHAPTER TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS ACT AND TO CREATE AN ADVISORY BOARD TO THE
DIVISION; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-52-10, 44-52-165, 44-52-200,
AND 44-52-210, RELATING, AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO ALCOHOL
AND DRUG ABUSE COMMITMENTS AND PROGRAMS FOR CHEMI-
CALLY DEPENDENT PERSONS, SO AS TO CONFORM THESE SECTIONS
TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-87
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-88
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-11
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-32
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Simrill, Gullick, Kirsh,
Hosey, Harvin, Weeks, Hart, Harrison, JE Smith, JH Neal,
McLeod, Lowe, Crawford, Jefferson, Mack, and Brantley
HJ-191
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: A.D.Young
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-55
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-70
   05/19/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Simrill, JE Smith,
Mack, Brantley, JH Neal, McLeod, Hosey, Weeks, and
Jefferson HJ-63
   05/19/09 House Amended HJ-67
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-67
   05/19/09 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-103
   05/20/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-55
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
H 3200  General Bill, By Funderburk and Brady
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 96, TITLE 44, SO AS TO ENACT
THE “ELECTRONICS RECYCLING ACT”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
RECYCLING OF CERTAIN ELECTRONIC DEVICES, TO REQUIRE MANU-
FACTURERS OF THESE DEVICES TO REGISTER WITH THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, TO PAY
REGISTRATION FEES TO FUND THE ADMINISTRATION OF THIS ARTI-
CLE, AND TO PAY FEES TO FUND THE TRANSPORTATION AND RECY-
CLING OF THESE DEVICES, TO PROHIBIT MANUFACTURERS OF
THESE DEVICES FROM SELLING THEM IN THIS STATE UNLESS THE
MANUFACTURER IS REGISTERED AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH THIS
ARTICLE, TO AUTHORIZE AND ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS FOR PRI-
VATE RECYCLING PROGRAMS FOR THESE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, TO
REQUIRE THAT ELECTRONIC RECYCLING INFORMATION BE PRO-
VIDED TO CONSUMERS OF THESE DEVICES, AND TO PROHIBIT
AFTER DECEMBER 31, 2013 THE DISPOSAL OF THESE ELECTRONIC
DEVICES IN SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-89
H 3201  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-19-1050 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD OR
THE CHILD’S PARENT OR GUARDIAN MAY NOT WAIVE THE CHILD’S
RIGHT TO COUNSEL WHEN THE FAMILY COURT PROCEEDING MAY
RESULT IN DETENTION OR CONFINEMENT OF THE CHILD; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 63-19-830 AND 63-19-1030, RELATING TO FAMILY
COURT DETENTION HEARINGS AND PREHEARING INQUIRIES AND
INVESTIGATIONS, RESPECTIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO DELETE PROVI-
SIONS ALLOWING A CHILD TO WAIVE THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-89
H 3202  General Bill, By Brady, Gunn, Bowen, Harrison, Whitmire, Toole,
Gambrell, Funderburk, Harvin, Hutto, Neilson, Nanney, A.D. Young, Horne,
Erickson and Miller
Similar (S 0266, H 3543)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-490 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP A MODEL DATING VIOLENCE POLICY
TO ASSIST SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN DEVELOPING SUCH POLICIES, TO
REQUIRE THE POLICY TO BE PUBLISHED IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND
SCHOOL HANDBOOKS, TO REQUIRE EACH DISTRICT TO PROVIDE
DATING VIOLENCE TRAINING ANNUALLY TO ADMINISTRATORS,
TEACHERS, NURSES, GUIDANCE COUNSELORS, AND SOCIAL WORK-
ERS, AND TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO INFORM THE PARENTS
OF STUDENTS OF THIS POLICY; AND BY ADDING SECTION 59-32-100
SO AS TO REQUIRE EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT ANNUALLY TO INCLUDE
DATING VIOLENCE EDUCATION IN ITS COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
EDUCATION CURRICULUM, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
SHALL REVIEW AND APPROVE GRADE LEVEL TOPICS RELATING TO
DATING VIOLENCE AND HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS; AND TO
REQUIRE A SCHOOL, UPON REQUEST, TO PERMIT THE PARENT OR
GUARDIAN OF A STUDENT TO EXAMINE THE DATING VIOLENCE
EDUCATION PROGRAM INSTRUCTION MATERIALS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-90
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowen, Harri-
son, Whitmire, Toole, Gambrell, Funderburk, Harvin,
Hutto, Hutto, Neilson, Nanney, A.D.Young, Horne, Erick-
son, Miller
H 3203 (Rat # 0031, Act #  0014)  General Bill, By Brady, Harrison, J.E.
Smith, Battle and Simrill
Similar (S 0296)
AN ACT TO AMEND ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 56, TITLE 44 OF THE CODE
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DRYCLEAN-
ING FACILITY RESTORATION TRUST FUND, SO AS TO, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, FURTHER SPECIFY THAT WHOLESALE DRYCLEANING
FACILITIES ARE SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE AND
ARE ELIGIBLE TO SEEK RESTORATION ASSISTANCE UNDER THIS163
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSARTICLE; TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVI-
RONMENTAL CONTROL TO USE FUNDS, OTHER THAN FUNDS FROM
THE DRYCLEANING FACILITY RESTORATION TRUST FUND, IF AN
EMERGENCY EXISTS AND FUNDS ARE NOT AVAILABLE FROM THE
TRUST FUND AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE THAT THESE FUNDS MUST
BE REPAID FROM THE TRUST FUND; TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS FROM
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SURCHARGE IMPOSED ON THE GROSS PRO-
CEEDS OF SALES OF RETAIL DRYCLEANING FACILITIES, INCLUDING
AN EXEMPTION FOR WHOLESALE SALES OF DRYCLEANING SER-
VICES; TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND
PROCEDURES FOR REQUESTING AND ISSUING RESTORATION ASSIS-
TANCE, INCLUDING PROVIDING CRITERIA FOR DEDUCTIBLES AND
CONDUCTING SECONDARY ASSESSMENTS; TO PROVIDE INITIAL
AND ANNUAL REGISTRATION FEES FOR DRYCLEANING FACILITIES
ESTABLISHED AFTER OCTOBER 1, 1995, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
PROPERTY OWNER TO REGISTER A FACILITY IF THE OWNER OR
OPERATOR OF THE FACILITY DOES NOT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSU-
ANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF REGISTRATION, TO REQUIRE PRESENTA-
TION OF CERTIFICATES IN ORDER TO PURCHASE DRYCLEANING
SOLVENT, TO PROHIBIT A SUPPLY FACILITY, OR OTHER DRYCLEAN-
ING FACILITY, FROM SELLING DRYCLEANING SOLVENT TO A DRY-
CLEANING FACILITY IF THE FACILITY DOES NOT POSSESS A
CERTIFICATE, AND TO PROVIDE CIVIL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS;
TO SPECIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR A DRYCLEANING FACILITY
EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE; TO AUTHORIZE A DRYCLEANING FACIL-
ITY PREVIOUSLY REGISTERED UNDER THIS ARTICLE TO OPT OUT IF
THE FACILITY HAS BEEN IN OPERATION BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1940,
AND ONLY HAS USED NONHALOGENATED CLEANERS; AND TO
REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE DRYCLEANING ADVISORY COUN-
CIL. - ratified title
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-90
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-91
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-11
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-34
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-16
   04/15/09 Senate Amended SJ-33
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Amended SJ-32
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   04/22/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-15
   04/23/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-265
   04/23/09 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-266
   04/30/09 Ratified R 31
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   05/19/09 Act No. 14
H 3204  General Bill, By Whipper and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 6, TITLE 44 TO ENACT THE
“HEALTHY COMMUNITIES CAPACITY ACT” SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE
SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM ASSISTANCE PRO-
GRAM WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SER-
VICES TO PROVIDE HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM ASSISTANCE TO
SMALL BUSINESSES FOR EMPLOYEES WHO ARE AT OR UNDER TWO
HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL, TO ESTAB-
LISH ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR SMALL BUSINESSES TO PARTICI-
PATE IN THE PROGRAM, TO REQUIRE ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES TO
CONTRIBUTE UP TO FIFTEEN PERCENT OF THE PREMIUM COST, TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO PLACE CAPS ON THE NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES THAT MAY ENROLL IN THE PROGRAM SO THAT NO
MORE FUNDS ARE EXPENDED THAN ARE AVAILABLE FOR THIS PRO-
GRAM FROM THE MEDICAID MATCH FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS
PROGRAM MUST BE FUNDED FROM A PORTION OF AN ADDITIONAL
4.65 CENTS PER CIGARETTE LICENSE TAX WHICH MUST BE
ADJUSTED ANNUALLY BASED ON THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX,
AND TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT TO APPLY FOR A MEDICAID
WAIVER TO IMPLEMENT THIS PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL PROVIDE MEDICAID COVERAGE TO CHILDREN
EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND YOUNGER WHOSE FAMILY INCOMES
DO NOT EXCEED TWO HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL POV-
ERTY LEVEL; TO CREATE THE MEDICAID MATCH FUND INTO WHICH
A PORTION OF THE ADDITIONAL CIGARETTE TAX MUST BE DEPOS-
ITED; BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-640 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN
ADDITIONAL 4.65 CENT LICENSE TAX ON EACH CIGARETTE TO FUND
THE SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM PROGRAM
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE REMAINING POR-
TION OF THIS ADDITIONAL TAX TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, THE PARKS AND RECREATION
DEVELOPMENT FUND, THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
AND  THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; AND BY ADDING ARTI-
CLE 9 TO CHAPTER 6, TITLE 44 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SECOND
CHANCE QUIT  ASSISTANCE PROGRAM WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL COUN-
SELING TO EXPANDED SMOKING CESSATION SERVICES FOR MEDIC-
AID SMOKERS WHO HAVE UNSUCCESSFULLY ATTEMPTED TO QUIT
SMOKING UNDER CURRENT MEDICAID PROGRAMS, TO DIRECT THE
DEPARTMENT TO APPLY FOR A MEDICAID WAIVER FOR THIS PRO-
GRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT FUNDING FOR THIS PROGRAM MUST BE
PROVIDED FROM THE MEDICAID MATCH FUND, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT FUNDING FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS HEALTH INSURANCE
PREMIUM ASSISTANCE PROGRAM TAKES PRIORITY OVER THE SEC-
OND CHANCE QUIT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-92
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
H 3205  General Bill, By Toole
Similar (S 0119)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SHORT TITLE OF ARTICLE 3, CHAP-
TER 7, TITLE 44, TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-120, RELATING TO THE
PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE, TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-130, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS IN THIS ARTICLE, TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-140,
RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVI-
RONMENTAL CONTROL TO ADMINISTER THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED
PROGRAM AND HEALTH FACILITY LICENSURE, TO AMEND SECTION
44-7-150, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT, AND TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO FACILITIES
TO WHICH THIS ARTICLE APPLIES, ALL SO AS TO DELETE PROVI-
SIONS RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM,
THEREBY ABOLISHING THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM; AND
TO REPEAL SECTIONS 44-7-160, 44-7-180, 44-7-185, 44-7-190, 44-7-200, 44-
7-210, 44-7-220, 44-7-230, AND 44-7-240 ALL RELATING TO THE CERTIFI-
CATE OF NEED PROGRAM AND POWERS AND PROCEDURES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELA-
TIVE TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-92
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-93
H 3206  General Bill, By White164
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-625 SO AS TO IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL
TAX ON CIGARETTES EQUAL TO 1.25 CENTS ON EACH CIGARETTE,
TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION OF “CIGARETTE”, TO CREATE THE MEDIC-
AID RESERVE ACCOUNT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND PROVIDE ITS SOURCES OF REV-
ENUE INCLUDING THE REVENUES OF THE TAX IMPOSED PURSUANT
TO THIS ACT AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USES OF FUND REVENUES,
TO REQUIRE A BALANCE IN THIS FUND EQUAL TO ONE AND ONE-
HALF PERCENT OF THE TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED FOR
THE MEDICAID PROGRAM FOR THE CURRENT FISCAL YEAR, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT REVENUES OF THIS ADDITIONAL TAX IN EXCESS OF
AMOUNTS NECESSARY TO RESTORE AND MAINTAIN THE MEDICAID
RESERVE ACCOUNT AT THE REQUIRED LEVEL MUST FIRST BE CRED-
ITED TO THE GENERAL RESERVE FUND AND THEREAFTER TO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-93
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-93
H 3207  Joint Resolution, By Hosey
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CHANGE THE CERTIFICATION DATE FOR
THE RESULT OF A CAPITAL PROJECTS SALES AND USE TAX ACT REF-
ERENDUM HELD AT THE TIME OF THE 2008 GENERAL ELECTION
FROM NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 30, 2008, TO NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 11, 2008.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-94
H 3208  General Bill, By Clemmons and Littlejohn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM
SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT, SO AS TO
ALLOW THE DEDUCTION OF RETIREMENT BENEFITS ATTRIBUTABLE
TO SERVICE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN THE ARMED FORCES OF THE
UNITED STATES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1170, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE RETIREMENT INCOME DEDUCTION, SO AS TO
CONFORM THIS DEDUCTION TO THE MILITARY RETIREMENT
DEDUCTION ALLOWED BY THIS ACT.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-94
H 3209  General Bill, By Spires and Toole
Similar (S 0149)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS,
SO AS TO DELETE THE EXEMPTION ALLOWED FOR UNPREPARED
FOOD ITEMS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-94
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 3210  General Bill, By Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3435 SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE INCOME
TAX CREDIT FOR PREMIUMS PAID BY A SMALL EMPLOYER TO PRO-
VIDE ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES COVERAGE UNDER A QUALIFYING
HEALTH PLAN, TO LIMIT THE CREDIT TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
AN EMPLOYEE FOR EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE TAXABLE YEARS
AND ALLOW THE CREDIT ONLY FOR BUSINESSES EMPLOYING NO
MORE THAN FIFTY EMPLOYEES, AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS.
   12/16/08 House Prefiled
   12/16/08 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-94
H 3211  General Bill, By Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-625 SO AS TO IMPOSE A SURTAX ON EACH
CIGARETTE IN AN AMOUNT OF FOUR AND SIXTY-FIVE HUNDREDTHS
CENTS, PROVIDE FOR THE CREDITING OF THE REVENUE FROM THE
SURTAX TO THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND AND THE HEALTH CARE
ACCESS TRUST FUND, PROVIDE FOR REPORTING, PAYMENT, COLLEC-
TION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE SURTAX, AND DEFINE “CIGA-
RETTE”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-620, RELATING TO THE ORIGINAL
CIGARETTE TAX, SO AS TO CONFORM DEFINITIONS; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 11-11-230 SO AS TO CREATE AND ESTABLISH IN THE STATE
TREASURY THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND AND THE HEALTH CARE
ACCESS TRUST FUND, BOTH SO AS TO RECEIVE DEPOSITS OF THE
REVENUES FROM THE CIGARETTE SURTAX AS SPECIFIED; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR USE OF THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND FOR ADDITIONAL
COVERAGE FOR THE STATE CHILDREN’S HEALTH INSURANCE PRO-
GRAM TO TWO HUNDRED FIFTY PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL POV-
ERTY LEVEL AND, WITH ANY EXCESS FUNDS, FOR MEDICAID
SERVICES TO LOW INCOME FAMILIES WITH INCOMES UP TO ONE
HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE PREVAILING POVERTY LEVEL, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND;
BY ADDING CHAPTER 62 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO CREATE AND ESTAB-
LISH THE HEALTH CARE PREMIUM ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, PROVID-
ING FOR PREMIUM ASSISTANCE IN THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TWO
THOUSAND DOLLARS TO AN ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL TOWARD THE
PURCHASE OF A QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, DESCRIB-
ING ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND THE CERTIFICATION PRO-
CESS, DEFINING THE QUALIFYING INDIVIDUALLY OR EMPLOYER-
SPONSORED INSURANCE PLANS, AND PROVIDING FOR ADMINISTRA-
TION AND REPORTING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; AND
BY ADDING SECTION 38-74-75 SO AS TO CREATE THE HEALTH CARE
ACCESS PROGRAM, ESTABLISHING A SELF-SUSTAINING AND FINAN-
CIALLY INDEPENDENT PORTION OF THE PREMIUM ASSISTANCE
POOL, AND PROVIDING FOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, ADMINIS-
TRATION, AND OPERATING GUIDELINES AND REPORTING BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-96
H 3212  General Bill, By Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF
PROPERTY AND THE APPLICABLE VALUATION ASSESSMENT RATIOS
FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
MEMBER OF THE ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES WHO,
WHILE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN A COMBAT ZONE RENTS HIS OWNER-
OCCUPIED RESIDENCE, THAT RESIDENCE RETAINS THE SPECIAL
FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO ALLOWED THE RESIDENCE OF
AN OWNER-OCCUPANT AND TO DEFINE “COMBAT ZONE”.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-96
H 3213  General Bill, By Ballentine, Haley and E.H. Pitts
Similar (S 0169)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-190 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED SIX TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE
SENATE IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED FOUR TERMS IN THE SAME165
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSBODY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TERM SERVED FOR WHICH THE
ELECTION WAS HELD BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2009, MAY NOT BE
COUNTED AS A TERM SERVED.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-96
H 3214  Concurrent Resolution, By Harrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION INVITING HIS EXCELLENCY, MAR-
SHALL CLEMENT (MARK) SANFORD, JR., GOVERNOR OF THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN
JOINT SESSION AT 7:00 P.M. ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 2009, IN
THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-108
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 3215  Resolution, By Allison
Similar (S 0536, H 3218)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION EXTENDING THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO
BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING
RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED ON WINNING THE CLASS AAAA
VOLLEYBALL STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-108
H 3216  Resolution, By Allison
Similar (S 0523, H 3217)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS
REMARKABLE SEASON AND STELLAR SUCCESS IN CAPTURING THE
2008 CLASS AAAA DIVISION I STATE CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-109
H 3217  Resolution, By Allison
Similar (S 0523, H 3216)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION EXTENDING THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED ON THEIR SUCCESSFUL SEASON AND
FOR GARNERING THE 2008 CLASS AAAA DIVISION I STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-109
H 3218  Resolution, By Allison
Similar (S 0536, H 3215)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE 2008 JAMES F.
BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY GIRLS VOLLEYBALL TEAM OF
SPARTANBURG COUNTY ON WINNING THE CLASS AAAA VOLLEY-
BALL STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, COMMEND THE PLAYERS, COACHES,
AND STAFF FOR A SEASON OF SPIRITED COMPETITION, INSPIRING
PERSEVERANCE, AND TREMENDOUS ACHIEVEMENT, AND TO WISH
THEM EVERY SUCCESS IN THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-110
H 3219  Concurrent Resolution, By Gunn
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
PRESIDENT-ELECT BARACK OBAMA ON HIS HISTORY-MAKING VIC-
TORY IN THE 2008 UNITED STATES PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION AND TO
WISH HIM WELL AS HE BEGINS HIS TERM OF OFFICE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-110
   01/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 3220  Resolution, By Harvin
Similar (H 3221)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SCOTT’S BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 CLASS A DIVISION II STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-111
H 3221  Resolution, By Harvin
Similar (H 3220)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
SCOTT’S BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, OF CLARENDON
COUNTY, ON ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND IMPRESSIVE WIN OF
THE 2008 CLASS A DIVISION II STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-112
H 3222  Concurrent Resolution, By Bedingfield, Gullick, Erickson,
Crawford, Duncan, Allison, Ballentine, Cato, Forrester, Hamilton, Harrell,
Harrison, Horne, Kelly, Littlejohn, Millwood, Nanney, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts,
Rice, D.C. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.R. Smith, Stringer, A.D. Young, T.R. Young,
Daning, Owens, Umphlett, Wylie, Parker and Clemmons
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO OPPOSE LEGISLATION THAT
DISENFRANCHISES SOUTH CAROLINA WORKERS BY REMOVING
THEIR RIGHT TO A PRIVATE BALLOT UNION ELECTION.
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-112
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-112
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Owens
   02/05/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   02/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Umphlett
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   02/11/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-26
   02/11/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, February 12, 2009 HJ-
42
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Parker, Clem-
mons
   02/12/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-36
   02/12/09 House Roll call Yeas-72  Nays-33 HJ-36
   02/12/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-37
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-8
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable, minority unfavor-
able Labor, Commerce and Industry SJ-9
H 3223  Resolution, By Cato
Similar (S 0264)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND CONGRATULATE SOUTH
CAROLINA CITIZENS FOR LIFE, INC. FOR ITS THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF
STRIVING TO CREATE A CULTURE OF LIFE IN THE PALMETTO STATE,
IN KEEPING WITH THE INALIENABLE RIGHT TO LIFE AS PRO-
CLAIMED IN THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE OF THE UNITED
STATES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-113
H 3224  Resolution, By Cooper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STAFF SERVING THE
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IS NOT REQUIRED
TO WORK ON GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 2009.166
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-113
H 3225  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Clemmons and Mack
Similar (S 0256)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 11, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
CHIEF JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2016; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, TO FILL
THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2012; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE,
SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009,
AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE
30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2015; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 7, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
AT-LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 20, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 9, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-
LARGE, SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM
THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 6, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2016; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 4, TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2010, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015.
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-113
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-115
   01/28/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-11
   01/29/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-24
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-14
H 3226  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1040, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THREATENING THE LIFE, PERSON, OR
FAMILY OF A PUBLIC OFFICIAL, TEACHER, OR PRINCIPAL, SO AS TO
INCLUDE DIRECT OR INDIRECT THREATS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-96
H 3227  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-650, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COCKFIGHTING, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR THE OFFENSE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: T.R.Young
H 3228  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-590, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PENALTY FOR USE OF PROPERTY
IN VIOLATION OF CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE LAWS, SO AS
TO INCREASE THE CRIMINAL PENALTY, CREATE A CIVIL PENALTY,
AND PROVIDE FOR APPORTIONMENT OF THE CIVIL FINE AMONG
MULTIPLE VIOLATORS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 3229  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF DISTURBING
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT FIRST AND SECOND OFFENSE
VIOLATIONS MUST BE TRIED IN MAGISTRATES COURT AND THIRD
AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSES MUST BE TRIED IN GENERAL SES-
SIONS COURT.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 3230  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-425 SO AS TO REQUIRE PERSONS WHO
HIRE SCHOOL DISTRICT EMPLOYEES TO REVIEW THE CENTRAL REG-
ISTRY OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES (DSS) TO CHARGE A FEE FOR
THE REVIEW; BY ADDING SECTION 63-7-1985 SO AS TO REQUIRE CER-
TAIN ENTITIES ENGAGED IN THE CARE OF CHILDREN TO REVIEW
THE CENTRAL REGISTRY OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT BEFORE
HIRING A POTENTIAL EMPLOYEE AND TO AUTHORIZE DSS TO
CHARGE A FEE FOR THE REVIEW; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-940,
RELATING TO THE USE OF UNFOUNDED CASE INFORMATION CON-
CERNING REPORTS AND INVESTIGATIONS OF CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT INFORMATION CONCERNING
REPORTS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT CLASSIFIED AS
UNFOUNDED MUST BE MAINTAINED BY DSS FOR TEN YEARS AND
TO INCLUDE THE STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION IN THE LIST
OF AGENCIES WITH RESTRICTED ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-7-980, RELATING TO COOPERATION BETWEEN
DSS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT, SO AS TO REQUIRE COOPERATION
BETWEEN DSS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT WHETHER OR NOT A
REPORT OF SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT APPEARS TO
INDICATE A VIOLATION OF CRIMINAL LAW AND TO REQUIRE THE
AGENCIES TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR COLLABORATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-7-1930, RELATING TO THE PETITION FOR PLACE-
MENT ON THE CENTRAL REGISTRY OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT,
SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE DEPARTMENT MUST
SEEK AN ORDER TO PLACE A PERSON ON THE CENTRAL REGISTRY
WHEN A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THE PER-
SON COMMITTED SEXUAL ABUSE; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1950,
RELATING TO UPDATING OF THE CENTRAL REGISTRY OF CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT167
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TRAL REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1990, RELATING TO THE
CONFIDENTIALITY AND RELEASE OF RECORDS AND INFORMATION
RELATING TO THE CENTRAL REGISTRY OF CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT, SO AS TO ALLOW JUVENILE ARBITRATORS ACCESS TO
THIS INFORMATION; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1440, RELATING TO
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF CASES OF INDICATED CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT, SO AS TO CHANGE THE STANDARD OF REVIEW OF THE
FAMILY COURT TO A TRIAL DE NOVO; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 63-5-
70 RELATING TO UNLAWFUL CONDUCT TOWARDS A CHILD.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-98
   01/28/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-35
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
H 3231  Joint Resolution, By E.H. Pitts, T.R. Young, Ballentine, Haley,
Harrison, J.E. Smith, Sellers, Govan, Bannister, G.M. Smith, Funderburk,
Bedingfield and Hart
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8,
ARTICLE IV OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE ELECTION, QUALIFICATIONS, AND TERM OF THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE JOINT ELEC-
TION OF GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR BEGINNING
WITH THE GENERAL ELECTION OF 2014.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine,
Haley, Harrison, J.E.Smith, Sellers, Govan, Bannister,
G.M.Smith
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-8
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-29
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield,
Hart
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-95
   04/29/09 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-7 HJ-95
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
H 3232 (Rat # 0004, Act #  0084)  Joint Resolution, By Hosey
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CHANGE THE CERTIFICATION DATE FOR
THE RESULT OF A CAPITAL PROJECTS SALES AND USE TAX ACT REF-
ERENDUM HELD AT THE TIME OF THE 2008 GENERAL ELECTION
FROM NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 30, 2008, TO NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 11, 2008. - ratified title
   01/13/09 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-99
   01/14/09 House Read second time HJ-32
   01/15/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-429
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-17
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: O’Dell (ch), Peeler, Reese,
Fair, Elliott
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-18
   01/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   02/03/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   02/19/09 Ratified R 4
   02/25/09 Signed By Governor
   03/09/09 Effective date 02/25/2009
   07/21/09 Act No. 84
H 3233  Resolution, By Bingham and Merrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 1.9 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF
COMMITTEES BY THE SPEAKER, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SPEAKER SHALL APPOINT COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN INSTEAD OF THE
CHAIRMEN BEING ELECTED BY THE RESPECTIVE COMMITTEE MEM-
BERS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-115
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-115
H 3234  Resolution, By Neilson and Williams
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROUND O BAP-
TIST CHURCH, IN DARLINGTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF ITS
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY, AND TO WISH ITS
FAITHFUL CONGREGATION AND PASTOR MANY MORE YEARS OF
SERVICE TO GOD AND THEIR CHURCH.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-115
H 3235  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
TO THE STUDENTS AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND, AT A DATE AND TIME
TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF REC-
OGNIZING THEM FOR A DEMONSTRATION OF THEIR UNIQUE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-116
H 3236  General Bill, By Funderburk and McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES
OF THE INSURANCE LAW, SO AS TO ADD A DEFINITION FOR “CREDIT
SCORE”; TO AMEND SECTION 38-73-740, RELATING TO RECORDS AND
IN DETERMINING CLASSIFICATIONS AND RATES OF APPLICANTS FOR
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE WHICH MUST BE MAINTAINED BY AUTO-
MOBILE INSURERS FOR AT LEAST THREE YEARS, SO AS TO DELETE
REFERENCES TO INVESTIGATIVE AND CREDIT REPORTS; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 38-77-122 AND 38-77-123, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE PROHIBITION ON AUTOMOBILE INSURERS AND AGENTS
FROM REFUSING TO ISSUE, OR RENEW, AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
POLICIES DUE TO CERTAIN FACTORS, FACTORS PROHIBITED IN
DETERMINING PREMIUM RATES, REQUIREMENTS FOR CANCELLA-
TION, AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
USE OF CREDIT SCORE AS A FACTOR IN REFUSING TO ISSUE OR
RENEW A POLICY OF AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE AND TO PROHIBIT
THE USE OF CREDIT IN DETERMINING AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
POLICY PREMIUM RATES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-99
H 3237  General Bill, By Anthony, Harrell, Mitchell, Allison, Owens,
Forrester, Hiott, Kelly, Littlejohn, Parker, Skelton and Brady
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND QUALIFICATIONS
OF MAGISTRATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT APPOINTMENT IS BY
THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY RATHER THAN THE SENATE AND TO SUBSTITUTE THE
COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION FOR THE SENATE DELEGATION;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-16, RELATING TO TRIAL OBSERVATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAGISTRATES, SECTION 22-2-10, RELATING TO
THE SCREENING COMMITTEE FOR MAGISTRATES, SECTION 22-2-15,
RELATING TO SPECIAL ELECTIONS OF MAGISTRATES, AND SECTION
22-2-40, RELATING TO THE NUMBER AND LOCATION OF MAGIS-
TRATES, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-100
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady
H 3238  Resolution, By Bingham and Merrill168
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF
COMMITTEES BY THE SPEAKER, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE SPEAKER
TO APPOINT AN INDIVIDUAL AD HOC COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER A
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE ISSUE TO WHICH THE SPEAKER MAY REFER
TO THIS COMMITTEE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-116
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-116
H 3239  Resolution, By Merrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 1.9 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO APPOINTMENT OF COM-
MITTEES BY THE SPEAKER, SO AS TO IMPOSE A LIMITATION OF TEN
CONSECUTIVE YEARS ON A PERSON SERVING AS THE CHAIRMAN OF
ANY COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-116
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-117
H 3240  Resolution, By Merrill, A.D. Young, Umphlett, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield,
Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan,
Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan,
Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin,
Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern,
McLeod, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE SHIRLEY R.
HINSON, OF BERKELEY COUNTY, FOR HER OUTSTANDING AND DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, AND TO WISH HER HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL
HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-117
H 3241  Resolution, By Pinson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON THE PASSING OF ELIZA-
BETH “BETTY” EMERSON RIDDLE AND TO EXTEND TO HER FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-119
H 3242  Resolution, By Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MS. MARTHA A. CORLEY,
OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH
BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-119
H 3243  General Bill, By Merrill, Umphlett and A.D. Young
Similar (H 3053)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DESIGNATIONS OF POWERS
TO COUNTY GOVERNMENTS, AND SECTION 5-7-30, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO DESIGNATIONS OF POWERS TO MUNICIPAL GOVERN-
MENTS, BOTH SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE IMPOSITION OF A BUSI-
NESS LICENSE TAX ON A BUSINESS MUST BE BASED ON THE SIZE OF
THE BUSINESS AND NOT ON ITS GROSS INCOME.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-100
H 3244  General Bill, By Delleney, G.M. Smith and Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-1-235, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPOINTMENT OF AN ATTORNEY IN A
CIVIL ACTION, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT THE PROHIBITION ON
APPOINTMENT APPLIES TO CERTAIN POST-CONVICTION RELIEF MAT-
TERS AND ACTIONS PURSUANT TO THE SEXUALLY VIOLENT PREDA-
TOR ACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 17-27-60, RELATING TO COURT
COSTS AND EXPENSES FOR INDIGENTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE A REFER-
ENCE TO THE PROHIBITION ON CIVIL APPOINTMENTS IN CERTAIN
CASES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-100
H 3245  General Bill, By Delleney, Nanney, Simrill, G.R. Smith, G.M. Smith,
Lucas, Cooper, Stringer, Parker, Allison, Pinson, Hamilton, Erickson, J.R.
Smith, Clemmons, Bedingfield, E.H. Pitts, Owens, Rice, Hiott, Littlejohn,
Stewart, Viers, Willis, Loftis, Toole, Wylie, Vick, Millwood, Haley, Duncan,
Ballentine, Frye and Barfield
Similar (S 0437)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-330, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING, AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO
PREREQUISITES TO PERFORMING AN ABORTION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT IF AN ULTRASOUND IS PERFORMED, AN ABORTION MUST NOT
BE PERFORMED SOONER THAN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS, RATHER
THAN SIXTY MINUTES, FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF THE
ULTRASOUND, TO REQUIRE THE WOMAN TO BE INFORMED OF THE
PROCEDURE TO BE INVOLVED AND THE PROBABLE GESTATIONAL
AGE OF THE EMBRYO OR FETUS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN ABOR-
TION MAY NOT BE PERFORMED SOONER THAN TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS, RATHER THAN ONE HOUR, AFTER THE WOMAN RECEIVES
CERTAIN WRITTEN MATERIALS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Parker, Alli-
son, Pinson, Hamilton, Erickson, J.R.Smith, Clemmons,
Bedingfield
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts,
Owens, Rice, Hiott, Littlejohn
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-6
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis, Toole,
Wylie
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Vick, Mill-
wood, Haley, Duncan
   02/10/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Harrison, GR Smith, Gunn,
Hart HJ-32
   02/10/09 House Objection by Rep. Cobb-Hunter HJ-32
   02/10/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, Cato, Sellers,
Weeks, Hosey, Loftis, Allison, Kelly, Owens, Wylie,169
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Smith, and DC Smith HJ-32
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine,
Frye, Barfield
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-34
   02/24/09 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-28 HJ-48
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-16
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-24 HJ-16
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-13
   04/14/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable, minority unfavor-
able Medical Affairs SJ-33
H 3246  General Bill, By Pinson and Hayes
Similar (S 0417, S 0538)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE
EMPLOYEES, RETIREES, AND THEIR DEPENDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE
PLANS, SO AS TO EXTEND THIS ELIGIBILITY TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA ATHLETIC COACHES ASSOCIATION.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-101
H 3247  General Bill, By Huggins and Duncan
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-40-445 SO AS TO PROVIDE A LANDLORD OF A
MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING MAY EMPLOY CERTAIN EQUIPMENT OR
METHODOLOGY TO DETERMINE THE QUANTITY OF WATER PRO-
VIDED TO EACH SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE WITHIN THE DWELL-
ING, AND TO PROVIDE THE LANDLORD MAY CHARGE A TENANT FOR
WATER AND WASTEWATER USED BY HIS SINGLE-FAMILY RESI-
DENCE, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-
210, RELATING TO GENERAL DEFINITIONS IN THE RESIDENTIAL
LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE A MULTI-FAMILY
DWELLING; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-440, RELATING TO A
LANDLORD’S OBLIGATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC REQUIRE-
MENTS PERTAINING TO THE PROVISION OF CENTRAL HEAT AND HOT
WATER TO A MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
   01/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duncan
   01/15/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-441
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-441
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-6
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). King, Rutherford, Sellers,
Kennedy, Ott, Hosey, Clyburn, Hart, Bales, Sandifer,
Clemmons, JH Neal, Williams, Dillard, Mitchell, Mack,
Erickson, and R Brown HJ-33
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-138
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-65  Nays-0 HJ-138
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-138
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
H 3248  General Bill, By Wylie, Allen, Allison, Ballentine, Bannister, Cato,
Daning, Dillard, Hamilton, Littlejohn, Millwood, Parker, G.R. Smith, Sottile,
Stringer and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 33-56-147 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL
PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL CHARITABLE
SOLICITORS USING DONATION CLOTHING BINS, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 33-56-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE SOLICITATION OF CHARITABLE FUNDS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE SOLICITATION BY WAY OF A DONATION CLOTHING BIN OR
OTHER RECEPTACLE FOR THE COLLECTION OF THINGS OF VALUE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-102
   01/27/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-36
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-36
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
H 3249  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 15-78-30 AND 15-78-50, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LIABILITY PURSUANT TO
THE TORT CLAIMS ACT, SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE THE DEFINI-
TIONS OF THE TERMS “SCOPE OF OFFICIAL DUTY” AND “SCOPE OF
STATE EMPLOYMENT” AND TO EXPRESSLY PROVIDE FOR IMMUNITY
OF CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES WHEN INVESTIGATING
POTENTIAL WRONGDOING OR DISCIPLINING ANOTHER EMPLOYEE
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
H 3250  General Bill, By Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 155 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY SCHOLARS PROGRAM”, TO ALLOW AN
EIGHTH GRADE STUDENT WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR FREE OR REDUCED
LUNCHES AND WHO MEETS CERTAIN CONDITIONS TO RECEIVE,
UPON GRADUATION, AN ANNUAL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP TO A PUB-
LIC OR PRIVATE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING, TO ESTABLISH
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY SCHOLARS FUND FOR THE PURPOSE
OF AWARDING TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS TO THE EXTENT MONIES
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FUND, TO REQUIRE THAT THE FUND BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, TO
REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO RECOMMEND TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY A FUNDING SOURCE FOR THE PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE
FOR DEFINITIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION TO PROMULGATE RULES AND REGULATIONS.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-103
H 3251  Resolution, By Sellers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 7.2, RULES OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO ORDERING A ROLL CALL VOTE
OF THE YEAS AND NAYS ON A QUESTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE A
RECORDED ROLL CALL VOTE ON SECOND OR THIRD READINGS
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced HJ-120
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-120
H 3252  General Bill, By Sellers and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-745, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATORY SUSPENSION OF A PER-
SON’S DRIVER’S LICENSE FOR CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
CONVICTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT DRIVER’S LICENSE SUSPEN-
SION UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES IS IN THE DISCRETION OF THE
JUDGE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-7
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14170
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Rose, Shoopman
H 3253  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Erickson, Brantley, Sandifer, Hutto
and Brady
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-145 SO AS TO REQUIRE A “PLAN OF SER-
VICES” BEFORE APPROVAL OF ALL ANNEXATION PROPOSALS; BY
ADDING SECTION 5-3-160 SO AS TO REQUIRE A NEW ANNEXATION BE
CONSISTENT WITH LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE LAND USE PLANS; TO
AMEND SECTION 5-3-150, RELATING TO ALTERNATE METHODS
WHERE A PETITION IS SIGNED BY ALL OR SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT
OF LANDOWNERS, SO AS TO GIVE STANDING TO OTHER PERSONS OR
ENTITIES TO BRING SUIT TO CHALLENGE A PROPOSED OR COM-
PLETED ANNEXATION, REQUIRE PUBLIC NOTICE OF A PUBLIC HEAR-
ING WHICH IS REQUIRED BEFORE ACTING ON AN ANNEXATION
PETITION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 5-3-305, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS USED IN ANNEXATION PROCEDURE, SO AS TO DEFINE
“URBAN AREA” AND CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF “CONTIGUOUS”.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sottile
H 3254  General Bill, By Edge, Sellers, Barfield, Kelly, G.M. Smith and
Branham
Similar (S 0672)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-26-87 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS WHO HAVE RECEIVED
NATIONAL CERTIFICATION FROM THE AMERICAN SPEECH-LAN-
GUAGE-HEARING ASSOCIATION AND WHO ARE EMPLOYED IN A
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL RECEIVE A
YEARLY INCENTIVE FOR THE LIFE OF THE CERTIFICATION, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THESE INCENTIVES MUST BE PAID FROM FUNDS
APPROPRIATED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR THIS PURPOSE IF
AVAILABLE.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-104
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sellers, Bar-
field, Kelly
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.M.Smith
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Branham
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-6
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 2, 2009 HJ-36
   04/02/09 House Amended HJ-19
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 21, 2009 HJ-22
   04/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 22, 2009 HJ-39
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-236
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
H 3255  Resolution, By G.R. Smith
Similar (H 3257)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SIMP-
SONVILLE STARS SOFTBALL TEAM OF GREENVILLE COUNTY ON AN
OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE 2008 LITTLE
LEAGUE SOFTBALL WORLD SERIES TITLE IN PORTLAND, OREGON,
AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXEMPLARY PLAYERS AND COACHES.
   01/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-120
H 3256  Resolution, By M.A. Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE GRATEFUL THANKS OF THE
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO MR. HAROLD EARL
PEARSON, JR., OF LAURENS, FOR HIS SERVICE IN THE MERCHANT
MARINE DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR, AND TO ACKNOWL-
EDGE HIM PUBLICLY AS AN AMERICAN HERO.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3257  Resolution, By G.R. Smith
Similar (H 3255)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
TO THE COACHES AND PLAYERS OF THE SIMPSONVILLE STARS
SOFTBALL TEAM OF GREENVILLE COUNTY, AT A DATE AND TIME TO
BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOG-
NIZING AND COMMENDING THEM FOR WINNING THE 2008 LITTLE
LEAGUE SOFTBALL WORLD SERIES TITLE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3258  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND KEVIN WYTHE SMITH,
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TEACHER AT SAMUEL A. HEYWARD
CAREER & TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT ONE, FOR HIS COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING QUALITY
EDUCATION FOR THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HIM UPON ACHIEVING NATIONAL BOARD TEACHER
CERTIFICATION IN NOVEMBER 2008.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-18
H 3259  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND G. CLEVE PILOT, DEAN
OF STUDENTS AT SAMUEL A. HEYWARD CAREER & TECHNOLOGY
CENTER IN RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE, FOR HIS
COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING QUALITY EDUCATION FOR THE CHIL-
DREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING NATIONAL BOARD TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN NOVEM-
BER 2008.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-18
H 3260  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND NAYLENE REDMOND
RICHARDSON, BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION TEACHER
AT C. A. JOHNSON PREPARATORY ACADEMY IN RICHLAND COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE, FOR HER COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING
QUALITY EDUCATION FOR THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HER UPON ACHIEVING NATIONAL BOARD
TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN NOVEMBER 2008.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-18
H 3261  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND TWANDA DENISE ADDI-
SON, HEALTH SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY TEACHER AT LOWER RICH-
LAND HIGH SCHOOL IN RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE,
FOR HER COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING QUALITY EDUCATION FOR
THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER
UPON ACHIEVING NATIONAL BOARD TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN
NOVEMBER 2008.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-14
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-18
H 3262  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND MONICA CANDACE
ADAMS, HEALTH SCIENCE TEACHER AT SAMUEL A. HEYWARD
CAREER & TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT ONE, FOR HER COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING QUALITY
EDUCATION FOR THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HER UPON ACHIEVING NATIONAL BOARD TEACHER
CERTIFICATION IN NOVEMBER 2008.171
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-14
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-19
H 3263  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND JACKIE M. MEGGIE,
BUSINESS EDUCATION TEACHER AT COLUMBIA HIGH SCHOOL IN
RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE, FOR HER COMMITMENT
TO PROVIDING QUALITY EDUCATION FOR THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER UPON ACHIEVING
NATIONAL BOARD TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN NOVEMBER 2008.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-15
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-19
H 3264  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT “KELLI’S LAW”, BY ADDING SECTION 23-6-115 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT EACH HIGHWAY PATROL VEHICLE MUST BE
EQUIPPED WITH A FIELD BREATHALYZER DEVICE THAT MUST BE
ADMINISTERED ON A PERSON SUSPECTED OF DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS, OR ANOTHER SUBSTANCE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
H 3265  General Bill, By Sottile, Bowen, Erickson, Limehouse, Stringer,
Wylie, Brady and Clemmons
Similar (S 0102)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-1-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ILL-TREATMENT OF ANI-
MALS, TO CLARIFY THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THE SECTION DO NOT
APPLY TO THE PRACTICE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE IN ACCOR-
DANCE WITH ACCEPTED VETERINARY STANDARDS.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-15
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
H 3266  General Bill, By R.L. Brown, Whipper, Clyburn, Gilliard, Jefferson
and Mack
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-150-395 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL
FUNDING FOR PUBLIC K-12 SCHOOLS FROM PROCEEDS OF A DESIG-
NATED LOTTERY GAME AND TO NAME THE GAME “THE K-12 GAME”.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
H 3267 (Rat # 0005, Act #  0113)  Joint Resolution, By  House Education and
Public Works
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO OPERATION OF PUBLIC PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 3209, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   01/14/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-16
   01/15/09 House Read second time HJ-430
   01/15/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-430
   01/16/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   01/27/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/27/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-21
   01/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-18
   01/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   02/03/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   02/19/09 Ratified R 5
   02/26/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   03/09/09 Effective date 02/26/2009
   07/21/09 Act No. 113
H 3268  General Bill, By Cooper
Similar (S 0413)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-2920, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF TOLL
ROADS, SO AS TO REVISE THE METHOD OF DISBURSAL OF FUNDS
DERIVED FROM TOLLS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISBURSAL OF FUNDS
DERIVED FROM QUALIFIED TOLL PROJECTS, TO PROVIDE WHEN
TOLLS COLLECTED FROM QUALIFIED TOLL PROJECTS SHALL CEASE,
AND TO DEFINE THE TERM “QUALIFIED TOLL PROJECT”; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 57-3-200, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION’S AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS TO
FINANCE, CONSTRUCT, AND MAINTAIN HIGHWAYS, ROADS,
STREETS, AND BRIDGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR THE
DEPARTMENT’S EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS ON QUALIFIED TOLL PROJ-
ECTS AND THE SETTING OF TOLLS ALONG TRANSPORTATION FACILI-
TIES.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-12
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-35
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-17
H 3269  General Bill, By Cooper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1341 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A CANDIDATE
FOR AN OFFICE ELECTED OR APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, OR A HOUSE OF IT, FROM MAKING A CONTRIBUTION TO A MEM-
BER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, A MEMBER OF THE CANDIDATE’S
IMMEDIATE FAMILY, A BUSINESS, OR INDIVIDUAL WITH WHOM HE IS
ASSOCIATED.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
H 3270  General Bill, By Duncan, Hodges, Allison, Parker, Weeks, Wylie and
Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-2-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF UNDERGROUND
STORAGE TANKS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH NEW ANNUAL RENEWAL
FEES AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE ADDITIONAL REVENUE GENER-
ATED FROM THE TANK FEE INCREASES BE DEPOSITED INTO THE
SUPERB ACCOUNT.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-17
   02/19/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hodges, Alli-
son, Parker
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie, Whip-
per
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-119
   03/03/09 House Amended HJ-20
   03/03/09 House Read second time HJ-20
   03/03/09 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-5 HJ-23
   03/04/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-81
   03/04/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-15
H 3271  General Bill, By Duncan, McLeod, Bedingfield, Gambrell, Kelly,
Toole, D.C. Moss and G.R. Smith172
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPEN SEASON FOR
ANTLERED DEER, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BAITING DEER OR HUNT-
ING DEER OVER A BAITED AREA IS LAWFUL AND TO DEFINE THE
TERM “BAIT” OR “BAITING”.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-17
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
H 3272  General Bill, By Cooper, Merrill, Erickson, Herbkersman, Chalk,
Duncan, Long, Sottile, Daning, Lowe, Bowen, Harrison, Horne, A.D. Young,
Limehouse, R.L. Brown, Clemmons, Edge and Wylie
Similar (H 3007, H 3130)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DETERMINING THE FAIR
MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA REAL PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT, SO AS TO
POSTPONE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRANSFER VALUE OF A
PARCEL OF REAL PROPERTY UNIMPROVED SINCE THE LAST
COUNTYWIDE REASSESSMENT PROGRAM UNTIL THE TIME OF
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEXT COUNTYWIDE REASSESSMENT
PROGRAM AND TO REQUIRE THE FIFTEEN PERCENT LIMIT ON
INCREASES IN VALUE TO BE CALCULATED SEPARATELY ON LAND
AND IMPROVEMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3150, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE TIME AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST
OCCURS, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PROVIDE
NOTICE OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE ACCURATE NOTICE TO THE
ASSESSING AUTHORITY OF BUSINESS ENTITY TRANSFERS; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CLASSI-
FICATION AND VALUATION OF PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE
PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO PROVIDE RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY
HELD IN TRUST DOES NOT QUALIFY AS A LEGAL RESIDENCE
UNLESS A NAMED INDIVIDUAL BENEFICIARY UNDER THE TRUST
OCCUPIES THE RESIDENCE AS THAT NAMED BENEFICIARY’S LEGAL
RESIDENCE AND THAT INDIVIDUAL BENEFICIARY’S NAME APPEARS
ON THE DEED TO THE RESIDENCE AND REQUIRE SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS OF APPLICANTS FOR THE LEGAL RESIDENCE ASSESS-
MENT RATIO; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-60-35, RELATING TO CON-
TINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSESSORS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE REQUIREMENT.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson,
Herbkersman, Chalk, Duncan, Long, Sottile, Daning,
Lowe, Bowen
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrison
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne,
A.D.Young
   03/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Limehouse
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-13
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons,
Edge
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   04/02/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Merrill, JH
Neal, Clemmons, Gambrell, White, Funderburk, McLeod,
Hart, Harvin, Weeks, Cooper, Daning, Williams, Hosey,
Bingham, Stavrinakis, R Brown, Alexander, Mitchell,
Hutto, Brantley, King, JR Smith, and Knight HJ-39
   04/02/09 House Amended HJ-81
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-94
   04/02/09 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-23
   04/02/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-94
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-51
   04/22/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-73
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
13
   05/14/09 Senate Special order, set for May 14, 2009 SJ-82
H 3273  Resolution, By Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. LEONA CRAIG
PHILLIPS, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3274  Concurrent Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Brantley, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Forrester, Govan, Gunn, Hosey, Howard, Hutto, Jefferson,
Kirsh, Mack, Miller, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Whipper and R.L. Brown
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS TO APPROPRIATE THE FUNDS NECESSARY TO
ALLOW THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND THE CITY OF
CHARLESTON TO COMPLETE THE SPRING STREET/FISHBURNE
STREET/UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 17 DRAINAGE BASIN IMPROVE-
MENTS PROJECT LOCATED IN THE CITY OF CHARLESTON, SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   01/14/09 House Introduced HJ-23
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-24
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-3
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown
   02/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-29
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   02/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-14
   05/14/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-42
H 3275  Joint Resolution, By T.R. Young, Allison, Parker, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Stewart, Millwood, Daning and Horne
Similar (H 3279, H 3614)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO, THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE ADJUTANT GENERAL FROM THE LIST OF STATE
OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED
AND PROVIDE THAT THE ADJUTANT GENERAL MUST BE APPOINTED
BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SEN-
ATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR UPON THE
EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL SERVING IN
OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE
BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES, COMPENSATION, AND QUALIFICATIONS173
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSFOR OFFICE, THE PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE APPOINTMENT IS
MADE, AND THE PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
MAY BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE; AND PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT
TO SECTION 4, ARTICLE XIII, RELATING TO THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
AND HIS STAFF OFFICERS, SO AS TO UPDATE REFERENCES TO HIS
TITLE AND MILITARY RANK, AND TO PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPI-
RATION OF THE TERM OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL SERVING IN
OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION, HE
MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR IN THE MANNER
REQUIRED BY SECTION 7, ARTICLE VI.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
H 3276  Joint Resolution, By T.R. Young, Allison, Parker, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Millwood, Daning, Horne and Funderburk
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H
3280)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE FROM THE
LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO
BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE
AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH
THE GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COM-
MISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF
THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES,
COMPENSATION, AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE, THE PROCE-
DURES BY WHICH THE APPOINTMENT IS MADE, AND THE PROCE-
DURES BY WHICH THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE MAY BE
REMOVED FROM OFFICE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
H 3277  Joint Resolution, By T.R. Young, Allison, Parker, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Stewart and Millwood
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE STATE TREASURER FROM THE LIST OF STATE
OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED
AND PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE
STATE TREASURER SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFI-
CATION OF THIS PROVISION, THE STATE TREASURER SHALL BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE SENATE, FOR A TERM OF FOUR YEARS COTERMINOUS WITH
THAT OF THE GOVERNOR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES, COMPENSA-
TION, AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE STATE TREASURER AND THE
PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE STATE TREASURER MAY BE REMOVED
FROM OFFICE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-20
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3278  Joint Resolution, By T.R. Young, Allison, Parker, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Stewart, Millwood, Daning and Horne
Similar (H 3146)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL FROM THE LIST OF
STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL MUST
BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CON-
SENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOV-
ERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION
OF THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES, COMPENSATION,
AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE, THE PROCEDURES BY WHICH
THE APPOINTMENT IS MADE, AND THE PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE
COMPTROLLER GENERAL MAY BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-20
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
H 3279  Joint Resolution, By T.R. Young, D.C. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.R. Smith,
Stewart, Millwood, Daning, Horne, Funderburk, Wylie, Bedingfield, Hart,
Harrell, A.D. Young and Viers
Similar (H 3275, H 3614)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE SECRETARY OF STATE FROM THE LIST OF STATE
OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED
AND PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE MUST BE APPOINTED
BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR
UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS
PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES, COMPENSATION, AND
QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE, THE PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE
APPOINTMENT IS MADE, AND THE PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE
SECRETARY OF STATE MAY BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-9
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-29
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie, Bed-
ingfield, Hart
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Ott, Kennedy, JH Neal,
Hodges, McEachern, JE Smith, Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter,
Vick, Hosey, Sellers, Mack, White, Lowe, Long, Cato,
Crawford, Govan, Umphlett, Jennings, Erickson, RL
Brown, Brantley, Hutto, King, Pinson, Parks, and Harvin
HJ-164
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrell,
A.D.Young
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 13, 2009 HJ-50
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-52
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-67
   05/19/09 House Amended HJ-49
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-64
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-56174
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3280  Joint Resolution, By T.R. Young, Allison, Parker, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Stewart, Millwood, Horne, Funderburk, Wylie,
Bedingfield, Hart, Harrell, A.D. Young and Viers
Similar (S 0129, S 0158, S 0160, S 0161, S 0163, S 0164, S 0165, H 3145, H
3276)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION FROM THE
LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO
BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCA-
TION MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE
AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH
THE GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE
OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE
DUTIES, COMPENSATION, AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE, THE
PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE APPOINTMENT IS MADE, AND THE
PROCEDURES BY WHICH THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION
MAY BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-9
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-30
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie, Bed-
ingfield, Hart
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Ott, Harvin, JE Smith, Jeffer-
son, Williams, Hosey, Cobb-Hunter, JH Neal, McEachern,
Hart, RL Brown, Brantley, Harrison, and Clemmons HJ-
165
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrell,
A.D.Young
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-53
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-68
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-65
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-57
H 3281  Joint Resolution, By Edge, Miller, G.A. Brown, Battle, Anderson and
Jennings
A JOINT RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES WHEN ADJUSTING ITS BUDGET IN RESPONSE
TO REVENUE REDUCTIONS TO MAINTAIN FUNDING FOR HOSPICE
SERVICES AT THE LEVEL IN PLACE ON DECEMBER 31, 2008.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-21
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Miller,
G.A.Brown, Battle, Anderson, Jennings
   01/15/09 House Read second time HJ-430
   01/15/09 House Roll call Yeas-113  Nays-0 HJ-432
   01/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-35
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
H 3282  General Bill, By Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN SECOND-
ARY SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COURSE TAUGHT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS MUST OCCUR OVER SIX
SEMESTERS.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-22
H 3283  General Bill, By Sandifer and Cooper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-45-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE COUNTY
AUDITOR, ASSESSOR, AND TREASURER TO WAIVE OR REDUCE PROP-
ERTY TAX PENALTIES IN CASES OF ERROR BY THE COUNTY, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE COUNTY COUNCIL BY MAJORITY VOTE TO DIRECT
THE COUNTY TREASURER TO WAIVE, DISMISS, OR REDUCE REAL
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX PENALTIES IF THE COUNCIL DETER-
MINES SUCH ACTION IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE COUNTY.
   01/14/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-22
   01/15/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-433
   01/27/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, Ott, Rutherford,
Jefferson, Haley, JH Neal, Hodges, Williams, Weeks, JM
Neal, Hosey, Hamilton, Nanney, and Dillard HJ-35
   01/27/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, January 28, 2009 HJ-
37
   01/28/09 House Committed to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-37
   01/28/09 House Roll call Yeas-67  Nays-46 HJ-39
H 3284  General Bill, By Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MODIFICATIONS OF TAX-
ABLE INCOME FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME
TAX, SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEDUCTION OF ASSESSMENTS OTHER
THAN PROPERTY TAXES IMPOSED ON REAL PROPERTY IN CONNEC-
TION WITH PROVIDING SERVICES OR POTENTIAL SERVICES FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE PROPERTY OWNER, AND TO ALLOW THE DEDUC-
TION OF THE CHARGE FOR A PERMIT, LICENSE, SURCHARGE, OR
OTHER FEE REQUIRED TO BE PAID TO A UNIT OF GOVERNMENT IN
CONNECTION WITH IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-22
H 3285  General Bill, By Sellers, Bingham, Ballentine, Haley, J.E. Smith, Ott,
Govan, Harrell, Bedingfield, Nanney and E.H. Pitts
Similar (H 3080)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A SPECIAL
RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSE TO CERTAIN MINORS BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
RESTRICTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS DRIVER’S LICENSE MAY BE
MODIFIED OR WAIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT IF THE RESTRICTED
LICENSEE PROVES THAT THE RESTRICTIONS INTERFERE WITH
TRAVEL BETWEEN THE LICENSEE’S HOME AND RELIGIOUS SPON-
SORED EVENTS.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   01/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-23
H 3286  Resolution, By Mitchell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,175
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSThompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JIMMY I. PALMER,
REGION 4 ADMINISTRATOR OF THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC-
TION AGENCY, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 3287  Concurrent Resolution, By Whitmire, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0291)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS OF MR. WILLIAM KENT TODD, A DISTINGUISHED
BUSINESS AND CIVIC LEADER IN WALHALLA, UPON HIS DEATH.
   01/15/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-418
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-19
H 3288  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 20 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“UNIFORM PREMARITAL AGREEMENT ACT” WHICH PROVIDES
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXECUTION, CONTENT, AND AMENDMENT
OR REVOCATION OF PREMARITAL AGREEMENTS, THE EFFECT OF
MARRIAGE OR A VOID MARRIAGE ON THE AGREEMENT, THE
ENFORCEMENT OF THESE AGREEMENTS, LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
WITH REGARD TO THE AGREEMENT, AND THE APPLICATION AND
CONSTRUCTION OF THIS ARTICLE.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-419
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-419
H 3289  General Bill, By Kennedy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-29-733 SO AS TO RECOGNIZE THE VALUE OF
AMATEUR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS BY REQUIRING CITY AND
COUNTY ORDINANCES REGULATING ANTENNAS TO REASONABLY
ACCOMMODATE AMATEUR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-419
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-419
H 3290  General Bill, By Stavrinakis and Merrill
Similar (S 0010)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
STATE’S SALES TAX, SO AS TO INCLUDE THE GROSS PROCEEDS OF
SALES OR THE SALES PRICE OF MACHINERY, MACHINE TOOLS, AND
PARTS OF THEM, USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY FROM
A RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-420
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-420
H 3291  General Bill, By Skelton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXTEND THE EXEMPTION ALLOWED CHURCHES TO
PROPERTY OWNED BY A CHURCH BUT USED FOR RELIGIOUS PUR-
POSES BY ANOTHER CHURCH.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-420
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-420
H 3292  Concurrent Resolution, By T.R. Young, Allison and Parker
Similar (S 0290)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FEBRUARY 2009 AS
“NATIONAL CHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH MONTH” IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2009, AS “GIVE KIDS A SMILE DAY”
TO PROMOTE ORAL HEALTH AND TO JOIN IN THE EFFORTS
THROUGHOUT THE NATION TO ADVOCATE FOR ORAL HEALTH
AWARENESS AND OPTIMAL ORAL HEALTH IN CHILDREN.
   01/15/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-422
   01/15/09 Senate Introduced SJ-20
   01/15/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-20
   01/29/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-15
   01/29/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-15
   01/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/03/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-20
H 3293  Joint Resolution, By King, Gunn and Howard
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX AND THE METHOD OF VALUATION OF
REAL PROPERTY AND THE LIMITS ON INCREASES IN THE VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO PROVIDE BY LAW A DEFINI-
TION OF “FAIR MARKET VALUE” FOR REAL PROPERTY FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, TO ELIMINATE THE FIFTEEN PERCENT
LIMIT ON INCREASES IN THE VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY UP TO FIVE
YEARS AND TO ELIMINATE AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST
AS AN EVENT CHANGING THE VALUE OF THE REAL PROPERTY.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-420
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-420
H 3294  General Bill, By A.D. Young, Simrill and T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-125 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT FOR THE
CURRENT FISCAL YEAR, AN ADDITIONAL FIVE DOLLAR SUR-
CHARGE TO FUND INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS AT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY ON ALL FINES,
FORFEITURES, ESCHEATMENTS, AND OTHER MONETARY PENALTIES
MUST BE IMPOSED FOR CERTAIN OFFENSES, TO PROVIDE A PROCE-
DURE FOR THE COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUR-
CHARGE REVENUES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE TREASURER
MAY REQUEST THE STATE AUDITOR TO EXAMINE THE FINANCIAL
RECORDS OF JURISDICTIONS THAT COLLECT THE SURCHARGES.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-420
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-420
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
H 3295 (Rat # 0013, Act #  0104)  Joint Resolution, By Hamilton, Allen,
Bedingfield, Cato, Dillard, Nanney, Stringer and Wylie
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON JANUARY 8, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF PARIS ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, TAYLORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, AND SEVIER MIDDLE
SCHOOL WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO A POWER OUT-
AGE IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP. - ratified title
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-421176
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-421
   02/05/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-28
   02/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   02/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-27
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
   02/17/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-62
   02/18/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/19/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-9
   04/02/09 Ratified R 13
   04/08/09 Signed By Governor
   04/14/09 Effective date 04/08/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 104
H 3296  Joint Resolution, By Sellers and Alexander
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO IMPOSE A MORATORIUM ON RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGE FORECLOSURES IN THIS STATE FOR A PERIOD OF ONE
YEAR EXCEPT WHERE THE PARTY BRINGING THE FORECLOSURE
ACTION STATES BY AFFIDAVIT THAT THE MORTGAGE LENDER DID
NOT STEER THE BORROWER INTO A SUBPRIME MORTGAGE LOAN IN
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-421
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-421
H 3297  General Bill, By Sellers, E.H. Pitts, Brady, Hutto and Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-10-340, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SNACKS SOLD FOR STUDENT CON-
SUMPTION IN SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR FAT, CALORIE, AND
SUGAR CONTENT STANDARDS THAT SNACK FOOD AND BEVERAGES
MUST MEET IN ORDER TO BE SOLD IN SCHOOLS; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 59-10-345 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
MAY OFFER ONLY FULL MEALS FOR STUDENT CONSUMPTION, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR FAT, CALORIE, AND SUGAR CONTENT STANDARDS
THAT FOODS AND BEVERAGES MUST MEET IN ORDER TO BE SOLD IN
SCHOOLS.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-421
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-422
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/28/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-4
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-27
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-31
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-31
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
H 3298  General Bill, By Sellers, Bedingfield, Nanney, Cato, Delleney, Kelly,
Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts and Parker
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CARRYING OF A
HANDGUN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON MAY LAWFULLY
STOW A HANDGUN UNDER THE SEAT OF A VEHICLE.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-422
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-422
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Parker
H 3299 (Rat # 0032, Act #  0007)  General Bill, By Sandifer, Harrell, Cato,
Thompson, Bedingfield, Bingham, Brady, Gambrell, Harrison, Jennings,
Mack, Mitchell, Cooper, Crawford, Alexander, Allison, Anthony, Bales,
Bannister, Barfield, Bowers, G.A. Brown, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Duncan,
Gullick, Haley, Hayes, Herbkersman, Howard, Huggins, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Lowe, Miller, Ott, Owens, Pinson, M.A. Pitts, J.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, Spires, Toole, Umphlett, White, Anderson, Whitmire, A.D. Young,
T.R. Young, Forrester, H.B. Brown, Weeks, Horne, Parker, Skelton, Wylie
and Frye
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 58-9-576, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELECTION BY AND DUTIES
OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIER AND ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF
REGULATION, SO AS TO ENACT THE “CUSTOMER CHOICE AND TECH-
NOLOGY INVESTMENT ACT OF 2009”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONTINUED REGULATION BY THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF
CERTAIN LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIERS WHEN PROVIDING CERTAIN
TELECOM SERVICES, AND TO ALLOW OTHER LOCAL EXCHANGE
CARRIERS TO OPT OUT OF REGULATION WHEN PROVIDING CERTAIN
SERVICES. - ratified title
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-422
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-422
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrester,
H.B.Brown, Anderson
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-1
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks, Horne
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Parker, Skel-
ton, Wylie
   02/10/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Loftis and Harvin HJ-24
   02/10/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, February 11, 2009 HJ-
31
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Frye
   02/11/09 House Amended HJ-18
   02/11/09 House Read second time HJ-25
   02/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-25
   02/12/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-26
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Campbell
   04/02/09 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-7
   04/02/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-226
   04/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-15
   04/23/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-268
   04/23/09 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-268
   04/30/09 Ratified R 32
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 7
H 3300  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-400, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SICK LEAVE FOR FULL-TIME PUBLIC
SCHOOL EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT SUCH EMPLOYEES
WHO ARE REEMPLOYED RETIREES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACCRUE AND CARRY FORWARD SICK LEAVE
AT THE SAME RATE AND IN THE SAME MANNER AS ANY OTHER PER-
SON EMPLOYED BY THE DISTRICT IN A POSITION REQUIRING CERTI-
FICATION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A DISTRICT MAY NOT MAKE A
LUMP SUM PAYMENT FOR UNUSED SICK LEAVE ACCRUED BY THESE
EMPLOYEES.177
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-437
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-437
H 3301 (Rat # 0098, Act #  0078)  General Bill, By Harrell, Cato, Sandifer,
Sellers, Neilson, Erickson, Bannister, Bedingfield, Merrill, Mitchell,
Anthony, Bingham, Huggins, Vick, Cooper, Chalk, J.R. Smith, Willis,
Gilliard, Allison, Anderson, Bales, Battle, Bowers, Brady, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, Cole, Daning, Duncan, Edge, Forrester, Gambrell, Gullick,
Hamilton, Hayes, Herbkersman, Hiott, Jefferson, Horne, Kirsh, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Miller, Millwood, Nanney, Ott, Owens,
Parker, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Scott, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith,
G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett,
White, Whitmire and Wylie
Similar (S 0279)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-175 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE CONSUMER
FINANCE DIVISION OF THE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO
IMPLEMENT A REAL-TIME INTERNET ACCESSIBLE DATABASE FOR
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS TO VERIFY IF DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT TRANSACTIONS ARE OUTSTANDING FOR A PARTICULAR
PERSON; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-270 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDER FROM ENTERING INTO A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION WITH A PERSON WHO HAS
AN OUTSTANDING DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION OR
WHO HAS ENTERED INTO AN EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN AGREE-
MENT AND TO REQUIRE A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDER TO
VERIFY WHETHER AN INDIVIDUAL IS ELIGIBLE TO ENTER INTO A
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION; BY ADDING SECTION 34-
39-280 SO AS TO ALLOW A DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION
CUSTOMER WHO IS UNABLE TO REPAY A TRANSACTION WHEN DUE
TO ENTER ONE EXTENDED PAYMENT PLAN DURING A TWELVE
MONTH PERIOD; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-130, RELATING TO LICEN-
SURE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEFERRED PRESENTMENT PROVIDERS,
SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PERSON FROM ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES WITH A RESIDENT OF SOUTH
CAROLINA EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 39, TITLE 34; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE TOTAL AMOUNT ADVANCED TO A CUS-
TOMER FOR DEFERRED PRESENTMENT OR DEPOSIT, EXCLUSIVE OF
PERMISSIBLE FEES, MAY NOT EXCEED FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-39-150, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION FOR
LICENSURE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE APPLICATION AND RENEWAL
FEES AND TO DESIGNATE THE RECIPIENTS AND PERMITTED USES OF
RENEWAL FEE COLLECTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 34-39-290 SO AS
TO REQUIRE THE BOARD OF FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO SUBMIT AN
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DETAILING CERTAIN
DEFERRED PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION DATA PROVIDED BY THE
DATABASE VENDOR; TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-200, RELATING TO
LIMITATIONS ON ACTIVITIES BY PERSONS REQUIRED TO BE
LICENSED, SO AS TO IDENTIFY CERTAIN LIMITED EXCEPTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO DEFERRED PRESENTMENT
RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
LICENSEE SHALL NOT CHARGE A FEE IN EXCESS OF FIFTEEN PER-
CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE TRANSACTION FOR
ACCEPTING A CHECK FOR DEFERRED PRESENTMENT OR DEPOSIT;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-180, RELATING TO DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO IDENTIFY
A LICENSEE’S CIVIL REMEDIES IF A CHECK IS RETURNED DUE TO
INSUFFICIENT FUNDS, CLOSED ACCOUNT, OR STOP PAYMENT
ORDER. - ratified title
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-438
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-439
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   02/05/09 House Objection by Rep. Cobb-Hunter, Clyburn, Jefferson, King,
Hart, Gunn, JH Neal, Weeks, and Williams HJ-23
   02/05/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cato, Allison, Skelton, R
Brown, Littlejohn, Clemmons, Mack, Toole, Ballentine,
Bingham, Sandifer, White, Merrill, Brady, Hodges, Fun-
derburk, Gambrell, Agnew, Ott, Forrester, Parker, Miller,
and Branham HJ-23
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 House Amended HJ-43
   02/11/09 House Read second time HJ-85
   02/11/09 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-16 HJ-85
   02/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-33
   02/12/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-34
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-9
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/01/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-15
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Special order, set for April 14, 2009 SJ-59
   05/05/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-23
   05/06/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended SJ-23
   05/06/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-23
   05/12/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-41
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-57
   05/21/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-115
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-115
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-113
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-6 HJ-113
   05/21/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-116
   05/27/09 Ratified R 98
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-105  Nays-4
HJ-99
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-39  Nays-3
   06/22/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/24/09 Act No. 78
H 3302  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO REQUIRE THAT A SCHOOL IMPACT FEE IMPOSED BY LAW
OR LOCAL ORDINANCE MAY BE USED FOR CLASSROOM OPERA-
TIONAL EXPENSES.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-439
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-439
H 3303  General Bill, By J.R. Smith, Gullick, Hardwick, Gambrell, Hiott,
Anthony, A.D. Young, Jennings, D.C. Moss, Clemmons, Allison, Bowen,
Cooper, Duncan, Hearn, Lucas, Simrill, D.C. Smith, Spires, Long, Edge,
Weeks, G.M. Smith, Hayes, Miller, Jefferson, Hodges, Whitmire, Harvin,
Herbkersman, Hosey, Agnew, Littlejohn, Williams, Bowers, G.A. Brown,
Stewart, Barfield, Umphlett, Parker, Kirsh, Allen, Viers, Govan, Battle,
Hart, Skelton and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-37-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
TERMS USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE LICENSURE AND REGULA-
TION OF OPTOMETRISTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE DEFINITIONS OF
“BASIC CERTIFIED OPTOMETRIST”, “DIAGNOSTIC CERTIFIED OPTOM-
ETRIST”, AND “THERAPEUTIC CERTIFIED OPTOMETRIST”; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-37-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LICENSURE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR OPTOMETRISTS, SO AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY ACTIVI-
TIES THAT CONSTITUTE THE PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-37-290, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO OPTOMETRISTS
ADMINISTERING AND PRESCRIBING PHARMACEUTICAL AGENTS, SO
AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY WHAT PHARMACEUTICAL AGENTS MAY BE
PRESCRIBED BY OPTOMETRISTS, TO DELETE PROVISIONS RELATING178
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTO PRESCRIBING ORAL AND TOPICALLY APPLIED MEDICATIONS
AND THE PROVISION REQUIRING AN OPTOMETRIST TO COMMUNI-
CATE AND COLLABORATE WITH AN OPHTHALMOLOGIST WHEN PRE-
SCRIBING TOPICAL STEROIDS FOR MORE THAN TWENTY-ONE DAYS,
AND TO PROVIDE WHAT MEDICATIONS AN OPTOMETRIST MAY
ADMINISTER INJECTIONS INTO THE EYELID AND SUBCONJUNCTI-
VAL INJECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-37-310, RELATING TO
REFERRALS TO OPHTHALMOLOGISTS AND OTHER OPTOMETRISTS
AND THE PROHIBITION AGAINST OPTOMETRISTS PERFORMING SUR-
GERY, AMONG OTHER THINGS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS
PERTAINING TO THESE REFERRALS AND THE PROHIBITION AGAINST
PERFORMING SURGERY, AND TO PROVIDE WHAT TYPE OF SURGICAL
PROCEDURES ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRACTICE OF OPTOME-
TRY; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 40-37-420 RELATING TO LICENSURE
TRANSITION PROVISIONS THAT ARE OBSOLETE.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-439
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-440
   01/15/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long, Edge
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks,
G.M.Smith, Hayes, Brady, Miller, Jefferson, Hodges,
Whitmire, Harvin, Herbkersman, Hosey
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Neilson
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Agnew, Little-
john, Williams, Bowers, G.A.Brown, Sellers
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart, Bar-
field, Umphlett, Parker
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Brady
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirsh, Allen,
Viers, Govan
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Huggins
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Dillard, Battle
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hart
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Skelton
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sellers
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Dillard
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Branham
H 3304  General Bill, By Umphlett, Allen, Bales, G.A. Brown, Neilson and
D.C. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-226 SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY
TAX INCREASES IN VALUE ATTRIBUTABLE TO PERIODIC REASSESS-
MENT OF OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY ALLOWED
THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FOR PERSONS OVER AGE SIXTY-FIVE
YEARS OF AGE OR WHO ARE TOTALLY AND PERMANENTLY DIS-
ABLED, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DURATION OF THIS EXEMPTION.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-440
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-440
H 3305  Joint Resolution, By Bedingfield, Merrill, Bingham, Duncan, Loftis,
G.R. Smith, Cato, Owens, Crawford, A.D. Young, Nanney, Bannister,
Daning, Harrison, Horne, Kirsh, Lowe, Lucas, E.H. Pitts, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Wylie, T.R. Young, Long, Rice, Parker, Allison, Littlejohn,
Cole, Hiott, Edge, Whitmire, Hearn, Hardwick, D.C. Smith, Pinson, J.R.
Smith, Simrill, Brantley, Willis, Hamilton, Erickson, Sottile, Scott, Harrell,
Delleney, Gullick, Frye, Clemmons, G.M. Smith, Battle, Sandifer, Millwood,
Haley, Ballentine, M.A. Pitts, Cooper, White, Gambrell, Bowen, Umphlett,
Forrester, Barfield, Chalk, Herbkersman, Viers, Spires, Huggins,
Limehouse, Stewart, Kelly, Brady and D.C. Moss
Similar (S 0316)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1,
ARTICLE II OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO ELECTIONS BY SECRET BALLOT AND PROTECTION OF
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GUARAN-
TEE OF THE RIGHT TO VOTE BY SECRET BALLOT APPLIES IN
REQUIRED DESIGNATIONS OR AUTHORIZATIONS FOR EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATION.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-440
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-440
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Rice, Parker,
Allison, Littlejohn, Cole, Hiott, Edge, Whitmire, Hearn,
Hardwick
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: McLeod
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Smith,
Pinson, J.R.Smith, Simrill, Brantley, Willis, Hamilton,
Erickson, Sottile, Scott
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrell, Delle-
ney, Gullick
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-3
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Frye, Clem-
mons
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.M.Smith,
Battle
   02/24/09 House Objection by Rep. Cobb-Hunter and RL Brown HJ-26
   02/24/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bedingfield, Cato, Bannister,
JE Smith, Owens, Nanney, GR Smith, King, Skelton,
Hiott, Crawford, Lowe, Daning, Sellers, Duncan, Jeffer-
son, and Hart HJ-26
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer, Mill-
wood, Haley, Ballentine, M.A.Pitts, Cooper, White, Gam-
brell, Bowen, Umphlett
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, March 10, 2009 HJ-100
   03/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrester
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Barfield
   03/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Chalk, Herb-
kersman, Viers, Spires, Huggins, Limehouse, Stewart,
Kelly, Brady
   03/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss
   03/25/09 House Read second time HJ-47
   03/25/09 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-25 HJ-47
   03/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   03/26/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/26/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-14
H 3306  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-7-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATED AVERAGE WEEKLY
WAGE FOR CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE DESIGNATED AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE FOR ALL
VOLUNTARY FIREMEN OF ORGANIZED VOLUNTARY RURAL FIRE
UNITS AND VOLUNTARY MUNICIPAL FIREMEN FROM THIRTY-SEVEN
AND ONE-HALF PERCENT TO SIXTY-SIX PERCENT OF THE AVERAGE
WEEKLY WAGE IN THE STATE FOR THE PRECEDING FISCAL YEAR.
   01/15/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-440
   01/15/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-441
H 3307  Concurrent Resolution, By Gunn and Harrell
Similar (S 0297)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE HONORABLE BARACK
H. OBAMA, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TO
ADDRESS THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT
ASSEMBLY IN THE CHAMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AT A TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SEN-
ATE.179
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/27/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   01/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-11
   02/04/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-7
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-7
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/10/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-17
H 3308  Resolution, By D.C. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. GARY C.
REDDING, OF AIKEN COUNTY, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS TWENTI-
ETH ANNIVERSARY AS SENIOR PASTOR OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF NORTH AUGUSTA.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
   02/17/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3309  Joint Resolution, By Erickson, Herbkersman, Pinson, Bedingfield,
Brady, Chalk, Bowen, Bowers, Funderburk, Hearn, Horne, Hutto, Long,
Nanney, Simrill and A.D. Young
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO EXAM-
INE ALL POLICY, PLANNING, AND SERVICE DELIVERY ISSUES
AFFECTING CHILDCARE SERVICES AVAILABLE TO WORKING PAR-
ENTS IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE’S
MEMBERSHIP, AND TO REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO REPORT
ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2010, AT WHICH TIME THE STUDY COMMIT-
TEE IS ABOLISHED.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-9
H 3310  General Bill, By Brady, Govan, Gunn, Harrison, Harvin, Horne,
Jefferson, Long, Lowe, J.M. Neal, Bowen, Gambrell, Funderburk, Hutto,
Neilson, Nanney, A.D. Young, Erickson and Miller
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-25-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“HOUSEHOLD MEMBER” IN CONNECTION WITH CRIMINAL DOMES-
TIC VIOLENCE OFFENSES, SO AS TO INCLUDE PERSONS IN A DATING
RELATIONSHIP AND TO DEFINE “DATING RELATIONSHIP”; TO AMEND
SECTION 20-4-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE
“PROTECTION FROM DOMESTIC ABUSE ACT”, SO AS TO REVISE THE
DEFINITION OF “HOUSEHOLD MEMBER” TO INCLUDE PERSONS IN A
DATING RELATIONSHIP AND TO DEFINE “DATING RELATIONSHIP”;
TO AMEND SECTION 20-4-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PETI-
TION FOR AN ORDER OF PROTECTION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
PARENT OR GUARDIAN MAY PETITION THE COURT FOR AN ORDER
ON BEHALF OF A MINOR WHO IS IN A DATING RELATIONSHIP; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 20-4-60, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CON-
TENTS OF AN ORDER OF PROTECTION, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE A
RESPONDENT IN A PROCEEDING TO COMPLETE A BATTERER TREAT-
MENT PROGRAM AND TO ORDER OTHER PROHIBITIONS OR
REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO PROTECT THE  ABUSED PERSON.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowen, Gam-
brell, Funderburk, Hutto, Neilson, Nanney, A.D.Young,
Erickson, Miller
H 3311 (Rat # 0099, Act #  0041)  General Bill, By Brady, Harrison, Erickson,
Umphlett, A.D. Young, Agnew, Allison, Battle, Bowen, Bowers, Clemmons,
Cooper, Duncan, Gambrell, Hardwick, Hearn, Horne, Kirsh, Long, Lowe,
McLeod, Parker, Simrill, Whitmire, Willis, Toole, G.M. Smith, Harvin,
Hutto, Neilson, Nanney, Miller, G.R. Smith, Hamilton, Jennings, T.R. Young,
Limehouse, Sottile, Viers, Williams, White, Weeks, Wylie, Forrester, Sellers,
Rice, Hiott, Owens, Bannister and Bedingfield
Similar (S 0284)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SUBARTICLE 8 TO ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 9, TITLE 63 SO AS
TO ESTABLISH THE RESPONSIBLE FATHER REGISTRY WITHIN THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN
UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER OF A CHILD, OR A MALE CLAIM-
ING TO BE THE UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER OF A CHILD, MUST
FILE A CLAIM OF PATERNITY WITH THIS REGISTRY IN ORDER TO
RECEIVE NOTICE OF A TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS ACTION
OR AN ADOPTION ACTION PERTAINING TO THIS CHILD; TO PROVIDE
THAT FAILURE TO FILE A CLAIM CONSTITUTES AN IMPLIED IRREVO-
CABLE WAIVER OF THE FATHER’S RIGHT TO NOTICE OF PROCEED-
INGS FOR THE TERMINATION OF HIS PARENTAL RIGHTS AND FOR
THE CHILD’S ADOPTION; TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN CONDUCT BY
AN UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER IS DEEMED TO BE NOTICE TO
THIS FATHER OF THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER’S PREGNANCY; AND TO
FURTHER ESTABLISH FILING PROCEDURES AND PROCEDURES FOR
THE OPERATION OF THE REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-730,
RELATING TO PERSONS AND ENTITIES ENTITLED TO NOTICE OF
ADOPTION ACTIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE A PERSON WHO HAS REGIS-
TERED WITH THE RESPONSIBLE FATHER REGISTRY; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-7-2530, RELATING TO THE FILING OF A PETITION FOR
TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE A TERMI-
NATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS ACTION TO BE HEARD WITHIN ONE
HUNDRED TWENTY DAYS OF THE DATE THE PETITION IS FILED AND
TO PROVIDE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A CONTINUANCE MAY BE
GRANTED; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2550, RELATING TO PERSONS
AND ENTITIES ENTITLED TO BE SERVED WITH A PETITION FOR TER-
MINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY THE
AGE AS FOURTEEN FOR SERVING A CHILD, TO PROVIDE SERVICE ON
THE GUARDIAN AD LITEM OF A CHILD UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS OF
AGE, AND TO SPECIFY THE NOTICE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO AN
UNMARRIED BIOLOGICAL FATHER OF A CHILD WHOSE PARENTAL
RIGHTS ARE BEING TERMINATED. - ratified title
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole, Harvin,
Hutto, Neilson, Nanney, Miller
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith,
Hamilton, Jennings
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young,
Limehouse, Sottile, Viers, Williams
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: White, Weeks
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   03/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrester
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-64
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sellers,
Owens
   03/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Rice, Hiott
   03/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bannister
   03/24/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Kennedy, Hosey, JH Neal,
Govan, Allen, Harvin, Weeks, HB Brown, Clemmons,
Bannister, Daning, Crawford, Brady, Erickson, Brantley,
King, and Parks HJ-45
   03/26/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, March 31, 2009 HJ-32
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   04/01/09 House Amended HJ-78
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-86
   04/01/09 House Roll call Yeas-111  Nays-0 HJ-86
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-53
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-17
   04/15/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-37
   04/23/09 Senate Amended SJ-22
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22180
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned on Senate amendments until Wednes-
day, May 13, 2009 HJ-42
   05/13/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-38
   05/13/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-38
   05/14/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-55
   05/27/09 Ratified R 99
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/12/09 Act No. 41
H 3312  General Bill, By J.R. Smith and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 314 OF 2000, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT, SO
AS TO TERMINATE THE PROVISIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA COM-
MUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT ON JUNE 30, 2015, INSTEAD
OF JUNE 30, 2010; AND TO DEEM OTHER LAWS, REGULATIONS, AND
OTHER PROVISIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE ACT REPEALED ON
THAT DATE.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3313  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-11-60, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DRAWING AND UTTERING
A FRAUDULENT CHECK, DRAFT, OR OTHER WRITTEN ORDER, SO AS
TO REQUIRE THAT THE ITEM BE POSTED ON ITS FACE WITH THE
DATE IT IS RECEIVED BY THE PERSON OR BUSINESS SEEKING A WAR-
RANT AND TO REQUIRE THAT A WARRANT BE ISSUED ON THE
FRAUDULENT ITEM WITHIN ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY DAYS OF THE
RECEIPT DATE, NOT COUNTING THE TIME IT IS IN THE POSSESSION
OF THE MAGISTRATE PENDING ISSUANCE OF THE WARRANT.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
H 3314  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 1-30-35, 44-20-30, 44-20-210, 44-20-220, 44-
20-225, 44-20-240, 44-20-320, 44-20-350, 44-20-360, 44-20-430, 44-20-1120,
44-20-1130, 44-20-1140, 44-20-1150, 44-20-1160, 44-20-1170, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT IS HEADED AND GOVERNED BY A DIREC-
TOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CON-
SENT OF THE SENATE, AND THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
COMMISSION ON DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS SERVES AS AN
ADVISORY BOARD TO THE DIRECTOR; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 44-
20-230 RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
   02/17/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-64
   03/24/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, March 26, 2009 HJ-38
   03/25/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). MA Pitts, Duncan, Vick,
Crawford, Jefferson, Moss, Jennings, Allison, Pinson,
Parks, Harrison, Parker, and Funderburk HJ-25
   03/26/09 House Amended HJ-34
   03/26/09 House Read second time HJ-41
   03/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-26 HJ-41
   03/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-43
   03/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-14
H 3315  General Bill, By Kelly, Govan and Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF DISTURBING
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO EXPAND THE PURVIEW OF THE OFFENSE TO
INCLUDE ADDITIONAL UNLAWFUL CONDUCT ON THE GROUNDS OR
PROPERTY OF A SCHOOL OR COLLEGE AND TO INCREASE THE PEN-
ALTY FOR THE OFFENSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1020,
RELATING TO INSTITUTING PROCEEDINGS AGAINST A CHILD, SO AS
TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES BEFORE A REFERRAL TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE FOR THE STATUS OFFENSE OF INCORRI-
GIBILITY AND TO REQUIRE CERTAIN FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL
COUNSELING FOR THE CHILD AND THE FAMILY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
H 3316  General Bill, By J.R. Smith, T.R. Young, D.C. Smith, Clyburn,
Stewart and Spires
Similar (S 0303)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY DESIGNATING SECTION 59-53-1610 AS SUBARTICLE 1 AND ENTI-
TLED “GENERAL PROVISIONS”; AND BY ADDING SUBARTICLE 2 TO
ARTICLE 19, CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE CRE-
ATION OF THE AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/27/09 House Referred to Aiken Delegation HJ-13
   01/28/09 House Delegation report: Favorable Aiken Delegation HJ-10
   01/29/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   01/29/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   01/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   01/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time
   02/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-16
H 3317  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR AN OCCUPANT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE TO SMOKE A
TOBACCO PRODUCT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3318  General Bill, By Sandifer and Bales
Similar (S 0268)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 8, TITLE 6, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BUILDING CODES ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A “SPECIAL INSPECTOR” OR “SPE-
CIAL INSPECTION AGENCY” TO PERFORM BUILDING INSPECTIONS IN
ONE OR MORE CONSTRUCTION TRADE DISCIPLINES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE LICENSING PROCEDURE TO REQUIRE AUTHORIZATION
FOR PERFORMING THESE INSPECTIONS FROM THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
LICENSING AND REGULATION.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-13
H 3319  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN DEFINITIONS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE A DANGEROUS ANIMAL MEANS, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, AN ANIMAL THAT MAKES AN UNPROVOKED ATTACK ON A
DOMESTIC ANIMAL OR AN ANIMAL WHOSE CERTAIN ACTIONS181
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSWOULD CAUSE A PERSON REASONABLY TO BELIEVE THE ANIMAL
WILL ATTACK AND CAUSE BODILY INJURY TO A DOMESTIC ANIMAL.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3320  General Bill, By Kirsh and Pinson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-90, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE TAX
PROCESS AND THOSE AUTHORIZED TO REPRESENT TAXPAYERS AND
THE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE
TAX PROCESS, SO AS TO ALLOW A TAXPAYER TO BE REPRESENTED
IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE TAX PROCESS BY A LICENSED REAL
ESTATE BROKER-IN-CHARGE WHO HOLDS A MASTER’S DEGREE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OR ITS EQUIVALENT AND TO LIMIT
THIS REPRESENTATION TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE TAX PROCESS AS
IT RELATES TO AD VALOREM TAX ON REAL PROPERTY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3321  General Bill, By Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-60-2570 SO AS TO PROVIDE AN ALTERNATE
APPEALS PROCEDURE FOR A PROPERTY TAXPAYER OBJECTING TO A
PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT ISSUED BY A COUNTY ASSESSOR,
INCLUDING ISSUES RELATING TO “AGRICULTURAL” USE CLASSIFI-
CATION, BY ALLOWING A DIRECT APPEAL DE NOVO TO THE CIRCUIT
COURT AND PROVIDE THAT THE COUNTY SHALL PAY THE REASON-
ABLE ATTORNEY’S FEES AND COSTS INCURRED BY A TAXPAYER
WHO PREVAILS IN AN APPEAL BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THIS ALTER-
NATE APPEALS PROCEDURE.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3322  General Bill, By Kirsh and Viers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2540, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMMERCIAL TRAPPING SEA-
SON, SO AS TO ESTABLISH AN ANNUAL COYOTE TRAPPING SEASON
FROM THANKSGIVING DAY THROUGH MARCH FIRST OF THE FOL-
LOWING CALENDAR YEAR.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-14
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
H 3323  Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF LEON MELVIN, OF WILLIAMSBURG
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3324  Resolution, By Branham
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CARO-
LINA ACADEMY VARSITY GIRLS TENNIS TEAM, OF LAKE CITY, FOR
ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL
PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3325  Resolution, By Branham
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CAROLINA ACADEMY VARSITY GIRLS TENNIS TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3326  Resolution, By Hiott, Rice, Skelton and Owens
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
TO THE COACH AND MEMBERS OF THE LIBERTY HIGH SCHOOL COM-
PETITIVE CHEER TEAM OF PICKENS COUNTY, AT A DATE AND TIME
TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF REC-
OGNIZING AND COMMENDING THEM FOR WINNING THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE’S 2008 CLASS AA STATE CHEER
CHAMPIONSHIP.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3327  Resolution, By Hiott, Rice, Skelton and Owens
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LIBERTY
HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM OF PICKENS COUNTY ON
ITS IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
LEAGUE’S 2008 CLASS AA STATE CHEER CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO
HONOR THE TEAM AND HEAD COACH MISSY RICKEN ON ANOTHER
OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3328  Resolution, By Cooper, Gambrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0533)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DR. ROBERT C. EDWARDS, OF PICKENS
COUNTY, PRESIDENT EMERITUS OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3329  Resolution, By Skelton
Similar (S 0376)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ON
THE CELEBRATION OF ITS SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3330  Resolution, By Gambrell, Agnew, Bowen, Cooper, Thompson, White,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,182
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSOtt, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie,
A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE OUT-
STANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE OF MR. JOE FRANK PINSON OF
ANDERSON COUNTY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3331  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-5-265 SO AS TO REQUIRE WITHIN FIVE DAYS
AFTER THE FILING OF A NEW OR CHANGED RATE SCHEDULE FOR
WATER OR SEWER SERVICE PROVIDED BY A PRIVATELY OWNED PUB-
LIC UTILITY, THE UTILITY SHALL MAKE AVAILABLE CERTAIN INDE-
PENDENTLY AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION
IN A CERTAIN MANNER FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
H 3332  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RETIREMENT INCOME
DEDUCTION AND THE DEDUCTION ALLOWED TAXPAYERS WHO
HAVE ATTAINED AGE SIXTY-FIVE, SO AS TO SUBJECT OTHERWISE
TAXABLE RETIREMENT INCOME TO A MAXIMUM STATE INCOME
TAX RATE OF TWO PERCENT.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
H 3333  General Bill, By A.D. Young, J.H. Neal, Simrill and T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-1-206, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADDITIONAL ASSESS-
MENTS IMPOSED BY GENERAL SESSIONS COURTS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE AN AMOUNT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ACADEMY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 14-1-207, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS IMPOSED BY MAGISTRATES
COURTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN AMOUNT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-4
   02/18/09 House Read second time HJ-28
   02/19/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
H 3334  General Bill, By Weeks, G.M. Smith and G.A. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-330, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF AN
ORDINANCE IMPOSING A SALES AND USE TAX, SO AS TO ADD THAT
THE TAX MAY BE IMPOSED FOR THE ACQUISITION OF INTERESTS IN
REAL ESTATE USED FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
H 3335  General Bill, By Weeks, G.M. Smith and G.A. Brown
Similar (S 0332)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 6-1-530 AND 6-1-730, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
USES ALLOWED FOR THE REVENUE OF THE LOCAL ACCOMMODA-
TIONS AND LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX, SO AS TO INCREASE FROM
TWENTY TO FIFTY PERCENT, IN COUNTIES IN WHICH LESS THAN
NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN STATE ACCOMMODATIONS
TAX IS COLLECTED ANNUALLY, THE AMOUNT OF THE REVENUE OF
THE LOCAL TAXES THAT MAY BE USED FOR OPERATIONS AND MAIN-
TENANCE.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
H 3336  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH POINTE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 CLASS AAAA DIVISION II STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 3337  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SOUTH
POINTE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, OF ROCK HILL, FOR ITS
OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS AAAA
DIVISION II STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 3338  Concurrent Resolution, By King and Simrill
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 5 IN YORK COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
CHERRY ROAD TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH HECKLE BOULEVARD
“JUANITA GOGGINS HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “JUANITA GOGGINS HIGHWAY”.
   01/27/09 House Introduced HJ-25
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-25
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-3
   02/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-30
   02/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-24
   02/12/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-13
H 3339  Joint Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (H 3410)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 11,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO EACH HOUSE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEING THE
JUDGE OF THE ELECTION RETURNS AND QUALIFICATIONS OF ITS
MEMBERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORITY OF EACH HOUSE TO
BE THE JUDGE OF THE ELECTION RETURNS OF ITS MEMBERS.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3340  General Bill, By Kennedy, Funderburk and McEachern
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ON JULY 1,
2011, THE AREA OF EACH COUNTY OF THIS STATE ALSO MUST BE
CONSTITUTED AS A SCHOOL DISTRICT AND A COUNTY MAY NOT
HAVE MULTIPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN ITS BOUNDARIES, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY LOCAL LAW
BEFORE JULY 1, 2011, SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE GOVERNANCE, FIS-
CAL AUTHORITY, AND ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR A COUNTYWIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT WHERE
NO PROVISIONS OF LAW NOW APPLY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL
ACTS OR PARTS OF ACTS RELATING TO A SCHOOL DISTRICT THAT IS183
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSNOT A COUNTYWIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT REQUIRED BY SECTION 59-
17-160 ARE REPEALED AS OF JULY 1, 2011.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-17
   01/27/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern
H 3341  Resolution, By Jennings, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0457)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE DIL-
LON HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING THEM ON
THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS
AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 3342  General Bill, By Delleney, Simrill, Nanney, Allison, Clemmons,
Erickson, Hamilton, Lucas, Owens, Parker, Pinson, Scott, G.R. Smith, J.R.
Smith, Loftis, Duncan, Hiott, Bedingfield, Rice and Vick
Similar (S 0398)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORDS “PER-
SON” AND “PARTY” AS THOSE WORDS APPEAR IN THE LAWS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FURTHER FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
“PERSON”, “HUMAN BEING”, “CHILD”, AND “INDIVIDUAL”, SO THAT
THEY INCLUDE EVERY INFANT MEMBER OF SPECIES HOMO SAPIENS
WHO IS BORN ALIVE AND TO DEFINE “BORN ALIVE”.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-4
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis, Dun-
can
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield,
Rice, Vick
   02/18/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney, GR Smith, Kelly,
Sellers, TR Young, King, Owens, JR Smith, DC Smith,
Bedingfield, Allison, Wylie, Mack, Clyburn, Kennedy, R
Brown, Weeks, and Viers HJ-28
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-49
   02/24/09 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-5 HJ-49
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-18
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-8 HJ-18
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Hutto, Cleary,
Nicholson, Rose, Shoopman
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   05/14/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-32
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-61
   05/21/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-8
   05/21/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-8
   05/21/09 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-163
   05/21/09 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Delleney, Bedingfield and Vick HJ-148
   05/21/09 Senate Conference committee appointed Hutto, Knotts, and
Cleary SJ-164
H 3343  General Bill, By Rutherford, Weeks and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-5-180 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE ADMIN-
ISTRATOR OF A JAIL OR DETENTION CENTER SHALL PROVIDE AN
ATTORNEY ACCESS TO HIS CLIENTS WHO ARE CONFINED IN THESE
FACILITIES DURING THE PERIOD OF EIGHT O’CLOCK A.M. TO SIX
O’CLOCK P.M.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
   02/18/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-3
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   02/24/09 House Amended HJ-24
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-25
   02/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
14
H 3344  Concurrent Resolution, By Jennings, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
DILLON HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING
SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   01/27/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   01/28/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 3345  General Bill, By R.L. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-75-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CENTERS OF EXCEL-
LENCE MATCHING ENDOWMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
ENDOWMENT MUST BE FUNDED BY APPROPRIATIONS FROM THE
GENERAL FUND.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-17184
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3346  Resolution, By Merrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 1 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE SPEAKER AND THE
SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE, SO AS TO IMPOSE A LIMITATION OF
TWELVE CONSECUTIVE YEARS ON A PERSON SERVING AS SPEAKER
OR SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE AND TO PROVIDE FOR RE-ELIGIBILITY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced HJ-27
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-27
H 3347 (Rat # 0100, Act #  0042)  General Bill, By Clemmons, McLeod and
Harrell
Similar (S 0775)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-143, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES GIVING APPLICANTS FOR CERTAIN SERVICES THE OPTION TO
MAKE A VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION TO DONATE LIFE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, SO AS TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT THAT MAY BE
DONATED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-130, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES’ EXAMINATION TO
OBTAIN A DRIVER’S LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS
THAT RELATE TO THE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE EXAMINATION AND
THE NONCOMMERCIAL ENDORSEMENT TO THE MOTORCYCLE
CLASSIFICATION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A BASIC DRIVER’S
LICENSE AUTHORIZES THE LICENSEE TO OPERATE CERTAIN MOTOR-
CYCLE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLES. - ratified title
   01/27/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-17
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McLeod, Har-
rell
   01/28/09 House Amended HJ-34
   01/28/09 House Read second time HJ-34
   01/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-15
   05/12/09 Senate Amended SJ-32
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   05/19/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-42
   05/19/09 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-42
   05/27/09 Ratified R 100
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 42
H 3348  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN AGENCIES PROVIDING THE RES-
IDENCE OF A SEX OFFENDER TO A SHERIFF WHEN THE OFFENDER IS
RELEASED FROM THE AGENCY’S CUSTODY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
IF AN OFFENDER IS SCHEDULED TO BE RELEASED ON A FRIDAY OR
STATE HOLIDAY, THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS OR THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE MUST RETAIN CUSTODY OF THE
OFFENDER UNTIL THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS DAY, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE SHERIFF IN A COUNTY IN WHICH AN OFFENDER INTENDS
TO RESIDE HAS JURISDICTION TO LOCATE AN OFFENDER WHO FAILS
TO REGISTER AS A SEX OFFENDER, TO PROVIDE THAT INFORMATION
PLACED ON THE SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY AS A RESULT OF AN
OFFENDER’S FAILURE TO REGISTER MUST CONTAIN THE NAME OF
THE DEPARTMENT THAT PROVIDED THE INFORMATION AND INDI-
CATE THAT THE OFFENDER FAILED TO REGISTER WITHIN ONE DAY
OF HIS RELEASE FROM CUSTODY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE SHER-
IFF OF THE COUNTY OF THE OFFENDER’S INTENDED RESIDENCE
MUST VERIFY THAT THE OFFENDER’S ADDRESS IS VALID AND THAT
THE OFFENDER INTENDS TO RESIDE THERE; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 23-3-470, RELATING TO A SEX OFFENDER’S FAILURE TO REGIS-
TER OR PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING A CHANGE OF
ADDRESS, SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, ENROLLMENT, OR EMPLOYMENT,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT UPON THE ISSUANCE OF A WARRANT FOR
THE ARREST OF AN OFFENDER CHARGED WITH A VIOLATION OF
THIS SECTION, THE SHERIFF MUST NOTIFY SLED OF THE PENDING
CHARGE AND SLED MUST INDICATE ON THE SEX OFFENDER REGIS-
TRY THAT THE OFFENDER HAS FAILED TO REGISTER AND A WAR-
RANT HAS BEEN ISSUED FOR HIS ARREST.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
H 3349  Concurrent Resolution, By Barfield, Hearn, Viers and Hardwick
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGH-
WAY 501 IN HORRY COUNTY THAT RUNS THROUGH THE TOWN OF
AYNOR THE “W. G. HUCKS HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CON-
TAIN THE WORDS “W. G. HUCKS HIGHWAY”.
   01/27/09 House Introduced HJ-27
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-28
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hardwick
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-4
   02/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-30
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced SJ-24
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-24
   03/10/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-20
   03/11/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-29
H 3350  Resolution, By Pinson
Similar (S 0443)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE SINCERE CONGRATULA-
TIONS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES TO THE CHIEF OF THE GREENWOOD FIRE
DEPARTMENT, TERRY STRANGE, UPON HIS RECEIVING THE FRITZ
TURNER AWARD, AN HONOR PRESENTED ANNUALLY BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA STATE FIRE CHIEFS ASSOCIATION.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 3351  Resolution, By Bannister
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND A WARM WELCOME AND OUR
BEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL VISIT TO OUR FRIENDS FROM THE
LYC…E GODEFROY DE BOUILLON SCHOOL, CLERMONT-FERRAND,
FRANCE, PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
WITH J. L. MANN HIGH SCHOOL, OF GREENVILLE COUNTY.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 3352 (Rat # 0014, Act #  0086)  Joint Resolution, By Cooper, Owens,
Stewart, Whitmire, Funderburk, Rice, Wylie, Allison, E.H. Pitts, R.L.
Brown, White, Stavrinakis, Miller, Anderson, Battle, Hayes, Gilliard, Sottile,
Mack, Harvin, Whipper, Hutto, G.R. Smith, Knight, Willis, Neilson, T.R.
Young, Cobb-Hunter, J.H. Neal, Clyburn, G.M. Smith, Kennedy,
Herbkersman, Merrill, Bingham, Ott, J.R. Smith, A.D. Young, Kirsh, Lucas,
Littlejohn, Edge, Limehouse, M.A. Pitts, Loftis, D.C. Smith, Pinson, Barfield,
Bannister, Dillard, Stringer, Allen, Nanney, Govan, Parker, Frye, Hardwick,
Hearn, J.E. Smith, Clemmons, Agnew, Bedingfield, Williams, Vick, Horne,
Bales and Umphlett
Similar (S 0379)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND
SPECIAL SCHOOLS TO TRANSFER CERTAIN FUNDS AMONG APPRO-
PRIATED REVENUES, EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT ACT FUNDS, EDU-
CATION LOTTERY ACT FUNDS, AND FUNDS RECEIVED FROM THE
CHILDREN’S EDUCATION ENDOWMENT FUND IN ORDER TO ENSURE
THE DELIVERY OF ACADEMIC AND ARTS INSTRUCTION DURING THE185
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS2008-2009 AND 2009-2010 FISCAL YEARS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A
SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY NOT TRANSFER FUNDS REQUIRED FOR DEBT
SERVICE OR BONDED INDEBTEDNESS; TO ALLOW SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2008-2009 AND 2009-2010 TO SUSPEND
CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL STAFFING RATIOS AND EXPENDITURE REG-
ULATIONS, TO DELAY THE DATE THAT TEACHER CONTRACTS ARE
ISSUED, TO NEGOTIATE SALARIES FOR CERTAIN RETIRED TEACHERS
BELOW THE SCHOOL DISTRICT SALARY SCHEDULE, AND TO FUR-
LOUGH TEACHERS FOR UP TO FIVE NONINSTRUCTIONAL DAYS, PRO-
VIDED THAT DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS ARE FURLOUGHED FOR
TWICE THE NUMBER OF DAYS; TO PROVIDE FURTHER MEASURES
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND EDUCATION-RELATED ENTITIES ARE
ENCOURAGED TO TAKE TO MAXIMIZE RESOURCES; TO PROVIDE
DISTRICT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR COST-SAVING MEASURES
UNDERTAKEN BY THE DISTRICT; TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO
PROVIDE TO PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOLS PUPIL ALLOCATION FOR
EACH CATEGORICAL PROGRAM BEFORE IMPLEMENTING THESE
FLEXIBILITY PROVISIONS;  TO SUSPEND CERTAIN FORMATIVE
ASSESSMENTS, TO ALLOW SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO SUSPEND TEXT-
BOOK ADOPTIONS, AND TO ALLOW SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO PUR-
CHASE THE MOST ECONOMICAL TYPE OF BUS FUEL FOR THE 2008-
2009 AND 2009-2010 FISCAL YEARS; TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
FOR THE 2009-2010 FISCAL YEAR TO UTILIZE AT LEAST SIXTY-FIVE
PERCENT OF ITS PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES WITHIN PROVIDED CATE-
GORIES OF INSTRUCTION WITH CERTAIN CONDITIONS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
FOR THE 2009-2010 FISCAL YEAR TO MAINTAIN A TRANSACTION
REGISTER THAT RECORDS CERTAIN EXPENDED FUNDS, TO PROVIDE
WHAT THE REGISTER MUST INCLUDE, TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS TO PUBLISH THEIR CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS ON THEIR
WEBSITES, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL TO PUB-
LISH ON ITS WEBSITE CREDIT CARD INFORMATION OF SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS THAT DO NOT MAINTAIN THEIR OWN WEBSITES; AND TO
SUSPEND SECTION 59-21-1030 OF THE 1976 CODE FOR THE 2008-2009
AND 2009-2010 FISCAL YEARS. - ratified title
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-19
   01/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk,
Rice
   01/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie, Alli-
son, E.H.Pitts, R.L.Brown
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: White, Stavri-
nakis, Miller, Anderson, Battle, Hayes, Gilliard, Sottile,
Mack, Harvin, Whipper
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto,
G.R.Smith, Knight
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis, Neil-
son
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter,
J.H.Neal, Clyburn, G.M.Smith, Kennedy, Herbkersman,
Merrill, Bingham, Ott, J.R.Smith, A.D.Young, Kirsh,
Lucas, Littlejohn, Edge, Limehouse, M.A.Pitts, Loftis,
D.C.Smith, Pinson
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-2
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bannister, Dil-
lard, Stringer, Allen, Nanney, Govan, Parker, Frye, Hard-
wick, Hearn
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith,
Clemmons, Agnew, Bedingfield, Williams, Vick, Horne
   02/17/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Crawford HJ-15
   02/17/09 House Amended HJ-15
   02/17/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-28
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bales,
Umphlett
   02/18/09 House Amended HJ-16
   02/18/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-22
   02/18/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   02/19/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-18
   02/19/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/24/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
   03/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
3
   03/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-81
   03/25/09 Senate Special order, set for March 25, 2009 SJ-96
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/26/09 Senate Amended SJ-27
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-36
   04/01/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-27
   04/02/09 Ratified R 14
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 86
H 3353 (Rat # 0006, Act #  0122)  Joint Resolution, By Harrison
Similar (S 0331)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ADOPT REVISED CODE VOLUME 21 OF THE
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, TO THE EXTENT OF ITS
CONTENTS, AS THE ONLY GENERAL PERMANENT STATUTORY LAW
OF THE STATE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2009. - ratified title
   01/27/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-19
   01/28/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   01/28/09 House Read second time HJ-35
   01/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
   02/04/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-8
   02/10/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/11/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-30
   02/19/09 Ratified R 6
   02/25/09 Signed By Governor
   03/09/09 Effective date 02/25/2009
   07/21/09 Act No. 122
H 3354  General Bill, By Chalk, Brantley, G.A. Brown, Clyburn, Erickson,
Herbkersman and Sottile
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-360, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM STAT-
UTES APPLICABLE TO LICENSED CONTRACTORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
AN OWNER OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY WHO MAKES CERTAIN
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PROPERTY OWES TO A SUBSEQUENT
OWNER OF THE PROPERTY THE SAME DUTY AS A LICENSED CON-
TRACTOR TO COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE BUILDING CODES AND
STANDARDS.
   01/27/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/27/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
H 3355  Resolution, By Funderburk
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIEUTENANT COLONEL
JOHN W. MIMS, OF KERSHAW COUNTY, UNITED STATES ARMY CHAP-
LAIN, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM
FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12186
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3356  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto, Jefferson,
Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR COLONEL
DOUGLAS M. SENTER, FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE DUTCH FORK
HIGH SCHOOL AIR FORCE JUNIOR ROTC, FOR HIS WONDERFUL
WORK WITH THIS PROGRAM AND FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL MILITARY
CAREER, AND TO EXPRESS THE GRATITUDE OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR HIS MERITORIOUS LEADER-
SHIP TO CADETS THROUGHOUT THE YEARS.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3357  General Bill, By Cooper and White
Similar (S 0345, H 3406)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO LEAVES OF ABSENCE FOR STATE AND
LOCAL OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES TO BE ORGAN DONORS, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THE AGGREGATE LIMIT FOR SUCH LEAVES OF
ABSENCE SHALL BE COMPUTED ON A CALENDAR YEAR BASIS
RATHER THAN A FISCAL YEAR BASIS.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3358  General Bill, By Harrison, Weeks, Horne, Hutto and Whipper
Similar (S 0361)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-35-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
TERMS USED IN THE OMNIBUS ADULT PROTECTION ACT, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITIONS OF “INVESTIGATIVE ENTITY” AND
“NEGLECT”; TO AMEND SECTION 43-35-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO REQUIREMENTS OF AN INVESTIGATIVE ENTITY UPON RECEIVING
A REPORT OF ADULT ABUSE, SO AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY AND CLAR-
IFY PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING CASES IN WHICH THERE IS A REA-
SONABLE SUSPICION OF CRIMINAL CONDUCT; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 43-35-85, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES
FOR FAILING TO REPORT ADULT ABUSE WHEN REQUIRED TO
REPORT,  SO AS TO DELETE PROVISIONS AUTHORIZING DISCIPLIN-
ARY ACTION WHEN A PERSON WHO HAS REASON TO BELIEVE THAT
ABUSE OCCURRED FAILS TO REPORT AND TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL
PENALTIES IF A CAREGIVER, DUE TO RECKLESS DISREGARD FOR
THE HEALTH OR SAFETY OF A VULNERABLE ADULT, NEGLECTS OR
CAUSES GREAT BODILY INJURY OR DEATH TO A VULNERABLE
ADULT.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   03/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-6
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   03/31/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cooper, White, EH Pitts, GM
Smith, Crawford, Bannister, Hosey, VIck, Williams, Ott,
Forrester, Brantley, GR Smith, Bedingfield, and Jennings
HJ-56
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 7, 2009 HJ-95
   04/22/09 House Amended HJ-76
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-84
   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-84
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-269
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
H 3359  Resolution, By Pinson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR NANCY CORLEY,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF HOSPICECARE OF THE PIEDMONT, FOR
ACHIEVING NATIONAL CERTIFICATION AS A HOSPICE AND PALLIA-
TIVE CARE ADMINISTRATOR (CHPCA), AND TO EXPRESS APPRECIA-
TION FOR HER TWENTY YEARS OF SERVICE WITH HOSPICECARE OF
THE PIEDMONT.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3360  Resolution, By Hiott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson,
Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION COMMENDING COACH STAN BUTLER OF
PICKENS COUNTY FOR BEING A COMPASSIONATE AND CARING
TEACHER AND BASEBALL COACH.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3361  Concurrent Resolution, By H.B. Brown
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT EXIT
34 IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY ALONG INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 77 THE
“SENATOR JOHN A. MARTIN INTERCHANGE” AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERCHANGE THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “SENATOR JOHN A. MARTIN INTERCHANGE”.
   01/28/09 House Introduced HJ-18
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-18
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-4
   02/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-30
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced SJ-24
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-24
   02/24/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   02/24/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 3362  Resolution, By Vick
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CHES-
TERFIELD HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING
SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 DIVISION I CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL
PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18187
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3363  Resolution, By Vick
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHESTERFIELD HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 DIVISION I CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 3364  Concurrent Resolution, By Merrill, Umphlett and Viers
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE BOTH THE PRESI-
DENT AND CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO REFRAIN FROM
LOCATING OR RELOCATING IN SOUTH CAROLINA INDIVIDUALS
WHOM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS CLASSIFIED AS “ENEMY
COMBATANTS” OR OTHER SIMILAR TERM USED TO DESCRIBE A FOR-
EIGN NATIONAL WHO IS SUSPECTED OF COMMITTING, CONSPIRING
TO COMMIT, OR ATTEMPTING TO COMMIT AN ACT OF TERROR ON
UNITED STATES SOIL OR ABROAD.
   01/28/09 House Introduced HJ-19
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-19
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-4
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   02/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-31
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced SJ-24
   02/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-24
H 3365  General Bill, By Cooper, T.R. Young and J.R. Smith
A BILL TO ENACT THE “HIGHER EDUCATION EFFICIENCY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES ACT”.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   04/04/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Courson (ch), Elliott, Verdin,
Jackson
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.R.Smith
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-14
   04/01/09 House Amended HJ-47
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-66
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-19
   05/07/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Finance SJ-9
   05/07/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Education SJ-9
H 3366  General Bill, By Merrill and Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-700 SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN ELECTRIC
UTILITY, ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, OR THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUB-
LIC SERVICE AUTHORITY (SANTEE COOPER) FROM PROVIDING
ELECTRIC SERVICE TO A PROPERTY OR FACILITY IN THIS STATE
THAT IS USED TO HOUSE, HOLD, DETAIN, OR INTERROGATE A PER-
SON WHOM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS DESIGNATED AN
“ENEMY COMBATANT” OR OTHER SIMILAR TERM FOR A PERSON
WHO IS SUSPECTED OF COMMITTING, CONSPIRING TO COMMIT, OR
ATTEMPTING TO COMMIT EITHER A DOMESTIC OR INTERNATIONAL
ACT OF TERROR.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
H 3367  Concurrent Resolution, By Govan, Ott, Cobb-Hunter, Sellers,
Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady,
Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard,
Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin,
Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern,
McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal,
J.M. Neal, Neilson, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts,
Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart,
Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE SINCEREST SORROW
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE OCCASION
OF THE DEATH OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY’S AUSTIN CUNNINGHAM,
AND ITS GRATITUDE FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TOWARD
THE BETTERMENT OF HIS COMMUNITY AND THIS STATE.
   01/28/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-19
   01/29/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 3368  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-8-60, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RETIREMENT, RETIREMENT
ALLOWANCE, DISABILITY, AND BENEFICIARIES OF OTHER RETIRE-
MENT SYSTEMS FOR PURPOSES OF THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR
JUDGES AND SOLICITORS, SO AS TO ALLOW A RETIREE OF THAT
SYSTEM TO RECEIVE A RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE FROM IT WHILE
SERVING IN STATEWIDE OFFICE AND PROVIDE THAT THIS PERSON
DOES NOT BECOME A MEMBER OF, DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE TO, AND
DOES NOT ACCRUE SERVICE CREDIT IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM OR SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE OFFICERS
RETIREMENT SYSTEM AS A RESULT OF SERVICE IN THAT STATEWIDE
OFFICE.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
H 3369  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Huggins, E.H. Pitts, Ballentine,
Bingham, Haley, Cato, Clyburn, Hearn, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.R. Smith,
Spires, Stewart, Viers and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-342, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF CRIMINAL SOLICI-
TATION OF A MINOR, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY FOR THE
OFFENSE.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
H 3370  Resolution, By Clemmons, Barfield, Edge, Hardwick, Hearn and
Viers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION RENAME PUNCH BOWL LANDING IN HORRY
COUNTY AS THE J.T. AND AGNES BARFIELD LANDING.
   01/28/09 House Introduced HJ-20
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-20
   02/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Adopted HJ-29
H 3371  General Bill, By Harvin, Kennedy, Alexander, Funderburk, Gunn,
Hart, McEachern, McLeod, Ott, J.E. Smith, Spires, Weeks and Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-243 SO AS TO REGULATE A PROVIDER OF
HEALTH CARE AND THE ISSUER OF INDIVIDUAL HEALTH INSUR-
ANCE WHEN AN ISSUER NEGOTIATES RATES WITH A PROVIDER FOR
COVERED HEALTH CARE SERVICES AND THEN TERMINATES OR OTH-
ERWISE NONRENEWS THE PROVIDER’S CONTRACT.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16188
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers
   04/02/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-118
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 House Amended HJ-33
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-35
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-238
   04/23/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-8
H 3372  Joint Resolution, By Jefferson, Williams, Vick, J.H. Neal, Cobb-
Hunter, Kennedy, Lowe, Loftis, Miller, Battle, Clemmons, Erickson,
Anderson, Long, G.R. Smith, Huggins, Neilson, Hart, Hutto, Stringer,
Forrester, Barfield, R.L. Brown, Bedingfield, Nanney, Hamilton, Whipper,
Crawford, Ballentine, A.D. Young, Horne, H.B. Brown, Stavrinakis,
Herbkersman, G.M. Smith and J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0026)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH THE STROKE SYSTEMS OF
CARE STUDY COMMITTEE WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR A REGIONALLY ORGANIZED AND STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN FOR A STROKE SYSTEMS OF CARE.
   01/28/09 House Introduced and read first time
   01/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kennedy
   02/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Lowe, Loftis,
Miller, Battle, Clemmons, Erickson, Anderson
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long,
G.R.Smith, Huggins, Neilson, Hart, Hutto, Stringer
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrester
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Barfield
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown,
Bedingfield, Nanney, Hamilton, Whipper
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford,
Ballentine
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: A.D.Young,
Horne, H.B.Brown, Stavrinakis, Herbkersman, G.M.Smith
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
H 3373  Resolution, By Hayes
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE DILLON
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEA-
SON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE,
AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES,
AND STAFF.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3374  Resolution, By Hayes
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE DIL-
LON CHRISTIAN SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING
THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3375  Resolution, By Hodges
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF MATTIE BELL GRANT, OF BEAUFORT
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3376  General Bill, By Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-205 SO AS TO PROVIDE AN INSURER THAT
MAKES A REIMBURSEMENT UNDER A HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY
FOR A SERVICE COVERED BY THE POLICY MUST MAKE THE REIM-
BURSEMENT AT THE SAME RATE APPLIED TO A LICENSED HEALTH
CARE PROVIDER IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE A GROUP HEALTH
INSURANCE POLICY MAY NOT LIMIT OR CONDITION A DIAGNOSIS,
SERVICE, OR TREATMENT RENDERED BY A HEALTH CARE PROVIDER
OR REIMBURSEMENT TO THE PROVIDER FOR THE DIAGNOSIS, SER-
VICE, OR TREATMENT RENDERED UNLESS THE POLICY ALSO
APPLIES THAT LIMITATION OR CONDITION TO A LICENSED HEALTH
CARE PROVIDER IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE WHERE A DISCREP-
ANCY EXISTS BETWEEN THIS SECTION AND A REIMBURSEMENT
RATE OR CONDITION ON A DIAGNOSIS, SERVICE, OR TREATMENT,
THE DISCREPANCY MUST BE CORRECTED IN FAVOR OF THE LOWER
TO HIGHER REIMBURSEMENT RATE OR A REDUCTION OF THE LIMITS
OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE AFFECTED HEALTH CARE PROVIDER,
AND TO PROVIDE A DEDUCTIBLE ONLY MAY BE DICTATED BY THE
PLAN OBTAINED BY THE INSURED AND MAY NOT VARY BASED ON
THE HEALTH CARE PROVIDER RENDERING THE SERVICE.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-4
H 3377 (Rat # 0101, Act #  0043)  General Bill, By D.C. Moss, Vick, Simrill,
Anthony, Bedingfield, H.B. Brown, Duncan, Gambrell, Gullick, Jennings
and A.D. Young
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 23-1-212, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF STATE CRIMI-
NAL LAWS BY FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT NATIONAL PARK SERVICE RANGERS ARE FEDERAL
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS WHO ARE AUTHORIZED TO ENFORCE
THE STATE’S CRIMINAL LAWS. - ratified title
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-6
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-20
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-12
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-65
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
   05/27/09 Ratified R 101
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 43
H 3378 (Rat # 0033, Act #  0008)  General Bill, By Cooper
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-192 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS OF MANDATORY STATE AGENCY FURLOUGH PRO-
GRAMS, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN CONSULTATION AND GUIDANCE SER-
VICES BY THE OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES OF THE STATE
BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS
OF PARAGRAPH 89.120, PART IB, OF ACT 310 OF 2008, RELATING TO
STATE AGENCY FURLOUGHS. - ratified title
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-3
   02/12/09 House Read second time HJ-29189
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/12/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-29
   02/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/13/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/17/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   03/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
4
   04/01/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   04/01/09 Senate Amended SJ-24
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-10
   04/22/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-48
   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-48
   04/30/09 Ratified R 33
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 8
H 3379  Joint Resolution, By Scott, Ballentine, Chalk, Erickson, Hamilton,
Harrell, Long, Nanney, Parker, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Willis and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0162, S 0203)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8,
ARTICLE IV OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE ELECTION, QUALIFICATIONS, AND TERM OF THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE JOINT ELEC-
TION OF GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3380 (Rat # 0034, Act #  0009)  General Bill, By Funderburk
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-340, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN KERSHAW COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
A MAP NUMBER ON WHICH LINES OF THESE PRECINCTS ARE DELIN-
EATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATIS-
TICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD. - ratified title
   01/29/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-5
   02/03/09 House Read second time HJ-20
   02/04/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   02/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   02/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-1
   04/01/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   04/02/09 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   04/14/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-36
   04/30/09 Ratified R 34
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 9
H 3381  Resolution, By Merrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A STUDY COMMITTEE TO
STUDY THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE PORTS AUTHORITY, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP, AND TO
REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES BEFORE JUNE 1, 2010, AT WHICH TIME THE STUDY COM-
MITTEE IS ABOLISHED.
   01/29/09 House Introduced HJ-11
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3382  General Bill, By Gullick and Ballentine
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-3-612 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A HIGHWAY
FACILITY DEDICATED AND NAMED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION SHALL CARRY THIS DESIGNATION FOR FIVE YEARS; AND
BY ADDING SECTION 57-3-613 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION MUST OBTAIN APPROVAL FROM THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEFORE IT NAMES A HIGHWAY FACILITY IN
HONOR OF AN INDIVIDUAL.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-5
H 3383  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (H 3721)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO STATE TAX LAWS, SO AS TO UPDATE
THE REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO THE YEAR
2008; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTIONS NOT ADOPTED BY STATE LAW,
SO AS TO MAKE ADDITIONS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TAXPAYER
WHO FOLLOWS SECTION 3094 OF THE FEDERAL HOUSING ECO-
NOMIC RECOVERY ACT OF 2008, FOR SOUTH CAROLINA PURPOSES
MUST NOT BE PENALIZED.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3384  General Bill, By Bowen
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 69, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-69-280 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY NOT USE SCHOOL OPERATING
FUNDS TO DEFRAY THE COSTS OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND MEM-
BERSHIPS ON BEHALF OF ITS TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3385  General Bill, By Bowen and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AT LEAST
SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE EDUCATION OPERATIONAL EXPEN-
DITURES OF EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT MUST BE USED FOR CLASS-
ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES, TO PROVIDE THAT EACH
SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL SUBMIT ITS PROPOSED BUDGET TO THE
STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION WITH THE ACTUAL PER-
CENTAGE OF ITS EDUCATION OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURES USED
FOR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION, TO PROVIDE FOR A WAIVER, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNING BODY IN A COUNTY MAY AMEND
THE FISCAL YEAR BUDGET OF A SCHOOL DISTRICT WITHIN THE
COUNTY UPON A FINDING BY THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDU-
CATION THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT HAS DEMONSTRATED BLATANT
DISREGARD FOR THESE REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION SHALL DEVELOP MODEL PLANS
AND THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL PROMULGATE REGU-
LATIONS TO AID IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE REQUIRE-
MENTS, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3386  General Bill, By Bowen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-1-90 SO AS TO REQUIRE A REFERENDUM ON
THE QUESTION OF RAISING THE BONDED INDEBTEDNESS LIMITS OF
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO BE HELD AT
THE GENERAL ELECTION.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3387  General Bill, By Bowen190
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 24, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 59-24-90 SO AS TO REQUIRE A
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR OF A SCHOOL THAT MAINTAINS AN AVER-
AGE DAILY MEMBERSHIP OF THREE HUNDRED STUDENTS OR LESS
TO SPEND AT LEAST THIRTY HOURS A WEEK IN A CLASSROOM AS
THE PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR AND TO SPEND AT LEAST THIRTY CON-
SECUTIVE MINUTES IN THE CLASSROOM WITH THE SAME GROUP OF
STUDENTS FOR THE PERIODS OF INSTRUCTION RELATED TO A PAR-
TICULAR SUBJECT OR COURSE, AND TO EXCLUDE PRINCIPALS FROM
THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-7
H 3388  General Bill, By Stringer, Nanney, Bedingfield, Ballentine, Bannister,
Cato, Hamilton, Millwood, G.R. Smith and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-316 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE NAME OF A
CANDIDATE FOR AN ELECTION IN THIS STATE, OR FOR THE ELEC-
TORAL COLLEGE, BEING PRINTED ON A BALLOT FOR AN OFFICE
UNLESS THAT PERSON SHOWS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE THAT HE IS A
LEGAL CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3389  General Bill, By Stringer, Ballentine, Bannister, Bedingfield, Cato,
Hamilton, Millwood, Nanney, G.R. Smith and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-315 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE NAME OF A
CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT OR VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES BE PRINTED ON A BALLOT IN SOUTH CAROLINA UNLESS
THERE IS SHOWN CONCLUSIVE PROOF THAT THE CANDIDATE IS A
NATURAL BORN CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3390  General Bill, By Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 7-19-20 RELATING TO FILLING A VACANCY
IN THE OFFICE OF UNITED STATES SENATOR.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3391  Resolution, By Battle
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE PLEASANT GROVE MISSION-
ARY BAPTIST CHURCH, OF MARION COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF
ITS HISTORIC TWO HUNDRED TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY, AND TO
COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR NEARLY TWO AND A QUARTER CEN-
TURIES OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3392  General Bill, By Whitmire, Sandifer and Hiott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 49-1-85 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR EFFLUENT DIS-
CHARGE REQUIREMENTS FOR LAKE JOCASSEE LOCATED IN OCONEE
AND PICKENS COUNTIES INCLUDING DISCHARGES FROM WATER-
CRAFT.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-8
   02/04/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3393  General Bill, By Spires, Clyburn, Herbkersman, Hosey, Jefferson,
Knight, Long, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith, Williams, Forrester, A.D. Young,
Huggins and Hiott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-43-190 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A JOINT COM-
MITTEE WITH MEMBERS FROM THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMIN-
ERS AND BOARD OF PHARMACY TO ASSIST THESE BOARDS IN
ESTABLISHING A PROTOCOL AUTHORIZING PHARMACISTS TO
ADMINISTER CERTAIN VACCINES WITHOUT AN ORDER OF A PRACTI-
TIONER; BY ADDING SECTION 40-43-200 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY AND THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAM-
INERS TO ISSUE A JOINT WRITTEN PROTOCOL AUTHORIZING PHAR-
MACISTS TO ADMINISTER CERTAIN VACCINATIONS WITHOUT AN
ORDER OF A PRACTITIONER; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO, AMONG OTHER THINGS, VARIOUS PHAR-
MACY FACILITY, STAFFING, AND PRESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS, SO
AS TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF A LEGEND DRUG THAT
A PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE OF AN EMERGENCY ROOM MAY DISPENSE
FROM A SEVENTY-TWO HOUR SUPPLY TO A ONE HUNDRED FORTY-
FOUR HOUR SUPPLY.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-9
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Bowers
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: A.D.Young
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott
H 3394  General Bill, By Spires, Merrill, Parks, Brantley, Miller, Frye,
Bowers, Clyburn, Crawford, Dillard, Edge, Harvin, Herbkersman, Hosey,
Jefferson, Knight, Long, Lowe, McLeod, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith, Williams,
Toole and Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-82, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION AND
CERTIFICATION OF PHARMACY TECHNICIANS, SO AS TO FURTHER
SPECIFY REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT STU-
DENTS IN A PHARMACY TECHNICIAN PROGRAM ARE REQUIRED TO
BE REGISTERED TO BE PLACED IN A PHARMACY FOR PRACTICAL
TRAINING, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO PERFORM THE
FUNCTIONS OF A PHARMACY TECHNICIAN WITHOUT BEING REGIS-
TERED,  UNLESS OTHERWISE EXEMPT, TO REVISE THE REQUIRE-
MENTS TO BE CERTIFIED BY THE BOARD OF PHARMACY AS A
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN, TO REQUIRE SUCH CERTIFICATION FOR
PHARMACY TECHNICIANS ENTERING THE FIELD AFTER JULY 1, 2012,
TO FURTHER SPECIFY THESE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS, AND
TO EXEMPT FROM THIS CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT TECHNI-
CIANS WHO ARE REGISTERED BEFORE JULY 1, 2012; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-43-86, AS AMENDED, RELATING, AMONG OTHER THINGS,
TO REQUIRING PHARMACISTS-IN-CHARGE TO DEVELOP AND IMPLE-
MENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES SPECIFYING THE DUTIES OF
PHARMACIST TECHNICIANS, SO AS TO CONFORM THESE PROVI-
SIONS TO THE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ACT.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-9
   02/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
H 3395  General Bill, By Harrell, Thompson, Cooper, Erickson, Bingham,
A.D. Young, Edge, Bedingfield, J.R. Smith, G.R. Smith, D.C. Smith,
Bannister, Brady, Cato, Chalk, Forrester, Gambrell, Hamilton, Hiott, Horne,
Long, Nanney, Parker, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Scott, Sottile, Stewart, Viers, White,
Willis, Toole, Neilson, Bales, T.R. Young and Wylie
Similar (H 3558)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE GENERAL RESERVE
FUND, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO REFLECT
ANY CHANGE IN THE AMOUNT REQUIRED TO BE HELD IN THE GEN-
ERAL RESERVE FUND PURSUANT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS
STATE AND THE RATE OF REPLENISHMENT OF THAT AMOUNT.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10191
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-5
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Neilson,
Bales, T.R.Young
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 2, 2009 HJ-35
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-17
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-17
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-19
H 3396  Joint Resolution, By Harrell, Thompson, Scott, Cooper, Erickson,
Bingham, A.D. Young, Edge, J.R. Smith, G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Whitmire,
Hiott, D.C. Smith, Bannister, Brady, Cato, Chalk, Forrester, Gambrell,
Hamilton, Horne, Long, Nanney, Parker, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Sottile, Stewart,
Viers, White, Willis, Toole, Neilson, Bales, T.R. Young and Wylie
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 36,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE GENERAL RESERVE FUND AND THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND, SO AS TO INCREASE FROM THREE TO FIVE PERCENT
THE AMOUNT OF STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUE IN THE LATEST
COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR REQUIRED TO BE HELD IN THE GENERAL
RESERVE FUND.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-5
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Neilson,
Bales, T.R.Young
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 2, 2009 HJ-36
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-17
   04/02/09 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-19
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
H 3397  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Harrell, Cato, Cooper, Duncan,
Harrison, Owens, Sandifer, White, Bingham, Merrill, Erickson, Huggins,
Bedingfield, Pinson, Frye, Ballentine, J.R. Smith, E.H. Pitts, Crawford,
Barfield, Allison, Delleney, Edge, Forrester, Hamilton, Hearn, Herbkersman,
Horne, Loftis, Long, Lucas, Millwood, Nanney, Parker, Rice, Scott, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Viers, Willis, Wylie, A.D.
Young, T.R. Young and Cole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-415 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LIMIT
ON GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS FOR A FISCAL YEAR IS THE
TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE GENERAL FUND REVENUE ESTIMATE AS OF
FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH FOR FISCAL YEAR 2009-2010, INCREASED
ANNUALLY AND CUMULATIVELY BY THE LESSER OF SIX PERCENT
OR A PERCENTAGE DETERMINED BY POPULATION INCREASES AND
INCREASES IN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
LIMITATION TO BE SUSPENDED FOR A FISCAL YEAR FOR A SPECIFIC
AMOUNT UPON A SPECIAL VOTE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND
TO DEFINE THIS SPECIAL VOTE, TO ESTABLISH THE SPENDING LIMIT
RESERVE FUND, TO WHICH ALL SURPLUS GENERAL FUND REVE-
NUES MUST BE CREDITED, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PRIORITY USES OF
THE REVENUES OF THIS FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPROPRIA-
TION OF FUND REVENUES AFTER THESE PRIORITIES ARE MET, AND
TO REQUIRE THAT APPROPRIATION OF REVENUES OF THIS FUND
MUST BE BY A JOINT RESOLUTION ORIGINATING IN THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
   01/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
   06/16/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cole
H 3398  Resolution, By Harrison, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHAP-
TER OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF TRIAL ADVOCATES TO USE THE
HOUSE CHAMBER ON SEPTEMBER 18, 2009 FOR THE ORGANIZA-
TION’S JAMES OTIS LECTURE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BUILDING
POLICY AS ADMINISTERED BY THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
H 3399  Resolution, By Skelton, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0646, H 3400)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
R.C. EDWARDS MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND, OF PICKENS COUNTY, FOR
CAPTURING THE OUTSTANDING CONCERT BAND AWARD AT THE
PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL HERITAGE BAND FESTIVAL, HELD ON
JANUARY 18, 2009, IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3400  Resolution, By Skelton, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young192
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSimilar (S 0646, H 3399)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE R.C.
EDWARDS MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND, DIRECTOR, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING THEM FOR
CAPTURING THE OUTSTANDING CONCERT BAND AWARD AT THE
PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL HERITAGE BAND FESTIVAL.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3401  Concurrent Resolution, By Willis, M.A. Pitts and Duncan
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME RAIDER ROAD (5-30-497) IN LAURENS
COUNTY “JOHN K. HENDRICKS, JR. MEMORIAL MILE”, AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS ROAD THAT CON-
TAIN THE WORDS “JOHN K. HENDRICKS, JR. MEMORIAL MILE”.
   02/03/09 House Introduced HJ-4
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-4
   02/10/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-1
   02/11/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-42
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   04/01/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-27
   04/01/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-27
H 3402  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF NATIVE SOUTH CAROLINIAN AND
INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINER EARTHA KITT, AND TO EXTEND THE
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3403  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard, Hosey, Jefferson, J.H. Neal,
Mack, McEachern, Alexander, Bales, Brantley, Clyburn, Parks, Branham
and Cobb-Hunter
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS TO IMPLEMENT THE HOMEOWNERS AND BANK
PROTECTION ACT.
   02/03/09 House Introduced HJ-4
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-5
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hosey, Jeffer-
son, J.H.Neal, Mack, McEachern, Alexander, Bales,
Brantley, Clyburn, Parks, Branham, Cobb-Hunter
H 3404  Resolution, By Viers, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0375)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE LEAH
WILSON HICKMAN, OF FLORENCE, ON BEING CROWNED MISS SUN
FUN 2009 AND WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS IN HER REIGN AND IN ALL
HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3405  General Bill, By Harrell, Jennings, Huggins, Simrill, Ballentine,
Erickson, Bingham, Bedingfield, Crawford, G.R. Smith, Duncan, Barfield,
Brady, Daning, Delleney, Edge, Gambrell, Hamilton, Harrison, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Horne, Long, Lucas, Merrill, Millwood, Nanney, Pinson, E.H.
Pitts, Rice, Scott, Sellers, Skelton, G.M. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Viers, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY ADJOURNMENT OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY MUST ADJOURN SINE DIE EACH YEAR NOT LATER THAN
5:00 P.M. ON THE FIRST THURSDAY IN MAY RATHER THAN THE FIRST
THURSDAY IN JUNE AND TO MAKE CORRESPONDING DATE
CHANGES TO GIVE THIS PROVISION EFFECT.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3406  General Bill, By Cooper and White
Similar (S 0345, H 3357)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REPORTING OF STATE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH JOB VACANCIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF POST-
ING VACANT POSITIONS BEFORE THE VACANCY IS FILLED, SO AS TO
REVISE AND SIMPLIFY THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THESE NOTICES.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3407  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-31-190, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SHARING OF EXPENSES BY CO-OWN-
ERS IN A HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIME, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
ASSESSMENTS FOR EMERGENCY EXPENDITURES AND IMPROVE-
MENTS TO A COMMON AREA OR FACILITY.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-6
H 3408  General Bill, By Chalk
Similar (S 0193, S 0194)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VALUATION AND CLASSI-
FICATION OF PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER-OCCUPANT OF RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY QUALIFIES FOR THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO
ALLOWED OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, IF THE
OWNER IS OTHERWISE QUALIFIED AND THE RESIDENCE IS NOT
RENTED FOR MORE THAN NINETY DAYS A YEAR; TO ALLOW
REFUNDS OR CREDITS TO OWNER-OCCUPANTS WHO QUALIFY FOR
THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO DUE TO THE AMENDMENTS
CONTAINED HEREIN; TO DELETE OTHER REFERENCES TO RENTAL
OF THESE RESIDENCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-240, RELAT-
ING TO DISCLOSURE OF RECORDS, REPORTS, AND RETURNS WITH
THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT VERIFICA-
TION THAT THE FEDERAL SCHEDULE E CONFORMS WITH THE SAME
DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY A COUNTY ASSESSOR IS NOT PROHIB-
ITED.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3409  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Jennings
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 4, TITLE 30 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“PERSONAL INFORMATION CONFIDENTIALITY ACT”, TO PROVIDE
PROCEDURES FOR THE COLLECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND DISCLO-193
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSURE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION ON CITIZENS WITH CERTAIN
EXCEPTIONS AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN RIGHTS TO PERSONS WHO
SUFFER ADVERSE EFFECTS BECAUSE OF THE FAILURE OF AGENCIES
TO COMPLY WITH THIS ARTICLE; AND TO REDESIGNATE THE EXIST-
ING SECTIONS OF CHAPTER 4, TITLE 30 AS ARTICLE 1 ENTITLED
“FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT”.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3410  Joint Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Hutto and Jennings
Similar (H 3339)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 11,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO EACH HOUSE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEING THE
JUDGE OF THE ELECTION RETURNS AND QUALIFICATIONS OF ITS
MEMBERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE AUTHORITY OF EACH HOUSE TO
BE THE JUDGE OF THE ELECTION RETURNS OF ITS MEMBERS.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3411  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0319)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, BY ADDING CHAPTER 46 SO AS TO ENACT THE “INTERSTATE
COMPACT ON EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR MILITARY CHIL-
DREN”, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR MAY EXECUTE THE COM-
PACT WITH OTHER COMPACT STATES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION IS THE COMPACT COMMISSIONER
OF THIS STATE, TO ESTABLISH A COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL OPPOR-
TUNITY FOR MILITARY CHILDREN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COUNCIL’S
MEMBERSHIP, APPOINTMENTS, TERMS, QUORUM, LEADERSHIP, FILL-
ING OF VACANCIES, AND POWERS AND DUTIES, AND TO PROVIDE
THE TERMS OF THE COMPACT.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-8
H 3412  General Bill, By Weeks
Similar (H 3165)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE
FAMILY COURT, INCLUDING JURISDICTION TO ORDER VISITATION
FOR GRANDPARENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE COURT FINDS
THAT THE CHILD’S PARENTS ARE DEPRIVING THE GRANDPARENT
VISITATION WITH THE CHILD AND THAT IT IS IN THE CHILD’S BEST
INTEREST TO HAVE VISITATION WITH THE GRANDPARENT, THE
COURT MAY ORDER THE VISITATION.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3413 (Rat # 0102, Act #  0044)  General Bill, By Harrison
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-1910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS REGARDING BEER KEG
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION
OF “KEG”. - ratified title
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-61
   03/24/09 House Amended HJ-35
   03/24/09 House Read second time HJ-35
   03/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   03/27/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-15
   05/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-24
   05/19/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-45
   05/19/09 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-1 HJ-45
   05/27/09 Ratified R 102
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 44
H 3414  General Bill, By Harrell, Cato, Cooper, Duncan, Harrison, Owens,
Sandifer, White, Bingham, Merrill, Erickson, G.R. Smith, Ballentine,
Huggins, Bedingfield, Williams, A.D. Young, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, Brady,
Allison, Barfield, Chalk, Edge, Forrester, Gambrell, Hamilton, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Horne, Loftis, Long, Parker, Scott, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.R.
Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stringer, Willis, Wylie and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0101, S 0238)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-36-2647 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALES,
USE, AND CASUAL EXCISE TAX REVENUES IN A FISCAL YEAR FROM
THE SALE, USE, OR TITLING OF A VEHICLE REQUIRED TO BE REGIS-
TERED AND LICENSED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES MUST BE CREDITED TO THE STATE NON-FEDERAL
AID HIGHWAY FUND WITH AN OFFSETTING TRANSFER OF ONE-HALF
OF THIS AMOUNT FROM NONSTATE TAX REVENUES IN THE STATE
NON-FEDERAL AID HIGHWAY FUND TO THE STATE HIGHWAY
ACCOUNT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRA-
STRUCTURE BANK, TO PHASE IN THIS DISTRIBUTION IN CUMULA-
TIVE INCREMENTS OF THIRTY MILLION DOLLARS BEGINNING IN
FISCAL YEAR 2010-2011, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF THESE
REVENUES.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3415  Joint Resolution, By Harrell, Cato, Cooper, Duncan, Harrison,
Owens, Sandifer, White, Bingham, Scott, Erickson, Herbkersman, T.R.
Young, G.R. Smith, Huggins, Bedingfield, A.D. Young, Pinson, Lucas, E.H.
Pitts, Crawford, Allison, Barfield, Brady, Chalk, Daning, Delleney, Edge,
Frye, Hamilton, Hearn, Horne, Long, Merrill, Parker, Rice, Sellers, Skelton,
G.M. Smith, J.R. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Viers, Willis,
Wylie, Neilson, Bales, Clemmons and Millwood
Similar (S 0012)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA TAXA-
TION REALIGNMENT COMMISSION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMIS-
SION’S MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES; TO
PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION MUST CONDUCT A COMPREHEN-
SIVE STUDY OF THE STATE’S TAX SYSTEM INCLUDING ITS SALES
TAX AND EXEMPTIONS STRUCTURE AND SUBMIT A REPORT OF ITS
RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO FURTHER THE GOAL OF MAINTAIN-
ING AND ENHANCING THE STATE AS AN OPTIMUM COMPETITOR IN
THE EFFORT TO ATTRACT BUSINESSES AND INDIVIDUALS TO
LOCATE, LIVE, WORK, AND INVEST IN THE STATE; AND TO PROVIDE
FOR PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE CONSIDERATION OF LEGISLA-
TION RESULTING FROM THE COMMISSION’S RECOMMENDATIONS.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
   03/25/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Simrill
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-16
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Neilson, Bales
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 21, 2009 HJ-40
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected194
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 22, 2009 HJ-40
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-29
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-67
   04/23/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 28, 2009 HJ-240
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-13
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-25
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-17
   05/12/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-24
H 3416  General Bill, By Allison, Forrester, Littlejohn, Parker, D.C. Moss,
Bingham, Toole, Gullick and Limehouse
Similar (S 0336)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 56-5-3010 AND 56-5-3020 SO AS TO ESTABLISH
THE CRIMES OF ILLEGAL DRIVING WHEN DEATH OCCURS AND ILLE-
GAL DRIVING WHEN GREAT BODILY INJURY OCCURS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE PENALTIES FOR BOTH CRIMES.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss,
Bingham, Toole
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gullick
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Limehouse
H 3417  Joint Resolution, By Harrell, Jennings, Huggins, Ballentine, G.R.
Smith, Bingham, Bedingfield, Merrill, Barfield, Erickson, Simrill, Lucas,
Crawford, Brady, Delleney, Duncan, Edge, Gambrell, Hamilton, Harrison,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Horne, Long, Millwood, Nanney, Pinson, E.H. Pitts,
Rice, Scott, Sellers, Skelton, G.M. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Viers, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 9,
ARTICLE III, CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING
TO THE ANNUAL SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT EACH ANNUAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY SHALL CONVENE ON THE FIRST TUESDAY OF FEBRUARY OF
EACH YEAR RATHER THAN THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3418  General Bill, By Harrell, Simrill, Crawford, Huggins, Bedingfield,
Merrill, G.R. Smith, Erickson, Ballentine, Brady, Chalk, Daning, Delleney,
Frye, Gambrell, Hamilton, Harrison, Hearn, Herbkersman, Loftis, Long,
Lucas, Nanney, Pinson, Rice, G.M. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Thompson, Viers,
Willis, Wylie, T.R. Young, Clemmons, Owens, Parker, Toole, M.A. Pitts,
Lowe, Bingham, Umphlett, Sandifer and Edge
Similar (H 3005)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PRESENTATION OF A
PERSON’S PROOF OF HIS RIGHT TO VOTE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
ELECTOR TO PRODUCE A VALID PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARD AT
THE TIME OF COSTING HIS BALLOT, TO REQUIRE A POLL MANAGER
TO COMPARE THE PHOTOGRAPH ON THE REQUIRED IDENTIFICATION
WITH THE PERSON PRESENTING HIMSELF TO VOTE AND VERIFY
THAT THE PHOTOGRAPH IS THAT OF THE PERSON SEEKING TO VOTE.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   02/11/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   02/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Owens, Parker
   02/18/09 House Objection by Rep. Kennedy, JE Smith, Sellers, King,
Rutherford,  and Mack HJ-29
   02/18/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Clemmons and JR Smith HJ-
29
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole,
M.A.Pitts
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Lowe
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bingham,
Umphlett, Sandifer, Edge
   02/26/09 House Amended HJ-24
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-99
   02/26/09 House Roll call Yeas-65  Nays-14 HJ-99
   02/26/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-99
   03/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   03/03/09 House Roll call Yeas-67  Nays-44 HJ-19
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-15
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Majority favorable with amend., minor-
ity unfavorable Judiciary SJ-13
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3419  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CLASSIFICATION,
ASSESSMENT RATIOS, AND VALUATION OF PROPERTY FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO ALLOW THE AUDITOR TO
EXTEND THE DEADLINE FOR FILING THE APPLICATION FOR THE
FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO FOR OWNER-OCCUPIED PROP-
ERTY AND THE APPLICATION FOR AGRICULTURAL USE VALUE AND
TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT AN EXTENSION MAY BE
GRANTED ONLY ON A SHOWING OF REASONABLE CAUSE.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3420  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 51-3-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO USE OF FACILITIES AND CAMPSITES AT
REDUCED RATES BY THE AGED, BLIND, OR DISABLED, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT SUCH PERSONS MAY GAIN ADMISSION TO AND USE
THE CAMPGROUNDS OF STATE PARKS AT ONE HALF THE PRE-
SCRIBED FEE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT DISABLED VETERANS MAY
GAIN ADMISSION TO AND USE THE CAMPGROUNDS OF STATE PARKS
WITHOUT CHARGE.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3421  Resolution, By Gilliard, Whipper, Hardwick, Hearn, Agnew,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham,
Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Govan,
Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JERRY ZUCKER, OF CHARLESTON
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3422  Resolution, By Gilliard and Whipper195
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. DAVID AGNEW, OF
CHARLESTON COUNTY, ON HIS APPOINTMENT IN THE OBAMA
ADMINISTRATION AS LIAISON TO THE NATION’S MAYORS.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3423  Concurrent Resolution, By Dillard and Allen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE
(NAACP) ON ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY.
   02/03/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   02/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-2
H 3424  General Bill, By Simrill, Ballentine, Skelton, Crawford, Duncan,
Haley, E.H. Pitts, Hamilton, Lowe, Millwood, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Stringer and Wylie
Similar (S 0378)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-6-530 AND 12-6-540, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FIVE
PERCENT CORPORATE INCOME TAX AND THE FIVE PERCENT TAX ON
UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME OF EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS, HOM-
EOWNER’S ASSOCIATIONS, AND COOPERATIVES, SO AS TO PHASE
OUT THESE TAXES OVER TEN YEARS; TO REPEAL, EFFECTIVE FOR
TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 2018, SECTIONS 12-6-3360, 12-10-
80, 12-10-81, 12-10-95, 12-14-60, 12-6-3410, 12-6-3420, 12-20-105, 12-6-3415,
12-6-3375, 12-6-3580, 12-6-3585, 12-6-3630, CHAPTER 65 OF TITLE 12,
AND CHAPTER 34 OF TITLE 6 ALL RELATING TO VARIOUS TAX CRED-
ITS, AND PROVIDE FOR THE CARRY-FORWARD AND PHASED REDUC-
TION OF THESE TAX CREDITS DURING THE PHASE-OUT PERIOD.
   02/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
H 3425  Resolution, By Clemmons, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3426)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MYRTLE
BEACH HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEA-
SON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3426  Resolution, By Clemmons
Similar (H 3425)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
MYRTLE BEACH HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3427  Resolution, By Pinson, Parks and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0385)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. DAN W. POWELL, OF GREEN-
WOOD COUNTY, SUPERINTENDENT OF GREENWOOD COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT 52, FOR HIS THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF DISTIN-
GUISHED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUC-
CESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3428 (Rat # 0035, Act #  0010)  General Bill, By Harrell, Cooper and Ott
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF
ACTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAILING OF ACTS NOT PLACED
ON THE DESKS OF MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHEN
THE MEMBER REQUESTS THE SERVICES, REQUIRE THE CLERKS OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO MAKE ALL ACTS AVAILABLE TO THE
PUBLIC AFTER APPROVAL BY THE GOVERNOR, AND GENERALLY
RESTRUCTURE THE DISTRIBUTION OF ACTS; TO AMEND SECTION 2-
13-190, RELATING TO PRINTING IN SIGNATURES AND DISTRIBUTION
OF PAGE PROOFS OR ADVANCE SHEETS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
REQUIREMENT THAT THE CODE COMMISSIONER SEND A COPY OF
EACH ADVANCE SHEET TO A DELINEATED LIST OF PERSONS, PRO-
VIDE FOR PRINTING BY THE OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE PRINTING,
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (LPITS) OF NOT MORE
THAN TWENTY-FIVE COPIES OF THE ADVANCE SHEETS AS THE CODE
COMMISSIONER ORDERS, AND TO DIRECT LPITS TO PUBLISH THE
ADVANCE SHEETS ONLINE AS DIRECTED BY THE CODE COMMIS-
SIONER; TO AMEND SECTION 8-15-40, RELATING TO THE DELIVERY
OF THE CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS TO SUCCESSORS IN OFFICE, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE CODE COMMISSIONER TO DETERMINE THE VALUE
OF THE SET; TO AMEND SECTION 11-25-640, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO PERSONS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS,
SO AS TO NARROW THE LIST OF THOSE PERSONS RECEIVING THE
ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-25-650,
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES AND PUBLICATIONS TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA LAW LIBRARY, SO AS TO
DECREASE THE NUMBER OF COPIES PROVIDED OF THE ACTS AND
JOINT RESOLUTIONS, THE CODE, AND THE REPORTS OF THE
SUPREME COURT. - ratified title
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
   03/25/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-43
   03/26/09 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   03/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-14
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-8
   04/30/09 Ratified R 35
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 10
H 3429  General Bill, By Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-34-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A TATTOO FACILITY ENGAGING IN
ANOTHER RETAIL BUSINESS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A TATTOO FACILITY
MAY PROVIDE THE RETAIL SALE OF MERCHANDISE WITH IMAGES
AND LANGUAGE PROMOTING THE ART AND CULTURE OF TATTOO-
ING.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-9196
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3430  General Bill, By Bowen
Similar (H 4118)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-490 SO AS TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
WITHIN A COUNTY TO COLLABORATIVELY DEVELOP AND IMPLE-
MENT A PLAN TO CENTRALIZE ALL PROCUREMENT, PERSONNEL,
AND FINANCIAL MATTERS INTO ONE COUNTY OFFICE, TO PROVIDE
FOR AN ADMINISTRATOR AND STAFF FOR THE OFFICE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT SHALL APPOINT AN
ADMINISTRATOR AND STAFF TO OVERSEE THE COUNTY OFFICE IF
SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN A COUNTY FAIL TO CENTRALIZE THESE
OPERATIONS BY JULY 1, 2010.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-10
H 3431  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-375, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO CER-
TAIN CHILD EXPLOITATION OFFENSES, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM
“SEXUALLY EXPLICIT CONDUCT”; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-395, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FIRST DEGREE SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF
A MINOR, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY FOR THE OFFENSE AND
REFERENCE THE NEW TERM; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-405, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO SECOND DEGREE SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
OF A MINOR, SO AS TO INCLUDE DISTRIBUTING MATERIAL CON-
TAINING A MINOR ENGAGED IN SEXUALLY EXPLICIT CONDUCT IN
THE PURVIEW OF THE OFFENSE AND TO REFERENCE THE NEW
TERM; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-410, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THIRD DEGREE SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF A MINOR, SO AS TO
REFERENCE THE NEW TERM.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3432  General Bill, By Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR PRACTICING OR
ATTEMPTING TO PRACTICE AS A CONTRACTOR WITHOUT A
LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERSON WHO ENGAGES IN THIS
PRACTICE OR WHO UNDER A FALSE PRETENSE USES IMPERMISSIBLY
ANOTHER PERSON’S VALID CONTRACTOR’S LICENSE TO PRACTICE
OR ATTEMPT TO PRACTICE AS A CONTRACTOR MUST PAY A FINE OF
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND IS GUILTY OF A FELONY
FOR WHICH IF CONVICTED HE MUST SERVE ONE YEAR IN PRISON;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-100, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE PEN-
ALTIES THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION
MAY IMPOSE FOR A VIOLATION OF THE LAW GOVERNING THE
LICENSURE OF CONTRACTORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE NO MORE THAN
TWO HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PENALTIES
MAY BE ASSESSED AGAINST AN ENTITY OR INDIVIDUAL IN A DAY,
AND THAT AN ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY IMPOSED FOR A FIRST
OFFENSE MAY NOT EXCEED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-110, RELATING TO CIVIL PENALTIES
FOR A PERSON WHO VIOLATES A PROVISION REGARDING THE
LICENSURE OF CONTRACTORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA CONTRACTORS’ LICENSING BOARD MAY IMPOSE A PENALTY
OF UP TO TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR A VIOLATION.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-11
H 3433  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-2580 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT YOUTH
UNDER THE AGE OF SIXTEEN WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COM-
PLETED A TRAPPER EDUCATION COURSE ARE EXEMPT FROM CER-
TAIN STATE LICENSING REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-
2400, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO ARTICLE 12,
CHAPTER 11, TITLE 50, SO AS TO DEFINE COYOTE AS A “FURBEARING
ANIMAL” AND TO DEFINE THE TERMS “OWNER” AND “AGENT”; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-2420, RELATING TO COMMERCIAL FUR
LICENSES, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE
LICENSEE MUST CARRY THE LICENSE ON HIS PERSON; TO AMEND
SECTION 50-11-2430, RELATING TO TRAPPERS CARRYING PROOF OF
OWNERSHIP OR PERMISSION, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT
THAT A TRAPPER MUST CARRY PROOF OF OWNERSHIP OR PERMIS-
SION ON HIS PERSON; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2440, RELATING TO
THE PROHIBITION AGAINST VISITING TRAPS AT NIGHT, SO AS TO
ALLOW A TRAPPER TO VISIT A TRAP AT NIGHT; TO AMEND SECTION
50-11-2445, RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF TRAPPED WILDLIFE, SO
AS TO ALLOW INDIVIDUALS TO REMOVE LAWFULLY TRAPPED
WILDLIFE WITH THE WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE OWNER OR HIS
AGENT; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2460, RELATING TO LAWFUL
TRAPS, SO AS TO PERMIT BAITED OR SCENTED BODY-GRIPPING
TRAPS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2470, RELATING TO A FUR DEALER,
BUYER, AND PROCESSOR’S LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE
REQUIREMENT THAT THE LICENSEE MUST CARRY THE LICENSE ON
HIS PERSON; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2475, RELATING TO THE FUR
PROCESSOR’S LICENSE, SO AS TO EXEMPT QUALIFYING NATIVE
AMERICANS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2480, RELATING TO THOSE
EXEMPT FROM OBTAINING A FUR BUYER’S LICENSE, SO AS TO
INCLUDE QUALIFYING NATIVE AMERICANS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-
11-2515, RELATING TO PROHIBITED ACTS, SO AS TO REMOVE THE
PROHIBITION AGAINST POSSESSION, ACQUISITION, OR TRANSFER
OF AN UNTAGGED FUR, PELT, HIDE, OR WHOLE ANIMAL THAT
REQUIRES A TAG; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2540, RELATING TO THE
TRAPPING SEASON, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE TRAPPING SEASON
MAY EXCEED SIXTY-ONE DAYS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2575,
RELATING TO SPECIAL BEAVER DEPREDATION PERMITS, SO AS TO
ALLOW THE USE OF BEAVER SNARES AT WATER SETS.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-12
H 3434  General Bill, By Funderburk, J.E. Smith, McLeod, Anderson,
Ballentine, G.A. Brown, Clyburn, Jefferson, Kirsh, Williams, Gunn, Horne,
G.R. Smith, Sottile, Long, King, Daning, Cole, Hutto, Hearn, Forrester,
Allison, Parker, Gilliard, T.R. Young, Millwood, Stringer, Hamilton, Wylie,
Scott, Willis, H.B. Brown, Crawford, Erickson, Herbkersman, Nanney,
Dillard, Bannister and McEachern
Similar (S 0138, S 0139)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 6 TO TITLE 1 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE OFFICE
OF STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER OF
APPOINTMENT OF THE STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICE.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gunn
   03/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne,
G.R.Smith, Sottile, Long, King, Daning, Cole, Hutto,
Hearn, Forrester, Allison, Parker, Gilliard, T.R.Young,
Millwood, Stringer, Hamilton, Wylie, Scott, Willis,
H.B.Brown, Crawford, Erickson, Herbkersman, Nanney,
Dillard, Bannister, McEachern
H 3435  Resolution, By J.M. Neal
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SHERIFF JOHN W. CAU-
THEN, OF LANCASTER COUNTY, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
OF DEDICATED SERVICE WITH THE LANCASTER COUNTY SHERIFF’S
DEPARTMENT, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILL-
MENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.197
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/04/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3436  General Bill, By Erickson, Stringer, Simrill, Duncan, Merrill, Brady,
Sottile, Bowers, Bowen, Harrison, Herbkersman, Horne, Lowe, Millwood,
Nanney, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Scott, Umphlett, White and Whitmire
Similar (S 0348)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-95, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INFLICTION OF GREAT
BODILY INJURY UPON A CHILD, SO AS TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM
TERM OF IMPRISONMENT OF TWO YEARS FOR A PERSON WHO IS
CONVICTED OF THIS OFFENSE AND WHO IS REGISTERED WITH OR
LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES PURSUANT
TO CHILDCARE FACILITIES LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NO PORTION OF THE SENTENCE MAY BE SUSPENDED;
AND BY ADDING SECTION 63-13-825 SO AS TO REQUIRE FAMILY
CHILDCARE OPERATORS AND CAREGIVERS ANNUALLY TO COM-
PLETE A MINIMUM OF TWO HOURS OF TRAINING APPROVED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3437  Concurrent Resolution, By Sandifer and Erickson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF HEATING AND AIR CONDI-
TIONING CONTRACTORS ON THE OCCASION OF ITS TWENTIETH
ANNIVERSARY AND TO WISH IT MANY MORE YEARS OF SUCCESS-
FUL CUSTOMER SERVICE.
   02/04/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-17
   02/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-2
H 3438  General Bill, By Brady and Sandifer
Similar (S 0301)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 38-9-225 AND 38-9-230 SO AS TO ENACT PROVI-
SIONS REQUIRING CERTAIN INSURERS TO FILE A STATEMENT OF
ACTUARIAL OPINION AND ACTUARIAL OPINION SUMMARY ANNU-
ALLY AND PROVIDE FOR THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THESE DOCU-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-5-120, RELATING TO THE
REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF LICENSE OF AN INSURER AND ITS
OFFICERS AND AGENTS FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE NOTICE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR AN AGGRIEVED INSURER TO
REQUEST A HEARING BEFORE THE DIRECTOR OR HIS DESIGNEE AND
PROVIDE RECOURSE THROUGH JUDICIAL REVIEW; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 38-9-330, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “COMPANY ACTION
LEVEL EVENT”, SO AS TO REDEFINE THE TERM; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 38-21-95, RELATING TO APPROVAL FOR ACQUISITION OF A
DOMESTIC INSURER BY A CONTROLLING PRODUCER IN ANOTHER
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE APPLICABILITY TO FOREIGN PRODUC-
ERS AND CORRECT INCORRECT REFERENCES.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-13
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-59
   03/05/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, Funderburk, and
Kennedy HJ-17
   03/24/09 House Read second time HJ-31
   03/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-22
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-10
H 3439  General Bill, By King, Parks, Sandifer, Dillard, Gunn, Hart,
Mitchell, T.R. Young, Long, Stringer, Gullick, Scott and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-63-50 SO AS TO PROVIDE A FETAL DEATH
REPORT MUST BE MADE AVAILABLE TO A FUNERAL DIRECTOR HAN-
DLING ASSOCIATED FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS UPON REQUEST
WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS OF THE FETAL DEATH.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-14
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Parks
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer, Dil-
lard, Gunn, Hart, Mitchell, T.R.Young, Long, Stringer,
Gullick, Scott, Hutto
H 3440  General Bill, By Gilliard, Whipper, Anderson, Daning, Gambrell,
Hosey, Limehouse, Mack, Miller, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Umphlett and Williams
Similar (S 0153)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “HOME INVASION PROTECTION ACT”, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 16-11-395 TO ESTABLISH THE OFFENSES OF HOME INVA-
SION IN THE FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD DEGREES, AND TO PROVIDE
GRADUATED PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-1-60, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE LIST OF VIOLENT CRIMES, SO AS TO INCLUDE
HOME INVASION, FIRST AND SECOND DEGREE; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-3-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PUNISHMENT FOR
MURDER, SO AS TO INCLUDE AS A SEPARATE STATUTORY AGGRA-
VATING CIRCUMSTANCE WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED IN THE
DETERMINATION OF WHETHER THE DEATH PENALTY SHOULD BE
IMPOSED, A MURDER COMMITTED WHILE IN THE COMMISSION OF
THE OFFENSE OF HOME INVASION IN THE FIRST DEGREE.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3441  General Bill, By Sandifer
Similar (S 0008)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-4-140 SO AS TO CREATE A NONPROFIT
ENTITY NAMED “OPERATION EMPOWERED” IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO IMPLE-
MENT ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION MEASURES.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-14
H 3442  General Bill, By Bingham, Harrell, Duncan, Harrison, Owens, Toole,
Merrill, Brady, E.H. Pitts, G.M. Smith, Daning, Haley, Huggins, Cato,
Ballentine, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith, Rice, T.R. Young, Horne, Wylie and
Bedingfield
Similar (S 0391)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-29-300 SO AS CREATE THE WORKFORCE
DEPARTMENT APPELLATE PANEL WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF
WORKFORCE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE FILLING OF A VACANCY, TO
REQUIRE THE PRESENT MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION MUST CONSTITUTE THE INI-
TIAL MEMBERSHIP OF THE NEW PANEL, TO PROVIDE THE PANEL
SHALL DISSOLVE WHEN THE MEMBERS’ TERMS EXPIRE IN 2012, AND
TO PROVIDE RELATED APPELLATE PROCEDURES; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 41-29-310 SO AS TO TRANSFER THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT
ACT PROGRAM FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE; TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEPARTMENTS WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO CREATE THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH; TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-10, RELATING TO THE EMPLOY-
MENT SECURITY COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
CHAPTERS WITHIN TITLE 41 MUST BE ADMINISTERED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE AND TO DELETE REFERENCES TO
THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 41-
29-20, RELATING TO THE CHAIRMAN, QUORUM, AND FILLING OF A
VACANCY ON THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION, SO AS TO198
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSDELETE THE EXISTING LANGUAGE AND TO PROVIDE THE DEPART-
MENT OF WORKFORCE MUST BE MANAGED AND OPERATED BY A
DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND
CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND THAT THE DIRECTOR IS SUBJECT TO
REMOVAL BY THE GOVERNOR AT HIS DISCRETION BY EXECUTIVE
ORDER; TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-30, RELATING TO THE APPOINT-
MENT OF A SECRETARY OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMIS-
SION, SO AS TO DELETE THE EXISTING LANGUAGE AND PROVIDE
THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE OR HIS DESIG-
NEE MUST RECEIVE ANNUAL COMPENSATION AS PROVIDED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND OFFICIAL EXPENSES AS PROVIDED BY
LAW FOR EXECUTING THE DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT; TO AMEND SECTION 8-17-370, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE STATE EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCE PROCESS, SO
AS TO INCLUDE EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
AMONG THOSE EXEMPTED; TO AMEND SECTIONS 41-27-10, 41-27-30,
41-27-150, 41-27-160, 41-27-190, 41-27-210, AS AMENDED, 41-27-230, 41-
27-235, AS AMENDED, 41-27-260, AS AMENDED, 41-27-360, 41-27-370, AS
AMENDED, 41-27-380, 41-27-390, 41-27-510, 41-27-550, 41-27-560, 41-27-
570, 41-27-580, 41-27-600, 41-27-610, 41-27-620, 41-27-630, 41-27-670, 41-29-
40, 41-29-50, 41-29-60, 41-29-70, 41-29-80, 41-29-90, 41-29-100, 41-29-110,
41-29-120, AS AMENDED, 41-29-130, 41-29-140, 41-29-150, 41-29-170, AS
AMENDED, 41-29-180, 41-29-190, 41-29-200, 41-29-210, 41-29-220, 41-29-
230, 41-29-240, 41-29-250, 41-29-270, 41-29-280, 41-29-290, 41-33-10, 41-33-
20, 41-33-30, 41-33-40, 41-33-45, 41-33-80, AS AMENDED, 41-33-90, 41-33-
100, 41-33-110, 41-33-120, 41-33-130, 41-33-170, 41-33-180, 41-33-190,  41-
33-200, 41-33-210, 41-33-430, 41-33-460, 41-33-470, 41-33-610, 41-33-710, 41-
35-10, 41-35-30, 41-35-100, 41-35-110, AS AMENDED, 41-35-115, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-120, AS AMENDED, 41-35-125, 41-35-126, 41-35-130, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-140, 41-35-330, 41-35-340, 41-35-410, 41-35-420, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-450, 41-35-610, 41-35-630, 41-35-640, AS AMENDED, 41-
35-670, 41-35-680, AS AMENDED, 41-35-690, 41-35-700, 41-35-710, AS
AMENDED, 41-35-720, 41-35-730, 41-35-740, 41-35-750, AS AMENDED, 41-
37-20, 41-37-30, 41-39-30, 41-39-40, 41-41-20, AS AMENDED, 41-41-40, AS
AMENDED, 41-41-50, 41-42-10, 41-42-20, 41-42-30, AND 41-42-40, ALL
RELATING TO VARIOUS DEPARTMENT PROVISIONS, SO AS TO CON-
FORM THEM TO THE REPLACEMENT OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECU-
RITY COMMISSION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 41-29-260 RELATING TO THE ABILITY OF COM-
MISSIONERS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION TO FILE
OPINIONS OR OFFICIAL MINUTES.
   02/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
   02/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Rice
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-62
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie
   03/24/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bingham, Sandifer, Harrison,
Ott, Delleney, Jefferson, JE Smith, Vick, Hosey, Kennedy,
Weeks, Lowe, Crawford, Daning, JH Neal, and Sellers HJ-
35
   03/26/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, March 31, 2009 HJ-30
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   03/31/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
   03/31/09 House Roll call Yeas-61  Nays-49 HJ-83
   04/01/09 House Reconsidered HJ-86
   04/01/09 House Roll call Yeas-59  Nays-50 HJ-91
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 7, 2009 HJ-91
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-74
   04/29/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-216
H 3443  Resolution, By Delleney, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. CLOVER HOLLY
GATLING WOLF, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER
NINETY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3444  Concurrent Resolution, By Crawford, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND MAJOR EDDIE C. JOHN-
SON, OF SUMTER COUNTY, FOR AN OUTSTANDING CAREER WITH
THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL AND FOR HIS OTHER CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO THIS STATE AND NATION UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE HIGHWAY PATROL AFTER TWENTY-
NINE YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-3
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 3445  General Bill, By Clyburn, Sellers, Brantley, Frye, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, R.L. Brown, Cobb-Hunter, Daning, Dillard, Hosey, Howard,
Hutto, Limehouse, D.C. Moss, J.H. Neal, Parker, Rice and Spires
Similar (H 3082)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A DRIVER OR OCCUPANT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE TO
SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT WHILE A CHILD OF PRESCHOOL AGE
IS ALSO AN OCCUPANT OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE, AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3446  Resolution, By Gilliard, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,199
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMiller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHARLESTON DEVELOP-
MENT ACADEMY PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL FOR ITS INSPIRING
FIVE-YEAR JOURNEY TO SUCCESS AND FOR ITS NEWLY RELEASED
DOCUMENTARY THAT CHRONICLES THE JOURNEY.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3447  Resolution, By Gilliard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHARLESTON DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COM-
MENDING THEM ON THEIR FIVE-YEAR JOURNEY TO SUCCESS AND
FOR THEIR NEWLY RELEASED DOCUMENTARY THAT CHRONICLES
THE JOURNEY.
   02/05/09 House Introduced HJ-10
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-10
H 3448  Resolution, By Bannister, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND TRAVIS FORTSON, OF GREEN-
VILLE COUNTY, FOR HIS COURAGE IN OVERCOMING INJURIES
RECEIVED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO AID THE VICTIM OF A TRAFFIC
ACCIDENT ON JULY 9, 2007.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3449  Resolution, By Govan, Alexander, Hutto, Jennings, Kelly, Rice and
Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REVISE THE REPORTING DATE FROM JAN-
UARY 13, 2009, TO MARCH 31, 2009, FOR THE TASK FORCE ON JUVE-
NILE STATUS OFFENDERS ESTABLISHED BY H.5089 OF 2008.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3450  Concurrent Resolution, By Harrison
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION REQUESTING ALL STATE AGENCIES
WITH INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORITY UNDER THE OMNIBUS ADULT
PROTECTION ACT TO SUBMIT INFORMATION OF SUBSTANTIATED
CASES OR CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS FOR ABUSE, NEGLECT, AND
EXPLOITATION OF VULNERABLE ADULTS TO THE STATE BUDGET
AND CONTROL BOARD FOR COMPILATION AND PUBLICATION ON
THE STATE’S WEBSITE.
   02/05/09 House Introduced HJ-11
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3451  Concurrent Resolution, By Chalk, Herbkersman, Erickson, Hodges,
Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady,
Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Duncan, Edge, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan,
Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin,
Hayes, Hearn, Hiott, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson,
Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF JOHN CURRY, OF BEAUFORT COUNTY, AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 3452 (Rat # 0036, Act #  0011)  General Bill, By Bannister, Bales,
Crawford, Limehouse, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith and Frye
Similar (S 0396)
AN ACT TO AMEND SUBARTICLE 11, ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 61,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGU-
LATION OF MANUFACTURERS OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MICRO-DISTILLERIES OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, TO SET FORTH REGULATIONS AND LIMITA-
TIONS OF THE MICRO-DISTILLERIES, TO PROVIDE FOR BIENNIAL
LICENSES AND FEES FOR MANUFACTURERS AND MICRO-DISTILL-
ERIES OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
TASTINGS AT MANUFACTURERS AND MICRO-DISTILLERIES OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, TO PROVIDE FOR LIMITED RETAIL SALE AT
MICRO-DISTILLERIES OF THEIR PRODUCTS, AND TO PROVIDE PEN-
ALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-33-210, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO TAXES ON LICENSES GRANTED PURSUANT
TO THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE MANUFACTURER LICENSE FEE AND ADD A LICENSE FEE FOR A
MICRO-DISTILLERY. - ratified title
   02/05/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-4
   02/11/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Frye
   02/11/09 House Read second time HJ-25
   02/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-26
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-19
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/15/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-22
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/16/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   04/23/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-264
   04/23/09 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-264
   04/30/09 Ratified R 36
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 11
H 3453  General Bill, By Hiott
Similar (S 0427, H 3463)200
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HANDWRITTEN AND ELEC-
TRONIC TRAFFIC TICKETS, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENTS
THAT THE VARIOUS COPIES OF THE TRAFFIC TICKETS BE CERTAIN
COLORS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-5
H 3454  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3685 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A CREDIT
AGAINST THE STATE INCOME TAX UP TO TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS
FOR CLOSING COSTS INCURRED IN CONNECTION WITH A PURCHASE
MONEY RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE OR THE REFI-
NANCING OF A RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE, AND TO
DEFINE “CLOSING COSTS”.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
H 3455  General Bill, By Erickson, Jefferson, Spires, Haley, Bowen,
Herbkersman, Horne, A.D. Young, Miller, Umphlett and Jennings
Similar (S 0356)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-51-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN CONNECTION WITH
THE LICENSURE AND REGULATION OF PODIATRISTS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF “PODIATRY” AND TO DEFINE “PODIAT-
RIC PHYSICIAN”; AND BY ADDING SECTION 40-51-210 SO AS TO
REQUIRE THAT SOFT TISSUE ANKLE STRUCTURES AND ANKLE SUR-
GERIES TO BE PERFORMED IN A HOSPITAL OR AN AMBULATORY
SURGICAL CENTER, TO REQUIRE HEALTH FACILITIES TO ALLOW A
PODIATRIC PHYSICIAN TO PRACTICE CLINICAL AND SURGICAL
PRIVILEGES IN THE FACILITY WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE PHYSI-
CIAN’S LICENSURE AND COMPETENCE, AND TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMI-
NATION BETWEEN PERSONS WITH DIFFERENT MEDICAL DEGREES IF
THE PERSONS ARE AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM THE SAME HEALTH
SERVICE.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-5
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Miller
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Umphlett
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jennings
H 3456  General Bill, By Bowen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-13-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COMPEN-
SATION PACKAGE OFFERED TO A SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPERINTEN-
DENT MAY NOT EXCEED NINETY FIVE PERCENT OF THE SALARY OF
THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, THAT A COMPENSA-
TION PACKAGE OFFERED TO A DISTRICT ADMINISTRATIVE
EMPLOYEE MAY NOT EXCEED NINETY FIVE PERCENT OF THE SAL-
ARY OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT, THAT A COMPEN-
SATION PACKAGE OFFERED TO A SCHOOL PRINCIPAL MAY NOT
EXCEED NINETY FIVE PERCENT OF THE SALARY OF A DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEE, AND THAT A COMPENSATION PACK-
AGE OFFERED TO A SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR MAY NOT EXCEED
NINETY FIVE PERCENT OF THE SALARY OF A SCHOOL PRINCIPAL, TO
PROVIDE THAT INCREASES IN THESE COMPENSATION PACKAGES
MUST BE APPROVED BY THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF A DISTRICT
BY REFERENDUM DURING A SPECIAL ELECTION, AND TO DEFINE
CERTAIN TERMS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3457  General Bill, By Ott, Govan, Cobb-Hunter, Harrell and Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 24 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTER-
PRISE CAMPUS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES.
   02/05/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sellers
   02/11/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   02/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-27
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
H 3458  Joint Resolution, By Millwood, Duncan, Huggins, Merrill, Erickson,
Bowen, Haley, Stringer, Crawford, Ballentine, Viers, Owens, G.R. Smith,
Spires, Pinson, J.R. Smith, Cato, Frye, Toole, Bannister, Bingham, Bowers,
Clemmons, Daning, Hamilton, Hearn, Long, Nanney, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts,
Rice, Scott, Sottile, Umphlett, Willis, Wylie and T.R. Young
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD SHALL ENGAGE A QUALIFIED INDEPENDENT
AUDITING AND CONSULTING FIRM TO CONDUCT A FINANCIAL AND
MANAGEMENT AUDIT OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
AND ANY OTHER RELATED ENTITIES IT CONSIDERS NECESSARY
INCLUDING A REVIEW OF SCHOOL DISTRICT RECORDS IN ORDER TO
PERFORM A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF THE STATE BUDGETARY
PROCESS IN REGARD TO EDUCATION FUNDING AND THE MANNER IN
WHICH EDUCATION SERVICES ARE DELIVERED FOR THE PURPOSE
OF REDUCING WASTE AND DUPLICATION WITHIN THIS SYSTEM AND
MAKING IT AS FISCALLY EFFECTIVE AS POSSIBLE.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3459  Joint Resolution, By White
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SER-
VICES TO SUSPEND THE ENFORCEMENT OF CERTAIN CHILDCARE
CENTER STAFF-CHILD RATIO REGULATIONS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-7
H 3460  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-8-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORIZATION TO CREATE A CON-
SOLIDATED GOVERNMENT CHARTER COMMISSION, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE MANNER AND PROCEDURE FOR AUTHORIZING THE
CREATION OF A CHARTER COMMISSION BY ACTION OF THE MUNICI-
PAL AND COUNTY GOVERNING BODIES OR BY A PETITION OF THE
QUALIFIED ELECTOR REGISTERED TO VOTE IN THE COUNTY.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-7
H 3461  General Bill, By Umphlett, Limehouse, Gilliard, Mack, Sottile,
Stringer and Wylie
Similar (S 0192)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES THAT ARE IMPOSED FOR THE
OFFENSE OF DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE
PENALTIES FOR THIS OFFENSE, TO ESTABLISH THE CRIMES OF OPER-
ATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WITHOUT A DRIVER’S LICENSE WHEN
DEATH OCCURS AND OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WITHOUT A
DRIVER’S LICENSE WHEN SERIOUS IMPAIRMENT OF A BODILY FUNC-
TION OF ANOTHER PERSON OCCURS, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR
BOTH OFFENSES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A CONVICTION UNDER
THIS SECTION DOES NOT BAR A CONVICTION FOR ANOTHER
OFFENSE FOR THE SAME UNLAWFUL ACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION
56-1-480, RELATING TO AUTHORIZING OR KNOWINGLY PERMITTING
A PERSON WHO IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO OPERATE A VEHICLE, SO AS201
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR THIS OFFENSE, TO ESTABLISH THE
CRIMES OF COMMITTING THIS OFFENSE WHEN THE PERSON WHO
OPERATES THE VEHICLE ILLEGALLY CAUSES SERIOUS IMPAIRMENT
OF A BODILY FUNCTION OF ANOTHER PERSON AND COMMITTING
THIS OFFENSE WHEN THE PERSON WHO OPERATES THE VEHICLE
ILLEGALLY CAUSES THE DEATH OF ANOTHER PERSON, TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR BOTH OFFENSES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A CONVIC-
TION UNDER THIS SECTION DOES NOT BAR A CONVICTION FOR
ANOTHER OFFENSE FOR THE SAME UNLAWFUL ACT.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3462  General Bill, By Umphlett, Bowen, Gilliard, Horne, Wylie and A.D.
Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-23-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION, IMPROVEMENT,
AND RENOVATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
NEW CONSTRUCTION OF ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE, AND HIGH SCHOOL
FACILITIES MUST COMPLY WITH SPECIFIED DESIGN AND ARCHITEC-
TURAL REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY A COMMITTEE OF THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, THAT THIS COMMITTEE SHALL CRE-
ATE THREE STANDARD ARCHITECTURAL PLANS FOR ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS, MIDDLE SCHOOLS, AND HIGH SCHOOLS TO WHICH ALL
NEW CONSTRUCTION MUST COMPLY UNLESS PRIOR APPROVAL FOR
ADAPTATION IS RECEIVED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION, THAT STANDARD PLANS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION UPON ADOPTION, AND THAT A
SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY NOT BE CHARGED FOR USE OF THE PLANS.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-8
H 3463 (Rat # 0015, Act #  0001)  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Bannister and
Hiott
Similar (S 0427, H 3453)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HANDWRITTEN AND
ELECTRONIC TRAFFIC TICKETS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS
THAT REQUIRE ELECTRONIC TRAFFIC TICKETS TO BE PRINTED IN
SPECIFIC COLORS. - ratified title
   02/05/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   02/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott
   02/11/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   02/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-27
   02/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   03/25/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-8
   03/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/31/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-19
   04/02/09 Ratified R 15
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   04/17/09 Act No. 1
H 3464  General Bill, By Jennings, Cato, Nanney, Stringer, Wylie and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A POLL MANAGER
REQUIRED TO BE A REGISTERED ELECTOR AND RESIDENT OF THE
COUNTY IN WHICH HE IS ASSIGNED TO WORK, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
A POLL MANAGER TO WORK IN ANOTHER COUNTY AS LONG AS HE
IS QUALIFIED.
   02/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-6
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   03/31/09 House Amended HJ-54
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-55
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-32
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
H 3465  Resolution, By J.R. Smith, Clyburn, D.C. Smith, Spires, Stewart and
T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MIKE ROSE, AIKEN
COUNTY PLANT MANAGER OF BRIDGESTONE FIRESTONE NORTH
AMERICAN TIRE, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO
COMMEND HIM FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE
WITH THE COMPANY, AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH
HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3466  Resolution, By Harrell, Cato, Cooper, Duncan, Harrison, Howard,
Owens, Sandifer, J.R. Smith, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye,
Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton,
Hardwick, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges,
Horne, Hosey, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King,
Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss,
Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts,
M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart,
Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS SINCERE GRATITUDE TO DEBBIE
PARKER HANKINS AS SHE RETIRES FROM HER LONG, HONORABLE
AND FAITHFUL SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AS
JOURNAL CLERK OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND
EXTEND BEST WISHES TO HER FOR A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
RETIREMENT.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
   02/10/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3467  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts, Brantley, Allison, Horne, Rice and
Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-83, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PAYROLL DEDUCTION FOR
DUES OF THE STATE EMPLOYEES’ ASSOCIATION AND THE SOUTH
CAROLINA TROOPERS’ ASSOCIATION, SO AS TO ALSO AUTHORIZE A
PAYROLL DEDUCTION FOR DUES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA FRATER-
NAL ORDER OF POLICE.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
   04/23/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-263
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-212
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-21
   05/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
H 3468  General Bill, By Crawford, Stringer, Allison, Wylie and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES FOR CHILDREN, SO AS TO DEFINE “MANAGER” AND
“EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN”; TO REQUIRE THE EMER-
GENCY MEDICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM TO INCLUDE
GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNATION OF PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY DEPART-
MENTS, GUIDELINES FOR DISASTER RESPONSES TO CHILDREN AND
THEIR FAMILIES, PEDIATRIC DISASTER PREPAREDNESS TRAINING,202
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAND PEDIATRIC SURGE DISASTER PLAN STRATEGIES; TO ESTABLISH
THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN ADVISORY
COMMITTEE AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND PURPOSE;
AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-5
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3469  General Bill, By Clyburn, Ott, McLeod, Whipper, Anthony, Frye,
Gilliard, Mack and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0600)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SOUTH
CAROLINA RESIDENT WHO OTHERWISE QUALIFIES FOR THE LIFE,
HOPE, OR PALMETTO FELLOWS SCHOLARSHIP BUT WHO ATTENDS
SCHOOL IN ANOTHER STATE BECAUSE NO PUBLIC COLLEGE OR UNI-
VERSITY OFFERS HIS CHOSEN MAJOR SHALL RECEIVE THE SCHOL-
ARSHIP FOR WHICH HE QUALIFIES TO BE USED FOR PAYMENT OF
TUITION AT THE OUT-OF-STATE INSTITUTION.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3470  General Bill, By Skelton
Similar (H 3486, H 3584)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-625 SO AS TO IMPOSE A SURTAX ON EACH
CIGARETTE IN AN AMOUNT OF TWO AND ONE-HALF CENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE CREDITING OF THE REVENUE FROM THE SURTAX TO
THE SMOKING PREVENTION AND CESSATION TRUST FUND, THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR MARKETING STATE-GROWN
CROPS, THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND, AND THE HEALTH CARE TRUST
FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR REPORTING, PAYMENT, COLLECTION, AND
ENFORCEMENT OF THE SURTAX, AND DEFINE “CIGARETTE”; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-21-620, RELATING TO THE ORIGINAL CIGARETTE
TAX, SO AS TO CONFORM DEFINITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-
230 SO AS TO CREATE AND ESTABLISH IN THE STATE TREASURY THE
SMOKING PREVENTION AND CESSATION TRUST FUND, THE MEDIC-
AID TRUST FUND, THE HEALTH CARE TRUST FUND, AND THE PAL-
METTO HEALTH CARE SAFETY NET TRUST FUND, ALL SO AS TO
RECEIVE DEPOSITS OF THE REVENUES FROM THE CIGARETTE SUR-
TAX AS SPECIFIED; TO PROVIDE FOR USE OF THE MEDICAID TRUST
FUND FOR MEDICAID SERVICES TO LOW INCOME FAMILIES WITH
INCOMES UP TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE PREVAILING POV-
ERTY LEVEL, PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL COVERAGE FOR THE STATE
CHILDREN’S HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM AND THE AGED, BLIND,
AND DISABLED PROGRAM WITH ANY EXCESS FUNDS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR ANNUAL REPORTS ON THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND; TO
REDIRECT TO THE HEALTH CARE TRUST FUND CIGARETTE TAX REV-
ENUES OTHERWISE REQUIRED TO BE CREDITED TO THE MEDICAID
TRUST FUND FOR A FISCAL YEAR WHICH SUCCEEDS A FISCAL YEAR
IN WHICH STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES WERE 7.5 BILLION DOL-
LARS OR MORE; BY ADDING CHAPTER 62 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO CRE-
ATE AND ESTABLISH THE PALMETTO HEALTH CARE PREMIUM
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FOR PREMIUM ASSISTANCE IN
THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS TO AN ELIGI-
BLE INDIVIDUAL TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A QUALIFYING
HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, DESCRIBING ELIGIBILITY REQUIRE-
MENTS AND THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS, DEFINING THE QUALIFY-
ING INDIVIDUALLY OR EMPLOYER-SPONSORED INSURANCE PLANS,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR ADMINISTRATION AND REPORTING BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 38-74-75 SO
AS TO CREATE THE PALMETTO HEALTH CARE SAFETY NET PRO-
GRAM, TO ESTABLISH A SELF-SUSTAINING AND FINANCIALLY INDE-
PENDENT PORTION OF THE PREMIUM ASSISTANCE POOL, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, ADMINISTRATION, AND
REPORTING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE AND OPERATING
GUIDELINES; TO PROHIBIT THE EXCESSIVE PURCHASE OF CIGA-
RETTES FOR RESALE IN ANTICIPATION OF THE APPLICATION OF THE
SURTAX; AND TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH CARE
ACCESS AND AFFORDABILITY, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP,
AND REQUIRE A REPORT ON ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BY JANUARY 1, 2011.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3471  General Bill, By Chalk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-625 SO AS TO IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL
TAX ON CIGARETTES EQUAL TO 2.25 CENTS ON EACH CIGARETTE,
TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION OF “CIGARETTE”, TO CREATE THE COM-
MUNITY MENTAL HEALTH FUND FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND PROVIDE ITS SOURCES OF
REVENUE INCLUDING THE REVENUES OF THE TAX IMPOSED PURSU-
ANT TO THIS ACT AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USES OF FUND REVE-
NUES, TO PROVIDE A TAX CREDIT FOR AN INDIVIDUAL WHO
MAINTAINS A QUALIFYING HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT, TO
REQUIRE THE BALANCE OF THE REVENUES OF THIS ADDITIONAL
TAX FIRST BE CREDITED TO THE GENERAL RESERVE FUND AND
THEREAFTER TO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE TO OFFSET
REVENUES LOST AS A RESULT OF THE HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT
TAX CREDIT; AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3755 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR A TAX CREDIT UP TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS AGAINST THE
STATE INCOME TAX FOR AN INDIVIDUAL WHO MAINTAINS A QUALI-
FYING HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 3472  Resolution, By Cole, Allison, Anthony, Forrester, Kelly, Littlejohn,
Millwood, Mitchell and Parker
Similar (S 0340)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO MRS. EUDORA
“DODIE” GRAHAM, OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY, FOR HER NINETEEN
YEARS OF DEDICATED VOLUNTEER SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE
SPARTANBURG COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION BOARD.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3473  Concurrent Resolution, By Anthony
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNION
COUNTY CARNEGIE LIBRARY FOR BEING SELECTED THE LIBRARY
JOURNAL BEST SMALL LIBRARY IN AMERICA 2009.
   02/10/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-16
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-25
H 3474  Concurrent Resolution, By Harrison, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME COURT, THE HONORABLE JEAN HOEFER
TOAL, TO ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION ON203
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTHE STATE OF THE JUDICIARY AT 12:00 NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 25, 2009.
   02/10/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-16
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-25
   02/12/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-14
H 3475  Concurrent Resolution, By Hayes
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME BLACK BRANCH ROAD IN DILLON
COUNTY “HOYT JACKSON MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS ROAD THAT CON-
TAIN THE WORDS “HOYT JACKSON MEMORIAL HIGHWAY”.
   02/10/09 House Introduced HJ-17
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-17
   02/17/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   02/18/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-31
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   05/21/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   05/21/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-2
H 3476  Concurrent Resolution, By Brantley and Bedingfield
Similar (S 0716)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGH-
WAY 601 IN JASPER COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED
STATES HIGHWAY 321 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH THE JASPER/
HAMPTON COUNTY LINE THE “EUNICE HOLMAN DOE HIGHWAY”
AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS POR-
TION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “EUNICE HOLMAN
DOE HIGHWAY”.
   02/10/09 House Introduced HJ-18
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-18
   02/17/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   02/18/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-31
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   02/18/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3477  Concurrent Resolution, By Neilson, Williams and Lucas
Similar (S 0085)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
THE DARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL “LADY FALCONS” SOFTBALL
TEAM, OF DARLINGTON COUNTY, ON ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2008 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   02/10/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-18
   02/11/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-26
H 3478  General Bill, By Bowen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION MUST DEVELOP A CLASSROOM
TEACHER BONUS PROGRAM TO REWARD EXEMPLARY CLASSROOM
TEACHERS FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE BONUS MAY NOT EXCEED FIVE PERCENT OF THE TEACHER’S
SALARY FOR THE PREVIOUS FISCAL YEAR, AND TO REQUIRE EACH
SCHOOL DISTRICT TO MAINTAIN A SEPARATE ACCOUNT FOR THE
FUNDING OF THIS PROGRAM WITH FUNDS DRAWN FROM THE OPER-
ATING ACCOUNT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 3479  General Bill, By G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-251, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CALCULATION OF
ROLLBACK MILLAGE FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS
TO PROVIDE A FORMULA FOR THE CALCULATION OF ROLLBACK
MILLAGE AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE FOR THE FOR-
MULA.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 3480  General Bill, By Edge
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DETERMINING THE FAIR
MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY TAX PURPOSES,
SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE FAIR
MARKET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY IS DETERMINED FOR THESE
PURPOSES.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3481  General Bill, By Edge
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-3150, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DETERMINING WHEN A
PARCEL OF REAL PROPERTY MUST BE APPRAISED AND WHAT AN
ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY
INCLUDES, SO AS TO DELETE CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES THAT CON-
STITUTE ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF INTEREST AND TO ADD
OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
H 3482 (Rat # 0103, Act #  0045)  General Bill, By Harrell, Cooper, Mack and
Bannister
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX ALL PERSONAL
PROPERTY, INCLUDING AIRCRAFT, OF A COMPANY ENGAGED IN AIR
TRANSPORT OF SPECIALIZED CARGO. - ratified title
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
   04/02/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-117
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bannister
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-237
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   04/29/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hayes (ch), Land, Courson,
Matthews, Grooms
   05/12/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
9
   05/13/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-52
   05/13/09 Senate Amended SJ-52
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-52
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-25
   05/19/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-52
   05/19/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-52
   05/21/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-133
   05/27/09 Ratified R 103
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/12/09 Act No. 45
H 3483 (Rat # 0104, Act #  0083)  Joint Resolution, By White, M.A. Pitts,
Toole, Willis, Barfield, Clemmons, Hardwick and Hearn204
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE DECLARATION OF RIGHTS UNDER THE STATE’S CONSTITUTION,
BY ADDING SECTION 25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT HUNTING AND
FISHING ARE VALUABLE PARTS OF THE STATE’S HERITAGE, IMPOR-
TANT FOR CONSERVATION, AND A PROTECTED MEANS OF MANAG-
ING NONTHREATENED WILDLIFE; TO PROVIDE THAT THE CITIZENS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO HUNT, FISH, AND
HARVEST WILDLIFE TRADITIONALLY PURSUED, SUBJECT TO LAWS
AND REGULATIONS PROMOTING SOUND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
AND MANAGEMENT AS PRESCRIBED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY;
AND TO SPECIFY THAT THIS SECTION MUST NOT BE CONSTRUED TO
ABROGATE ANY PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS, EXISTING STATE LAWS
OR REGULATIONS, OR THE STATE’S SOVEREIGNTY OVER ITS NATU-
RAL RESOURCES. - ratified title
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Barfield,
Clemmons, Hardwick, Hearn
   04/21/09 House Amended HJ-42
   04/21/09 House Read second time HJ-42
   04/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-1 HJ-46
   04/22/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Malloy, Wil-
liams, Campsen, Massey
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-13
   05/20/09 Senate Amended SJ-27
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-126
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-126
   05/27/09 Ratified R 104
   05/27/09 No signature required
   05/27/09 Effective date 05/27/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 83
H 3484  Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF PASTOR WILBERT CARL WILKS, OF
HORRY COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 3485  Resolution, By Neilson, Williams and Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL “LADY FALCONS” SOFTBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3486  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
Similar (H 3470, H 3584)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-625 SO AS TO IMPOSE A SURTAX ON EACH
CIGARETTE IN AN AMOUNT THAT WOULD RAISE THE TOTAL TAX
FOR EACH PACK OF CIGARETTES TO THAT OF THE SOUTHEASTERN
AVERAGE TAX FOR EACH PACK, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CREDITING OF
THE REVENUE FROM THE SURTAX TO THE SMOKING PREVENTION
AND CESSATION TRUST FUND, THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOR MARKETING STATE-GROWN CROPS, THE MEDICAID TRUST
FUND, AND THE HEALTH CARE TRUST FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR
REPORTING, PAYMENT, COLLECTION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE
SURTAX, AND DEFINE “CIGARETTE”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-620,
RELATING TO THE ORIGINAL CIGARETTE TAX, SO AS TO CONFORM
DEFINITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-230 SO AS TO CREATE AND
ESTABLISH IN THE STATE TREASURY THE SMOKING PREVENTION
AND CESSATION TRUST FUND, THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND, THE
HEALTH CARE TRUST FUND, AND THE PALMETTO HEALTH CARE
SAFETY NET TRUST FUND, ALL SO AS TO RECEIVE DEPOSITS OF THE
REVENUES FROM THE CIGARETTE SURTAX AS SPECIFIED; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR USE OF THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND FOR MEDICAID SER-
VICES TO LOW INCOME FAMILIES WITH INCOMES UP TO ONE
HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE PREVAILING POVERTY LEVEL, PROVIDE
FOR ADDITIONAL COVERAGE FOR THE STATE CHILDREN’S HEALTH
INSURANCE PROGRAM AND THE AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED PRO-
GRAM WITH ANY EXCESS FUNDS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL
REPORTS ON THE MEDICAID TRUST FUND; BY ADDING CHAPTER 62
TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO CREATE AND ESTABLISH THE PALMETTO
HEALTH CARE PREMIUM ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FOR
PREMIUM ASSISTANCE IN THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TWO THOU-
SAND DOLLARS TO AN ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL TOWARD THE PUR-
CHASE OF A QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, DESCRIBING
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS,
DEFINING THE QUALIFYING INDIVIDUALLY OR EMPLOYER-SPON-
SORED INSURANCE PLANS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ADMINISTRATION
AND REPORTING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 38-74-75 SO AS TO CREATE THE PALMETTO HEALTH
CARE SAFETY NET PROGRAM, TO ESTABLISH A SELF-SUSTAINING
AND FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT PORTION OF THE PREMIUM ASSIS-
TANCE POOL, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS,
ADMINISTRATION, AND REPORTING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSUR-
ANCE AND OPERATING GUIDELINES; TO PROHIBIT THE EXCESSIVE
PURCHASE OF CIGARETTES FOR RESALE IN ANTICIPATION OF THE
APPLICATION OF THE SURTAX; AND TO CREATE A STUDY COMMIT-
TEE ON HEALTH CARE ACCESS AND AFFORDABILITY, TO PROVIDE
FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, AND REQUIRE A REPORT ON ITS FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY JANUARY 1, 2012.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3487  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-780 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LEAVE
DONOR UNDER THE STATE EMPLOYEES LEAVE TRANSFER PROGRAM
ALSO MAY DONATE SICK LEAVE OR ANNUAL LEAVE OR BOTH TO A
SPECIFIC LEAVE RECIPIENT RATHER THAN TO THE LEAVE POOL
ACCOUNT IN THE MANNER THE HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
DIVISION SHALL DIRECT.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3488  Joint Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Hart, Williams, R.L. Brown, Hutto
and Weeks
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE TO STUDY CER-
TAIN ISSUES AFFECTING VETERANS AND PROVIDE FOR RELATED
MATTERS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COMMITTEE MEMBER-
SHIP AND DUTIES, THE FILLING OF VACANCIES, COMMITTEE MEET-
INGS, AND STAFFING.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-12
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hart205
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/04/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-53
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto, Weeks
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-35
   04/29/09 House Amended HJ-201
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-202
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-14
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3489  General Bill, By Harrell, Cato, Sandifer, Cooper, Duncan, Owens,
White, Bingham, A.D. Young, Huggins, E.H. Pitts, Edge, Toole, Kirsh, J.R.
Smith, G.R. Smith, Brady, Crawford, Barfield, Bedingfield, Hardwick,
Erickson, Loftis, Pinson, Rice, Hiott, Littlejohn, Allison, Chalk, Daning,
Bowen, Gambrell, Hamilton, Wylie, Sottile, Nanney, Parker, Forrester,
Haley, Millwood, Battle, Frye, Simrill, Spires, Thompson and Whitmire
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ENACTING THE “SOUTH CAROLINA FAIRNESS IN CIVIL JUSTICE
ACT OF 2009” BY AMENDING ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 32, TITLE 15, PRE-
VIOUSLY RESERVED, SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE CHAPTER; TO AMEND SECTION 15-32-220, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO LIMITS ON NONECONOMIC DAMAGES,
AND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 32, TITLE 15, RELATING TO PUNITIVE DAM-
AGES, BOTH SO AS TO PROVIDE LIMITS ON THE AWARD OF NONECO-
NOMIC AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN ALL PERSONAL INJURY
ACTIONS AND TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN PROCEDURES AND
REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO THE AWARD OF THESE DAMAGES; BY
ADDING SECTION 1-7-750 SO AS TO ENACT THE “PRIVATE ATTORNEY
RETENTION SUNSHINE ACT” TO GOVERN THE RETENTION OF PRI-
VATE ATTORNEYS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OR A SOLICITOR
AND TO PROVIDE TERMS AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE
RETAINER AGREEMENT INCLUDING LIMITS ON THE COMPENSATION
OF OUTSIDE COUNSEL IN CONTINGENCY FEE CASES; TO AMEND
SECTION 15-3-670, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON ACTIONS BASED
ON UNSAFE OR DEFECTIVE IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE VIOLATION OF A BUILDING CODE DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE PER SE FRAUD, GROSS NEGLIGENCE, OR RECK-
LESSNESS; BY ADDING SECTION 15-3-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE A
REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION THAT A MANUFACTURER OR SELLER IS
NOT LIABLE FOR A PRODUCT IF IT IS MANUFACTURED OR SOLD IN A
MANNER APPROVED BY A GOVERNMENT AGENCY; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 15-5-10 SO AS TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES
TO BRING, MAINTAIN, AND CERTIFY CLASS ACTIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 15-73-10, RELATING TO LIABILITY OF THE SELLER FOR A
DEFECTIVE PRODUCT, SO AS PROVIDE THAT THE SELLER IS NOT LIA-
BLE FOR DAMAGE CAUSED ONLY TO THE PRODUCT ITSELF; TO
AMEND SECTION 18-9-130, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE EFFECT
OF A NOTICE OF APPEAL ON THE EXECUTION OF JUDGMENT, SO AS
TO PROVIDE LIMITS FOR APPEAL BONDS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 33-6-
220 AND 33-44-303, RELATING TO CORPORATIONS AND LIMITED LIA-
BILITY COMPANIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A JUDGMENT AGAINST
A CORPORATION OR LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IS A PREREQUI-
SITE TO AN ALTER EGO CLAIM TO PIERCE THE CORPORATE VEIL; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-5-20, RELATING TO UNFAIR METHODS OF COM-
PETITION AND UNFAIR OR DECEPTIVE ACTS OR PRACTICES, SO AS
TO PROVIDE ACTIONS OR TRANSACTIONS OTHERWISE PERMITTED
OR REGULATED BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION OR
ANOTHER REGULATORY BODY OR OFFICE ACTING UNDER STATU-
TORY AUTHORITY OF THIS STATE OR THE UNITED STATES ARE NOT
COVERED BY THE ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 39-5-140, RELATING TO
AN ACTION FOR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF AN UNFAIR OR DECEP-
TIVE TRADE PRACTICE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON SEEKING
DAMAGES SHALL PAY “OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES” AND TO DEFINE
THIS TERM; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6540, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE PENALTIES FOR THE MANDATORY USE OF SEATBELTS, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION MAY BE CONSIDERED IN A CIVIL
ACTION AS EVIDENCE OF COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE OR AS EVI-
DENCE OF FAILURE TO MITIGATE DAMAGES; AND TO REPEAL SEC-
TIONS 15-32-200, 15-32-210, AND 15-32-240 ALL RELATING TO
NONECONOMIC DAMAGES AND PROCEDURES REGARDING THE LIM-
ITATION AND COLLECTION OF NONECONOMIC DAMAGES.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3490  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-510, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BOND HEARINGS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A
COUNTY MUST PROVIDE A BOND HEARING TO A PERSON CHARGED
WITH A BAILABLE OFFENSE WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS OF HIS
ARREST, TO PROVIDE A COUNTY MUST RELEASE A PERSON
CHARGED WITH A BAILABLE OFFENSE WITHIN A SPECIFIC TIME
PERIOD DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF BOND POSTED, AND TO PRO-
VIDE A COUNTY SHALL PAY A PENALTY TO THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER’S OFFICE FOR A VIOLATION OF THESE PROVISIONS AND
MONTHLY SHALL NOTIFY THE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
OFFICE OF COURT ADMINISTRATION OF THE TOTAL VIOLATIONS
THAT OCCURRED THE PREVIOUS MONTH.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3491  General Bill, By Harvin, Cato, J.E. Smith, Brady and Bannister
Similar (S 0407)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 43, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DONATION OF
HUMAN BODIES, PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODY AND HUMAN TISSUE,
SO AS TO CONFORM CROSS REFERENCES TO THE REVISED UNIFORM
ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, TO DELETE THE PROVISION STATING THAT
A DONOR DESIGNATION ON A DRIVER’S LICENSE DOES NOT CONSTI-
TUTE A GIFT UNDER THE UNIFORM ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT; TO
AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 43, TITLE 44, RELATING TO THE UNI-
FORM ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, SO AS TO CHANGE THE ACT NAME TO
THE REVISED UNIFORM ANATOMICAL GIFT ACT, AND, AMONG
OTHER THINGS, TO REVISE DEFINITIONS, DONOR ELIGIBILITY,
DONATION AMENDMENT AND REVOCATION PROCEDURES, THE PRI-
ORITY ORDER TO GIVE CONSENT, SUBSTITUTE DONOR PROCE-
DURES, DONEE QUALIFICATIONS, AND ALTERNATIVE DONEE
PROCEDURES; TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR REFUSAL TO MAKE
AN ANATOMICAL GIFT; TO REQUIRE CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT,
HOSPITAL PERSONNEL, AND ORGAN PROCUREMENT ORGANIZA-
TIONS TO MAKE REASONABLE SEARCHES FOR DONOR INFORMA-
TION AND DONOR REFUSAL INFORMATION; TO PROVIDE THAT A
PHYSICIAN WHO ATTENDED A PERSON AT DEATH OR WHO DETER-
MINES THE TIME OF DEATH MAY NOT PARTICIPATE IN REMOVAL OR
TRANSPLANTATION PROCEDURES; TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL PENAL-
TIES FOR SELLING OR PURCHASING ORGANS AND FOR OBTAINING
FINANCIAL GAIN BY FALSIFYING OR DEFACING A DONATION DOCU-
MENT; TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR THE VALIDITY OF AN ORGAN
DONATION; TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES TO RESOLVE ISSUES WHEN
CERTAIN CONFLICTS EXIST BETWEEN A DECLARATION OF A ORGAN
DONATION AND THE MEDICAL SUITABILITY OF THE ORGAN DONA-
TION; TO REQUIRE CORONERS TO COOPERATE WITH PROCUREMENT
ORGANIZATIONS TO MAXIMIZE THE OPPORTUNITY TO RECOVER
ANATOMICAL GIFTS; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 43,
TITLE 44, RELATING TO HOSPITAL POLICY AND PROTOCOL FOR
ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION, SO AS TO REVISE DEFINITIONS AND
PROCEDURES FOR CONTACTING PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO CON-
SENT TO ORGAN DONATION.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-15206
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cato,
J.E.Smith
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady, Ban-
nister
H 3492  General Bill, By Kennedy, Bingham, Brantley, Cato, McEachern,
Clyburn, Hodges, Hosey, Jefferson, King and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-59-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
TERMS USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE LICENSURE AND REGULA-
TION OF RESIDENTIAL HOME BUILDERS SO AS TO INCREASE FROM
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS THE
AMOUNT THAT A PERSON MAY UNDERTAKE IN THE CONSTRUCTION,
REPAIR, OR IMPROVEMENT OF A RESIDENTIAL BUILDING WITHOUT
BEING CONSIDERED A RESIDENTIAL HOME BUILDER SUBJECT TO
LICENSURE AND REGULATIONS BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDEN-
TIAL BUILDERS COMMISSION.
   02/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
H 3493  Resolution, By Millwood
Similar (S 0493, H 3494)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LAN-
DRUM HIGH SCHOOL “LADY CARDINALS” VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR
ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL
PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3494  Resolution, By Millwood
Similar (S 0493, H 3493)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LANDRUM HIGH SCHOOL “LADY CARDINALS” VOLLEYBALL TEAM,
COACH, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3495  Resolution, By Millwood
Similar (H 3496)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LAN-
DRUM HIGH SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM FOR ITS OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL
RUNNERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3496  Resolution, By Millwood
Similar (H 3495)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LANDRUM HIGH SCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3497  Joint Resolution, By Gullick
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A STUDY COMMITTEE TO
REVIEW, STUDY, AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE
PRACTICE OF DEBT COLLECTION AND RECOVERY AGENCIES, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP, AND TO
REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY NO LATER THAN
JANUARY 19, 2010, AT WHICH TIME THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS ABOL-
ISHED.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
H 3498  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0136)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE
GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO REQUIRE ORGANIZATION AND REORGANI-
ZATION OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND DISSOLUTION OF
AGENCY DIVISIONS TO BE APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BY STATUTE, TO DELETE OBSOLETE PROVISIONS, REQUIRE AGEN-
CIES TO REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MORE EFFICIENT
AGENCY ADMINISTRATION TO THE GOVERNOR AND GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OR TO REPORT THAT IT HAS NO RECOMMENDATIONS
AND PROVIDE FOR THE DISPOSITION OF THESE REPORTS, AND
REQUIRE AGENCIES TO SUBMIT FIVE-YEAR PLANS TO THE GOVER-
NOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND SECTION 8-27-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF REPORT FOR THE PUR-
POSES OF THE EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION FOR REPORTS OF VIOLA-
TIONS OF STATE OR FEDERAL LAW OR REGULATION, BY PROVIDING
THAT A REPORT MAY BE A WRITTEN OR ORAL ALLEGATION OR TES-
TIMONY TO A LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE; BY ADDING SECTION 8-27-
60 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SUMMARY OF THE PROVISIONS CON-
TAINED IN LAW PROTECTING EMPLOYEES FOR REPORTS OF VIOLA-
TIONS OF STATE OR FEDERAL LAW OR REGULATION MUST BE
POSTED ON THE INTERNET WEBSITE OF EACH PUBLIC BODY SUB-
JECT TO THE LAW; AND BY ADDING CHAPTER 2 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY HAVE A DUTY TO REVIEW AND STUDY THE OPERATIONS
OF THE STATE AGENCIES WITHIN THE COMMITTEE’S JURISDICTION,
TO ESTABLISH COMMITTEE OVERSIGHT JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE PROCESS BY WHICH A COMMITTEE MAY INITIATE AN
OVERSIGHT STUDY OR INVESTIGATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAN-
NER IN WHICH AN INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE MAY ACQUIRE EVI-
DENCE OR INFORMATION RELATED TO THE STUDY OR
INVESTIGATION, TO PROVIDE FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION REPORTS,
THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY ARE REQUESTED, AND THE CON-
TENTS OF THE REPORTS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL TESTIMONY GIVEN
TO AN INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE MUST BE GIVEN UNDER OATH,
TO PROVIDE THAT WITNESSES TESTIFYING IN FRONT OF AN INVES-
TIGATING COMMITTEE MAY BE REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT WITNESSES ARE GIVEN THE BENEFIT OF ANY PRIVI-
LEGE WHICH THE WITNESS COULD HAVE CLAIMED IN COURT AS A
PARTY TO A CIVIL ACTION.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3499  General Bill, By Gilliard, Brantley, Whipper, R.L. Brown, Hodges,
Hosey, Howard, King, Mack and Mitchell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-79 SO AS TO PROVIDE A HOSPITAL THAT
SCHEDULES A NURSE EMPLOYEE TO WORK A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF
HOURS IN A SHIFT MAY NOT REDUCE THE NUMBER OF HOURS THE
NURSE MAY WORK DURING THE SHIFT WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS OF WHEN THE SHIFT BEGINS, UNLESS THE HOSPITAL COM-
PENSATES THE NURSE FOR THE ENTIRE NUMBER OF HOURS THE
NURSE WAS SCHEDULED TO WORK.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-10207
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3500  General Bill, By Gilliard, Brantley, Whipper, Clyburn, Hodges,
Hosey, Howard, King, Mack, McLeod and Mitchell
Similar (S 0051)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-40-810 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE EXECUTION
OF A JUDGMENT FOR EJECTMENT MAY NOT OCCUR UNTIL AT LEAST
SEVEN DAYS LAPSE FROM THE DATE ON WHICH THE MAGISTRATE
ISSUED THE ORDER OR, IF THE JUDGMENT IS STAYED, UNTIL AT
LEAST SEVEN DAYS LAPSE FROM THE DATE ON WHICH THE ORDER
IS LIFTED, AND DURING THE SEVEN DAY PERIOD THE TENANT MAY
REMOVE HIS PERSONAL PROPERTY FROM THE PREMISES WITHOUT
INTERFERENCE FROM THE LANDLORD; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-
40-710, RELATING TO REMOVAL OF AN EVICTED TENANT’S PER-
SONAL PROPERTY FROM THE RENTAL PREMISES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THE PARTY REMOVING THE PERSONAL PROPERTY SHALL RETAIN
POSSESSION OF THE PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR THIRTY DAYS, DUR-
ING WHICH TIME THE TENANT MAY RECOVER THE PERSONAL PROP-
ERTY.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
H 3501  General Bill, By Loftis, J.E. Smith, Barfield, Haley, Agnew, Battle,
Bowen, Cato, Duncan, Gambrell, Herbkersman, Horne, Hosey, Limehouse,
D.C. Moss, J.H. Neal, Neilson, Owens, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Stringer,
Williams, Wylie, A.D. Young and Vick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 23 TO TITLE 25 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE
DISASTER ASSISTANCE TRUST FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS PURPOSE,
SOURCE OF FUNDING, INTEREST EARNINGS, AND ADMINISTRATION,
TO PROVIDE THAT AN UNEXPENDED BALANCE IN THE FUND ROLLS
OVER TO THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR, TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF
MONIES WITHIN THE FUND AND THAT THE FUND MUST BE HELD
HARMLESS FROM BUDGET REDUCTIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
PROMULGATION OF REGULATIONS NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE
CHAPTER; TO AMEND SECTION 8-25-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS,
SO AS TO DEFINE EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION VOLUNTEER; TO
AMEND SECTION 8-25-20, RELATING TO USE OF VOLUNTEERS AND
DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMS, SO AS TO ALLOW GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES TO DEVELOP VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS TO INCLUDE
EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION VOLUNTEERS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 8-25-40, RELATING TO MILEAGE, LIABILITY INSURANCE, AND
PROTECTION OF SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
EMERGENCY SUPPORT VOLUNTEERS SHALL RECEIVE MILEAGE,
LIABILITY INSURANCE, SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY, AND WORKERS’
COMPENSATION COVERAGE FOR SERVICE TO THE STATE AS VOLUN-
TEERS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 11-5-
230, RELATING TO AN ACCOUNT FOR MATCHING DISASTER ASSIS-
TANCE FUNDS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE NAME OF THE FUND AS
THE DISASTER ASSISTANCE TRUST FUND AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
PURPOSE OF THE FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 25-1-420, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DIVISION OF THE OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FURTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIVISION; TO AMEND
SECTION 25-1-440, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES
OF THE GOVERNOR DURING A DECLARED EMERGENCY, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT HIS AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE TIMING AND TERMINA-
TION REQUIREMENTS FOR HIS AUTHORITY TO COMPEL AN EVACUA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-130, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
DEFINITION OF AN EMPLOYEE, SO AS TO INCLUDE EMERGENCY
SUPPORT FUNCTION VOLUNTEERS; TO AMEND SECTION 42-7-65, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE CALCULATION FOR EMER-
GENCY FUNCTION VOLUNTEERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-23-
210, RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION, IMPROVEMENT, AND RENOVA-
TION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE APPOINTMENT
OF A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVI-
SION TO THE COMMITTEE CHARGED WITH UPDATING THE CON-
STRUCTION STANDARDS GUIDE.
   02/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-12
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Vick
H 3502  Resolution, By Weeks, G.M. Smith, J.H. Neal, G.A. Brown, Lowe,
Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady,
Branham, Brantley, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard,
Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart,
Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod,
Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie,
A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF THE
ETA ZETA OMEGA CHAPTER OF ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY ON
THE CHAPTER’S CELEBRATION OF FIFTY YEARS OF PHILANTHROPIC
COMMUNITY SERVICE IN THE SUMTER AREA.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3503  Resolution, By McLeod, Huggins and Ballentine
Similar (H 3505)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CHAPIN
HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING TEAM ON ITS IMPRES-
SIVE WIN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE’S 2008
CLASS AAA STATE CHEERLEADING CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR
THE TEAM, HEAD COACH VICKI WILLIAMS, AND ASSISTANT COACH
BILLIE WILLIAMS ON ANOTHER OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3504  Resolution, By J.H. Neal
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND BISHOP THE-
ODORE R. MYERS UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS THIRTIETH ANNIVER-
SARY AS FOUNDING PASTOR OF TEMPLE OF FAITH BIBLE WAY
CHURCH, OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION
FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE LOWER
RICHLAND COMMUNITY.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3505  Resolution, By McLeod, Huggins and Ballentine
Similar (H 3503)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION EXTENDING THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED ON WINNING THE SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE’S 2008 CLASS AAA STATE CHEERLEADING
CHAMPIONSHIP.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3506  Resolution, By Brady and Harrison
Similar (S 0414, H 3507)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CARDINAL NEWMAN SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COM-
MENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAP-208
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTURING THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3507  Resolution, By Brady and Harrison
Similar (S 0414, H 3506)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CARDI-
NAL NEWMAN SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTAND-
ING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL CHEER-
LEADERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3508  Resolution, By Barfield, Sandifer, Cato, Ott, Duncan, Pinson, Vick,
Brantley, Lucas, Alexander, Erickson, Hardwick, Hiott, D.C. Moss, Haley,
Jefferson, Allen, Bowen, Edge, Allison, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Battle, Bowers, Brady, Branham, G.A. Brown, Clemmons, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Forrester, Gambrell, Gilliard, Gullick,
Hamilton, Harrison, Hayes, Herbkersman, Hodges, Horne, Hutto, Kelly,
Knight, Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, Mack, Miller, Mitchell, Nanney, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Owens, Parker, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Scott, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Spires, Toole, Umphlett, Viers, Weeks, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE UNITED STATES CON-
GRESS TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
THROUGH THE ADOPTION OF A FAIR AND EFFECTIVE APPROACH
THAT SAFEGUARDS AMERICAN JOBS, ENSURES AFFORDABLE
ENERGY FOR CITIZENS, AND MAINTAINS AMERICA’S GLOBAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced HJ-5
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-5
   02/26/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   03/03/09 House Adopted HJ-24
H 3509  Concurrent Resolution, By M.A. Pitts, Duncan, Thompson, Bowen,
Toole, Stringer, Hamilton, Pinson, Bedingfield, G.R. Smith, Cooper,
Crawford, Long, Lowe, Nanney, Owens, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Viers, White,
Haley, Clemmons, Horne, Wylie, Huggins, Allison, Parker, A.D. Young,
Millwood, Simrill, Willis, Herbkersman, Cato, Littlejohn, J.R. Smith, Hiott
and Erickson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AFFIRM THE RIGHTS OF ALL
STATES INCLUDING SOUTH CAROLINA BASED ON THE PROVISIONS
OF THE NINTH AND TENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION.
   02/12/09 House Introduced HJ-6
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Haley
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne, Wylie,
Huggins, Allison, Parker, A.D.Young, Millwood, Simrill,
Willis, Herbkersman
   02/24/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-8
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cato
   02/25/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Littlejohn,
J.R.Smith, Hiott, Erickson
   02/26/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-20
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   05/14/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-50
H 3510  Concurrent Resolution, By Duncan
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND
SOUTH CAROLINA’S FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA (FFA) MEMBERS
AND ALL WHO SUPPORT, PROMOTE, AND ENCOURAGE THESE OUT-
STANDING AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION STUDENTS, AND JOIN WITH
THEM IN OBSERVANCE OF NATIONAL FFA WEEK, FEBRUARY 21-28,
2009.
   02/12/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
H 3511  Resolution, By Stringer, Wylie and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0415)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18,
2009, “CITIES MEAN BUSINESS DAY” AND TO CELEBRATE THE VALU-
ABLE CONTRIBUTIONS SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES AND TOWNS MAKE
TO OUR STATE’S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH THEIR RELA-
TIONSHIPS WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3512  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RESERVE
DEPUTY JOSEPH P. ARNOT, OF RICHLAND COUNTY, UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR EIGHT YEARS OF
DEDICATED VOLUNTEER SERVICE WITH THE RICHLAND COUNTY
SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 3513  Concurrent Resolution, By Hiott
Similar (H 3514)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
PICKENS HIGH SCHOOL “LADY BLUE FLAME” VOLLEYBALL TEAM
FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008
CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S
EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF.
   02/12/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-10
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 3514  Resolution, By Hiott
Similar (H 3513)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PICKENS HIGH SCHOOL “LADY BLUE FLAME” VOLLEYBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10209
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3515  Resolution, By White, Agnew, Bowen, Cooper and Gambrell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MIKE HUNT,
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF THE ANDERSON COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT,
UPON BEING NAMED THE 2008 ANDERSON COUNTY FIREFIGHTER OF
THE YEAR, AND TO EXPRESS DEEP GRATITUDE FOR HIS DEDICATED
SERVICE TO THE CITIZENS OF HIS COMMUNITY.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3516  General Bill, By Barfield, Brantley, Agnew, Alexander, Allison,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen,
Bowers, Branham, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Edge, Erickson, Gullick, Haley, Hardwick,
Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Horne, Kelly, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Merrill, Miller, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M.
Neal, Owens, Parker, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, J.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stringer, Toole, Viers, Weeks,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN REGARD
TO THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE INCLUDING THE DEF-
INITION OF A TERM CONTRACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SOLICI-
TATION BY COMPETITIVE ONLINE BIDDING MAY NOT BE USED FOR
TERM CONTRACTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1529, RELATING
TO COMPETITIVE ONLINE BIDDING, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THESE
PROVISIONS DO NOT APPLY TO TERM CONTRACTS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3517  General Bill, By Neilson, Bales, Clyburn, Crawford, Herbkersman,
Hosey, Hutto, Jefferson, Long, J.M. Neal, E.H. Pitts, Toole and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-96-115 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE
TIPPING FEE ON THE DISPOSAL OF SOLID WASTE IN A LANDFILL, TO
IMPOSE ON A LANDFILL OWNER OR OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS FOR
RECORDING SOLID WASTE TONNAGE RECEIVED AND TIPPING FEES
RECEIVED, TO REQUIRE A LANDFILL OWNER OR OPERATOR QUAR-
TERLY TO REPORT TONNAGE FEES RECEIVED TO THE DEPARTMENT
AND TO DEPOSIT TIPPING FEES COLLECTED WITH THE DEPART-
MENT; TO AMEND SECTION 44-96-40, RELATING TO CERTAIN DEFINI-
TIONS, SO AS TO DEFINE A TIPPING FEE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-
96-120, RELATING TO THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT TRUST
FUND, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT TRUST
FUND MAY RECEIVE TIPPING FEE PROCEEDS FROM THE DEPART-
MENT.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-12
H 3518  Joint Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Clyburn, Hosey, Mack, Miller and
Weeks
Similar (S 0441)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE II
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, BY ADDING SECTION 12 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A CANDIDATE FOR ELECTIVE OFFICE
MAY FINANCE HIS CAMPAIGN WITH PUBLIC FUNDS AS THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MAY DETERMINE.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
H 3519  Joint Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Brantley, Clyburn, Dillard, Hosey,
Littlejohn, Mack, Miller and Weeks
Similar (S 0439, S 0440)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA CLEAN
ELECTIONS STUDY COMMITTEE, TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO
MAKE A REPORT OF ITS FINDINGS NO LATER THAN JANUARY 15,
2010, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MATTERS THE COMMITTEE SHALL CON-
SIDER, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE,
AND TO PROVIDE WHEN THE COMMITTEE SHALL DISSOLVE.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
H 3520  General Bill, By J.H. Neal, Hosey, Mack and Miller
Similar (S 0438)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 16 TO TITLE 8 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA CLEAN ELECTIONS ACT”, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH CERTAIN CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE WHO AGREE TO LIMITA-
TIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO RECEIVE A PREDETERMINED
AMOUNT OF PUBLIC FUNDS FOR CAMPAIGNS AND TO REQUIRE
ELECTRONIC DISCLOSURES FOR ALL CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
TO CANDIDATES AND POLITICAL COMMITTEES.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3521  Joint Resolution, By Sellers
Similar (S 0035)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE TO REVIEW THE
EVENTS OF FEBRUARY 8, 1968, REFERRED TO AS THE “ORANGEBURG
MASSACRE”, AND TO MAKE A REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND THE GOVERNOR ASCERTAINING THE ACTUAL EVENTS OF THAT
DAY AND CONCERNING THE HISTORICAL, SOCIAL, AND ETHICAL
RAMIFICATIONS OF THOSE EVENTS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMIT-
TEE’S MEMBERSHIP, STAFF, AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; AND
TO ABOLISH THE COMMITTEE UPON SUBMISSION OF ITS REPORT.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3522  General Bill, By A.D. Young and White
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 48-39-40 RELATING TO THE CREATION OF
THE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT APPELLATE PANEL.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-13
H 3523  General Bill, By Skelton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-95-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PLACES WHERE SMOKING IS PROHIBITED,
SO AS TO PROVIDE SMOKING IS PROHIBITED IN ALL PUBLIC INDOOR
PLACES, TO DELETE CERTAIN REFERENCES TO DESIGNATED SMOK-
ING AREAS IN PUBLIC INDOOR PLACES, AND TO EXEMPT PRIVATE
CLUBS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 44-95-30 RELATING TO DESIG-
NATED SMOKING AND NONSMOKING AREAS, AND SECTION 44-95-40
RELATING TO SEPARATION OF SMOKING AND NONSMOKING AREAS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3524  General Bill, By Limehouse, Sottile, Clyburn, Govan, Hodges,
Hosey, Jefferson, Lowe, McEachern, Neilson, Weeks, Williams and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-1-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A GROCERY
STORE MUST, UPON NOTICE OF A RECALL OF A FOOD ITEM, USE ITS
CUSTOMER DATABASE TO CONTACT CUSTOMERS BY PHONE OR BY
MAIL WHO PURCHASED THE FOOD ITEM WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF
THE ISSUANCE OF THE RECALL, TO PROVIDE THAT CONTACT MUST
BE MADE WITH THESE CUSTOMERS WITHIN TEN DAYS OF THE GRO-
CERY STORE RECEIVING NOTICE OF THE RECALL, AND TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-14210
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3525  General Bill, By Hamilton, Nanney, Brantley, Bannister, Cobb-
Hunter, Stringer, Wylie and Clemmons
Similar (S 0386)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-12-90, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CABLE COMPANIES MAK-
ING A CHANNEL AVAILABLE TO THE EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CABLE COMPANIES MUST
ALSO OFFER A CABLE SERVICE TIER THAT ALLOWS SUBSCRIBERS
TO CHOOSE CHANNELS ON AN INDIVIDUAL PER-CHANNEL BASIS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-14
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Hosey
   02/19/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Hodges
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
H 3526  General Bill, By Barfield, Vick, Stringer, Owens, Pinson, Hamilton,
Bannister, Duncan, Nanney, Willis, Wylie, Toole, G.R. Smith, Bedingfield,
Erickson, D.C. Moss, Hiott, Allison, Ballentine, Bingham, Bowen, G.A.
Brown, Cole, Cooper, Daning, Frye, Hayes, Herbkersman, Horne, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Lowe, Merrill, Mitchell, Parker, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Sandifer,
Scott, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Stewart, Viers, Sottile, Simrill,
White, G.M. Smith, Millwood, Forrester, Umphlett and Cato
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“RIGHT TO LIFE ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA” WHICH ESTABLISHES
THAT THE RIGHT TO LIFE FOR EACH BORN AND PREBORN HUMAN
BEING VESTS AT FERTILIZATION, AND THAT THE RIGHTS OF DUE
PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION, GUARANTEED BY ARTICLE I,
SECTION 3 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, VEST AT FERTIL-
IZATION FOR EACH BORN AND PREBORN HUMAN PERSON.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile, Simrill
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: White
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.M.Smith,
Millwood, Forrester
   02/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Umphlett,
Cato
H 3527  Joint Resolution, By Barfield, Vick, Pinson, J.R. Smith, Stringer,
G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Hamilton, Erickson, D.C. Moss, Nanney, Duncan,
Alexander, Allison, Bingham, Bowen, G.A. Brown, Gilliard, Hayes,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Merrill, Mitchell, Owens, Parker, Scott, D.C. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Toole, Viers, T.R. Young, Simrill, White, G.M. Smith,
Millwood and Willis
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA UNBORN
CHILDREN’S MONUMENT COMMISSION TO ERECT A MONUMENT ON
THE STATE HOUSE GROUNDS AS A MEMORIAL TO SOUTH CAROLINA
CHILDREN WHOSE LIVES ENDED BEFORE THEIR BIRTH AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION AND TO
REQUIRE PRIVATE FUNDING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THIS
MONUMENT.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Simrill
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: White
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.M.Smith
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
H 3528  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Nanney, Hamilton,
Stringer, Wylie, Haley, Branham, Clyburn, Gambrell, Gilliard, Hearn,
Littlejohn, Lowe, J.R. Smith, Viers and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX FOR ONE PROPERTY
TAX YEAR ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF
OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY OWNED IN WHOLE OR
IN PART BY A MEMBER OF THE ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED
STATES IF THE OWNER WAS DEPLOYED DURING ANY PART OF THE
PROPERTY TAX YEAR TO A COMBAT ZONE, TO DEFINE COMBAT
ZONE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THIS EXEMP-
TION.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
H 3529  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Merrill, Horne, A.D. Young and
Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA CLASSROOM PRIORITY
ACT”, BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AT
LEAST SIXTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE EDUCATION OPERATIONAL
EXPENDITURES OF EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT MUST BE USED FOR
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES, TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL SUBMIT ITS PROPOSED BUDGET TO
THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION WITH THE ACTUAL
PERCENTAGE OF ITS EDUCATION OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURES
USED FOR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION, TO PROVIDE FOR A WAIVER,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNING BODY IN A COUNTY MAY
AMEND THE FISCAL YEAR BUDGET OF A SCHOOL DISTRICT WITHIN
THE COUNTY UPON A FINDING BY THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF
EDUCATION THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT HAS DEMONSTRATED BLA-
TANT DISREGARD FOR THESE REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION SHALL DEVELOP MODEL
PLANS AND THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL PROMULGATE
REGULATIONS TO AID IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE REQUIRE-
MENTS, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne,
A.D.Young
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
H 3530  General Bill, By Bannister, Brantley, Simrill, Anthony, Vick, H.B.
Brown, Brady, Funderburk, Gambrell, Hardwick, Horne, Knight, Miller,
E.H. Pitts, Viers, A.D. Young, Wylie, Branham, Gullick and J.M. Neal
Similar (S 0456)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-361, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY IMPOSE AND COLLECT AN
ADMINISTRATIVE FINE AGAINST LICENSED MOTOR VEHICLE DEAL-
ERS WHO VIOLATE CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW, AND PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL EMPLOY THE STAFF NECESSARY TO
ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-16
   02/17/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wylie, Bra-
nham
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gullick
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.M.Neal
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-222
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-44
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). RL Brown, Hosey, McEach-
ern, Kennedy, Bales, and Hart HJ-207
   04/30/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Bales, Hosey, Hart,
RL Brown, Kennedy, and McEachern HJ-50
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-67
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-70
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-71211
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/05/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-21
H 3531  General Bill, By Sandifer and Harrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 33-41-1110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP, SO AS TO DELETE THE FILING
FEE FOR A RENEWAL APPLICATION.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
   02/18/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-30
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-30
H 3532  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Bannister, Crawford, Vick, Bedingfield,
Anthony, Bales, Barfield, Clemmons, Delleney, Dillard, Gullick, Hamilton,
Harrell, Horne, Millwood, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, Rutherford, D.C. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Viers,
Wylie and A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3395 ENACTING THE “LONG-TERM CARE
INCOME TAX CREDIT ACT” BY ALLOWING A STATE INDIVIDUAL
INCOME TAX CREDIT OF TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE TOTAL
AMOUNT OF PREMIUMS PAID BY A TAXPAYER PURSUANT TO A
LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE CONTRACT, UP TO ONE THOUSAND
DOLLARS FOR EACH TAXABLE YEAR FOR EACH CONTRACT, TO PRO-
HIBIT A DOUBLE BENEFIT, AND TO MAKE THIS CREDIT RETROAC-
TIVE FOR TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 2007.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-17
H 3533  General Bill, By Thompson, J.E. Smith, Ballentine, Haley, E.H. Pitts
and Simrill
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-145 REENACTING PROVISIONS OF THE
“CARNELL-FELDER” SPENDING LIMIT, LIMITING ANNUAL GENERAL
FUND APPROPRIATIONS BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE
LESSER OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES FOR THE UPCOMING FISCAL
YEAR AS ESTIMATED BY THE BOARD OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS OR
ACTUAL GENERAL FUND REVENUES FOR THE CURRENT FISCAL
YEAR INCREASED BY AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO SEVENTY-FIVE PER-
CENT OF THE AMOUNT THAT THE ESTIMATE FOR THE UPCOMING
FISCAL YEAR EXCEEDS CURRENT YEAR GENERAL FUND REVENUES
AND PROVIDE THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN THIS LIMIT MUST BE
ADJUSTED.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-17
H 3534  Resolution, By Brady and Harrison
Similar (H 3535)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CARDI-
NAL NEWMAN SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM FOR ITS EXCEPTIONAL
SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S SUPERLATIVE WRESTLERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3535  Resolution, By Brady and Harrison
Similar (H 3534)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CARDINAL NEWMAN SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3536  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS OF CORONERS, SO
AS TO INCREASE THOSE QUALIFICATIONS BY REQUIRING THOSE
PERSONS WITH HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS TO ALSO HAVE AT LEAST
SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD, BY REQUIRING THOSE PER-
SONS WITH A TWO YEAR ASSOCIATE DEGREE TO ALSO HAVE FOUR
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD, AND BY REQUIRING THOSE
PERSONS WITH A FOUR YEAR BACCALAUREATE DEGREE TO ALSO
HAVE AT LEAST TWO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD; AND TO
REQUIRE THAT A CANDIDATE FOR CORONER FILE A SWORN AFFIDA-
VIT WITH THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PERSON’S
POLITICAL PARTY UNDER SPECIFIED TIME FRAMES, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE FILING OF THE AFFIDAVIT BY PETITION CANDIDATES, AND
TO DELINEATE THE INFORMATION THAT THE AFFIDAVIT MUST CON-
TAIN.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
H 3537  General Bill, By Millwood, Kennedy, Bales, Battle, Bedingfield,
Cato, Crawford, Duncan, Erickson, Limehouse, D.C. Moss, Pinson, E.H.
Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Sottile, Stringer, Viers, Williams and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-15-68 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LEGISLA-
TIVE AUDIT COUNCIL SHALL CONDUCT A MANAGEMENT PERFOR-
MANCE AUDIT OF ONE-FIFTH OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN SOUTH
CAROLINA SELECTED AT RANDOM BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COST OF THE AUDIT MUST BE
REIMBURSED BY THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE COUNCIL MAY CONTRACT WITH AN INDEPENDENT FIRM AT
THE EXPENSE OF THE DISTRICT.
   02/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
H 3538  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (H 3539)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
HOLLY HILL ACADEMY GIRLS VOLLEYBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3539  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (H 3538)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HOLLY
HILL ACADEMY “LADY RAIDERS” VOLLEYBALL TEAM, OF ORANGE-
BURG COUNTY, FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO
HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3540  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, M.A. Pitts, Haley, Ballentine,
Bedingfield, Millwood, Duncan, J.R. Smith, Hamilton, Bowen, Stringer, E.H.
Pitts, Bingham, Cato, Cole, Daning, Gambrell, Harrell, Herbkersman,
Horne, Kirsh, Littlejohn, Scott, Stewart, Thompson, Whipper, Williams,212
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSWillis, Wylie, A.D. Young, T.R. Young, Lowe, Stavrinakis, Hutto, G.M. Smith
and Allison
Similar (S 0221, S 0229)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 17 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“SOUTH CAROLINA TRUTH IN SPENDING ACT” TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, AND INSTITUTION OF STATE GOVERN-
MENT AND EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST MAINTAIN
A DETAILED TRANSACTION REGISTER OF ALL FUNDS EXPENDED
EACH MONTH AND POST THAT REGISTER ONLINE, TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH AGENCY, DEPARTMENT, AND INSTITUTION OF STATE GOVERN-
MENT AND EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST POST
ONLINE ALL OF ITS CREDIT CARD STATEMENTS AND THE CREDIT
CARD STATEMENTS FOR CREDIT CARDS ISSUED TO PUBLIC OFFI-
CIALS AND EMPLOYEES FOR PUBLIC USE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MUST ANNUALLY POST
ONLINE A LISTING OF ITS FULL TIME EMPLOYEES GROUPED BY
CLASS ALONG WITH THE NUMBER OF FULL TIME POSITIONS IN
EACH CLASS AND THE AVERAGE SALARY IN EACH CLASS.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Lowe, Stavri-
nakis, Hutto, G.M.Smith
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison
H 3541  General Bill, By Hiott, Frye, Duncan, M.A. Pitts, Whitmire and Rice
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-525 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE REQUIRE-
MENT AND PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING BEAR TAGS; BY ADDING
SECTION 50-9-537 SO AS TO REQUIRE A TEN DOLLAR BEAR DRAW
HUNT APPLICATION FEE; BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-435 SO AS TO
PROHIBIT TAKING OR ATTEMPTING TO TAKE BEAR WEIGHING LESS
THAN ONE HUNDRED POUNDS AND PROVIDE APPLICABLE PENAL-
TIES; TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-920, RELATING TO REVENUE FROM
THE SALE OF LIFETIME LICENSES, SO AS TO DEFINE THE USES FOR
REVENUE GENERATED FROM THE SALE OF BEAR TAGS; TO AMEND
SECTION 50-11-310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE OPEN SEASON
FOR ANTLERED DEER, SO AS TO DESIGNATE WHEN CERTAIN EQUIP-
MENT MAY BE USED IN GAME ZONE 1; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-
11-430, RELATING TO BEAR HUNTING, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE THE
OPEN SEASON AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PENALTIES.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-4
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-42
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 13, 2009 HJ-25
   05/13/09 House Amended HJ-10
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-14
   05/14/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-29
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
   05/14/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3542  Resolution, By Bingham
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. MORRISON
WYLETTE WHETSTONE, SR., OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY, ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS NINETIETH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HIM A JOY-
OUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAP-
PINESS.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3543  General Bill, By Brady, Mitchell and Erickson
Similar (S 0266, H 3202)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-490 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP A MODEL DATING VIOLENCE
POLICY TO ASSIST SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN DEVELOPING THEIR OWN
POLICIES FOR REPORTING AND RESPONDING TO DATING VIOLENCE,
TO PROVIDE WHAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE POLICIES, TO PRO-
VIDE REPORTING AND PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS, AND TO
REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO INFORM PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
OF THE POLICY AND TO PROVIDE PARENTS WITH A COPY OF THE
POLICY UPON REQUEST.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-6
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell
   04/28/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-4
   04/29/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-31
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 13, 2009 HJ-28
   05/13/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   05/13/09 House Amended HJ-15
   05/13/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bedingfield, Kennedy, King,
Whipper, Brantley, and Rutherford HJ-15
   05/14/09 House Amended HJ-77
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-81
   05/14/09 House Roll call Yeas-81  Nays-0 HJ-81
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-47
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-54
   05/21/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-37
   05/21/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-72
H 3544  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-240 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS WITH APPROPRIATE JURISDICTION
SHALL NOT CHARGE A CHARITABLE, RELIGIOUS, OR ELEEMOSY-
NARY ORGANIZATION CONDUCTING A RAFFLE FOR THE BENEFIT OF
THE ORGANIZATION WHERE ALL THE PROCEEDS INURE TO THE
BENEFIT OF THE ORGANIZATION, AND ANY INDIVIDUALS ASSOCI-
ATED WITH CONDUCTING THE RAFFLE, WITH A VIOLATION OF LAW
BUT INSTEAD SHALL INFORM THEM IN WRITING THAT THE CON-
DUCT OF THE RAFFLE VIOLATES STATE LAW, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
CERTAIN CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS FOR THIS PROVISION TO
APPLY.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3545  General Bill, By Umphlett, Duncan and M.A. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-1-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO PUBLIC OFFICERS NOT CONSIDERED DUAL
OFFICEHOLDERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN OFFICER IN THE MILI-
TIA, NOTARY PUBLIC, DELEGATE TO A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN-
TION, LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO HOLDS A LOCAL OFFICE,
AND A CORRECTIONS OFFICER WHO HOLDS A LOCAL OFFICE ARE
NOT CONSIDERED A DUAL OFFICEHOLDER FOR THE PURPOSES OF
THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3546  Joint Resolution, By Umphlett, Duncan and M.A. Pitts
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 24
OF ARTICLE III, SECTION 3 OF ARTICLE VI, AND SECTION 1A OF ARTI-
CLE XVII TO THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELAT-
ING TO DUAL OFFICEHOLDING AND QUALIFICATION FOR OFFICE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROHIBITION AGAINST HOLDING TWO
OFFICES DOES NOT APPLY TO COMMISSIONED LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS OR CORRECTIONS OFFICERS EMPLOYED BY A COUNTY213
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAND MUNICIPAL POLICE OFFICERS EMPLOYED IN A COUNTY IN
WHICH THEY DO NOT RESIDE WHO HOLD ANOTHER OFFICE.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3547  Resolution, By McLeod
Similar (S 0425)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE PAL-
METTO HEALTH HOSPICE ON THE OCCASION OF ITS THIRTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF CARING, COMPASSIONATE SERVICE TO SOUTH
CAROLINA PATIENTS AND FAMILIES AND TO ENCOURAGE CITIZENS
TO INCREASE THEIR AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE AND AVAIL-
ABILITY OF HOSPICE SERVICES AND TO OBSERVE THIS OCCASION
WITH APPROPRIATE ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3548  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Limehouse, Agnew,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham,
Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard,
Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart,
Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
EXTRAORDINARY EFFORTS OF THE MANY STATE WORKERS AND
VOLUNTEERS WHO ARE WORKING TIRELESSLY AROUND THE
CLOCK TO PRESERVE THE HISTORIC AND GALLANT USS LAFFEY
(DD-724) FOR HER SURVIVING VETERANS AND COUNTLESS ADMIR-
ERS.
   02/17/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/17/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 3549  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Limehouse and Sottile
Similar (S 0637)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 51 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE BOARD OF THE PATRIOTS POINT DEVELOPMENT AUTHOR-
ITY TO ISSUE REVENUE BONDS AND TO PRESCRIBE THE MANNER IN
WHICH, PURPOSES FOR WHICH, AND PROCEDURES UNDER WHICH
THESE REVENUE BONDS MAY BE ISSUED.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-24
H 3550 (Rat # 0105, Act #  0046)  General Bill, By Cato, Herbkersman,
Agnew, Merrill, Stavrinakis, Funderburk, Brady, Anderson, R.L. Brown,
Kelly, Limehouse, J.E. Smith, Whipper, Hutto, Allison, Parker, Sottile,
Erickson and Bales
Similar (S 0719)
AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 10, TITLE 6, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
STANDARD ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE TITLE OF THE ACT TO THE
“ENERGY STANDARD ACT”; TO REVISE DEFINITIONS; TO ADOPT THE
2006 EDITION INTERNATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION CODE AS
THE ENERGY STANDARD AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL NEW AND
RENOVATED BUILDINGS AND ADDITIONS MUST COMPLY WITH THIS
STANDARD, TO PROVIDE THAT LOCAL BUILDING OFFICIALS SHALL
ENFORCE THE ENERGY STANDARD AND TO PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE
ENFORCERS IN AREAS WITHOUT A BUILDING OFFICIAL; TO PROVIDE
THAT BUILDING OFFICIALS SHALL ISSUE AND REVOKE BUILDING
PERMITS AND INSPECT CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS PURSUANT
TO THE PERMITS ISSUED, TO REQUIRE LOCAL JURISDICTIONS TO
PROVIDE AN APPEALS BOARD AND PROCESS FOR GRANTING OF
CERTAIN VARIANCES, TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION, AND TO ALLOW
CERTAIN APPEALS TO BE HEARD BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILD-
ING CODES COUNCIL; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE BUILDING OFFI-
CIAL MAY OBTAIN INJUNCTIVE RELIEF; AND TO AMEND SECTION 6-
9-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY ADOPTION OF
CERTAIN NATIONAL BUILDING CODES, BUILDING ENVELOPE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE ENERGY CODE, FREE ACCESS TO CODE
DOCUMENTS, AND THREE STORY HOMES, SO AS TO DELETE PROVI-
SIONS RELATING TO WHAT CONSTITUTES COMPLIANCE WITH THE
BUILDING ENVELOPE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ENERGY CODE, FREE
ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS CONTAINING CODES ADOPTED BY THE
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL, AND BUILDING PERMITS FOR THREE
STORY HOMES.  - ratified title
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-25
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison,
Parker
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-3
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bales
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Amended HJ-21
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-15
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-16
   05/08/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-22
   05/27/09 Ratified R 105
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 07/01/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 46
H 3551  General Bill, By Littlejohn, Mitchell, Allison, Anthony, Cole,
Forrester, Kelly, Millwood and Parker
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY DESIGNATING SECTIONS 59-53-1110, 59-53-1120, 59-53-1130, AND 59-
53-1140 AS SUBARTICLE 1 AND ENTITLED “SPARTANBURG COUNTY
COMMISSION FOR TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION” OF
ARTICLE 14, CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59; AND BY ADDING SUBARTICLE 2
TO ARTICLE 14, CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SPAR-
TANBURG COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS AUTHORITY
ACT”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES.
   02/17/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-28
   02/18/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   02/18/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   02/19/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   02/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
H 3552  General Bill, By Duncan, Brantley, Hardwick, Bedingfield, Gilliard,
Willis, Clemmons, Daning, Hamilton, Harrison, Lowe, Nanney, M.A. Pitts,
G.R. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Umphlett and Williams214
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-55 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO PROMULGATE REG-
ULATIONS PROVIDING DEADLINES FOR THE ISSUANCE, DENIAL,
RENEWAL, SUSPENSION, AND REVOCATION OF PERMITS, LICENSES,
OR OTHER ACTIONS IF A DEADLINE IS NOT PROVIDED BY STATUTE,
TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE DEPARTMENT DOES NOT MEET ITS DEAD-
LINE THAT THE PERMIT OR LICENSE MUST BE ISSUED OR A DECI-
SION MUST BE RENDERED IN FAVOR OF THE REQUESTING PARTY, TO
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO SUSPEND THE DEADLINE PERIOD
FOR CAUSE, AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE
NOTICE OF THE SUSPENSION AND ACTION THAT MUST BE TAKEN TO
END THE SUSPENSION.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-29
H 3553  General Bill, By Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-3-620, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS IMPOSED ON
ACTIONS BROUGHT BY THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA OR ON ITS
BEHALF, SO AS TO PROVIDE A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS OR STAT-
UTE OF REPOSE MAY NOT APPLY TO AN ACTION BROUGHT BY THE
STATE OR FOR ITS BENEFIT.
   02/17/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
H 3554  Concurrent Resolution, By Mitchell, McEachern, Hosey, Brantley,
J.H. Neal, Kennedy, Alexander, King, Hart, Jefferson, Govan, Hodges,
Sellers, R.L. Brown, Anderson, Vick, Whipper, Agnew, Allen, Anthony,
Bales, Bowers, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Dillard,
Funderburk, Gilliard, Gunn, Harvin, Hayes, Howard, Hutto, Kirsh, Knight,
Mack, McLeod, Miller, D.C. Moss, J.M. Neal, Ott, Parks, Rutherford, J.E.
Smith, Weeks and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO HR-1
OF 2009, THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF
2009, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ACCEPTS THE USE OF FEDERAL
STIMULUS FUNDS PROVIDED TO THIS STATE IN THIS ACT IF THE
GOVERNOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA WITHIN THE REQUIRED FORTY-
FIVE DAY PERIOD FAILS TO CERTIFY THAT HE WILL REQUEST AND
USE THESE FUNDS FOR THIS STATE AND THE AGENCIES AND ENTI-
TIES THEREOF IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN THE FEDERAL ACT,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER OF DISTRIBUTION OF THESE
FUNDS.
   02/17/09 House Introduced HJ-29
   02/17/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-30
H 3555  Resolution, By Hayes
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
JEROME SINGLETON, JR., OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, FOR HIS OUT-
STANDING PERFORMANCE AT THE PARALYMPIC GAMES IN BEIJING,
CHINA, IN SEPTEMBER 2008, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3556 (Rat # 0016, Act #  0103)  General Bill, By Loftis, Bedingfield,
Nanney, Dillard, Cato, Allen, G.R. Smith, Hamilton, Rice, Stringer, Willis
and Wylie
Similar (S 0449)
AN ACT TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE WESTERN CAROLINA
REGIONAL SEWER AUTHORITY TO RENEWABLE WATER RESOURCES.
- ratified title
   02/18/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   02/19/09 House Read second time HJ-18
   02/19/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-18
   02/20/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/24/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-10
   02/25/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   02/26/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-6
   04/02/09 Ratified R 16
   04/07/09 Signed By Governor
   04/09/09 Effective date 04/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 103
H 3557  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24,
2009, SOUTH CAROLINA REALTOR DAY IN ORDER TO RECOGNIZE
AND HONOR THE MANY OUTSTANDING REALTORS AND REAL
ESTATE PROFESSIONALS IN OUR STATE.
   02/18/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/18/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   02/18/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-9
   02/24/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-11
   02/24/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-11
H 3558  General Bill, By Thompson and Simrill
Similar (H 3395)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE GENERAL RESERVE
FUND, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO REFLECT
AN INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT REQUIRED TO BE HELD IN THE GEN-
ERAL RESERVE FUND PURSUANT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS
STATE TO REFLECT GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND DEBT SERVICE
AND THE RATE OF REPLENISHMENT OF THAT AMOUNT.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3559  Joint Resolution, By Thompson and Simrill
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 36,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE GENERAL RESERVE FUND AND THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN ADDITIONAL AMOUNT
EQUAL TO ONE QUARTER OF ONE PERCENT OF STATE GENERAL
FUND REVENUE IN THE LATEST COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR TO BE
HELD IN THE GENERAL RESERVE FUND IN SUCCEEDING FISCAL
YEARS EACH TIME THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ENACTS LEGISLATION
CUMULATIVELY RAISING BY AT LEAST ONE PERCENT THE AMOUNT
OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES OF THE PRECEDING FISCAL YEAR
THAT MAY BE USED TO SERVICE STATE GENERAL OBLIGATION DEBT.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 3560 (Rat # 0049, Act #  0023)  General Bill, By  House Ways and Means
AN ACT TO MAKE APPROPRIATIONS AND TO PROVIDE REVENUES TO
MEET THE ORDINARY EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 2009, TO REGULATE THE EXPENDI-
TURE OF SUCH FUNDS, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE OPERA-
TION OF STATE GOVERNMENT DURING THIS FISCAL YEAR AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   03/03/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-2
   03/05/09 House Special order, set for Monday, March 9, 2009, after 3rd
reading statewide uncontested calendar HJ-16
   03/09/09 House Amended HJ-19
   03/09/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-97
   03/10/09 House Amended HJ-10
   03/10/09 House Read second time HJ-143
   03/10/09 House Roll call Yeas-71  Nays-43 HJ-143
   03/11/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   03/11/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-23
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8215
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/11/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   04/21/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
13
   04/22/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-28
   04/23/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-44
   04/23/09 Senate Amended SJ-44
   04/23/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-44
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-44
   04/28/09 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-44
   04/29/09 Senate Amended
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-46
   05/12/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-59
   05/12/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-59
   05/13/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-43
   05/13/09 Ratified R 49 SJ-71
   05/19/09 Certain items vetoed by Governor
   05/20/09 House Veto overridden on certain items: 1-3, 5-14, 16, 17, 24, 27,
28, 29, 32, 33, 38-41, 43-49
   05/20/09 House Veto sustained on certain items: 4, 15, 18-23, 25, 26, 30,
31, 34-37, 42
   05/20/09 Senate Veto overridden on certain items: 1-2
   05/21/09 Senate Veto overridden on certain items: 3, 5-8, 11-14, 16-17, 24,
27-29, 33, 38-40, 43-49
   05/21/09 Senate Veto sustained on certain items: 9-10, 32, 41
   05/22/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/10/09 Act No. 23
H 3561  Joint Resolution, By  House Ways and Means
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE REVENUES FOR THE OPERA-
TIONS OF STATE GOVERNMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2009-2010 TO SUP-
PLEMENT APPROPRIATIONS MADE FOR THOSE PURPOSES BY THE
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2009-2010.
   03/03/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-3
   03/05/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, March 6, 2009 HJ-16
   03/24/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, March 25, 2009 HJ-31
   03/25/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, March 26, 2009 HJ-24
   03/26/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, March 31, 2009 HJ-21
   03/31/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 1, 2009 HJ-38
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 2, 2009 HJ-33
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 21, 2009 HJ-16
   04/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 22, 2009 HJ-39
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 23, 2009 HJ-29
   04/23/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 28, 2009 HJ-239
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-13
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-25
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-17
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 13, 2009 HJ-24
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-10
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-32
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-25
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-22
   05/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, May 22, 2009 HJ-15
H 3562 (Rat # 0106, Act #  0069)  General Bill, By Brady and Sandifer
Similar (S 0516)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN
TITLE 38 PERTAINING TO INSURANCE, SO AS TO ADD THE DEFINI-
TIONS OF “GENERAL APPOINTMENT”, “LOCAL APPOINTMENT”, “SPE-
CIAL APPOINTMENT”, “CROP INSURANCE”, AND “TRAVEL
INSURANCE”, CORRECT ARCHAIC LANGUAGE, AND MAKE CON-
FORMING AMENDMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-39-20, RELATING
TO PREMIUM SERVICE COMPANIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
FEE FOR LICENSURE TO ENGAGE IN SERVICING INSURANCE PREMI-
UMS IN THIS STATE IS DUE ON A BIENNIAL BASIS RATHER THAN ON
AN ANNUAL BASIS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-80, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO LICENSE FEES FOR INSURANCE PRODUCERS AND
AGENCIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A BIENNIAL PRODUCER LICENSE
RENEWAL FEE OF TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS, INCREASE THE INITIAL
PRODUCER LICENSE RENEWAL FEE FROM TWENTY DOLLARS TO
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS, AND PROVIDE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS
RELATING TO THE PAYMENT OF APPOINTMENT FEES; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-43-106, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONTINUING EDU-
CATION REQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE PRODUCERS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE BIENNIAL COMPLIANCE PERIOD IS BASED ON
THE LICENSEE’S MONTH AND YEAR OF BIRTH; TO AMEND SECTION
38-43-110, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DURATION OF AN INSUR-
ANCE PRODUCER’S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT INDIVIDUAL
LICENSES MUST BE RENEWED BIENNIALLY BASED ON THE
LICENSEE’S MONTH AND YEAR OF BIRTH AND PROVIDE FOR THE
REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO RENEWAL; TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-
200, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON SPLITTING
COMMISSIONS WITH AN UNLICENSED PERSON BY AN INSURANCE
PRODUCER, SO AS TO DELETE THE EXISTING PROVISIONS AND PRO-
VIDE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO THE SPLITTING AND
SHARING OF COMMISSIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-45-10, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITIONS OF AN INSURANCE BROKER, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE QUALIFYING DUTIES AND PROVIDE FOR EXCEPTIONS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-45-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS AN INSURANCE BROKER, SO AS
TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENTS THAT A BROKER HOLD AT LEAST
ONE APPOINTMENT. - ratified title
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-60
   03/24/09 House Amended HJ-32
   03/24/09 House Read second time HJ-33
   03/24/09 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-12 HJ-34
   03/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-22
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-11
   04/28/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-21
   04/30/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-42
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-42
   05/05/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   05/13/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-45
   05/13/09 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-46
   05/27/09 Ratified R 106
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/12/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/22/09 Act No. 69
H 3563  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts, Vick, Bedingfield, Crawford, Hardwick,
G.R. Smith, Duncan, Pinson, Toole, A.D. Young, Hamilton, Nanney, Lowe,
Rice, Spires, Umphlett, Willis and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-27-75 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COURT TO DIS-
MISS A POST-CONVICTION RELIEF ACTION THAT IS SUCCESSIVE OR
ON THE GROUNDS OF MISUSE OF PROCESS, TO DEFINE MISUSE OF
PROCESS, AND TO ALLOW THE COURT TO PENALIZE THE APPLICANT
BY REDUCING CERTAIN CREDITS GRANTED BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 17-27-20 AND 17-27-45,
RELATING TO PERSONS WHO MAY INSTITUTE A POST-CONVICTION
RELIEF ACTION AND FILING PROCEDURES, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO
ELIMINATE THE PROVISIONS ALLOWING AN ACTION WHEN MATE-
RIAL EVIDENCE WAS NOT PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED OR HEARD; TO
AMEND SECTION 17-27-70, RELATING TO COURT PROCEDURES FOR
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE216
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCOURT TO DISMISS ACTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO
AMEND SECTION 17-27-80, RELATING TO HEARINGS ON A POST-CON-
VICTION RELIEF APPLICATION AND FINAL JUDGMENT, SO AS TO
MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 17-27-160,
RELATING TO POST-CONVICTION RELIEF PROCEDURES IN CAPITAL
CASES, SO AS TO CHANGE AND STREAMLINE THE PROCEDURES FOR
FILING A POST-CONVICTION RELIEF ACTION AND SHORTEN THE
TIME IN WHICH A HEARING MUST BE HELD.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 3564  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-970 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A JAIL, DETENTION CENTER, OR CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
TO MONITOR AND RECORD THE TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS OF
AN INMATE AND HIS LEGAL COUNSEL AND TO RELEASE TO THE
PUBLIC A RECORDED TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN AN
INMATE AND ANOTHER PERSON UNLESS THE RELEASE OF THE CON-
VERSATION IS ESSENTIAL TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC FROM POTEN-
TIAL CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 3565  General Bill, By Clemmons, Horne and A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO COUNTY COUNCIL MEMBERS HOLDING
OTHER OFFICES AND THE SALARY AND COMPENSATION OF COUN-
CIL MEMBERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ORDINANCE REDUCING
THE SALARY OF A COUNCIL MEMBER IS EFFECTIVE ON THIRD READ-
ING OF THE ORDINANCE, UNLESS PROVIDED OTHERWISE.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-23
   02/18/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne,
A.D.Young
   02/18/09 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-30
   02/26/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-118
   02/26/09 House Amended HJ-139
   02/26/09 House Read second time HJ-144
   02/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-144
   02/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/03/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/03/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-15
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Cleary (ch), Ford, S.Martin
H 3566  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Chalk, Cobb-Hunter, Mitchell,
Merrill, King, Parks, Dillard, Bedingfield, Haley, Bowers, Frye, Funderburk,
Gunn, Hiott, Howard, McLeod, Miller, Sandifer, G.M. Smith and Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 37-2-203, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DELINQUENCY CHARGES
ON CONSUMER CREDIT SALES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CREDIT
CARD DELINQUENCY CHARGE OR LATE FEE MAY NOT EXCEED THE
TOTAL OUTSTANDING ACCOUNT BALANCE.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-24
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Gambrell
H 3567  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Huggins, Cobb-Hunter, Mitchell,
Parks, Dillard, King, Frye, Funderburk, Gunn, Howard, Knight, Merrill,
E.H. Pitts, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, Umphlett and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-33-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PREEXIST-
ING RENTAL AGREEMENT DOES NOT TERMINATE UPON THE SUBSE-
QUENT FORECLOSURE OF THE LANDLORD’S MORTGAGE.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
H 3568  Resolution, By Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DEBORAH LEIGH
BRANTLEY OF WRIGHTSVILLE, GEORGIA, ON THE OCCASION OF HER
FIFTIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MANY MORE YEARS OF GOOD HEALTH AND MUCH
HAPPINESS.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-33
H 3569  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young, Harrell and Knight
Similar (H 3570)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SUM-
MERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM ON ITS
IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2008 CLASS AAAA SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH
SCHOOL LEAGUE COMPETITIVE CHEER CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND
TO HONOR THE TEAM AND COACH SAUNDRA GUERARD ON AN
EXCEPTIONAL SEASON.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3570  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young, Harrell and Knight
Similar (H 3569)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SUMMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM, COACH,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COM-
MENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2008 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3571  General Bill, By Umphlett
Similar (S 0272, H 3131)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-840, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION AGAINST TAKING
OR DESTROYING THE NESTS OR EGGS OF WILD BIRDS, SO AS TO
DEFINE THE TERM “ACTIVE NEST” AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE PERMITS FOR THE REMOVAL OF CERTAIN
ACTIVE NESTS.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-35
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-4
   04/21/09 House Read second time HJ-41
   04/22/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
H 3572 (Rat # 0107, Act #  0047)  General Bill, By Umphlett
Similar (S 0671)217
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 50-5-1707 RELATING TO SHARK CATCH LIM-
ITS; BY ADDING SECTION 50-13-400 SO AS TO ESTABLISH CREEL AND
SIZE LIMITS FOR CRAPPIE TAKEN IN LAKE MURRAY; AND BY ADD-
ING SECTION 50-5-2017 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE FLOUNDER POPU-
LATION STUDY PROGRAM TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, TO SET FLOUNDER CATCH
LIMITS AND PROHIBIT THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION POW-
ERED BY GENERATORS, AND TO ESTABLISH THE DURATION OF THE
PROGRAM. - ratified title
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-35
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   04/21/09 House Read second time HJ-41
   04/22/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/23/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
15
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   05/12/09 Senate Amended SJ-15
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-15
   05/14/09 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-50
   05/14/09 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-96 HJ-50
   05/19/09 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed McGill, Knotts, and Cleary SJ-17
   05/19/09 House Conference committee appointed Reps. GM Smith,
Umphlett, and HB Brown HJ-55
   05/21/09 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-104
   05/21/09 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-49
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-3 HJ-49
   05/21/09 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-66
   05/27/09 Ratified R 107
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 47
H 3573  General Bill, By Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-5-180 SO AS TO MAKE IT AN UNLAWFUL
TRADE PRACTICE FOR A BANK, BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION,
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION, SAVINGS BANK, OR OTHER
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DOING ANY KIND OF BANKING BUSINESS
IN THIS STATE TO FAIL TO RESPOND TO A SHORT SALE OFFER FOR
THE PURCHASE OF REAL ESTATE WITHIN THIRTY CALENDAR DAYS
OF THE OFFER’S RECEIPT.
   02/18/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/18/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-36
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sandifer
H 3574  Concurrent Resolution, By Herbkersman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES HEYWARD
COVE ALONG BRIDGE STREET IN THE TOWN OF BLUFFTON THE
“THOMAS G. HEYWARD MEMORIAL BRIDGE” AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “THOMAS G. HEYWARD MEMORIAL BRIDGE”.
   02/19/09 House Introduced HJ-3
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-3
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-66
   03/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
H 3575 (Rat # 0017, Act #  0106)  General Bill, By Hearn, Barfield,
Hardwick, Clemmons, Edge and Viers
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 287 OF 1989, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE HORRY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE TERM OF OFFICE OF A NEWLY
ELECTED MEMBER OF THE HORRY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
MUST COMMENCE UPON THE DATE OF THE FIRST MEETING OF THE
BOARD IN JANUARY FOLLOWING THE NOVEMBER ELECTION. - rati-
fied title
   02/19/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-3
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   02/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-20
   02/26/09 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   02/26/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-11
   02/27/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-1
   04/02/09 Ratified R 17
   04/08/09 Signed By Governor
   04/14/09 Effective date 04/08/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 106
H 3576  Joint Resolution, By Erickson, Brantley, Ballentine, Huggins,
Bowen, Duncan, Vick, Chalk, Bedingfield, Nanney, Merrill, Haley, Toole,
Allison, Anthony, Bannister, Bingham, Forrester, Hamilton, Hardwick,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Horne, Limehouse, Long, Millwood, Owens, Parker,
Parks, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Sandifer, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stringer, Umphlett, Viers, White, Whitmire, Wylie, A.D. Young, Loftis, Frye,
Edge, Crawford, Cato, Littlejohn, Mitchell, Lowe, Scott, Daning, Bowers
and Harrison
Similar (S 0517)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT NO STATE AGENCY,
DEPARTMENT, OR ENTITY BY REGULATION OR OTHERWISE MAY
ADMINISTRATIVELY INCREASE OR IMPLEMENT A FEE FOR PER-
FORMING A SERVICE OR FUNCTION, OR A CIVIL PENALTY OR FINE
FOR FAILURE  TO COMPLY WITH A REQUIREMENT OR PROVISION OF
LAW UNDER ITS JURISDICTION WITHOUT THE SPECIFIC APPROVAL
OF THE INCREASED OR NEW FEE, FINE, OR PENALTY BY THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY BY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION; TO PROVIDE THAT
GENERAL APPROVAL BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY JOINT RESO-
LUTION OF A REGULATION OF A STATE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT
UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT WHEREIN A FEE,
FINE, OR PENALTY INCREASE OR IMPOSITION IS CONTAINED DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE APPROVAL UNDER THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS
SECTION, AND IF  AN INCREASE OR IMPLEMENTATION IS CON-
TAINED IN THAT JOINT RESOLUTION, THE INCREASE OR IMPLEMEN-
TATION IS NULL AND VOID; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS; AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE DURATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis, Frye,
Edge, Crawford, Cato, Littlejohn, Mitchell, Lowe, Scott,
Daning, Bowers, Harrison
H 3577  General Bill, By Gullick
Similar (S 0275, S 0452)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY REDESIGNATING THE CHAPTER AS THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA WATER WITHDRAWAL, PERMITTING, USE, AND REPORT-
ING ACT”, SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN DECLARATIONS REGARDING
THE STATE’S REGULATION OF RIPARIAN RIGHTS, TO PROVIDE CER-
TAIN DEFINITIONS, TO SPECIFY SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS FROM THE218
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCHAPTER, TO PROVIDE THAT USE OF THE WATERS OF THE STATE ON
NONRIPARIAN LAND IS LAWFUL AND REQUIRES EQUAL CONSIDER-
ATION WITH A USE ON A RIPARIAN LAND IN AN ADMINISTRATIVE OR
JUDICIAL PROCEEDING RELATING TO AN ALLOCATION, WITH-
DRAWAL, OR USE OF WATER, OR TO A MODIFICATION OF A WATER
RIGHT, AND VARIOUS PROVISIONS REGARDING THE PERMITTING
AND REGULATION OF SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL SHALL PROMULGATE A REGULATION PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49, RELATING TO SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWAL,
PERMITTING, USE, AND REPORTING, TO ESTABLISH A FEE NECES-
SARY TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
H 3578  General Bill, By Erickson, Herbkersman, Brantley, Chalk, Merrill,
Huggins, Bowen, Bingham, Hamilton, Hardwick, Hearn, Horne, Long,
Nanney, Sandifer, G.R. Smith, Spires, Stavrinakis and A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 54-3-700, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MANNER IN WHICH THE MARINE
TERMINAL OPERATIONS OF THE STATE PORTS AUTHORITY AT PORT
ROYAL SHALL BE TERMINATED AND THE PROPERTY SOLD, SO AS TO
EXTEND THE DATE THAT THE TERMS OF THE SALE OF THE PROP-
ERTY MAY NOT EXTEND BEYOND AND TO DELETE A PROVISION
THAT NO BID MAY BE ACCEPTED WHICH IS LESS THAN THE PROP-
ERTY’S FAIR MARKET VALUE AS SHOWN BY THE APPRAISAL.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
H 3579  General Bill, By Jennings, Cato and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-200 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR QUARTERLY
ELECTION DATES FOR CONDUCTING REFERENDA OR OTHER BAL-
LOT QUESTIONS FOR ALL ENTITIES AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT
THEM.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-6
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   03/31/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Simrill, EH Pitts, MA Pitts,
Haley, Toole, GM Smith, Crawford, Bedingfield, Mill-
wood, Wylie, and Frye HJ-55
   04/01/09 House Amended HJ-93
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-95
   04/01/09 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-11 HJ-95
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-54
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
H 3580  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, McLeod, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0476)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR LORETTA PRICE, OF LEXINGTON
COUNTY, FOR HER OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE, AND TO
RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND HER AS AN ARTICULATE SPOKESPER-
SON FOR THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY DURING THE CELE-
BRATION OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3581 (Rat # 0050, Act #  0087)  Joint Resolution, By Cooper
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF SEC-
TION 6-27-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING
TO RESTRICTIONS ON AMENDING OR REPEALING PROVISIONS IN
THE STATE AID TO SUBDIVISIONS ACT ARE SUSPENDED FOR FISCAL
YEAR 2009-2010, AND TO PROVIDE THAT FOR FISCAL YEARS 2008-
2009 AND 2009-2010 COUNTIES MAY TRANSFER AMONG APPROPRI-
ATED STATE REVENUES AS NEEDED TO ENSURE THE DELIVERY OF
SERVICES. - ratified title
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
   03/03/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-2
   03/05/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Ott, JE Smith, JH Neal,
Hodges, Gunn, Sellers, Vick, Cooper, Kennedy, Harvin,
Weeks, Cato, Funderburk, Clemmons, Agnew, Duncan,
MA Pitts, White, McEachern, R Brown, Allison, Parker,
Loftis, HB Brown, Mack, Anderson, Erickson, Brantley,
Allen, Dillard, King, Pinson, Parks, JR Smith, Gullick
Hosey, Clyburn, Neilson, McLeod & Toole HJ-15
   03/05/09 House Amended HJ-28
   03/05/09 House Read second time HJ-91
   03/05/09 House Roll call Yeas-65  Nays-40 HJ-91
   03/05/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-92
   03/06/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-15
   04/21/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-13
   04/23/09 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-24
   05/13/09 Ratified R 50
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 87
H 3582  Resolution, By Gambrell, Thompson, Bowen, Agnew, Cooper and
White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DETECTIVE
JACKIE WAYNE MILLS, OF THE ANDERSON COUNTY SHERIFF’S
OFFICE, UPON RECEIVING THE 2009 ANDERSON COUNTY LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER OF THE YEAR AWARD, AND TO EXPRESS
DEEP GRATITUDE FOR HIS MERITORIOUS SERVICE TO THE CITIZENS
OF HIS COMMUNITY.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3583 (Rat # 0018, Act #  0108)  Joint Resolution, By Funderburk, Lucas
and Gunn
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON FEBRUARY 4, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF MIDWAY ELEMENTARY,
BETHUNE ELEMENTARY, MOUNT PISGAH ELEMENTARY, BARON
DEKALB ELEMENTARY, NORTH CENTRAL MIDDLE, AND NORTH CEN-
TRAL HIGH SCHOOLS WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO
SNOW IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP; AND TO PROVIDE THAT SCHOOL
DISTRICTS MAY CLOSE FOR UP TO THREE DAYS OF THE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT’S CHOOSING DURING THE 2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR AND THAT
MAKE-UP REQUIREMENTS ARE WAIVED. - ratified title219
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   02/19/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   02/24/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   02/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-21
   03/03/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-3
   03/10/09 Senate Special order, set for March 10, 2009 SJ-22
   03/11/09 Senate Amended SJ-31
   03/11/09 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/17/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-36
   03/25/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-45
   03/25/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-46
   03/31/09 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-34
   03/31/09 House House recedes from amendment(s) HJ-84
   03/31/09 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-35
   04/02/09 Ratified R 18
   04/08/09 Vetoed by Governor
   04/21/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-82  Nays-9 HJ-
36
   04/23/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-36  Nays-6
   04/30/09 Effective date 04/23/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 108
H 3584  General Bill, By Harrell, Bingham, Cooper, Harrison, Owens,
Sandifer, White, Crawford, Bannister, Huggins, Sottile, Spires,
Herbkersman, Loftis, Bowen, Erickson, Daning, Hardwick, J.R. Smith,
Pinson, Toole, Brady, Clemmons, Edge, Forrester, Frye, Gullick, Hearn,
Hiott, Horne, Kelly, Littlejohn, Long, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Skelton, D.C. Smith,
G.M. Smith, Whitmire, Wylie, Gunn, Limehouse, Willis, J.E. Smith and
Bales
Similar (H 3470, H 3486)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-625 SO AS TO IMPOSE A SURTAX ON EACH
CIGARETTE IN AN AMOUNT OF TWO AND ONE-HALF CENTS, PRO-
VIDE FOR THE CREDITING OF THE REVENUE FROM THE SURTAX TO
THE SMOKING PREVENTION AND CESSATION TRUST FUND, THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR MARKETING AND BRANDING
STATE-GROWN CROPS AND TO ASSIST IN RELIEF FROM NATURAL
DISASTERS AFFECTING STATE-GROWN CROPS, THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA HEALTHY FAMILIES INSURANCE TRUST FUND, AND THE PAL-
METTO HEALTH CARE SAFETY NET TRUST FUND, PROVIDE FOR
REPORTING, PAYMENT, COLLECTION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE
SURTAX, AND DEFINE “CIGARETTE”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-620,
RELATING TO THE ORIGINAL CIGARETTE TAX, SO AS TO CONFORM
DEFINITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-230 SO AS TO CREATE AND
ESTABLISH IN THE STATE TREASURY THE SMOKING PREVENTION
AND CESSATION TRUST FUND, THE SOUTH CAROLINA HEALTHY
FAMILIES INSURANCE TRUST FUND, AND THE PALMETTO HEALTH
CARE SAFETY NET TRUST FUND, ALL SO AS TO RECEIVE DEPOSITS
OF THE REVENUES FROM THE CIGARETTE SURTAX AS SPECIFIED; BY
ADDING CHAPTER 62 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO CREATE AND ESTABLISH
THE SOUTH CAROLINA HEALTHY FAMILIES INSURANCE PLAN, PRO-
VIDING FOR A PREMIUM CREDIT NOT TO EXCEED THREE THOUSAND
DOLLARS TO AN ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL OR EMPLOYER TOWARD THE
PURCHASE OF A QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, DESCRIB-
ING ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND THE CERTIFICATION PRO-
CESS, DEFINING THE QUALIFYING INDIVIDUALLY OR EMPLOYER-
SPONSORED INSURANCE PLANS, AND PROVIDING FOR ADMINISTRA-
TION AND REPORTING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; AND
BY ADDING SECTION 38-74-75 SO AS TO CREATE THE PALMETTO
HEALTH CARE SAFETY NET PROGRAM, ESTABLISHING A SELF-SUS-
TAINING AND FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT PORTION OF THE PRE-
MIUM ASSISTANCE POOL, AND PROVIDING FOR ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS, ADMINISTRATION, AND REPORTING BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE AND OPERATING GUIDELINES.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
   02/24/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gunn, Lime-
house
   03/05/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-15
   04/01/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cooper, Rice, Edge, Mill-
wood, Crawford, Wylie, Kelly, and Sellers HJ-66
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bales
   04/02/09 House Amended HJ-61
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-79
   04/02/09 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-22 HJ-79
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-79
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-81
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-20
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
17
H 3585  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Brantley, Spires, Allison, Bales,
Bedingfield, Cole, Crawford, Delleney, Horne, McEachern, Merrill, Parker,
Scott, G.R. Smith, Viers and A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-1065 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR
THE TERMS “VEHICLE” AND “FALSE OR SECRET COMPARTMENT”, TO
PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO OWN OR OPERATE A VEHICLE
WITH A FALSE OR SECRET COMPARTMENT, TO INSTALL A FALSE OR
SECRET COMPARTMENT IN A VEHICLE, AND TO SELL OR TRADE A
VEHICLE WITH A FALSE OR SECRET COMPARTMENT, AND TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3586  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Hutto
Similar (S 0143, H 3125)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 75 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE ACT”, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS AND
SPECIAL SOURCE BONDS AND NOTES BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY FOR THE CON-
STRUCTION OF SCHOOL FACILITIES, TO CREATE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SCHOOL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS POWERS AND DUTIES, TO CREATE THE SCHOOL
FACILITIES REVIEW COMMISSION AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS POW-
ERS AND DUTIES, TO SPECIFY THE TERMS BY WHICH THE BONDS
AND NOTES ARE ISSUED, TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 59-71-155, RELATING TO GENERAL OBLIGATION
BONDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADDITION OF FINANCING
AGREEMENTS BETWEEN A SCHOOL DISTRICT AND THE SCHOOL
FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
   02/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
H 3587  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 36, TITLE 15 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “CITIZENS PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT ACT OF 2009” AND
TO PROVIDE THAT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONSTITU-220
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTIONAL RIGHT TO PETITION ARE IMMUNE FROM CIVIL LIABILITY
EXCEPT WHEN THE ACTS ARE NOT AIMED AT PROCURING A GOV-
ERNMENTAL OR ELECTORAL ACTION, RESULT, OR OUTCOME, TO
PROVIDE EXPEDITED PROCEDURES FOR HEARING MOTIONS IN
ACTIONS BROUGHT IN OPPOSITION TO A CITIZEN’S RIGHT TO PETI-
TION THE GOVERNMENT, TO PROVIDE FOR ATTORNEY’S FEES AND
COSTS TO THE PREVAILING PARTY; AND TO DESIGNATE SECTIONS
15-36-10 THROUGH 15-36-100 AS ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 36 ENTITLED
“SOUTH CAROLINA FRIVOLOUS CIVIL PROCEEDINGS SANCTIONS
ACT” AND TO REDESIGNATE CHAPTER 36 AS “SANCTIONS”.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3588  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR
THE TERMS “CHILD” AND “UNATTENDED”, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR THE OPERATOR OR AN ADULT PASSENGER OF A
MOTOR VEHICLE TO LEAVE THE MOTOR VEHICLE FOR MORE THAN
FIVE MINUTES WHEN AN UNATTENDED CHILD IS INSIDE THE VEHI-
CLE, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN PERSONS WHO OBSERVE A CHILD
LEFT UNATTENDED IN A MOTOR VEHICLE MAY REMOVE THE CHILD
FROM THE VEHICLE AND ARE NOT LIABLE IN A CIVIL ACTION TO
ANY PARTY FOR AN ACT PERFORMED IN GOOD FAITH, AND TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
H 3589 (Rat # 0037, Act #  0096)  General Bill, By White, Bowen, Thompson,
Cooper and Gambrell
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 269 OF 1989, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
ANDERSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGETS AND TAX MILL-
AGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BUDGET THAT A SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT IN ANDERSON COUNTY MUST PROVIDE TO THE ANDERSON
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION MUST REFLECT ON A LINE ITEM
BASIS THE MANNER IN WHICH ALL FUNDS IN THE BUDGET MUST BE
EXPENDED DURING THE FISCAL YEAR, AND TO REQUIRE THE
COUNTY BOARD TO OBTAIN FROM EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT AND
POST ON THE COUNTY BOARD WEBSITE THE COMPENSATION OF
ALL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES RECEIVING COMPEN-
SATION OF MORE THAN FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ANNUALLY. -
ratified title
   02/19/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-9
   02/24/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, February 25, 2009 HJ-
23
   02/26/09 House Committed to Anderson Delegation HJ-11
   03/25/09 House Recalled from Anderson Delegation HJ-44
   03/26/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, March 31, 2009 HJ-18
   03/31/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-67
   04/01/09 House Amended HJ-28
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-21
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   04/15/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-15
   04/16/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-3
   04/30/09 Ratified R 37
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/07/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 96
H 3590  General Bill, By Edge, Clemmons, Hardwick, Hearn and Viers
Similar (S 0483)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 10, TITLE 4 ENACTING THE
“LOCAL OPTION TOURISM DEVELOPMENT FEE ACT” SO AS TO
ALLOW A COUNTY IN WHICH AT LEAST FOURTEEN MILLION DOL-
LARS OF STATE ACCOMMODATIONS TAX REVENUES HAVE BEEN
COLLECTED IN A FISCAL YEAR AND A MUNICIPALITY LOCATED IN
SUCH A COUNTY TO IMPOSE A FEE NOT TO EXCEED ONE PERCENT
OF AMOUNTS SUBJECT TO TAX PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 36, TITLE 12,
THE SOUTH CAROLINA SALES AND USE TAX ACT, FOR NOT MORE
THAN TEN YEARS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COUNTY MAY IMPOSE
THE FEE BY ORDINANCE IN THE UNINCORPORATED AREAS OF THE
COUNTY AND A MUNICIPALITY MAY IMPOSE THE FEE BY ORDI-
NANCE IN THE MUNICIPALITY, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE FEE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT USES FOR WHICH THE FEE
REVENUE MUST BE APPLIED, INCLUDING TOURISM PROMOTION,
PROPERTY TAX ROLLBACK, AND CAPITAL PROJECTS PROMOTING
TOURISM CAUSES.
   02/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-10
   04/01/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 2, 2009 HJ-42
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 7, 2009 HJ-26
   04/21/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-39
H 3591  Resolution, By Brantley, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE HONORABLE ERNEST “PRINCE”
WHITE, OF JASPER COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3592  Concurrent Resolution, By Thompson, Agnew, Bowen, Cooper,
Gambrell and White
Similar (S 0471)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGH-
WAY 178/76 IN ANDERSON COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
EAST SHOCKLEY FERRY ROAD IN THE CITY OF ANDERSON TO ITS
INTERSECTION WITH MAIN STREET IN THE TOWN OF BELTON “VET-
ERAN’S MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “VETERANS MEMORIAL HIGHWAY”.
   02/24/09 House Introduced HJ-10
   02/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-10
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-66
   03/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced SJ-15221
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
H 3593  Concurrent Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF ISAAC JOE, JR., OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND,
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   02/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-10
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
H 3594  Resolution, By Haley and E.H. Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LEXINGTON INTERMEDI-
ATE SCHOOL, OF LEXINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE, ON
THE OCCASION OF ITS EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY.
   02/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3595  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BICYCLE LANES THAT CROSS THE
CONGAREE RIVER ALONG THE BLOSSOM STREET BRIDGE IN RICH-
LAND AND LEXINGTON COUNTIES “JESSE’S WAY” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THESE BICYCLE LANES
THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “JESSE’S WAY”.
   02/24/09 House Introduced HJ-11
   02/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-11
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-66
   03/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced SJ-16
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-16
   04/15/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   04/21/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-37
H 3596  General Bill, By Ballentine and Gunn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-36-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT, PURPOSE, AND
FUNCTIONS OF THE ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE REGISTRY IN THE UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, SO AS
TO AUTHORIZE THE REGISTRY TO CONDUCT STUDIES AND
RESEARCH ON VARIOUS ASPECTS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND
RELATED DISORDERS AND TO PROVIDE THAT CONTACT WITH BOTH
PATIENTS AND PATIENT’S FAMILIES  MUST COMPLY WITH REGULA-
TIONS PROMULGATED BY THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATIS-
TICS.
   02/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-11
H 3597  Concurrent Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Agnew,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Battle, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE BOB SHUMAKER, OF
GREENVILLE COUNTY, AUTHOR OF “THE SCHMOONEY TRILOGIES”,
A CHILDREN’S BOOK SERIES FEATURING A LOVEABLE MAIN CHAR-
ACTER KNOWN AS THE SCHMOONEY WHO LEADS CHILDREN ON
REMARKABLE ADVENTURES, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS DEDICA-
TION TO IMPROVING READING SKILLS AND LITERACY ACROSS THE
PALMETTO STATE, AND TO DECLARE THE SCHMOONEY THE HONOR-
ARY MASCOT FOR LITERACY IN SOUTH CAROLINA FOR 2009-2010.
   02/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-12
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-21
H 3598  Concurrent Resolution, By Funderburk, Lucas, Gunn, Agnew,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham,
Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan,
Gullick, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin,
Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mack, McEachern, McLeod,
Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MRS.
FRANKYE C. HULL, GUARDIAN AD LITEM FOR KERSHAW COUNTY,
FOR HER MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HER ON BEING NAMED G. F. BETTINESKI
CHILD ADVOCATE OF THE YEAR, AN HONOR AWARDED ANNUALLY
BY THE NATIONAL COURT APPOINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATE ASSOCI-
ATION.
   02/25/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-22
H 3599  Concurrent Resolution, By Herbkersman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE LANDING AT BUCKINGHAM OFF
FOUNDING ISLAND ROAD IN BEAUFORT COUNTY “WILLIAM F.
MARSCHER II MEMORIAL LANDING” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LANDING THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS
“WILLIAM F. MARSCHER II MEMORIAL LANDING”.
   02/25/09 House Introduced HJ-2
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-2
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-67
   03/05/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced SJ-16
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-16
H 3600  General Bill, By Gullick and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 133 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO REQUIRE MEDICAL
LABORATORIES TO PROVIDE TEST RESULTS TO PATIENTS AT THE
SAME TIME THE RESULTS ARE PROVIDED TO THE HEALTHCARE PRO-
VIDER.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   03/03/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
H 3601  General Bill, By Crawford, Bedingfield, Nanney, Duncan, M.A.
Pitts, Spires, Stringer and Millwood222
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT “JERRY’S LAW”; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PUNISHMENT FOR MURDER, SO AS TO
ADD THE MURDER OF A PERSON SEVENTY YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES TO THE LIST OF STATUTORY
AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCES FOR PURPOSES OF THE DEATH PEN-
ALTY.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3602  General Bill, By D.C. Moss, Knight, Anthony, Forrester, Gambrell,
Hayes, Jennings, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Merrill, J.M. Neal, Ott and Simrill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-19-93, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ADOPTION OF A PROCUREMENT
CODE BY A SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DISTRICT
REQUIRED TO ADOPT A PROCUREMENT CODE SHALL GIVE PREFER-
ENCE TO RESIDENT VENDORS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-3
H 3603  General Bill, By Gullick and M.A. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-1-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERSON WHO POL-
LUTES THE WATERS OF THIS STATE AS DEFINED BY THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SHALL GIVE
PUBLIC-NOTICE OF THE POLLUTION IN A MANNER PRESCRIBED BY
THE DEPARTMENT; TO PROVIDE THE BOARD OF THE DEPARTMENT
SHALL PRESCRIBE THIS PUBLIC-NOTICE PROCEDURE; TO PROVIDE
CERTAIN SPECIFICATIONS THE BOARD MUST INCLUDE IN THIS PUB-
LIC NOTICE PROCEDURE; AND TO PROVIDE A VIOLATION IS A MIS-
DEMEANOR SUBJECT TO A FINE, IMPRISONMENT, OR BOTH.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-4
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
   05/18/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 House Amended HJ-22
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   05/21/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
H 3604  General Bill, By Mack, Hosey, Alexander, Whipper, Allen, R.L.
Brown, Clyburn, Gilliard, Jefferson and Williams
Similar (S 0367)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-275 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT, SEVENTEEN YEARS OF AGE, BE FURNISHED A
VOTER REGISTRATION FORM AND BE INSTRUCTED IN A CLASS-
ROOM ENVIRONMENT OR THROUGH A METHOD APPROVED BY THE
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT TO BE APPRISED OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
VOTING, TO ALLOW A STUDENT TO OPT OUT OF THE PROCESS, TO
REQUIRE A HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRANT BE MAILED A VOTER REGIS-
TRATION CARD BEFORE THE FIRST ELECTION IN WHICH HE IS ELIGI-
BLE TO VOTE, TO PROVIDE THAT A CITIZEN OTHERWISE INELIGIBLE
TO VOTE WHO IS RELEASED FROM INCARCERATION RECEIVE A REG-
ISTRATION FORM WITH A LETTER EXPLAINING THAT HIS VOTING
RIGHTS HAVE BEEN RESTORED AND THAT HE IS ELIGIBLE TO REGIS-
TER AND VOTE, AND TO REQUIRE COUNTY ELECTION BOARDS TO
REGISTER CITIZENS WHO SWEAR OR AFFIRM THE VOTER DECLARA-
TION WITHOUT ADDITIONAL PROOF.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3605  General Bill, By Mack, Hosey, Whipper, R.L. Brown, Clyburn,
Gilliard, Jefferson and Williams
Similar (S 0365)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-19-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CANDIDATES FOR ELECTORS OF THE
PRESIDENT AND THE VICE PRESIDENT SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT
THERE MUST BE EIGHT CANDIDATES, TWO TO BE APPOINTED AT
LARGE AND SIX TO BE APPOINTED TO REPRESENT THE SIX CON-
GRESSIONAL DISTRICTS OF THE STATE; TO REQUIRE THAT THE
HIGHEST NUMBER OF VOTES STATEWIDE CONSTITUTES ELECTION
OF THE TWO AT-LARGE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS FOR THAT PARTY
OR PETITION CANDIDATE AND THAT THE HIGHEST NUMBER OF
VOTES IN A CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT CONSTITUTES ELECTION OF
THE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT PRESIDENTIAL ELECTOR OF THAT
PARTY OR PETITION CANDIDATE; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 7-19-80
RELATING TO THE ELECTOR’S DECLARATION OF THE CANDIDATE
FOR WHOM HE WILL VOTE.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3606  General Bill, By Mack, Whipper, Allen, R.L. Brown, Clyburn,
Gilliard, Hosey, Jefferson and Williams
Similar (S 0368)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-845 SO AS TO DEFINE A “SHORT STATE
BALLOT” AND “SHORT COUNTY BALLOT”, TO ALLOW AN ELECTOR
TO VOTE FOR CANDIDATES IN ANY PRECINCT IN THE STATE OR IN
THE COUNTY IN WHICH HE RESIDES, TO ALLOW A QUALIFIED ELEC-
TOR TO CAST A PROVISIONAL BALLOT IN ANY PRECINCT IN THE
COUNTY IN WHICH HE IS REGISTERED, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE
FOR CASTING THE BALLOT, AND TO PROVIDE HOW THE QUALIFIED
ELECTOR MAY CAST THE BALLOT ONLY FOR OFFICES FOR WHICH
HE IS QUALIFIED.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3607  General Bill, By Mack, Gilliard, Hosey, Alexander, Whipper, Allen,
R.L. Brown, Jefferson and Williams
Similar (S 0370)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POLL MANAGERS AND
ASSISTANTS, SO AS DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT ONE SIXTEEN-
OR SEVENTEEN-YEAR-OLD PERSON MAY BE APPOINTED TO A PRE-
CINCT FOR EVERY TWO REGULAR POLL MANAGERS.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3608  General Bill, By Mack, Alexander, Allen, R.L. Brown, Williams and
Weeks
Similar (S 0369)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHOR-
ITY CHARGED BY LAW CONDUCTING AN ELECTION SHALL ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS, TO ESTABLISH EARLY VOTING
CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY RESIDENT TO VOTE
OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A
QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY REGISTER TO VOTE AND CAST A BALLOT
DURING THE EARLY VOTING PERIOD, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THESE
LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVI-
SIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Gilliard,
Whipper, Clyburn, Jefferson, Miller
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-13
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-33223
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-193
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 13, 2009 HJ-26
   05/13/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Clemmons, Duncan, Craw-
ford, Cole, Lowe, Sandifer, Kennedy, Govan, Ott, Allison,
King, and Parker HJ-14
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-77
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-104
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-59
H 3609  General Bill, By Mack, Hosey, Whipper, Allen, R.L. Brown,
Clyburn, Gilliard, Jefferson, Miller and Williams
Similar (S 0366)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 7 SO AS TO CREATE THE
ELECTIONS STUDY COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, TO PROVIDE
FOR APPOINTMENT OF ITS MEMBERS AND ELECTION OF ITS CHAIR-
MAN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE TERMS OF ITS MEMBERS, AND TO
REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO MAKE A REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR
AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WITHIN NINETY DAYS OF EACH GEN-
ERAL ELECTION CONTAINING RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE
CITIZEN-INFORMED PARTICIPATION IN THE ELECTORAL PROCESS.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3610  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO STATE APPROPRIATIONS IN ANY FIS-
CAL YEAR BEING SUBJECT TO A SPECIFIED SPENDING LIMITATION,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING JULY 1, 2010, STATE GENERAL
FUND APPROPRIATIONS AS CONTAINED IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL
APPROPRIATIONS ACT COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER GENERAL
FUND APPROPRIATIONS IN SUPPLEMENTAL OR OTHER APPROPRIA-
TIONS ACTS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR MAY NOT EXCEED IN THE
AGGREGATE THE STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUE COLLECTIONS
FROM THE PREVIOUS FISCAL YEAR.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3611  Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HER EXCEL-
LENCY MRS. OLUWATOYIN SARAKI, FIRST LADY OF KWARA STATE
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA, FOR HER EXTENSIVE
HUMANITARIAN WORK, AND TO WELCOME HER TO SOUTH CARO-
LINA AS SHE VISITS THE BENEDICT COLLEGE INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES PROGRAM IN COLUMBIA ON FEBRUARY 25, 2009.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3612  Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HER EXCEL-
LENCY HAJIYA TURAI UMARU YAR’ADUA, FIRST LADY OF THE FED-
ERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA, FOR HER EXTENSIVE HUMANITARIAN
WORK IN HER NATION, AND TO WELCOME HER TO SOUTH CARO-
LINA AS SHE VISITS THE BENEDICT COLLEGE INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES PROGRAM IN COLUMBIA ON FEBRUARY 25, 2009.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3613  Concurrent Resolution, By Bannister
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO URGE THE PROMOTION OF THE
SPORT OF CURLING AS AN OFFICIAL WINTER OLYMPIC SPORT OF
SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO APPOINT REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
STATE TO INVESTIGATE THE DESIGNATION OF CURLING AS AN OFFI-
CIAL WINTER OLYMPIC SPORT OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/25/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/25/09 Senate Introduced SJ-23
   02/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-23
H 3614  Joint Resolution, By Harrell
Similar (H 3275, H 3279)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI, CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING
TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE ADJUTANT GENERAL, COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE, SECRETARY OF STATE, AND SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION
FROM THE LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION
REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRA-
TION OF THE TERMS OF THESE OFFICERS SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE
DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION, THEY MUST BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TO SERVE AT HIS PLEASURE AND TO
BE REMOVABLE BY HIM FOR ANY REASON; PROPOSING AN AMEND-
MENT TO SECTION 4, ARTICLE XIII, RELATING TO THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL AND HIS STAFF OFFICERS, SO AS TO UPDATE REFERENCES
TO HIS TITLE AND MILITARY RANK, AND TO PROVIDE THAT UPON
THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL SERV-
ING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVI-
SION, HE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR IN THE MANNER
REQUIRED BY SECTION 7, ARTICLE VI; AND PROPOSING AN AMEND-
MENT TO SECTION 8, ARTICLE IV, RELATING TO THE ELECTION,
QUALIFICATIONS, AND TERM OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE JOINT ELECTION OF GOVERNOR AND LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR BEGINNING WITH THE GENERAL ELECTION OF
2014.
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3615 (Rat # 0108, Act #  0070)  General Bill, By Sandifer, Parks, King and
Weeks
Similar (S 0496)
AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 7 OF TITLE 32, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRENEED FUNERAL CON-
TRACTS, SO AS TO TRANSFER THE POWERS AND DUTIES FOR THE
REGULATION OF PRENEED FUNERAL CONTRACTS FROM THE STATE224
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSBOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CON-
SUMER AFFAIRS AND TO CONFORM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAP-
TER TO THIS TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY, TO INCREASE CRIMINAL
FINES FOR VIOLATIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PENAL-
TIES, TO PROVIDE FOR A CONTESTED CASE HEARING FROM AN
ORDER OF THE DEPARTMENT, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORREC-
TIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-19-290, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO LICENSED EMBALMERS AND FUNERAL DIRECTORS PLACING
PAYMENTS RECEIVED FOR FUNERAL MERCHANDISE IN A TRUST
ACCOUNT, SO AS TO CHANGE “STATE BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTI-
TUTIONS” TO “SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS” AND TO PROVIDE THAT THESE PAYMENTS MUST BE HELD
UNTIL THE MERCHANDISE IS DELIVERED FOR USE OR IN THE POS-
SESSION OF THE PURCHASER.  - ratified title
   02/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
   03/25/09 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-4
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-46
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-30
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campbell (ch), Cleary, Wil-
liams, Mulvaney, Nicholson
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-14
   05/14/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-33
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-20
   05/20/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-50
   05/20/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-50
   05/20/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-48
   05/27/09 Ratified R 108
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/22/09 Effective date 07/01/09
   06/22/09 Act No. 70
H 3616 (Rat # 0051, Act #  0071)  General Bill, By Simrill
Similar (S 0468)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 27 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCA-
TION ACT”; TO CREATE THE AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTER-
PRISE CAMPUS AUTHORITY, THE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
ENTERPRISE CAMPUS AUTHORITY, THE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN
TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS AUTHORITY, THE SPAR-
TANBURG COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS AUTHOR-
ITY, AND THE YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY; TO PROVIDE THAT EACH AUTHORITY MUST BE GOV-
ERNED BY A BOARD, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE POWERS AND
DUTIES OF THE BOARD; TO PROVIDE FOR LEASE AND LEASE PUR-
CHASE AGREEMENT APPROVAL; TO PROVIDE THAT THE POWERS
GRANTED TO AN AUTHORITY MUST COMPLY WITH THE PROCURE-
MENT CODE; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS, NOTES,
AND OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR INDEBTEDNESS BY AN AUTHORITY;
TO PROVIDE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; TO PROVIDE THAT AN
AUTHORITY IS NOT REQUIRED TO PAY TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS,
AND THAT BONDS, NOTES, AND OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR INDEBTED-
NESS ISSUED BY AN AUTHORITY MAY NOT BE TAXED; TO REQUIRE A
COMMISSION TO DESIGNATE THE AREA THAT COMPRISES THE
ENTERPRISE CAMPUS, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE COMMISSION
POWERS AND DUTIES WITH RESPECT TO ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
PROPERTY. - ratified title
   02/25/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   02/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/03/09 House Read second time HJ-16
   03/04/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-82
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-15
   04/23/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-14
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   04/29/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/30/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-25
   05/12/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-43
   05/12/09 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-44
   05/13/09 Ratified R 51
   05/19/09 Vetoed by Governor
   05/20/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-104  Nays-0
HJ-3
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-37  Nays-3
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 71
H 3617  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO URGE APPROPRIATE STATE AGENCIES, AS
WELL AS PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS, TO DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS TO HELP REDUCE OVERWEIGHT AND
OBESITY AMONG SOUTH CAROLINA’S YOUTH.
   02/26/09 House Introduced HJ-2
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-2
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-67
   03/05/09 House Adopted HJ-25
H 3618  Resolution, By Gilliard, Dillard, Herbkersman, Horne, Mack and
D.C. Moss
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LATE JAMES
JAMERSON, A NATIVE CHARLESTONIAN, FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, ESPECIALLY IN HIS CAPACITY AS A
NOTED BASSIST FOR MOTOWN RECORDS AND TO REQUEST THAT HE
BE INDUCTED INTO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HALL OF FAME.
   02/26/09 House Introduced HJ-3
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-3
   03/04/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/04/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-67
   03/05/09 House Adopted HJ-26
H 3619  Resolution, By Owens, Hiott, Skelton, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Scott, Sellers, Simrill, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R.
Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,225
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Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0515)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND JANEY
TURNER, OF EASLEY, FOR HER FINE WORK ENCOURAGING AMERI-
CAN SERVICEMEN AND WOMEN THROUGH HER NONPROFIT ORGA-
NIZATION, HANDS FOR SOLDIERS, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER ON
RECEIVING A 2009 PRUDENTIAL SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY AWARD,
PRESENTED BY PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3620  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-245 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS WITH APPROPRIATE JURISDICTION MAY
NOT CHARGE A CIVIC CLUB WITH A STATEWIDE OR NATIONAL
AFFILIATION, A CHURCH, OR A SCHOOL OR SCHOOL-SPONSORING
ORGANIZATION CONDUCTING A RAFFLE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
ORGANIZATION WITH A VIOLATION OF LAW, BUT INSTEAD SHALL
INFORM THE ORGANIZATION THAT THE CONDUCT OF A RAFFLE VIO-
LATES STATE LAW, AND TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN CONDITIONS AND
LIMITATIONS FOR THIS PROVISION TO APPLY.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3621  Resolution, By Agnew, Gambrell, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DONALDS
GRANGE NO. 497 FOR ITS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COMMUNITY OF
DONALDS AND ABBEVILLE COUNTY, AND TO COMMEMORATE THE
OCCASION OF THE STATE GRANGE ANNUAL MEETING IN DONALDS,
AS WELL AS THE TRANSFER OF THE DONALDS GRANGE BUILDING
AND REAL PROPERTY TO THE TOWN OF DONALDS AT THAT MEET-
ING, ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2009.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3622  General Bill, By Umphlett and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-29-1540, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS IN
CONNECTION WITH THE “VESTED RIGHTS ACT”, SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR REVOCATION OF VESTED RIGHTS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO
THE ACT IF A LANDOWNER SEEKS A VARIANCE, REGULATION, SPE-
CIAL EXCEPTION, OR OTHER MODIFICATION THAT MATERIALLY OR
SUBSTANTIALLY AFFECTS THE APPROVED DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-106
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-106
H 3623  General Bill, By Umphlett and J.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-26-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN
RELATION TO THE OPERATION OF VENDING FACILITIES BY BLIND
PERSONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF “PUBLIC PROPERTY”
AND “PROPERTY CUSTODIAN” BY REMOVING PROPERTY OWNED,
LEASED, OR OCCUPIED BY A COUNTY, MUNICIPALITY, OR OTHER
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL COR-
RECTIONS.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-107
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Knight
H 3624  General Bill, By A.D. Young, Horne, Knight and Harrell
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT EACH MEMBER OF THE DORCHESTER
COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE IS ALLOWED AND MUST BE
PAID FROM DORCHESTER COUNTY “C” FUND REVENUES SEVENTY-
FIVE DOLLARS FOR EACH MEETING AT WHICH THE MEMBER IS IN
ATTENDANCE.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   02/26/09 House Referred to Dorchester Delegation HJ-107
H 3625  General Bill, By Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1528, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMPETITIVE BEST
VALUE BIDDING IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSOLIDATED PRO-
CUREMENT CODE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR BENEFITS BASED FUND-
ING PROJECTS IN WHICH PAYMENTS TO VENDORS DEPEND UPON
THE REALIZATION OF SPECIFIED SAVINGS OR REVENUE GAINS, TO
PROVIDE FOR THEIR REQUIRED AND PERMISSIBLE TERMS AND
THEIR FUNDING, TO REQUIRE MEASUREMENT TOOLS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR OVERSIGHT BY THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-107
H 3626  General Bill, By McLeod
Similar (S 0318)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-195, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BUS SAFETY STANDARDS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT FORMER CHARTER BUSES ARE EXEMPT FROM THE
REQUIRED STANDARDS WHEN OWNED AND OPERATED BY A
SCHOOL DISTRICT.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-108
H 3627 (Rat # 0038, Act #  0017)  General Bill, By Miller and Anderson
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-535, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE USE OF BOATS OPERATED BY
THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION FOR THE TRANSPORTATION
OF SCHOOL CHILDREN FROM ISLANDS TO MAINLAND SCHOOLS BY
CERTAIN OTHER PERSONS, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE
OPERATION OF THESE BOATS BY THE DEPARTMENT ON SANDY
ISLAND, FOR USE OF THESE BOATS BY SPECIFIED PERSONS, AND THE
PROCEDURES APPLICABLE FOR USE. - ratified title
   02/26/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-108
   02/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/03/09 House Read second time HJ-16
   03/04/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-82
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/04/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-15
   03/05/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-2
   03/17/09 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Education SJ-23
   03/31/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-31
   04/01/09 Senate Amended SJ-26
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-10
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-47226
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-47
   04/30/09 Ratified R 38
   05/06/09 Vetoed by Governor
   05/13/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-
35
   05/14/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-45  Nays-0
   05/20/09 Effective date 05/14/09
   06/01/09 Act No. 17
H 3628  General Bill, By Brady, Toole, Harrison, Agnew, Sellers, Merrill,
Herbkersman, Erickson, Bowen, Cato, Bowers, R.L. Brown, Funderburk,
Harvin, Umphlett, Hutto and Miller
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 52, TITLE 48 SO AS TO CREATE
THE SOUTH CAROLINA RENEWABLE ENERGY PLAN, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION TO APPROVE
RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS TO DEMONSTRATE THE FEASIBIL-
ITY AND VIABILITY OF CLEAN ENERGY SYSTEMS; TO PROVIDE FULL
COST RECOVERY FOR CERTAIN COSTS INCURRED BY A PROVIDER
FOR A RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECT; TO REQUIRE EACH MUNICI-
PAL ELECTRIC UTILITY, EACH RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, AND
THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY TO DEVELOP STANDARDS FOR
PROMOTION, ENCOURAGEMENT, AND EXPANSION OF RENEWABLE
ENERGY RESOURCES AND TO REQUIRE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
FOR THIS INFORMATION; TO LIMIT REGULATION OF A SOLAR COL-
LECTOR BY A MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY; TO DECLARE A DEED
RESTRICTION, COVENANT, OR SIMILAR BINDING AGREEMENT THAT
WOULD PROHIBIT OR RESTRICT INSTALLATION OF A SOLAR COL-
LECTOR FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS;
AND TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA RENEWABLE ENERGY
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT FUND IN THE STATE TREASURY;
TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA RENEWABLE ENERGY REVOLV-
ING LOAN PROGRAM TO PROVIDE A LOW INTEREST LOAN TO AN
INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION TO BUILD A QUALIFIED RENEW-
ABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION FACILITY; TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA RENEWABLE ENERGY GRANT PROGRAM TO PROVIDE A
GRANT TO A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC ENTITY IN THIS STATE TO HELP
THE ENTITY BECOME MORE COMPETITIVE IN OBTAINING GRANTS
TO GENERATE RENEWABLE ENERGY-RELATED RESEARCH AND
PROJECTS TO DIRECTLY BENEFIT THIS STATE; TO PROVIDE AN OVER-
SIGHT COMMITTEE TO APPROVE A DISBURSEMENT FROM THE
FUND; TO PROVIDE THE COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE; AND TO
DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-109
   03/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Umphlett
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Miller
H 3629  General Bill, By Umphlett, Knight, Bowen, Whipper, Agnew, Allen,
R.L. Brown, Erickson, Gambrell, Gullick, Herbkersman, Jefferson,
Limehouse, Miller and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-19-35 SO AS TO PERMIT THE LAWFUL OPER-
ATION OF THE LOTTERY GAME KNOWN AS A “RAFFLE” WHEN IT IS
CONDUCTED BY A CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION AND ALL THE PRO-
CEEDS EXCEPT COST OF PRIZES AND PRINTING OF TICKETS ARE
USED FOR THE TAX EXEMPT PURPOSES OF THE ORGANIZATION; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOTTERY ACT, SO AS
TO REFLECT THAT THE “RAFFLE”, WHEN CONDUCTED AS PRE-
SCRIBED, IS A LAWFUL LOTTERY GAME.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
H 3630  General Bill, By Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-15-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPOINTMENT OF A MUNICIPAL ELECTION
COMMISSION IN EACH MUNICIPALITY TO CONDUCT MUNICIPAL
ELECTIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL ELECTION COMMISSIONERS
AND STAFF TO COMPLETE A TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PRO-
GRAM CONDUCTED BY THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
   04/02/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-52
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-32
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-237
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
H 3631  General Bill, By Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 7-15-220, 7-15-380, AS AMENDED, 7-15-
385, AS AMENDED, AND 7-15-420, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CASTING A BALLOT BY
MEANS OF AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIRE-
MENT THAT THE SIGNATURE OR MARK OF AN ABSENTEE APPLICANT
BE WITNESSED.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-110
H 3632  Joint Resolution, By Gullick
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON LOTTERIES AND THE EXCEP-
TIONS TO THIS PROHIBITIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A RAFFLE
CONDUCTED BY A CHARITABLE, RELIGIOUS, COMMUNITY-SERVICE,
EDUCATION-RELATED, OR FRATERNAL ORGANIZATION EXEMPT
FROM FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION IS NOT A LOTTERY PROHIBITED
BY THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND THAT THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY, THROUGH THE ENACTMENT OF GENERAL LAW,
SHALL ESTABLISH THE LIMITATIONS AND PROCEDURES FOR THE
RAFFLES.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-110
H 3633  General Bill, By Clemmons, Harrell, Harrison, Sandifer, Cato,
Owens, White, Cooper, Duncan and Bingham
Similar (S 0022, S 0252, H 3060, H 3068)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST HIS BALLOT IN PERSON
WITHOUT EXCUSE DURING AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD; TO ESTAB-
LISH EARLY VOTING CENTERS TO ALLOW A REGISTERED COUNTY
RESIDENT TO VOTE OUTSIDE THEIR PRECINCT; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS, THEIR HOURS
OF OPERATION, AND REQUIRE THESE LOCATIONS AND TIMES TO BE
IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 30-4-80; TO
AMEND SECTION 7-15-330, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TIME OF
APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO DELETE THE
AUTHORIZATION THAT AN APPLICATION MAY BE REQUESTED BY A
MEMBER OF THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY OF THE ELECTOR OR AN
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE AND DELETE THE PROVISION
ALLOWING A PERSON TO VOTE IN PERSON BY ABSENTEE BALLOT;
TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-340, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
FORM OF THE APPLICATION FOR AN ABSENTEE BALLOT, TO
REMOVE ALL MENTION OF REASON TO VOTE ABSENTEE, EXCEPT
FOR CERTAIN FEDERAL PURPOSES; TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-370, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FURNISHING BALLOTS AND ENVELOPES,
TO REMOVE ALL MENTION OF QUALIFICATIONS TO RECEIVE AN
ABSENTEE BALLOT; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 7-15-470 RELATING TO
THE AUTHORIZATION OF A COUNTY BOARD OF REGISTRATION TO227
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSUSE OTHER METHODS OF VOTING BY ABSENTEE BALLOT INSTEAD
OF PAPER BALLOT.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-111
H 3634  General Bill, By Frye, Toole, Merrill, Huggins, Hardwick,
Clemmons, Barfield, Haley, Whipper, Allison, Bales, Bingham, R.L. Brown,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Crawford, Daning, Gullick, Horne, Gunn, Hosey,
Hutto, Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parks, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Simrill, J.R. Smith, Spires,
Umphlett, Viers and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-73-750 SO AS TO REQUIRE AUTOMOBILE
INSURERS TO NOTIFY INSUREDS WHEN PREMIUMS ARE INCREASED
RESULTING FROM CHANGES IN THE INSURED’S CREDIT REPORTS
AND REQUIRE THE INSURER TO SEND A COPY OF THE CREDIT
REPORT WHEN NOTIFYING THE INSURED.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-111
H 3635 (Rat # 0039, Act #  0015)  General Bill, By Hodges
Similar (S 0470)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-560 SO AS TO SPECIFY APPLICABLE FEES
FOR RECREATIONAL SALTWATER FISHING LICENSES; BY ADDING
SECTION 50-9-715 SO AS TO SPECIFY RECREATIONAL SALTWATER
FISHING LICENSE EXEMPTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-925 SO AS
TO SPECIFY HOW THE REVENUE FROM THE SALE OF STAMPS,
LICENSES, PRINTS, AND RELATED ARTICLES MUST BE DISTRIBUTED;
TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-15, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS APPLI-
CABLE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA MARINE RESOURCES ACT, SO AS
TO DEFINE THE TERMS “DROP NET” AND “FOLD UP TRAP”; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-5-955, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC SHELLFISH GROUNDS, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE REFERENCE TO THE RECREATIONAL SALTWATER FISHING
LICENSE FOR THE MARINE RECREATIONAL FISHING STAMP; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-5-1915, RELATING TO CHARTER FISHING VESSEL
LOGS, SO AS TO REQUIRE MONTHLY SUBMISSIONS TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 50-9-20, RELATING TO THE DURATION OF HUNTING AND FISH-
ING LICENSES, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO RESIDENT AND
NONRESIDENT LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-40, RELATING TO
LICENSES FOR FRESHWATER FISHING, SO AS TO SPECIFY RECRE-
ATIONAL FRESHWATER FISHING; TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-540, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FRESHWATER AND SALTWATER FISHING
LICENSES, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AND TO
REPEAL SECTIONS 50-5-1905, 50-5-1910, 50-5-1920, 50-5-1925, AND 50-5-
1945 ALL RELATING TO RECREATIONAL SALTWATER FISHERIES
LICENSES AND STAMPS. - ratified title
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-112
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-42
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-21
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-15
   04/30/09 Ratified R 39
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date 07/01/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 15
H 3636  General Bill, By Hutto, Stavrinakis and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-712, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ACCESS TO MARINA
RECORDS AND PREMISES, SO AS TO REQUIRE MARINAS TO VERIFY
THE REGISTRATION INFORMATION OF ALL WATERCRAFT LEASING,
RENTING, OR OTHERWISE OCCUPYING SPACE AT ITS FACILITY.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-112
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-112
H 3637  General Bill, By Vick
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 14-1-206, 14-1-207, AND 14-1-208, ALL AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELAT-
ING TO ASSESSMENTS IN COURTS OF THE UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYS-
TEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NOT LESS THAN TWENTY-FIVE
PERCENT OF THE REVENUE RETAINED FROM THESE ASSESSMENTS
MUST BE ALLOCATED TO THE VICTIM WITNESS PROGRAM OF THE
SOLICITOR IN WHOSE CIRCUIT THE COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY IS
SITUATED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 14-1-211, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO GENERAL SESSIONS COURT SURCHARGES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NOT LESS THAN TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE
REVENUE RETAINED FROM THESE SURCHARGES MUST BE ALLO-
CATED TO THE VICTIM WITNESS PROGRAM OF THE SOLICITOR IN
WHOSE CIRCUIT THE COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY IS SITUATED.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-113
H 3638  General Bill, By McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-73-737, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DRIVER TRAINING COURSE CREDIT
TOWARD LIABILITY AND COLLISION INSURANCE COVERAGE, SO AS
TO REDUCE THE INITIAL COURSE FROM EIGHT TO SIX HOURS; TO
ALLOW FOR A FOUR HOUR REFRESHER COURSE EVERY THREE
YEARS; AND TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO PRO-
MULGATE REGULATIONS FOR FIFTY-FIVE YEARS AND OLDER
DRIVER SAFETY INTERNET COURSES.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-113
H 3639  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-5-610, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DIVISION OF THE
STATE INTO SIXTEEN JUDICIAL CIRCUITS AND ADDITIONAL AT-
LARGE JUDGES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF AT-LARGE CIR-
CUIT COURT JUDGES FROM THIRTEEN TO SIXTEEN; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-3-40, RELATING TO FAMILY COURT JUDGES ELECTED FROM
EACH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SO AS TO ADD THREE ADDITIONAL FAMILY
COURT JUDGES WHO SHALL BE AT LARGE AND MUST BE ELECTED
WITHOUT REGARD TO THEIR COUNTY OR CIRCUIT OF RESIDENCE.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-114
H 3640  General Bill, By Haley, Merrill, D.C. Smith, Bingham, Stringer,
Erickson, G.M. Smith, Duncan, Thompson, Millwood, Toole, Frye,
Ballentine, Edge, Hamilton, Herbkersman, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Wylie, T.R.
Young and Cole
Similar (S 0658)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT”
BY ADDING SECTION 2-15-140 SO AS TO CREATE A DIVISION WITHIN
THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL TO CONDUCT EVALUATIONS OF
PROGRAMS OF CERTAIN STATE AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS TO
DETERMINE IF THESE PROGRAMS HAVE OUTLIVED THEIR USEFUL-
NESS OR MUST BE CHANGED TO ADDRESS THE PRIORITIES AND228
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSNEEDS OF THE CITIZENS THEY AFFECT, PROVIDE FOR A PROCEDURE
FOR THE INITIATION OF A REVIEW AND FOR DISPOSITION OF ITS
FINDINGS AFTER A REVIEW HAS BEEN COMPLETED, REQUIRE THE
GOVERNOR IN THE PREPARATION OF THE ANNUAL RECOMMENDED
STATE BUDGET TO APPLY “ZERO-BASE” BUDGETING PRINCIPLES,
AND REQUIRE THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE AND THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE IN THE CONSIDERATION OF THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL AND BILLS OR JOINT RES-
OLUTIONS MAKING SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS TO APPLY
“ZERO-BASE” BUDGETING PRINCIPLES.
   02/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   02/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-114
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cole
H 3641  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-25-70, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LAW ENFORCEMENT’S
AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES WITH REGARD TO ARRESTS IN
AND INVESTIGATIONS OF CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE INVESTIGATING AGENCY TO DOCUMENT THE INVES-
TIGATION AND TO MAINTAIN THE INVESTIGATION REPORT.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
H 3642  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-25-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIO-
LENCE OFFENSES, PENALATIES, AND PROSECUTION, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A JUDGE MAY PROCEED WITH THE PROSECUTION OF A
CASE IF THE VICTIM IS NOT PRESENT AND TO PROVIDE THAT
BEFORE DISMISSING A CASE, THE JUDGE SHALL MAKE WRITTEN
FINDINGS AS TO WHETHER THE PROSECUTING OFFICIAL IS PRE-
PARED TO PROSECUTE THE CASE AND THE TYPE OF EVIDENCE THAT
WILL BE PRESENTED.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
H 3643  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 16-3-1030 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE CRIMINAL FELONY
OFFENSE OF STRANGULATION AND THE CRIMINAL FELONY
OFFENSE OF SMOTHERING AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES; TO AMEND
SECTION 16-25-65, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF
CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OF A HIGH AND AGGRAVATED
NATURE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT STRANGULATION AND SMOTHER-
ING ARE BOTH CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OF A HIGH AND
AGGRAVATED NATURE AND TO DEFINE SERIOUS BODILY INJURY
AND PETECHIA.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3644  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Clemmons and Mack
Similar (S 0514)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX ELEVEN OíCLOCK A.M. ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR
TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 8,
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009.
   03/03/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-16
   03/05/09 Senate Amended SJ-14
   03/05/09 Senate Adopted SJ-14
   03/05/09 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-14
   03/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 House Tabled HJ-45
H 3645  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Merrill, Hardwick, J.R. Smith, D.C.
Smith, Haley, Erickson, Stringer, Stewart, G.R. Smith, Harrison, Gullick,
Nanney, Cato, Huggins, Crawford, Spires, Allison, Ballentine, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Clyburn, Cole, Forrester, Hamilton, Harrell, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Horne, Hosey, King, Limehouse, Long, Millwood, Parker,
E.H. Pitts, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Sottile, Toole, White, Wylie and
A.D. Young
Similar (S 0029)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS TO WHOM THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE A DRIVER’S LICENSE OR PERMIT, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DRIVER’S LICENSE MAY NOT BE ISSUED TO
A PERSON WHO IS UNDER EIGHTEEN YEARS OLD OR A PERSON WHO
HOLDS A CONDITIONAL DRIVER’S LICENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-
1-176, RELATING TO SCHOOL ATTENDANCE CONDITIONS ASSOCI-
ATED WITH THE ISSUANCE OF CONDITIONAL AND SPECIAL
RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSES, TO PROVIDE THAT THESE AND
ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE ISSUANCE OR REIN-
STATEMENT OF A BEGINNER’S PERMIT, CONDITIONAL DRIVER’S
LICENSE, SPECIAL RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSE, AND A REGULAR
DRIVER’S LICENSE ISSUED TO A PERSON LESS THAN EIGHTEEN
YEARS OF AGE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE SUSPENSION OF A PERSON’S
PERMIT OR LICENSE IF HE FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THESE CONDI-
TIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE SUSPENSION REMAIN IN EFFECT
UNTIL THE PERSON HAS DEMONSTRATED COMPLIANCE WITH THESE
CONDITIONS FOR ONE FULL SEMESTER SUBSEQUENT TO THE
SEMESTER DURING WHICH HIS PERMIT OR LICENSE WAS SUS-
PENDED; BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-177 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
MINOR’S PRIVILEGE TO DRIVE MUST BE SUSPENDED UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE REINSTATEMENT
OF A DRIVER’S LICENSE THAT HAS BEEN SUSPENDED; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-1-180, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A SPECIAL
RESTRICTED DRIVER’S LICENSE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM AGE OF A PERSON
WHO MAY BE ISSUED THIS DRIVER’S LICENSE; TO AMEND SECTION
59-65-10, RELATING TO COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD MUST ATTEND SCHOOL UNTIL HE
ATTAINS THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-20,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF THE CHILDREN’S CODE, SO AS TO
DEFINE “CHILD” FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRUANCY AS A PERSON WHO
IS LESS THAN EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-
1030, RELATING TO PREHEARING INQUIRY AND INVESTIGATION IN
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST A CHILD, SO AS TO SPECIFY HOW COURT
DOCUMENTS FOR TRUANCY PETITIONS MUST BE TITLED; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-19-1420, RELATING TO SUSPENSION OR RESTRIC-
TION OF A CHILD’S DRIVER’S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
COURT MAY RESTRICT THE DRIVER’S LICENSE OF A CHILD WHO IS
ADJUDICATED DELINQUENT FOR TRUANCY; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-19-1440, RELATING TO COMMITMENT OF A CHILD, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A CHILD MAY BE COMMITTED FOR A VIOLATION OF
A COURT ORDER TO ATTEND SCHOOL PRIOR TO THE CHILD’S EIGH-
TEENTH BIRTHDAY.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-5
H 3646  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 2009, AS
“ETIQUETTE DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA” AND TO COMMEND THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA’S EDUCATIONAL TALENT
SEARCH PROGRAM AND ITS PARTICIPANTS FOR THEIR OUTSTAND-
ING ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROGRESS IN BECOMING PRODUCTIVE
CITIZENS.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3647  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,229
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND
BETTY JEAN ULMER MCGREGOR, OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AS AN
EXTRAORDINARY MOTHER OF FIVE CHILDREN, AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE HER UPON THE OCCASION OF BEING NAMED 2009 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA MOTHER OF THE YEAR.
   03/03/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/04/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3648  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-63-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BIRTH CERTIFICATES FOR ADOPTED
CHILDREN OR ADULTS INCLUDING FOREIGN ADOPTIONS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE PROVISION REQUIRING A STATEMENT ON A CERTIFI-
CATE OF FOREIGN BIRTH THAT THE CERTIFICATE IS NOT EVIDENCE
OF UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3649 (Rat # 0019, Act #  0110)  Joint Resolution, By Hiott, Rice, Skelton
and Owens
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF
PICKENS COUNTY WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO
SNOW IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP. - ratified title
   03/03/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-5
   03/04/09 House Read second time HJ-74
   03/05/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   04/01/09 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/01/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-20
   04/02/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-8
   04/02/09 Ratified R 19
   04/08/09 Vetoed by Governor
   04/21/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-4  Nays-0 HJ-
33
   04/23/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-2  Nays-0
   04/30/09 Effective date 04/23/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 110
H 3650  General Bill, By Gullick and Simrill
Similar (S 0467)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-380 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
OPTIONAL ALCOHOL EXCLUSION PROVISION CONTAINED IN CER-
TAIN INSURANCE POLICIES THAT REQUIRE THE REPLICATION OF
EXACT LANGUAGE AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 38-71-370 DOES NOT
APPLY TO A MEDICAL EXPENSE POLICY, AND TO DEFINE MEDICAL
EXPENSE POLICY.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-6
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Simrill
H 3651 (Rat # 0109, Act #  0048)  General Bill, By Duncan, Umphlett,
Anthony, Knight, Forrester and Hayes
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-23-205 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFINI-
TIONS, TO LIMIT THE AUTHORITY OF COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALI-
TIES TO RESTRICT OR REGULATE CERTAIN FORESTRY ACTIVITIES,
TO PROVIDE THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CERTAIN PERMITTED
REGULATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS. - ratified title
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hayes
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-54
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-36
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Gullick, Littlejohn, Loftis,
Kennedy, Crawford, Daning, Sellers, Duncan, Hart, Hiott,
Vick, Parker, and King HJ-203
   04/30/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Vick, Kennedy,
Hiott, Loftis, Gullick, King, Daning, Duncan, Sellers,
Hart, and Crawford HJ-49
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-59
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-67
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-67
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
15
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-81
   05/19/09 Senate Amended SJ-21
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-21
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-32
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-2 HJ-32
   05/27/09 Ratified R 109
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 48
H 3652  General Bill, By Duncan, Clemmons, Agnew, Cooper, Gambrell,
M.A. Pitts, Umphlett, Viers and White
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-205, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NAME OF THE ACT THAT
ALLOWS THE STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION TO ISSUE CON-
CEALED WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE
ACT FROM THE “LAW ABIDING CITIZENS SELF-DEFENSE ACT OF
1996” TO THE “SOUTH CAROLINA WELL-REGULATED MILITIA ACT”.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3653 (Rat # 0110, Act #  0095)  Joint Resolution, By McLeod
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DELAY IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ACT 270 OF 2008, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
MUNICIPAL COURT JURY LISTS INCLUDE OTHERWISE QUALIFIED
RESIDENTS OF THE MUNICIPALITY WHO HOLD A VALID SOUTH CAR-
OLINA DRIVER’S LICENSE OR IDENTIFICATION CARD, SO AS TO
POSTPONE THIS EXPANSION OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT JURY LIST
UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2009. - ratified title
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
   03/26/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-27230
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-27
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-223
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-28
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   05/07/09 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-19
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-19
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   05/27/09 Ratified R 110
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 95
H 3654  General Bill, By Scott, Erickson, Daning, Dillard, Hamilton,
Herbkersman, Horne and A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-15-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL STATE SALARY SUPPLEMENTS
FOR COUNTY GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THOSE
CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN THE OFFICE BUDGETS FOR THESE OFFI-
CIALS MAY BE REDUCED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
COUNTY WITHOUT RESULTING IN A REDUCTION IN FUNDS DISTRIB-
UTED TO THE COUNTY PURSUANT TO THE STATE AID TO SUBDIVI-
SIONS ACT.
   03/03/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/03/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3655  Resolution, By Gilliard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE M. BEATRICE GRANT, OF
CHARLESTON COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MANY MORE YEARS OF HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 3656  Resolution, By Gilliard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MR. MODIE
RISHER, SR., OF CHARLESTON, FOR HIS ACHIEVEMENTS AS AN EDU-
CATOR AND COACH, TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON THE OCCASION OF
HIS EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS IN
THE COMING YEARS.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 3657 (Rat # 0020, Act #  0114)  Joint Resolution, By  House Labor,
Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE, RELATING TO PRENEED LIFE INSURANCE
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR DETERMINING RESERVE LIABILITIES
AND NONFORFEITURE VALUES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOC-
UMENT NUMBER 4035, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE
1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/04/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-68
   03/05/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   03/05/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-25
   03/06/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-16
   03/12/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
   03/17/09 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   03/24/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-21
   04/02/09 Ratified R 20
   04/08/09 Signed By Governor
   04/14/09 Effective date 04/08/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 114
H 3658  General Bill, By Gullick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-5-15 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN ADDITION
TO ALL OTHER REQUIREMENTS OF LAW, THE TREASURER OF THIS
STATE ALSO MUST BE A CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT LICENSED
TO PRACTICE IN THIS STATE.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   03/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-68
H 3659  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS OF CERTAIN OFFENSES INVOLVING WEAPONS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE ASSAULT WEAPONS IN THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE
AND INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION AND CREATE A
TWO-TIERED PENALTY SCHEME; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-210,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE ARTICLE, SO AS
TO DEFINE THE TERM “ASSAULT WEAPON”.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   03/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-69
H 3660  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-53-1990 SO AS TO REQUIRE EVERY PUBLIC
MIDDLE SCHOOL AND PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL OF THIS STATE EACH
TO OFFER AT LEAST FIVE CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY COURSES TO
THEIR RESPECTIVE STUDENTS FOR ELECTIVE CREDIT.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   03/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-69
H 3661  General Bill, By Gilliard and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-3-1980 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION MAY APPOINT NONCOMPENSATED VOLUNTEERS TO
ISSUE PARKING TICKETS TO VEHICLES AND PERSONS WHO VIOLATE
THE STATE’S HANDICAPPED PARKING LAWS, AND TO PROVIDE THE
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE VOLUNTEERS.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   03/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-69
H 3662  General Bill, By Hutto, Gilliard and R.L. Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF THE
CHARTER SCHOOL CHAPTER, SO AS TO AMEND THE DEFINITION OF
“CHARTER SCHOOL” TO ALLOW AN APPLICANT TO SEEK TO FORM A
SINGLE SEX CHARTER SCHOOL WITHOUT REGARD TO THE GENDER
MAKEUP OF THAT PROPOSED CHARTER SCHOOL; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 59-40-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES
OF A CHARTER SCHOOL, SO AS TO MAKE EXCEPTIONS FOR THE
APPLICATION TO CREATE A SINGLE GENDER CHARTER SCHOOL TO
THE REQUIREMENTS THAT CHARTER SCHOOLS ADMIT ALL CHIL-
DREN ELIGIBLE TO ATTEND PUBLIC SCHOOL AND THAT CHARTER
SCHOOLS MAY NOT DENY ADMISSION OR SHOW PREFERENCE TO A
GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS, RESPECTIVELY.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   03/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-69
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: R.L.Brown
H 3663  General Bill, By Hutto, Whipper, J.E. Smith, R.L. Brown and
Stavrinakis231
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO
REPORT CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT WHEN A PERSON IS MANDATED
TO MAKE THESE REPORTS, SO AS TO ALSO PROVIDE CIVIL LIABILITY
FOR FAILURE TO MAKE A REPORT.
   03/04/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   03/04/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-70
H 3664 (Rat # 0021, Act #  0002)  General Bill, By Merrill
Similar (S 0594)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-147-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION REVENUE
BOND ACT, SO AS TO CLARIFY THOSE ELIGIBLE FACILITIES WHICH
MAY BE FINANCED UNDER THE ACT; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-
147-120 RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON THE ISSUANCE OF CERTAIN
REVENUE BONDS. - ratified title
   03/04/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-70
   03/24/09 House Read second time HJ-32
   03/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-12
   03/26/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Finance SJ-2
   03/31/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/01/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-18
   04/02/09 Ratified R 21
   04/09/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   04/14/09 Effective date 04/09/09
   04/17/09 Act No. 2
H 3665  Concurrent Resolution, By Crawford, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE PALMETTO BOYS
STATE TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AND THE SENATE ON FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 2009, FROM 12:00 NOON TO
1:00 P.M. FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE MEETING.
   03/05/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/05/09 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   03/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   03/11/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-19
   03/11/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-19
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-26
H 3666  Resolution, By Miller, Anderson, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEMORATE THE FIFTEENTH ANNI-
VERSARY OF THE LINE-OF-DUTY DEATH OF MAJOR SPENCER
GUERRY, FORMER GEORGETOWN DEPUTY CHIEF OF POLICE, AND TO
HONOR HIS LIFE AND SERVICE.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3667  Resolution, By McLeod
Similar (S 0477)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND ALL THE CITIZENS OF NEW-
BERRY COUNTY AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA WHO ARE
PARTICIPATING IN THE “RELAY FOR LIFE FOR NEWBERRY COUNTY”
TO BE HELD MAY 1-2, 2009, AND TO DECLARE MAY 1-2, 2009, AS NEW-
BERRY COUNTY RELAY FOR LIFE WEEKEND.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3668  General Bill, By Umphlett, Merrill, Bowen, Erickson, Daning, Edge,
Hearn and Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-51-55, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIRED BID ON
BEHALF OF A COUNTY FORFEITED LAND COMMISSION BY THE OFFI-
CIAL CONDUCTING A DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAX SALE, SO AS TO
ALLOW BUT NOT REQUIRE A BID AND TO CONFORM BIDDING PRO-
VISIONS WITH RESPECT TO CONTAMINATED PROPERTY.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
H 3669  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-10-15 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A STATE MINI-
MUM WAGE; BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3475 SO AS TO ALLOW A ONE-
TIME TAX CREDIT TO CERTAIN ELIGIBLE EMPLOYERS WHO PAY THE
INCREASED MINIMUM WAGE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-130,
RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A LOCAL MINIMUM WAGE IN
EXCESS OF THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION FROM REQUIRING A MINIMUM WAGE
LOWER THAN THE STATE MINIMUM WAGE.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3670  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-240 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL CONFES-
SIONS OBTAINED BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY MUST BE
VIDEO RECORDED.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3671  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, E.H. Pitts, Mitchell, Agnew, H.B.
Brown, Daning, Funderburk, Gambrell, Herbkersman, Horne, Limehouse,
Merrill, D.C. Moss, J.R. Smith, Stavrinakis, Umphlett, Willis and A.D.
Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 53-1-150, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EXEMPTION OF CER-
TAIN COUNTIES FROM PROVISIONS OF LAW REGULATING ACTIVI-
TIES ON SUNDAY, SO AS TO REDUCE THE REQUIRED AMOUNT OF
ACCOMMODATIONS TAX REVENUES COLLECTED IN A COUNTY DUR-
ING A FISCAL YEAR WHICH EXEMPTS A COUNTY FROM THESE PRO-
VISIONS OF LAW REGULATING ACTIVITIES ON SUNDAY.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10232
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3672  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-21-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHANGE OF VENUE IN CRIMINAL PRO-
CEEDINGS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A PERSON CHARGED WITH A
CRIMINAL OFFENSE IS A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, MAGIS-
TRATE, OR CIRCUIT JUDGE, IT IS REBUTTABLY PRESUMED THAT A
FAIR AND IMPARTIAL TRIAL CANNOT BE OBTAINED IN THE COUNTY
IN WHICH THE DEFENDANT SERVED AND THAT THE VENUE IN SUCH
A CASE MUST BE CHANGED TO ANOTHER COUNTY.
   03/05/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/05/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3673  Concurrent Resolution, By Forrester, Parker, Duncan, Hiott, Allison,
Cole, Cooper, Daning, Kelly, Littlejohn, Owens, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Stringer,
Wylie, T.R. Young, J.R. Smith, D.C. Smith, Stewart, Millwood, Bedingfield
and Lowe
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE OPPOSITION OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO THE FIREARM
LICENSING AND RECORD OF SALE ACT OF 2009 RECENTLY INTRO-
DUCED IN THE CONGRESS WHICH WOULD, AMONG OTHER PROVI-
SIONS, REQUIRE ALL FIREARM OWNERS TO APPLY FOR AND CARRY
A FEDERALLY ISSUED PICTURE IDENTIFICATION IN ORDER TO KEEP
ANY FIREARM IN THEIR HOMES, AND TO MEMORIALIZE THE CON-
GRESS TO CEASE AND DESIST FROM ATTEMPTING TO ENACT ANY
FEDERAL LEGISLATION INFRINGING ON THE CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHT TO EVERY AMERICAN TO KEEP AND BEAR ARMS.
   03/09/09 House Introduced HJ-3
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-3
   03/09/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: T.R.Young,
J.R.Smith, D.C.Smith, Stewart
   03/10/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood,
Bedingfield
   03/24/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-47
   03/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Lowe
   03/25/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-46
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-12
H 3674  Concurrent Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Bales, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0557)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIEUTENANT
ULYSSES FLEMMING, SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR NEARLY FORTY YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/09/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-4
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3675  Concurrent Resolution, By Neilson, Williams, Lucas, Harrell,
Jennings, Barfield, Bales, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Ballentine, Bannister, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen,
Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown,
Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford,
Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye,
Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley, Hamilton,
Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott,
Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Kelly, Kennedy,
King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mack,
McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss,
Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts,
M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C.
Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers,
Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R.
Young
Similar (S 0524)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE LONG-HELD BELIEF
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY THAT NASCAR RACING IS AN INTE-
GRAL AND VITAL PART OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND ITS
ECONOMY AND TO RECOGNIZE THE DARLINGTON RACEWAY AS
ONE OF OUR STATE’S MOST TREASURED ATTRACTIONS AND
NASCAR RACING AS A SIGNIFICANT PART OF OUR STATE’S RICH HIS-
TORY, AND TO NAME THE WEEK OF MAY 4, 2009 THROUGH MAY 10,
2009, “DARLINGTON RACEWAY WEEK, THE WEEK TOO TOUGH TO
TAME”.
   03/09/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   03/10/09 Senate Introduced SJ-17
   03/10/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-17
   03/17/09 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-7
   03/17/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-7
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-7
H 3676  General Bill, By Herbkersman and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3588 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A CREDIT
AGAINST CERTAIN TAX LIABILITY OF A TAXPAYER FOR COSTS
INCURRED FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, RENOVATION, OR OTHER
BUILDING PROJECT THAT MEETS CERTAIN GREEN GLOBES OR LEED
STANDARDS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND TO DEFINE TERMS; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-6-3360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE JOBS
TAX CREDIT, SO AS TO INCLUDE A KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE BUSI-
NESS AS A QUALIFYING FACILITY, DEFINE “KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE
BUSINESS”, AND PROVIDE FOR THE DESIGNATION OF COUNTY
RANKINGS BY USING THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE AND EITHER THE
PER CAPITA INCOME OR THE AVERAGE REGIONAL WAGE RATE; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3410, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
CORPORATE INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR CORPORATE HEADQUAR-
TERS, SO AS TO MODIFY THE REQUIREMENT OF A CERTAIN NUMBER
OF NEW FULL-TIME JOBS TO TEN PERCENT OF THE CORPORATE PAY-
ROLL.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3677 (Rat # 0111, Act #  0059)  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0512)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ENACTING THE “VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN FEDERAL COMPLI-
ANCE ACT” SO AS TO CONFORM STATE LAW TO FEDERAL REQUIRE-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-740, RELATING TO TESTING
CERTAIN CRIMINALS FOR HEPATITIS B AND THE HUMAN IMMUNO-
DEFICIENCY VIRUS AT THE REQUEST OF A VICTIM, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DEFINITION OF “OFFENDER” TO INCLUDE ADULTS AND JUVE-
NILES, TO REVISE PROCEDURES FOR DISCLOSING TEST RESULTS, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-233
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTAL CONTROL SHALL ADVISE THE VICTIM OF AVAILABLE TREAT-
MENT OPTIONS AND, UPON REQUEST OF THE VICTIM, TEST THE
VICTIM AND PROVIDE POST-TESTING COUNSELING; BY ADDING
SECTION 16-3-750 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT AND
PROSECUTING OFFICERS MAY REQUEST A VICTIM OF AN ALLEGED
CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OFFENSE TO SUBMIT TO A POLY-
GRAPH EXAMINATION IF THE CREDIBILITY OF THE VICTIM IS AT
ISSUE AND TO PROHIBIT LAW ENFORCEMENT OR SUCH OFFICERS
FROM REQUIRING A VICTIM TO SUBMIT TO SUCH EXAMINATION AS
A CONDITION OF PROCEEDING WITH THE INVESTIGATION, CHARG-
ING, OR PROSECUTION OF THE OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-
1350, RELATING TO MEDICOLEGAL EXAMINATIONS OF VICTIMS OF
CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OR CHILD SEX ABUSE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE PROVISION REQUIRING SUCH A VICTIM TO FILE AN
INCIDENT REPORT WITH A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IN ORDER
TO RECEIVE A MEDICOLEGAL EXAMINATION WITHOUT CHARGE;
AND BY ADDING SECTION 16-25-30 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON CONVICTED OF CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR CRIMINAL
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OF A HIGH AND AGGRAVATED NATURE MUST
BE NOTIFIED IN WRITING THAT PURSUANT TO FEDERAL LAW IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR SUCH AN OFFENDER TO SHIP, TRANSPORT, OR POS-
SESS A FIREARM. - ratified title
   03/09/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   03/11/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/25/09 House Committed to Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
   03/25/09 House Roll call Yeas-70  Nays-41 HJ-42
   04/29/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-177
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-34
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-36
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-36
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   05/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-16
   05/13/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-54
   05/13/09 Senate Read second time SJ-54
   05/14/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-24
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-41
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-117  Nays-0 HJ-42
   05/27/09 Ratified R 111
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 59
H 3678 (Rat # 0112, Act #  0060)  General Bill, By D.C. Moss, Whipper,
Anthony, Herbkersman, Merrill, Nanney, G.M. Smith, Thompson and Weeks
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-4140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MAXIMUM ALLOW-
ABLE GROSS WEIGHTS OF VEHICLES THAT MAY BE OPERATED
ALONG THE STATE’S HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL
CHANGE. - ratified title
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-223
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-210
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-21
   05/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-18
   05/27/09 Ratified R 112
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 60
H 3679  General Bill, By Loftis, Brantley, Govan, Clyburn, Gilliard, King,
Agnew, Allison, Anderson, R.L. Brown, Frye, Funderburk, Hayes, Hodges,
Horne, Jefferson, Mack, D.C. Moss, Neilson, Parker, Rice, G.M. Smith,
Spires, Stringer, Umphlett, Weeks, Williams, Willis and A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-287 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE A
PERSON’S DRIVER’S LICENSE MAY BE SUSPENDED FOR FAILURE TO
MAINTAIN INSURANCE ON A MOTOR VEHICLE OR OPERATING AN
UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE, THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES MUST NOTIFY THE PERSON BY CERTIFIED MAIL THAT HIS
DRIVER’S LICENSE WILL BE SUSPENDED.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
H 3680  General Bill, By Limehouse, Sottile, Whipper, Gilliard, Gambrell
and Kelly
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ITEMS EXEMPTED FROM
TAXES IMPOSED ON THEIR GROSS PROCEEDS OF SALES OR SALES
PRICE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
INSTALLED IN A MANUFACTURED HOME ARE EXEMPT FROM THE
TAXES IMPOSED UNDER THIS SECTION.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3681  General Bill, By Ott, Kirsh, Brantley, McEachern, G.A. Brown, J.H.
Neal, Cobb-Hunter, Sellers, Gunn, Dillard, King, Anderson, Duncan, Agnew,
Clyburn, Edge, Gambrell, Hosey, Howard, McLeod, M.A. Pitts, Hodges and
Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 26 TO TITLE 50 SO AS TO ENACT “CHANDLER’S
LAW” TO PROVIDE FOR REGULATION OF THE OPERATION OF ALL-
TERRAIN VEHICLES INCLUDING THE REQUIREMENT THAT PERSONS
FIFTEEN AND YOUNGER MUST COMPLETE A SAFETY COURSE
BEFORE THEY MAY OPERATE AN ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE, TO
REQUIRE THAT VEHICLES MEETING SPECIFIC STANDARDS ONLY
MAY BE OPERATED BY PERSONS OF A CERTAIN AGE, TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL-TERRAIN
VEHICLES ARE EXEMPT FROM AD VALOREM TAXES BEGINNING
WITH CALENDAR YEAR 2009; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAP-
TER 19, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR THE TITLING
OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   03/31/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hodges
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/02/09 House Amended HJ-44
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-45
   04/02/09 House Motion to reconsider tabled HJ-49
   04/21/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-38
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/22/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-4
   05/14/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
44
H 3682  General Bill, By Rutherford234
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-2087 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE A COMMERCIAL
DRIVER’S LICENSE TO HONORABLY DISCHARGED MEMBERS OF THE
UNITED STATES MILITARY, SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD,
AND MILITARY RESERVES WHO APPLY FOR THE LICENSE WITHIN
NINETY DAYS OF THEIR DISCHARGE FROM MILITARY SERVICE, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONDITIONS THAT AN APPLICANT FOR THIS
DRIVER’S LICENSE MUST FULFILL.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-10
H 3683  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-460, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR DRIVING A MOTOR VEHI-
CLE WITH A CANCELED, SUSPENDED, OR REVOKED DRIVER’S
LICENSE, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTY FOR DRIVING A MOTOR
VEHICLE WITH A CANCELED, SUSPENDED, OR REVOKED DRIVER’S
LICENSE FOR A THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3684  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-240 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER MUST WEAR AN OFFICIAL BADGE ISSUED
BY THE AGENCY IN WHICH HE IS EMPLOYED AT ALL TIMES WHILE
ON DUTY EXCEPT WHEN HE IS PERFORMING UNDERCOVER LAW
ENFORCEMENT DUTIES.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/09/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
H 3685  Joint Resolution, By Vick
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAYS MISSED
ON JANUARY 20, 2009, AND FEBRUARY 4, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT WHEN THE SCHOOLS
WERE CLOSED DUE TO SNOW AND INCLEMENT WEATHER ARE
EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL
DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR OTHER DIS-
RUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/09/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-11
   03/11/09 House Read second time HJ-22
   03/11/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   03/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
H 3686  Resolution, By Weeks, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE GEORGE M. MCFADDIN, JR., OF SUMTER COUNTY FOR HIS DED-
ICATED LABORS ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, AND TO
CONGRATULATE HIM ON BEING NAMED 2009 ADVOCATE OF THE
YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN’S FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARD (FCRB), A DIVISION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR’S
OFFICE.
   03/09/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3687  Resolution, By E.H. Pitts and Haley
Similar (S 0740, H 3690)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LEXINGTON HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2008 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3688  Resolution, By Ott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DECLARATION OF INDE-
PENDENCE AND THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION WITH ITS BILL
OF RIGHTS ENUMERATING OUR UNALIENABLE RIGHTS AND LIBER-
TIES AND TO PROCLAIM MONDAY, MARCH 16, 2009, AS “LIBERTY
DAY” IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3689  Resolution, By Dillard and Allen
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND CONGRATULATE MORRIS
F. HALL, D.D.S., F.A.G.D., AND WILLIE J. HILL, D.D.S., F.A.G.D., FOR
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE CITIZENS
AND RESIDENTS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY IN THE PRACTICE OF
DENTISTRY, AND TO WISH THEM MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN THEIR DENTAL PARTNERSHIP.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3690  Resolution, By E.H. Pitts and Haley
Similar (S 0740, H 3687)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LEXING-
TON HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS GOLF TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2008
CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S SUPERLATIVE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3691  Resolution, By J.R. Smith
Similar (H 3692)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE SIL-
VER BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL NAVY JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAIN-
ING CORPS, INSTRUCTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND
TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF235
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSRECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING THEM FOR CAPTURING THE 2008
NJROTC STATE DRILL CHAMPIONSHIP.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3692  Resolution, By J.R. Smith
Similar (H 3691)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SILVER
BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL NAVY JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING
CORPS FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 NJROTC STATE DRILL CHAMPION-
SHIP, AND TO WISH THE TEAM MEMBERS AND THEIR INSTRUCTORS
ALL THE BEST IN FUTURE COMPETITION.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3693  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Erickson and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 18 TO CHAPTER 4, TITLE 61 SO AS TO DEFINE
THE TERMS “MICROBREWERY” AND “LICENSED PREMISES”; TO
ALLOW A MICROBREWERY OR MANUFACTURER TO CONDUCT BEER
SAMPLINGS OR TASTINGS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE PAYMENT OF APPROPRIATE TAXES.
   03/10/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/10/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3694  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3695)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE MEMBERS
OF THE FIRST BAPTIST SCHOOL HURRICANE VARSITY BASKETBALL
TEAM OF CHARLESTON COUNTY FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEASON, AND
TO COMMEND THE OUTSTANDING PLAYERS AND COACHES FOR
CAPTURING THE 2009 SCISA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3695  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3694)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
FIRST BAPTIST SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 SCISA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3696  Resolution, By R.L. Brown, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MEMBERS
OF FAITH WALK MINISTRIES OF CHARLESTON COUNTY AND TO
EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR THEIR MINISTRY TO THEIR COMMUNITY
UPON THE OCCASION OF THEIR 2009 HOMECOMING.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3697  Resolution, By Scott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3698)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE GOOSE
CREEK HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM FOR AN OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ATHLETES,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR CAPTURING THE 2009
CLASS AAAA STATE BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3698  Resolution, By Scott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,236
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Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3697)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
GOOSE CREEK HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3699  Resolution, By Owens, Hiott, Rice and Skelton
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE GREENVILLE YOUNG
MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO USE THE HOUSE CHAMBER AND
ANY AVAILABLE COMMITTEE HEARING ROOMS IN THE BLATT
HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2009, AND
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2009, TO CONDUCT THE YOUTH IN GOVERN-
MENT PROGRAM.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3700  Resolution, By Gunn, King, Sellers and Hart
Similar (S 0592)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF WORLD
TUBERCULOSIS DAY AS FOCUSING ATTENTION ON ONE OF THE
WORLD’S DEADLIEST KILLERS AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY, MARCH
24, 2009, AS “SOUTH CAROLINA TUBERCULOSIS DAY.”
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3701  Resolution, By Brady, Gunn, McEachern and Howard
Similar (S 0569, H 3702)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SPRING
VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL “LADY VIKINGS” BASKETBALL TEAM ON ITS
IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF ON AN
OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3702  Resolution, By Brady, Gunn and McEachern
Similar (S 0569, H 3701)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SPRING VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted
H 3703  Concurrent Resolution, By Kirsh and Simrill
Similar (S 0570)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE YORK COUNTY AS A
VITAL PART OF THE GREAT STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
DECLARE MARCH 31, 2009, “YORK COUNTY DAY” IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   03/11/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/11/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-8
   03/12/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   03/17/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-27
H 3704  Resolution, By Cato and Bannister
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE SYLVIA A. MATTHEWS, WHO COMPLETED HER UNDERGRADU-
ATE AND LEGAL EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA, UPON HER
APPOINTMENT TO THE 281ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF HARRIS
COUNTY, TEXAS, AND TO EXPRESS SINCERE WISHES FOR HER
FUTURE SUCCESS.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3705  Joint Resolution, By Cooper
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF ANDERSON SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT 1 WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO SNOW IS
EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL
DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR OTHER DIS-
RUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/11/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-12
   03/24/09 House Amended HJ-30
   03/24/09 House Read second time HJ-30
   03/25/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-22
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/25/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
H 3706  General Bill, By Weeks and Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1348, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE USE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS FOR
PERSONAL EXPENSES, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE A DEBIT CARD DRAWN
UPON THE CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT MAY BE USED ON EXPENDITURES
MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS IN ADDITION TO A WRITTEN
INSTRUMENT.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
   04/02/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-117
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-238
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Cleary, Scott
H 3707  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Cato, Cobb-Hunter, Toole, Ott, Cooper,
Gambrell, Bowen, Agnew, McLeod, J.H. Neal, Gunn, Hayes, Stewart,
Thompson, White, Duncan, D.C. Moss, H.B. Brown, Knight, Frye, Spires,
Neilson, Vick, Hutto, Sellers and Rice
Similar (S 0612)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-41-235 SO AS TO REQUIRE MOTOR FUEL TER-
MINALS TO OFFER FOR SALE PRODUCTS THAT ARE SUITABLE FOR
SUBSEQUENT BLENDING EITHER WITH ETHANOL OR BIODIESEL; TO
PROHIBIT A PERSON OR ENTITY FROM TAKING AN ACTION TO DENY
A MOTOR FUEL DISTRIBUTOR OR RETAILER FROM BEING THE
BLENDER OF RECORD; TO REQUIRE MOTOR FUEL DISTRIBUTORS,
RETAILERS, AND REFINERS TO UTILIZE THE RENEWABLE IDENTIFI-
CATION NUMBER; AND TO DECLARE VIOLATIONS AN UNFAIR TRADE
PRACTICE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-13
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duncan
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss,
H.B.Brown
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Frye, Spires,
Neilson
   04/23/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cobb-Hunter, Hiott,
Umphlett, Duncan, Jefferson, Sandifer, Ott, Sellers, MA
Pitts, Crawford, Erickson, Gambrell, Cooper, Skelton,
Mitchell, TR Young, JR Smith, and DC Smith HJ-245
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Vick237
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   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-240
   04/29/09 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-7 HJ-244
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-73
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-10
   05/07/09 Senate Polled out of committee Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-19
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-19
H 3708  General Bill, By Herbkersman and Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-21-2700 SO AS TO DEFINE, SPECIFICALLY
AND WITH EXAMPLES AND EXCLUSIONS, “AN AMUSEMENT
REDEMPTION MACHINE”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR CRIMINAL PENAL-
TIES FOR REWARDING PLAYERS WITH ITEMS OTHER THAN FREE
REPLAYS OR NONCASH MERCHANDISE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3709  General Bill, By McEachern
Similar (H 3836)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-730, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE USES ALLOWED FOR
LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX REVENUES, SO AS TO ALLOW THE GOV-
ERNING BODY OF A COUNTY BY ORDINANCE TO USE NOT MORE
THAN ONE-HALF OF THE REVENUES OF THE LOCAL HOSPITALITY
TAX IMPOSED BY THE COUNTY FOR COUNTY TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
H 3710  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EMERGENCY MEDI-
CAL SERVICES ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SO AS TO REVISE DEFINI-
TIONS; TO REVISE THE COMPOSITION OF THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES ADVISORY COUNCIL; TO PROVIDE FOR THE POSITION OF
STATE MEDICAL CONTROL PHYSICIAN AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THIS POSITION; TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL SHALL ESTABLISH AMBULANCE AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIAN LICENSE, PERMIT, AND CERTIFICATION FEES TO BE
USED TO CARRY OUT AND ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS OF THE EMER-
GENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PROGRAM; TO FURTHER SPECIFY EMER-
GENCY MEDICAL RESPONSE AND AMBULANCE SERVICE LICENSE
AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS, AMBULANCE EQUIPMENT REQUIRE-
MENTS, AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDING NATIONAL REGISTRATION FOR EMT’S
AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION; TO PROVIDE CIVIL PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATIONS; TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR INVESTIGATIVE REVIEW OF
ACTIONS OF EMT’S; AND TO PROVIDE THAT INFORMATION PERTAIN-
ING TO SANCTIONS TAKEN AS A RESULT OF AN INVESTIGATION MAY
BE RELEASED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CERTAIN DEPARTMENT REGU-
LATIONS.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-13
H 3711  General Bill, By Jennings
Similar (S 0621)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE
EMPLOYEES AND RETIREES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR COVERAGE UNDER
STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS, SO AS TO ALLOW A
PERSON WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH
AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS AS A COUNTY COUNCIL MEMBER
OF A PARTICIPATING COUNTY, AND WHO IS ALSO ELIGIBLE TO
ELECT COVERAGE AS THE SPOUSE OF A COVERED EMPLOYEE OR
RETIREE, TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INSURANCE PLANS AS EITHER AN
EMPLOYEE OR A SPOUSE, BUT NOT BOTH.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3712  General Bill, By Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-15-15 SO AS TO DEFINE JOINT CUSTODY OF
MINOR CHILDREN FOR PURPOSES OF SEPARATION AND DIVORCE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/11/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3713  Resolution, By Funderburk
Similar (S 0603, H 3715)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CAMDEN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 3714  Resolution, By Alexander, Branham, Lowe and Williams
Similar (S 0507)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND DOROTHY ELLIS KING OF
FLORENCE COUNTY FOR HER TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE TO FRANCIS MARION UNIVERSITY, AND TO RECOGNIZE
HER UPON THE OCCASION OF THE NAMING OF A FRANCIS MARION
UNIVERSITY BUILDING IN HER HONOR.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3715  Resolution, By Funderburk, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0603, H 3713)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CAM-
DEN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE
2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3716  Resolution, By Simrill, Delleney, Gullick, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,238
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Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF MRS. SUZANNE S. KIRSH, OF CLOVER,
WIFE OF OUR DEAR FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE, REPRESENTATIVE
HERB KIRSH, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/11/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3717  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Clemmons and Mack
Similar (S 0586)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WITHDRAW THE REQUEST FOR A
MEETING OF THE JOINT ASSEMBLY OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 2009, AT ELEVEN O’CLOCK A.M. TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT
LARGE, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009.
   03/24/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-8
H 3718  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-148 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE RESALE OF
FRESH OR FROZEN MEAT OR MEAT PRODUCTS SOLD TO AND
RETURNED BY A CONSUMER.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-54
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-36
   04/29/09 House Amended HJ-202
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hart, Kennedy, Rutherford,
Hosey, Sellers, Clemmons, Govan, G Brown, Crawford,
Daning, Lowe, and Erickson HJ-203
   05/13/09 House Amended HJ-56
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-57
   05/13/09 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-57
   05/14/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-54
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
H 3719  General Bill, By Clemmons, Weeks, Willis and Dillard
Similar (S 0174, H 3817)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUBMISSION OF A MISSING PERSON
REPORT TO THE MISSING PERSON INFORMATION CENTER, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR A MISSING PERSON,
MAY SUBMIT A MISSING PERSON REPORT; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-
250, RELATING TO THE DISSEMINATION OF MISSING PERSON REPORT
DATA, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR A
MISSING PERSON REPORT TO A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY; TO
AMEND SECTION 23-3-270, RELATING TO THE DUTY OF A PERSON
WHO SUBMITS A MISSING PERSON REPORT TO A LAW ENFORCE-
MENT AGENCY OR THE MISSING PERSON INFORMATION CENTERS
TO NOTIFY BOTH ENTITIES OF THE LOCATION OF AN INDIVIDUAL
CONTAINED IN THE REPORT WHOSE LOCATION HAS BEEN DETER-
MINED, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR A
MISSING PERSON MAY SUBMIT A MISSING PERSON REPORT TO A
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OR TO THE MISSING PERSON INFOR-
MATION CENTER; AND BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-330 SO AS TO
ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE SYSTEM FOR THE RAPID DISSEMINATION
OF INFORMATION REGARDING A MISSING PERSON WHO IS
BELIEVED TO BE SUFFERING FROM DEMENTIA OR OTHER COGNI-
TIVE IMPAIRMENT.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis, Dillard
   05/14/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-66
   05/19/09 House Amended HJ-33
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-35
   05/20/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
H 3720  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-9-720, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SERVICE ON UNKNOWN PARTIES BY PUB-
LICATION IN CERTAIN ACTIONS CONCERNING REAL PROPERTY, SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR SERVICE OF ALL COURT REQUIRED DOCU-
MENTS BY PUBLICATION AND, FURTHER, IN AN ACTION INVOLVING
MULTIPLE UNITS IN A SINGLE HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIME, FOR
SERVICE BY PUBLICATION BY CONSOLIDATING THE SERVICES INTO
A SINGLE SERVICE THAT IDENTIFIES EACH APARTMENT INCLUDED
IN THE ACTION BASED ON THE APARTMENTíS DESCRIPTION IN THE
MASTER DEED.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-8
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-29
   04/29/09 House Amended
   04/29/09 House Read second time
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
H 3721 (Rat # 0040, Act #  0016)  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (H 3383)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO STATE TAX LAWS, SO AS TO UPDATE
THE REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO THE YEAR
2008; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTIONS NOT ADOPTED BY STATE LAW,
SO AS TO MAKE ADDITIONS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TAXPAYER
WHO FOLLOWS SECTION 3094 OF THE FEDERAL HOUSING ECO-
NOMIC RECOVERY ACT OF 2008, FOR SOUTH CAROLINA PURPOSES
MUST NOT BE PENALIZED. - ratified title
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-6
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-33
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-22
   04/22/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-10
   04/28/09 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   04/29/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-6
   04/30/09 Ratified R 40
   05/07/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/07/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 16239
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3722  General Bill, By Kirsh and White
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-1145 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR DETERMINA-
TION OF TREATMENT OF GAINS AND LOSSES APPORTIONED TO THIS
STATE BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE STANDARDS; BY ADDING
SECTION 12-36-2575 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR FILING OF A RETURN
FOR EACH SALES OR USE TAX LIABILITY PERIOD EVEN IF NO TAX
LIABILITY ACCRUES FOR THAT PERIOD; TO AMEND SECTION 12-4-
320, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ADOPTION OF
FEDERAL RELIEF FOR CERTAIN ADVERSELY AFFECTED TAXPAYERS;
TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-590, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TREAT-
MENT OF “S” CORPORATIONS FOR TAX PURPOSES, SO AS TO
INCLUDE ADDITIONAL REFERENCES TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE FOR SIMILAR STATE TREATMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-
2250, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE APPORTIONMENT OF INCOME
DERIVED BY A TAXPAYER TO THE TAXPAYER’S CONDUCT OF BUSI-
NESS IN THIS STATE, SO AS TO CHANGE THE WORD “ALLOCATED” TO
“APPORTIONED”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-2295, RELATING TO
INCLUSIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE TERMS
“SALES” AND “GROSS RECEIPTS” AS USED IN THE APPORTIONMENT
OF INCOME TO THIS STATE FOR STATE INCOME TAX PURPOSES, SO
AS TO FURTHER SPECIFY RENTAL AND SALES INCOME FROM TANGI-
BLE AND INTANGIBLE, REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY IN THE
ORDINARY COURSE OF THE TAXPAYER’S TRADE OR BUSINESS; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-6-3360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE JOB
TAX CREDIT AGAINST THE STATE INCOME TAX, SO AS TO DELETE A
REFERENCE TO GENERAL CONTRACTORS IN CONNECTION WITH
THE TERM “CORPORATE OFFICE”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3376,
RELATING TO A CREDIT AGAINST THE STATE INCOME TAX FOR THE
PURCHASE OR LEASE OF A PLUG-IN HYBRID VEHICLE, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THAT THE CREDIT BE THE FIRST CLAIMED FOR THAT VEHI-
CLE, TO PROVIDE FOR REGULATIONS PROMULGATED BY THE STATE
ENERGY OFFICE, TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR CLAIMING THE CAPPED
CREDIT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE EFFECT OF A REPEAL OF THE
CAPS ON THE CREDIT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3377, RELATING TO
THE ALTERNATIVE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL CREDIT AGAINST THE
STATE INCOME TAX, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE CALCU-
LATION OF THE CREDIT FOR BUSINESS USE AND TO DELETE A PRO-
VISION DEEMING THE FEDERAL TAX TREATMENT OF THE
ALTERNATIVE FUEL CREDIT TO BE PERMANENT; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-6-3535, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO A CREDIT AGAINST THE
STATE INCOME TAX FOR REHABILITATION OF A HISTORIC STRUC-
TURE, SO AS TO INCLUDE A CREDIT AGAINST THE CORPORATE
LICENSE FEES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3550, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE VOLUNTARY CLEANUP INCOME TAX CREDIT, SO AS TO
CLARIFY THAT THE CREDIT IS ONE AGAINST THE STATE INCOME
TAX; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3585, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP FUND CREDIT AGAINST STATE TAXES, SO
AS TO ALLOW THE CREDIT TO BE USED AGAINST THE TAXPAYER’S
APPLICABLE STATE INCOME TAX, BANK TAX, INSURANCE PREMIUM
TAX, OR LICENSE FEE LIABILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3610, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR PROPERTY USED
FOR DISTRIBUTION OR DISPENSING OF RENEWABLE FUEL, SO AS TO
DELETE CERTAIN TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
12-6-3630, RELATING TO A CREDIT AGAINST CERTAIN STATE TAXES
FOR A CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HYDROGEN
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT FUND, SO AS TO FURTHER PRO-
VIDE FOR CLAIMING THE CREDIT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-8-1530,
RELATING TO QUARTERLY RETURNS OF WITHHELD TAX, SO AS TO
REQUIRE RETURNS EVEN IN PERIODS WHEN NO TAX HAS BEEN
WITHHELD; TO AMEND SECTION 12-8-1550, RELATING TO STATE-
MENTS REQUIRED TO BE FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVE-
NUE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR PRESCRIPTION BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF EITHER ELECTRONIC OR MAGNETIC MEDIA METHOD FOR SUB-
MISSION OF CERTAIN INFORMATION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-80,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE JOB DEVELOPMENT TAX CREDIT,
SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS AND ADD A CROSS REF-
ERENCE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-20-100, RELATING TO LICENSE TAX
ON UTILITIES AND ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES, SO AS TO MAKE TECH-
NICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-2575, TICKETS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE TICKETS BE COLLECTED AND RETAINED TO
ACCOUNT FOR ADMISSIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-910, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FIVE PERCENT SALES TAX ON THE
PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY, SO AS
TO DELETE A REDUNDANCY AS TO THE TAX ON PROCEEDS FROM
THE SALE OF A WARRANTY, MAINTENANCE, OR SIMILAR CONTRACT
FOR TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-
2120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE STATE’S
SALES TAX, SO AS TO SPECIFY NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
CLAIMING THE EXEMPTION ON THE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
USED IN CERTAIN SINGLE MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTION
FACILITIES AND TO PROVIDE FOR ASSESSMENT OF ANY TAX DUE,
TO SPECIFY THAT THE EXEMPTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE
OF CURRENCY APPLIES TO CURRENCY THAT IS LEGAL TENDER, AND
TO CLARIFY THE EXEMPTION AS TO DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIP-
MENT AND RELATED SUPPLIES;  TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-90,
RELATING TO DUTIES OF A FULL-TIME COUNTY ASSESSOR, SO AS TO
DELETE THE AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO
ALTER A VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY AS SET BY THE ASSESSOR; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR EXEMPTION OF THE REAL PROPERTY
OF DEFINED TAX EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS AND TO CORRECT A
CROSS REFERENCE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-44-30, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE FEE IN LIEU OF
TAX SIMPLIFICATION ACT, SO AS TO CORRECT A CROSS REFERENCE
IN THE DEFINITION OF “SPONSOR”; TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-70, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING RETURNS
OR PAYING TAX, SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE THE LENGTH OF THE
EXTENSION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-85, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO TIME LIMITATION FOR ASSESSMENT OF TAXES OR FEES BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE INSTANCE
OF A TAXPAYER LACKING A VALID BUSINESS PURPOSE; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-54-240, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DISCLOSURE OF
RECORDS AND REPORTS FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVE-
NUE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE DISCLOSURE MUST BE WILFUL
TO GIVE RISE TO THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-63-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ENERGY FREEDOM AND RURAL
DEVELOPMENT ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE “BIODIESEL” FOR THAT PUR-
POSE; TO AMEND SECTION 30-2-320, RELATING TO DISCLOSURE OF
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC
RECORDS, AND SECTION 37-20-180, RELATING TO DISCLOSURE OF
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH PUBLICATION OF
A SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER, BOTH SO AS TO ALLOW DISCLOSURE
BY AND TO THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CARRYING OUT ITS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-43-1360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATION OF
DONATE LIFE SOUTH CAROLINA, SO AS TO CORRECT A CROSS REF-
ERENCE; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 12-20-175, RELATING TO REDUC-
TION OF LICENSE FEES DUE TO TAX CREDITS AND SECTION 12-36-30,
RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF “PERSON” FOR PURPOSES OF THE
SALES AND USE TAX.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-6
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-34
   04/02/09 House Amended HJ-98
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-115
   04/02/09 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-115
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-116
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23240
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-23
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
14
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-65
   05/21/09 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-18
   05/21/09 Senate Amended SJ-18
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   05/21/09 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-143
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-110
   06/16/09 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Hayes, Ryberg and Coleman SJ-102
   06/16/09 House Conference committee appointed Reps. Kirsh, Bingham,
and White HJ-117
H 3723  General Bill, By Duncan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-510, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES AUTHORIZED FOR SALE, SO AS TO REQUIRE BOTH RESI-
DENTS AND NONRESIDENTS TO OBTAIN A DOG-DEER PERMIT IN
ADDITION TO ALL OTHER REQUIRED LICENSES AND PERMITS FOR
THE PRIVILEGE OF HUNTING DEER WITH A DOG, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THE FEES APPLICABLE TO RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-9-520, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO LIFETIME
COMBINATION LICENSES, SO AS TO PERMIT A RESIDENT HOLDER OF
A LIFETIME LICENSE TO ADD THE PRIVILEGE OF HUNTING DEER
WITH A DOG FOR NO ADDITIONAL COST, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
USE OF THE REVENUE GENERATED FROM THE SALE OF DOG-DEER
PERMITS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-320 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH HUNTING DEER WITH A DOG SHALL BE
CONDUCTED INCLUDING THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR DOGS USED IN
THE HUNT AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-15
H 3724  General Bill, By Duncan, E.H. Pitts, Horne and A.D. Young
Similar (S 0175, S 0395, H 3181)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 20, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT OF
1977, SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH WEIGHTINGS USED
TO PROVIDE FOR RELATIVE COST DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STU-
DENTS ARE DETERMINED, REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH SCHOOL
DISTRICT FUNDING UNDER THIS ACT IS DISTRIBUTED, INCLUDING
ELIMINATING THE INDEX OF TAXPAYING ABILITY, RENAMING “BASE
STUDENT COST” AS “WEIGHTED STUDENT COST”, AND MODIFYING
THE FORMULA FOR COMPUTING WEIGHTED STUDENT COST, AND TO
REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEGINNING WITH FISCAL YEAR
2010-2011 TO PROVIDE ALLOCATIONS TO SCHOOLS BASED ON THE
FULL AMOUNT OF WEIGHTED STUDENT COST DETERMINED UNDER
THIS CHAPTER; BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 69, TITLE 59 SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALLOCATIONS MADE TO SCHOOLS UNDER THE
EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT ACT MUST BE DISBURSED DIRECTLY TO
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS WITHOUT REGARD TO A DESIGNATED PUR-
POSE IN THE SAME MANNER AND FORMULA AS CONTAINED IN THE
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 4-10-810 AND
59-21-1030 RELATING TO THE LEVEL OF FINANCIAL EFFORT PER
PUPIL REQUIRED OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
   03/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: E.H.Pitts
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne,
A.D.Young
H 3725  Resolution, By Battle
Similar (H 3726)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MARION
HIGH SCHOOL “LADY SWAMP FOXES” BASKETBALL TEAM ON ITS
IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2009 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF ON AN
OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3726  Resolution, By Battle
Similar (H 3725)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
MARION HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS’ BASKETBALL TEAM, COACH, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3727  Resolution, By Battle
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MYRON WHEELER OF MAR-
ION COUNTY FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE ON THE MARION
COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTION COMMISSION UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH FUL-
FILLMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3728  Resolution, By Harrison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND WELCOME THE CONTIN-
GENT OF JAPANESE STUDENTS AND THEIR CHAPERONE VISITING
SOUTH CAROLINA FROM MARCH 22, 2009, TO APRIL 1, 2009, AND TO
COMMEND THE CULTURAL CONNECTIONS PROGRAM, OF BLYTHE-
WOOD, FOR ITS MISSION TO BRIDGE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
OUR GREAT NATION AND THE PEOPLE OF JAPAN.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3729  Resolution, By Toole
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE FIRST ANNUAL LOVE
CHEVROLET COLUMBIA SPEEDWAY SPRING FESTIVAL, TO BE HELD
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2009, IN HONOR OF COLUMBIA SPEEDWAY’S
RICH STOCK-CAR RACING HISTORY AND THE VETERAN DRIVERS
WHO COMPETED THERE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3730 (Rat # 0052, Act #  0089)  Joint Resolution, By Cooper
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT ALL FUNDS RECEIVED
UNDER THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF
2009 (RECOVERY ACT) FOR THE CLEAN WATER STATE REVOLVING
FUND AND DRINKING WATER STATE REVOLVING FUND MAY BE
RECEIVED AND EXPENDED PURSUANT TO PROVISIONS OF THE
RECOVERY ACT FOR SO LONG AS MONIES ARE AVAILABLE UNDER
THE RECOVERY ACT. - ratified title
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
   03/31/09 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-4
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-33
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-26
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-26
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-17
   05/07/09 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   05/12/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-10
   05/13/09 Ratified R 52
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 89241
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3731  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 8 TO CHAPTER 21, TITLE 24 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “FRIENDSHIP NINE ACT”, TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE WHEREBY
A PERSON WHO MAY OBTAIN A PARDON FOR A CONVICTION FOR
CONDUCT RELATED TO THE PROTESTING OR CHALLENGING A
STATE LAW, OR A COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE WHOSE PUR-
POSE WAS TO MAINTAIN RACIAL SEGREGATION OR RACIAL DIS-
CRIMINATION OF INDIVIDUALS.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3732  Resolution, By Gambrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE NEALS CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCH OF ANDERSON ON THE OCCASION OF ITS TWO HUNDRED
SIXTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR MORE
THAN TWO CENTURIES OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3733  Joint Resolution, By Agnew and Gambrell
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAY MISSED
ON MARCH 2, 2009, BY THE STUDENTS OF THE ABBEVILLE COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT WHEN THE SCHOOLS WERE CLOSED DUE TO
SNOW IS EXEMPT FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL
SCHOOL DAYS MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME WEATHER, OR
OTHER DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP.
   03/24/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-16
   03/25/09 House Read second time HJ-24
   03/26/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-18
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/31/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-15
H 3734  General Bill, By Vick
Similar (S 0616)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-11-25, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPTION ALLOWED PRO-
BATE JUDGES TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE
OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM (SCPORS), SO AS TO EXTEND THIS
OPTION TO ASSISTANT SOLICITORS EMPLOYED BEFORE JULY 1, 2010,
AND TO REQUIRE ALL ASSISTANT SOLICITORS HIRED AFTER JUNE
30, 2010, TO PARTICIPATE IN SCPORS, TO REQUIRE THAT EMPLOYER
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ASSISTANT SOLICITORS PARTICIPATING IN
SCPORS IN EXCESS OF THE EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS THAT ARE
REQUIRED FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM MUST BE PAID FROM STATE FUNDS APPROPRI-
ATED FOR THE OPERATIONS OF THE OFFICE IN WHICH THE ASSIS-
TANT SOLICITOR SERVES, AND TO CLARIFY A REFERENCE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
H 3735  General Bill, By Vick
Similar (S 0572)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “ANN S. PERDUE INDEPENDENT AUTOPSY FAIRNESS
ACT OF 2009”, BY ADDING SECTION 44-43-730 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT IF A PERSON DIES IN A HOSPITAL, THE HOSPITAL SHALL OFFER
IN WRITING TO THE PATIENT’S FAMILY THE RIGHT OF HAVING AN
AUTOPSY PERFORMED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-530, RELATING
TO CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRING THE CORONER OR MEDICAL EXAM-
INER TO BE NOTIFIED OF CERTAIN DEATHS, SO AS TO REQUIRE SUCH
NOTIFICATION WHEN A PERSON DIES IN A HEALTH CARE FACILITY
WITHIN TWENTY FOUR HOURS OF ENTERING A HEALTH CARE
FACILITY OR OF HAVING AN INVASIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURE PER-
FORMED.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-17
H 3736  General Bill, By Rice, Cato, Hiott, Owens and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-7-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORIZED DEDUC-
TIONS OF LABOR ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP DUES FROM WAGES,
SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH AND CONDITIONS UNDER
WHICH THESE DEDUCTIONS MAY BE MADE AND FOR CERTAIN PRO-
HIBITED DEDUCTIONS.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-17
H 3737  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts, Gunn, Pinson, Branham and Erickson
Similar (S 0607)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE PROGRAM ACT” BY
ADDING CHAPTER 62 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO PROVIDE SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH
INFORMATION CONCERNING SCHOOL CHOICE PROGRAM
RESEARCH; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO DEVELOP AN INVEN-
TORY OF AVAILABLE PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE OPTIONS AND MAKE
THE LIST AVAILABLE TO DISTRICTS AND TO THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY; TO REQUIRE EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT TO CONVENE A SCHOOL
CHOICE COMMITTEE, TO DETERMINE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE
COMMITTEE, AND TO DEVELOP A SCHOOL CHOICE OPTION PLAN
THAT MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT; TO REQUIRE
SCHOOL DISTRICTS BEGINNING WITH THE 2010-2011 SCHOOL YEAR
TO IMPLEMENT THEIR PLANS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE FUNDING
OF THOSE PLANS; TO REQUIRE THE SCHOOL CHOICE COMMITTEE OF
EACH DISTRICT DURING THE 2010-2011 SCHOOL YEAR TO DETER-
MINE THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING A PARTNERSHIP WITH
NEIGHBORING DISTRICTS TO PARTICIPATE IN A VOLUNTARY OPEN
ENROLLMENT PROGRAM, TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO REPORT
ITS FINDINGS TO THE DISTRICT, AND TO PROVIDE WHAT THE
REPORT MUST INCLUDE; TO REQUIRE DISTRICTS THAT CHOOSE TO
PARTICIPATE IN VOLUNTARY OPEN ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS TO
SUBMIT INTERDISTRICT AGREEMENTS AND CRITERIA OF THE PRO-
GRAM TO THE DEPARTMENT; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR DIS-
TRICTS THAT CHOOSE TO PARTICIPATE IN VOLUNTARY OPEN
ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS; TO REQUIRE EACH DISTRICT TO REPORT
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE TYPES OF CHOICE OPTIONS
OFFERED WITHIN THE DISTRICT AND OTHER INFORMATION CON-
CERNING THOSE OPTIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR FUNDING BY THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO OFFSET THE COST OF TRANSPORTATION; TO
PROVIDE FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE CHAPTER; AND TO DEFINE CER-
TAIN TERMS.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
   03/26/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Branham
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson242
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3738  Resolution, By Huggins
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MICKEY LINDLER FOR HER
OUTSTANDING WORK ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO COMMEND HER ON BEING NAMED THE STATE
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION’S RETIRED STATE EMPLOYEE OF THE
YEAR FOR THE RICHLAND AND LEXINGTON CHAPTER.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3739  Resolution, By Duncan
Similar (H 3740)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE BELL
STREET MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD TEAM, AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THESE SCIENCE SCHOLARS, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SCIENCE OLYMPIAD STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 3740  Resolution, By Duncan
Similar (H 3739)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BELL STREET MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND HONORING THEM FOR GARNERING THE 2009 SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 3741  Resolution, By Sandifer, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3743)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MISS SOUTH CAROLINA
2008, ANNA PERRY OF FLORENCE COUNTY; MISS SOUTH CAROLINA
TEEN 2008, COURTNEY CISSON OF GREENVILLE COUNTY; MISS
AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING TEEN 2008, TAYLOR HANNA FITCH OF
ANDERSON COUNTY; AND THE GIFTED AND CHARMING CONTES-
TANTS VYING FOR THE TITLE OF MISS SOUTH CAROLINA 2009, AND
TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THEIR ASPIRATIONS, DISCIPLINE,
AND TALENT THAT HAVE ENABLED THEM TO REPRESENT THE PAL-
METTO STATE WITH DIGNITY AND POISE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 3742  Resolution, By Sandifer, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MISS SOUTH
CAROLINA 2008, ANNA PERRY OF FLORENCE COUNTY, FOR HER
HARD WORK, DISCIPLINE, TALENT, AMBITION, AND HER EXCELLENT
AMBASSADORSHIP FOR THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 3743  Resolution, By Sandifer
Similar (H 3741)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO MISS
SOUTH CAROLINA 2008, ANNA PERRY OF FLORENCE COUNTY; MISS
SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN 2008, COURTNEY CISSON OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY; MISS AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING TEEN 2008, TAYLOR
HANNA FITCH OF ANDERSON COUNTY; AND THE GIFTED AND
CHARMING CONTESTANTS VYING FOR THE TITLE OF MISS SOUTH
CAROLINA 2009, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND HONORING
THEM FOR THEIR ASPIRATIONS, DISCIPLINE, AND TALENT THAT
HAVE ENABLED THEM TO REPRESENT THE PALMETTO STATE WITH
DIGNITY AND POISE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 3744  Concurrent Resolution, By Sandifer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST EACH CONSTITUTIONAL
OFFICER OF THIS STATE ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS TO REDUCE HIS
COMPENSATION ON THE SAME PERCENTAGE OR DAILY BASIS THAT
STATE EMPLOYEES IN HIS DEPARTMENT OR OFFICE ARE REQUIRED
TO ACCEPT BECAUSE OF ACROSS THE BOARD SALARY REDUCTIONS
OR MANDATORY FURLOUGHS WITHOUT PAY.
   03/24/09 House Introduced HJ-51
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-51
H 3745  General Bill, By Duncan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS CON-
CERNING THE REGULATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS,
DISTRIBUTORS, AND DEALERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF
THE TERM “DEALER” OR “MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER”.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-51
H 3746  General Bill, By Clemmons and Viers
Similar (S 0590)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES BY A
PETITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO QUALIFIED ELECTOR WHO
VOTED IN A PRIMARY ELECTION IS ELIGIBLE TO SIGN A PETITION
FOR A CANDIDATE TO RUN FOR AN OFFICE TO BE FILLED AT THE
GENERAL ELECTION FOLLOWING THAT PRIMARY AND TO PROVIDE
THAT A QUALIFIED ELECTOR OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE TO SIGN A PETI-
TION FOR A CANDIDATE TO APPEAR ON A GENERAL ELECTION BAL-
LOT MAY NOT SIGN MORE THAN ONE PETITION PER GENERAL
ELECTION PER OFFICE; BY ADDING SECTION 7-11-75 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON OFFERING FOR ELECTION AS A PETITION CAN-
DIDATE IN ANY GENERAL ELECTION MUST HAVE FIRST NOTIFIED
THE ENTITY TO WHICH THE PETITION IS REQUIRED TO BE FILED BY
THE BEGINNING DATE OF THE PRIMARY ELECTION PRECEDING THAT
GENERAL ELECTION OF HIS INTENTION TO FILE AS A PETITION CAN-
DIDATE FOR THAT OFFICE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT FAILURE TO DO
SO DISQUALIFIES HIM AS A PETITION CANDIDATE FOR THAT GEN-
ERAL ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-80, AS AMENDED, RELAT-243
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSING TO THE FORM OF NOMINATING PETITIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
ALL THE SIGNATURES TO BE LEGIBLE SO THAT THE NAME OF THE
VOTER CAN BE IDENTIFIED BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT; TO
AMEND SECTION 7-11-85, RELATING TO VERIFICATION OF THE SIG-
NATURES ON PETITIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE VERIFICATION PRO-
CESS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL QUALIFIED ELECTORS SIGNING A
PETITION FOR A CANDIDATE TO APPEAR ON A GENERAL ELECTION
BALLOT FOR ELECTION TO A PARTICULAR OFFICE MUST HAVE BEEN
A QUALIFIED ELECTOR WHO REGISTERED TO VOTE AT LEAST
THIRTY DAYS BEFORE SUBMISSION OF THE PETITION, AND TO
REQUIRE THE REGISTRATION BOARD TO VERIFY THE VOTER IS A
QUALIFIED ELECTOR IN THAT JURISDICTION; BY ADDING SECTION
7-11-95 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE ENTITY TO WHICH A PETITION
MUST BE FILED MAY REJECT THE PETITION IF, AFTER A HEARING,
THE ENTITY FINDS THAT BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE
FRAUD WAS COMMITTED IN THE EXECUTION OF THE PETITION, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE VALIDATION OF THE SIGNATURES ON A PETI-
TION AND THE DETERMINATION OF WHETHER OR NOT FRAUD WAS
COMMITTED IN THE EXECUTION OF THE PETITION MUST BE CON-
DUCTED IN PUBLIC AFTER NOTICE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 7-11-
100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT DECISIONS OF A LOCAL ENTITY TO
WHICH A PETITION MUST BE FILED  MAY BE APPEALED TO THE
STATE ELECTION COMMISSION AND THEREAFTER TO A COURT OF
COMPETENT JURISDICTION IN THE MANNER IN WHICH APPEALS
FROM THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION MAY BE TAKEN.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-53
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-10
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-31
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sellers, Hart, Weeks, JH Neal,
Hodges, McEachern, McLeod, Jefferson, Kennedy, Har-
vin, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Hosey, Govan, Long, Crawford,
Lowe, Umphlett, Funderburk, Clemmons, Littlejohn, RL
Brown, Hutto, Mack, Erickson, Bedingfield, Allen, Dil-
lard, Wylie, King HJ-188
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-54
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-68
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-66
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-57
H 3747  Joint Resolution, By Bowers, Hodges and R.L. Brown
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW THE GOVERNING BODY OF A
COUNTY BY ORDINANCE TO POSTPONE FOR ONE ADDITIONAL YEAR
A COUNTYWIDE PROPERTY TAX EQUALIZATION AND REASSESS-
MENT PROGRAM OTHERWISE SCHEDULED FOR IMPLEMENTATION
BEGINNING FOR PROPERTY TAX YEAR 2009.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-53
H 3748  General Bill, By Duncan, Clemmons, Chalk and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-24 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE VALUE
OF OWNER OCCUPIED PROPERTY MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE CAL-
CULATION OF THE INDEX OF TAXPAYING ABILITY UNTIL A PERMA-
NENT CHANGE IN THE METHOD OF ITS CALCULATION IS ENACTED;
AND TO CREATE THE INDEX OF TAXPAYING ABILITY STUDY COM-
MITTEE, TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND ITS PURPOSE, AND
TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY JANUARY 10, 2010, UPON WHICH DATE THE
COMMITTEE SHALL DISSOLVE.
   03/24/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-53
   03/25/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Chalk
   03/26/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). GR Smith, Bedingfield, Nan-
ney, DC Smith, Cooper, Clemmons, Merrill, Duncan,
Anthony, Stringer, Erickson, Dillard, King, Gullick, JR
Smith, R Brown, Clyburn, Jefferson, Weeks, Kennedy,
Harrison, JH Neal, Frye, and Williams HJ-21
   04/01/09 House Committed to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-91
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
H 3749 (Rat # 0113, Act #  0061)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Williams
Similar (S 0589)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 25-1-380, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ASSISTANT ADJU-
TANT GENERAL FOR THE ARMY, SO AS TO PROVIDE UPON NATIONAL
GUARD BUREAU AUTHORIZATION, AN ADDITIONAL ASSISTANT
ADJUTANT GENERAL WITH THE RANK OF MAJOR GENERAL. - ratified
title
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-53
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   04/22/09 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-45
   04/23/09 House Read second time HJ-236
   04/23/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-236
   04/24/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
   05/19/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-4
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-65
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
   05/27/09 Ratified R 113
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 61
H 3750  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-3-414 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION
OF FEDERAL LAW AS TO CERTAIN CONSUMER LOAN TRANSACTIONS
IS A VIOLATION OF STATE LAW.
   03/24/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   03/24/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
H 3751  Resolution, By Knight, Horne, A.D. Young and Harrell
Similar (H 3752)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE PINEWOOD
PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
SUMMERVILLE, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ATHLETES, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL SEASON AND
FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SCISA STATE BASKETBALL CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3752  Resolution, By Knight, Horne, A.D. Young and Harrell
Similar (H 3751)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL
TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO
BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOG-
NIZING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SCISA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3753  Resolution, By Knight, Horne, A.D. Young and Harrell
Similar (H 3754)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE PINEWOOD
PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM244
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSOF SUMMERVILLE, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ATHLETES,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEASON
AND FOR GARNERING THE 2009 SCISA STATE BASKETBALL CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3754  Resolution, By Knight, Horne, A.D. Young and Harrell
Similar (H 3753)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL
TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO
BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOG-
NIZING AND CONGRATULATING THEM ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE SEA-
SON AND FOR WINNING THE 2009 SCISA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3755  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 79 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF “SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATOR” SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
H 3756  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED
FROM SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME OF AN INDIVIDUAL FOR
PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT, SO AS TO
ALLOW A MAXIMUM THREE THOUSAND DOLLAR A YEAR DEDUC-
TION FOR VOLUNTEER STATE CONSTABLES DESIGNATED BY THE
STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION AS ADVANCED STATE CONSTA-
BLES AND TO PROVIDE THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS
DEDUCTION.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3757  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-155 SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE UNITED
STATES MARINE CORPS’ FLAG BE FLOWN ATOP THE DOME OF THE
STATE HOUSE ON NOVEMBER TENTH OF EACH YEAR, THE ANNIVER-
SARY OF THE DATE THE MARINE CORPS WAS FOUNDED.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-10
H 3758  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 9-11-29 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
JULY 1, 2009, EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL
EMPLOYED SHALL PARTICIPATE IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE
OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS
APPLICABLE TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3759  Concurrent Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. AGNES
GRAHAM DRAYTON OF LEE COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
NINETIETH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CEL-
EBRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   03/25/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-16
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 3760  Resolution, By Harrison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR TOM BOLAND
OF RICHLAND COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
AFTER FOURTEEN YEARS WITH DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3761 (Rat # 0114, Act #  0062)  General Bill, By Cooper
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-530, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FORFEITURE PROCEDURES
RELATED TO DRUG PROCEEDS, SO AS TO ALLOW THE USE OF FOR-
FEITED MONIES AND PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF PROPERTY FOR
TRAINING AND EDUCATION BY LAW ENFORCEMENT IN ADDITION
TO OTHER USES PREVIOUSLY DELINEATED. - ratified title
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-7
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Knotts (ch), Massey, Coleman
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-18
   05/19/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   05/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-62
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-46
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-46
   05/27/09 Ratified R 114
   06/03/09 Became law without Governor’s signature
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/03/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 62
H 3762 (Rat # 0115, Act #  0079)  General Bill, By Duncan, Umphlett, Dillard,
Ott, Forrester, D.C. Moss, Parker, Stringer, Vick, Hodges and Knight
Similar (S 0805)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 77 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE “OUR
FARMS-OUR FUTURE” SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES; TO AMEND ARTI-
CLE 45, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES ISSUANCE OF “SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE
LICENSE PLATES”, SO AS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THESE LICENSE
PLATES TO THE “SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE LICENSE PLATES”, TO
PROVIDE THE  PROCEDURES WHEREBY THE DEPARTMENT SHALL
ISSUE THESE LICENSE PLATES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE “GAME
PROTECTION FUND” IS RENAMED THE “FISH AND WILDLIFE PROTEC-
TION FUND”; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-9910, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE ISSUANCE OF “GOLD STAR FAMILY SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES”, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROCEDURES REGARDING THE ISSU-
ANCE AND COST OF THESE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES; AND BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 79 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE “RECYCLING
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES”. - ratified title
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
   03/31/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-72
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hodges,
Knight
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-71
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-26
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-26245
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-20
   05/12/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-35
   05/12/09 Senate Amended SJ-35
   05/12/09 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   05/13/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   05/19/09 House Senate amendment amended HJ-38
   05/19/09 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-41
   05/20/09 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-49
   05/27/09 Ratified R 115
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-91  Nays-15
HJ-115
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-34  Nays-8
   06/22/09 Effective date 06/16/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 79
H 3763  General Bill, By Hutto, Kennedy, Battle, Harvin and Miller
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-285 SO AS TO PROHIBIT INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE
ORGANIZATIONS FROM CANCELING OR NONRENEWING AN
INSURED WHO HAS BEEN COVERED FOR CANCER TREATMENT AND
HAS ENTERED AN APPROVED CANCER CLINICAL TRIAL AND TO
REQUIRE INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES
AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS TO PROVIDE COVER-
AGE FOR ROUTINE PATIENT CARE COSTS WHEN RECEIVING TREAT-
MENT IN AN APPROVED CANCER CLINICAL TRIAL IF SUCH COSTS
WOULD BE COVERED IF INCURRED OTHER THAN IN CONNECTION
WITH AN APPROVED CANCER CLINICAL TRIAL.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-11
H 3764  Resolution, By Funderburk, J.E. Smith, G.R. Smith and J.R. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ENCOURAGE THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA TO PARTICIPATE IN THE RIDE OF SILENCE TO BE HELD IN
COLUMBIA ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 2009, AND TO ENCOURAGE CIT-
IZENS AND GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES ACROSS THE STATE TO
ORGANIZE RIDES OF SILENCE IN THEIR OWN COMMUNITIES.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 3765  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Wylie, Willis, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Mitchell, Millwood, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, A.D. Young and
T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE STUDENTS, FAC-
ULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION OF BELL’S CROSSING ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL IN GREENVILLE COUNTY ON RECEIVING A 2009
CAROLINA FIRST PALMETTO’S FINEST AWARD.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 3766  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Umphlett, Daning, Jefferson,
Merrill and Stewart
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF MYERS ROAD IN
BERKELEY COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED STATES
HIGHWAY 176 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED STATES HIGHWAY
17 “FIREFIGHTER BRANDON THOMPSON HIGHWAY” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGH-
WAY  THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “FIREFIGHTER BRANDON THOMP-
SON HIGHWAY”.
   03/25/09 House Introduced HJ-53
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-53
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-96
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Umphlett,
Daning, Jefferson, Merrill, Stewart
   04/02/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-54
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-27
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-27
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-17
   05/07/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-33
H 3767  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF
ERVIN JAMES, FOUNDER OF JAMESTOWN IN FLORENCE COUNTY,
AND TO CELEBRATE THE RICH CONTRIBUTIONS HE MADE TO AFRI-
CAN-AMERICAN HISTORY, AGRICULTURE, AND COMMUNITY
GROWTH AT A TIME WHEN MANY AFRICAN AMERICANS STRUG-
GLED TO SURVIVE.
   03/25/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-53
   03/25/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 3768  General Bill, By Chalk
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-25, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS FROM A LOCAL OPTION SALES TAX
FOR COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS UNDER WHICH TANGIBLE
PERSONAL PROPERTY IS TO BE DELIVERED AFTER THE IMPOSITION
DATE OF THE TAX, SO AS TO REVISE THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
UNDER WHICH THESE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS ARE EXEMPT.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-54
H 3769  General Bill, By Bales, Sandifer and Stewart
Similar (S 0618)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-9-140 SO AS TO ADOPT SEISMIC AND WIND
MAPS FOR THE STATE; BY ADDING SECTION 6-9-150 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH AN APPEAL PROCEDURE FOR A BUILDER FROM THE LOCAL
BUILDING COUNCIL TO THE STATE LEVEL; TO AMEND SECTION 6-8-
20, RELATING TO THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL, SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE COUNCIL IN
THE MATTERS RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL INSPECTION OR
ENFORCEMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-5, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT A PERSON PERFORMING BUILDING
CODE ENFORCEMENT MUST BE CERTIFIED, SO AS TO REQUIRE THIS
PERSON TO BE CERTIFIED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENTIAL
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF MUNICIPALITIES AND
COUNTIES TO ESTABLISH AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER GOVERNMEN-
TAL ENTITIES TO ISSUE PERMITS AND ENFORCE BUILDING CODES,
SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES CONSISTENT WITH NAMING
OF THE BUILDING CODES COUNCILS; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE BUILDING CODE ADOPTION PROCE-
DURE, SO AS TO CREATE A SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENTIAL BUILD-
ING CODES COUNCIL AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMERCIAL
BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND PROVIDE THAT THE TWO COUNCILS
SHALL PROMULGATE REGULATIONS ADOPTING THE SOUTH CARO-246
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLINA BUILDING CODES AND SUBMIT THEM TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
(ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT); TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-50,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY ADOPTION OF CER-
TAIN NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED CODES AND STANDARDS, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDEN-
TIAL BUILDING CODES COUNCIL TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ADOP-
TION AND MODIFICATION OF THE RESIDENTIAL SECTIONS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMERCIAL BUILDING CODES COUNCIL TO BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADOPTION OF ALL OTHER CODES LISTED IN
THE SECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-63, RELATING TO THE MEM-
BERSHIP OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL, SO
AS TO CHANGE THE COMPOSITION OF THE COUNCILS FOR PUR-
POSES OF CREATING THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMERCIAL BUILD-
ING CODES COUNCIL AND ESTABLISH A SOUTH CAROLINA
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CODES COUNCIL AND PROVIDE FOR THEIR
COMPOSITION; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND OTHER PROCEEDINGS FOR VIOLA-
TION OF CHAPTER 9, TITLE 6, SO AS TO MAKE VIOLATION PRECA-
TORY INSTEAD OF MANDATORY; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-105,
RELATING TO VARIATIONS BASED ON PHYSICAL OR CLIMATOLOGI-
CAL CONDITIONS, SO AS TO ADD A GEOLOGICAL CONDITION AS
BASIS FOR A VARIATION; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 6-9-135 RELAT-
ING TO THE ADOPTION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS IN THE 2006 INTER-
NATIONAL RESIDENTIAL CODE RELATING TO FLOOD COVERAGE.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-55
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart
H 3770  General Bill, By Viers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPEN SEASON FOR
ANTLERED DEER, SO AS TO REVISE THE SEASON FOR ANTLERED
DEER IN GAME ZONE 4.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-56
H 3771  General Bill, By Viers, Bedingfield, Millwood, Loftis, Neilson,
Crawford, Willis, Haley, Toole, Huggins, Allison, Bales, Edge, Forrester,
Hardwick, Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, D.C. Moss, Nanney, Parker, M.A. Pitts
and Wylie
Similar (S 0003)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-696, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE’S OFFICIAL LANGUAGE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT AFTER JULY 1, 2009, ALL STATE AGENCIES AND
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE STATE SHALL OFFER ALL SER-
VICES, PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED, AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIALS,
AND TEST IN AN ENGLISH-ONLY FORMAT, UNLESS OTHERWISE
REQUIRED BY FEDERAL LAW OR REGULATION, AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-56
H 3772  General Bill, By Viers, Ballentine, Bedingfield, Bowen, Hamilton,
Loftis and Nanney
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-3-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTINUATION OF SERVICE BY SPECIAL
PURPOSE DISTRICTS FOLLOWING ANNEXATION BY A MUNICIPALITY,
SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTINUED HEALTH, SAFETY, AND
GENERAL WELFARE OF A PERSON AND REAL PROPERTY LOCATED
WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE DISTRICT BEFORE EXTENSION OF
CORPORATE LIMITS.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-56
H 3773  General Bill, By J.H. Neal
Similar (S 0074)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT HOSPITALS FROM
CHARGING UNINSURED PATIENTS FEES IN EXCESS OF THE MAXI-
MUM FEES CHARGED TO INSURED PATIENTS FOR THE SAME SER-
VICES.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-56
H 3774  General Bill, By Viers, Ballentine, Bedingfield, Bowen, Haley,
Hamilton, Loftis, Nanney and Millwood
Similar (S 0479)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNICIPAL-
ITY MAY NOT REQUIRE ANNEXATION AS A CONDITION PRECEDENT
TO PROVIDING UTILITY SERVICES.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-57
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3775  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-1-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL PRACTICE OF REGU-
LATED PROFESSIONS OR OCCUPATIONS, SO AS TO CREATE AN
ADDITIONAL OFFENSE WHEN A PERSON UNLAWFULLY PRACTICES A
REGULATED PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION AND ALSO COMMITS THE
OFFENSE OF OBTAINING SIGNATURE OR PROPERTY BY FALSE PRE-
TENSES WHEN THE VALUE OF THE REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY IS
MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY,
AND TO PROHIBIT A PERSON FROM OBTAINING A LICENSE TO PRAC-
TICE IN THAT PARTICULAR REGULATED PROFESSION OR OCCUPA-
TION FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME.
   03/25/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   03/25/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-57
H 3776 (Rat # 0041, Act #  0101)  General Bill, By A.D. Young, Harrell,
Horne and Knight
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE DORCHESTER COUNTY TO PAY PER DIEM,
TRAVEL, OR OTHER EXPENSES TO A MEMBER OF A COUNTY BOARD
OR COMMISSION WHEN THE MEMBER TRAVELS AND INCURS
EXPENSES RELATING TO HIS DUTIES WHILE SERVING ON THE
BOARD. - ratified title
   03/25/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-57
   03/26/09 House Read second time HJ-18
   03/26/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   03/27/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-15
   04/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/22/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-14
   04/30/09 Ratified R 41
   05/06/09 Vetoed by Governor
   05/13/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-3  Nays-0 HJ-
37
   05/14/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-3  Nays-0
   05/20/09 Effective date 05/14/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 101
H 3777  Joint Resolution, By  House Labor, Commerce and Industry247
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA JOINT RESOLUTION ENACTING THE EMERGENCY LOCAL ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT BY DESIGNATING COUNTY LEGISLATIVE
DELEGATIONS AND THE INDIVIDUAL LEGISLATORS COMPRISING
THESE DELEGATIONS EX OFFICIO, AS EMERGENCY LOCAL ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT AMBASSADORS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE POW-
ERS AND DUTIES OF THESE AMBASSADORS, TO ESTABLISH THE
EMERGENCY LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL AND PRO-
VIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, AND DUTIES, TO ALLOW THE
USE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS IN AID OF THE PURPOSES OF THIS JOINT
RESOLUTION, AND TO REPEAL THIS JOINT RESOLUTION AFTER THE
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF ITS EFFECTIVE DATE.
   03/25/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-57
   03/31/09 House Committed to Committee on Judiciary HJ-70
H 3778  General Bill, By Harvin
Similar (S 0619)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-2430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COLLECTION OF DATA PURSU-
ANT TO THE “HOSPITAL INFECTIONS DISCLOSURE ACT”, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO COMBINE DATA FROM MULTIPLE REPORTING PERIODS
IN COMPILING THE DEPARTMENT’S REPORTS AND TO REQUIRE THE
BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RATHER
THAN THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT, TO APPOINT AN
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HOSPITAL ACQUIRED INFECTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-2440, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REPORTS
COMPILED BY THE DEPARTMENT ON HOSPITAL ACQUIRED INFEC-
TIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE REPORTS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO
BE SUBMITTED BEFORE APRIL SIXTEENTH OF EACH YEAR; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-2460, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ACT IS A CONDITION OF HOSPITAL LICEN-
SURE AND PERMITTING, SO AS TO ALSO AUTHORIZE THE IMPOSI-
TION OF CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-3
H 3779  General Bill, By Hearn, Weeks and Bannister
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1620, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LEGAL REPRESENTATION OF
CHILDREN AND THE APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIANS AD LITEM, SO
AS TO CLARIFY WHEN AN ATTORNEY MAY BE APPOINTED TO REP-
RESENT A GUARDIAN AD LITEM IN A CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT
PROCEEDING AND TO CLARIFY WHO THE COURT MAY APPOINT TO
REPRESENT A CHILD IN SUCH A PROCEEDING.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
H 3780  Resolution, By Gilliard and Mack
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO URGE THE CHARLESTON COUNTY COUN-
CIL NOT TO RENEW ITS CONTRACT WITH MONTENAY CHARLESTON
RESOURCE RECOVERY, THE COMPANY THAT OPERATES THE WASTE-
TO-ENERGY FACILITY CURRENTLY DISPOSING OF MOST OF
CHARLESTON COUNTY’S WASTE, AND TO ENCOURAGE THE COUN-
CIL TO EXPLORE OTHER TECHNOLOGIES THAT WILL ACCOMPLISH
THE NECESSARY WASTE REMOVAL IN A MANNER THAT PRODUCES
LESS POLLUTION.
   03/26/09 House Introduced HJ-11
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-11
H 3781  General Bill, By Chalk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 10 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 6 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE ASSESSMENTS BE LEVIED AGAINST PARCELS OF PROPERTY, TO
PROVIDE THE PROCEEDS BE USED TO OFFSET THE IMPACT OF
DEVELOPMENT ON CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES, AND PRO-
VIDE FOR THE COLLECTION OF THESE ASSESSMENTS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
H 3782  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Knight, Parker, Cato, Dillard,
Millwood, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith and Stewart
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-115, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF GOLF CARTS ALONG
THE STATE’S HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE DISTANCE FROM
WHICH A GOLF CART MAY BE OPERATED FROM ITS OWNER’S RESI-
DENCE OR PLACE OF BUSINESS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-3
H 3783  General Bill, By Funderburk
Similar (S 0604)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-550, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PREFERENCE FOR HONORABLY DIS-
CHARGED VETERANS IN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO DELETE
PROVISIONS THAT HIRING PREFERENCE SHALL BE GIVEN ONLY
WHEN PRACTICABLE.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
   03/26/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3784  General Bill, By Sottile, Limehouse, Bowen, Daning, Millwood,
Parker, Rice, Scott, Stringer and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-7-320 SO AS PROVIDE THAT A MUNICIPALITY
OR COUNTY OR ITS EMPLOYEES ARE NOT LIABLE FOR DAMAGE OR
INJURY CAUSED TO A PERSON WHO PARTICIPATES IN AN ALTERNA-
TIVE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY ON MUNICIPAL OR COUNTY PROP-
ERTY, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, AND TO APPLY THE LIMITS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA TORT CLAIMS ACT WHERE LIABILITY EXISTS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3785  General Bill, By Mack, Brantley, Parker, Gilliard, Knight, King,
McEachern, Pinson, Gunn, R.L. Brown, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Gullick,
Hodges, Hosey, Long, Stringer, Weeks, Williams and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A SCHOOL BUS DRIVER TO OPERATE A SCHOOL BUS WHILE
USING A CELLULAR TELEPHONE OR ANOTHER WIRELESS COMMU-
NICATIONS DEVICE, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION
OF THIS PROVISION.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-4
H 3786  General Bill, By Millwood, Allison, Anthony, Ballentine, Bedingfield,
Bowen, H.B. Brown, Cato, Crawford, Daning, Erickson, Forrester, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Hearn, Hiott, Hosey, Huggins, Loftis, Lowe, Merrill,
D.C. Moss, Nanney, Owens, Parker, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Scott, Simrill,
D.C. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Vick, Viers, White, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-85, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF HOMICIDE BY CHILD
ABUSE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY TO LIFE WITHOUT
PAROLE OR DEATH IF THE STATE SEEKS THE DEATH PENALTY FOR
MURDER.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3787  General Bill, By Harrell, Cooper, Thompson, Cato and Jennings248
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 45, TITLE 11, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENT
ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SO AS TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF
PRINCIPAL BORROWING WHICH MAY BE AUTHORIZED BY THE VEN-
TURE CAPITAL AUTHORITY BY FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS AND PRO-
VIDE THAT ONE-HALF MUST BE ALLOCATED TO SC LAUNCH! FOR
INVESTMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA-BASED COMPANIES AND ONE-
HALF MUST BE ALLOCATED FOR OTHER INVESTMENTS IN SOUTH
CAROLINA COMPANIES ENGAGED IN THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY,
TO DEFINE “SC LAUNCH!”, TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR THESE
INVESTMENTS AND CAPITAL COMMITMENTS, AND TO MAKE CON-
FORMING DEFINITIONAL AND OTHER CHANGES TO GIVE EFFECT TO
THESE PROVISIONS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
H 3788  General Bill, By Harrell, Cato, Cooper, Jennings, M.A. Pitts and
Thompson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 13-17-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA RESEARCH AUTHORITY AND ITS MEMBERS,
MEETINGS, AND PROCEDURES, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE THREE
RESEARCH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS TO DESIGNATE THEIR CHIEF
RESEARCH OFFICERS TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH AUTHORITY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS ON THEIR BEHALF UNDER CER-
TAIN CONDITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 13-17-70, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD OF THE
RESEARCH AUTHORITY, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE
BOARD’S AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE GUARANTEES FOR OBLIGATIONS
OF RESEARCH AUTHORITY AFFILIATES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 13-
17-87, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
RESEARCH INNOVATION CENTERS, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR
THE PROCEDURES FOR FINANCING THESE INNOVATION CENTERS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
H 3789  General Bill, By Mack, Brantley, Gilliard, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Hodges, Hosey, Kelly, Weeks and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-1030 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MAY NOT USE A TASER TO SUBDUE AN ELEMENTARY OR MIDDLE
SCHOOL STUDENT ON A SCHOOL CAMPUS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3790  General Bill, By Sandifer
Similar (S 0673)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA MORTGAGE LENDING
ACT”, BY ADDING CHAPTER 22 TO TITLE 37 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
LICENSING OF A MORTGAGE LENDER, LOAN ORIGINATOR, OR SOME-
ONE ACTING AS A MORTGAGE LENDER; PROVIDE DEFINITIONS;
ESTABLISH QUALIFICATIONS FOR LICENSURE AND GROUNDS FOR
REVOCATION, SUSPENSION, RENEWAL, AND TERMINATION;
DESCRIBE PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES; PROVIDE FOR RECORD-KEEP-
ING, TRUST AND ESCROW ACCOUNTS, AND ANNUAL REPORTS; PRO-
VIDE FOR ENFORCEMENT THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BY
THE COMMISSIONER OF THE CONSUMER FINANCE DIVISION OF THE
BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND THROUGH CRIMINAL
PENALTIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PARTICIPATION IN A NATIONAL
MORTGAGE REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTIONS 37-1-301, 37-3-105, 37-3-
501, AND 37-23-20, ALL RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN CONNECTION
WITH MORTGAGE LENDING AND BROKERING AND HIGH-COST AND
CONSUMER HOME LOANS, SO AS TO CONFORM DEFINITIONS, AND
TO ADD A DEFINITION FOR “ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGE”; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 37-23-40, 37-23-45, AND 37-23-75, ALL RELATING TO
PROTECTIONS FOR THE BORROWER IN A HIGH-COST OR CONSUMER
HOME LOAN TRANSACTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN DISCLO-
SURES IN CONNECTION WITH AN ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 29-4-20, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“REVERSE MORTGAGE”, SO AS TO CONFORM THE DEFINITION; AND
TO AMEND CHAPTER 58, TITLE 40, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION
OF MORTGAGE LOAN BROKERS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE REGISTRA-
TION REQUIREMENTS TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS, TO CONFORM
DEFINITIONS TO THOSE SET FORTH IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA MORT-
GAGE LENDING ACT, REQUIRE CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL COURSES,
AN ADDITIONAL YEAR OF EXPERIENCE, AND A FINGERPRINT CHECK
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERS AND LOAN ORIGINATORS, REQUIRE CER-
TAIN RECORDS BE KEPT AND MADE ACCESSIBLE, ADD CERTAIN
PROHIBITIONS IN CONNECTION WITH A REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL,
REQUIRE AND PRESCRIBE MORTGAGE BROKER AGREEMENTS,
AUTHORIZE ENFORCEMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS AND PRESCRIBE ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES INCLUDING
FINES AND INJUNCTIONS AND A CRIMINAL PENALTY, REQUIRE CER-
TAIN REPORTS AND FILINGS, AND PROVIDE FOR PARTICIPATION IN A
NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE REGISTRY.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-7
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-4
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-24
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-29
   04/29/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Kennedy, Ott, Hosey, Hart, JH
Neal, Clyburn, JE Smith, HB Brown, Jefferson, Clem-
mons, Crawford, Lowe, Sandifer, Daning, RL Brown,
Hutto, Brantley, and King HJ-101
   04/30/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Kennedy, JH Neal,
Hosey, King, Ott, Clyburn, Hart, Jefferson, RL Brown HJ-
50
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-89
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-153
   04/30/09 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-1 HJ-153
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-153
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-10
H 3791  Resolution, By Horne and A.D. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE
LATE JANICE OGLIETTI OF DORCHESTER COUNTY IN THE AREA OF
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ADDICTION PREVENTION AND TO EXPRESS
PROFOUND SORROW UPON HER PASSING.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3792  Resolution, By Agnew, Gambrell and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0625)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE ABBEVILLE
HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEASON AND
TO CONGRATULATE THE COACHES, SCHOOL OFFICIAL OFFICIALS,
AND THE WRESTLERS FOR WINNING THE 2009 CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3793  Resolution, By Gambrell and Agnew
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HUGH SMITH,
SUPERINTENDENT OF ANDERSON SCHOOL DISTRICT 3, UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-FOUR YEARS IN EDU-
CATION AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3794 (Rat # 0116, Act #  0063)  General Bill, By Umphlett249
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSimilar (S 0617)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2200, AS AMENDED, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISH-
MENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS, SO AS TO SPECIFY ADDI-
TIONAL PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2210,
RELATING TO ABUSE OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA LANDS, SO
AS TO INCLUDE HERITAGE TRUST AND DEPARTMENT OWNED
LANDS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR ABUSING WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
AREA LANDS, SO AS TO INCLUDE HERITAGE TRUST AND DEPART-
MENT OWNED LANDS; BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-2225 SO AS TO
CREATE A MISDEMEANOR CRIMINAL OFFENSE FOR ENTERING OR
REMAINING ON A CLOSED AREA CONTRARY TO THE INSTRUCTIONS
OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, MANAGER, OR DEPARTMENT
CUSTODIAL PERSONNEL; AND BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-2215 SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT NOTHING CONTAINED IN SECTION 50-11-2200 OR
50-11-2210 SHALL INTERFERE WITH AGENCY DUTIES OR LAND-
OWNER RIGHTS. - ratified title
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
   03/31/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-71
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-71
   04/22/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-53
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-35
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-202
   04/30/09 House Amended HJ-18
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-20
   05/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/12/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   05/12/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/12/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-6
   05/13/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
52
   05/14/09 Senate Amended SJ-35
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   05/14/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-35
   05/15/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-1
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-45
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-46
   05/27/09 Ratified R 116
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 63
H 3795  Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0734, H 3796)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LOWER RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM,
COACH, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3796  Concurrent Resolution, By J.H. Neal, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0734, H 3795)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
LOWER RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL “LADY DIAMONDS” BASKETBALL
TEAM ON ITS IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACH, AND
STAFF ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   03/26/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-15
H 3797  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-11-2025 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY
WHICH THE GOVERNING BODY OF A SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICT
CREATED BY ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THAT PROVIDES
RECREATIONAL SERVICES AND HAS AS ITS BOUNDARY THE SAME
AS THE COUNTY IN WHICH IT IS LOCATED, TO DISSOLVE AND
TRANSFER ITS ASSETS AND LIABILITIES TO A COUNTY BY RESOLU-
TION OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE COUNTY AND THE LEGISLA-
TIVE DELEGATION OF THE COUNTY; TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNING
BODY OF THE COUNTY TO COMPLY WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SEC-
TION 6-11-2140; AND TO PROVIDE FOR CALCULATING THE MILLAGE
LIMITATION FOR A COUNTY WHEN A SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICT
TRANSFERS ITS ASSETS AND LIABILITIES TO A COUNTY.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3798  General Bill, By Bannister, Harrison and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-15-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPOSIT OF A CASH PERCENTAGE
INSTEAD OF A BOND, ASSIGNMENT OF THE DEPOSIT, AND RESTITU-
TION TO THE VICTIM, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEPOSIT OF A
CASH AMOUNT BY THE DEFENDANT THROUGH AN ACCOMMODA-
TION BONDSMAN, TO INCREASE THE CASH AMOUNT PERCENTAGE
TO NOT LESS THAN TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT, AND TO REQUIRE THE
ACCOMMODATION BONDSMAN TO PAY A HANDLING FEE TO THE
CLERK OF COURT EQUAL TO FOUR PERCENT OF THE AMOUNT OF
THE BOND SET.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   05/14/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-66250
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-28
   05/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, May 22, 2009 HJ-16
H 3799  General Bill, By Duncan, Hiott and Frye
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-2615 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES IS AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE
BEAR HUNTING ENCLOSURE PERMITS TO ENCLOSURE OPERATORS
UNDER THE SAME TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO FOXES
AND COYOTES AS PERMITTED BY ARTICLE 13, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 50,
EXCEPT THAT THE ENCLOSURE MUST BE ON PRIVATE LANDS AND
HAVE A TWO HUNDRED ACRE MINIMUM ACREAGE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ALL OTHER PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE APPLICABLE
TO FOXES AND COYOTES ALSO ARE APPLICABLE TO BEARS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-44
H 3800  General Bill, By Toole, Erickson, Brady, Bowen, Brantley, Parker,
Allison, Cato, Crawford, Dillard, Duncan, Gullick, Gunn, Horne, Hosey,
Jefferson, Littlejohn, Millwood, Mitchell, Pinson, Stringer, Willis, Wylie and
A.D. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO REPORT ABUSE
OR NEGLECT OF A CHILD, SO AS TO INCLUDE A SCHOOL ATTEN-
DANCE OFFICER, SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR, FOSTER PARENT, JUVE-
NILE JUSTICE WORKER, AND GUARDIAN AD LITEM FOR A CHILD
AMONG THE PEOPLE WHO MUST REPORT CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS OF
CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT, AND TO ENCOURAGE OTHER PEOPLE TO
REPORT THIS ABUSE.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
H 3801  Joint Resolution, By Gilliard, Brantley, Alexander, G.A. Brown,
Dillard, Hodges, Hosey, Hutto, Mack, Weeks and Williams
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES IN CONJUNCTION WITH EACH COUNTY’S
LOCAL DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES SHALL CONDUCT A
STUDY ON THE NUMBER OF HOMELESS PERSONS IN EACH COUNTY
IN THIS STATE AS AGGRAVATED BY THE CURRENT RECESSION,
ASSESS THE AVAILABILITY AND CAPACITIES OF HOMELESS SHEL-
TERS IN EACH COUNTY, AND DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF
USING TENT-LIKE TEMPORARY SHELTERS TO BE OBTAINED WITH
STATE FUNDS TO HOUSE ON A SHORT-TERM BASIS PERSONS WHO
WOULD OTHERWISE BE TURNED AWAY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT’S REPORT SHALL BE MADE TO THE GOVERNOR AND
EACH HOUSE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND ALSO MADE AVAIL-
ABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC NO LATER THAN JANUARY 31, 2010.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-45
H 3802  General Bill, By Edge, Bedingfield, Herbkersman, Merrill, Viers,
Stewart, Hamilton, Erickson, Stringer, Duncan, G.R. Smith, Nanney,
Millwood, Barfield, Scott, Chalk, Bowen, J.R. Smith, Hardwick, Delleney,
Loftis, Cato, Clemmons, Crawford, Haley, Limehouse, Lowe, Owens, M.A.
Pitts, Rice, Simrill, G.M. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Thompson, A.D. Young,
Willis and D.C. Moss
Similar (S 0520)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATIONAL OPPORTU-
NITY ACT” BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 63, TITLE 59 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A SCHOLAR-
SHIP OR TUITION GRANT AND A PERSON WHO PAYS TUITION FOR
THAT STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE FOR A TAX CREDIT FOR THE PAYMENT
OF THAT TUITION UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS; TO ALLOW A TAX
CREDIT FOR A PERSON WHO PAID TUITION FOR A QUALIFYING STU-
DENT TO ATTEND AN INDEPENDENT OR PUBLIC SCHOOL UPON CER-
TAIN CONDITIONS DURING THE FIRST THREE FISCAL YEARS AFTER
THE ENACTMENT OF THIS ACT, TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PER-
SON WHO PAID TUITION FOR ANY STUDENT WHO IS ENROLLED IN
GRADES TWO THROUGH FOUR IN AN INDEPENDENT OR PUBLIC
SCHOOL FOR THE FOURTH YEAR AFTER THE ENACTMENT OF THIS
ACT, AND TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR A PERSON WHO PAID
TUITION FOR ANY STUDENT ENROLLED IN ANY GRADE IN AN INDE-
PENDENT OR PUBLIC SCHOOL FOR EVERY FISCAL YEAR THEREAF-
TER; TO PROVIDE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE TAX CREDIT, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE TAX CREDIT MAY BE CARRIED FORWARD AND
APPLIED PROSPECTIVELY FOR UP TO FIVE YEARS; TO ALLOW A TAX
CREDIT OF UP TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS PER STUDENT FOR A
PERSON WHO TEACHES HIS STUDENT AT HOME; TO ALLOW A TAX
CREDIT FOR A PERSON OR CORPORATION FOR A CONTRIBUTION
MADE TO A STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP ORGANIZATION UPON CERTAIN
TERMS AND CONDITIONS; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS THAT AN
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL MUST MEET IN ORDER TO ACCEPT STU-
DENTS PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE; TO REQUIRE PARTICIPATING
SCHOOLS TO ADMINISTER CERTAIN ASSESSMENT TESTS; TO
REQUIRE A FAILING SCHOOL TO NOTIFY PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE SCHOOL OF ITS FAILING STATUS;
TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO PROMULGATE REGU-
LATIONS AND MAKE INVESTIGATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS
ARTICLE; TO REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD
ANNUALLY TO REPORT ON THE FISCAL IMPACT OF THIS ARTICLE,
AND TO SPECIFY WHAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE REPORT; TO
REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD TO UNDER-
TAKE A LONG-TERM EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE ARTICLE,
AND TO SPECIFY WHAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE EVALUATION,
AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-
3383 SO AS TO CREATE THE TAX CREDIT AND REFERENCE ITS TERMS
AND CONDITIONS.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-46
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   06/16/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss
H 3803  General Bill, By Bannister, Harrison and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 62-1-201, 62-1-304, 62-1-401, 62-1-403, 62-2-
205, 62-2-402, 62-3-203, 62-3-401, 62-3-403, 62-3-409, 62-3-414, 62-3-502, 62-
3-503, 62-3-604, 62-3-607, 62-3-611, 62-3-806, 62-3-911, 62-3-1001, 62-3-1008,
62-3-1101, 62-3-1102, 62-3-1309, 62-5-101, 62-5-303, 62-5-305, 62-5-307, 62-5-
309, 62-5-310, 62-5-401, 62-5-402, 62-5-405, 62-5-407, 62-5-411, 62-5-412, 62-
5-416, 62-5-419, 62-5-428, 62-5-430, 62-5-501, 62-5-504, AS AMENDED, 62-
5-604, AND 62-5-608, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL
RELATING TO THE VARIOUS ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS CONCERN-
ING THE AFFAIRS OF DECEDENTS, PROTECTED PERSONS, MINORS,
AND INCAPACITATED PERSONS FALLING UNDER THE SUBJECT MAT-
TER JURISDICTION OF THE PROBATE COURT, SO AS TO DIFFERENTI-
ATE BETWEEN A FORMAL PROCEEDING AND AN APPLICATION TO
THE COURT AND THE PROCEDURAL RULES GOVERNING EACH, TO
REQUIRE THE FILING AND SERVICE OF A SUMMONS AND PETITION
TO COMMENCE A FORMAL PROCEEDING, AND TO DISTINGUISH THAT
REQUIREMENT OF SUMMONS AND PETITION FROM THE NOTICE
REQUIREMENTS FOR A HEARING ON A PETITION; AND TO AMEND
SECTIONS 62-1-403, 62-3-703, 62-7-105, 62-7-201, 62-7-303, 62-7-305, 62-7-
414, 62-7-505, 62-7-604, 62-7-709, 62-7-814, 62-7-902, 62-7-903, 62-7-904, 62-
7-933, AND 62-7-1013, ALL RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
TRUST CODE, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE “PERSON” FOR “PARENT” AND
“ISSUE” FOR “CHILD”, DELETE THE REQUIREMENT OF A TAXPAYER
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ON A CERTIFICATE OF TRUST, ALLOW
CERTAIN REIMBURSEMENTS TO A PROSPECTIVE TRUSTEE, AND
MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES.
   03/26/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   03/26/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks251
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3804 (Rat # 0117, Act #  0064)  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Wylie, Cato,
Allen, Bannister, Hamilton and Stringer
Similar (S 0632)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-280, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN GREENVILLE COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE AND
RENAME CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY
AND REDESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON WHICH LINES
OF THESE PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD. - ratified title
   03/26/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-47
   03/31/09 House Read second time HJ-71
   04/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-32
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   05/14/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-45
   05/14/09 Senate Amended SJ-45
   05/14/09 Senate Read second time SJ-45
   05/19/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-21
   05/20/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-49
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-21  Nays-0 HJ-50
   05/27/09 Ratified R 117
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date See Act for Effective Date
   06/12/09 Act No. 64
H 3805  Concurrent Resolution, By Millwood, Allison, Cole, Forrester, Kelly
and Parker
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES LAKE
BOWEN IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY ALONG SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH-
WAY 9 “CORPORAL JAMES E. ’BO’ BROWN BRIDGE” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE THAT CONTAIN
THE WORDS “CORPORAL JAMES E. ’BO’ BROWN BRIDGE”.
   03/31/09 House Introduced HJ-17
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-17
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-97
   04/02/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-54
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-27
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-27
H 3806  Concurrent Resolution, By Sellers
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL “DIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL JUSTICE MONTH,” IN ORDER TO CELEBRATE THE DIVERSITY
OF ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS AND DISPLAY SOUTH CAROLINA’S
COMMITMENT TO CREATING AND SUSTAINING A JUST AND PEACE-
FUL WORLD.
   03/31/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-17
   04/01/09 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   04/01/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-15
H 3807  Resolution, By E.H. Pitts and Haley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE THESPIANS
OF LEXINGTON HIGH SCHOOL AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON
WINNING FIRST PLACE IN SOUTH CAROLINA THEATRE ASSOCIA-
TION’S FESTIVAL IN 2008 AND FOR EARNING RUNNER-UP HONORS
FOR THEIR PRODUCTION AND TOP ACCOLADES FOR THREE STU-
DENTS AT THE SOUTHEASTERN THEATRE CONFERENCE CONVEN-
TION.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3808  Concurrent Resolution, By D.C. Moss
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE REV-
EREND DR. JAMES WILLIAM SANDERS, SR., UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY AS PASTOR OF BETHEL BAPTIST
CHURCH IN GAFFNEY.
   03/31/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-19
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3809  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DR. WILLIAM VINCENT MOORE OF
CHARLESTON, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3810  Resolution, By Nanney and Hamilton
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE WADE HAMPTON FIRE
AND SEWER DISTRICT OF GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR ITS CONTRIBU-
TIONS AND SERVICE TO THE CITIZENS OF GREENVILLE AND TO
HONOR THE LATE W. M. “BILL” EDWARDS UPON THE OCCASION OF
THE DEDICATION OF STATION 1 OF THE DISTRICT AS THE “W. M.
EDWARDS STATION.”
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3811  Resolution, By Nanney
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE WADE HAMPTON FIRE
AND SEWER DISTRICT OF GREENVILLE COUNTY AND TO HONOR
THE LATE R. B. “RUDY” SINGLETON UPON THE OCCASION OF THE
DEDICATION OF STATION 2 AS THE “R. B. SINGLETON STATION.”
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3812  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-26-85, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT TEACHERS WHO ARE CERTIFIED BY THE
NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHING STANDARDS
SHALL RECEIVE A ONE-TIME SEVENTY-FIVE HUNDRED DOLLAR
SALARY SUPPLEMENT, BEGINNING ON JULY FIRST OF THE YEAR
FOLLOWING THE YEAR THEY ACHIEVED CERTIFICATION FOR THE
INITIAL TEN-YEAR CERTIFICATION PERIOD; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SALARY SUPPLEMENT MUST BE ADJUSTED ON A PRO RATA BASIS
FOR THE TEACHER’S FTE; TO PROVIDE THAT TEACHERS OF CERTAIN
SPECIAL SCHOOLS ALSO ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE THE SUPPLE-
MENT; TO PROVIDE THAT UP TO ELEVEN HUNDRED NATIONAL
BOARD CERTIFICATION LOAN APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROCESSED
ANNUALLY; TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS FOR
THE LOAN PROGRAM; AND TO PROVIDE FOR LOAN REPAYMENT FOR
TEACHERS WHO FAIL TO OBTAIN NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION
UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21252
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
H 3813  Concurrent Resolution, By Harrison
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES GILLS
CREEK ALONG SHADY LANE IN RICHLAND COUNTY “BURWELL D.
MANNING, JR. BRIDGE” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “BURWELL D.
MANNING, JR. BRIDGE”.
   03/31/09 House Introduced HJ-30
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-31
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-97
   04/02/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-55
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-27
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-27
   05/19/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/20/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-78
H 3814  Joint Resolution, By Allison, Cole, Forrester, Kelly and Parker
Similar (S 0166)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION TO DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT A HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICA-
TION PILOT PROJECT TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF
NONCONFORMING BILLBOARDS THROUGHOUT THE STATE.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
   04/28/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-4
   04/29/09 House Debate interrupted HJ-214
   04/30/09 House Amended
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-16
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-17
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   05/14/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-44
H 3815  General Bill, By Haley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-13-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
TERMS PERTAINING TO THE LICENSURE AND REGULATION OF COS-
METOLOGISTS, SO AS TO SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDE FROM THE DEFI-
NITION OF “SALON” A RENTAL BOOTH AND THE SPACE IN A SALON
OCCUPIED BY AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 40-13-255 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON PRACTICING
UNDER AN INDIVIDUAL COSMETOLOGY LICENSE IN A BOOTH
RENTAL OR AS AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR MAY NOT BE
CHARGED A LICENSURE OR LICENSURE RENEWAL FEE OTHER THAN
THE FEE CHARGED FOR INDIVIDUAL LICENSURE OR LICENSURE
RENEWAL.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-22
H 3816  General Bill, By Herbkersman and Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-95 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COUNTIES
AND MUNICIPALITIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE TRAFFIC WARN-
ING CITATIONS THAT CARRY A FINE OF NOT MORE THAN EIGHTY
DOLLARS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT NINETY PERCENT OF THE FINE
MAY BE RETAINED BY THE COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-22
H 3817  General Bill, By Dillard, Brantley, Cobb-Hunter, Bannister, Allen,
Nanney, Stavrinakis, Hutto, Mitchell, Brady, Anderson, Bedingfield, R.L.
Brown, Clemmons, Clyburn, Delleney, Gunn, Horne, Hosey, Jefferson, King,
Long, Lucas, Parks, Scott, G.R. Smith, J.R. Smith, Stringer, Umphlett,
Williams, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0174, H 3719)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUBMISSION OF A MISSING PERSON
REPORT TO THE MISSING PERSON INFORMATION CENTER, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR A MISSING PERSON,
MAY SUBMIT A MISSING PERSON REPORT; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-
250, RELATING TO THE DISSEMINATION OF MISSING PERSON REPORT
DATA, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR A
MISSING PERSON SHALL REPORT TO A LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-270, RELATING TO THE DUTY OF
A PERSON WHO SUBMITS A MISSING PERSON REPORT TO A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OR THE MISSING PERSON INFORMATION
CENTER TO NOTIFY BOTH ENTITIES OF THE LOCATION OF AN INDI-
VIDUAL CONTAINED IN THE REPORT WHOSE LOCATION HAS BEEN
DETERMINED, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR A MISSING PERSON MAY SUBMIT A MISSING PERSON REPORT TO
A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OR TO THE MISSING PERSON INFOR-
MATION CENTER; AND BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-330 SO AS TO
ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE SYSTEM FOR THE RAPID DISSEMINATION
OF INFORMATION REGARDING A MISSING PERSON WHO IS
BELIEVED TO BE SUFFERING FROM DEMENTIA OR OTHER COGNI-
TIVE IMPAIRMENT.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 3818 (Rat # 0042, Act #  0107)  General Bill, By Funderburk, Gunn and
Lucas
AN ACT TO PROVIDE THAT ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT,
THE NAME OF THE KERSHAW COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER IS HEREBY
CHANGED TO KERSHAWHEALTH. - ratified title
   03/31/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-23
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-28
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   04/15/09 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-15
   04/16/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-3
   04/30/09 Ratified R 42
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 107
H 3819  Resolution, By McLeod
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
NEWBERRY COLLEGE WRESTLING TEAM ON BEING CHAMPIONS FOR
THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR OF THE NCAA DIVISION II’S
SUPER REGION I, AND TO HONOR THESE WRESTLERS AND HEAD
COACH JASON VALEK ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON OF
TWENTY-THREE WINS AND ONLY TWO LOSSES.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 3820  General Bill, By Vick
Similar (S 0120, H 3134)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-9910, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ISSUANCE OF GOLD STAR
FAMILY SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR253
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PLATE.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-23
H 3821  Concurrent Resolution, By Parker, Allison, Cole, Forrester, Kelly,
Littlejohn and Millwood
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES INTER-
STATE HIGHWAY 585 IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY ALONG VALLEY
FALLS ROAD “SGT. STEPHEN CORRELL HIGH MEMORIAL BRIDGE”
AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE
THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “SGT. STEPHEN CORRELL HIGH MEMO-
RIAL BRIDGE”.
   03/31/09 House Introduced HJ-31
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-31
   04/01/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-97
   04/02/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-55
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-28
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-28
H 3822  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO THANK MR. BERNARD “BERNIE” BAUM OF
KERSHAW COUNTY, CHIEF OF STAFF FOR REPRESENTATIVE J.E.
SMITH, FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DURING THE RECENT MILITARY
LEAVE OF REPRESENTATIVE SMITH, AND TO DECLARE MR. BAUM
THE “125TH HOUSE MEMBER.”
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 3823  General Bill, By Knight
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT RESIDENTS OF THE TOWNS OF ST. GEORGE
AND HARLEYVILLE, WHO OWN GOLF CARTS THAT MAY BE OPER-
ATED ALONG CERTAIN PRIMARY HIGHWAYS OR STREETS, MAY
OPERATE THEM ALONG CERTAIN HIGHWAYS AND STREETS WITHIN
THEIR RESPECTIVE JURISDICTIONS IN A TWO-MILE RADIUS OF
THEIR RESIDENCES OR PLACES OF BUSINESS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT DURING NIGHTTIME HOURS, THE GOLF CART MUST BE OPER-
ATED WITH WORKING HEADLIGHTS AND TAILLIGHTS.
   03/31/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-23
   04/01/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   04/01/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/02/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-28
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-21
   05/08/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3824  Resolution, By H.B. Brown, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE INNOVA-
TIVE EFFORTS OF MIDLANDS BIOFUELS IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY AND
TO COMMEND THE CORPORATE LEADERSHIP FOR OUTSTANDING
WORK TO IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENT OF OUR BEAUTIFUL STATE.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 3825  Resolution, By Erickson, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE OUR FORMER HOUSE
COLLEAGUE EDIE RODGERS OF BEAUFORT COUNTY ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HER SEVENTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER MUCH
HAPPINESS IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 3826  Resolution, By Hutto
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH OF JAMES ISLAND UPON THE OCCASION OF THE
DEDICATION OF THEIR NEW CHURCH, AND TO CELEBRATE WITH
THEM AS THEY COMMIT THIS HOUSE OF WORSHIP TO GOD.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 3827  Concurrent Resolution, By Erickson, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,254
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Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0633)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WENDELL WIL-
BURN, FIRE CHIEF OF THE CITY OF BEAUFORT, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE CITY OF BEAUFORT, BEAUFORT
COUNTY, AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   03/31/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-66
   03/31/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3828  General Bill, By Duncan
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE “COMMUNITY SCHOOLS INVESTMENT ACT”
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO ALLOW EACH SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT OF THE STATE TO CREATE A 501(c)(3) NONPROFIT FOUNDA-
TION TO ACCEPT MONEY, PROPERTY, AND OTHER GIFTS DONATED
TO THE DISTRICT AND TO RAISE FUNDS AND ACQUIRE REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY ON BEHALF OF THE DISTRICT; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE FOUNDATION; TO PROVIDE THAT
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUNDS RAISED ON BEHALF OF THE DISTRICT
MAY BE USED ONLY FOR NONOPERATIONAL PURPOSES; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE NAMING OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER SPECIAL PROJECTS
UNDERTAKEN WITH FUNDS PROVIDED BY THE FOUNDATION AFTER
BENEFACTORS OF THE FOUNDATION UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS;
AND TO PROVIDE THAT CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BY THE FOUN-
DATION ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE CHARITABLE OR BENEVOLENT CON-
TRIBUTIONS FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-66
H 3829  General Bill, By Rice, Simrill, A.D. Young, Hiott, Duncan, Cato,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, Owens, Sottile, Ballentine, Millwood, Haley,
Hamilton, Stringer, Bedingfield, Viers, Toole, Nanney and E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 27 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO DEFINE
THE TERM “PUBLIC ASSISTANCE”; TO PROVIDE, EXCEPT AS OTHER-
WISE PROHIBITED BY LAW, A PERSON SEEKING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
MUST SUBMIT TO CERTAIN RANDOM DRUG TESTS; TO PROVIDE A
PERSON WHO TWICE FAILS THIS RANDOM DRUG TEST MAY NOT
RECEIVE ADDITIONAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE; AND TO PROVIDE AN
AGENCY THAT ADMINISTERS THIS TEST TO A PERSON WHO TWICE
FAILS THE TEST IMMEDIATELY SHALL TERMINATE PUBLIC ASSIS-
TANCE BENEFITS IT PAYS HIM.
   03/31/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   03/31/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-67
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine,
Millwood, Haley, Hamilton, Stringer, Bedingfield, Viers,
Toole, Nanney, E.H.Pitts
H 3830  Resolution, By Dillard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE HERITAGE NEIGHBOR-
HOOD IN GREENVILLE COUNTY AND TO HONOR AND CONGRATU-
LATE ITS RESIDENTS UPON THE CELEBRATION OF ITS ONE
HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY ON MAY 2, 2009.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3831  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SECURITY DEPOSITS PAID UNDER
THE RESIDENTIAL LANDLORD-TENANT ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE A
LANDLORD MUST BE EXEMPT FROM CERTAIN WRITTEN NOTICE
REQUIREMENTS IF THE TENANT IS EVICTED FOR FAILING TO PAY
RENT OR INCURRING DAMAGE EXCEEDING THE AMOUNT OF THE
SECURITY DEPOSIT.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
H 3832  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-8-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO MAGISTRATES’ SALARIES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE A MAGISTRATE WHO IS A LICENSED ATTORNEY IN GOOD
STANDING WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR MUST BE PAID A BASE
SALARY EQUAL TO FIFTY-FIVE PERCENT OF A CIRCUIT COURT
JUDGE’S SALARY FOR THE STATE’S IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS FISCAL
YEAR, REGARDLESS OF THE POPULATION CATEGORY OF THE
COUNTY HE SERVES OR THE LENGTH OF HIS TENURE AS A MAGIS-
TRATE.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3833  Joint Resolution, By H.B. Brown, Bowen, Huggins, Brantley,
Mitchell, Parker, Kennedy, King, Govan, Spires, Ballentine, Williams,
Bedingfield, McEachern, J.E. Smith, Rutherford, J.M. Neal, Hamilton,
Toole, R.L. Brown, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales,
Barfield, Battle, Bowers, Brady, Branham, G.A. Brown, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Crawford, Daning, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Forrester, Frye,
Funderburk, Gilliard, Gullick, Gunn, Hardwick, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hiott,
Hodges, Hosey, Hutto, Jennings, Kelly, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, Mack, McLeod, Miller, D.C. Moss, Nanney, Neilson,
Ott, Parks, Pinson, M.A. Pitts, Scott, Sellers, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile,
Stringer, Thompson, Vick, Weeks, Whitmire, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and
T.R. Young
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XV
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 4 SO AS TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR RECALLING AND
REMOVING A PERSON HOLDING A STATEWIDE-ELECTED CONSTITU-
TIONAL OFFICE.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3834  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY
ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A MUNICIPALITY OR
COUNTY FROM DECLARING A BUSINESS A PUBLIC NUISANCE IF
THAT MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY DOES NOT AUTHORIZE THE USE
OF ITS OFF-DUTY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO BE HIRED BY
PRIVATE ENTITIES TO PROVIDE SECURITY SERVICES.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3835  General Bill, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham,
Bowen, Brady, Branham, Brantley, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning,
Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk,
Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison,
Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey,
Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern,
McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal,
J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts,
Rice, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young
and T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 9, TITLE 23 TO ENACT THE
“SOUTH CAROLINA HYDROGEN PERMITTING ACT” SO AS TO CREATE
THE STATE HYDROGEN PERMITTING PROGRAM AND TO STATE THE255
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; TO
PROVIDE THAT ONLY THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL MAY PERMIT A
HYDROGEN FACILITY IN THIS STATE, BUT MAY DELEGATE THIS
AUTHORITY TO A COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL OFFICIAL IN SPECIFIC
CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE THE DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF
THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL UNDER THE ACT; TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR A PARTY SEEKING TO RENOVATE OR CONSTRUCT A
HYDROGEN FACILITY; TO PROVIDE THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL MAY
IMPOSE CERTAIN FEES RELATED TO PERMITTING, LICENSING, AND
INSPECTING UNDER THE ACT; TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A PER-
SON WHO CONVEYS OR ATTEMPTS TO CONVEY HYDROGEN IN VIO-
LATION OF THE ACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 23-9-20, RELATING TO
DUTIES OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE STATE
FIRE MARSHAL SHALL SUPERVISE ENFORCEMENT OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HYDROGEN PERMITTING PROGRAM.
   04/01/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-42
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   04/02/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-28
   04/16/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Campbell
H 3836  General Bill, By McEachern and Dillard
Similar (H 3709)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-730, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE USES ALLOWED FOR
LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX REVENUES, SO AS TO ALLOW THE GOV-
ERNING BODY OF A MUNICIPALITY AND A COUNTY BY ORDINANCE
TO USE NOT MORE THAN ONE-HALF OF THE REVENUES OF THE
LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX IMPOSED BY THE COUNTY AND MUNICI-
PALITY FOR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 3837  General Bill, By Limehouse and Sottile
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITION OF TERMS
REGARDING THE OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES ALONG THE
STATE’S HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE
TERM “LSV-C ELECTRIC VEHICLE”; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 22 TO
CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION OF
LSV-C ELECTRIC VEHICLES ALONG THE STATE’S HIGHWAYS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
H 3838  Joint Resolution, By Bales and Sandifer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE A PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION
FOR OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY
TAX YEAR 2009 ONLY, IN AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO FIFTEEN PERCENT
OF THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE PROPERTY.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3839  General Bill, By Edge, Harrison and Viers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 21, TITLE 5 SO AS TO ENACT THE
“MUNICIPAL FINANCE OVERSIGHT ACT OF 2009” TO CREATE THE
MUNICIPAL FINANCE OVERSIGHT COMMISSION AND AN EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE OF THE COMMISSION, PROVIDE FOR THEIR COMPOSI-
TION, POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES, REQUIRE MUNICI-
PALITIES TO SUBMIT ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTS AND ANNUAL
AUDITS, PROVIDE FOR SANCTIONS AGAINST MUNICIPALITIES THAT
FAIL TO COMPLY WITH THE COMMISSION’S PLAN FOR REFINANCING,
ADJUSTING, OR COMPROMISING A DEBT, PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR
AN OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE OF A MUNICIPALITY WHO FAILS TO
COMPLY WITH THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 21; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 6-1-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIRE-
MENT OF A FINANCIAL REPORT SUBMITTED BY COUNTIES AND
MUNICIPALITIES TO THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD,
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, ECONOMIC RESEARCH SEC-
TION, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE REPORT BE
SUBMITTED BY A MUNICIPALITY.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3840  General Bill, By Cooper
Similar (H 3854)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 12, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, RELATING TO TAXATION, SO AS TO REVISE CERTAIN CHAPTERS
PERTAINING TO VARIOUS TAX MATTERS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3841  General Bill, By Owens, Cooper, Skelton, Sottile, J.M. Neal, R.L.
Brown, Simrill, Battle, Govan, Barfield, Gullick, Stavrinakis, Hutto,
Jefferson, Umphlett, Daning, Kirsh, Knight, Williams, Merrill, Weeks,
Whipper, Mack, G.M. Smith, Lowe, Clemmons, Gilliard, Sellers, Erickson,
Willis, Wylie, Mitchell, Stewart, Gunn, Vick, Harrell and J.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ENACTING THE “TECHNICAL COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE EFFI-
CIENCIES ACT OF 2009” SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE BOARD FOR
TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH A
TIERED SYSTEM FOR CATEGORIZING TECHNICAL COLLEGES WITH
RESPECT TO THEIR FINANCIAL STRENGTH AND ABILITY TO MAN-
AGE DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS AND A REVIEW SYSTEM FOR CER-
TAIN HUMAN RESOURCES, FACILITIES AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT,
PROCUREMENT, AND GRANTS MANAGEMENT REQUESTS BY TECH-
NICAL COLLEGES; BY ADDING SECTION 2-47-70 SO AS TO ALLOW
TECHNICAL COLLEGES TO ENTER INTO ONE OR MORE LEASE
AGREEMENTS UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS AND SUBJECT TO
APPROVAL BY THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPRE-
HENSIVE EDUCATION AND REVIEW BY THE JOINT BOND REVIEW
COMMITTEE AND THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD; BY
ADDING SECTION 6-1-137 SO AS TO ALLOW TECHNICAL COLLEGES
TO BE A PART OF CERTAIN CONTRACTS MADE BY COUNTIES, MUNIC-
IPALITIES, OR SCHOOL DISTRICTS; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-65,
RELATING TO APPROVAL AND RECORDATION OF REAL PROPERTY
TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, SO AS TO
EXCLUDE CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS MADE FOR OR
BY A TECHNICAL COLLEGE;  TO AMEND SECTION 2-47-50, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PERMANENT
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS BY THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND AUTHO-
RIZATION OF CERTAIN PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS BY
THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCA-
TION UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT A TECHNI-
CAL COLLEGE MAY NOT ADVERTISE AND INTERVIEW FOR PROJECT
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES WITHOUT PRIOR
APPROVAL OF THE ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING PHASE OF A
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT PROJECT BY THE STATE BOARD FOR
TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THE APPROVAL OF SCOPE AND BUDGET CHANGES FOR PREVI-
OUSLY APPROVED PROJECTS UP TO AN INCREASE OF TWENTY PER-
CENT OR TOTALING UP TO TWO MILLION DOLLARS BY THE STATE
BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION AND
FOR THE PUBLICATION OF SUCH APPROVAL TO THE JOINT BOND
REVIEW COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SECTION 2-65-30, RELATING TO
RECEIPT AND EXPENDITURE OF UNANTICIPATED FUNDS, SO AS TO
EXCLUDE TECHNICAL COLLEGES FROM STATE BUDGET AND CON-256
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTROL BOARD REVIEW OF EXPENDITURE PROPOSALS, AND TO
REQUIRE THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE
EDUCATION TO MONITOR FEDERAL FUNDS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL
COLLEGE SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-35, RELATING TO SAL-
ARY PAYMENT SCHEDULES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION MAY
APPROVE ALTERNATIVE SALARY PAYMENT SCHEDULES FOR TECH-
NICAL COLLEGE EMPLOYEES; TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-230, RELAT-
ING TO THE CREATION AND DUTIES OF THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND CON-
TROL BOARD TO COORDINATE WITH THE STATE BOARD FOR TECH-
NICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION IN ESTABLISHING A
CLASSIFICATION AND COMPENSATION PLAN FOR TECHNICAL COL-
LEGE CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES, AND TO PROVIDE WHAT THE PLAN
MUST INCLUDE;  TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1210, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CERTIFICATION OF PROCUREMENTS, SO AS TO ALLOW
FOR STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCA-
TION APPROVAL FOR UP TO FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN ADDI-
TIONAL PROCUREMENT AUTHORITY UPON CERTAIN CONDITIONS,
AND TO PROVIDE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION
11-35-1550, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO BID PROCEDURES ON PRO-
CUREMENTS UP TO FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, SO AS TO REVISE
AMOUNTS TO WHICH CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE SECTION APPLY
FOR TECHNICAL COLLEGES; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-3230, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO AN EXCEPTION FOR SMALL ARCHITECT-
ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYING SERVICES CONTRACT, SO AS TO
REVISE DOLLAR AMOUNTS FOR SUCH CONTRACTS BY TECHNICAL
COLLEGES; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-3310, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO INDEFINITE DELIVERY CONTRACTS FOR CONSTRUCTION ITEMS,
SO AS TO REVISE DOLLAR LIMITS FOR CERTAIN CONTRACTS FOR
TECHNICAL COLLEGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-3810, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO REGULATIONS FOR THE SALE,TRANSFER,
AND DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION
TO ESTABLISH POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR GOVERNING THE
DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL
REVIEW AND MONITORING OF SUCH DISPOSAL.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-12
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Skelton
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile,
J.M.Neal, R.L.Brown, Simrill, Battle, Govan, Barfield
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gullick, Stavr-
inakis, Hutto, Jefferson, Umphlett, Daning, Kirsh, Knight,
Williams, Merrill, Weeks, Whipper, Mack, G.M.Smith,
Lowe, Clemmons, Gilliard, Sellers, Erickson
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis, Wylie,
Mitchell
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-220
   04/28/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stewart,
Gunn, Vick, Harrell, J.R.Smith
   04/28/09 House Amended HJ-38
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-44
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-22
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-16
H 3842  Joint Resolution, By D.C. Moss, Knight, Edge, Gambrell, Bowen,
Hodges, Anthony, Chalk, Spires, Erickson, Huggins, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Bales, Bowers, Brady, Branham, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Clyburn, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Forrester,
Funderburk, Gilliard, Gullick, Gunn, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart,
Hayes, Horne, Hosey, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kennedy, Kirsh,
Limehouse, Littlejohn, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, Nanney,
J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Simrill, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Stringer, Thompson, Vick, Viers,
Weeks and Williams
Similar (S 0653)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES SHALL COMPLY
WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLA-
TIVE AUDIT COUNCIL CONCERNING THE NONEMERGENCY MEDICAL
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT AND
TO REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE DEPARTMENT’S
PROGRESS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-13
   04/01/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Bedingfield
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sellers,
Cato, Cobb-Hunter, J.H.Neal, King, Howard, Scott
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Harvin
H 3843  General Bill, By Viers, Clemmons, M.A. Pitts, Thompson, Umphlett
and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-5-40 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT VETERAN’S
DAY MUST BE RECOGNIZED AS A HOLIDAY FOR ALL LOCAL SCHOOL
DISTRICTS AND PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF THE
STATE.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-13
H 3844  General Bill, By Viers, Chalk, Clemmons and Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-23-1130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
THE GOVERNING BODY OF EACH COUNTY PROVIDE THE JUDGE OF
PROBATE WITH THE NECESSARY OFFICE EQUIPMENT, BOOKS,
OFFICE SPACE, AND PERSONNEL FOR THE OPERATION OF THE
COURT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THESE JUDGES HAVE ABSOLUTE
CONTROL OVER THESE MATTERS, INCLUDING USE OF BUDGETED
FUNDS, EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATIONS, COMPENSATION, AND PRO-
MOTIONS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3845  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Allen and Kelly
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-1000, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TIME FOR A MOTION FOR NEW
TRIAL AND APPEAL IN MAGISTRATES COURT, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE TIME PERIOD IN WHICH A MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL MAY BE
MADE FROM FIVE TO TEN DAYS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
   05/13/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-34
   05/14/09 House Read second time HJ-62
   05/14/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-63
   05/15/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   05/19/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
H 3846  General Bill, By Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 23, TITLE 37 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR MANUFACTURED HOUSING LOAN DEFAULT AND REPOSSESSION
PROCEDURES INCLUDING DEFINITIONS, NOTICE REQUIREMENTS,
COURT ORDERS, CURE OF DEFAULT, VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUN-
TARY REPOSSESSION, AND REINSTATEMENT OF THE LOAN.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69257
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-69
H 3847  General Bill, By Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-33-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF A
TENANT FOR A UTILITY BILL, SO AS TO PROVIDE A TENANT MAY
PAY AN OUTSTANDING UTILITY BILL OWED BY THE LANDLORD IN
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, THAT THIS PAYMENT MAY BE
DEDUCTED FROM THE TENANT’S NEXT DUE RENT PAYMENT, AND
THAT THIS PAYMENT OF A UTILITY BILL MUST BE CONSIDERED A
RENT PAYMENT FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CHAPTER.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-70
H 3848  General Bill, By Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 29-3-795 SO AS TO CREATE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA FORECLOSURE DATABASE IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
OF STATE BY DECEMBER 31, 2009; TO PROVIDE INFORMATION THAT
MUST BE CONTAINED IN THE DATABASE AND REPORTING REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR THE INFORMATION; TO PROVIDE LIABILITY MAY NOT
ACCRUE TO THE PARTY FORECLOSING THE MORTGAGE OR ITS
ATTORNEY FOR CERTAIN ERRORS IN THE PROVISION OF INFORMA-
TION TO THE DATABASE; TO PROVIDE OMISSION OF INFORMATION
REQUIRED BY THIS SECTION DOES NOT INVALIDATE A FORECLO-
SURE; AND TO PROVIDE THE SECRETARY OF STATE MAY PROMUL-
GATE RULES AND REGULATIONS NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE
DATABASE.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-70
H 3849  Resolution, By Weeks, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3850)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SUMTER
DIXIE BOYS BASEBALL TEAM FOR ITS IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2008
DIXIE BOYS WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, SUMTER’S SEC-
OND CONSECUTIVE WORLD SERIES TITLE AND DIXIE YOUTH BASE-
BALL’S FIRST BACK-TO-BACK TITLE VICTORIES, AND TO HONOR
THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-98
H 3850  Resolution, By Weeks, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3849)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SUMTER DIXIE BOYS BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND STAFF, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR
OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2008 DIXIE BOYS
WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-99
H 3851  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND WELCOME TO SOUTH
CAROLINA THE MEMBERS OF THE DELEGATION OF 1FFC MONT-
ABAUR, A GERMAN YOUTH SOCCER TEAM, WHICH IS VISITING
COLUMBIA DURING THE FIRST WEEK IN APRIL TO PARTICIPATE IN A
YOUTH SOCCER CULTURAL-EXCHANGE PROGRAM.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-100
H 3852  Resolution, By Gunn
Similar (S 0482)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GLORY COMMU-
NICATIONS, INC., ON ITS FIFTEENTH YEAR OF PRESENTING THE GOS-
PEL MUSIC CELEBRATION “FAMILYFEST” AND FOR SPONSORING THE
“FUTURE LEADER SCHOLARSHIP FUND” PRESENTATIONS HELD IN
CONJUNCTION WITH FAMILYFEST.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-100
H 3853  General Bill, By Hart
Similar (S 0206, H 3166)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 29 TO TITLE 14 SO AS TO ENACT THE “MIDDLE
COURT PROCESSES ACT”, TO REQUIRE THE CREATION AND ADMINIS-
TRATION OF A MIDDLE COURT PROCESS IN EACH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT,
POWERS, AND DUTIES OF A MIDDLE COURT JUDGE, TO PROVIDE
REQUIREMENTS FOR AN OFFENDER TO QUALIFY FOR ADMISSION TO
A MIDDLE COURT PROCESS, AND TO REQUIRE FUNDING OF THE MID-
DLE COURT PROCESS BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE JUDICIAL
DEPARTMENT, THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
   05/19/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
   05/20/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-30
H 3854  General Bill, By Cooper
Similar (H 3840)258
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND TITLE 12, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, RELATING TO TAXATION, SO AS TO REVISE CERTAIN CHAPTERS
AND SECTIONS PERTAINING TO VARIOUS TAX MATTERS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-101
   04/02/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 7, 2009 HJ-48
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-31
   04/22/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-71
   04/23/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 28, 2009 HJ-240
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-14
   04/29/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, April 30, 2009 HJ-26
   04/30/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 12, 2009 HJ-18
   05/12/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 13, 2009 HJ-25
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-14
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-32
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, May 20, 2009 HJ-25
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-22
   05/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, May 22, 2009 HJ-16
H 3855  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Spires, Clyburn, D.C. Smith, J.R. Smith
and Stewart
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF REGULA-
TION OF MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS, LICENSES FOR
DEALERS AND WHOLESALERS, AND WHOLESALE MOTOR VEHICLE
AUCTIONS, SO AS TO EXCLUDE FROM THE DEFINITION OF “MOTOR
VEHICLE DEALER”, A BUSINESS ENTITY WHICH FOR NO FEE OR
CHARGE AND WHILE NOT OPEN FOR BUSINESS OFFERS THE USE OF
ITS PROPERTY FOR CASUAL SALES OF MOTOR VEHICLES.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-101
H 3856 (Rat # 0043, Act #  0012)  General Bill, By Umphlett, Battle,
Hardwick, Clemmons and Knight
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 51-17-85, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON DISPOSITION OF
HERITAGE TRUST PROPERTY, SO AS TO EXCLUDE PUBLIC INFRA-
STRUCTURE PROJECTS FROM THE LIMITATION. - ratified title
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-102
   04/01/09 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-106
   04/02/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons,
Knight
   04/02/09 House Read second time HJ-43
   04/02/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   04/03/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-29
   04/15/09 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   04/21/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
   04/30/09 Ratified R 43
   05/06/09 Signed By Governor
   05/15/09 Effective date 05/06/09
   05/19/09 Act No. 12
H 3857  General Bill, By Crawford, Lowe, Daning, Scott, Simrill, Millwood,
Parker, Allison, Forrester, Kelly, Limehouse, Owens and Sottile
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-90, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTICE OF AVAILABLE
HEALTH-RELATED SERVICES AND RIGHTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
NOTICE OF RIGHTS PERTAINING TO PSYCHOLOGICAL SCREENINGS
MUST BE SENT BY A SCHOOL DISTRICT TO PARENTS AT THE BEGIN-
NING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PARENT OR
GUARDIAN IS NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE ANY MEDICAL ACTION AND
THAT PSYCHOLOGICAL SCREENING OF A STUDENT MAY NOT BE
REQUIRED IN THE ABSENCE OF A SIGNED, WRITTEN CONSENT BY A
STUDENT’S PARENT OR GUARDIAN.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-102
H 3858  General Bill, By Loftis, Bedingfield, Nanney, Toole, Spires, Delleney,
Frye, Hamilton, Owens, Rice, Scott, D.C. Smith, G.R. Smith, Stringer,
Williams and Wylie
Similar (S 0134)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-435 SO AS TO ENACT THE “RELIGIOUS
VIEWPOINTS ANTIDISCRIMINATION ACT” WHICH PROHIBITS A
SCHOOL DISTRICT FROM DISCRIMINATING AGAINST A STUDENT
BASED ON RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINT, ALLOWS A STUDENT TO EXPRESS
HIS RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINT, ALLOWS A STUDENT TO EXPRESS HIS
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS IN HOMEWORK AND CLASSROOM ASSIGN-
MENTS, AND ALLOWS STUDENTS TO ORGANIZE AND PARTICIPATE IN
RELIGIOUS STUDENT GATHERINGS TO THE SAME EXTENT AS SECU-
LAR NONCURRICULAR GROUPS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
H 3859  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-19-130 SO AS TO ADOPT THE “AGREEMENT
AMONG THE STATES TO ELECT THE PRESIDENT BY NATIONAL POPU-
LAR VOTE”, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS
7-19-70, 7-19-80, 7-19-90, 7-19-100, AND 7-19-120 ALL RELATING TO
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
H 3860  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 35, TITLE 41 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR AN ALTERNATIVE BASE PERIOD FOR CERTAIN CLAIMANTS OF
BENEFITS UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
LAW, TO DEFINE “ALTERNATIVE BASE PERIOD”, AND TO FURTHER
PROVIDE THAT, WHEN CERTAIN INFORMATION IS NOT AVAILABLE,
THE COMMISSION MAY BASE THE DETERMINATION FOR ELIGIBIL-
ITY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BENEFITS ON THE AFFIDAVIT
OF A CLAIMANT WITH RESPECT TO WEEKS AND WAGES FOR CER-
TAIN CALENDAR QUARTERS.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-103
H 3861  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-35, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SURETY BONDING REQUIREMENTS FOR
BIDDERS ON A PUBLIC PROCUREMENT CONTRACT, SO AS TO DEFINE
“HISTORICALLY UNDERUTILIZED BUSINESS”, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE OF THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD SHALL ESTABLISH A PROGRAM TO PROVIDE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO A HISTORICALLY UNDERUTILIZED
BUSINESS SEEKING A SURETY BOND, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT OFFICE MAY CONTRACT FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-103
H 3862  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 15 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 6 SO AS TO ENACT THE259
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COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES ARE EMPOWERED TO USE INCLU-
SIONARY ZONING STRATEGIES TO EXPAND THE AVAILABILITY OF
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-103
H 3863  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3379 SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE INCOME
TAX CREDIT EQUAL TO THIRTY PERCENT OF THE COST TO THE TAX-
PAYER FOR THE PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF A SOLAR OR
WIND ENERGY SYSTEM ON PROPERTY IN THIS STATE AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE FOR CLAIMING THIS CREDIT.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-104
H 3864  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 23 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “INNOCENCE PROTECTION ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
IN CUSTODY AFTER CONVICTION MAY APPLY TO THE COURT FOR
CERTAIN FORENSIC DNA TESTING, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF A COURT UPON RECEIPT OF AN APPLICA-
TION FOR DNA TESTING, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PRESERVATION OF
BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL SECURED IN CONNECTION WITH A CRIMI-
NAL CASE FOR AS LONG AS THE MATERIAL MAY HAVE PROBATIVE
VALUE AS EVIDENCE.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
H 3865  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-456 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN
EMPLOYEE MAY BE GRANTED BY HIS EMPLOYER A SPECIFIED
AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL PAID LEAVE EACH YEAR FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF ATTENDING CERTAIN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOL CONFERENCES OR ACTIVITIES DURING THE EMPLOYEE’S
WORK HOURS OR TO ENGAGE IN CERTAIN VOLUNTEER TEACHING
ACTIVITIES IN THE SCHOOLS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE EMPLOYERS
OF THESE EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO A SPECIFIED STATE
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION FOR THESE ACTIVITIES, AND TO PROVIDE
THE PROCEDURES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS SECTION.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-105
H 3866  General Bill, By J.H. Neal and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-510 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUT PREVENTION ACT OF 2009” SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT ANY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT DURING A SCHOOL
YEAR WHO HAS CUMULATIVELY FAILED TO PASS AT LEAST TWO
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION REQUIRED FOR A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
IN THE STUDENT’S PROGRAM OF STUDY OR WHO HAS SCORED IN
THE TWENTY-FIVE PERCENTILE OR LOWER ON APPLICABLE END-OF-
YEAR ASSESSMENT TESTS MUST MEET WITH HIS HIGH SCHOOL
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR AND HIS PARENTS OR LEGAL GUARDIAN
BEFORE THE START OF THE NEXT SCHOOL YEAR TO REVIEW THE
STUDENT’S INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN AND HIS ACADEMIC
PROGRESS TO DETERMINE IF MODIFICATIONS IN THE PLAN OR
CHANGES IN THE STUDENT’S PROGRAM OF STUDY ARE REQUIRED
IN ORDER TO ALLOW THE STUDENT TO ACHIEVE GREATER EDUCA-
TIONAL BENEFITS AND ALSO TO PREVENT THE STUDENT FROM
DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-230, RELAT-
ING TO NOTIFICATION TO PARENTS OR LEGAL GUARDIAN OF A
PUPIL WHO HAS BEEN SUSPENDED FROM A CLASS OR SCHOOL AND
CONFERENCES IN REGARD TO THE SUSPENSION WITH THE STU-
DENT’S PARENTS OR LEGAL GUARDIAN WHICH ARE AVAILABLE
WITH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE CONFER-
ENCE TO BE HELD AND FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE INFORMATION
TO BE COVERED AT THE CONFERENCE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-65-10,
RELATING TO THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PARENTS OR A LEGAL
GUARDIAN TO CAUSE THEIR CHILD TO ATTEND SCHOOL DURING
CERTAIN AGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD WHO HAS NOT
ATTAINED THE AGE OF NINETEEN RATHER THAN SEVENTEEN AND
WHO HAS NOT GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL IS REQUIRED TO
ATTEND SCHOOL.
   04/01/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-105
   04/01/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-105
H 3867  Resolution, By Sandifer, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0682)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE TUESDAY, APRIL 21, 2009, AS
“SOUTH CAROLINA RECYCLERS DAY,” AND TO COMMEND AND REC-
OGNIZE SOUTH CAROLINA’S RECYCLERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO OUR STATE’S ECONOMY AND FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO
PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT AND PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 3868  Resolution, By Clemmons, Harrell, Alexander, Anderson, Battle,
Bingham, Branham, G.A. Brown, Cato, Cooper, Crawford, Edge, Hardwick,
Harrison, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Jennings, Kennedy, Lowe, Lucas, Miller,
Neilson, Owens, Sandifer, Vick, Viers and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE SECRETARY OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, THE HONOR-
ABLE RAY H. LAHOOD, TO SET ASIDE THE FUNDS NECESSARY TO
ACQUIRE THE RIGHT-OF-WAY AND BUILD THE APPROXIMATELY
TWELVE-MILE PORTION OF INTERSTATE 73 FROM ITS INTERSECTION
WITH SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 34 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH
UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 501.
   04/02/09 House Introduced HJ-29
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-29
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-219
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/28/09 House Adopted HJ-45
H 3869  Resolution, By Hutto, Herbkersman, Erickson, Merrill, Limehouse,
Daning and Wylie
Similar (S 0707)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MOST REV-
EREND ROBERT E. GUGLIELMONE UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
ORDINATION AND INSTALLATION AS THE THIRTEENTH BISHOP OF
THE DIOCESE OF CHARLESTON ON MARCH 25, 2009, AND TO WEL-
COME HIM TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29260
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 44 TO TITLE 11 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
“SOUTH CAROLINA ENTREPRENEURIAL SUCCESS FUND ACT” TO BE
ADMINISTERED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA VENTURE CAPITAL
AUTHORITY, TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE A STATE
INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR QUALIFIED INVESTMENTS IN A FUND, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE AMOUNT OF ANNUAL AVAILABLE CREDIT, TO
DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF A TAXPAYER’S CREDIT, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE FORMATION OF A FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PURPOSE
OF A FUND IS TO MAKE SEED CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN HIGH
GROWTH-ORIENTED BUSINESSES, AND TO PROVIDE REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-30
H 3871  General Bill, By Harvin, Hosey and Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-29-15 SO AS TO SPECIFY REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR LABORATORIES THAT TEST FOR INFECTIOUS
OR OTHER DISEASES REQUIRED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO BE REPORTED AND TO PRO-
VIDE A CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-30
   04/02/09 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-52
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-52
H 3872  General Bill, By Cato, Bannister, Wylie, Loftis, Bedingfield, Allen,
Stringer, Nanney, Dillard, Hamilton, Rice, G.R. Smith and Willis
Similar (S 0614)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 26 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY ACT”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE POWERS AND DUTIES
OF THE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAMPUS
AUTHORITY.
   04/02/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-30
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-237
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   05/05/09 Senate Committed to Committee on Education SJ-21
H 3873  General Bill, By Rice, Hiott, Owens, Loftis, Littlejohn and J.R.
Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-500 SO AS TO CREATE THE VIRTUAL HEAD
START COMMITTEE UNDER THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PURPOSE AND
MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE, TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO
COMPILE A SET OF AGE APPROPRIATE INTERNET-BASED LESSONS
DESIGNED TO STIMULATE THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN AGED
ZERO TO SIX, TO PROVIDE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COM-
MITTEE WEBSITE, TO PROVIDE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE WEBSITE MUST BE FUNDED BY PRIVATE GRANTS
AND ADVERTISING, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; AND BY ADD-
ING SECTION 59-7-70 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD AND THE EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK
TO PROVIDE A WIRELESS CLOUD OVER ALL PUBLIC SCHOOL FACILI-
TIES AND OVER A TEN-MILE RADIUS SURROUNDING THE FACILITIES
USING EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-31
H 3874  General Bill, By Stavrinakis and Merrill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-525, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DISQUALIFICATION OF MEMBERS OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY FROM ELECTION TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE POSITION, SO AS TO CHANGE FOUR YEARS TO ONE YEAR.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-31
   04/02/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-117
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-237
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Rankin, Hutto,
Bright, Davis
   05/07/09 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-21
   05/07/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-21
H 3875  General Bill, By Rice and Cato
Similar (S 0201, S 0455)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 60 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA HEALTHNET PROGRAM”; TO PROVIDE FOR THE CRE-
ATION OF A FIVE-YEAR PILOT PROGRAM TO PROMOTE THE AVAIL-
ABILITY OF HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE TO EMPLOYEES OF
SMALL EMPLOYER GROUPS AND HEALTH GROUP COOPERATIVES
REGARDLESS OF HEALTH STATUS OR CLAIMS EXPERIENCE, ESTAB-
LISH RULES REGARDING RENEWAL OF COVERAGE, LIMITATIONS ON
THE USE OF PREEXISTING CONDITIONS EXCLUSIONS, ASSURE FAIR
ACCESS TO HEALTH PLANS AND IMPROVE OVERALL FAIRNESS AND
EFFICIENCY OF THE SMALL GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE MARKET;
TO PROVIDE FOR DEFINITIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION
AND AUTHORITY OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS; TO PROVIDE FAIR
MARKETING STANDARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF CRITERIA FOR PLAN ADMINISTRATION IN THE PLAN OF OPERA-
TION; TO PROVIDE FOR RATES; TO PROVIDE FOR PROVIDER PARTICI-
PATION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE OF THE
CHAPTER; TO PROVIDE THAT SMALL GROUP HEALTH INSURERS
SHALL OFFER AND MARKET PLANS DEVELOPED BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HEALTHNET PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE FOR HEALTH BENE-
FIT PLAN STANDARDS; TO PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS
AND PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR TERMINATION AND
NONRENEWAL OF COVERAGE; TO PROVIDE FOR CLAIMS DATA TO BE
REPORTED TO THE PROGRAM; TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO SUBMIT
A REPORT REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM;
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT THE
PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 60, TITLE 38 ADDED BY THIS ACT.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-32
H 3876  Joint Resolution, By Scott, E.H. Pitts, Huggins, Toole, Barfield,
Crawford, Daning, Lowe, M.A. Pitts and Umphlett
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT BEGINNING IN 2012, MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES MUST BE CHOSEN EVERY FOURTH INSTEAD OF EVERY SEC-
OND YEAR; TO AMEND SECTION 8, ARTICLE III, RELATING TO
ELECTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE BE ELECTED EVERY FOURTH
INSTEAD OF EVERY SECOND YEAR; AND TO AMEND SECTION 6,
ARTICLE III, RELATING TO ELECTION OF THE SENATE, SO AS TO PRO-261
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ELECTED EVERY SIXTH INSTEAD OF EVERY FOURTH YEAR.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-33
H 3877  General Bill, By Scott, E.H. Pitts, Huggins, Toole, Crawford, Daning,
Hardwick, Hearn and Lowe
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-70 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE TERM OF
OFFICE FOR THE SENATE IS SIX YEARS; BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-190
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION
TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED
FOUR TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE SENATE IF THAT PERSON HAS
SERVED THREE TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
A TERM SERVED FOR WHICH THE ELECTION WAS HELD BEFORE JAN-
UARY 1, 2009, MAY NOT BE COUNTED AS A TERM SERVED; TO
AMEND SECTION 2-1-20, RELATING TO THE ELECTION DATE FOR
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THE ELECTION DATE IS THE TUESDAY AFTER THE FIRST MONDAY IN
NOVEMBER OF EVERY OTHER EVEN-NUMBERED YEAR; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 2-1-40, RELATING TO THE TERM OF OFFICE FOR THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE TERM IS FOUR
YEARS.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-33
H 3878  Joint Resolution, By Rice, Harrison, Cooper, Bingham and Toole
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE
ON THE CONSOLIDATION OF STATE AGENCIES, PROVIDE FOR ITS
MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES, REQUIRE SUBMISSION OF RECOMMEN-
DATIONS, AND PROVIDE FOR ITS TERMINATION.
   04/02/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-33
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Harrison,
Cooper
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bingham,
Toole
   04/22/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sellers, Hart, Kennedy, Har-
vin, JE Smith, JH Neal, McEachern, Mack, King, Brant-
ley, and Stavrinakis HJ-31
   04/22/09 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Sellers, JE Smith,
McEachern, Hart, Kennedy, King, and Brantley HJ-44
   04/22/09 House Amended HJ-72
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-73
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-239
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   05/28/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: L.Martin (ch), Hutto, Knotts,
Malloy, Sheheen, Campbell, S.Martin
H 3879  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Clemmons and Mack
Similar (S 0676, S 0702, H 3951)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, MAY
20, 2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUS-
TICE OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
DECEMBER 31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JULY 31, 2012; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM  EXPIRES JULY 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT
FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO
A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND
THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT
FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
FAMILY COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JULY 31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM
THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
CHIEF JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 1, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM
THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; AND TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CER-
TAIN JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 5, WHOSE
TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013.
   04/02/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-119
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-30
   04/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-30
H 3880  Concurrent Resolution, By Pinson, Parks and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0687)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF R. THORNWELL DUNLAP, JR., OF GREEN-
WOOD, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/02/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-120
   04/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-30
H 3881  General Bill, By T.R. Young, Stewart, Spires, Toole, Kennedy,
Bedingfield, Huggins, G.R. Smith, Agnew, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, H.B.
Brown, Delleney, Frye, Gambrell, McLeod, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, J.R. Smith
and Thompson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-520, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WILD TURKEY SEASON, SO
AS TO ESTABLISH A UNIFORM STATEWIDE WILD TURKEY SEASON
AND TO ESTABLISH A UNIFORM STATEWIDE SEASON LIMIT OF FIVE
TURKEYS PER SEASON PER PERSON.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-121
H 3882  General Bill, By  House Labor, Commerce and Industry
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-150(F) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE TIME PERIOD BY WHICH WORK AUTHORIZED BY A PER-
MIT ISSUED BY THE COASTAL DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MUST BE COMPLETED, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE TIME LIMIT MUST BE TOLLED DURING THE PEN-
DENCY OF A PROJECT’S FORECLOSURE OR BANKRUPTCY.
   04/02/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-121
   04/06/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/22/09 House Amended HJ-40
   04/22/09 House Read second time HJ-43
   04/22/09 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-43
   04/23/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-238
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
   04/29/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Thomas (ch), Land, Ryberg
   05/19/09 Senate Polled out of committee Finance SJ-14
   05/19/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-14
   05/20/09 Senate Amended SJ-77
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-77
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   05/21/09 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-141
H 3883  General Bill, By Bowers and Brantley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE HEALTH PLAN,
SO AS TO PROVIDE MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE PROVIDED BY THE
PLAN MUST HAVE A LIFETIME MAXIMUM OF NO LESS THAN TWO
MILLION DOLLARS.262
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-122
H 3884  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-240 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS OF
TERMS RELATING TO THE VIDEO RECORDING OF STATEMENTS
MADE DURING A CUSTODIAL INTERROGATION, TO PROVIDE THAT
CERTAIN STATEMENTS MADE DURING A CUSTODIAL INTERROGA-
TION MUST BE VIDEO RECORDED, TO PROVIDE THAT A COURT MUST
INSTRUCT A JURY THAT IT MAY DRAW AN ADVERSE INFERENCE FOR
A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO FAILS TO VIDEO RECORD A
STATEMENT RELATING TO A CRIME, TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUM-
STANCE IN WHICH A PERSON’S STATEMENT MAY BE USED FOR
IMPEACHMENT PURPOSES, TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES
WHEN A STATEMENT OBTAINED IN ANOTHER STATE OR BY THE FED-
ERAL GOVERNMENT IS ADMISSIBLE IN THIS STATE AND TO PROVIDE
THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN AN INAUDIBLE PORTION OF A VIDEO
RECORDING DOES NOT RENDER IT INADMISSIBLE IN A JUDICIAL
PRECEDING.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-122
H 3885  General Bill, By Bingham, Harrell, Sandifer, Herbkersman and
Brantley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 4-1-180 SO AS TO ALLOW COUNTIES TO DESIG-
NATE ALL OR A PORTION OF A MULTICOUNTY PARK AS A “DESIG-
NATED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SITE” FOR EXTRAORDINARY
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES, TO PROVIDE THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
FOR A SITE SO DESIGNATED, TO ALLOW THE AGREEMENT ESTAB-
LISHING THE SITE TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO
REMIT UP TO THREE-FOURTHS OF A PORTION OF STATE SALES TAX
REVENUE COLLECTED IN THE SITE OTHERWISE CREDITED TO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE TO THE COUNTIES THAT ARE PARTY
TO THE AGREEMENT, TO PROVIDE THE USES TO WHICH THIS SALES
TAX REVENUE REMITTED TO THE PARTY COUNTIES MUST BE
APPLIED, AND TO SUNSET NEW DESIGNATIONS FIVE YEARS AFTER
THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-123
H 3886  Joint Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Bowen, Bedingfield, Parker, A.D.
Young, Cato, Herbkersman, Erickson, Huggins, Toole, Ballentine, Wylie,
Stringer, Simrill, E.H. Pitts, Haley, Harrison, Spires, Edge, Crawford,
Agnew, Allison, Bannister, Clemmons, Cole, Daning, Delleney, Forrester,
Gambrell, Hamilton, Harrell, Hearn, Horne, Kelly, Kirsh, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Lowe, Lucas, Millwood, Nanney, Owens, M.A. Pitts, D.C. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Stewart, Thompson, Viers, White, Whitmire, Willis and
T.R. Young
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST APPROPRIATE ACTION BY THE
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, ON ITS OWN ACTION BY CON-
SENT OF TWO-THIRDS OF BOTH HOUSES OR ON THE APPLICATION OF
THE LEGISLATURES OF TWO-THIRDS OF THE SEVERAL STATES, TO
PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES TO REQUIRE THAT THE TOTAL OF ALL FEDERAL APPROPRIA-
TIONS MAY NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL OF ALL ESTIMATED FEDERAL
REVENUES IN ANY FISCAL YEAR, WITH CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-123
H 3887  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-27-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SUBJECTING A LEASE PUR-
CHASE OR FINANCING AGREEMENT TO A CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT
LIMIT, SO AS TO PROVIDE A SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH AN AVERAGE
DAILY MEMBERSHIP OF SIXTY-FIVE HUNDRED STUDENTS OR LESS
MAY ENTER CERTAIN FINANCING AGREEMENTS THROUGH DECEM-
BER 31, 2012.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-124
   04/07/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 3888  General Bill, By Harrison, Cato, Sandifer, Rice, Owens, Huggins,
Toole, D.C. Moss, Duncan, Forrester, Sottile, Harvin, Bowers, Vick,
Bannister, T.R. Young, G.A. Brown, Barfield, Littlejohn, Frye, Spires, Hiott,
Wylie, Stringer, Gambrell, Willis, Neilson, Hayes, G.M. Smith, Weeks, M.A.
Pitts, Lowe, Clemmons, Jennings, Erickson, Crawford, Brady, D.C. Smith,
Ott, Whitmire, Anderson, Hutto, Horne, Whipper and R.L. Brown
Similar (S 0630)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-65 SO AS TO PROHIBIT MOTOR VEHICLE
MANUFACTURERS OR DISTRIBUTORS FROM REQUIRING DEALERS
TO RELOCATE OR MAKE ALTERATIONS TO THEIR DEALERSHIPS
UNLESS CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS ARE MET; BY ADDING SECTION
56-15-75 SO AS TO PROHIBIT MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS OR
DISTRIBUTORS FROM PREVENTING DEALERS FROM INVESTING IN,
MANAGING, OR ACQUIRING ANY OTHER LINE-MAKE OF NEW
MOTOR VEHICLES OR RELATED PRODUCTS IF CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS ARE MET; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-90, RELATING TO
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN FACTORS
THAT MUST BE CONSIDERED IN CALCULATING THE FAIR AND REA-
SONABLE COMPENSATION FOR THE VALUE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE
DEALERSHIP.
   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-124
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Rice, Owens,
Huggins, Toole, D.C.Moss, Duncan, Forrester, Sottile,
Harvin, Bowers, Vick, Bannister, T.R.Young, G.A.Brown,
Barfield
   04/21/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Bedingfield
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Littlejohn,
Frye, Spires, Hiott, Wylie, Stringer, Gambrell, Willis,
Neilson, Hayes, G.M.Smith, Weeks, M.A.Pitts, Lowe,
Clemmons, Jennings, Erickson
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford
   04/28/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brady,
D.C.Smith, Ott, Whitmire, Anderson
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Horne
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
R.L.Brown
H 3889  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-13-1350, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE HEALTH CERTIFICA-
TION REQUIREMENTS FOR A HORSE TO ENTER THE STATE, SO AS TO
REQUIRE TESTING FOR EQUINE STRANGLES AND A VETERINARY
CERTIFICATE OF GOOD HEALTH ISSUED NOT MORE THAN THIRTY
DAYS BEFORE ENTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 47-13-1370, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE PROOF OF TESTS REQUIRED FOR THE PUBLIC
ASSEMBLY OF HORSES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT HORSES MAIN-
TAINED AT A PUBLIC STABLE OR OTHER PUBLIC FACILITY BE
TESTED FOR EQUINE INFECTIOUS ANEMIA NOT LESS THAN ONCE
EACH TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS AND TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 47-13-1390, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OF A FALSE CERTIFICATE SHOWING
A NEGATIVE COGGINS TEST FOR ANY HORSE, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 47-13-
1400, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR VIO-
LATIONS OF ARTICLE 13, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 47, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE RANGE OF PENALTIES.263
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/02/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   04/02/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-125
   04/22/09 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-45
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-34
   04/29/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-195
H 3890  General Bill, By Dillard
Similar (S 0306, H 3948)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-25-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SIGNS PERMITTED ALONG INTER-
STATE OR FEDERAL-AID PRIMARY HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT
FUTURE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SIGN CONSTRUCTION WITHIN
TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED FEET OF A CEMETERY OR STRUC-
TURE, SITE OR DISTRICT THAT HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AS HAVING
HISTORICAL OR LANDMARK SIGNIFICANCE AND WHICH IS LISTED
IN THE NATIONAL HISTORIC REGISTER, STATE HISTORICAL REGIS-
TER, OR OTHER OFFICIAL COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL INVENTORY OF
HISTORIC AND LANDMARK PLACES.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-15
H 3891  Resolution, By Long, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE FORT MILL HIGH
SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL TEAM ON ITS FIRST-PLACE FINISH IN THE 2009
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HIGH SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL COMPETITION.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3892  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE CLASS OF 1959 OF ROB-
ERTS HIGH SCHOOL IN HOLLY HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON THE
OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE
MEMBERS OF THIS GREAT CLASS FOR THEIR SUCCESS IN MANY VAR-
IED ENDEAVORS AND FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR LOCAL
COMMUNITIES AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3893  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. WILLIAM P.
FOSTER AND THE FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL UNI-
VERSITY MARCHING BAND FOR THEIR EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH STAN-
DARDS FOR MUSICAL AND PERFORMING EXCELLENCE.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3894  Resolution, By Brantley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DEACON JESSE WRIGHT
OF JASPER COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS NINETY-FIFTH BIRTH-
DAY, AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND
CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3895  Resolution, By Brady, Harrison, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown,
H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RETIRED MAJOR
GENERAL JAMES E. LIVINGSTON OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE
CORPS FOR HIS LONG AND DISTINGUISHED MIITARY CAREER, AND
TO WISH HIM WELL AS HE DELIVERS THE KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO
THE 111TH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
FUNERAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION ON JUNE 9, 2009.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3896  Resolution, By Dillard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE APRIL 13-17, 2009, AS COMMU-
NITY DEVELOPMENT WEEK IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO COMMEND
HOMES OF HOPE IN GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR ITS OUTSTANDING
WORK IN BUILDING AFFORDABLE HOUSING, AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THE ORGANIZATION ON THE GROUNDBREAKING OF ITS CUR-
RENT DEVELOPMENT, KINGSVIEW POINTE.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11264
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3897  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE FML
BOXING CLUB FOR ITS CHARACTER-BUILDING WORK AMONG THE
YOUNG MEN OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3898  Resolution, By Clemmons, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SERGEANT JOHN
BERTANG OF THE MYRTLE BEACH POLICE DEPARTMENT FOR HIS
OUTSTANDING WORK WITH THE DEPARTMENT’S TRAFFIC UNIT, AND
TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING NAMED THE MYRTLE BEACH
ROTARY CLUB “OFFICER JOE MCGARRY MEMORIAL POLICE OFFICER
OF THE YEAR” FOR 2008.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3899  Concurrent Resolution, By Duncan
Similar (S 0677)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS TO CORRECT THE RESTRICTIVE AND INTRUSIVE
DEFINITION OF “RENEWABLE BIOMASS” IN THE ENERGY INDEPEN-
DENCE AND SECURITY ACT OF 2007, AND TO URGE CONGRESS TO
PREVENT ADDITIONAL FEDERAL ACTIONS THAT, BY DEFINING
“RENEWABLE BIOMASS” IN A RESTRICTIVE MANNER, WOULD ELIMI-
NATE FOREST PRODUCT MARKETS FOR FOREST LANDOWNERS.
   04/21/09 House Introduced HJ-14
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-14
H 3900  Concurrent Resolution, By Clyburn and Howard
Similar (H 3901)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THE
MEMBERS OF THE 1959 GRADUATING CLASS OF ALLEN UNIVERSITY
ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY, FRIDAY, MAY
1, 2009, AND TO COMMEND ITS MEMBERS FOR THEIR MANY ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR COMMUNITIES,
STATES, AND NATION.
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-4
H 3901  Concurrent Resolution, By Clyburn
Similar (H 3900)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THE
MEMBERS OF THE 1959 GRADUATING CLASS OF ALLEN UNIVERSITY
ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY, FRIDAY, MAY
1, 2009, AND TO COMMEND ITS MEMBERS FOR THEIR MANY ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR COMMUNITIES,
STATES, AND NATION.
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-15
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 3902  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-19-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FEES A SHERIFF MAY CHARGE FOR
CERTAIN SERVICES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE FEES FOR THESE SER-
VICES, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A SHERIFF
OR HIS DEPUTY TO COLLECT THE SAME FEE AS ALLOWED A CON-
STABLE FOR THE SERVICE OR EXECUTION OF PAPERS ISSUED BY A
MAGISTRATE.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3903  General Bill, By Branham
Similar (S 0745)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 77 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE “I SUP-
PORT LIBRARIES” SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-16
H 3904  Resolution, By McLeod
Similar (S 0731)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE MONTH OF MAY 2009 AS
“MENTAL HEALTH MONTH” IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOUR-
AGE COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OF MENTAL
ILLNESS AND THE NEED FOR APPROPRIATE AND ACCESSIBLE SER-
VICES FOR ALL PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3905  Resolution, By Ott
Similar (H 3906)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CALHOUN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3906  Resolution, By Ott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,265
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3905)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CAL-
HOUN COUNTY “SAINTS” BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM ON AN IMPRES-
SIVE WIN OF THE 2009 CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO
HONOR THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF ON AN OUTSTANDING
SEASON.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3907  Concurrent Resolution, By Ott, Cobb-Hunter, Sellers and Govan
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT EXIT
149 ALONG INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 26 IN ORANGEBURG COUNTY THE
“LANCE CORPORAL JAMES D. HAYNES INTERCHANGE” AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERCHANGE THAT
CONTAIN THE WORDS “LANCE CORPORAL JAMES D. HAYNES INTER-
CHANGE”.
   04/21/09 House Introduced HJ-21
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-21
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-219
   04/28/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-45
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
H 3908  Resolution, By Gambrell, Agnew, Bowen, Cooper, Thompson, White,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie
and A.D. Young
Similar (S 0688)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE APPRECIATION OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE OUT-
STANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE OF MR. JOHN LESLIE “LES” GRIF-
FIN OF HONEA PATH.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3909  Resolution, By Pinson, Parks and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0685)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DAVID DOUGH-
ERTY OF GREENWOOD AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING
NAMED THE 2009 SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FINANCIAL
SERVICES CHAMPION OF THE YEAR FOR SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 3910  Resolution, By Pinson, Parks and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0684)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DYAN WEBB OF GREEN-
WOOD FOR BEING NAMED 2009 SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WOMEN IN BUSINESS CHAMPION OF THE YEAR FOR SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 3911  Resolution, By Weeks, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA FEDERATION OF WOMEN AND YOUTH CLUBS ON
THE ORGANIZATION’S CELEBRATION OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF
COMMUNITY SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 3912  Concurrent Resolution, By Rutherford, Bales, Ballentine, Brady,
Gunn, Harrison, Hart, Howard, McEachern, J.H. Neal and J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0730)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE PALMETTO
HEALTH RICHLAND VOLUNTEER AUXILIARY IN RICHLAND COUNTY
UPON THE CELEBRATION OF ITS CENTENNIAL YEAR, AND TO HONOR
ITS ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SERVICE TO PALMETTO HEALTH RICH-
LAND, THE CITY OF COLUMBIA, AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   04/21/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-48
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 3913  General Bill, By Vick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-5-1556 SO AS TO ESTABLISH SEASONAL
CREEL AND SIZE LIMITS FOR STRIPED BASS IN THE INSHORE
WATERS AND THE TERRITORIAL SEA; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-
13-221, RELATING TO STRIPED BASS IN THE LOWER SANTEE AND
COOPER RIVERS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH SEASONAL CREEL AND SIZE
LIMITS FOR STRIPED BASS IN CERTAIN FRESHWATER BODIES.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   04/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-49
H 3914 (Rat # 0053, Act #  0090)  Joint Resolution, By White
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SER-
VICES TO KEEP IN EFFECT CERTAIN CHILDCARE CENTER STAFF-
CHILD RATIO REGULATIONS. - ratified title
   04/21/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-49
   04/23/09 House Read second time HJ-236
   04/23/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-236
   04/24/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-11
   04/29/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-2
   04/30/09 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   05/05/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-15
   05/13/09 Ratified R 53
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   07/21/09 Act No. 90266
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Similar (H 3916)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SOUTH-
SIDE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE
2009 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 3916  Resolution, By Allen
Similar (H 3915)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COM-
MENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2009 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 3917  Joint Resolution, By Harrell, Edge and Hutto
Similar (S 0661)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES SHALL MAINTAIN
ITS MEDICALLY FRAGILE CHILDREN’S PROGRAM AND SHALL PUR-
SUE OPTIONS TO OBTAIN AUTHORITY TO MAINTAIN THE EXISTING
PROGRAM WITH ITS CURRENT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA.
   04/21/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-49
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/23/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, April 28, 2009 HJ-241
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-14
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-19
H 3918  Resolution, By Agnew
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROBERT MONTY
WOOLEY OF ABBEVILLE COUNTY, VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT
SERVICES AT ERSKINE COLLEGE, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT IN JUNE 2009, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH FULFILL-
MENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3919 (Rat # 0118, Act #  0080)  General Bill, By Mitchell, Alexander, Gunn,
Dillard, Hamilton, Limehouse, J.R. Smith, King, Kirsh, Littlejohn, J.M.
Neal, Herbkersman, Stavrinakis, Chalk, Cobb-Hunter, Anthony, Branham,
Brantley, Parker, Allison, Gilliard, J.H. Neal, Whipper, Mack, Battle, Hosey,
Allen, Weeks, Jennings, Loftis, Knight, Vick, Rutherford and Hutto
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-250 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA HOUSING COMMISSION TO PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS ON
AN ANNUAL BASIS TO ENSURE AND FOSTER THE AVAILABILITY OF
SAFE, SOUND, AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND WORKFORCE
HOUSING FOR EVERY SOUTH CAROLINIAN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION, AND FOR OTHER PROCEDURAL
MATTERS. - ratified title
   04/22/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-14
   04/22/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Herbkersman,
Stavrinakis, Chalk, Cobb-Hunter
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anthony, Bra-
nham, Brantley, Parker, Allison, Gilliard, J.H.Neal, Whip-
per, Mack, Battle, Hosey, Allen, Weeks, Jennings, Loftis,
Knight, Vick, Rutherford
   04/28/09 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, April 29, 2009 HJ-34
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hutto
   04/29/09 House Amended HJ-193
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-195
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
   04/30/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Sheheen (ch), Knotts,
Campsen, Lourie, Campbell
   05/14/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-18
   05/19/09 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-28
   05/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-63
   05/21/09 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-7
   05/21/09 House Roll call Yeas-58  Nays-0 HJ-7
   05/27/09 Ratified R 118
   06/02/09 Vetoed by Governor
   06/16/09 House Veto Sustained Yeas-69  Nays-40 HJ-111
   06/16/09 House Reconsidered HJ-136
   06/16/09 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-81  Nays-24
HJ-136
   06/16/09 Senate Veto overridden Yeas-31  Nays-11
   06/22/09 Effective date 07/01/09
   06/24/09 Act No. 80
H 3920  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-520, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR RETAIL PERMITS
REGARDING BEER AND WINE, SO AS TO ADD AN ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENT THAT THE LOCATION OF THE PLACE OF BUSINESS
NOT BE WITHIN THREE HUNDRED FEET OF A RESIDENCE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 61-6-120, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF RETAIL
PERMITS REGARDING ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT
THE ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE WHEN THE PLACE OF BUSINESS IS
WITHIN A CERTAIN DISTANCE OF A RESIDENCE AND TO DEFINE THE
TERM “RESIDENCE”.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3921  General Bill, By Gunn, McEachern, King, Ballentine and J.H. Neal
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-11-60, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DRAWING AND
UTTERING OF A FRAUDULENT CHECK, SO AS TO ADD A FINGER-
PRINT EXEMPLAR AS AN ITEM THE RECEIVER OF THE CHECK MUST
OBTAIN TO PRESENT PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE OF THE IDENTITY OF
THE ISSUER OF THE CHECK.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3922  General Bill, By Gunn, Cobb-Hunter, McEachern, Spires,
Ballentine, D.C. Moss, J.H. Neal and M.A. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 39-1-100 SO AS TO REQUIRE A PERSON WHO
SELLS A PREPAID WIRELESS TELEPHONE TO VERIFY THE IDENTITY
OF THE PURCHASER BY REQUIRING THE PURCHASER TO SHOW AT
LEAST ONE PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARD, TO PROVIDE SPECIFICA-
TIONS FOR THE PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARD, TO REQUIRE THE
SELLER OF THE TELEPHONE TO REGISTER THE IDENTITY OF THE
PURCHASER IN A SECURE FILE OR DATABASE AND TO SUBMIT THE
REGISTRATION DATA TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION, TO PROVIDE FOR SITUATIONS IN WHICH A SELLER
MAY DISCLOSE DATABASE INFORMATION, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES
FOR FAILURE TO COMPLETE OR REMIT THE REGISTRATION OF
PHONE PURCHASERS, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR POSSESSING OR267
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VIDE DEFINITIONS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
H 3923  Joint Resolution, By Gunn, Funderburk, King, Gilliard, Sellers and
Mitchell
Similar (S 0691, H 3962)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO APPLY FOR
STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS AVAILABLE PURSUANT TO THE
AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009, TO MAKE
FINDINGS THAT IT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE STATE FOR THE
GOVERNOR TO APPLY FOR THESE FUNDS AND THAT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY HAS THE AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO
MAKE THE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR MUST
APPLY FOR THE FUNDS WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE JOINT RESOLUTION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ASSUR-
ANCES THAT MUST BE MADE TO OBTAIN THE FUNDS ARE THE POL-
ICY OF THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR BASELINE DATA ON THESE
ASSURANCES, AND TO DESCRIBE HOW THE STATE WILL UTILIZE THE
FUNDS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
H 3924  General Bill, By Harrison and Miller
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-34-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDUCTING A
PRESCRIBED FIRE, SO AS TO REFERENCE OTHER SPECIFIC STATU-
TORY AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
48-34-50, RELATING TO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY A PRE-
SCRIBED FIRE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO PROPERTY OWNER, LES-
SEE, AGENT, OR EMPLOYEE MAY BE HELD LIABLE FOR DAMAGES
CAUSED BY THE RESULTING SMOKE OF A PRESCRIBED FIRE UNLESS
GROSS NEGLIGENCE IS PROVEN AND TO DEFINE GROSS NEGLI-
GENCE.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Miller
H 3925  Resolution, By Knight, Horne and A.D. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF EMILY DORCAS TREACY MOORER
REEVES OF REEVESVILLE, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3926  Concurrent Resolution, By Knight, Horne and A.D. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES FOUR HOLE SWAMP WHERE IT FLOWS
INTO THE EDISTO RIVER ALONG WIRE ROAD IN DORCHESTER
COUNTY THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS “MUCKENFUSS (1792 - 1813)
MINUS (1813 - 1848) HARLEY (1848 - 1862) BRIDGE”.
   04/22/09 House Introduced HJ-19
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-19
   04/23/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-220
   04/28/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-45
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   04/28/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   05/12/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-60
   05/13/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-32
H 3927  General Bill, By Loftis, Brantley, Wylie, Hosey, Millwood, M.A. Pitts
and Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF LOB-
BYISTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE LOBBYISTS WHO ARE ALSO LICENSED
TO PRACTICE LAW IN THIS STATE TO DISCLOSE THE NAME OF THE
LAW FIRM OR LAW PRACTICE WITH WHICH THE LOBBYIST IS PRIN-
CIPALLY ASSOCIATED ON THE LOBBYIST’S REGISTRATION FORM
FILED WITH THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3928  Concurrent Resolution, By Whipper
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MORN-
INGSIDE MIDDLE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL OF CHARLES-
TON COUNTY, UPON THE OCCASION OF RECEIVING THE DICK AND
TUNKY RILEY SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT AWARD FOR 2009, AND TO
COMMEND THE MEMBERS WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS SUCCESS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-19
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 3929  Resolution, By Cato, Bedingfield, Nanney, Hamilton, Stringer, Rice,
Bannister, Dillard, Loftis, Allen, Willis, G.R. Smith, Wylie, Agnew,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Barfield, Battle,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester,
Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman,
Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings,
Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C.
Moss, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H.
Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C.
Smith, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND TO THE SHRINERS HOSPITALS
FOR CHILDREN THE SUPPORT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES IN DEALING WITH A BUDGET SHORTFALL WHICH
THREATENS TO CLOSE SIX SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR CHILDREN
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, ONE OF WHICH IS THE SHRINERS HOS-
PITAL FOR CHILDREN IN GREENVILLE, AND TO ENCOURAGE THE
SHRINERS HOSPITAL SYSTEM TO EXPLORE EVERY AVAILABLE
OPTION FOR MAKING THE SYSTEM FINANCIALLY SOUND AND FOR
KEEPING THE GREENVILLE HOSPITAL OPEN WHICH SERVES THE
NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN A SIX-STATE AREA.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 3930  Resolution, By Harrell, Cooper, White and Viers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY NOT USE MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS OF THEIR TELEPHONE ALLOTMENT AND THEIR POSTAGE
ALLOTMENT COMBINED AFTER APRIL 21, 2009.
   04/22/09 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-56
   04/23/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Viers
   04/23/09 House Adopted HJ-270
H 3931  Resolution, By Huggins, E.H. Pitts, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,268
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLittlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
SKILLSUSA WINNERS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE OF LEXINGTON
AND RICHLAND COUNTIES FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING PERFOR-
MANCE AT THE SKILLSUSA CHAMPIONSHIPS ON APRIL 3-4, 2009.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 3932  Resolution, By Pinson, Parks and M.A. Pitts
Similar (S 0686)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MATHIS PLUMBING &
HEATING COMPANY INC. OF GREENWOOD FOR BEING NAMED THE
2009 SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA) JEFF BUTLAND FAM-
ILY-OWNED BUSINESS OF THE YEAR FOR BOTH SOUTH CAROLINA
AND THE EIGHT-STATE SOUTHEAST REGION.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 3933  Resolution, By J.H. Neal
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE GLENN-MCCONNELL-
BOYD FAMILY REUNION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE FAMILY MEM-
BERS UPON THE OCCASION OF THEIR SEVENTEENTH BIENNIAL
REUNION OVER THE PAST THIRTY-FOUR YEARS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 3934  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young and Harrell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CAMMY GROOME, PRIN-
CIPAL OF NEWINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN DORCHESTER
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 2, ON BEING NAMED ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL OF THE YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSO-
CIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 3935  Resolution, By Limehouse, Sottile and Harrell
Similar (S 0634)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MS. LUCY G. BECKHAM
OF MOUNT PLEASANT ON BEING NAMED 2009 SECONDARY PRINCI-
PAL OF THE YEAR FOR THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO COM-
MEND HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AND
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO EDUCATION IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 3936  Resolution, By Gilliard, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SIXTH-
GRADE MATH STUDENTS OF THE CHARLESTON DEVELOPMENT
ACADEMY PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR
WINNING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA STATEWIDE MATH COMPETI-
TION MATHFEST EXTRAVAGANZA.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 3937  Concurrent Resolution, By Jennings
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF JACKIE RONALD SCOTT OF MCCOLL AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-60
   04/22/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 3938  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND RECOGNIZE THE
MEMBERS OF THE BLUE STAR MOTHERS OF THE MIDLANDS UPON
THE OCCASION OF THE FIRST ANNUAL PALMETTO PATRIOT’S BALL
HOSTED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA BLUE STAR MOTHERS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-60
   04/23/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 3939  General Bill, By Loftis, Lowe, Willis, T.R. Young, Clyburn, Hosey,
Stringer and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-59-410 SO AS TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
LIMITING THE NUMBER OF MEDICAL SERVICES AND SUPPLIES
REQUIRING PREAUTHORIZATION BY AN INSURER.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-61
H 3940  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN DEFINITIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH EXTENDED UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
AN ADDITIONAL “STATE ’ON’ INDICATOR”; TO AMEND SECTION 41-
35-380, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE ELIGIBILITY PERIOD
FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, SO AS TO ADD TO THE DEFINITION
OF THIS ELIGIBILITY PERIOD; AND TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-440,
RELATING TO THE TOTAL EXTENDED BENEFIT AMOUNT OF UNEM-
PLOYMENT BENEFITS PAYABLE TO AN INDIVIDUAL WITHIN A BENE-
FIT YEAR, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A FORMULA FOR DETERMINING
THE TOTAL EXTENDED BENEFIT AMOUNT PAYABLE TO AN INDIVID-
UAL WITH RESPECT TO THE APPLICABLE BENEFIT YEAR FOR WEEKS
BEGINNING IN A HIGH-UNEMPLOYMENT PERIOD.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-61




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 56, TITLE 40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD OF PYROTECHNIC
REGULATIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE CHAPTER TITLE, TO PROVIDE
STATE POLICY CONCERNING PYROTECHNICS, TO INCREASE THE
STATE BOARD OF PYROTECHNIC SAFETY FROM SIX TO SEVEN MEM-
BERS, TO DEFINE TERMS, TO REQUIRE LICENSURE FOR THE MANU-
FACTURING, SALE, OR STORAGE OF FIREWORKS, TO AUTHORIZE THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, FIRE
CHIEFS, AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS TO INVESTIGATE COM-
PLAINTS, TO PROVIDE GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION, TO
REQUIRE LIABILITY INSURANCE, TO REQUIRE REPORTING OF FIRES
AND EXPLOSIONS, TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE LICENSURE
AND REGULATION OF PERSONS HANDLING FIREWORKS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-62
   04/23/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-262
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-262
   04/30/09 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-4
   05/05/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 14, 2009 HJ-18
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until June 20, 2009 HJ-32
H 3942  Joint Resolution, By  House Agriculture, Natural Resources and
Environmental Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE RIVER-
BANKS PARKS COMMISSION, RELATING TO RIVERBANKS PARKS
COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4022, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/22/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence
   04/28/09 House Read second time HJ-28
   04/29/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-22
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-20
   05/06/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
17
   05/13/09 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
SJ-32
H 3943  Joint Resolution, By Whipper, Brantley, Sellers, Gilliard, R.L.
Brown, Cobb-Hunter, Howard, Hutto, Knight, Limehouse, Sottile and
Stavrinakis
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8,
ARTICLE XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF PUBLIC OFFICERS GAMBLING OR
BETTING ON GAMES OF CHANCE, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION
THAT ALLOWS PARTICIPATION IN LOTTERIES CONDUCTED BY THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA BY PUBLIC OFFICERS OTHER THAN
CERTAIN NAMED OFFICEHOLDERS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-62
H 3944 (Rat # 0119, Act #  0065)  General Bill, By Jennings and Neilson
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-8710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
NASCAR SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PORTION OF THE FEES COL-
LECTED FROM THE SALE OF THESE LICENSE PLATES MUST BE DIS-
TRIBUTED TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN’S
HOMES AND FAMILY SERVICES AND NO LONGER TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CHILDREN’S EMERGENCY SHELTER FOUNDATION. - rati-
fied title
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-63
   05/12/09 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-57
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/14/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-30
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   05/19/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/20/09 Senate Read second time SJ-66
   05/21/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
   05/27/09 Ratified R 119
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 65
H 3945  General Bill, By Brady, Cato, H.B. Brown, King, Chalk, Miller,
Allison, Anderson, Bowers, G.A. Brown, Dillard, Funderburk, Harrison,
Harvin, Hiott, Horne, Hutto, Limehouse, Long, Lowe, Neilson, Willis, Scott,
Jefferson and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 85 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO ENACT THE “REGIS-
TERED INTERIOR DESIGNER PRACTICE ACT”; TO DEFINE TERMS; TO
REQUIRE A PERSON RENDERING AN INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICE TO
REGISTER WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REG-
ULATION; TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR REGISTRATION AND
RENEWAL OF REGISTRATION; AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE
REGISTRATION AND REGULATION OF INTERIOR DESIGNERS.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-63
   04/29/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Scott, Jeffer-
son, G.M.Smith
   05/13/09 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Toole
H 3946  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts, Merrill, Parker, Ballentine, Haley, Rice,
Allison, Anthony, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bowen, Cato, Duncan, Forrester,
Gullick, Hamilton, Huggins, Kelly, Kirsh, Littlejohn, Millwood, Nanney,
Owens, M.A. Pitts, Simrill, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Stringer and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-520, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS TO
STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX BRACKETS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
PROVISION LIMITING THE INFLATION ADJUSTMENT TO ONE-HALF
OF THE ACTUAL INFLATION RATE AND THE OVERALL FOUR PER-
CENT LIMIT ON THE TOTAL INFLATION ADJUSTMENT, AND TO
DELETE REDUNDANT LANGUAGE.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-63
H 3947  General Bill, By Loftis, Wylie, Erickson, Pinson, Hamilton, Brady,
Hardwick, Allen, Allison, Bannister, Cato, Hearn, Horne, Hosey, Knight,
Parks, Rice and Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 36 TO TITLE 1 SO AS TO CREATE THE “21ST
CENTURY GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY ACT”, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DIVISION OF
STATE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (DSIT) OF THE STATE BUDGET
AND CONTROL BOARD TO EFFECTUATE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
ACT.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-64
H 3948  General Bill, By Rice
Similar (S 0306, H 3890)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
EMPLOYEE, SO AS TO INCLUDE LEGAL IMMIGRANTS AND ILLEGAL270
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSIMMIGRANTS, PROVIDED THE EMPLOYER WAS NOT AWARE OF THE
IMMIGRANT’S ILLEGAL STATUS PRIOR TO THE EMPLOYEE’S INJURY;
TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PERSONS
NOT COVERED UNDER THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LAW, SO AS
TO EXCLUDE FROM WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ILLEGAL IMMI-
GRANTS WHOSE ILLEGAL STATUS WAS KNOWN TO THE EMPLOYER
AT THE TIME OF THE IMMIGRANTS’ HIRE AND ILLEGAL IMMI-
GRANTS WHOM THE EMPLOYER DISCOVERS THE ILLEGAL STATUS
DURING EMPLOYMENT BUT BEFORE INJURY AND TO RESTRICT
RECOVERY IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES TO THE PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 10, TITLE 41; AND TO AMEND SECTION 41-10-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS REGARDING PAYMENT OF
WAGES, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN “WAGES” MEDICAL PAYMENTS PRO-
VIDED TO ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS EXCLUDED FROM WORKERS’
COMPENSATION.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
H 3949  General Bill, By Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMMITMENT OF TUBER-
CULOSIS PATIENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN EMERGENCY ORDER
ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL OR AN ORDER ISSUED BY THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE
DETENTION, EXAMINATION, ISOLATION, AND TREATMENT OF A PER-
SON WITH TUBERCULOSIS WHO POSES A RISK TO THE PUBLIC; TO
PROVIDE FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH AN EMERGENCY
ORDER MAY BE ISSUED AND THE SCOPE OF AN EMERGENCY ORDER;
TO PROVIDE REVIEW AND APPEAL PROCEDURES FOR AN EMER-
GENCY ORDER; TO AUTHORIZE THE COURT TO WAIVE NOTICE
REQUIREMENTS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROHIBIT
STAYING A COMMITMENT ORDER PENDING APPEAL; TO PROVIDE
THAT INVOLUNTARY EXAMINATION OF A PERSON WITH SUSPECTED
TUBERCULOSIS IS NOT COMPULSORY TREATMENT; AND TO DELETE
PROVISIONS PERTAINING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TUBERCULO-
SIS FACILITIES AT THE STATE PARK HEALTH CENTER AND THAT THE
ENFORCEMENT OF THIS ARTICLE IS CONTINGENT UPON THE AVAIL-
ABILITY OF FACILITIES FOR HOSPITALIZATION.
   04/22/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   04/22/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-65
H 3950  Resolution, By Parks and Howard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CAPTAIN JUNNE ROSEBORO “J.R.”
JONES, RETIRED COMMANDER OF TROOP TWO FOR THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA HIGHWAY PATROL, FOR HIS THIRTY-ONE YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-225
H 3951  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Clemmons and Mack
Similar (S 0676, S 0702, H 3879)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON WEDNESDAY, MAY 13,
2009, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUSTICE
OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 4, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES DECEMBER
31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JULY 31,
2012; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JULY 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSE-
QUENT FULL TERM THAT EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2015; TO ELECT A
SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE
THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2013; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY
COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERMS
EXPIRES JULY 31, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN CHIEF
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2009, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM THAT
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2014; AND TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2013.
   04/23/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-225
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
H 3952  Joint Resolution, By Hart and Gunn
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR A SIX-MONTH MORATORIUM
ON THE FORECLOSURE OF, AND ON THE ACCRUAL OF INTEREST ON,
CERTAIN MORTGAGES SECURED BY RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE
LOCATED IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-227
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-227
H 3953  General Bill, By Hart
Similar (S 0690)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3760, SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE TAX
CREDIT FOR EMPLOYERS HIRING AN UNEMPLOYED INDIVIDUAL
RECEIVING UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION BENEFITS, TO PRO-
VIDE THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT, THOSE TAXES AGAINST WHICH
THE CREDIT IS ALLOWED, AND THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR CREDITABLE EMPLOYEES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE CREDIT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE CREDIT IS
ALLOWED FOR ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS HIRED AFTER JUNE 30, 2009,
AND BEFORE JULY 1, 2010, AND EXTENDS FOR FIFTY MONTHS FOR
EACH CREDITABLE EMPLOYEE.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-227
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-227
H 3954  General Bill, By McEachern, J.E. Smith, Allen, Dillard and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 15 TO CHAPTER 9, TITLE 4 SO AS TO PROVIDE A
PROCEDURE BY WHICH CERTAIN COUNTY OFFICES AND THE GOV-
ERNING BODY OF A COUNTY MAY BE ELECTED IN NONPARTISAN
ELECTIONS.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-227
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-227
H 3955  General Bill, By Gullick, H.B. Brown, Agnew, R.L. Brown,
Funderburk, Gunn, Hodges and J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-250 SO AS TO ENACT THE “APPALACHIAN
MOUNTAINS PRESERVATION ACT”, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ELECTRIC
PUBLIC UTILITY THAT OPERATES A COAL-FIRED GENERATING UNIT
MAY NOT ENTER INTO A CONTRACT TO PURCHASE OR USE COAL
EXTRACTED BY MOUNTAINTOP COAL MINING, TO REQUIRE A UTIL-
ITY TO ENSURE THE COAL IT AGREES TO PURCHASE OR USE WAS
NOT EXTRACTED USING MOUNTAINTOP REMOVAL COAL MINING BY
SECURING FROM COAL PROVIDERS BY SWORN STATEMENT, TO PRO-
VIDE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND WHAT REPORTS MUST
INCLUDE, TO ALLOW INFORMATION REPORTED TO THE COMMIS-
SION TO BE CONSIDERED CONFIDENTIAL, TO PROVIDE FOR AN
APPLICATION PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE A PROPER RATE, TO
REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO PUBLISH A LIST OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
THAT OPERATE A COAL-FIRED GENERATING UNIT, TO PROVIDE PEN-
ALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN
TERMS.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-228
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-228271
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3956  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Hamilton, Harrison, Kelly, G.M. Smith
and Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-11-40 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERMS “LOCK
BUMPING” AND “LOCKSMITH”, TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF LOCK
BUMPING, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY AND AN EXCEPTION; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-20, RELATING TO MAKING OR POSSESSING
CERTAIN INSTRUMENTS CAPABLE OF BEING USED IN THE COMMIS-
SION OF CRIMES RELATED TO BURGLARY, SO AS TO INCLUDE BUMP
KEY IN THE LIST OF ILLEGAL INSTRUMENTS.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-228
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-228
H 3957 (Rat # 0054, Act #  0022)  General Bill, By Herbkersman
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-1-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ON ANY NAVI-
GABLE RIVER IN THIS STATE WHERE AN OYSTER FACTORY IS
LOCATED, THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL MAY UTILIZE QUALIFIED PERSONNEL OF THE COUNTY OR
MUNICIPALITY IN WHOSE JURISDICTION THE FACTORY OPERATES
TO ASSIST WITH THE MONITORING OF WATER QUALITY AND OTHER
ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS THE DEPARTMENT IS REQUIRED TO
ENFORCE. - ratified title
   04/23/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-228
   04/24/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   04/29/09 House Read second time HJ-211
   04/30/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-20
   05/06/09 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   05/07/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-23
   05/13/09 Ratified R 54
   05/19/09 Signed By Governor
   05/21/09 Effective date 05/19/09
   06/01/09 Act No. 22
H 3958  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND DR.
LLOYD T. MCGRIFF FOR HIS EXTENSIVE SERVICE TO HIS FELLOW
MAN AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR TEN YEARS AS PASTOR OF
GALILEE BAPTIST CHURCH IN WASHINGTON, D. C., AND SUITLAND,
MARYLAND.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-229
H 3959  Concurrent Resolution, By Jennings, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MARK
SLADE AVENT OF MARLBORO COUNTY AND TO EXPRESS APPRECIA-
TION FOR HIS MANY AND SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIS
COMMUNITY AND TO THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/23/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-271
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 3960  Concurrent Resolution, By Barfield, Hearn, Hardwick, Edge and
Viers
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE COASTAL CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY AS THE HOME OF THE BEACH MUSIC HALL OF FAME.
   04/23/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-272
   04/28/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-12
   05/20/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-78
H 3961  Joint Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Sellers, Govan, Brantley, Hodges,
McEachern, Williams, Ott, Clyburn, J.H. Neal, Hart, Dillard, Anderson,
Harvin, Funderburk, Kennedy, King, Hosey, Stavrinakis, Miller, Spires,
Alexander, Anthony, Bales, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cobb-Hunter, Gunn,
Hayes, Hutto, McLeod, D.C. Moss, J.M. Neal and Weeks
Similar (H 3112)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE XI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR A HIGH-
QUALITY EDUCATION FOR ALL CHILDREN OF THE STATE.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-273
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-273
H 3962  Joint Resolution, By J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0691, H 3923)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO APPLY FOR
STATE FISCAL STABILIZATION FUNDS AVAILABLE PURSUANT TO THE
AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009, TO MAKE
FINDINGS THAT IT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE STATE FOR THE
GOVERNOR TO APPLY FOR THESE FUNDS AND THAT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY HAS THE AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO
MAKE THE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR MUST
APPLY FOR THE FUNDS WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE JOINT RESOLUTION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ASSUR-
ANCES THAT MUST BE MADE TO OBTAIN THE FUNDS ARE THE POL-
ICY OF THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR BASELINE DATA ON THESE
ASSURANCES, AND TO DESCRIBE HOW THE STATE WILL UTILIZE THE
FUNDS.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-273
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-273
H 3963  General Bill, By Battle, Miller, Harvin, Sellers, Vick, Funderburk,
McLeod, Anderson, Clyburn, Agnew, Gilliard, Alexander, Anthony, Bales,
Branham, G.A. Brown, Cobb-Hunter, Hayes, Hosey, Hutto, Jefferson,
Jennings, Mack, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, J.E. Smith, Whipper and
Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-26 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LOCAL
MATCH MUST BE REFERRED TO AS THE “INDEX OF SUPPORT” UNTIL
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY FOUNDATION PROGRAM IS IMPLE-
MENTED AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE VALUE OF OWNER-OCCUPIED
PROPERTY MUST BE CALCULATED IN ITS CALCULATION UPON CER-
TAIN CONDITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-90 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT NEW FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO EDUCATION MUST BE USED TO
FUND FULLY THE FOUNDATION PROGRAM AND PUPIL WEIGHTINGS
BEGINNING IN 2010; BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-100 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE CONSOLIDATION AND REALIGNMENT OF CERTAIN
EIA FUNDS ACCORDING TO WEIGHTED PUPIL UNIT CATEGORIES,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE TRANSFERENCE OF CERTAIN FUNDS
FROM THE GENERAL FUND TO THE FOUNDATION PROGRAM; BY
ADDING SECTION 59-20-110 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION TO CREATE A COMPETITIVE GRANTS PRO-
GRAM TO BE REFERRED TO AS THE “PUBLIC SCHOOL INNOVATION
GRANT PROGRAM”, TO PROVIDE WHAT MUST BE INCLUDED IN A
GRANT PROPOSAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE FUNDING OF GRANTS FOR
THREE TO FIVE YEARS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT DISTRICTS MAY272
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCARRY FORWARD GRANT FUNDS IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS UNDER
CERTAIN CONDITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-120 SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO CREATE A
STUDY COMMITTEE TO DETERMINE THE COMPONENTS OF A
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY FOUNDATION PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE POW-
ERS AND DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE AND OF THE DEPARTMENT IN
RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
FOUNDATION PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FOR REPORTING REQUIRE-
MENTS, AND TO REQUIRE THE STATE’S CHIEF ECONOMIST TO CON-
VENE A GROUP OF EXPERTS TO STUDY THE CURRENT INDEX OF
TAXPAYING ABILITY AND TO RECOMMEND THE METHOD OF DETER-
MINING LOCAL SHARE OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY FOUNDA-
TION PROGRAM; BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-130 SO AS TO REQUIRE
THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS
WITH INFORMATION CONCERNING FINANCIAL BEST PRACTICES, TO
REQUIRE A FISCAL MANAGEMENT TEAM TO REVIEW DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PRACTICES AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS, TO
REQUIRE STRUGGLING DISTRICTS TO ACT ON THESE RECOMMEN-
DATIONS WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF RECEIVING THEM, AND TO
DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-140 SO AS TO
URGE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO GIVE FUNDING PRIORITY TO
FULL-DAY, FOUR-YEAR-OLD KINDERGARTEN FROM CHANGES MADE
TO THE STATE TAX STRUCTURE; BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-150 SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT STATE FUNDS FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT
EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS MUST BE DISTRIBUTED IN THE SAME
MANNER AS THE FOUNDATION PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 11-
11-156, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REIMBURSEMENT OF SCHOOL
DISTRICTS FROM THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FUND, SO AS TO
REVISE THE CALCULATION OF THE INFLATION FACTOR USED TO
INCREASE TIER THREE REIMBURSEMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
20-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT,
SO AS TO DEFINE “INFLATION FACTOR”; TO AMEND SECTION 59-20-
40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DETERMINATION OF ANNUAL ALLO-
CATIONS PURSUANT TO THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT, SO AS TO
REVISE WEIGHTING CATEGORY DESIGNATIONS, DELETE ADD-ON
WEIGHTINGS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD, ADD ADD-ON WEIGHTINGS
FOR ACADEMICALLY AND ARTISTICALLY HIGH ACHIEVING PUPILS,
LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT PUPILS, AND PUPILS AT RISK, AND TO
DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-21-1030, RELATING
TO MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT
THAT SCHOOL DISTRICTS MAINTAIN THE LEVEL OF PER PUPIL
FINANCIAL EFFORT, TO REQUIRE DISTRICTS TO MAINTAIN THE
LEVEL OF EFFORT PER PUPIL FOR NONCAPITAL PROGRAMS UNTIL
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY FOUNDATION PROGRAM IS IMPLE-
MENTED FULLY, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT PROVIDES
FOR THE VOIDING OF WAIVERS BY THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCA-
TION UPON A DECLINE IN THE MEASURED ACADEMIC SUCCESS OF
THE STUDENTS OF THE DISTRICT.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-273
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-275
H 3964  General Bill, By Duncan, Forrester, Ott and Vick
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 21, TITLE 46 SO AS TO UPDATE
AND CLARIFY SEED ARBITRATION PROCEDURES; TO AMEND ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 21, TITLE 46, RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS
OF SEED AND PLANT CERTIFICATION, SO AS TO REPLACE OBSOLETE
DEFINITIONS, TO REVISE ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS, TO CLARIFY
LICENSING PROCEDURES, AND TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS; TO
AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 21, TITLE 46, RELATING TO LABELS
AND TAGS REGARDING SEEDS AND PLANTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
LABELING REQUIREMENTS FOR SEED PRODUCTS, AND TO IMPOSE
ADDITIONAL PROHIBITIONS; TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 21,
TITLE 46, RELATING TO ANALYSES AND TESTS REGARDING SEEDS
AND PLANTS, SO AS TO DELETE REDUNDANT PROVISIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE OFFICIALS SHALL HAVE
ACCESS TO SEED RECORDS AND SAMPLES, TO PROVIDE THAT SEED
RECORDS SHALL BE MAINTAINED FOR TWO YEARS, AND TO CLAR-
IFY WHO IS ENTITLED TO FREE SEED TESTING AT THE STATE SEED
LABORATORY; TO AMEND ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 21, TITLE 46, RELAT-
ING TO WITHDRAWAL, CONFISCATION, AND SALE OF SEEDS
REGARDING SEEDS AND PLANTS, SO AS TO INCREASE PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS FROM A MAXIMUM OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
FOR EACH VIOLATION TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR EACH VIO-
LATION, TO CLARIFY THE ROLE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IN
PROSECUTING VIOLATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF TO PREVENT VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER
21, TITLE 46, RELATING TO SEED AND PLANT CERTIFICATION, SO AS
TO CLARIFY CLEMSON UNIVERSITY’S SEED AND PLANT CERTIFICA-
TION AUTHORITY; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 21, TITLE
46 RELATING TO SEED IRISH POTATOES IN CHARLESTON COUNTY.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-276
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-276
H 3965  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSING COSTS OF INVESTIGA-
TION AND PROSECUTION OF A CASE AGAINST A PERSON FOUND IN
VIOLATION OF CHAPTER 11, TITLE 40, WHICH PROVIDES FOR THE
LICENSURE AND REGULATION OF CONTRACTORS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY NOT ASSESS SUCH COSTS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-11-370, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PROHI-
BITION AGAINST ENGAGING IN CONSTRUCTION IN A NAME OTHER
THAN THE EXACT NAME THAT APPEARS ON THE ENTITY’S CON-
TRACTOR’S LICENSE AND PROHIBITING ENFORCEMENT OF A CON-
TRACT IF THE ENTITY ENTERED THE CONTRACT IN A NAME OTHER
THAN THE NAME THAT APPEARS ON THE ENTITY’S LICENSE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT AN ENTITY MAY NOT ENGAGE IN CONSTRUCTION
UNDER A NAME OR A LICENSE NUMBER OTHER THAN THAT WHICH
APPEARS ON THE ENTITY’S LICENSE AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN
ENTITY MAY ONLY ENFORCE A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT IF THE
ENTITY EITHER ENTERED THE CONTRACT IN THE NAME THAT
APPEARS ON THE ENTITY’S LICENSE OR IF THE CONTRACT CON-
TAINED THE LICENSE NUMBER THAT APPEARS ON THE ENTITY’S
LICENSE.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-276
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-276
H 3966  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-226 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE ASSESS-
MENT RATIO ON A HOMEOWNER’S PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE SHALL
REMAIN AT FOUR PERCENT UNTIL THE END OF THE CALENDAR
YEAR FOLLOWING THE YEAR IN WHICH THE HOMEOWNER VACATES
THE PROPERTY IF THE HOMEOWNER IS ATTEMPTING TO SELL THE
PROPERTY THROUGH A REAL ESTATE BROKER OR BY OWNER AND
IT REMAINS UNSOLD AND NOT RENTED; TO PROVIDE THAT THE PRO-
VISIONS OF THIS SECTION SHALL BE CONSTRUED AS PROVIDING A
PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION FROM THE AMOUNT OF ANY PROPERTY
TAX INCREASE RESULTING FROM THE ASSESSMENT RATIO INCREAS-
ING FROM FOUR PERCENT TO SIX PERCENT AND NOT AS PROVIDING
A CHANGE IN ASSESSMENT RATIO; AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE
PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE IS SOLD, RENTED, OR OTHERWISE UNDER-
GOES AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST, THE APPLICABLE
ASSESSMENT RATIO SHALL BE DETERMINED IN THE MANNER PRO-
VIDED BY LAW.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-277
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-278
H 3967  General Bill, By G.M. Smith273
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-13-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE, EXECUTION, AND
RETURN OF SEARCH WARRANTS FOR PROPERTY CONNECTED WITH
THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE CIRCUM-
STANCES BY WHICH A SUBPOENA MAY BE ISSUED TO OBTAIN CER-
TAIN RECORDS OF ENTITIES WHO ISSUE CREDIT CARDS AND
PROVIDE OTHER SERVICES IN THIS STATE.
   04/23/09 House Introduced and read first time
   04/23/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
H 3968  Resolution, By Sellers, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND WALTER E.
“PETE” BROOKER OF BAMBERG COUNTY FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON
BEING AWARDED THE SOUTH CAROLINA ORDER OF THE PALMETTO.
   04/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3969  Resolution, By Hamilton
Similar (H 3970)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
EASTSIDE HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3970  Resolution, By Hamilton
Similar (H 3969)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE EASTSIDE
HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM OF GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR
ANOTHER IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAY-
ERS AND COACHES FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, THEIR SIXTH CONSECUTIVE
STATE TITLE WHICH IS A RECORD FOR ALL CLASSES.
   04/28/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3971  Concurrent Resolution, By Hart, Gunn, King, Allen, Bannister, H.B.
Brown, Dillard, Hearn, E.H. Pitts, Spires, Agnew, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, R.L.
Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper,
Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye,
Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Haley, Hamilton,
Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Harvin, Hayes, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges,
Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy,
Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss,
Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson,
M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C.
Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (NCAA) TO CHOOSE COLUM-
BIA AS A HOST CITY FOR AN NCAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
REGIONAL GAME OR THE FINAL FOUR.
   04/28/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/29/09 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   04/29/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
H 3972  Joint Resolution, By  House Education and Public Works
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, RELATING TO CONTACT INFORMATION
FROM TRAFFIC STOPS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 3208, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/28/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-33
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-33
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
H 3973  General Bill, By Delleney
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR DRIVING WITHOUT A
LICENSE, SO AS TO PERMIT THE VARIOUS OFFENSES TO BE TRIED IN
MAGISTRATES OR MUNICIPAL COURT.
   04/28/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/28/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3974  Concurrent Resolution, By Funderburk, Gunn, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield,
Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan,
Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
ALPHA & OMEGA VOLLEYBALL CLUB’S 12 BLACK FOR A SUCCESS-
FUL SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS AND THEIR
COACH FOR GARNERING THE JUNIOR GIRLS’ 2009 PALMETTO VOL-
LEYBALL REGION CHAMPIONSHIP.
   04/29/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-20
H 3975  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT CERTAIN PER-
SONS MUST SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE A HUNTER’S EDUCATION
PROGRAM BEFORE THEY ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A SOUTH CAR-
OLINA HUNTING LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS REQUIRE-
MENT DOES NOT APPLY TO ACTIVE OR RETIRED UNITED STATES
ARMED SERVICES PERSONNEL WHO CAN DEMONSTRATE TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES THAT THEY RECEIVED
WEAPONS TRAINING DURING THEIR MILITARY CAREER.274
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-7
H 3976  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 24-13-1530 AND 24-13-1590, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY
FOR OFFENDERS TO BE PLACED ON HOME DETENTION, SO AS TO
ALLOW CERTAIN DRUG AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE OFFENDERS
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE HOME DETENTION PROGRAM UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
   05/14/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-65
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/20/09 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
H 3977  General Bill, By Nanney
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-295 SO AS TO DEFINE DRUG-RELATED
HAZARDOUS WASTE, TO PROVIDE WHERE DRUG-RELATED HAZARD-
OUS WASTE IS FOUND ON A SPECIFIC PARCEL OF PROPERTY AND A
DOCUMENT WARNING OF THE POSSIBLE CONTINUED PRESENCE OF
THIS WASTE ON THE PROPERTY IS RECORDED IN THE OFFICE OF THE
CLERK OF COURT OR REGISTER OF MESNE CONVEYANCE IN THE
COUNTY WHERE THE PROPERTY IS SITUATED, THE PROPERTY’S
OWNER MAY SEEK FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVI-
RONMENTAL CONTROL A WRITTEN DETERMINATION OF WHETHER
DRUG-RELATED HAZARDOUS WASTE EXISTS ON THE PROPERTY; TO
PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT MUST MAKE THIS WRITTEN DETERMI-
NATION WITHIN NINETY DAYS OF THE REQUEST OR THE DEPART-
MENT IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE DETERMINED THE PROPERTY FREE
FROM DRUG-RELATED HAZARDOUS WASTE; TO PROVIDE WHERE
THIS WRITTEN DETERMINATION INDICATES THE ABSENCE OF DRUG-
RELATED HAZARDOUS WASTE ON THE PROPERTY OR THE DEPART-
MENT FAILS TO PROVIDE A WRITTEN DETERMINATION WITHIN
NINETY DAYS, THE OWNER OF THE PROPERTY MAY RECORD WITH
THE CLERK OF COURT OR REGISTER OF MESNE CONVEYANCE IN
THE COUNTY WHERE THE PROPERTY IS SITUATED EITHER THE
DEPARTMENT’S WRITTEN DETERMINATION OR AN AFFIDAVIT STAT-
ING THE DEPARTMENT FAILED TO RESPOND WITHIN NINETY DAYS,
AMONG OTHER THINGS; AND TO PROVIDE A WRITTEN CROSS-REF-
ERENCE TO THESE RECORDED DOCUMENTS MUST BE NOTED ON
THE PREVIOUSLY RECORDED DOCUMENT THAT PROVIDED NOTICE
OF THE CONTINUED POSSIBLE PRESENCE OF DRUG-RELATED HAZ-
ARDOUS WASTE ON THE PROPERTY.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-8
H 3978  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-17-155, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT EACH
SCHOOL DISTRICT IMPLEMENT AN AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFI-
BRILLATOR (AED) PROGRAM FOR EACH HIGH SCHOOL IN THE DIS-
TRICT, SO AS TO REQUIRE BIANNUAL EMERGENCY AED PRACTICE
EXERCISES ON SCHOOL GROUNDS, TO REQUIRE EACH HIGH SCHOOL
TO OBTAIN AND DESIGNATE AN AED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES, AND
TO PROVIDE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRAINING PROGRAM.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
H 3979  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0779)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
COLONEL SPANN WATSON OF THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
(RETIRED) FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY SER-
VICE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3980  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0781)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FIRST LIEUTEN-
ANT LESTER E. PHILLIPS III OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY (RETIRED)
FOR HIS MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY
SERVICE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3981  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0780)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MASTER SER-
GEANT WILLIAM T. “BILL” SIMMONS OF THE UNITED STATES AIR
FORCE (RETIRED) FOR HIS TWENTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILI-
TARY SERVICE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3982  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,275
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSBingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0778)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
LEROY BOWMAN OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY (RETIRED) FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MILITARY SERVICE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3983  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE DEDICATED SERVICE
AND IMMEASURABLE SACRIFICE OF SOUTH CAROLINA’S COMBAT
VETERANS AND MILITARY PERSONNEL AND TO EXPRESS PRO-
FOUND APPRECIATION FOR THEIR STEADFAST AND COURAGEOUS
EFFORTS IN THE DEFENSE OF OUR NATION’S FREEDOM AS AMERI-
CANS OBSERVE THIS COUNTRY’S FIFTY-NINTH ANNUAL ARMED
FORCES DAY ON MAY 16, 2009.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3984  Resolution, By Hodges
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. HORACE WILLIAMS, JR., OF
BEAUFORT COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF THE CELEBRATION OF
HIS TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE AS PASTOR OF
FAITH MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH AND TO RECOGNIZE HIM FOR
OVER FORTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO EDUCATION IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3985  Resolution, By Allen, G.R. Smith, Agnew, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith,
J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. ROBERT E. DENNIS, PASTOR
OF CEDAR GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH IN SIMPSONVILLE, FOR HIS
FORTY YEARS OF MINISTRY AT CEDAR GROVE AND TO WISH HIM
GOD’S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3986  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-5-395 SO AS TO PROVIDE, NOTWITHSTAND-
ING ANOTHER PROVISION OF LAW, A LICENSED ATTORNEY IS NOT
NECESSARY TO SUPERVISE OR CONDUCT ANY ASPECT OF THE REFI-
NANCING OF AN EXISTING REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE INCLUDING
TITLE EXAMINATION, LOAN DOCUMENT PREPARATION, CLOSING, OR
PERFECTING SETTLEMENT OF THE OLD MORTGAGE AND RECORDA-
TION OF THE NEW MORTGAGE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 37-10-102,
RELATING TO ATTORNEYS’ FEES FOR MORTGAGES, SO AS TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
H 3987  General Bill, By Lowe and Crawford
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT IN FLORENCE COUNTY A PERSON MUST
OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM THE GOVERNING BODY OF A HOME-
OWNER’S ASSOCIATION OR A RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION BEFORE
HE MAY DISCHARGE A FIREARM ON ANY PROPERTY OWNED BY OR
UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATION OR THE
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION, TO PROVIDE A FINE FOR THE VIOLA-
TION OF THE SECTION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A FINE MAY NOT BE
IMPOSED UPON A PERSON WHOSE DISCHARGE OF A FIREARM IS
COVERED BY A LEGAL DEFENSE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   04/29/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-216
   04/30/09 House Read second time HJ-58
   04/30/09 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-58
   05/01/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   05/13/09 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Ford, Massey,
S.Martin, Mulvaney
H 3988  General Bill, By Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-20-45, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENFORCEMENT OF A LIEN IN CONNEC-
TION WITH A SELF-SERVICE STORAGE FACILITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR ANOTHER PROCEDURE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF A LIEN AGAINST
A TITLED VEHICLE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3989  Resolution, By Hamilton
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ED COLES UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS INDUCTION INTO THE NATIONAL WRESTLING
HALL OF FAME ON MAY 3, 2009.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-97
H 3990  Resolution, By Parks, Pinson, M.A. Pitts, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,276
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Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers,
Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett,
Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D.
Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0768)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MARY FRAN-
CES FRAZIER MCCAULEY OF GREENWOOD FOR HER MANY YEARS
OF COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-97
H 3991  Concurrent Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE WEEK OF MAY 4-8,
2009, AS TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND
TO EXPRESS THE SINCERE GRATITUDE OF THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA TO THE TEACHERS OF THIS GREAT STATE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-98
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced SJ-21
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-21
   05/06/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-46
   05/06/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-46
H 3992  General Bill, By Rice and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 34 IN TITLE 12 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA FAIR TAX ACT”, EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2011, AND TO
REPEAL, EFFECTIVE AT THE SAME TIME, CHAPTERS 6, 8, 11, 13, 16,
AND 36, ALL OF TITLE 12, RELATING RESPECTIVELY TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT, INCOME TAX WITHHOLDING, THE
INCOME TAX ON BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS,
THE SOUTH CAROLINA ESTATE TAX ACT, AND THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SALES TAX ACT.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-99
   05/14/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Millwood
H 3993  General Bill, By Loftis, Parker, Hardwick, Merrill, Allison, Miller
and Umphlett
Similar (S 0405)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT A WATERCRAFT AND ITS MOTOR IS
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE COUNTY OPTION PARTIAL PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTION IF THE BOAT OR WATERCRAFT IS CLASSIFIED AS A PRI-
MARY OR SECONDARY RESIDENCE FOR PROPERTY TAX PURPOSES;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-714, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
BOATS WITH A SITUS IN THIS STATE FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSING
THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNING
BODY OF A COUNTY BY ORDINANCE MAY PROVIDE THAT A BOAT,
INCLUDING ITS MOTOR IF THE MOTOR IS SEPARATELY TAXED, IS
SUBJECT TO PROPERTY TAX IF IT IS WITHIN THIS STATE FOR ONE
HUNDRED EIGHTY DAYS IN THE AGGREGATE, REGARDLESS OF THE
NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE DAYS.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   04/29/09 House Referred to Ways and Means HJ-100
H 3994  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Parker, Loftis, Pinson, Allison,
Crawford, Delleney, Gilliard, Hamilton, Jefferson, Littlejohn, Lowe,
McEachern, Millwood, Simrill, J.R. Smith, T.R. Young and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON MAY NOT ESTABLISH A POLICY OR RULE THAT PRO-
HIBITS CERTAIN PERSONS FROM TRANSPORTING AND STORING
FIREARMS IN A LOCKED VEHICLE ON PROPERTY SET ASIDE FOR A
VEHICLE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-100
   05/21/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
H 3995  Concurrent Resolution, By White, Agnew, Bowen, Gambrell,
Thompson, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowers, Brady, Branham,
Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan,
Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Toole,
Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie,
A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS OF M. J. “DOLLY” COOPER OF PIEDMONT, A DECO-
RATED WORLD WAR II VETERAN, SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN, AND
A FORMER MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES, UPON HIS DEATH, AT THE AGE OF EIGHTY-EIGHT.
   04/29/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-180
   04/29/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 3996  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts and Umphlett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-1130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEDUCTION OF ACCUMULATED
POINTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES TO DEDUCT THREE ACCUMULATED POINTS FROM A
PERSON’S RECORD UPON A SHOWING THAT THE PERSON SUCCESS-
FULLY COMPLETED A DEPARTMENT PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION
ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO SECTION 50-9-310.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-182
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-183
H 3997  General Bill, By H.B. Brown and McEachern
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3632 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A CREDIT
AGAINST THE STATE INCOME TAX FOR DONATIONS OF WASTE OIL
FROM THE KITCHENS OF RESTAURANTS AND OTHER COMMERCIAL
KITCHENS TO REGISTERED PRODUCERS OF BIODIESEL FUEL.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-183
   04/29/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-183277
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3998  Resolution, By Harrell, Bingham, Allison, Ballentine, Bannister,
Barfield, Bedingfield, Bowen, Brady, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Cole, Cooper,
Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester, Frye,
Gambrell, Gullick, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Horne, Huggins, Kelly, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Millwood, Nanney, Owens, Parker, Pinson, E.H. Pitts,
M.A. Pitts, Rice, Sandifer, Scott, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole,
Umphlett, Viers, White, Whitmire, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0761)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KATON
EDWARDS DAWSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REPUBLI-
CAN PARTY, FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE POLITICAL DIS-
COURSE IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AS HE RETIRES FROM
THIS POSITION, AND EXTEND TO HIM BEST WISHES IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-197
H 3999  Resolution, By Allen, Agnew, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LOUIE GOLDEN,
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR AND HEAD BOYS BASKETBALL COACH FOR
GREENVILLE’S SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, FOR THIRTY-SEVEN
YEARS OF COACHING EXCELLENCE, TYPIFIED BY HIS LATEST WIN,
THE 2009 CLASS AA STATE BOYS BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   04/29/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-198
H 4000  Concurrent Resolution, By Harrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO
ARTICLE III, SECTION 9 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE AND
SECTION 2-1-180 OF THE 1976 CODE, WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2009,
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M., EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED
TO MEET AT A TIME MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES NOT EARLIER THAN NOON ON TUESDAY, JUNE 16,
2009, FOR A PERIOD NOT TO EXCEED THREE STATEWIDE LEGISLA-
TIVE DAYS FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN MATTERS, TO
PROVIDE THAT WHEN EACH HOUSE ADJOURNS AFTER THIS THREE-
DAY PERIOD NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THE THIRD LEGISLATIVE
DAY, EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO MEET AT A TIME
MUTUALLY AGREED UPON BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF
THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON CERTAIN OCCURRENCES AND FOR THE CONSIDER-
ATION OF SPECIFIED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT UNLESS
ADJOURNED EARLIER, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND
ADJOURNED SINE DIE NO LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, JANU-
ARY 11, 2010.
   04/29/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-199
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced SJ-22
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-22
   04/30/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-45
   05/07/09 Senate Amended SJ-38
   05/07/09 Senate Adopted SJ-38
   05/07/09 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-38
   05/12/09 House Concurred in amendment HJ-21
H 4001  Resolution, By Erickson, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEMORATE THE ONE HUNDRED FIF-
TIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE HUNTING ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE, A
SOUTH CAROLINA MARITIME TREASURE.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 4002  Resolution, By Gilliard, R.L. Brown, Mack, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield,
Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE REVEREND ISAAC J. HOLT,
JR., PASTOR OF ROYAL MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH IN NORTH
CHARLESTON, FOR HIS SIXTEEN YEARS OF MINISTRY AT ROYAL MIS-
SIONARY AND TO WISH HIM GOD’S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CON-
TINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4003  Concurrent Resolution, By Ballentine, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young278
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 22, 2009, PARENT
CARE DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH
CAROLINIANS TO SUPPORT AND HONOR THEIR PARENTS.
   04/30/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/30/09 Senate Introduced SJ-22
   04/30/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-22
   05/13/09 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-14
   05/13/09 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-14
   05/14/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-42
H 4004  Joint Resolution, By Merrill, Gunn and Bowers
Similar (S 0700)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA TO DEVELOP AND CONSTRUCT A NEW FACILITY FOR THE
MOORE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS IN THE INNOVISTA DISTRICT ON THE
COLUMBIA CAMPUS.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers
H 4005  General Bill, By Sellers, Bingham, Ott, A.D. Young and Bales
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1335 SO AS TO MAKE IT UNLAWFUL FOR
AN INDIVIDUAL SEEKING ELECTION TO MEMBERSHIP ON THE GOV-
ERNING BOARD OF A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
FILLED BY A VOTE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO MAKE OR OFFER
TO MAKE A CONTRIBUTION TO A CANDIDATE FOR THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OR HOST OR SPONSOR ANY FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR
SUCH A CANDIDATE FROM THE TIME THE INDIVIDUAL FILES THE
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO SEEK MEMBERSHIP ON THE BOARD
THROUGH THE DATE THE OFFICE IS FILLED.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   05/19/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bales
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-29
   05/21/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
H 4006  Joint Resolution, By Gilliard, Battle, R.L. Brown, Clyburn, Daning,
Dillard, Hodges, Hosey, Limehouse, Mack, Miller, Rice, Sottile, Anderson,
Stavrinakis and Hutto
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE TO STUDY VET-
ERAN HOMELESSNESS, UNEMPLOYMENT, JOB PLACEMENT, INCI-
DENCE OF POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER, ACCESS TO BASIC
HUMAN SERVICES, AND OTHER ISSUES AFFECTING SOUTH CARO-
LINA VETERANS AND TO PROVIDE FOR RELATED MATTERS INCLUD-
ING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES,
THE FILLING OF VACANCIES, COMMITTEE MEETINGS, AND STAFF-
ING.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-9
H 4007  Resolution, By Sellers, Funderburk, Miller and Anderson
Similar (S 0771)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE ANY GOVERNMENTAL
BODY SUBJECT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSOLIDATED PRO-
CUREMENT CODE TO MAXIMIZE THE CREATION OF AMERICAN JOBS
AND RESTORE ECONOMIC GROWTH AND OPPORTUNITY BY COM-
MITTING TO SPENDING ECONOMIC RECOVERY PLAN FUNDS PRO-
VIDED TO THAT BODY BY THE AMERICAN TAXPAYERS ON
PURCHASING MATERIALS, GOODS, AND SERVICES THAT ARE MADE
OR PERFORMED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHENEVER
AND WHEREVER POSSIBLE.
   04/30/09 House Introduced HJ-9
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-9
   04/30/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   05/12/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Miller, Ander-
son
   05/12/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-102
   05/13/09 House Adopted HJ-51
H 4008  Concurrent Resolution, By Funderburk, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE MONTH OF
NOVEMBER 2009 AS “EPILEPSY AWARENESS MONTH” IN SOUTH CAR-
OLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND UNDER-
STANDING OF EPILEPSY.
   04/30/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-52
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   05/05/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
   05/14/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-49
   05/15/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/19/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-30
H 4009  Resolution, By Clemmons, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson,
Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0715)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHARLIE BRINDEL,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF COASTAL CAROLINAS ASSOCIA-
TION OF REALTORS, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO
WISH HIM A HAPPY EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS MANY YEARS OF COMMITTED VOLUNTEER SERVICE, AND TO
DECLARE MAY 8, 2009, CHARLIE BRINDEL DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-153
H 4010  Concurrent Resolution, By Bowers, R.L. Brown, Hodges and
McLeod
Similar (S 0776, S 0842)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND MAYOR CHARLIE
SWEAT OF WALTERBORO FOR HIS LIFETIME OF DEDICATED PUBLIC
SERVICE, TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON HIS RETIREMENT AS
MAYOR OF WALTERBORO, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.279
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   04/30/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-155
   05/05/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 4011  General Bill, By Umphlett and Long
Similar (S 0799)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 45, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE “NON-
GAME WILDLIFE AND NATURAL AREAS FUND” SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATE, SO AS TO REVISE THE NAME OF THE LICENSE PLATE AND
THE FUND IN WHICH PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF THIS LICENSE
PLATE MUST BE PLACED AND TO PROVIDE THE GUIDELINES WHICH
MUST BE FOLLOWED BEFORE AND AFTER THIS LICENSE PLATE IS
PRODUCED.
   04/30/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-156
   04/30/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-156
H 4012  Resolution, By Gilliard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHARLES-
TON CARIFEST TO BE HELD JUNE 11-13, 2009, AND TO COMMEND THE
ORGANIZERS, VOLUNTEERS, AND PARTICIPANTS FOR THEIR WORK
IN PRESERVING THE CULTURAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE CAR-
OLINAS AND THE CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 4013  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-12 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MUST PLACE A NOTICE ON ITS WEBSITE
AND IN ITS DRIVER’S MANUAL THAT STATES A DRIVER OR OCCU-
PANT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE WHO POSSESSES A WRITTEN VERIFICA-
TION FROM A PHYSICIAN THAT HE IS UNABLE TO WEAR A SAFETY
BELT FOR CERTAIN REASONS IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS
THAT REQUIRE A PERSON TO WEAR A SAFETY BELT.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-53
H 4014  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE ANNUAL YOUTH LEGIS-
LATIVE CONFERENCE TO USE THE HOUSE CHAMBER ON MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 28, 2009, FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 NOON FOR ITS ANNUAL
MOCK SESSION.
   05/12/09 House Introduced HJ-8
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-8
   05/12/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-103
   05/13/09 House Adopted HJ-52
H 4015  General Bill, By Barfield
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1540, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NET PLACEMENTS, SO AS TO REDUCE
THE MINIMUM DISTANCE REQUIRED BETWEEN NETS ON THE LITTLE
PEE DEE RIVER FROM SIX HUNDRED FEET TO SEVENTY-FIVE FEET.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-9
H 4016  Resolution, By Barfield
Similar (S 0809)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAI-
WAN) FOR ITS RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   05/12/09 House Introduced HJ-14
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-14
   05/12/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-103
   05/13/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
   05/13/09 House Adopted HJ-52
H 4017  Resolution, By Brady
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF JUNE 2009 AS
PALMETTOVORE CHALLENGE MONTH AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL
CITIZENS OF THIS GREAT STATE TO EAT ONLY PRODUCE AND PROD-
UCTS GROWN AND PROCESSED IN SOUTH CAROLINA DURING THIS
MONTH.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4018  Resolution, By Ott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDE-
PENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DURING THE 2009 LEGISLATIVE
INTERIM ON A DAY AND AT A TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER NOT TO CONFLICT WITH ANY HOUSE BUSINESS.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-169
H 4019  Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MARY LEE
PROCTOR FREEMAN OF SUMTER COUNTY FOR HER WORK AS HISTO-
RIAN OF BETHEL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH-OSWEGO, AND TO
COMMEND HER FOR MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE IN
FAITHFULLY RECOUNTING THE CHRONICLES AND MEMOIRS OF HER
CHURCH MEMBERS.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4020  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Brantley, Chalk and Erickson
A BILL TO CONVEY TO BEAUFORT COUNTY STANDING TO BRING
LEGAL ACTION AGAINST A COUNTY WHOSE GEOGRAPHIC BOUND-
ARIES ARE CONTIGUOUS TO BEAUFORT’S WHEN A CONTIGUOUS
COUNTY’S TRAFFIC CONGESTION OR STORMWATER RUNOFF
ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE CITIZENS OF BEAUFORT COUNTY.
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-53
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/14/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-30
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
H 4021  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, BY ADDING CHAPTER 156 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SPECIAL
NEEDS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES SPECIAL NEEDS
STUDENTS WITH THE OPTION TO ATTEND A PUBLIC OR NONPUBLIC
SCHOOL OF THEIR CHOICE.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-54
H 4022  General Bill, By E.H. Pitts, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Millwood,
Hamilton, Nanney, Bedingfield, Duncan, M.A. Pitts, Simrill, V.S. Moss,
Gambrell, Rice, Owens, Vick and Viers
Similar (S 0794)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO ENACT
THE “SOUTH CAROLINA FIREARMS FREEDOM ACT”, TO PROVIDE
THAT A FIREARM, FIREARM ACCESSORY, OR AMMUNITION MANU-
FACTURED AND RETAINED IN SOUTH CAROLINA IS EXEMPT FROM
FEDERAL REGULATION UNDER THE COMMERCE CLAUSE OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-54280
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/19/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gambrell,
Rice, Owens
   05/19/09 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Vick, Viers
   05/20/09 House Read second time HJ-31
   05/20/09 House Roll call Yeas-113  Nays-0 HJ-31
   05/21/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 4023 (Rat # 0120, Act #  0066)  General Bill, By Daning, Jefferson, Merrill
and Umphlett
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-23-815 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MAY MOW BEYOND THIRTY
FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT ROADSIDE VEGETATION ADJACENT TO
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 26 AT EXIT 199 IN BERKELEY COUNTY. - ratified
title
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-54
   05/13/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/14/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-30
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   05/19/09 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/20/09 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-61
   05/27/09 Ratified R 120
   06/02/09 Signed By Governor
   06/11/09 Effective date 06/02/09
   06/12/09 Act No. 66
H 4024  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-462 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN EXEMP-
TION FROM THE PROPERTY TAX ON RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY CON-
SISTING OF THREE OR FEWER UNITS IN AMOUNTS OF FAIR MARKET
VALUE SUFFICIENT TO EQUAL AN ASSESSMENT RATIO OF FOUR PER-
CENT ON THE PROPERTY AND TO DEFINE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-54
H 4025  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-920, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TAX ON ACCOMMODA-
TIONS FOR TRANSIENTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE ACCOMMODATIONS
PROVIDED TO OCCUPANTS, OTHER THAN OWNER OCCUPANTS, PUR-
SUANT TO A VACATION TIME SHARING PLAN.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-55
H 4026  Concurrent Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Lowe, G.A. Brown
and J.H. Neal
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DR.
NINA G. GUNTER FOR A LIFETIME OF DEDICATION AND FAITHFUL
SERVICE IN THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE, AND UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF HER RETIREMENT TO WISH HER MANY YEARS OF HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS IN THE FUTURE.
   05/12/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-56
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 4027  General Bill, By Gullick, Simrill and Kirsh
Similar (H 4028)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 38 TO TITLE 39 SO AS TO REQUIRE PACKAGED
ICE PRODUCERS TO SUBMIT SAMPLES MONTHLY TO A LABORATORY
FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS; TO PRESCRIBE FOR CERTAIN
SAMPLE TESTING; AND TO REQUIRE SUBMISSION OF WEEKLY SAM-
PLE IF THE TESTED SAMPLE DOES NOT CONFORM TO REQUIRED
STANDARDS.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-55
H 4028  General Bill, By Gullick, Simrill and Kirsh
Similar (H 4027)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 38 TO TITLE 39 SO AS TO REQUIRE PRODUCERS
OF PACKAGED ICE WHO SELL DIRECTLY TO CUSTOMERS TO SUBMIT
ICE SAMPLES MONTHLY TO A LABORATORY FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
ANALYSIS.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-55
H 4029  General Bill, By Gullick, Simrill and Kirsh
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 38 TO TITLE 39 SO AS TO REQUIRE PACKAGED
ICE PLANT OPERATORS AND PACKAGED ICE DEALERS TO OBTAIN
ANNUAL PERMITS TO MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTE PACKAGED
ICE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR
THE REGULATION OF THE MANUFACTURING, DISTRIBUTION, AND
SALE OF PACKAGED ICE.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-55
H 4030  Resolution, By Thompson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 6.3 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE DAILY ORDER OF
BUSINESS AND CALENDAR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MAXIMUM
OF FIFTEEN MINUTES IS ALLOWED TO ANSWER THE ROLL CALL OF
THE HOUSE.
   05/12/09 House Introduced HJ-103
   05/12/09 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-103
H 4031  Resolution, By Pinson, M.A. Pitts and Parks
Similar (S 0788)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CAM-
BRIDGE ACADEMY GOLF TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THESE EXCEPTIONAL PLAY-
ERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-103
H 4032  Resolution, By Huggins
Similar (S 0810)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RONALD C.
OSBORNE OF COLUMBIA, DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO THANK
HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE, AND
TO WISH HIM MUCH FULFILLMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/12/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-104
H 4033  General Bill, By Clemmons, Harrell, Gunn, Anderson, Gullick,
Limehouse, Hardwick, Merrill, Ott, Rutherford, Bales, V.S. Moss, Duncan,
Owens, Bowen, Stavrinakis, Hutto, Allison, Barfield, Battle, Bingham,
Branham, H.B. Brown, Cato, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Delleney, Dillard,
Gambrell, Harrison, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman, Horne, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Jennings, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
McLeod, Miller, D.C. Moss, J.M. Neal, Neilson, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Sandifer,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Thompson, Weeks, White,
Williams, Willis, A.D. Young, Sellers and Erickson281
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSimilar (S 0521)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE “TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING
FLEXIBILITY ACT” BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 57
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MAY SOLICIT AND ENTER INTO CERTAIN PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIA-
TIVES TO CONSTRUCT TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE PROCEDURE WHEREBY PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIATIVES ARE
SOLICITED, APPROVED, AND IMPLEMENTED; BY ADDING ARTICLE 9
TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 57 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES
WHEREBY TOLLS MAY BE IMPOSED AND COLLECTED ALONG THE
STATE’S HIGHWAYS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROJECTS THAT MAY BE
FINANCED BY TOLL REVENUES, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A PER-
SON WHO FAILS TO PAY A TOLL, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT MAY IMPLEMENT AN ELECTRONIC TOLL SYSTEM; BY
ADDING SECTION 11-35-3075 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVI-
SIONS THAT ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO
ENTER INTO PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIATIVES TO CONSTRUCT TRANS-
PORTATION FACILITIES ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THE
CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE AND TO CERTAIN EXPANDED
DISCUSSIONS AND PROPOSAL REVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-
710, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF CERTAIN ITEMS
THAT ARE EXEMPT FROM THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THE CON-
SOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
PURCHASE OF ITEMS ASSOCIATED WITH DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIATIVES TO CONSTRUCT TRANS-
PORTATION FACILITIES ARE NOT EXEMPT FROM THE
CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-40,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION OF THE CONSOLI-
DATED PROCUREMENT CODE, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN ENTITY THAT
UTILIZES A FEDERAL GRANT TO PROCURE AN ITEM MUST COMPLY
WITH ALL APPLICABLE LAWS THAT ARE NOT CONTAINED IN THE
CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-
1625, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION’S AWARDING OF CONTRACTS THAT USE THE DESIGN-BUILD
PROCEDURE, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM
“DESIGN-BUILD CONTRACT”; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1310, RELAT-
ING TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY’S INTENT WHEN IT PROVIDED THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION THE AUTHORITY TO CON-
STRUCT TURNPIKE PROJECTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT ALSO HAS THE AUTHORITY TO IMPROVE THESE FACILITIES
PURSUANT TO THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1320,
RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF TERMS REGARDING TURNPIKE
PROJECTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM “TURN-
PIKE FACILITY”; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1330, RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S AUTHORITY TO DESIGNATE,
ESTABLISH, PLAN, IMPROVE, CONSTRUCT, OPERATE, AND REGULATE
TURNPIKE FACILITIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
MAY DESIGNATE AS A TURNPIKE FACILITY ANY TRANSPORTATION
FACILITY THAT IS FUNDED IN PART BY A LOCAL OPTION SALES AND
USE TAX; TO AMEND SECTION 40-11-360, RELATING TO THE ENTITIES
THAT ARE EXEMPT FROM THE PROVISIONS THAT REGULATE
LICENSED CONTRACTORS, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE;
TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-1660, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION’S REQUIREMENT THAT CERTAIN CONTRACTORS
MUST FURNISH A BOND FOR CERTAIN CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APPLY TO CER-
TAIN PUBLIC-PRIVATE INITIATIVES TO CONSTRUCT TRANSPORTA-
TION FACILITIES AND PROVIDE THAT WHEN THE DEPARTMENT
UTILIZES THE DESIGN-BUILD DELIVERY METHOD FOR A HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT, THE AMOUNT OF THE PERFORMANCE
AND INDEMNITY BOND AND PAYMENT BONDS REQUIRED BY THIS
PROVISION RELATE ONLY TO THE PORTION OF THE CONTRACT CON-
CERNING CONSTRUCTION; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 12-28-2920, 57-
3-200, 57-3-615, 57-3-618, 57-5-1490, AND 57-5-1495 RELATING TO THE
CONSTRUCTION OF TOLL ROADS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION, THE DEPARTMENT’S AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO
AGREEMENTS WITH VARIOUS ENTITIES TO CONSTRUCT, OPERATE,
AND MAINTAIN HIGHWAY FACILITIES, THE PROJECTS THAT MAY BE
CONSTRUCTED WITH TOLL REVENUES, THE IMPOSITION AND COL-
LECTION OF A TOLL ALONG INTERSTATE 73, THE PENALTY FOR FAIL-
URE TO PAY A TOLL, AND THE COLLECTION OF TOLLS.
   05/12/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-105
   05/13/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sellers, Erick-
son
   05/14/09 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Skelton, Hiott, Loftis, Brant-
ley, Stringer, Erickson, Cobb-Hunter, King, Millwood,
Parker, Nanney, Littlejohn, Whipper, Anderson, R Brown,
Clemmons, Alexander, Clyburn, Long, Hosey, JH Neal,
Scott, Daning, Willis, Barfield, Hearn, Hardwick, Gunn,
Viers, G Brown, and Gilliard HJ-46
   05/14/09 House Debate adjourned until Tuesday, May 19, 2009 HJ-81
   05/20/09 House Debate adjourned until Thursday, May 21, 2009 HJ-59
H 4034  Concurrent Resolution, By D.C. Smith
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND ROD
GREENWAY, PRINCIPAL OF BELVEDERE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN
AIKEN COUNTY, FOR HIS DISTINGUISHED FORTY-YEAR CAREER AS
TEACHER, COACH, AND ADMINISTRATOR UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO EXTEND TO HIM EVERY BEST WISH IN ALL
HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/13/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-1
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 4035  Resolution, By D.C. Smith
Similar (S 0841)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. ANGELA
BROWN BURKHALTER, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT,
FOR HER YEARS OF DEVOTED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA AS AN EDUCATOR.
   05/13/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 4036  Concurrent Resolution, By Allen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVER-
END ODELL LEWIS ROBINSON OF LAURENS COUNTY UPON THE
OCCASION OF THE ANNIVERSARY OF HIS EIGHTH YEAR AS PASTOR
OF NEW BETHLEHEM BAPTIST CHURCH, AND TO WISH HIM ALL THE
BEST AS HE LEADS HIS CONGREGATION IN FURTHER SPIRITUAL
GROWTH AND SERVICE.
   05/13/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-2
   05/13/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 4037  General Bill, By Owens, Mitchell, Hiott, Skelton, Rice, Millwood,
Bedingfield, Bowen, Duncan, Wylie, Gambrell, Whitmire, Kirsh, Limehouse,
Lucas, Simrill, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Stewart and Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-4-35, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TOURISM EXPENDITURE
REVIEW COMMITTEE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT APPEALS FROM THE
COMMITTEE GO TO THE APPROPRIATE COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELE-
GATION INSTEAD OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT.
   05/13/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   05/13/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-2
H 4038  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 51-3-90, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM TO SELL,
EXCHANGE, OR LEASE LAND UNDER ITS JURISDICTION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL OBTAIN THE APPROVAL OF
THE LOCAL COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION BEFORE EXECUT-
ING A LEASE FOR REAL PROPERTY UNDER ITS JURISDICTION TO A
PRIVATE CITIZEN, ENTITY, OR BUSINESS; TO PROVIDE THAT A PRI-
VATE CITIZEN, ENTITY, OR BUSINESS LEASING LANDS UNDER THE282
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSDEPARTMENT’S JURISDICTION IS LIABLE FOR LOCAL COUNTY AND
MUNICIPAL TAXES IN THE SAME MANNER AS IF THE LANDS WERE
PRIVATELY OWNED; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE LEASE OF LANDS
UNDER THE DEPARTMENT’S JURISDICTION TO A PRIVATE CITIZEN,
ENTITY, OR BUSINESS HAVING A PAST DUE LOCAL COUNTY OR
MUNICIPAL TAX OBLIGATION IS DEEMED VOID.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-12
H 4039  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 46 TO TITLE 15 SO AS TO ENACT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT UNFAIR
METHODS OF REPORTING CREDIT HISTORY AND UNFAIR OR DECEP-
TIVE ACTS IN THE CONDUCT OF CREDIT REPORTING ARE UNLAW-
FUL, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FEDERAL FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT
AS INTERPRETED BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND FED-
ERAL COURTS SHALL FURNISH GUIDANCE IN CONSTRUING THIS
CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR WILFUL AND NEGLIGENT
NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THE CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE JURISDICTION OF THE STATE COURTS TO HEAR ACTIONS
BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER, AND TO PROVIDE, WITH
EXCEPTIONS, A TWO-YEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS TO SEEK
RELIEF PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-12
H 4040  Concurrent Resolution, By Duncan
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE AUGUST 8, 2009, AS
ANNUAL NATIONAL MARINA DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN ORDER
TO HONOR SOUTH CAROLINA’S MARINAS FOR THEIR CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO THE COMMUNITY AND MAKE CITIZENS, POLICYMAKERS,
AND EMPLOYEES MORE AWARE OF THE OVERALL CONTRIBUTIONS
OF MARINAS TO THEIR WELL-BEING, AND TO REQUEST THAT OUR
STATE JOIN HANDS WITH OTHER STATES AND THOUSANDS OF
WATERFRONT COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE UNITED STATES IN CELE-
BRATING THIS DAY.
   05/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-17
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   05/14/09 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
H 4041  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-9-395 SO AS TO REQUIRE TELEPHONE UTILI-
TIES TO PROVIDE INTERNET SERVICE IN EVERY EXCHANGE AREA
OR CEDE SERVICE IN THE AFFECTED AREA TO ANOTHER TELE-
PHONE UTILITY THAT AGREES TO PROVIDE INTERNET SERVICE; AND
TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-12
H 4042  Resolution, By Ballentine, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham,
Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L.
Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper,
Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester,
Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MRS. MARCIA PIERCE OF LEXING-
TON COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL ADVI-
SORS-SOUTH CAROLINA AFTER TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF FAITHFUL
SERVICE AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 4043  Resolution, By Hodges, Brantley, Chalk, Erickson, Herbkersman,
Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady,
Branham, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan,
Edge, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Hiott, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings,
Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR AGNES GARVIN,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE BEAUFORT COUNTY BOARD OF ELEC-
TIONS AND VOTER REGISTRATION, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT, TO THANK HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF OUTSTAND-
ING PUBLIC SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER MUCH FULFILLMENT AND
SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 4044  Resolution, By Knight, Harrell, Horne and A.D. Young
Similar (H 4045)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SUM-
MERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY COLOR GUARD FOR A SUCCESS-
FUL SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SCHOLASTIC A
DIVISION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE IN WINTER GUARD.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4045  Resolution, By Knight, Harrell, Horne and A.D. Young
Similar (H 4044)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SUMMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL COLOR GUARD, DIRECTORS, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 SCHOLASTIC A DIVISION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE IN
WINTER GUARD.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4046  General Bill, By Clyburn, Limehouse and Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SOUTH
CAROLINA RESIDENT WHO OTHERWISE QUALIFIES FOR THE LIFE,
HOPE, OR PALMETTO FELLOWS SCHOLARSHIP BUT WHO HAS
APPLIED TO AND BEEN ACCEPTED BY A SCHOOL IN ANOTHER STATE
BECAUSE NO PUBLIC COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY OFFERS HIS CHOSEN
PRE-VETERINARY MEDICINE MAJOR SHALL RECEIVE THE SCHOLAR-
SHIP FOR WHICH HE QUALIFIES TO BE USED FOR PAYMENT OF
TUITION AT THE OUT-OF-STATE INSTITUTION.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
H 4047  General Bill, By Funderburk, Lucas and Limehouse283
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 10 TO TITLE 47 SO AS TO CREATE THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA EQUINE PROMOTION ACT”; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFINI-
TIONS; TO ESTABLISH A PROMOTION BOARD AND SPECIFY ITS
RESPONSIBILITIES, COMPOSITION, AND METHOD OF SELECTING
BOARD MEMBERS; TO CREATE THE EQUINE PROMOTION FUND TO
PROMOTE THE EQUINE INDUSTRY; TO PROVIDE MONEY FOR THE
EQUINE PROMOTION FUND BY IMPOSING AN ASSESSMENT ON CER-
TAIN COMMERCIAL FEED AND CUSTOM BLENDS AND TO PROVIDE A
REFUND OF THIS ASSESSMENT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND
TO REQUIRE PERIODIC AUDITS OF THE EQUINE PROMOTION FUND.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-13
H 4048  General Bill, By M.A. Pitts, Duncan and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-2-190, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COUNTY JURY AREA DESIGNATIONS
FOR USE IN MAGISTRATES COURTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE JURY
AREAS FOR LAURENS COUNTY TO PROVIDE FOR ONE JURY AREA
COUNTYWIDE.
   05/14/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-13
   05/19/09 House Debate adjourned HJ-32
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-62
   05/20/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
H 4049  General Bill, By Nanney
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 29-3-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTERING A SATISFACTION OF MORT-
GAGE IN THE PUBLIC RECORD, SO AS TO INCLUDE A PROBATE AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM IN THE SATISFACTION AFFIDAVIT.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 4050  Resolution, By Knight
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND BARBARA ANN KIZER PAT-
RICK OF DORCHESTER COUNTY FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS A TEACHER AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR
UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM DORCHESTER
ACADEMY, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT
IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS..
   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 4051  General Bill, By Pinson, M.A. Pitts and Parks
A BILL TO AUTHORIZE THE TRANSFER FROM THE SINKING FUND OF
GREENWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT 52 TO ITS GENERAL FUND A SPECI-
FIED SUM OF MONEY TO REIMBURSE THE DISTRICT FOR AMOUNTS
PAID BY IT FROM ITS GENERAL FUND FOR DEBT SERVICE ON A GEN-
ERAL OBLIGATION BOND OF THE DISTRICT.
   05/14/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-14
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/20/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-10
   05/21/09 Senate Read second time SJ-41
H 4052  Concurrent Resolution, By Bannister
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE STEVE BAILEY OF
MERUS REFRESHMENT SERVICES, INC., ON BEING NAMED 2009
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA) SMALL BUSINESS PERSON
OF THE YEAR FOR SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/14/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   05/14/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 4053  Concurrent Resolution, By Edge, Hardwick, Hearn and Barfield
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE AND PROVIDE THAT
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY SHALL BE THE HOME OF THE
BEACH MUSIC HALL OF FAME.
   05/14/09 House Introduced HJ-22
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-22
   05/20/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-7
   05/21/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-39
H 4054  Concurrent Resolution, By Edge
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO URGE THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO EDUCATE PAR-
ENTS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF ADOLESCENT WELL PHYSICALS TO
PREVENT CHRONIC DISEASES, APPROPRIATELY INTERVENE TO BET-
TER TREAT CHRONIC DISEASE, AND UPDATE IMMUNIZATIONS FOR
ADOLESCENTS OF THIS STATE AND NATION.
   05/14/09 House Introduced HJ-22
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-22
   05/20/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-7
   05/21/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-39
H 4055  General Bill, By Hardwick, Hearn, Barfield, Clemmons and Edge
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN HORRY COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE AND RENAME
CERTAIN VOTING PRECINCTS OF HORRY COUNTY AND REDESIG-
NATE A MAP NUMBER FOR THE MAP ON WHICH LINES OF THESE
PRECINCTS ARE DELINEATED AND MAINTAINED BY THE OFFICE OF
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS OF THE STATE BUDGET AND CONTROL
BOARD.
   05/14/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-14
   05/19/09 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/20/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-19
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   05/20/09 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   05/21/09 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
H 4056  Resolution, By McLeod, Neilson, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Ott,
Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA SIL-
VER HAIRED LEGISLATURE TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON TUESDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 17, 2009, PRO-
VIDED THE HOUSE IS NOT IN SESSION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
USE OF THE HOUSE CHAMBER ON ALTERNATE DATES AND TIMES AS
MAY BE SELECTED BY THE SPEAKER IF THE HOUSE IS IN SESSION ON
THESE DATES.284
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4057  Resolution, By Gilliard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SHARNAY VIR-
GIE GREEN, BURKE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING SENIOR, FOR HER
EXCELLENCE IN LEADERSHIP, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER UPON
RECEIVING SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS AMOUNTING TO MORE THAN
FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4058  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE SECRETARY OF
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, THE HON-
ORABLE RAY H. LAHOOD, TO SET ASIDE THE FUNDS NECESSARY TO
ACQUIRE THE RIGHT OF WAY AND BUILD THE APPROXIMATELY SIX-
MILE PORTION OF INTERSTATE 73 FROM “THE INTERSECTION OF
HOPE” AT ITS INTERSECTION WITH INTERSTATE 95 TO ITS INTERSEC-
TION WITH UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 501 WHICH CONSTITUTES THE
FIRST PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION OF INTERSTATE 73 IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND SET ASIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO COMPLETE THE
REMAINING PORTION OF THIS INTERSTATE HIGHWAY AS THESE
FUNDS BECOME AVAILABLE.
   05/14/09 House Introduced HJ-58
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-58
   05/14/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-92
   05/19/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-48
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-11
   05/20/09 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-79
H 4059  General Bill, By Stringer, Nanney, Bedingfield, Hamilton and G.R.
Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2950, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A DRIVER OF A MOTOR
VEHICLE IMPLYING CONSENT TO SUBMIT TO TESTING FOR ALCO-
HOL OR DRUGS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DRIVER ALSO IMPLIES
CONSENT TO BE TESTED FOR ALCOHOL OR DRUGS WHEN HE IS
INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT THAT RESULTS IN THE DEATH OF A PER-
SON.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-59
H 4060  General Bill, By Jennings
Similar (S 0853)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-27-370, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“UNEMPLOYED” FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMPLOY-
MENT SECURITY LAW AND THE REDUCTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT
BENEFITS TO REFLECT PENSION AND OTHER PAYMENTS ATTRIBUT-
ABLE TO WORK, SO AS TO ELIMINATE EMPLOYER-FILED CLAIMS; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-27-380, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
“WAGES”, SO AS TO INCREASE THE TAXABLE WAGE BASE BEGIN-
NING DECEMBER 31, 2008; TO AMEND SECTION 41-27-510, RELATING
TO REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO UNEMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, SO
AS TO CONFORM THE SECTION TO THE AMENDMENTS TO SECTION
41-27-370; TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION TO ENSURE THAT A
CLAIMANT, OR HIS LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE, BE SUPPLIED WITH
RECORDS IN ORDER TO MAKE A CLAIM, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION
TO PROVIDE UNEMPLOYMENT INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR
WORKFORCE IMPROVEMENT AND PROGRAM EVALUATION TO THE
AGENCY ADMINISTERING THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-31-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE COMPU-
TATION OF RATES OF CONTRIBUTIONS BY EMPLOYERS, SO AS TO
RESTRUCTURE THE COMPUTATION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYERS; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-31-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE STATE-
WIDE RESERVE RATIO, SO AS TO ADJUST THE RATES OF CONTRIBU-
TION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYERS; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-50,
RELATING TO THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF AN INSURED
WORKER, SO AS TO CHANGE THE FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE
BENEFIT; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
DISQUALIFICATION OF BENEFITS, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION PRO-
VIDING FOR “GROSS MISCONDUCT” AND CONFORMING THE TERM
“MOST RECENT BONA FIDE EMPLOYER” TO ITS DEFINITION IN SEC-
TION 41-35-110(5), AND TO REQUIRE THE DEDUCTION OF SEVERANCE
PAY FROM UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PAYMENTS.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-60
H 4061  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-130 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY ANNUALLY BY JOINT RESOLUTION SHALL IMPOSE
A STATEWIDE MILLAGE ON ALL REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
SUBJECT TO PROPERTY TAX IN THIS STATE FOR THE PURPOSE OF
RAISING REVENUE FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL OPERATIONS AND IN THE
JOINT RESOLUTION IMPOSING THE TAX SHALL PROVIDE THE PLAN
OF DISTRIBUTING THE REVENUE FOR THE APPLICABLE FISCAL
YEAR TO THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THE STATE; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE
FAIR MARKET VALUE OF ALL REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY SUB-
JECT TO PROPERTY TAX IN THIS STATE FROM PROPERTY TAX MILL-
AGE IMPOSED BY A SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR SCHOOL OPERATIONS.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-60
H 4062  General Bill, By Nanney, Stringer and Wylie
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-190, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGISTERING AND LICENSING OF
VEHICLES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION TO REGISTER AND LICENSE A
VEHICLE SHALL REQUIRE THE VEHICLE’S OWNER TO PRESENT TO
THE DEPARTMENT A VALID DRIVER’S LICENSE OR STATE-ISSUED
IDENTIFICATION CARD IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER INFORMATION
THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY REQUIRE.
   05/14/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-93
   05/14/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-93
H 4063  Resolution, By Barfield, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY RUGBY TEAM FOR ITS OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 NATIONAL
SMALL COLLEGE RUGBY ORGANIZATION (NSCRO) MEN’S COLLE-
GIATE DIVISION III NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8285
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4064  Resolution, By Horne, Harrell, Knight and A.D. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL BOYS SOCCER TEAM FOR ITS OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAY-
ERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 4065  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young, Knight and Harrell
Similar (S 0857)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAY-
ERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 4066  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young, Knight and Harrell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL GOLF TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING
SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP,
AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACH, AND
STAFF.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 4067  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young, Harrell and Knight
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PIN-
EWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL GIRLS SOCCER TEAM FOR ITS OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAY-
ERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 4068  Joint Resolution, By Bowers
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX AND THE METHOD OF VALUATION OF
REAL PROPERTY AND THE LIMITS ON INCREASES IN THE VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE A MUNICIPALITY WITH A POPULATION OF LESS THAN
FIVE THOUSAND TO EXEMPT FROM MUNICIPAL AD VALOREM TAXA-
TION, FOR NOT MORE THAN FIVE YEARS, IMPROVEMENTS TO COM-
MERCIAL PROPERTY.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 4069  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-3-550, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DISPOSITION OF THE PROCEEDS OF
THE SALE OF TIMBER LOCATED ON SPECIFIED LANDS BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
BEGINNING JULY 1, 2010, TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE REVENUE
DERIVED FROM THE SALE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES OF TIMBER MUST BE PAID BY THE STATE TREASURER
TO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN WHICH THE
LANDS ARE LOCATED.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 4070  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-25 SO AS TO REQUIRE, BEGINNING WITH
THE REAPPORTIONMENT OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AFTER THE DECENNIAL CENSUS OF 2010, THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES TO REAPPORTION ITSELF SO THAT A HOUSE DISTRICT MUST
BE WHOLLY CONTAINED WITHIN A COUNTY IF THE COUNTY HAS
SUFFICIENT POPULATION.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
H 4071  Resolution, By Erickson, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE COMMODORE AND MRS.
WILMOT SCHOTT FOR THEIR VITAL ROLES IN COORDINATING THE
FIFTY-FOURTH ANNUAL BEAUFORT WATER FESTIVAL AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HISTORIC BEAUFORT ON ITS TRADITION OF PRODUC-
ING ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR VOLUNTEER FESTIVALS ON THE
SOUTHEASTERN COAST.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 4072  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto, Jefferson,
Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE DUTCH
FORK HIGH SCHOOL GOLF TEAM FOR WINNING THE 2009 CLASS
AAAA STATE GOLF TOURNAMENT, AND TO CONGRATULATE COACH
MARK GILES UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AND FOR
MOLDING CHAMPIONSHIP GOLFERS.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 4073  Resolution, By Knight
Similar (S 0609)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
THEODORE M. STRICKLAND OF DORCHESTER COUNTY FOR AN OUT-
STANDING CAREER WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-SEVEN
YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUC-
CESS AND HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4074  Resolution, By Knight286
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSA HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF SHELLEY JOHNSON OF ST. GEORGE,
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4075  Resolution, By Knight, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Limehouse, Littlejohn,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SUM-
MERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR VARSITY COLOR GUARD FOR A
SUCCESSFUL SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE 2009 SCHOLASTIC
AAAA DIVISION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE IN WINTER GUARD.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4076  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 4077)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE FIRST
BAPTIST SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, AND TO
HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4077  Resolution, By Harrell, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 4076)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
FIRST BAPTIST SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM, COACH, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING
THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 4078  Concurrent Resolution, By Clyburn, T.R. Young and J.R. Smith
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME A PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGH-
WAY 19 THAT RUNS THROUGH THE CITY OF AIKEN “DR. MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY THAT CON-
TAIN THE WORDS “DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MEMORIAL HIGH-
WAY”.
   05/19/09 House Introduced HJ-17
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-17
   05/20/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-7
   05/21/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-40
H 4079  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. DAVID
LONGSHORE OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT, FOR HIS FAITHFUL SERVICE AS A TEACHER, PRIN-
CIPAL, AND SUPERINTENDENT IN ORANGEBURG COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT THREE, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 4080  Resolution, By Agnew
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR BROTHER I.V. WHITE, PASTOR OF
HAIGLER STREET CHURCH OF CHRIST IN ABBEVILLE, FOR HIS FIFTY
YEARS OF MINISTRY AT HAIGLER STREET, AND TO WISH HIM GOD’S
RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
   05/20/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 4081  Concurrent Resolution, By Allen, Dillard, Agnew, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,287
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSHerbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE REV-
EREND FLORA JOHNSON WINESTOCK, OF GREENVILLE COUNTY,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HER FOR HER SERVICE AS PRESIDENT OF
THE BAPTIST MINISTERS FELLOWSHIP OF GREENVILLE AND VICIN-
ITY.
   05/19/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-57
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
H 4082  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales, J.H. Neal, Ballentine, Brady,
Gunn, Harrison, Hart, Howard, McEachern, Rutherford and J.E. Smith
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO ENCOURAGE THE RICHLAND
COUNTY COUNCIL BY ORDINANCE TO POSTPONE FOR ONE ADDI-
TIONAL YEAR A COUNTYWIDE PROPERTY TAX EQUALIZATION AND
REASSESSMENT PROGRAM OTHERWISE SCHEDULED FOR IMPLE-
MENTATION BEGINNING FOR PROPERTY TAX YEAR 2009.
   05/19/09 House Introduced HJ-57
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-57
   05/20/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-262
   05/21/09 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-40
H 4083  Resolution, By Ballentine and Huggins
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE DUTCH
FORK HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY GIRLS’ TRACK TEAM FOR CAPTURING
THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ATHLETES, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEASON.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4084  Concurrent Resolution, By Barfield, Clemmons, Hearn, Agnew,
Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR EDWARD
M. “DICK” SINGLETON, COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY CHANCEL-
LOR EMERITUS, FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE AND DEDICA-
TION TO HIS BELOVED UNIVERSITY.
   05/19/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-58
   05/19/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 4085  General Bill, By Rice, Cooper and Owens
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-65-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TAX CREDITS ALLOWED PURSUANT
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TEXTILES COMMUNITIES REVITALIZA-
TION ACT, SO AS TO ALLOW UNUSED CREDIT AGAINST STATE-
IMPOSED TAXES TO BE TRANSFERRED, DEVISED, OR DISTRIBUTED,
WITH OR WITHOUT CONSIDERATION AND REQUIRE WRITTEN
NOTICE OF THE TRANSFER TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-59
H 4086  General Bill, By A.D. Young
Similar (H 4096)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DISCLOSURE OF CER-
TAIN INFORMATION TO ENSURE THAT A CLAIMANT, OR HIS LEGAL
REPRESENTATIVE, BE SUPPLIED WITH RECORDS IN ORDER TO MAKE
A CLAIM, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION TO PROVIDE UNEMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR WORKFORCE IMPROVEMENT AND
PROGRAM EVALUATION TO THE AGENCY ADMINISTERING THE
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION
TO RESPOND TO A REQUEST FROM AN AGENCY DESIGNATED BY
THE GOVERNOR TO ENHANCE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CRE-
ATE JOBS WITH INFORMATION OBTAINED PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF CHAPTERS 27 THROUGH 42 CONSIDERED NECESSARY TO
THE REQUESTING AGENCY FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
WORKFORCE IMPROVEMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-50, RELAT-
ING TO THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF AN INSURED
WORKER, SO AS TO CHANGE THE FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE
BENEFIT; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
DISQUALIFICATION OF BENEFITS, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION PRO-
VIDING FOR “GROSS MISCONDUCT” AND CONFORMING THE TERM
“MOST RECENT BONA FIDE EMPLOYER” TO ITS DEFINITION IN SEC-
TION 41-35-110(5), AND TO REQUIRE THE DEDUCTION OF SEVERANCE
PAY FROM UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PAYMENTS.
   05/19/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/19/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-60
H 4087  General Bill, By Bedingfield
Similar (S 0862)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO CREATE
THE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE AREA COMMISSION AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP.
   05/20/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   05/21/09 House Debate adjourned until Friday, May 22, 2009 HJ-16
   05/21/09 House Reconsidered HJ-52
   05/21/09 House Amended HJ-52
   05/21/09 House Read second time HJ-52
   05/21/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 4088  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-11-735 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR COVERAGE
UNDER THE STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLAN FOR
STATE EMPLOYEES WHO IN A PERSONNEL ACTION HAVE BEEN SUS-
PENDED WITHOUT PAY.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 4089  Resolution, By Miller, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,288
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMillwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 4090)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ACKNOWLEDGE AND COMMEND THE
WACCAMAW HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS TEAM OF GEORGETOWN
COUNTY, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ATHLETES, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR WINNING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 4090  Resolution, By Miller, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (H 4089)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
WACCAMAW HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY GOLF AND TENNIS TEAMS,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASONS
AND FOR GARNERING THEIR RESPECTIVE 2009 CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLES.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 4091  General Bill, By Gilliard, Anderson, Whipper, Mack and R.L.
Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-640 SO AS TO CREATE THE HATE CRIME OF
ASSAULT AND BATTERY UPON A HOMELESS PERSON AND PROVIDE
A TWO-TIERED PENALTY.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 4092  Resolution, By Miller, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WACCA-
MAW HIGH SCHOOL GOLF TEAM OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY, AND TO
CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 4093  General Bill, By Loftis, Mitchell, H.B. Brown, Bedingfield, Anthony,
G.A. Brown, Crawford, Dillard, Harvin, Hiott, Knight, Lowe, J.R. Smith,
Toole, D.C. Moss and Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 60 TO TITLE 48 TO ENACT THE “SOUTH CARO-
LINA MANUFACTURER RESPONSIBILITY AND CONSUMER CONVE-
NIENCE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT COLLECTION
AND RECOVERY ACT”; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN FINDINGS BY THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY RELATED TO THE ACT; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFI-
NITIONS RELATED TO THE ACT; TO REQUIRE A MANUFACTURER OF
CERTAIN COMPUTING, DISPLAY, OR PRINTING EQUIPMENT TO OFFER
A RECOVERY PROGRAM FOR THE COLLECTION OF EQUIPMENT
FROM A CONSUMER IN A MANNER CONVENIENT TO THE CON-
SUMER; TO REQUIRE A MANUFACTURER TO DOCUMENT ITS COM-
PLIANCE WITH THIS CHAPTER IN AN ANNUAL REPORT TO THE
DEPARTMENT; TO LIMIT THE LIABILITY OF A MANUFACTURER FOR
DAMAGE SUSTAINED BY A CONSUMER FROM INFORMATION CON-
TAINED ON EQUIPMENT RETURNED BY THE CONSUMER TO A MANU-
FACTURER THROUGH THE MANUFACTURER’S RECOVERY
PROGRAM; TO REQUIRE A RETAILER TO SELL ONLY EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THIS CHAPTER; TO LIMIT
THE LIABILITY OF A RETAILER FOR DAMAGE SUSTAINED BY A CON-
SUMER FROM INFORMATION CONTAINED ON EQUIPMENT SOLD BY
THE RETAILER TO A CONSUMER AND RETURNED TO THE MANUFAC-
TURER OF THE EQUIPMENT THROUGH THE MANUFACTURER’S
RECOVERY PROGRAM; TO REQUIRE A MANUFACTURER TO EDUCATE
CONSUMERS ABOUT THE MANUFACTURER’S RECOVERY PROGRAM;
TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO EDUCATE CONSUMERS ABOUT
ALL RECOVERY PROGRAMS AVAILABLE IN THIS STATE; TO ENABLE
THE DEPARTMENT TO AUDIT A MANUFACTURER TO DETERMINE
THE MANUFACTURER’S COMPLIANCE WITH THIS CHAPTER; TO PRO-
VIDE THAT FINANCIAL AND PROPRIETARY INFORMATION SUBMIT-
TED TO THE DEPARTMENT BY A MANUFACTURER OR RETAILER
PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER IS EXEMPT FROM PUBLIC DISCLO-
SURE; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO REPORT ANNUALLY
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY A MANUFACTURER OR A RETAILER TO
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO
DEVELOP STANDARDS FOR RECOVERY PROGRAMS, REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS, AND RECOVERER CERTIFICATION THAT COMPLY
WITH THE ELECTRONICS RECYCLING OPERATING PRACTICES OF
THE INSTITUTE OF SCRAP RECYCLING INDUSTRIES; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY PROMULGATE RULES AND REGU-
LATIONS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT THIS CHAPTER’S PROVISIONS.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   05/20/09 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss,
Sellers
H 4094  Resolution, By Pinson, Parks, M.A. Pitts, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.289
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Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0861, H 4095)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MEM-
BERS OF THE GREENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS TEAM FOR ITS
OUTSTANDING SEASON, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS AND
COACH FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 4095  Resolution, By Pinson, Parks, M.A. Pitts, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, E.H. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer, Thompson,
Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0861, H 4094)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
GREENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS TEAM, COACH, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMENDING
THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
2009 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4096  General Bill, By A.D. Young
Similar (H 4086)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-29-170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DISCLOSURE OF CER-
TAIN INFORMATION TO ENSURE THAT A CLAIMANT, OR HIS LEGAL
REPRESENTATIVE, BE SUPPLIED WITH RECORDS IN ORDER TO MAKE
A CLAIM, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION TO PROVIDE UNEMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR WORKFORCE IMPROVEMENT AND
PROGRAM EVALUATION TO THE AGENCY ADMINISTERING THE
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION
TO RESPOND TO A REQUEST FROM AN AGENCY DESIGNATED BY
THE GOVERNOR TO ENHANCE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CRE-
ATE JOBS WITH INFORMATION OBTAINED PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF CHAPTERS 27 THROUGH 42 CONSIDERED NECESSARY TO
THE REQUESTING AGENCY FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
WORKFORCE IMPROVEMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-50, RELAT-
ING TO THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF AN INSURED
WORKER, SO AS TO CHANGE THE FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE
BENEFIT; TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
DISQUALIFICATION OF BENEFITS, SO AS TO ADD A PROVISION PRO-
VIDING FOR “GROSS MISCONDUCT” AND CONFORMING THE TERM
“MOST RECENT BONA FIDE EMPLOYER” TO ITS DEFINITION IN SEC-
TION 41-35-110(5), AND TO REQUIRE THE DEDUCTION OF SEVERANCE
PAY FROM UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PAYMENTS.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-10
H 4097  Resolution, By Ballentine, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham,
Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L.
Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Cooper,
Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson, Forrester,
Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn, Haley,
Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ALAN B. DAVIS OF IRMO
UPON BEING CHOSEN THE 2009 ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE OF THE
YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECU-
TIVES.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-262
H 4098  Resolution, By Allen
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. TONEY C. PARKS, PASTOR OF
MT. SINAI MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH IN GREENVILLE, FOR HIS
EIGHTEEN YEARS OF MINISTRY AT MT. SINAI, TO CONGRATULATE
HIM AND THE MEMBERS OF MT. SINAI UPON THE DEDICATION OF
THEIR NEW MULTI-PURPOSE SANCTUARY AND EDUCATION FACIL-
ITY, AND TO WISH HE AND HIS CHURCH GOD’S RICHEST BLESSINGS
AS THEY CONTINUE TO SERVE THE LORD.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-263
H 4099  Resolution, By Allen
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RICKY PULLEY,
JR., OF GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR HIS LEADERSHIP ROLE AS CAP-
TAIN ON THE SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL FORENSICS TEAM, AND TO
CONGRATULATE HIM FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SUCCESS IN BEING
NAMED THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL FORENSICS LEAGUE
STUDENT OF THE YEAR.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-263
H 4100  Resolution, By Allen
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SOUTHSIDE
HIGH SCHOOL FORENSICS TEAM OF GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR A
SUCCESSFUL SEASON, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE TEAM MEM-
BERS AND COACH ERICKSON BYNUM FOR THEIR SUPERB SUCCESS
IN CAPTURING THE 2009 SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL FORENSICS
LEAGUE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-263
H 4101  Resolution, By Allen
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ESTHER SILVER-
PARKER FOR HER ADVOCACY OF DIVERSITY, AND TO WELCOME
HER TO THE PALMETTO STATE TO ADDRESS THE FIRST LADIES OF
GOD CONFERENCE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-264
H 4102  Resolution, By Harvin, G.M. Smith, Weeks and Miller
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RAY E. CHAN-
DLER, GENERAL COUNSEL TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE FIRE-
FIGHTERS ASSOCIATION, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT,
TO THANK HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM MUCH FULFILLMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-264290
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4103  Resolution, By McEachern, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE EDDIE L. JONES OF
COLUMBIA UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS INDUCTION INTO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA COSMETOLOGY HALL OF FAME ON APRIL 6, 2009.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-264
H 4104  Concurrent Resolution, By Barfield, Clemmons, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR NILA
HUTCHINSON OF HORRY COUNTY FOR HER COUNTLESS CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY, HER COMMUNITY, AND
TO THIS STATE, AND TO WISH HER HEALTH AND HAPPINESS UPON
HER RETIREMENT FROM COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY.
   05/20/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-265
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 4105  Concurrent Resolution, By J.H. Neal
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES CABIN
CREEK ALONG CLARKSON ROAD IN RICHLAND COUNTY THE “CAN-
DACY-DARCEL SANDERS CROSSING BRIDGE” AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS “CANDACY-DARCEL SANDERS CROSSING BRIDGE”.
   05/20/09 House Introduced HJ-266
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-266
   05/21/09 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-43
H 4106  Concurrent Resolution, By Jennings, Agnew, Alexander, Allen,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JOSEPH
PLEDGER HODGES OF MARLBORO COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROBATION, PAROLE
AND PARDON SERVICES BOARD, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF PUBLIC SERVICE, AND TO OFFER HIM BEST WISHES FOR
THE FUTURE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-266
   05/20/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
   05/27/09 Scrivener’s error corrected
H 4107  Joint Resolution, By White and Bowen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE ALL ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
NECESSITATED BY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS IN ANDER-
SON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE FUNDED BY THE DISTRICT’S
APRIL 2007 ONE HUNDRED FORTY MILLION DOLLAR BOND ISSUE
REFERENDUM TO BE PAID FOR SOLELY FROM PROCEEDS OF THAT
BOND ISSUE.
   05/20/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-268
   05/21/09 House Read second time HJ-11
   06/16/09 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-93
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-71
H 4108  Joint Resolution, By Gunn
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SECTION 1B IN ARTI-
CLE III SO AS TO ESTABLISH A SPECIFIED PROCEDURE FOR THE
ENACTMENT OR REPEAL OF LAWS BY INITIATIVE PETITION AND
REFERENDUM AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; AND BY ADDING SEC-
TION 4 IN ARTICLE XVI SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BY LAW TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE WHEREBY AMENDMENTS TO
THIS CONSTITUTION MAY BE PROPOSED BY AN INITIATIVE PETITION
SIGNED BY THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THIS STATE AND
ENACTED BY REFERENDUM; TO PROVIDE THE NUMBER OF SIGNA-
TURES REQUIRED AND THE TIME PERIOD OVER WHICH THE SIGNA-
TURES MUST BE COLLECTED; TO REQUIRE IN AN INITIATIVE THE
AMOUNT AND SOURCE OF REVENUE FOR IMPLEMENTATION; TO
PROVIDE THOSE MATTERS WHICH MAY NOT BE THE SUBJECT OF AN
INITIATIVE PETITION; TO REQUIRE A CERTIFIED INITIATIVE TO BE
FILED WITH EACH BRANCH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, WHICH BY
MAJORITY VOTE MAY ADOPT, AMEND, OR REJECT THE INITIATIVE,
WHICH THEN GOES ON THE BALLOT TOGETHER WITH ANY ALTER-
NATIVE PROPOSAL BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO PROVIDE THAT
THE INITIATIVE GOES ON THE BALLOT IF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
TAKES NO ACTION WITHIN FOUR MONTHS OF FILING; TO PROVIDE
THE FORMAT FOR SUBMITTING THE INITIATIVE AND ANY ALTERNA-
TIVE TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS, THE MAJORITY REQUIRED, AND
THE MEANS OF DEALING WITH CONFLICTING INITIATIVES OR
ALTERNATIVES; TO LIMIT INITIATIVES SUBMITTED AT ONE ELEC-
TION TO FIVE; TO PROVIDE THAT AN INITIATIVE APPROVED BY THE
QUALIFIED ELECTOR TAKES EFFECT THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE VOTE
IS CERTIFIED UNLESS THE INITIATIVE PROVIDES OTHERWISE; AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE LAW IMPLEMENTING THIS SECTION, ONCE
ENACTED, MAY NOT BE AMENDED OR REPEALED EXCEPT BY AN
AFFIRMATIVE VOTE OF AT LEAST TWO-THIRDS OF THE MEMBERS OF
EACH BRANCH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BUT NOT LESS THAN
THREE-FIFTHS OF THE TOTAL MEMBERSHIP IN EACH BRANCH.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-268
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-268291
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4109  General Bill, By McLeod, Herbkersman and Funderburk
Similar (S 0749)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 57-3-45 AND 57-3-55 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE
DIVISION OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION AS A COMPONENT OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
PROVIDE FOR ITS FUNCTIONS AND TO REQUIRE RAILROADS AND
RAILWAYS ANNUALLY TO REPORT TO THIS DIVISION THEIR ACTIVE,
INACTIVE, TO BE ABANDONED, AND ABANDONED RAIL LINES; TO
AMEND SECTION 57-3-10, RELATING TO THE DIVISIONS COMPRISING
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A
DIVISION OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION AND MAKE A TECHNI-
CAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-20, RELATING TO THE
DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S DIVISION DEP-
UTY DIRECTORS, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM “MASS TRANSIT” AND
REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM “PUBLIC TRANSIT”, AND TO PROVIDE
THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIVISION DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-40,
RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DIVISION OF
MASS TRANSIT’S POWERS AND DUTIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM
“MASS TRANSIT” AND REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM “PUBLIC TRAN-
SIT”, AND TO CONFORM THIS PROVISION TO REFLECT THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT OF THE DIVISION OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-269
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-270
H 4110  General Bill, By Harrison, Owens, Govan, Miller, Anderson, Weeks,
D.C. Moss and Sellers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 19-1-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CRIMINAL
CONVICTION OF A TRANSPORTATION EMPLOYEE OR INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR IS NOT ADMISSIBLE IN A CIVIL ACTION AGAINST A
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO
DEFINE THE TERMS “MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATION” AND “TRANSPOR-
TATION COMPANY”, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-270
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-270
H 4111  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-53-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SURETY IS
NOT LIABLE FOR A BAIL BOND AFTER THREE YEARS FROM THE
DATE IT IS ISSUED.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-270
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-270
H 4112  General Bill, By Kelly, G.R. Smith, Parker, Hiott, Nanney, Sellers,
Duncan, Agnew, Hutto, Allen, Bannister, Barfield, Bedingfield, H.B. Brown,
Clemmons, Forrester, Gambrell, Hardwick, Hayes, Herbkersman, Jennings,
Littlejohn, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss and M.A. Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LIST OF PERSONS WHO POSSESS
A CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT AND MAY CARRY A CONCEALED
WEAPON ANYWHERE IN THIS STATE, SO AS TO ADD ACTIVE MEM-
BERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, ACTIVE PUBLIC DEFENDERS
AND ASSISTANT PUBLIC DEFENDERS, AND ACTIVE CLERKS OF
COURT AND DEPUTY CLERKS OF COURT TO THIS LIST.
   05/20/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-270
   05/20/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-270
H 4113  General Bill, By Kirsh
Similar (S 0876)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-45-17 SO AS TO PROVIDE MINIMUM CON-
TINUING EDUCATION COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR COUNTY TAX
COLLECTORS AND PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 12-
59-85 SO AS TO ALLOW A COUNTY FORFEITED LAND COMMISSION
TO REFUSE TO ACCEPT TITLE TO PROPERTY WHEN REFUSAL IS IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2725, RELATING TO
CANCELLATION OF A LICENSE PLATE AND REGISTRATION CERTIFI-
CATE WHEN A VEHICLE OWNER MOVES OUT OF STATE AND THE
PRORATED PROPERTY TAX REFUND DUE ON THAT CANCELLATION,
SO AS TO ALLOW THE APPROPRIATE RECEIPT ISSUED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
ACTUAL LICENSE PLATE AND CERTIFICATE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-
37-3150, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF
INTEREST FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING THE VALUE OF REAL
PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY TAXATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE A CIVIL
PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PROVIDE NOTICE TO THE ASSESSOR OF
OWNERSHIP TRANSFERS OF CERTAIN BUSINESS REAL PROPERTY; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-39-220, RELATING TO THE DISCOVERY OF
UNTAXED PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF PROPERTY TAXES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE DUTIES OF THE ASSESSOR WITH RESPECT TO THIS
PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-51-50, AS AMENDED, AND 12-51-
70, RELATING TO DELINQUENT TAX SALES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
THE SALES DATE AND TO INCREASE FROM THREE HUNDRED TO ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS THE DAMAGES FOR WHICH A DEFAULTING
BIDDER IS LIABLE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-85, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE TIME LIMITS APPLICABLE FOR ASSESSING DELIN-
QUENT TAXES, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING AMENDMENT.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
H 4114  General Bill, By Owens, Simrill, Bowen, Crawford, J.M. Neal,
Parker, Branham, Millwood, E.H. Pitts and Rice
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VISION SCREENINGS REQUIRED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES FOR ALL PERSONS WHO SEEK
TO RENEW THEIR LICENSES, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT
REQUIRES A LICENSE HOLDER TO SUBMIT TO A VISION SCREENING
DURING THE FIFTH YEAR OF A TEN-YEAR LICENSE.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
H 4115  General Bill, By Owens, Simrill, Bowen, Crawford, J.M. Neal,
Parker, Allen, R.L. Brown, Millwood, Rice, Whipper and White
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-3-545, 30-4-160, AND 30-4-165, CODE
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES BEING PROHIBITED FROM SELL-
ING, PROVIDING, OR FURNISHING TO A PRIVATE PARTY CERTAIN
INFORMATION TAKEN FOR THE PURPOSE OF CREATING A DRIVER’S
LICENSE OR PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY PROVIDE TO OTHER JURISDICTIONAL
LICENSING AGENCIES PHOTOGRAPHS FOR PURPOSES OF IDENTIFY-
ING THE APPLICANT FOR A DRIVER’S LICENSE OR IDENTIFICATION
CARD, AND MAY PROVIDE PHOTOGRAPHS TO LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCIES FOR PURPOSES OF IDENTIFICATION.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
H 4116  General Bill, By McLeod, Anthony and Kennedy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 9, TITLE 4, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COUNCIL-SUPERVISOR
FORM OF COUNTY GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF
THE FORM OF GOVERNMENT TO THE COUNCIL-CHIEF EXECUTIVE
FORM OF COUNTY GOVERNMENT.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44292
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4117  General Bill, By Jefferson, Hodges, Vick, Gilliard, McEachern,
Bales, Bowen, Brady, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Dillard, Gullick, Harrison,
Harvin, Hosey, Howard, Kennedy, Long, J.H. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Weeks and
Williams
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1520, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MAXIMUM SPEED LIMITS ALONG
THE STATE’S HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES FOR PER-
SONS WHO OPERATE A VEHICLE IN EXCESS OF NINETY MILES AN
HOUR.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-45
H 4118  General Bill, By Kennedy, Gullick, Sellers, Jefferson, H.B. Brown,
Cobb-Hunter, Rutherford, G.M. Smith, Weeks and T.R. Young
Similar (H 3430)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-490 SO AS TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
WITHIN A COUNTY TO COLLABORATIVELY DEVELOP AND IMPLE-
MENT A PLAN TO CENTRALIZE ALL ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS
INTO ONE COUNTY OFFICE, TO PROVIDE FOR AN ADMINISTRATOR
AND STAFF FOR THE OFFICE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
SUPERINTENDENT SHALL APPOINT AN ADMINISTRATOR AND STAFF
TO OVERSEE THE COUNTY OFFICE IF SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN A
COUNTY FAIL TO CENTRALIZE THESE OPERATIONS BY JULY 1, 2010;
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-495 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT EACH
COUNTY MAY HAVE NO MORE THAN ONE SCHOOL SUPERINTEN-
DENT, AND THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY
LOCAL LAW FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF EACH COUNTYWIDE
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT; AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL ACTS OR
PARTS OF ACTS THAT PROVIDE FOR MULTIPLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OR FOR MULTIPLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUPERINTENDENTS WITHIN A COUNTY ARE REPEALED AS OF JULY
1, 2011.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
H 4119  General Bill, By Gunn, Stringer, Ballentine and Millwood
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMIS-
SION, SO AS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF COMMISSION MEMBERS
FROM TEN TO ELEVEN, AND TO CHANGE THE MANNER IN WHICH
MEMBERS ARE APPOINTED; TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-80, RELATING
TO THE NOMINATION OF QUALIFIED JUDICIAL CANDIDATES TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE COMMISSION
APPOINTS ALL QUALIFIED JUDICIAL CANDIDATES TO THE GOVER-
NOR INSTEAD OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 2-19-90, RELATING TO APPROVAL OF JUDICIAL CANDIDATES IN
JOINT SESSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT
A CANDIDATE FOR JUDICIAL OFFICE AND HAS THE SOLE AUTHOR-
ITY TO MAKE THIS APPOINTMENT, TO PROVIDE A CANDIDATE FOR
JUDICIAL OFFICE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR MUST BE CON-
FIRMED BY THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND SENATE JUDI-
CIARY COMMITTEE, AND TO PROVIDE IN ORDER TO BE ELECTED, A
CANDIDATE FOR JUDICIAL OFFICE MUST RECEIVE AT LEAST TWO-
THIRDS OF THE VOTE OF THE MEMBERS OF THESE COMMITTEES.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-46
H 4120  Resolution, By J.M. Neal and Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE BUFORD
HIGH SCHOOL LADY’S SOFTBALL TEAM OF LANCASTER COUNTY
FOR A GREAT SEASON, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR CAPTURING THE 2009
CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-139
H 4121  General Bill, By Jennings, Hayes, Vick, McLeod, Edge, Bowen,
Branham, Limehouse, Sellers, Hutto, Miller, Agnew, Allen, Bowers,
Funderburk, Kennedy, J.M. Neal, Ott and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-1-325 AND 57-1-330, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
THE ELECTION AND TERMS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION COMMISSIONERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COMMISSIONER
MAY BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE BY A TWO-THIRDS VOTE OF THE
LEGISLATORS WHO RESIDE IN THE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
FROM WHICH A COMMISSIONER IS ELECTED.
   05/21/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-140
   05/21/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-140
H 4122  General Bill, By Jennings
A BILL TO REQUIRE A TWO-THIRDS VOTE OF THE MARLBORO
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION TO HIRE OR FIRE THE MARLBORO
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION.
   05/21/09 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-140
   06/16/09 House Read second time HJ-93
H 4123  Resolution, By T.R. Young, Stewart, Clyburn, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield,
Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie and A.D. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SOUTH
AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS SOCCER TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING
SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2009 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS,
COACHES, AND STAFF.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 4124  Resolution, By Harrell, Cato, Cooper, Duncan, Harrison, Howard,
Kirsh, Littlejohn, Owens, Sandifer, J.R. Smith, White, Agnew, Alexander,
Allen, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield,
Battle, Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley,
G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn, Herbkersman,
Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Huggins, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly,
Kennedy, King, Knight, Limehouse, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Ott, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H.
Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice, Rutherford, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C.
Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CLEVELAND BROWN,
SECURITY OFFICER FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS YEARS OF COMMITTED SERVICE, AND TO WISH
HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67293
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Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill, Miller,
Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal,
Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND JAMES R.
“JIM” STARNES OF GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4126  Resolution, By Brantley and Howard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. GASSIE FERRELL,
JR., FORMERLY OF RIDGELAND, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS NINETIETH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPI-
NESS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-70
H 4127  Concurrent Resolution, By Brantley and Howard
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE DENMARK TECHNI-
CAL COLLEGE AND PALMETTO GREEN, LLC, HOSTS OF THE FIRST
PALMETTO GREENWAY JOBS SUMMIT, AND TO COMMEND THEM FOR
THEIR EFFORTS IN PROMOTING GREEN JOB CREATION ALONG THE I-
95 CORRIDOR.
   06/16/09 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-70
   06/16/09 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-71
H 4128  General Bill, By Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3610, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TAX CREDIT FOR
PLACING IN SERVICE PROPERTY USED FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OR
DISPENSING OF RENEWABLE FUEL AND THE TAX CREDIT FOR PLAC-
ING IN SERVICE A COMMERCIAL FACILITY FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
RENEWABLE FUEL, SO AS TO MAKE THE TAX CREDIT FOR PLACING
IN SERVICE PROPERTY USED FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OR DISPENS-
ING OF RENEWABLE FUEL APPLICABLE INSTEAD TO ALTERNATIVE
FUEL, TO FURTHER DEFINE ALTERNATIVE FUEL FOR PURPOSES OF
THE TAX CREDIT, AND TO PERMIT THE ENTIRE CREDIT OR ANY POR-
TION OF IT TO BE TAKEN IN ONE TAXABLE YEAR.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-71
H 4129  General Bill, By Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-11-780 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL TO WILFULLY, KNOWINGLY, OR MALICIOUSLY ENTER
UPON THE POSTED LANDS OF ANOTHER OR THE STATE AND INVES-
TIGATE, DISTURB, OR EXCAVATE A PREHISTORIC OR HISTORIC SITE
FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING, UNCOVERING, MOVING,
REMOVING, OR ATTEMPTING TO REMOVE AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESOURCE; TO PROVIDE PENALTIES AND CIVIL REMEDIES; AND TO
PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-71
H 4130  General Bill, By J.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-11-90, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO JURISDICTION OVER
FRAUDULENT CHECK OFFENSES AND PENALTIES, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSES.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-71
H 4131  Resolution, By Sandifer, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
Similar (S 0883)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MANY OUT-
STANDING ELECTRIC LINE WORKERS IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
THANK THEM FOR THEIR SERVICE TO OUR STATE.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-74
H 4132  Resolution, By Bowers, R.L. Brown and Hodges
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MR. JOHNNIE
THOMPSON OF WALTERBORO FOR HIS TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF WALTERBORO CITY COUN-
CIL, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL
HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-75
H 4133  Resolution, By Bowers, R.L. Brown and Hodges
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MARY ANNE CANNADY OF
WALTERBORO COUNTY FOR HER EXCEPTIONAL YEARS OF SERVICE
TO HER PROFESSION AND COMMUNITY, AND TO HONOR HER FOR
HER TWENTY-FOUR YEAR TENURE ON THE WALTERBORO CITY
COUNCIL.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-75
H 4134  Resolution, By Bowers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND THANK MRS. MATTIE
JEANNINE O’QUINN CANNINGTON FOR HER DISTINGUISHED SER-
VICE AS MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF VARNVILLE AND FOR HER OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS TO VARNVILLE AND HAMPTON COUNTY THROUGH
THE YEARS ON THE HAMPTON COUNTY COUNCIL AND IN OTHER
CAPACITIES.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-76
H 4135  Resolution, By Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.294
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Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ROSALIND JAMISON
HARRIOT, GENERAL DESK CLERK TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, UPON BEING NAMED THE 2009 SOUTH CARO-
LINA STATE EMPLOYEE ASSOCIATION FEMALE EMPLOYEE OF THE
YEAR.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-76
H 4136  Resolution, By Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SUSAN MARIE EPPES,
LIBRARIAN FOR THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HER WELL-DESERVED RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HER FOR
THIRTY-ONE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING MERITORIOUS SERVICE TO
THE COUNCIL AND THE ENTIRE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT
IN ALL OF HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-78
H 4137  Resolution, By Huggins, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick,
Gunn, Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes,
Hearn, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. GEORGE F. CAHILL
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS EIGHTY-FOURTH BIRTHDAY, AND WISH
HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS TO COME.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-80
H 4138  Resolution, By Hodges
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF GLADYS J. CLARK OF LOBECO, AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-81
H 4139  Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JOHN “JAY’ WILLIAMS OF LEE COUNTY,
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-81
H 4140  Resolution, By Harrison
Similar (S 0882)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SARAH CRAIG “SALLY”
ALDRIDGE OF RICHLAND COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HER FOR HER FORTY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPI-
NESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-81
H 4141  Resolution, By G.A. Brown, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING BARBARA MOORE COLEMAN
AND HER SEVENTEEN YEARS OF INVALUABLE SERVICE TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AS
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY TO THE MEDICAL, MILITARY, PUBLIC AND
MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, AND WISHING HER CONTINUED
GOOD HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-82
H 4142  Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JOSEPH EDWARD “JOE” ATKINSON, JR.,
OF ST. CHARLES AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-84
H 4143  Resolution, By Bannister
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MAUL-
DIN HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS SOCCER TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2009
CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO HONOR THE
TEAM’S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-84
H 4144  Resolution, By Bannister
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MAULDIN HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS SWIM TEAM ON ITS MOST IMPRESSIVE CAPTURE OF
THE CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE, AND TO RECOGNIZE
THE SWIMMERS AND THEIR COACHES ON A SENSATIONAL SEASON.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-85
H 4145  Resolution, By M.A. Pitts, Duncan and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE OTIS THOMAS NEELY,
SR., AND MARY DIAL NEELY OF LAURENS ON THE OCCASION OF295
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WISHES FOR MANY MORE YEARS OF BLESSING AND FULFILLMENT.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-85
H 4146  General Bill, By Limehouse, D.C. Moss, Spires, Bingham, Sottile,
Wylie, Chalk, Parker, Cato, Allison, Duncan, Forrester, Harrell, M.A. Pitts,
Rice, Stringer and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-7-125 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LOCAL
GOVERNMENT MAY CHARGE A PERSON CONFINED IN A LOCAL COR-
RECTIONAL FACILITY A FEE FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES PRO-
VIDED TO HIM WHILE HE IS CONFINED IN THE FACILITY.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
H 4147  Joint Resolution, By Limehouse, Sottile and H.B. Brown
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A STUDY COMMITTEE TO
REVIEW, STUDY, AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE
NEED TO REGULATE THE SALE OF POTENTIALLY HIGHLY FLAMMA-
BLE FURNITURE IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY COM-
MITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP, AND TO REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE
TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY NO LATER THAN JANUARY 20, 2011, AT WHICH TIME
THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS ABOLISHED.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-72
H 4148  Resolution, By Limehouse, Sottile, R.L. Brown, Crawford, Merrill
and Harrell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE WALLACE B.
SCARBOROUGH OF CHARLESTON COUNTY FOR HIS EIGHT YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND TO
WISH HIM SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-85
H 4149  General Bill, By Gilliard, Whipper, H.B. Brown, Mack and Sottile
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-75 SO AS TO REQUIRE A PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICT TO OFFER SWIMMING LESSONS TO STUDENTS ENROLLED
IN THE DISTRICT IF THE DISTRICT HAS WITHIN A TEN-MILE RADIUS
OF ITS BOUNDARIES A PUBLIC SWIMMING POOL, TO REQUIRE STU-
DENTS ENROLLED IN THE DISTRICT TO COMPLETE TWO YEARS OF
SWIMMING INSTRUCTION IN ORDER TO GRADUATE FROM A HIGH
SCHOOL WITHIN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND TO DEFINE CERTAIN
TERMS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-72
H 4150  Resolution, By D.C. Moss
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO POSTHUMOUSLY RECOGNIZE JAMES WIL-
LIAMS OF LAURENS COUNTY, REVOLUTIONARY WAR HERO, WHO
WAS AWARDED THE RANK OF BRIGADIER GENERAL AFTER HIS
DEATH AND TO HONOR HIS VALIANT SERVICE TO THE STATE AND
NATION.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-87
H 4151  Joint Resolution, By Gunn
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V,
SECTION 3 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, SO AS
TO PROVIDE MEMBERS OF THE SUPREME COURT MUST BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR AND CONFIRMED BY THE HOUSE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE; PRO-
POSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V, SECTION 8 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE JUDGES OF THE COURT OF APPEALS MUST BE APPOINTED BY
THE GOVERNOR AND CONFIRMED BY THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COM-
MITTEE AND SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE; PROPOSING AN
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V, SECTION 13 SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUIT
COURT JUDGES MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR AND CON-
FIRMED BY THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND SENATE JUDI-
CIARY COMMITTEE; AND PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE
V, SECTION 27 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE GOVERNOR MUST APPOINT
JUDGES AND JUSTICES FROM AMONG THE NOMINEES OF THE JUDI-
CIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION AND THAT THE COMMISSION
MUST NOMINATE ALL QUALIFIED CANDIDATES.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
H 4152  General Bill, By Clyburn, Cooper, Ott and Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 50 TO TITLE 11 SO AS TO ENACT THE “SOUTH
CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE ACT”, TO ESTABLISH THE
SOUTH CAROLINA RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS GOVERNANCE, POWERS, AND DUTIES; TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE LOANS AND OTHER FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE TO A MUNICIPALITY, COUNTY, SPECIAL PURPOSE OR
PUBLIC SERVICE DISTRICT, AND A PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION TO
FINANCE RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES; TO ALLOW STATE
APPROPRIATIONS, GRANTS, LOAN REPAYMENTS, AND OTHER AVAIL-
ABLE AMOUNTS TO BE CREDITED TO THE FUND OF THE AUTHORITY;
TO AUTHORIZE LENDING TO AND BORROWING BY ELIGIBLE ENTI-
TIES THROUGH THE AUTHORITY.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-73
H 4153  General Bill, By T.R. Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION AND REREGISTRATION
OF LOBBYISTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE  THE PAYMENT OF ALL OUT-
STANDING PENALTIES BEFORE A LOBBYIST MAY RESUME LOBBY-
ING ACTIVITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-25, RELATING TO THE
REGISTRATION AND REREGISTRATION OF LOBBYIST’S PRINCIPALS,
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE PAYMENT OF ALL OUTSTANDING PENALTIES
BEFORE A LOBBYIST PRINCIPAL MAY RESUME LOBBYING ACTIVI-
TIES; TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-50, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF
THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION TO ENFORCE FILING REQUIRE-
MENTS AND ASSESS PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO FILE, SO AS TO CAP
CERTAIN FINES AT FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT FIRST AND SECOND OFFENSES MAY BE TRIED IN MAGIS-
TRATES COURT; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-100, RELATING TO THE
DEFINITION OF “FAMILY MEMBER” FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE ETH-
ICS, GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY, AND CAMPAIGN REFORM ACT
OF 1991, SO AS TO INCLUDE BROTHERS-IN-LAW AND SISTERS-IN-
LAW; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-700, RELATING TO USE OF ONE’S OFFI-
CIAL POSITION FOR OFFICIAL GAIN, SO AS TO REPLACE CERTAIN
REFERENCES TO “IMMEDIATE FAMILY” WITH THE BROADER TERM
“FAMILY MEMBER”; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1510, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR EITHER LATE FILING OF OR
FAILURE TO FILE A REPORT OR STATEMENT REQUIRED BY CHAPTER
13, TITLE 8, SO AS TO CAP CERTAIN FINES AT FIVE THOUSAND DOL-
LARS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT FIRST AND SECOND OFFENSES MAY
BE TRIED IN MAGISTRATES COURT.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 4154  Resolution, By Govan, Ott, Sellers, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle,
Bedingfield, Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A.
Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge,
Erickson, Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,296
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Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Owens, Parker, Parks, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stewart, Stringer,
Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. MARY E.
CHEESEBORO, ADMINISTRATOR AND PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT AFTER APPROXIMATELY THIRTY-FIVE YEARS IN EDU-
CATION AND TO WISH HER SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-87
H 4155  Resolution, By G.A. Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BERNICE MCDUFFIE
WRIGHT UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND
HER FOR FORTY-TWO YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS AN EDUCA-
TOR, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-88
H 4156  General Bill, By Harrison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-470, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SEX OFFENDER REG-
ISTRY AND PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO REGISTER OR PROVIDE
REQUIRED NOTIFICATIONS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY FOR
A FIRST OFFENSE FROM THIRTY TO NINETY DAYS AND REQUIRE THE
OFFENSE TO BE TRIED IN MAGISTRATES COURT.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 4157  Resolution, By Ott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Anderson, Anthony,
Bales, Battle, Bowers, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L.
Brown, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Dillard, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan,
Gunn, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hodges, Hosey, Howard, Hutto, Jefferson,
Jennings, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Miller,
Mitchell, J.M. Neal, J.H. Neal, Neilson, Parks, Rutherford, Sellers, J.E.
Smith, Stavrinakis, Vick, Weeks, Whipper, Williams and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE DISMAY AND REGRET OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON THE
CHOICE OF WORDS USED BY MR. RUSTY DePASS RECENTLY WHICH
DISRESPECTED, BOTH PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY, THE
FIRST LADY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, MICHELLE
OBAMA.
   06/16/09 House Introduced HJ-88
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-88
H 4158  Resolution, By Ott, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Anderson, Anthony,
Bales, Battle, Bowers, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B. Brown, R.L.
Brown, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Dillard, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan,
Gunn, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hosey, Howard, Hutto, Jefferson, Jennings,
Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Miller, Mitchell,
J.H. Neal, J.M. Neal, Neilson, Parks, Rutherford, Sellers, J.E. Smith,
Stavrinakis, Vick, Weeks, Whipper, Williams and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE SYMPATHY OF THE MEM-
BERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE FIRST LADY OF
THE UNITED STATES, MICHELLE OBAMA, ON THE CHOICE OF WORDS
USED BY MR. RUSTY DePASS RECENTLY WHICH SHOWED DISRE-
SPECT, BOTH PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY, TO THE FIRST
LADY.
   06/16/09 House Introduced HJ-89
   06/16/09 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-89
H 4159  Resolution, By Horne, A.D. Young and Knight
Similar (S 0884)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR EDWARD
EUGENE SIRES OF DORCHESTER COUNTY FOR HIS EXCEPTIONAL
THIRTY-SEVEN YEAR CAREER IN EDUCATION UPON HIS RETIRE-
MENT, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-89
H 4160  Resolution, By Parks, Agnew, Alexander, Allen, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Barfield, Battle, Bedingfield,
Bingham, Bowen, Bowers, Brady, Branham, Brantley, G.A. Brown, H.B.
Brown, R.L. Brown, Cato, Chalk, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Cooper, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Dillard, Duncan, Edge, Erickson,
Forrester, Frye, Funderburk, Gambrell, Gilliard, Govan, Gullick, Gunn,
Haley, Hamilton, Hardwick, Harrell, Harrison, Hart, Harvin, Hayes, Hearn,
Herbkersman, Hiott, Hodges, Horne, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Hutto,
Jefferson, Jennings, Kelly, Kennedy, King, Kirsh, Knight, Limehouse,
Littlejohn, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, McEachern, McLeod, Merrill,
Miller, Millwood, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Nanney, J.H. Neal, J.M.
Neal, Neilson, Ott, Owens, Parker, Pinson, E.H. Pitts, M.A. Pitts, Rice,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Scott, Sellers, Simrill, Skelton, D.C. Smith, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, J.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stewart, Stringer, Thompson, Toole, Umphlett, Vick, Viers, Weeks, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wylie, A.D. Young and T.R. Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE REVEREND OSCAR
AIKEN KLUGH OF ABBEVILLE, PRESIDING ELDER OF THE ABBEV-
ILLE-GREENWOOD DISTRICT, PIEDMONT CONFERENCE, AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH AND TO HONOR REVEREND KLUGH
FOR HIS NEARLY FIFTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS PASTOR
AND PRESIDING ELDER.
   06/16/09 House Introduced and adopted HJ-89297
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--------ACTS CITED BY POPULAR NAME--------
21st Century Government Efficiency Act: H3947
Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
Aiken Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3316, S0303
All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act: H3109, H3101
Ann S. Perdue Independent Autopsy Fairness Act of 2009: S0572, H3735
Appalachian Mountains Preservation Act: H3955
Appropriations Bill Earmark Disclosure Act: S0239
Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority Act: S0793
Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Boards and Commissions Election Reform Act: S0231
Chandler’s Law, All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act: H3681
Charter School District Act of 2009: S0680
Chief Information Officer Restructuring Act: S0159
Childcare Safety Enhancement Act of 2009: S0485
Children’s Emergency Medical Services Act: H3468
Citizens Participation in Government Act of 2009: H3587
Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
Civil Union Equality Act: S0042
Classroom Priority Act: H3529
Clean Elections Act: H3520, S0438
Community Schools Investment Act: H3828
Comprehensive Statewide Water Management Act of 2009: H3132
Conservation Bank Equitable Funding Act: S0148
Consumer Health Freedom Act: S0770
Controlled Substances Therapeutic Research Act of 1980: S0669
Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of 2009: H3299, S0295
Damage Awards Fairness Act: S0350, H3489
Education Finance Act: H3181, S0395, H3724
Educational Opportunity Act: S0520, H3802
Election Reform Act: S0334
Electronic Waste Management Act: S0131
Electronics Recycling Act: H3200
Emergency Local Economic Development Act: H3777
Emergency Medical Services Act; revised: H3710
Energy Standard Act: H3550, S0719
Entrepreneurial Success Fund Act: H3870
Equal Access to Interscholastic Activities Act: S0151
Equine Promotion Act: H4047
Fair Credit Reporting Act: H4039
Fair Tax Act: H3992
Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
False Claims Act: S0320
Family Court Financial Privacy Act: S0146
Farm to School Program Act: H3179
Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation Act: S0710, H3148
Financial Accountability Act: S0699
Firearms Freedom Act: S0794, H4022
Fiscal Accountability Act: H3640, S0658
Friendship Nine Act: H3731
General Obligation Bond Fiscal Responsibility Act: S0147
Greenville Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: S0614,
H3872
Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act: S0416
Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
Healthnet Program Act: S0201, S0455, H3875
Healthy Communities Capacity Act: H3204
High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
Higher Education Efficiency and Administrative Policies Act: H3365
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
Homeowners Association Act: S0030
Hydrogen Permitting Act: H3835
Inclusionary Zoning Act: H3862
Innocence Protection Act: H3864
Interior Design Consumer Protection Act: S0045
Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children:
S0319, H3411
Jerry’s Law: H3601
Judicial Elections Reform Act: S0156
Kelli’s Law: H3264
Kendra’s Act: S0348
Licensing of Mortgage Brokers Act: H3790, S0673
Licensure of In-Home Care Provider Act: H3186
Life Beginning at Conception Act: S0450
Life Settlements Act: S0636
Local Detention Facility Mutual Aid and Assistance Act: S0217
Local Option Tourism Development Fee Act: H3590, S0483
Long-Term Care Income Tax Credit Act: H3532
Long-Term Care Tax Credit Act: S0157
Low Income Housing Tax Credit Act: S0069
Manufacturer Responsibility and Consumer Convenience Information Tech-
nology Equipment Collection and Recovery Act: H4093
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2009: S0390
Middle Court Processes Act: H3166, S0206, H3853
Military Parent Equal Protection Act: S0155, H3171
Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
Municipal Finance Oversight Act of 2009: H3839
Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act: S0766
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
Patient MRSA Infection Protection Act: S0629
Payday Lending Bills and provisions to: H3157, H3050, H3035, S0112,
H3048, S0279, H3301, H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087,
S0047, H3056
Personal Information Confidentiality Act: H3409
Pharmacy Patient Protection Act: H3063
Physical Fitness Services Act: S0546
Physician Transparency Act: S0582
Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act: S0350, H3489
Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act of 2009: S0223
Proviso Codification Act of 2009: S0501
Public School Choice Program Act: H3737, S0607
Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
Registered Interior Designer Practice Act: H3945
Religious Viewpoints Antidiscrimination Act: S0134, H3858
Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act: H3491, S0407
Right to Life Act: H3526
Rural Infrastructure Act: H4152
Rural Infrastructure Bank Act: S0135
School Children’s Religious Liberties Act: S0874
School Facilities Infrastructure Act: S0143, H3125, H3586
Small Business Tax Credit Reform Act: S0150
Spartanburg Community College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3551
Special Needs Scholarship Program: H4021
Spending Accountability Act of 2009: H3047
Spending Accountability Act of 2009; certain bills and resolutions to
receive recorded roll-call vote, provisions: S0011
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education Act: H3616
Taxpayer Inflation Protection Act: S0145
Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of 2009: H3841
Temporary Emergency Act for Corrections: S0725
Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act: S0521, H4033
Transportation Infrastructure Investment Act: S0100
Truth in Spending Act: S0221, S0229, H3540
Twenty-first Century Scholars Program established, fund established, provi-
sions: H3250
Uniform Child Abduction Prevention Act: S0383
Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
Uniform Interstate Depositions and Discovery Act: S0021
Uniform Premarital Agreement Act: H3288
Uniform Unclaimed Property Act of 2009: S0381
Venture Capital Investment Act, increase amount of principal borrowing
provisions: H3787
Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act: S0512, H3677
Voter Accessibility Act: H3058, S0280
Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act: S0275, H3577,
S0452
Watercraft Gambling Act: S0083
Well-Regulated Militia Act: H3652
Wetlands Restoration Act: S0152
Youth Access to Tobacco Prevention Act of 2009: S0752
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Snow day, school day missed on March 2, 2009 to be exempt from makeup
requirements: H3733
ABORTION
See Medical (this index)
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ACCOUNTANTS
No Entries
ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS AMENDED
1954
No. 784, Beaufort-Jasper County Water Authority, Jasper county
appointees are to be recommended to Governor by legisla-
tive delegation of Jasper County: S0451
No. 959, York County Natural Gas Authority, increase powers to
allow the acquisition of town of Blacksburg Natural Gas
System, references for pipeline company to Carolina Gas
Transmission Corporation: S0678
1967
No. 340, Charleston County, Board of Trustees, members to be
appointed by district board of trustees, members serving
until their terms end and until successors are appointed by:
S0236
1970
No. 924, Charleston County, Board of Trustees, members to be
appointed by district board of trustees, members serving
until their terms end and until successors are appointed by:
S0236
1979
No. 245, Charleston County, Board of Trustees, members to be
appointed by district board of trustees, members serving
until their terms end and until successors are appointed by:
S0236
1982
No. 503, Aiken County, Board of Education, revise boards authority
with regard to administrative area officers and area advi-
sory councils: S0442
No. 523, Charleston County, Board of Trustees, members to be
appointed by district board of trustees, members serving
until their terms end and until successors are appointed by:
S0236
1984
No. 580, Charleston County, Board of Trustees, members to be
appointed by district board of trustees, members serving
until their terms end and until successors are appointed by:
S0236
No. 612, Spartanburg County, School District Board of Trustees,
reduce number of qualified electors that must sign a peti-
tion for person to place his name as candidate on ballot:
S0487, S0703
1989
No. 269, Anderson County, Board of Education, must reflect on a line
item basis the manner in which funds are expended; sala-
ries of employees receiving more than fifty thousand to be
posted on county board website, provisions: H3589
No. 287, Horry County, Board of Education, term of office for newly
elected members of to commence upon date of first meet-
ing of board in January following November elections:
H3575
1992
No. 587, Cherokee County, Board of Trustees, members to be elected
from revised single-member districts, boundaries of school
districts changed: S0757
1993
No. 201, Barnwell County School District Board of Trustees, provi-
sion deleted that no more than twelve special meetings may
be held in one calendar year: H3108
2000
No. 314, Community Economic Development Act terminated on June
30, 2015; laws regulations and provisions relating to act
repealed at that date: H3312
2004
No. 355, Clarendon County, one percent sales and use tax, proceeds
from to be used to ensure academic and art instruction dur-
ing 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 school years: S0758
2008
No. 270, Delay implementation of until December 31, 2009: H3653
No. 295, Dental technological work suspend provisions contained in
until January 1, 2010: S0317
No. 310, Part 1B, Paragraph 89.120, state agency furloughs section
deleted: H3378
No. 333, Sex offender residence limitations, effective date for various
portions of this act: H3087
No. 387, Sumter County, consolidation transition committee member
who receives any threats in connection with decisions on
behalf of committee may institute a nonjury civil action
against school district 2 or 17: S0473
No. 387, Sumter County, school district, revised initial terms of mem-
bers of governing board of elected in 2010: S0773
ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS REPEALED
1973
No. 397, Charleston County, constituent school district boards of trust-
ees, election of members: S0236
1983
No. 231, Charleston County, constituent school district boards of trust-
ees, election of members: S0236
2000
No. 454, Lancaster County, relating to transfer of duties of register of
deeds to records management director: S0654
ACUPUNCTURE
See Medical (this index)
ADJUTANT GENERAL
See Also Veterans’ and Military Affairs (this index)
Adjutant General to establish emergency air wing within State Guard; orga-
nization and duties of; liability provisions: S0225
Adjutant General, must have two assistant adjutant general with the rank of
major general: S0589, H3749
Adjutant General, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with con-
sent of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed: S0160,
H3145, S0129, H3275, H3614
Adjutant General, update title and military rank, upon term expiration must
be appointed by Governor, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0129, H3275, H3614
Disaster Assistance Trust Fund established, purpose, source of funding,
interest earnings and administration of; fund monies provi-
sions; regulation provisions: H3501
Emergency Support Function Volunteers, governmental agencies to estab-
lish; insurance and mileage provisions; average weekly
wage calculation of; provisions of division: H3501
National Guard
Adjutant General to establish emergency air wing within State Guard;
organization and duties of; liability provisions: S0225
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND 
REGULATIONS
See Regulations (this index)
See Agencies,State (this index)
ADOPTION
See Minors (this index)
ADULT
See Aging (this index)
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertising, untrue or misleading in any form prohibited; violation is con-
sidered an unfair trade practice: S0090
Public notice, authorized publication of certain notice, legal notice or adver-
tisement through public notice website, procedures and
requirements for: H3183
Unfair trade practice, to advertise a price that reflects discount in which
buyer must submit coupon to obtain advertised price, pen-
alties: H3174
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tisement intentional misleading representation of geo-
graphical location of business: S0198
AERONAUTICS
Property tax exemptions, personal property including aircraft of company
engaged in air transport of specialized cargo: H3482
AGENCIES, STATE
See Also Specific Agency or Department (this index)
Adult abuse, B&CB to require all agencies to make cases of adult abuse
available on state’s website in format to be developed by
adult protection coordinating council: S0343
Adult abuse, Omnibus adult protection act, all agencies under act to submit
information of cases or convictions for abuse, neglect and
exploitation of vulnerable adults to budget and control
board for publication on website: H3450
Budget and control board to develop web based application for submission
of questions and concerns of state agency licensing and
regulation of economic activity, certain provisions: H3882
Capitol Police Force established, make-up of force; function powers and
duties; security areas on State House grounds; sergeant at
arms provisions; provisions; capitol police force committee
created, provisions: S0576
Chief Information Officer Restructuring Act: S0159
Competitive grant program, appropriation act for 2009-2010 no programs
may be established in budget and control board by tempo-
rary proviso; all competitive grant programs contained in
act 310 of 2008 are abolished: S0171
Consolidation of state agencies, joint study committee on created, member-
ship and duties: H3878
Contractor that provides building services to a government agency shall
send copies of all bills to each agency or department, pro-
visions: H3089
Department of Administration established as agency of executive branch,
headed by director appointed by Governor with advice of
Senate; certain offices and divisions of B&CB and Gover-
nor office transferred to; provisions: S0128
Emergency Support Function Volunteers, governmental agencies to estab-
lish; insurance and mileage provisions; average weekly
wage calculation of; provisions of division: H3501
Employee, state, certain circumstances where pay may be withheld: S0345
Employees, state, leave donations, employee may donate sick or annual
leave to specific leave recipient rather than to leave pool,
provisions: H3487
Energy efficiency and renewable energy goals for government established;
state agencies to procure energy efficient products; agen-
cies to replace all light bulbs with compact flourescent
light bulbs: S0009
Energy efficiency, state agencies required to implement cost effective
energy, water conservation matters, provisions: S0232
English language, after July 1, 2009 all state agencies and political subdivi-
sions shall offer all, publications, printed, audio and video
materials, and test in english-only format unless required
by federal law: S0003, H3771
Fees, No state agency, department or entity may increase of implement a fee
for performing a service, penalties without approval by
General Assembly; provisions of, exceptions: H3576,
S0517
Funds, all state agencies to report to the Governor and the General Assem-
bly justification of dollars used; administration and excep-
tions: S0072
Governor, meetings with agency heads or department heads must be opened
to public under freedom of information act: H3126
Grant positions, temporary hiring of to fill, provisions of section to all state
agencies, human resource office of state to amend policies,
regulation and processes as needed to implement and tran-
sition to: S0345
Highway system, built according to state standards; county and municipal
roads added when necessary; removal of roads and provi-
sions: S0103
Job vacancies in state executive branch, posting of before vacancy is filled,
revise and simplify requirements of notice: S0345, H3406
ADVERTISEMENTS (Continued)
Legislative Oversight of Executive Departments, to review and study opera-
tions of state agencies, oversight committee jurisdiction
established, provisions; testimony of to be given under
oath; provisions: S0136, H3498
Lobbyist, prohibit use of appropriated funds to employ or contract with;
exceptions: H3045
Lobbyist, prohibit use of public funds to employ or contract with; excep-
tions: H3057, H3043, H3077
Local Economic Stimulus Grant Program established, duties and member-
ship provisions, grant application process provisions:
S0171
Obesity, state agencies to develop and implement policies and programs to
help reduce overweight and obesity among youth: H3617
Office of Inspector General created; appointed by Governor with consent of
Senate; duties; may be removed by Governor: S0139,
S0138
Office of Inspector General created; appointment manner; powers, duties
and functions of: H3434
Practice of Debt Collection and Recovery Agencies, study committee estab-
lished to: H3497
Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
State Board and Commission, each to take a recorded vote of an action it
takes when awarding compensation for computing com-
pensation or bonuses: S0244
State agency mandatory furlough terms provided for: H3378
State and local officers and employees, leave to be organ donors, aggregate
limit for such leaves of absence computed on calendar year
basis rather than fiscal year basis: H3357, S0345
State employee, may attend class for credit or noncredit purposes on space-
available basis with free tuition: S0133
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and remov-
ing a person holding a; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3833
Sunset Commission created; Sunset Review Divisions created within the
Legislative Audit Council; procedures for determining if
programs of state government should be in existence:
H3192
Treasurers, state office to provide, financial arrangements through master
lease program for any agency who has not paid the South
Carolina Enterprise Information System costs, provisions:
S0388
AGING
Adult abuse, B&CB to require all agencies to make cases of adult abuse
available on state’s website in format to be developed by
adult protection coordinating council: S0343
Adult abuse, Omnibus adult protection act, all agencies under act to submit
information of cases or convictions for abuse, neglect and
exploitation of vulnerable adults to budget and control
board for publication on website: H3450
Adult abuse, certain provisions deleted; criminal penalties established for
caregiver due to disregard for health and safety of vulnera-
ble adult, provisions; reporting of abuse provisions:
H3358, S0361
Adult protection coordinating council, is under the auspices of the office of
aging: S0871
Campgrounds of state parks, aged, blind, or disabled may use parks at one
half prescribed fee; disabled veteran to use without charge:
H3420
Community residential care facility star rating system created and estab-
lished; duties of added to residential care committee; under
department of health and environmental control: S0563
Division on Aging, renamed; transfer administration and operation of ser-
vices and programs to the office on aging; establishment of
certain advisory councils, provisions: S0871
Jerry’s Law; murder of person seventy years or older added to list of statu-
tory aggravating circumstances: H3601
Law enforcement, taking vulnerable adult into protective custody, to report
such action to office on aging: S0871
Long-Term Care Income Tax Credit Act: H3532
Long-Term Care Tax Credit Act: S0157
Missing person report, any person responsible for missing person may sub-
mit; establish statewide system for rapid dissemination of
information for missing person suffering from dementia or
other impairment: S0174, H3719, H3817
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSOffice of aging, transfer administration of program of gap assistance phar-
macy program to office of aging: S0871
Property tax exemptions, exemption allowed from all tax equal to one hun-
dred percent of value if owner is at least sixty-five years:
H3019
Retirement income deduction, taxpayers who are sixty-five, to maximum
state income tax rate of two percent: H3332
AGRICULTURE
Agricultural public services activities division establishment of: S0872
Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
Agriculture classification for real property under the same ownership:
H3041
Commissioner
Agriculture Commissioner, no longer elected, to be appointed by the
Governor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0165,
H3145, S0129, H3276, H3614
Farm to School Program Act: H3179
Food
Food recall, grocery stores must notify customer by phone or mail
who purchased food item within thirty days of recall, pro-
visions: H3524
Food, elementary schools may offer only full meals for student con-
sumption, meals to meet certain criteria: H3297
Food, prohibit resale of food that has been served or sold to or pos-
sessed by a consumer: S0837
Meat, prohibit sale of fresh or frozen when returned by customer:
H3718
Sales and use tax, unprepared food eligible for purchase with usda
food coupons exempt from tax: S0360
Sales tax exemptions, allowed for items of unprepared food: S0149,
H3209
Sales tax, exempt eligible food items for purchase with food coupons,
provisions: H3011
Snacks, sold to schools, snacks to meet certain standards based on fat,
calorie, and sugar content to be sold in schools: H3297
Livestock and poultry, political subdivisions may not enact ordinances
regarding; regulation of care and handling to be provided
by General Assembly: S0453
Local government may not impose a fee on agriculture, forest or undevel-
oped land for a stormwater, sediment or erosion control
program; exceptions: H3088, S0453
Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act: S0766
Property owners, within a two-mile radius of permitted livestock and poul-
try facilities may appeal a permit issued by DHEC: S0453
Regulations Approved
Riverbanks Parks Commission (D. No. 4022): H3942
Retail Food Establishments
Retail food establishment to semi-annually screen employees to deter-
mine if employee has communicable disease; may not
employ person who has if could contaminate food: H3184
Retail food establishment, defined; if sells food containing trans fat to
provide warnings; DHEC to adopt rules and regulations
concerning trans fat; penalties: S0050
Retail food establishment, prohibited from preparing, serving, or pro-
viding food containing trans fat; DHEC to ascertain the use
of trans fats when inspecting food establishments; penal-
ties: S0046
Seed arbitration, Seed and plant certification provisions; department to have
access to seed records, penalties; labeling and tag require-
ments; provisions: H3964
Tobacco
Cigarette tax increased, defined; medicaid reserve account provided,
fund revenue and procedures; provisions: H3206
Cigarette tax increased, use of funds provisions: H3211
Cigarette tax, additional tax of 2.25 to each cigarette; community men-
tal health fund created for mental health department, reve-
nues for provided; tax credit for person with health savings
account; provisions: H3471
Cigarette tax, impose additional; smoking cessation and health care
fund established, provisions; additional revenue of tax
credited to general fund, provisions: H3119
Cigarette tax, impose surtax on cigarette; credit revenue from to smok-
ing prevention and cessation trust fund, agriculture depart-
ment for marketing of state-grown crops, medicaid trust
fund, health care trust fund: H3486, H3470, H3584
AGING (Continued)
Cigarette tax, increase tax; appropriate money to Board for Technical
and Comprehensive Education and Commission on Higher
Education and Critical needs nursing initiative fund:
H3014
Cigarettes, unlawful to sell tobacco products and ship to person who is
not a lawful recipient; proof of age of lawful recipient; pen-
alties: H3195
Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act: S0766
Second Chance Quit Assistance Program established with department
of health and human services, provisions: H3204
Smoking prevention and cessation trust fun, medicaid trust fund,
health care trust fund, palmetto health care safety net trust
fund created and established in state treasury; provisions:
H3486, H3470, H3584
Smoking prohibited in retail stores, restaurants, bars, lounge areas, and
recreational facilities; exceptions where smoking may be
permitted: H3113, S0038
Smoking, prohibited in all indoor places, exemptions: H3523
Smoking, prohibited in restaurants and places licensed to sell alco-
holic beverages for onsite consumption; penalties for viola-
tions: H3091
Smoking, provisions deleted allowing smoking in private offices and
teacher lounges at schools: S0031
Smoking, unlawful to in outdoor areas of public schools and pre-
schools; penalties: S0031
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when a preschool age child is
in vehicle; penalties: H3082, H3445
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when child under ten is pas-
senger; penalties: H3317
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when minor in vehicle; penal-
ties: H3023
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child less than ten is in
vehicle, penalties: S0023
Youth Access to Tobacco Prevention Act of 2009: S0752
Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act: S0275, H3577,
S0452
AIDS
See Medical (this index)
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken County, Board of Education, revise boards authority with regard to
administrative area officers and area advisory councils:
S0442
Aiken Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3316, S0303
Aiken Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Created: H3616
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Highway named: H4078
Harsey’s Bridge named: S0624
SC Retirement system, update reference for Department of disabilities and
special needs; certain employees in Aiken County to par-
ticipate in: S0025
State health and dental insurance plans, update reference for Department of
disabilities and special needs; certain employees in Aiken
County to participate in: S0025
AIRCRAFT
See Aeronautics (this index)
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services
Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Controlled substances, criminal penalty increased; civil penalty cre-
ated, civil fine provisions: H3228
Family independence benefits, conditions for when person is con-
victed of alcohol or drug related offenses; person eligible
for benefits if not convicted of alcohol or drug offenses,
provisions: S0017
Optional alcohol exclusion provisions does not apply to medical
expense policy, terms defined: S0467, H3650
Alcohol permit, building used for sale of be inspected, certain documents be




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAlcohol permits, additional requirement that location of place of business
not be within three hundred feet of residence: H3920
Alcohol, beer, and wine, regulation of, to be governed by state law, local
ordinance that try to regulated are unenforceable: S0070
Alcohol, regulation of micro-distillers, terms defined; biennial distillery
license fee, restrictions on; tasting limitations; penalties:
H3452, S0396
Alcoholic liquor licenses and permits, definitions revised; certain provisions
for obtaining revised; legal notice of provisions revised;
provisions: S0020
Beer and Wine
Alcohol permits, additional requirement that location of place of busi-
ness not be within three hundred feet of residence: H3920
Beer and wine, for sell at all times except when prohibited by law, pro-
visions: S0070
Beer and wine, sale of, prohibit placement of portable containers or
coolers near doors used for ingress or egress from licensed
establishment: H3034
Beer keg registration requirements, definitions of revised: H3413
Beer tastings, allow holders of retail permits authorizing sale of beer
for off-premises consumption to hold limited number of
beer tastings each year: S0693
Microbrewery, terms defined, beer samplings allowed, appropriate
taxes: H3693
Recycling program, revenue department and DHEC to develop for
permit holders for on-premises consumption of alcoholic
beverages; provide for collection and storing of recycled
bottles; provisions: S0173
Smoking, prohibited in restaurants and places licensed to sell alco-
holic beverages for onsite consumption; penalties for viola-
tions: H3091
Underage drinking, offense created unlawfully providing beer, wine,
or alcoholic liquors to person under age when death results,
penalties: H3164, S0248
Kelli’s Law: H3264
License tax, alcohol beverage control act, of five thousand dollars for retail
dealer holding wholesalers basic permit; excise tax
replaced with license tax: S0068
Micro-distillery, increase manufacturer fee and add license fee for: H3452
Microbrewery, terms defined, beer samplings allowed, appropriate taxes:
H3693
Recycling program, revenue department and DHEC to develop for permit
holders for on-premises consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages; provide for collection and storing of recycled bottles;
provisions: S0173
Underage drinking, offense created unlawfully providing beer, wine, or
alcoholic liquors to person under age when death results,
penalties: H3164, S0248
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
See Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages (this index)
ALIMONY
See Domestic Relations (this index)
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Coach Aaron Manigault Memorial Highway named: H3144
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
See Medical (this index)
See Aging (this index)
AMUSEMENT RIDES
See Fairs (this index)
ANATOMICAL GIFTS
See Medical (this index)
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (Continued)
ANDERSON COUNTY
Board of Education, must reflect on a line item basis the manner in which
funds are expended; salaries of employees receiving more
than fifty thousand to be posted on county board website,
provisions: H3589
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
School District Five, all road improvements necessitated by construction
projects in funded by districts April 2007 bond issue refer-
endum to be paid for solely from proceeds of that bond
issue: H4107
Snow day, on March 2, 2009, school district 1 exempt from make-up
requirement: H3705
Veteran’s Memorial Highway named: H3592, S0471
ANESTHESIOLOGISTS
See Medical (this index)
ANIMALS
See Also Fish and Game (this index)
See Also Natural Resources Department (this index)
Animal control officer, has same powers and duties as litter control officer:
H3137
Animal cruelty, provisions of this chapter do not apply to practice of veteri-
nary medicine, provisions: S0102, H3265
Animal enclosers, fences or gates, removing or destroying of, penalties
increased; magistrate court to dispose offense: H3013
Animal, dangerous animal means animal that makes an unprovoked attack
or has actions that leads person to believe animal would
attack: H3319
Bottlenose Dolphin, designated as official state marine mammal: H3131
Bottlenose dolphin, designated as state official marine mammal: S0333
Cockfighting, penalties increased: H3227
Equine Promotion Act: H4047
Horse, tests required for admission into state; horses maintained at public
stable or facility be tested for equine infectious anemia
every twenty-four months; penalties: H3889
Livestock and poultry, political subdivisions may not enact ordinances
regarding; regulation of care and handling to be provided
by General Assembly: S0453
Marsh Tacky, designated as official state horse: H3044
Northern Right Whale designated as official State marine mammal: S0272,
H3131
Pet inoculating, against rabies, must be administered by licensed veterinar-
ian: S0328
Pets, domestic abuse, court may prohibit harm or harassment to a pet held
by petitioner; court may order temporary possession of
pets: H3117
Polo horses, pharmacist who fills an order for performance enhancing min-
eral or drug compounds not FDA approved for must certify
compound with his signature, provisions: S0453
Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act of 2009: S0223
Society for prevention of cruelty to animals agents, to help with investiga-
tion but may not arrest unless been vested with power to
arrest by sheriff: S0223
Turtles, unlawful to remove more than a specified number, exceptions, pen-
alties: H3121




See Public Officers and Employees (this index)
APARTMENTS
See Property/Rental (this index)
APPEALS COURTS
See Courts (this index)305
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APPROPRIATION ACTS
Aid to subdivisions, certain restrictions governing suspended for fiscal year
2009-2010; for fiscal years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
counties may transfer state revenues as needed to ensure
delivery of services: H3581
American Recovery And Reinvestment Act of 2009, budget and control
board to serve as chief executive officer of state for pur-
poses of receipt and disbursement of federal funds pursuant
to: S0330
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, General Assembly
accepts use of federal stimulus funds provided to state if
Governor fails to certify, provisions; use of fund provi-
sions: S0577
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, all funds received for
clean water state revolving fund and drinking water may be
received and expended for as long as monies available:
H3730
Appropriation Bill 2009-2010: H3560
Appropriation limitation, revise limit by imposing annual limit on general
fund; emergency limit provisions; provisions: S0002
Appropriations Bill Earmark Disclosure Act: S0239
Biennial State General Appropriation Act, beginning with 2011 session
General Assembly to enact: H3124
Board of economic advisors, final revenue forecast is limited to three per-
cent increase over previous year’s final forecast; excess
revenue credited to tax relief fund, provisions: S0219
Budget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from ways and means and
Senate finance to be in programmatic format, provisions;
agency budget recommendation provisions; provisions:
S0130
Capital Projects Sales and Use Tax Act referendum held at time of 2008
general election to no later than December 11, 2008:
H3232
Centers of Excellence Matching Endowment, endowment must be funded
by appropriations from general fund: H3345
Competitive grant program, appropriation act for 2009-2010 no programs
may be established in budget and control board by tempo-
rary proviso; all competitive grant programs contained in
act 310 of 2008 are abolished: S0171
Financial Accountability Act: S0699
Fiscal Accountability Act: H3640, S0658
General Assembly accepts the use of federal stimulus funds if Governor
fails to certify that he will request and use funds for state
and agencies, provisions: H3554
General Reserve Fund, additional amount required to be held, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3559
General fund appropriations, combined with any other general fund appro-
priations may not exceed the aggregate state general fund
revenue collections from previous fiscal year: H3610
General fund appropriations, limit on for fiscal year is total amount esti-
mates of February; increasing of provisions; limitation of
provisions; spending limit reserve fund established, provi-
sions: H3397
General fund, appropriations by general assembly to lesser of general fund
revenues for upcoming fiscal year as estimated by board of
economic advisors, provisions: H3533
General reserve fund, conforming amendments to reflect any change in
amount required to be held in fund, provisions: H3395,
H3558
General reserve fund, increase to five percent the amount of state general
fund revenue in latest completed fiscal year required to be
held in general reserve fun; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3396
Practice of Debt Collection and Recovery Agencies, study committee estab-
lished to: H3497
Proviso Codification Act of 2009: S0501
Spending Accountability Act of 2009: H3047
Spending Accountability Act of 2009; certain bills and resolutions to
receive recorded roll-call vote, provisions: S0011
State spending limit deleted, replaced with law providing general fund not
exceed appropriations for prior year, provisions; limit cal-
culations and adjustments; general fund revenue provi-
sions, constitutional amendment proposed: H3037, S0001
Supplemental Appropriation Bill for fiscal year 2009-2010: H3561
ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Archaeological resource, unlawful to knowingly or maliciously enter upon
posted lands of states and investigate, disturb or excavate a
historic site for purposes of removing: H4129
ARCHITECTS AND ARCHITECTURE
See Also Construction (this index)
Landscape architects, experience needed to fulfill two-year supervised
experience requirement clarified: S0513
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
African-American cemetery; person who owns land where located, unlaw-
ful to remove, disturb, or develop land located on cemetery
designed as a historic site: S0095
ARMED SERVICES




See Taxation (this index)
ATHLETICS
Agritourism Professional, limit liability that may incur due to injury or
death suffered by a participant in agritourism activity;
warning to be posted; warning to be in contract, provisions:
S0104
Athletic Commission, one at-large member must be from mixed martial arts
community: S0852
Certified athletic trainers foundation created, to assist local school districts
in ensuring a certified athletic trainer is on staff at each
middle and high school: S0481
Curling, sport of to be official winter Olympic Sport, provisions: H3613
Equal Access to Interscholastic Activities Act: S0151
Mixed martial arts, made legal, athletic commission shall supervise and reg-
ulate mixed martial arts competitions: S0115, H3042
Personal training services, contract not required for rendered on hourly basis
unless part of package of one thousand dollars or more:
H3193
Physical Fitness Services Act: S0546
Physical Fitness Services Act, tanning center and martial arts studio deleted,
permanent closure of a subject facility, contract provisions:
H3158
State Health and Dental insurance plans, eligibility extended to athletic
coaches association: H3246, S0417, S0538
Wrestling, professional; excluded from Athletic Commission duties and
powers, provisions relating to the licensing and regulation
of a wrestler repealed: S0094
ATTORNEY GENERAL
False Claims Act: S0320
Middle Court Processes Act: H3166, S0206, H3853
Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act: S0350, H3489
ATTORNEYS
Attorney fees, in state-initiated actions, limit fee to reasonable time
expended at reasonable rate: S0186
Attorneys, person must be enrolled as member of South Carolina Bar in
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Court, cases, establish that a case dismissed by directed verdict or summary
judgment is presumed to be a per se frivolous case unless
court finds for good cause shown to be not frivolous or
sanctions not be imposed: S0638
Employee compensation against employing body in civil action, to increase
maximum payout to three hundred thousand dollars; limit
removed on amount of attorney fees court may award:
H3172
Jail or detention center, director to provide attorney access to his clients
confined in facilities during period of eight a.m. to six
o’clock p.m.: H3343
Law, jurisdiction over admission to practice and discipline persons admitted
must be provided by General Assembly by law, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: S0448
Magistrate, prohibit senators, family members and legal associates from
representing another person as attorney at law before mag-
istrate senator recommended for appointment: S0397
Magistrates salaries, licensed attorney must be paid a base salary equal to
fifty-five percent of a circuit court judge’s salary, provi-
sions: H3832
Medicaid, attorney retained by beneficiary who due to injury or death
obtains funds for beneficiary from third party to distribute
to department, prorated with claims, provisions: S0742
Mortgage preparation, attorney not necessary to supervise or conduct any
aspect of: H3986








See Motor Vehicles (this index)
AUTOPSY
See Coroners (this index)
BAIL
See Courts (this index)
BALLOTS




See Courts (this index)
BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
Conservation Bank Equitable Funding Act: S0148
Credit card, delinquency charge or late fee may not exceed total outstanding
account balance: H3566
Deferred Presentment Services Act repealed: H3050, H3035, S0112
Deferred Presentment Services, secretary of state to know name and address
of each licensee; location provisions; advance monies
monthly limit provisions; records of available to consumer
affairs department; provisions: H3157
ATTORNEYS (Continued)
Deferred Presentment, engaging in, crime created, violation is a felony;
minimum penalty: H3050, H3035, S0112
Deferred presentment service, must be licensed; differentiate between bank;
limit to one contract per customer; civil penalties for viola-
tion: H3048
Deferred presentment services, licensure of fees increased; limits on
advance money; compliance with law when acting as third
party lender; differentiate between bank; advertising of;
basic operating provisions: H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087,
S0047
Fair Credit Reporting Act: H4039
Fraudulent check, fingerprint exemplar added as an item the receiver of the
check must obtain to present prima facie evidence of the
identity of issuer of check: H3921
Fraudulent check, increase penalties for second offenses: H4130
Fraudulent check, item to be posted on face with date received by person or
business seeking a warrant; date warrant to be issued; pro-
visions: H3313
Licensing of Mortgage Brokers Act: H3790, S0673
Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
Payday lending, Deferred presentment services, license of provisions;
advance money limits; extended payment plans; provi-
sions: S0279, H3301
Payday lending, Deferred presentment services, limitation of money lended;
basic operation provisions; loan requirements provisions:
H3056, H3301
Payday lending, Financial Advisor Board, submit annual report to General
Assembly detailing certain deferred presentment transac-
tion data: H3301
Rural Infrastructure Act: H4152
Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, provisions: S0135
Security, one dollar surcharge imposed on; monies to be deposited into the
General Fund: S0032
Unfair trade practice, for bank or other financial institution to fail to respond
to short sale offer for purchase of real estate within 30 days
of offer’s receipt: H3573
BARBERS AND BARBERING
See Cosmetology (this index)
BARNWELL COUNTY
Barnwell County School District Board of Trustees, provision deleted that
no more than twelve special meetings may be held in one
calendar year: H3108
BARRIER FREE DESIGN
See Handicapped (this index)
BASIC SKILLS
See Education (this index)
BEACHES
See Conservation (this index)
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Beaufort County, to convey standing of to bring legal action against county
with geographical boundaries contiguous to when traffic
congestion or stormwater runoff adversely effects citizens
of: H4020
Beaufort-Jasper County Water Authority, Jasper county appointees are to be
recommended to Governor by legislative delegation of Jas-
per County: S0451
Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority Act: S0793
School district to impose impact fee  for new residential dwelling unit con-
structed within district; funds of to be used for construction
of public education facilities within district; impact fee
provisions: S0326
Thomas G. Heyward Memorial Bridge named: H3574
William F. Marscher II Memorial Landing: H3599
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See Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages (this index)
BERKELEY COUNTY
Firefighter Brandon Thompson Highway named: H3766
Transportation Department, may mow beyond thirty feet from pavement
roadside vegetation adjacent to interstate highway 26 at






See Gambling (this index)
BLIND




See Watercraft (this index)
BODY PIERCING
See Health and Environmental Control/Department (this
index)
BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS
No Entries
BONDS OR NOTES
Bail bond, surety is not liable for a after three years from the date it is
issued: H4111
Bond forfeiture, State entitled to estreat bond of recognizance one hundred
eighty days after person’s failure to appear in court: H3032
Bond hearings, county to provide person a bond hearing within twenty-four
hours; county to release person with bailable offense;
county to pay penalty to violation of: H3490
Bond, deposit of a cash amount by the defendant through an accommoda-
tion bondsman; increase cash amount; bondsman to pay
handling fee: H3798
Bonded indebtedness limits, require referendum on question of raising of
political subdivisions and school districts to be held at gen-
eral election: H3386
Budget and control board, to establish a program to provide technical assis-
tance to historically underutilized business seeking a surety
bond, provisions: H3861
Credit card, delinquency charge or late fee may not exceed total outstanding
account balance: H3566
Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation Act: S0710, H3148
Fraudulent check, fingerprint exemplar added as an item the receiver of the
check must obtain to present prima facie evidence of the
identity of issuer of check: H3921
Fraudulent check, increase penalties for second offenses: H4130
Fraudulent check, item to be posted on face with date received by person or
business seeking a warrant; date warrant to be issued; pro-
visions: H3313
General Obligation Bond Fiscal Responsibility Act: S0147
Manufactured housing loan default and repossession procedures: H3846
Motor vehicle dealer, increase amount of surety bond an applicant shall fur-
nish to DMV: S0408
Practice of Debt Collection and Recovery Agencies, study committee estab-
lished to: H3497
Revenue bonds, proceeds of accommodation and hospitality fees may be
pledged as security: S0304
Short-term vehicle secured loan, redefined; loan extended to no longer than
one hundred eighty days; principal cannot extend eighty-
five percent of fair market value; rescission period
increased, provisions: S0111
Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act: S0521, H4033
Unfair trade practice, lender delivers unsolicited check must disclose that
check secures a loan, provisions; recourse for payees if
check cashed fraudulently; penalties: S0132
Venture Capital Investment Act, increase amount of principal borrowing
provisions: H3787
BRIDGES
See Transportation (this index)
BUDGET AND CONTROL BOARD
21st Century Government Efficiency Act: H3947
Adult abuse, B&CB to require all agencies to make cases of adult abuse
available on state’s website in format to be developed by
adult protection coordinating council: S0343
Adult abuse, Omnibus adult protection act, all agencies under act to submit
information of cases or convictions for abuse, neglect and
exploitation of vulnerable adults to budget and control
board for publication on website: H3450
American Recovery And Reinvestment Act of 2009, budget and control
board to serve as chief executive officer of state for pur-
poses of receipt and disbursement of federal funds pursuant
to: S0330
Board of economic advisors, final revenue forecast is limited to three per-
cent increase over previous year’s final forecast; excess
revenue credited to tax relief fund, provisions: S0219
Budget and Control board to conduct review of law enforcement personnel
salaries at various departments compared to other south-
eastern state, to be reported to finance committee and ways
and means committee: S0294
Budget and control board and educational television network to provide a
wireless cloud over all public school facilities, provisions:
H3873
Budget and control board to develop web based application for submission
of questions and concerns of state agency licensing and
regulation of economic activity, certain provisions: H3882
Budget and control board to engage a independent auditing and consulting
firm to conduct financial and management audit of depart-
ment of education, provisions: H3458
Budget and control board, to establish a program to provide technical assis-
tance to historically underutilized business seeking a surety
bond, provisions: H3861
Competitive grant program, appropriation act for 2009-2010 no programs
may be established in budget and control board by tempo-
rary proviso; all competitive grant programs contained in
act 310 of 2008 are abolished: S0171
Department of Administration established as agency of executive branch,
headed by director appointed by Governor with advice of
Senate; certain offices and divisions of B&CB and Gover-
nor office transferred to; provisions: S0128
Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
State health plan, employees who participate in who are obese to be charged
additional twenty-five dollars: S0109
BUILDINGS
Building Codes
Building Code adoption procedure, community may opt out of modifi-
cations in certain circumstances: S0791
Building Code enforcement officers, special inspector established, to
perform building inspections; licensing procedures: S0268,
H3318
Council, to adopt certain seismic and wind maps for the state until the
year 2012 when the international residential code is
adopted: S0791
Residential and commercial building code council created; member-
ship and duties; appeal procedure established for builder;
provisions: H3769, S0618
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Residential and commercial building code council created; membership and
duties; appeal procedure established for builder; provi-
sions: H3769, S0618
Residential home builder, increase to fifteen thousand dollars amount that
person may undertake of residential building without being
considered a residential home builder subject to license and
regulations, provisions: H3492
State House
Capitol Police Force established, make-up of force; function powers
and duties; security areas on State House grounds; sergeant
at arms provisions; provisions; capitol police force com-
mittee created, provisions: S0576
Honorable Glenn Fant McConnell portrait commissioned to be placed
in Senate Chamber: S0014
Marine Corps’ flag to be flown atop dome of the State House on
November tenth: H3757
Unborn Children’s Monument Commission, to erect a monument of
State House grounds as memorial to children whose lives
ended before birth, powers and duties of: H3527
BUNGEE JUMPING
See Athletics (this index)
BURGLARY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
BURIAL GROUNDS
See Cemeteries (this index)
BUSES
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
BUSINESSES AND CORPORATIONS
See Also Advertisements (this index)
See Also Consumer Affairs (this index)
Alcohol, regulation of micro-distillers, terms defined; biennial distillery
license fee, restrictions on; tasting limitations; penalties:
H3452, S0396
Budget and control board, to establish a program to provide technical assis-
tance to historically underutilized business seeking a surety
bond, provisions: H3861
Cable companies, must offer a service tier that allows subscribers to choose
channels on individual per channel basis: S0386, H3525
Cigarettes, unlawful to sell tobacco products and ship to person who is not a
lawful recipient; proof of age of lawful recipient; penalties:
H3195
Defective product, seller of, no product liability action, except action of
breach of express warranty shall be commenced or main-
tained against when product is in sealed container, provi-
sions, exceptions: S0601
Drycleaning Facility Restoration Trust fund, DHEC to use funds provisions;
registration fees and provisions of; penalties; drycleaning
advisory council membership revised: H3203, S0296
Entrepreneurial Success Fund Act: H3870
Furniture, Potentially highly flammable furniture regulation of the sale of
study committee created, membership and duties: H4147
Grocery stores, food recall, must notify customer by phone or mail who pur-
chased food item within thirty days of recall, provisions:
H3524
Healthy Communities Capacity Act: H3204
Income Tax
Corporate income tax credit, modify the requirement of certain num-
ber of new full-time jobs to ten percent of payroll: H3676
Credit, allowed for premiums paid by small employer for employee
health plan; credit amount limited; credit for business with
no more than fifty employees: H3210
Metal detector security system, credit provided for retail space land-
lords and individual retailers: S0067
Industrial facility, provisions prohibiting DHEC from issuing a permit or
license for; provisions to cease and desist order of existing
facility: S0037
BUILDINGS (Continued)
Interior Design Consumer Protection Act: S0045
Junk dealer, person who buys at least twenty-five pounds of scrap metal to
keep copy of sellers identification card; violation of; penal-
ties increased: S0184, H3153
Landfill, establish a statewide tipping fee on disposal of solid waste; owner
required to record solid waste tonnage; solid waste man-
agement trust fund to receive tipping fee, provisions:
H3517
Landscape architects, experience needed to fulfill two-year supervised
experience requirement clarified: S0513
Landscape service, person who provides may have a mechanics’ lien; cer-
tain circumstances that court will dismiss mechanics’ lien;
provisions for filing for a mechanics’ lien; provisions:
H3187
Limited liability partnership registration application filing fee deleted for:
H3531
Locksmith, terms defined, offense created on lock bumping, exceptions,
penalties: H3956
Manufacturer Responsibility and Consumer Convenience Information Tech-
nology Equipment Collection and Recovery Act: H4093
Minimum wage, no less than to be paid, political subdivision of state may
not require minimum wage that exceeds one provided:
S0028
Minimum wage, state minimum wage established; one-time tax credit to eli-
gible employers who pay the increased wage; political sub-
divisions prohibited from requiring a minimum wage lower
than state wage: H3669
Packaged Ice, plant operators and dealers to obtain annual permits to manu-
facture and distribute for human consumption, regulations:
H4029
Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to customers to submit ice sam-
ples monthly to a laboratory for microbiological analysis:
H4028
Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to customers to submit ice sam-
ples monthly to a laboratory for microbiological analysis;
testing of provisions: H4027
Pawnbrokers, reimbursement for seized items; forfeiture notice provisions;
loan provisions; certificate of authority increase amount of
required bond for; terms revised and added; provisions:
S0631
Personal training services, contract not required for rendered on hourly basis
unless part of package of one thousand dollars or more:
H3193
Physical Fitness Services Act, tanning center and martial arts studio deleted,
permanent closure of a subject facility, contract provisions:
H3158
Price gouging, penalty for increased, not to more than five thousand dollars:
H3106
Procurement Code vendor, vendor and employees must be legal residents of
state to take advantage of preference: S0089
Procurement Code, benefits based on funding projects in which payments to
vendors depend upon realization of savings or revenue
gains, terms and funding provisions: H3625
Procurement code, five percent preference for vendors of environmentally
preferable goods or services, provisions: H3156
Procurement code, twenty-five percent set aside for entities subject to the
Procurement Code for contracts for goods or services
entered into outside of the State: S0088, H3156
Profession and occupation, additional offense created when person unlaw-
fully practices, provisions; penalties; prohibition of license
to practice provisions: H3775
Property tax, single member LLC, meeting certain provisions, qualifies for
special assessment ratio: S0230
Pyrotechnic Safety, state board of, members increased to seven, firework
storage and provisions, penalties: S0454, H3941
Raffles, Law enforcement officers, not to charge charitable or religious
organizations conducting a raffle, provisions; officer to
inform in writing that raffle violates state law, exemptions
and limitations: H3544
Raffles, charitable and nonprofit organizations to conduct raffles and special
fundraising events, provisions to; penalties for violations:
S0628
Registered Interior Designer Practice Act: H3945
Small Business Tax Credit Reform Act: S0150
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Summer Camps, licensure and regulation of by health and environmental
control; employees of provisions; child fatality at certain
regulations and provisions; provisions: S0553
Tattoo facility, may provide retail sale of merchandise with images and lan-
guage promoting art and culture of tattooing: H3429
Taxicab company that leases cab through independent contractor lease
agreement must obtain certain liability insurance; company
is not required to provide workers’ compensation coverage
to the driver: S0059
Textile mill sites, tax credits provisions; credits allowed include credits
against insurance premium taxes; manner of credits vested
and allocated: S0728
Textiles communities revitalization act, unused credit against state-imposed
taxes allowed to be transferred, devised or distributed and
require written notice of transfer to revenue department:
H4085
Towing company operating within corporate limits of municipality is not
subject to business license tax unless company maintains
place of business within limits of municipality: S0349
Unfair trade practice, to publish in telephone assistance database or adver-
tisement intentional misleading representation of geo-
graphical location of business: S0198
Vending facilities, Handicapped, blind, operation of vending facilities by,
definitions revised: H3623
CALHOUN COUNTY
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus, powers and duties: S0469
CAMPAIGN PRACTICES
See Ethics (this index)
CANDIDATES
See Elections (this index)
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS
See Bonds or Notes (this index)
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
See Appropriation Acts (this index)
CEMETERIES
African-American cemetery; person who owns land where located, unlaw-
ful to remove, disturb, or develop land located on cemetery
designed as a historic site: S0095
Fetal death report, to be made available to funeral director handling arrange-
ments within twenty-four hours of fetal death: H3439
Funeral directors, placing payments received for funeral merchandise in
trust account, change board of financial institutions to con-
sumer affairs department; payments to be held until mer-
chandise delivered: H3615
Funeral procession, defined; operators of vehicles, duties: S0054
Preneed Funeral Contracts, powers and duties transferred to consumer
affairs department, criminal fines increased, penalties, pro-
visions: H3615, S0496
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
Charitable organization, eighty percent of gross receipts from contributions
a charitable organization solicits must be used directly for
stated charitable purpose; definition revised: H3054
Charities, include solicitation of charitable funds by way of donation cloth-
ing bin, provisions; enforcement and penalties: H3248
Donate life, option to give to on certain DMV applications donation amount
increased: H3347
BUSINESSES AND CORPORATIONS (Continued)
Professional fundraising counsel, solicitors and commercial co-venturers to
maintain list of donors from campaigns and solicitation;
lists to be property of charitable organization; penalties:
S0652
Property tax exemptions, exemption extended to allow churches to property
owned by a church but used by another church, provisions:
H3291
Raffle hosted by charitable or other type of organizations exempt from fed-
eral income taxation is not a lottery prohibited by constitu-
tion; General Assembly to establish limitation and
procedures for; constitutional amendment proposed:
H3632
Raffles, allowed to be conducted by charitable or nonprofit organizations,
provisions; conduction of; penalties; constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0560
Raffles, charitable and nonprofit organizations to conduct raffles and special
fundraising events, provisions to; penalties for violations:
S0628
Raffles, law enforcement officers may not charge civic club for conducting,
provisions, conditions and limitations: H3620
Raffles, law enforcement officers, not to charge charitable or religious orga-
nizations conducting a raffle, provisions; officer to inform
in writing that raffle violates state law, exemptions and lim-
itations: H3544
Raffles, permitted when conducted by charitable organization, provisions:
H3629
Religious Viewpoints Antidiscrimination Act: S0134, H3858
CHARLESTON COUNTY
See Also Ports Authority, State (this index)
Board of Trustees, members to be appointed by district board of trustees,
members serving until their terms end and until successors
are appointed by: S0236
County Council, urged not to renew contract with montenay Charleston
resource recovery; encourage council to explore other tech-
nologies that will accomplish necessary for waste removal:
H3780
Memorialize Congress to appropriate funds necessary to complete the
Spring Street/Fishburne Street/United States Highway 17
drainage basin improvements project located in: H3274
North Charleston, City of, contractual right to limit rail access to the
Charleston Naval Complex, no action may be taken to
impair city’s ability to exercise contractual rights concern-
ing the complex: S0855
Patriot Point Development Authority Board, three additional members
added, terms and appointment of: S0783
Patriots Point Development Authority Board, to issue revenue bonds, provi-
sions: H3549, S0637
Ports Authority, directed to sell property on Daniel Island and St. Thomas
Island, exceptions, provisions of sale; provisions; to com-
plete construction on terminal in North Charleston: S0351
Transportation department permitted to maintain and mow beyond thirty
feet from pavement roadside vegetation adjacent to Sam
Rittenberg Boulevard in Charleston County: S0854
CHECKS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Board of Trustees, members to be elected from revised single-member dis-
tricts, boundaries of school districts changed: S0757
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Snow day, school district missed on March 2, 3rd, 4th 2009 exempt from
makeup requirement: S0544
CHESTER COUNTY
Fairfield county Treasurer to transfer funds to Chester county school district
in order to defray cost to education students who reside in
Fairfield County but attend Chester County Schools, provi-
sions: S0796
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS (Continued)310
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CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Schools, closed due to snow days on January 20, 2009 and February 4, 2009
are exempt from make-up requirement: H3685
CHILDREN
See Minors (this index)
CHIROPRACTORS
Regulations Approved
Board of Chiropractic Examiners, relating to continuing education (D.
No. 3206): S0462
CHURCHES
See Charitable Organizations (this index)
CIGARETTES
See Agriculture/Tobacco (this index)
CIRCUIT COURTS
See Courts (this index)
CITIES AND TOWNS
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
See Specific County (this index)
CIVIL ACTIONS
See Torts (this index)
CLARENDON COUNTY
Central Carolina Technical College Commission, additional members added
from Clarendon County and Kershaw County: S0097
Clarendon County, one percent sales and use tax, proceeds from to be used
to ensure academic and art instruction during 2009-2010
and 2010-2011 school years: S0758
Fred Chewning Highway named: S0762
CLERKS OF COURT




See Legislative Council (this index)
CODE OF LAWS
See Legislative Council (this index)
CODE SECTIONS OF 1976 ADDED, REENACTED OR 
REDESIGNATED
Title 01
01-001-0310 through 01-001-0320, Life Beginning at Conception
Act: S0450
01-001-0310 through 01-001-0320, Right to Life Act: H3526
01-001-0711, Bottlenose dolphin, designated as state official marine
mammal: S0333
01-001-0711, Marsh Tacky, designated as official state horse: H3044
01-001-0711, Wood Duck, designated as official state duck: H3131
01-001-0712, Bottlenose Dolphin, designated as official state marine
mammal: H3131
01-001-0713, Northern Right Whale designated as official State
marine mammal: S0272, H3131
CHESTER COUNTY (Continued)
01-001-1100 through 01-001-1160, Truth in Spending Act: S0221,
S0229, H3540
01-001-1710 through 01-001-1720, Drug testing as a condition of
public assistance provisions: H3829
01-001-1710, State Board and Commission, each to take a recorded
vote of an action it takes when awarding compensation for
computing compensation or bonuses: S0244
01-003-0060, Governor, to maintain toll-free phone number to receive
information, suggestions, complaints concerning fraud,
waste, abuse, mismanagement, etc.: S0269
01-003-0125, Governor, physically absent from state, powers and
duties of devolved to Lieutenant Governor: S0226
01-003-0200, Governor, may not may an appointment unless appoin-
tee annually filed all required federal and state income tax
returns, paid all taxes due, provisions: S0738
01-003-0300 through 01-003-0415, Chief Information Officer
Restructuring Act: S0159
01-006-0010 through 01-006-0090, Office of Inspector General, cre-
ated; appointed by governor with consent of Senate; duties:
S0139
01-006-0010 through 01-006-0100, Office of Inspector General, cre-
ated; appointed by governor with consent of Senate; duties:
S0138, H3434
01-006-0010 through 01-006-0100, Restructuring Act: S0208
01-007-0750, Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act: S0350,
H3489
01-011-0498, Budget and Control board to conduct review of law
enforcement personnel salaries at various departments
compared to other southeastern state, to be reported to
finance committee and ways and means committee: S0294
01-011-0735, State health and dental insurance plan, to include for
coverage personnel who has been suspended without pay:
H4088
01-011-1410, State Health Insurance Plan established for nonstate
employee individuals, every resident who files state tax
return is eligible to participate, plan participation, premium
rate provisions, policy provisions: S0478
01-024-0010 through 01-024-0080, Sunset Commission created; Sun-
set Review Divisions created within the Legislative Audit
Council; procedures for determining if programs of state
government should be in existence: H3192
01-030-0072, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
01-030-0125, Department of Administration established as agency of
executive branch, headed by director appointed by Gover-
nor with advice of Senate; certain offices and divisions of
B&CB and Governor office transferred to; provisions:
S0128
01-030-0125, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-036-0010 through 01-036-0060, 21st Century Government Effi-
ciency Act: H3947
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 005, Life Beginning at Conception Act:
S0450
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 005, Right to Life Act: H3526
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 017, Truth in Spending Act: S0221, S0229,
H3540
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 027, Drug testing as a condition of public
assistance provisions: H3829
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 027, State Board and Commission, each to
take a recorded vote of an action it takes when awarding
compensation for computing compensation or bonuses:
S0244
Title 01, Chap. 003, Art. 006, Chief Information Officer Restructuring
Act: S0159
Title 01, Chap. 006, Office of Inspector General, created; appointed by
Governor with consent of Senate; duties: S0139, S0138,
H3434
Title 01, Chap. 006, Restructuring Act: S0208
Title 01, Chap. 024, Sunset Commission created; Sunset Review Divi-
sions created within the Legislative Audit Council; proce-
dures for determining if programs of state government
should be in existence: H3192
Title 01, Chap. 036, 21st Century Government Efficiency Act: H3947
Title 02
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house district must be wholly contained within a county if
sufficient population: H4070
02-001-0035, General Assembly, candidate for the House or Senate,
name may not appear on ballot for election to unless for the
last ten years person has annually filed all required federal
and state income taxes; paid all taxes due: S0736
02-001-0070, Senate, term of office is six years: H3877
02-001-0190, Terms of office, House of Representative may only
serve four terms; Senate may only serve three terms:
H3877
02-001-0190, Terms, House of Representatives, may only serve six
terms in; Senate, may only serve four terms in; time provi-
sions: S0169, H3213
02-001-0250, Housing Commission, established to provide recom-
mendations to ensure and foster availability of safe, sound
and affordable workforce housing, membership and duties:
H3919
02-002-0005 through 02-002-0090, Legislative Oversight of Execu-
tive Departments, to review and study operations of state
agencies, oversight committee jurisdiction established,
provisions; provisions: S0136, H3498
02-002-0010 through 02-002-0090, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
02-004-0010 through 02-004-0070, Capitol Police Force established,
make-up of force; function powers and duties; security
areas on State House grounds; sergeant at arms provisions;
capitol police force committee created, provisions: S0576
02-007-0067, Appropriations Bill Earmark Disclosure Act: S0239
02-007-0074, Competitive grant program, appropriation act for 2009-
2010 no programs may be established in budget and con-
trol board by temporary proviso; all competitive grant pro-
grams contained in act 310 of 2008 are abolished: S0171
02-007-0125, Spending Accountability Act of 2009: H3047
02-007-0125, Spending Accountability Act of 2009; certain bills and
resolutions to receive recorded roll-call vote, provisions:
S0011
02-009-0035, Committees, testifying before Senate or House of Rep-
resentatives, all people who give testimony required to be
under oath; presentment of false, misleading or incomplete
testimony to be treated as perjury: S0271
02-015-0068, Legislative Audit Council, to conduct audit of one-fifth
of school districts selected at random, cost reimbursed by
district, provisions: H3537
02-015-0140, Fiscal Accountability Act: H3640, S0658
02-015-0300 through 02-015-0340, Office of Program Policy Analysis
and Government Accountability established; duties and
functions of: S0313
02-017-0055, Lobbyist, prohibit use of appropriated funds to employ
or contract with; exceptions: H3045
02-017-0055, Lobbyist, prohibit use of public funds to employ or con-
tract with; exceptions: H3043, H3077, S0335
02-017-0056, Lobbyist, prohibit use of public funds to employ or con-
tract with; exceptions: H3057
02-019-0075, Members of General Assembly prohibited from cam-
paigning for judicial candidates within two years of elec-
tion; Ethics Commission to investigate complaints;
penalties; exceptions: S0058
02-047-0070, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009, technical colleges allowed to enter into more than
one lease agreements: H3841
02-054-0010 through 02-054-0030, Joint Military Affairs Review
Commission established, provisions: H3040, S0213
Title 02, Chap. 002, Legislative Oversight of Executive Departments,
to review and study operations of state agencies, oversight
committee jurisdiction established, provisions; testimony
of to be given under oath; provisions: S0136, H3498
Title 02, Chap. 002, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Title 02, Chap. 004, Capitol Police Force established, make-up of
force; function powers and duties; security areas on State
House grounds; sergeant at arms provisions; provisions;
capitol police force committee created, provisions: S0576
Title 02, Chap. 015, Art. 003, Office of Program Policy Analysis and
Government Accountability established; duties and func-
tions of: S0313
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Title 02, Chap. 54, Joint Military Affairs Review Commission estab-
lished, provisions: H3040, S0213
Title 04
04-001-0180, Counties to designate all or a portion of multicounty
park as a designated economic development site for com-
mercial facilities, provisions: H3885
04-009-1410 through 04-009-1460, Elections, procedure certain
county offices and governing body of county may be
elected in nonpartisan elections: H3954
04-010-0910 through 04-010-0970, Local Option Tourism Develop-
ment Fee Act: H3590, S0483
04-011-0025, County Clerk of Court, Auditor, and Treasurer, qualifi-
cations of provided for: H3071
Title 04, Chap. 009, Art. 015, Elections, procedure certain county
offices and governing body of county may be elected in
nonpartisan elections: H3954
Title 04, Chap. 010, Art. 009, Local Option Tourism Development Fee
Act: H3590, S0483
Title 05
05-003-0145, Annexation proposals, require a “plan of services”
before approval of: H3253
05-003-0160, Municipal, new annexation to be consistent with local
comprehensive land use plans: H3253
05-003-0160, Municipality, may not require annexation as condition
precedent to providing utility services: S0479, H3774
05-003-0370, Municipality, annexes property in county that has land
use or zoning policy, regulation, or ordinance and munici-
pality density allowance is greater than county; county
density must remain in effect for five years: H3074, S0247
05-003-0370, Municipality, annexes property, county density require-
ment or regulation remains in effect and applies to annexed
area for five years after; exceptions: S0246
05-007-0031, Towing company operating within corporate limits of
municipality is not subject to business license tax unless
company maintains place of business within limits of
municipality: S0349
05-007-0070, Municipality, that collects water or sewer maintenance
fees to use fees only for water and sewer: H3149
05-007-0320, Municipality or county, not liable for damage or injury
caused to person who participates in alternative recre-
ational activity  on property; exceptions: H3784
05-021-0910 through 05-021-1010, Municipal Finance Oversight Act
of 2009: H3839
Title 05, Chap. 021, Art. 009, Municipal Finance Oversight Act of
2009: H3839
Title 06
06-001-0135, Political subdivisions, required to observe all state legal
holidays; provisions for failing to observe and political
subdivisions defined: S0071
06-001-0137, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009, technical colleges allowed to be a part of certain con-
tracts: H3841
06-001-0180, Law enforcement officers, prohibit a municipality or
county from declaring a business a public nuisance if not
authorized to use off-duty law enforcement officers to be
hired by private entities for security: H3834
06-001-0210 through 06-001-0230, Financial Accountability Act:
S0699
06-001-3010 through 06-001-3030, Assessments for Real Estate
Development, provisions: H3781
06-007-1520, Inclusionary Zoning Act: H3862
06-009-0140, Seismic and wind maps adopted by the state: H3769,
S0618
06-009-0150, Builder, establish appeal procedure from local building
council to the state level: H3769, S0618
06-011-2025, Special purpose district, has power to dissolve and
transfer assets and liabilities to a county, provisions; mill-
age limitations provisions: H3797
06-029-0733, Radio, city and county ordinances regulating antennas
to accommodate amateur radio communications: H3289
06-029-1153, Local planning commission, servicing high growth
county must provide school district land development
applications that include residential housing, provisions;
superintendent and board of trustees to determine impact:
S0249
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Authority Act: S0793
Title 06, Chap. 001, Art. 002, Financial Accountability Act: S0699
Title 06, Chap. 001, Art. 010, Assessments for Real Estate Develop-
ment, provisions: H3781
Title 06, Chap. 007, Art. 015, Inclusionary Zoning Act: H3862
Title 06, Chap. 037, Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority Act:
S0793
Title 07
07-001-0090, Bonded indebtedness limits, require referendum on
question of raising of political subdivisions and school dis-
tricts to be held at general election: H3386
07-001-0090, Candidate Voluntary Drug Testing Program, established,
candidates may submit results of drug test to be published
on website: S0204
07-001-0090, Candidate, name may not appear on ballot unless person
has for the last ten years annually filed all required federal
and state income taxes, paid all taxes due, provisions:
S0737
07-001-0110, Elected office, person publicly elected to office to serve
at least fifty percent of term before eligible for election to
another office: S0722
07-005-0200, Voter, when registered to vote must be issued by county
board of registration a certificate which contains photo and
other information: H3005
07-005-0275, High school students of age to be furnished with voter
registration form; opt out provisions; voter registration
card; released from prison told that voting rights are
restored; provisions: S0367, H3604
07-005-0510, Elections study commission created, duties and respon-
sibilities; membership and duties; provisions: S0366,
H3609
07-011-0075, Candidate, petition, must have notified entity to which
petition is required to be filed by beginning date of primary
election; failure of provisions: S0590, H3746
07-011-0095, Petition candidate, entity may reject petition if evidence
of fraud: S0590, H3746
07-011-0100, Petition nomination, decisions from local entity may be
appealed to state election commission: S0590, H3746
07-013-0025, Election commission, establish procedure for qualified
elector to cast ballot in person without excuse; early voting
centers established to allow registered county resident to
vote outside their precinct: H3060, H3068, S0022, S0252
07-013-0025, Election, early voting centers to be established; proce-
dure for use; establish early voting locations to be in com-
pliance with provisions; registered voter to vote outside of
precinct: S0369, H3608
07-013-0025, Voter Accessibility Act: H3058, S0280
07-013-0027, Elections, authority charged by law to conduct an elec-
tion must provide a procedure by which a qualified elector
may register and cast a ballot on same day: H3073
07-013-0200, Elections dates to be quarterly for conducting referenda
or other ballot questions for all entities authorized to con-
duct them: H3579
07-013-0315, Candidate, prohibit name of for President or Vice Presi-
dent to be printed on ballot unless evidence of being a nat-
ural born citizen: H3389
07-013-0316, Candidates, prohibit name of for election in state or for
electoral college from being printed on ballot for office
unless person shows evidence is that he is legal citizen:
H3388
07-013-0845, Elections, electors to vote in any precinct in state or
county he resides; provisional ballot allowed to be cast in
any precinct in county elector is registered, procedure for;
provisions: S0368, H3606
07-013-0870, Voting, employer required to give employee reasonable
time off to vote in elections: H3065
07-019-0130, President, South Carolina to adopt the agreement among
the states to elect the President by national popular vote:
H3859
07-025-0240, Election laws, make utilization of online application
process in an unauthorized attempt to receive an absentee
ballot in name or registration number of another felony,
penalties: S0354
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Title 07, Chap. 005, Art. 006, Elections study commission created,
duties and responsibilities; membership and duties; provi-
sions: S0366, H3609
Title 08
08-001-0195, Funds, all state agencies to report to the Governor and
the General Assembly justification of dollars used; admin-
istration and exceptions: S0072
08-001-0195, State health plan, employees who participate in who are
obese to be charged additional twenty-five dollars: S0109
08-011-0033, Employee, state, certain circumstances where pay may
be withheld: S0345
08-011-0192, State agency mandatory furlough terms provided for:
H3378
08-011-0780, State employees, leave donations, employee may donate
sick or annual leave to specific leave recipient rather than
to leave pool, provisions: H3487
08-013-0940, Boards and Commissions Election Reform Act: S0231
08-013-1335, Candidate, seeking election to membership of board of
public institution of higher learning unlawful to make con-
tribution to member of General Assembly: H4005
08-013-1339, Political action committee, prohibited to be organized
by or on behalf of statewide officials: S0125
08-013-1341, Candidate, prohibit a candidate for office elected or
appointed by the General Assembly from making a contri-
bution to a member of General Assembly, provisions:
H3269
08-016-0010 through 08-016-0310, Clean Elections Act: H3520,
S0438
08-027-0060, Public body, summary of provisions are posted on inter-
net website: S0136
Title 08, Chap. 016, Clean Elections Act: H3520, S0438
Title 09
09-011-0029, Emergency medical services personnel shall participate
in Police Officers Retirement System; definitions: H3758
Title 10
10-001-0155, Marine Corps’ flag to be flown atop dome of the State
House on November tenth: H3757
Title 11
11-005-0015, Treasurer of State, must be a certified public accountant:
H3658
11-005-0290, Treasurer, State, to maintain online register of each pay-
ment of one thousand dollars or more; exemptions; register
organization and indexing: S0214
11-011-0055, Budget and control board to develop web based applica-
tion for submission of questions and concerns of state
agency licensing and regulation of economic activity, cer-
tain provisions: H3882
11-011-0087, Budget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from
ways and means and Senate finance to be in programmatic
format, provisions; agency budget recommendation provi-
sions; provisions: S0130
11-011-0145, General fund, appropriations by general assembly to
lesser of general fund revenues for upcoming fiscal year as
estimated by board of economic advisors, provisions:
H3533
11-011-0230, Medicaid Trust Fund and Health Care Access Trust
Fund created, provide for use of fund money, provisions:
H3211
11-011-0230, Smoking prevention and cessation trust fun, medicaid
trust fund, health care trust fund, palmetto health care
safety net trust fund created and established in state trea-
sury; provisions: H3486, H3470, H3584
11-011-0315, Transportation Infrastructure Investment Act: S0100
11-011-0360, Budget surplus tax relief fund, established used to offset
revenues not collected because of income tax credit: S0219
11-011-0415, General fund appropriations, limit on for fiscal year is
total amount estimates of February; increasing of provi-
sions; limitation of provisions; spending limit reserve fund
established, provisions: H3397
11-035-0052, Procurement code, twenty-five percent set aside for
entities subject to the Procurement Code for contracts for
goods or services entered into outside of the State: S0088,
H3156
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of environmentally preferable goods or services, provi-
sions: H3156
11-035-3075, Transportation department, to enter into public-private
initiatives to construct transportation facilities subject to
certain portion so consolidated procurement code: H4033
11-035-4430, Consolidated procurement code, federal debt expendi-
ture requirements; provide for where federal assistance,
grant, or contract funds are used; usage provisions; con-
struction bid contract provisions: S0697
11-044-0010 through 11-044-0090, Entrepreneurial Success Fund Act:
H3870
11-050-0010 through 11-050-0180, Rural Infrastructure Act: H4152
11-055-0010 through 11-055-0050, Local Economic Stimulus Grant
Program established, duties and membership provisions,
grant application process provisions: S0171
Title 11, Chap. 044, Entrepreneurial Success Fund Act: H3870
Title 11, Chap. 055, Local Economic Stimulus Grant Program estab-
lished, duties and membership provisions, grant applica-
tion process provisions: S0171
Title 12
12-004-0525, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-006-1145, Internal revenue code, treatment of gains and losses:
H3722
12-006-3379, Solar or Wind Energy System, income tax credit for pur-
chasing: H3863
12-006-3383, Educational Opportunity Act: S0520
12-006-3395, Long-Term Care Income Tax Credit Act: H3532
12-006-3395, Long-Term Care Tax Credit Act: S0157
12-006-3435, Income tax credit, allowed for premiums paid by small
employer for employee health plan; credit amount limited;
credit for business with no more than fifty employees:
H3210
12-006-3475, Tax credit, one time credit to certain eligible employers
who pay the increased minimum wage: H3669
12-006-3490, Income tax credit, allowed for taxpayers reporting an
individual income tax liability for prior taxable year:
S0219
12-006-3540, Low Income Housing Tax Credit Act: S0069
12-006-3557, Income tax credit provided for retail space landlords and
individual retailers that install a metal detector security:
S0067
12-006-3588, Income tax credit, energy efficiency or green globes, for
costs for new construction, renovation or building projects
that meets: H3676
12-006-3588, Income tax credit, equal to twenty percent of qualified
expenditures of photovoltaic, solar, fuel cell proper credits
against taxpayer income tax liability: S0010
12-006-3632, Income tax credit, for donations of waste oil from the
kitchens of restaurants and other commercial kitchens to
registered producers of biodiesel fuel: H3997
12-006-3632, Income tax credit, individual credit allowed equal to ten
percent of federal earned credit, credit annually increased;
provisions: H3010
12-006-3680, Income tax credit, for taxpayer who sends his child to
private school or home schools in amount equal to two
hundred dollars per child to be used for books and supplies:
H3107
12-006-3685, Income tax credit, for closing cost in connection with
purchase money or refinancing of residential or commer-
cial mortgage, terms defined: H3454
12-006-3755, Income tax, credit up to five hundred dollars against
state income tax for individual who maintains a health sav-
ings account: H3471
12-006-3760, Tax credit, for employers hiring an unemployed individ-
ual receiving unemployment compensation benefits,
amount of credit, provisions: S0690, H3953
12-021-0625, Cigarette tax increased, defined; medicaid reserve
account provided, fund revenue and procedures; provi-
sions: H3206, H3211
12-021-0625, Cigarette tax, additional tax of 2.25 to each cigarette;
community mental health fund created for mental health
department, revenues for provided; tax credit for person
with health savings account; provisions: H3471
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12-021-0625, Cigarette tax, impose surtax on cigarette; credit revenue
from to smoking prevention & cessation trust fund, agri-
culture department for marketing of state-grown crop,
medicaid trust fund, healthcare trust fund: H3486, H3470,
H3584
12-021-0635, Cigarette tax, impose additional; smoking cessation and
health care fund established, provisions; additional revenue
of tax credited to general fund, provisions: H3119
12-021-0640, Healthy Communities Capacity Act: H3204
12-021-2700, Amusement redemption machine, defined, criminal
penalties for rewarding players with items other than free
plays: H3708
12-024-0093, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, deed recording fee to be
credited to: S0135
12-034-0010 through 12-034-0020, Fair Tax Act: H3992
12-036-2575, Sales and use tax liability, filing of return for even if not
liability accrues for that period: H3722
12-036-2647, Registration and titling, of vehicle, revenues from sales
and use tax to be credited to state highway fund, provi-
sions: S0101, S0238, H3414
12-037-0130, General Assembly, to impose a statewide millage on all
real and personal property subject to property tax for pur-
pose of raising revenue for public school operations, provi-
sions: H4061
12-037-0221, Property, exemption of portion of fair market value of
associated with a facility for the generation of electric
power placed into service, provisions: S0866
12-037-0226, Assessment ratio on homeowner’s principal residence to
remain at four percent until end of year; property tax
exemption provisions: H3966
12-037-0226, Property tax exemptions, increases in value attributable
to periodic reassessment of owner-occupied residential
property allowed the homestead exemption for persons
over age sixty-five year of age or who are disabled: H3304
12-037-0462, Property tax exemptions, residential property consisting
of three or fewer units in amounts of fair market value suf-
ficient to equal assessment ratio of four percent on prop-
erty: H4024
12-037-3135, Real property, exempt amount of fair market of; fair
market value reduced by exemption is value to which con-
stitutional cap on increases to fifteen percent, provisions:
S0435, S0518
12-043-0223, Continuing care retirement community, legal resident of
person who resides in and owns equitable interest in quali-
fies for four percent assessment, provisions: S0176
12-045-0017, County tax collectors, provide minimum continuing
education course requirements for, exceptions: H4113,
S0876
12-045-0440, Mobile home, county government may waive back taxes
due on: S0412
12-059-0085, County forfeited land commission, allowed to refuse to
accept title to property: H4113, S0876
12-060-2535, Appeal of County Assessor’s property tax assessment to
county governing body, certain cases; allow payment of
attorney fees to taxpayer who prevails on appeal: H3041
12-060-2570, Property taxpayer, alternative appeals for objecting to
assessment issued by assessor; county to pay attorney’s
fees if taxpayer prevails, provisions: H3321
12-065-0050, Mill sites, transition rules applicable to: S0728
12-065-0060, Textile mills, eligibility certification process provisions:
S0728
Title 12, Chap. 34, Fair Tax Act: H3992
Title 13
13-001-1355, Railroads and other property which are necessary for
operation of any railroad located on applicable federal mil-
itary installation, may not be transferred without approval:
S0351
13-023-0010 through 13-023-0070, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act:
S0135
Title 13, Chap. 023, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act: S0135
Title 14
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dollar surcharge on all fines, forfeitures, escheatments for
nontraffic violations; surcharged used to fund training at
criminal justice academy: S0314
14-003-0135, Supreme Court Marshall created, duties defined: S0576
14-029-0010 through 14-029-0100, Middle Court Processes Act:
H3166, S0206, H3853
Title 14, Chap. 029, Middle Court Processes Act: H3166, S0206,
H3853
Title 15
15-001-0340, Military Parent Equal Protection Act: S0155, H3171
15-003-0160, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
15-003-0160, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
15-003-0690, Gas, liquefied petroleum, liability of limitations caused
by alterations, modifications, or repairs of equipment; cer-
tain provisions: S0196
15-005-0010, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
15-005-0010, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
15-029-0110, Public notice, authorized publication of certain notice,
legal notice or advertisement through public notice web-
site, procedures and requirements for: H3183
15-032-0100, Damage Awards Fairness Act: H3489
15-032-0510 through 15-032-0540, Damage Awards Fairness Act;
Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
15-036-0200 through 15-036-0250, Citizens Participation in Govern-
ment Act of 2009: H3587
15-046-0010 through 15-046-0090, Fair Credit Reporting Act: H4039
15-047-0100 through 15-047-0160, Uniform Interstate Depositions
and Discovery Act: S0021
15-085-0010 through 15-085-0140, False Claims Act: S0320
Title 15, Chap. 032, Art. 005, Damage Awards Fairness Act; Fairness
in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
Title 15, Chap. 036, Art. 002, Citizens Participation in Government
Act of 2009: H3587
Title 15, Chap. 046, Fair Credit Reporting Act: H4039
Title 15, Chap. 047, Uniform Interstate Depositions and Discovery
Act: S0021
Title 15, Chap. 085, False Claims Act: S0320
Title 16
16-001-0060, Violent crimes, manufacturing, distributing, or posses-
sion methamphetamine, cocaine based controlled sub-
stance included as a violent crime: S0007
16-003-0637, Taser, offense created of assault and assault with bat-
tery: S0172
16-003-0640, Homeless person, create the hate crime of assault and
battery upon; penalties: H4091
16-003-0655.5, Minors, sexual conduct between offense created; pen-
alties, person convicted of not required to register as sex
offender: S0511
16-003-0750, Criminal sexual conduct, person convicted of does not
have custody rights of a child born as a result of the
offense: H3026
16-003-0750, Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act:
S0512, H3677
16-003-1030, Criminal felony offense of strangulation and smothering
created, penalties: H3643
16-003-1030, Taser, person may not use to subdue an elementary or
middle school student on school campus: H3789
16-003-1065, Motor vehicles, with secret of false compartment con-
sidered unlawful, penalties: H3585
16-003-1900, Hate motivated crimes, penalties; definitions: S0041,
H3169, S0076
16-003-1910 through 16-003-2010, Civil no-contact orders, procedure
established for issuance of, duration of; definitions; penal-
ties: H3031, S0790
16-011-0040, Locksmith, terms defined, offense created on lock
bumping, exceptions, penalties: H3956
16-011-0395, Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
16-011-0780, Archaeological resource, unlawful to knowingly or
maliciously enter upon posted lands of states and investi-
gate, disturb or excavate a historic site for purposes of
removing: H4129
16-013-0480, Deferred Presentment, engaging in, crime created, vio-
lation is a felony; minimum penalty: H3050, H3035, S0112
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16-013-0490, Vehicles, short-term vehicle secured loans, create the
crime of engaging in business of; felony violation, penal-
ties: S0093
16-015-0370, Profanity, unlawful to use in a public forum or place or
public accommodation: S0056
16-015-0430, Profanity, disseminating to a minor; felony offense cre-
ated; penalties: S0056
16-017-0325, False representation, prohibited from intentionally rep-
resenting himself from belonging to tribe, group, or special
interest organization recognized by minority affairs com-
mission: H3055
16-017-0506, Cigarettes, unlawful to sell tobacco products and ship to
person who is not a lawful recipient; proof of age of lawful
recipient; penalties: H3195
16-017-0506, Youth Access to Tobacco Prevention Act of 2009:
S0752
16-017-0685, Nonferrous metals, unlawful for person to transport or
have in possession certain quantities of; penalties: S0184
16-017-0750, Dress code, unlawful for person to wear pants sagging
more than three inches below hips; penalties and provi-
sions: S0048
16-019-0035, Raffles, permitted when conducted by charitable organi-
zation, provisions: H3629
16-019-0300 through 16-019-0370, Raffles, charitable and nonprofit
organizations to conduct raffles and special fundraising
events, provisions to; penalties for violations: S0628
16-019-0492, Minors, statewide curfew for, penalties; procedure for
municipalities and counties to opt out provisions: S0061
16-023-0425, Firearms, crime created of possessing by person incar-
cerated for one year; violation is a felony; penalties: S0190
16-023-0540, Brass knuckles, sale prohibited of plastic, metal or brass
knuckles; penalties: S0312
16-025-0030, Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act:
S0512, H3677
Title 16, Chap. 003, Art. 019, Civil no-contact orders, procedure
established for issuance of, duration of; definitions; penal-
ties: H3031, S0790
Title 16, Chap. 019, Art. 003, Raffles, charitable and nonprofit organi-
zations to conduct raffles and special fundraising events,
provisions to; penalties for violations: S0628
Title 17
17-001-0045, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act, court
administration shall include on all bond paperwork and
courtesy summons a notice that informs a person of his
right to file an application to have a record expunged:
S0411, H3022
17-013-0035, Law enforcement officer, operating law enforcement
vehicle outside jurisdiction may stop another vehicle if
being operated in dangerous manner and issue a ticket, pro-
visions: S0270
17-015-0175, Bench warrant, failure to appear, judge may not issue
unless solicitor files affidavit to confirm written notice was
given to appropriate parties, provisions: H3033
17-022-0910 through 17-022-0950, Uniform Expungement of Crimi-
nal Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
17-027-0075, Courts to dismiss post-conviction relief action that is
successive or misuse of process, definitions of, penalties:
H3563
17-028-0410 through 17-028-0510, Innocence Inquiry Commission
created, to investigate credible claims of factual innocence
of conviction, provisions: S0210
Title 17, Chap. 022, Art. 009, Uniform Expungement of Criminal
Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
Title 17, Chap. 028, Art. 004, Innocence Inquiry Commission created,
to investigate credible claims of factual innocence of con-
viction, provisions: S0210
Title 19
19-001-0075, Transportation employee, criminal conviction of is not
admissible in civil action against a transportation company,
terms defined; penalties: H4110
Title 20
20-001-0018, Civil Union Equality Act: S0042
20-001-0110, Common law marriage, not recognized in state after
January 1, 2010, exceptions: H3167, S0426
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Act: H3288
20-003-0240, Family Court Financial Privacy Act: S0146
20-007-1542, Joint custody defined: S0281
Title 20, Chap. 001, Art. 009, Uniform Premarital Agreement Act:
H3288
Title 23
23-001-0235, Law enforcement officers, must collect and maintain
certain data for traffic enforcement, provisions: S0096
23-001-0240, Confession, all confessions obtained by law enforce-
ment agency must be video recorded: H3670
23-001-0240, Confessions, definitions; certain statements made dur-
ing custodial interrogation must be video recorded; court to
instruct a jury that it may draw an adverse inference for
officer who fails to record statement, provisions: H3884
23-001-0240, Law enforcement officers must wear official badge at all
times when on duty except when undercover: H3684
23-001-0240, Raffles, Law enforcement officers, not to charge chari-
table or religious organizations conducting a raffle, provi-
sions; officer to inform in writing that raffle violates state
law, exemptions and limitations: H3544
23-001-0245, Raffles, law enforcement officers may not charge civic
club for conducting, provisions, conditions and limitations:
H3620
23-003-0330, Missing person, establish a statewide system for rapid
dissemination of information for missing person believed
to be suffering from dementia or other impairment: S0174,
H3719, H3817
23-003-0560, Sex offender prohibited from living within one mile of
school; penalties: H3027
23-003-0910 through 23-003-0950, Innocence Protection Act: H3864
23-006-0115, Kelli’s Law: H3264
23-006-0310 through 23-006-0380, Natural resources enforcement
division created within the department of public safety,
transfer powers and assets from department of natural
resources: H3004
23-009-0025, Volunteer Strategic Assistance and Fire Equipment Pro-
gram (V-SAFE) established, duties and funds provided for:
S0364
23-009-0510 through 23-009-0570, Hydrogen Permitting Act: H3835
23-023-0125, Criminal Justice Academy, additional five dollar sur-
charge to fund infrastructure improvements at on all fines,
forfeitures, escheatments and other penalties; provisions:
H3294
23-031-0050, Firearms, person may not establish a policy or rule that
prohibits certain persons from transporting and storing fire-
arms in a locked vehicle on property set aside for vehicle:
H3994
23-031-0700 through 23-031-0720, Firearms Freedom Act: S0794,
H4022
23-035-0180, Fireworks, permit local governing body to regulate dis-
charge of: S0183
23-052-0010 through 23-052-0050, Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act:
S0766
Title 23, Chap. 003, Art. 011, Innocence Protection Act: H3864
Title 23, Chap. 006, Art. 007, Natural resources enforcement division
created within the department of public safety, transfer
powers and assets from department of natural resources:
H3004
Title 23, Chap. 009, Art. 005, Hydrogen Permitting Act: H3835
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 002, Firearms, person may not establish a
policy or rule that prohibits certain persons from transport-
ing and storing firearms in a locked vehicle on property set
aside for vehicle: H3994
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 009, Firearms Freedom Act: S0794, H4022
Title 23, Chap. 052, Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act: S0766
Title 24
24-003-0580, Execution team, prohibit disclosure of identity of mem-
bers of an; penalties: S0329
24-003-0590, Execution team, prohibit licensing agencies from taking
action to revoke, suspend, or deny license to any person
participating on: S0329
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24-003-0970, Prisoner, unlawful for and correctional facility to moni-
tor and record telephone conversations of inmate and legal
counsel and to release conversation to public, exceptions:
H3564
24-003-1110 through 24-003-1190, Temporary Emergency Act for
Corrections: S0725
24-005-0180, Jail or detention center, director to provide attorney
access to his clients confined in facilities during period of
eight a.m. to six o’clock p.m.: H3343
24-005-0200 through 24-005-0230, Local Detention Facility Mutual
Aid and Assistance Act: S0217
24-007-0125, Correctional facility local government, may charge a
person confined in a fee for health care services provided
to him while he is confined: H4146
24-021-0100, Probation, pardon and parole department lacks funds to
operate parole system, the department and board of should
jointly develop policies and procedures, provisions: S0726
24-021-0110, Probation, pardon and parole department, if lacks fund-
ing to operate parole system, the department and division
of court administration to jointly operate, provisions:
S0726
24-021-0435, Sex offenders, serving probationary sentence to be
placed under global positioning system, provisions: S0033
24-021-0810 through 24-021-0860, Friendship Nine Act: H3731
Title 24, Chap. 003, Art. 011, Temporary Emergency Act for Correc-
tions: S0725
Title 24, Chap. 005, Art. 002, Local Detention Facility Mutual Aid and
Assistance Act: S0217
Title 24, Chap. 021, Art. 008, Friendship Nine Act: H3731
Title 25
25-011-0110, Homeless shelters, preference given to veterans at all
shelters funded by public funds, provisions: S0086
25-023-0010 through 25-023-0080, Disaster Assistance Trust Fund
established, purpose, source of funding, interest earnings
and administration of; fund monies provisions; regulation
provisions: H3501
Title 25, Chap. 023, Disaster Assistance Trust Fund established, pur-
pose, source of funding, interest earnings and administra-
tion of; fund monies provisions; regulation provisions:
H3501
Title 27
27-017-0010 through 27-017-0290, Uniform Unclaimed Property Act
of 2009: S0381
27-031-0500 through 27-031-0550, Condominium sales or reservation
escrow accounts, developer must place in account all funds
towards purchase of, provisions; reservation deposit provi-
sions; escrow account maintenance, penalties: S0105
27-032-0045, Vacation time-share, person owning interest in to be
given opportunity for period of seven consecutive days
during normal business hours to reserve use of accommo-
dations during his week, provisions: S0651
27-033-0060, Rental agreement, preexisting rental agreement does not
terminate upon subsequent foreclosure of landlords mort-
gage: H3567
27-037-0045, Tenant ejectment, provide certain definitions and
grounds and procedures for: S0243
27-040-0445, Landlord, of multi-family dwelling may employ certain
equipment to determine quantity of water to each single-
family residence within dwelling; landlord to charge tenant
for water and wastewater provisions: H3247
27-040-0810, Ejectment, may not occur until at least seven days lapse
from date the magistrate issued the order of, during seven
days the tenant may remove personal property, provisions:
S0051, H3500
27-043-0045, African-American cemetery; person who owns land
where located, unlawful to remove, disturb, or develop
land located on cemetery designed as a historic site: S0095
27-052-0110 through 27-052-0250, Homeowners Association Act:
S0030
Title 27, Chap. 003, Art. 003, Condominium sales or reservation
escrow accounts, developer must place in account all funds
towards purchase of, provisions; reservation deposit provi-
sions; escrow account maintenance, penalties: S0105
Title 27, Chap. 017, Uniform Unclaimed Property Act of 2009: S0381
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Title 29
29-003-0795, Foreclosure database created in office of Secretary of
State; provisions of information to be included in: H3848
29-005-0015, Contractor, provide manner in which must file a
mechanics’ lien, penalties: H3187
29-005-0026, Landscape service, defined, person who provides may
have a mechanics’ lien on real estate where service pro-
vided: H3187
29-015-0015, Liens, certain obtained by homeowners’ association
against real property are superior to claims of creditors:
S0277
Title 30
30-004-0075, Governor, meetings with agency heads or department
heads must be opened to public under freedom of informa-
tion act: H3126
30-004-0310 through 30-004-0510, Personal Information Confidenti-
ality Act: H3409
Title 30, Chap. 004, Art. 003, Personal Information Confidentiality
Act: H3409
Title 33
33-056-0075, Professional fundraising counsel, solicitors and com-
mercial co-venturers to maintain list of donors from cam-
paigns and solicitation; lists to be property of charitable
organization; penalties: S0652
33-056-0147, Charities, donation clothing bins, additional require-
ments for; enforcement of and penalties: H3248
Title 34
34-039-0130, Deferred presentment services, person engaging in must
obtain license: S0279
34-039-0175, Deferred presentment, consumer finance division, a
common database of provided to verify if applicant has an
existing transaction, provisions: H3159, S0015, S0113,
S0087, S0047
34-039-0175, Payday lending, Deferred presentment transaction data-
base established: S0279, H3301
34-039-0205, Deferred presentment provider, prohibit misleading
advertising on premises of: H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087,
S0047
34-039-0270, Deferred presentment service, regulations for licensees:
S0279
34-039-0270, Payday lending, Deferred presentment, prohibit new
transaction with person who has existing transaction,
extended payment plan, or ended transaction seven days
ago, provisions: H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087, S0047,
H3301
34-039-0280, Payday lending, Deferred presentment, extended pay-
ment plan for payment of outstanding transaction: H3159,
S0015, S0113, S0087, S0047, S0279, H3301
34-039-0290, Payday lending, Deferred presentment transactions,
Board of Financial Institutions, to provide annual reports
of: H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087, S0047, H3301
Title 35
35-001-0615, Security, one dollar surcharge imposed on; monies to be
deposited into the General Fund: S0032
Title 37
37-003-0414, Consumer loan transactions, violation of federal law to
certain is a violation of state law: H3750
37-022-0110 through 37-022-0270, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790,
S0673
37-023-0090, Mortgage Insurance Premium, termination acceptance
of; return of escrowed by a lender who required mortgage
insurance in connection with a consumer home loan trans-
action: H3049
37-023-0110 through 37-023-0180, Manufactured housing loan
default and repossession procedures: H3846
Title 37, Chap. 022, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
Title 37, Chap. 023, Art. 006, Manufactured housing loan default and
repossession procedures: H3846
Title 38
38-009-0225, Insurers, certain required to file statement of actuarial
opinion and actuarial opinion summary annually, confiden-
tiality of provisions: S0301, H3438
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38-009-0230, Insurers, certain required to file statement of actuarial
opinion and actuarial opinion summary annually, confiden-
tiality of provisions: S0301, H3438
38-049-0015, Motor vehicle physical damage appraisers prohibited
from locating their places of business on the premises of or
adjacent to a body shop: S0848
38-053-0035, Bail bond, surety is not liable for a after three years from
the date it is issued: H4111
38-055-0175, Insurance, liability or casualty, coverage disclosures to
claimant if request is made in writing, procedures required
for disclosures: H3141
38-057-0190, Automobile insurance, prohibit insurer from imposing a
surcharge on premium based upon a motor vehicle record
or insurance within the first thirty days of policy: S0622
38-057-0330, Automobile insurance, prohibit insurers who use insur-
ance scoring from using certain credit activities in scoring
process: S0622
38-059-0410, Insurer, limiting number of medical services and sup-
plies requiring preauthorization by: H3939
38-060-0010 through 38-060-0150, Healthnet Program Act: S0201,
S0455, H3875
38-062-0010 through 38-062-0120, Health Care Premium Assistance
Program created: H3211
38-062-0010 through 38-062-0120, Palmetto Health Care Premium
Assistance Program created: H3486, H3470, H3584
38-064-0010 through 38-064-0170, Life Settlements Act: S0636
38-071-0205, Insurer, that makes reimbursement under health insur-
ance policy must make at same rate applied to licensed
health care provider; group health insurance policy provi-
sions, reimbursement of provisions, deductible provisions:
H3376
38-071-0243, Health care insurance, regulate provider and issuer of
when issuer negotiates rates with provider for covered
health care services and then terminates or nonrenews, pro-
visions: H3371
38-071-0285, Health insurance, prohibited from canceling or nonre-
newing an insured who has been covered for cancer treat-
ment, provisions: H3763
38-071-0295, Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act:
S0416
38-071-0300, Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act:
S0416
38-071-0380, Optional alcohol exclusion provisions does not apply to
medical expense policy, terms defined: S0467, H3650
38-071-0732, Insurance, coverage, including cover under state health
plan for an insured who participates in approved cancer
clinical trial: S0613
38-071-1800 through 38-071-1890, Pharmacy Patient Protection Act:
H3063
38-073-0750, Automobile insurers, required to notify insured when
premiums are increased resulting from changes in insured’s
credit reports, provisions: H3634
38-074-0075, Health Care Access program established: H3211
38-074-0075, Palmetto Health Care Safety Net program created, pro-
visions of operation: H3470, H3486, H3584
38-077-0215, Motor vehicle insurance, uninsured motorist failing to
pay uninsured motorist fee; damages may not be assessed
in favor of when at fault in accident: H3038
38-077-0285, Automobile insurance policies, to include certain
amount of coverage for towing an automobile that is aban-
doned or ordered towed by law enforcement: S0342
38-077-0360, Auto insurance company, property damage to vehicle, to
make payment on claim for property damage to lienholder
and owner when vehicle not totaled: S0114
Title 38, Chap. 060, Healthnet Program Act: S0201, S0455, H3875
Title 38, Chap. 062, Health Care Premium Assistance Program cre-
ated: H3211
Title 38, Chap. 062, Palmetto Health Care Premium Assistance Pro-
gram created: H3486, H3470, H3584
Title 38, Chap. 064, Life Settlements Act: S0636
Title 38, Chap. 071, Art. 018, Pharmacy Patient Protection Act: H3063
Title 39
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and immediate family to terminate or suspend contracts for
cellphone service upon deployment or change of duty:
S0353
39-001-0100, Food recall, grocery stores must notify customer by
phone or mail who purchased food item within thirty days
of recall, provisions: H3524
39-001-0100, Prepaid wireless telephone, person who sells to verify
identity of purchaser, identity of to be registered, data to be
submitted to law enforcement division, penalties: H3922
39-005-0032, Unfair trade practice, to advertise a price that reflects
discount in which buyer must submit coupon to obtain
advertised price, penalties: H3174
39-005-0175, Unfair trade practice, lender delivers unsolicited check
must disclose that check secures a loan, provisions;
recourse for payees if check cashed fraudulently; penalties:
S0132
39-005-0180, Unfair trade practice, for bank or other financial institu-
tion to fail to respond to short sale offer for purchase of real
estate within 30 days of offer’s receipt: H3573
39-034-0205, Deferred presentment service, on-premises advertising
limitation: S0015, S0113
39-038-0010 through 39-038-0110, Packaged Ice, plant operators and
dealers to obtain annual permits to manufacture and dis-
tribute for human consumption, regulations: H4029
39-038-0010, Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to custom-
ers to submit ice samples monthly to a laboratory for
microbiological analysis: H4028
39-038-0010, Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to custom-
ers to submit ice samples monthly to a laboratory for
microbiological analysis; testing of provisions: H4027
39-041-0235, Motor fuel terminals, to offer for sale products suitable
for blending ethanol or biodiesel; blender record provi-
sions; utilize renewable identification number, violations
unfair trade practice: H3707, S0612
Title 39, Chap. 038, Packaged Ice, plant operators and dealers to
obtain annual permits to manufacture and distribute for
human consumption, regulations: H4029
Title 39, Chap. 038, Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to
customers to submit ice samples monthly to a laboratory
for microbiological analysis: H4028
Title 39, Chap. 038, Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to
customers to submit ice samples monthly to a laboratory
for microbiological analysis; testing of provisions: H4027
Title 40
40-005-0100, Judicial oversight commission created, purpose, compo-
sition and terms of commission; filling of vacancy, provi-
sions: S0447
40-005-0395, Mortgage preparation, attorney not necessary to super-
vise or conduct any aspect of: H3986
40-011-0435, Contractor that provides building services to a govern-
ment agency shall send copies of all bills to each agency or
department, provisions: H3089
40-011-0580, Subcontractors, provide process for to perfect laborer’s
liens: S0877
40-013-0255, Cosmetology, person practicing under individual cos-
metology license in booth rental or as an independent con-
tractor may not be charged a licensure or renewal fee,
provisions: H3815
40-043-0165, Mental health centers exempt from certain pharmacy
requirements, dispensing of drugs provisions; transporta-
tion of medications in same manner as free clinics; autho-
rized to use contract labor as agents or employees: S0838
40-043-0190, Pharmacist, to administer certain vaccines, joint com-
mittee with members from Medical examiners board and
Board of pharmacy to establish protocol for: H3393
40-043-0200, Pharmacist, to administer certain vaccines, joint com-
mittee with members from Medical examiners board and
Board of pharmacy to establish protocol for: H3393
40-047-0410 through 40-047-0490, Physician Transparency Act:
S0582
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40-051-0210, Podiatrist, ankle and soft tissue surgeries to be per-
formed in certain accredited facilities; governing docu-
ments of facilities to ensure full clinical and surgical
privileges, provisions: S0356, H3455
40-062-0010 through 40-062-0110, Interior Design Consumer Protec-
tion Act: S0045
40-068-0095, Nonresident professional employer organizations, de
minimis operations licensure requirements provided:
S0484
40-081-0445, Mixed martial arts, made legal, athletic commission
shall supervise and regulation mixed martial arts competi-
tions: S0115, H3042
40-085-0005 through 40-085-0350, Registered Interior Designer Prac-
tice Act: H3945
Title 40, Chap. 047, Art. 003, Physician Transparency Act: S0582
Title 40, Chap. 062, Interior Design Consumer Protection Act: S0045
Title 40, Chap. 085, Registered Interior Designer Practice Act: H3945
Title 41
41-010-0035, Minimum wage, greater value of six dollars and fifteen
cents or minimum wage set by fair labor standards act:
S0028
41-010-0075, Minimum wage, state, established: H3669
41-029-0300, Workforce department appellate panel created within
department of workforce; employment security commis-
sion to constitute initial membership of; provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0310, Workforce investment act transferred from department
of commerce to department of workforce: H3442, S0391
41-035-0112, Unemployment benefits, all unemployed insured work-
ers shall participate in drug screening program to maintain
eligibility for unemployment benefits: S0720
41-035-0810 through 41-035-0830, Employment security law, alterna-
tive base period for certain claimants of benefits, defini-
tions revised, provisions: H3860
Title 41, Chap. 035, Art. 007, Employment security law, alternative
base period for certain claimants of benefits, definitions
revised, provisions: H3860
Title 42
42-001-0376, Workers’ compensation law; taxicab driver who leases a
cab under an independent contractor lease agreement
exempt from: S0059
Title 44
44-001-0055, Health and environmental control department, promul-
gate regulations for issuance, denial, renewal, suspension
and revocation of permits and licenses, provisions: H3552
44-001-0142, Retail food establishment, prohibited from preparing,
serving, or providing food containing trans fat; DHEC to
ascertain the use of trans fats when inspecting food estab-
lishments; penalties: S0046
44-001-0143, Retail food establishment, defined; if sells food contain-
ing trans fat to provide warnings; DHEC to adopt rules and
regulations concerning trans fat; penalties: S0050
44-001-0147, Retail food establishment to semi-annually screen
employees to determine if employee has communicable
disease; may not employ person who has if could contami-
nate food: H3184
44-001-0148, Meat, prohibit sale of fresh or frozen when returned by
customer: H3718
44-001-0149, Food, prohibit resale of food that has been served or
sold to or possessed by a consumer: S0837
44-001-0295, Drug-related hazardous waste, document of warning to
be recorded, DHEC to issue written determination; provi-
sions of having on property: H3977
44-001-0295, Industrial facility, provisions prohibiting DHEC from
issuing a permit or license for; provisions to cease and
desist order of existing facility: S0037
44-006-1210, Second Chance Quit Assistance Program established
with department of health and human services, provisions:
H3204
44-006-1400 through 44-006-1430, Healthy Communities Capacity
Act: H3204
44-007-0055, Hospitals, prohibited from charging uninsured patients
fees in excess of maximum fees charged to insured
patients: S0074, H3773
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patient to designate an individual as authorized visitor, pro-
visions: S0040, S0076
44-007-0079, Nurse, hospital that schedules nurse to work specific
number of hours in shift may not reduce number of hours
to work within twenty-four hours of shift beginning, com-
pensation for schedule time, provisions: H3499
44-007-0225, Health Plan, administrative law court to consider plan in
effect when certificate of need application was filed, provi-
sions: S0337
44-007-0263, Nursing home, required to carry a minimum of one hun-
dred thousand dollars liability insurance policy: H3064
44-007-0285, Health and environmental control department, health
care facilities, to notify department of change in owner-
ship: S0337
44-007-0296, Health and environmental control department, health
care facilities, licensed or unlicensed, department to autho-
rize to inspect for compliance with state law: S0337
44-007-3610 through 44-007-3640, Community Residential Care
Facility Star Rating System program established: S0563
44-007-3710 through 44-007-3740, Patient MRSA Infection Protec-
tion Act: S0629
44-008-0010 through 44-008-0050, Dental health education, screening
and treatment referrals in public schools; program guide-
lines and provisions: S0286
44-008-0010 through 44-008-0100, Behavioral Health Services Act of
2009: H3199
44-029-0015, Laboratories, that test of infections or diseases, report-
ing requirements for established by DHEC, penalties:
H3871
44-043-0730, Ann S. Perdue Independent Autopsy Fairness Act of
2009: S0572, H3735
44-053-0015, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-055-2510, Wastewater treatment sludge generated outside of this
state prohibited from being disposed of in this state: H3114
44-056-0900 through 44-056-0985, Electronic Waste Management
Act: S0131
44-063-0050, Fetal death report, to be made available to funeral direc-
tor handling arrangements within twenty-four hours of
fetal death: H3439
44-070-0010 through 44-070-0060, Licensure of In-Home Care Pro-
vider Act: H3186
44-072-0010 through 44-072-0050, Family Care Facilities, establish
and require licensure of, provisions: S0464
44-096-0115, Landfill, establish a statewide tipping fee on disposal of
solid waste; owner required to record solid waste tonnage,
provisions: H3517
44-096-0600 through 44-096-0740, Electronics Recycling Act: H3200
44-114-0010, Consumer Health Freedom Act: S0770
44-133-0010, Medical laboratories, test results provided to patients at
same time results are provided to healthcare provider:
H3600
Title 44, Chap. 006, Art. 009, Second Chance Quit Assistance Pro-
gram established with department of health and human ser-
vices, provisions: H3204
Title 44, Chap. 006, Art. 011, Healthy Communities Capacity Act:
H3204
Title 44, Chap. 007, Art. 029, Community Residential Care Facility
Star Rating System program established: S0563
Title 44, Chap. 007, Art. 029, Patient MRSA Infection Protection Act:
S0629
Title 44, Chap. 008, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 44, Chap. 008, Dental health education, screening and treatment
referrals in public schools; program guidelines and provi-
sions: S0286
Title 44, Chap. 055, Art. 025, Wastewater treatment sludge generated
outside of this state prohibited from being disposed of in
this state: H3114
Title 44, Chap. 056, Art. 010, Electronic Waste Management Act:
S0131
Title 44, Chap. 070, Licensure of In-Home Care Provider Act: H3186
Title 44, Chap. 072, Family Care Facilities, establish and require
licensure of, provisions: S0464
Title 44, Chap. 096, Art. 003, Electronics Recycling Act: H3200
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Title 44, Chap. 114, Consumer Health Freedom Act: S0770
Title 44, Chap. 133, Medical laboratories, test results provided to
patients at same time results are provided to healthcare pro-
vider: H3600
Title 45
45-004-0040, Innkeeper and employees to semi-annually screen
employees to determine if employee has communicable
disease; may not employ person who has if could contami-
nate food: H3184
Title 46
46-003-0250, Agricultural public services activities division establish-
ment of: S0872
46-021-1010 through 46-021-1020, Seed arbitration procedures
updated and clarified: H3964
46-053-0010 through 46-053-0050, Agritourism Professional, limit
liability that may incur due to injury or death suffered by a
participant in agritourism activity; warning to be posted;
warning to be in contract, provisions: S0104
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 013, Seed arbitration procedures updated and
clarified: H3964
Title 47
47-001-0145, Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act of 2009: S0223
47-004-0160, Livestock and poultry, political subdivisions may not
enact ordinances regarding; regulation of care and handling
to be provided by General Assembly: S0453
47-009-0060, Property owners, within a two-mile radius of permitted
livestock and poultry facilities may appeal a permit issued
by DHEC: S0453
47-009-0065, Polo horses, pharmacist who fills an order for perfor-
mance enhancing mineral or drug compounds not FDA
approved for must certify compound with his signature,
provisions: S0453
47-010-0010 through 47-010-0070, Equine Promotion Act: H4047
Title 47, Chap. 010, Equine Promotion Act: H4047
Title 48
48-001-0055, River, any in this state where an oyster factory is
located, DHEC to utilize qualified personnel of county to
assist with monitoring of water quality and other environ-
mental standards: H3957
48-001-0065, Pollution, water, person who pollutes to be given notice,
notice procedure, violations, provisions: H3603
48-023-0205, Forestry, limit authority of counties and municipalities
to restrict or regulate certain forestry activities; terms and
conditions: H3651
48-023-0300, Forestry activities, place limits on any county or munic-
ipal ordinance, rule, regulation or resolution concerning:
S0494
48-039-0155, Coastal zone management plan, certification of to be
made by DHEC: H3882
48-043-0375, Oil and gas, offshore drilling, licensee required to pay
full cost of cleaning a spill or leak from drilling facility:
S0293
48-043-0395, Oil and gas, offshore exploration, drilling or production
of in Atlantic Ocean is within territorial jurisdiction of
South Carolina; removal of federal restrictions provisions;
DHEC to expedite application for permit for: S0044
48-043-0395, Oil and gas, produced and drilled in Atlantic Ocean,
person may explore feasibility of provisions; permit for
DHEC; provisions: H3188
48-043-0397, Offshore drilling, redefined; person to pay lease or roy-
alty payments when drilling in South Carolina Atlantic
ocean territorial waters; provisions: H3194
48-052-0215, State energy policy, renewable energy resources
defined: S0220
48-052-0220, State energy policy, renewable energy resources
defined: S0232
48-052-0900 through 48-052-0930, Energy efficiency and renewable
energy goals for government established; state agencies to
procure energy efficient products; agencies to replace all
light bulbs with compact flourescent light bulbs: S0009
48-052-0910 through 48-052-0930, Renewable Energy Plan created;
procedures and goals of plan provided, provisions: H3628
48-052-0910 through 48-052-0970, Energy Efficiency Resource Stan-
dards created and established; energy savings provisions:
S0547
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cost effective energy, water conservation matters, provi-
sions: S0232
48-060-0010 through 48-060-0130, Manufacturer Responsibility and
Consumer Convenience Information Technology Equip-
ment Collection and Recovery Act: H4093
Title 48, Chap. 012, Art. 012, Renewable Energy Plan created; proce-
dures and goals of plan provided, provisions: H3628
Title 48, Chap. 052, Art. 012, Energy Efficiency Resource Standards
created and established; energy savings provisions: S0547
Title 48, Chap. 052, Art. 012, Energy efficiency and renewable energy
goals for government established; state agencies to procure
energy efficient products; agencies to replace all light
bulbs with compact flourescent light bulbs: S0009
Title 48, Chap. 052, Art. 012, Energy efficiency, state agencies
required to implement cost effective energy, water conser-
vation matters, provisions: S0232
Title 48, Chap. 060, Manufacturer Responsibility and Consumer Con-
venience Information Technology Equipment Collection
and Recovery Act: H4093
Title 49
49-001-0085, Oconee and Pickens County; affluent discharge require-
ments for Lake Jocassee including watercraft: H3392
49-001-0100, River basins, Natural resources department and trans-
portation department to coordinate to erect appropriate
signs along highways identifying; DNR to assume costs
associated with: S0227
49-003-0300 through 49-003-0380, Comprehensive Statewide Water
Management Act of 2009: H3132
49-011-0300 through 49-011-0360, Wetlands Restoration Act: S0152
Title 49, Chap. 003, Art. 003, Comprehensive Statewide Water Man-
agement Act of 2009: H3132
Title 49, Chap. 011, Art. 005, Wetlands Restoration Act: S0152
Title 50
50-005-1556, Striped bass, seasonal creel and size limits established
for in inshore waters and territorial sea: H3913
50-005-2017, Flounder population study program established admin-
istered by DNR to set flounder catch limits; prohibit use of
artificial illumination powered by generators; length of
program established: H3572
50-009-0525, Bear tags, establish requirement and procedures for
obtaining: H3541
50-009-0537, Bear draw hunt, ten dollar application fee for: H3541
50-009-0560, Saltwater fishing licenses, specify applicable fees for:
S0470, H3635
50-009-0715, Saltwater fishing licenses, specify exemptions for:
S0470, H3635
50-009-0925, Stamps, licenses, prints revenue of sale usage of: S0470,
H3635
50-011-0320, Hunting, deer with dog manner in which shall be con-
ducted; penalties: H3723
50-011-0435, Bear, prohibit taking or attempting to take a bear weigh-
ing less than one hundred pounds, penalties: H3541
50-011-2215, Agency duties and landowner rights, nothing in previ-
ous sections shall interfere with: H3794
50-011-2225, Wildlife management areas, misdemeanor criminal
offense created for entering or remaining on closed area
contrary to instructions of law enforcement officer, man-
ager or department custodial personnel: S0617, H3794
50-011-2580, Trappers, youth under age of sixteen, who completed
trapper education course certain exemptions: H3433
50-011-2615, Bear hunting enclosure permits issued under same con-
ditions applicable to foxes and coyotes; provisions: H3799
50-013-0400, Size limits and creel established for crappie taken in
Lake Murray: S0671, H3572
50-013-2017, Flounder Population Study Program established in
Georgetown County; to set catch limits; use of artificial
illumination prohibited, penalties: S0445
50-015-0075, Turtles, unlawful to remove more than a specified num-
ber, exceptions, penalties: H3121
50-022-0010 through 50-022-0040, Kayaking, canoeing, and rafting
liability immunity; activity sponsor or professional not lia-
ble for injury or death of a participant; provisions: H3076
50-026-0010 through 50-026-0060, Chandler’s Law, All-Terrain Vehi-
cle Safety Act: H3681
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50-026-0010 through 50-026-0100, All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act:
H3109, H3101
Title 50, Chap. 022, Kayaking, canoeing, and rafting liability immu-
nity; activity sponsor or professional not liable for injury or
death of a participant; provisions: H3076
Title 50, Chap. 026, All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act: H3109, H3101
Title 50, Chap. 026, Chandler’s Law, All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act:
H3681
Title 51
51-013-0871 through 51-013-0885, Patriots Point Development
Authority Board, to issue revenue bonds, provisions:
H3549, S0637
Title 51, Chap. 013, Art. 012, Patriots Point Development Authority
Board, to issue revenue bonds, provisions: H3549, S0637
Title 53
53-005-0040, Veteran’s Day, to be recognized as a holiday for all local
school districts and public colleges and universities: H3843
Title 54
54-001-0010 through 54-001-0040, General provisions (designated as
Title 54, Chap. 001, Art. 001): S0083
54-001-0410, Watercraft Gambling Act: S0083
54-003-0101 through 54-003-0105, Ports Authority management,
board of directors to hire executive director of port opera-
tions and establish director’s duties, provisions: S0351
54-003-0115, Ports Authority, to expeditiously develop a port in Jas-
per County: S0351
54-003-0117, Ports Authority, to expeditiously complete construction
of a container terminal in North Charleston: S0351
54-003-0118, Ports Authority, intent of General Assembly for board to
consider public-private partnerships with private investors
that increase capital investments in port facilities: S0351
54-003-0119, Ports Authority, directed to sell property on Daniel
Island and St. Thomas Island, exceptions, provisions of
sale; provisions: S0351
54-003-0155, Port Authority, without prior approval may not sell an
real property owned that is used to carry out purposes of:
S0351
54-003-1060, Ports Authority, to maintain transaction register of all
funds expended over one hundred dollars, maintain on
website copy of month credit card statements of authority:
S0351
54-003-1300 through 54-003-1370, Port Authority, Review and Over-
sight Commission established within, duties and member-
ship of: S0351
Title 54, Chap. 001, Art. 001, General provisions (54-001-0010
through 54-001-0040 designated as): S0083
Title 54, Chap. 001, Art. 005, Watercraft Gambling Act: S0083
Title 54, Chap. 003, Art. 002, Ports Authority management, board of
directors to hire executive director of port operations and
establish director’s duties, provisions: S0351
Title 54, Chap. 003, Art. 013, Port Authority, Review and Oversight
Commission established within, duties and membership of:
S0351
Title 56
56-001-0012, DMV, to place notice on website and in manual that
states a driver or occupant who possesses written notice
that he is unable to wear safety belt not subject to certain
provisions: H4013
56-001-0055, Cell phone, unlawful for person to operate motor vehi-
cle while using cell phone, pager, or another wireless com-
munications device that is not equipped with hands-free
mechanism; penalties: H3083
56-001-0055, Cell phone, unlawful for school bus driver to operate
school bus while using a cell phone; penalties: H3785
56-001-0146, Drivers’ license, person convicted of violent crime to
surrender to court, license considered as revoked and not to
be returned: S0288
56-001-0148, Drivers’ license, person convicted of violent crime to
have code affixed to reverse side of; fee to be charged; pro-
cess for removing code: S0288
56-001-0177, Driver’s license, minors privilege to drive must be sus-
pended under certain circumstances; reinstatement of
driver’s license: H3645
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insure, person must be notified by certified mail of suspen-
sion: H3679
56-001-2087, Commercial driver’s license to be issued to honorably
discharged members of military, national guard, and mili-
tary reserves who apply within ninety days of discharge,
conditions: H3682
56-003-10810, Special license plates, distinguished service medal spe-
cial license plate issued: S0018, S0338
56-003-10810, Special license plates, second amendment special
license plate issued: S0121
56-003-10910, Special license plates, bronze star with valor license
plate issued: S0338
56-003-1980, Handicapped parking, political subdivision may appoint
noncompensated volunteers to issue parking tickets to
vehicles and persons who violate handicapped parking
laws, duties of: H3661
56-003-2240, Special license plates, historic automobile license plate
issued for motor vehicle or motorcycle that is twenty-five
years or older: S0199
56-003-3910, Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when child
under ten is passenger; penalties: H3317
56-003-3910, Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when minor in
vehicle; penalties: H3023
56-003-7890, Special license plates, DMV to issue “I support Librar-
ies” license plates: H3903, S0745
56-003-7890, Special license plates, Our Farms-Our Future“ license
plates issued: H3762
56-003-7930, Department of the Navy special license plates issued:
S0502
56-003-7930, Special license plates, “South Carolina Educator”
license plate issued: H3755
56-003-7930, Special license plates, Parents and Spouses of Active
Duty Overseas Veterans plates issued: S0662
56-003-7940, Special license plates, reduce, reuse, recycle to be
issued: S0805, H3762
56-005-0095, Tickets, counties and municipalities are authorized to
issue traffic warning citations that carry a fine of not more
than eighty dollars; ninety percent of fine to be retained by
county or municipality: H3816
56-005-0850, Funeral procession, defined; operators of vehicles,
duties: S0054
56-005-1525, Motor vehicles, state operated, maximum speed limits
provided for: S0321
56-005-2785, School zones, unlawful for driver to fail to stop when
signaled by road guard in school zone; penalty provisions;
signs displayed informing motorist of road guard on duty
and penalties: H3086
56-005-2810 through 56-005-2820, LSV-C electric vehicles, defined
and regulated: H3837
56-005-2960, Officer must direct driver of motor vehicle involved in
accident that causes death to chemical tests of driver’s
breath, blood, or urine to determine presence of alcohol or
drugs, provisions: S0808
56-005-3010, Vehicle, death by vehicle while driving illegally crime
established for: S0336, H3416
56-005-3010, Vehicular homicide crime of established, penalties:
H3135
56-005-3020, Vehicle, causing great bodily harm by vehicle while
driving illegally crime established for: S0336, H3416
56-005-3020, Vehicular great bodily injury crimes of established, pen-
alties: H3135
56-005-3815, Driving carelessly, unlawful to as result of being dis-
tracted, fifty dollar fine with no point assigned: S0750
56-005-3845, Cell phone, municipal governing body may restrict
operator of vehicle using cell phone: S0024
56-005-3890, Cell phone, person under eighteen may not operate
motor vehicle while using cell phone; penalties: S0642
56-005-3910, Child left unattended, unlawful for operator of motor
vehicle to leave for more than five minutes when an unat-
tended child is inside, provisions, penalties: H3588
56-005-3910, Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when a pre-
school age child is in vehicle; penalties: H3082, H3445
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56-005-4975, Ambulance, unlawful to operate ambulance that is no
longer permitted or licensed as unless exterior equipment
and markings that distinguish it are removed: H3094,
S0117, S0420
56-005-5410 through 56-005-5510, Motor vehicle department, require
certain vehicles receive annual inspection; fee for inspec-
tion; penalties: H3133
56-005-6205, DUI Intervention team, defined, law enforcement
agency to receive funds from fines from: S0250
56-015-0065, Motor vehicle dealers, prohibit manufactures or distrib-
utors from requiring dealers to relocate or make alterations
to dealership unless requirements are met: S0630, H3888
56-015-0075, Motor vehicle dealers, prohibit manufactures or distrib-
utors from investing in, managing or acquiring any other
line make new motor vehicles or related unless require-
ments are met: S0630, H3888
56-015-0150, Motor vehicle equipped with an event data recorder or a
sensing and diagnostic module manufacturer shall disclose
information in owners manual and on window sticker; pro-
visions: H3081
56-015-0361, Motor vehicle department, to impose and collect an
administrative fine against dealers who violate certain pro-
visions of law, provisions: H3530, S0456
56-019-1010 through 56-019-1030, All-terrain vehicles, titling proce-
dures for: H3681
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 077, Special license plates, DMV to issue “I
support Libraries” license plates: H3903, S0745
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 077, Special license plates, Our Farms-Our
Future“ license plates issued: H3762
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 079, Department of the Navy special license
plates issued: S0502
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 079, Special license plates, “South Carolina
Educator” license plate issued: H3755
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 079, Special license plates, Parents and
Spouses of Active Duty Overseas Veterans plates issued:
S0662
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 079, Special license plates, reduce, reuse,
recycle to be issued: S0805, H3762
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 108, Special license plates, distinguished ser-
vice medal special license plate issued: S0018, S0338
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 108, Special license plates, second amend-
ment special license plate issued: S0121
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 109, Special license plates, bronze star with
valor license plate issued: S0338
Title 56, Chap. 005, Art. 022, LSV-C electric vehicles, defined and
regulated: H3837
Title 56, Chap. 005, Art. 038, Motor vehicle department, require cer-
tain vehicles receive annual inspection; fee for inspection;
penalties: H3133
Title 56, Chap. 019, Art. 009, All-terrain vehicles, titling of proce-
dures: H3681
Title 57
57-003-0045, Railroad division of transportation established as com-
ponent of department of transportation; functions and
reporting requirements: S0749, H4109
57-003-0055, Railroad division of transportation established as com-
ponent of department of transportation; functions and
reporting requirements: S0749, H4109
57-003-0300 through 57-003-0550, Transportation Infrastructure
Funding Flexibility Act: S0521, H4033
57-003-0612, Highway, named by transportation department to carry
designation for five years: H3382
57-003-0613, Transportation department, must obtain approval from
General Assembly before it names highway facility in
honor of individual: H3382
57-003-0900 through 57-003-0950, Transportation Infrastructure
Funding Flexibility Act, toll road provisions: S0521,
H4033
57-023-0815, Transportation Department, may mow beyond thirty
feet from pavement roadside vegetation adjacent to inter-
state highway 26 at exit 199 in Berkeley County: H4023
57-023-0900, Western York County Scenic Byway, certain highways
designated, outdoor advertising prohibited on routes com-
prising the: S0491
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parked on highway adjacent to its property: S0184
Title 57, Chap. 003, Art. 003, Transportation Infrastructure Funding
Flexibility Act: S0521, H4033
Title 57, Chap. 003, Art. 009, Transportation Infrastructure Funding
Flexibility Act, toll road provisions: S0521, H4033
Title 57, Chap. 023, Art. 018, Western York County Scenic Byway,
certain highways designated, outdoor advertising prohib-
ited on routes comprising the: S0491
Title 58
58-004-0140, Office of Regulatory Staff, create a non-profit entity
named operation empowered in order to provide financial
assistance to low-income households to implement energy
efficiency and conservation matters: S0008, H3441
58-005-0265, Public utility, require within five days after filing of new
or changed rate for water or sewer, utility to make available
certain independently audited financial statements, provi-
sions: H3331
58-005-0395, Landfill, water utility operating within five miles of
landfill to provide water line and supply water to landfill;
revenue bonds for constructing water line, provisions:
S0748
58-009-0255, Telephone utilities; Public Service Commission to
require countywide toll free calling to be provided by July
1, 2009, provisions: H3039
58-009-0395, Telephone utilities to provide internet service in every
exchange are or cede service to another utility services that
agrees to provide, penalties: H4041
58-015-0915, Trains, between certain hours train may not block four
lane intersections for more than five minutes: H3150
58-023-1235, Taxicab company that leases a cab through an indepen-
dent contract must obtain certain liability insurance; work-
ers’ compensation provisions do not apply: S0059
58-027-0250, Appalachian Mountains Preservation Act: H3955
58-027-0700, Electric utility, cooperative of public service authority,
prohibited from providing service to property used to inter-
rogate person who government designated as enemy com-
batant, provisions: H3366
Title 59
59-001-0429, York County school districts, board of trustees to estab-
lish opening date for school to begin: H3052
59-001-0435, Religious Viewpoints Antidiscrimination Act: S0134,
H3858
59-001-0456, Employees to be granted additional paid leave for
attending elementary and secondary school conferences or
activities during employee work hours or to engage in vol-
unteering; income tax deduction provisions: H3865
59-001-0485, Smoking, unlawful to in outdoor areas of public schools
and preschools; penalties: S0031
59-001-0490, Dating violence, education department to develop
model of to assist school districts in developing policies;
policy to be published; training to school administration,
provisions: H3202, S0266, H3543
59-001-0490, School districts within county to collaboratively
develop and implement a plan to centralize all procure-
ment, personnel and financial matters into one office;
administration and staff of provisions: H3430, H4118
59-001-0495, School superintendent, each county may have no more
than one; General assembly to provide for appointment of,
certain provisions repealed: H4118
59-001-0500, Virtual Head Start Committee created under of depart-
ment of education, membership and duties: H3873
59-003-0100, Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation
Act: S0710, H3148
59-007-0070, Budget and control board and educational television
network to provide a wireless cloud over all public school
facilities, provisions: H3873
59-010-0345, Food, elementary schools may offer only full meals for
student consumption, meals to meet certain criteria: H3297
59-010-0400, Farm to School Program Act: H3179
59-013-0115, Superintendent of school district, principal or adminis-
trator, compensation package to not exceed ninety five per-
cent of certain salaries, provisions: H3456
59-017-0160, Classroom Priority Act: H3529
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59-017-0160, Community Schools Investment Act: H3828
59-017-0160, School district, each county of state must constitute a
district; county may not have multiple districts within
boundaries; provisions for operation of countywide school
district: H3340
59-017-0160, School districts, at least seventy-five percent of educa-
tional operational expenditures must be used for classroom
instructional; to submit budget to superintendent; budget
provisions: H3385
59-018-0510, High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
59-020-0024, Property, value of owner occupied must be included in
calculation of index of taxpaying ability, provisions; Index
of Taxpaying ability study committee established, mem-
bership and duties of: H3748
59-020-0026, Twenty-first century foundation program, local match
must be referred to as index of support: H3963
59-020-0090, Education, funds appropriated, must be used to fun the
foundation program and pupil weightings: H3963
59-020-0090, School districts, to maintain an average daily member-
ship of ten thousand students or greater in order to receive
state funding: H3102
59-020-0100, Education, consolidation and realignment of certain EIA
funds according to weighted pupil unit categories, provi-
sions: H3963
59-020-0110, Education department, to create a competitive grants
program to be referred to as public school innovation grant,
grant proposal requirements: H3963
59-020-0120, Education department, to create study committee to
determine components for Twenty-first Century foundation
program: H3963
59-020-0130, Education department, provide districts with informa-
tion of financial best practices; fiscal management team to
review district financial practices: H3963
59-020-0140, Kindergarten, four-year old, General Assembly to give
priority to funding: H3963
59-020-0150, School district employer, state funds for must be distrib-
uted in same manner as foundation program: H3963
59-024-0090, School administrators, membership of three hundred
students or less to spend thirty hours a week in classroom
as instructor, provisions: H3387
59-025-0060, Teacher bonus program, developed by education depart-
ment to reward exemplary classroom teachers; bonus not to
exceed five percent of salary; school district to maintain
separate account for funding of program: H3478
59-025-0425, School employees, persons who hires to review child
abuse registry; DSS to charge a fee for review: H3230
59-025-0900, Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
59-026-0087, Speech-language pathologist, who received national
certification and employed in public school district to
receive yearly incentive for life of certification; incentives
to be paid by funds appropriated: H3254, S0672
59-029-0015, Curriculum, origin of mankind, used to teach students
about must maintain neutrality between religious faiths and
between religion and non-religion, provisions: S0873
59-029-0075, Public schools to offer swimming lessons, provisions;
students enrolled in district to complete two years of swim-
ming instruction in order to graduate from high school:
H4149
59-029-0115, Education, board of and districts, to facilitate scientific
education; provisions: S0875
59-029-0155, Civics and geography instruction, one semester required
of during the fifth, eight and eleventh grade years: S0522
59-032-0100, Dating violence, education of provided in health educa-
tion curriculum; parent to preview material: H3202, S0266
59-040-0055, School district, may not deny charter school, student or
teacher anything available to public schools; rent of charter
school provisions; grant applications provisions; teacher of
the year provisions: H3177
59-043-0040, Student enrolled in state sponsor adult education pro-
gram in district may take the general educational develop-
ment exam free, provisions; reimbursement of funds to
state provided for: H3103
59-046-0010 through 59-046-0050, Interstate Compact on Educa-
tional Opportunity for Military Children: S0319, H3411
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membership provisions: H4087, S0862
59-053-1150 through 59-053-1220, Spartanburg Community College
Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3551
59-053-1650 through 59-053-1685, Aiken Technical College Enter-
prise Campus Authority Act: H3316, S0303
59-053-1990, Middle and High, all public of this state to offer at least
five career and technology courses to respective students:
H3660
59-053-2100 through 59-053-2180, Orangeburg-Calhoun College
Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
59-053-2100 through 59-053-2180, Orangeburg-Calhoun College
Enterprise Campus, powers and duties: S0469
59-053-2200 through 59-053-2270, York Technical College Enterprise
Campus, powers and duties: S0468
59-053-2300 through 59-053-2370, Greenville Technical College
Enterprise Campus Authority Act: S0614, H3872
59-053-2400 through 59-053-2470, State Board for Technical and
Comprehensive Education Act: H3616
59-062-0010 through 59-062-0080, Public School Choice Program
Act: H3737, S0607
59-063-0067, Pupil to teacher ratios requirements established, reduc-
tion of state aid for any district that does not meet require-
ments: H3120
59-063-0075, Athletics, student who participates on school sponsored
athletic team to be administered an electrocardiogram test
during physical; doctor to clear student for participation on
team before eligible to participate: H3111, H3097
59-063-0075, Student, 7th-12th grade, provisions when may or may
not be retained: H3151
59-063-0100, Equal Access to Interscholastic Activities Act: S0151
59-063-0610 through 59-063-0660, Educational Opportunity Act:
S0520, H3802
59-069-0280, School district may not use operating funds to defray
costs of professional fees and memberships on behalf of
teachers and administrators: H3384
59-069-0300, Education Improvement Act, allocations to be made
directly to individual schools: H3181, S0395, H3724
59-075-0100 through 59-075-0430, School Facilities Infrastructure
Act: H3125
59-075-0100 through 59-075-0730, School Facilities Infrastructure
Act: S0143, H3586
59-101-0035, College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Pal-
metto Fellows scholarship but attends school in another
state because chosen major is not offered may still use
scholarship to pay for tuition: H3469, S0600
59-101-0035, College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Pal-
metto Fellows scholarship but attends school in another
state because chosen major of pre-veterinary medicine is
not offered to use scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
59-101-0605, Higher education base student cost, institution of higher
learning to be funded by using: S0657
59-103-0115, Public institution of higher learning, to maintain a
detailed transaction register of all funds expended each
month, register to be posted online, institution to post
online all credit card statements: S0789
59-103-0200, Institution of higher learning to develop credit card mar-
keting and solicitation policy, to be filed with higher edu-
cation commission; duties and provisions: S0377
59-110-0035, Nursing education scholarship fund established; eligibil-
ity requirements provided for; provisions: H3014
59-111-0080, State employee, may attend class for credit or noncredit
purposes on space-available basis with free tuition: S0133
59-111-0810 through 59-111-0820, Military, college tuition, free
tuition after active military duty, provisions: S0049
59-112-0140, University of South Carolina Up-State may offer in-state
tuition to certain North Carolina counties if they will offer
in-state tuition to student in Greenville and Spartanburg
Counties: H3178
59-112-0150, Higher learning institutions, to provide free tuition to
teachers and administrators employed by school districts,
provisions: S0404
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59-116-0045, Campus police, every police/security department to
implement policies and procedures to govern operations:
S0019
59-127-0065, South Carolina State University, to establish a law
school and an undergraduate engineering school: S0062,
S0043
59-138-0010 through 59-138-0110, South Carolina College and Uni-
versity Board of Regents established, operation provisions:
H3104
59-146-0055, School facilities bonds, over next five years three hun-
dred million bonds to be allocated to school districts based
on certain formula of need; provisions: H3125
59-150-0395, Lottery, additional funding for public K-12 schools from
proceeds of designated lottery game, name the game The
K-12 Game: H3266
59-155-0010 through 59-155-0040, School Children’s Religious Lib-
erties Act: S0874
59-155-0010 through 59-155-0100, Twenty-first Century Scholars
Program established, fund established, provisions: H3250
59-156-0010 through 59-156-0080, Special Needs Scholarship Pro-
gram: H4021
Title 59, Chap. 040, Charter School District Act of 2009: S0680
Title 59, Chap. 046, Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity
for Military Children: S0319, H3411
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 004, Greenville Technical College Area
Commission created, membership provisions: H4087,
S0862
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 014, SubArt. 002, Spartanburg Community
College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3551
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 024, Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise
Campus, powers and duties: S0469
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 024, Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College
Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 025, York Technical College Enterprise Cam-
pus, powers and duties: S0468
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 026, Greenville Technical College Enterprise
Campus Authority Act: S0614, H3872
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 027, State Board for Technical and Compre-
hensive Education Act: H3616
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 19, Subarticle 2, Aiken Technical College
Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3316, S0303
Title 59, Chap. 062, Public School Choice Program Act: H3737,
S0607
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 006, Educational Opportunity Act: S0520,
H3802
Title 59, Chap. 069, Art. 007, Education Improvement Act, allocations
to be made directly to individual schools: H3181, S0395,
H3724
Title 59, Chap. 075, School Facilities Infrastructure Act: S0143,
H3125, H3586
Title 59, Chap. 111, Art. 011, Military, college tuition, free tuition after
active military duty, provisions: S0049
Title 59, Chap. 138, South Carolina College and University Board of
Regents established, operation provisions: H3104
Title 59, Chap. 155, School Children’s Religious Liberties Act: S0874
Title 59, Chap. 155, Twenty-first Century Scholars Program estab-
lished, fund established, provisions: H3250
Title 59, Chap. 156, Special Needs Scholarship Program: H4021
Title 61
61-002-0270, Recycling program, revenue department and DHEC to
develop for permit holders for on-premises consumption of
alcoholic beverages; provide for collection and storing of
recycled bottles; provisions: S0173
61-004-0095, Underage drinking, offense created unlawfully provid-
ing beer or wine to person under age when death results,
penalties: H3164, S0248
61-004-0280, Alcohol license, person applying to sell alcohol must be
resident of state for one year: S0020
61-004-0290, Alcoholic liquor license, sheriff may make recommen-
dation in writing for denial of: S0020
61-004-0960, Beer tastings, allow holders of retail permits authorizing
sale of beer for off-premises consumption to hold limited
number of beer tastings each year: S0693
61-004-1810 through 61-004-1830, Microbrewery, terms defined, beer
samplings allowed, appropriate taxes: H3693
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ing alcoholic liquors to person under age when death
results, penalties: H3164, S0248
Title 61, Chap. 004, Art. 018, Microbrewery, terms defined, beer sam-
plings allowed, appropriate taxes: H3693
Title 62
62-002-0805, Personal property, presumption that decedent and
spouse held in joint tenancy with right of survivorship,
exceptions, provisions: S0382
Title 63
63-005-0900 through 63-005-0950, Military Parent Equal Protection
Act: H3171, S0155
63-007-1985, Children, entities engaged in care of, to review child
abuse registry, DSS to charge a fee for review: H3230
63-009-0810 through 63-009-0820, Responsible father registry estab-
lished within the department of social services; unmarried
biological father of child must register with the registry,
provisions: S0284, H3311
63-013-0220, Childcare Safety Enhancement Act of 2009: S0485
63-013-0825, Childcare operators and caregivers required to annually
complete a minimum of two hours of training approved by
social services department: S0348, H3436
63-013-1410 through 63-013-1590, Summer Camps, licensure and
regulation of by health and environmental control; employ-
ees of provisions; child fatality at certain regulations and
provisions; provisions: S0553
63-015-0015, Joint custody of minor children defined for purposes of
separation and divorce: H3712
63-015-0500 through 63-015-0590, Uniform Child Abduction Preven-
tion Act: S0383
63-017-0385, Family Court, to show cause upon filing of affidavit that
parent has failed to pay court-ordered support, affidavit is
prima facie evidence of nonpayment, provisions: S0170
63-017-0495, Child support, person incarcerated for nonpayment of
during time of incarceration and three months after release
child support is suspended, arrearages do not accrue, provi-
sions: H3012
63-019-1050, Child’s right to counsel, guardian may not waive when
proceeding may result in detention: H3201
Title 63, Chap. 005, Art. 007, Military Parent Equal Protection Act:
H3171, S0155
Title 63, Chap. 009, Art. 001, Responsible father registry established
within the department of social services; unmarried biolog-
ical father of child must register with the registry, provi-
sions: S0284, H3311
Title 63, Chap. 013, Art. 013, Summer Camps, licensure and regula-
tion of by health and environmental control; employees of
provisions; child fatality at certain regulations and provi-
sions; provisions: S0553
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01-001-0550, Veterans, honorably discharge, delete provision that hir-
ing preference shall be given only when practicable:
S0604, H3783
01-001-0696, English language, after July 1, 2009 all state agencies
and political subdivisions shall offer all, publications,
printed, audio and video materials, and test in english-only
format unless required by federal law: S0003, H3771
01-003-0240, Inspector General , may be removed by Governor:
S0139, S0138
01-003-0240, Ports Authority Board, added to list of offices that the
Governor may remove: S0351
01-003-0240, Public Service Authority Board of Directors, members
may be removed by Governor: S0066
01-003-0240, Restructuring Act: S0208
01-007-0330, Circuit court chief administrative judge to determine
order of cases for general sessions docket: S0057
01-011-0020, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0022, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0055, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0056, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0058, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
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01-011-0065, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0065, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009: H3841
01-011-0067, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0070, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0080, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0090, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0100, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0110, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0180, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0220, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0225, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0250, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0260, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0280, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0290, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0310, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0315, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0320, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0335, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0340, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0435, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-011-0710, State health plan, major medical coverage provided by
plan must have lifetime maximum of no less than two mil-
lion dollars: H3883
01-011-0720, State Health and Dental insurance plans, eligibility
extended to athletic coaches association: H3246, S0417,
S0538
01-011-0720, State health and dental insurance plans, county council
member of participating county eligible to receive; spouse
of covered eligible to participate: H3711, S0621
01-011-0720, State health and dental insurance plans, update reference
for Department of disabilities and special needs; certain
employees in Aiken County to participate in: S0025
01-011-0730, State insurance plans, active, fulltime employee of state
covered entity approved for disability retirement is eligible
to participate in plans if injury arising out performance of
person’s official duties: S0187
01-013-0020, Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; define
terms: S0073, S0076
01-013-0030, Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; define
terms: S0073, S0076
01-013-0070, Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; define
terms: S0073, S0076
01-013-0080, Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; define
terms: S0073, S0076
01-013-0090, Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; define
terms: S0073, S0076
01-013-0100, Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; define
terms: S0073, S0076
01-023-0525, Administrative law judge position, members of General
Assembly to be qualified for election to changed to one
year: H3874
01-023-0540, Administrative law judge, circumstances when may
receive mileage and allowances; judge monthly to provide
report of absences from court during normal business hours
of court to chief judge: S0868
01-023-0600, Administrative law court, reorganize section to make
applicable to state department of health and environmental
control: S0384
01-023-0610, Administrative law court, procedures for obtaining judi-
cial review of final decision of judge in case involving
health and environmental control department: S0384
01-023-0660, Motor vehicle hearing office, to employ certain profes-
sional and support staff: H3161
01-030-0010, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
01-030-0010, Department of Administration added: S0128
01-030-0010, Department of workforce created within executive
branch: H3442, S0391
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tion of agency divisions to be approved by General Assem-
bly; report recommendations to Governor and General
Assembly, provisions: H3498
01-030-0010, Government, state departments, technical corrections
made, require certain reports from: S0136
01-030-0010, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
01-030-0020, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
01-030-0035, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
01-030-0045, State department of health and environmental control,
all components of former devolved to: S0384
01-030-0070, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 02
02-001-0020, House of Representative, election date is Tuesday after
the first Monday in November: H3877
02-001-0040, House of Representative, term of office, term is four
years: H3877
02-001-0180, Sine Die Adjournment, to be on First Thursday in May,
extended session authority deleted: H3127
02-001-0180, Sine Die Adjournment, to be on First Thursday in May,
provisions: H3405
02-007-0030, Humans, further construction of person, human being,
child, individual to include every infant member of species
homo sapiens who is born alive: H3342, S0398
02-007-0060, Biennial State General Appropriation Act, beginning
with 2011 session General Assembly to enact: H3124
02-007-0080, Acts, mailing of for ones not placed on desks of mem-
bers; clerks to make acts available to public; general
restructure the distribution of acts: H3428
02-007-0105, General Obligation Bond Fiscal Responsibility Act:
S0147
02-013-0190, Advance sheets, requirement deleted that code commis-
sioner send copy of each advance sheet to delineated list of
persons; LPITS to publish online: H3428
02-013-0240, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
02-015-0010 through 02-015-0120, Legislative Audit Council (desig-
nated as  Title 02, Chap. 015, Art. 001): S0313
02-017-0015, Lobbyist, increase waiting period to five years that per-
son after leaving a public office may not serve as, provi-
sions: S0660
02-017-0020, Lobbyist, registration of, payment of all outstanding
penalties before lobbyist may resume lobbying: H4153
02-017-0020, Lobbyists, who are licensed to practice law in state to
disclose name of law firm associated with: H3927
02-017-0025, Lobbyist, registration of, payment of all outstanding
penalties before a lobbyist principal may resume lobbying
activities: H4153
02-017-0050, Ethics Commission, cap certain fines at five thousand
dollars, first and second offenses may be tried in magis-
trates court: H4153
02-017-0050, Late filing or failure to file a report, criminal penalties
established: S0851
02-017-0110, Lobbyist, may not serve on local board or commission;
exceptions; provisions: S0052
02-019-0010, Judicial merit selection commission, increase number of
members to eleven: H4119
02-019-0010, Judicial merit selection commission, process changed
for nominating judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
02-019-0010, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
02-019-0020, Judicial merit selection commission, process changed
for nominating judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
02-019-0020, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
02-019-0025, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
02-019-0030, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
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02-019-0035, Judicial merit selection commission, process changed
for nominating judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
02-019-0035, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
02-019-0070, Judicial Elections Reform Act: S0156
02-019-0070, Judicial merit selection commission, process changed
for nominating judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
02-019-0070, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
02-019-0080, Judicial candidates, limitation on amount commission
may nominate removed; commission to release list of
names of all candidates commissions finds qualified for:
H3196
02-019-0080, Judicial merit selection commission, process changed
for nominating judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
02-019-0080, Judicial merit selection commission, to appoint all qual-
ified candidates to Governor instead of General Assembly:
H4119
02-019-0080, Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situa-
tions where more than three candidates may be nominated
for election to: S0216
02-019-0090, Judicial candidates, Governor to appoint and House and
Senate Judiciary committees to confirm, candidate must
receive a two-third vote to be elected: H4119
02-019-0090, Judicial merit selection commission, process changed
for nominating judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
02-041-0010 through 02-041-0070, Tax study commission created;
membership and duties; submit recommendations regard-
ing tax exemptions: H3146
02-041-0010, Tax research committee established; terms, membership
and duties; provisions: S0182
02-047-0050, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009, improvement project provisions: H3841
02-065-0030, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009: H3841
02-075-0030, Centers of Excellence Matching Endowment, endow-
ment must be funded by appropriations from general fund:
H3345
Title 02, Chap. 015, Art. 001, Legislative Audit Council (02-015-0010
through 02-015-0120 designated as): S0313
Title 02, Chap. 041, Tax study commission created; membership and
duties; submit recommendations regarding tax exemptions:
H3146
Title 03
03-009-0010 through 03-009-0040, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Title 03, Chap. 009, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Title 04
04-008-0020, Consolidated government charter commission, change
manner and procedure for authorizing creation of: H3460
04-009-0030, County government, business license tax must be based
on the size of business not on gross income: H3053, H3243
04-009-0030, Eminent domain, provision deleted authorizing counties
to exercise power for slum clearance and redevelopment:
S0091
04-009-0100, County Council, ordinance to reduce salary of council
member is effective on third reading of ordinance: H3565
04-009-0145, Animal control officer, has same powers and duties as
litter control officer: H3137
04-009-0410 through 04-009-0440, County Government, council-
supervisor form of, name changed to council-chief execu-
tive form of: H4116
04-009-1210, County ballot initiatives, must be requested by at least
five percent of qualified electors: S0081
04-010-0020, Sales tax, exempt eligible food items for purchase with
food coupons, provisions: H3011
04-010-0025, Sales and use tax, construction contracts, revise terms
and conditions under which they are exempted: H3768
04-010-0310, Sales and Use tax, by county governing body, delete
requirement that tax is to collect a limited amount of
money: S0360
04-010-0330, Sales and Use tax, contents of ordinance and dates and
purposes of referendum provisions: S0360
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tion of interest in real property including development
rights for economic development, conservation, blight
remediation or military base protection: S0346
04-010-0330, Sales and use tax, tax to be imposed for the acquisition
of interest in real estate used for certain purposes: H3334
04-010-0340, Sales and use tax, termination of newly imposed and
reimposed tax provided for: S0360
04-010-0350, Sales and use tax, unprepared food eligible for purchase
with usda food coupons exempt from tax: S0360
04-010-0350, Sales tax, exempt eligible food items for purchase with
food coupons, provisions: H3011
04-010-0580, Sales tax, exempt eligible food items for purchase with
food coupons, provisions: H3011
04-037-0030, Sales tax, exempt eligible food items for purchase with
food coupons, provisions: H3011
Title 04, Chap. 009, Art. 005, County Government, council-supervisor
form of, name changed to council-chief executive form of:
H4116
Title 05
05-001-0030, Corporate certificate to proposed municipality, refer-
ence deleted: S0079
05-003-0150, Municipal annexation, public hearing people to bring
suit to challenge a proposed or completed annexation:
H3253
05-003-0305, Municipal annexation procedure, definitions revised:
H3253
05-003-0310, Municipality, annexation, continued heath, safety, and
general welfare of person and real property located within
boundaries of district before extensions of corporate limits:
H3772
05-007-0030, Municipal governments, business license tax must be
based on the size of business not on gross income: H3053,
H3243
05-007-0050, Eminent domain, provisions deleted authorizing munici-
palities to exercise power for slum clearance and redevel-
opment: S0091
05-007-0050, Municipality, power of condemnation, does not include
owner-occupied residential property located outside of
municipality: S0085
05-015-0090, Election commissioners and staff required to complete
training and certification program conducted by state elec-
tion commission: H3630
05-017-0010, Municipal ballot initiatives, must be requested by at
least ten percent of qualified electors: S0081
Title 06
06-001-0050, Municipal Finance Oversight Act of 2009: H3839
06-001-0130, Minimum wage, political subdivision in state may not
require minimum wage that exceeds one provided for:
S0028
06-001-0130, Minimum wage, political subdivisions prohibited from
requiring a minimum wage lower than the state minimum
wage: H3669
06-001-0330, Local government may not impose a fee on agriculture,
forest or undeveloped land for a stormwater, sediment or
erosion control program; exceptions: H3088, S0453
06-001-0530, Accommodation tax, increase tax to fifty percent in
counties in which less than nine hundred thousand dollars
accommodation tax is collected annually, provisions:
H3335, S0332
06-001-0730, Accommodation tax, increase tax to fifty percent in
counties in which less than nine hundred thousand dollars
accommodation tax is collected annually, provisions:
H3335, S0332
06-001-0730, Hospitality tax, governing body of county to use not
more than one-half of revenues of local hospitality tax for
transportation needs: H3709, H3836
06-001-0760, Revenue bonds, proceeds of local accommodations and
hospitality fees pledged as security: S0304
06-001-0920, Public education facilities included in definition of pub-
lic facilities: S0240
06-004-0010, Accommodation fees, state, fees allocated for advertis-
ing and promoting tourism may not be pledged as security:
S0304
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06-004-0035, Tourism expenditure review committee, appeals from
committee go to appropriate county legislative delegation:
H4037
06-005-0010, Local government units and political subdivisions
allowed to invest in obligations of state or political subdivi-
sions denominated in United States dollars, provisions:
S0706
06-008-0010 through 06-008-0070, Building Code enforcement offi-
cers, special inspector established, to perform building
inspections; licensing procedures: S0268, H3318
06-008-0020, Building code council, so as to designate the council in
the matters relating to residential inspection or enforce-
ment: S0618, H3769
06-009-0005, Building code enforcement, require person to be certi-
fied by residential building codes council: H3769, S0618
06-009-0005, Residential and commercial building codes council,
responsible for adoption and modification of respective
sections: H3769, S0618
06-009-0020, Building code council, make technical changes consis-
tent with naming of: S0618, H3769
06-009-0040, Building Code adoption procedure, community may opt
out of modifications in certain circumstances: S0791
06-009-0040, Residential and commercial building code councils cre-
ated; two councils shall promulgate regulations: S0618,
H3769
06-009-0050, Energy Standard Act: H3550, S0719
06-009-0063, Residential building code councils, change composi-
tions for purposes of creating; composition of: H3769,
S0618
06-009-0080, Violation precatory made instead of mandatory: H3769,
S0618
06-009-0105, Building code council, geological condition as basis for
a variation: H3769, S0618
06-010-0010 through 06-010-0090, Energy Standard Act: H3550,
S0719
06-027-0030, Local government, for any fiscal year actual amount
appropriated to is less than amount in latest completed fis-
cal year, political subdivision receiving aid from fund may
reduce support to an state mandated program: S0735
06-029-1540, Vested Rights Act, revocation of vested rights estab-
lished if landowner seeks a variance, regulation, exception
or other modification that affects the development plan:
H3622
Title 06, Chap. 008, Building Code enforcement officers, special
inspector established, to perform building inspections;
licensing procedures: S0268, H3318
Title 06, Chap. 010, Energy Standard Act: H3550, S0719
Title 07
07-001-0020, Election law, definitions deleted: S0207, H3059
07-001-0060, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-005-0110, Voter registration, person not allowed to vote in partisan
primary election unless person is registered as member of
that party: H3140
07-005-0120, Voter registration, disqualify person from registering or
voting if convicted of voting more than once in an election:
S0307
07-005-0125, Voting, notification of registering also must include a
photography of person: H3005
07-005-0170, Voter registration, stating political party affiliation
required; include in oath; commission to collect data:
H3140
07-005-0460, Election, references deleted: S0207, H3059
07-007-0010, Voting precincts, location of, prohibited to be located in
gated, guarded area, Justice System submission to must
contain statement concerning accessibility to general pub-
lic: H3142
07-007-0270, Georgetown County, voting precincts revised: S0704
07-007-0280, Greenville County, voting precincts revised: H3804,
S0632
07-007-0290, Greenwood County; voting precincts revised: S0639
07-007-0320, Horry County; voting precincts revised: H4055
07-007-0340, Kershaw County; voting precincts revised: H3380
07-007-0490, Spartanburg County; voting precincts revised: S0774
07-007-0501, Sumter County, voting precincts revised: S0705
07-007-0530, York County; voting precincts revised: S0756
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questions prior to the county committee; chairman to cast
vote in tie; member of county committee may vote de
facto; penalties: S0207, H3059
07-009-0020, Voting, primary elections, qualifications include regis-
tering as member of party; procedure for changing party
affiliation, provisions: H3140
07-009-0030, Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on
questions prior to the county committee; chairman to cast
vote in tie; member of county committee may vote de
facto; penalties: S0207, H3059
07-009-0040, Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on
questions prior to the county committee; chairman to cast
vote in tie; member of county committee may vote de
facto; penalties: S0207, H3059
07-009-0050, Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on
questions prior to the county committee; chairman to cast
vote in tie; member of county committee may vote de
facto; penalties: S0207, H3059
07-009-0060, Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on
questions prior to the county committee; chairman to cast
vote in tie; member of county committee may vote de
facto; penalties: S0207, H3059
07-009-0070, Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on
questions prior to the county committee; chairman to cast
vote in tie; member of county committee may vote de
facto; penalties: S0207, H3059
07-011-0010, Candidates, candidate prohibited from filing more than
one statement of intention of candidacy for single election;
candidate prohibited from being nominated by more than
one political party for a single office: H3067
07-011-0020, Election commission, to hold Presidential preference
primaries for certified political parties, exceptions: S0124
07-011-0025, Presidential preference primary, if more than one state
committee political party decided to hold must mutually set
a single date for, certain date provisions: S0124
07-011-0070, Elector, who voted in primary election is not eligible to
sign a petition for a candidate to run for an office to be
filled at general election; elector may only sign for one
petition per general election, provision: S0590, H3746
07-011-0080, Nominating petitions, all signatures to be legible so
name of voter can be identified beyond reasonable doubt:
S0590, H3746
07-011-0085, Petitions, verification of signatures revised; all signa-
tures must be by a qualified elector: S0590, H3746
07-013-0072, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-013-0110, Poll manager, may work in any county if qualified:
H3464
07-013-0110, Poll managers, requirement deleted that one sixteen or
seventeen year old person may be appointed for every two
regular poll managers: S0370, H3607
07-013-0170, Elections, definitions of deleted: S0207, H3059
07-013-0190, Special elections to fill vacancies, municipal elections
exempt from certain requirements regarding conduct of
election when only one person has filed for office: H3075
07-013-0320, Ballots, candidates name prohibited from appearing
more than once on the ballot: H3067
07-013-0710, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-013-0710, Voter identification, required to be a valid SC driver’s
license or other identification with photograph issued by
DMV: S0307
07-013-0710, Voting identification, college identification card con-
taining photograph added as another form of identification
authorized to be accepted: H3078
07-013-0710, Voting identification, person required to present photo
identification or execute affidavit indicating person has
religious objection to being photographed: S0123
07-013-0710, Voting identification, poll manager to compare photo-
graph with person presenting to vote, provisions: H3005,
H3418
07-015-0220, Absentee ballot, delete requirement that signature or
mark on must be witnessed: H3631
07-015-0320, Absentee ballot, any person qualified to vote may vote
by: S0142, S0354
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07-015-0320, Absentee ballot, certain requirements to vote absentee
permitted; qualified elector to be allowed to vote absentee,
provisions: S0082, S0106
07-015-0320, Absentee ballot, qualified elector meeting certain
requirements must be permitted to vote absentee, person to
be allowed to vote in person to cast absentee ballot: H3143
07-015-0330, Absentee Ballot, delete authorization that application
may be request by member of immediate family, and delete
provisions allowing to vote in person by absentee: H3633
07-015-0330, Absentee ballot, application of, remove all mention of
qualifications to vote by: S0142, S0354
07-015-0330, Absentee ballot, deadline for accepting application is
changed to six days before election: H3139
07-015-0330, Absentee ballot, delete authorization that application
may be requested in person four days before election;
absentee application may be requested only on the day
before election: H3060, H3068, S0022, H3058, S0280
07-015-0340, Absentee ballot, application form for, remove all men-
tion of reason to vote absentee: S0142, S0354, H3633
07-015-0370, Absentee ballot, remove all mention of qualifications to
receive: S0142, S0354, H3633
07-015-0380, Absentee ballot, delete requirement that signature or
mark on must be witnessed: H3631
07-015-0385, Absentee ballot, delete requirement that signature or
mark on must be witnessed: H3631
07-015-0410, Absentee ballot, availability of for electors who want to
cast ballot prior to election in person at voting precinct:
S0106
07-015-0410, Absentee voting precinct, establishment of per 100,000
people in county; direct factors for consideration in choos-
ing location of precincts: S0355
07-015-0410, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-015-0420, Absentee ballot, delete requirement that signature or
mark on must be witnessed: H3631
07-017-0220, Canvassers, state board of, provide meeting may be con-
vened by telephone or electronic communication instead of
in person at office of state election commission: S0418
07-017-0510, Canvassers, state board of, provide meeting may be con-
vened by telephone or electronic communication instead of
in person at office of state election commission: S0418
07-019-0070, Candidates, for electors, two appointed at large and six
appointed by six congressional districts; rules for establish-
ing; provisions: S0365, H3605
07-025-0020, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-025-0070, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-025-0110, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-025-0110, Repeat voters, increase penalty for person who votes in
same election more than once: S0307
07-025-0120, Election Reform Act: S0334
07-025-0190, Election Reform Act: S0334
Title 08
08-001-0130, Dual officeholders, officer in militia, notary public, con-
stitutional delegate, law enforcement officer and correction
officer, exempt to provisions of: H3545
08-011-0035, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009, board of technical and comprehensive education to
approve alternative salary payment schedules: H3841
08-011-0065, State and local officers and employees, leave to be organ
donors, aggregate limit for such leaves of absence com-
puted on calendar year basis rather than fiscal year basis:
H3357, S0345
08-011-0083, Police, authorize a payroll deduction for dues of South
Carolina Fraternal Order of Police: H3467
08-011-0083, Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers’ Association, dues
for may be deducted from compensation of state employ-
ees and retirees, paid in same manner that other dues are
deducted and paid: S0359
08-011-0120, Job vacancies in state executive branch, posting of
before vacancy is filled, revise and simplify requirements
of notice: S0345, H3406
08-011-0196, Grant positions, temporary hiring of to fill, provisions of
section to all state agencies, human resource office of state
to amend policies, regulation and processes as needed to
implement and transition to: S0345
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2009, coordination of technical and comprehensive educa-
tion board and budget and control board: H3841
08-013-0100, Elections, contribution defined to include loan guaran-
tee as a contribution: S0635
08-013-0100, Ethics government accountability and campaign reform
act of 1991, family member to include brother-in-law and
sister-in-law: H4153
08-013-0365, Campaign disclosures and reports, make it applicable to
county, school board, and municipal elections in addition
to statewide elections: H3066
08-013-0700, Ethics, family member defined: H4153
08-013-1300, Campaign practices, Independent expenditure redefined
to include expenditures by party committee that have effect
of advocating defeat; more than one opponent expenditures
and contribution provisions; provisions: H3062
08-013-1300, Campaign practices, anything given of value to make
communication more than forty-five days before election
to influence outcome subject to certain provisions: H3173
08-013-1300, Campaign practices, contribution does not include cer-
tain things used to pay for communications made more
than forty-five days before an election to influence out-
come: H3092
08-013-1300, Elections, contribution defined to include loan guaran-
tee as a contribution: S0635
08-013-1308, Campaign reports, by candidates and committees, must
be filed forty-eight hours after their receipt starting after
the filing of pre-election report: H3066
08-013-1314, Campaign contribution limits, business entities under
shared control must be held to single maximum aggregate
limit: H3090, H3189
08-013-1314, Campaign contribution limits, certain ones eliminated:
H3093
08-013-1322, Campaign contribution limits, certain ones eliminated:
H3093
08-013-1326, Candidate contribution to include a loan guarantee:
S0635
08-013-1328, Candidate, repayment of loans; to provide that after an
election a candidate may reimburse himself for repayment
of loans: S0635
08-013-1331, Campaign contribution limits, certain ones eliminated:
H3093
08-013-1340, Campaign contribution limits, certain ones eliminated:
H3093
08-013-1340, Committees, established, financed or controlled by a
candidate or public official, delete references to: S0125
08-013-1348, Campaign funds, debit card drawn upon campaign
account may be used on expenditures more than twenty-
five dollars in addition to a written instrument: H3706
08-013-1510, Elections, late filing or failure to file a report, cap cer-
tain fines at five thousand dollars; first and second offenses
to be tried in magistrates court: H4153
08-013-1510, Late filing or failure to file a report, criminal penalties
established: S0851
08-015-0040, Code of Law and supplements, allow code commis-
sioner to determine value of set: H3428
08-015-0065, County government, office budgets for officials of may
be reduced by governing body of the county without result-
ing in reduction in funds distributed to county: H3654
08-017-0370, Department of workforce, allowed same exemptions of
state employees grievance process: H3442, S0391
08-021-1010, Tenant ejectment, fee for action collected by magistrates
for: S0243
08-025-0010, Emergency support function volunteer defined: H3501
08-025-0020, Agencies, government, allowed to develop volunteer
programs to include emergency support function volun-
teers: H3501
08-025-0040, Emergency support volunteers, to receive mileage, lia-
bility insurance, sovereign immunity and workers’ com-
pensation coverage for service to state as volunteers:
H3501
08-027-0010, Departments, of state government, report may be writ-
ten or oral allegation or testimony to legislative committee:
S0136, H3498
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08-027-0030, Employee compensation against employing body in
civil action, to increase maximum payout to three hundred
thousand dollars; limit removed on amount of attorney fees
court may award: H3172
Title 09
09-001-0010, SC Retirement system, term employee does not include
election workers and officials: S0241
09-001-0010, SC Retirement system, update reference for Department
of disabilities and special needs; certain employees in
Aiken County to participate in: S0025
09-001-1510, Retirement system, number of service years in order to
retire increased to thirty: S0212
09-001-1515, Retirement system, number of service years in order to
retire increased to thirty: S0212
09-001-1550, Retirement system, number of service years in order to
retire increased to thirty: S0212
09-001-1660, Retirement system, number of service years in order to
retire increased to thirty: S0212
09-001-1770, Retirement system, number of service years in order to
retire increased to thirty: S0212
09-001-1850, Retirement system, number of service years in order to
retire increased to thirty: S0212
09-008-0060, Retirement system, judges and solicitors, allow retiree
to receive retirement allowance from while serving in
office; person not to become member of, contribute to or
accrue service credit in retirement system, provisions:
H3368
09-011-0025, SC Retirement system, to extend option to assistant
solicitors employed before July 1, 2010, provisions:
H3734, S0616
09-020-0030, SC Retirement system, director acting on behalf to des-
ignate no more than two companies to provide annuity,
contracts, mutual fund accounts, or similar investment
products: S0681
Title 10
10-001-0010, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-001-0030, Capitol Police force to provide security services for all
uses of State House lobbies, steps, and grounds: S0576
10-001-0030, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-001-0040, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-001-0130, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-001-0190, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-009-0010 through 10-009-0330, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-011-0010 through 10-011-0360, Capitol police force, parking lots
on Capitol grounds and at supreme court building shall be
policed by: S0576
10-011-0050, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-011-0090, Capitol police force, parking lots on Capitol grounds
and at supreme court building shall be policed by; night
watchmen provisions: S0576
10-011-0090, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-011-0100, Capitol police force, parking lots on Capitol grounds
and at supreme court building shall be policed by; night
watchmen provisions: S0576
10-011-0110, Capitol police force has right to issue parking tickets:
S0576
10-011-0110, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-011-0130, Capitol police force, remove references to city of
Columbia and vesting jurisdiction in criminal matters in
magistrates court: S0576
10-011-0140, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
10-011-0310, Capitol police force, include Supreme Court building in
grounds and parking lot of State House grounds: S0576
10-011-0330, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Title 10, Chap. 009, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Title 10, Chap. 011, Capitol police force, parking lots on Capitol
grounds and at supreme court building shall be policed by:
S0576
Title 11
11-005-0230, Disaster Assistance Trust Fund, name of fund estab-
lished, purpose of: H3501
11-009-0610, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
11-009-0620, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
11-009-0630, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
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limited to three percent increase over previous year’s final
forecast; excess revenue credited to tax relief fund, provi-
sions: S0219
11-011-0156, Homestead exemption fund, reimbursement from school
districts, revise calculation of inflation factor used to
increase tier three reimbursements: H3963
11-011-0170, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, to distribute funds from
the tobacco settlement local government fund: S0135
11-011-0310, General reserve fund, conforming amendments to reflect
any change in amount required to be held in fund, provi-
sions: H3395, H3558
11-011-0410, Appropriation limitation, revise limit by imposing
annual limit on general fund; emergency limit provisions;
provisions: S0002
11-011-0410, General fund appropriations, combined with any other
general fund appropriations may not exceed the aggregate
state general fund revenue collections from previous fiscal
year: H3610
11-015-0460, Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation
Act: S0710, H3148
11-025-0640, Acts and joint resolutions, narrow the list of persons
receiving the Acts and Joint Resolutions: H3428
11-025-0650, Act and joint resolutions, Code, and reports, decrease
number of copies to supreme court: H3428
11-027-0050, Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation
Act: S0710, H3148
11-027-0110, School districts, with an average daily membership of
sixty-five hundred students may enter into certain financ-
ing agreements through December 31, 2012: H3887
11-035-0035, Budget and control board, to establish a program to pro-
vide technical assistance to historically underutilized busi-
ness seeking a surety bond, provisions: H3861
11-035-0040, Consolidated procurement code, federal debt expendi-
ture requirements; provide for where federal assistance,
grant, or contract funds are used; usage provisions; con-
struction bid contract provisions: S0697
11-035-0040, Procurement code, compliance with federal require-
ments: H3051, S0116, H4033
11-035-0310, Procurement code, definitions revised and deleted:
H3051, S0116
11-035-0310, Procurement code, solicitation by competitive online
bidding may not be used for term contracts: H3516
11-035-0710, Transportation department, purchase of items associated
with public-private initiatives to construct facilities are
exempt from consolidated procurement code: H4033
11-035-1210, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009: H3841
11-035-1520, Consolidated procurement code, federal debt expendi-
ture requirements; provide for where federal assistance,
grant, or contract funds are used; usage provisions; con-
struction bid contract provisions: S0697
11-035-1524, Procurement Code vendor, vendor and employees must
be legal residents of state to take advantage of preference:
S0089, S0116, H3051
11-035-1528, Procurement Code, benefits based on funding projects
in which payments to vendors depend upon realization of
savings or revenue gains, terms and funding provisions:
H3625
11-035-1529, Procurement code, competitive online bidding, do not
apply to term contracts: H3516
11-035-1550, Consolidated procurement code, federal debt expendi-
ture requirements; provide for where federal assistance,
grant, or contract funds are used; usage provisions; con-
struction bid contract provisions: S0697
11-035-3030, Consolidated procurement code, federal debt expendi-
ture requirements; provide for where federal assistance,
grant, or contract funds are used; usage provisions; con-
struction bid contract provisions: S0697
11-035-3215, Procurement code, contracts for design services: H3051,
S0116
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11-035-3230, Consolidated procurement code, federal debt expendi-
ture requirements; provide for where federal assistance,
grant, or contract funds are used; usage provisions; con-
struction bid contract provisions: S0697
11-035-3310, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009: H3841
11-035-3810, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
11-035-3810, Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of
2009: H3841
11-035-3820, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
11-035-3830, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
11-035-3840, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
11-040-0020, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, to comprise membership
of the infrastructure facilities authority: S0135
11-040-0250, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, to provide staff and assist
the infrastructure facilities authority: S0135
11-043-0160, Transportation infrastructure bank revenue sources pro-
visions: S0101, S0238
11-045-0010 through 11-045-0105, Venture Capital Investment Act,
increase amount of principal borrowing provisions: H3787
Title 11, Chap. 045, Venture Capital Investment Act, increase amount
of principal borrowing provisions: H3787
Title 12
12-004-0320, Revenue department, powers and duties, adoption of
federal relief for certain taxpayers: H3722
12-006-0040, Internal revenue code updated: H3383, H3721
12-006-0050, Internal revenue code, make additions to; taxpayer who
follows section 3094 of Federal housing economic recov-
ery act not be penalized: H3383, H3721
12-006-0520, Income tax brackets, provisions deleted limiting infla-
tion adjustment to one-half of inflation rate and four per-
cent limit on total inflation adjustment: H3946
12-006-0520, Taxpayer Inflation Protection Act: S0145
12-006-0530, Income tax, five percent corporate and business income
, homeowner’s associations, phase out these taxes over ten
years: H3424, S0378
12-006-0540, Income tax, five percent corporate and business income
, homeowner’s associations, phase out these taxes over ten
years: H3424, S0378
12-006-0590, Revenue department miscellaneous tax provisions, ref-
erences to internal revenue code added: H3722
12-006-1130, Income tax deduction assessments, imposed on real
property; allow the deduction of charge for permit, license,
surcharge to be paid to unit of government in connection
with improvements to real property: H3284
12-006-1140, Income tax deductions, a three thousand dollar a year
deduction for volunteer state constables, eligibility require-
ments for: H3756
12-006-1140, Income tax deductions, allowed of retirement benefits
attributable to service on active duty in armed forces:
H3208
12-006-1140, Income tax deductions, deduction allowed for compen-
sation of poll workers and officials at polling place on elec-
tion day: H3015, S0241
12-006-1140, Income tax deductions, deduction allowed on otherwise
taxable military pay and allowances of resident on active
duty in armed forces, deduction to be phased in over four
years: S0344
12-006-1170, Retirement income deduction, conform deduction to
military retirement deduction: H3208
12-006-1170, Retirement income deduction, taxpayers who are sixty-
five, to maximum state income tax rate of two percent:
H3332
12-006-2250, Revenue department miscellaneous tax provisions,
terms defined: H3722
12-006-2295, Revenue department miscellaneous tax provisions,
rental and sales income further specified: H3722
12-006-3360, Jobs tax credit, knowledge intensive business added as
qualifying facility; county designations rankings by using
unemployment rate: H3676
12-006-3360, Revenue department miscellaneous tax provisions, job
tax credit, references deleted: H3722
12-006-3367, Small Business Tax Credit Reform Act: S0150
12-006-3376, Income tax credit for hybrid vehicle, Revenue depart-
ment miscellaneous tax provisions: H3722
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businesses provided for, provisions: H3722
12-006-3410, Corporate income tax credit, modify the requirement of
certain number of new full-time jobs to ten percent of pay-
roll: H3676
12-006-3410, Small Business Tax Credit Reform Act: S0150
12-006-3515, Income tax credit, for gift of land for conservation,
credit equals twenty-five percent of total gift; maximum
annual credit increased; provisions: S0154
12-006-3535, Income tax credit, include credit against corporate
license fees: H3722
12-006-3550, Income tax credit, voluntary cleanup is one against state
income tax: H3722
12-006-3585, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
industry partnership fund credit against state taxes provi-
sions: H3722
12-006-3610, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
credit for use of property in connection with distribution or
dispensing of renewable fuel: H3722
12-006-3610, Tax credit, for placing service property used for distri-
bution or dispensing of renewable fuel applicable instead
to alternative fuel, provisions: H4128
12-006-3630, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
Hydrogen Infrastructure Development Fund credit for con-
tributions to: H3722
12-006-5060, Income tax return, taxpayer may contribute to the For-
estry Commission for use in state forest system: S0850
12-006-5060, Income tax return, voluntary contributions, rural cross-
roads institutes as entity which person may make: S0211
12-008-1530, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
taxpayer allowed to withhold and report taxes annually on
income from certain activities: H3722
12-008-1550, Revenue department, prescription by department of
either electronic or magnetic media method for submission
of certain information: H3722
12-010-0080, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
job development credit, return of overpayment: H3722
12-010-0080, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, gasoline and fuel user
fees to be used and distributed by: S0135
12-010-0085, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, gasoline and fuel user
fees to be used and distributed by: S0135
12-020-0100, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions:
H3722
12-021-0620, Cigarette tax, conform definitions: H3211
12-021-0620, Cigarette tax, conform definitions of: H3486, H3470,
H3584
12-021-0620, Cigarette tax, increase tax; appropriate money to Board
for Technical and Comprehensive Education and Commis-
sion on Higher Education and Critical needs nursing initia-
tive fund: H3014
12-021-2575, Revenue department miscellaneous tax provisions:
H3722
12-028-2910, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, gasoline and fuel user
fees to be used and distributed by: S0135
12-028-2920, Toll Roads, revise method of disbursal of funds derived
from toll projects; terms defined: H3268, S0413
12-033-0210, Alcohol license, with tax of five thousand dollars for a
retail dealer holding a wholesalers basic permit, provi-
sions: S0068
12-033-0210, Micro-distillery, increase manufacturer fee and add
license fee for: H3452
12-033-0245, Excise tax, replace with license tax on wholesalers
imposed at rate of sixty-six cents a liter: S0068
12-036-0090, Excise tax, delete obsolete references: S0068
12-036-0910, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions:
H3722
12-036-0920, Accommodation tax, to include on vacation time shar-
ing plan: H4025
12-036-2120, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
credits for construction materials provisions: H3722
12-036-2120, Sales and Use tax exemptions, certain fire sprinkler sys-
tems installed in manufactured homes: H3680
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12-036-2120, Sales and use tax exemptions, machinery, equipment,
building, and electricity used by facility owned by tax
exempt organization investing at least twenty million dol-
lars for researching impacts of weather, provisions: S0717
12-036-2120, Sales and use tax exemptions, prescription drugs
injected into eye for treatment of macular degeneration
exempted: S0597
12-036-2120, Sales tax exemptions, allowed for items of unprepared
food: S0149, H3209
12-036-2120, Sales tax exemptions, purchase of machinery, machine
tools and any part that is used in the production of electric-
ity from renewable energy source: S0010, H3290
12-037-0090, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
property tax provisions: H3722
12-037-0220, Ad valorem taxation, house owned by qualified surviv-
ing spouse acquired prior to deceased spouse death exempt
of: S0581
12-037-0220, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
terms revised: H3722
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption, for on tax year one hundred
percent of fair market value of owner-occupied residential
property owned by armed forces deployed any part of
property tax year, provisions: H3528
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption, on two private passenger vehi-
cles owned by permanently disabled firefighter allowed:
S0599
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption, watercraft and motor not eligi-
ble for exemption if classified as primary or secondary res-
idence: H3993, S0405
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions, exemption allowed from all
tax equal to one hundred percent of value if owner is at
least sixty-five years: H3019
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions, exemption extended to allow
churches to property owned by a church but used by
another church, provisions: H3291
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions, personal property including
aircraft of company engaged in air transport of specialized
cargo: H3482
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions, surviving spouse of a recipient
of the exemption by reason of certain ambulatory difficul-
ties is not allowed exemption: S0615
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions, value of improvements to real
property consisting of a newly constructed detached single
family home, provisions: H3018
12-037-0220, Property, exempt one hundred percent of fair market
value subject to property tax from millage imposed by a
school district for school operations: H4061
12-037-0220, Sales and use tax exemptions, machinery, equipment,
building, and electricity used by facility owned by tax
exempt organization investing at least twenty million dol-
lars for researching impacts of weather, provisions: S0717
12-037-0224, Property tax, boat or watercraft that contains cooking
area with onboard power source, toilet, and sleeping quar-
ter to be consider primary or secondary residence for pur-
poses of property tax: S0405
12-037-0250, Homestead tax exemption, except legal title to dwelling
place is owned by continuing care retirement community,
person who qualifies for may transfer to community:
S0176
12-037-0251, Property tax, rollback millage, formula for calculating;
definitions: H3479
12-037-0712, Marinas, required to verify registration information on
all watercraft leasing, renting or occupying space at facil-
ity: H3636
12-037-0714, Property tax, county may subject a boat including its
motor if motor is separately taxed to property tax if within
state for ninety days in the aggregate, provisions: S0405
12-037-0714, Property tax, county may subject a boat including its
motor if motor is separately taxed to property tax if within
state for one hundred eighty days in the aggregate, provi-
sions: H3993
12-037-2725, Motor vehicles department, allow appropriate receipt
issued by to substitute for the actual license plate and cer-
tificate: H4113, S0876
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sale valuation; fifteen percent cap over five years on
increase in fair market value results in lower value then
value becomes property tax value; provisions: S0598
12-037-3140, Real property valuation reform act, conforming amend-
ment; assessor to apply the exemption allowed by exemp-
tion to fair market value of assessable transfers, provisions:
S0435, S0518
12-037-3140, Real property valuation reform act, eliminate point of
sale valuation; fifteen percent cap over five years on
increase in fair market value results in lower value then
value becomes property tax value; provisions: S0598
12-037-3140, Real property valuation, postpone implementation of
transfer of value of a parcel of real property unimproved
since last reassessment program, provisions: H3007,
H3272
12-037-3140, Real property, fair market value of for property tax pur-
poses, manner further provided for: H3480
12-037-3150, Property taxation, additional instances of transfers not
considered assessable transfers of interest, provisions:
S0879
12-037-3150, Property, civil penalty for failure to provide notice of
assessor of ownership transfers of certain business real
property: H4113, S0876
12-037-3150, Real property valuation reform act, eliminate point of
sale valuation; fifteen percent cap over five years on
increase in fair market value results in lower value then
value becomes property tax value; provisions: S0598
12-037-3150, Real property, assessable transfers of interests, certain
circumstances that constitute deleted; other circumstances
added: H3481
12-037-3150, Real property, conveyance to a trust does not constitute
an assessable transfer of interest, provisions: H3130,
H3272
12-039-0220, Property, duties of assessor with respect to property:
H4113, S0876
12-043-0217, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-043-0217, Millage rate, at end of December must be used when
calculating whether property valuation resulted in change
in value; notices of change must be mailed to taxpayers at
least sixty days prior to end of fiscal year: S0228
12-043-0220, Ad valorem taxation, member of my household rede-
fined: S0835
12-043-0220, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-043-0220, Property tax, four percent ratio, filing deadline for
extended for owner-occupied property; application for
agricultural use value; requirement eliminated for exten-
tion provisions: H3419
12-043-0220, Property tax, four percent ratio, owner of residential
property qualifies for, if owner is qualified and residence is
not rented more than ninety days a year, provisions: S0193,
S0194, H3408
12-043-0220, Property tax, four percent special assessment ratio,
member of armed forces who rents residence while on
active duty in combat zones may still retain: H3212
12-043-0220, Property tax, residential real property held in trust does
not qualify as legal residence unless a individual benefi-
ciary under the trust occupies residences as named benefi-
ciary legal residence, provisions: H3272
12-043-0220, Property tax, revise eligibility requirement to receive the
four percent assessment ratio for owner-occupied residen-
tial property: H3018
12-043-0220, Property tax, single member LLC, meeting certain pro-
visions, qualifies for special assessment ratio: S0230
12-043-0230, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-043-0232, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-043-0232, Real property, allow an agriculture use of classification
for real property under the same ownership: H3041
12-043-0260, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-043-0340, Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
12-044-0030, Revenue department miscellaneous tax provisions,
terms defined: H3722
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12-045-0420, Property tax, county council by vote to direct county
treasurer to waive dismiss or reduce real and personal
property tax penalties if in best interest of county: H3283
12-051-0050, Sales tax, delinquent, sales date provided, increase to
one thousand dollars damages for which a defaulting bid-
der is liable: H4113, S0876
12-051-0055, Property tax sale, county forfeited land commission to
allow a bid from and conform bidding provisions with
respect to contaminated property: H3668
12-051-0070, Sales tax, delinquent, sales date provided, increase to
one thousand dollars damages for which a defaulting bid-
der is liable: H4113, S0876
12-054-0070, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
tax return filing extensions to conform to federal extended
time period: H3722
12-054-0085, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
time limitation for assessment of taxes or fees: H3722
12-054-0085, Taxes, Delinquent, conforming changes made: H4113,
S0876
12-054-0240, Consumer Affairs department, certain disclosures of
records and reports filed with revenue department allowed,
provisions: S0556
12-054-0240, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
disclosure of records provisions: H3722
12-054-0240, Revenue department, verification that federal schedule
E conforms with same document required by county asses-
sor is not prohibited: S0193, S0194, H3408
12-054-0240, Taxes, include exception for disclosure of information
related to payroll withholding taxes to department of con-
sumer affairs in conjunction with department of licensing
and regulation: S0484
12-060-0030, Property tax assessments, notices to include property tax
value and provide that applicable assessment ratio applies
to lower of fair market value: S0598
12-060-0090, Taxpayer, to be represented by licensed real estate bro-
ker-in-charge who holds masters degree in Business
Administration, provisions: H3320
12-060-0430, Tax, failure to make a report or file return, information
department must consider when making estimate of tax lia-
bility, provisions: S0122, H3122
12-060-2510, Real property, assessment notices, notices to contain
property tax value; provisions: S0598
12-063-0020, Department of Revenue miscellaneous tax provisions,
terms defined: H3722
12-065-0030, Tax credits, for textile mill sites provisions; credits
allowed include credits against insurance premium taxes;
manner of credits vested and allocated: S0728
12-065-0030, Textiles communities revitalization act, unused credit
against state-imposed taxes allowed to be transferred,
devised or distributed and require written notice of transfer
to revenue department: H4085
Title 12, Tax matters, revise certain chapters and sections pertaining
to: H3840, H3854
Title 13
13-007-0030, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
13-007-0380, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
13-017-0040, Research Authority Committee, authorize the three
research university presidents to designate their chief
research officers to participate in meetings with on their
behalf: H3788
13-017-0070, Research Authority Board, boards authority to provide
guarantees for obligations of research authority affiliates:
H3788
13-017-0087, Research innovation centers, to provide for procedures
for financing these centers: H3788
Title 14
14-001-0206, Criminal justice academy, amount of additional assess-
ments imposed by general session courts to: H3333
14-001-0206, Victim witness program, courts, not less than 25 percent
of revenue retained from assessments must be allocated to:
H3637
14-001-0207, Criminal justice academy, amount of additional assess-
ments imposed by magistrates courts to: H3333
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of revenue retained from assessments must be allocated to:
H3637
14-001-0208, Victim witness program, courts, not less than 25 percent
of revenue retained from assessments must be allocated to:
H3637
14-001-0211, Victim witness program, courts, not less than 25 percent
of revenue retained from assessments must be allocated to:
H3637
14-001-0235, Civil action, clarify prohibition on appointment applies
to certain post-conviction relief matters and actions pursu-
ant to sexually violent predator act: H3244
14-005-0610, Circuit Court, at-large judges increased to sixteen:
H3639
14-005-0610, Judicial circuits, certain circuits boundaries realigned:
S0300
14-007-0130, Jury list, prepared solely from list of registered voters:
H3020
14-007-1110, Peremptory challenges, allow prosecution same number
of as defense in criminal cases: H3020
14-007-1120, Peremptory challenges, allow prosecution same number
of as defense in criminal cases: H3020
14-017-0010, Clerk of court, elections of, to be nonpartisan, special
election of provisions, nomination procedures; election
conduct provision: S0127
14-023-1020, Probate Judges, elections of, to be nonpartisan, special
election of provisions, nomination procedures; election
conduct provision: S0127
14-023-1040, Probate judge, person convicted of felony offense or
offense involving moral turpitude not qualified to serve as:
S0564
14-023-1130, Probate judges have absolute control over office mat-
ters, budgeted funds, employ classification, etc: H3844
14-025-0005, Municipal court established, employ at least one full-
time judge, maintain normal business hours: H3163
14-025-0025, Municipal judge, to be resident of county in which
municipality is located: H3163
Title 15
15-003-0620, Statue of limitations or of repose may not apply to
action brought by state for its benefit: H3553
15-003-0670, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
15-003-0670, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
15-009-0720, Mortgage foreclosure action, involving multiple units
may accomplish notice by publication into a single notice
that identifies each apartment included in foreclosure
action: H3720
15-032-0100 through 15-032-280, Damage Awards Fairness Act:
S0350
15-032-0110 through 15-032-0120, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of
2009: H3489
15-032-0220, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
15-036-0010 through 15-036-0100, Frivolous Civil Proceedings Sanc-
tions Act (designated as Title 15, Chap. 036, Art. 001):
H3587
15-036-0010, Court, cases, establish that a case dismissed by directed
verdict or summary judgment is presumed to be a per se
frivolous case unless court finds for good cause shown to
be not frivolous or sanctions not be imposed: S0638
15-073-0010, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
15-073-0010, Defective product, seller of, no product liability action,
except action of breach of express warranty shall be com-
menced or maintained against when product is in sealed
container, provisions, exceptions: S0601
15-073-0010, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
15-077-0300, Attorney fees, in state-initiated actions, limit fee to rea-
sonable time expended at reasonable rate: S0186
15-078-0030, Torts Claims Act, definitions revised; expressly provide
for immunity of certain governmental employees when
investigating potential wrongdoing or disciplining another
employee, provisions: H3249
15-078-0050, Torts Claims Act, definitions revised; expressly provide
for immunity of certain governmental employees when
investigating potential wrongdoing or disciplining another
employee, provisions: H3249
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15-078-0060, Emergency air wing, vehicle or airplane liability used
by for training should be conveyed upon National Guard,
State Guard or the State after required liability insurance
has been fully applied: S0225
15-078-0100, Tort claims act, certain causes of action to be filed with
magistrates court: H3168
15-078-0120, Tort claims act, state agency or political subdivision
may be represented by certain delineated representatives:
H3168
Title 15, Chap. 032, Art. 001, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009:
H3489
Title 15, Chap. 032, Damage Awards Fairness Act: S0350
Title 15, Chap. 036, Art. 001, Frivolous Civil Proceedings Sanctions
Act (15-036-0010 through 15-036-0100 designated as):
H3587
Title 16
16-001-0060, Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
16-003-0020, Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
16-003-0020, Jerry’s Law; murder of person seventy years or older
added to list of statutory aggravating circumstances:
H3601
16-003-0085, Child abuse, homicide by, increase penalty to life with-
out parole or death if seeking death penalty for murder:
H3786
16-003-0095, Child, great bodily injury upon, minimum term of
imprisonment to two years if convicted of, no portion of
sentence to be suspended, provisions: S0348, H3436
16-003-0612, Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
16-003-0620, Assault and battery with intent to kill, person convicted
of to be punished by imprisonment for not less than ten
years to life: S0308
16-003-0625, Arrest, resisting, person who knowingly and willfully
commits assault and battery on law enforcement officer
during lawful discharge is guilt of misdemeanor, penalties:
S0292
16-003-0635, Code enforcement officers, included in assault and bat-
tery upon certain medical, firefighter offense; code
enforcement officer defined: S0315
16-003-0654, Criminal sexual conduct in third degree, sexual battery
included when victim is student sixteen or older and actor
is employed at school, provisions: S0107
16-003-0740, Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act:
S0512, H3677
16-003-1040, Threats, to public official, teacher, or principal, direct
and indirect threats: H3226
16-003-1350, Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act:
S0512, H3677
16-003-1770, Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act:
S0512
16-007-0140, County jail, reference to delete: S0217
16-009-0010, Perjury, to expressly include wilfull presentment of
false, misleading or incomplete testimony under oath in a
proceeding in Senate of House of Representatives: S0271
16-009-0340, Criminal proceeding; unlawful for defendant to threaten
a witness with the denial of parental rights: H3026
16-011-0020, Burglary, bump key in the list of illegal instruments:
H3956
16-011-0330, Armed robbery, minor under age of twenty-one who
commits to receive youthful offender sentence not below a
minimum of three years: H3030, H3021
16-011-0420, Criminal sexual conduct, persons have a right to protect
themselves, families and others from commission of a:
H3025
16-011-0430, Criminal sexual conduct offense defined: H3025
16-011-0440, Criminal sexual conduct offense, reasonable fear of
imminent peril of death to include: H3025
16-011-0510, Personal property, malicious injury to, penalties revised
and increased: H3169
16-011-0520, Personal property, malicious injury to, penalties revised
and increased: H3169
16-011-0523, Metals, nonferrous, injury to real property trying to
obtain, definitions revised: S0184
16-011-0650, Animal enclosers, fences or gates, removing or destroy-
ing of, penalties increased; magistrate court to dispose
offense: H3013
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forfeited for violations, forfeiture procedures, disposition
of items, proceeds of sales: S0436
16-015-0305, Obscenity, disseminating of; oral and written publica-
tion defined: S0056
16-015-0342, Minor, criminal solicitation of, penalty for offense
increased: H3369
16-015-0375, Child exploitation offenses, sexually explicit conduct
defined: H3431
16-015-0375, Minors, morality and decency offenses against, offense
of disseminating profanity to a minor included: S0056
16-015-0395, Minor, sexual exploitation of, increase penalty of
offense: H3431
16-015-0405, Minor, sexual exploitation of, to include distributing
material containing a minor engaged in sexually explicit
conduct in purview of offense: H3431
16-015-0410, Minor, sexual exploitation of, reference new term:
H3431
16-017-0420, Schools, disturbing, expand purview of offense to
include additional unlawful conduct on grounds or prop-
erty of school or college; penalties increased: H3315
16-017-0420, Schools, disturbing, provide first and second offense
violations must be tried in magistrates court; third and sub-
sequent offenses tried in general sessions court: H3229
16-017-0500, Tobacco, requirement of proof of age exceptions; sale of
tobacco products prohibited from self-service displays with
exceptions: S0752
16-017-0501, Youth Access to Tobacco Prevention Act of 2009:
S0752
16-017-0650, Cockfighting, penalties increased: H3227
16-017-0680, Nonferrous metals, definitions of revised: S0184
16-017-0680, Nonferrous metals, unlawful for person to transport
unless person possesses bill of sale, provisions: H3160
16-019-0040, Gambling, clarify activities that are unlawful, penalties
and exceptions: S0535
16-019-0100 through 16-019-0250, Gambling and lotteries, unlawful,
definitions added; penalties increased; social gambling
allowed as defense to unlawful gambling; clarifications:
S0628
16-023-0020, Handgun, person may lawfully stow under the seat of
vehicle: H3298
16-023-0050, Weapon violations, delete obsolete references: H3003
16-023-0050, Weapons, assault weapons included in statute; penalties;
create a two-tiered penalty scheme: H3659
16-023-0210, Assault weapon, defined: H3659
16-023-0405, Weapon, definition expanded to include plastic, metal or
brass knuckles: S0312
16-023-0420, Weapons, carried on private property, does not apply to
person authorized to carry a concealed weapon inside
motor vehicle: S0347
16-023-0420, Weapons, carried on school property, does not apply to
person authorized to carry a concealed weapon inside
motor vehicle: S0593
16-023-0430, Weapons prohibited on school property, add to plastic,
metal or brass knuckles: S0312
16-023-0430, Weapons, carried on school property, does not apply to
person authorized to carry a concealed weapon inside
motor vehicle: S0347, S0593
16-023-0440, Firearm, unlawful to discharge in a public or private
school, dwellings, structures, etc.; penalties increased:
H3024
16-023-0460, Concealed weapons, exception removed for metal
knuckles: S0312
16-023-0460, Concealed weapons, increase fine for violation of:
H3003
16-023-0465, Weapons, carried into business that sells alcoholic bev-
erages, does not apply to person authorized to carry a con-
cealed weapon inside motor vehicle: S0347
16-025-0010, Criminal domestic violence, include persons in dating
relationship; definitions revised: H3310
16-025-0020, Criminal domestic violence, judge may proceed with
prosecution of a case if victim is not present, before dis-
missing a case the judge shall make written findings, provi-
sions: H3642
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16-025-0065, Criminal domestic violence, strangulation and smother-
ing are both domestic violence of a high and aggravated
nature: H3643
16-025-0070, Criminal domestic violence, investigating agency to
document investigation and maintain report of: H3641
Title 16, Chap. 019, Gambling and lotteries, unlawful, definitions
added; penalties increased; social gambling allowed as
defense to unlawful gambling; clarifications: S0628
Title 17
17-001-0040, Frivolous charges, court to order legal cost to be paid by
person who brings frivolous charges against another per-
son; exceptions: H3028
17-001-0040, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act:
H3022
17-001-0040, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act; person
who retains certain record of charge that has been dis-
missed is held in contempt of court: S0310, S0411
17-001-0045, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act;
administrative court to include a notice that informs a per-
son of his right to file application to have recorded
expunged: S0310
17-005-0130, Coroners, qualifications of increased, candidate for to
file a sworn affidavit with county executive committee of
person’s political party, provisions: H3536
17-005-0530, Ann S. Perdue Independent Autopsy Fairness Act of
2009: S0572, H3735
17-013-0140, Search warrants, for property, clarify circumstances by
subpoena may be issued to obtain records of entities who
issues credit cards: H3967
17-015-0015, Bond, deposit of a cash amount by the defendant
through an accommodation bondsman; increase cash
amount; bondsman to pay handling fee: H3798
17-015-0030, Bail, released on bail and charged with a violent offense,
to be denied bail when prosecutor can prove preponderance
of evidence, provisions: S0006
17-015-0170, Bond forfeiture, State entitled to estreat bond of recog-
nizance one hundred eighty days after person’s failure to
appear in court: H3032
17-021-0080, Criminal proceedings venues, person charged with
criminal offense is a law enforcement officer, magistrate or
circuit judge, fair and impartial trial cannot be obtained in
the county which the defendant served: H3672
17-027-0020, Post-conviction relief action, provisions to eliminate
allowing an action when material evidence was not previ-
ously presented or heard: H3563
17-027-0045, Post-conviction relief action, provisions to eliminate
allowing an action when material evidence was not previ-
ously presented or heard: H3563
17-027-0060, Civil appointments, prohibition included a reference to
in certain cases: H3244
17-027-0070, Post-conviction relief action, court to dismiss actions
under certain circumstances: H3563
17-027-0080, Post-conviction relief action, conforming changes
made: H3563
17-027-0160, Post-conviction relief action, change and streamline
procedures for filing a post-conviction relief action and
shorten time of which a hearing must be held: H3563
Title 18
18-009-0130, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
18-009-0130, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
Title 20
20-004-0020, Criminal domestic violence, definition of household
member revised: H3310
20-004-0040, Criminal domestic violence, guardian may petition for
court order on behalf of minor who is in a dating relation-
ship: H3310
20-004-0060, Criminal domestic violence, order of protection, respon-
dent in proceeding to complete a batterer treatment pro-
gram; prohibition or requirements for protection of abused
person: H3310
20-004-0060, Pets, domestic abuse, court may prohibit harm or
harassment to a pet held by petitioner; court may order
temporary possession of pets: H3117
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S0512
20-007-1350, Detention facility, term changed to correctional facility:
S0217
20-007-1370, Family court judge, candidate to be resident of circuit
where court is located one year prior to election: S0216
20-007-8305, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
20-007-8320, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
Title 22
22-001-0010, Magistrate, vacancies, supreme court must provide
Governor with nominees to fill: S0137
22-001-0010, Magistrates, Greenville County, office becomes vacant
on date and time term expires; magistrate whose term
expired may not continue to hold over the office in de facto
capacity pending appointment of successor, provisions:
S0311
22-001-0010, Magistrates, appointments, appointment by Governor
with advice and consent of General Assembly, provisions:
H3237
22-001-0010, Magistrates, office becomes vacant on date and time
term expires; magistrate whose term expired may not con-
tinue to hold over the office in de facto capacity pending
appointment of successor, provisions: S0309
22-001-0016, Magistrates, relating to trial observations for: H3237
22-001-0017, Court administration may establish continuing educa-
tion program concerning landlord and tenant rights that
magistrates, landlords, tenants and law enforcement offi-
cials may attend: S0243
22-001-0025, Magistrates, retirement age raised to seventy-five years
of age: S0380
22-001-0040, Magistrate, prohibit senators, family members and legal
associates from representing another person as attorney at
law before magistrate senator recommended for appoint-
ment: S0397
22-002-0010, Magistrate, vacancies, supreme court to appoint screen-
ing committee to assist with selection of nominees for:
S0137
22-002-0010, Magistrates, screening committee for: H3237
22-002-0015, Magistrates, special election of: H3237
22-002-0040, Magistrates, number of and location of, conforming
changes: H3237
22-002-0190, Laurens County, jury area for revised to provide for one
jury area countywide: H4048
22-003-0010, Magistrates court, civil jurisdiction increased to ten
thousand; except landlord and tenant cases, any cases with
controversy ordered for mandatory mediation, provisions:
S0200
22-003-0010, Magistrates, increase civil jurisdiction to fifteen thou-
sand dollars: S0285
22-003-0020, Magistrate, civil actions where does not have jurisdic-
tion, make changes: H3168
22-003-0550, Magistrates court, magistrates may order restitution in
amount not to exceed the civil jurisdiction amount for mag-
istrates: S0718
22-003-1000, Magistrates court, new trial and appeal, increase time
period in which motion for new trial may be made to ten
days: H3845
22-003-1330, Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions,
to allow service of process by person other than constables:
S0591
22-003-1340, Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions,
to allow service of process by person other than constables:
S0591
22-003-1370, Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions,
to allow service of process by person other than constables:
S0591
22-003-1400, Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions,
to allow service of process by person other than constables:
S0591
22-003-1410, Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions,
to allow service of process by person other than constables:
S0591
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22-005-0110, Arrest warrant, none shall be issued for arrest of person
unless ought by law enforcement agency; if warrant issued
by another a courtesy summons must be issued, excep-
tions: S0282
22-005-0190, Warrant, not required to be endorsed by magistrate in
county where charged person resides; serving a warrant
procedures: S0118
22-005-0510, Bail, pending charges against person requesting shall be
considered by magistrate in determining whether bail is
granted: S0006
22-005-0510, Bond hearings, county to provide person a bond hearing
within twenty-four hours; county to release person with
bailable offense; county to pay penalty to violation of:
H3490
22-005-0910, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act:
S0310, H3022
22-005-0920, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act; youth-
ful offender time to wait before applying to have record
expunged: S0310, S0411, H3022
22-008-0040, Magistrates salaries, licensed attorney must be paid a
base salary equal to fifty-five percent of a circuit court
judge’s salary, provisions: H3832
Title 23
23-001-0212, National park service rangers, are federal law enforce-
ment officers authorized to enforce state’s criminal laws:
H3377
23-003-0210, Missing person information center, change definition of
missing child and missing person: S0189
23-003-0240, Missing person report, any person responsible for miss-
ing person may submit: S0174, H3719, H3817
23-003-0250, Missing person report, any person responsible for miss-
ing person may submit: S0174, H3719, H3817
23-003-0270, Missing person report, any person responsible for miss-
ing person may submit: S0174, H3719, H3817
23-003-0440, Sex offender, when set to be released on a Friday or hol-
iday must retain in custody until following business day;
sheriff has jurisdiction to locate offender; failure to register
provisions and rules: H3348
23-003-0470, Sex offender, failure to register, penalties increased:
H4156
23-003-0470, Sex offender, failure to register, sheriff to notify SLED
of charge; SLED to indicate on registry that offender failed
to register: H3348
23-003-0535, Sex offender, local government may not expand or con-
tract boundaries of areas in which a sex offender may or
may not reside: H3087
23-006-0020, Natural resources enforcement department added to
department of public safety: H3004
23-006-0030, Department of public safety powers to include enforcing
certain laws related to natural resources: H3004
23-009-0020, State fire marshall, to supervise enforcement of Hydro-
gen Permitting Act: H3835
23-019-0010, Sheriff fees for services, increased; delete provisions
that allows a sheriff or deputy to collect the same fee as
allowed a constable for the service or execution of papers
issued by a magistrate: H3902
23-031-0205, Well-Regulated Militia Act, name of Law Abiding Citi-
zens Self-Defense Act of 1996 changed to: H3652
23-031-0215, Concealed weapon permit, specifically enumerate per-
sons not required to obtain: H3003
23-031-0215, Concealed weapon permits, permits issued to nonresi-
dents are valid for four years; permits to residents are good
for life, fee provisions: S0753
23-031-0220, Concealed weapons allowed on certain premises, specif-
ically enumerate those persons that are exempted from stat-
ute: H3003
23-031-0240, Concealed weapons, add active members of the general
assembly, active public defenders, assistant public defend-
ers and active clerks of court and deputy clerks of court to
list of people permitted to carry: H4112
23-041-0020, Public safety officials added to list of agencies autho-
rized to receive information from insurance company:
S0363
Title 24
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county jail: S0217
24-003-0027, Local regional correctional facility, decision to assign
work or disqualify a person from is up to sole discretion of
the official in charge; not to be challenged: S0217
24-003-0030, Inmates, state must obtain consent for certain inmates
before placing in a facility that is maintained by a local
government entity: S0217
24-003-0050, Prisoner who fails to remain within the extended limits
of his confinement, penalties: S0217
24-003-0060, Prisoner’s, clerk of court providing notice to the Correc-
tions Department of number sentenced to imprisonment in
the penitentiary, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0070, Convicts, transportation of, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0080, Penitentiary, term substituted for state prison system:
S0217
24-003-0081, Conjugal visits, no person in a local government facility
permitted to have: S0217
24-003-0130, Inmate labor on public projects, technical changes:
S0217
24-003-0131, Inmates labor, supervision, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0140, Inmates, labor at State House, convict term changed to
inmates: S0217
24-003-0160, Inmates, cost of maintaining, convict term changed to
inmates: S0217
24-003-0170, Prison system, use of convicts by Clemson University,
terms changed: S0217
24-003-0180, Convicts, term changed to inmates: S0217
24-003-0190, Penitentiary, appropriations, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0310, Prison industries program, convicts term changed to
inmates: S0217
24-003-0330, Products produced by convicts, convicts term changed
to inmates: S0217
24-003-0340, State purchase of material not produced by convict
labor, technical change: S0217
24-003-0400, Prison industries account, convicts term changed to
inmates: S0217
24-003-0420, Jail, term deleted: S0217
24-003-0520, Person sentenced to death, transportation to the Correc-
tions Department: S0217
24-003-0540, Penitentiary, term changed to prison system: S0217
24-003-0550, Convicts, term changed to inmates: S0217
24-003-0560, Execution of a person, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0570, Convicts, term changed to inmates: S0217
24-003-0710, Penitentiary, term changed to prison system: S0217
24-003-0720, Prison riot and disorders, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0740, Corrections Department, person who assist the director,
compensation, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0750, Prisons, riot and disorder, technical changes: S0217
24-003-0760, Corrections department technical changes: S0217
24-003-0920, Convict, term changed to inmates: S0217
24-003-0930, Penitentiary, term changed to state prison system: S0217
24-003-0940, Prisoners, prohibition against gambling, technical
changes: S0217
24-003-0951, Prisoners, possession of money, technical changes:
S0217
24-003-0965, Prisoner, term changed to inmate: S0217
24-005-0010, Facility manager term changed to jailer: S0217
24-005-0012, Facility manager, term changed to jailer: S0217
24-005-0020, Jailer, provisions allowing sheriff who does not live in
the jail to appoint, sheriff to appoint a facility manager:
S0217
24-005-0050, Jailers, term substituted: S0217
24-005-0060, Governing bodies, term changed to jailer: S0217
24-005-0080, Prisoners, items that must be furnished to: S0217
24-005-0090, Facility manager, term changed to jailer: S0217
24-005-0110, Facility manager, term changed to sheriff: S0217
24-005-0120, Condition of jail, sheriff’s annual report, facility man-
ager term changed to sheriff: S0217
24-005-0170, Prisoner, removal from prisons that may be destroyed:
S0217
24-005-0300, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0310, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0320, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0330, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0350, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0360, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
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24-005-0370, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0380, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-005-0390, Jailer, term deleted: S0217
24-007-0060, Convicts, term changed to inmates: S0217
24-007-0110, Prisons, definitions changed: S0217
24-007-0120, Prisons, municipalities authorized to enter into contracts
with county facilities: S0217
24-007-0155, Prisons, prohibition of contraband in a county or munic-
ipal prison, section applies to multi-jurisdictional facilities,
term inmates substituted for convicts: S0217
24-009-0030, Prisons, standards that must be met to house certain
prisoners or pretrial detainees, certain provisions deleted:
S0217
24-009-0035, Prisons, technical changes, term jailer substituted for
facility manager: S0217
24-009-0040, Prisons, architectural plans, applies to the renovation of
confinement facilities: S0217
24-013-0010, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0020, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0030, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0040, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0050, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0080, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0100, No parole offense, definitions of revised: H3166, S0206
24-013-0125, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0150, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0210, Corrections department director to establish policies and
procedures to restore inmate good-time credit lost for disci-
plinary action; good-time credit awarded provision; reduc-
tion sentence programs established, provisions: S0218
24-013-0210, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0230, Corrections Department, to establish policy to allow
certain prisoners a reduction in sentences; maximum
amount may reduced revised: S0217
24-013-0230, Corrections department director to establish policies and
procedures to restore inmate good-time credit lost for disci-
plinary action; good-time credit awarded provision; reduc-
tion sentence programs established, provisions: S0218
24-013-0235, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0260, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0410, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0420, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0430, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0440, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0450, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0460, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0470, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0640, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0660, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0710, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-013-0720, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-013-0910, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0915, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-0940, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-1330, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-013-1530, Home detention program, certain drug and controlled
substance offenders to participate in: H3976
24-013-1530, Home detention, court may sentence certain offenders to
as alternative to incarceration: S0034
24-013-1540, Prisons, certain terms substituted: S0217
24-013-1590, Home detention program, certain drug and controlled
substance offenders to participate in: H3976
24-019-0010, Youthful offender definition revised: H3030, H3021
24-019-0110, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-021-0410, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-021-0430, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-021-0560, Community supervision program, reuse maximum
aggregate amount of time a prisoner may be required to be
incarcerated when sentenced for successive program:
S0217
24-021-0560, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-021-0640, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-021-0645, Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
24-027-0200, Good conduct credits, reduction in credits may be
implemented fro Administrative law judges recommenda-
tions: S0218
24-037-0370, Convicts, term changed to inmates: S0217
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tion and renewal fees of licensure of: H3301
Title 25
25-001-0380, Adjutant General, must have two assistant adjutant gen-
eral with the rank of major general: S0589, H3749
25-001-0420, Emergency management division of the office of adju-
tant general, responsibilities for: H3501
25-001-0440, Governor, declaring an emergency, authority to provide
timing and termination requirements for his authority to
compel an evacuation: H3501
25-003-0010, Adjutant General to establish emergency air wing within
State Guard; organization and duties of; liability provi-
sions: S0225
Title 26
26-001-0005 through 26-001-0190, Notaries Public, definitions
revised; qualifications for; powers and limits of powers of;
certain prohibitions; maintenance of journal of notarial
acts; penalties; provisions: S0251
Title 26, Chap. 001, Notaries Public, definitions revised; qualifications
for; powers and limits of powers of; certain prohibitions;
maintenance of journal of notarial acts; penalties; provi-
sions: S0251
Title 27
27-031-0030, Horizontal property regime, pre-sell apartment unit in
condominium project, earnest money to be placed in spe-
cial escrow account, provisions: S0215
27-031-0130, Horizontal property regime, two-thirds votes of owners
can waive regime, certain provisions: S0215
27-031-0190, Horizontal property regime, assessments for emergency
expenditures and improvements to common area or facility
provided for: H3407
27-033-0050, Tenant, to pay outstanding utility bill owed by landlord
in certain circumstances, payment may be deducted from
tenant’s next month’s rent, provisions: H3847
27-040-0210, Multi-family dwelling defined: H3247
27-040-0410, Rental, Landlord must be exempt for certain written
notice requirements if tenant is evicted for failing to pay
rent or incurring damage exceeding amount of security
deposit: H3831
27-040-0440, Landlord obligations, so provide specific requirements
pertaining to provisions of central heat and hot water to a
multi-family dwelling: H3247
27-040-0710, Tenant, if evicted party removing tenants personal prop-
erty shall maintain possession for thirty days during which
time the tenant may recover personal property: S0051,
H3500
Title 28
28-002-0060, Eminent domain procedure act, specify circumstances
that are not public use, do not justify condemnation of
property: S0091
28-002-0210, Eminent domain, condemnation actions, reference cir-
cumstances that are not public use and do not justify con-
demnation of property: S0091
Title 29
29-003-0330, Mortgage, satisfaction affidavit, include a probate and
acknowledgement form in: H4049
29-004-0020, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
29-005-0120, Mechanics’ lien, circumstances in which may be
released by court: H3187
Title 30
30-002-0320, Public records, disclosure of provisions: H3722
30-004-0010 through 30-004-0165, Freedom of Information Act(des-
ignated as Title 30, Chap. 004, Art. 001): H3409
30-004-0030, Arrest warrants, issued for preceding three months to be
made available for public inspection and copying, provi-
sions: S0084
30-004-0040, Freedom of Information Act, certain architectural plans,
drawings, etc that could be used to facilitate an escape
exempt from disclosure: S0218
30-004-0040, Freedom of Information Act, financial matters before
family court exempt from; Family Court Financial Privacy
Act: S0146
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30-004-0160, Motor vehicle department, to provide to other jurisdic-
tional licensing agencies photographs for identifying the
applicant for driver’s license, photographs to law enforce-
ment agencies, provisions: H4115
30-004-0165, Motor vehicle department, to provide to other jurisdic-
tional licensing agencies photographs for identifying the
applicant for driver’s license, photographs to law enforce-
ment agencies, provisions: H4115
30-005-0010, Lancaster County, to have separate clerk of court and
register of deeds: S0654
30-005-0012, Lancaster County; governing body of to appoint the reg-
ister of deeds: S0654
Title 30, Chap 004, Art. 001, Freedom of information act (30-004-
0010 through 30-004-0165 designated as): H3409
Title 31
31-012-0030, Redevelopment Authority, municipality as part of area
of operation entitled to representation of: S0092
31-012-0040, Redevelopment Authority, membership of; creation of
municipality not state; not a state agency; procurement
code provisions: S0092
31-012-0050, Redevelopment Authority, changes of conformed:
S0092
31-012-0100, Redevelopment Authority, changes of conformed:
S0092
31-012-0210, Redevelopment Authority, time limit included from date
restructured to cease to be creation of state to fifteen years:
S0092
31-012-0300, Redevelopment Authority, value to be determined of
authorities original creation or date properties were sched-
uled for disposal: S0092
31-021-0030, Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of
sexual orientation or gender identity; terms defined:
S0075, S0076
31-021-0040, Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of
sexual orientation or gender identity; terms defined:
S0075, S0076
31-021-0050, Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of
sexual orientation or gender identity; terms defined:
S0075, S0076
31-021-0060, Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of
sexual orientation or gender identity; terms defined:
S0075, S0076
31-021-0070, Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of
sexual orientation or gender identity; terms defined:
S0075, S0076
Title 32
32-007-0010 through 32-007-0130, Preneed Funeral Contracts, pow-
ers and duties transferred to consumer affairs department,
criminal fines increased, penalties, provisions: H3615,
S0496
Title 32, Chap. 007, Preneed Funeral Contracts, powers and duties
transferred to consumer affairs department, criminal fines
increased, penalties, provisions: H3615, S0496
Title 33
33-006-0220, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
33-006-0220, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
33-041-1110, Limited liability company, application annually renewed
before April first: H3882
33-041-1110, Limited liability partnership registration application fil-
ing fee deleted for: H3531
33-044-0303, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
33-044-0303, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
33-056-0020, Charitable organization, eighty percent of gross receipts
from contributions a charitable organization solicits must
be used directly for stated charitable purpose; definition
revised: H3054
33-056-0020, Charities, include solicitation of charitable funds by way
of donation clothing bin, provisions: H3248
33-056-0030, Charitable organization, eighty percent of gross receipts
from contributions a charitable organization solicits must
be used directly for stated charitable purpose; definition
revised: H3054
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from contributions a charitable organization solicits must
be used directly for stated charitable purpose; definition
revised: H3054
Title 34
34-001-0020, Mortgage Lending Act: S0673
34-001-0110, Mortgage Lending Act: S0673
34-011-0060, Fraudulent check, fingerprint exemplar added as an item
the receiver of the check must obtain to present prima facie
evidence of the identity of issuer of check: H3921
34-011-0060, Fraudulent check, item to be posted on face with date
received by person or business seeking a warrant; date war-
rant to be issued; provisions: H3313
34-011-0090, Fraudulent check, increase penalties for second
offenses: H4130
34-029-0140, Consumer finance transactions, exclude deferred pre-
sentment transactions: H3056
34-039-0130, Payday lending, Deferred presentment service, to pro-
hibit business in this state without license; compliance
required by state when acting as third party lender: H3159,
S0015, S0113, S0087, S0047, H3048, H3301
34-039-0140, Deferred presentment transactions, provisions applica-
ble to person engage in business while purporting to act not
required to be licensed: H3056
34-039-0150, Deferred presentment service, application fee for licen-
sure of increased: H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087, S0047
34-039-0150, Deferred presentment service, board of financial advi-
sors to notify secretary of state of name and address of each
licensee: H3157
34-039-0160, Deferred presentment service, applicant not to place
licensed location within three mile radius of existing loca-
tion or of check-cashing service: H3157
34-039-0170, Deferred presentment transaction, prohibit electronic
fund transfer for automatic payment of: H3159, S0015,
S0113, S0087, S0047
34-039-0180, Deferred presentment services, limit amount advanced
to customer to six hundred dollars: S0279, H3301
34-039-0180, Deferred presentment transactions, limit total amount of
advance money; disclosure of transaction and customer
rights; prohibit loan to person with extended payment plan:
H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087, S0047
34-039-0180, Deferred presentment, cap annual interest rate charge-
able at thirty-six percent: H3048, H3056
34-039-0180, Payday lending, Deferred presentment service, limit
aggregate total of advance monies to three hundred dollars
in thirty-one day period: H3157
34-039-0180, Payday lending, Deferred presentment services, limit
amount advanced to customer to five hundred dollars;
excess fee amount provisions; return check provisions:
H3301
34-039-0190, Deferred presentment service, records, must be avail-
able to consumer affairs department: H3157
34-039-0200, Deferred presentment service, limit licensee to one con-
tract with one customer at a time: H3048, H3056
34-039-0200, Deferred presentment service, to comply with law when
acting for third party lender: H3159, S0015, S0113, S0087,
S0047
34-039-0200, Payday lending, deferred presentment, persons to be
licensed; exceptions: H3301
34-039-0230, Deferred presentment service, void violating contract;
penalties: H3048
Title 37
37-001-0301, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
37-002-0203, Credit card, delinquency charge or late fee may not
exceed total outstanding account balance: H3566
37-003-0105, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
37-003-0201, Deferred presentment transactions, allowable loan
finance charge for consumer loans: H3056
37-003-0305, Deferred presentment transactions, posting of maximum
rate schedule for consumer loans exclude applicability to:
H3056
37-003-0413, Short-term vehicle secured loan, redefined; loan
extended to no longer than one hundred eighty days; prin-
cipal cannot extend eighty-five percent of fair market
value; rescission period increased, provisions: S0111
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37-003-0501, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
37-010-0102, Mortgages, attorney fees for changes: H3986
37-020-0180, Public records, with social security number on, disclo-
sure of provisions: H3722
37-023-0020, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
37-023-0040, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
37-023-0045, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
37-023-0075, Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
38-079-0030, Healthcare Provider who renders medical services vol-
untarily and without compensation is not liable for any
civil damages for any act or omission; provisions: S0168
Title 38
38-001-0020, Insurance law, definition of credit score added: H3236
38-001-0020, Insurance, admitted assets redefined: S0202
38-001-0020, Insurance, definitions added to: H3562, S0516
38-005-0120, Insurer, procedure for aggrieved insurer to request a
hearing before director or designee, recourse provided
through judicial review: S0301, H3438
38-009-0020, Insurance, marketable securities which may be required
by director changed: S0202
38-009-0210, Insurance, securities listed that qualify as security
changed: S0202
38-009-0330, Insurer, terms redefined: S0301, H3438
38-010-0040, Insurance, protected cell assets, code reference changed:
S0202
38-021-0095, Insurer, acquisition of by domestic insurer, delete appli-
cability to foreign producers; references corrected: S0301,
H3438
38-033-0130, Insurance, health maintenance organization to issue
conversion policy to enrollee upon termination of organi-
zation: S0202
38-039-0020, Insurance, fee for licensure in servicing insurance pre-
miums in this state is due on biennial basis rather than on
annual basis: H3562, S0516
38-043-0020, Insurance coverage, clarify that exception for an
employee of a licensed producer does not include clerical
duties concerning: S0622
38-043-0080, Insurance, biennial producer license renewal fee
increased; requirements for payment of appointment fees:
H3562, S0516
38-043-0106, Insurance, biennial compliance period is based on
licensee’s month and year of birth: H3562, S0516
38-043-0110, Insurance, producers license, to be renewed biennial
based on licensee’s month and year of birth; requirements
to renew: H3562, S0516
38-043-0200, Insurance, producer, splitting and sharing commission
requirements: H3562, S0516
38-045-0010, Insurance broker, duties of, exceptions: H3562, S0516
38-045-0020, Insurance broker, delete requirements that broker hold
at least one appointment: H3562, S0516
38-055-0080, Insurance, loans to directors or officers by insurer, code
reference changed: S0202
38-059-0020, Insurance, improper claim practices, add invoking or
threatening policy defenses: S0622
38-071-0290, Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2009:
S0390
38-071-0350, Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act:
S0416
38-071-0360, Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act:
S0416
38-071-0780, Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act:
S0416
38-071-0880, Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2009:
S0390
38-071-1330, Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act:
S0416
38-073-0737, Insurance, driver training course credit, initial course
reduced to six hours, four hour refresher course every 3
years, department to regulate 55 and older driver safety
internet courses: H3638
38-073-0740, Automobile insurance, delete references to investigative
and credit reports: H3236
38-073-0910, Workers’ compensation insurance, hearing must be held
as a prerequisite to granting any rate change whether an
increase or a decrease: S0741
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factor in refusing to issue or renew, provisions: H3236
38-077-0123, Automobile insurance, prohibit use of credit score as
factor in refusing to issue or renew, provisions: H3236
38-077-0350, Insurance, coverage options, require form to be wit-
nessed by a producer or representative of an insurer: S0622
38-090-0020, Captive insurance company, prohibited to write work-
ers’ compensation insurance on direct basis; additional
processing fee to be charged: S0323
38-090-0040, Captive insurance companies, authorize front company
of branch to post security for loss reserves on branch busi-
ness: S0323
38-090-0055, Captive reinsurance companies, mandatory to precatory
consideration by director of factors in arriving at finding
changed: S0323
38-090-0060, Captive insurance companies, mandatory to precatory
consideration by director of factors in arriving at finding
changed: S0323
38-090-0070, Captive insurance companies, director of authority to
grant or waive requirements of section: S0323
38-090-0075, Captive insurance companies, discounting loss and loss
adjustment expense reserves: S0323
38-090-0080, Captive insurance companies, increase interval of
inspections and examinations, director to waive require-
ment for a visit to certain companies: S0323
38-090-0090, Captive insurance companies, director to impose a fine
instead of revoking or suspending a license: S0323
38-090-0130, Captive insurance companies, authorize company to
participate in pool for purpose of commercial risk: S0323
38-090-0180, Captive insurance companies, certain provisions
changed: S0323
38-090-0440, Captive insurance companies, processing fee calcula-
tions; application fee provisions: S0323
38-090-0450, Captive insurance companies, director to change to pre-
catory when issuing a certificate: S0323
38-090-0560, Captive insurance companies, increase interval that
company must be inspected, provisions: S0323
Title 39
39-001-0020, Advertising, untrue or misleading in any form prohib-
ited: S0090
39-005-0020, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
39-005-0020, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
39-005-0037, Unfair trade practice, to publish in telephone assistance
database or advertisement intentional misleading represen-
tation of geographical location of business: S0198
39-005-0040, Advertising, untrue or misleading in any form is unfair
trade practice: S0090
39-005-0140, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
39-005-0140, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
39-005-0145, Price gouging, penalty for increased, not to more than
five thousand dollars: H3106
39-020-0045, Vehicle, another procedure for enforcement of lien
against a titled vehicle: H3988
Title 40
40-001-0200, Profession and occupation, additional offense created
when person unlawfully practices, provisions; penalties;
prohibition of license to practice provisions: H3775
40-005-0310, Attorneys, person must be enrolled as member of South
Carolina Bar in order to practice law or solicit legal cause,
provisions: H3123
40-011-0100, Contractors, violation of licensure requirements, maxi-
mum amount of fine assessed against in one day; first
offense fines, provisions: H3432
40-011-0110, Contractor, violation of licensure requirements, SC Con-
tractors’ Licensing Board may impose penalty of up to
twenty-five thousand dollars for violation: H3432
40-011-0170, Contractor regulation, assessing cost of investigation
and prosecution of, department may not assess such costs:
H3965
40-011-0200, Contractor, engages in practice or under false pretense
uses impermissibly anothers valid contractors license is
fined twenty-five thousand dollars and guilty of felony:
H3432
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40-011-0260, Contractors, group four mechanical contractors increase
bid and job limitation to five hundred thousand dollars and
net worth requirement increased to seventy-five thousand
dollars: H3116
40-011-0360, Contractors, make technical changes: H4033
40-011-0360, Contractors, owes owner of residential property who
makes certain improvements the same duty as licensed
contractor to compile with building codes and standards:
H3354
40-011-0370, Contractors, may only engage in construction under
name on license; contract invalid if not under same name
or license number: H3965
40-013-0020, Cosmetologist, salon redefined: H3815
40-015-0110, Dentist and dental hygiene, specify scope of activities of
interns and residents exempt from licensure: S0167
40-015-0110, Dentist, residents are authorized to treat conditions
encountered during residency program, including prescrib-
ing drugs: S0287
40-015-0280, Dental work, prescription, requirement deleted that cer-
tificate number of individual or organization must be
included on: S0253
40-015-0360, Pharmacist, to fill prescriptions written by interns and
residents under certain conditions: S0167, S0287
40-019-0290, Funeral directors, placing payments received for funeral
merchandise in trust account, change board of financial
institutions to consumer affairs department; payments to be
held until merchandise delivered: H3615
40-019-0290, State Board of Financial Institutions changed to South
Carolina Department of Consumer Affairs: S0496
40-027-0010, Scrap metal, person who purchases twenty-five pounds
of, to have copy of sellers identification card, provisions:
S0184, H3153
40-027-0040, Junk dealer, violations of, increase maximum penalties:
S0184, H3153
40-028-0110, Landscape architects, experience needed to fulfill two-
year supervised experience requirement clarified: S0513
40-037-0020, Optometrists, definitions revised: H3303
40-037-0030, Optometrists, activities that constitute specified: H3303
40-037-0290, Optometrists, allowed to prescribe pharmaceutical
agents; certain provisions deleted; medications adminis-
tered by injection provided: H3303
40-037-0310, Optometrists, prohibition against performing surgery
deleted; provisions: H3303
40-039-0010, Pawnbrokers, definitions added and revised: S0631
40-039-0020, Pawnbrokers, terms changed: S0631
40-039-0040, Pawnbrokers, unauthorized fees, charge for redemption
or pickup may be assessed in actual amount of mailing
costs: S0631
40-039-0050, Pawnbrokers, certificate of authority, increase amount
required bond to ten thousand dollars: S0631
40-039-0100, Pawnbrokers, loans, additional language added: S0631
40-039-0110, Pawnbrokers, forfeiture notice provisions: S0631
40-039-0130, Pawnbrokers, in order to seize item proven to be prop-
erty of person other than pledgor governing authority must
have in place a written plan for reimbursement of: S0631
40-043-0040, Pharmacy Board, increase members to nine, additional
member being a pharmacy technician: S0179
40-043-0082, Pharmacy technicians, registration requirements of;
practical training requirements; requirements to be certi-
fied by board of pharmacy; exemptions: H3394
40-043-0086, Pharmacists-in-charge to develop and implement poli-
cies and procedures specifying duties of technicians, provi-
sions conformed: H3394
40-043-0086, Pharmacy, increase maximum amount of legend drug
that physician in charge of emergency room may dispense
to a one hundred forty-four hour supply: H3393
40-051-0020, Podiatrist, definition of revised: S0356, H3455
40-056-0001 through 40-056-0270, Pyrotechnic Safety, state board of,
members increased to seven, firework storage and provi-
sions, penalties: S0454, H3941
40-058-0010 through 40-058-0130, Licensing of Mortgage Brokers
Act: H3790, S0673
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dollars amount that person may undertake of residential
building without being considered a residential home
builder subject to license and regulations, provisions:
H3492
40-059-0030, Contracts, failing to register with commission before
engaging in business of residential building penalties:
H3187
40-060-0035, Assessors, revise education requirements for: H3272,
S0406
40-068-0030, Professional employer organizations, increase applica-
tion fees for: S0484
40-068-0040, Professional employer organization, certain provisions
deleted: S0484
40-068-0045, Professional employer organization, holder of de mini-
mis operations license is not required to take continuing
education: S0484
40-068-0050, Professional employer organization, revise initial and
renewal license fees, certain provisions deleted: S0484
40-068-0090, Professional employer organization, revise requirements
for restricted license, department of consumer affairs to
waive audited financial statement: S0484
40-068-0100, Professional employer organization, clarify the initial
licensure period: S0484
40-068-0120, Professional employer organizations, both plans to be
licensed with department of insurance: S0484
40-068-0140, Professional employer organization, licensee required to
provide the department with other changes in status: S0484
40-068-0160, Professional employer organization, further specify pro-
cedures for pursuing a contested case: S0484
40-068-0165, Professional employer organization, authorize filing an
action in administrative law court: S0484
40-080-0020, Firefighter, prior to employment a required check of
State and Federal criminal records, cost of limited: S0373
40-081-0020, Athletic Commission, professional wrestling excluded
as a sport: S0094
40-081-0020, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
40-081-0020, Athletic Commission, regulation of various athletic and
sporting activities by: S0115
40-081-0050, Athletic Commission, one at-large member must be
from mixed martial arts community: S0852
40-081-0050, Athletic Commission, professional wrestling excluded
as a sport: S0094
40-081-0050, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
40-081-0050, Athletic Commission, regulation of various athletic and
sporting activities by: S0115
40-081-0070, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
40-081-0070, Athletic Commission, regulation of various athletic and
sporting activities by: S0115
40-081-0230, Athletic Commission, professional wrestling excluded
as a sport: S0094
40-081-0230, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
40-081-0230, Athletic Commission, regulation of various athletic and
sporting activities by: S0115
40-081-0280, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
40-081-0280, Athletic Commission, regulation of various athletic and
sporting activities by: S0115
40-081-0430, Athletic Commission, professional wrestling excluded
as a sport: S0094
40-081-0430, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
40-081-0430, Athletic Commission, regulation of various athletic and
sporting activities by: S0115
40-081-0480, Athletic Commission, regulation of mixed martial arts
competitions by: H3042
Title 40, Chap. 056, Pyrotechnic Safety, state board of, members
increased to seven, firework storage and provisions, penal-
ties: S0454, H3941
Title 40, Chap. 058, Licensing of Mortgage Brokers Act: H3790,
S0673
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41-001-0010, Employment, notices concerning, provision deleted
requiring notice to be posted in every room where five or
more people are employed: S0374
41-003-0010, Labor, provision deleted establishing division of labor
within department of labor, licensing, and regulation:
S0374
41-003-0040, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, reference
to regulations pertaining to division of labor: S0374
41-003-0045, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442
41-003-0050, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, technical
changes made: S0374
41-003-0060, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, technical
changes made: S0374
41-003-0100, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, technical
changes made: S0374
41-003-0120, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, technical
changes made: S0374
41-003-0190, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442
41-007-0040, Labor organization membership dues, revise manner
and conditions under which these deductions may be made,
prohibitions: H3736
41-010-0010, Workers’ compensation, wages medical payments pro-
vided to illegal immigrants excluded from: S0306, H3890,
H3948
41-021-0070, Apprenticeship, must be paid minimum wage: S0028
41-024-0550, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442
41-025-0120, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442
41-027-0010, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0030, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0150, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0160, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0190, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0210, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0230, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0235, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0260, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0360, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0370, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0370, Employment security commission, eliminate employer-
filed claims: H4060, S0853
41-027-0380, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
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H4060, S0853
41-027-0390, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0510, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0510, Employment security commission, section conformed:
H4060, S0853
41-027-0560, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0570, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0580, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0600, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0610, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0620, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0630, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-027-0670, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0010, Department of workforce, to administer certain chapters
within title: H3442, S0391
41-029-0020, Department of workforce, managed by director
appointed by Governor; removal by Governor: H3442,
S0391
41-029-0030, Department of workforce, director to receive annual
compensation and official expenses: H3442, S0391
41-029-0040, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0050, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0060, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0070, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0080, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0090, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0100, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0110, Employment security commission replaced with Depart-
ment of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0120, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0130, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0140, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
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41-029-0150, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0170, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0170, Employment security commission, unemployment
information made necessary for workforce improvement
and program evaluation to agency administering the work-
force investment act: H4060, S0853, H4086, H4096
41-029-0180, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0190, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0200, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0210, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0220, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0230, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0240, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0250, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0270, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0280, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-029-0290, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-031-0050, Employment security commission, restructure the com-
putation of rates for certain employers: S0853, H4060
41-031-0080, Employment security commission, reserve ratio contri-
bution rates adjusted: H4060, S0853
41-033-0010, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0020, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0030, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0040, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0080, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0090, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0100, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0110, Employment security commission replaced with Depart-
ment of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0120, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
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Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0170, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0180, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0190, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0200, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0210, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0430, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0460, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0470, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0610, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-033-0710, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0010, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0050, Employment security commission, benefits of insured
work formula calculating changed: H4060, S0853, H4086,
H4095
41-035-0080, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0100, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0110, Employment security commission replaced with Depart-
ment of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0115, Employment security commission replaced with Depart-
ment of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0120, Employment security commission, terms redefined:
H4060, S0853, H4086, H4096
41-035-0125, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0126, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0130, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0140, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0330, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0330, Unemployment benefits, additional “state on indicator”
provided: H3940
41-035-0340, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
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41-035-0380, Unemployment benefits, definition of eligibility period
added: H3940
41-035-0410, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0420, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0440, Unemployment benefits, formula for determining the
total extended benefit amount payable to individual with
respect to the applicable benefit year for weeks beginning
in a high-unemployment period: H3940
41-035-0450, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0610, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0630, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0640, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0670, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0680, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0690, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0700, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0710, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0720, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0730, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-035-0740, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-037-0020, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-037-0030, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-039-0030, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-039-0040, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-041-0020, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-041-0040, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-041-0550, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-042-0010, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
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Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-042-0030, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
41-042-0040, Employment security commission replaced with
Department of workforce, conforming changes provisions:
H3442, S0391
Title 42
42-001-0130, Emergency support function volunteers, included in def-
inition of employee: H3501
42-001-0130, Illegal aliens, employer was not aware of immigrants
illegal status prior to employee’s injury: S0306, H3890,
H3948
42-001-0360, Workers’ compensation, illegal immigrants excluded
whose illegal status was known to employer at time immi-
grants hire; provisions: S0306, H3890, H3948
42-007-0050, Workers’ Compensation, from emergency air wings to
be payable from general fund: S0225
42-007-0065, Emergency function volunteers, average weekly wage
calculation for provided: H3501
42-007-0065, Firemen, increase average weekly wage for to sixty-six
percent of average weekly wage for preceding fiscal year:
H3306
42-011-0030, Firefighters, workers’ compensation, impairment or
injury arisen out of and in course of employment if they
have successfully passed a physical exam within last ten
years: S0362
Title 43
43-005-1190, Family independence benefits, conditions for when per-
son is convicted of alcohol or drug related offenses; person
eligible for benefits if not convicted of alcohol or drug
offenses, provisions: S0017
43-007-0430, Medicaid, attorney retained by beneficiary who due to
injury or death obtains funds for beneficiary from third
party to distribute to department, prorated with claims, pro-
visions: S0742
43-021-0010 through 43-021-0250, Division on Aging, renamed;
transfer administration and operation of services and pro-
grams to the office on aging; establishment of certain advi-
sory councils, provisions: S0871
43-026-0010, Handicapped, blind, operation of vending facilities by,
definitions revised: H3623
43-035-0010, Omnibus Adult Protection Act, revise definitions
within: H3358, S0361
43-035-0040, Adult abuse, procedures for reporting cases in which
there is reasonable suspicion of criminal conduct: H3358,
S0361
43-035-0055, Law enforcement, taking vulnerable adult into protec-
tive custody, to report such action to office on aging: S0871
43-035-0085, Adult abuse, certain provisions deleted; criminal penal-
ties established for caregiver due to disregard for health
and safety of vulnerable adult, provisions: H3358, S0361
43-035-0310, Adult protection coordinating council, is under the aus-
pices of the office of aging: S0871
Title 43, Chap. 021, Division on Aging, renamed; transfer administra-
tion and operation of services and programs to the office on
aging; establishment of certain advisory councils, provi-
sions: S0871
Title 44
44-001-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove: H3197
44-001-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a secretary appointed by Governor with con-
sent of Senate: S0384
44-001-0030, Health and environmental control department, secretary
of, compensation and duties of: S0384
44-001-0040, Health and environmental control department, board of
health and environment created, membership of: S0384
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44-001-0040, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-001-0050, Health and environmental control department, boards of
health and environmental control to conduct administrative
reviews, provisions: S0384
44-001-0050, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-001-0060, Health and environmental control department, decision
becomes final thirty days after appropriate notice: S0384
44-001-0060, Health and environmental control department, proce-
dures for review of certificate of need decisions and con-
tested case hearings: S0337
44-001-0060, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-001-0070, Health and environmental control department, secretary
of to form rules and regulations of: S0384
44-001-0070, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-001-0080, Health and environmental control department, secretary
of, duties and powers transferred to: S0384
44-001-0080, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-001-0090, Health and environmental control department, secretary,
duties transferred to: S0384
44-001-0100, Health and environmental control department, secretary
to receive assistance from local health officers: S0384
44-001-0130, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-001-0280, Health and environmental control department, secretary
to coordinate with first steps to school readiness, provi-
sions: S0384
44-001-0280, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-002-0060, Underground storage tanks, new annual renewal fees
established; additional revenue from to be deposited into
superb account: H3270
44-006-0030, Health and human services department, delete the provi-
sions authorizing the department to administer the medic-
aid community long term care system: S0871
44-006-0620, Office of aging, transfer administration of program of
gap assistance pharmacy program to office of aging: S0871
44-006-0630, Office of aging, transfer administration of program of
gap assistance pharmacy program to office of aging: S0871
44-006-0640, Office of aging, transfer administration of program of
gap assistance pharmacy program to office of aging: S0871
44-006-0650, Office of aging, transfer administration of program of
gap assistance pharmacy program to office of aging: S0871
44-006-0660, Office of aging, transfer administration of program of
gap assistance pharmacy program to office of aging: S0871
44-007-0110, Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
44-007-0120, Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
44-007-0130, Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
44-007-0130, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0130, Need and Health Facility Licensure Act, definitions
revised: S0337
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administer the certificate of need program and health facil-
ity licensure: H3205, S0119
44-007-0150, Health and Environmental Control Department, duties
of: H3205, S0119
44-007-0150, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of need program, establishment and collection of fees
for program; department to retain fees in excess of seven
hundred fifty thousand dollars: S0337
44-007-0150, Health and environmental control department, commu-
nity residential care facility star rating system added to:
S0563
44-007-0150, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0160, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of need certain activities revised: S0337
44-007-0170, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of need exemptions revised: S0337
44-007-0170, Health facilities, exempt from certificate of need
requirements to include a facility used only for endoscopy,
provisions: S0027
44-007-0170, Need program, delete provision relating to, thereby
abolishing: H3205, S0119
44-007-0180, Health and environmental control department, health
planning committee, add two members to: S0337
44-007-0180, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0190, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of needs, weighted criteria prescribed: S0337
44-007-0190, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0200, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of needs, provisions corrected, prohibit officials from
communicating with department after application is filed:
S0337
44-007-0200, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0210, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of needs review procedures revised: S0337
44-007-0210, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0220, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of needs, review of decision by administrative court;
review of departments decisions provisions: S0337
44-007-0220, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0230, Health and environmental control department, certifi-
cate of needs, valid for one year from issuance, extension
provisions: S0337
44-007-0230, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0260, Health and environmental control department, certain
facilities licensed by, delete chiropractic inpatient facilities
and add birthing centers: S0337
44-007-0260, Health and environmental control, require licensure for
community-based housing and day programs operated by
Disabilities and Special Needs Department: S0486
44-007-0270, Health and environmental control department, health
facility licensure, department to regulate periods for licen-
sure and renewal, authorize imposing additional fee: S0337
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44-007-0280, Health and environmental control department, health
facility licensure requirements and provisions: S0337
44-007-0310, Community residential care facility, provide exception
allowing limited disclosure of information: S0563
44-007-0315, Community residential care facility, exception for to
accomplish the rating system: S0563
44-007-0315, Health and environmental control department, health
licensing, technical corrections: S0337
44-007-0320, Health and environmental control department, licensing
provisions: S0337
44-007-0320, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-0350, Residential Care Facilities, DHEC not to remove a resi-
dent from if resident, resident’s family, physician, and
facility agree to residents continued stay, provisions:
H3115, S0273
44-007-0370, Community residential care facility star rating system
included in residential care committee: S0563
44-007-0370, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-007-2430, Health and environmental control department, autho-
rized to combine data from multiple reporting periods in
compiling the department’s report; board to appoint advi-
sory committee on hospital acquired infections: S0619,
H3778
44-007-2440, Health and environmental control, reports on hospital
acquired infections; time of submission to General Assem-
bly to be before April 16th of each year: S0619, H3778
44-007-2460, Hospitals, licensure and permitting, authorize imposi-
tion of civil monetary penalties for noncompliance: S0619,
H3778
44-007-2910 through 44-007-2950, Criminal Records Checks of
Direct Care Staff, provisions of, check specifications, cer-
tain provisions deleted; provisions: S0486
44-009-0010 through 44-009-0160, Behavioral Health Services Act of
2009: H3199
44-011-0010 through 44-011-0110, Behavioral Health Services Act of
2009: H3199
44-011-0010, Mental health department, delete provision authorizing
the department to operate long term care facilities: S0871
44-013-0005 through 44-013-0070, Behavioral Health Services Act of
2009: H3199
44-015-0010 through 44-015-0090, Behavioral Health Services Act of
2009: H3199
44-020-0030, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0210, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0210, Disabilities and special needs commission, obsolete lan-
guage deleted: S0486
44-020-0220, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0220, Disabilities and special needs commission, provisions
deleted requiring commission to consult with advisory
committee of the division to which regulations apply:
S0486
44-020-0225, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0230, Disabilities and special needs department, provisions
deleted authorizing the director to appoint and remove
employees of the department: S0486
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governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0240, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, provisions
deleted of transferring responsibility for autistic services
to: S0486
44-020-0350, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, charges of
to be established by regulation: S0486
44-020-0350, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0360, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0430, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-0430, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, responsibil-
ities of directors, subject to regulations: S0486
44-020-1120, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-1130, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-1140, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-1150, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-1160, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-020-1170, Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and
governed by director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special Needs
serves as advisory board: H3314
44-021-0060, Disabilities and special needs department, delete respite
care for program, transition to employees and positions
appropriations and real and personal property: S0871
44-022-0160, Therapeutic patient employment, employee to be paid
minimum wage: S0028
44-029-0010, Diseases, contagious and infectious, parasite cysticerco-
sis included as, mandatory reporting by physicians, provi-
sions: H3185
44-029-0150, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-029-0210, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-031-0100 through 44-031-0190, Tuberculosis patients, emergency
order issued by DHEC for detention, examination, isola-
tion and treatment of person with; appeal procedures for;
provisions: H3949
44-034-0020, Tattoo facility, may provide retail sale of merchandise
with images and language promoting art and culture of tat-
tooing: H3429
44-034-0060, Tattoo, persons eighteen or older eligible to receive:
S0188
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44-036-0010, Alzehimer’s disease registry, to conduct studies and
research on; contact with patients and families must com-
ply with regulations: H3596
44-036-0010, Alzheimer’s disease registry, expand types of data col-
lected, studies of and caregivers of: S0463
44-041-0330, Abortion, not to be performed sooner than twenty-four
hours following ultrasound and receiving of certain written
materials, provisions: H3245, S0437
44-041-0330, Abortion, physician to inform woman of probable gesta-
tional age of; right to view ultrasound confirmed in writ-
ing; provisions: H3198
44-041-0340, Abortion, DHEC to publish information regarding facil-
ities that provide ultrasounds for free: H3198
44-043-0010 through 44-043-0050, Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift
Act, conform cross references to, donor designation on
license does not constitute a gift under: H3491, S0407
44-043-0300 through 44-043-0415, Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift
Act: H3491, S0407
44-043-0910 through 44-043-1015, Organ donation, definitions and
procedures for contacting person for revised: H3491,
S0407
44-043-1360, Donate life South Carolina, correct cross reference to:
H3722
44-049-0010 through 44-049-0090, Behavioral Health Services Act of
2009: H3199
44-052-0010, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
44-052-0165, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
44-052-0200, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
44-052-0210, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
44-053-0010, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0050, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0110, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0160, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0180, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0200, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0220, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0240, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0260, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0280, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-053-0280, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0290, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-053-0290, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0300, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0310, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-053-0310, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0320, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0330, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0340, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0350, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
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managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-053-0360, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0375, Manslaughter, person charged with if distribution of
methamphetamine or cocaine based drug causes death;
increase penalty if person is under eighteen or law enforce-
ment officer is injured: H3029
44-053-0375, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0395, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0430, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0450, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0450, Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act;
expungement of records for illegal drug offenses certain
age provisions: S0310, S0411, H3022
44-053-0480, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0490, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0500, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0520, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-053-0530, Drug proceeds, forfeiture procedures, allow use of for-
feited monies and proceeds form sale of property for train-
ing and education by law enforcement, provisions: H3761
44-053-0530, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
44-053-0590, Controlled substances, criminal penalty increased; civil
penalty created, civil fine provisions: H3228
44-053-0610 through 44-053-0660, Controlled Substances Therapeu-
tic Research Act of 1980: S0669
44-053-0710 through 44-053-0760, Poisons, drugs and controlled sub-
stances, regulation of transferred to State Board of Phar-
macy: S0669
44-053-0740, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-053-0930, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
44-055-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-0040, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-0045, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-0050, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-0060, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-0070, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
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44-055-0120, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-2320, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-055-2360, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-056-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-056-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-056-0100, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-056-0130, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-056-0170, Hazardous waste facility, to pay additional fee of one
hundred dollars for a ton disposed of; equal allocation of
funds between county and department’s uncontrolled site
fund: S0565
44-056-0410 through 44-056-0495, Drycleaning Facility Restoration
Trust fund, DHEC to use funds provisions; registration fees
and provisions of; penalties; drycleaning advisory council
membership revised: H3203, S0296
44-056-0440, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0010 through 44-061-0160, Emergency Medical Services Act;
revised: H3710
44-061-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0040, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0050, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0060, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0070, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0080, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
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managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0150, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-061-0300 through 44-061-0350, Children’s Emergency Medical
Services Act: H3468
44-063-0110, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-063-0140, Foreign adoptions, provisions deleted requiring a state-
ment of certificate of foreign birth that the certificate is not
evidence of US citizenship: H3648
44-067-0040, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-067-0120, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-069-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-069-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-069-0050, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-071-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-074-0020, Radiologic assistants, certification and scope of practice
of: S0036
44-074-0030, Radiologic assistants, certification and scope of practice
of: S0036
44-074-0040, Radiologist assistant, qualifications for initial certifica-
tion of and licensure of: S0036
44-074-0060, Radiologist assistant, two to be members of Radiation
Quality Standards Association Board; appointment of
member’s to provisions: S0036
44-075-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-075-0040, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-079-0010 through 44-079-0120, Physical Fitness Services Act:
S0546
44-079-0010 through 44-079-0120, Physical Fitness Services Act, tan-
ning center and martial arts studio deleted, permanent clo-
sure of a subject facility, contract provisions: H3158
44-079-0030, Personal training services, contract not required for ren-
dered on hourly basis unless part of package of one thou-
sand dollars or more: H3193
44-089-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-093-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
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44-093-150, Health and environmental control department, to be man-
aged by a director appointed by Governor with consent of
Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-095-0010 through 44-095-0080, Smoking prohibited in retail
stores, restaurants, bars, lounge areas, and recreational
facilities; exceptions where smoking may be permitted:
H3113, S0038
44-095-0020, Smoking, prohibited in all indoor places, exemptions:
H3523
44-095-0020, Smoking, prohibited in restaurants and places licensed
to sell alcoholic beverages for onsite consumption: H3091
44-095-0020, Smoking, provisions deleted allowing smoking in pri-
vate offices and teacher lounges at schools: S0031
44-095-0050, Smoking, civil penalty for violation of restrictions:
H3091
44-096-0040, Landfills, tipping fee defined: H3517
44-096-0100, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-096-0120, Solid waste management trust fund may receive tipping
fee proceeds from department: H3517
44-096-0140, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
44-096-0440, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
44-096-0450, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
Title 44 Chap. 053, Art. 004, Controlled Substances Therapeutic
Research Act of 1980: S0669
Title 44, Chap. 007, Art. 023, Criminal Records Checks of Direct Care
Staff, provisions of, check specifications, certain provi-
sions deleted; provisions: S0486
Title 44, Chap. 009, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 44, Chap. 011, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 44, Chap. 013, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 44, Chap. 015, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 44, Chap. 031, Art. 003, Tuberculosis patients, emergency order
issued by DHEC for detention, examination, isolation and
treatment of person with; appeal procedures for; provi-
sions: H3949
Title 44, Chap. 043, Art. 001, Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act,
conform cross references to, donor designation on license
does not constitute a gift under: H3491, S0407
Title 44, Chap. 043, Art. 005, Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act:
H3491, S0407
Title 44, Chap. 043, Art. 011, Organ donation, definitions and proce-
dures for contacting person for revised: H3491, S0407
Title 44, Chap. 049, Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Title 44, Chap. 053, Art. 005, Poisons, drugs and controlled sub-
stances, regulation of transferred to State Board of Phar-
macy: S0669
Title 44, Chap. 056, Art. 004, Drycleaning Facility Restoration Trust
fund, DHEC to use funds provisions; registration fees and
provisions of; penalties; drycleaning advisory council
membership revised: H3203, S0296
Title 44, Chap. 061, Art, 001, Emergency Medical Services Act;
revised: H3710
Title 44, Chap. 061, Art. 003, Children’s Emergency Medical Services
Act: H3468
Title 44, Chap. 079, Physical Fitness Services Act: S0546
Title 44, Chap. 079, Physical Fitness Services Act, tanning center and
martial arts studio deleted, permanent closure of a subject
facility, contract provisions: H3158
Title 44, Chap. 095, Smoking prohibited in retail stores, restaurants,
bars, lounge areas, and recreational facilities; exceptions
where smoking may be permitted: H3113, S0038
Title 45
45-002-0020, Lodging Establishment Act, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; terms
defined: S0039, S0076
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because of sexual orientation or gender identity; terms
defined: S0039, S0076
45-002-0060, Lodging Establishment Act, prohibit discrimination
because of sexual orientation or gender identity; terms
defined: S0039, S0076
45-009-0010, Equal enjoyment of goods, services, facilities, privi-
leges, advantages, and accommodations, prohibit discrimi-
nation because of sexual orientation and gender identity;
terms defined: S0039, S0076
Title 46
46-021-0015 through 46-021-0065, Seed and plant certification,
enforcement mechanisms; licensing procedures clarified:
H3964
46-021-0215 through 46-021-0217, Seed and plants, labeling of
revised: H3964
46-021-0315 through 46-021-0345, Seeds and plants, analyses and
tests regarding, agriculture department to have access to
seed record samples, samples to be maintained for two
years, provisions: H3964
46-021-0415 through 46-021-0475, Seeds and plants, sale of, penalties
increased, violations: H3964
46-021-0615 through 46-021-0665, Clemson University’s seed and
plant certification authority: H3964
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 001, Seed and plant certification, enforce-
ment mechanisms; licensing procedures clarified: H3964
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 003, Seed and plants, labeling of revised:
H3964
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 005, Seeds and plants, analyses and tests
regarding, agriculture department to have access to seed
record samples, samples to be maintained for two years,
provisions: H3964
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 007, Seeds and plants, sale of, penalties
increased, violations: H3964
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 009, Clemson University’s seed and plant
certification authority: H3964
Title 47
47-001-0040, Animal cruelty, provisions of this chapter do not apply
to practice of veterinary medicine, provisions: S0102,
H3265
47-001-0130, Society for prevention of cruelty to animals agents, to
help with investigation but may not arrest unless been
vested with power to arrest by sheriff: S0223
47-001-0140, Society for prevention of cruelty to animals, removed
from provisions of having to provide notice to owner of
animals that has been seized: S0223
47-003-0710, Animal, dangerous animal means animal that makes an
unprovoked attack or has actions that leads person to
believe animal would attack: H3319
47-005-0060, Pet inoculating, against rabies, must be administered by
licensed veterinarian: S0328
47-013-1350, Horse, entry into state, required testing for equine stran-
gles and veterinary certificate of good health: H3889
47-013-1370, Horses, kept in public stable or public facility to be
tested for equine infectious anemia not less than once each
twenty-four months: H3889
47-013-1390, Horse, false certificate showing negative coggins test,
penalties: H3889
47-013-1400, Horse, penalties of violation of chapter: H3889
Title 48
48-001-0350, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, money from pollution
control act to be credited to: S0135
48-002-0030, Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act:
S0275, H3577, S0452
48-002-0050, Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act:
S0275, H3577, S0452
48-002-0340, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-005-0030, Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, provide members for the
water quality revolving fund authority: S0135
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48-018-0020, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-034-0040, Prescribed fire, reference other specific statutory and
regulatory requirements: H3924
48-034-0050, Prescribed fire, no property owner, lessee, agency or
employee may be held liable for damages caused by the
resulting smoke of unless gross negligence is proven:
H3924
48-039-0010, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-039-0040, Coastal zone management advisory council, created in
DHEC office; membership and duties provisions: S0847
48-039-0280, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-043-0010, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-043-0030, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-043-0050, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-043-0060, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-043-0370, Oil and gas, offshore drilling in state’s territorial waters,
DHEC to review application for oil or gas well, permit pro-
visions: S0293
48-043-0510, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-046-0030, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-046-0040, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-046-0050, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-046-0060, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-046-0090, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-052-0210, Energy Efficiency, energy policy plan provisions, strate-
gies to include use of clean energy sources, provisions:
S0232
48-052-0210, State energy policy, encourage use of clean energy
sources: S0220
48-052-0410, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-052-0420, Energy Efficiency, energy policy plan provisions, strate-
gies to include use of clean energy sources, provisions:
S0232
48-052-0430, Energy Efficiency, energy policy plan provisions, strate-
gies to include use of clean energy sources, provisions:
S0232
48-052-0440, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-052-0480, Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
48-053-0420, State energy policy, encourage use of clean energy
sources: S0220
48-055-0010, Health and environmental control department, to be
managed by a director appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; Governor may remove, provisions conformed:
H3197
48-059-0075, Conservation Bank Equitable Funding Act: S0148
48-059-0100, Conservation easements, trust funds and public funds
may not be used to acquire an easement unless continues to
allow public access to hunting and fishing; provisions:
H3008
Title 49
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Coordinating Act (designated as Title 49, Chap.03, Art.
01): H3132
49-003-0010 through 49-003-0070, Water Resources Planning and
Coordination Restructuring Act: S0358
49-004-0010 through 49-004-0180, Water Withdrawal, Permitting,
Use, and Reporting Act: S0275, H3577, S0452
Title 49, Chap. 003, Art. 01, Water Resources Planning and Coordinat-
ing Act (49-003-0010 through 49-003-0050 designated as):
H3132
Title 49, Chap. 003, Water Resources Planning and Coordination
Restructuring Act: S0358
Title 49, Chap. 004, Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Report-
ing Act: S0275, H3577, S0452
Title 50
50-003-0550, Timber, sale of, beginning July 1, 2010 twenty-five per-
cent of revenue derived from sale by DNR of timber to be
paid to general fund of school district in which lands are
located: H4069
50-005-0015, Marine Resources Act, terms defined: S0470, H3635
50-005-0955, Public shellfish grounds, substitute references to:
S0470, H3635
50-005-1540, Little Pee Dee River, reduce minimum distance required
between nets on to seventy-five feet: H4015
50-005-1915, Charter fishing vessel logs, require monthly submis-
sions to department of natural resources: S0470, H3635
50-009-0020, Fish licenses, remove references to resident and nonres-
ident: S0470, H3635
50-009-0040, Recreational freshwater fishing specified: S0470,
H3635
50-009-0320, Hunter’s education program for hunting license,
requirement does not apply to active or retired United
States Armed Services Personnel who can prove weapon
training during military career: H3975
50-009-0510, Permits, residents and nonresidents to obtain dog-deer
permit, fees and application provisions: H3723
50-009-0520, Lifetime license holder, to add privilege of hunting deer
with a dog for no additional charge: H3723
50-009-0540, Fishing licenses, technical corrections: S0470, H3635
50-009-0920, Bear tags, uses for revenue generated from the sale of:
H3541
50-009-1130, Natural resource department, to deduct three accumu-
lated points from person’s record upon showing person
completed a department program of instruction: H3996
50-011-0310, Antlered deer, baiting deer or hunting deer over baited
area is lawful; terms defined: H3271
50-011-0310, Antlered deer, designate when certain equipment may
be used in game zone one: H3541
50-011-0310, Antlered deer, season for revised in game zone 4: H3770
50-011-0310, Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in
deleted: S0177
50-011-0430, Bear hunting, open season redesignated, penalties:
H3541
50-011-0520, Wild Turkey season, established statewide, limit of five
turkeys per season: H3881
50-011-0840, Birds, active nest, defined, department to issue permit
for removal of certain active nests: H3571, H3131
50-011-2100, Field Trials, participants in not required to obtain hunt-
ing license if participants not carrying a firearm and no
game taken, exceptions: S0495
50-011-2200, Wildlife management areas, specify additional prohib-
ited activities: S0617, H3794
50-011-2210, Wildlife management area lands, include heritage trust
and department owned land: S0617, H3794
50-011-2220, Wildlife management area lands, include heritage trust
and department owned land: H3794
50-011-2400, Coyote, redefined; certain terms defined: H3433
50-011-2420, Commercial fur license, delete requirement that licensee
must carry license on person: H3433
50-011-2430, Trappers, requirement that trapper must carry proof of
ownership or permission deleted: H3433
50-011-2440, Trapper, allowed to visit trap at night: H3433
50-011-2445, Trapped wildlife, individuals allowed to remove law-
fully trapped wildlife with written consent of owner or
agent: H3433
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50-011-2460, Traps, baited or scented body gripping traps permitted:
H3433
50-011-2470, Fur dealer, buyer or processor, requirement that licensee
must carry license on person deleted: H3433
50-011-2475, Fur processors license, native americans exempted:
H3433
50-011-2480, Fur buying license, exempt from obtaining, native amer-
icans: H3433
50-011-2515, Animals, that require a tag, remove prohibitions against:
H3433
50-011-2540, Coyote trapping season established from Thanksgiving
day through March first of following calendar year: H3322
50-011-2540, Trapping season to exceed sixty-one days: H3433
50-011-2575, Special beaver depredation permits, allow use of beaver
snares at water sets: H3433
50-013-0221, Striped bass, seasonal creel and size limits established
for in freshwater bodies: H3913
50-021-0120, Boat livery, owner liability for negligent operation of
vessel provisions deleted: S0098
50-021-0870, Watercraft, wearing of personal flotation devices, not
required if located in three feet of water and is anchored
and engine is not operating, provisions: S0195
Title 51
51-003-0060, Campgrounds of state parks, aged, blind, or disabled
may use parks at one half prescribed fee; disabled veteran
to use without charge: H3420
51-003-0090, Parks, recreation and tourism department, to obtain
approval of local county legislative delegation before sell-
ing; may be liable for local county and municipal taxes;
lease of provisions: H4038
51-013-0080, Riverbanks parks commission, prohibit certain activities
while on park property: S0836
51-013-0720, Patriot Point Development Authority Board, three addi-
tional members added, terms and appointment of: S0783
51-017-0085, Heritage trust property, exclude public infrastructure
projects from the limitation: H3856
Title 53
53-001-0100, Machine shops or textile mills, Sunday work to be com-
pensated with no less than minimum wage: S0028
53-001-0110, Machine shops or textile mills, Sunday work to be com-
pensated with no less than minimum wage: S0028
53-001-0150, Accommodation tax revenues, reduce amount collected
in a county which exempts a county from provisions of law
regulating activities on Sunday: H3671
53-005-0010, Christmas Eve, established as a legal holiday for state
employees: S0668
Title 54
54-001-0010 through 54-001-0040, General provisions (designated as
Title 54, Chap. 001, Art. 001): S0083
54-003-0010 through 54-003-0100, State Ports Authority, powers and
duties exercised by board of directors, candidates for
appointment requirements, removal of members only by
cause; Advisory Board established, provisions: S0351
54-003-0010, Ports Authority, to be governed by director appointed by
Governor with consent of Senate; Governing Board dis-
solved and authority given to director, provisions: H3128,
S0392
54-003-0020, Ports Authority, to be governed by director appointed by
Governor with consent of Senate; Governing Board dis-
solved and authority given to director, provisions: H3128,
S0392
54-003-0020, State Ports Authority, Governor may remove member
only for cause: S0077
54-003-0110, Ports Authority, reference added to Jasper County:
S0351
54-003-0130, Ports Authority, references to ports required to develop
revised: S0351
54-003-0140, Ports Authority, sections conformed to changes: H3128,
S0392
54-003-0140, Ports Authority, two new items added that require long-
range port development and capital financing plan, provi-
sions: S0351
54-003-0190, Ports Authority, sections conformed to changes: H3128,
S0392
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S0392
54-003-0700, Ports Authority, Port Royal property manner in which it
may be sold: S0351
54-003-0700, State Ports Authority at Port Royal, extend date that
terms of sale of property may not extend beyond, provi-
sions deleted: H3578
54-003-1040, Ports Authority, financial statement, copies of statement
must be forwarded to advisory committee and General
Assembly: S0351
Title 54, Chap. 001, Art. 001, General provisions (54-001-0010
through 54-001-0040 designated as): S0083
Title 54, Chap.003, Art. 001, State Ports Authority, powers and duties
exercised by board of directors, candidates for appointment
requirements, removal of members only by cause; Advi-
sory Board established, provisions: S0351
Title 56
56-001-0010, Medium speed vehicle defined: S0419
56-001-0010, Motor vehicles, LSV-C electric vehicles defined: H3837
56-001-0040, Driver’s license, may not be issued to a person under
eighteen years old or person who holds a conditional
driver’s license: H3645
56-001-0050, Beginner’s permit, department of motor vehicles author-
ity to renew deleted: S0178
56-001-0080, Drivers’ license application, to contain a statement to
determine whether convicted of violent crime: S0288
56-001-0130, Driver’s license, operator of motorcycle three-wheel
vehicle is only required to have a basic license: S0775,
H3347
56-001-0143, Donate life, option to give to on certain DMV applica-
tions donation amount increased: H3347
56-001-0175, Driver’s license, conditional and special restricted, per-
son who is issued after December 31, 2009, must success-
fully completed a teen defensive driving course,
provisions: S0141
56-001-0176, Driver’s license, issuance of conditional and special
restricted licenses, to apply to reinstatement of beginner’s
permit, suspension of provisions: S0254, H3645
56-001-0180, Driver’s license, increase maximum age of a person
who may be issued: H3645
56-001-0180, Special restricted driver’s license, restrictions may be
modified or waived if licensee proves restrictions interfere
with travel between home and religious sponsored events:
H3080, H3285
56-001-0220, Driver’s license, vision screenings, delete provision that
requires a license holder to submit to screening during fifth
year of a ten-year license: H4114
56-001-0286, Contested case hearing, to replace administrative hear-
ing; hearing must be conducted before office of motor
vehicle hearings: H3136
56-001-0440, License, driving without, various offenses to be tried in
magistrates or municipal court: H3973
56-001-0440, License, driving without, who causes great bodily injury
or death to another is guilty of felony, penalties: S0192,
H3461
56-001-0460, License, driving when canceled, suspended or revoked,
who causes great bodily injury or death to another is guilty
of felony, penalties: S0192, H3461
56-001-0460, License, driving when canceled, suspended, or revoked,
penalties revised: H3683
56-001-0745, Driver’s license suspension, for certain controlled sub-
stance convictions is in the discretion of the judge: H3252
56-001-0745, Driver’s license suspension, if person accepted into pre-
trial intervention program for underage possession of alco-
hol or conviction of a controlled substance violation,
license must be suspended: H3085
56-001-0746, Driver’s license suspension, if person accepted into pre-
trial intervention program for underage possession of alco-
hol or conviction of a controlled substance violation,
license must be suspended: H3085
56-001-3350, Special identification card, application of, contain state-
ment to determine whether convicted of violent crime:
S0288
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56-002-0100 through 56-002-0130, Low speed vehicle, article on also
applies to medium speed vehicles: S0419
56-003-0115, Golf cart, increase distance from which a golf cart may
be operated for its owner’s residence or place of business:
H3782
56-003-0190, Vehicle registration, application to register and license a
vehicle to require owner to present department a valid
driver’s license or other identification card, provisions:
H4062
56-003-0230, Vehicle, registration and licensing, application for must
include valid copy of owners SC Drivers’ license: S0185
56-003-0545, Motor vehicle department, to provide to other jurisdic-
tional licensing agencies photographs for identifying the
applicant for driver’s license, photographs to law enforce-
ment agencies, provisions: H4115
56-003-0910, Motor vehicle fees, fees to be placed in state highway
account of transportation infrastructure bank: S0013
56-003-1910, Handicapped license plate, terms revised and defined:
S0126
56-003-1950, Handicapped, defined and revised: S0126
56-003-1960, Handicapped parking, procedures for issuance of license
plates for and display of handicapped placards revised:
S0126
56-003-1965, Handicapped parking, free at meters procedures revised:
S0126
56-003-1970, Handicapped parking, unlawful for person who is not
handicapped to use privileges granted to holder of a handi-
capped placard, penalties: S0126
56-003-1975, Handicapped parking place, includes all access aisles:
S0126
56-003-2010, Special license plate, person qualified to receive to be
issued personalized plate that includes decal containing
international symbol of access: S0126
56-003-2320, Dealer license plates, reduce number of vehicles a
dealer must sell in order to be issued a: S0608
56-003-3310, Special license plate, purple heart, no fee for up to two
license plates, biennial fee for same as fee in article 5 chap-
ter 3: S0255
56-003-4510, Special license plate, Wildlife special commemorative
plate renamed to be, proceeds of sale of revised: H4011,
S0799
56-003-4510, Special license plates, wildlife license plates renamed;
procedures of issuance: H3762
56-003-8710, Special license plates, Nascar plates, portion of fees col-
lected from sale of to go to Association of Children’s
Homes and Family Services: H3944
56-003-9910, Special license plates, gold star family special license
plate, fee for is department’s cost to produce, provisions:
S0120, H3134, H3820
56-003-9910, Special license plates, gold star family special license
plate, procedures for issuance and cost revised: H3762
56-005-0195, Charter buses, former buses are exempt from the
required standards when owned and operated by a school
district: S0318, H3626
56-005-0750, Motor vehicles stopped by law enforcement, driver may
proceed to a reasonably close and safe location before stop-
ping: S0562
56-005-0820, Low speed vehicles, unlawful operation of also applies
to medium speed vehicles: S0419
56-005-1520, Speed limits, penalties established for person who oper-
ate a vehicle in excess of ninety miles an hour: H4117
56-005-2360, Emergency vehicles, instructions for drivers that
approach certain parked authorized emergency vehicles;
penalties: H3152
56-005-2770, School Bus, driver of vehicle to stop before reaching a
stopped school bus on school grounds in designated load-
ing or unloading area: H3105
56-005-2780, School bus, passing a stop bus, fines imposed must be
used to establish scholarships at University of South Caro-
lina School of Medicine and Medical University of South
Carolina, provisions: H3098
56-005-2942, Motor vehicle, immobilization of, certain provisions
deleted; department may issue determination permitting or
denying release of based on affidavits: H3136
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tested for when he is involved in accident that results in
death of person: H4059
56-005-2951, Office of motor vehicle hearings, terms deleted and
replaced; contested case hearing conducted in: H3136
56-005-2952, Motor vehicle hearings office, increase filing fee, distri-
bution of filing fee funds collected: H3161
56-005-4140, Vehicles, gross weight provisions, technical change
made: H3678
56-005-5670, Vehicle demolisher, more than twenty-five pounds, to
keep copy of sellers identification card; violation of; penal-
ties: S0184, H3153
56-005-5850, Abandoned vehicle, with two colored tags placed on it is
considered an abandoned vehicle and may be removed by
law enforcement and sold: S0184
56-005-5945, Vehicle demolisher, obtaining title, who purchases more
than twenty-five pounds, keep copy of sellers identification
card; violation of; penalties, provisions: S0184, H3153
56-005-6410 through 56-005-6480, Smoking, unlawful to smoke in
vehicle while child less than ten is in vehicle, penalties:
S0023
56-005-6540, Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
56-005-6540, Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
56-005-6540, Safety belts, violation of admissible as evidence in civil
action of failure to mitigate damages: S0108
56-005-6540, Safety belts, violation of admissible as evidence in civil
action to establish negligence: S0180
56-007-0020, Traffic tickets, requirement deleted that copies of to be
in certain colors: H3453, S0427, H3463
56-015-0010, Motor vehicles dealers definition revised: H3855
56-015-0010, Motor vehicles department, dealer and motor vehicle
dealer terms defined: H3745
56-015-0040, Motor vehicles, dealer, unlawful to sale, advertise or
transfer title of vehicle with balance due to a secured party
before paying off entire balance and submitting a notarized
receipt to DMV: S0408
56-015-0090, Motor vehicle dealers, factors to be considered in calcu-
lating fair and reasonable compensation for value of motor
vehicle dealerships: S0630, H3888
56-015-0320, Motor vehicle dealer, increase amount of surety bond an
applicant shall furnish to DMV: S0408
56-019-0290, Mobile home, title and bill or sale must contain a state-
ment advising purchaser of a mobile home to consult with
county assessor’s office to determine if there are back taxes
due, provisions: S0412
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 045, Special license plate, Wildlife special
commemorative plate renamed to be, proceeds of sale of
revised: H4011, S0799
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 045, Special license plates, wildlife license
plates renamed; procedures of issuance: H3762
Title 56, Chap. 005, Art. 047, Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle
while child less than ten is in vehicle, penalties: S0023
Title 57
56-005-1625, Transportation department, revise definition of  design-
build contract: H4033
57-001-0325, Transportation department commissioners, provide that
a commissioner may be removed from office by two-thirds
vote of legislators who reside in congressional district from
which a commissioner is elected: H4121
57-001-0330, Transportation department commissioners, provide that
a commissioner may be removed from office by two-thirds
vote of legislators who reside in congressional district from
which a commissioner is elected: H4121
57-001-0360, Transportation Departments chief internal auditor, certi-
fied internal auditor may serve as, personnel supervising
provisions: S0222
57-001-0370, Transportation Department, Secretary of, to approve
certain projects before work to begin, to make monthly
report to commission concerning approvals made: S0222
57-001-0410, Transportation department, joint review committee to
screen and nominate candidates to Governor; terms of
office for secretary of transportation, evaluation of: S0339
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57-001-0430, Transportation secretary, has duty to citizens to execute
the powers and responsibilities of his office, provisions:
S0339
57-001-0730, Transportation secretary, screening procedure for;
annual performance review and evaluation of; provisions:
S0339
57-003-0010, Railroad division of transportation established as com-
ponent of department of transportation; functions and
reporting requirements: S0749, H4109
57-003-0020, Railroad division of transportation established as com-
ponent of department of transportation; functions and
reporting requirements: S0749, H4109
57-003-0040, Railroad division of transportation established as com-
ponent of department of transportation; functions and
reporting requirements: S0749, H4109
57-003-0200, Toll Roads, provide guidelines for department’s expen-
diture of funds on qualified toll projects; setting of tolls
along transportation facilities: H3268, S0413
57-003-0200, Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act,
department to refinance public-private initiatives: S0521
57-003-0610, Highway, naming of in honor of, unless honorary is a
serviceman or law enforcement officer killed in line of
duty, public funds may not be used to reimburse the DOT
for expenses incurs to name and dedicated highway:
H3084
57-003-1320, Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act,
terms defined: S0521
57-005-0010, Highways, in state highway system must be built
according to state standards: S0103
57-005-0070, Highway system, Department of transportation to add
county and municipal roads when necessary: S0103
57-005-0080, Highway system, removal of roads when governmental
agency accepts the road into its own highway system:
S0103
57-005-1310, Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act,
turnpike bonds used to finance road improvements: S0521,
H4033
57-005-1320, Transportation department, definition of turnpike facil-
ity revised: H4033
57-005-1330, Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act,
department to have more flexibility in what may be desig-
nated, planned, improved constructed, maintained operated
or regulated: S0521, H4033
57-005-1660, Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act, to
provide for performance and payment bonds from private
entities engaged in public-private initiative: S0521, H4033
57-023-0855, Transportation department permitted to maintain and
mow beyond thirty feet from pavement roadside vegetation
adjacent to Sam Rittenberg Boulevard in Charleston
County: S0854
57-027-0020, Junk, term revised and defined: S0184
Title 57, Chap. 023, Transportation department permitted to maintain
and mow beyond thirty feet from pavement roadside vege-
tation adjacent to Sam Rittenberg Boulevard in Charleston
County: S0854
Title 58
58-003-0530, Energy action plan, annual review of states for submis-
sion to General Assembly: S0232
58-009-0576, Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of
2009: H3299, S0295
58-012-0090, Cable companies, must offer a service tier that allows
subscribers to choose channels on individual per channel
basis: S0386, H3525
58-023-1210 through 58-023-1410, title changed to “Taxis”: S0059
58-023-1220, Taxicab, provisions relating to liability insurance:
S0059
58-023-1230, Taxi, provisions for depositing bond instead of liability
insurance; taxi company allowed to comply with certain
self-insurer provisions: S0059
Title 58, Chap. 023, Art. 13, Title of changed to “Taxis”: S0059
Title 59
59-001-0130, Teacher, definition revised to include a minimum time
in the classroom: H3096
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reemployed retirees to accrue and carry forward sick leave
at same rate and manner; district may not make a lump sum
payment of unused sick leave, provisions: H3300
59-001-0425, School calendar, requirement deleted that a school may
not open for students before certain date: H3100
59-001-0425, School term, district may propose alternative school
schedule plan that provides for operation of schools on
four-day weekly calendar: H3180
59-001-0450, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-001-0452, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-001-0453, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0010, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0015, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0017, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0020, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0030, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0100, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-006-0110, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-010-0340, Snacks, sold to schools, snacks to meet certain standards
based on fat, calorie, and sugar content to be sold in
schools: H3297
59-017-0155, Automated External Defibrillator (AED), each high
school in district to have biannual emergency AED prac-
tice; AED training requirements: H3978
59-018-0120, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-0310, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-0320, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-0350, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-0900, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-0920, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-0930, School report card, requirement of publication of
waived if audited newspaper has previously published the
entire school report card results as a news item: S0696
59-018-0950, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1500, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
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59-018-1510, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1530, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1540, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1570, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1590, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1700, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-018-1930, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-019-0093, Procurement code, school district, required to adopt a
procurement code shall be given preference to resident
vendors: H3602
59-020-0010 through 59-020-0100, Education Finance Act, cost for
students revised, revise manner of school district funding,
formula modified for computing weighted student cost;
provisions: H3181, S0395, H3724
59-020-0020, Education finance act, terms defined: H3963
59-020-0020, Index of taxpaying ability, errors allowed to be cor-
rected in period after February first until May first: S0181
59-020-0040, Education finance act, weighting category revised, pro-
visions, terms defined: H3963
59-021-0440, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-021-0600, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-021-1030, Districts to maintain level of effort per pupil for noncap-
ital programs until the Twenty-first century foundation pro-
gram is implemented fully, provisions: H3963
59-021-1210, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-021-1220, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-023-0210, Public schools, appointment of representative of emer-
gency management division to the committee charged with
updating the construction standards guide: H3501
59-023-0210, Public schools, new construction of to comply with
requirements and designs of education department; to have
three standard plans for elementary, middle, and high
schools, exceptions and provisions: H3462
59-024-0065, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-024-0100, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-024-0110, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-026-0020, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-026-0040, Teacher contracts, increase the induction contract period
to five years: H3095
59-026-0085, Teachers, national board certified, to receive one time
seventy-five hundred dollar salary supplement; loan appli-
cation provisions: H3812
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to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-028-0160, Parent-teacher conference, school board may petition
family court to hear a petition to require a parent of guard-
ian of a student with disruptive behavior in classroom to
attend parent-teacher conference: H3099, H3110
59-028-0190, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-028-0200, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-028-0210, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-028-0220, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-029-0100, Physical education, courses taught in secondary schools
must occur over six semesters: H3282
59-029-0170, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-029-0220, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-039-0100, High school diplomas, for qualifying veterans who
served during a war period, provisions: S0016, S0140
59-040-0040, Charter school, applicant to seek to form a single sex
charter school without regard to gender makeup of pro-
posed charter school: H3662
59-040-0050, Charter school, enrollment, preference given to sibling
of pupil already enrolled: H3175
59-040-0050, Charter school, exceptiosn for application to create a
single gender charter school; provisions: H3662
59-040-0070, Charter school, local school board to post notice of pub-
lic hearing for approval of; charter school may be repre-
sented by counsel, present evidence, and cross examine
witnesses: H3191
59-040-0070, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-040-0115, Charter school to transfer sponsorship from the local
school district to the public charter school district upon
mutual written agreement among charter school, local
school district, provisions: S0679
59-040-0140, Charter schools, to distribute two hundred percent of
current year’s base student cost: S0695
59-040-0230, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-043-0020, GED, regulations concerning application for to allow
candidates to be sixteen years or older: S0595
59-050-0020, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-053-1110 through 59-053-1140, Spartanburg County Commission
for Technical and Community Education (designated as
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 014, Subart. 001): H3551
59-053-1410, Central Carolina Technical College Commission, addi-
tional members added from Clarendon County and Ker-
shaw County: S0097
59-053-1610, General provisions (designated as Title 59, Chap. 053,
Art. 19): H3316, S0303
59-059-0170, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-063-0020, Kindergarten, allow children who completed an out-of-
state or private kindergarten program with different age
requirement to attend kindergarten in South Carolina:
S0656
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59-063-0065, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-063-0090, Psychological screenings, notice of rights pertaining to
must be sent by school districts to parents; parent not
required to take any medical action; screening not required
in absence of consent by parent: H3857
59-063-0230, High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
59-063-0480, Attendance, in schools of an adjacent county, parent of
student to arrange for student to attend rather than school
authorities: S0812
59-063-0490, School board of trustees may not prevent student form
transferring to adjacent school district if approved for
transfer, provisions: S0812
59-065-0010, High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
59-065-0010, School attendance, child must attend school until age
eighteen or receives diploma: S0029, H3645
59-067-0270, School buses, school district owned school bus shall be
subject to an annual federal department of transportation
inspection: S0849
59-067-0535, Boats, operation of for purposes of transporting stu-
dents, operation by department on Sandy Island, specified
people to use, procedures: H3627
59-071-0155, School Facilities Infrastructure Act, additional financing
agreements between district and school facilities infra-
structure authority: S0143, H3586
59-116-0010, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0020, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0030, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0050, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0060, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0080, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0100, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-116-0120, Campus security department, definitions revised; tech-
nical changes made; jurisdiction of revised; markings on
campus vehicle made, provisions: S0019
59-139-0010, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-139-0040, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-139-0050, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-139-0060, Education oversight committee, change references from
to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
59-147-0030, Higher Education Revenue Bond Act, clarify eligible
facilities which may be financed under the act: H3664,
S0594
59-150-0020, Education Lottery, definition of raffle revised to reflect
that a raffle is a lawful lottery game: H3629
59-150-0060, Lottery Commission, allowed to enter into multi-state
agreements upon approval by board: S0580
59-150-0210, Lottery tickets, permitted for sale on general or primary
election days: S0110
59-150-0230, Lottery, education, allow certain person otherwise pro-
hibited from lottery play to participate and win in product
offered by education lottery: S0237
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to the department of education or superintendent of educa-
tion: S0551
Title 59, Chap. 020, Education Finance Act, cost for students revised,
revise manner of school district funding, formula modified
for computing weighted student cost; provisions: H3181,
S0395, H3724
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 014, Subart. 001, Spartanburg County Com-
mission for Technical and Community Education (59-053-
1110 through 59-053-1140 designated as): H3551
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 19, General provisions(59-053-1610 desig-
nated as): H3316, S0303
Title 61
61-002-0020, Alcohol, beer and wine, regulation of, administration
and enforcement of these laws reserved to state, local ordi-
nance unenforceable: S0070
61-002-0135, Alcohol, retaining when business is relocated: S0020
61-002-0136, Alcohol, retaining when business is relocated: S0020
61-002-0160, Alcohol license, appropriate person must reapply for
license, renewal or transfer of license is not automatic, cer-
tain provisions: S0020
61-004-0120, Beer and wine, offered at all times except when prohib-
ited by law, provisions: S0070
61-004-0510, Redevelopment Authority, special fund to support fed-
eral defense facilities redevelopmental authority: S0092
61-004-0520, Alcohol permit, building used for sale of be inspected,
certain documents be on file before revenue department
may issue alcohol permit: H3036
61-004-0520, Alcohol permits, additional requirement that location of
place of business not be within three hundred feet of resi-
dence: H3920
61-004-0520, Alcohol permits, department to check if location is suit-
able due to proximity to certain provisions; size of notice
increased; legal notice must be in newspaper with largest
circulation: S0020
61-004-0525, Alcoholic liquors and minibottles license, municipal and
county governing bodies authorized to protest issuance of
licenses, provisions: S0020
61-004-0580, Beer and wine, sale of, prohibit placement of portable
containers or coolers near doors used for ingress or egress
from licensed establishment: H3034
61-004-1910, Beer keg registration requirements, definitions of
revised: H3413
61-006-0020, Alcoholic liquors and beverages definitions revised:
S0020
61-006-0120, Alcohol permits, department to check if location is suit-
able, exemptions removed: S0020
61-006-0120, Alcohol permits, prohibit issuance of license when place
of business is within a certain distance of residence: H3920
61-006-0180, Alcohol permits, legal notice of a business with, size of
notice increased; legal notice must be in newspaper with
largest circulation: S0020
61-006-1095 through 61-006-1160, Alcohol, regulation of micro-dis-
tillers, terms defined; biennial distillery license fee, restric-
tions on; tasting limitations; penalties: H3452, S0396
61-006-1820, Minibottles, license to sell, size of notice increased;
legal notice must be in newspaper with largest circulation:
S0020
Title 61, Chap. 006, Art. 003, Subart. 011, Alcohol, regulation of
micro-distillers, terms defined; biennial distillery license
fee, restrictions on; tasting limitations; penalties: H3452,
S0396
Title 62
62-001-0201, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-001-0302, Probate court, must find good cause before case may be
removed from to circuit court; removal of case provisions:
S0571
62-001-0304, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
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62-001-0308, Appeals court, will directly hear appeals from probate
court: S0644
62-001-0401, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-001-0403, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-001-0403, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-002-0205, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-002-0207, Trusts, interest as a beneficiary in testamentary trust or
property passing to inter vivos trust through decedents will
is a beneficial interest chargeable to elective share: S0372
62-002-0402, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0203, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0401, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0403, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0409, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0414, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0502, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0503, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0604, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0607, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0611, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-0703, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-003-0806, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
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and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-1001, Estate, closing, interested person allowed to waive filing
of accounting, a proposal for distribution of asset or notice
of the right to demand hearing: S0371
62-003-1001, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-1008, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-1101, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-1102, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-003-1309, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0101, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0303, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0305, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0307, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0309, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0310, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0401, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0402, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0405, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0407, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0411, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
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62-005-0412, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0416, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0419, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0428, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0430, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0433, Probate court and circuit court, jurisdictional amount
increased to one hundred dollars: S0575
62-005-0501, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0504, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0604, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-005-0608, Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding
and application to the court; procedural rules governing
each; file and service or summons; notice on petition hear-
ings; provisions: H3803
62-007-0105, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0201, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0303, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0305, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0401, Trust, inclusion of surviving spouse’s beneficial interest
in trust property in calculating the elective share: S0372
62-007-0414, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0505, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0604, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0709, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0814, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0902, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0903, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
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delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-0933, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
62-007-1013, Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made;
delete requirement of taxpayer identification number on a
certificate of trust: H3803
Title 63
63-003-0030, Family court judges, to be elected by qualified voters:
S0064
63-003-0040, Family court judges, add an additional 3, to be elected
without regard to county or circuit of residence: H3639
63-003-0530, Child support payments, family court judge permitted to
make an order for child support to run past age of eighteen
if child still attending high school, not to exceed graduation
or after child reaches nineteen years old: S0245
63-003-0530, Family court, jurisdiction in domestic matter: H3110
63-003-0530, Family court, jurisdiction to interpret a prenuptial agree-
ment, may approve a prenuptial agreement prior to mar-
riage: H3190
63-003-0530, Grandparents visitation, jurisdiction of family court,
court to order if parents are depriving and it is in best inter-
est to have visitation with: H3165, H3412
63-003-0530, Parent-teacher conference, school board may petition
family court to hear a petition to require a parent of guard-
ian of a student with disruptive behavior in classroom to
attend parent-teacher conference: H3099
63-003-0850, Guardian ad litem fee, party who is indigent not
required to pay: H3182
63-005-0030, Medical records, parent has equal access and rights to
obtain a minor child’s counseling and therapy records:
S0640
63-007-0310, Child abuse allegations, include school attendance offi-
cer, administrator, foster parent, juvenile justice worker,
and guardian ad litem to people who must report: H3800
63-007-0410, Child abuse or neglect, civil liability provided for failure
to make a report of: H3663
63-007-0940, Child abuse, cases of classified as unfounded must be
maintained by DSS for ten years, SLED to have access:
H3230
63-007-0980, Child abuse, cooperation between DSS and law enforce-
ment, provisions: H3230
63-007-1620, Child abuse, clarify when attorney may be appointed to
represent a guardian ad litem in child abuse proceeding,
provisions: H3779
63-007-1930, Child abuse, central registry, department to delete
requirement must seek an order to place a person on:
H3230
63-007-1950, Child abuse, DSS to remove reports of unfounded
reports form central registry requirement deleted: H3230
63-007-1990, Child abuse, change standard of review of family court
to trial de novo: H3230
63-007-2530, Parental rights, termination of to be heard within one
hundred and twenty days of date petition is filed: S0284,
H3311
63-007-2550, Parental rights, termination of provisions; guardian ad
litem of child under fourteen provisions: S0284, H3311
63-009-0730, Responsible father registry, persons registered with enti-
tled to notice of adoption actions: H3311
63-009-0730, Responsible father registry, persons registered with enti-
tled to notice of termination of parental rights: S0284,
H3311
63-011-0530, Guardian Ad Litem, program has right to intervene to
have guardian removed if not acting in best interest of the
child: H3118, S0434
63-011-0550, Guardian Ad Litem, reports and maintained by guardian
ad litem is confidential: H3118, S0434
63-011-0710, Local Foster Care Review Boards, appointment by leg-
islative delegation, delete provisions requiring delegation
to be notified of vacancies by certified mail: S0670
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63-011-1950, Social services department may request child fatality
committee to open case if criminal domestic violence, drug
abuse, abuse or neglect in home may have occurred, provi-
sions: S0554
63-013-0020, Childcare licensure, revise exemptions for school camps
and summer resident camps: S0553
63-013-0180, Childcare Safety Enhancement Act of 2009: S0485
63-013-1210, Childcare Safety Enhancement Act of 2009: S0485
63-013-1220, Childcare Safety Enhancement Act of 2009: S0485
63-019-0020, Child, redefined: S0029, H3645
63-019-0830, Detention hearings, provision deleted allowing child to
waive right to counsel: H3201
63-019-1020, Child, procedures provided before a referral to depart-
ment of juvenile justice for status offense of incorrigibility;
counseling provisions: H3315
63-019-1030, Detention hearings, provision deleted allowing child to
waive right to counsel: H3201
63-019-1030, Prehearing inquiry, include titles and truancy for peti-
tions: S0029, H3645
63-019-1210, Juvenile offenses, correct certain references: H3003
63-019-1420, Drivers’ license suspension, court may suspend upon
finding violation of court truancy order: S0029, H3645
63-019-1440, Juvenile justice, child who violates court order must
attend school: S0029, H3645
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02-041-0010 through 02-041-0070, Tax study committee repealed in
July 2011 unless General Assembly extends existence:
H3146
Title 02, Chap. 041, Tax study committee repealed in July 2011 unless
General Assembly extends existence: H3146
Title 04
04-010-0810, Student, financial effort per pupil required of each
school district repealed: S0175, H3181, S0395, H3724
Title 06
06-009-0135, International residential code relating to flood coverage:
H3769, S0618
06-034-0010 through 06-034-0040, Retail facility revitalization credit,
beginning taxable years after 2018, carry-forward and
phased reduction of credits during phase out periods:
H3424, S0378
Title 06, Chapter 34, Retail facility revitalization credit, beginning tax-
able years after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction
of credits during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
Title 07
07-019-0020, United States Senator, relating to filling a vacancy in
office of: H3390
07-019-0070, Presidential electors: H3859
07-019-0080, Elector’s declaration of the candidate for whom he will
vote: S0365, H3605
07-019-0080, Presidential electors: H3859
07-019-0090, Presidential electors: H3859
07-019-0100, Presidential electors: H3859
07-019-0120, Presidential electors: H3859
Title 08
08-013-1352, Campaign funds, using funds for one office to further
the same candidacy of same person for different office:
S0723
Title 09
09-001-2210, TERI Program: H3009, S0242
Title 009, Chap. 001, Art. 017, TERI Program: H3009, S0242
Title 10
10-011-0090, Night watchmen and policemen employed by the budget
and control board: S0576
10-011-0150, State House Renovation project: S0576
Title 11
11-035-3025, Procurement code, approval of change orders in connec-
tion with certain contracts: S0116, H3051, S0697
11-035-3310, Indefinite Delivery Contracts: S0697
Title 12
12-006-0010 through 12-006-5595, Income tax Act: H3992
12-006-3360, Jobs tax credits, beginning taxable years after 2018,
carry-forward and phased reduction of credits during phase
out periods: H3424, S0378
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after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of credits
during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-006-3410, Corporate headquarters credit, beginning taxable years
after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of credits
during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-006-3415, Research and development credit, beginning taxable
years after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of
credits during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-006-3420, Infrastructure construction credit, beginning taxable
years after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of
credits during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-006-3585, Industry partnership fund tax credit, beginning taxable
years after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of
credits during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-006-3630, Hydrogen fund tax credit, beginning taxable years after
2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of credits during
phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-008-0010 through 12-008-2040, Income tax Withholding: H3992
12-010-0080, Job development credits, beginning taxable years after
2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of credits during
phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-010-0081, Job development credits, beginning taxable years after
2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of credits during
phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-010-0095, Job retaining credits, beginning taxable years after
2018, carry-forward and phased reduction of credits during
phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-011-0010 through 12-011-0060, Income Tax on Banks: H3992
12-013-0010 through 12-013-0100, Income Tax on Building and Loan
Associations: H3992
12-014-0060, Economic impact zone investment credit, beginning tax-
able years after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduction
of credits during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-016-0010 through 12-016-1950,  Estate Tax Act: H3992
12-020-0105, Infrastructure construction license tax credit, beginning
taxable years after 2018, carry-forward and phased reduc-
tion of credits during phase out periods: H3424, S0378
12-020-0175, Reduction of license fees due to tax credits: H3722
12-028-2920, Construction of toll roads: S0521, H4033
12-036-0005 through 12-036-2690, Sales Tax Act: H3992
12-036-0030, Sales and use tax, definition of person: H3722
12-065-0010 through 12-065-0040, Textile communities revitalization
credit, beginning taxable years after 2018, carry-forward
and phased reduction of credits during phase out periods:
H3424, S0378
Title 12, Chap. 006, Income tax Act: H3992
Title 12, Chap. 008, Income Tax Withholding: H3992
Title 12, Chap. 011, Income Tax on Banks: H3992
Title 12, Chap. 013, Income Tax on Buildings and Loan Associations:
H3992
Title 12, Chap. 016,  Estate Tax Act: H3992
Title 12, Chap. 036, Sales Tax Act: H3992
Title 12, Chapter 065, Textiles communities revitalization credit,
beginning taxable years after 2018, carry-forward and
phased reduction of credits during phase out periods:
H3424, S0378
Title 15
15-032-0200, Noneconomic damages, procedures regarding limitation
and collection of: H3489
15-032-0210, Noneconomic damages, procedures regarding limitation
and collection of: H3489
15-032-0240, Noneconomic damages, procedures regarding limitation
and collection of: H3489
Title 16
16-023-0020, Handgun, unlawful carrying of: H3003
Title 20
20-001-0360, Marriage, validity of without issuance of license:
H3167, S0426
Title 23
23-001-0235, Law enforcement officers, collection of certain data
relating to vehicle traffic enforcement: S0096
23-031-0217, Handgun, unlawful carrying of: H3003
Title 24
24-003-0150, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-003-0200, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-005-0030, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
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24-005-0070, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-005-0100, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-005-0140, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-005-0150, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-005-0160, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-007-0070, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-007-0080, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-007-0130, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-007-0140, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
24-007-0150, Prison facilities, certain provisions repealed: S0217
Title 27
27-018-0010 through 27-018-0400, Unclaimed Property: S0381
Title 27, Chap. 018, Unclaimed Property: S0381
Title 34
34-039-0110 through 34-039-0260, Deferred Presentment Services
Act: H3050, H3035, S0112
Title 34, Chapter 39, Deferred Presentment Services Act: H3050,
H3035, S0112
Title 37
37-003-0413, Vehicle, short-term secured loans: S0093
Title 40
40-015-0125, Dental technological work, certain requirements that
must be met by dental laboratory, provisions: S0253
40-027-0030, Junk, purchase of outside of county in which the place
of business of its buyer is located: S0184
40-037-0420, Optometrists, licensure transition provisions that are
obsolete deleted: H3303
40-081-0300, Wrestler, licensing of: S0094
40-081-0480, Combative sports, events or exhibitions involving more
than one in which weapons are used as being unlawful:
S0115
40-081-0530, Ultimate fighting events to be unlawful: S0115, H3042
Title 41
41-001-0040, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, obsolete
provisions deleted: S0374
41-001-0050, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, obsolete
provisions deleted: S0374
41-003-0080, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, obsolete
provisions deleted: S0374
41-003-0510 through 41-003-0540, Labor, licensing, and regulation
department, obsolete provisions deleted: S0374
41-007-0010 through 41-007-0100, Right to work, regardless of mem-
bership or nonmembership in organization or labor union:
S0053
41-015-0010, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, obsolete
provisions deleted: S0374
41-015-0050, Labor, licensing, and regulation department, obsolete
provisions deleted: S0374
41-021-0010 through 41-021-0100, Labor, licensing, and regulation
department, obsolete provisions deleted: S0374
41-023-0010 through 41-023-0040, Labor, licensing, and regulation
department, obsolete provisions deleted: S0374
41-029-0260, Employment security commission commissioners to file
opinions or official minutes: H3442, S0391
Title 41, Chap. 007, Right to work, regardless of membership or non-
membership in organization or labor union: S0053
Title 41, Chap. 021, Labor, licensing, and regulation department,
obsolete provisions deleted: S0374
Title 41, Chap. 023, Labor, licensing, and regulation department,
obsolete provisions deleted: S0374
Title 41, Chapter 003, Art. 005, Labor, licensing, and regulation
department, obsolete provisions deleted: S0374
Title 44
44-001-0200, Home Health Services provided by the department of
health and environmental control: S0871
44-001-0210, Home Health Services provided by the department of
health and environmental control: S0871
44-007-0160, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0180, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0185, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0185, Heart surgery and therapeutic heart catheterization task
force repealed: S0337
44-007-0190, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
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of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0210, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0220, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0230, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-007-0240, Certificate of need program, and powers and procedures
of DHEC relative to: H3205, S0119
44-011-0030, Veterans nursing homes operated by the department of
mental health: S0871
44-011-0040, Veterans nursing homes operated by the department of
mental health: S0871
44-020-0225, Disabilities and special needs departments, consumer
advisory boards for: S0486
44-020-0230, Disabilities and special needs department, powers and
duties of director: H3314
44-020-0710 through 44-020-1000, Disabilities and special needs
department, licensure and regulation of facilities and pro-
grams: S0486
44-095-0030, Smoking, designation of smoking and nonsmoking
areas: H3523
44-095-0040, Smoking, designation of smoking and nonsmoking
areas: H3523
Title 44, Chap. 020, Art. 005, Disabilities and special needs depart-
ment, licensure and regulation of facilities and programs:
S0486
Title 46
46-021-0810 through 46-021-0840, Charleston County, seed Irish
potatoes in: H3964
Title 46, Chap. 021, Art. 011, Charleston County, seed Irish potatoes
in: H3964
Title 48
48-039-0040, Coastal management appellate panel, creation of:
H3522
Title 49
49-021-0010 through 49-021-0080, Interbasin transfer of water:
H3132, S0452
Title 49, Chap. 021, Interbasin transfer of water: H3132, S0452
Title 50
50-003-0110, Natural Resources Department, supervision of officers:
H3004
50-003-0120, Wildlife law enforcement personnel as law enforcement
officers: H3004
50-003-0130, Natural Resources Department, uniforms and emblems
of officers of: H3004
50-003-0140, Natural Resources Department officers, description of
enforcement uniforms and emblems: H3004
50-003-0150, Natural Resources Department, use of present uniforms
and motor vehicles during and after transfer: H3004
50-003-0160, Natural Resources Department, relating to injunctions:
H3004
50-003-0310, Natural Resources Department, relating to appointment
and removal of enforcement officers: H3004
50-003-0315, Natural Resources Department, relating to deputy
enforcement officers: H3004
50-003-0316, Natural Resources Department, officers criteria for hir-
ing: H3004
50-003-0320, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers,
transmittal and delivery of commissions of: H3004
50-003-0330, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers,
oaths and bonds: H3004
50-003-0340, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers
power: H3004
50-003-0350, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers
official badge: H3004
50-003-0360, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers
additional for game zone 2: H3004
50-003-0370, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers to
check bag limits and investigate violations: H3004
50-003-0380, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers,
search and seizure of game obtained unlawfully: H3004
50-003-0390, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers to
enforce laws and prosecute violations: H3004
50-003-0395, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers to
issue warning tickets: H3004
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50-003-0396, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers to
issue littering violations: H3004
50-003-0400, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers
powers of: H3004
50-003-0410, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers,
arrest procedures and bail: H3004
50-003-0420, Natural Resources Department, enforcement officers,
immunity from certain prosecution: H3004
50-005-1707, Shark catching limits: H3572
50-005-1905, Recreational saltwater fisheries licenses and stamps:
S0470, H3635
50-005-1910, Recreational saltwater fisheries licenses and stamps:
S0470, H3635
50-005-1920, Recreational saltwater fisheries licenses and stamps:
S0470, H3635
50-005-1925, Recreational saltwater fisheries licenses and stamps:
S0470, H3635
50-005-1945, Recreational saltwater fisheries licenses and stamps:
S0470, H3635
Title 53
53-005-0020, Christmas Eve declared as a holiday for State employ-
ees: S0668
Title 54
54-003-0030, Governing Board of ports authority, organization and
officers: H3128, S0392
54-003-0040, Governing Board of ports authority, organization and
officers: H3128, S0392
Title 57
57-003-0200, Department authority to enter into agreements with var-
ious entities to construct operate and maintain highway
facilities: H4033
57-003-0615, Highway tolls, usage: S0521, H4033
57-003-0618, Imposition and collection of tolls on Interstate 73:
S0521, H4033
57-005-0090, Highway system, belt lines and spurs: S0103
57-005-1490, Penalties for failure to pay tolls: S0521, H4033
57-005-1495, Collection of tolls: S0521, H4033
Title 59
59-018-0910, National education goals, relating to progress reports
and formulation of a plan to reach, deadlines expired:
S0551
59-021-1030, Student, financial effort per pupil required of each
school district repealed: S0175, H3181, S0395, H3724
59-053-0010, State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Educa-
tion: H3104
59-063-0500, Transfer without consent of school district of residence:
S0812
59-063-0510, County board of education authorized to order a student
transfer: S0812
59-103-0010, Commission on Higher Education: H3104
59-111-0015, Tuition assistance for permanent faculty and staff:
S0133
59-116-0070, Campus police officer, posting of bond before assump-
tion of duties: S0019
59-119-0165, Relating to transfer of certain agricultural funds to
Clemson University Public service activities: S0872
59-141-0010, National education goals, relating to progress reports
and formulation of a plan to reach, deadlines expired:
S0551
59-147-0120, Revenue bonds, certain limitations on the issuance:
H3664, S0594
Title 63
63-003-0040, Family Court judges, number of assigned to each judi-
cial circuit: S0064
63-005-0070, Child, unlawful conduct towards: H3230
CODE VOLUMES REVISED AND ADOPTED
Revised Code Volume 21 adoption of: H3353, S0331
COIN-OPERATED DEVICES
See Gambling (this index)
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LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCampus security department, definitions revised; technical changes made;
jurisdiction of revised; markings on campus vehicle made;
implement policies and procedures to govern their opera-
tions, provisions: S0019
Centers of Excellence Matching Endowment, endowment must be funded
by appropriations from general fund: H3345
Clemson University
Clemson University’s seed and plant certification authority: H3964
Regulations Approved
Asian Citrus pysllid as plant pest quarantine (D. No. 4039):
S0409
Light Brown Apple Moth Quarantine (D. No. 4052): S0698
Phytophthora ramorum quarantine (D. No. 4062): S0727
Plum pox virus quarantine (D. No. 4001): S0410
Regulatory and Public Service Program divisions directed to establish
a quarantine for citrus greening, requirements of; penalties:
S0711
Research Authority Committee, authorize the three research university
presidents to designate their chief research officers to par-
ticipate in meetings with on their behalf: H3788
Coastal Carolina University
Beach Music Hall of Fame, Coastal Carolina University designated as
home of: H3960
Coastal Carolina University, Congress memorialized to provide thirty
million dollars of federal funding for construction of new
science building at: S0881
Trustees, Election of: S0659
College of Charleston
Trustees, Election of: S0659
Funds, all colleges and universities to report to the Governor and the Gen-
eral Assembly justification of dollars used; administration
and exceptions: S0072
Higher Education Commission
Cigarette tax, increase tax; appropriate money to Board for Technical
and Comprehensive Education and Commission on Higher
Education and Critical needs nursing initiative fund:
H3014
General Assembly to develop a system for funding public higher edu-
cation institutions on a uniform and nondiscriminatory per
pupil basis; constitutional amendment proposed: S0641
Higher Education Efficiency and Administrative Policies Act: H3365
Higher Education Revenue Bond Act, clarify eligible facilities which
may be financed under the act: H3664, S0594
Higher education base student cost, institution of higher learning to be
funded by using: S0657
Institution of higher learning to develop credit card marketing and
solicitation policy, to be filed with higher education com-
mission; duties and provisions: S0377
Higher Education Efficiency and Administrative Policies Act: H3365
Higher learning institutions, to provide free tuition to teachers and adminis-
trators employed by school districts, provisions: S0404
Institution of higher learning to develop credit card marketing and solicita-
tion policy, to be filed with higher education commission;
duties and provisions: S0377
Life Scholarships
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fellows
scholarship but attends school in another state because cho-
sen major is not offered may still use scholarship to pay for
tuition: H3469, S0600
Medical University of South Carolina
Research Authority Committee, authorize the three research university
presidents to designate their chief research officers to par-
ticipate in meetings with on their behalf: H3788
School bus, passing a stop bus, fines imposed must be used to estab-
lish scholarships at University of South Carolina School of
Medicine and Medical University of South Carolina, provi-
sions: H3098
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
Palmetto Fellows Scholarships
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fellows
scholarship but attends school in another state because cho-
sen major is not offered may still use scholarship to pay for
tuition: H3469, S0600
Public institution of higher learning, to maintain a detailed transaction regis-
ter of all funds expended each month, register to be posted
online, institution to post online all credit card statements:
S0789
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (Continued)
Schools, disturbing, expand purview of offense to include additional unlaw-
ful conduct on grounds or property of school or college;
penalties increased: H3315
South Carolina College and University Board of Regents established, opera-
tion provisions: H3104
South Carolina State University
Law school and an undergraduate engineering school established at,
provisions: S0062, S0043
Trustees, Election of: S0659
Spartanburg Community College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3551
State employee, may attend class for credit or noncredit purposes on space-
available basis with free tuition: S0133
Tuition
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fellows
scholarship but attends school in another state because cho-
sen major of pre-veterinary medicine is not offered to use
scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
Hope Scholarships
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fel-
lows scholarship but attends school in another state
because chosen major is not offered may still use scholar-
ship to pay for tuition: H3469, S0600
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fel-
lows scholarship but attends school in another state
because chosen major of pre-veterinary medicine is not
offered to use scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
Life Scholarships
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fel-
lows scholarship but attends school in another state
because chosen major is not offered may still use scholar-
ship to pay for tuition: H3469, S0600
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fel-
lows scholarship but attends school in another state
because chosen major of pre-veterinary medicine is not
offered to use scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
Military, college tuition, free tuition after active military duty, provi-
sions: S0049
Palmetto Fellows Scholarships
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fel-
lows scholarship but attends school in another state
because chosen major is not offered may still use scholar-
ship to pay for tuition: H3469, S0600
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fel-
lows scholarship but attends school in another state
because chosen major of pre-veterinary medicine is not
offered to use scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
Special Needs Scholarship Program: H4021
State employee, may attend class for credit or noncredit purposes on
space-available basis with free tuition: S0133
University of South Carolina Up-State may offer in-state tuition to
certain North Carolina counties if they will offer in-state
tuition to student in Greenville and Spartanburg Counties:
H3178
University of South Carolina
Moore School of Business, USC to develop and construct a new facil-
ity for in the Innovista district: S0700, H4004
Research Authority Committee, authorize the three research university
presidents to designate their chief research officers to par-
ticipate in meetings with on their behalf: H3788
Up-State Campus
University of South Carolina Up-State may offer in-state tuition
to certain North Carolina counties if they will offer in-state
tuition to student in Greenville and Spartanburg Counties:
H3178
University of South Carolina School of Medicine
School bus, passing a stop bus, fines imposed must be used to estab-
lish scholarships at University of South Carolina School of
Medicine and Medical University of South Carolina, provi-
sions: H3098
Veteran’s Day, to be recognized as a holiday for all local school districts and
public colleges and universities: H3843
Winthrop University
Trustees, Election of: S0659
COLLETON COUNTY
No Entries
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Workforce investment act transferred from to department of workforce:
H3442, S0391
COMMERCIAL CODE
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES OR BOARDS
See Also Agencies, State (this index)
See Also Specific Agency, Commission, or Committee (this
index)
Adult protection coordinating council, is under the auspices of the office of
aging: S0871
Athletic Commission, one at-large member must be from mixed martial arts
community: S0852
Central Carolina Technical College Commission, additional members added
from Clarendon County and Kershaw County: S0097
Consolidated government charter commission, change manner and proce-
dure for authorizing creation of: H3460
County forfeited land commission, allowed to refuse to accept title to prop-
erty: H4113, S0876
Created
Athletic Commission, professional wrestling excluded as a sport:
S0094
Board of Health and Board of Environmental control created, mem-
bership and duties: S0384
Capitol police force committee created, provisions: S0576
Certified athletic trainers foundation created, to assist local school dis-
tricts in ensuring a certified athletic trainer is on staff at
each middle and high school: S0481
Childcare Facilities, regulation of advisory committee established to
study: S0485
Childcare Services, examine all policy, planning and service delivery
issues affecting childcare services available to working
parents in state study committee established; to report to
General Assembly recommendations: H3309
Clean Elections Study Committee, powers and duties of: H3519,
S0440
Coastal zone management advisory council, created in DHEC office;
membership and duties provisions: S0847
Consolidation of state agencies, joint study committee on created,
membership and duties: H3878
Economic Development Research Committee created, duties and
memberships: S0431
Education department, to create study committee to determine compo-
nents for Twenty-first Century foundation program: H3963
Elections study commission created, duties and responsibilities; mem-
bership and duties; provisions: S0366, H3609
Emergency Local Economic Development Council established, mem-
bership and duties: H3777
Fair Tax Implementation Study Commission created to study replac-
ing state individual and corporate income tax: S0846
False Claims Act Investigation and Prosecution Fund: S0320
Flounder Population Study Program established in Georgetown
County; to set catch limits; use of artificial illumination
prohibited, penalties: S0445
Flounder population study program established administered by DNR
to set flounder catch limits; prohibit use of artificial illumi-
nation powered by generators; length of program estab-
lished: H3572
Furniture, Potentially highly flammable furniture regulation of the sale
of study committee created, membership and duties:
H4147
Greenville Technical College Area Commission created, membership
provisions: H4087, S0862
Housing Commission, established to provide recommendations to
ensure and foster availability of safe, sound and affordable
workforce housing, membership and duties: H3919
Index of Taxpaying ability study committee established, membership
and duties of: H3748
Innocence Inquiry Commission created, to investigate credible claims
of factual innocence of conviction, provisions: S0210
Joint Electronic Health Information Study Committee, created, mem-
bership and duties: H3170
Joint Military Affairs Review Commission established, provisions:
H3040, S0213
Joint committee with members from Board of Medical examiners and
board of pharmacy to assist in establishing protocol autho-
rizing pharmacist to administer vaccines: H3393
Judicial oversight commission created, purpose, composition and
terms of commission; filling of vacancy, provisions: S0447
Juvenile Status offenders task force, reporting date revised: H3449
Municipal Finance Oversight Commission created: H3839
Operation Empowered, a nonprofit entity created, to provide financial
assistance to low-income households to implement energy
efficiency and conservation measures: H3441, S0008
Orangeburg Massacre study committee, membership and duties:
H3521
Orangeburg Massacre, commission established to report and recom-
mend on the tragedy: S0035
Port Authority, Review and Oversight Commission established within,
duties and membership of: S0351
Practice of Debt Collection and Recovery Agencies, study committee
established to: H3497
Retirement system and Police officers retirement system, established
to study possible changes in; membership and duties:
S0465
Rural Infrastructure Authority established: H4152
School district consolidation joint committee created; to study current
organization of school districts throughout South Carolina:
S0352
South Carolina College and University Board of Regents established,
operation provisions: H3104
Spartanburg Community College Enterprise Campus Authority Act:
H3551
State Enterprise and Economic Development Strategies Task Force,
established to examine ability to compete in 21st century
global economy, provisions: S0869
State Ports Authority Advisory Board established: S0351
State Ports Authority study committee established, to report findings
before June 1, 2010: H3381
Stroke Systems of Care Study Committee established to develop rec-
ommendations for, membership and duties provided for:
S0026, H3372
Sunset Commission created: H3192
Tax research committee established; terms, membership and duties;
provisions: S0182
Tax study commission created; membership and duties; submit recom-
mendations regarding tax exemptions: H3146
Taxation realignment commission, established, membership and
duties provisions; to study state’s tax system; state
enhanced as optimum competitor in effort to attract busi-
nesses to live work and invest provisions: S0012, H3415
Unborn Children’s Monument Commission, to erect a monument of
State House grounds as memorial to children whose lives
ended before birth, powers and duties of: H3527
Veteran homelessness, unemployment, job placement incidence of
post-traumatic stress disorder access to basic human ser-
vices study committee created, membership and duties:
H4006
Veterans, Committee to Study Certain Issues Affecting Veterans,
established, membership and duties: H3488
Virtual Head Start Committee created under of department of educa-
tion, membership and duties: H3873
Volunteer Strategic Assistance and Fire Equipment Program (V-
SAFE) established, duties and funds provided for: S0364
Water Planning Advisory Committee created, membership and duties:
S0358
Wind Energy Production Farms study committee created, membership
and duties: H3046
Criminal Domestic Violence Study Committee, allowed additional time to
review the criminal domestic violence laws and to make
recommendations: S0289
Lobbyist, may not serve on local board or commission; exceptions; provi-
sions: S0052
Patriot Point Development Authority Board, three additional members
added, terms and appointment of: S0783
Patriots Point Development Authority Board, to issue revenue bonds, provi-
sions: H3549, S0637
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPharmacy Board, Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of
transferred to State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
Pharmacy Board, increase members to nine, additional member being a
pharmacy technician: S0179
Pyrotechnic Safety, state board of, members increased to seven, firework
storage and provisions, penalties: S0454, H3941
Research Authority Committee, authorize the three research university pres-
idents to designate their chief research officers to partici-
pate in meetings with on their behalf; committee duties and
members; provisions: H3788
Riverbanks parks commission, prohibit certain activities while on park
property: S0836
Sentencing Reform Commission, extend time commission has to submit its
report to chairman of Senate Judiciary committee to Febru-
ary 1, 2010: S0432
State Board and Commission, each to take a recorded vote of an action it
takes when awarding compensation for computing com-
pensation or bonuses: S0244
Tourism expenditure review committee, appeals from committee go to
appropriate county legislative delegation: H4037
COMPTROLLER GENERAL
Comptroller General, no longer elected, to be appointed by the Governor
with consent of Senate, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0163, S0161, H3145, H3278
COMPUTERS
Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of 2009: H3299, S0295
Manufacturer Responsibility and Consumer Convenience Information Tech-
nology Equipment Collection and Recovery Act: H4093
Public notice, authorized publication of certain notice, legal notice or adver-
tisement through public notice website, procedures and
requirements for: H3183
Telephone utilities to provide internet service in every exchange are or cede





See Federal Government (this index)
See Requests and Memorials (this index)
CONSERVATION
Comprehensive Statewide Water Management Act of 2009: H3132
Conservation Bank Equitable Funding Act: S0148
Conservation easements, trust funds and public funds may not be used to
acquire an easement unless continues to allow public
access to hunting and fishing; provisions: H3008
Electronics Recycling Act: H3200
Energy Efficiency Resource Standards created and established; energy sav-
ings provisions: S0547
Energy Efficiency, energy policy plan provisions, strategies to include use
of clean energy sources, provisions: S0232
Energy Standard Act: H3550, S0719
Energy action plan, annual review of states for submission to General
Assembly: S0232
Energy efficiency and renewable energy goals for government established;
state agencies to procure energy efficient products; agen-
cies to replace all light bulbs with compact flourescent
light bulbs: S0009
Energy efficiency, state agencies required to implement cost effective
energy, water conservation matters, provisions: S0232
Energy, Congress memorialized to examine current and projected energy
production capabilities and economic conditions when
considering any greenhouse gas emission initiatives:
S0802
Global climate change, congress memorialized to address through the adop-
tion of fair and effective approach that safeguards american
jobs; affordable energy for citizens, provisions: H3508
COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES OR BOARDS 
Income tax credit, energy efficiency or green globes, for costs for new con-
struction, renovation or building projects that meets:
H3676
Income tax credit, for gift of land for conservation, credit equals twenty-five
percent of total gift; maximum annual credit increased;
provisions: S0154
Local government may not impose a fee on agriculture, forest or undevel-
oped land for a stormwater, sediment or erosion control
program; exceptions: H3088, S0453
Office of Regulatory Staff, create a non-profit entity named operation
empowered in order to provide financial assistance to low-
income households to implement energy efficiency and
conservation matters: S0008, H3441
Pollution, water, person who pollutes to be given notice, notice procedure,
violations, provisions: H3603
Recycling program, revenue department and DHEC to develop for permit
holders for on-premises consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages; provide for collection and storing of recycled bottles;
provisions: S0173
Renewable Energy Plan created; procedures and goals of plan provided,
provisions: H3628
Water Resources Planning and Coordination Restructuring Act: S0358
Wetlands Restoration Act: S0152
Wind Energy Production Farms study committee created, membership and
duties: H3046
CONSERVATION OFFICERS
See Natural Resources Department (this index)
CONSTABLES
See Law Enforcement (this index)
CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Amendment Proposed
Art. I, Sec. 025, Wildlife and fish, to be managed by laws and regula-
tions; hunting and trapping and fishing valued part of heri-
tage to be preserved; right of people to hunt or fish;
provisions: H3483
Art. I, Sec. 15, Bail, denial of bail authorized for person who is
released on bail pending trial and whose bail is revoked or
forfeited for violating a condition of release: S0005
Art. II, Sec. 001, Secret Ballot, guarantee of the right to vote by secret
ballot applies in designations or authorizations for
employee representation: H3305, S0316
Art. II, Sec. 002, General Assembly, delete authority of each House of
General Assembly to be judge of election returns of its
members: H3339, H3410
Art. II, Sec. 012, Candidate, for elective office, authorize procedure by
which a candidate for may finance his campaign with pub-
lic funds: H3518, S0441, S0439
Art. III, Sec. 002, House of Representatives, members are chosen
every fourth year instead of every second year: H3876
Art. III, Sec. 006, Senate, members elected every sixth instead of
every fourth year: H3876
Art. III, Sec. 008, House of Representatives, members are chosen
every fourth year instead of every second year: H3876
Art. III, Sec. 009, General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on
first Tuesday of February: H3417
Art. III, Sec. 009, General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on
second Tuesday of February: H3129
Art. III, Sec. 009, Sine Die Adjournment, no later than March thirty-
first of year it convenes: S0209
Art. III, Sec. 015A, Bill to increase taxes may not become law unless
if receives two-thirds of the membership of House and
Senate: H3017
Art. III, Sec. 015B, Bill to increase or impose a fee may not become
law unless if receives three-fifths of the membership of
House and Senate: H3016
Art. III, Sec. 01B, Laws, by initiative petition and referendum, estab-




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSArt. III, Sec. 024, Law enforcement officers and correction officers,
prohibition of holding two offices does not apply to, provi-
sions: H3546
Art. III, Sec. 034, Coin-operated devices, operation of or possession
of; county may allow by ordinance; referendum provisions:
S0078, S0065
Art. III, Sec. 036, General reserve fund, increase to five percent the
amount of state general fund revenue in latest completed
fiscal year required to be held in general reserve fun:
H3396
Art. III, Sec. 36, General Reserve Fund, additional amount required to
be held: H3559
Art. IV, Sec. 008, Governor and Lieutenant Governor, joint election
of: S0162, S0203, H3231, H3379, H3614
Art. IV, Sec. 01A, Governor, when physically absent from state, pow-
ers and duties of devolved to Lieutenant Governor: S0224
Art. V, Sec. 002, Supreme Court, composition of increased: S0063,
S0055
Art. V, Sec. 003, Supreme Court Justices, to be appointed by Governor
and confirmed by House and Senate Judiciary Committee:
H4151
Art. V, Sec. 003, Supreme Court Justices, to be elected by qualified
electors: S0063
Art. V, Sec. 004, Law, jurisdiction over admission to practice and dis-
cipline persons admitted must be provided by General
Assembly by law: S0448
Art. V, Sec. 008, Appeals Court Judges, to be appointed by Governor
and confirmed by House and Senate Judiciary Committee:
H4151
Art. V, Sec. 008, Appeals Court Judges, to be elected by qualified
electors: S0063
Art. V, Sec. 013, Circuit Court Judges, to be appointed by Governor
and confirmed by House and Senate Judiciary Committee:
H4151
Art. V, Sec. 013, Circuit Court Judges, to be elected by qualified elec-
tors: S0063
Art. V, Sec. 027, Judges and Justices, Governor must appoint from
among the nominees of Judicial merit selection commis-
sion, commission to nominate all qualified candidates:
H4151
Art. VI, Sec. 003, Law enforcement officers and correction officers,
prohibition of holding two offices does not apply to, provi-
sions: H3546
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Adjutant General, no longer elected, to be appointed
by Governor with consent of Senate: S0160, H3145,
S0129, H3275, H3614
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Agriculture Commissioner, no longer elected, to be
appointed by the Governor: S0165, H3145, S0129, H3276,
H3614
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Comptroller General, no longer elected, to be
appointed by the Governor with consent of Senate: S0163,
S0161, H3145, H3278
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Secretary of State, no longer elected, to be
appointed by Governor with consent of Senate: S0158,
H3145, S0129, H3279, H3614
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Superintendent of Education no longer elected, to be
appointed by the Governor: S0164, H3145, H3280, H3614
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Treasurer, State, no longer elected, to be appointed
by Governor with advice of Senate: H3277
Art. X, Sec. 001, Property classifications for ad valorem taxation, clas-
sification added with assessment of two percent fair market
value for large undeveloped land no qualified as agricul-
tural use property: H3155
Art. X, Sec. 003, Property tax, municipality with a population of less
than five thousand to exempt from municipal ad valorem
taxation for not more than five years improvements to
commercial property: H4068
Art. X, Sec. 006, Property tax, eliminate fifteen percent limit on
increases of value of real property up to five years and
eliminate an assessable transfer of interest, provisions:
H3293
CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA (Continued)
Art. X, Sec. 007, State spending limit deleted, replaced with a law pro-
viding general fund may not exceed appropriations for
prior year, provisions; limit calculations and adjustments;
general fund revenue provisions; provisions: H3037,
S0001
Art. XI, Sec. 001, Board of Education, abolished upon Superintendent
of Education being appointed by the Governor: S0164,
S0129
Art. XI, Sec. 003, Public Schools, free, General Assembly provide for
maintenance and support of; support public institutions of
learning allowing each student to reach his highest poten-
tial: S0099, S0561
Art. XI, Sec. 003, Public schools, General Assembly required to pro-
vide for high-quality education for all children of the state:
H3112, H3961
Art. XI, Sec. 005, General Assembly to develop a system for funding
public higher education institutions on a uniform and non-
discriminatory per pupil basis: S0641
Art. XIII, Sec. 004, Adjutant General, update title and military rank,
upon term expiration must be appointed by Governor:
S0129, H3275, H3614
Art. XV. Sec. 004, Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures
for recalling and removing a person holding a: H3833
Art. XVI, Sec. 004, Amendments to constitution, General assembly to
provide a procedure where amendments to are proposed by
an initiative petition signed by electors, certain provisions:
H4108
Art. XVII, Sec. 007, Raffle conducted by charitable or other type of
organizations exempt from federal income taxation is not a
lottery prohibited by constitution; General Assembly to
establish limitations and procedures for: H3632
Art. XVII, Sec. 007, Raffles, allowed to be conducted by charitable or
nonprofit organizations, provisions; conduction of; penal-
ties: S0560
Art. XVII, Sec. 008, Lotteries, exception that allows participation in
conducted by public officers: H3943
Art. XVII, Sec. 016, Laws and constitutional amendments, procedure
established for enactment or repeal of by initiative petition
and referendum, exceptions: S0080
Art. XVII, Sec. 01A, Law enforcement officers and correction offi-
cers, prohibition of holding two offices does not apply to,
provisions: H3546
Amendment Ratified
Art. III, Sec. 033, Minors, no unmarried woman under age of fourteen
may legally consent to sexual intercourse, provision
deleted: S0144
CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
No Entries
CONSTRUCTION
See Also Buildings (this index)
Contractor that provides building services to a government agency shall
send copies of all bills to each agency or department, pro-
visions: H3089
Contractors, group four mechanical contractors increase bid and job limita-
tion to five hundred thousand dollars and net worth
requirement increased to seventy-five thousand dollars:
H3116
Contractors, may only engage in construction under name on license; con-
tract invalid if not under same name or license number:
H3965
Income tax credit, energy efficiency or green globes, for costs for new con-
struction, renovation or building projects that meets:
H3676
Residential home builder, increase to fifteen thousand dollars amount that
person may undertake of residential building without being
considered a residential home builder subject to license and
regulations, provisions: H3492
Sales and use tax, construction contracts, revise terms and conditions under
which they are exempted: H3768
Subcontractors, provide process for to perfect laborer’s liens: S0877
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Adult abuse, Omnibus adult protection act, all agencies under act to submit
information of cases or convictions for abuse, neglect and
exploitation of vulnerable adults to budget and control
board for publication on website: H3450
Blue laws, Accommodation tax revenues, reduce amount collected in a
county which exempts a county from provisions of law
regulating activities on Sunday: H3671
Cable companies, must offer a service tier that allows subscribers to choose
channels on individual per channel basis: S0386, H3525
Citizens Participation in Government Act of 2009: H3587
Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
Consumer Affairs department, certain disclosures of records and reports
filed with revenue department allowed, provisions: S0556
Consumer loan transactions, violation of federal law to certain is a violation
of state law: H3750
Counties to designate all or a portion of multicounty park as a designated
economic development site for commercial facilities, pro-
visions: H3885
Credit card, delinquency charge or late fee may not exceed total outstanding
account balance: H3566
Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of 2009: H3299, S0295
Defective product, seller of, no product liability action, except action of
breach of express warranty shall be commenced or main-
tained against when product is in sealed container, provi-
sions, exceptions: S0601
Deferred Presentment Services, secretary of state to know name and address
of each licensee; location provisions; advance monies
monthly limit provisions; records of available to consumer
affairs department; provisions: H3157
Deferred presentment services, license of provisions; advance money limits;
extended payment plans; provisions: S0279, H3301
Department
Funeral directors, placing payments received for funeral merchandise
in trust account, change board of financial institutions to
consumer affairs department; payments to be held until
merchandise delivered: H3615
Preneed Funeral Contracts, powers and duties transferred to consumer
affairs department, criminal fines increased, penalties, pro-
visions: H3615, S0496
Regulations Approved
Continuing Care Retirement Communities, licensing standards
of (D. No. 3204): S0461
State Board of Financial Institutions changed to South Carolina
Department of Consumer Affairs: S0496
Dress code, unlawful for person to wear pants sagging more than three
inches below hips; penalties and provisions: S0048
Drug testing as a condition of public assistance provisions: H3829
Entrepreneurial Success Fund Act: H3870
Fair Credit Reporting Act: H4039
Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
False Claims Act: S0320
False representation, prohibited from intentionally representing himself
from belonging to tribe, group, or special interest organiza-
tion recognized by minority affairs commission: H3055
Fraudulent check, fingerprint exemplar added as an item the receiver of the
check must obtain to present prima facie evidence of the
identity of issuer of check: H3921
Fraudulent check, increase penalties for second offenses: H4130
Fraudulent check, item to be posted on face with date received by person or
business seeking a warrant; date warrant to be issued; pro-
visions: H3313
Furniture, Potentially highly flammable furniture regulation of the sale of
study committee created, membership and duties: H4147
Gambling, clarify activities that are unlawful, penalties and exceptions:
S0535
Homeowners Association Act: S0030
Interior Design Consumer Protection Act: S0045
Junk dealer, person who buys at least twenty-five pounds of scrap metal to
keep copy of sellers identification card; violation of; penal-
ties increased: S0184, H3153
Manufacturer Responsibility and Consumer Convenience Information Tech-
nology Equipment Collection and Recovery Act: H4093
Meat, prohibit sale of fresh or frozen when returned by customer: H3718
Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act: S0766
Packaged Ice, plant operators and dealers to obtain annual permits to manu-
facture and distribute for human consumption, regulations:
H4029
Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to customers to submit ice sam-
ples monthly to a laboratory for microbiological analysis:
H4028
Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to customers to submit ice sam-
ples monthly to a laboratory for microbiological analysis;
testing of provisions: H4027
Pawnbrokers, reimbursement for seized items; forfeiture notice provisions;
loan provisions; certificate of authority increase amount of
required bond for; terms revised and added; provisions:
S0631
Personal Information Confidentiality Act: H3409
Price gouging, penalty for increased, not to more than five thousand dollars:
H3106
Raffles, Law enforcement officers, not to charge charitable or religious
organizations conducting a raffle, provisions; officer to
inform in writing that raffle violates state law, exemptions
and limitations: H3544
Raffles, allowed to be conducted by charitable or nonprofit organizations,
provisions; conduction of; penalties; constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0560
Raffles, law enforcement officers may not charge civic club for conducting,
provisions, conditions and limitations: H3620
Raffles, permitted when conducted by charitable organization, provisions:
H3629
Rental agreement, preexisting rental agreement does not terminate upon
subsequent foreclosure of landlords mortgage: H3567
Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act: H3491, S0407
Summer Camps, licensure and regulation of by health and environmental
control; employees of provisions; child fatality at certain
regulations and provisions; provisions: S0553
Tattoo, persons eighteen or older eligible to receive: S0188
Unfair Trade Practices
Advertising, untrue or misleading in any form prohibited; violation is
considered an unfair trade practice: S0090
Motor fuel terminals, to offer for sale products suitable for blending
ethanol or biodiesel; blender record provisions; utilize
renewable identification number, violations unfair trade
practice: H3707, S0612
Unfair trade practice, for bank or other financial institution to fail to
respond to short sale offer for purchase of real estate within
30 days of offer’s receipt: H3573
Unfair trade practice, lender delivers unsolicited check must disclose
that check secures a loan, provisions; recourse for payees if
check cashed fraudulently; penalties: S0132
Unfair trade practice, to advertise a price that reflects discount in
which buyer must submit coupon to obtain advertised
price, penalties: H3174
Unfair trade practice, to publish in telephone assistance database or
advertisement intentional misleading representation of
geographical location of business: S0198
CONSUMER PROTECTION CODE
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
CONTRACTORS
See Also Construction (this index)
Contractor regulation, assessing cost of investigation and prosecution of,
department may not assess such costs: H3965
Contractors, may only engage in construction under name on license; con-
tract invalid if not under same name or license number:
H3965
Contractors, owes owner of residential property who makes certain
improvements the same duty as licensed contractor to com-
pile with building codes and standards: H3354
Contractors, violation of licensure requirements, maximum amount of fine
assessed against in one day; first offense fines, provisions;
all fines against for provisions: H3432
Landscape service, person who provides may have a mechanics’ lien; cer-
tain circumstances that court will dismiss mechanics’ lien;




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSProcurement Code vendor, vendor and employees must be legal residents of
state to take advantage of preference: S0089
Procurement code, five percent preference for vendors of environmentally
preferable goods or services, provisions: H3156
Procurement code, twenty-five percent set aside for entities subject to the
Procurement Code for contracts for goods or services
entered into outside of the State: S0088, H3156
Residential home builder, increase to fifteen thousand dollars amount that
person may undertake of residential building without being
considered a residential home builder subject to license and
regulations, provisions: H3492
Subcontractors, provide process for to perfect laborer’s liens: S0877
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
CORONERS
Coroners, qualifications of increased, candidate for to file a sworn affidavit
with county executive committee of person’s political
party, provisions: H3536
CORPORATIONS
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Arrest warrant, none shall be issued for arrest of person unless ought by law
enforcement agency; if warrant issued by another a cour-
tesy summons must be issued, exceptions: S0282
Arrest warrants, issued for preceding three months to be made available for
public inspection and copying, provisions: S0084
Arrest, resisting, person who knowingly and willfully commits assault and
battery on law enforcement officer during lawful discharge
is guilt of misdemeanor, penalties: S0292
Bail bond, surety is not liable for a after three years from the date it is
issued: H4111
Bond hearings, county to provide person a bond hearing within twenty-four
hours; county to release person with bailable offense;
county to pay penalty to violation of: H3490
Bond, deposit of a cash amount by the defendant through an accommoda-
tion bondsman; increase cash amount; bondsman to pay
handling fee: H3798
Confession, all confessions obtained by law enforcement agency must be
video recorded: H3670
Confessions, definitions; certain statements made during custodial interro-
gation must be video recorded; court to instruct a jury that
it may draw an adverse inference for officer who fails to
record statement, provisions: H3884
Correctional facility local government, may charge a person confined in a
fee for health care services provided to him while he is
confined: H4146
Criminal Justice Academy, additional five dollar surcharge to fund infra-
structure improvements at on all fines, forfeitures, escheat-
ments and other penalties; provisions: H3294
Criminal proceedings venues, person charged with criminal offense is a law
enforcement officer, magistrate or circuit judge, fair and
impartial trial cannot be obtained in the county which the
defendant served: H3672
Director to establish policies and procedures to restore inmate good-time
credit lost for disciplinary action; good-time credit
awarded provision; reduction sentence programs estab-
lished, provisions: S0218
Dual officeholders, officer in militia, notary public, constitutional delegate,
law enforcement officer and correction officer, exempt to
provisions of: H3545
Execution team, prohibit disclosure of identity of members of an; penalties;
prohibit licensing agencies from taking action to revoke or
suspend to person participating on: S0329
Facilities, technical changes, provisions: S0217
Freedom of Information Act, certain architectural plans, drawings, etc that
could be used to facilitate an escape exempt from disclo-
sure: S0218
CONTRACTORS (Continued)
Home detention program, certain drug and controlled substance offenders to
participate in: H3976
Home detention, court may sentence certain offenders to as alternative to
incarceration: S0034
Innocence Inquiry Commission created, to investigate credible claims of
factual innocence of conviction, provisions: S0210
Innocence Protection Act: H3864
Law enforcement officers and correction officers, prohibition of holding
two offices does not apply to, provisions; constitutional
amendment proposed: H3546
Local Detention Facility Mutual Aid and Assistance Act: S0217
Post-conviction relief action, courts to dismiss action if successive or on
grounds of misuse; certain evidence provisions eliminated;
change and streamline procedures for, time of hearing
shortened; provisions: H3563
Prison system, provisions deleted; terms revised and changed; prisoner pro-
visions; facility provisions: S0217
Prisoner, unlawful for and correctional facility to monitor and record tele-
phone conversations of inmate and legal counsel and to
release conversation to public, exceptions: H3564
Prisoners, department to establish policy to allow certain prisoners a reduc-
tion in sentence: S0217
Probation, pardon and parole department lacks funds to operate parole sys-
tem, the department and board of should jointly develop
policies and procedures, provisions: S0726
Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
Sex offender, when set to be released on a Friday or holiday must retain in
custody until following business day; sheriff has jurisdic-
tion to locate offender; failure to register provisions and
rules: H3348
Special license plates, second amendment special license plate issued:
S0121
Temporary Emergency Act for Corrections: S0725
Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
Warrant, not required to be endorsed by magistrate in county where charged
person resides; serving a warrant procedures: S0118
COSMETOLOGY
Cosmetology, person practicing under individual cosmetology license in
booth rental or as an independent contractor may not be
charged a licensure or renewal fee, provisions: H3815
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS
No Entries
COUNTIES
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
COURTS
Administrative Law
Disapprove amendments to the rules of procedure of the administra-
tive law court: S0744
Health Plan, administrative law court to consider plan in effect when
certificate of need application was filed, provisions: S0337
Judges
Administrative law judge position, members of General Assem-
bly to be qualified for election to changed to one year:
H3874
Administrative law judge, circumstances when may receive
mileage and allowances; judge monthly to provide report
of absences from court during normal business hours of
court to chief judge: S0868
Election of: S0676, H3879, S0702, H3951
Election of on February 11, 2009: H3162, S0197, H3225, S0256
Good conduct credits, reduction in credits may be implemented
fro Administrative law judges recommendations: S0218
Motor vehicle hearings office, to employ certain professional and sup-
port staff; filing fee increased, distribution of provisions:
H3161
To define procedures for obtaining judicial review of final decision of
administrative law judge in case involving health and envi-
ronmental control: S0384
Appeals Court
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF (Continued)363
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAppeals court, will directly hear appeals from probate court: S0644
Judges
Election of by qualified electors, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0063
Election of on February 11, 2009: H3162, S0197, H3225, S0256
Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by House and Senate
Judiciary Committee, constitutional amendment proposed:
H4151
Attorneys, person must be enrolled as member of South Carolina Bar in
order to practice law or solicit legal cause, provisions:
H3123
Bail
Bail, denial of bail authorized for person who is released on bail pend-
ing trial and whose bail is revoked or forfeited for violating
a condition of release, constitutional amendment proposed:
S0005
Bail, pending charges against person requesting shall be considered by
magistrate in determining whether bail is granted: S0006
Bail, released on bail and charged with a violent offense, to be denied
bail when prosecutor can prove preponderance of evi-
dence, provisions: S0006
Bond forfeiture, State entitled to estreat bond of recognizance one
hundred eighty days after person’s failure to appear in
court: H3032
Bench warrant, failure to appear, judge may not issue unless solicitor files
affidavit to confirm written notice was given to appropriate
parties, provisions: H3033
Circuit Court
Criminal proceedings venues, person charged with criminal offense is
a law enforcement officer, magistrate or circuit judge, fair
and impartial trial cannot be obtained in the county which
the defendant served: H3672
Judges
At-large judges, increase number of to sixteen: H3639
Chief administrative judge to determine order of cases for gen-
eral sessions docket: S0057
Election of: S0676, H3879, S0702, H3951
Election of Seat 8 on March 25, 2009: H3644, S0514
Election of Seat 8 on March 25, 2009, joint assembly for resolu-
tion withdrawn: S0586, H3717
Election of by qualified electors, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0063
Election of on February 11, 2009: H3162, S0197, H3225, S0256
Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by House and Senate
Judiciary Committee, constitutional amendment proposed:
H4151
Judicial circuits, certain circuits boundaries realigned: S0300
Probate court and circuit court, jurisdictional amount increased to one
hundred dollars: S0575
Probate court, must find good cause before case may be removed from
to circuit court; removal of case provisions: S0571
Solicitors of, deadline extended for requiring all circuit solicitors to
have traffic educaiton program: S0692
Victim witness program, courts, not less than 25 percent of revenue
retained from assessments must be allocated to: H3637
Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
Civil action, clarify prohibition on appointment applies to certain post-con-
viction relief matters and actions pursuant to sexually vio-
lent predator act: H3244
Clerk of Court
Clerk of court, elections of, to be nonpartisan, special election of pro-
visions, nomination procedures; election conduct provi-
sion: S0127
Concealed weapons, add active members of the general assembly,
active public defenders, assistant public defenders and
active clerks of court and deputy clerks of court to list of
people permitted to carry: H4112
Court, cases, establish that a case dismissed by directed verdict or summary
judgment is presumed to be a per se frivolous case unless
court finds for good cause shown to be not frivolous or
sanctions not be imposed: S0638
Criminal Cases
Frivolous charges, court to order legal cost to be paid by person who
brings frivolous charges against another person; excep-
tions: H3028
Peremptory challenges, allow prosecution same number of as defense
in criminal cases: H3020
COURTS (Continued)
Damage Awards Fairness Act: S0350, H3489
Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
Family Court
Child’s right to counsel, guardian may not waive when proceeding
may result in detention: H3201
Domestic matter, jurisdiction to hear: H3110
Family Court Financial Privacy Act: S0146
Family Court, to show cause upon filing of affidavit that parent has
failed to pay court-ordered support, affidavit is prima facie
evidence of nonpayment, provisions: S0170
Grandparents visitation, jurisdiction of family court, court to order if
parents are depriving and it is in best interest to have visita-
tion with: H3165, H3412
Judges
Election of: S0676, H3879, S0702, H3951
Election of by qualified voters: S0064
Election of on February 11, 2009: H3162, S0197
Election of, candidate to be resident of county where court is
located for one year prior to election: S0216
Family court judges, add an additional 3, to be elected without
regard to county or circuit of residence: H3639
Jurisdiction of to interpret a prenuptial agreement, may approve a pre-
nuptial agreement prior to marriage: H3190
Military Parent Equal Protection Act: S0155, H3171
Judges
Family court judges, to be elected by qualified voters: S0064
Retirement system, judges and solicitors, allow retiree to receive
retirement allowance from while serving in office; person
not to become member of, contribute to or accrue service
credit in retirement system, provisions: H3368
Judicial Elections Reform Act: S0156
Judicial Merit Selection Commission
Commission, members of increased to eleven: H4119
Governor, to appoint judges and justices from among nominees of
judicial merit selection commission, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: H4151
Judicial Elections Reform Act: S0156
Judicial candidates, Governor to appoint and House and Senate Judi-
ciary committees to confirm, candidate must receive a two-
third vote to be elected: H4119
Judicial candidates, limitation on amount commission may nominate
removed; commission to release list of names of all candi-
dates commissions finds qualified for: H3196
Judicial merit selection commission, process changed for nominating
judicial candidates: S0283, S0777
Judicial office, procedures and requirements for situations where more
than three candidates may be nominated for election to:
S0216
Judicial oversight commission created, purpose, composition and terms of
commission; filling of vacancy, provisions: S0447
Law, jurisdiction over admission to practice and discipline persons admitted
must be provided by General Assembly by law, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: S0448
Magistrate Court
Animal enclosers, fences or gates, removing or destroying of, penal-
ties increased; magistrate court to dispose offense: H3013
Bail, pending charges against person requesting shall be considered by
magistrate in determining whether bail is granted: S0006
Civil jurisdiction increased to ten thousand; except landlord and tenant
cases, any cases with controversy ordered for mandatory
mediation, provisions: S0200
Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions, to allow service
of process by person other than constables: S0591
Court administration may establish continuing education program
concerning landlord and tenant rights that magistrates,
landlords, tenants and law enforcement officials may
attend: S0243
Criminal justice academy, amount of additional assessments imposed
by magistrate courts to: H3333
Criminal proceedings venues, person charged with criminal offense is
a law enforcement officer, magistrate or circuit judge, fair
and impartial trial cannot be obtained in the county which
the defendant served: H3672
Dress code, unlawful for person to wear pants sagging more than three
inches below hips; penalties and provisions; magistrate
court to hear: S0048
COURTS (Continued)364
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSEthics Commission, cap certain fines at five thousand dollars, first and
second offenses may be tried in magistrates court: H4153
License, driving without, various offenses to be tried in magistrates or
municipal court: H3973
Magistrate, prohibit senators, family members and legal associates
from representing another person as attorney at law before
magistrate senator recommended for appointment: S0397
Magistrate, vacancies, supreme court must provide Governor with
nominees to fill; supreme court to appoint screening com-
mittee to assist with selection of nominees for: S0137
Magistrates court, new trial and appeal, increase time period in which
motion for new trial may be made to ten days: H3845
Magistrates may order restitution in amount not to exceed the civil
jurisdiction amount for magistrates: S0718
Magistrates salaries, licensed attorney must be paid a base salary equal
to fifty-five percent of a circuit court judge’s salary, provi-
sions: H3832
Magistrates, Greenville County, office becomes vacant on date and
time term expires; magistrate whose term expired may not
continue to hold over the office in de facto capacity pend-
ing appointment of successor, provisions: S0311
Magistrates, appointment of by Governor with advice and consent of
General Assembly; conforming changes; special election
provisions; trial observation requirement provisions:
H3237
Magistrates, increase civil jurisdiction to fifteen thousand dollars:
S0285
Magistrates, office becomes vacant on date and time term expires;
magistrate whose term expired may not continue to hold
over the office in de facto capacity pending appointment of
successor, provisions: S0309
Magistrates, retirement age raised to seventy-five years of age: S0380
Schools, disturbing, provide first and second offense violations must
be tried in magistrates court; third and subsequent offenses
tried in general sessions court: H3229
Search warrants, for property, clarify circumstances by subpoena may
be issued to obtain records of entities who issues credit
cards: H3967
Tort claims act, certain causes of action to be filed in magistrate court;
agency or political subdivision represented by delineated
representatives; conforming changes made, provisions:
H3168
Warrant, not required to be endorsed by magistrate in county where
charged person resides; serving a warrant procedures:
S0118
Middle Court Processes Act: H3166, S0206, H3853
Municipal Court
Dress code, unlawful for person to wear pants sagging more than three
inches below hips; penalties and provisions; municipal
court to hear: S0048
License, driving without, various offenses to be tried in magistrates or
municipal court: H3973
Municipal court established, employ at least one full-time judge,
maintain normal business hours; Judge to be resident of
county in which municipality is located: H3163
Probate Court
Appeals court, will directly hear appeals from probate court: S0644
Judges
Elections of, to be nonpartisan, special election of provisions,
nomination procedures; election conduct provision: S0127
Probate judge, person convicted of felony offense or offense
involving moral turpitude not qualified to serve as: S0564
Probate judges have absolute control over office matters, bud-
geted funds, employ classification, etc: H3844
Probate court and circuit court, jurisdictional amount increased to one
hundred dollars: S0575
Probate court, differentiate between a formal proceeding and applica-
tion to the court; procedural rules governing each; file and
service or summons; notice on petition hearings; provi-
sions: H3803
Probate court, must find good cause before case may be removed from
to circuit court; removal of case provisions: S0571
Solicitors
SC Retirement system, to extend option to assistant solicitors
employed before July 1, 2010, provisions: H3734, S0616
COURTS (Continued)
Victim witness program, courts, not less than 25 percent of revenue
retained from assessments must be allocated to: H3637
Supreme Court
Acts and joint resolutions, Code, reports, decrease number of copies
provided to: H3428
Justices
Composition of increased, constitutional amendment proposed:
S0063, S0055
Election of: S0676, H3879, S0702, H3951
Election of by qualified electors, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0063
Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by House and Senate
Judiciary Committee, constitutional amendment proposed:
H4151
Magistrate, vacancies, supreme court must provide Governor with
nominees to fill; supreme court to appoint screening com-
mittee to assist with selection of nominees for: S0137
Supreme Court Marshall created, duties defined: S0576
Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act, court administration shall
include on all bond paperwork and courtesy summons a
notice that informs a person of his right to file an applica-
tion to have a record expunged: S0411, H3022
CREDIT CARDS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
CREDIT UNIONS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
CREDITORS, CREDIT SALES
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
CRIMES AND OFFENSES
Amusement redemption machine, defined, criminal penalties for rewarding
players with items other than free plays: H3708
Animal enclosers, fences or gates, removing or destroying of, penalties
increased; magistrate court to dispose offense: H3013
Arrest, resisting, person who knowingly and willfully commits assault and
battery on law enforcement officer during lawful discharge
is guilt of misdemeanor, penalties: S0292
Assault and assault with battery, offense created for using a taser: S0172
Assault and battery offense against certain medical personal, include code
enforcement officer in definition, provisions: S0315
Assault and battery with intent to kill, person convicted of to be punished by
imprisonment for not less than ten years to life: S0308
Burglary, bump key in the list of illegal instruments: H3956
Child abuse or neglect, civil liability provided for failure to make a report
of: H3663
Child abuse, homicide by, increase penalty to life without parole or death if
seeking death penalty for murder: H3786
Child support, person incarcerated for nonpayment of during time of incar-
ceration and three months after release child support is sus-
pended, arrearages do not accrue, provisions: H3012
Child, great bodily injury upon, minimum term of imprisonment to two
years if convicted of, no portion of sentence to be sus-
pended, provisions: S0348, H3436
Civil action, clarify prohibition on appointment applies to certain post-con-
viction relief matters and actions pursuant to sexually vio-
lent predator act: H3244
Civil no-contact orders, procedure established for issuance of, duration of;
definitions; penalties: H3031, S0790
Cockfighting, penalties increased: H3227
Controlled substances, criminal penalty increased; civil penalty created,
civil fine provisions: H3228
Criminal Domestic Violence
Criminal Domestic Violence Study Committee, allowed additional
time to review the criminal domestic violence laws and to
make recommendations: S0289
Criminal domestic violence, investigating agency to document investi-
gation and maintain report of: H3641
COURTS (Continued)365
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCriminal domestic violence, judge may proceed with prosecution of a
case if victim is not present, before dismissing a case the
judge shall make written findings, provisions: H3642
Domestic Violence, household member definition revised to include a
dating relationship; guardian to petition for court order on
behalf of minor in dating relationship; order of protection
provisions: H3310
Strangulation and smothering are both domestic violence of a high and
aggravated nature: H3643
Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act: S0512, H3677
Criminal Records Check of Direct Care Staff, specification of checks, pro-
cedural provisions; provisions deleted; provisions: S0486
Damage Awards Fairness Act: S0350, H3489
Deferred Presentment, engaging in, crime created, violation is a felony;
minimum penalty: H3050, H3035, S0112
Drugs, Narcotics
Drug testing as a condition of public assistance provisions: H3829
Manslaughter, person charged with if distribution of methamphet-
amine or cocaine based drug causes death; increase penalty
if person is under eighteen or law enforcement officer is
injured: H3029
Violent crimes, manufacturing, distributing, or possession metham-
phetamine, cocaine based controlled substance included as
a violent crime: S0007
Felony
Deferred Presentment, engaging in, crime created, violation is a fel-
ony; minimum penalty: H3050, H3035, S0112
Firearms, crime created of possessing by person incarcerated for one
year; violation is a felony; penalties: S0190
License, driving without or with a suspended license, who causes great
bodily injury or death to another is guilty of felony, penal-
ties: S0192, H3461
Profanity, disseminating to a minor, offense created: S0056
Strangulation and smothering established to be a felony crime, penal-
ties: H3643
Firefighter, prior to employment a required check of State and Federal crim-
inal records, cost of limited: S0373
Hate motivated crimes, penalties; definitions: S0041, H3169, S0076
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
Home detention program, certain drug and controlled substance offenders to
participate in: H3976
Homeless person, create the hate crime of assault and battery upon; penal-
ties: H4091
Innocence Protection Act: H3864
Jerry’s Law; murder of person seventy years or older added to list of statu-
tory aggravating circumstances: H3601
Locksmith, terms defined, offense created on lock bumping, exceptions,
penalties: H3956
Motor Vehicle, death by vehicle or causing great bodily harm while driving
illegally crime established for: S0336, H3416
Personal property, malicious injury to, penalties revised and increased:
H3169
Price gouging, penalty for increased, not to more than five thousand dollars:
H3106
Profanity, disseminating to a minor, offense created; penalties: S0056
Schools, disturbing, expand purview of offense to include additional unlaw-
ful conduct on grounds or property of school or college;
penalties increased: H3315
Schools, disturbing, provide first and second offense violations must be
tried in magistrates court; third and subsequent offenses
tried in general sessions court: H3229
Search warrants, for property, clarify circumstances by subpoena may be
issued to obtain records of entities who issues credit cards:
H3967
Sex Crimes
Criminal sexual conduct in third degree, sexual battery included when
victim is student sixteen or older and actor is employed at
school, provisions: S0107
Criminal sexual conduct, person convicted of does not have custody
rights of a child born as a result of the offense: H3026
Criminal sexual conduct, persons have a right to protect themselves,
families and others from commission of a; included in pre-
sumption of reasonable fear of imminent peril of death,
provisions: H3025
Minor, criminal solicitation of, penalty for offense increased: H3369
Minors, sexual conduct between offense created; penalties, person
convicted of not required to register as sex offender: S0511
CRIMES AND OFFENSES (Continued)
Prostitution, certain real and personal property may be forfeited for
violations, forfeiture procedures, disposition of items, pro-
ceeds of sales: S0436
Sex offender prohibited from living within one mile of school; penal-
ties: H3027
Sex offender, failure to register, penalties increased: H4156
Sex offender, failure to register, sheriff to notify SLED of charge;
SLED to indicate on registry that offender failed to regis-
ter: H3348
Sex offender, local government may not expand or contract boundar-
ies of areas in which a sex offender may or may not reside:
H3087
Sex offender, when set to be released on a Friday or holiday must
retain in custody until following business day; sheriff has
jurisdiction to locate offender; failure to register provisions
and rules: H3348
Sex offenders, serving probationary sentence to be placed under global
positioning system, provisions: S0033
Sexual exploitation of minor, terms defined, increase penalties of; to
include distributing material containing a minor engaged in
sexually explicit conduct; provisions: H3431
Smoking prohibited in retail stores, restaurants, bars, lounge areas, and rec-
reational facilities; exceptions where smoking may be per-
mitted: H3113, S0038
Smoking, prohibited in restaurants and places licensed to sell alcoholic bev-
erages for onsite consumption; penalties for violations:
H3091
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child less than ten is in vehi-
cle, penalties: S0023
Taser, person may not use to subdue an elementary or middle school student
on school campus: H3789
Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
Threats, to public official, teacher, or principal, direct and indirect threats:
H3226
Underage drinking, offense created unlawfully providing beer, wine, or
alcoholic liquors to person under age when death results,
penalties: H3164, S0248
Unfair trade practice, lender delivers unsolicited check must disclose that
check secures a loan, provisions; recourse for payees if
check cashed fraudulently; penalties: S0132
Uniform Child Abduction Prevention Act: S0383
Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
Vehicles, short-term vehicle secured loans, create the crime of engaging in
business of; felony violation, penalties: S0093
Vehicular homicide and vehicular great bodily injury crimes of established,
penalties: H3135
Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act: S0512, H3677
Violent Crimes
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
Jerry’s Law; murder of person seventy years or older added to list of
statutory aggravating circumstances: H3601
Violent crimes, manufacturing, distributing, or possession metham-
phetamine, cocaine based controlled substance included as
a violent crime: S0007
Violent crime, drivers’ license or identification card, revoked if convicted
of; code to be affixed to reverse side of card if convicted;
application for contain question of whether ever convicted
of violent crime, provisions: S0288
Weapons
Armed robbery, minor under age of twenty-one who commits to
receive youthful offender sentence not below a minimum
of three years; youthful offender definition revised: H3030,
H3021
Firearm, unlawful to discharge in a public or private school, dwell-
ings, structures, etc.; penalties increased: H3024
Firearms Freedom Act: S0794, H4022
Firearms, crime created of possessing by person incarcerated for one
year; violation is a felony; penalties: S0190
Handgun, person may lawfully stow under the seat of vehicle: H3298
Plastic, metal or brass knuckles to be defined as a weapon; not allowed
on school property; sale of prohibited, penalties: S0312
Weapons, assault weapons included in statute; penalties; create a two-
tiered penalty scheme: H3659
Weapons, carried on private property, school or into business that sells
alcohol, does not apply to person authorized to carry a con-
cealed weapon inside motor vehicle: S0347
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See Minors (this index)
DEAF
See Handicapped (this index)
DEATH
See Medical (this index)
DEATH PENALTY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
DEBT SERVICE
See Bonds or Notes (this index)
DEBTS, DEBTORS
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
DEEDS
See Property (this index)
DENTISTS AND DENTISTRY
Dental health education, screening and treatment referrals in public schools;
program guidelines and provisions: S0286
Dental work, prescription, requirement deleted that certificate number of
individual or organization must be included on: S0253
Dentist and dental hygiene, specify scope of activities of interns and resi-
dents exempt from licensure; pharmacist to fill prescrip-
tions written by dental interns and residents: S0167, S0287
DEVELOPMENT BOARD




Hoyt Jackson Memorial Highway named: H3475
Reverend Richard “Dick” Alderman Highway named: S0274
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS DEPARTMENT
Adult abuse, Omnibus adult protection act, all agencies under act to submit
information of cases or convictions for abuse, neglect and
exploitation of vulnerable adults to budget and control
board for publication on website: H3450
Adult abuse, certain provisions deleted; criminal penalties established for
caregiver due to disregard for health and safety of vulnera-
ble adult, provisions; reporting of abuse provisions:
H3358, S0361
Criminal Records Check of Direct Care Staff, specification of checks, pro-
cedural provisions; provisions deleted; provisions: S0486
Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and governed by direc-
tor appointed by Governor with consent of Senate; Com-
mission on Disabilities and Special Needs serves as
advisory board: H3314
Disabilities and special needs commission, provisions deleted, obsolete lan-
guage deleted; department, provisions deleted and revised;
director of provisions: S0486
Disabilities and special needs department, delete respite care for program,
transition to employees and positions appropriations and
real and personal property: S0871
Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act: S0416
SC Retirement system, update reference for Department of disabilities and
special needs; certain employees in Aiken County to par-
ticipate in: S0025
State health and dental insurance plans, update reference for Department of
disabilities and special needs; certain employees in Aiken
County to participate in: S0025
State parks, Campgrounds of, aged, blind, or disabled may use parks at one
half prescribed fee; disabled veteran to use without charge:
H3420
DISABLED PERSONS
See Handicapped (this index)
See Disabilities and Special Needs (this index)
DISCRIMINATION
Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination because of sexual ori-
entation or gender identity; define terms: S0073, S0076
Equal enjoyment of goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
accommodations, prohibit discrimination because of sex-
ual orientation and gender identity; terms defined: S0039,
S0076
Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of sexual orientation or
gender identity; terms defined: S0075, S0076
Friendship Nine Act: H3731
Homeless person, create the hate crime of assault and battery upon; penal-
ties: H4091
Lodging Establishment Act, prohibit discrimination because of sexual ori-
entation or gender identity; terms defined: S0039, S0076
Minority Affairs Commission
False representation, prohibited from intentionally representing him-
self from belonging to tribe, group, or special interest orga-
nization recognized by minority affairs commission:
H3055
Religious Viewpoints Antidiscrimination Act: S0134, H3858
DIVORCE
See Domestic Relations (this index)
DOCTOR
See Medical/Physicians and Surgeons (this index)
DOGS
See Animals (this index)
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Adoption, Foreign adoptions, provisions deleted requiring a statement of
certificate of foreign birth that the certificate is not evi-
dence of US citizenship: H3648
Adult abuse, certain provisions deleted; criminal penalties established for
caregiver due to disregard for health and safety of vulnera-
ble adult, provisions; reporting of abuse provisions:
H3358, S0361
Child Abuse
Child abuse allegations, include school attendance officer, administra-
tor, foster parent, juvenile justice worker, and guardian ad
litem to people who must report: H3800
Child abuse or neglect, civil liability provided for failure to make a
report of: H3663
Child abuse, certain provisions deleted; DSS and law enforcement to
cooperate; central registry provisions; provisions: H3230
Child abuse, clarify when attorney may be appointed to represent a
guardian ad litem in child abuse proceeding, provisions:
H3779
Child support payments, family court judge permitted to make an order for
child support to run past age of eighteen if child still
attending high school, not to exceed graduation or after
child reaches nineteen years old: S0245
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Child support, person incarcerated for nonpayment of during time of incar-
ceration and three months after release child support is sus-
pended, arrearages do not accrue, provisions: H3012
Child’s right to counsel, guardian may not waive when proceeding may
result in detention: H3201
Civil Union Equality Act: S0042
Civil no-contact orders, procedure established for issuance of, duration of;
definitions; penalties: H3031, S0790
Criminal Domestic Violence, household member definition revised to
include a dating relationship; guardian to petition for court
order on behalf of minor in dating relationship; order of
protection provisions: H3310
Criminal domestic violence, investigating agency to document investigation
and maintain report of: H3641
Criminal domestic violence, judge may proceed with prosecution of a case
if victim is not present, before dismissing a case the judge
shall make written findings, provisions: H3642
Criminal sexual conduct, person convicted of does not have custody rights
of a child born as a result of the offense: H3026
Family independence benefits, conditions for when person is convicted of
alcohol or drug related offenses; person eligible for bene-
fits if not convicted of alcohol or drug offenses, provisions:
S0017
Grandparents visitation, jurisdiction of family court, court to order if parents
are depriving and it is in best interest to have visitation
with: H3165, H3412
Guardian Ad Litem, program has right to intervene to have guardian
removed if not acting in best interest of the child; guardian
ad litem reports to be confidential: H3118, S0434
Guardian ad litem fee, party who is indigent not required to pay: H3182
Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act: S0416
Humans, further construction of person, human being, child, individual to
include every infant member of species homo sapiens who
is born alive: H3342, S0398
Joint custody of minor children defined for purposes of separation and
divorce: H3712
Local Foster Care Review Boards, appointment by legislative delegation,
delete provisions requiring delegation to be notified of
vacancies by certified mail: S0670
Marriage
Common law marriage, not recognized in state after January 1, 2010,
exceptions: H3167, S0426
Personal property, presumption that decedent and spouse held in joint
tenancy with right of survivorship, exceptions, provisions:
S0382
Trusts, interest as a beneficiary in testamentary trust or property pass-
ing to inter vivos trust through decedents will is a benefi-
cial interest chargeable to elective share; provisions: S0372
Uniform Premarital Agreement Act: H3288
Medical records, parent has equal access and rights to obtain a minor child’s
counseling and therapy records: S0640
Military Parent Equal Protection Act: S0155, H3171
Missing person information center, change definition of missing child and
missing person: S0189
Missing person report, any person responsible for missing person may sub-
mit; establish statewide system for rapid dissemination of
information for missing person suffering from dementia or
other impairment: S0174, H3719, H3817
Parent-teacher conference, school board may petition family court to hear a
petition to require a parent of guardian of a student with
disruptive behavior in classroom to attend parent-teacher
conference: H3099, H3110
Parental rights, unlawful for a defendant in criminal proceeding to threaten a
witness with assertion or denial of: H3026
Pets, domestic abuse, court may prohibit harm or harassment to a pet held
by petitioner; court may order temporary possession of
pets: H3117
Prenuptial agreement, family court has jurisdiction to interpret a prenuptial
agreement, may approve a prenuptial agreement prior to
marriage: H3190
Responsible father registry established within the department of social ser-
vices; unmarried biological father of child must register
with the registry, provisions; termination of parental rights
provisions: S0284, H3311
DOMESTIC RELATIONS (Continued)
Support, court-ordered, family Court, to show cause upon filing of affidavit
that parent has failed to pay court-ordered support, affida-
vit is prima facie evidence of nonpayment, provisions:
S0170
Violence Against Women Federal Compliance Act: S0512
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Board of Trustees to impose impact fee on any developer for new residential
dwelling unit constructed within school district; fund pro-
visions; impact fee shall be set at amount not to exceed
cost of dwelling, provisions: S0235
County Board or Commission, to be payed per diem, travel and other
expenses to a member of when expenses are related to
duties while serving on board: H3776
Designate certain portion of Dorchester County as Coosaw Pointe, DOT to
erect signs indicating area: H3061
District 2, Superintendent, to submit to county an annual report detailing
information regarding impact of development on schools
within district 2, provisions: S0234
Muckenfuss (1792-1813), Minus (1813-1848), Harley (1848-1862) Bridge
named: H3926
St. George and Harleyville, town of, residents may operate golf carts along
certain primary highways and streets within a two mile
radius of their residences or place of business, provisions:
H3823
Transportation Committee, to be paid from “C” fund revenues seventy-five
dollars for each meeting at which member is in attendance:
H3624
DRIVER’S LICENSES
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
DRUGS
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
DRYCLEANING
See Laundry (this index)
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
DUI
See Motor Vehicles/Drivers’ Licenses (this index)
EASEMENTS
See Property (this index)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Community Economic Development Act terminated on June 30, 2015; laws
regulations and provisions relating to act repealed at that
date: H3312
Economic Development Research Committee created, duties and member-
ships: S0431
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
EDUCATION
See Also Schools and School Districts (this index)
Administrators, membership of three hundred students or less to spend




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAthletics, student who participates on school sponsored athletic team to be
administered an electrocardiogram test during physical;
doctor to clear student for participation on team before eli-
gible to participate: H3111, H3097
Automated External Defibrillator (AED), each high school in district to
have biannual emergency AED practice; AED training
requirements: H3978
Board
Abolished upon Superintendent of Education being appointed by the
Governor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0164,
H3145, S0129
Attendance, in schools of an adjacent county, parent of student to
arrange for student to attend rather than school authorities;
board of trustees may not prevent student from transfer-
ring: S0812
Education, board of and districts, to facilitate scientific education; pro-
visions: S0875
GED, regulations concerning application for to allow candidates to be
sixteen years or older: S0595
Local planning commission, servicing high growth county must pro-
vide school district land development applications that
include residential housing, provisions; superintendent and
board of trustees to determine impact: S0249
Regulations Approved
Assessment program (D. No. 4029): S0489
Charter School appeals (D. No. 4028): S0488
Charter school applications (D. No. 4026): S0694
Operation of public pupil transportation services (D. No. 3209):
H3267
Program for assisting, developing and evaluating principal per-
formance (PADEPP) (D. No. 4027): S0490
Test Results, use and dissemination of (D. No. 4049): S0583
Boats, operation of for purposes of transporting students, operation by
department on Sandy Island, specified people to use, pro-
cedures: H3627
Bonded indebtedness limits, require referendum on question of raising of
political subdivisions and school districts to be held at gen-
eral election: H3386
Budget and control board and educational television network to provide a
wireless cloud over all public school facilities, provisions:
H3873
Campus security department, definitions revised; technical changes made;
jurisdiction of revised; markings on campus vehicle made;
implement policies and procedures to govern their opera-
tions, provisions: S0019
Certified athletic trainers foundation created, to assist local school districts
in ensuring a certified athletic trainer is on staff at each
middle and high school: S0481
Charter School District Act of 2009: S0680
Charter school to transfer sponsorship from the local school district to the
public charter school district upon mutual written agree-
ment among charter school, local school district, provi-
sions: S0679
Charter school, applicant to seek to form a single sex charter school without
regard to gender makeup of proposed charter school;
exception provisions: H3662
Charter school, enrollment, preference given to sibling of pupil already
enrolled: H3175
Charter school, local school board to post notice of public hearing for
approval of; charter school may be represented by counsel,
present evidence, and cross examine witnesses: H3191
Charter school, school district, may not deny charter school, student or
teacher anything available to public schools; rent of charter
school provisions; grant applications provisions; teacher of
the year provisions: H3177
Charter schools, to distribute two hundred percent of current year’s base stu-
dent cost: S0695
Civics and geography instruction, one semester required of during the fifth,
eight and eleventh grade years: S0522
Classroom Priority Act: H3529
Community Schools Investment Act: H3828
Criminal sexual conduct in third degree, sexual battery included when vic-
tim is student sixteen or older and actor is employed at
school, provisions: S0107
EDUCATION (Continued)
Curriculum, origin of mankind, used to teach students about must maintain
neutrality between religious faiths and between religion
and non-religion, provisions: S0873
Dental health education, screening and treatment referrals in public schools;
program guidelines and provisions: S0286
Department
Budget and control board to engage a independent auditing and con-
sulting firm to conduct financial and management audit of
department of education, provisions: H3458
Dating violence, education department to develop model of to assist
school districts in developing policies; policy to be pub-
lished; training to school administration, provisions; part of
health education curriculum: H3202, S0266, H3543
Education department, to create a competitive grants program to be
referred to as public school innovation grant, grant pro-
posal requirements: H3963
Education department, to create study committee to determine compo-
nents for Twenty-first Century foundation program: H3963
Education oversight committee, change references from to the depart-
ment of education or superintendent of education: S0551
General Education Development (GED) Pilot program established to
allow students ages sixteen through nineteen currently
enrolled in high school two years behind in graduation to
receive instruction to receive GED: S0302
Local planning commission, servicing high growth county must pro-
vide school district land development applications that
include residential housing, provisions; superintendent and
board of trustees to determine impact: S0249
Public schools, new construction of to comply with requirements and
designs of education department; to have three standard
plans for elementary, middle, and high schools, exceptions
and provisions: H3462
Schools, disturbing, expand purview of offense to include additional
unlawful conduct on grounds or property of school or col-
lege; penalties increased: H3315
Superintendent of school district, principal or administrator, compen-
sation package to not exceed ninety five percent of certain
salaries, provisions: H3456
Teacher bonus program, developed by education department to reward
exemplary classroom teachers; bonus not to exceed five
percent of salary; school district to maintain separate
account for funding of program: H3478
Virtual Head Start Committee created under of department of educa-
tion, membership and duties: H3873
Education Finance Act, cost for students revised, revise manner of school
district funding, formula modified for computing weighted
student cost; provisions: H3181, S0395, H3724
Educational Opportunity Act: S0520, H3802
Employees to be granted additional paid leave for attending elementary and
secondary school conferences or activities during
employee work hours or to engage in volunteering; income
tax deduction provisions: H3865
Farm to School Program Act: H3179
Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation Act: S0710, H3148
Flexibility, District, allow funds for academic and arts instruction; suspen-
sion of certain professional staffing; teacher contract provi-
sions; furlough of teachers and administrators provisions;
district budget provisions: H3352, S0379
Food, elementary schools may offer only full meals for student consump-
tion, meals to meet certain criteria: H3297
Food, snacks, sold to schools, snacks to meet certain standards based on fat,
calorie, and sugar content to be sold in schools: H3297
GED, regulations concerning application for to allow candidates to be six-
teen years or older: S0595
High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
Higher Education Efficiency and Administrative Policies Act: H3365
Higher Education Revenue Bond Act, clarify eligible facilities which may
be financed under the act: H3664, S0594
Higher learning institutions, to provide free tuition to teachers and adminis-
trators employed by school districts, provisions: S0404
Impact fee, imposed to school by law or local ordinance may be used for
classroom operational expenses: H3302
Income tax credit, for taxpayer who sends his child to private school or
home schools in amount equal to two hundred dollars per
child to be used for books and supplies: H3107
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February first until May first: S0181
Institution of higher learning to develop credit card marketing and solicita-
tion policy, to be filed with higher education commission;
duties and provisions: S0377
Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children:
S0319, H3411
Kindergarten, allow children who completed an out-of-state or private kin-
dergarten program with different age requirement to attend
kindergarten in South Carolina: S0656
Legislative Audit Council, to conduct audit of one-fifth of school districts
selected at random, cost reimbursed by district, provisions:
H3537
Lottery, additional funding for public K-12 schools from proceeds of desig-
nated lottery game, name the game The K-12 Game:
H3266
Middle and High, all public of this state to offer at least five career and tech-
nology courses to respective students: H3660
Parent-teacher conference, school board may petition family court to hear a
petition to require a parent of guardian of a student with
disruptive behavior in classroom to attend parent-teacher
conference: H3099, H3110
Physical education, courses taught in secondary schools must occur over six
semesters: H3282
Psychological screenings, notice of rights pertaining to must be sent by
school districts to parents; parent not required to take any
medical action; screening not required in absence of con-
sent by parent: H3857
Public School Choice Program Act: H3737, S0607
Public Schools, free, General Assembly provide for maintenance and sup-
port of; support public institutions of learning allowing
each student to reach his highest potential, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0099, S0561
Public education facilities included in definition of public facilities: S0240
Public school employees, sick leave, employees as reemployed retirees to
accrue and carry forward sick leave at same rate and man-
ner; district may not make a lump sum payment of unused
sick leave, provisions: H3300
Public schools, General Assembly required to provide for high-quality edu-
cation for all children of the state; constitutional amend-
ment proposed: H3112, H3961
Public schools, appointment of representative of emergency management
division to the committee charged with updating the con-
struction standards guide: H3501
Pupil to teacher ratios requirements established, reduction of state aid for
any district that does not meet requirements: H3120
Religious Viewpoints Antidiscrimination Act: S0134, H3858
School Bus, driver of vehicle to stop before reaching a stopped school bus
on school grounds in designated loading or unloading area:
H3105
School Children’s Religious Liberties Act: S0874
School Facilities Infrastructure Act: S0143, H3125, H3586
School bus, passing a stop bus, fines imposed must be used to establish
scholarships at University of South Carolina School of
Medicine and Medical University of South Carolina, provi-
sions: H3098
School calendar, requirement deleted that a school may not open for stu-
dents before certain date: H3100
School district consolidation joint committee created; to study current orga-
nization of school districts throughout South Carolina:
S0352
School district may not use operating funds to defray costs of professional
fees and memberships on behalf of teachers and adminis-
trators: H3384
School district, each county of state must constitute a district; county may
not have multiple districts within boundaries; provisions
for operation of countywide school district: H3340
School districts within county to collaboratively develop and implement a
plan to centralize all procurement, personnel and financial
matters into one office; administration and staff of provi-
sions: H3430, H4118
School districts, at least seventy-five percent of educational operational
expenditures must be used for classroom instructional; to
submit budget to superintendent; budget provisions: H3385
School districts, to maintain an average daily membership of ten thousand
students or greater in order to receive state funding: H3102
EDUCATION (Continued)
School districts, with an average daily membership of sixty-five hundred
students may enter into certain financing agreements
through December 31, 2012: H3887
School facilities bonds, over next five years three hundred million bonds to
be allocated to school districts based on certain formula of
need; provisions: H3125
School report card, requirement of publication of waived if audited newspa-
per has previously published the entire school report card
results as a news item: S0696
School term, district may propose alternative school schedule plan that pro-
vides for operation of schools on four-day weekly calen-
dar: H3180
Smoking, unlawful to in outdoor areas of public schools and preschools;
penalties: S0031
Snow, School day missed by districts due to is waived for Lexington dis-
tricts, one, two, three, and four: S0537
South Carolina State University, to establish a law school and an undergrad-
uate engineering school, provisions: S0062, S0043
Special Needs Scholarship Program: H4021
Special license plates, “South Carolina Educator” license plate issued:
H3755
Speech-language pathologist, who received national certification and
employed in public school district to receive yearly incen-
tive for life of certification; incentives to be paid by funds
appropriated: H3254, S0672
Student enrolled in state sponsor adult education program in district may
take the general educational development exam free, provi-
sions; reimbursement of funds to state provided for: H3103
Student, 7th-12th grade, provisions when may or may not be retained:
H3151
Student, must attend school until age eighteen or received diploma; child
who violates court order required by juvenile justice to
attend school; definitions revised: S0029
Superintendent of
Appointment of by the Governor, no longer elected, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0164, H3280, H3614
Education oversight committee, change references from to the depart-
ment of education or superintendent of education: S0551
School superintendent, each county may have no more than one; Gen-
eral assembly to provide for appointment of, certain provi-
sions repealed: H4118
Superintendent of school district, principal or administrator, compensation
package to not exceed ninety five percent of certain sala-
ries, provisions: H3456
Swimming lessons, Public schools to offer swimming lessons, provisions;
students enrolled in district to complete two years of swim-
ming instruction in order to graduate from high school:
H4149
Taser, person may not use to subdue an elementary or middle school student
on school campus: H3789
Teacher contracts, increase the induction contract period to five years:
H3095
Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
Teachers, Hiring of, date extended to May fifteenth, teacher has ten days to
accept contract; TERI salary provisions: S0588
Teachers, national board certified, to receive one time seventy-five hundred
dollar salary supplement; loan application provisions:
H3812
Twenty-first Century Foundation Program, provisions for establishing; pro-
cedures for before creation of; department of education
funding provisions: H3963
Twenty-first Century Scholars Program established, fund established, provi-
sions: H3250
Veterans, high school diplomas, for qualifying veterans who served during a
war period, provisions: S0016, S0140
ELDERLY
See Aging (this index)
ELECTIONS
See Also Ethics (this index)
Absentee ballot, any person qualified to vote may vote by; remove all men-




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAbsentee ballot, availability of for electors who want to cast ballot prior to
election in person at voting precinct: S0106
Absentee ballot, certain requirements to vote absentee permitted; qualified
elector to be allowed to vote absentee, provisions: S0082,
S0106
Absentee ballot, deadline for accepting application is changed to six days
before election: H3139
Absentee ballot, delete authorization that application may be request by
member of immediate family, and delete provisions allow-
ing to vote in person by absentee: H3633
Absentee ballot, delete authorization that application may be requested in
person four days before election; absentee application may
be requested only on the day before election: H3060,
H3068, S0022, H3058, S0280
Absentee ballot, delete requirement that signature or mark on must be wit-
nessed: H3631
Absentee ballot, qualified elector meeting certain requirements must be per-
mitted to vote absentee, person to be allowed to vote in
person to cast absentee ballot: H3143
Absentee voting precinct, establishment of per 100,000 people in county;
direct factors for consideration in choosing location of pre-
cincts: S0355
Agriculture Commissioner, no longer elected, to be appointed by the Gover-
nor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0165
Campaign funds, debit card drawn upon campaign account may be used on
expenditures more than twenty-five dollars in addition to a
written instrument: H3706
Candidates
Campaign disclosures and reports, make it applicable to county,
school board, and municipal elections in addition to state-
wide elections: H3066
Campaign reports, by candidates and committees, must be filed forty-
eight hours after their receipt starting after the filing of pre-
election report: H3066
Candidate Voluntary Drug Testing Program, established, candidates
may submit results of drug test to be published on website:
S0204
Candidate, for elective office, authorize procedure by which a candi-
date for may finance his campaign with public funds, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3518, S0441, S0439
Candidate, name may not appear on ballot unless person has for the
last ten years annually filed all required federal and state
income taxes, paid all taxes due, provisions: S0737
Candidate, prohibit a candidate for office elected or appointed by the
General Assembly from making a contribution to a mem-
ber of General Assembly, provisions: H3269
Candidate, prohibit name of for President or Vice President to be
printed on ballot unless evidence of being a natural born
citizen: H3389
Candidate, seeking election to membership of board of public institu-
tion of higher learning unlawful to make contribution to
member of General Assembly: H4005
Candidates, for electors, two appointed at large and six appointed by
six congressional districts; rules for establishing; provi-
sions: S0365, H3605
Candidates, name prohibited from being on the ballot more than once:
H3067
Candidates, prohibit name of for election in state or for electoral col-
lege from being printed on ballot for office unless person
shows evidence is that he is legal citizen: H3388
Candidates, prohibited from filing more than one statement of inten-
tion of candidacy for single election; candidate prohibited
from being nominated by more than one political party for
a single office: H3067
Committees, established, financed or controlled by a candidate or pub-
lic official, delete references to; political action committee
prohibited provisions: S0125
Contribution provisions, to include a loan guarantee: S0635
Elected office, person publicly elected to office to serve at least fifty
percent of term before eligible for election to another
office: S0722
Judicial candidates, limitation on amount commission may nominate
removed; commission to release list of names of all candi-
dates commissions finds qualified for: H3196
Late filing or failure to file a report, criminal penalties established:
S0851
ELECTIONS (Continued)
Petition nomination, legible signatures only; fraud of petition provi-
sions; to be filed to entity; state election commission to
hear appeals; signatures only from qualified elector; elector
may only sign one petition, provisions: S0590, H3746
Canvassers, state board of, provide meeting may be convened by telephone
or electronic communication instead of in person at office
of state election commission: S0418
Clean Elections Act: H3520, S0438
Clean Elections Study Committee, powers and duties of: H3519, S0440
Clerk of court and probate judges, elections of, to be nonpartisan, special
election of provisions, nomination procedures; election
conduct provision: S0127
Commission
Boards and Commissions Election Reform Act: S0231
Canvassers, state board of, provide meeting may be convened by tele-
phone or electronic communication instead of in person at
office of state election commission: S0418
Election commission, to establish procedure by which qualified elec-
tor may cast ballot in person without excuse; early voting
centers established to allow a registered county resident to
vote outside their precinct: H3060, H3068, S0022, S0252
Election commissioners and staff required to complete training and
certification program conducted by state election commis-
sion: H3630
Presidential preference primaries, commission to hold for certified
political parties, exceptions: S0124
Primary elections, voters must be registered with party in order to
vote; procedure for changing party affiliation; election
commission to collect data: H3140
Contributions, loan guarantee included as; provisions: S0635
County ballot initiatives, must be requested by at least five percent of quali-
fied electors; municipal ballot initiatives requested by ten
percent of qualified electors: S0081
Dates of, to be quarterly for conducting referenda or other ballot questions
for all entities authorized to conduct them: H3579
Dual officeholders, officer in militia, notary public, constitutional delegate,
law enforcement officer and correction officer, exempt to
provisions of: H3545
Elected office, person publicly elected to office to serve at least fifty percent
of term before eligible for election to another office: S0722
Election Reform Act: S0334
Election commissioners and staff required to complete training and certifi-
cation program conducted by state election commission:
H3630
Election laws, make utilization of online application process in an unauthor-
ized attempt to receive an absentee ballot in name or regis-
tration number of another felony, penalties: S0354
Election workers and officials, SC retirement system, employee as defined
for purpose of does not include: H3015, S0241
Election, early voting centers to be established; procedure for use; establish
early voting locations to be in compliance with provisions;
registered voter to vote outside of precinct: S0369, H3608
Elections study commission created, duties and responsibilities; member-
ship and duties; provisions: S0366, H3609
Elections, authority charged by law to conduct an election must provide a
procedure by which a qualified elector may register and
cast a ballot on same day: H3073
Elections, electors to vote in any precinct in state or county he resides; pro-
visional ballot allowed to be cast in any precinct in county
elector is registered, procedure for; provisions: S0368,
H3606
Ethics Commission, cap certain fines at five thousand dollars, first and sec-
ond offenses may be tried in magistrates court: H4153
Governor and Lieutenant Governor, joint election of, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0162
High school students of age to be furnished with voter registration form; opt
out provisions; voter registration card; released from prison
told that voting rights are restored; provisions: S0367,
H3604
Judges, election of by qualified electors, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0063
Judges, family court, to be elected by qualified voters: S0064
Judicial candidate, members of General Assembly prohibited from cam-
paigning for within two years of election; Ethic Commis-




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLottery tickets, permitted for sale on general or primary election days:
S0110
Nonpartisan Elections, procedure certain county offices and governing body
of county may be elected in nonpartisan elections: H3954
Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on questions prior to the
county committee; chairman to cast vote in tie; member of
county committee may vote de facto; penalties: S0207,
H3059
Poll manager, may work in any county if qualified: H3464
Poll managers, requirement deleted that one sixteen or seventeen year old
person may be appointed for every two regular poll manag-
ers: S0370, H3607
Poll workers and officials, income tax deduction allowed for compensation
of poll workers and officials at polling place on election
day: H3015, S0241
President, South Carolina to adopt the agreement among the states to elect
the President by national popular vote: H3859
Presidential preference primary, if more than one state committee political
party decided to hold must mutually set a single date for,
certain date provisions: S0124
Primaries, Political Parties
Presidential preference primaries, commission to hold for certified
political parties, exceptions: S0124
Presidential preference primary, if more than one state committee
political party decided to hold must mutually set a single
date for, certain date provisions: S0124
Primary elections, voters must be registered with party in order to vote; pro-
cedure for changing party affiliation; election commission
to collect data: H3140
Referendum
Adjutant General, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with
consent of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed:
S0160, H3145, S0129, H3275, H3614
Adjutant General, update title and military rank, upon term expiration
must be appointed by Governor, constitutional amendment
proposed: S0129, H3275, H3614
Agriculture Commissioner, no longer elected, to be appointed by the
Governor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0165,
H3145, S0129, H3276, H3614
Amendments to constitution, General assembly to provide a procedure
where amendments to are proposed by an initiative petition
signed by electors, certain provisions; constitutional
amendment proposed: H4108
Appeal court judges, Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by
House and Senate Judiciary Committee, constitutional
amendment proposed: H4151
Bail, denial of bail authorized for person who is released on bail pend-
ing trial and whose bail is revoked or forfeited for violating
a condition of release, constitutional amendment proposed:
S0005
Bill to increase or impose a fee may not become law unless if receives
three-fifths of the membership of House and Senate, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3016
Bill to increase taxes may not become law unless if receives two-thirds
of the membership of House and Senate, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3017
Board of Education, abolished upon Superintendent of Education
being appointed by the Governor, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0164
Bonded indebtedness limits, require referendum on question of raising
of political subdivisions and school districts to be held at
general election: H3386
Candidate, for elective office, authorize procedure by which a candi-
date for may finance his campaign with public funds, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3518, S0441, S0439
Capital projects sales and use tax act referendum, change certification
date for until no later than December 11, 2008: H3207
Circuit court judges, Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by
House and Senate Judiciary Committee, constitutional
amendment proposed: H4151
Coin-operated devices, operation of or possession of; county may
allow by ordinance; referendum provisions, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0078, S0065
Comptroller General, no longer elected, to be appointed by the Gover-
nor with consent of Senate, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0163, S0161, H3145, H3278
ELECTIONS (Continued)
General Assembly to develop a system for funding public higher edu-
cation institutions on a uniform and nondiscriminatory per
pupil basis; constitutional amendment proposed: S0641
General Assembly, delete authority of each House of General Assem-
bly to be judge of election returns of its members, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: H3339, H3410
General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on first Tuesday of Feb-
ruary; constitutional amendment proposed: H3417
General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on second Tuesday of
February, constitutional amendment proposed: H3129
General Reserve Fund, additional amount required to be held, consti-
tutional amendment proposed: H3559
General reserve fund, increase to five percent the amount of state gen-
eral fund revenue in latest completed fiscal year required to
be held in general reserve fun; constitutional amendment
proposed: H3396
Governor and Lieutenant Governor, joint election of, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0162, S0203, H3231, H3379,
H3614
Governor, when physically absent from state, powers and duties of
devolved to Lieutenant Governor, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0224
House of Representatives, members are chosen every fourth year
instead of every second year; constitutional amendment
proposed: H3876
Judges, election of by qualified electors, constitutional amendment
proposed: S0063
Law enforcement officers and correction officers, prohibition of hold-
ing two offices does not apply to, provisions; constitutional
amendment proposed: H3546
Law, jurisdiction over admission to practice and discipline persons
admitted must be provided by General Assembly by law,
constitutional amendment proposed: S0448
Laws and constitutional amendments, procedure established for enact-
ment or repeal of by initiative petition and referendum,
exceptions; constitutional amendment proposed: S0080
Laws, by initiative petition and referendum, establish a specified pro-
cedure for enactment or repeal of; exceptions; constitu-
tional amendment proposed: H4108
Lotteries, exception that allows participation in conducted by public
officers; constitutional amendment proposed: H3943
Property classifications for ad valorem taxation, classification added
with assessment of two percent fair market value for large
undeveloped land no qualified as agricultural use property,
constitutional amendment proposed: H3155
Property tax, eliminate fifteen percent limit on increases of value of
real property up to five years and eliminate an assessable
transfer of interest, provisions; constitutional amendment
proposed: H3293
Property tax, municipality with a population of less than five thousand
to exempt from municipal ad valorem taxation for not more
than five years improvements to commercial property; con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H4068
Public Schools, free, General Assembly provide for maintenance and
support of; support public institutions of learning allowing
each student to reach his highest potential, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0099, S0561
Public schools, General Assembly required to provide for high-quality
education for all children of the state; constitutional
amendment proposed: H3112, H3961
Raffle hosted by charitable or other type of organizations exempt from
federal income taxation is not a lottery prohibited by con-
stitution; General Assembly to establish limitation and pro-
cedures for; constitutional amendment proposed: H3632
Raffles, allowed to be conducted by charitable or nonprofit organiza-
tions, provisions; conduction of; penalties; constitutional
amendment proposed: S0560
Secret Ballot, guarantee of the right to vote by secret ballot applies in
designations or authorizations for employee representation,
constitutional amendment proposed: H3305, S0316
Secretary of State, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor
with consent of Senate, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0158, H3145, S0129, H3279, H3614
Senate, members are chosen every sixth year instead of every fourth
year; constitutional amendment proposed: H3876
ELECTIONS (Continued)372
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSine Die Adjournment, no later than March thirty-first of year it con-
venes, constitutional amendment proposed: S0209
State spending limit deleted, replaced with law providing general fund
not exceed appropriations for prior year, provisions; limit
calculations and adjustments; general fund revenue provi-
sions, constitutional amendment proposed: H3037, S0001
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and
removing a person holding a; constitutional amendment
proposed: H3833
Superintendent of Education no longer elected, to be appointed by the
Governor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0164,
H3145, S0129, H3614
Supreme Court Justices, Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by
House and Senate Judiciary Committee, constitutional
amendment proposed: H4151
Supreme Court, composition of increased; constitutional amendment
proposed: S0063, S0055
Treasurer, State, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with
advice of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed:
H3277
Wildlife and fish, to be managed by laws and regulations; hunting and
trapping and fishing valued part of heritage to be pre-
served; right of people to hunt or fish; provisions, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: H3483
Secret Ballot, guarantee of the right to vote by secret ballot applies in desig-
nations or authorizations for employee representation, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3305, S0316
Special elections to fill vacancies, municipal elections exempt from certain
requirements regarding conduct of election when only one
person has filed for office: H3075
Superintendent of Education no longer elected, to be appointed by the Gov-
ernor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0164, H3280
Voter Accessibility Act: H3058, S0280
Voter, must have notification that contains photo and other information to
present to poll worker when voting, provisions: H3005
Voters, identification must be a valid SC driver’s license or other card issued
by DMV with photograph; person disqualified to register
to vote if convicted of voting more than once in an elec-
tion, penalties: S0307
Voting Precincts
Absentee voting precinct, establishment of per 100,000 people in
county; direct factors for consideration in choosing loca-
tion of precincts: S0355
Georgetown County, voting precincts revised: S0704
Greenville County, voting precincts revised: H3804, S0632
Greenwood County; voting precincts revised: S0639
Horry County; voting precincts revised: H4055
Kershaw County; voting precincts revised: H3380
Location of, prohibited to be located in gated, guarded area, Justice
System submission to must contain statement concerning
accessibility to general public: H3142
Spartanburg County; voting precincts revised: S0774
Sumter County, voting precincts revised: S0705
York County; voting precincts revised: S0756
Voting identification, college identification card containing photograph
added as another form of identification authorized to be
accepted: H3078
Voting identification, elector required to present photo identification card;
poll manage to compare picture with person presenting
himself to vote: H3418
Voting identification, person required to present photo identification or exe-
cute affidavit indicating person has religious objection to
being photographed: S0123
Voting, employer required to give employee reasonable time off to vote in
elections: H3065
ELECTRICITY
Appalachian Mountains Preservation Act: H3955
Electric utility, cooperative of public service authority, prohibited from pro-
viding service to property used to interrogate person who
government designated as enemy combatant, provisions:
H3366
LSV-C electric vehicles, defined and regulated: H3837
ELECTIONS (Continued)
Sales and use tax exemptions, machinery, equipment, building, and electric-
ity used by facility owned by tax exempt organization
investing at least twenty million dollars for researching
impacts of weather, provisions: S0717
ELECTRONIC
Electronic Waste Management Act: S0131
Electronics Recycling Act: H3200
ELEVATORS
See Labor, Licensing, and Regulation Department (this
index)
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
See Medical (this index)
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS DIVISION
See Adjutant General (this index)
EMINENT DOMAIN
See Property (this index)
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES
See Also Public Officers and Employees (this index)
Christmas Eve, established as a legal holiday for state employees: S0668
Disease testing, at Retail food establishment and innkeepers and employees,
semi-annually screen employees to determine if employee
has communicable disease; may not employ person who
has if could contaminate food: H3184
Employee compensation against employing body in civil action, to increase
maximum payout to three hundred thousand dollars; limit
removed on amount of attorney fees court may award:
H3172
Employee, state, certain circumstances where pay may be withheld: S0345
Employees to be granted additional paid leave for attending elementary and
secondary school conferences or activities during
employee work hours or to engage in volunteering; income
tax deduction provisions: H3865
Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination because of sexual ori-
entation or gender identity; define terms: S0073, S0076
Grant positions, temporary hiring of to fill, provisions of section to all state
agencies, human resource office of state to amend policies,
regulation and processes as needed to implement and tran-
sition to: S0345
Income tax credit, allowed for premiums paid by small employer for
employee health plan; credit amount limited; credit for
business with no more than fifty employees: H3210
Job vacancies in state executive branch, posting of before vacancy is filled,
revise and simplify requirements of notice: S0345, H3406
Minimum wage, no less than to be paid, political subdivision of state may
not require minimum wage that exceeds one provided:
S0028
Minimum wage, state minimum wage established; one-time tax credit to eli-
gible employers who pay the increased wage; political sub-
divisions prohibited from requiring a minimum wage lower
than state wage: H3669
Profession and occupation, additional offense created when person unlaw-
fully practices, provisions; penalties; prohibition of license
to practice provisions: H3775
Professional employer organizations, increase application fees, delete provi-
sions, procedural provisions; provisions: S0484
Right to work regardless of membership or nonmembership in an organiza-
tion or labor union; provisions repealed: S0053
State and local officers and employees, leave to be organ donors, aggregate
limit for such leaves of absence computed on calendar year
basis rather than fiscal year basis: H3357, S0345
State employee, may attend class for credit or noncredit purposes on space-
available basis with free tuition: S0133
State employees, leave donations, employee may donate sick or annual
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Tax credit, for employers hiring an unemployed individual receiving unem-
ployment compensation benefits, amount of credit, provi-
sions: S0690, H3953
Unemployment benefits, all unemployed insured workers shall participate
in drug screening program to maintain eligibility for unem-
ployment benefits: S0720
Unemployment benefits, formula for determining the total extended benefit
amount payable to individual with respect to the applicable
benefit year for weeks beginning in a high-unemployment
period: H3940
Voting, employer required to give employee reasonable time off to vote in
elections: H3065
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION
Department of workforce, created; initial membership provided commis-
sion; provisions: H3442, S0391
Department of workforce, managed by director appointed by Governor;
compensation, duties and functions of; provisions: H3442,
S0391
Employment security commission replaced with Department of workforce,
conforming changes provisions: H3442, S0391
Employment security commission, terms defined; work benefits formula for
determining changed; unemployment information neces-
sary for workforce improvement and program evaluation to
agency administering, provisions: H4060, S0853, H4086,
H4096
Tax credit, for employers hiring an unemployed individual receiving unem-
ployment compensation benefits, amount of credit, provi-
sions: S0690, H3953
Unemployment benefits, all unemployed insured workers shall participate
in drug screening program to maintain eligibility for unem-
ployment benefits: S0720
Unemployment benefits, formula for determining the total extended benefit
amount payable to individual with respect to the applicable
benefit year for weeks beginning in a high-unemployment
period: H3940
ENERGY
Energy Efficiency Resource Standards created and established; energy sav-
ings provisions: S0547
Energy Efficiency, energy policy plan provisions, strategies to include use
of clean energy sources, provisions: S0232
Energy Standard Act: H3550, S0719
Energy action plan, annual review of states for submission to General
Assembly: S0232
Energy efficiency and renewable energy goals for government established;
state agencies to procure energy efficient products; agen-
cies to replace all light bulbs with compact flourescent
light bulbs: S0009
Energy efficiency, state agencies required to implement cost effective
energy, water conservation matters, provisions: S0232
Energy, Congress memorialized to examine current and projected energy
production capabilities and economic conditions when
considering any greenhouse gas emission initiatives:
S0802
Global climate change, congress memorialized to address through the adop-
tion of fair and effective approach that safeguards american
jobs; affordable energy for citizens, provisions: H3508
Income tax credit, energy efficiency or green globes, for costs for new con-
struction, renovation or building projects that meets:
H3676
Office of Regulatory Staff, create a non-profit entity named operation
empowered in order to provide financial assistance to low-
income households to implement energy efficiency and
conservation matters: S0008, H3441
Photovoltaic, solar, fuel cell, income tax credit for provided: S0010
Renewable Energy Plan created; procedures and goals of plan provided,
provisions: H3628
Sales tax exemptions, for machinery, machine tools and any part that is used
in the production of electricity from renewable energy
source: S0010, H3290
Solar or Wind Energy System, income tax credit for purchasing: H3863
State energy policy, encourage use of clean energy sources; definitions
defined: S0232, S0220
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES (Continued)
Wind Energy Production Farms study committee created, membership and
duties: H3046
ENGINEERING
Landscape service, person who provides may have a mechanics’ lien; cer-
tain circumstances that court will dismiss mechanics’ lien;





See Trusts and Estates (this index)
ETHICS
Campaign Practices
Campaign contribution limits, business entities under shared control
must be held to single maximum aggregate limit: H3090,
H3189
Campaign contribution limits, certain ones eliminated: H3093
Campaign disclosures and reports, make it applicable to county,
school board, and municipal elections in addition to state-
wide elections: H3066
Campaign funds, debit card drawn upon campaign account may be
used on expenditures more than twenty-five dollars in
addition to a written instrument: H3706
Campaign practices, Independent expenditure redefined to include
expenditures by party committee that have effect of advo-
cating defeat; more than one opponent expenditures and
contribution provisions; provisions: H3062
Campaign practices, anything given of value to make communication
more than forty-five days before election to influence out-
come subject to certain provisions: H3173
Campaign practices, contribution does not include certain things used
to pay for communications made more than forty-five days
before an election to influence outcome: H3092
Campaign reports, by candidates and committees, must be filed forty-
eight hours after their receipt starting after the filing of pre-
election report: H3066
Committees, established, financed or controlled by a candidate or pub-
lic official, delete references to; political action committee
prohibited provisions: S0125
General Assembly, members of, prohibited from campaigning for
judicial candidates within two years of the election; Ethics
Commission to investigate complaints; penalties, excep-
tions: S0058
Commission
Ethics Commission, cap certain fines at five thousand dollars, first and
second offenses may be tried in magistrates court: H4153
Lobbyist, prohibit use of appropriated funds to employ or contract with;
exceptions: H3045
Lobbyist, prohibit use of public funds to employ or contract with; excep-
tions: H3057, H3043, H3077
EXECUTION
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
EXPLOSIVES
See Weapons (this index)
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Senator John A. Martin Interchange named: H3361
ENERGY (Continued)374
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See Courts (this index)
FARMING
See Agriculture (this index)
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
American Recovery And Reinvestment Act of 2009, budget and control
board to serve as chief executive officer of state for pur-
poses of receipt and disbursement of federal funds pursuant
to: S0330
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, General Assembly
accepts use of federal stimulus funds provided to state if
Governor fails to certify, provisions; use of fund provi-
sions: S0577
Congress to make permanent the e-verify program: S0428
Congress urged to oppose federal legislation that interferes with states abil-
ity to direct transport or processing of horses: S0480
Consumer loan transactions, violation of federal law to certain is a violation
of state law: H3750
Electric utility, cooperative of public service authority, prohibited from pro-
viding service to property used to interrogate person who
government designated as enemy combatant, provisions:
H3366
Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation Act: S0710, H3148
Global climate change, congress memorialized to address through the adop-
tion of fair and effective approach that safeguards american
jobs; affordable energy for citizens, provisions: H3508
Procurement code, federal debt expenditure requirements; provide for
where federal assistance, grant, or contract funds are used;
usage provisions; construction bid contract provisions:
S0697
United States Transportation Department Secretary urged to set aside funds
necessary to acquire right-of-way and build twelve-mile
portion of I 73: H3868
FELONY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
FILMS
See Movies (this index)
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
FIRE
Firefighter, prior to employment a required check of State and Federal crim-
inal records, cost of limited: S0373
Firefighters, workers’ compensation, impairment or injury arisen out of and
in course of employment if they have successfully passed a
physical exam within last ten years: S0362
Firemen, increase average weekly wage for to sixty-six percent of average
weekly wage for preceding fiscal year: H3306
Hydrogen Permitting Act, state fire marshall to enforce: H3835
Novelty Lighter Prohibition Act: S0766
Prescribed fire, no property owner, lessee, agency or employee may be held
liable for damages caused by the resulting smoke of unless
gross negligence is proven: H3924
Property tax exemption, on two private passenger vehicles owned by perma-
nently disabled firefighter allowed: S0599
FAIRFIELD COUNTY (Continued)
Sales and Use tax exemptions, certain fire sprinkler systems installed in
manufactured homes: H3680
Spartanburg County, election of members of the boards of fire control:
S0709
Volunteer Strategic Assistance and Fire Equipment Program (V-SAFE)
established, duties and funds provided for: S0364
FIREARMS
See Weapons (this index)
FIREWORKS
Fireworks, permit local governing body to regulate discharge of: S0183
Pyrotechnic Safety, state board of, members increased to seven, firework
storage and provisions, penalties: S0454, H3941
FISH AND GAME
Antlered deer, baiting deer or hunting deer over baited area is lawful; terms
defined: H3271
Antlered deer, season for revised for game zone 4: H3770
Bear hunting enclosure permits issued under same conditions applicable to
foxes and coyotes; provisions: H3799
Bear hunting, bear tag procedures; ten dollar application fee for; prohibition
of taking a bear less than one hundred pounds; revenue for
bear tags uses; open season for; penalties provisions:
H3541
Conservation easements, trust funds and public funds may not be used to
acquire an easement unless continues to allow public
access to hunting and fishing; provisions: H3008
Coyote trapping season established from Thanksgiving day through March
first of following calendar year: H3322
Deer hunting, with dog license provisions and permits, penalties: H3723
Fishing licenses, saltwater and freshwater provisions; terms defined; techni-
cal corrections; provisions: S0470, H3635
Flounder Population Study Program established in Georgetown County; to
set catch limits; use of artificial illumination prohibited,
penalties: S0445
Flounder population study program established administered by DNR to set
flounder catch limits; prohibit use of artificial illumination
powered by generators; length of program established:
H3572
Game Zones
No. 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
No. 1, Antlered deer, designate when certain equipment may be used:
H3541
Hunter’s education program for hunting license, requirement does not apply
to active or retired United States Armed Services Personnel
who can prove weapon training during military career:
H3975
Little Pee Dee River, reduce minimum distance required between nets on to
seventy-five feet: H4015
Size limits and creel established for crappie taken in Lake Murray: S0671,
H3572
Striped bass, seasonal creel and size limits established for in inshore waters
and territorial sea and in freshwater bodies: H3913
Trapper, youth completing course exempt from certain license require-
ments; certain license carrying requirements deleted; trap-
per season to exceed sixty-one days; trapper provisions:
H3433
Wildlife and fish, to be managed by laws and regulations; hunting and trap-
ping and fishing valued part of heritage to be preserved;





Homeowner’s Association, person to obtain permission from before he may
discharge a firearm on any property owned by; fines and
violations: H3987
T. Ashby Gregg, Sr. Interchange named: S0403
FIRE (Continued)375
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FOOD
Food recall, grocery stores must notify customer by phone or mail who pur-
chased food item within thirty days of recall, provisions:
H3524
Food, elementary schools may offer only full meals for student consump-
tion, meals to meet certain criteria: H3297
Food, prohibit resale of food that has been served or sold to or possessed by
a consumer: S0837
Meat, prohibit sale of fresh or frozen when returned by customer: H3718
Retail Food Establishment
Income tax credit, for donations of waste oil from the kitchens of res-
taurants and other commercial kitchens to registered pro-
ducers of biodiesel fuel: H3997
Snacks, sold to schools, snacks to meet certain standards based on fat, calo-
rie, and sugar content to be sold in schools: H3297
FORESTRY
Forestry activities, place limits on any county or municipal ordinance, rule,
regulation or resolution concerning: S0494
Forestry, limit authority of counties and municipalities to restrict or regulate
certain forestry activities; terms and conditions: H3651
Income tax return, taxpayer may contribute to the Forestry Commission for
use in state forest system: S0850
Local government may not impose a fee on agriculture, forest or undevel-
oped land for a stormwater, sediment or erosion control
program; exceptions: H3088, S0453
FOSTER CARE
See Minors (this index)
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Freedom of Information Act, certain architectural plans, drawings, etc that
could be used to facilitate an escape exempt from disclo-
sure: S0218
Freedom of Information Act, financial matters before family court exempt
from; Family Court Financial Privacy Act: S0146
Governor, meetings with agency heads or department heads must be opened
to public under freedom of information act: H3126
Personal Information Confidentiality Act: H3409
FUEL
Gas, liquefied petroleum, liability of limitations caused by alterations, mod-
ifications, or repairs of equipment; certain provisions:
S0196
Income tax credit, for donations of waste oil from the kitchens of restaurants
and other commercial kitchens to registered producers of
biodiesel fuel: H3997
Motor fuel terminals, to offer for sale products suitable for blending ethanol
or biodiesel; blender record provisions; utilize renewable
identification number, violations unfair trade practice:
H3707, S0612
Motor fuel user fees, suspended; wholesalers must pass savings realized by
this suspension to motor fuel retailers, provisions: S0060
Offshore drilling, redefined; person to pay lease or royalty payments when
drilling in South Carolina Atlantic ocean territorial waters;
provisions: H3194
Oil and gas, offshore exploration, drilling or production of in Atlantic
Ocean is within territorial jurisdiction of South Carolina;
removal of federal restrictions provisions; DHEC to expe-
dite application for permit for: S0044
Oil and gas, produced and drilled in Atlantic Ocean, person may explore
feasibility of provisions; permit for DHEC; provisions:
H3188
Tax credit, for placing service property used for distribution or dispensing of
renewable fuel applicable instead to alternative fuel, provi-
sions: H4128
Underground storage tanks, new annual renewal fees established; additional
revenue from to be deposited into superb account: H3270
FUNERALS
See Cemeteries (this index)
GAMBLING
Coin Operated Devices
Amusement redemption machine, defined, criminal penalties for
rewarding players with items other than free plays: H3708
Coin-operated devices, operation of or possession of; county may
allow by ordinance; referendum provisions, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0078, S0065
Gambling and lotteries, unlawful, definitions added; penalties increased;
social gambling allowed as defense to unlawful gambling;
clarifications: S0628
Gambling, clarify activities that are unlawful, penalties and exceptions:
S0535
Raffles, allowed to be conducted by charitable or nonprofit organizations,
provisions; conduction of; penalties; constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0560
Raffles, charitable and nonprofit organizations to conduct raffles and special
fundraising events, provisions to; penalties for violations:
S0628
Watercraft Gambling Act: S0083
GAME WARDEN
See Natural Resources Department (this index)
GARBAGE
See Water and Sewer (this index)
GAS
See Also Fuel (this index)
Gas, liquefied petroleum, liability of limitations caused by alterations, mod-
ifications, or repairs of equipment; certain provisions:
S0196
Motor fuel terminals, to offer for sale products suitable for blending ethanol
or biodiesel; blender record provisions; utilize renewable
identification number, violations unfair trade practice:
H3707, S0612
Oil and gas, offshore drilling, licensee and permit provisions; DHEC to
review application for licensure; required to pay full cost of
cleaning a spill: S0293
York County Natural Gas Authority, increase powers to allow the acquisi-
tion of town of Blacksburg Natural Gas System, references
for pipeline company to Carolina Gas Transmission Corpo-
ration: S0678
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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Agencies all to report to the Governor and the General Assembly justifica-
tion of dollars used; administration and exceptions: S0072
Amendments to constitution, General assembly to provide a procedure
where amendments to are proposed by an initiative petition
signed by electors, certain provisions; constitutional
amendment proposed: H4108
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, General Assembly
accepts use of federal stimulus funds provided to state if
Governor fails to certify, provisions; use of fund provi-
sions: S0577
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, South Carolina to refuse all
funds authorized for: S0579
Appropriations
Appropriation Bill 2009-2010: H3560
Appropriation limitation, revise limit by imposing annual limit on
general fund; emergency limit provisions; provisions:
S0002
Appropriations Bill Earmark Disclosure Act: S0239
Biennial State General Appropriation Act, beginning with 2011 ses-
sion General Assembly to enact: H3124376
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSBudget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from ways and means
and Senate finance to be in programmatic format, provi-
sions; agency budget recommendation provisions; provi-
sions: S0130
Competitive grant program, appropriation act for 2009-2010 no pro-
grams may be established in budget and control board by
temporary proviso; all competitive grant programs con-
tained in act 310 of 2008 are abolished: S0171
General Reserve Fund, additional amount required to be held, consti-
tutional amendment proposed: H3559
General fund appropriations, combined with any other general fund
appropriations may not exceed the aggregate state general
fund revenue collections from previous fiscal year: H3610
General fund appropriations, limit on for fiscal year is total amount
estimates of February; increasing of provisions; limitation
of provisions; spending limit reserve fund established, pro-
visions: H3397
General reserve fund, conforming amendments to reflect any change
in amount required to be held in fund, provisions: H3395,
H3558
General reserve fund, increase to five percent the amount of state gen-
eral fund revenue in latest completed fiscal year required to
be held in general reserve fun; constitutional amendment
proposed: H3396
Proviso Codification Act of 2009: S0501
Spending Accountability Act of 2009; certain bills and resolutions to
receive recorded roll-call vote, provisions: S0011
State spending limit deleted, replaced with law providing general fund
not exceed appropriations for prior year, provisions; limit
calculations and adjustments; general fund revenue provi-
sions, constitutional amendment proposed: H3037, S0001
Supplemental Appropriation Bill for fiscal year 2009-2010: H3561
Biennial State General Appropriation Act, beginning with 2011 session
General Assembly to enact: H3124
Bills and resolutions, certain ones, to receive recorded roll-call vote, provi-
sions: S0011
Capitol Police Force established, make-up of force; function powers and
duties; security areas on State House grounds; sergeant at
arms provisions; provisions; capitol police force committee
created, provisions: S0576
Chamber Use
American Board of Trial Advocates, to use House Chamber on Sep-
tember 18, 2009: H3398
Governor, State of the State Address: H3214
Greenville Young Men’s Christian Association to use Senate and
House chamber and meeting rooms on November 19 and
20, 2009 to conduct youth in government program: S0555,
H3699
Honorable Barack Obama to address General Assembly in joint ses-
sion: S0297, H3307
Honorable Dave Rehbein, national commander of American Legion to
address General Assembly in joint session: S0257
Independent School Association to use House of Representatives
chambers: H4018
Palmetto Boys State, use House of Representative chambers on Friday
June 12, 2009: H3665
Palmetto Girls State to use House and Senate Chambers on June 11
and 12, 2009: S0559
Silver Hair Legislature to use House Chambers September 15-17,
2009: H4056
Teenpact, to use chambers on May 1, 2009: S0683
Toal, Honorable Jean Hoefer to address General Assembly in joint
session February 25, 2009: H3474
Toal, Honorable Jean Hoefer, to address General Assembly on
Wednesday Feburary 25, 2009: S0472
Youth Legislative Conference to use House Chambers on Monday,
September 28, 2009: H4014
Department of Administration established as agency of executive branch,
headed by director appointed by Governor with advice of
Senate; certain offices and divisions of B&CB and Gover-
nor office transferred to; provisions: S0128
Energy action plan, annual review of states for submission to General
Assembly: S0232
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Executive departments, reorganization of and dissolution of agency divi-
sions to be approved by General Assembly; report recom-
mendations to Governor and General Assembly,
provisions: H3498
Fiscal Accountability Act: H3640, S0658
General Assembly accepts the use of federal stimulus funds if Governor
fails to certify that he will request and use funds for state
and agencies, provisions: H3554
General Assembly to develop a system for funding public higher education
institutions on a uniform and nondiscriminatory per pupil
basis; constitutional amendment proposed: S0641
General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on first Tuesday of February;
constitutional amendment proposed: H3417
General Assembly, to impose a statewide millage on all real and personal
property subject to property tax for purpose of raising reve-
nue for public school operations, provisions: H4061
General Obligation Bond Fiscal Responsibility Act: S0147
Governor to apply for state fiscal stabilization funds available, General
assembly has authority to require Governor to apply for
funds, provisions: S0691, H3923, H3962
House of Representatives
Bill or joint resolution, summary of must be prepared and printed with
when reported out of committee (R. 4.19): H3072
Bill to increase or impose a fee may not become law unless if receives
three-fifths of the membership of House and Senate, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3016
Bill to increase taxes may not become law unless if receives two-thirds
of the membership of House and Senate, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3017
Budget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from ways and means
and Senate finance to be in programmatic format, provi-
sions; agency budget recommendation provisions; provi-
sions: S0130
Committees, impose a limitation of ten consecutive years on person
serving as chairman of any committee (R. 1.9): H3239
Committees, testifying before Senate or House of Representatives, all
people who give testimony required to be under oath; pre-
sentment of false, misleading or incomplete testimony to
be treated as perjury: S0271
General Assembly, candidate for the House or Senate, name may not
appear on ballot for election to unless for the last ten years
person has annually filed all required federal and state
income taxes; paid all taxes due: S0736
General Assembly, delete authority of each House of General Assem-
bly to be judge of election returns of its members, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: H3339, H3410
General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on first Tuesday of Feb-
ruary; constitutional amendment proposed: H3417
Good Friday; staff to observe as holiday: H3224
House of Representatives to reapportion itself so that a house district
must be wholly contained within a county if sufficient pop-
ulation: H4070
Judicial candidates, Governor to appoint and House and Senate Judi-
ciary committees to confirm, candidate must receive a two-
third vote to be elected: H4119
Member of may not use more than one hundred dollars of their tele-
phone allotment and postage allotment combined after
April 21, 2009: H3930
Members are chosen every fourth year instead of every second year;
constitutional amendment proposed: H3876
Members, may only serve six terms in; starting January 1, 2009:
S0169, H3213
Roll Call, maximum of fifteen minutes allowed to answer (R 6.3):
H4030
Seats, allotting of for members; procedure for 2009/2010 Legislative
session: H3000
Speaker of Speaker Pro Tempore, impose limitation of twelve consec-
utive years of serving (R 1.13): H3346
Speaker to appoint an individual ad hoc committee to consider special
legislative issue (R 1.9): H3238
Speaker to appoint committee chairmen (R. 1.9): H3233
Term of office, is four terms; election date is Tuesday after first Mon-
day in November; one term is equal to four years: H3877
Law, jurisdiction over admission to practice and discipline persons admitted
must be provided by General Assembly by law, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: S0448
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSLaws and constitutional amendments, procedure established for enactment
or repeal of by initiative petition and referendum, excep-
tions; constitutional amendment proposed: S0080
Livestock and poultry, political subdivisions may not enact ordinances
regarding; regulation of care and handling to be provided
by General Assembly: S0453
Members
Acts, mailing of not placed on desks of members; general restructure
the distribution of acts: H3428
Administrative law judge position, members of General Assembly to
be qualified for election to changed to one year: H3874
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, General Assem-
bly accepts use of federal stimulus funds provided to state
if Governor fails to certify, provisions; use of fund provi-
sions: S0577
Candidate, prohibit a candidate for office elected or appointed by the
General Assembly from making a contribution to a mem-
ber of General Assembly, provisions: H3269
Candidate, seeking election to membership of board of public institu-
tion of higher learning unlawful to make contribution to
member of General Assembly: H4005
Concealed weapons, add active members of the general assembly,
active public defenders, assistant public defenders and
active clerks of court and deputy clerks of court to list of
people permitted to carry: H4112
Executive departments, reorganization of and dissolution of agency
divisions to be approved by General Assembly; report rec-
ommendations to Governor and General Assembly, provi-
sions: H3498
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all
action necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of
state fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to
obligate equivalent amount to pay debt: S0666
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all
action necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of
state fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to
strive to reduce appropriation of general fund: S0667
General Assembly to express belief that the Governor should request
state fiscal stabilization funds, provisions: S0663
General Assembly, candidate for the House or Senate, name may not
appear on ballot for election to unless for the last ten years
person has annually filed all required federal and state
income taxes; paid all taxes due: S0736
Prohibited from campaigning for judicial candidate within two years
of election; Ethic Commission investigate complaints; pen-
alties; exceptions: S0058
Public schools, General Assembly required to provide for high-quality
education for all children of the state; constitutional
amendment proposed: H3112, H3961
Terms, House of Representatives, may only serve six terms in; Senate,
may only serve four terms in; time provisions: S0169,
H3213
No state agency, department or entity may increase of implement a fee for
performing a service, penalties without approval by Gen-
eral Assembly; provisions of, exceptions: H3576, S0517
Payday lending, Financial Advisor Board, submit annual report to General
Assembly detailing certain deferred presentment transac-
tion data: H3301
Public Schools, free, General Assembly provide for maintenance and sup-
port of; support public institutions of learning allowing
each student to reach his highest potential, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0099, S0561
Raffle hosted by charitable or other type of organizations exempt from fed-
eral income taxation is not a lottery prohibited by constitu-
tion; General Assembly to establish limitation and




Ad Hoc Committee, created by Speaker or by resolution may
sponsor legislation which is within the subject matter juris-
diction of ad hoc committee to study (R. 4.20): H3069
Adoption of for 2009 and 2010 Legislative session: H3001,
H3002
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Appropriation Bill to be considered section-by-section, required
roll call vote on question of second reading (R 5.3): H3138
Bill or joint resolution, summary of must be prepared and printed
with when reported out of committee (R. 4.19): H3072
Committees, impose a limitation of ten consecutive years on per-
son serving as chairman of any committee (R. 1.9): H3239
Conference Report, roll call vote on question of adopting of (R
5.19): H3138
Conference committee or free conference must be appointed by
speaker, speaker pro tempore and the chairman of the com-
mittee that considered the bill referred to conference com-
mittee (R. 1.9): H3070
Roll Call, maximum of fifteen minutes allowed to answer (R
6.3): H4030
Roll call vote, electronic roll call vote provisions, to be recorded
on second and third reading in journal, provisions (R. 7.2):
H3138
Roll call vote, recorded roll call vote required on second or third
readings under certain circumstances (R 7.2): H3251
Speaker of Speaker Pro Tempore, impose limitation of twelve
consecutive years of serving (R 1.13): H3346
Speaker to appoint an individual ad hoc committee to consider
special legislative issue (R 1.9): H3238
Speaker to appoint committee chairmen (R. 1.9): H3233
Senate
Adoption of rules of procedure for Senate in Art. III, Sec. 012:
S0233
Seventy-two hour Budget Rule, Senate to add rule to allow addi-
tional public input into enactment of revenue raising bills;
amendments to be publicly available before consideration
and votes, provisions (R 53): S0674
Senate
Adjutant General, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with
consent of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed:
S0160, H3145, S0129
Adoption of rules of procedure for Senate in Art. III, Sec. 012: S0233
Agriculture Commissioner, no longer elected, to be appointed by the
Governor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0165,
H3145, S0129
Bill to increase or impose a fee may not become law unless if receives
three-fifths of the membership of House and Senate, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3016
Bill to increase taxes may not become law unless if receives two-thirds
of the membership of House and Senate, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3017
Budget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from ways and means
and Senate finance to be in programmatic format, provi-
sions; agency budget recommendation provisions; provi-
sions: S0130
Chief Information Officer Restructuring Act: S0159
Clerk of, to reduce monthly in-district compensation for each senator
by proportionate amount so that it is reduced by one thou-
sand dollars: S0267
Committees, testifying before Senate or House of Representatives, all
people who give testimony required to be under oath; pre-
sentment of false, misleading or incomplete testimony to
be treated as perjury: S0271
Comptroller General, no longer elected, to be appointed by the Gover-
nor with consent of Senate, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0163, S0161, H3145
General Assembly, candidate for the House or Senate, name may not
appear on ballot for election to unless for the last ten years
person has annually filed all required federal and state
income taxes; paid all taxes due: S0736
General Assembly, delete authority of each House of General Assem-
bly to be judge of election returns of its members, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: H3339, H3410
General Assembly, sessions of, to commence on first Tuesday of Feb-
ruary; constitutional amendment proposed: H3417
Honorable Glenn Fant McConnell portrait commissioned to be placed
in Senate Chamber: S0014
Judicial candidates, Governor to appoint and House and Senate Judi-
ciary committees to confirm, candidate must receive a two-
third vote to be elected: H4119
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMagistrate, prohibit senators, family members and legal associates
from representing another person as attorney at law before
magistrate senator recommended for appointment: S0397
Members, may only serve four terms in; starting January 1, 2009:
S0169, H3213
Secretary of State, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor
with consent of Senate, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0158, H3145, S0129
Senate, members are chosen every sixth year instead of every fourth
year; constitutional amendment proposed: H3876
Sentencing Reform Commission, extend time commission has to sub-
mit its report to chairman of Senate Judiciary committee to
February 1, 2010: S0432
Seventy-two hour Budget Rule, Senate to add rule to allow additional
public input into enactment of revenue raising bills;
amendments to be publicly available before consideration
and votes, provisions (R 53): S0674
Superintendent of Education no longer elected, to be appointed by the
Governor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0164,
H3145, S0129
Term of office, is three terms; one term equals to six years: H3877
Sessions of, to commence on second Tuesday of February, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3129
Sine Die Adjournment
Sine Die Adjournment, When respective House adjourn on Thursday
June 4, 2009, each House stands adjourn to meet at a time
mutually agreed upon: S0729
Sine Die Adjournment, no later than March thirty-first of year it con-
venes, constitutional amendment proposed: S0209
Sine Die Adjournment, no later than Thursday May 21, 2009, each
House to come back at mutually agreed upon time before
June 30, 2009, provisions: S0816, S0834, S0856
Sine Die Adjournment, no later than Thursday May 21, 2009, each
House to come back at mutually agreed upon time, provi-
sions: H4000
Sine Die Adjournment, to be on First Thursday in May, extended ses-
sion authority deleted: H3127
Sine Die Adjournment, to be on First Thursday in May, provisions:
H3405
Spending Accountability Act of 2009: H3047
State agency mandatory furlough terms provided for: H3378
Transportation department, must obtain approval from General Assembly
before it names highway facility in honor of individual:
H3382
Truth in Spending Act: S0221, S0229, H3540
GENERAL RESERVE FUND
See Appropriation Acts (this index)
GENERAL SERVICES DIVISION




Boats, operation of for purposes of transporting students, operation by
department on Sandy Island, specified people to use, pro-
cedures: H3627
Flounder Population Study Program established in Georgetown County; to
set catch limits; use of artificial illumination prohibited,
penalties: S0445
Flounder population study program established administered by DNR to set
flounder catch limits; prohibit use of artificial illumination
powered by generators; length of program established:
H3572
Voting precincts revised: S0704
GOVERNOR
Adjutant General, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with con-
sent of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed: S0160,
H3145, S0129, H3614
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Agencies all to report to the Governor and the General Assembly justifica-
tion of dollars used; administration and exceptions: S0072
Agriculture Commissioner, no longer elected, to be appointed by the Gover-
nor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0165, H3145,
S0129, H3614
Budget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from ways and means and
Senate finance to be in programmatic format, provisions;
agency budget recommendation provisions; provisions:
S0130
Capitol Police Force established, make-up of force; function powers and
duties; security areas on State House grounds; sergeant at
arms provisions; provisions; capitol police force committee
created, provisions: S0576
Chief Information Officer Restructuring Act: S0159
Comptroller General, no longer elected, to be appointed by the Governor
with consent of Senate, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0163, S0161, H3145
Department of Administration established as agency of executive branch,
headed by director appointed by Governor with advice of
Senate; certain offices and divisions of B&CB and Gover-
nor office transferred to; provisions: S0128
Department of workforce, director to be appointed by and removed by:
H3442, S0391
Disabilities and Special Needs Department, headed and governed by direc-
tor appointed by Governor with consent of Senate; Com-
mission on Disabilities and Special Needs serves as
advisory board: H3314
Emergency, declaring of, Governor’s authority to provide timing and termi-
nation requirements for his authority to compel an evacua-
tion: H3501
Executive departments, reorganization of and dissolution of agency divi-
sions to be approved by General Assembly; report recom-
mendations to Governor and General Assembly,
provisions: H3498
General Assembly accepts the use of federal stimulus funds if Governor
fails to certify that he will request and use funds for state
and agencies, provisions: H3554
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all action
necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of state
fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to obligate
equivalent amount to pay debt: S0666
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all action
necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of state
fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to strive to
reduce appropriation of general fund: S0667
General Assembly to express belief that the Governor should request state
fiscal stabilization funds, provisions: S0663
Governor and Lieutenant Governor, joint election of, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0162, S0203, H3231, H3379, H3614
Governor to apply for state fiscal stabilization funds available, General
assembly has authority to require Governor to apply for
funds, provisions: S0691, H3923, H3962
Governor, may not may an appointment unless appointee annually filed all
required federal and state income tax returns, paid all taxes
due, provisions: S0738
Governor, meetings with agency heads or department heads must be opened
to public under freedom of information act: H3126
Governor, physically absent from state, powers and duties of devolved to
Lieutenant Governor: S0226
Governor, to appoint and to be confirmed by House and Senate Judiciary
Committee, Supreme Court Justices, judges in appeals and
circuit courts, constitutional amendment proposed: H4151
Governor, when physically absent from state, powers and duties of devolved
to Lieutenant Governor, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0224
Inspector General, removed by Governor; appointed by Governor with con-
sent of Senate: S0139, S0138
Judicial candidates, Governor to appoint and House and Senate Judiciary
committees to confirm, candidate must receive a two-third
vote to be elected: H4119
Phone, Governor to maintain toll-free phone number to receive information,
suggestions, complaints concerning fraud, waste, abuse,
mismanagement, etc.: S0269
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Public Service Authority Board of Directors, members may be removed by
Governor: S0066
Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Salary, Each Constitutional officer of state on voluntary basis to reduce
compensation on same percentage that state employees are
reduced, provisions: H3744
Secretary of State, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with con-
sent of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed: S0158,
H3145, S0129, H3614
South Carolina Supports and joins Governor Sanford’s request to share
funds from state fiscal stabilization fund in American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act to be designated to elimi-
nate debt: S0578
State Ports Authority, Governor may remove member only for cause: S0077
State of the State Address: H3214
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and remov-
ing a person holding a; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3833
Superintendent of Education no longer elected, to be appointed by the Gov-
ernor, constitutional amendment proposed: S0164, H3145,
S0129, H3614
GRAND JURY
See Juries and Jurors (this index)
See Attorney General (this index)
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Game zone No. 1, Antlered deer, designate when certain equipment may be
used: H3541
Greenville Technical College Area Commission created, membership provi-
sions: H4087, S0862
Greenville Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: S0614,
H3872
Greenville Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Created: H3616
Greenville Young Men’s Christian Association to use Senate and House
chamber and meeting rooms on November 19 and 20, 2009
to conduct youth in government program: S0555, H3699
Magistrates, Greenville County, office becomes vacant on date and time
term expires; magistrate whose term expired may not con-
tinue to hold over the office in de facto capacity pending
appointment of successor, provisions: S0311
Make up days, Paris and Taylor Elementary and Sevier Middle School, not
to make up January 8, 2009 that was missed due to power
outage: H3295
Make up school days, Mauldin High School, closed on April 30 and May 1
for flu-like illness exempt from make-up requirement:
S0795
School district, may not deny charter school, student or teacher anything
available to public schools; rent of charter school provi-
sions; grant applications provisions; teacher of the year
provisions: H3176
Shriners, urged to take action to assure continued operation of Greenville
Shriners Hospital for Children: S0803
University of South Carolina Up-State may offer in-state tuition to certain
North Carolina counties if they will offer in-state tuition to
student in Greenville and Spartanburg Counties: H3178
Voting precincts revised: H3804, S0632
Western Carolina Regional Sewer Authority named changed to Renewable
Water Resources: H3556, S0449
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
School district 52, transfer authorized from sinking fund of to general fund a
specified sum of money to reimburse district for amounts
paid by its general fund for debt service: H4051
Voting precincts revised: S0639
GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
GOVERNOR (Continued)
GUNS




Handicapped parking, political subdivision may appoint noncompensated
volunteers to issue parking tickets to vehicles and persons
who violate handicapped parking laws, duties of: H3661
Handicapped parking, unlawful for person who is not handicapped to use
privileges granted to holder of a handicapped placard, pen-
alties: S0126
Handicapped, blind, operation of vending facilities by, definitions revised:
H3623
Handicapped, parking free at meters procedures revised; special license
plate issued; definitions revised and added, provisions:
S0126
State parks, Campgrounds of, aged, blind, or disabled may use parks at one
half prescribed fee; disabled veteran to use without charge:
H3420
HATE CRIMES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
HAZARDOUS AND NUCLEAR WASTE
Drug-related hazardous waste, document of warning to be recorded, DHEC
to issue written determination; provisions of having on
property: H3977
Hazardous waste facility, to pay additional fee of one hundred dollars for a
ton disposed of; equal allocation of funds between county
and department’s uncontrolled site fund: S0565
Industrial facility, provisions prohibiting DHEC from issuing a permit or
license for; provisions to cease and desist order of existing
facility: S0037
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Alzehimer’s disease registry, to conduct studies and research on; contact
with patients and families must comply with regulations:
H3596
Ann S. Perdue Independent Autopsy Fairness Act of 2009: S0572, H3735
Department
Abortion, not to be performed sooner than twenty-four hours follow-
ing ultrasound and receiving of certain written materials,
provisions: H3245, S0437
Abortion, physician who performs must inform women of age of
embryo; woman has option of viewing ultrasound con-
firmed in writing; provisions; DHEC to publish facilities
that offer free ultrasounds: H3198
Certificate of needs, reformed; provisions added; licensing of pro-
vided; exemptions; provisions; review of: S0337
Coastal zone management advisory council, created in DHEC office;
membership and duties provisions: S0847
Coastal zone management plan, certification of to be made by DHEC:
H3882
Community residential care facility star rating system created and
established; duties of added to residential care committee;
under department of health and environmental control:
S0563
Dental health education, screening and treatment referrals in public
schools; program guidelines and provisions: S0286
Department, to be governing by secretary, all duties and powers of and
devolved too provisions; creation of boards, duties and
membership of; restructuring of department provisions;
provisions: S0384
Diseases, contagious and infectious,  parasite cysticercosis included
as, mandatory reporting by physicians, provisions: H3185380
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSDrug-related hazardous waste, document of warning to be recorded,
DHEC to issue written determination; provisions of having
on property: H3977
Drycleaning Facility Restoration Trust fund, DHEC to use funds pro-
visions; registration fees and provisions of; penalties; dry-
cleaning advisory council membership revised: H3203,
S0296
Family Care Facilities, establish and require licensure of, provisions:
S0464
Health Care Premium Assistance Program created: H3211
Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
Health Plan, administrative law court to consider plan in effect when
certificate of need application was filed, provisions: S0337
Health and environmental control department, promulgate regulations
for issuance, denial, renewal, suspension and revocation of
permits and licenses, provisions: H3552
Health and environmental control department, to be managed by a
director appointed by Governor with consent of Senate;
Governor may remove, provisions conformed: H3197
Health facilities licensing provisions revised and added, provisions:
S0337
Hospitals, department authorized to combine data from multiple
reporting periods in compiling the department’s report;
board to appoint advisory committee on hospital acquired
infections; provisions: S0619, H3778
Industrial facility, provisions prohibiting DHEC from issuing a permit
or license for; provisions to cease and desist order of exist-
ing facility: S0037
Laboratories, that test of infections or diseases, reporting requirements
for established by DHEC, penalties: H3871
Licensure of In-Home Care Provider Act: H3186
Life Beginning at Conception Act: S0450
Meat, prohibit sale of fresh or frozen when returned by customer:
H3718
Need program, duties to administer; certain provisions deleted:
H3205, S0119
Obesity, state agencies to develop and implement policies and pro-
grams to help reduce overweight and obesity among youth:
H3617
Offshore drilling, redefined; person to pay lease or royalty payments
when drilling in South Carolina Atlantic ocean territorial
waters; provisions: H3194
Oil and gas, offshore drilling, licensee and permit provisions; DHEC
to review application for licensure; required to pay full cost
of cleaning a spill: S0293
Oil and gas, offshore exploration, drilling or production of in Atlantic
Ocean is within territorial jurisdiction of South Carolina;
removal of federal restrictions provisions; DHEC to expe-
dite application for permit for: S0044
Packaged Ice, plant operators and dealers to obtain annual permits to
manufacture and distribute for human consumption, regu-
lations: H4029
Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to customers to submit
ice samples monthly to a laboratory for microbiological
analysis: H4028
Packaged Ice, producers of who sell directly to customers to submit
ice samples monthly to a laboratory for microbiological
analysis; testing of provisions: H4027
Palmetto Health Care Premium Assistance Program created: H3486,
H3470, H3584
Palmetto Health Care Safety Net program created, provisions of oper-
ation: H3470, H3486, H3584
Poisons, drugs and controlled substances, regulation of transferred to
State Board of Pharmacy: S0669
Recycling program, revenue department and DHEC to develop for
permit holders for on-premises consumption of alcoholic
beverages; provide for collection and storing of recycled
bottles; provisions: S0173
Regulations Approved
Environmental Protection Fees (D. No. 4014): S0550
Environmental Protection Fees (D. No. 4015): S0549
Milk and milk products (D. No. 4017): S0818
Public Swimming Pools (D. No. 4030): S0820
Solid waste management, demonstration-of-need (D. No. 3198):
S0806
South Carolina Trauma System (D. No. 3199): S0499
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
Standards for licensing nursing homes (D. No. 4013): S0819
Wastewater system master contractors, licensing of onsite:
S0548
Residential Care Facilities, DHEC not to remove a resident from if
resident, resident’s family, physician, and facility agree to
residents continued stay, provisions: H3115, S0273
Retail food establishment, defined; if sells food containing trans fat to
provide warnings; DHEC to adopt rules and regulations
concerning trans fat; penalties: S0050
Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act: H3491, S0407
River, any in this state where an oyster factory is located, DHEC to
utilize qualified personnel of county to assist with monitor-
ing of water quality and other environmental standards:
H3957
Solar or Wind Energy System, income tax credit for purchasing:
H3863
Summer Camps, licensure and regulation of by health and environ-
mental control; employees of provisions; child fatality at
certain regulations and provisions; provisions: S0553
Trans fat, DHEC to adopt rules and regulations concerning trans fat
being served at retail food establishments: S0050
Tuberculosis patients, emergency order issued by DHEC for detention,
examination, isolation and treatment of person with; appeal
procedures for; provisions: H3949
Disease testing of employees at retail food establishments and hotels, to
semi-annually screen employees to determine if employee
has communicable disease; may not employ person who
has if could contaminate food: H3184
Electronic Waste Management Act: S0131
Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
Health Plan, administrative law court to consider plan in effect when certifi-
cate of need application was filed, provisions: S0337
Health facilities licensing provisions revised and added, provisions: S0337
Healthnet Program Act: S0201, S0455
Healthy Communities Capacity Act: H3204
Income tax, credit up to five hundred dollars against state income tax for
individual who maintains a health savings account: H3471
Industrial facility, provisions prohibiting DHEC from issuing a permit or
license for; provisions to cease and desist order of existing
facility: S0037
Medical laboratories, test results provided to patients at same time results
are provided to healthcare provider: H3600
Organ donation, definitions and procedures for contacting person for
revised: H3491, S0407
Personal training services, contract not required for rendered on hourly basis
unless part of package of one thousand dollars or more:
H3193
Physical Fitness Services Act: S0546
Physical Fitness Services Act, tanning center and martial arts studio deleted,
permanent closure of a subject facility, contract provisions:
H3158
Pollution, water, person who pollutes to be given notice, notice procedure,
violations, provisions: H3603
Radiologist assistants, certification and licensure of; scope of practice of;
two to be members of Radiation Quality Standards Associ-
ation Board; appointment of provisions: S0036
Second Chance Quit Assistance Program established with department of
health and human services, provisions: H3204
Smoking prohibited in retail stores, restaurants, bars, lounge areas, and rec-
reational facilities; exceptions where smoking may be per-
mitted: H3113, S0038
Smoking, prohibited in restaurants and places licensed to sell alcoholic bev-
erages for onsite consumption; penalties for violations:
H3091
Underground storage tanks, new annual renewal fees established; additional
revenue from to be deposited into superb account: H3270
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
See Also Social Services (this index)
Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Health and human services department, delete the provisions authorizing the
department to administer the medicaid community long
term care system: S0871
Healthy Communities Capacity Act: H3204
Hospice, to direct department when adjusting budget in response to cuts to
maintain same funding for hospice services: H3281
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Medicaid
Cigarette tax increased, defined; medicaid reserve account provided,
fund revenue and procedures; provisions: H3206
Medicaid, attorney retained by beneficiary who due to injury or death
obtains funds for beneficiary from third party to distribute
to department, prorated with claims, provisions: S0742
Smoking prevention and cessation trust fun, medicaid trust fund,
health care trust fund, palmetto health care safety net trust
fund created and established in state treasury; provisions:
H3486, H3470, H3584
Medically Fragile Children’s Program, department to maintain and pursue
options to obtain authority to maintain existing program
within current eligibility criteria: S0661, H3917
Nonemergency medical transportation program, to comply with recommen-
dations of legislative audit council: H3842, S0653
Second Chance Quit Assistance Program established with department of
health and human services, provisions: H3204
HEALTH BOARDS, COUNTY
See Health and Environmental Control (this index)
See Specific County (this index)
HEALTH CARE
See Medical (this index)
HEALTH CLUBS
See Athletics (this index)
HEARING AIDS
See Labor, Licensing and Regulation Department (this
index)
HERITAGE TRUST PROGRAM
See Natural Resources Department (this index)
HIGHER EDUCATION
See Colleges and Universities (this index)
HIGHWAY PATROL
See Public Safety Department (this index)
See Law Enforcement (this index)
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
See Transportation Department (this index)
HOLIDAYS
Christmas Eve, established as a legal holiday for state employees: S0668
Good Friday; House of Representatives staff to observe as holiday: H3224
Political subdivisions, required to observe all state legal holidays; provi-
sions for failing to observe and political subdivisions
defined: S0071
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
See Taxation/Property (this index)
See Aging/Property Tax Exemptions (this index)
HOMOSEXUALS
Civil Union Equality Act: S0042
Employment discrimination, prohibit discrimination because of sexual ori-
entation or gender identity; define terms: S0073, S0076
Equal enjoyment of goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
accommodations, prohibit discrimination because of sex-
ual orientation and gender identity; terms defined: S0039,
S0076
Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of sexual orientation or
gender identity; terms defined: S0075, S0076
Hate motivated crimes, penalties; definitions: S0041, H3169, S0076
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
Lodging Establishment Act, prohibit discrimination because of sexual ori-
entation or gender identity; terms defined: S0039, S0076
HORRY COUNTY
Board of Education, term of office for newly elected members of to com-
mence upon date of first meeting of board in January fol-
lowing November elections: H3575
J. T. and Agnes Barfield Landing named: H3370
Little Pee Dee River, reduce minimum distance required between nets on to
seventy-five feet: H4015
Voting precincts revised: H4055
W. G. Hucks Highway named: H3349
HOSPITALS
See Medical (this index)
HOTELS AND MOTELS
Equal enjoyment of goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
accommodations, prohibit discrimination because of sex-
ual orientation and gender identity; terms defined: S0039,
S0076
Innkeepers and employees to semi-annually screen employees to determine
if employee has communicable disease; may not employ
person who has if could contaminate food: H3184
Lodging Establishment Act, prohibit discrimination because of sexual ori-
entation or gender identity; terms defined: S0039, S0076
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
See General Assembly (this index)
HOUSING
See Property (this index)
HOUSING AUTHORITY, STATE
See Property (this index)
HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION
No Entries
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATING COUNCIL
No Entries
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT DIVISION
See Budget and Control Board (this index)
IMMIGRATION
Workers’ compensation, illegal immigrants excluded whose illegal status
was known to employer at time immigrants hire; provi-
sions: S0306, H3890, H3948
IMMUNITY
See Torts (this index)
INCOME TAX
See Taxation (this index)
INDIANS
See Native Americans (this index)
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INDIGENT DEFENSE, COMMISSION ON
No Entries
INDUSTRY
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
INFECTIOUS WASTE
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
INMATES
See Prisons and Prisoners (this index)
INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF
No Entries
INSURANCE
See Also Workers’ Compensation (this index)
Captive insurance companies, inspection of provisions; processing fee;




Preneed life insurance minimum standards for determining
reserve liabilities and nonforfeiture values (D. No. 4035):
H3657
Tax credits for fortification measures (D. No. 3205): S0573
Insurance, marketable securities changed, definitions revised and added;
protected cell assets and loans to director code references
changed; provisions: S0202
Insurance, premiums due on biennial basis; biennial producer license fee
increased, compliance period based on licensee’s month
and year of birth, to be renewed biennial; splitting commis-
sion provisions; insurance brokers duties: H3562, S0516
Insurer, limiting number of medical services and supplies requiring preau-
thorization by: H3939
Insurers, certain to file statement of actuarial opinion provisions; procedure
for aggrieved insurer to request a hearing before the direc-
tor, recourse through judicial review provided; provisions
deleted: S0301, H3438
Liability or casualty insurance, coverage disclosures to claimant if request is
made in writing, procedures required for disclosures:
H3141
Life Settlements Act: S0636
Medical/ Dental
Health Care Access program established: H3211
Health Care Accessibility For Young Americans Act: S0416
Health Care Premium Assistance Program created: H3211
Health care insurance, regulate provider and issuer of when issuer
negotiates rates with provider for covered health care ser-
vices and then terminates or nonrenews, provisions: H3371
Health insurance, prohibited from canceling or nonrenewing an
insured who has been covered for cancer treatment, provi-
sions: H3763
Health maintenance organization to issue conversion policy to
enrollee upon termination of organization: S0202
Healthnet Program Act: S0201, S0455, H3875
Healthy Communities Capacity Act: H3204
Hospitals, prohibited from charging uninsured patients fees in excess
of maximum fees charged to insured patients: S0074,
H3773
Insurance, coverage, including cover under state health plan for an
insured who participates in approved cancer clinical trial:
S0613
Insurer, that makes reimbursement under health insurance policy must
make at same rate applied to licensed health care provider;
group health insurance policy provisions, reimbursement
of provisions, deductible provisions: H3376
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2009: S0390
Optional alcohol exclusion provisions does not apply to medical
expense policy, terms defined: S0467, H3650
Palmetto Health Care Premium Assistance Program created: H3486,
H3470, H3584
Palmetto Health Care Safety Net program created, provisions of oper-
ation: H3470, H3486, H3584
Smoking prevention and cessation trust fun, medicaid trust fund,
health care trust fund, palmetto health care safety net trust
fund created and established in state treasury; provisions:
H3486, H3470, H3584
State Health Insurance Plan established for nonstate employee individ-
uals, every resident who files state tax return is eligible to
participate, plan participation, premium rate provisions,
policy provisions: S0478
State Health and Dental insurance plans, eligibility extended to ath-
letic coaches association: H3246, S0417, S0538
State health and dental insurance plan, to include for coverage person-
nel who has been suspended without pay: H4088
State health and dental insurance plans, county council member of
participating county eligible to receive; spouse of covered
eligible to participate: H3711, S0621
State health and dental insurance plans, update reference for Depart-
ment of disabilities and special needs; certain employees in
Aiken County to participate in: S0025
State health plan, employees who participate in who are obese to be
charged additional twenty-five dollars: S0109
State health plan, major medical coverage provided by plan must have
lifetime maximum of no less than two million dollars:
H3883
Mortgage Insurance Premium, termination acceptance of; return of
escrowed by a lender who required mortgage insurance in
connection with a consumer home loan transaction: H3049
Motor Vehicles
Auto insurance company, property damage to vehicle, to make pay-
ment on claim for property damage to lienholder and
owner when vehicle not totaled: S0114
Auto insurance, insurer prohibited from imposing a surcharge on pre-
mium for thirty days; certain credit activities provisions;
exception provisions; claim practices; optional coverage
forms: S0622
Automobile insurance policies, to include certain amount of coverage
for towing an automobile that is abandoned or ordered
towed by law enforcement: S0342
Automobile insurance, prohibit use of credit score as factor in refusing
to issue or renew, provisions: H3236
Automobile insurers, required to notify insured when premiums are
increased resulting from changes in insured’s credit
reports, provisions: H3634
Automotive Insurance, driver training course credit, initial course
reduced to six hours, four hour refresher course every 3
years, department to regulate 55 and older driver safety
internet courses: H3638
Driver’s license, before suspended due to failure to insure, person
must be notified by certified mail of suspension: H3679
Uninsured motorist failing to pay uninsured motorist fee; damages
may not be assessed in favor of when at fault in accident:
H3038
Nursing home, required to carry a minimum of one hundred thousand dol-
lars liability insurance policy: H3064
Public safety officials added to list of agencies authorized to receive infor-
mation from insurance company: S0363
Small Business Tax Credit Reform Act: S0150
State insurance plans, active, fulltime employee of state covered entity
approved for disability retirement is eligible to participate
in plans if injury arising out performance of person’s offi-
cial duties: S0187
Taxicab company that leases a cab through an independent contractor must
obtain certain liability insurance; workers’ compensation
provisions do not apply: S0059
INTERNET
See Computers (this index)
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JASPER COUNTY
Beaufort-Jasper County Water Authority, Jasper county appointees are to be
recommended to Governor by legislative delegation of Jas-
per County: S0451
Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority Act: S0793
Eunice Holman Doe Highway named: H3476, S0716
Ports Authority, to expeditiously develop a port in Jasper County: S0351
School district to impose impact fee  for new residential dwelling unit con-
structed within district; funds of to be used for construction




JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL
No Entries
JUDGES AND JUSTICES
See Courts (this index)
JUDGMENTS
See Courts (this index)
JURIES AND JURORS
Jury list, prepared solely from list of registered voters: H3020
Laurens County, jury area for revised to provide for one jury area county-
wide: H4048
JUVENILE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
Child abuse allegations, include school attendance officer, administrator,
foster parent, juvenile justice worker, and guardian ad
litem to people who must report: H3800
Child who violates court order required by juvenile justice to attend school;
definitions revised; driver’s license to be suspended if vio-
lation of court order: S0029
Child’s right to counsel, guardian may not waive when proceeding may
result in detention: H3201
Child, procedures provided before a referral to department of juvenile jus-
tice for status offense of incorrigibility; counseling provi-
sions: H3315
Juvenile Status offenders task force, reporting date revised: H3449
Prisoner, unlawful for and correctional facility to monitor and record tele-
phone conversations of inmate and legal counsel and to
release conversation to public, exceptions: H3564
Sex offender, when set to be released on a Friday or holiday must retain in
custody until following business day; sheriff has jurisdic-
tion to locate offender; failure to register provisions and
rules: H3348
JUVENILES
See Minors (this index)
KERSHAW COUNTY
Central Carolina Technical College Commission, additional members added
from Clarendon County and Kershaw County: S0097
Kershaw County Medical Center name is changed to KershawHealth:
H3818
Midway, Bethune, Mount Pisgah and Baron Dekalb Elementary schools;
North Central Middle and High Schools, exempt from
making up school day missed on February 4, 2009: H3583
Voting precincts revised: H3380
KINDERGARTEN
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
LABOR
Labor organization membership dues, revise manner and conditions under
which these deductions may be made, prohibitions: H3736
Minimum wage, no less than to be paid, political subdivision of state may
not require minimum wage that exceeds one provided:
S0028
Minimum wage, state minimum wage established; one-time tax credit to eli-
gible employers who pay the increased wage; political sub-
divisions prohibited from requiring a minimum wage lower
than state wage: H3669
Right to work regardless of membership or nonmembership in an organiza-
tion or labor union; provisions repealed: S0053
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION 
DEPARTMENT
Building Code enforcement officers, special inspector established, to per-
form building inspections; licensing procedures: S0268
Contractors, may only engage in construction under name on license; con-
tract invalid if not under same name or license number:
H3965
Contractors, violation of licensure requirements, maximum amount of fine
assessed against in one day; first offense fines, provisions;
all fines against for provisions: H3432
Department, certain obsolete provisions deleted; technical changes made to;
provisions: S0374
Physical Fitness Services Act, tanning center and martial arts studio deleted,
permanent closure of a subject facility, contract provisions:
H3158
Regulations Approved
Board of Chiropractic Examiners, relating to continuing education (D.
No. 3206): S0462
Occupational safety and health act (D. No. 4019): S0817
Office of State Fire Marshal, Fireworks and pyrotechnics (D. No.
3219): S0503
Office of State Fire Marshal, explosives (D. No. 3216): S0497
Office of State Fire Marshal, fire prevention and life safety for special
occupancies (D. No. 3215): S0500
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to fire prevention and life safety
(D. No. 3214): S0506
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to fire prevention and life safety
in local detention facilities (D. No. 3220): S0498
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to liquefied petroleum (LP) gas
(D. No. 3218): S0504
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to portable fire extinguishers and
fixed fire extinguishing systems(D. No. 3217): S0505
Pilot and apprentice age limitations, short branch qualifications, pilot
functions and responsibilities and penalties: S0545
LANCASTER COUNTY
County to have separate clerk of court and register of deeds; governing body
of to appoint register of deeds: S0654
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
LAND RESOURCES CONSERVATION COMMISSION
See Conservation (this index)
LAND SURVEYORS
See Engineering (this index)
LANDLORD AND TENANT
See Property/Rental (this index)384
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Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
John K. Hendricks, Jr. Memorial Mile road named: H3401
Laurens County, jury area for revised to provide for one jury area county-
wide: H4048
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Arrest warrant, none shall be issued for arrest of person unless ought by law
enforcement agency; if warrant issued by another a cour-
tesy summons must be issued, exceptions: S0282
Arrest, resisting, person who knowingly and willfully commits assault and
battery on law enforcement officer during lawful discharge
is guilt of misdemeanor, penalties: S0292
Budget and Control board to conduct review of law enforcement personnel
salaries at various departments compared to other south-
eastern state, to be reported to finance committee and ways
and means committee: S0294
Campus security department, definitions revised; technical changes made;
jurisdiction of revised; markings on campus vehicle made;
implement policies and procedures to govern their opera-
tions, provisions: S0019
Capitol Police Force established, make-up of force; function powers and
duties; security areas on State House grounds; sergeant at
arms provisions; provisions; capitol police force committee
created, provisions: S0576
Confession, all confessions obtained by law enforcement agency must be
video recorded: H3670
Constables, proceedings in claim and delivery actions, to allow service of
process by person other than constables: S0591
Constables, volunteer, Income tax deductions, a three thousand dollar a year
deduction for volunteer state constables, eligibility require-
ments for: H3756
Criminal justice academy, amount of additional assessments imposed by
general session courts to: H3333
DUI Intervention team, defined, law enforcement agency to receive funds
from fines from: S0250
Drug proceeds, forfeiture procedures, allow use of forfeited monies and pro-
ceeds form sale of property for training and education by
law enforcement, provisions: H3761
Fraternal Order of Police authorize a payroll deduction for dues for: H3467
Kelli’s Law: H3264
Misdemeanor traffic offenses, impose additional five dollar surcharge on all
fines, forfeitures, escheatments for nontraffic violations;
surcharged used to fund training at criminal justice acad-
emy: S0314
Missing person report, any person responsible for missing person may sub-
mit; establish statewide system for rapid dissemination of
information for missing person suffering from dementia or
other impairment: S0174, H3719, H3817
Motor vehicle department, to provide to other jurisdictional licensing agen-
cies photographs for identifying the applicant for driver’s
license, photographs to law enforcement agencies, provi-
sions: H4115
Motor vehicles stopped by law enforcement, driver may proceed to a rea-
sonably close and safe location before stopping: S0562
National park service rangers, are federal law enforcement officers autho-
rized to enforce state’s criminal laws: H3377
Officers
Badges, Law enforcement officers must wear official badge at all
times when on duty except when undercover: H3684
Confessions, definitions; certain statements made during custodial
interrogation must be video recorded; court to instruct a
jury that it may draw an adverse inference for officer who
fails to record statement, provisions: H3884
Criminal proceedings venues, person charged with criminal offense is
a law enforcement officer, magistrate or circuit judge, fair
and impartial trial cannot be obtained in the county which
the defendant served: H3672
Dual officeholders, officer in militia, notary public, constitutional del-
egate, law enforcement officer and correction officer,
exempt to provisions of: H3545
Highway, naming of in honor of, unless honorary is a serviceman or
law enforcement officer killed in line of duty, public funds
may not be used to reimburse the DOT for expenses incurs
to name and dedicated highway: H3084
Law enforcement officer, operating law enforcement vehicle outside
jurisdiction may stop another vehicle if being operated in
dangerous manner and issue a ticket, provisions: S0270
Law enforcement officers and correction officers, prohibition of hold-
ing two offices does not apply to, provisions; constitutional
amendment proposed: H3546
Law enforcement officers, must collect and maintain certain data for
traffic enforcement, provisions: S0096
Law enforcement, taking vulnerable adult into protective custody, to
report such action to office on aging: S0871
Manslaughter, person charged with if distribution of methamphet-
amine or cocaine based drug causes death; increase penalty
if person is under eighteen or law enforcement officer is
injured: H3029
Officer must direct driver of motor vehicle involved in accident that
causes death to chemical tests of driver’s breath, blood, or
urine to determine presence of alcohol or drugs, provi-
sions: S0808
Raffles, Law enforcement officers, not to charge charitable or reli-
gious organizations conducting a raffle, provisions; officer
to inform in writing that raffle violates state law, exemp-
tions and limitations: H3544
Raffles, law enforcement officers may not charge civic club for con-
ducting, provisions, conditions and limitations: H3620
Retirement system and Police officers retirement system, established
to study possible changes in; membership and duties:
S0465
Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers’ Association, dues for may be
deducted from compensation of state employees and retir-
ees, paid in same manner that other dues are deducted and
paid: S0359
Public safety officials added to list of agencies authorized to receive infor-
mation from insurance company: S0363
Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
Sheriffs
Sex offender, failure to register, sheriff to notify SLED of charge;
SLED to indicate on registry that offender failed to regis-
ter: H3348
Sheriff fees for services, increased; delete provisions that allows a
sheriff or deputy to collect the same fee as allowed a con-
stable for the service or execution of papers issued by a
magistrate: H3902
State Law Enforcement Division
Prepaid wireless telephone, person who sells to verify identity of pur-
chaser, identity of to be registered, data to be submitted to
law enforcement division, penalties: H3922
Regulations Approved
Statewide criminal gang database (D. No. 3221): S0623
Sex offender, failure to register, sheriff to notify SLED of charge;
SLED to indicate on registry that offender failed to regis-
ter: H3348
Traffic tickets, requirement deleted that copies of to be in certain colors:
H3453, S0427, H3463
Warrant, not required to be endorsed by magistrate in county where charged
person resides; serving a warrant procedures: S0118
Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers’ Association, dues for may be deducted
from compensation of state employees and retirees, paid in
same manner that other dues are deducted and paid: S0359
LAWYERS
See Attorneys (this index)
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Fiscal Accountability Act: H3640, S0658
Legislative Audit Council, to conduct audit of one-fifth of school districts
selected at random, cost reimbursed by district, provisions:
H3537
Nonemergency medical transportation program, to comply with recommen-
dations of legislative audit council: H3842, S0653
Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability estab-
lished; duties and functions of: S0313
Sunset Commission created; Sunset Review Divisions created within the
Legislative Audit Council; procedures for determining if
programs of state government should be in existence:
H3192
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Advance sheets, requirement deleted that code commissioner send each
advance sheet to delineated list of persons; LPITS to pub-
lish advance sheet online: H3428
Code of Laws
Revised Code Volume 21 adoption of: H3353, S0331
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS
Advance sheets, to publish online: H3428
LEGISLATURE
See General Assembly (this index)
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Harsey’s Bridge named: S0624
Jesse’s Way bicycle lanes named: H3595
Size limits and creel established for crappie taken in Lake Murray: S0671,
H3572
Snow day, district one school day missed March 2, 2009 due to snow
exempt from makeup requirement: S0647
Snow day, lexington-richland district 5 school day missed March 2, 2009
due to snow exempt from makeup requirement: S0648
Snow, School day missed by districts due to is waived for Lexington dis-




See Motor Vehicles (this index)
LIENS
See Property (this index)
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Adult protection coordinating council, is under the auspices of the office of
aging: S0871
Division on Aging, renamed; transfer administration and operation of ser-
vices and programs to the office on aging; establishment of
certain advisory councils, provisions: S0871
Each Constitutional officer of state on voluntary basis to reduce compensa-
tion on same percentage that state employees are reduced,
provisions: H3744
Governor and Lieutenant Governor, joint election of, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0162, S0203, H3231, H3379, H3614
Governor, physically absent from state, powers and duties of devolved to
Lieutenant Governor: S0226
Governor, when physically absent from state, powers and duties of devolved
to Lieutenant Governor, constitutional amendment pro-
posed: S0224
Office of aging, transfer administration of program of gap assistance phar-
macy program to office of aging: S0871
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and remov-
ing a person holding a; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3833
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
See Fuel (this index)
LITTER
See Conservation (this index)
LOANS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
LOBBYISTS AND LOBBYING
Lobbyist, increase waiting period to five years that person after leaving a
public office may not serve as, provisions: S0660
Lobbyist, may not serve on local board or commission; exceptions; provi-
sions: S0052
Lobbyist, prohibit use of appropriated funds to employ or contract with;
exceptions: H3045
Lobbyist, prohibit use of public funds to employ or contract with; excep-
tions: H3057, H3043, H3077, S0335
Lobbyist, registration of, payment of all outstanding penalties before a lob-
byist principal may resume lobbying activities: H4153
Lobbyists, who are licensed to practice law in state to disclose name of law
firm associated with: H3927
LOTTERY
Education Lottery, definition of raffle revised to reflect that a raffle is a law-
ful lottery game: H3629
Lotteries, exception that allows participation in conducted by public offi-
cers; constitutional amendment proposed: H3943
Lottery Commission, allowed to enter into multi-state agreements upon
approval by board: S0580
Lottery tickets, permitted for sale on general or primary election days:
S0110
Lottery, additional funding for public K-12 schools from proceeds of desig-
nated lottery game, name the game The K-12 Game:
H3266
Lottery, education, allow certain person otherwise prohibited from lottery
play to participate and win in product offered by education
lottery: S0237
LYMPHEDEMA
See Medical (this index)
MAGISTRATES
See Courts (this index)
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
See Mobile Homes (this index)
MANUFACTURERS AND MANUFACTURING
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Board of Education, require two-thirds vote of to hire or fire county superin-
tendent: H4122
MARRIAGE




See Courts (this index)
MCCORMICK COUNTY




See Health and Human Services Department (this index)
MEDICAL
Abortion
Abortion, not to be performed sooner than twenty-four hours follow-
ing ultrasound and receiving of certain written materials,
provisions: H3245, S0437
Abortion, physician who performs must inform women of age of
embryo; woman has option of viewing ultrasound con-
firmed in writing; provisions; DHEC to publish facilities
that offer free ultrasounds: H3198
Humans, further construction of person, human being, child, individ-
ual to include every infant member of species homo sapi-
ens who is born alive: H3342, S0398
Life Beginning at Conception Act: S0450
Right to Life Act: H3526
Alzehimer’s disease registry, to conduct studies and research on; contact
with patients and families must comply with regulations:
H3596
Alzheimer’s disease registry, expand types of data collected, studies of and
caregivers of: S0463
Ann S. Perdue Independent Autopsy Fairness Act of 2009: S0572, H3735
Automated External Defibrillator (AED), each high school in district to
have biannual emergency AED practice; AED training
requirements: H3978
Cancer trial, Insurance, coverage, including cover under state health plan for
an insured who participates in approved cancer clinical
trial: S0613
Children’s Emergency Medical Services Act: H3468
Correctional facility local government, may charge a person confined in a
fee for health care services provided to him while he is
confined: H4146
Diseases, contagious and infectious,  parasite cysticercosis included as,
mandatory reporting by physicians, provisions: H3185
Emergency Medical Services
Disaster Assistance Trust Fund established, purpose, source of fund-
ing, interest earnings and administration of; fund monies
provisions; regulation provisions: H3501
Emergency Medical Services Act; revised: H3710
Emergency Support Function Volunteers, governmental agencies to
establish; insurance and mileage provisions; average
weekly wage calculation of; provisions of division: H3501
Emergency medical services personnel shall participate in Police Offi-
cers Retirement System; definitions: H3758
Emergency Medical Services Act; revised: H3710
Eye prescriptions, Sales and use tax exemptions, prescription drugs injected
into eye for treatment of macular degeneration exempted:
S0597
Family Care Facilities, establish and require licensure of, provisions: S0464
Health Care Access program established: H3211
Health Care Premium Assistance Program created: H3211
Health Facility Licensure Act: H3205, S0119
Health Savings Account, income tax, credit up to five hundred dollars
against state income tax for individual who maintains a
health savings account: H3471
Health care insurance, regulate provider and issuer of when issuer negoti-
ates rates with provider for covered health care services
and then terminates or nonrenews, provisions: H3371
Health care, income tax credit, allowed for premiums paid by small
employer for employee health plan; credit amount limited;
credit for business with no more than fifty employees:
H3210
Health insurance, prohibited from canceling or nonrenewing an insured who
has been covered for cancer treatment, provisions: H3763
Healthnet Program Act: S0201, S0455
Hospitals
Ann S. Perdue Independent Autopsy Fairness Act of 2009: S0572,
H3735
Health care facilities, protocols established allowing a patient to desig-
nate an individual as authorized visitor, provisions: S0040,
S0076
Health facilities, exempt from certificate of need requirements to
include a facility used only for endoscopy, provisions:
S0027
Hospitals, department authorized to combine data from multiple
reporting periods in compiling the department’s report;
board to appoint advisory committee on hospital acquired
infections; provisions: S0619, H3778
Hospitals, prohibited from charging uninsured patients fees in excess
of maximum fees charged to insured patients: S0074,
H3773
Patient MRSA Infection Protection Act: S0629
Shriners, urged to take action to assure continued operation of Green-
ville Shriners Hospital for Children: S0803
Insurer, limiting number of medical services and supplies requiring preau-
thorization by: H3939
Joint Electronic Health Information Study Committee, created, membership
and duties: H3170
Laboratories medical, test results provided to patients at same time results
are provided to healthcare provider: H3600
Medical records, parent has equal access and rights to obtain a minor child’s
counseling and therapy records: S0640
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2009: S0390
Nonemergency medical transportation program, to comply with recommen-
dations of legislative audit council: H3842, S0653
Nurses
Nurse, hospital that schedules nurse to work specific number of hours
in shift may not reduce number of hours to work within
twenty-four hours of shift beginning, compensation for
schedule time, provisions: H3499
Nursing education scholarship fund established; eligibility require-
ments provided for; provisions: H3014
Nursing, cigarette tax, increase tax; appropriate money to Board for
Technical and Comprehensive Education and Commission
on Higher Education and Critical needs nursing initiative
fund: H3014
Organ donation, State and local officers and employees, leave to be organ
donors, aggregate limit for such leaves of absence com-
puted on calendar year basis rather than fiscal year basis:
H3357, S0345
Organ donation, definitions and procedures for contacting person for
revised: H3491, S0407
Palmetto Health Care Premium Assistance Program created: H3486,
H3470, H3584
Palmetto Health Care Safety Net program created, provisions of operation:
H3470, H3486, H3584
Patient MRSA Infection Protection Act: S0629
Physicians and Surgeons
Diseases, contagious and infectious,  parasite cysticercosis included
as, mandatory reporting by physicians, provisions: H3185
Healthcare Provider who renders medical services voluntarily and
without compensation is not liable for any civil damages
for any act or omission; provisions: S0168
Physician Transparency Act: S0582
MEDICAL (Continued)387
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPodiatrist, ankle and soft tissue surgeries to be performed in certain accred-
ited facilities; governing documents of facilities to ensure
full clinical and surgical privileges, provisions: S0356,
H3455
Psychological screenings, notice of rights pertaining to must be sent by
school districts to parents; parent not required to take any
medical action; screening not required in absence of con-
sent by parent: H3857
Radiologist assistants, certification and licensure of; scope of practice of;
two to be members of Radiation Quality Standards Associ-
ation Board; appointment of provisions: S0036
Residential Care Facilities, DHEC not to remove a resident from if resident,
resident’s family, physician, and facility agree to residents
continued stay, provisions: H3115, S0273
Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act: H3491, S0407
State health and dental insurance plan, to include for coverage personnel
who has been suspended without pay: H4088
State health plan, major medical coverage provided by plan must have life-
time maximum of no less than two million dollars: H3883
Stroke Systems of Care Study Committee established to develop recommen-
dations for, membership and duties provided for: S0026,
H3372
Tuberculosis patients, emergency order issued by DHEC for detention,
examination, isolation and treatment of person with; appeal
procedures for; provisions: H3949
MEDICARE
See Aging (this index)
MENTAL HEALTH
See Also Disabilities and Special Needs Department (this
index)
Behavioral Health Services Act of 2009: H3199
Department
Cigarette tax, additional tax of 2.25 to each cigarette; community men-
tal health fund created for mental health department, reve-
nues for provided; tax credit for person with health savings
account; provisions: H3471
Mental health centers exempt from certain pharmacy requirements,
dispensing of drugs provisions; transportation of medica-
tions in same manner as free clinics; authorized to use con-
tract labor as agents or employees: S0838
Mental health department, delete provision authorizing the department
to operate long term care facilities: S0871
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2009: S0390
MILITARY AFFAIRS
See Veterans’ and Military Affairs (this index)
MILITIA
See Adjutant General (this index)




See Also Discrimination (this index)
African-American cemetery; person who owns land where located, unlaw-
ful to remove, disturb, or develop land located on cemetery
designed as a historic site: S0095
MINORS
See Also Juvenile Justice Department (this index)
Abuse/Neglect
Child abuse allegations, include school attendance officer, administra-
tor, foster parent, juvenile justice worker, and guardian ad
litem to people who must report: H3800
Child abuse or neglect, civil liability provided for failure to make a
report of: H3663
MEDICAL (Continued)
Child abuse, clarify when attorney may be appointed to represent a
guardian ad litem in child abuse proceeding, provisions:
H3779
Child abuse, homicide by, increase penalty to life without parole or
death if seeking death penalty for murder: H3786
Social services department may request child fatality committee to
open case if criminal domestic violence, drug abuse, abuse
or neglect in home may have occurred, provisions: S0554
Adoption
Foreign adoptions, provisions deleted requiring a statement of certifi-
cate of foreign birth that the certificate is not evidence of
US citizenship: H3648
Local Foster Care Review Boards, appointment by legislative delega-
tion, delete provisions requiring delegation to be notified
of vacancies by certified mail: S0670
Armed robbery, minor under age of twenty-one who commits to receive
youthful offender sentence not below a minimum of three
years; youthful offender definition revised: H3030, H3021
Cell phone, person under eighteen may not operate motor vehicle while
using cell phone; penalties: S0642
Child left unattended, unlawful for operator of motor vehicle to leave for
more than five minutes when an unattended child is inside,
provisions, penalties: H3588
Child support payments, family court judge permitted to make an order for
child support to run past age of eighteen if child still
attending high school, not to exceed graduation or after
child reaches nineteen years old: S0245
Child support, person incarcerated for nonpayment of during time of incar-
ceration and three months after release child support is sus-
pended, arrearages do not accrue, provisions: H3012
Child’s right to counsel, guardian may not waive when proceeding may
result in detention: H3201
Child, great bodily injury upon, minimum term of imprisonment to two
years if convicted of, no portion of sentence to be sus-
pended, provisions: S0348, H3436
Child, procedures provided before a referral to department of juvenile jus-
tice for status offense of incorrigibility; counseling provi-
sions: H3315
Childcare Safety Enhancement Act of 2009: S0485
Childcare Services, examine all policy, planning and service delivery issues
affecting childcare services available to working parents in
state study committee established; to report to General
Assembly recommendations: H3309
Childcare center staff to child ratio regulations to be kept in effect as
directed by department of social services: H3914
Childcare licensure, revise exemptions for school camps and summer resi-
dent camps: S0553
Childcare operators and caregivers required to annually complete a mini-
mum of two hours of training approved by social services
department: S0348, H3436
Childcare, department of social services to suspend enforcement to certain
childcare center staff-child ratio regulations: H3459
Children’s Emergency Medical Services Act: H3468
Cigarettes, unlawful to sell tobacco products and ship to person who is not a
lawful recipient; proof of age of lawful recipient; penalties:
H3195
Criminal Domestic Violence, household member definition revised to
include a dating relationship; guardian to petition for court
order on behalf of minor in dating relationship; order of
protection provisions: H3310
Criminal sexual conduct in third degree, sexual battery included when vic-
tim is student sixteen or older and actor is employed at
school, provisions: S0107
Criminal sexual conduct, person convicted of does not have custody rights
of a child born as a result of the offense: H3026
Curfew, statewide for minors, penalties; procedure for municipalities and
counties to opt out provisions: S0061
Driver’s license suspension, if person accepted into pretrial intervention
program for underage possession of alcohol or conviction
of a controlled substance violation, license must be sus-
pended: H3085
Driver’s license, conditional and special restricted, person who is issued
after December 31, 2009, must successfully completed a
teen defensive driving course, provisions: S0141




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSFetal death report, to be made available to funeral director handling arrange-
ments within twenty-four hours of fetal death: H3439
Grandparents visitation, jurisdiction of family court, court to order if parents
are depriving and it is in best interest to have visitation
with: H3165, H3412
Guardian Ad Litem, program has right to intervene to have guardian
removed if not acting in best interest of the child; guardian
ad litem reports to be confidential: H3118, S0434
Guardian ad litem fee, party who is indigent not required to pay: H3182
High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
Joint custody of minor children defined for purposes of separation and
divorce: H3712
Kindergarten, allow children who completed an out-of-state or private kin-
dergarten program with different age requirement to attend
kindergarten in South Carolina: S0656
Life Beginning at Conception Act: S0450
Local Foster Care Review Boards, appointment by legislative delegation,
delete provisions requiring delegation to be notified of
vacancies by certified mail: S0670
Medical records, parent has equal access and rights to obtain a minor child’s
counseling and therapy records: S0640
Military Parent Equal Protection Act: S0155, H3171
Minor, criminal solicitation of, penalty for offense increased: H3369
Minors, no unmarried woman under age of fourteen may legally consent to
sexual intercourse, provision deleted, constitutional
amendment ratified: S0144
Obesity, state agencies to develop and implement policies and programs to
help reduce overweight and obesity among youth: H3617
Parent-teacher conference, school board may petition family court to hear a
petition to require a parent of guardian of a student with
disruptive behavior in classroom to attend parent-teacher
conference: H3099, H3110
Responsible father registry established within the department of social ser-
vices; unmarried biological father of child must register
with the registry, provisions; termination of parental rights
provisions: S0284, H3311
Right to Life Act: H3526
Sexual conduct between minors offense created; penalties, person convicted
of not required to register as sex offender: S0511
Sexual exploitation of minor, terms defined, increase penalties of; to include
distributing material containing a minor engaged in sexu-
ally explicit conduct; provisions: H3431
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when a preschool age child is in
vehicle; penalties: H3082, H3445
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when child under ten is passenger;
penalties: H3317
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when minor in vehicle; penalties:
H3023
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child less than ten is in vehi-
cle, penalties: S0023
Student, must attend school until age eighteen or received diploma; child
who violates court order required by juvenile justice to
attend school; definitions revised; driver’s license to be
suspended if violation of court order: S0029
Summer Camps, licensure and regulation of by health and environmental
control; employees of provisions; child fatality at certain
regulations and provisions; provisions: S0553
Taser, person may not use to subdue an elementary or middle school student
on school campus: H3789
Tattoo, persons eighteen or older eligible to receive: S0188
Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
Unborn Children’s Monument Commission, to erect a monument of State
House grounds as memorial to children whose lives ended
before birth, powers and duties of: H3527
Underage drinking, offense created unlawfully providing beer, wine, or
alcoholic liquors to person under age when death results,
penalties: H3164, S0248
Uniform Child Abduction Prevention Act: S0383
Voting, High school students of age to be furnished with voter registration
form; opt out provisions; voter registration card; released
from prison told that voting rights are restored; provisions:
S0367, H3604





See Mobile Homes (this index)
MOPEDS
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
MORTGAGES
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
MOTION PICTURES
See Movies (this index)
MOTOR VEHICLES
Abandoned vehicle, with two colored tags placed on it is considered an
abandoned vehicle and may be removed by law enforce-
ment and sold: S0184
Accidents
Motor Vehicle, death by vehicle or causing great bodily harm while
driving illegally crime established for: S0336, H3416
Motor vehicle insurance, uninsured motorist failing to pay uninsured
motorist fee; damages may not be assessed in favor of
when at fault in accident: H3038
Motor vehicle physical damage appraisers prohibited from locating
their places of business on the premises of or adjacent to a
body shop: S0848
Officer must direct driver of motor vehicle involved in accident that
causes death to chemical tests of driver’s breath, blood, or
urine to determine presence of alcohol or drugs, provi-
sions: S0808
Testing for alcohol or drugs, driver implies consent to be tested for
when he is involved in accident that results in death of per-
son: H4059
Vehicular homicide and vehicular great bodily injury crimes of estab-
lished, penalties: H3135
All-terrain/Off Road Vehicles
All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act: H3109, H3101
Chandler’s Law, All-Terrain Vehicle Safety Act; titling procedures of:
H3681
Ambulance, unlawful to operate ambulance that is no longer permitted or
licensed as unless exterior equipment and markings that
distinguish it are removed: H3094, S0117, S0420
Auto insurance, insurer prohibited from imposing a surcharge on premium
for thirty days; certain credit activities provisions; excep-
tion provisions; claim practices; optional coverage forms:
S0622
Automobile insurance policies, to include certain amount of coverage for
towing an automobile that is abandoned or ordered towed
by law enforcement: S0342
Automobile insurance, prohibit use of credit score as factor in refusing to
issue or renew, provisions: H3236
Cell phone, municipal governing body may restrict operator of vehicle using
cell phone: S0024
Cell phone, person under eighteen may not operate motor vehicle while
using cell phone; penalties: S0642
Cell phone, unlawful for person to operate motor vehicle while using cell
phone, pager, or another wireless communications device
that is not equipped with hands-free mechanism; penalties:
H3083
Cell phone, unlawful for school bus driver to operate school bus while using
a cell phone; penalties: H3785
Child left unattended, unlawful for operator of motor vehicle to leave for
more than five minutes when an unattended child is inside,
provisions, penalties: H3588
Dealers definition of revised: H3855
Dealers, prohibit manufactures or distributors from requiring dealers to relo-
cate or make alterations to dealership; unless requirements
are met; dealer provisions: S0630, H3888
Demolisher of, more than twenty-five pounds, to keep copy of sellers identi-
fication card; violation of; penalties: S0184, H3153
Department389
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSAdministrative fine, department to impose and collect, against dealers
who violate certain provisions of law, provisions: H3530,
S0456
Donate life, option to give to on certain DMV applications donation
amount increased: H3347
Motor vehicle dealer, increase amount of surety bond an applicant
shall furnish to DMV: S0408
Motor vehicle department, require certain vehicles receive annual
inspection; fee for inspection; penalties: H3133
Motor vehicle department, to provide to other jurisdictional licensing
agencies photographs for identifying the applicant for
driver’s license, photographs to law enforcement agencies,
provisions: H4115
Motor vehicles department, allow appropriate receipt issued by to sub-
stitute for the actual license plate and certificate: H4113,
S0876
Motor vehicles department, dealer and motor vehicle dealer terms
defined: H3745
Motor vehicles, dealer, unlawful to sale, advertise or transfer title of
vehicle with balance due to a secured party before paying
off entire balance and submitting a notarized receipt to
DMV: S0408
Vehicle registration, application to register and license a vehicle to
require owner to present department a valid driver’s license
or other identification card, provisions: H4062
Driver’s Licenses
Beginner’s permit, department of motor vehicles authority to renew
deleted: S0178
Commercial driver’s license to be issued to honorably discharged
members of military, national guard, and military reserves
who apply within ninety days of discharge, conditions:
H3682
Conditional and special restricted, person who is issued after Decem-
ber 31, 2009, must successfully completed a teen defensive
driving course, provisions: S0141
Driver’s license, issuance of conditional and special restricted
licenses, to apply to reinstatement of beginner’s permit,
suspension of provisions: S0254, H3645
Driver’s license, operator of motorcycle three-wheel vehicle is only
required to have a basic license: S0775, H3347
Driver’s license, vision screenings, delete provision that requires a
license holder to submit to screening during fifth year of a
ten-year license: H4114
License or identification card, revoked if convicted of violent crime;
code to be affixed to reverse side of card if convicted;
application for contain question of whether ever convicted
of violent crime, provisions: S0288
License, driving without, various offenses to be tried in magistrates or
municipal court: H3973
License, driving without, who causes great bodily injury or death to
another is guilty of felony, penalties: S0192, H3461
Minor, not to be issued to person under eighteen; suspension of provi-
sions; provisions: H3645
Motor vehicle department, to provide to other jurisdictional licensing
agencies photographs for identifying the applicant for
driver’s license, photographs to law enforcement agencies,
provisions: H4115
Motor vehicles department, allow appropriate receipt issued by to sub-
stitute for the actual license plate and certificate: H4113,
S0876
Special restricted driver’s license, restrictions may be modified or
waived if licensee proves restrictions interfere with travel
between home and religious sponsored events: H3080,
H3285
Suspension, DUI, or DUS
Driver’s license suspension, for certain controlled substance
convictions is in the discretion of the judge: H3252
Driver’s license suspension, if person accepted into pretrial
intervention program for underage possession of alcohol or
conviction of a controlled substance violation, license must
be suspended: H3085
Driver’s license, before suspended due to failure to insure, per-
son must be notified by certified mail of suspension:
H3679
License, driving when canceled, suspended, or revoked, penal-
ties revised: H3683
MOTOR VEHICLES (Continued)
License, driving without, who causes great bodily injury or death
to another is guilty of felony, penalties: S0192, H3461
Minor, license suspended if violation of court order: S0029,
H3645
Driving carelessly, unlawful to as result of being distracted, fifty dollar fine
with no point assigned: S0750
Emergency vehicles, instructions for drivers that approach certain parked
authorized emergency vehicles; penalties: H3152
Firearms, person may not establish a policy or rule that prohibits certain per-
sons from transporting and storing firearms in a locked
vehicle on property set aside for vehicle: H3994
Funeral procession, defined; operators of vehicles, duties: S0054
Golf Carts, St. George and Harleyville, town of, residents may operate golf
carts along certain primary highways and streets within a
two mile radius of their residences or place of business,
provisions: H3823
Golf cart, increase distance from which a golf cart may be operated for its
owner’s residence or place of business: H3782
Handgun, person may lawfully stow under the seat of vehicle: H3298
Handicapped parking, political subdivision may appoint noncompensated
volunteers to issue parking tickets to vehicles and persons
who violate handicapped parking laws, duties of: H3661
Handicapped, parking free at meters procedures revised; special license
plate issued; definitions revised and added, provisions:
S0126
Insurance company, auto, property damage to vehicle, to make payment on
claim for property damage to lienholder and owner when
vehicle not totaled: S0114
Insurance, Automobile insurers, required to notify insured when premiums
are increased resulting from changes in insured’s credit
reports, provisions: H3634
Insurance, driver training course credit, initial course reduced to six hours,
four hour refresher course every 3 years, department to
regulate 55 and older driver safety internet courses: H3638
Kelli’s Law: H3264
LSV-C electric vehicles, defined and regulated: H3837
License Plates
Dealer license plates, reduce number of vehicles a dealer must sell in
order to be issued a: S0608
Handicapped, to be issued personalized license plate including decal
of international symbol of access: S0126
Special license plate, Department of the Navy special license plates
issued: S0502
Special license plate, Wildlife special commemorative plate renamed
to be, proceeds of sale of revised: H4011, S0799
Special license plate, purple heart, no fee for up to two license plates,
biennial fee for same as fee in article 5 chapter 3: S0255
Special license plates, “South Carolina Educator” license plate issued:
H3755
Special license plates, DMV to issue “I support Libraries” license
plates: H3903, S0745
Special license plates, Nascar plates, portion of fees collected from
sale of to go to Association of Children’s Homes and Fam-
ily Services: H3944
Special license plates, Our Farms-Our Future“ license plates issued:
H3762
Special license plates, Parents and Spouses of Active Duty Overseas
Veterans plates issued: S0662
Special license plates, bronze star with valor license plate issued:
S0338
Special license plates, distinguished service medal special license
plate issued: S0018, S0338
Special license plates, gold star family special license plate, fee for is
department’s cost to produce, provisions: S0120, H3134,
H3820
Special license plates, gold star family special license plate, proce-
dures for issuance and cost revised: H3762
Special license plates, historic automobile license plate issued for
motor vehicle or motorcycle that is twenty-five years or
older: S0199
Special license plates, reduce, reuse, recycle to be issued: S0805,
H3762
Special license plates, second amendment special license plate issued:
S0121
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Low speed vehicles, unlawful operation of also applies to medium speed
vehicles; terms defined: S0419
Motor fuel user fees, suspended; wholesalers must pass savings realized by
this suspension to motor fuel retailers, provisions: S0060
Motor vehicle equipped with an event data recorder or a sensing and diag-
nostic module manufacturer shall disclose information in
owners manual and on window sticker; provisions: H3081
Motor vehicle fees, fees to be placed in state highway account of transporta-
tion infrastructure bank: S0013
Motor vehicle physical damage appraisers prohibited from locating their
places of business on the premises of or adjacent to a body
shop: S0848
Motor vehicles stopped by law enforcement, driver may proceed to a rea-
sonably close and safe location before stopping: S0562
Motor vehicles, state operated, maximum speed limits provided for: S0321
Motor vehicles, with secret of false compartment considered unlawful, pen-
alties: H3585
Officer of motor vehicle hearings
Contested case hearing, to replace administrative hearing; hearing
must be conducted before office of motor vehicle hearings;
terms replaced; immobilization of vehicle provisions:
H3136
Motor vehicle hearings office, to employ certain professional and sup-
port staff; filing fee increased, distribution of provisions:
H3161
Registration and Titling
Registration and titling, of vehicle, revenues from sales and use tax to
be credited to state highway fund, provisions: S0101,
S0238, H3414
Vehicle registration, application to register and license a vehicle to
require owner to present department a valid driver’s license
or other identification card, provisions: H4062
Vehicle, registration and licensing, application for must include valid
copy of owners SC Drivers’ license: S0185
Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, provisions: S0135
Safety Belts
DMV, to place notice on website and in manual that states a driver or
occupant who possesses written notice that he is unable to
wear safety belt not subject to certain provisions: H4013
Safety belts, violation of admissible as evidence in civil action of fail-
ure to mitigate damages: S0108
Safety belts, violation of admissible as evidence in civil action to
establish negligence: S0180
School Bus, driver of vehicle to stop before reaching a stopped school bus
on school grounds in designated loading or unloading area:
H3105
School zones, unlawful for driver to fail to stop when signaled by road
guard in school zone; penalty provisions; signs displayed
informing motorist of road guard on duty and penalties:
H3086
Short-term vehicle secured loan, redefined; loan extended to no longer than
one hundred eighty days; principal cannot extend eighty-
five percent of fair market value; rescission period
increased, provisions: S0111
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when a preschool age child is in
vehicle; penalties: H3082, H3445
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when child under ten is passenger;
penalties: H3317
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle when minor in vehicle; penalties:
H3023
Smoking, unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child less than ten is in vehi-
cle, penalties: S0023
Speed limits, penalties established for person who operate a vehicle in
excess of ninety miles an hour: H4117
Suspension, DUI, or DUS
DUI Intervention team, defined, law enforcement agency to receive
funds from fines from: S0250
Taxicab, provision relating to liability insurance; provisions for depositing
bond instead of liability insurance; company allowed to
comply with self-insurer provisions: S0059
Tickets, counties and municipalities are authorized to issue traffic warning
citations that carry a fine of not more than eighty dollars;
ninety percent of fine to be retained by county or munici-
pality: H3816
Traffic tickets, requirement deleted that copies of to be in certain colors:
H3453, S0427, H3463
MOTOR VEHICLES (Continued)
Traffic violation, Misdemeanor traffic offenses, impose additional five dol-
lar surcharge on all fines, forfeitures, escheatments for
nontraffic violations; surcharged used to fund training at
criminal justice academy: S0314
Vehicle, another procedure for enforcement of lien against a titled vehicle:
H3988
Vehicles, gross weight provisions, technical change made: H3678
Vehicles, short-term vehicle secured loans, create the crime of engaging in
business of; felony violation, penalties: S0093
Vehicular homicide and vehicular great bodily injury crimes of established,
penalties: H3135
MOTORCYCLES








See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
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Agritourism Professional, limit liability that may incur due to injury or
death suffered by a participant in agritourism activity;
warning to be posted; warning to be in contract, provisions:
S0104
Antlered deer, baiting deer or hunting deer over baited area is lawful; terms
defined: H3271
Bear hunting enclosure permits issued under same conditions applicable to
foxes and coyotes; provisions: H3799
Birds, active nest, defined, department to issue permit for removal of certain
active nests: H3571, H3131
Field Trials, participants in not required to obtain hunting license if partici-
pants not carrying a firearm and no game taken, excep-
tions: S0495
Flounder population study program established administered by DNR to set
flounder catch limits; prohibit use of artificial illumination
powered by generators; length of program established:
H3572
Hunter’s education program for hunting license, requirement does not apply
to active or retired United States Armed Services Personnel
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License, form DNR, nonresident may obtain lifetime combination license
from June 1, 2009 through September 30, 2009: S0446
Little Pee Dee River, reduce minimum distance required between nets on to
seventy-five feet: H4015
National park service rangers, are federal law enforcement officers autho-
rized to enforce state’s criminal laws: H3377
Natural resource department, to deduct three accumulated points from per-
son’s record upon showing person completed a department
program of instruction: H3996
Natural resources enforcement division created within the department of
public safety, transfer powers and assets from department
of natural resources: H3004
Nonferrous metals, unlawful for person to transport unless person possesses
bill of sale, provisions: H3160
Offshore drilling, redefined; person to pay lease or royalty payments when
drilling in South Carolina Atlantic ocean territorial waters;
provisions: H3194
Oil and gas, offshore drilling, licensee and permit provisions; DHEC to
review application for licensure; required to pay full cost of
cleaning a spill: S0293
Oil and gas, offshore exploration, drilling or production of in Atlantic
Ocean is within territorial jurisdiction of South Carolina;
removal of federal restrictions provisions; DHEC to expe-
dite application for permit for: S0044
Oil and gas, produced and drilled in Atlantic Ocean, person may explore
feasibility of provisions; permit for DHEC; provisions:
H3188
Regulations Approved
Riverbanks Parks Commission (D. No. 4022): H3942
Wildlife, use of fertility control or other chemical substances in (D.
No. 4042): S0643
River basins, Natural resources department and transportation department to
coordinate to erect appropriate signs along highways iden-
tifying; DNR to assume costs associated with: S0227
Timber, sale of, beginning July 1, 2010 twenty-five percent of revenue
derived from sale by DNR of timber to be paid to general
fund of school district in which lands are located: H4069
Turtles, unlawful to remove more than specified number, exceptions, penal-
ties: H3121
Water Resources Planning and Coordination Restructuring Act: S0358
Wild Turkey season, established statewide, limit of five turkeys per season:
H3881
Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers’ Association, dues for may be deducted
from compensation of state employees and retirees, paid in
same manner that other dues are deducted and paid: S0359
Wildlife and fish, to be managed by laws and regulations; hunting and trap-
ping and fishing valued part of heritage to be preserved;
right of people to hunt or fish; provisions, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3483
Wildlife management areas, misdemeanor criminal offense created for
entering or remaining on closed area contrary to instruc-
tions of law enforcement officer, manager or department
custodial personnel; prohibition; provisions: S0617,
H3794
NATUROPATHS
See Medical (this index)
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Snow day, school day missed March 2, 2009 due to snow exempt from
makeup requirement: S0649
NOTARIES PUBLIC
See Secretary of State (this index)
NUCLEAR WASTE
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
NUDITY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT (Continued)
NURSES
See Medical (this index)
NURSING HOMES
See Residential Care Facilities (this index)
OBSCENITY




Game Zone, No. 1, Antlered deer, designate when certain equipment may be
used: H3541
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Oconee and Pickens County; affluent discharge requirements for Lake
Jocassee including watercraft: H3392
Snow day, school district missed on March 2, 2009 exempt from makeup
requirement: S0540
OIL
See Fuel (this index)
OLD EXCHANGE BUILDING COMMISSION
No Entries
OPTICIANRY AND OPTOMETRY
Optometrists, definitions revised; activities of practice defined; allowed to
prescribe pharmaceutical agents; certain provisions
deleted: H3303
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Lance Corporal James D. Haynes Interchange: H3907
Orangeburg Massacre, commission established to report and recommend on
the tragedy: S0035, H3521
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus, powers and duties: S0469
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Cre-
ated: H3616
South Carolina State University, to establish a law school and an undergrad-
uate engineering school, provisions: S0062, S0043
OSHA






PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM
Local Option Tourism Development Fee Act: H3590, S0483392
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSParks, recreation and tourism department, to obtain approval of local county
legislative delegation before selling; may be liable for local
county and municipal taxes; lease of provisions: H4038
Regulations
Disapproved
Riverbanks Parks Commission (D. No. 4022): S0867
Riverbanks parks commission, prohibit certain activities while on park
property: S0836
State parks, Campgrounds of, aged, blind, or disabled may use parks at one
half prescribed fee; disabled veteran to use without charge:
H3420
Tourism expenditure review committee, appeals from committee go to
appropriate county legislative delegation: H4037
PAROLE
See Probation, Parole and Pardon (this index)
PARTNERSHIPS
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
PATIENTS
See Medical (this index)
PATRIOT’S POINT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Patriot Point Development Authority Board, three additional members
added, terms and appointment of: S0783
Patriots Point Development Authority Board, to issue revenue bonds, provi-
sions: H3549, S0637
PETROLEUM
See Fuel (this index)
PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS
Controlled Substances Therapeutic Research Act of 1980: S0669
Controlled substances, criminal penalty increased; civil penalty created,
civil fine provisions: H3228
Dental prescriptions, pharmacist, to fill prescriptions written by interns and
residents under certain conditions: S0167
Drug testing as a condition of public assistance provisions: H3829
Mental health centers exempt from certain pharmacy requirements, dispens-
ing of drugs provisions; transportation of medications in
same manner as free clinics; authorized to use contract
labor as agents or employees: S0838
Office of aging, transfer administration of program of gap assistance phar-
macy program to office of aging: S0871
Pharmacist, to administer certain vaccines, joint committee with members
from Medical examiners board and Board of pharmacy to
establish protocol for: H3393
Pharmacy Board, increase members to nine, additional member being a
pharmacy technician: S0179
Pharmacy Patient Protection Act: H3063
Pharmacy technicians, registration requirements of; practical training
requirements; requirements to be certified by board of
pharmacy; exemptions: H3394
Pharmacy, increase maximum amount of legend drug that physician in
charge of emergency room may dispense to a one hundred
forty-four hour supply: H3393
Polo horses, pharmacist who fills an order for performance enhancing min-
eral or drug compounds not FDA approved for must certify




See Medical (this index)
PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM (Continued)
PICKENS COUNTY
Game Zone, No. 1, Antlered deer, designate when certain equipment may be
used: H3541
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Oconee and Pickens County; affluent discharge requirements for Lake
Jocassee including watercraft: H3392









See Law Enforcement (this index)
POLITICAL PARTIES
See Elections (this index)
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS
See Also Specific County (this index)
Appeal of County Assessor’s property tax assessment to county governing
body, certain cases; allow payment of attorney fees to tax-
payer who prevails on appeal: H3041
Bonded indebtedness limits, require referendum on question of raising of
political subdivisions and school districts to be held at gen-
eral election: H3386
Consolidated government charter commission, change manner and proce-
dure for authorizing creation of: H3460
Counties
Accommodation tax, increase tax to fifty percent in counties in which
less than nine hundred thousand dollars accommodation
tax is collected annually, provisions: H3335, S0332
Aid to subdivisions, certain restrictions governing suspended for fiscal
year 2009-2010; for fiscal years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
counties may transfer state revenues as needed to ensure
delivery of services: H3581
Coin-operated devices, operation of or possession of; county may
allow by ordinance; referendum provisions, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0078, S0065
Correctional facility local government, may charge a person confined
in a fee for health care services provided to him while he is
confined: H4146
Counties to designate all or a portion of multicounty park as a desig-
nated economic development site for commercial facilities,
provisions: H3885
County Clerk of Court, Auditor, and Treasurer, qualifications of pro-
vided for: H3071
County Council, State health and dental insurance plans, county coun-
cil member of participating county eligible to receive;
spouse of covered eligible to participate: H3711, S0621
County Council, ordinance to reduce salary of council member is
effective on third reading of ordinance: H3565
County Government, council-supervisor form of, name changed to
council-chief executive form of: H4116
County ballot initiatives, must be requested by at least five percent of
qualified electors: S0081
County forfeited land commission, allowed to refuse to accept title to
property: H4113, S0876
County government, office budgets for officials of may be reduced by
governing body of the county without resulting in reduc-
tion in funds distributed to county: H3654
County government, to allow county officials charged with collecting
taxes on real property to waive or reduce penalties for late
payments, provisions: S0278393
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCounty tax collectors, provide minimum continuing education course
requirements for, exceptions: H4113, S0876
Curfew, statewide for minors, penalties; procedure for municipalities
and counties to opt out provisions: S0061
Emergency Local Economic Development Act: H3777
Eminent domain, provision deleted authorizing counties to exercise
power for slum clearance and redevelopment: S0091
Fireworks, permit local governing body to regulate discharge of:
S0183
Forestry activities, place limits on any county or municipal ordinance,
rule, regulation or resolution concerning: S0494
Forestry, limit authority of counties and municipalities to restrict or
regulate certain forestry activities; terms and conditions:
H3651
Governing body of a county to postpone for one year a countywide
property tax equalization and reassessment program, provi-
sions: H3747
Government, business license tax must be based on the size of busi-
ness not on gross income: H3053, H3243
Homeless, department to conduct a study on number in each county
aggravated by current recession; availability and capacities
of shelters; report provisions: H3801
Hospitality tax, governing body of county to use not more than one-
half of revenues of local hospitality tax for transportation
needs: H3709, H3836
Hydrogen Permitting Act: H3835
Inclusionary Zoning Act: H3862
Law enforcement officers, prohibit a municipality or county from
declaring a business a public nuisance if not authorized to
use off-duty law enforcement officers to be hired by pri-
vate entities for security: H3834
Local Economic Stimulus Grant Program established, duties and
membership provisions, grant application process provi-
sions: S0171
Local planning commission, servicing high growth county must pro-
vide school district land development applications that
include residential housing, provisions; superintendent and
board of trustees to determine impact: S0249
Millage rate, at end of December must be used when calculating
whether property valuation resulted in change in value;
notices of change must be mailed to taxpayers at least sixty
days prior to end of fiscal year: S0228
Mobile home, county government may waive back taxes, provisions:
S0412
Municipality or county, not liable for damage or injury caused to per-
son who participates in alternative recreational activity  on
property; exceptions: H3784
Nonpartisan Elections, procedure certain county offices and governing
body of county may be elected in nonpartisan elections:
H3954
Party organizations, precinct committeemen to vote on questions prior
to the county committee; chairman to cast vote in tie; mem-
ber of county committee may vote de facto; penalties:
S0207, H3059
Radio, city and county ordinances regulating antennas to accommo-
date amateur radio communications: H3289
River, any in this state where an oyster factory is located, DHEC to
utilize qualified personnel of county to assist with monitor-
ing of water quality and other environmental standards:
H3957
Rural Infrastructure Act: H4152
Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, provisions: S0135
School district, each county of state must constitute a district; county
may not have multiple districts within boundaries; provi-
sions for operation of countywide school district: H3340
School districts within county to collaboratively develop and imple-
ment a plan to centralize all procurement, personnel and
financial matters into one office; administration and staff
of provisions: H3430, H4118
School superintendent, each county may have no more than one; Gen-
eral assembly to provide for appointment of, certain provi-
sions repealed: H4118
Tickets, counties and municipalities are authorized to issue traffic
warning citations that carry a fine of not more than eighty
dollars; ninety percent of fine to be retained by county or
municipality: H3816
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (Continued)
English language, after July 1, 2009 all state agencies and political subdivi-
sions shall offer all, publications, printed, audio and video
materials, and test in english-only format unless required
by federal law: S0003, H3771
Financial Accountability Act: S0699
Local Option Tourism Development Fee Act: H3590, S0483
Local government may not expand or contract boundaries of areas in which
a sex offender may or may not reside: H3087
Local government may not impose a fee on agriculture, forest or undevel-
oped land for a stormwater, sediment or erosion control
program; exceptions: H3088, S0453
Local government units and political subdivisions allowed to invest in obli-
gations of state or political subdivisions denominated in
United States dollars, provisions: S0706
Local government, for any fiscal year actual amount appropriated to is less
than amount in latest completed fiscal year, political subdi-
vision receiving aid from fund may reduce support to an
state mandated program: S0735
Minimum wage, state minimum wage established; one-time tax credit to eli-
gible employers who pay the increased wage; political sub-
divisions prohibited from requiring a minimum wage lower
than state wage: H3669
Municipalities
Aid to subdivisions, certain restrictions governing suspended for fiscal
year 2009-2010; for fiscal years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
counties may transfer state revenues as needed to ensure
delivery of services: H3581
Annexation of, plan of services added; definitions revised; public
notice of public hearing regarding; to be consistent with
local comprehensive land use plans: H3253
Annexation, continued heath, safety, and general welfare of person
and real property located within boundaries of district
before extensions of corporate limits: H3772
Cell phone, municipal governing body may restrict operator of vehicle
using cell phone: S0024
Corporate certificate to proposed municipality, reference deleted:
S0079
Curfew, statewide for minors, penalties; procedure for municipalities
and counties to opt out provisions: S0061
Eminent domain, provision deleted authorizing municipalities to exer-
cise power for slum clearance and redevelopment: S0091
Fireworks, permit local governing body to regulate discharge of:
S0183
Forestry activities, place limits on any county or municipal ordinance,
rule, regulation or resolution concerning: S0494
Forestry, limit authority of counties and municipalities to restrict or
regulate certain forestry activities; terms and conditions:
H3651
Government, business license tax must be based on the size of busi-
ness not on gross income: H3053, H3243
Hospitality tax, governing body of county or municipalities to use not
more than one-half of revenues of local hospitality tax for
transportation needs: H3709, H3836
Hydrogen Permitting Act: H3835
Inclusionary Zoning Act: H3862
Law enforcement officers, prohibit a municipality or county from
declaring a business a public nuisance if not authorized to
use off-duty law enforcement officers to be hired by pri-
vate entities for security: H3834
Local Economic Stimulus Grant Program established, duties and
membership provisions, grant application process provi-
sions: S0171
Municipal Finance Oversight Act of 2009: H3839
Municipal ballot initiatives, must be requested by at least ten percent
of qualified electors: S0081
Municipal court established, employ at least one full-time judge,
maintain normal business hours; Judge to be resident of
county in which municipality is located: H3163
Municipality or county, not liable for damage or injury caused to per-
son who participates in alternative recreational activity  on
property; exceptions: H3784
Municipality, annexes property in county that has a land use or zoning
policy, plan, regulation, or ordinance and municipality den-
sity allowance is greater than county; county density must
remain in effect for five years: H3074, S0247
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (Continued)394
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMunicipality, annexes property, county density requirement or regula-
tion remains in effect and applies to annexed area for five
years after; exceptions: S0246
Municipality, may not require annexation as condition precedent to
providing utility services: S0479, H3774
Municipality, power of condemnation, does not include owner-occu-
pied residential property located outside of municipality:
S0085
Redevelopment Authority, created; provisions for membership; duty
of provisions: S0092
River, any in this state where an oyster factory is located, DHEC to
utilize qualified personnel of county to assist with monitor-
ing of water quality and other environmental standards:
H3957
Rural Infrastructure Act: H4152
Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, provisions: S0135
Tickets, counties and municipalities are authorized to issue traffic
warning citations that carry a fine of not more than eighty
dollars; ninety percent of fine to be retained by county or
municipality: H3816
Towing company operating within corporate limits of municipality is
not subject to business license tax unless company main-
tains place of business within limits of municipality: S0349
Water and sewer, municipality that collects water or sewer mainte-
nance fees must use fees only for water and sewer: H3149
Political subdivisions, required to observe all state legal holidays; provi-
sions for failing to observe and political subdivisions
defined: S0071
Special Purpose Districts
Special or Public Service District, abolish and transfer assets and lia-
bilities to assuming service provider, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: H3006
Special purpose district, has power to dissolve and transfer assets and
liabilities to a county, provisions; millage limitations provi-
sions: H3797
Trains, between certain hours train may not block four lane intersections for
more than five minutes: H3150
Truth in Spending Act: S0221, S0229, H3540
POLLING PLACES
See Elections/Voting Precincts (this index)
POLLUTION
See Conservation (this index)
POOLED INVESTMENT FUND
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
PORNOGRAPHY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
PORTS AUTHORITY, STATE
Elections dates to be quarterly for conducting referenda or other ballot ques-
tions for all entities authorized to conduct them: H3579
Port Authority, Review and Oversight Commission established within,
duties and membership of: S0351
Ports Authority Board, added to list of offices that the Governor may
remove: S0351
Ports Authority management, board of directors to hire executive director of
port operations and establish director’s duties, provisions:
S0351
Ports Authority, financial statement, copies of statement must be forwarded
to advisory committee and General Assembly: S0351
Ports Authority, regular legislative oversight required of review of authority
and executive director; to maintain copies of credit card
statements, transaction of register: S0351
Ports Authority, to be governed by director appointed by Governor with
consent of Senate; Governing Board dissolved and author-
ity given to director, provisions: H3128, S0392
State Ports Authority study committee established, to report findings before
June 1, 2010: H3381
State Ports Authority, Governor may remove member only for cause: S0077
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (Continued)
State Ports Authority, powers and duties exercised by board of directors,
candidates for appointment requirements, removal of
members only by cause; Advisory Board established, pro-
visions: S0351
POULTRY
See Agriculture (this index)
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
See Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
PRETRIAL INTERVENTION
See Courts (this index)
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
See Also Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Also Probation, Parole and Pardon (this index)
Bail bond, surety is not liable for a after three years from the date it is
issued: H4111
Bond hearings, county to provide person a bond hearing within twenty-four
hours; county to release person with bailable offense;
county to pay penalty to violation of: H3490
Bond, deposit of a cash amount by the defendant through an accommoda-
tion bondsman; increase cash amount; bondsman to pay
handling fee: H3798
Confession, all confessions obtained by law enforcement agency must be
video recorded: H3670
Confessions, definitions; certain statements made during custodial interro-
gation must be video recorded; court to instruct a jury that
it may draw an adverse inference for officer who fails to
record statement, provisions: H3884
Correctional facility local government, may charge a person confined in a
fee for health care services provided to him while he is
confined: H4146
Corrections department director to establish policies and procedures to
restore inmate good-time credit lost for disciplinary action;
good-time credit awarded provision; reduction sentence
programs established, provisions: S0218
Criminal Records Check of Direct Care Staff, specification of checks, pro-
cedural provisions; provisions deleted; provisions: S0486
Execution team, prohibit disclosure of identity of members of an; penalties;
prohibit licensing agencies from taking action to revoke or
suspend to person participating on: S0329
Freedom of Information Act, certain architectural plans, drawings, etc that
could be used to facilitate an escape exempt from disclo-
sure: S0218
Inmates, state must consent with local administrators before housing in a
local facility: S0217
Innocence Inquiry Commission created, to investigate credible claims of
factual innocence of conviction, provisions: S0210
Innocence Protection Act: H3864
Jail or detention center, director to provide attorney access to his clients
confined in facilities during period of eight a.m. to six
o’clock p.m.: H3343
Local Detention Facility Mutual Aid and Assistance Act: S0217
Post-conviction relief action, courts to dismiss action if successive or on
grounds of misuse; certain evidence provisions eliminated;
change and streamline procedures for, time of hearing
shortened; provisions: H3563
Prison system, provisions deleted; terms revised and changed; prisoner pro-
visions; facility provisions: S0217
Prisoner, unlawful for and correctional facility to monitor and record tele-
phone conversations of inmate and legal counsel and to
release conversation to public, exceptions: H3564
Reduction in sentences, Corrections Department to establish policy to
allow: S0217
Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
Sex offender, when set to be released on a Friday or holiday must retain in
custody until following business day; sheriff has jurisdic-
tion to locate offender; failure to register provisions and
rules: H3348
Temporary Emergency Act for Corrections: S0725
Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
PORTS AUTHORITY, STATE (Continued)395
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPRIVATE DETECTIVES
See Law Enforcement (this index)
PROBATE CODE
See Trusts and Estates (this index)
PROBATE COURTS AND JUDGES
See Courts (this index)
PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON
See Also Prisons and Prisoners (this index)
Bond hearings, county to provide person a bond hearing within twenty-four
hours; county to release person with bailable offense;
county to pay penalty to violation of: H3490
Bond, deposit of a cash amount by the defendant through an accommoda-
tion bondsman; increase cash amount; bondsman to pay
handling fee: H3798
Corrections department director to establish policies and procedures to
restore inmate good-time credit lost for disciplinary action;
good-time credit awarded provision; reduction sentence
programs established, provisions: S0218
Friendship Nine Act: H3731
Home detention program, certain drug and controlled substance offenders to
participate in: H3976
Home detention, court may sentence certain offenders to as alternative to
incarceration: S0034
Innocence Inquiry Commission created, to investigate credible claims of
factual innocence of conviction, provisions: S0210
Middle Court Processes Act: H3166, S0206, H3853
Probation, pardon and parole department lacks funds to operate parole sys-
tem, the department and board of should jointly develop
policies and procedures, provisions: S0726
Probation, pardon and parole department lacks funds to operate parole sys-
tem, the department and division of court administration
should jointly develop policies and procedures, provisions:
S0726
Reduction of Recidivism Act of 2009: S0191
Sex offenders, serving probationary sentence to be placed under global posi-
tioning system, provisions: S0033
PROCUREMENT CODE
See State Government (this index)
PROPERTY
See Also Taxation (this index)
Ad valorem taxation, house owned by qualified surviving spouse acquired
prior to deceased spouse death exempt of: S0581
Agriculture Assessment Reform Act of 2009: H3154
Appeal of County Assessor’s property tax assessment to county governing
body, certain cases; allow payment of attorney fees to tax-
payer who prevails on appeal: H3041
Assessment ratio on homeowner’s principal residence to remain at four per-
cent until end of year; property tax exemption provisions:
H3966
Assessors, education requirements, reduce number of hours of instruction
each year with active license: S0406
Condominium sales or reservation escrow accounts, developer must place in
account all funds towards purchase of, provisions; reserva-
tion deposit provisions; escrow account maintenance, pen-
alties: S0105
Exemptions, property tax, exemption extended to allow churches to prop-
erty owned by a church but used by another church, provi-
sions: H3291
Exemptions, property tax, increases in value attributable to periodic reas-
sessment of owner-occupied residential property allowed
the homestead exemption for persons over age sixty-five
year of age or who are disabled: H3304
Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of sexual orientation or
gender identity; terms defined: S0075, S0076
Florence County, Homeowner’s Association, person to obtain permission
from before he may discharge a firearm on any property
owned by; fines and violations: H3987
Foreclosure, six-month moratorium on the foreclosure of, and accrual of
interest on, certain mortgages secured by residential real
estate: H3952
General Assembly, to impose a statewide millage on all real and personal
property subject to property tax for purpose of raising reve-
nue for public school operations, provisions: H4061
Heritage trust property, exclude public infrastructure projects from the limi-
tation: H3856
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0153, H3440
Homeowners Association Act: S0030
Horizontal property regime, assessments for emergency expenditures and
improvements to common area or facility provided for:
H3407
Horizontal property regime, pre-sell apartment unit in condominium proj-
ect, earnest money to be placed in special escrow account,
provisions; regime waived by two-thirds vote provisions:
S0215
Housing Commission, established to provide recommendations to ensure
and foster availability of safe, sound and affordable work-
force housing, membership and duties: H3919
Inclusionary Zoning Act: H3862
Income tax credit, for gift of land for conservation, credit equals twenty-five
percent of total gift; maximum annual credit increased;
provisions: S0154
Income tax deduction assessments, imposed on real property; allow the
deduction of charge for permit, license, surcharge to be
paid to unit of government in connection with improve-
ments to real property: H3284
Index of taxpaying ability, Property, value of owner occupied must be
included in calculation of index of taxpaying ability, provi-
sions; Index of Taxpaying ability study committee estab-
lished, membership and duties of: H3748
Landscape service, person who provides may have a mechanics’ lien; cer-
tain circumstances that court will dismiss mechanics’ lien;
provisions for filing for a mechanics’ lien; provisions:
H3187
Licensing of Mortgage Brokers Act: H3790, S0673
Local planning commission, servicing high growth county must provide
school district land development applications that include
residential housing, provisions; superintendent and board
of trustees to determine impact: S0249
Low Income Housing Tax Credit Act: S0069
Manufactured housing loan default and repossession procedures: H3846
Metal detector security system; income tax credit provided for retail space
landlords and individual retailers: S0067
Mobile home, county government may waive back taxes, provisions: S0412
Mobile home, title and bill or sale must contain a statement advising pur-
chaser of a mobile home to consult with county assessor’s
office to determine if there are back taxes due, provisions:
S0412
Mortgage Insurance Premium, termination acceptance of; return of
escrowed by a lender who required mortgage insurance in
connection with a consumer home loan transaction: H3049
Mortgage Lending Act: H3790, S0673
Mortgage foreclosure action, involving multiple units may accomplish
notice by publication into a single notice that identifies
each apartment included in foreclosure action: H3720
Mortgage preparation, attorney not necessary to supervise or conduct any
aspect of: H3986
Mortgage, Income tax credit, for closing cost in connection with purchase
money or refinancing of residential or commercial mort-
gage, terms defined: H3454
Mortgage, impose a moratorium on residential mortgage foreclosures for
period of one year, exceptions for and provisions: H3296
Mortgage, satisfaction affidavit, include a probate and acknowledgement
form in: H4049
Municipality, annexes property in county that has a land use or zoning pol-
icy, plan, regulation, or ordinance and municipality density
allowance is greater than county; county density must
remain in effect for five years: H3074, S0247
Municipality, power of condemnation, does not include owner-occupied res-
idential property located outside of municipality: S0085




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPersonal property, presumption that decedent and spouse held in joint ten-
ancy with right of survivorship, exceptions, provisions:
S0382
Property classifications for ad valorem taxation, classification added with
assessment of two percent fair market value for large unde-
veloped land no qualified as agricultural use property, con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H3155
Property tax exemption, on two private passenger vehicles owned by perma-
nently disabled firefighter allowed: S0599
Property tax exemption, watercraft and motor not eligible for exemption if
classified as primary or secondary residence: H3993
Property tax exemptions, boats or watercraft, if classified primary or sec-
ondary residence; provisions of: S0405
Property tax exemptions, residential property consisting of three or fewer
units in amounts of fair market value sufficient to equal
assessment ratio of four percent on property: H4024
Property tax exemptions, surviving spouse of a recipient of the exemption
by reason of certain ambulatory difficulties is not allowed
exemption: S0615
Property tax sale, county forfeited land commission to allow a bid from and
conform bidding provisions with respect to contaminated
property: H3668
Property tax, eliminate fifteen percent limit on increases of value of real
property up to five years and eliminate an assessable trans-
fer of interest, provisions; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3293
Property tax, exemption of portion of fair market value of associated with a
facility for the generation of electric power placed into ser-
vice, provisions: S0866
Property tax, four percent special assessment ratio, member of armed forces
who rents residence while on active duty in combat zones
may still retain: H3212
Property tax, municipality with a population of less than five thousand to
exempt from municipal ad valorem taxation for not more
than five years improvements to commercial property; con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H4068
Property, civil penalty for failure to provide notice of assessor of ownership
transfers of certain business real property: H4113, S0876
Prostitution, certain real and personal property may be forfeited for viola-
tions, forfeiture procedures, disposition of items, proceeds
of sales: S0436
Real property valuation reform act, conforming amendment; assessor to
apply the exemption allowed by exemption to fair market
value of assessable transfers, provisions: S0435, S0518
Real property valuation reform act, eliminate point of sale valuation; fifteen
percent cap over five years on increase in fair market value
results in lower value then value becomes property tax
value; provisions: S0598
Real property valuation, postpone implementation of transfer of value of a
parcel of real property unimproved since last reassessment
program, provisions: H3007, H3272
Real property, allow an agriculture use of classification for real property
under the same ownership: H3041
Real property, assessable transfers of interests, certain circumstances that
constitute deleted; other circumstances added: H3481
Real property, conveyance to a trust does not constitute an assessable trans-
fer of interest, provisions: H3130, H3272
Real property, exempt amount of fair market of; fair market value reduced
by exemption is value to which constitutional cap on
increases to fifteen percent, provisions: S0435, S0518
Real property, fair market value of for property tax purposes, manner further
provided for: H3480
Real property, liens, certain obtained by homeowners’ association against
real property are superior to claims of creditors: S0277
Rental
Condominium sales or reservation escrow accounts, developer must
place in account all funds towards purchase of, provisions;
reservation deposit provisions; escrow account mainte-
nance, penalties: S0105
Ejectment, may not occur until at least seven days lapse from date the
magistrate issued the order of, during seven days the tenant
may remove personal property, provisions: S0051, H3500
Fair housing law, prohibit discrimination  because of sexual orienta-
tion or gender identity; terms defined: S0075, S0076
PROPERTY (Continued)
Foreclosure, six-month moratorium on the foreclosure of, and accrual
of interest on, certain mortgages secured by residential real
estate: H3952
Horizontal property regime, pre-sell apartment unit in condominium
project, earnest money to be placed in special escrow
account, provisions; regime waived by two-thirds vote pro-
visions: S0215
Landlord, of multi-family dwelling may employ certain equipment to
determine quantity of water to each single-family residence
within dwelling; landlord to charge tenant for water and
wastewater provisions: H3247
Rental agreement, preexisting rental agreement does not terminate
upon subsequent foreclosure of landlords mortgage: H3567
Rental, Landlord must be exempt for certain written notice require-
ments if tenant is evicted for failing to pay rent or incurring
damage exceeding amount of security deposit: H3831
Tenant ejectment, grounds and procedures for; filing fee for expedited
ejectment; continuing education courses for landlord and
tenant rights, provisions: S0243
Tenant, if evicted party removing tenants personal property shall
maintain possession for thirty days during which time the
tenant may recover personal property: S0051, H3500
Tenant, to pay outstanding utility bill owed by landlord in certain cir-
cumstances, payment may be deducted from tenant’s next
month’s rent, provisions: H3847
Residential home builder, increase to fifteen thousand dollars amount that
person may undertake of residential building without being
considered a residential home builder subject to license and
regulations, provisions: H3492
Sales and use tax, tax to be imposed for the acquisition of interest in real
estate used for certain purposes: H3334
Search warrants, for property, clarify circumstances by subpoena may be
issued to obtain records of entities who issues credit cards:
H3967
Solar or Wind Energy System, income tax credit for purchasing: H3863
Tax exemption, for on tax year one hundred percent of fair market value of
owner-occupied residential property owned by armed
forces deployed any part of property tax year, provisions:
H3528
Tax exemptions, Owner-occupied residential property for property tax year
2009 only in amount equal to fifteen percent of fair market
value of property: H3838
Tax exemptions, exemption allowed from all tax equal to one hundred per-
cent of value if owner is at least sixty-five years: H3019
Tax exemptions, personal property including aircraft of company engaged
in air transport of specialized cargo: H3482
Tax exemptions, value of improvements to real property consisting of a
newly constructed detached single family home, provi-
sions: H3018
Tax, county council by vote to direct county treasurer to waive dismiss or
reduce real and personal property tax penalties if in best
interest of county: H3283
Tax, four percent ratio, filing deadline for extended for owner-occupied
property; application for agricultural use value; require-
ment eliminated for extention provisions: H3419
Tax, four percent ratio, owner of residential property qualifies for, if owner
is qualified and residence is not rented more than ninety
days a year, provisions: S0193, S0194, H3408
Tax, property, rollback millage, formula for calculating; definitions: H3479
Tax, residential real property held in trust does not qualify as legal residence
unless a individual beneficiary under the trust occupies res-
idences as named beneficiary legal residence, provisions:
H3272
Tax, revise eligibility requirement to receive the four percent assessment
ratio for owner-occupied residential property: H3018
Taxation of property, additional instances of transfers not considered assess-
able transfers of interest, provisions: S0879
Taxes, County government, to allow county officials charged with collect-
ing taxes on real property to waive or reduce penalties for
late payments, provisions: S0278
Taxpayer, alternative appeals for objecting to assessment issued by assessor;
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Taxpayer, to be represented by licensed real estate broker-in-charge who
holds masters degree in Business Administration, provi-
sions: H3320
Uniform Unclaimed Property Act of 2009: S0381
Vacation time-share, person owning interest in to be given opportunity for
period of seven consecutive days during normal business
hours to reserve use of accommodations during his week,
provisions: S0651
Vending facilities, Handicapped, blind, operation of vending facilities by,
definitions revised: H3623
Vested Rights Act, revocation of vested rights established if landowner
seeks a variance, regulation, exception or other modifica-
tion that affects the development plan: H3622
PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHIATRISTS
Professional fundraising counsel, solicitors and commercial co-venturers to
maintain list of donors from campaigns and solicitation;





See Attorneys (this index)
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
See Also Agencies, State (this index)
See Also Specific Agency (this index)
See Also Retirement Systems and Pensions (this index)
Animal control officer, has same powers and duties as litter control officer:
H3137
Employee, state, certain circumstances where pay may be withheld: S0345
Grant positions, temporary hiring of to fill, provisions of section to all state
agencies, human resource office of state to amend policies,
regulation and processes as needed to implement and tran-
sition to: S0345
Lobbyist, increase waiting period to five years that person after leaving a
public office may not serve as, provisions: S0660
Office of Inspector General created; appointment manner; powers, duties
and functions of: H3434
Officer of Inspector General created; appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; duties; may be removed by Governor: S0139,
S0138
Public safety officials added to list of agencies authorized to receive infor-
mation from insurance company: S0363
Retirement system, number of service years in order to retire increased to
thirty: S0212
State agency mandatory furlough terms provided for: H3378
State and local officers and employees, leave to be organ donors, aggregate
limit for such leaves of absence computed on calendar year
basis rather than fiscal year basis: H3357, S0345
State employee, may attend class for credit or noncredit purposes on space-
available basis with free tuition: S0133
State employees, leave donations, employee may donate sick or annual
leave to specific leave recipient rather than to leave pool,
provisions: H3487
State health and dental insurance plan, to include for coverage personnel
who has been suspended without pay: H4088
State health plan, employees who participate in who are obese to be charged
additional twenty-five dollars: S0109
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and remov-
ing a person holding a; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3833
Threats, to public official, teacher, or principal, direct and indirect threats:
H3226
PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
Natural resources enforcement division created within the department of
public safety, transfer powers and assets from department
of natural resources: H3004
PROPERTY (Continued)
Public safety officials added to list of agencies authorized to receive infor-
mation from insurance company: S0363
Regulations Approved
Contact information from traffic stops (D. No. 3208): H3972
PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY
Board of Directors, members of may be removed by Governor: S0066
Electric utility, cooperative of public service authority, prohibited from pro-
viding service to property used to interrogate person who
government designated as enemy combatant, provisions:
H3366
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Appalachian Mountains Preservation Act: H3955
Countywide Toll-Free Calling
Commission required to provide countywide toll-free calling by all
telephone utilities operating within York County by July 1,
2009: H3079
Commission to require countywide toll free calling to be provided by
July 1, 2009, provisions: H3039
Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of 2009: H3299, S0295
Municipality, may not require annexation as condition precedent to provid-
ing utility services: S0479, H3774
Regulations Approved
PC&N (Stretcher vans) (D. No. 4020): S0813
PUBLIC SERVICE DISTRICTS
See Political Subdivisions/Special Purpose (this index)
PUBLIC UTILITIES
See Public Service Commission (this index)
See Specific Utility (this index)
PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSIONERS
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
PUPILS
See Schools and School Districts/Students (this index)
PYROTECHNIC SAFETY BOARD
See Fireworks (this index)
RADIOLOGY
See Medical (this index)
RAILROADS
Railroad division of transportation established as component of department
of transportation; functions and reporting requirements:
S0749, H4109
Trains, between certain hours train may not block four lane intersections for
more than five minutes: H3150
RAPE
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
REAL ESTATE
See Property (this index)









See Political Subdivisions/Counties (this index)
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See Elections (this index)
REGULATIONS
Approved
Clemson University, State Crop Pest Commission
Asian Citrus pysllid as plant pest quarantine (D. No. 4039):
S0409
Light Brown Apple Moth Quarantine (D. No. 4052): S0698
Phytophthora ramorum quarantine (D. No. 4062): S0727
Plum pox virus quarantine (D. No. 4001): S0410
Commissioners of Pilotage
Enforcement of pilot statutes and maritime homeland security
(D. No. 4053): S0620
Consumer Affairs Department
Continuing Care Retirement Communities, licensing standards
of (D. No. 3204): S0461
Education Board
Assessment program (D. No. 4029): S0489
Charter School appeals (D. No. 4028): S0488
Charter school applications (D. No. 4026): S0694
Operation of public pupil transportation services (D. No. 3209):
H3267
Program for assisting, developing and evaluating principal per-
formance (PADEPP) (D. No. 4027): S0490
Test Results, use and dissemination of (D. No. 4049): S0583
Health and Environmental Control Department
Environmental Protection Fees (D. No. 4014): S0550
Environmental Protection Fees (D. No. 4015): S0549
Milk and milk products (D. No. 4017): S0818
Public Swimming Pools (D. No. 4030): S0820
Solid waste management, demonstration-of-need (D. No. 3198):
S0806
South Carolina Trauma System (D. No. 3199): S0499
Standards for licensing nursing homes (D. No. 4013): S0819
Wastewater system master contractors, licensing of onsite:
S0548
Insurance, Department of
Preneed life insurance minimum standards for determining
reserve liabilities and nonforfeiture values (D. No. 4035):
H3657
Tax credits for fortification measures (D. No. 3205): S0573
Labor, Licensing and Regulation
Board of Chiropractic Examiners, relating to continuing educa-
tion (D. No. 3206): S0462
Occupational safety and health act (D. No. 4019): S0817
Office of State Fire Marshal, Fireworks and pyrotechnics (D.
No. 3219): S0503
Office of State Fire Marshal, explosives (D. No. 3216): S0497
Office of State Fire Marshal, fire prevention and life safety for
special occupancies (D. No. 3215): S0500
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to fire prevention and life
safety (D. No. 3214): S0506
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to fire prevention and life
safety in local detention facilities (D. No. 3220): S0498
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to liquefied petroleum (LP)
gas (D. No. 3218): S0504
Office of State Fire Marshal, relating to portable fire extinguish-
ers and fixed fire extinguishing systems(D. No. 3217):
S0505
Pilot and apprentice age limitations, short branch qualifications,
pilot functions and responsibilities and penalties: S0545
Natural Resources Department
Wildlife, use of fertility control or other chemical substances in
(D. No. 4042): S0643
Public Safety Department
Contact information from traffic stops (D. No. 3208): H3972
Public Service Commission
PC&N (Stretcher vans) (D. No. 4020): S0813
Revenue Department
Federal government construction contracts (D. No. 4004): S0602
Riverbanks Parks Commission
Riverbanks Parks Commission (D. No. 4022): H3942
State Law Enforcement Division
Statewide criminal gang database (D. No. 3221): S0623
Disapproved
Riverbanks Parks Commission
Riverbanks Parks Commission (D. No. 4022): S0867
Repealed
Department of Health and Environmental Control Coastal Division
Regulation (D. No. 30-12K): S0152
REGULATORY STAFF, OFFICE OF
Office of Regulatory Staff, create a non-profit entity named operation
empowered in order to provide financial assistance to low-
income households to implement energy efficiency and
conservation matters: S0008, H3441
RENTAL PROPERTY





Obesity, state agencies to develop and implement policies and pro-
grams to help reduce overweight and obesity among youth:
H3617
Omnibus adult protection act, all agencies under act to submit infor-
mation of cases or convictions for abuse, neglect and
exploitation of vulnerable adults to budget and control
board for publication on website: H3450
Budget and Control Board
Adult abuse, B&CB to require all agencies to make cases of adult
abuse available on state’s website in format to be devel-
oped by adult protection coordinating council: S0343
Auditing, to engage a independent auditing and consulting firm to
conduct financial and management audit of department of
education, provisions: H3458
Congress
Charleston, to appropriate funds necessary to complete the Spring
Street/Fishburne Street/United States Highway 17 drainage
basin improvements project located in: H3274
Coastal Carolina University, Congress memorialized to provide thirty
million dollars of federal funding for construction of new
science building at: S0881
Congress and President urged to refrain from locating or relocating
individuals the federal government classified as enemy
combatants into South Carolina, provisions: H3364
Congress requested to take appropriate action  by consent of two-
thirds of both houses or on application of legislatures of
two-thirds of several states; propose amendment to the
United States Constitution, provisions: H3886
Congress urged to oppose federal legislation that interferes with states
ability to direct transport or processing of horses: S0480
E-Verify, Congress to make permanent the e-verify program: S0428
REGULATIONS (Continued)399
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSEnergy, Congress memorialized to examine current and projected
energy production capabilities and economic conditions
when considering any greenhouse gas emission initiatives:
S0802
Firearms, to express opposition of General Assembly of Firearm
Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2009 recently intro-
duced in congress; congress to cease and desist attempting
to enact legislation infringing on right to bear arms: H3673
Forest Biomass, to take action to correct the restrictive and intrusive
definition of renewable biomass in energy independence
and security act of 2007, provisions: S0677, H3899
Global climate change, congress memorialized to address through the
adoption of fair and effective approach that safeguards
american jobs; affordable energy for citizens, provisions:
H3508
To implement the Homeowners and Bank Protection Act: H3403
Yucca Mountain, Congress urged to endorse suitability as a permanent
federal repository for high-level radioactive materials:
S0655
Congressional Delegation
To oppose legislation that disenfranchises workers by removing their
right to private ballot union election: H3222
General Assembly
Accepts the use of federal stimulus funds if Governor fails to certify
that he will request and use funds for state and agencies,
provisions: H3554
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, South Carolina to refuse
all funds authorized for: S0579
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all
action necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of
state fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to
strive to reduce appropriation of general fund: S0667
No state agency, department or entity may increase of implement a fee
for performing a service, penalties without approval by
General Assembly; provisions of, exceptions: H3576,
S0517
To express intent of General Assembly that the Governor should take
all action necessary to request and obtain the entire amount
of state fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to
obligate equivalent amount to pay debt: S0666
Governmental Body
To memorialize any to maximum creation of american jobs and restore
economic growth and opportunity by committing to spend-
ing economic recovery plan funds, provisions: H4007,
S0771
Governor
Each Constitutional officer of state on voluntary basis to reduce com-
pensation on same percentage that state employees are
reduced, provisions: H3744
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all
action necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of
state fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to
obligate equivalent amount to pay debt: S0666
General Assembly intent expressed that the Governor should take all
action necessary to request and obtain the entire amount of
state fiscal stabilization funds; the General Assembly to
strive to reduce appropriation of general fund: S0667
General Assembly to express belief that the Governor should request
state fiscal stabilization funds, provisions: S0663
Governor to apply for state fiscal stabilization funds available, Gen-
eral assembly has authority to require Governor to apply
for funds, provisions: S0691, H3923, H3962
Health and Human Services Department of United States
Urged to educate parents on the importance of adolescent well physi-
cals to prevent chronic diseases, update immunizations for
adolescents: H4054
Lieutenant Governor
Each Constitutional officer of state on voluntary basis to reduce com-
pensation on same percentage that state employees are
reduced, provisions: H3744
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) to choose Columbia
as host city for NCAA tournament: H3971
President
REQUESTS AND MEMORIALS (Continued)
Congress and President urged to refrain from locating or relocating
individuals the federal government classified as enemy
combatants into South Carolina, provisions: H3364
To rescind his orders to close Guantanamo Bay Detention Facilities
and the detainees not be relocated to United States Naval
Consolidated Brig in Charleston: S0305
South Carolina
Supports and joins Governor Sanford’s request to share funds from
state fiscal stabilization fund in American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act to be designated to eliminate debt:
S0578
To affirm sovereignty under tenth amendment to United States Consti-
tution over all powers not enumerated and granted to fed-
eral government: S0424
Transportation Department
Aiken County; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Highway named:
H4078
Aiken and Lexington County; Harsey’s Bridge named: S0624
Allendale County; Coach Aaron Manigault Memorial Highway
named: H3144
Anderson County; Veteran’s Memorial Highway named: H3592,
S0471
Beaufort County; Thomas G. Heyward Memorial Bridge named:
H3574
Beaufort County; William F. Marscher II Memorial Landing: H3599
Berkeley County; Firefighter Brandon Thompson Highway named:
H3766
Clarendon County; Fred Chewning Highway named: S0762
Dillon County; Hoyt Jackson Memorial Highway named: H3475
Dillon County; Reverend Richard “Dick” Alderman Highway named:
S0274
Dorchester County; Muckenfuss (1792-1813), Minus (1813-1848),
Harley (1848-1862) Bridge named: H3926
Fairfield County; Senator John A. Martin Interchange named: H3361
Florence County; T. Ashby Gregg, Sr. Interchange named: S0403
Horry County; J. T. and Agnes Barfield Landing named: H3370
Horry County; W. G. Hucks Highway named: H3349
Jasper County; Eunice Holman Doe Highway named: H3476, S0716
Laurens County; John K. Hendricks, Jr. Memorial Mile road named:
H3401
Lexington and Richland Counties; Jesse’s Way bicycle lanes named:
H3595
Orangeburg County; Lance Corporal James D. Haynes Interchange:
H3907
Richland County; Burwell D. Manning Jr. Bridge named: H3813
Richland County; Candacy-Darcel Sanders Crossing Bridge named:
H4105
Secretary of, to set aside funds necessary to acquire right of way and
build portion of interstate 73, provisions: H4058
Spartanburg County; Corporal James E. ’Bo’ Brown Bridge named:
H3805
Spartanburg County; Sgt. Stephen Correll High Memorial Bridge:
H3821
Sumter County; Firefighter Buck Brown Memorial Highway named:
S0826
Sumter County; Firefighter Eugene Franklin Memorial Highway
named: S0827
Sumter County; Mayor Willie M. Jefferson Highway named: S0828
York County; Juanita Goggins Highway named: H3338
Treasure, State
Financial arrangements provided by treasurers office through master
lease program for any agency who has not paid the South
Carolina Enterprise Information System costs, provisions:
S0388
United States Transportation Department
Secretary urged to set aside funds necessary to acquire right-of-way
and build twelve-mile portion of I 73: H3868
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, DIVISION OF
See Budget and Control Board (this index)
RESEARCH AUTHORITY
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Community residential care facility star rating system created and estab-
lished; duties of added to residential care committee; under
department of health and environmental control: S0563
Continuing care retirement community, legal resident of person who resides
in and owns equitable interest in qualifies for four percent
assessment, provisions: S0176
Homestead tax exemption, except legal title to dwelling place is owned by
continuing care retirement community, person who quali-
fies for may transfer to community: S0176
Licensure of In-Home Care Provider Act: H3186
Nursing home, required to carry a minimum of one hundred thousand dol-
lars liability insurance policy: H3064
Regulations Approved
Standards for licensing nursing homes (D. No. 4013): S0819
Residential Care Facilities, DHEC not to remove a resident from if resident,
resident’s family, physician, and facility agree to residents
continued stay, provisions: H3115, S0273
RESIDENTIAL HOME BUILDERS
See Construction (this index)
RESOLUTIONS
A. C. Flora High School Math Team: S0807
Abbeville High School Wrestling Team: S0625, H3792
Academic Magnet High School: S0885
Adams, Monica Candace: H3262
Addison, Twanda Denise: H3261
Adkins, Mr. Rick L.: S0763
Agnew, Mr. David: H3422
Alderman, Reverend Richard “Dick”: S0274
Aldridge, Sarah Craig “Sally”: S0882, H4140
Allen University Class of 1959: H3900, H3901
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity chapter of University of South Carolina:
S0739
Alpha and Omega Volleyball Club’s 12 Black: H3974
American Board of Trial Advocates, to use House Chamber on September
18, 2009: H3398
Anderson University Master of Ministry Day declared as August 6, 2009:
S0814
Anderson, Sergeant Siller: S0860
Arnot, Reserve Deputy Joseph P.: H3512
Association of Heating and Air Conditioning Contractors: H3437
Atkinson, Joseph Edward “Joe”, Jr.: H4142
Aun, Peggy: S0721
Avent, Mark Slade: H3959
Babb, Furman: S0626
Bailey, Steve: H4052
Barfield, J. T. and Agnes: H3370
Bates, Reverend Willie, Jr.: S0459
Baum, Mr. Bernard “Bernie”: H3822
Beach Music Hall of Fame, Coastal Carolina University designated as home
of: H3960
Beckham, Ms. Lucy G.: S0634, H3935
Bell Street middle School Science Olympiad Team: H3739, H3740
Bell’s Crossing Elementary School: H3765
Bellfield, Mrs. Katheryn M.: S0298
Bennett, Dr. J. M., Jr.: S0402
Bertang, Sergeant John: H3898
Blue Star Mothers of the Midlands: H3938
Boland, Tom: H3760
Bomar, Mrs. Connie Lynn: S0444
Booth, Major George: S0325
Bowman, Lieutenant Leroy: H3982, S0778
Bradley, Kathy: S0831
Brandel, Albert F.: S0584
Brant, Mrs. Amy: S0864
Brantley, Deborah Leigh: H3568
Bridge of Unity Week declared as April 13 through 17, 2009: S0610
Brindel, Charlie: S0715, H4009
Brooker, Walter E. “Pete”: H3968
Brown, Cleveland: H4124
Brown, Corporal James E. ’Bo’: H3805
Brown, Firefighter Buck: S0826
Brown, Krystal: S0747
Buford High School Lady’s Softball Team: H4120
Burkhalter, Dr. Angela Brown: H4035, S0841
Butler, Coach Stan: H3360
Byrd, Wallace: S0422
Cabaniss, Lauren: S0567
Cahill, Mr. George F.: H4137
Calcina, Mrs. Teresa: S0864
Calhoun County “Saints” Boys Basketball Team: H3906, H3905
Cambridge Academy Golf Team: S0788, H4031
Camden High School Boys Basketball Team: H3713, H3715, S0603
Cannady, Mary Anne: H4133
Cannington, Mrs. Mattie Jeannine O’Quinn: H4134
Cardinal Newman School Cheerleading Team: S0414, H3506, H3507
Cardinal Newman School Wrestling Team: H3534, H3535, S0423
Carolina Academy Varsity Girls Tennis Team of Lake City: H3324, H3325
Carolina Home Health Care, Heart of Gentiva Day declared as May 6, 2009:
S0767, S0782
Cauthen, Sheriff John W.: H3435
Cave, Bunyan M.: S0394
Chandler, Ray E.: H4102
Chapin High School Competitive Cheerleading Team: H3505, H3503
Charleston Carifest to be held on June 11-13 2009: H4012
Charleston Development Academy Public Charter School: H3446, H3447
Charleston Development Academy Public Charter School Sixth-Grade
Math Students: H3936
Cheeseboro, Dr. Mary E.: H4154
Chesterfield High School Football Team: H3363, H3362
Chewning, Fred: S0762
Cisson, Courtney: H3741, H3743
Cities Mean Business Day declared as Wednesday, February 18, 2009:
H3511, S0415
Citizens for Life, Inc.: H3223, S0264
Clark, Gladys J.: H4138
Clark, Honorable Mary Y.: S0421
Clemson University of IPTAY Scholarship Foundation: H3329, S0376
Cliff, Captain Richard G, Jr.: S0528
Coastal Carolina University Rugby Team: H4063
Coastal Carolina University to be home of Beach Music Hall of Fame:
H4053
Coburn, Bryan: S0800
Coleman, Barbara Moore: H4141
Coles, Ed: H3989
Collins, Ms. Marva: S0746
Combat Veterans and Military Personnel, Armed Forces Day designated as
May 16, 2009: H3983
Community Development Week declared as April 13-17, 2009: H3896
Cooper, M. J. “Dolly”: H3995
Corley, Ms. Martha A.: H3242
Corley, Nancy: H3359
Corry, Bessie Elizabeth Hemphill “Mama Bessie”: S0276
Credit Unions: S0664
Cunningham, Austin: H3367
Curling, sport of to be official winter Olympic Sport, provisions: H3613
Curry, John: H3451
Cutler, Mr. Shepherd “Shep”: S0568
Darlington High School Lady Falcons Softball Team: H3477, H3485
Davis, Alan B.: H4097
Davis, Mr. Alan: S0878
Davis, Sergeant Sammy L.: S0765
Dawson, Katon Edwards: S0761, H3998
Deaf and Blind School Hornets Boys Varsity Football Team: S0708
Deaf and Blind School for, Lady Hornets Girls Basketball Team: S0708
Deaf and Blind, School for: H3235
Denmark Technical College and Palmetto Green LLC: H4127
Depass, Mr. Rusty: H4157
Dillon Christian School Football Team: H3374, H3373
Dillon High School Football Team: H3344, H3341, S0457
Diversity and Social Justice Month is declared as April: H3806
Doe, Eunice Holman: H3476, S0716
Donalds grange No. 497: H3621
Dorsey, Frances Alexander: S0787
Dougherty, David: S0685, H3909
Drayton, Mrs. Agnes Graham: H3759
Dunlap, R. Thornwell, Jr.: H3880, S0687
Dutch Fork High School Golf Team: H4072
Dutch Fork High School Varsity Girls Track Team: H4083
Eastside High School Wrestling Team: H3969, H3970
Edwards W. M. Bill: H3810
Edwards, Dr. Robert C.: H3328, S0533
Electric Line Workers: H4131, S0883
Epilepsy Awareness Month designated as November 2009: H4008
Eppes, Susan Marie: H4136
Eta Zeta Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority: H3502
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSEtiquette Day in South Carolina declared as Wednesday March 4, 2009:
H3646
FML Boxing Club: H3897
Faith Walk Ministries: H3696
Federation of Women and Youth Clubs: H3911
Ferrell, Mrs. Gassie, Jr.: H4126
First Baptist Church of James Island: H3826
First Baptist School Baseball Team: H4077, H4076
First Baptist School Hurricane Varsity Basketball Team: H3694, H3695
First Responders for the City of North Myrtle Beach: S0890
First Tech Challenge Robotics Teams: S0714
Fitch, Taylor Hanna: H3741, H3743
Flemming, Lieutenant Ulysses: H3674, S0557
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University Marching Band and Dr.
William P. Foster: H3893
Forestry Commission: S0772
Fort Mill High School Mock Trail Team: H3891
Fortson, Travis: H3448
Fowler, Pastor Steven Bruce: S0724
Francis Hugh Wardlaw Academy “Lady Patriots” Volleyball Team: S0823
Francis Hugh Wardlaw Academy Girls Softball Team: S0822
Francis Hugh Wardlaw Academy Girls’ Varsity Basketball Team: S0821
Francis Hugh Wardlaw Academy Varsity Eight-Man Football Team: S0824
Franklin, Firefighter Eugene: S0827
Freeman, Mary Lee Proctor: H4019
Future Farmers of America: H3510
Gamble, Jesse: H3595
Gang Awareness Month designated as October 2009: S0792
Garvin, Agnes: H4043
Gideons International Day declared as Sunday May 3, 2009: S0743
Glenn, Reverend Dr. Thomas Stuart: S0574
Glenn-McConnell-Boyd Family Reunion: H3933
Global Logistic Triangle: S0829
Glory Communications, Inc.: S0482, H3852
Goggins, Honorable Juanita Canary Willmon: H3338
Golden, Louie: H3999
Good Friday; House of Representatives staff to observe as holiday: H3224
Goose Creek High School Varsity Basketball Team: H3697, H3698
Gordon, Mrs. Dorothy McQuiller: S0785
Gower, Mr. Emerson F., Jr.: S0843
Graham, Mrs. Eudora “Dodie”: S0340, H3472
Grant, M. Beatrice: H3655
Grant, Mattie Bell: H3375
Green, Sharnay Virgie: H4057
Greenway, Rod: H4034
Greenway, Rondus Waldo: S0840
Greenwood High School Tennis Team: S0861, H4094, H4095
Gregg, T. Ashby, Sr.: S0403
Griffin, Mr. John Leslie “Les”: S0688, H3908
Groome, Cammy: H3934
Guerry, Major Spencer: H3666
Guglielmone, Reverend Robert E.: H3869, S0707
Gunter, Dr. Nina G.: H4026
Hall, Morris F., D.D.S., F.A.G.D.: H3689
Hammond, Brigadier General James Matthew: S0262
Hanahan, Ralph: S0760
Hankins, Debbie Parker: H3466
Hansen, Victorie: S0393
Harriot, Rosalind Jamison: H4135
Hart, Frank M.: S0784
Haynes, Lance Corporal James D.: H3907
Hendricks, John K., Jr.: H3401
Heritage Neighborhood in Greenville County: H3830
Heyward, Thomas G. : H3574
Hickman, Leah Wilson: H3404, S0375
High, Sgt. Stephen Correll: H3821
Hill, Sergeant Shawn F.: S0596
Hill, Willie J., D.D.S., F.A.G.D.: H3689
Hinson, Shirley R.: H3240
Hodges, Joseph Pledger: H4106
Holly Hill Academy “Lady Raiders” Volleyball Team: H3538, H3539
Holt, Reverend Isaac J., Jr.: H4002
Home Schooling Parents, April 2009 declared as Home School Recognition
Month: S0552
Horton, Horace: S0532
Hucks, W. G.: H3349
Hull, Mrs. Frankye C.: H3598
Hunt, Mike: H3515
Hunting Island Lighthouse: H4001
Hutchinson, Nila: H4104
Hutto, Charles Leroy: S0798
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I FFC Montabaur, members of delegation: H3851
Independent Colleges and Universities Week declared as April 20-24, 2009;
Independent Colleges and Universities Day designated on
April 22, 2009: S0558
Jackson, Honorable Hoyt: H3475
Jamerson, James: H3618
James F. Byrnes High School Varsity Football Team: H3216, H3217, S0523
James F. Byrnes High School Varsity Girls Volleyball Team: H3218,
H3215, S0536
James, Ervin: H3767
Japanese students and chaperones: H3728
Jeffcoat, Donald Richard and Betty Fulmer: S0888
Jefferson, Mayor Willie M.: S0828
Joe, Isaac, Jr.: H3593
Johnson, Major Eddie C.: H3444
Johnson, Shelley: H4074
Jones, Captain Junne Roseboro “J.R”: H3950
Jones, Eddie L.: H4103
Jones, Mrs. Sarah Ross: S0534
Jones, Ms. Patricia K.: S0585
Kennedy, Martha Helen: S0508
Kincaid, James Allan: S0751
King, Dorothy Ellis: S0507, H3714
Kirsh, Mrs. Suzanne S.: H3716
Kitt, Eartha: H3402
Klugh, Reverend Oscar Aiken: H4160
Kolender, Pincus: S0833
Land, Mr. J. Philip: S0713
Landrum High School “Lady Cardinals” Volleyball Team: H3494, H3493,
S0493
Landrum High School Boys Cross Country Team: H3495, H3496
Lawton, Captain Garret T.: S0531
Lee, Mr. Tom: S0341
Leimbach, Sergeant David L.: S0525
Lester, Major General John R.: S0261
Lewis, Lynwood: S0892
Lexington High School Girls Golf Team: H3690, H3687, S0740
Lexington High School Thespians: H3807
Lexington Intermediate School: H3594
Liberty Day declared as Monday, March 16 2009 to celebrate the Declara-
tion of Independence and the United States Constitution:
H3688
Liberty High School Competitive Cheer Team: H3326, H3327
Liberty High School’s Competitive Cheer Team: S0474
Lindler, Mickey: H3738
Littlefield, Dr. James A.: S0859
Livingston, Major General James E.: H3895
Longshore, Dr. David: H4079
Longshore, Dr. David, Jr.: S0891
Loris Civitan Club: S0701
Love Chevrolet Columbia Speedway Spring festival: H3729
Lower Richland High School “Lady Diamonds” Basketball Team: H3795,
H3796, S0734
Lower Richland High School Track and Field Team: S0880
Lugoff-Elgin Middle School: S0605
Lycee Godefroy De Bouillon School of Clermont-Ferrand France: H3351
Lyles, Jordan: S0460
Manigault, Coach Aaron: H3144
Manning, Burwell D., Jr.: H3813
Marina Day designated as August 8, 2009: H4040
Marion High School “Lady Swamp Foxes” Basketball Team: H3725,
H3726
Marscher, William F., II: H3599
Martin, Senator John A.: H3361
Mathis Plumbing, Heating and Air: S0686, H3932
Matthews, Honorable Sylvia A.: H3704
Mauldin High School Girls Soccer Team: H4143
Mauldin High School Girls Swim Team: H4144
Maybin, Master Sergeant Danny E.: S0526
McCaskill, Mr. Gene: S0712
McCauley, Mary Frances Frazier: H3990, S0768
McConnell, Honorable Glenn Fant portrait commissioned to be placed in
Senate Chamber: S0014
McDuffie, Judge Mildred Weathers: S0510
McFaddin, Honorable George M., Jr.: H3686
McGregor, Betty Jean Ulmer: H3647
McGriff, Reverend Dr. Lloyd T.: H3958
Meggie, Jackie M.: H3263
Melvin, Leon: H3323
Mental Health Month declared as May 2009: H3904, S0731
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Mills, Detective Jackie Wayne: H3582
Mims, Lieutenant Colonel John W.: H3355
Moore, Benjamin Huger Rutledge: S0863
Moore, Dr. William Vincent: H3809
Morningside Middle School: S0665
Morningside Middle School Improvement Council: H3928
Myers, Bishop Theodore R.: H3504
Myers, Mrs. Jewel: S0811
Myrtle Beach High School Football Team: H3425, H3426
Nascar, name the week of May 4 through May 10 2009 as Darlington Race-
way Week, The Week Too Tough To Tame: S0524, H3675
National Association For The Advancement of Colored People (NAACP):
H3423
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP):
S0509
National Beta Club: S0429
National Children’s Dental Health Month designated as February 6, 2009:
H3292, S0290
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) to choose Columbia as
host city for NCAA tournament: H3971
National Law Enforcement Week designated as May 11-15, 2009: S0815
Neals Creek Baptist Church of Anderson: H3732
Neely, Otis Thomas, Sr.: H4145
Nelson, Reverend Willie J.: S0458
Newberry College Wrestling Team: H3819
Newberry County Citizens and Relay for Life participants; May 1-2 2009
declared as Newberry County Relay for Life weekend:
S0477, H3667
Noble, Reverend Johnny R.: S0265
Nurse Anesthetist week designated as January 25 through January 31, 2009:
S0299
Obama, Honorable Barack H.: S0297, H3307
Obama, Michelle: H4158
Obama, President-Elect Barack: H3219
Odom, Mr. Hubert Eugene: S0754
Oglietti, Late Janice: H3791
Orangeburg Massacre: S0035
Osborne, Ronald C.: H4032, S0810
Pait, Kari: S0393
Palmer, Jimmy I.: H3286
Palmetto Boys State, use House of Representative chambers on Friday June
12, 2009: H3665
Palmetto Girls State to use House and Senate Chambers on June 11 and 12,
2009: S0559
Palmetto Health Hospice: H3547, S0425
Palmetto Health Richland Volunteer Auxiliary: H3912, S0730
Palmettovore Challenge Month designated as June 2009: H4017
Parent Care Day declared as May 22, 2009: H4003
Parks, Dr. Tony C.: H4098
Parnell, James “Jim” Monroe: S0627
Pastor, Dr. Robert E. Dennis: H3985
Patrick, Barbara AnnKizer: H4050
Pearson, Mr. Harold Earl, Jr.: H3256
Pelzer, Mayor Zelda Johnson: S0887
Perry, Anna: H3742, H3741, H3743
Phillips, Lieutenant Lester E., III: H3980, S0781
Phillips, Mrs. Leona Craig: H3273
Phillips, Staff Sergeant Ronald, Jr.: S0527
Pickens High School “Lady Blue Flame” Volleyball Team: H3513, H3514
Pickens High School Lady Blue Flame Varsity Volleyball Team: S0475
Pierce, Mrs. Marcia: H4042
Pilot, G. Cleve: H3259
Pinckney, Senator Clementa and Jennifer: S0825
Pinewood Preparatory High School Boys Varsity Basketball Team: H3752,
H3751
Pinewood Preparatory High School Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H3754,
H3753
Pinewood Preparatory School Baseball Team: S0857, H4065
Pinewood Preparatory School Boys Soccer Team: H4064
Pinewood Preparatory School Girls Soccer Team: H4067
Pinewood Preparatory School Golf Team: H4066
Pinson, Mr. Joe Frank: H3330
Pittman, Dr. Ezell: S0865
Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Church: H3391
Porter, Carolyn Talley: S0399
Powell, Dr. Dan W.: S0385, H3427
Price, Loretta: H3580, S0476
Project Cool Breeze: S0830
Project Manhigh: S0258
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Providence Hospitals and Lexington Medical Center: S0492
Pulley, Ricky, Jr.: H4099
R. C. Edwards Middle School Band: H3399, H3400, S0646
Radio Station 96.3 WGOG: S0645
Realtor Day declared as Tuesday February 24, 2009: H3557
Recyclers Day declared as tuesday April 21, 2009: H3867, S0682
Redd, Heather: S0393
Redding, Dr. Gary C.: H3308
Reeves, Emily Dorcas Treacy Moorer: H3925
Rehbein, Honorable Dave: S0257
Republic of China (Taiwan): H4016, S0809
Richardson, Naylene Redmond: H3260
Riddle, Elizabeth “Betty” Emerson: H3241
Ride of Silence to be held on Wednesday, May 20, 2009: H3764
Ridgewood Foundation: S0865
Rights of States, to affirm based on provisions of ninth and tenth amend-
ments of United States Constitution: H3509
Risher, Mr. Modie, Sr.: H3656
Roberts High School Class of 1959: H3892
Robinson, Reverend Odell Lewis: H4036
Rodgers, Edie: H3825
Rogers, Mrs. Edna: S0845
Rose, Mike: H3465
Rose, Ms. Caren: S0263
Round O Baptist Church: H3234
Safe Boating Week designated as May 16-22, 2009: S0755
Saluda River Academy: S0611
Sanders, Reverend Dr. James William, Sr.: H3808
Sanford, The Honorable Marshall Clement (Mark) Jr., State of the State
address: H3214
Saraki, Mrs. Oluwatoyin: H3611
Saunders, Dr. Donald E., Jr.: S0886
Scarborough, Honorable Wallace B.: H4148
Schmooney, Honorary Mascot for literacy in South Carolina for 2009-2010:
H3597
Schott, Commodore and Mrs. Wilmot: H4071
Scott’s Branch High School Football Team: H3221, H3220
Scott, Honorable Bernice G.: S0259
Scott, Jackie Ronald: H3937
Senter, Colonel Douglas M.: H3356
Shaken Baby Syndrome Awareness Week designated as third week in April
2009: S0675
Shriners Hospitals for Children: H3929
Shumaker, Bob: H3597
Sifford, Charles Luther: S0732
Silver Bluff High School Navy Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps:
H3692, H3691
Silver Hair Legislature to use House Chambers September 15-17, 2009:
H4056
Silver-Parker, Esther: H4101
Simmons, Master Sergeant William T. “Bill”: H3981, S0780
Simpsonville Stars Softball Team: H3255, H3257
Singleton, Edward M. “Dick”: H4084
Singleton, Jerome, Jr.: H3555
Singleton, R. B. Rudy: H3811
Sires, Edward Eugene: S0884, H4159
Skillusa Winners of School District Five of Lexington and Richland
County: H3931
Skinner, Mrs. Bernice: S0786
Smith, Hugh: H3793
Smith, Kevin Wythe: H3258
Smith, Ms. Martha Scott: S0466
South Aiken High School Boys Soccer Team: H4123
South Pointe High School Football Team: H3336, H3337
Southside High School Boys Basketball Team: H3915, H3916
Southside High School Forensics Team: H4100
Spring Valley High School: S0606
Spring Valley High School “Lady Vikings” Basketball Team: H3701,
H3702, S0569
Starnes, James R. “Jim”: H4125
State Ports Authority and Maritime Community: S0322, S0357
Strange, Terry: H3350, S0443
Strickland, Lieutenant Theodore M.: S0609, H4073
Summerville High School Advanced Women’s Chorus Eleganza: S0389
Summerville High School Color Guard: H4044, H4045
Summerville High School Competitive Cheer Team: H3569, H3570
Summerville High School Junior Varsity Color Guard: H4075
Sumter Dixie Boys Baseball Team: H3850, H3849
Surkramer, Susie: S0769
Sweat, Mayor Charlie: S0776, H4010, S0842
Taylor, Dr. Edgar Copeland: S0387, S0587
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Teacher Appreciation Week designated as May 4-8, 2009: H3991
Teenpact, to use chambers on May 1, 2009: S0683
Thigpen, Tyler: S0400
Thompson, Firefighter Brandon: H3766
Thompson, Mr. Jack: S0870
Thompson, Mr. Johnnie: H4132
Thompson, Nancy: S0797
Timmerman, Richard Butler: S0889
Toal, Honorable Jean Hoefer to address General Assembly in joint session
February 25, 2009: H3474
Toal, Honorable Jean Hoefer, to address General Assembly on Wednesday
Feburary 25, 2009: S0472
Todd, Mr. William Kent: H3287, S0291
Tuberculosis Day designated as March 24, 3009: H3700, S0592
Turner, Janey: H3619, S0515
U. S. Airways Flight 1549 landing in Hudson River: S0401
U. S. Navy Crew of the USS Columbia CL-56, designate October 15, 2009
as USS Columbia Day: S0801
USS Laffey (DD-724), workers who are working to preserve and surviving
veterans: H3548
Union County Carnegie Library: H3473
University of South Carolina Educational Talent Search Program and Par-
ticipants: H3646
Vereen, George Rayford: S0566
Waccamaw High School Golf Team: H4092
Waccamaw High School Tennis Team: H4090, H4089
Wade Hampton Fire and Sewer District: H3810, H3811
Walker, Christina: S0433
Ward, Mr. Johnny Eugene: S0804
Warren, C. David: S0430
Watson, Lieutenant Colonel Spann: H3979, S0779
Wayside Chapel Baptist Church: S0733
Webb, Dyan: S0684, H3910
Wenger, Sergeant Adam M.: S0530
West View Elementary School: S0832
Westminster Baptist Church: S0764
Wheeler, Myron: H3727
Whetstone, Mr. Morrison Wylette, Sr.: H3542
White, Brother I. V.: H4080
White, Carl A., M. D.: S0689
White, Honorable Ernest “Prince”: H3591
Wilburn, Wendell: S0633, H3827
Wilks, Pastor Wilbert Carl: H3484
Williams, Dr. Horace, Jr.: H3984
Williams, James: H4150
Williams, John “Jay”: H4139
Wilson, Katharine H.: S0858
Winestock, Reverend Flora Johnson: H4081
Wingard, Terry D.: S0539
Witherspoon, Honorable William D. “Billy”: S0260
Wolf, Mrs. Clover Holly Gatling: H3443
Wooley, Robert Monty: H3918
Wright, Bernice McDuffie: H4155
Wright, Deacon Jesse: H3894
Yar’Adua, Hajiya Turai Umaru: H3612
York County; York County Day designated as March 31, 2009: H3703,
S0570
Young, Mr. Charles Lee: S0844
Youth Awareness Month designated as September 2009: S0839
Youth Legislative Conference to use House Chambers on Monday, Septem-
ber 28, 2009: H4014
Zucker, Jerry: H3421
RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITIONERS
See Medical (this index)
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS AND PENSIONS
Magistrates, retirement age raised to seventy-five years of age: S0380
Police Officers Retirement System
Emergency medical services personnel shall participate in Police Offi-
cers Retirement System; definitions: H3758
Retirement system and Police officers retirement system, established
to study possible changes in; membership and duties:
S0465
Retirement income deduction, taxpayers who are sixty-five, to maximum
state income tax rate of two percent: H3332
South Carolina Retirement System
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Election worker or official, employee as defined for purpose of does
not include: H3015, S0241
Public school employees, sick leave, employees as reemployed retir-
ees to accrue and carry forward sick leave at same rate and
manner; district may not make a lump sum payment of
unused sick leave, provisions: H3300
Retirement system and Police officers retirement system, established
to study possible changes in; membership and duties:
S0465
Retirement system, judges and solicitors, allow retiree to receive
retirement allowance from while serving in office; person
not to become member of, contribute to or accrue service
credit in retirement system, provisions: H3368
Retirement system, number of service years in order to retire increased
to thirty: S0212
SC Retirement system, director acting on behalf to designate no more
than two companies to provide annuity, contracts, mutual
fund accounts, or similar investment products: S0681
SC Retirement system, to extend option to assistant solicitors
employed before July 1, 2010, provisions: H3734, S0616
SC Retirement system, update reference for Department of disabilities
and special needs; certain employees in Aiken County to
participate in: S0025
State insurance plans, active, fulltime employee of state covered entity
approved for disability retirement is eligible to participate
in plans if injury arising out performance of person’s offi-
cial duties: S0187
REVENUE DEPARTMENT
Alcohol permit, building used for sale of be inspected, certain documents be
on file before revenue department may issue alcohol per-
mit: H3036
Consumer Affairs department, certain disclosures of records and reports
filed with revenue department allowed, provisions: S0556
Counties to designate all or a portion of multicounty park as a designated
economic development site for commercial facilities, pro-
visions: H3885
Recycling program, revenue department and DHEC to develop for permit
holders for on-premises consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages; provide for collection and storing of recycled bottles;
provisions: S0173
Regulations Approved
Federal government construction contracts (D. No. 4004): S0602
Revenue Department, miscellaneous tax provisions of 2009: H3722
Revenue department, verification that federal schedule E conforms with
same document required by county assessor is not prohib-
ited: S0193, S0194, H3408
Textiles communities revitalization act, unused credit against state-imposed
taxes allowed to be transferred, devised or distributed and
require written notice of transfer to revenue department:
H4085
RICHLAND COUNTY
Burwell D. Manning Jr. Bridge named: H3813
Candacy-Darcel Sanders Crossing Bridge named: H4105
Jesse’s Way bicycle lanes named: H3595
Richland county council encouraged to postpone for one additional year a
countywide property tax equalixation and reassessment
program scheduled for implementation beginning for prop-
erty tax year 2009: H4082
Size limits and creel established for crappie taken in Lake Murray: S0671,
H3572
Snow day, lexington-richland district 5 school day missed March 2, 2009
due to snow exempt from makeup requirement: S0648
ROADS
See Transportation (this index)
ROBBERY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
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SALES AND USE TAX
See Taxation (this index)
SALUDA COUNTY
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177











College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fellows scholar-
ship but attends school in another state because chosen
major is not offered may still use scholarship to pay for
tuition: H3469, S0600
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fellows scholar-
ship but attends school in another state because chosen
major of pre-veterinary medicine is not offered to use
scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
Nursing education scholarship fund established; eligibility requirements
provided for; provisions: H3014
School bus, passing a stop bus, fines imposed must be used to establish
scholarships at University of South Carolina School of
Medicine and Medical University of South Carolina, provi-
sions: H3098
Special Needs Scholarship Program: H4021
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
See Also Education (this index)
Abbeville County
Snow day, school day missed on March 2, 2009 to be exempt from
makeup requirements: H3733
Administrators, membership of three hundred students or less to spend
thirty hours a week in classroom as instructor, provisions:
H3387
Aiken County
Aiken County, Board of Education, revise boards authority with
regard to administrative area officers and area advisory
councils: S0442
Anderson County
Anderson County, Board of Education, must reflect on a line item
basis the manner in which funds are expended; salaries of
employees receiving more than fifty thousand to be posted
on county board website, provisions: H3589
School District Five, all road improvements necessitated by construc-
tion projects in funded by districts April 2007 bond issue
referendum to be paid for solely from proceeds of that
bond issue: H4107
Snow day, on March 2, 2009, school district 1 exempt from make-up
requirement: H3705
Automated External Defibrillator (AED), each high school in district to
have biannual emergency AED practice; AED training
requirements: H3978
Barnwell County
School District Board of Trustees, provision deleted that no more than
twelve special meetings may be held in one calendar year:
H3108
Beaufort County
School district to impose impact fee  for new residential dwelling unit
constructed within district; funds of to be used for con-
struction of public education facilities within district;
impact fee provisions: S0326
Boats, operation of for purposes of transporting students, operation by
department on Sandy Island, specified people to use, pro-
cedures: H3627
Bonded indebtedness limits, require referendum on question of raising of
political subdivisions and school districts to be held at gen-
eral election: H3386
Budget and control board to engage a independent auditing and consulting
firm to conduct financial and management audit of depart-
ment of education, provisions: H3458
Buses
Cell phone, unlawful for school bus driver to operate school bus while
using a cell phone; penalties: H3785
Charter buses, former buses are exempt from the required standards
when owned and operated by a school district: S0318,
H3626
School Bus, driver of vehicle to stop before reaching a stopped school
bus on school grounds in designated loading or unloading
area: H3105
School bus, passing a stop bus, fines imposed must be used to estab-
lish scholarships at University of South Carolina School of
Medicine and Medical University of South Carolina, provi-
sions: H3098
School buses, school district owned school bus shall be subject to an
annual federal department of transportation inspection:
S0849
Campus security department, definitions revised; technical changes made;
jurisdiction of revised; markings on campus vehicle made;
implement policies and procedures to govern their opera-
tions, provisions: S0019
Centers of Excellence Matching Endowment, endowment must be funded
by appropriations from general fund: H3345
Certified athletic trainers foundation created, to assist local school districts
in ensuring a certified athletic trainer is on staff at each
middle and high school: S0481
Charter School District Act of 2009: S0680
Charter school to transfer sponsorship from the local school district to the
public charter school district upon mutual written agree-
ment among charter school, local school district, provi-
sions: S0679
Charter school, applicant to seek to form a single sex charter school without
regard to gender makeup of proposed charter school,
exception provisions: H3662
Charter school, enrollment, preference given to sibling of pupil already
enrolled: H3175
Charter school, local school board to post notice of public hearing for
approval of; charter school may be represented by counsel,
present evidence, and cross examine witnesses: H3191
Charter school, school district, may not deny charter school, student or
teacher anything available to public schools; rent of charter
school provisions; grant applications provisions; teacher of
the year provisions: H3177
Charter schools, to distribute two hundred percent of current year’s base stu-
dent cost: S0695
Cherokee County
Snow day, missed on March 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 2009 exempt from
makeup requirement: S0544
Chester County
Fairfield County Treasurer to transfer funds to Chester county school
district in order to defray cost to education students who
reside in Fairfield County but attend Chester County
Schools, provisions: S0796
Chesterfield County
Schools, closed due to snow days on January 20, 2009 and February 4,
2009 are exempt from make-up requirement: H3685
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foster parent, juvenile justice worker, and guardian ad
litem to people who must report: H3800
Civics and geography instruction, one semester required of during the fifth,
eight and eleventh grade years: S0522
Clarendon County
Clarendon County, one percent sales and use tax, proceeds from to be
used to ensure academic and art instruction during 2009-
2010 and 2010-2011 school years: S0758
Classroom Priority Act: H3529
Community Schools Investment Act: H3828
Criminal sexual conduct in third degree, sexual battery included when vic-
tim is student sixteen or older and actor is employed at
school, provisions: S0107
Curriculum, origin of mankind, used to teach students about must maintain
neutrality between religious faiths and between religion
and non-religion, provisions: S0873
Dating violence, education department to develop model of to assist school
districts in developing policies; policy to be published;
training to school administration, provisions; part of health
education curriculum: H3202, S0266, H3543
Dental health education, screening and treatment referrals in public schools;
program guidelines and provisions: S0286
Districts within county to collaboratively develop and implement a plan to
centralize all procurement, personnel and financial matters
into one office; administration and staff of provisions:
H3430, H4118
Districts, at least seventy-five percent of educational operational expendi-
tures must be used for classroom instructional; to submit
budget to superintendent; budget provisions: H3385
Districts, each county of state must constitute a district; county may not
have multiple districts within boundaries; provisions for
operation of countywide school district: H3340
Dorchester County
Board of Trustees, district 2 to impose impact fee on any developer for
new residential dwelling unit constructed within school
district; fund provisions; impact fee shall be set at amount
not to exceed cost of dwelling, provisions: S0235
District 2, Superintendent, to submit to county an annual report detail-
ing information regarding impact of development on
schools within district 2, provisions: S0234
Education Finance Act, cost for students revised, revise manner of school
district funding, formula modified for computing weighted
student cost; provisions: H3181, S0395, H3724
Education, board of and districts, to facilitate scientific education; provi-
sions: S0875
Educational Opportunity Act: S0520, H3802
Employees to be granted additional paid leave for attending elementary and
secondary school conferences or activities during
employee work hours or to engage in volunteering; income
tax deduction provisions: H3865
Equal Access to Interscholastic Activities Act: S0151
Fairfield County
Treasurer to transfer funds to Chester county school district in order to
defray cost to education students who reside in Fairfield
County but attend Chester County Schools, provisions:
S0796
Farm to School Program Act: H3179
Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation Act: S0710, H3148
Firearm, unlawful to discharge in a public or private school, dwellings,
structures, etc.; penalties increased: H3024
Flexibility, Districts, allow funds for academic and arts instruction; suspen-
sion of certain professional staffing; teacher contract provi-
sions; furlough of teachers and administrators provisions;
district budget provisions: H3352, S0379
Food, elementary schools may offer only full meals for student consump-
tion, meals to meet certain criteria: H3297
Food, snacks, sold to schools, snacks to meet certain standards based on fat,
calorie, and sugar content to be sold in schools: H3297
General Education Development (GED) Pilot program established to allow
students ages sixteen through nineteen currently enrolled in
high school two years behind in graduation to receive
instruction to receive GED: S0302
Georgetown County
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
Boats, operation of for purposes of transporting students, operation by
department on Sandy Island, specified people to use, pro-
cedures: H3627
Greenville County
Make up days, Paris and Taylor Elementary and Sevier Middle
School, not to make up January 8, 2009 that was missed
due to power outage: H3295
Make up school days, Mauldin High School, closed on April 30 and
May 1 for flu-like illness exempt from make-up require-
ment: S0795
School district, may not deny charter school, student or teacher any-
thing available to public schools; rent of charter school
provisions; grant applications provisions; teacher of the
year provisions: H3176
Greenwood County
School district 52, transfer authorized from sinking fund of to general
fund a specified sum of money to reimburse district for
amounts paid by its general fund for debt service: H4051
High School Dropout Prevention Act of 2009: H3866
Horry County
Horry County, Board of Education, term of office for newly elected
members of to commence upon date of first meeting of
board in January following November elections: H3575
Impact fee, imposed to school by law or local ordinance may be used for
classroom operational expenses: H3302
Income tax credit, for taxpayer who sends his child to private school or
home schools in amount equal to two hundred dollars per
child to be used for books and supplies: H3107
Index of taxpaying ability, errors allowed to be corrected in period after
February first until May first: S0181
Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children:
S0319, H3411
Jasper County
School district to impose impact fee  for new residential dwelling unit
constructed within district; funds of to be used for con-
struction of public education facilities within district;
impact fee provisions: S0327
Kershaw County
Midway, Bethune, Mount Pisgah and Baron Dekalb Elementary
schools; North Central Middle and High Schools, exempt
from making up school day missed on February 4, 2009:
H3583
Kindergarten, allow children who completed an out-of-state or private kin-
dergarten program with different age requirement to attend
kindergarten in South Carolina: S0656
Legislative Audit Council, to conduct audit of one-fifth of school districts
selected at random, cost reimbursed by district, provisions:
H3537
Lexington County
Snow day, district one school day missed March 2, 2009 due to snow
exempt from makeup requirement: S0647
Snow day, lexington-richland district 5 school day missed March 2,
2009 due to snow exempt from makeup requirement:
S0648
Snow, School day missed by districts due to is waived for Lexington
districts, one, two, three, and four: S0537
Lottery, additional funding for public K-12 schools from proceeds of desig-
nated lottery game, name the game The K-12 Game:
H3266
Marlboro County
Board of Education, require two-thirds vote of to hire or fire county
superintendent: H4122
Middle and High, all public of this state to offer at least five career and tech-
nology courses to respective students: H3660
Newberry County
Snow day, school day missed March 2, 2009 due to snow exempt from
makeup requirement: S0649
Oconee County
Snow day, missed on March 2, 2009 exempt from makeup require-
ment: S0540
Offenses, Schools, disturbing, expand purview of offense to include addi-
tional unlawful conduct on grounds or property of school
or college; penalties increased: H3315
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSParent-teacher conference, school board may petition family court to hear a
petition to require a parent of guardian of a student with
disruptive behavior in classroom to attend parent-teacher
conference: H3099, H3110
Physical education, courses taught in secondary schools must occur over six
semesters: H3282
Pickens County
Snow Day, March 2, 2009 exempt form make-up requirement: H3649
Procurement code, school district, required to adopt a procurement code
shall be given preference to resident vendors: H3602
Psychological screenings, notice of rights pertaining to must be sent by
school districts to parents; parent not required to take any
medical action; screening not required in absence of con-
sent by parent: H3857
Public School Choice Program Act: H3737, S0607
Public Schools, free, General Assembly provide for maintenance and sup-
port of; support public institutions of learning allowing
each student to reach his highest potential, constitutional
amendment proposed: S0099, S0561
Public education facilities included in definition of public facilities: S0240
Public school employees, sick leave, employees as reemployed retirees to
accrue and carry forward sick leave at same rate and man-
ner; district may not make a lump sum payment of unused
sick leave, provisions: H3300
Public schools, General Assembly required to provide for high-quality edu-
cation for all children of the state; constitutional amend-
ment proposed: H3112, H3961
Public schools, appointment of representative of emergency management
division to the committee charged with updating the con-
struction standards guide: H3501
Public schools, new construction of to comply with requirements and
designs of education department; to have three standard
plans for elementary, middle, and high schools, exceptions
and provisions: H3462
Religious Viewpoints Antidiscrimination Act: S0134, H3858
Saluda County
Snow day, school day missed March 2, 2009 due to snow exempt from
makeup requirement: S0650
School Children’s Religious Liberties Act: S0874
School Facilities Infrastructure Act: S0143, H3125, H3586
School calendar, requirement deleted that a school may not open for stu-
dents before certain date: H3100
School district consolidation joint committee created; to study current orga-
nization of school districts throughout South Carolina:
S0352
School district may not use operating funds to defray costs of professional
fees and memberships on behalf of teachers and adminis-
trators: H3384
School districts, to maintain an average daily membership of ten thousand
students or greater in order to receive state funding: H3102
School districts, with an average daily membership of sixty-five hundred
students may enter into certain financing agreements
through December 31, 2012: H3887
School facilities bonds, over next five years three hundred million bonds to
be allocated to school districts based on certain formula of
need; provisions: H3125
School report card, requirement of publication of waived if audited newspa-
per has previously published the entire school report card
results as a news item: S0696
School term, district may propose alternative school schedule plan that pro-
vides for operation of schools on four-day weekly calen-
dar: H3180
School zones, unlawful for driver to fail to stop when signaled by road
guard in school zone; penalty provisions; signs displayed
informing motorist of road guard on duty and penalties:
H3086
Schools, disturbing, provide first and second offense violations must be
tried in magistrates court; third and subsequent offenses
tried in general sessions court: H3229
Sex offender prohibited from living within one mile of school; penalties:
H3027
Smoking, unlawful to in outdoor areas of public schools and preschools;
penalties: S0031
Snow day, school districts closed due to on March 2, 2009 exempt from
make-up requirement: S0519
Spartanburg County
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
Snow day, school districts 1-7 that missed on March 2, 2009 exempt
from makeup requirement: S0543
Spartanburg County, School District Board of Trustees, reduce num-
ber of qualified electors that must sign a petition for person
to place his name as candidate on ballot: S0487, S0703
Speech-language pathologist, who received national certification and
employed in public school district to receive yearly incen-
tive for life of certification; incentives to be paid by funds
appropriated: H3254, S0672
Students
Athletics, student who participates on school sponsored athletic team
to be administered an electrocardiogram test during physi-
cal; doctor to clear student for participation on team before
eligible to participate: H3111, H3097
Attendance, in schools of an adjacent county, parent of student to
arrange for student to attend rather than school authorities;
board of trustees may not prevent student from transfer-
ring: S0812
Equal Access to Interscholastic Activities Act: S0151
Financial effort per pupil required of each school district repealed:
S0175, H3181, S0395, H3724
Pupil to teacher ratios requirements established, reduction of state aid
for any district that does not meet requirements: H3120
Student enrolled in state sponsor adult education program in district
may take the general educational development exam free,
provisions; reimbursement of funds to state provided for:
H3103
Student, 7th-12th grade, provisions when may or may not be retained:
H3151
Student, must attend school until age eighteen or received diploma;
child who violates court order required by juvenile justice
to attend school; definitions revised: S0029
Swimming lessons, Public schools to offer swimming lessons, provi-
sions; students enrolled in district to complete two years of
swimming instruction in order to graduate from high
school: H4149
Taser, person may not use to subdue an elementary or middle school
student on school campus: H3789
Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
Sumter County
Sumter County, consolidation transition committee member who
receives any threats in connection with decisions on behalf
of committee may institute a nonjury civil action against
school district 2 or 17: S0473
Sumter County, school district, revised initial terms of members of
governing board of elected in 2010: S0773
Superintendent of school district, principal or administrator, compensation
package to not exceed ninety five percent of certain sala-
ries, provisions: H3456
Superintendent, each county may have no more than one; General assembly
to provide for appointment of, certain provisions repealed:
H4118
Swimming lessons, Public schools to offer swimming lessons, provisions;
students enrolled in district to complete two years of swim-
ming instruction in order to graduate from high school:
H4149
Teachers
Higher learning institutions, to provide free tuition to teachers and
administrators employed by school districts, provisions:
S0404
Hiring of, date extended to May fifteenth, teacher has ten days to
accept contract; TERI salary provisions: S0588
Public school employees, sick leave, employees as reemployed retir-
ees to accrue and carry forward sick leave at same rate and
manner; district may not make a lump sum payment of
unused sick leave, provisions: H3300
Pupil to teacher ratios requirements established, reduction of state aid
for any district that does not meet requirements: H3120
Smoking, provisions deleted allowing smoking in private offices and
teacher lounges at schools: S0031
TERI program closed to new participants effective July 1, 2009:
H3009, S0242
Teacher Protection Act of 2009: S0004
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTeacher bonus program, developed by education department to reward
exemplary classroom teachers; bonus not to exceed five
percent of salary; school district to maintain separate
account for funding of program: H3478
Teacher contracts, increase the induction contract period to five years:
H3095
Teacher, definition revised to include a minimum time in the class-
room: H3096
Teachers, national board certified, to receive one time seventy-five
hundred dollar salary supplement; loan application provi-
sions: H3812
Threats, to public official, teacher, or principal, direct and indirect
threats: H3226
Threats, to public official, teacher, or principal, direct and indirect threats:
H3226
Twenty-first Century Scholars Program established, fund established, provi-
sions: H3250
Union County
Snow day, missed on March 2, 2009 exempt from makeup require-
ment: S0541
Veteran’s Day, to be recognized as a holiday for all local school districts and
public colleges and universities: H3843
Veterans, high school diplomas, for qualifying veterans who served during a
war period, provisions: S0016, S0140
Weapons, carried on school property does not apply to person authorized to
carry a concealed weapon inside motor vehicle: S0593
York County
Board of trustees to establish opening date for school to begin: H3052
Fort Mill School District No. 4, Board of Trustees, to issue general
obligation bonds for paying cost of operation and mainte-
nance of certain elementary schools, bond provisions:
S0759
Snow day, school districts one, two three and four that missed on
March 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 2009 exempt from makeup
requirement: S0542
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of 2009: H3299, S0295
SECRETARY OF STATE
Deferred Presentment Services, secretary of state to know name and address
of each licensee; location provisions; advance monies
monthly limit provisions; records of available to consumer
affairs department; provisions: H3157
Foreclosure database created in office of Secretary of State; provisions of
information to be included in: H3848
Limited liability company, application annually renewed before April first:
H3882
Limited liability partnership registration application filing fee deleted for:
H3531
Local Economic Stimulus Grant Program established, duties and member-
ship provisions, grant application process provisions:
S0171
No longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with consent of Senate,
constitutional amendment proposed: S0158, H3145,
S0129, H3279, H3614
Notaries, Public
Dual officeholders, officer in militia, notary public, constitutional del-
egate, law enforcement officer and correction officer,
exempt to provisions of: H3545
Notaries Public, definitions revised; qualifications for; powers and
limits of powers of; certain prohibitions; maintenance of
journal of notarial acts; penalties; provisions: S0251
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and remov-
ing a person holding a; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3833
SENATE
See General Assembly (this index)
SENTENCING GUIDELINES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
SEX OFFENSES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
See Medical/Communicable Diseases (this index)
SHERIFFS
See Law Enforcement (this index)
SHOPLIFTERS
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
SICK LEAVE
See Public Officers and Employees (this index)
SIGNS
See Advertisements (this index)
SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT
See General Assembly (this index)
SMOKING
See Agriculture/Tobacco (this index)
SOCIAL SERVICES
See Also Health and Human Services Department (this
index)
Department
Child, great bodily injury upon, minimum term of imprisonment to
two years if convicted of, no portion of sentence to be sus-
pended, provisions: S0348, H3436
Childcare center staff to child ratio regulations to be kept in effect:
H3914
Childcare operators and caregivers required to annually complete a
minimum of two hours of training approved by social ser-
vices department: S0348, H3436
Homeless, department to conduct a study on number in each county
aggravated by current recession; availability and capacities
of shelters; report provisions: H3801
Local Foster Care Review Boards, appointment by legislative delega-
tion, delete provisions requiring delegation to be notified
of vacancies by certified mail: S0670
Social services department may request child fatality committee to
open case if criminal domestic violence, drug abuse, abuse
or neglect in home may have occurred, provisions: S0554
SOLICITORS
See Courts (this index)
See Attorneys (this index)
SOLID WASTES




Corporal James E. ’Bo’ Brown Bridge named: H3805
Fire Control boards, election of members to in: S0709
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Sgt. Stephen Correll High Memorial Bridge: H3821
Snow day, school districts 1-7 missed on March 2, 2009 exempt from
makeup requirement: S0543
Spartanburg Community College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3551408
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSpartanburg Community College Enterprise Campus Authority created:
H3616
Spartanburg County, School District Board of Trustees, reduce number of
qualified electors that must sign a petition for person to
place his name as candidate on ballot: S0487, S0703
University of South Carolina Up-State may offer in-state tuition to certain
North Carolina counties if they will offer in-state tuition to
student in Greenville and Spartanburg Counties: H3178




See Political Subdivisions (this index)
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
No Entries
STATE EMPLOYEES
See Public Officers and Employees (this index)
STATE GOVERNMENT
21st Century Government Efficiency Act: H3947
Agencies, No state agency, department or entity may increase of implement
a fee for performing a service, penalties without approval
by General Assembly; provisions of, exceptions: H3576,
S0517
Aid to subdivisions, certain restrictions governing suspended for fiscal year
2009-2010; for fiscal years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
counties may transfer state revenues as needed to ensure
delivery of services: H3581
American Recovery And Reinvestment Act of 2009, budget and control
board to serve as chief executive officer of state for pur-
poses of receipt and disbursement of federal funds pursuant
to: S0330
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, General Assembly
accepts use of federal stimulus funds provided to state if
Governor fails to certify, provisions; use of fund provi-
sions: S0577
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, all funds received for
clean water state revolving fund and drinking water may be
received and expended for as long as monies available:
H3730
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, SC Supports and joins Gover-
nor Sanford’s request to share funds from state fiscal stabi-
lization fund in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
to be designated to eliminate debt: S0578
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, South Carolina to refuse all
funds authorized for: S0579
Appropriation limitation, revise limit by imposing annual limit on general
fund; emergency limit provisions; provisions: S0002
Attorney fees, in state-initiated actions, limit fee to reasonable time
expended at reasonable rate: S0186
Biennial State General Appropriation Act, beginning with 2011 session
General Assembly to enact: H3124
Budget, Governor’s recommendations, reports from ways and means and
Senate finance to be in programmatic format, provisions;
agency budget recommendation provisions; provisions:
S0130
Capitol Police Force established, make-up of force; function powers and
duties; security areas on State House grounds; sergeant at
arms provisions; provisions; capitol police force committee
created, provisions: S0576
Chief Information Officer Restructuring Act: S0159
Citizens Participation in Government Act of 2009: H3587
Civil Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: S0350
Consolidated government charter commission, change manner and proce-
dure for authorizing creation of: H3460
SPARTANBURG COUNTY (Continued)
Department of Administration established as agency of executive branch,
headed by director appointed by Governor with advice of
Senate; certain offices and divisions of B&CB and Gover-
nor office transferred to; provisions: S0128
Emergency Support Function Volunteers, governmental agencies to estab-
lish; insurance and mileage provisions; average weekly
wage calculation of; provisions of division: H3501
Energy Efficiency, energy policy plan provisions, strategies to include use
of clean energy sources, provisions: S0232
Energy efficiency and renewable energy goals for government established;
state agencies to procure energy efficient products; agen-
cies to replace all light bulbs with compact flourescent
light bulbs: S0009
English language, after July 1, 2009 all state agencies and political subdivi-
sions shall offer all, publications, printed, audio and video
materials, and test in english-only format unless required
by federal law: S0003, H3771
Executive departments, reorganization of and dissolution of agency divi-
sions to be approved by General Assembly; report recom-
mendations to Governor and General Assembly,
provisions: H3498
Fairness in Civil Justice Act of 2009: H3489
Fiscal Accountability Act: H3640, S0658
Foreclosure, six-month moratorium on the foreclosure of, and accrual of
interest on, certain mortgages secured by residential real
estate: H3952
General Assembly accepts the use of federal stimulus funds if Governor
fails to certify that he will request and use funds for state
and agencies, provisions: H3554
General fund appropriations, combined with any other general fund appro-
priations may not exceed the aggregate state general fund
revenue collections from previous fiscal year: H3610
Governor, meetings with agency heads or department heads must be opened
to public under freedom of information act: H3126
Governor, physically absent from state, powers and duties of devolved to
Lieutenant Governor: S0226
Highway system, built according to state standards; county and municipal
roads added when necessary; removal of roads and provi-
sions: S0103
Job vacancies in state executive branch, posting of before vacancy is filled,
revise and simplify requirements of notice: S0345, H3406
Landfills, impose moratorium on consideration of permit applications to
expand or replace existing landfills; issuance of permits
provisions: S0324
Legislative Oversight of Executive Departments, to review and study opera-
tions of state agencies, oversight committee jurisdiction
established, provisions; testimony of to be given under
oath; provisions: S0136, H3498
Local Economic Stimulus Grant Program established, duties and member-
ship provisions, grant application process provisions:
S0171
Local government may not impose a fee on agriculture, forest or undevel-
oped land for a stormwater, sediment or erosion control
program; exceptions: H3088, S0453
Local government units and political subdivisions allowed to invest in obli-
gations of state or political subdivisions denominated in
United States dollars, provisions: S0706
Motor vehicles, state operated, maximum speed limits provided for: S0321
Office of Inspector General created; appointment manner; powers, duties
and functions of: H3434
Officer of Inspector General created; appointed by Governor with consent
of Senate; duties; may be removed by Governor: S0139,
S0138
Offshore drilling, redefined; person to pay lease or royalty payments when
drilling in South Carolina Atlantic ocean territorial waters;
provisions: H3194
Ports Authority, to be governed by director appointed by Governor with
consent of Senate; Governing Board dissolved and author-
ity given to director, provisions: H3128, S0392
President, South Carolina to adopt the agreement among the states to elect
the President by national popular vote: H3859
Procurement Code vendor, vendor and employees must be legal residents of
state to take advantage of preference: S0089
Procurement Code, benefits based on funding projects in which payments to
vendors depend upon realization of savings or revenue
gains, terms and funding provisions: H3625
STATE GOVERNMENT (Continued)409
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AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSProcurement Code, terms defined; residents given preference; compliance
with federal requirement provisions: S0116, H3051
Procurement code, federal debt expenditure requirements; provide for
where federal assistance, grant, or contract funds are used;
usage provisions; construction bid contract provisions:
S0697
Procurement code, five percent preference for vendors of environmentally
preferable goods or services, provisions: H3156
Procurement code, school district, required to adopt a procurement code
shall be given preference to resident vendors: H3602
Procurement code, solicitation by competitive online bidding may not be
used for term contracts: H3516
Procurement code, twenty-five percent set aside for entities subject to the
Procurement Code for contracts for goods or services
entered into outside of the State: S0088, H3156
Proviso Codification Act of 2009: S0501
Public notice, authorized publication of certain notice, legal notice or adver-
tisement through public notice website, procedures and
requirements for: H3183
Restructuring Act: H3147, S0208
Rural Infrastructure Act: H4152
Rural Infrastructure Bank Act, provisions: S0135
Spending Accountability Act of 2009: H3047
State Enterprise and Economic Development Strategies Task Force, estab-
lished to examine ability to compete in 21st century global
economy, provisions: S0869
State agency mandatory furlough terms provided for: H3378
Statewide-elected constitutional office, procedures for recalling and remov-
ing a person holding a; constitutional amendment pro-
posed: H3833
Statue of limitations or of repose may not apply to action brought by state
for its benefit: H3553
Sunset Commission created; Sunset Review Divisions created within the
Legislative Audit Council; procedures for determining if
programs of state government should be in existence:
H3192
Taxation realignment commission, established, membership and duties pro-
visions; to study state’s tax system; state enhanced as opti-
mum competitor in effort to attract businesses to live work
and invest provisions: S0012, H3415
Torts Claims Act, definitions revised; expressly provide for immunity of
certain governmental employees when investigating poten-
tial wrongdoing or disciplining another employee, provi-
sions: H3249
Trains, between certain hours train may not block four lane intersections for
more than five minutes: H3150
Truth in Spending Act: S0221, S0229, H3540
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See Regulations (this index)
STATE STUDENT LEGISLATURE
No Entries
STATE SYMBOLS AND EMBLEMS
Anderson University Master of Ministry Day declared as August 6, 2009:
S0814
Bottlenose Dolphin, designated as official state marine mammal: H3131
Bridge of Unity Week declared as April 13 through 17, 2009: S0610
Carolina Home Health Care, Heart of Gentiva Day declared as May 6, 2009:
S0767, S0782
Christmas Eve, established as a legal holiday for state employees: S0668
Cities Mean Business Day declared as Wednesday, February 18, 2009:
H3511, S0415
Coastal Carolina University designated as the Home of Beach Music Hall of
Fame: H3960
Combat Veterans and Military Personnel, Armed Forces Day designated as
May 16, 2009: H3983
Community Development Week declared as April 13-17, 2009: H3896
Diversity and Social Justice Month is declared as April: H3806
Epilepsy Awareness Month designated as November 2009: H4008
Etiquette Day in South Carolina declared as Wednesday March 4, 2009:
H3646
Gang Awareness Month designated as October 2009: S0792
Gideons International Day declared as Sunday May 3, 2009: S0743
Home Schooling Parents, April 2009 declared as Home School Recognition
Month: S0552
Independent Colleges and Universities Week declared as April 20-24, 2009;
Independent Colleges and Universities Day designated on
April 22, 2009: S0558
Independent School Association to use House of Representatives chambers:
H4018
Liberty Day declared as Monday, March 16 2009 to celebrate the Declara-
tion of Independence and the United States Constitution:
H3688
Marina Day designated as August 8, 2009: H4040
Marsh Tacky, designated as official state horse: H3044
Mental Health Month declared as May 2009: H3904, S0731
Nascar, name the week of May 4 through May 10 2009 as Darlington Race-
way Week, The Week Too Tough To Tame: S0524, H3675
National Children’s Dental Health Month designated as February 6, 2009:
H3292, S0290
National Law Enforcement Week designated as May 11-15, 2009: S0815
Newberry County Relay for Life weekend, May 1-2, 2009 declared as:
S0477, H3667
Northern Right Whale designated as official State marine mammal: S0272,
H3131
Nurse Anesthetist week designated as January 25 through January 31, 2009:
S0299
Palmettovore Challenge Month designated as June 2009: H4017
Parent Care Day declared as May 22, 2009: H4003
Realtor Day declared as Tuesday February 24, 2009: H3557
Recyclers Day declared as tuesday April 21, 2009: H3867, S0682
Ride of Silence to be held on Wednesday, May 20, 2009: H3764
Safe Boating Week designated as May 16-22, 2009: S0755
Schmooney, Honorary Mascot for literacy in South Carolina for 2009-2010:
H3597
Shaken Baby Syndrome Awareness Week designated as third week in April
2009: S0675
Teacher Appreciation Week designated as May 4-8, 2009: H3991
Tuberculosis Day designated as March 24, 3009: H3700, S0592410
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
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U. S. Navy Crew of the USS Columbia CL-56, designate October 15, 2009
as USS Columbia Day: S0801
Unborn Children’s Monument Commission, to erect a monument of State
House grounds as memorial to children whose lives ended
before birth, powers and duties of: H3527
Veteran’s Day, to be recognized as a holiday for all local school districts and
public colleges and universities: H3843
Wood Duck, designated as official state duck: H3131
York County; York County Day designated as March 31, 2009: H3703,
S0570






See Torts (this index)
STUDENTS
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
SUMTER COUNTY
Firefighter Buck Brown Memorial Highway named: S0826
Firefighter Eugene Franklin Memorial Highway named: S0827
Mayor Willie M. Jefferson Highway named: S0828
School district, revised initial terms of members of governing board of
elected in 2010: S0773
Sumter County, consolidation transition committee member who receives
any threats in connection with decisions on behalf of com-
mittee may institute a nonjury civil action against school
district 2 or 17: S0473
Voting precincts revised: S0705
SUPREME COURT
See Courts (this index)
SWIMMING POOLS





Accommodation tax revenues, reduce amount collected in a county
which exempts a county from provisions of law regulating
activities on Sunday: H3671
Accommodation tax, increase tax to fifty percent in counties in which
less than nine hundred thousand dollars accommodation
tax is collected annually, provisions: H3335, S0332
Accommodation tax, to include on vacation time sharing plan: H4025
Ad valorem taxation, house owned by qualified surviving spouse acquired
prior to deceased spouse death exempt of: S0581
Ad valorem taxation, member of my household redefined: S0835
Bill to increase or impose a fee may not become law unless if receives three-
fifths of the membership of House and Senate, constitu-
tional amendment proposed: H3016
Bill to increase taxes may not become law unless if receives two-thirds of
the membership of House and Senate, constitutional
amendment proposed: H3017
STATE SYMBOLS AND EMBLEMS (Continued)
Business license tax must be based on the size of business not on gross
income: H3053, H3243
Business license tax, Towing company operating within corporate limits of
municipality is not subject to business license tax unless
company maintains place of business within limits of
municipality: S0349
Cigarette Tax
Cigarette tax increased, defined; medicaid reserve account provided,
fund revenue and procedures; provisions: H3206, H3211
Cigarette tax, additional tax of 2.25 to each cigarette; community men-
tal health fund created for mental health department, reve-
nues for provided; tax credit for person with health savings
account; provisions: H3471
Cigarette tax, impose additional; smoking cessation and health care
fund established, provisions; additional revenue of tax
credited to general fund, provisions: H3119
Cigarette tax, impose surtax on cigarette; credit revenue from to smok-
ing prevention and cessation trust fund, agriculture depart-
ment for marketing of state-grown crops, medicaid trust
fund, health care trust fund: H3486, H3470, H3584
Cigarette tax, increase tax; appropriate money to Board for Technical
and Comprehensive Education and Commission on Higher
Education and Critical needs nursing initiative fund:
H3014
Coin-operated devices, operation of or possession of; county may allow by
ordinance; referendum provisions, constitutional amend-
ment proposed: S0078, S0065
County tax collectors, provide minimum continuing education course
requirements for, exceptions: H4113, S0876
Fair Tax Act: H3992
Fair Tax Implementation Study Commission created to study replacing state
individual and corporate income tax: S0846
Federal Educational Tax-Credit Bond Implementation Act: S0710, H3148
Homestead tax exemption, except legal title to dwelling place is owned by
continuing care retirement community, person who quali-
fies for may transfer to community: S0176
Hospitality tax, governing body of county to use not more than one-half of
revenues of local hospitality tax for transportation needs:
H3709, H3836
Income Tax
Brackets, provisions deleted limiting inflation adjustment to one-half
of inflation rate and four percent limit on total inflation
adjustment: H3946
Credits
Closing cost, tax credit, in connection with purchase money or
refinancing of residential or commercial mortgage, terms
defined: H3454
Corporate income tax credit, modify the requirement of certain
number of new full-time jobs to ten percent of payroll:
H3676
Credit of up to five hundred dollars against state income tax for
individual who maintains a health savings account: H3471
Credit, for taxpayers who filed income tax returns reporting indi-
vidual income tax liability for prior taxable year: S0219
Entrepreneurial Success Fund Act: H3870
Income tax credit, allowed for premiums paid by small employer
for employee health plan; credit amount limited; credit for
business with no more than fifty employees: H3210
Income tax credit, energy efficiency or green globes, for costs
for new construction, renovation or building projects that
meets: H3676
Income tax credit, for donations of waste oil from the kitchens of
restaurants and other commercial kitchens to registered
producers of biodiesel fuel: H3997
Income tax credit, for taxpayer who sends his child to private
school or home schools in amount equal to two hundred
dollars per child to be used for books and supplies: H3107
Income tax credit, individual credit allowed equal to ten percent
of federal earned credit, credit annually increased; provi-
sions: H3010
Land, for gift of land for conservation, credit equals twenty-five
percent of total gift; maximum annual credit increased;
provisions: S0154
Long-Term Care Income Tax Credit Act: H3532
Long-Term Care Tax Credit Act: S0157
Low Income Housing Tax Credit Act: S0069
TAXATION (Continued)411
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSMetal detector security system, credit provided for retail space
landlords and individual retailers: S0067
Minimum wage, one-time tax credit to eligible employers who
pay the increased minimum wage: H3669
Photovoltaic solar, fuel cell property credits, credit equal to
twenty percent of qualified expenditures against taxpayer
income tax liability: S0010
Solar or Wind Energy System, income tax credit for purchasing:
H3863
Tax credit, for employers hiring an unemployed individual
receiving unemployment compensation benefits, amount
of credit, provisions: S0690, H3953
Tax credits, for textile mill sites provisions; credits allowed
include credits against insurance premium taxes; manner of
credits vested and allocated: S0728
Textiles communities revitalization act, unused credit against
state-imposed taxes allowed to be transferred, devised or
distributed and require written notice of transfer to revenue
department: H4085
Various tax credits, beginning taxable years after 2018 repealed,
carry-forward and phased reduction of credits during phase
out periods: H3424, S0378
Deductions
Deduction allowed for compensation of poll workers and offi-
cials at polling place on election day: H3015, S0241
Employees to be granted additional paid leave for attending ele-
mentary and secondary school conferences or activities
during employee work hours or to engage in volunteering;
income tax deduction provisions: H3865
Income tax deduction assessments, imposed on real property;
allow the deduction of charge for permit, license, surcharge
to be paid to unit of government in connection with
improvements to real property: H3284
Income tax deductions, a three thousand dollar a year deduction
for volunteer state constables, eligibility requirements for:
H3756
Income tax deductions, deduction allowed on otherwise taxable
military pay and allowances of resident on active duty in
armed forces, deduction to be phased in over four years:
S0344
Retirement benefits, deduction of, attributable to service on
active duty in armed forces: H3208
Income tax return, taxpayer may contribute to the Forestry Commis-
sion for use in state forest system: S0850
Income tax, five percent corporate and business income , home-
owner’s associations, phase out these taxes over ten years:
H3424, S0378
Returns, voluntary contributions, rural crossroads institutes as entity
which person may make: S0211
Index of taxpaying ability, errors allowed to be corrected in period after
February first until May first: S0181
Internal revenue code, updated; taxpayer following federal housing eco-
nomic recovery act not to be penalized: H3383, H3721
Jobs tax credit, knowledge intensive business added as qualifying facility;
county designations rankings by using unemployment rate:
H3676
License tax, alcohol beverage control act, of five thousand dollars for retail
dealer holding wholesalers basic permit; excise tax
replaced with license tax: S0068
Local Option Tourism Development Fee Act: H3590, S0483
Long-Term Care Tax Credit Act: S0157
Millage rate, at end of December must be used when calculating whether
property valuation resulted in change in value; notices of
change must be mailed to taxpayers at least sixty days prior
to end of fiscal year: S0228
Property
Assessments
Appeal of County Assessor’s property tax assessment to county
governing body, certain cases; allow payment of attorney
fees to taxpayer who prevails on appeal: H3041
Assessment ratio on homeowner’s principal residence to remain
at four percent until end of year; property tax exemption
provisions: H3966
Assessors, education requirements, reduce number of hours of
instruction each year with active license: S0406
TAXATION (Continued)
Continuing care retirement community, legal resident of person
who resides in and owns equitable interest in qualifies for
four percent assessment, provisions: S0176
General Assembly, to impose a statewide millage on all real and
personal property subject to property tax for purpose of
raising revenue for public school operations, provisions:
H4061
Governing body of a county to postpone for one year a county-
wide property tax equalization and reassessment program,
provisions: H3747
Property classifications for ad valorem taxation, classification
added with assessment of two percent fair market value for
large undeveloped land no qualified as agricultural use
property, constitutional amendment proposed: H3155
Property tax exemptions, residential property consisting of three
or fewer units in amounts of fair market value sufficient to
equal assessment ratio of four percent on property: H4024
Property tax sale, county forfeited land commission to allow a
bid from and conform bidding provisions with respect to
contaminated property: H3668
Property tax, eliminate fifteen percent limit on increases of value
of real property up to five years and eliminate an assessable
transfer of interest, provisions; constitutional amendment
proposed: H3293
Property tax, four percent ratio, filing deadline for extended for
owner-occupied property; application for agricultural use
value; requirement eliminated for extention provisions:
H3419
Property tax, four percent ratio, owner of residential property
qualifies for, if owner is qualified and residence is not
rented more than ninety days a year, provisions: S0193,
S0194, H3408
Property tax, four percent special assessment ratio, member of
armed forces who rents residence while on active duty in
combat zones may still retain: H3212
Property tax, residential real property held in trust does not qual-
ify as legal residence unless a individual beneficiary under
the trust occupies residences as named beneficiary legal
residence, provisions: H3272
Property tax, revise eligibility requirement to receive the four
percent assessment ratio for owner-occupied residential
property: H3018
Property tax, rollback millage, formula for calculating; defini-
tions: H3479
Property tax, single member LLC, meeting certain provisions,
qualifies for special assessment ratio: S0230
Property taxation, additional instances of transfers not consid-
ered assessable transfers of interest, provisions: S0879
Property taxpayer, alternative appeals for objecting to assess-
ment issued by assessor; county to pay attorney’s fees if
taxpayer prevails, provisions: H3321
Property, civil penalty for failure to provide notice of assessor of
ownership transfers of certain business real property:
H4113, S0876
Property, value of owner occupied must be included in calcula-
tion of index of taxpaying ability, provisions; Index of Tax-
paying ability study committee established, membership
and duties of: H3748
Real property valuation reform act, conforming amendment;
assessor to apply the exemption allowed by exemption to
fair market value of assessable transfers, provisions:
S0435, S0518
Real property valuation reform act, eliminate point of sale valua-
tion; fifteen percent cap over five years on increase in fair
market value results in lower value then value becomes
property tax value; provisions: S0598
Real property valuation, postpone implementation of transfer of
value of a parcel of real property unimproved since last
reassessment program, provisions: H3007, H3272
Real property, exempt amount of fair market of; fair market
value reduced by exemption is value to which constitu-
tional cap on increases to fifteen percent, provisions:
S0435, S0518
Real property, fair market value of for property tax purposes,
manner further provided for: H3480
TAXATION (Continued)412
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSTaxpayer, to be represented by licensed real estate broker-in-
charge who holds masters degree in Business Administra-
tion, provisions: H3320
County government, to allow county officials charged with collecting
taxes on real property to waive or reduce penalties for late
payments, provisions: S0278
Exemptions
Boats or watercraft, property tax exemptions not eligible for, if
classified primary or secondary residence; provisions of:
S0405, H3993
Owner-occupied residential property for property tax year 2009
only in amount equal to fifteen percent of fair market value
of property: H3838
Property tax exemption, for on tax year one hundred percent of
fair market value of owner-occupied residential property
owned by armed forces deployed any part of property tax
year, provisions: H3528
Property tax exemption, on two private passenger vehicles
owned by permanently disabled firefighter allowed: S0599
Property tax exemptions, exemption allowed from all tax equal
to one hundred percent of value if owner is at least sixty-
five years: H3019
Property tax exemptions, exemption extended to allow churches
to property owned by a church but used by another church,
provisions: H3291
Property tax exemptions, increases in value attributable to peri-
odic reassessment of owner-occupied residential property
allowed the homestead exemption for persons over age
sixty-five year of age or who are disabled: H3304
Property tax exemptions, personal property including aircraft of
company engaged in air transport of specialized cargo:
H3482
Property tax exemptions, surviving spouse of a recipient of the
exemption by reason of certain ambulatory difficulties is
not allowed exemption: S0615
Property tax exemptions, value of improvements to real property
consisting of a newly constructed detached single family
home, provisions: H3018
Property, exemption of portion of fair market value of associated
with a facility for the generation of electric power placed
into service, provisions: S0866
Property tax, county council by vote to direct county treasurer to
waive dismiss or reduce real and personal property tax pen-
alties if in best interest of county: H3283
Property tax, municipality with a population of less than five thousand
to exempt from municipal ad valorem taxation for not more
than five years improvements to commercial property; con-
stitutional amendment proposed: H4068
Returns, failure to make a report or file return, information department must
consider when making estimate of tax liability, provisions:
S0122, H3122
Revenue Department, miscellaneous tax provisions of 2009: H3722
Sales and Use Tax
Capital Projects Sales and Use Tax Act referendum held at time of
2008 general election to no later than December 11, 2008:
H3232
Capital projects sales and use tax act referendum, change certification
date for until no later than December 11, 2008: H3207
Exemptions
Fire sprinkler systems installed in manufactured homes
exempted from sales and use tax: H3680
Food, exempt eligible food items for purchase with food cou-
pons, provisions: H3011
Food, exemptions allowed for items of unprepared food: S0149,
H3209
Machinery, machine tools and any part that is used in the produc-
tion of electricity from renewable energy source: S0010,
H3290
Prescription drugs injected into eye for treatment of macular
degeneration exempted: S0597
Sales and use tax exemptions, machinery, equipment, building,
and electricity used by facility owned by tax exempt orga-
nization investing at least twenty million dollars for
researching impacts of weather, provisions: S0717
Sales and use tax, construction contracts, revise terms and condi-
tions under which they are exempted: H3768
TAXATION (Continued)
Unprepared food eligible for purchase with usda food coupons
exempt from tax: S0360
Registration and titling, of vehicle, revenues from sales and use tax to
be credited to state highway fund, provisions: S0101,
S0238, H3414
Revenue Department, miscellaneous tax provisions of 2009: H3722
Revenue collected from county governing body, certain provisions
deleted; termination of tax provisions; ballot referendum of
provisions: S0360
Sales and use tax, revenues of tax to be used for acquisition of interest
in real property including development rights for economic
development, conservation, blight remediation or military
base protection: S0346
Sales and use tax, tax to be imposed for the acquisition of interest in
real estate used for certain purposes: H3334
Sales tax, delinquent, sales date provided, increase to one thousand
dollars damages for which a defaulting bidder is liable:
H4113, S0876
Tax credit, for placing service property used for distribution or dis-
pensing of renewable fuel applicable instead to alternative
fuel, provisions: H4128
Small Business Tax Credit Reform Act: S0150
Tax research committee established; terms, membership and duties; provi-
sions: S0182
Tax study commission created; membership and duties; submit recommen-
dations regarding tax exemptions: H3146
Taxation realignment commission, established, membership and duties pro-
visions; to study state’s tax system; state enhanced as opti-
mum competitor in effort to attract businesses to live work
and invest provisions: S0012, H3415
Taxpayer Inflation Protection Act: S0145
Taxpayer, to be represented by licensed real estate broker-in-charge who
holds masters degree in Business Administration, provi-
sions: H3320
TEACHERS
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Aiken Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3316, S0303
Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education
Cigarette tax, increase tax; appropriate money to Board for Technical
and Comprehensive Education and Commission on Higher
Education and Critical needs nursing initiative fund:
H3014
Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of 2009: H3841
Central Carolina Technical College Commission, additional members added
from Clarendon County and Kershaw County: S0097
Greenville Technical College Area Commission created, membership provi-
sions: H4087, S0862
Greenville Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: S0614,
H3872
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3457
Orangeburg-Calhoun College Enterprise Campus, powers and duties: S0469
Spartanburg Community College Enterprise Campus Authority Act: H3551
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education Act: H3616
Technical College Administrative Efficiencies Act of 2009: H3841
York Technical College Enterprise Campus, powers and duties: S0468
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Manufacturer Responsibility and Consumer Convenience Information Tech-
nology Equipment Collection and Recovery Act: H4093
TELEPHONES
Cell phone, municipal governing body may restrict operator of vehicle using
cell phone: S0024
Cell phone, person under eighteen may not operate motor vehicle while
using cell phone; penalties: S0642
Cell phone, unlawful for person to operate motor vehicle while using cell
phone, pager, or another wireless communications device




AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSCell phone, unlawful for school bus driver to operate school bus while using
a cell phone; penalties: H3785
Cellular telephone contracts, members of armed forces and immediate fam-
ily to terminate or suspend contracts for cellphone service
upon deployment or change of duty: S0353
Countywide Toll-Free Calling
Public service commission required to provide countywide toll-free
calling by all telephone utilities operating within York
County by July 1, 2009: H3079
Public Service Commission to require countywide toll free calling to
be provided by July 1, 2009, provisions: H3039
Customer Choice and Technology Investment Act of 2009: H3299, S0295
Governor, to maintain toll-free phone number to receive information, sug-
gestions, complaints concerning fraud, waste, abuse, mis-
management, etc.: S0269
Prepaid wireless telephone, person who sells to verify identity of purchaser,
identity of to be registered, data to be submitted to law
enforcement division, penalties: H3922
Telephone utilities to provide internet service in every exchange are or cede
service to another utility services that agrees to provide,
penalties: H4041
TELEVISION
Budget and control board and educational television network to provide a
wireless cloud over all public school facilities, provisions:
H3873
Cable companies, must offer a service tier that allows subscribers to choose
channels on individual per channel basis: S0386, H3525
TEXTILES
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
TIMBER
See Forestry (this index)
TOBACCO
See Agriculture (this index)
TORTS
Adjutant General to establish emergency air wing within State Guard; orga-
nization and duties of; liability provisions: S0225
Statue of limitations or of repose may not apply to action brought by state
for its benefit: H3553
Tort Claims act, certain causes of action to be filed in magistrate court;
agency or political subdivision represented by delineated
representatives; conforming changes made, provisions:
H3168
Torts Claims Act, definitions revised; expressly provide for immunity of
certain governmental employees when investigating poten-
tial wrongdoing or disciplining another employee, provi-
sions: H3249
TOURISM
See Parks, Recreation and Tourism (this index)
TOXIC WASTE
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
TRADE
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
See Consumer Affairs/Unfair trade practices (this index)
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
TRAILERS
See Mobile Homes (this index)
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
TELEPHONES (Continued)
TRAINS
See Railroads (this index)
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
See Also Motor Vehicles (this index)
Aiken County; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Highway named:
H4078
Aiken and Lexington County; Harsey’s Bridge named: S0624
Allendale County; Coach Aaron Manigault Memorial Highway named:
H3144
Anderson County; Veteran’s Memorial Highway named: H3592, S0471
Beaufort County; Thomas G. Heyward Memorial Bridge named: H3574
Beaufort County; William F. Marscher II Memorial Landing: H3599
Berkeley County; Firefighter Brandon Thompson Highway named: H3766
Berkeley County; transportation Department, may mow beyond thirty feet
from pavement roadside vegetation adjacent to interstate
highway 26 at exit 199: H4023
Charleston County; Transportation department permitted to maintain and
mow beyond thirty feet from pavement roadside vegetation
adjacent to Sam Rittenberg Boulevard in Charleston
County: S0854
Clarendon County; Fred Chewning Highway named: S0762
Commission of, abolished, all responsibilities, powers, and duties devolved
to secretary of department: S0205
Dillon County; Hoyt Jackson Memorial Highway named: H3475
Dillon County; Reverend Richard “Dick” Alderman Highway named:
S0274
Dorchester County; Muckenfuss (1792-1813), Minus (1813-1848), Harley
(1848-1862) Bridge named: H3926
Dorchester County; Transportation Committee, to be paid from “C” fund
revenues seventy-five dollars for each meeting at which
member is in attendance: H3624
Dorchester County; designate certain portion of as Coosaw Pointe and indi-
cate area with appropriate markers: H3061
Fairfield County; Senator John A. Martin Interchange named: H3361
Florence County; T. Ashby Gregg, Sr. Interchange named: S0403
Highway beautification pilot project established to reduce number of non-
conforming billboards: S0166, H3814
Highway naming, transportation department, must obtain approval from
General Assembly before it names highway facility in
honor of individual: H3382
Highway system, built according to state standards; county and municipal
roads added when necessary; removal of roads and provi-
sions: S0103
Highway, named by transportation department to carry designation for five
years: H3382
Highway, naming of in honor of, unless honorary is a serviceman or law
enforcement officer killed in line of duty, public funds may
not be used to reimburse the DOT for expenses incurs to
name and dedicated highway: H3084
Horry County; J. T. and Agnes Barfield Landing named: H3370
Horry County; W. G. Hucks Highway named: H3349
Hospitality tax, governing body of county or municipalities to use not more
than one-half of revenues of local hospitality tax for trans-
portation needs: H3709, H3836
Jasper County; Eunice Holman Doe Highway named: H3476, S0716
Laurens County; John K. Hendricks, Jr. Memorial Mile road named: H3401
Lexington and Richland Counties; Jesse’s Way bicycle lanes named: H3595
Motor vehicle fees, fees to be placed in state highway account of transporta-
tion infrastructure bank: S0013
Orangeburg County; Lance Corporal James D. Haynes Interchange: H3907
Railroad division of transportation established as component of department
of transportation; functions and reporting requirements:
S0749, H4109
Regulations Approved
Enforcement of pilot statutes and maritime homeland security (D. No.
4053): S0620
Richland County; Burwell D. Manning Jr. Bridge named: H3813
Richland County; Candacy-Darcel Sanders Crossing Bridge named: H4105
River basins, Natural resources department and transportation department to
coordinate to erect appropriate signs along highways iden-
tifying; DNR to assume costs associated with: S0227
Secretary of Transportation, to set aside funds necessary to acquire right of
way and build portion of interstate 73, provisions: H4058414
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
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Secretary of, to approve certain projects before work to begin, to make
monthly report to commission concerning approvals made;
certified internal auditor to serve as chief internal auditor,
provisions: S0222
Secretary, joint review committee to screen; duties and requirements of;
evaluation and review of; powers and responsibilities of;
provisions: S0339
Spartanburg County; Corporal James E. ’Bo’ Brown Bridge named: H3805
Spartanburg County; Sgt. Stephen Correll High Memorial Bridge: H3821
Sumter County; Firefighter Buck Brown Memorial Highway named: S0826
Sumter County; Firefighter Eugene Franklin Memorial Highway named:
S0827
Sumter County; Mayor Willie M. Jefferson Highway named: S0828
Toll Roads, revise method of disbursal of funds derived from toll projects;
terms defined: H3268, S0413
Transportation Infrastructure Funding Flexibility Act, departmental provi-
sions of flexibility: S0521, H4033
Transportation Infrastructure Investment Act: S0100
Transportation department commissioners, provide that a commissioner
may be removed from office by two-thirds vote of legisla-
tors who reside in congressional district from which a com-
missioner is elected: H4121
Transportation employee, criminal conviction of is not admissible in civil
action against a transportation company, terms defined;
penalties: H4110
York County; Juanita Goggins Highway named: H3338
York County; Western York County Scenic Byway, certain highways desig-




Financial Accountability Act: S0699
Financial arrangements provided by treasurers office through master
lease program for any agency who has not paid the South
Carolina Enterprise Information System costs, provisions:
S0388
Smoking prevention and cessation trust fun, medicaid trust fund,
health care trust fund, palmetto health care safety net trust
fund created and established in state treasury; provisions:
H3486, H3470, H3584
Timber, sale of, beginning July 1, 2010 twenty-five percent of revenue
derived from sale by DNR of timber to be paid to general
fund of school district in which lands are located: H4069
Treasurer of State, must be a certified public accountant: H3658
Treasurer, State, no longer elected, to be appointed by Governor with
advice of Senate, constitutional amendment proposed:
H3277
Treasurer, State, to maintain online register of each payment of one
thousand dollars or more; exemptions; register organiza-
tion and indexing: S0214
TRUCKS
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
TRUSTS AND ESTATES
Estate, closing, interested person allowed to waive filing of accounting, a
proposal for distribution of asset or notice of the right to
demand hearing: S0371
Real property, assessable transfers of interests, certain circumstances that
constitute deleted; other circumstances added: H3481
Trust Code, terms revised; technical changes made; delete requirement of
taxpayer identification number on a certificate of trust:
H3803
Trusts, interest as a beneficiary in testamentary trust or property passing to
inter vivos trust through decedents will is a beneficial inter-
est chargeable to elective share; provisions: S0372
TUITION AND GRANTS
See Colleges and Universities (this index)
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT (Continued)
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
See Employment Security Commission (this index)
UNIFORM LAWS
Revised Uniform Anatomical Gift Act: H3491, S0407
Uniform Child Abduction Prevention Act: S0383
Uniform Expungement of Criminal Records Act: S0310, S0411, H3022
Uniform Interstate Depositions and Discovery Act: S0021
Uniform Premarital Agreement Act: H3288
Uniform Unclaimed Property Act of 2009: S0381
UNION COUNTY
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Snow day, school districts missed on March 2, 2009 exempt from makeup
requirement: S0541
UTILITIES
See Public Service Commission (this index)
See Specific Utility (this index)
VETERANS’ AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
See Also Adjutant General (this index)
Cellular telephone contracts, members of armed forces and immediate fam-
ily to terminate or suspend contracts for cellphone service
upon deployment or change of duty: S0353
College tuition, free tuition after active military duty, provisions: S0049
Department of the Navy special license plates issued: S0502
Dual officeholders, officer in militia, notary public, constitutional delegate,
law enforcement officer and correction officer, exempt to
provisions of: H3545
High school diplomas, for qualifying veterans who served during a war
period, provisions: S0016, S0140
Homeless shelters, preference given to veterans at all shelters funded by
public funds, provisions: S0086
Hunter’s education program for hunting license, requirement does not apply
to active or retired United States Armed Services Personnel
who can prove weapon training during military career:
H3975
Income tax deductions, allowed of retirement benefits attributable to service
on active duty in armed forces: H3208
Income tax deductions, deduction allowed on otherwise taxable military pay
and allowances of resident on active duty in armed forces,
deduction to be phased in over four years: S0344
Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity for Military Children:
S0319, H3411
Joint Military Affairs Review Commission established, provisions: H3040,
S0213
Marine Corps’ flag to be flown atop dome of the State House on November
tenth: H3757
Military Parent Equal Protection Act: S0155, H3171
Property tax exemption, for on tax year one hundred percent of fair market
value of owner-occupied residential property owned by
armed forces deployed any part of property tax year, provi-
sions: H3528
Property tax, four percent special assessment ratio, member of armed forces
who rents residence while on active duty in combat zones
may still retain: H3212
Sales and use tax, revenues of tax to be used for acquisition of interest in
real property including development rights for economic
development, conservation, blight remediation or military
base protection: S0346
Special license plates, Parents and Spouses of Active Duty Overseas Veter-
ans plates issued: S0662
Special license plates, bronze star with valor license plate issued: S0338415
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
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Veteran homelessness, unemployment, job placement incidence of post-
traumatic stress disorder access to basic human services
study committee created, membership and duties: H4006
Veteran’s Day, to be recognized as a holiday for all local school districts and
public colleges and universities: H3843
Veteran’s Memorial Highway named in Anderson County: H3592, S0471
Veterans, Committee to Study Certain Issues Affecting Veterans, estab-
lished, membership and duties: H3488
Veterans, honorably discharge, delete provision that hiring preference shall
be given only when practicable: S0604, H3783
Well-Regulated Militia Act, name of Law Abiding Citizens Self-Defense
Act of 1996 changed to: H3652
VETERINARY MEDICINE
See Also Animals (this index)
Animal cruelty, provisions of this chapter do not apply to practice of veteri-
nary medicine, provisions: S0102, H3265
College, resident that qualifies for Life, Hope, or Palmetto Fellows scholar-
ship but attends school in another state because chosen
major of pre-veterinary medicine is not offered to use
scholarship to pay for tuition: H4046
Pet inoculating, against rabies, must be administered by licensed veterinar-
ian: S0328
VICTIMS AND WITNESSES OF CRIME
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
VIDEOS





VOTER’S AND VOTING PRECINCTS
See Elections (this index)
WARRANTIES
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
WARRANTS
See Courts (this index)
WASTE
See Also Conservation (this index)
See Also Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
See Also Water and Sewer (this index)
Drug-related hazardous waste, document of warning to be recorded, DHEC
to issue written determination; provisions of having on
property: H3977
Electronic Waste Management Act: S0131
Hazardous waste facility, to pay additional fee of one hundred dollars for a
ton disposed of; equal allocation of funds between county
and department’s uncontrolled site fund: S0565
Landfill, establish a statewide tipping fee on disposal of solid waste; owner
required to record solid waste tonnage; solid waste man-
agement trust fund to receive tipping fee, provisions:
H3517
Landfill, water utility operating within five miles of landfill to provide water
line and supply water to landfill; revenue bonds for con-
structing water line, provisions: S0748
VETERANS’ AND MILITARY AFFAIRS (Continued)
Landfills, impose moratorium on consideration of permit applications to
expand or replace existing landfills; issuance of permits
provisions: S0324
Wastewater treatment sludge generated outside of this state prohibited from
being disposed of in this state: H3114
WATER AND SEWER
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, all funds received for
clean water state revolving fund and drinking water may be
received and expended for as long as monies available:
H3730
Beaufort-Jasper County Water Authority, Jasper county appointees are to be
recommended to Governor by legislative delegation of Jas-
per County: S0451
Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority Act: S0793
Comprehensive Statewide Water Management Act of 2009: H3132
Landfill, water utility operating within five miles of landfill to provide water
line and supply water to landfill; revenue bonds for con-
structing water line, provisions: S0748
Municipality, that collects water or sewer maintenance fees to use fees only
for water and sewer: H3149
Pollution, water, person who pollutes to be given notice, notice procedure,
violations, provisions: H3603
Public utility, require within five days after filing of new or changed rate for
water or sewer, utility to make available certain indepen-
dently audited financial statements, provisions: H3331
River basins, Natural resources department and transportation department to
coordinate to erect appropriate signs along highways iden-
tifying; DNR to assume costs associated with: S0227
River, any in this state where an oyster factory is located, DHEC to utilize
qualified personnel of county to assist with monitoring of
water quality and other environmental standards: H3957
Wastewater treatment sludge generated outside of this state prohibited from
being disposed of in this state: H3114
Water Resources Planning and Coordination Restructuring Act: S0358
Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act: S0275, H3577,
S0452
Western Carolina Regional Sewer Authority name changed to Renewable
Water Resources: H3556, S0449
Wetlands Restoration Act: S0152
WATERCRAFT
Boat livery, owner liability for negligent operation of vessel provisions
deleted: S0098
Boats or watercraft, property tax exemptions not allowed, if classified pri-
mary or secondary residence; provisions of: S0405, H3993
Flotation devices, wearing of, not required if located in three feet of water
and is anchored and engine is not operating, provisions:
S0195
Kayaking, canoeing, and rafting liability immunity; activity sponsor or pro-
fessional not liable for injury or death of a participant; pro-
visions: H3076
Marinas, required to verify registration information on all watercraft leas-
ing, renting or occupying space at facility: H3636
Oconee and Pickens County; affluent discharge requirements for Lake
Jocassee including watercraft: H3392
Watercraft Gambling Act: S0083
WEAPONS
Concealed weapon permits, permits issued to nonresidents are valid for four
years; permits to residents are good for life, fee provisions:
S0753
Concealed weapons, add active members of the general assembly, active
public defenders, assistant public defenders and active
clerks of court and deputy clerks of court to list of people
permitted to carry: H4112
Concealed weapons, references deleted, persons allowed to carry without
penalty provisions; provisions: H3003
Firearm, unlawful to discharge in a public or private school, dwellings,
structures, etc.; penalties increased: H3024
Firearms Freedom Act: S0794, H4022
Firearms, crime created of possessing by person incarcerated for one year;
violation is a felony; penalties: S0190
WASTE (Continued)416
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS- X -
- Y -
- Z -
Firearms, person may not establish a policy or rule that prohibits certain per-
sons from transporting and storing firearms in a locked
vehicle on property set aside for vehicle: H3994
Florence County, Homeowner’s Association, person to obtain permission
from before he may discharge a firearm on any property
owned by; fines and violations: H3987
Handgun, person may lawfully stow under the seat of vehicle: H3298
Plastic, metal or brass knuckles to be defined as a weapon; not allowed on
school property; sale of prohibited: S0312
Weapons, assault weapons included in statute; penalties; create a two-tiered
penalty scheme: H3659
Weapons, carried on private property, school does not apply to person
authorized to carry a concealed weapon inside motor vehi-
cle: S0593
Weapons, carried on private property, school or into business that sells alco-
hol, does not apply to person authorized to carry a con-
cealed weapon inside motor vehicle: S0347
WELFARE
See Social Services (this index)
WETLANDS
See Conservation (this index)
WIL LOU GRAY OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL




See Trusts and Estates (this index)
WINE
See Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages (this index)
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Emergency air wing, to be paid by South Carolina: S0225
Firefighters, workers’ compensation, impairment or injury arisen out of and
in course of employment if they have successfully passed a
physical exam within last ten years: S0362
Taxicab driver who leases a cab under an independent contractor lease
agreement exempt from workers’ compensation: S0059
Workers’ compensation insurance, hearing must be held as a prerequisite to
granting any rate change whether an increase or a decrease:
S0741
Workers’ compensation, illegal immigrants excluded whose illegal status
was known to employer at time immigrants hire; provi-
sions: S0306, H3890, H3948
YORK COUNTY
Fort Mill School District No. 4, Board of Trustees, to issue general obliga-
tion bonds for paying cost of operation and maintenance of
certain elementary schools, bond provisions: S0759
Game Zone 4, antlered deer, season for revised in: H3770
Game Zones 1 and 2, prohibition for baiting deer in deleted: S0177
Juanita Goggins Highway named: H3338
Public service commission required to provide countywide toll-free calling
by all telephone utilities operating within York County by
July 1, 2009: H3079
WEAPONS (Continued)
School districts, board of trustees to establish opening date for school to
begin: H3052
Snow day, school districts 1-4 missed on March 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 2009 exempt
from makeup requirement: S0542
Voting precincts revised: S0756
Western York County Scenic Byway, certain highways designated, outdoor
advertising prohibited on routes comprising the: S0491
York County Natural Gas Authority, increase powers to allow the acquisi-
tion of town of Blacksburg Natural Gas System, references
for pipeline company to Carolina Gas Transmission Corpo-
ration: S0678
York Technical College Enterprise Campus Authority created: H3616
York Technical College Enterprise Campus, powers and duties: S0468
YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
No Entries
YOUTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
See Juvenile Justice Department (this index)
ZONING
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
YORK COUNTY (Continued)417
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LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSRepresentative  .  .  . Agnew - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3048 GB H 3060 GB H 3066 GB H 3094 GB
H 3112 JR H 3117 GB H 3146 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB
H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3515 R H 3516 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3554 CR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3582 R H 3591 R H 3592 CR
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3629 GB H 3647 CR H 3652 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3679 GB H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3733 JR H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3792 R H 3793 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3918 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3941 GB H 3955 GB
H 3959 CR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4080 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4121 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  171
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Alexander - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3132 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3296 JR
H 3299 GB H 3306 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3449 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3527 JR
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3604 GB H 3607 GB H 3608 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3767 CR H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3801 JR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  158
       Total passed bills:  138
Senator  .  .  . Alexander - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0011 GB S 0012 GB S 0106 GB S 0248 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0277 GB S 0278 JR S 0279 GB
S 0284 GB S 0291 R S 0295 GB S 0304 GB S 0305 CR
S 0325 CR S 0350 GB S 0356 GB S 0362 GB S 0363 GB
S 0364 GB S 0373 GB S 0376 R S 0415 R S 0424 CR
S 0428 CR S 0431 JR S 0452 GB S 0464 GB S 0486 GB
S 0496 GB S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0533 R S 0540 JR
S 0596 CR S 0618 GB S 0630 GB S 0642 GB S 0645 R 
S 0646 R S 0655 CR S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0690 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0719 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0761 R S 0764 R S 0766 GB S 0792 CR
S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0876 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   65
       Total passed bills:   37
Representative  .  .  . Allen - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3248 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3303 GB H 3304 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3423 CR H 3425 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3556 GB H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3604 GB
H 3606 GB H 3607 GB H 3608 GB H 3609 GB H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3629 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3804 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3845 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3872 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3915 R H 3916 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3947 GB H 3954 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4036 CR H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4098 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB
H 4115 GB H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 419
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  169
       Total passed bills:  144
Representative  .  .  . Allison - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3004 GB H 3047 GB H 3066 GB H 3121 GB H 3132 GB
H 3135 GB H 3147 GB H 3178 GB H 3192 GB H 3199 GB
H 3215 R H 3216 R H 3217 R H 3218 R H 3222 CR
H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB
H 3270 GB H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3277 JR
H 3278 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3292 CR
H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3414 GB
H 3415 JR H 3416 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3467 GB H 3468 GB H 3472 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3551 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3800 GB H 3805 CR H 3809 R H 3814 JR H 3821 CR
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3946 GB H 3947 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3993 GB H 3994 GB H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  205
       Total passed bills:  143
Representative  .  .  . Anderson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3047 GB H 3199 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3281 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3550 GB
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3627 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4007 R H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4091 GB H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4110 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  161
       Total passed bills:  136
Senator  .  .  . Anderson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0232 GB S 0263 R S 0273 GB S 0275 GB S 0297 CR
S 0309 GB S 0311 GB S 0325 CR S 0377 GB S 0408 GB
S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0431 JR S 0435 GB S 0508 CR
S 0512 GB S 0519 JR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0561 GB S 0582 GB
S 0596 CR S 0610 R S 0619 GB S 0630 GB S 0664 CR
S 0690 GB S 0691 JR S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0736 GB
S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0748 GB S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0853 GB
S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   46
       Total passed bills:   24
Representative  .  .  . Anthony - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3132 GB H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3377 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3469 GB H 3472 R H 3473 CR H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 GB
H 3548 CR H 3551 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3602 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3651 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3678 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3881 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB
H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR420
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4116 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  161
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative  .  .  . Bales - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3258 CR H 3259 CR H 3260 CR H 3261 CR H 3262 CR
H 3263 CR H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3304 GB H 3317 GB H 3318 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3415 JR
H 3419 GB H 3420 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3433 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3452 GB H 3460 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3532 GB
H 3537 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3769 GB
H 3771 GB H 3775 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3838 JR H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3881 GB H 3889 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3912 CR H 3920 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4005 GB H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  182
       Total passed bills:  144
Representative  .  .  . Ballentine - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3037 GB H 3047 GB H 3048 GB H 3055 GB
H 3066 GB H 3072 R H 3124 GB H 3127 GB H 3128 GB
H 3129 JR H 3138 R H 3146 GB H 3147 GB H 3181 GB
H 3213 GB H 3222 CR H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3248 GB H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB
H 3372 JR H 3379 JR H 3382 GB H 3388 GB H 3389 GB
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3503 R H 3505 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3533 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3596 GB H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3640 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3772 GB H 3774 GB
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3886 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3912 CR
H 3921 GB H 3922 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4083 R 
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4119 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  193
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Bannister - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3248 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3351 R H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3388 GB H 3389 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3452 GB H 3458 JR H 3463 GB
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3482 GB H 3491 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3525 GB H 3526 GB
H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3704 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3779 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3798 GB H 3803 GB
H 3804 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3872 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB
H 3947 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4052 CR H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 421
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  176
       Total passed bills:  144
Representative  .  .  . Barfield - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3254 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3349 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3370 R H 3372 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB
H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3483 JR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR
H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3575 GB H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3876 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3960 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4015 GB H 4016 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4053 CR H 4055 GB H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  169
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Battle - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3063 GB H 3120 GB H 3126 GB H 3127 GB
H 3129 JR H 3137 GB H 3146 GB H 3148 GB H 3160 GB
H 3173 GB H 3179 GB H 3203 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3281 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3391 R H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3537 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3725 R H 3726 R H 3727 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3763 GB H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3856 GB H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  169
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Bedingfield - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3042 GB H 3066 GB H 3067 GB
H 3132 GB H 3139 GB H 3140 GB H 3147 GB H 3164 GB
H 3175 GB H 3222 CR H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3271 GB H 3273 R H 3279 JR H 3280 JR
H 3285 GB H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3298 GB
H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3309 JR H 3311 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3377 GB H 3388 GB H 3389 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3476 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3532 GB
H 3537 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3556 GB
H 3563 GB H 3566 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3601 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB
H 3772 GB H 3774 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3802 GB H 3804 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB
H 3867 R H 3872 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB H 4037 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4059 GB H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4087 GB H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 422
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:  210
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Bingham - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3005 GB H 3037 GB H 3042 GB H 3043 GB H 3045 GB
H 3046 R H 3047 GB H 3051 GB H 3057 GB H 3066 GB
H 3067 GB H 3069 R H 3070 R H 3072 R H 3106 GB
H 3147 GB H 3164 GB H 3166 GB H 3194 GB H 3198 GB
H 3233 R H 3238 R H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3285 GB H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB
H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3416 GB H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3492 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3540 GB H 3542 R H 3548 CR H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3633 GB H 3634 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3868 R H 3878 JR H 3885 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4005 GB
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  190
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative  .  .  . Bowen - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3047 GB H 3096 GB H 3132 GB H 3202 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3265 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3309 JR
H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3384 GB
H 3385 GB H 3386 GB H 3387 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3430 GB
H 3436 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3456 GB H 3458 JR H 3462 GB
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3478 GB H 3489 GB H 3501 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3515 R 
H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3582 R 
H 3584 GB H 3589 GB H 3591 R H 3592 CR H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3628 GB H 3629 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3668 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3772 GB H 3774 GB H 3784 GB
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3802 GB
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3941 GB H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4037 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4107 JR H 4114 GB H 4115 GB H 4117 GB
H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  191
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative  .  .  . Bowers - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3063 GB H 3112 JR H 3132 GB H 3134 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3297 GB
H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3309 JR H 3311 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3436 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR
H 3566 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3747 JR
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3883 GB
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4004 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4010 CR H 4024 GB H 4025 GB H 4038 GB H 4039 GB
H 4041 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4061 GB
H 4063 R H 4068 JR H 4069 GB H 4070 GB H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4132 R H 4133 R H 4134 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  172
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative  .  .  . Brady - Session 118 (2009-2010)423
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3004 GB H 3006 JR H 3023 GB H 3025 GB H 3026 GB
H 3037 GB H 3042 GB H 3046 R H 3067 GB H 3087 GB
H 3102 GB H 3117 GB H 3132 GB H 3156 GB H 3167 GB
H 3174 GB H 3200 GB H 3202 GB H 3203 GB H 3237 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3253 GB H 3265 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3297 GB H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3436 GB
H 3438 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3491 GB H 3502 R H 3506 R H 3507 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3530 GB H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3543 GB
H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3562 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3701 R H 3702 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 CR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3945 GB H 3947 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4017 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  196
       Total passed bills:  146
Representative  .  .  . Branham - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3063 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3254 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3324 R H 3325 R 
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3528 GB H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3737 GB H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3903 GB H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3963 GB H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4114 GB
H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  153
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative  .  .  . Brantley - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3253 GB H 3273 R H 3274 CR
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3354 GB H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3467 GB H 3474 CR H 3476 CR H 3492 GB
H 3499 GB H 3500 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3519 JR H 3525 GB H 3530 GB H 3548 CR
H 3552 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3578 GB
H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB
H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3785 GB
H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3801 JR
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3883 GB H 3885 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3894 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3927 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3943 JR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4020 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4126 R H 4127 CR H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  172
       Total passed bills:  134
Senator  .  .  . Bright - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0003 GB S 0004 GB S 0009 GB
S 0011 GB S 0044 GB S 0123 GB S 0128 GB S 0129 JR
S 0130 GB S 0138 GB S 0139 GB S 0145 GB S 0150 GB
S 0156 GB S 0158 JR S 0160 JR S 0161 JR S 0162 JR
S 0163 JR S 0164 JR S 0165 JR S 0203 JR S 0208 GB
S 0214 GB S 0219 GB S 0221 GB S 0229 GB S 0242 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0267 JR S 0279 GB S 0283 GB
S 0285 GB S 0305 CR S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0328 GB
S 0336 GB S 0340 R S 0347 GB S 0378 GB S 0397 GB424
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0398 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0428 CR S 0429 CR
S 0431 JR S 0436 GB S 0437 GB S 0450 GB S 0452 GB
S 0487 GB S 0493 R S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0520 GB
S 0523 R S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0536 R S 0543 GB S 0567 R 
S 0578 CR S 0579 CR S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0641 JR
S 0657 GB S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0669 GB S 0674 R 
S 0690 GB S 0703 GB S 0708 R S 0709 GB S 0712 R 
S 0720 GB S 0735 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB
S 0754 R S 0761 R S 0767 R S 0789 GB S 0792 CR
S 0794 GB S 0803 R S 0808 GB S 0812 GB S 0825 R 
S 0832 R S 0859 R S 0872 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:  104
       Total passed bills:   36
Representative G. A.  . Brown - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3281 JR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3304 GB
H 3323 R H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3334 GB H 3335 GB
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3354 GB H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3484 R H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3593 CR H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3759 CR H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3801 JR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3959 CR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4019 R 
H 4026 CR H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4139 R H 4141 R H 4142 R H 4154 R H 4155 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  163
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative H. B.  . Brown - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3120 GB H 3123 GB H 3126 GB
H 3142 GB H 3148 GB H 3167 GB H 3171 GB H 3173 GB
H 3179 GB H 3189 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3361 CR H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3377 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3881 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3955 GB H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3997 GB H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4117 GB
H 4118 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4147 JR
H 4149 GB H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  170
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative R. L.  . Brown - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3047 GB H 3058 GB H 3088 GB H 3148 GB
H 3170 JR H 3195 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3266 GB
H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3345 GB
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3488 JR
H 3499 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3550 GB
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3604 GB H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3607 GB
H 3608 GB H 3609 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3629 GB H 3634 GB H 3647 CR
H 3662 GB H 3663 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3747 JR
H 3765 R H 3785 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3955 GB H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4010 CR H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4091 GB H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4115 GB H 4117 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4132 R 
H 4133 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4148 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 425
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:  180
       Total passed bills:  137
Senator  .  .  . Bryant - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0003 GB S 0004 GB S 0011 GB S 0100 GB S 0107 GB
S 0108 GB S 0115 GB S 0123 GB S 0129 JR S 0145 GB
S 0151 GB S 0164 JR S 0167 GB S 0168 GB S 0177 GB
S 0180 GB S 0221 GB S 0228 GB S 0229 GB S 0242 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0267 JR S 0271 GB S 0275 GB
S 0287 GB S 0292 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0316 JR
S 0324 JR S 0325 CR S 0328 GB S 0335 GB S 0350 GB
S 0358 GB S 0377 GB S 0378 GB S 0391 GB S 0397 GB
S 0398 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0428 CR S 0431 JR
S 0435 GB S 0436 GB S 0437 GB S 0450 GB S 0452 GB
S 0471 CR S 0479 GB S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0520 GB
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0578 CR S 0579 CR S 0596 CR S 0653 JR
S 0655 CR S 0658 GB S 0659 CR S 0660 GB S 0663 CR
S 0664 CR S 0666 CR S 0674 R S 0683 R S 0690 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0735 GB S 0736 GB
S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0763 CR
S 0789 GB S 0792 CR S 0794 GB S 0803 R S 0808 GB
S 0812 GB S 0814 R S 0815 CR S 0825 R S 0852 GB
S 0877 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   97
       Total passed bills:   27
Senator  .  .  . Campbell - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0004 GB S 0011 GB S 0013 GB S 0103 GB
S 0191 GB S 0257 CR S 0263 R S 0279 GB S 0284 GB
S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0316 JR S 0325 CR
S 0328 GB S 0333 GB S 0334 GB S 0342 GB S 0350 GB
S 0361 GB S 0376 R S 0377 GB S 0378 GB S 0391 GB
S 0397 GB S 0398 GB S 0415 R S 0417 GB S 0419 GB
S 0424 CR S 0431 JR S 0435 GB S 0436 GB S 0452 GB
S 0456 GB S 0464 GB S 0508 CR S 0521 GB S 0525 CR
S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR
S 0596 CR S 0609 R S 0616 GB S 0630 GB S 0651 GB
S 0652 GB S 0653 JR S 0655 CR S 0658 GB S 0659 CR
S 0660 GB S 0664 CR S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R 
S 0717 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0753 GB
S 0761 R S 0792 CR S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0804 R 
S 0825 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   72
       Total passed bills:   30
Senator  .  .  . Campsen - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0004 GB S 0005 JR S 0006 GB S 0011 GB
S 0100 GB S 0101 GB S 0103 GB S 0104 GB S 0128 GB
S 0129 JR S 0130 GB S 0137 GB S 0138 GB S 0139 GB
S 0144 GB S 0145 GB S 0146 GB S 0147 GB S 0148 GB
S 0149 GB S 0150 GB S 0151 GB S 0152 GB S 0153 GB
S 0154 GB S 0155 GB S 0156 GB S 0157 GB S 0158 JR
S 0159 GB S 0160 JR S 0161 JR S 0162 JR S 0163 JR
S 0164 JR S 0165 JR S 0166 JR S 0168 GB S 0186 GB
S 0191 GB S 0193 GB S 0194 GB S 0200 GB S 0208 GB
S 0209 JR S 0219 GB S 0230 GB S 0231 GB S 0239 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0271 GB S 0275 GB S 0279 GB
S 0284 GB S 0295 GB S 0304 GB S 0305 CR S 0325 CR
S 0328 GB S 0329 GB S 0333 GB S 0334 GB S 0341 R 
S 0377 GB S 0391 GB S 0407 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR
S 0432 JR S 0435 GB S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0525 CR
S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR
S 0578 CR S 0596 CR S 0634 R S 0640 GB S 0655 CR
S 0664 CR S 0674 R S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0718 GB
S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0753 GB S 0761 R 
S 0777 GB S 0789 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R 
S 0855 CR S 0856 CR S 0879 GB S 0883 R S 0885 R 
       Total bills reported:  105
       Total passed bills:   29
Representative  .  .  . Cato - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3164 GB H 3222 CR H 3223 R 
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3248 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3298 GB H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3388 GB
H 3389 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3464 GB
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3491 GB H 3492 GB
H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3526 GB H 3537 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB
H 3556 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3579 GB H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3633 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3704 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3736 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3782 GB H 3786 GB H 3787 GB H 3788 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3802 GB H 3804 GB
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3829 GB H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3872 GB H 3875 GB H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB
H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  190
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Chalk - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3132 GB H 3154 GB H 3155 JR H 3181 GB H 3186 GB
H 3187 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3272 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3309 JR
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3354 GB
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3379 JR H 3395 GB
H 3396 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3408 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3471 GB H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3566 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR426
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3748 GB H 3765 R H 3768 GB
H 3781 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3844 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4020 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  164
       Total passed bills:  132
Senator  .  .  . Cleary - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0012 GB S 0151 GB S 0167 GB S 0168 GB
S 0169 GB S 0170 GB S 0171 GB S 0172 GB S 0173 GB
S 0174 GB S 0175 GB S 0176 GB S 0203 JR S 0257 CR
S 0279 GB S 0286 GB S 0287 GB S 0324 JR S 0325 CR
S 0337 GB S 0350 GB S 0377 GB S 0391 GB S 0396 GB
S 0405 GB S 0407 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0431 JR
S 0435 GB S 0445 GB S 0483 GB S 0508 CR S 0513 GB
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0596 CR S 0634 R S 0659 CR S 0664 CR
S 0704 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0736 GB S 0737 GB
S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0749 GB S 0751 R S 0752 GB
S 0753 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0809 R S 0825 R 
S 0881 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   62
       Total passed bills:   28
Representative  .  .  . Clemmons - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3037 GB H 3048 GB H 3067 GB H 3095 GB
H 3128 GB H 3132 GB H 3162 CR H 3166 GB H 3179 GB
H 3181 GB H 3208 GB H 3222 CR H 3225 CR H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3244 GB H 3245 GB H 3265 GB H 3272 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3303 GB
H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3315 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3347 GB H 3348 GB
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3370 R 
H 3372 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3415 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3426 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3483 JR H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3525 GB
H 3529 GB H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3565 GB
H 3568 R H 3575 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3590 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3633 GB H 3634 GB H 3644 CR
H 3647 CR H 3652 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 CR H 3718 GB H 3719 GB H 3720 GB H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3746 GB H 3748 GB H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3843 GB H 3844 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3856 GB H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3879 CR
H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3951 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4013 GB H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4055 GB H 4056 R H 4058 CR H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  202
       Total passed bills:  144
Representative  .  .  . Clyburn - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3058 GB H 3082 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3266 GB H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3316 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3354 GB H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3465 R H 3466 R 
H 3469 GB H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3500 GB H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3518 JR H 3519 JR
H 3524 GB H 3528 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3604 GB
H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3609 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB
H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3785 GB
H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3855 GB H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3900 CR H 3901 CR
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4046 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4078 CR H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4152 GB H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  181
       Total passed bills:  134427
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSRepresentative  .  .  . Cobb-Hunter - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3010 GB H 3047 GB H 3055 GB H 3066 GB H 3097 GB
H 3098 GB H 3111 GB H 3117 GB H 3125 GB H 3132 GB
H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3312 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3339 JR H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3402 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3457 GB H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3525 GB H 3538 R 
H 3539 R H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3566 GB H 3567 GB
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB
H 3641 GB H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3672 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3677 GB
H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3785 GB H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3887 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3907 CR
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3922 GB H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3940 GB H 3943 JR
H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3978 GB H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4014 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4118 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  182
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Cole - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3037 GB H 3047 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3472 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3526 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3551 GB H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3640 GB
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3805 CR H 3809 R H 3814 JR
H 3821 CR H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  151
       Total passed bills:  132
Senator  .  .  . Coleman - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0232 GB S 0275 GB S 0279 GB S 0294 GB S 0325 CR
S 0377 GB S 0400 R S 0415 R S 0417 GB S 0419 GB
S 0420 GB S 0424 CR S 0431 JR S 0494 GB S 0508 CR
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0532 R S 0541 JR S 0542 JR S 0570 R 
S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0664 CR S 0691 JR S 0692 JR
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0717 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0753 GB S 0792 CR S 0796 GB S 0803 R S 0825 R 
S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   41
       Total passed bills:   25
Representative  .  .  . Cooper - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3132 GB H 3148 GB H 3179 GB
H 3198 GB H 3224 R H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3268 GB H 3269 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3283 GB
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB
H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3357 GB H 3360 R 
H 3365 GB H 3367 CR H 3378 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3406 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3428 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3482 GB H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3515 R 
H 3526 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3581 JR
H 3582 R H 3584 GB H 3589 GB H 3591 R H 3592 CR
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3633 GB H 3647 CR H 3652 GB H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3705 JR H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3730 JR H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3761 GB
H 3765 R H 3787 GB H 3788 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3840 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3854 GB H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3878 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3930 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4085 GB H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 428
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4152 GB
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  187
       Total passed bills:  146
Senator  .  .  . Courson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0011 GB S 0014 R S 0271 GB
S 0275 GB S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0324 JR S 0325 CR
S 0384 GB S 0415 R S 0417 GB S 0420 GB S 0424 CR
S 0431 JR S 0466 R S 0492 CR S 0508 CR S 0525 CR
S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR
S 0552 CR S 0558 CR S 0559 CR S 0574 R S 0596 CR
S 0607 GB S 0655 CR S 0664 CR S 0668 GB S 0682 R 
S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0721 CR
S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0753 GB S 0761 R 
S 0792 CR S 0800 R S 0801 R S 0803 R S 0810 R 
S 0825 R S 0870 R S 0878 R S 0882 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   55
       Total passed bills:   37
Representative  .  .  . Crawford - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3066 GB H 3132 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3305 JR
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3394 GB H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3424 GB
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3452 GB H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3468 GB H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3532 GB
H 3537 GB H 3548 CR H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3601 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3648 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3710 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3755 GB H 3756 GB H 3757 GB
H 3758 GB H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3857 GB H 3867 R 
H 3868 R H 3876 JR H 3877 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3949 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3987 GB
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4114 GB
H 4115 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4148 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  187
       Total passed bills:  134
Senator  .  .  . Cromer - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0122 GB S 0123 GB S 0174 GB S 0224 JR
S 0257 CR S 0271 GB S 0279 GB S 0287 GB S 0305 CR
S 0316 JR S 0318 GB S 0325 CR S 0328 GB S 0342 GB
S 0377 GB S 0379 JR S 0397 GB S 0415 R S 0417 GB
S 0419 GB S 0424 CR S 0425 R S 0431 JR S 0435 GB
S 0436 GB S 0470 GB S 0476 R S 0477 R S 0492 CR
S 0494 GB S 0508 CR S 0512 GB S 0516 GB S 0525 CR
S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR
S 0596 CR S 0617 GB S 0647 JR S 0648 JR S 0649 JR
S 0650 JR S 0651 GB S 0653 JR S 0659 CR S 0664 CR
S 0668 GB S 0677 R S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R 
S 0722 GB S 0723 GB S 0736 GB S 0737 GB S 0738 GB
S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0761 R S 0792 CR
S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0836 GB S 0867 JR S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   70
       Total passed bills:   28
Representative  .  .  . Daning - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3004 GB H 3006 JR H 3037 GB H 3040 GB H 3047 GB
H 3066 GB H 3147 GB H 3153 GB H 3164 GB H 3222 CR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3248 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R 
H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3278 JR H 3279 JR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3440 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3552 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3654 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3668 GB H 3671 GB H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 CR H 3784 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3869 R H 3876 JR
H 3877 GB H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4023 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  183
       Total passed bills:  134
Senator  .  .  . Davis - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0004 GB S 0011 GB S 0128 GB
S 0129 JR S 0130 GB S 0137 GB S 0138 GB S 0139 GB429
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0145 GB S 0150 GB S 0156 GB S 0158 JR S 0159 GB
S 0160 JR S 0161 JR S 0162 JR S 0163 JR S 0164 JR
S 0165 JR S 0203 JR S 0205 JR S 0206 GB S 0208 GB
S 0209 JR S 0212 GB S 0214 GB S 0219 GB S 0221 GB
S 0229 GB S 0242 GB S 0257 CR S 0271 GB S 0275 GB
S 0279 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0319 GB S 0324 JR
S 0325 CR S 0326 GB S 0350 GB S 0378 GB S 0392 GB
S 0395 GB S 0397 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0435 GB
S 0436 GB S 0450 GB S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0520 GB
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0535 GB S 0560 JR S 0578 CR S 0596 CR
S 0628 GB S 0630 GB S 0633 CR S 0641 JR S 0655 CR
S 0658 GB S 0659 CR S 0660 GB S 0663 CR S 0664 CR
S 0666 CR S 0667 CR S 0674 R S 0690 GB S 0695 GB
S 0707 R S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0739 R 
S 0751 R S 0761 R S 0777 GB S 0789 GB S 0792 CR
S 0793 GB S 0794 GB S 0803 R S 0808 GB S 0812 GB
S 0816 CR S 0825 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   98
       Total passed bills:   27
Representative  .  .  . Delleney - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3005 GB H 3162 CR H 3166 GB H 3190 GB H 3198 GB
H 3225 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3244 GB H 3245 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3298 GB H 3305 JR
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3585 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3644 CR H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 CR H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3879 CR H 3881 GB
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3951 CR
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3973 GB H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  164
       Total passed bills:  132
Representative  .  .  . Dillard - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3248 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3423 CR H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3439 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3519 JR H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3556 GB
H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3618 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3654 GB H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3719 GB
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3762 GB H 3765 R 
H 3782 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3801 JR
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3830 R H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3836 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3872 GB H 3890 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3896 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3954 GB H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  171
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Duncan - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3047 GB H 3063 GB H 3132 GB H 3194 GB
H 3196 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3247 GB H 3270 GB H 3271 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB
H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3377 GB H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3401 CR H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3436 GB
H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3510 CR
H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3537 GB H 3540 GB
H 3541 GB H 3545 GB H 3546 JR H 3548 CR H 3552 GB
H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3601 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3633 GB H 3640 GB H 3647 CR
H 3651 GB H 3652 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3723 GB H 3724 GB
H 3732 R H 3739 R H 3740 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3745 GB H 3748 GB H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3799 GB H 3800 GB H 3802 GB H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3828 GB
H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3899 CR H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR430
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3964 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4022 GB H 4033 GB H 4037 GB H 4040 CR H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4048 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4145 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  209
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Edge - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3132 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3254 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3281 JR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3370 R H 3394 GB H 3395 GB
H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3480 GB H 3481 GB H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3575 GB
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3590 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3640 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3668 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3839 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3917 JR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3959 CR H 3960 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4053 CR H 4054 CR
H 4055 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  176
       Total passed bills:  138
Senator  .  .  . Elliott - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0003 GB S 0004 GB S 0005 JR
S 0006 GB S 0007 GB S 0008 GB S 0009 GB S 0010 GB
S 0011 GB S 0012 GB S 0013 GB S 0014 R S 0015 GB
S 0016 GB S 0018 GB S 0048 GB S 0055 JR S 0106 GB
S 0115 GB S 0117 GB S 0119 GB S 0126 GB S 0141 GB
S 0142 GB S 0147 GB S 0156 GB S 0168 GB S 0214 GB
S 0215 GB S 0251 GB S 0260 CR S 0267 JR S 0272 GB
S 0293 GB S 0297 CR S 0325 CR S 0337 GB S 0338 GB
S 0339 GB S 0361 GB S 0376 R S 0415 R S 0416 GB
S 0431 JR S 0435 GB S 0452 GB S 0457 R S 0483 GB
S 0508 CR S 0518 GB S 0521 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0561 GB
S 0564 GB S 0565 GB S 0566 R S 0571 GB S 0577 CR
S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0651 GB S 0652 GB S 0653 JR
S 0655 CR S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0701 CR S 0708 R 
S 0712 R S 0715 CR S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB
S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0847 GB S 0881 R 
S 0883 R S 0889 R S 0890 CR
       Total bills reported:   88
       Total passed bills:   36
Representative  .  .  . Erickson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3132 GB H 3202 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB H 3253 GB H 3265 GB
H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3354 GB
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3379 JR
H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3436 GB H 3437 CR H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3537 GB
H 3543 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3629 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3654 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3668 GB
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3676 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3693 GB H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3737 GB
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3748 GB H 3765 R H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3802 GB H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3869 R H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3947 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4020 GB H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  196
       Total passed bills:  135
Senator  .  .  . Fair - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0019 GB S 0020 GB S 0217 GB S 0218 GB
S 0242 GB S 0248 GB S 0253 GB S 0257 CR S 0263 R 
S 0264 R S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0314 GB
S 0315 GB S 0316 JR S 0317 JR S 0325 CR S 0329 GB431
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0336 GB S 0348 GB S 0350 GB S 0361 GB S 0386 GB
S 0398 GB S 0399 R S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0434 GB
S 0435 GB S 0436 GB S 0449 GB S 0450 GB S 0452 GB
S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0520 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0552 CR
S 0596 CR S 0610 R S 0614 GB S 0630 GB S 0631 GB
S 0632 GB S 0664 CR S 0679 GB S 0680 GB S 0690 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0725 GB S 0726 GB S 0735 GB
S 0736 GB S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0753 GB S 0761 R S 0766 GB S 0792 CR S 0795 JR
S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0862 GB S 0873 GB S 0874 GB
S 0875 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   77
       Total passed bills:   30
Senator  .  .  . Ford - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0004 GB S 0005 JR S 0008 GB S 0012 GB S 0032 GB
S 0033 GB S 0034 GB S 0035 JR S 0036 GB S 0037 GB
S 0038 GB S 0039 GB S 0040 GB S 0041 GB S 0042 GB
S 0043 GB S 0044 GB S 0045 GB S 0046 GB S 0047 GB
S 0048 GB S 0049 GB S 0050 GB S 0051 GB S 0052 GB
S 0053 GB S 0054 GB S 0055 JR S 0056 GB S 0057 GB
S 0058 GB S 0059 GB S 0060 JR S 0061 GB S 0062 GB
S 0063 JR S 0064 GB S 0065 JR S 0066 GB S 0067 GB
S 0068 GB S 0069 GB S 0070 GB S 0071 GB S 0072 GB
S 0073 GB S 0074 GB S 0075 GB S 0076 GB S 0077 GB
S 0078 JR S 0079 GB S 0080 JR S 0081 GB S 0082 GB
S 0083 GB S 0084 GB S 0085 GB S 0086 GB S 0087 GB
S 0088 GB S 0089 GB S 0090 GB S 0091 GB S 0092 GB
S 0093 GB S 0094 GB S 0095 GB S 0096 GB S 0132 GB
S 0144 GB S 0146 GB S 0156 GB S 0184 GB S 0188 GB
S 0191 GB S 0197 CR S 0198 GB S 0216 GB S 0236 GB
S 0245 GB S 0252 GB S 0256 CR S 0263 R S 0279 GB
S 0282 GB S 0288 GB S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0322 CR
S 0325 CR S 0351 GB S 0354 GB S 0355 GB S 0361 GB
S 0372 GB S 0377 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0431 JR
S 0435 GB S 0447 GB S 0448 JR S 0452 GB S 0453 GB
S 0454 GB S 0455 GB S 0484 GB S 0508 CR S 0514 CR
S 0520 GB S 0522 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0535 GB S 0554 GB
S 0576 GB S 0586 CR S 0596 CR S 0616 GB S 0630 GB
S 0636 GB S 0652 GB S 0653 JR S 0655 CR S 0659 CR
S 0664 CR S 0665 CR S 0673 GB S 0676 CR S 0702 CR
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0719 GB S 0722 GB S 0723 GB
S 0736 GB S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0746 R 
S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R 
S 0830 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:  152
       Total passed bills:   34
Representative  .  .  . Forrester - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3222 CR H 3235 R H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3372 JR H 3393 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3414 GB
H 3416 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3472 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3548 CR H 3551 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3651 GB H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3805 CR H 3809 R H 3814 JR
H 3821 CR H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR
H 3964 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  173
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Frye - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3128 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3305 JR
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3394 GB H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3415 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3452 GB
H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3469 GB H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3541 GB H 3548 CR
H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3640 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3799 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R 
H 3881 GB H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  161
       Total passed bills:  132
Representative  .  .  . Funderburk - Session 118 (2009-2010)432
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3037 GB H 3047 GB H 3066 GB H 3112 JR H 3118 GB
H 3145 JR H 3147 GB H 3148 GB H 3179 GB H 3200 GB
H 3202 GB H 3231 JR H 3236 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3276 JR H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3340 GB H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3355 R 
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3380 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3554 CR
H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3583 JR
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3712 GB H 3713 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3783 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3818 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3923 JR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3955 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3988 GB H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4007 R H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4047 GB H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4109 GB H 4121 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 GB H 4129 GB
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  184
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Gambrell - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3112 JR
H 3132 GB H 3202 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3271 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3377 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3440 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3515 R H 3528 GB H 3530 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3582 R 
H 3589 GB H 3591 R H 3592 CR H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3629 GB H 3647 CR H 3652 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3680 GB H 3681 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 JR H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3792 R H 3793 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3941 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB H 4033 GB H 4037 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  182
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Gilliard - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3014 GB H 3024 GB H 3029 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3266 GB H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3301 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3422 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3447 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3461 GB
H 3462 GB H 3466 R H 3469 GB H 3474 CR H 3499 GB
H 3500 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3527 JR
H 3528 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3604 GB
H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3607 GB H 3609 GB H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3618 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3655 R H 3656 R H 3659 GB H 3660 GB H 3661 GB
H 3662 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3679 GB H 3680 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3780 R H 3785 GB H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3801 JR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3923 JR
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR
H 3959 CR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4012 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4091 GB H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4149 GB H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  185
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Govan - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3058 GB H 3132 GB H 3180 GB H 3231 JR H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3285 GB H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3310 GB H 3315 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 433
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3449 R H 3451 CR H 3457 GB
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3524 GB
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3907 CR H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4110 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  152
       Total passed bills:  131
Senator  .  .  . Grooms - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0100 GB S 0101 GB S 0102 GB S 0103 GB S 0219 GB
S 0220 GB S 0221 GB S 0222 GB S 0257 CR S 0264 R 
S 0275 GB S 0279 GB S 0295 GB S 0304 GB S 0305 CR
S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0328 GB S 0333 GB S 0334 GB
S 0336 GB S 0351 GB S 0376 R S 0377 GB S 0398 GB
S 0406 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0425 R S 0435 GB
S 0450 GB S 0452 GB S 0456 GB S 0494 GB S 0508 CR
S 0520 GB S 0521 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0578 CR S 0596 CR
S 0630 GB S 0634 R S 0653 JR S 0655 CR S 0659 CR
S 0664 CR S 0674 R S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R 
S 0720 GB S 0735 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB
S 0761 R S 0775 GB S 0776 CR S 0792 CR S 0799 GB
S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0804 R S 0805 GB S 0808 GB
S 0811 R S 0812 GB S 0816 CR S 0825 R S 0829 CR
S 0846 JR S 0857 R S 0883 R S 0884 R 
       Total bills reported:   79
       Total passed bills:   35
Representative  .  .  . Gullick - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3020 GB H 3066 GB H 3166 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3264 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3288 GB H 3299 GB H 3300 GB H 3301 GB H 3302 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3331 GB
H 3332 GB H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3377 GB H 3382 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3416 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3439 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3497 JR H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 GB
H 3544 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3577 GB H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3600 GB
H 3603 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3620 GB
H 3621 R H 3629 GB H 3632 JR H 3634 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3650 GB H 3658 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3785 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3941 GB H 3946 GB H 3955 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4027 GB H 4028 GB
H 4029 GB H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4118 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  180
       Total passed bills:  133
Representative  .  .  . Gunn - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3007 GB H 3010 GB H 3018 GB H 3047 GB H 3048 GB
H 3050 GB H 3056 GB H 3066 GB H 3083 GB H 3091 GB
H 3097 GB H 3111 GB H 3112 JR H 3113 GB H 3126 GB
H 3145 JR H 3147 GB H 3148 GB H 3159 GB H 3170 JR
H 3202 GB H 3210 GB H 3211 GB H 3212 GB H 3219 CR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3282 GB
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3293 JR H 3307 CR H 3310 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3439 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3583 JR H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3596 GB
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3700 R H 3701 R H 3702 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3737 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3785 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3852 R 
H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 CR H 3919 GB H 3921 GB H 3922 GB H 3923 JR
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3952 JR
H 3955 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4004 JR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR434
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4108 JR H 4119 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4151 JR H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  200
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Haley - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3037 GB H 3047 GB H 3066 GB H 3128 GB
H 3138 R H 3213 GB H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3299 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3458 JR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3528 GB
H 3533 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3566 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3594 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3690 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3774 GB
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3807 R 
H 3809 R H 3815 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  172
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Hamilton - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3037 GB H 3043 GB H 3045 GB H 3046 R 
H 3047 GB H 3057 GB H 3066 GB H 3084 GB H 3102 GB
H 3107 GB H 3127 GB H 3129 JR H 3139 GB H 3140 GB
H 3147 GB H 3194 GB H 3198 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3379 JR
H 3388 GB H 3389 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR
H 3512 CR H 3525 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB
H 3532 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3556 GB
H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3654 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3772 GB H 3774 GB
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3804 GB
H 3809 R H 3810 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3872 GB
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3956 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3969 R H 3970 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3989 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4059 GB H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  210
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Hardwick - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3018 GB H 3128 GB H 3179 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3349 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3370 R H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3483 JR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB
H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3575 GB H 3576 JR H 3578 GB
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3590 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3771 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3856 GB H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3877 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3947 GB H 3959 CR
H 3960 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3993 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4053 CR
H 4055 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 435
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:  171
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Harrell - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3000 R H 3001 R H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3037 GB
H 3040 GB H 3051 GB H 3066 GB H 3067 GB H 3140 GB
H 3148 GB H 3214 CR H 3222 CR H 3237 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3285 GB
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR
H 3307 CR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3347 GB H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3379 JR
H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3428 GB
H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3457 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3482 GB
H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3531 GB H 3532 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3569 R H 3570 R 
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3614 JR H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3624 GB H 3633 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3751 R H 3752 R H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3765 R 
H 3776 GB H 3787 GB H 3788 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3870 GB H 3885 GB
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3917 JR H 3929 R H 3930 R H 3931 R H 3934 R 
H 3935 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4000 CR H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4044 R H 4045 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4064 R H 4065 R H 4066 R H 4067 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4146 GB H 4148 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  204
       Total passed bills:  158
Representative  .  .  . Harrison - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3006 JR H 3018 GB H 3037 GB H 3066 GB H 3127 GB
H 3129 JR H 3132 GB H 3136 GB H 3137 GB H 3140 GB
H 3146 GB H 3147 GB H 3153 GB H 3160 GB H 3161 GB
H 3167 GB H 3191 GB H 3192 GB H 3194 GB H 3196 GB
H 3199 GB H 3202 GB H 3203 GB H 3222 CR H 3231 JR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3305 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB
H 3313 GB H 3314 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3353 JR H 3356 R H 3358 GB H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3368 GB H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3413 GB H 3414 GB
H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3431 GB H 3436 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3450 CR H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3506 R H 3507 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3548 CR H 3552 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3633 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3706 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3728 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3760 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3797 GB H 3798 GB H 3803 GB
H 3809 R H 3813 CR H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3839 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3878 JR
H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3902 GB H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3912 CR H 3924 GB H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3956 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4110 GB H 4117 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4140 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4156 GB H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  212
       Total passed bills:  146
Representative  .  .  . Hart - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3032 GB H 3033 GB H 3034 GB H 3042 GB H 3047 GB
H 3056 GB H 3064 GB H 3081 GB H 3083 GB H 3170 JR
H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3279 JR
H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3372 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3439 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3488 JR H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3669 GB
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3700 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3853 GB
H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 CR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3952 JR H 3953 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 436
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:  161
       Total passed bills:  131
Representative  .  .  . Harvin - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3058 GB H 3112 JR H 3130 GB H 3202 GB H 3220 R 
H 3221 R H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3491 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3763 GB
H 3765 R H 3778 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3868 R H 3871 GB H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  160
       Total passed bills:  134
Representative  .  .  . Hayes - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3246 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3475 CR
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3555 R H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3602 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3651 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3941 GB
H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4121 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  162
       Total passed bills:  140
Senator  .  .  . Hayes - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0011 GB S 0014 R S 0021 GB
S 0106 GB S 0143 GB S 0151 GB S 0155 GB S 0181 GB
S 0263 R S 0275 GB S 0296 GB S 0316 JR S 0319 GB
S 0325 CR S 0360 GB S 0371 GB S 0372 GB S 0379 JR
S 0381 GB S 0382 GB S 0383 GB S 0390 GB S 0407 GB
S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0467 GB S 0468 GB S 0491 GB
S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0542 JR S 0570 R S 0588 JR
S 0589 GB S 0596 CR S 0607 GB S 0613 GB S 0630 GB
S 0664 CR S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0710 GB S 0712 R 
S 0713 CR S 0717 GB S 0728 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0756 GB S 0759 GB S 0761 R S 0769 CR
S 0792 CR S 0800 R S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   65
       Total passed bills:   33
Representative  .  .  . Hearn - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3128 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3309 JR
H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3349 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3369 GB H 3370 R H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3483 JR H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3528 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R 
H 3575 GB H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB
H 3590 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3668 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3779 GB H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3877 GB H 3886 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3947 GB H 3959 CR
H 3960 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4053 CR H 4055 GB
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 437
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  169
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Herbkersman - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3059 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3253 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3309 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3354 GB H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3372 JR H 3376 GB H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3436 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3526 GB H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R 
H 3573 GB H 3574 CR H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3599 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3618 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3625 GB H 3628 GB H 3629 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3654 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3668 GB
H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3676 GB H 3678 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3693 GB H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3708 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3816 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3844 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3869 R H 3885 GB H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3957 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4020 GB H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4109 GB H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  198
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Hiott - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3047 GB H 3063 GB H 3132 GB H 3198 GB
H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3311 GB H 3326 R H 3327 R H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3392 GB H 3393 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3453 GB H 3463 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3513 CR H 3514 R H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3541 GB
H 3548 CR H 3566 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3584 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3649 JR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3699 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3736 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3799 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3873 GB H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  175
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Hodges - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3058 GB H 3112 JR H 3148 GB H 3179 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3270 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3303 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3375 R H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3499 GB H 3500 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3524 GB H 3548 CR
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3635 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3747 JR H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3785 GB H 3789 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3801 JR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3955 GB H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3984 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4010 CR H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4132 R H 4133 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4138 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  163
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Horne - Session 118 (2009-2010)438
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3004 GB H 3015 GB H 3123 GB H 3164 GB H 3202 GB
H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3272 GB H 3273 R 
H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3278 JR H 3279 JR H 3280 JR
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR
H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3358 GB
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3436 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB
H 3462 GB H 3466 R H 3467 GB H 3474 CR H 3501 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3565 GB H 3568 R H 3569 R H 3570 R 
H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3585 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3618 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3624 GB H 3634 GB
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3654 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3724 GB H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3751 R H 3752 R H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3765 R H 3776 GB H 3791 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3925 R H 3926 CR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3934 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3947 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4044 R H 4045 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4064 R H 4065 R H 4066 R H 4067 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4159 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  213
       Total passed bills:  154
Representative  .  .  . Hosey - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3012 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3058 GB H 3089 GB
H 3108 GB H 3119 GB H 3144 CR H 3148 GB H 3207 JR
H 3232 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3440 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3499 GB
H 3500 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3517 GB
H 3518 JR H 3519 JR H 3520 GB H 3524 GB H 3548 CR
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3604 GB H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3607 GB
H 3609 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3789 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3801 JR H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3871 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3927 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB H 3947 GB H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4046 GB
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4152 GB H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  188
       Total passed bills:  133
Representative  .  .  . Howard - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3058 GB H 3112 JR H 3132 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3293 JR H 3299 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3499 GB
H 3500 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3554 CR
H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3701 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3859 GB H 3860 GB H 3861 GB H 3862 GB
H 3863 GB H 3864 GB H 3865 GB H 3866 GB H 3867 R 
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3900 CR H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 CR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3943 JR H 3950 R H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 R H 4127 CR
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  164
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative  .  .  . Huggins - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3047 GB
H 3063 GB H 3066 GB H 3105 GB H 3122 GB H 3193 GB439
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3240 R H 3242 R H 3247 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3372 JR H 3393 GB H 3394 GB
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3503 R H 3505 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3557 CR H 3567 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3738 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3876 JR
H 3877 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4032 R H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4083 R H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  181
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Hutto - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3047 GB H 3060 GB H 3118 GB H 3121 GB
H 3123 GB H 3132 GB H 3147 GB H 3179 GB H 3199 GB
H 3202 GB H 3204 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3253 GB
H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3297 GB
H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3358 GB
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3410 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3439 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3449 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3488 JR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3517 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3554 CR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3586 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3628 GB H 3634 GB H 3636 GB H 3647 CR H 3661 GB
H 3662 GB H 3663 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3763 GB H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3801 JR
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3826 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3869 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3917 JR H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3945 GB H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4121 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  192
       Total passed bills:  141
Senator  .  .  . Hutto - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0168 GB S 0232 GB S 0267 JR S 0272 GB S 0275 GB
S 0279 GB S 0280 GB S 0283 GB S 0295 GB S 0325 CR
S 0377 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0431 JR S 0452 GB
S 0464 GB S 0469 GB S 0494 GB S 0495 GB S 0508 CR
S 0511 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0551 GB S 0553 GB S 0554 GB
S 0561 GB S 0590 GB S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0655 CR
S 0664 CR S 0691 JR S 0692 JR S 0693 GB S 0708 R 
S 0712 R S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0792 CR S 0798 R 
S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0829 CR S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   50
       Total passed bills:   24
Senator  .  .  . Jackson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0022 GB S 0023 GB S 0024 GB S 0025 GB S 0026 JR
S 0027 GB S 0028 GB S 0029 GB S 0030 GB S 0031 GB
S 0209 JR S 0210 GB S 0211 GB S 0259 CR S 0265 R 
S 0279 GB S 0297 CR S 0298 CR S 0325 CR S 0352 JR
S 0354 GB S 0355 GB S 0361 GB S 0408 GB S 0415 R 
S 0422 CR S 0458 R S 0466 R S 0482 R S 0508 CR
S 0509 R S 0510 R S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0556 GB S 0557 CR
S 0561 GB S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0664 CR S 0668 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0722 GB S 0723 GB S 0734 CR
S 0739 R S 0748 GB S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0760 R 
S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0835 GB S 0837 GB
S 0839 CR S 0870 R S 0871 GB S 0880 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   65
       Total passed bills:   38
Representative  .  .  . Jefferson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3058 GB H 3063 GB H 3132 GB H 3133 GB
H 3148 GB H 3171 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3266 GB
H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3310 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3455 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3517 GB H 3524 GB H 3548 CR
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3604 GB H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3607 GB
H 3609 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 440
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3629 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 CR H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3871 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3963 GB H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4023 GB H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4118 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  175
       Total passed bills:  134
Representative  .  .  . Jennings - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3066 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3281 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3303 GB
H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3377 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3409 GB
H 3410 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3449 R H 3451 CR
H 3455 GB H 3464 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3579 GB H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3602 GB H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3711 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3787 GB H 3788 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3937 CR H 3938 CR
H 3944 GB H 3959 CR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4060 GB H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB
H 4121 GB H 4122 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  164
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative  .  .  . Kelly - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3222 CR H 3237 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3254 GB H 3271 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3298 GB H 3305 JR H 3315 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3449 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3472 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3551 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3680 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3789 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3805 CR H 3809 R H 3814 JR H 3821 CR
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3845 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3956 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  160
       Total passed bills:  133
Representative  .  .  . Kennedy - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3289 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3340 GB
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3372 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3537 GB
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3763 GB H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3881 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4116 GB H 4117 GB H 4118 GB H 4121 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 441
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  152
       Total passed bills:  131
Representative  .  .  . King - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3021 GB H 3033 GB H 3047 GB H 3050 GB H 3052 GB
H 3058 GB H 3073 GB H 3078 GB H 3079 GB H 3082 GB
H 3091 GB H 3113 GB H 3163 GB H 3165 GB H 3170 JR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3293 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3336 R H 3337 R 
H 3338 CR H 3341 R H 3343 GB H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3439 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3499 GB H 3500 GB
H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR
H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3600 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3615 GB H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB
H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3700 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3731 GB H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3785 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3798 GB
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3921 GB H 3923 JR H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3958 R 
H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4111 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  180
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative  .  .  . Kirsh - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3006 JR H 3009 GB H 3011 GB H 3016 JR H 3017 JR
H 3022 GB H 3024 GB H 3026 GB H 3027 GB H 3028 GB
H 3029 GB H 3037 GB H 3038 GB H 3039 GB H 3041 GB
H 3047 GB H 3052 GB H 3054 GB H 3063 GB H 3066 GB
H 3072 R H 3075 GB H 3076 GB H 3077 GB H 3079 GB
H 3085 GB H 3086 GB H 3090 GB H 3099 GB H 3100 GB
H 3101 GB H 3109 GB H 3110 GB H 3114 GB H 3115 GB
H 3118 GB H 3132 GB H 3189 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3320 GB H 3321 GB
H 3322 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3383 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3703 CR H 3715 R 
H 3721 GB H 3722 GB H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4027 GB H 4028 GB H 4029 GB H 4033 GB
H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4113 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  200
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Knight - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3058 GB H 3066 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3567 GB
H 3568 R H 3569 R H 3570 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3622 GB H 3624 GB H 3629 GB
H 3636 GB H 3647 CR H 3651 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3751 R H 3752 R H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3762 GB
H 3765 R H 3776 GB H 3782 GB H 3785 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3823 GB H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3856 GB
H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3919 GB H 3925 R H 3926 CR H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3947 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4044 R H 4045 R H 4050 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4064 R H 4065 R H 4066 R H 4067 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4073 R H 4074 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4158 R H 4159 R 
H 4160 R 442
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:  181
       Total passed bills:  154
Senator  .  .  . Knotts - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0004 GB S 0008 GB S 0114 GB S 0115 GB
S 0116 GB S 0117 GB S 0118 GB S 0119 GB S 0120 GB
S 0121 GB S 0153 GB S 0156 GB S 0191 GB S 0197 CR
S 0224 JR S 0225 GB S 0226 GB S 0242 GB S 0250 GB
S 0257 CR S 0279 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0325 CR
S 0342 GB S 0343 CR S 0348 GB S 0393 CR S 0394 CR
S 0397 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0417 GB S 0419 GB
S 0420 GB S 0424 CR S 0431 JR S 0432 JR S 0452 GB
S 0455 GB S 0492 CR S 0508 CR S 0512 GB S 0514 CR
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0531 CR S 0535 GB S 0538 GB S 0539 CR
S 0546 GB S 0560 JR S 0563 GB S 0576 GB S 0577 CR
S 0586 CR S 0596 CR S 0607 GB S 0616 GB S 0630 GB
S 0651 GB S 0652 GB S 0653 JR S 0655 CR S 0659 CR
S 0664 CR S 0668 GB S 0671 GB S 0676 CR S 0691 JR
S 0692 JR S 0702 CR S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB
S 0723 GB S 0735 GB S 0739 R S 0740 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0753 GB S 0761 R S 0766 GB S 0775 GB
S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0838 GB S 0860 CR
S 0867 JR S 0868 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   98
       Total passed bills:   39
Senator  .  .  . Land - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0014 R S 0097 GB S 0098 GB S 0267 JR S 0279 GB
S 0280 GB S 0295 GB S 0304 GB S 0325 CR S 0354 GB
S 0355 GB S 0377 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0417 GB
S 0419 GB S 0420 GB S 0431 JR S 0446 GB S 0452 GB
S 0456 GB S 0464 GB S 0469 GB S 0494 GB S 0508 CR
S 0524 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0535 GB S 0547 GB S 0560 JR
S 0561 GB S 0577 CR S 0596 CR S 0598 GB S 0599 GB
S 0630 GB S 0651 GB S 0655 CR S 0664 CR S 0705 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0717 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0758 GB S 0762 CR S 0766 GB S 0769 CR
S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0828 CR S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   60
       Total passed bills:   26
Senator  .  .  . Leatherman - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0012 GB S 0013 GB S 0014 R 
S 0279 GB S 0299 R S 0304 GB S 0325 CR S 0339 GB
S 0345 GB S 0376 R S 0388 JR S 0403 CR S 0415 R 
S 0416 GB S 0419 GB S 0420 GB S 0436 GB S 0452 GB
S 0501 GB S 0508 CR S 0524 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0577 CR
S 0594 GB S 0596 CR S 0601 GB S 0618 GB S 0630 GB
S 0651 GB S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0690 GB S 0697 GB
S 0699 GB S 0700 JR S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB
S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB S 0761 R S 0792 CR
S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0843 CR S 0844 CR S 0849 GB
S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   56
       Total passed bills:   34
Senator  .  .  . Leventis - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0009 GB S 0010 GB S 0012 GB S 0014 R S 0017 GB
S 0022 GB S 0074 GB S 0097 GB S 0099 JR S 0106 GB
S 0125 GB S 0131 GB S 0135 GB S 0138 GB S 0139 GB
S 0142 GB S 0153 GB S 0218 GB S 0252 GB S 0266 GB
S 0267 JR S 0271 GB S 0272 GB S 0275 GB S 0280 GB
S 0283 GB S 0296 GB S 0319 GB S 0321 GB S 0324 JR
S 0325 CR S 0330 JR S 0332 GB S 0342 GB S 0346 GB
S 0365 GB S 0366 GB S 0367 GB S 0368 GB S 0369 GB
S 0370 GB S 0384 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0431 JR
S 0473 GB S 0508 CR S 0512 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0547 GB
S 0561 GB S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0655 CR S 0664 CR
S 0691 JR S 0705 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0719 GB
S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0773 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R 
S 0825 R S 0826 CR S 0827 CR S 0828 CR S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   75
       Total passed bills:   23
Representative  .  .  . Limehouse - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3013 GB H 3018 GB H 3025 GB H 3132 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3265 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3416 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3452 GB H 3461 GB H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3524 GB
H 3537 GB H 3548 CR H 3549 GB H 3550 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3629 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3680 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3784 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3837 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3869 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3935 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR
H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4037 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4046 GB H 4047 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4147 JR H 4148 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  181
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Littlejohn - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3008 GB H 3009 GB H 3019 GB
H 3028 GB H 3043 GB H 3077 GB H 3083 GB H 3094 GB
H 3106 GB H 3114 GB H 3127 GB H 3129 JR H 3139 GB443
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3147 GB H 3148 GB H 3160 GB H 3167 GB H 3178 GB
H 3188 GB H 3194 GB H 3198 GB H 3208 GB H 3222 CR
H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3416 GB
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3472 R H 3474 CR
H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3519 JR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3551 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3771 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3809 R 
H 3821 CR H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3873 GB H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  194
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Loftis - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3170 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3305 JR
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3414 GB H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3548 CR H 3556 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB
H 3772 GB H 3774 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3872 GB H 3873 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3927 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB
H 3947 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3993 GB H 3994 GB
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  165
       Total passed bills:  132
Representative  .  .  . Long - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3134 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3272 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3372 JR H 3379 JR H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3395 GB
H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3439 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3527 JR
H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3785 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4011 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  171
       Total passed bills:  133
Senator  .  .  . Lourie - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0005 JR S 0006 GB S 0011 GB S 0012 GB S 0015 GB
S 0016 GB S 0140 GB S 0141 GB S 0142 GB S 0143 GB
S 0155 GB S 0182 GB S 0223 GB S 0248 GB S 0263 R 
S 0269 GB S 0275 GB S 0280 GB S 0297 CR S 0319 GB
S 0324 JR S 0325 CR S 0343 CR S 0348 GB S 0354 GB
S 0355 GB S 0361 GB S 0377 GB S 0408 GB S 0414 R 
S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0421 CR S 0423 R S 0430 CR
S 0431 JR S 0435 GB S 0466 R S 0481 JR S 0485 GB
S 0508 CR S 0512 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0568 R S 0569 R 
S 0591 GB S 0592 R S 0596 CR S 0605 CR S 0606 CR
S 0607 GB S 0630 GB S 0664 CR S 0668 GB S 0691 JR444
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0706 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0721 CR S 0730 R 
S 0731 R S 0732 R S 0739 R S 0745 GB S 0748 GB
S 0751 R S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0807 R S 0825 R 
S 0831 CR S 0869 JR S 0870 R S 0883 R S 0886 R 
       Total bills reported:   80
       Total passed bills:   43
Representative  .  .  . Lowe - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3018 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3272 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3372 JR H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3424 GB H 3425 R 
H 3436 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3524 GB H 3526 GB
H 3528 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3563 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3876 JR H 3877 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB H 3945 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3987 GB
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  175
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative  .  .  . Lucas - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3092 GB H 3148 GB H 3197 GB H 3198 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3477 CR H 3485 R H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3583 JR
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R 
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4047 GB H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4120 R H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  159
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Mack - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3162 CR H 3225 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3266 GB
H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3461 GB H 3466 R H 3469 GB H 3474 CR
H 3482 GB H 3499 GB H 3500 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3518 JR H 3519 JR H 3520 GB H 3548 CR
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3604 GB H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3607 GB
H 3608 GB H 3609 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3618 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3644 CR H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 CR H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3780 R H 3785 GB
H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3801 JR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3879 CR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3951 CR H 3959 CR H 3963 GB H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4006 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4091 GB H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4149 GB
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  174
       Total passed bills:  137
Senator  .  .  . Malloy - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0012 GB S 0097 GB S 0110 GB S 0111 GB S 0112 GB
S 0113 GB S 0191 GB S 0280 GB S 0283 GB S 0285 GB
S 0297 CR S 0301 GB S 0319 GB S 0320 GB S 0324 JR
S 0325 CR S 0339 GB S 0353 GB S 0354 GB S 0415 R 445
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0416 GB S 0431 JR S 0432 JR S 0460 R S 0508 CR
S 0524 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0547 GB S 0561 GB S 0575 GB
S 0576 GB S 0577 CR S 0596 CR S 0604 GB S 0607 GB
S 0621 GB S 0622 GB S 0630 GB S 0659 CR S 0664 CR
S 0670 GB S 0691 JR S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0718 GB
S 0722 GB S 0723 GB S 0739 R S 0748 GB S 0751 R 
S 0777 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0883 R 
S 0892 R 
       Total bills reported:   61
       Total passed bills:   30
Senator L.  .  . Martin - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0107 GB S 0206 GB S 0207 GB
S 0208 GB S 0232 GB S 0233 R S 0242 GB S 0243 GB
S 0248 GB S 0254 GB S 0255 GB S 0258 CR S 0263 R 
S 0264 R S 0279 GB S 0284 GB S 0288 GB S 0289 JR
S 0295 GB S 0305 CR S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0336 GB
S 0350 GB S 0359 GB S 0374 GB S 0376 R S 0379 JR
S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0418 GB S 0424 CR S 0426 GB
S 0428 CR S 0431 JR S 0434 GB S 0435 GB S 0436 GB
S 0452 GB S 0474 R S 0475 R S 0508 CR S 0512 GB
S 0515 R S 0519 JR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0552 CR S 0555 R 
S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0644 GB S 0655 CR S 0664 CR
S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0739 R 
S 0750 GB S 0751 R S 0761 R S 0766 GB S 0790 GB
S 0791 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   75
       Total passed bills:   34
Senator S.  .  . Martin - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0003 GB S 0004 GB S 0011 GB S 0156 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0279 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR
S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0336 GB S 0340 R S 0347 GB
S 0348 GB S 0376 R S 0379 JR S 0397 GB S 0398 GB
S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0429 CR S 0435 GB S 0437 GB
S 0450 GB S 0487 GB S 0493 R S 0495 GB S 0508 CR
S 0523 R S 0524 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0536 R S 0541 JR
S 0543 GB S 0567 R S 0593 GB S 0596 CR S 0630 GB
S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0674 R S 0690 GB S 0703 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0735 GB S 0736 GB
S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB
S 0766 GB S 0767 R S 0789 GB S 0792 CR S 0794 GB
S 0803 R S 0812 GB S 0825 R S 0859 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   70
       Total passed bills:   36
Senator  .  .  . Massey - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0008 GB S 0009 GB S 0010 GB
S 0011 GB S 0015 GB S 0107 GB S 0127 GB S 0128 GB
S 0129 JR S 0130 GB S 0135 GB S 0137 GB S 0151 GB
S 0158 JR S 0160 JR S 0161 JR S 0164 JR S 0165 JR
S 0177 GB S 0178 GB S 0179 GB S 0180 GB S 0205 JR
S 0206 GB S 0208 GB S 0221 GB S 0229 GB S 0232 GB
S 0239 GB S 0263 R S 0267 JR S 0283 GB S 0290 CR
S 0297 CR S 0303 GB S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0353 GB
S 0376 R S 0379 JR S 0398 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB
S 0424 CR S 0437 GB S 0442 GB S 0452 GB S 0465 JR
S 0481 JR S 0495 GB S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0596 CR
S 0600 GB S 0630 GB S 0653 JR S 0655 CR S 0658 GB
S 0660 GB S 0664 CR S 0674 R S 0690 GB S 0708 R 
S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0755 CR
S 0761 R S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0821 R S 0822 R 
S 0823 R S 0824 R S 0825 R S 0866 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   85
       Total passed bills:   31
Senator  .  .  . Matthews - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0014 R S 0099 JR S 0267 JR S 0280 GB S 0295 GB
S 0325 CR S 0377 GB S 0384 GB S 0389 R S 0415 R 
S 0431 JR S 0452 GB S 0459 R S 0464 GB S 0469 GB
S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0561 GB S 0588 JR S 0596 CR
S 0607 GB S 0630 GB S 0664 CR S 0691 JR S 0696 GB
S 0708 R S 0710 GB S 0712 R S 0723 GB S 0739 R 
S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0776 CR S 0792 CR S 0803 R 
S 0811 R S 0825 R S 0829 CR S 0839 CR S 0857 R 
S 0883 R S 0884 R S 0887 R S 0891 R 
       Total bills reported:   49
       Total passed bills:   32
Senator  .  .  . McConnell - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0003 GB S 0004 GB S 0005 JR
S 0006 GB S 0007 GB S 0008 GB S 0009 GB S 0010 GB
S 0101 GB S 0115 GB S 0116 GB S 0183 GB S 0184 GB
S 0185 GB S 0186 GB S 0187 GB S 0188 GB S 0189 GB
S 0190 GB S 0191 GB S 0192 GB S 0193 GB S 0194 GB
S 0195 GB S 0196 GB S 0197 CR S 0198 GB S 0199 GB
S 0206 GB S 0221 GB S 0229 GB S 0233 R S 0238 GB
S 0244 GB S 0245 GB S 0256 CR S 0268 GB S 0279 GB
S 0282 GB S 0295 GB S 0302 GB S 0306 GB S 0307 GB
S 0308 GB S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0331 JR S 0342 GB
S 0351 GB S 0391 GB S 0415 R S 0419 GB S 0420 GB
S 0424 CR S 0435 GB S 0472 CR S 0508 CR S 0514 CR
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0535 GB S 0560 JR S 0562 GB S 0576 GB
S 0580 GB S 0586 CR S 0595 GB S 0596 CR S 0628 GB
S 0637 GB S 0638 GB S 0659 CR S 0661 JR S 0664 CR
S 0676 CR S 0690 GB S 0692 JR S 0702 CR S 0708 R 
S 0712 R S 0719 GB S 0729 CR S 0739 R S 0741 GB
S 0742 GB S 0751 R S 0753 GB S 0778 R S 0779 R 
S 0780 R S 0781 R S 0783 GB S 0792 CR S 0794 GB
S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0833 CR S 0834 CR
S 0854 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:  107
       Total passed bills:   37
Representative  .  .  . McEachern - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3058 GB H 3111 GB H 3113 GB H 3147 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3340 GB H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3492 GB H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3524 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB446
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3701 R H 3702 R H 3709 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3785 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3836 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 CR H 3921 GB H 3922 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3954 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3997 GB H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  160
       Total passed bills:  131
Senator  .  .  . McGill - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0014 R S 0294 GB S 0305 CR S 0325 CR S 0354 GB
S 0355 GB S 0361 GB S 0377 GB S 0415 R S 0431 JR
S 0445 GB S 0452 GB S 0483 GB S 0494 GB S 0508 CR
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0577 CR S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0664 CR
S 0704 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0722 GB S 0723 GB
S 0736 GB S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0753 GB S 0772 R S 0792 CR S 0803 R 
S 0825 R S 0850 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   43
       Total passed bills:   24
Representative  .  .  . McLeod - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3112 JR H 3123 GB H 3148 GB H 3236 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3271 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3347 GB H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3371 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3469 GB H 3474 CR H 3500 GB H 3502 R H 3503 R 
H 3505 R H 3512 CR H 3547 R H 3548 CR H 3554 CR
H 3566 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3626 GB H 3638 GB H 3647 CR H 3653 JR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3667 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3819 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3881 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3904 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4010 CR H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4109 GB H 4116 GB
H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  168
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative  .  .  . Merrill - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3023 GB H 3025 GB H 3037 GB H 3042 GB
H 3043 GB H 3045 GB H 3046 R H 3053 GB H 3057 GB
H 3066 GB H 3067 GB H 3069 R H 3070 R H 3106 GB
H 3107 GB H 3124 GB H 3128 GB H 3132 GB H 3140 GB
H 3148 GB H 3192 GB H 3196 GB H 3233 R H 3238 R 
H 3239 R H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3243 GB H 3272 GB
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3290 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3346 R H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3364 CR
H 3366 GB H 3367 CR H 3381 R H 3394 GB H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3436 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3529 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3566 GB
H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R 
H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3602 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3628 GB
H 3634 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3664 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3668 GB H 3671 GB H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3678 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 CR H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3869 R H 3874 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3993 GB H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4004 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4023 GB
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4148 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  208
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Miller - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3047 GB H 3063 GB H 3148 GB H 3173 GB
H 3202 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR
H 3281 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 447
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3440 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3455 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3518 JR H 3519 JR H 3520 GB
H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3566 GB H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3609 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3627 GB
H 3628 GB H 3629 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3763 GB
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3868 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3924 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3945 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3993 GB H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4007 R H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4110 GB H 4121 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  177
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Millwood - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3045 GB H 3047 GB H 3057 GB H 3066 GB
H 3107 GB H 3139 GB H 3147 GB H 3192 GB H 3198 GB
H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB
H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3277 JR H 3278 JR
H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3385 GB H 3388 GB
H 3389 GB H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R 
H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3436 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3466 R H 3468 GB H 3472 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3493 R H 3494 R H 3495 R H 3496 R H 3502 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3532 GB
H 3537 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3551 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3601 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3774 GB H 3782 GB
H 3784 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB
H 3802 GB H 3805 CR H 3809 R H 3821 CR H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3857 GB
H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3927 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3992 GB
H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB
H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4114 GB H 4115 GB H 4119 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  205
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Mitchell - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3022 GB H 3058 GB H 3237 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3439 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3472 R H 3474 CR H 3499 GB H 3500 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR
H 3543 GB H 3548 CR H 3551 GB H 3554 CR H 3566 GB
H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3923 JR H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  163
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative D. C.  . Moss - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3271 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3377 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3416 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3537 GB
H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 448
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3618 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3678 GB H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3808 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3922 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3941 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4110 GB
H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB
H 4150 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  168
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative V. S.  . Moss - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 4022 GB H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:   34
       Total passed bills:   31
Senator  .  .  . Mulvaney - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0130 GB S 0264 R S 0275 GB S 0279 GB
S 0297 CR S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0350 GB S 0378 GB
S 0379 JR S 0397 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0450 GB
S 0452 GB S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0535 GB
S 0542 JR S 0560 JR S 0570 R S 0596 CR S 0618 GB
S 0654 GB S 0658 GB S 0660 GB S 0662 GB S 0663 CR
S 0664 CR S 0666 CR S 0667 CR S 0674 R S 0690 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0736 GB S 0737 GB
S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB S 0761 R 
S 0777 GB S 0792 CR S 0794 GB S 0803 R S 0825 R 
S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   56
       Total passed bills:   23
Representative  .  .  . Nanney - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3047 GB H 3067 GB H 3132 GB
H 3140 GB H 3198 GB H 3202 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3298 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR
H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3379 JR H 3388 GB
H 3389 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3436 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3464 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3525 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3548 CR
H 3552 GB H 3556 GB H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3601 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3678 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3771 GB H 3772 GB H 3774 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3872 GB
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3977 GB
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4022 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4049 GB
H 4056 R H 4059 GB H 4062 GB H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  202
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative J. H.  . Neal - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3132 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3333 GB H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3372 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3403 CR
H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3504 R H 3512 CR
H 3518 JR H 3519 JR H 3520 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3773 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3859 GB H 3860 GB H 3861 GB H 3862 GB
H 3863 GB H 3864 GB H 3865 GB H 3866 GB H 3867 R 
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3912 CR
H 3919 GB H 3921 GB H 3922 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3933 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4026 CR449
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4105 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  166
       Total passed bills:  134
Representative J. M.  . Neal - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3310 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3435 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3530 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4114 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  152
       Total passed bills:  132
Representative  .  .  . Neilson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3148 GB H 3202 GB H 3234 R H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3304 GB H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3415 JR H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3477 CR H 3485 R 
H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3517 GB
H 3524 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3944 GB H 3945 GB H 3959 CR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  164
       Total passed bills:  138
Senator  .  .  . Nicholson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0232 GB S 0297 CR S 0325 CR S 0361 GB S 0377 GB
S 0379 JR S 0385 R S 0408 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB
S 0431 JR S 0435 GB S 0443 R S 0508 CR S 0512 GB
S 0519 JR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0577 CR S 0596 CR S 0625 R 
S 0630 GB S 0639 GB S 0655 CR S 0664 CR S 0684 R 
S 0685 R S 0686 R S 0687 R S 0708 R S 0712 R 
S 0723 GB S 0739 R S 0748 GB S 0751 R S 0752 GB
S 0766 GB S 0768 R S 0788 R S 0792 CR S 0803 R 
S 0825 R S 0861 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   48
       Total passed bills:   34
Senator  .  .  . O’Dell - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0003 GB S 0012 GB S 0213 GB S 0232 GB S 0242 GB
S 0279 GB S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0350 GB S 0379 JR
S 0385 R S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0417 GB S 0424 CR
S 0431 JR S 0435 GB S 0443 R S 0450 GB S 0452 GB
S 0464 GB S 0471 CR S 0502 GB S 0508 CR S 0525 CR
S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR
S 0577 CR S 0596 CR S 0612 GB S 0615 GB S 0618 GB
S 0625 R S 0630 GB S 0639 GB S 0655 CR S 0664 CR
S 0681 GB S 0684 R S 0685 R S 0686 R S 0687 R 
S 0688 R S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0714 R S 0739 R 
S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0761 R S 0763 CR S 0788 R 
S 0792 CR S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0861 R 
S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   61
       Total passed bills:   38
Representative  .  .  . Ott - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3058 GB H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3428 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3457 GB H 3466 R H 3469 GB
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3548 CR
H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR450
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3598 CR H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3905 R 
H 3906 R H 3907 CR H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3963 GB H 3964 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4005 GB H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4018 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4117 GB
H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4152 GB
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  164
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Owens - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3066 GB H 3067 GB H 3132 GB
H 3194 GB H 3198 GB H 3222 CR H 3237 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3326 R 
H 3327 R H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3548 CR H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3633 GB H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3649 JR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3699 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3736 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3857 GB
H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3873 GB H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4022 GB H 4033 GB H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4085 GB H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4110 GB H 4114 GB H 4115 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  188
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Parker - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3005 GB H 3008 GB H 3013 GB
H 3015 GB H 3023 GB H 3025 GB H 3037 GB H 3040 GB
H 3042 GB H 3046 R H 3082 GB H 3094 GB H 3103 GB
H 3106 GB H 3117 GB H 3121 GB H 3166 GB H 3222 CR
H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB
H 3270 GB H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3277 JR
H 3278 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3292 CR
H 3298 GB H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3379 JR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3416 GB H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3472 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3551 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3782 GB
H 3784 GB H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3800 GB H 3805 CR H 3809 R H 3814 JR H 3821 CR
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3993 GB H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4112 GB H 4114 GB H 4115 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  215
       Total passed bills:  142
Representative  .  .  . Parks - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3148 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3394 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3403 CR H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 R H 3439 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3566 GB
H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3615 GB
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 451
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3880 CR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3909 R H 3910 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3932 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3947 GB H 3950 R 
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4031 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4051 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  154
       Total passed bills:  137
Senator  .  .  . Peeler - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0004 GB S 0009 GB S 0010 GB
S 0011 GB S 0014 R S 0107 GB S 0115 GB S 0119 GB
S 0151 GB S 0203 JR S 0204 GB S 0205 JR S 0208 GB
S 0221 GB S 0233 R S 0264 R S 0276 R S 0279 GB
S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0316 JR S 0325 CR
S 0337 GB S 0340 R S 0347 GB S 0350 GB S 0376 R 
S 0401 R S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0419 GB S 0424 CR
S 0431 JR S 0452 GB S 0454 GB S 0463 GB S 0468 GB
S 0486 GB S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0541 JR
S 0542 JR S 0543 GB S 0544 JR S 0551 GB S 0570 R 
S 0588 JR S 0590 GB S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0655 CR
S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0678 GB S 0690 GB S 0703 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0736 GB S 0737 GB
S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0757 GB S 0761 R 
S 0766 GB S 0767 R S 0782 R S 0789 GB S 0792 CR
S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0859 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   84
       Total passed bills:   36
Representative  .  .  . Phillips - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3066 GB
       Total bills reported:    2
       Total passed bills:    0
Senator  .  .  . Pinckney - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0263 R S 0280 GB S 0325 CR S 0326 GB S 0327 GB
S 0352 JR S 0354 GB S 0355 GB S 0361 GB S 0402 R 
S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0431 JR S 0433 R S 0436 GB
S 0438 GB S 0439 JR S 0440 JR S 0441 JR S 0451 GB
S 0452 GB S 0458 R S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0596 CR
S 0627 R S 0664 CR S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0716 CR
S 0739 R S 0747 R S 0751 R S 0776 CR S 0792 CR
S 0793 GB S 0803 R S 0842 R S 0863 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   45
       Total passed bills:   28
Representative  .  .  . Pinson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3047 GB H 3112 JR H 3240 R H 3241 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3246 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3298 GB H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3309 JR
H 3320 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB
H 3344 CR H 3350 R H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3359 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3427 R 
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3532 GB H 3537 GB H 3548 CR
H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3737 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3880 CR H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3909 R H 3910 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3932 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3947 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4031 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4051 GB
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  179
       Total passed bills:  142
Representative E. H.  . Pitts - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3018 GB H 3025 GB H 3027 GB H 3037 GB
H 3043 GB H 3045 GB H 3047 GB H 3049 GB H 3051 GB
H 3066 GB H 3071 GB H 3077 GB H 3093 GB H 3102 GB
H 3110 GB H 3121 GB H 3124 GB H 3127 GB H 3128 GB
H 3129 JR H 3132 GB H 3146 GB H 3147 GB H 3149 GB
H 3171 GB H 3181 GB H 3188 GB H 3191 GB H 3192 GB
H 3194 GB H 3197 GB H 3198 GB H 3213 GB H 3222 CR
H 3230 GB H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3297 GB
H 3298 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3424 GB
H 3425 R H 3436 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3526 GB
H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3533 GB H 3537 GB H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3567 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3594 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR452
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3629 GB
H 3634 GB H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3690 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3724 GB H 3732 R H 3737 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3807 R 
H 3809 R H 3812 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3876 JR H 3877 GB
H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3986 GB H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4114 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  225
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative M. A.  . Pitts - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3005 GB H 3008 GB H 3014 GB
H 3018 GB H 3023 GB H 3040 GB H 3042 GB H 3063 GB
H 3067 GB H 3087 GB H 3121 GB H 3131 GB H 3132 GB
H 3139 GB H 3140 GB H 3152 GB H 3183 GB H 3194 GB
H 3196 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3256 R 
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3298 GB H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3401 CR H 3404 R 
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3427 R H 3436 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3467 GB H 3469 GB H 3474 CR
H 3483 JR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3537 GB H 3540 GB H 3541 GB
H 3545 GB H 3546 JR H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3563 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3601 GB H 3603 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3640 GB H 3647 CR
H 3652 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3771 GB H 3788 GB H 3792 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3843 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3876 JR
H 3880 CR H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3909 R H 3910 R H 3911 R 
H 3922 GB H 3927 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3932 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3996 GB H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB
H 4031 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4048 GB
H 4051 GB H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4145 R 
H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  213
       Total passed bills:  149
Senator  .  .  . Rankin - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0012 GB S 0105 GB S 0275 GB S 0295 GB
S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0325 CR S 0339 GB S 0375 R 
S 0377 GB S 0379 JR S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0431 JR
S 0483 GB S 0494 GB S 0508 CR S 0521 GB S 0525 CR
S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR
S 0596 CR S 0607 GB S 0630 GB S 0664 CR S 0691 JR
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB
S 0761 R S 0792 CR S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0825 R 
S 0881 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   42
       Total passed bills:   27
Senator  .  .  . Reese - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0279 GB S 0280 GB S 0283 GB S 0325 CR S 0340 R 
S 0344 GB S 0347 GB S 0349 GB S 0361 GB S 0377 GB
S 0384 GB S 0397 GB S 0398 GB S 0404 GB S 0415 R 
S 0416 GB S 0424 CR S 0429 CR S 0431 JR S 0435 GB
S 0450 GB S 0452 GB S 0478 GB S 0481 JR S 0487 GB
S 0493 R S 0508 CR S 0518 GB S 0519 JR S 0523 R 
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0536 R S 0547 GB S 0567 R S 0577 CR
S 0596 CR S 0626 R S 0629 GB S 0630 GB S 0664 CR
S 0691 JR S 0703 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0723 GB
S 0736 GB S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0767 R S 0774 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R 
S 0825 R S 0848 GB S 0859 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   64
       Total passed bills:   32
Representative  .  .  . Rice - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3047 GB H 3066 GB H 3148 GB
H 3192 GB H 3198 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3305 JR
H 3311 GB H 3319 GB H 3326 R H 3327 R H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3449 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3466 R H 3467 GB H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3541 GB H 3548 CR H 3556 GB H 3563 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3649 JR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3699 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3736 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3784 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB453
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3829 GB H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3872 GB H 3873 GB
H 3875 GB H 3878 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3992 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4021 GB H 4022 GB H 4033 GB H 4037 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4085 GB H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4114 GB H 4115 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  200
       Total passed bills:  139
Senator  .  .  . Rose - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0003 GB S 0004 GB S 0006 GB
S 0008 GB S 0009 GB S 0010 GB S 0011 GB S 0014 R 
S 0026 JR S 0100 GB S 0101 GB S 0105 GB S 0108 GB
S 0120 GB S 0128 GB S 0129 JR S 0130 GB S 0138 GB
S 0139 GB S 0143 GB S 0145 GB S 0146 GB S 0150 GB
S 0155 GB S 0156 GB S 0157 GB S 0158 JR S 0159 GB
S 0160 JR S 0161 JR S 0162 JR S 0163 JR S 0164 JR
S 0165 JR S 0168 GB S 0169 GB S 0170 GB S 0174 GB
S 0176 GB S 0191 GB S 0200 GB S 0203 JR S 0205 JR
S 0206 GB S 0208 GB S 0212 GB S 0213 GB S 0214 GB
S 0219 GB S 0220 GB S 0221 GB S 0225 GB S 0229 GB
S 0230 GB S 0231 GB S 0234 GB S 0235 GB S 0238 GB
S 0239 GB S 0240 GB S 0241 GB S 0246 GB S 0247 GB
S 0249 GB S 0250 GB S 0254 GB S 0257 CR S 0267 JR
S 0269 GB S 0271 GB S 0275 GB S 0279 GB S 0286 GB
S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0307 GB S 0313 GB S 0316 JR
S 0319 GB S 0320 GB S 0325 CR S 0333 GB S 0334 GB
S 0335 GB S 0338 GB S 0342 GB S 0347 GB S 0353 GB
S 0377 GB S 0378 GB S 0379 JR S 0389 R S 0391 GB
S 0392 GB S 0397 GB S 0398 GB S 0415 R S 0419 GB
S 0420 GB S 0424 CR S 0428 CR S 0431 JR S 0435 GB
S 0450 GB S 0452 GB S 0455 GB S 0463 GB S 0464 GB
S 0465 JR S 0485 GB S 0486 GB S 0508 CR S 0517 JR
S 0520 GB S 0521 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0552 CR S 0563 GB
S 0578 CR S 0581 GB S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0635 GB
S 0641 JR S 0653 JR S 0655 CR S 0656 GB S 0658 GB
S 0659 CR S 0660 GB S 0663 CR S 0664 CR S 0666 CR
S 0667 CR S 0668 GB S 0674 R S 0679 GB S 0690 GB
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0735 GB S 0739 R 
S 0751 R S 0752 GB S 0753 GB S 0761 R S 0777 GB
S 0789 GB S 0792 CR S 0794 GB S 0802 R S 0803 R 
S 0811 R S 0812 GB S 0816 CR S 0825 R S 0857 R 
S 0883 R S 0884 R 
       Total bills reported:  167
       Total passed bills:   38
Representative  .  .  . Rutherford - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3021 GB H 3042 GB H 3068 GB H 3073 GB H 3078 GB
H 3113 GB H 3143 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3343 GB H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3490 GB H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3564 GB
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3617 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3646 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3670 GB
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3682 GB H 3683 GB H 3684 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3708 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3831 GB H 3832 GB H 3833 JR H 3834 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3884 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3912 CR
H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4082 CR H 4084 CR H 4088 GB H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4118 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  161
       Total passed bills:  133
Senator  .  .  . Ryberg - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0107 GB S 0108 GB S 0109 GB S 0209 JR
S 0212 GB S 0232 GB S 0242 GB S 0263 R S 0267 JR
S 0303 GB S 0305 CR S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0350 GB
S 0378 GB S 0391 GB S 0397 GB S 0398 GB S 0415 R 
S 0424 CR S 0431 JR S 0436 GB S 0442 GB S 0452 GB
S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0520 GB S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0578 CR
S 0596 CR S 0655 CR S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0675 CR
S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0735 GB S 0736 GB
S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0761 R 
S 0765 R S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0840 R 
S 0841 R S 0851 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   58
       Total passed bills:   27
Representative  .  .  . Sandifer - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3253 GB H 3273 R H 3283 GB H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3318 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3392 GB H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3437 CR H 3438 GB
H 3439 GB H 3441 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3531 GB
H 3548 CR H 3562 GB H 3566 GB H 3567 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 454
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3615 GB
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3633 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3743 R H 3744 CR H 3765 R H 3769 GB
H 3790 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3838 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3885 GB
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  171
       Total passed bills:  139
Senator  .  .  . Scott - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0237 GB S 0261 R S 0262 R S 0280 GB S 0283 GB
S 0286 GB S 0297 CR S 0298 CR S 0300 GB S 0324 JR
S 0325 CR S 0355 GB S 0377 GB S 0415 R S 0416 GB
S 0431 JR S 0466 R S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR
S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0561 GB
S 0576 GB S 0596 CR S 0607 GB S 0608 GB S 0630 GB
S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0668 GB S 0691 JR S 0692 JR
S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0739 R S 0748 GB S 0751 R 
S 0766 GB S 0785 R S 0786 R S 0787 R S 0792 CR
S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0839 CR S 0865 CR S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   50
       Total passed bills:   32
Representative  .  .  . Scott - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3132 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3379 JR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3436 GB H 3439 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3654 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3766 CR
H 3784 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3857 GB H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3876 JR
H 3877 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  166
       Total passed bills:  132
Representative  .  .  . Sellers - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3002 R H 3042 GB H 3044 GB H 3080 GB H 3112 JR
H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3250 GB H 3251 R 
H 3252 GB H 3254 GB H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3296 JR H 3297 GB H 3298 GB H 3301 GB
H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3457 GB H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3521 JR H 3548 CR
H 3553 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3681 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3700 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3806 CR H 3809 R H 3816 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3846 GB H 3847 GB H 3848 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3907 CR H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3923 JR H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3959 CR
H 3961 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4005 GB H 4007 R 
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4110 GB H 4112 GB H 4118 GB H 4121 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  181
       Total passed bills:  133
Senator  .  .  . Setzler - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0004 GB S 0009 GB S 0012 GB S 0014 R S 0181 GB
S 0182 GB S 0257 CR S 0267 JR S 0279 GB S 0280 GB
S 0295 GB S 0297 CR S 0325 CR S 0355 GB S 0380 GB
S 0415 R S 0416 GB S 0417 GB S 0419 GB S 0420 GB
S 0431 JR S 0452 GB S 0492 CR S 0508 CR S 0519 JR
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR455
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSS 0530 CR S 0534 R S 0537 JR S 0577 CR S 0588 JR
S 0596 CR S 0597 GB S 0611 R S 0612 GB S 0624 CR
S 0630 GB S 0655 CR S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0668 GB
S 0672 GB S 0681 GB S 0689 R S 0690 GB S 0708 R 
S 0712 R S 0717 GB S 0724 R S 0739 R S 0740 R 
S 0751 R S 0766 GB S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R 
S 0858 R S 0864 R S 0883 R S 0888 R 
       Total bills reported:   64
       Total passed bills:   37
Senator  .  .  . Sheheen - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0001 JR S 0002 GB S 0005 JR S 0011 GB S 0124 GB
S 0125 GB S 0126 GB S 0127 GB S 0128 GB S 0129 JR
S 0130 GB S 0131 GB S 0132 GB S 0133 GB S 0134 GB
S 0135 GB S 0136 GB S 0137 GB S 0138 GB S 0139 GB
S 0148 GB S 0182 GB S 0191 GB S 0208 GB S 0263 R 
S 0267 JR S 0269 GB S 0275 GB S 0280 GB S 0281 GB
S 0283 GB S 0294 GB S 0297 CR S 0318 GB S 0325 CR
S 0335 GB S 0348 GB S 0354 GB S 0355 GB S 0376 R 
S 0377 GB S 0384 GB S 0398 GB S 0411 GB S 0415 R 
S 0416 GB S 0421 CR S 0427 GB S 0431 JR S 0452 GB
S 0456 GB S 0465 JR S 0484 GB S 0494 GB S 0508 CR
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0572 GB S 0575 GB S 0596 CR S 0603 R 
S 0604 GB S 0630 GB S 0654 GB S 0656 GB S 0660 GB
S 0664 CR S 0691 JR S 0692 JR S 0708 R S 0712 R 
S 0721 CR S 0723 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0771 R 
S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0831 CR S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   85
       Total passed bills:   28
Senator  .  .  . Shoopman - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0003 GB S 0011 GB S 0020 GB S 0151 GB S 0200 GB
S 0208 GB S 0209 JR S 0221 GB S 0229 GB S 0248 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0297 CR S 0305 CR S 0316 JR
S 0325 CR S 0348 GB S 0350 GB S 0377 GB S 0378 GB
S 0391 GB S 0397 GB S 0398 GB S 0415 R S 0424 CR
S 0431 JR S 0436 GB S 0444 CR S 0450 GB S 0452 GB
S 0508 CR S 0517 JR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR
S 0528 CR S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0596 CR S 0630 GB
S 0658 GB S 0659 CR S 0660 GB S 0664 CR S 0674 R 
S 0690 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0735 GB
S 0736 GB S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R 
S 0753 GB S 0761 R S 0789 GB S 0792 CR S 0794 GB
S 0803 R S 0812 GB S 0825 R S 0862 GB S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   65
       Total passed bills:   26
Representative  .  .  . Simrill - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3044 GB H 3047 GB H 3066 GB H 3106 GB H 3198 GB
H 3203 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3294 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB
H 3305 JR H 3309 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3333 GB H 3338 CR H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3377 GB H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3424 GB
H 3425 R H 3436 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR
H 3530 GB H 3533 GB H 3548 CR H 3558 GB H 3559 JR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3602 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3616 GB H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3650 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3703 CR H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3835 GB H 3841 GB
H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3857 GB
H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3946 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB H 4027 GB H 4028 GB
H 4029 GB H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4114 GB H 4115 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  185
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Skelton - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3188 GB H 3237 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3291 GB H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3326 R H 3327 R H 3328 R H 3329 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3424 GB
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3470 GB H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3523 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3649 JR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3699 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4037 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  151
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative D. C.  . Smith - Session 118 (2009-2010)456
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3003 GB H 3148 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3277 JR H 3278 JR
H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3304 GB H 3305 JR H 3308 R H 3316 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3393 GB H 3394 GB
H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3465 R 
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3532 GB H 3548 CR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3782 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3855 GB H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4034 CR
H 4035 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  172
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative G. M.  . Smith - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3018 GB H 3022 GB H 3030 GB
H 3031 GB H 3037 GB H 3040 GB H 3043 GB H 3045 GB
H 3046 R H 3047 GB H 3051 GB H 3057 GB H 3066 GB
H 3071 GB H 3104 GB H 3128 GB H 3136 GB H 3147 GB
H 3148 GB H 3152 GB H 3166 GB H 3175 GB H 3198 GB
H 3199 GB H 3227 GB H 3228 GB H 3229 GB H 3231 JR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3244 GB H 3245 GB H 3249 GB
H 3254 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB
H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3334 GB
H 3335 GB H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3372 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3452 GB H 3466 R 
H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3566 GB H 3567 GB
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3639 GB H 3640 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3678 GB H 3679 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3693 GB H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3945 GB H 3956 GB H 3959 CR
H 3965 GB H 3966 GB H 3967 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3975 GB H 3976 GB H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB
H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4118 GB
H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  211
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative G. R.  . Smith - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3037 GB H 3042 GB H 3047 GB
H 3066 GB H 3132 GB H 3140 GB H 3147 GB H 3166 GB
H 3175 GB H 3176 GB H 3177 GB H 3198 GB H 3222 CR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB H 3255 R 
H 3257 R H 3271 GB H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR
H 3277 JR H 3278 JR H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3372 JR
H 3379 JR H 3388 GB H 3389 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB
H 3421 R H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3463 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3479 GB H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3532 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3552 GB H 3556 GB H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB
H 3867 R H 3872 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3946 GB H 3956 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4022 GB H 4033 GB H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4059 GB H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4112 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 457
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:  211
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative J. E.  . Smith - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3002 R H 3037 GB H 3042 GB H 3047 GB H 3060 GB
H 3062 GB H 3065 GB H 3066 GB H 3080 GB H 3118 GB
H 3120 GB H 3121 GB H 3123 GB H 3124 GB H 3126 GB
H 3127 GB H 3129 JR H 3146 GB H 3148 GB H 3171 GB
H 3203 GB H 3226 GB H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3285 GB H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3372 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3407 GB
H 3409 GB H 3410 JR H 3411 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3452 GB H 3454 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3486 GB H 3487 GB H 3488 JR H 3491 GB H 3498 GB
H 3501 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3532 GB H 3533 GB H 3536 GB H 3548 CR
H 3549 GB H 3550 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3586 GB H 3587 GB H 3588 GB H 3591 R 
H 3595 CR H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3610 GB H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3663 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3749 GB H 3750 GB H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3912 CR H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3954 GB H 3955 GB
H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3962 JR H 3963 GB H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4082 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  202
       Total passed bills:  143
Representative J. R.  . Smith - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3066 GB H 3132 GB H 3148 GB
H 3182 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3277 JR H 3278 JR
H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3312 GB H 3316 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3365 GB H 3367 CR
H 3369 GB H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3442 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3458 JR H 3465 R H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3532 GB H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3623 GB H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3782 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3855 GB H 3867 R H 3873 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4078 CR
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4130 GB H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  199
       Total passed bills:  139
Representative  .  .  . Sottile - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3004 GB H 3194 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3248 GB
H 3265 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3354 GB
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3379 JR H 3395 GB
H 3396 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3414 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3436 GB
H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3461 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3524 GB
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3532 GB H 3537 GB H 3548 CR
H 3549 GB H 3550 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3680 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R 
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3784 GB H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR
H 3837 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3857 GB H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3935 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3946 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR
H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 458
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4147 JR H 4148 R 
H 4149 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  183
       Total passed bills:  136
Representative  .  .  . Spires - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3019 GB H 3063 GB H 3112 JR
H 3116 GB H 3128 GB H 3209 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3316 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3369 GB H 3371 GB H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3432 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3445 GB
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3458 JR
H 3465 R H 3466 R H 3467 GB H 3474 CR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3527 JR
H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR
H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3585 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3601 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3855 GB H 3858 GB
H 3867 R H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3922 GB H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  186
       Total passed bills:  133
Representative  .  .  . Stavrinakis - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3037 GB H 3047 GB H 3060 GB H 3147 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3290 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3529 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3550 GB
H 3568 R H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3636 GB H 3647 CR H 3663 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R 
H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3874 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R 
H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R 
H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3956 GB H 3959 CR H 3961 JR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4006 JR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  158
       Total passed bills:  132
Representative  .  .  . Stewart - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3009 GB H 3127 GB H 3129 JR H 3132 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3277 JR
H 3278 JR H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR H 3316 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3465 R H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3532 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 CR H 3769 GB H 3782 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3855 GB H 3867 R H 3881 GB
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4037 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  166
       Total passed bills:  133
Representative  .  .  . Stringer - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3040 GB H 3047 GB H 3051 GB
H 3066 GB H 3107 GB H 3139 GB H 3177 GB H 3192 GB
H 3194 GB H 3198 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3245 GB H 3248 GB H 3265 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 459
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3388 GB H 3389 GB
H 3390 GB H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3436 GB H 3439 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3461 GB H 3464 GB
H 3466 R H 3468 GB H 3474 CR H 3501 GB H 3502 R 
H 3509 CR H 3511 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3525 GB
H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3532 GB H 3537 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3556 GB H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3601 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R 
H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R 
H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R 
H 3742 R H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3784 GB H 3785 GB
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3802 GB
H 3804 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R 
H 3872 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3927 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB H 3946 GB H 3947 GB
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4037 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4059 GB
H 4062 GB H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R 
H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4119 GB
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R 
H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  211
       Total passed bills:  136
Senator  .  .  . Thomas - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0011 GB S 0014 R S 0201 GB S 0202 GB S 0248 GB
S 0263 R S 0264 R S 0270 GB S 0271 GB S 0273 GB
S 0305 CR S 0309 GB S 0310 GB S 0311 GB S 0312 GB
S 0323 GB S 0325 CR S 0336 GB S 0384 GB S 0397 GB
S 0398 GB S 0411 GB S 0412 GB S 0413 GB S 0415 R 
S 0416 GB S 0417 GB S 0419 GB S 0420 GB S 0424 CR
S 0431 JR S 0450 GB S 0455 GB S 0508 CR S 0520 GB
S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR S 0529 CR
S 0530 CR S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0636 GB S 0664 CR
S 0673 GB S 0708 R S 0712 R S 0720 GB S 0739 R 
S 0751 R S 0761 R S 0766 GB S 0770 GB S 0789 GB
S 0792 CR S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0846 JR S 0871 GB
S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   61
       Total passed bills:   26
Representative  .  .  . Thompson - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3018 GB H 3132 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB
H 3305 JR H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3502 R 
H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3532 GB H 3533 GB H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3558 GB H 3559 JR H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3582 R H 3589 GB H 3591 R H 3592 CR H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3640 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3678 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3787 GB H 3788 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3842 JR H 3843 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3881 GB
H 3886 JR H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4030 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  167
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative  .  .  . Toole - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3004 GB H 3005 GB H 3009 GB H 3013 GB H 3016 JR
H 3017 JR H 3024 GB H 3037 GB H 3038 GB H 3042 GB
H 3043 GB H 3045 GB H 3046 R H 3047 GB H 3049 GB
H 3051 GB H 3057 GB H 3066 GB H 3084 GB H 3102 GB
H 3103 GB H 3112 JR H 3127 GB H 3128 GB H 3131 GB
H 3132 GB H 3164 GB H 3166 GB H 3174 GB H 3202 GB
H 3205 GB H 3209 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB
H 3271 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3394 GB H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3415 JR
H 3416 GB H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3483 JR
H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3548 CR
H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3628 GB H 3634 GB H 3640 GB
H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3729 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB
H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3876 JR H 3877 GB
H 3878 JR H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 460
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR
H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR
H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4093 GB H 4094 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  210
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Umphlett - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3009 GB H 3018 GB H 3037 GB H 3040 GB
H 3043 GB H 3045 GB H 3046 R H 3057 GB H 3106 GB
H 3114 GB H 3128 GB H 3131 GB H 3196 GB H 3222 CR
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3243 GB H 3273 R H 3284 GB
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB
H 3304 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3364 CR H 3366 GB H 3367 CR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3429 GB H 3436 GB H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3458 JR
H 3461 GB H 3462 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3545 GB H 3546 JR
H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3563 GB H 3566 GB H 3567 GB
H 3568 R H 3571 GB H 3572 GB H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3622 GB H 3623 GB H 3628 GB
H 3629 GB H 3634 GB H 3647 CR H 3651 GB H 3652 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3668 GB H 3671 GB H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3762 GB
H 3765 R H 3766 CR H 3794 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R 
H 3827 CR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3843 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3856 GB H 3867 R H 3876 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3993 GB H 3995 CR H 3996 GB H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4011 GB H 4023 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  198
       Total passed bills:  143
Senator  .  .  . Verdin - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0104 GB S 0134 GB S 0227 GB S 0242 GB S 0248 GB
S 0257 CR S 0264 R S 0271 GB S 0279 GB S 0295 GB
S 0316 JR S 0325 CR S 0328 GB S 0336 GB S 0347 GB
S 0350 GB S 0377 GB S 0378 GB S 0387 R S 0391 GB
S 0415 R S 0424 CR S 0428 CR S 0431 JR S 0436 GB
S 0437 GB S 0450 GB S 0453 GB S 0480 CR S 0494 GB
S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0584 R S 0585 R S 0587 CR
S 0596 CR S 0630 GB S 0655 CR S 0658 GB S 0664 CR
S 0674 R S 0708 R S 0711 JR S 0712 R S 0720 GB
S 0735 GB S 0739 R S 0751 R S 0753 GB S 0761 R 
S 0792 CR S 0797 CR S 0802 R S 0803 R S 0816 CR
S 0825 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   62
       Total passed bills:   32
Representative  .  .  . Vick - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3042 GB H 3058 GB H 3148 GB H 3179 GB
H 3196 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R 
H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3342 GB H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3362 R H 3363 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR
H 3377 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3501 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR
H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3563 GB
H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR
H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R 
H 3637 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3685 JR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3734 GB H 3735 GB
H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3762 GB H 3765 R H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3820 GB H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3913 GB H 3919 GB H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3963 GB
H 3964 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4022 GB
H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4117 GB H 4121 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  175
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Viers - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3018 GB H 3047 GB H 3067 GB H 3184 GB H 3185 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3279 JR
H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3311 GB H 3322 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3349 CR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3364 CR
H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3370 R H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3405 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R 461
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3526 GB
H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3537 GB
H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3575 GB H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3585 GB H 3590 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB
H 3647 CR H 3652 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3746 GB H 3765 R 
H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3772 GB H 3774 GB H 3786 GB
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R 
H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3835 GB
H 3839 GB H 3842 JR H 3843 GB H 3844 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3868 R H 3886 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3930 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR
H 3960 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4022 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  187
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Weeks - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3022 GB H 3058 GB H 3118 GB H 3123 GB H 3148 GB
H 3199 GB H 3229 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3252 GB
H 3270 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3303 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3334 GB
H 3335 GB H 3341 R H 3343 GB H 3344 CR H 3356 R 
H 3358 GB H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3371 GB H 3398 R 
H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3412 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3464 GB H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3488 JR
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3518 JR
H 3519 JR H 3524 GB H 3548 CR H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3579 GB H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR
H 3608 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3615 GB H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3630 GB H 3631 GB H 3647 CR H 3665 CR
H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3678 GB H 3679 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3706 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3719 GB H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3779 GB H 3785 GB H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3801 JR H 3803 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3841 GB H 3842 JR
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB
H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3954 GB
H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4110 GB
H 4117 GB H 4118 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  184
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Whipper - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3042 GB H 3047 GB H 3141 GB H 3142 GB H 3150 GB
H 3151 GB H 3157 GB H 3158 GB H 3167 GB H 3168 GB
H 3169 GB H 3170 JR H 3172 GB H 3201 GB H 3204 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3266 GB H 3270 GB H 3273 R 
H 3274 CR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3358 GB
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3421 R H 3422 R H 3425 R 
H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3449 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3469 GB H 3474 CR
H 3499 GB H 3500 GB H 3502 R H 3512 CR H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3550 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R 
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3604 GB H 3605 GB
H 3606 GB H 3607 GB H 3609 GB H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3629 GB H 3634 GB H 3647 CR
H 3663 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3678 GB H 3680 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R 
H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R 
H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R 
H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3919 GB H 3928 CR H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3943 JR H 3959 CR
H 3963 GB H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4091 GB H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4115 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4149 GB H 4154 R H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  180
       Total passed bills:  137
Representative  .  .  . White - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3132 GB H 3206 GB H 3240 R 
H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3357 GB
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3406 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3436 GB
H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR
H 3459 JR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3483 JR H 3489 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3515 R 
H 3522 GB H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3548 CR H 3568 R 
H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3582 R H 3584 GB H 3589 GB
H 3591 R H 3592 CR H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3633 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3652 GB H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR462
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3722 GB H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R 
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3835 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3886 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3914 JR
H 3929 R H 3930 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R 
H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R 
H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4107 JR H 4115 GB H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R 
H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  174
       Total passed bills:  140
Representative  .  .  . Whitmire - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3202 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3299 GB H 3301 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3392 GB
H 3396 JR H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R 
H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3436 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR
H 3489 GB H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3541 GB
H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R H 3584 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R 
H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3886 JR H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R 
H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4037 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R 
H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  150
       Total passed bills:  134
Senator  .  .  . Williams - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0248 GB S 0263 R S 0274 CR S 0280 GB S 0297 CR
S 0316 JR S 0324 JR S 0325 CR S 0331 JR S 0354 GB
S 0361 GB S 0377 GB S 0379 JR S 0403 CR S 0415 R 
S 0416 GB S 0431 JR S 0452 GB S 0457 R S 0507 R 
S 0508 CR S 0525 CR S 0526 CR S 0527 CR S 0528 CR
S 0529 CR S 0530 CR S 0561 GB S 0577 CR S 0596 CR
S 0630 GB S 0659 CR S 0664 CR S 0691 JR S 0708 R 
S 0712 R S 0722 GB S 0723 GB S 0733 R S 0736 GB
S 0737 GB S 0738 GB S 0739 R S 0743 R S 0751 R 
S 0752 GB S 0753 GB S 0784 R S 0789 GB S 0792 CR
S 0803 R S 0825 R S 0839 CR S 0845 R S 0883 R 
       Total bills reported:   55
       Total passed bills:   32
Representative  .  .  . Williams - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3058 GB H 3080 GB H 3132 GB H 3171 GB H 3234 R 
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3273 R H 3286 R H 3287 CR
H 3303 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3341 R 
H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3367 CR
H 3372 JR H 3393 GB H 3394 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3414 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R 
H 3434 GB H 3440 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R 
H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3477 CR
H 3485 R H 3488 JR H 3492 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3512 CR H 3517 GB H 3524 GB H 3537 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3554 CR H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3604 GB
H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3607 GB H 3608 GB H 3609 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3674 CR H 3675 CR H 3679 GB
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3749 GB H 3785 GB
H 3789 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3801 JR H 3809 R 
H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR
H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3842 JR H 3849 R 
H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3961 JR H 3963 GB
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR
H 4117 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4154 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  178
       Total passed bills:  135
Representative  .  .  . Willis - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3037 GB H 3063 GB H 3187 GB
H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3273 R H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R 
H 3330 R H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3379 JR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR
H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3401 CR
H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3483 JR H 3502 R H 3509 CR
H 3512 CR H 3526 GB H 3527 JR H 3528 GB H 3540 GB
H 3548 CR H 3552 GB H 3556 GB H 3563 GB H 3568 R 
H 3580 R H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR463
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSH 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3634 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R 
H 3695 R H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3719 GB H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R 
H 3765 R H 3771 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR
H 3800 GB H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR H 3835 GB H 3841 GB
H 3843 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R 
H 3868 R H 3872 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB H 3891 R 
H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R H 3898 R 
H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB H 3945 GB H 3959 CR
H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R 
H 3991 CR H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R 
H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R 
H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R H 4048 GB H 4056 R 
H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R 
H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 R H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R 
H 4141 R H 4145 R H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  184
       Total passed bills:  138
Representative  .  .  . Wylie - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3004 GB H 3007 GB H 3022 GB H 3026 GB
H 3028 GB H 3037 GB H 3043 GB H 3045 GB H 3046 R 
H 3047 GB H 3054 GB H 3057 GB H 3064 GB H 3066 GB
H 3067 GB H 3069 R H 3071 GB H 3072 R H 3084 GB
H 3085 GB H 3099 GB H 3102 GB H 3103 GB H 3110 GB
H 3112 JR H 3128 GB H 3138 R H 3139 GB H 3140 GB
H 3145 JR H 3147 GB H 3149 GB H 3159 GB H 3164 GB
H 3170 JR H 3176 GB H 3177 GB H 3191 GB H 3222 CR
H 3227 GB H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3245 GB H 3248 GB
H 3265 GB H 3270 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3279 JR
H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3295 JR H 3299 GB
H 3301 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R 
H 3367 CR H 3369 GB H 3388 GB H 3389 GB H 3395 GB
H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R 
H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR
H 3418 GB H 3421 R H 3424 GB H 3425 R H 3434 GB
H 3442 GB H 3443 R H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R 
H 3451 CR H 3458 JR H 3461 GB H 3462 GB H 3464 GB
H 3466 R H 3468 GB H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB
H 3502 R H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3511 R H 3512 CR
H 3516 GB H 3524 GB H 3525 GB H 3526 GB H 3528 GB
H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3537 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3556 GB H 3563 GB H 3568 R H 3576 JR H 3580 R 
H 3584 GB H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3640 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 CR H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 CR H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3736 GB H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R 
H 3771 GB H 3784 GB H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3795 R 
H 3796 CR H 3800 GB H 3804 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3841 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3858 GB H 3867 R H 3869 R H 3872 GB H 3886 JR
H 3888 GB H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R 
H 3897 R H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R 
H 3927 GB H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3936 R H 3938 CR
H 3939 GB H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R 
H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4037 GB H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4062 GB H 4063 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 R H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4131 R 
H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R H 4146 GB
H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  247
       Total passed bills:  141
Representative A. D.  . Young - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3003 GB H 3005 GB H 3015 GB H 3037 GB H 3061 GB
H 3074 GB H 3132 GB H 3148 GB H 3196 GB H 3199 GB
H 3202 GB H 3222 CR H 3240 R H 3242 R H 3243 GB
H 3272 GB H 3273 R H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R 
H 3287 CR H 3294 GB H 3299 GB H 3303 GB H 3305 JR
H 3309 JR H 3310 GB H 3311 GB H 3328 R H 3330 R 
H 3333 GB H 3341 R H 3344 CR H 3352 JR H 3356 R 
H 3360 R H 3367 CR H 3372 JR H 3377 GB H 3393 GB
H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB H 3398 R H 3399 R 
H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB H 3414 GB H 3415 JR
H 3417 JR H 3421 R H 3425 R H 3443 R H 3444 CR
H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3455 GB H 3462 GB
H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3489 GB H 3501 GB H 3502 R 
H 3508 R H 3509 CR H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3522 GB
H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 GB H 3540 GB H 3548 CR
H 3563 GB H 3565 GB H 3568 R H 3569 R H 3570 R 
H 3576 JR H 3578 GB H 3580 R H 3585 GB H 3591 R 
H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3619 R 
H 3621 R H 3624 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR H 3654 GB
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3671 GB H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3679 GB H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R 
H 3696 R H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3724 GB H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3751 R 
H 3752 R H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3765 R H 3776 GB
H 3786 GB H 3791 R H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3800 GB
H 3802 GB H 3809 R H 3817 GB H 3822 R H 3824 R 
H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3829 GB H 3833 JR H 3835 GB
H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R H 3867 R H 3886 JR
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3908 R H 3911 R H 3925 R 
H 3926 CR H 3929 R H 3931 R H 3934 R H 3936 R 
H 3938 CR H 3959 CR H 3968 R H 3971 CR H 3974 CR
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R 
H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR H 3995 CR H 3998 R 
H 3999 R H 4001 R H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4005 GB
H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4033 GB H 4042 R H 4043 R 
H 4044 R H 4045 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4064 R 
H 4065 R H 4066 R H 4067 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4079 R H 4081 CR
H 4084 CR H 4086 GB H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4096 GB H 4097 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 CR H 4106 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4154 R H 4159 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  218
       Total passed bills:  154464
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSRepresentative T. R.  . Young - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3037 GB H 3040 GB H 3047 GB H 3066 GB H 3102 GB
H 3121 GB H 3123 GB H 3147 GB H 3148 GB H 3166 GB
H 3179 GB H 3222 CR H 3231 JR H 3240 R H 3242 R 
H 3273 R H 3275 JR H 3276 JR H 3277 JR H 3278 JR
H 3279 JR H 3280 JR H 3286 R H 3287 CR H 3292 CR
H 3294 GB H 3299 GB H 3305 JR H 3311 GB H 3316 GB
H 3328 R H 3330 R H 3333 GB H 3341 R H 3344 CR
H 3352 JR H 3356 R H 3360 R H 3365 GB H 3367 CR
H 3369 GB H 3379 JR H 3395 GB H 3396 JR H 3397 GB
H 3398 R H 3399 R H 3400 R H 3404 R H 3405 GB
H 3414 GB H 3415 JR H 3417 JR H 3418 GB H 3421 R 
H 3425 R H 3434 GB H 3439 GB H 3442 GB H 3443 R 
H 3444 CR H 3446 R H 3448 R H 3451 CR H 3458 JR
H 3465 R H 3466 R H 3474 CR H 3502 R H 3508 R 
H 3511 R H 3512 CR H 3516 GB H 3527 JR H 3532 GB
H 3540 GB H 3548 CR H 3568 R H 3580 R H 3585 GB
H 3591 R H 3597 CR H 3598 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3619 R H 3621 R H 3640 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 CR
H 3665 CR H 3666 R H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 CR
H 3686 R H 3688 R H 3694 R H 3695 R H 3696 R 
H 3697 R H 3698 R H 3707 GB H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3732 R H 3741 R H 3742 R H 3765 R H 3782 GB
H 3786 GB H 3795 R H 3796 CR H 3809 R H 3817 GB
H 3822 R H 3824 R H 3825 R H 3827 CR H 3833 JR
H 3835 GB H 3845 GB H 3849 R H 3850 R H 3851 R 
H 3855 GB H 3867 R H 3881 GB H 3886 JR H 3888 GB
H 3891 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3895 R H 3897 R 
H 3898 R H 3906 R H 3911 R H 3929 R H 3931 R 
H 3936 R H 3938 CR H 3939 GB H 3959 CR H 3968 R 
H 3971 CR H 3974 CR H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3985 R H 3990 R H 3991 CR
H 3994 GB H 3995 CR H 3998 R H 3999 R H 4001 R 
H 4002 R H 4003 CR H 4008 CR H 4009 R H 4042 R 
H 4043 R H 4056 R H 4063 R H 4071 R H 4072 R 
H 4075 R H 4076 R H 4077 R H 4078 CR H 4079 R 
H 4081 CR H 4084 CR H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 R 
H 4094 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4103 R H 4104 CR
H 4106 CR H 4118 GB H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4131 R H 4135 R H 4136 R H 4137 R H 4141 R 
H 4153 GB H 4154 R H 4160 R 
       Total bills reported:  198
       Total passed bills:  138
House Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environmental
Affairs - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3942 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Education and Public Works - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3267 JR H 3972 JR
       Total bills reported:    2
       Total passed bills:    1
House Committee on Ethics - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Interstate Cooperation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Invitations and Memorial Resolutions - Session 118
(2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Judiciary - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry - Session 118 (2009-
2010)
H 3657 JR H 3777 JR H 3882 GB
       Total bills reported:    3
       Total passed bills:    1
House Committee on Medical, Military, Public and Municipal Affairs -
Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Operations and Management - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Rules - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Ways and Means - Session 118 (2009-2010)
H 3560 GB H 3561 JR
       Total bills reported:    2
       Total passed bills:    1
Senate Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources - Session 118
(2009-2010)
S 0409 JR S 0410 JR S 0698 JR S 0727 JR
       Total bills reported:    4
       Total passed bills:    2
Senate Committee on Banking and Insurance - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0573 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0465
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSSenate Committee on Corrections and Penology - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Education - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0488 JR S 0489 JR S 0490 JR S 0583 JR S 0694 JR
       Total bills reported:    5
       Total passed bills:    1
Senate Committee on Ethics - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Finance - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0602 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0643 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on General - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Interstate Cooperation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Invitations - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Judiciary - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0623 JR S 0744 CR S 0813 JR
       Total bills reported:    3
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry - Session 118 (2009-
2010)
S 0497 JR S 0498 JR S 0500 JR S 0503 JR S 0504 JR
S 0505 JR S 0506 JR
       Total bills reported:    7
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Medical Affairs - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0461 JR S 0462 JR S 0499 JR S 0548 JR S 0549 JR
S 0550 JR S 0806 JR S 0817 JR S 0818 JR S 0819 JR
S 0820 JR
       Total bills reported:   11
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Operations and Management - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Rules - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Transportation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
S 0357 CR S 0545 JR S 0620 JR
       Total bills reported:    3
       Total passed bills:    1
House Committee on Abbeville Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Aiken Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Allendale Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Anderson Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Bamberg Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Barnwell Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Beaufort Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)466
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Berkeley Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Calhoun Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Charleston Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Cherokee Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Chester Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Chesterfield Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Clarendon Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Colleton Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Darlington Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Dillon Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Dorchester Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Edgefield Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Fairfield Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Florence Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Georgetown Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Greenville Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Greenwood Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Hampton Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Horry Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Jasper Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Kershaw Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Lancaster Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0467
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Laurens Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Lee Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Lexington Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Marion Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Marlboro Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on McCormick Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Newberry Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Oconee Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Orangeburg Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Pickens Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Richland Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Saluda Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Spartanburg Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Sumter Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Union Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Williamsburg Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on York Delegation - Session 118 (2009-2010)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0468
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S   12 GB  121   81
S   13 GB   44   18
S   26 JR   22  121
S   97 GB   23   13
S  116 GB   55   72
S  126 GB   56   24
S  155 GB   57   25
S  166 JR   58   92
S  184 GB   59   26
S  232 GB   45   19
S  234 GB    1   98
S  235 GB    2   99
S  268 GB   46   20
S  278 JR   60   88
S  289 JR    7  119
S  301 GB   61   27
S  323 GB   62   28
S  345 GB   63   29
S  351 GB   64   73
S  360 GB   65   49
S  363 GB   66   30
S  364 GB   67   74
S  388 JR   68   93
S  390 GB   69   50
S  407 GB   24    4
S  420 GB   25    5
S  432 JR    8  120
S  449 GB    9  102
S  453 GB   70   75
S  463 GB   71   31
S  473 GB   10  112
S  483 GB   11    3
S  491 GB   72   51
S  540 JR   26  109
S  583 JR   73  117
S  588 JR   12   85
S  593 GB   74   32
S  620 JR   27  115
S  630 GB   75   52
S  639 GB   47   21
S  668 GB   76   33
S  673 GB   77   67
S  696 GB   78   34
S  698 JR   28  116
S  700 JR   79   94
S  703 GB   29  111
S  704 GB   80   35
S  711 JR   48   91469
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  727 JR   81  118
S  756 GB   82   53
S  758 GB   83   97
S  774 GB   84   54
S  793 GB   85   55
S  795 JR   86  105
H 3013 GB   87   56
H 3018 GB   88   76
H 3022 GB   89   36
H 3042 GB   90   57
H 3061 GB    3  100
H 3087 GB   91   77
H 3118 GB   92   37
H 3121 GB   30    6
H 3123 GB   93   38
H 3131 GB   94   58
H 3134 GB   95   39
H 3148 GB   96   68
H 3187 GB   97   40
H 3203 GB   31   14
H 3232 JR    4   84
H 3267 JR    5  113
H 3295 JR   13  104
H 3299 GB   32    7
H 3301 GB   98   78
H 3311 GB   99   41
H 3347 GB  100   42
H 3352 JR   14   86
H 3353 JR    6  122
H 3377 GB  101   43
H 3378 GB   33    8
H 3380 GB   34    9
H 3413 GB  102   44
H 3428 GB   35   10
H 3452 GB   36   11
H 3463 GB   15    1
H 3482 GB  103   45
H 3483 JR  104   83
H 3550 GB  105   46
H 3556 GB   16  103
H 3560 GB   49   23
H 3562 GB  106   69
H 3572 GB  107   47
H 3575 GB   17  106
H 3581 JR   50   87
H 3583 JR   18  108
H 3589 GB   37   96470
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3615 GB  108   70
H 3616 GB   51   71
H 3627 GB   38   17
H 3635 GB   39   15
H 3649 JR   19  110
H 3651 GB  109   48
H 3653 JR  110   95
H 3657 JR   20  114
H 3664 GB   21    2
H 3677 GB  111   59
H 3678 GB  112   60
H 3721 GB   40   16
H 3730 JR   52   89
H 3749 GB  113   61
H 3761 GB  114   62
H 3762 GB  115   79
H 3776 GB   41  101
H 3794 GB  116   63
H 3804 GB  117   64
H 3818 GB   42  107
H 3856 GB   43   12
H 3914 JR   53   90
H 3919 GB  118   80
H 3944 GB  119   65
H 3957 GB   54   22
H 4023 GB  120   66471
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LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  234 GB    1   98
S  235 GB    2   99
H 3061 GB    3  100
H 3232 JR    4   84
H 3267 JR    5  113
H 3353 JR    6  122
S  289 JR    7  119
S  432 JR    8  120
S  449 GB    9  102
S  473 GB   10  112
S  483 GB   11    3
S  588 JR   12   85
H 3295 JR   13  104
H 3352 JR   14   86
H 3463 GB   15    1
H 3556 GB   16  103
H 3575 GB   17  106
H 3583 JR   18  108
H 3649 JR   19  110
H 3657 JR   20  114
H 3664 GB   21    2
S   26 JR   22  121
S   97 GB   23   13
S  407 GB   24    4
S  420 GB   25    5
S  540 JR   26  109
S  620 JR   27  115
S  698 JR   28  116
S  703 GB   29  111
H 3121 GB   30    6
H 3203 GB   31   14
H 3299 GB   32    7
H 3378 GB   33    8
H 3380 GB   34    9
H 3428 GB   35   10
H 3452 GB   36   11
H 3589 GB   37   96
H 3627 GB   38   17
H 3635 GB   39   15
H 3721 GB   40   16
H 3776 GB   41  101
H 3818 GB   42  107
H 3856 GB   43   12
S   13 GB   44   18
S  232 GB   45   19
S  268 GB   46   20
S  639 GB   47   21
S  711 JR   48   91473
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3560 GB   49   23
H 3581 JR   50   87
H 3616 GB   51   71
H 3730 JR   52   89
H 3914 JR   53   90
H 3957 GB   54   22
S  116 GB   55   72
S  126 GB   56   24
S  155 GB   57   25
S  166 JR   58   92
S  184 GB   59   26
S  278 JR   60   88
S  301 GB   61   27
S  323 GB   62   28
S  345 GB   63   29
S  351 GB   64   73
S  360 GB   65   49
S  363 GB   66   30
S  364 GB   67   74
S  388 JR   68   93
S  390 GB   69   50
S  453 GB   70   75
S  463 GB   71   31
S  491 GB   72   51
S  583 JR   73  117
S  593 GB   74   32
S  630 GB   75   52
S  668 GB   76   33
S  673 GB   77   67
S  696 GB   78   34
S  700 JR   79   94
S  704 GB   80   35
S  727 JR   81  118
S  756 GB   82   53
S  758 GB   83   97
S  774 GB   84   54
S  793 GB   85   55
S  795 JR   86  105
H 3013 GB   87   56
H 3018 GB   88   76
H 3022 GB   89   36
H 3042 GB   90   57
H 3087 GB   91   77
H 3118 GB   92   37
H 3123 GB   93   38
H 3131 GB   94   58
H 3134 GB   95   39474
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3148 GB   96   68
H 3187 GB   97   40
H 3301 GB   98   78
H 3311 GB   99   41
H 3347 GB  100   42
H 3377 GB  101   43
H 3413 GB  102   44
H 3482 GB  103   45
H 3483 JR  104   83
H 3550 GB  105   46
H 3562 GB  106   69
H 3572 GB  107   47
H 3615 GB  108   70
H 3651 GB  109   48
H 3653 JR  110   95
H 3677 GB  111   59
H 3678 GB  112   60
H 3749 GB  113   61
H 3761 GB  114   62
H 3762 GB  115   79
H 3794 GB  116   63
H 3804 GB  117   64
H 3919 GB  118   80
H 3944 GB  119   65
H 4023 GB  120   66
S   12 GB  121   81475
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LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3463 GB   15    1
H 3664 GB   21    2
S  483 GB   11    3
S  407 GB   24    4
S  420 GB   25    5
H 3121 GB   30    6
H 3299 GB   32    7
H 3378 GB   33    8
H 3380 GB   34    9
H 3428 GB   35   10
H 3452 GB   36   11
H 3856 GB   43   12
S   97 GB   23   13
H 3203 GB   31   14
H 3635 GB   39   15
H 3721 GB   40   16
H 3627 GB   38   17
S   13 GB   44   18
S  232 GB   45   19
S  268 GB   46   20
S  639 GB   47   21
H 3957 GB   54   22
H 3560 GB   49   23
S  126 GB   56   24
S  155 GB   57   25
S  184 GB   59   26
S  301 GB   61   27
S  323 GB   62   28
S  345 GB   63   29
S  363 GB   66   30
S  463 GB   71   31
S  593 GB   74   32
S  668 GB   76   33
S  696 GB   78   34
S  704 GB   80   35
H 3022 GB   89   36
H 3118 GB   92   37
H 3123 GB   93   38
H 3134 GB   95   39
H 3187 GB   97   40
H 3311 GB   99   41
H 3347 GB  100   42
H 3377 GB  101   43
H 3413 GB  102   44
H 3482 GB  103   45
H 3550 GB  105   46
H 3572 GB  107   47
H 3651 GB  109   48477
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  360 GB   65   49
S  390 GB   69   50
S  491 GB   72   51
S  630 GB   75   52
S  756 GB   82   53
S  774 GB   84   54
S  793 GB   85   55
H 3013 GB   87   56
H 3042 GB   90   57
H 3131 GB   94   58
H 3677 GB  111   59
H 3678 GB  112   60
H 3749 GB  113   61
H 3761 GB  114   62
H 3794 GB  116   63
H 3804 GB  117   64
H 3944 GB  119   65
H 4023 GB  120   66
S  673 GB   77   67
H 3148 GB   96   68
H 3562 GB  106   69
H 3615 GB  108   70
H 3616 GB   51   71
S  116 GB   55   72
S  351 GB   64   73
S  364 GB   67   74
S  453 GB   70   75
H 3018 GB   88   76
H 3087 GB   91   77
H 3301 GB   98   78
H 3762 GB  115   79
H 3919 GB  118   80
S   12 GB  121   81
H 3483 JR  104   83
H 3232 JR    4   84
S  588 JR   12   85
H 3352 JR   14   86
H 3581 JR   50   87
S  278 JR   60   88
H 3730 JR   52   89
H 3914 JR   53   90
S  711 JR   48   91
S  166 JR   58   92
S  388 JR   68   93
S  700 JR   79   94
H 3653 JR  110   95
H 3589 GB   37   96478
LEGISLATIVE PRINTING, INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMSPASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 118 (2009-2010)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  758 GB   83   97
S  234 GB    1   98
S  235 GB    2   99
H 3061 GB    3  100
H 3776 GB   41  101
S  449 GB    9  102
H 3556 GB   16  103
H 3295 JR   13  104
S  795 JR   86  105
H 3575 GB   17  106
H 3818 GB   42  107
H 3583 JR   18  108
S  540 JR   26  109
H 3649 JR   19  110
S  703 GB   29  111
S  473 GB   10  112
H 3267 JR    5  113
H 3657 JR   20  114
S  620 JR   27  115
S  698 JR   28  116
S  583 JR   73  117
S  727 JR   81  118
S  289 JR    7  119
S  432 JR    8  120
S   26 JR   22  121
H 3353 JR    6  122479
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